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.. thick seeding of 149
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.. working 807
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Plana for the coming year 19
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Plowing 110
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. . cost of steam 844
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Potatoes 110, 145, 871
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. . large 335
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Poison ivy, cure for 247

Prepare for the summer 52
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May 143
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July 209

August 239
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October 309
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. . management of, prize essay on 87
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Produce,' high price of 151
Pure water for stock 279
Putty and paint, solvent for 52
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Beans, to cook without pork 253
Beef, potted 30

Beer, harvest 22
Bread, Queen Esther's 30
. . corn 125
Cake, bread 80, 253
.. white 191

, . water drop for dyspeptics 253
. . cream spunge 878
. . cocoanut 258
Cakes, to make cream pan 191
. . breakfast 263
Cabbage, di-essing for 258
Cheese, Shrewsbury brawn or head 80
Coffee, substitute for 30
Cookies 191
Crackers, ginger 80
Cvanide of potassium 223
Dough nuts 253
Frosting without eggs 80
Grease, to extract from silk. 223
Hotch potch 81
Meringue, apple 228
Milk, condensed 80
Muffins 191
Mutton with oysters, roast leg of, 83
Omelet 191
Pie, lemon 191
. . green apple 253
Pickles, sweet green tomato 253
Pickle, onion 852
Potatoes, to warm 852
Pudding, poor man's plum 80
. . wedding cake 94
. . cider 94
. . baked Indian 125
, . cottage 191
. . sago 258
.. Buet, boiled 253
, . rolled 253
.. boiled batter 253
. . plain corn starch 878
Rolls, brealNiast 223
Roast leg of mutton with oysters. 83
Salad, chicken 80
.. dressing for 80
Sauce, pudding 191
. . Sausages 878
Soup, the best 125
. . to make pea 158
. . turtle bean without meat 223
Silk, to clean 223
Strawberries 223
Tomatoes 253
Vinegar 808
. . raspberry 223
Water drop cake for dyspeptics. . . 258

Rasps and flies, save your old. 80
Rat trap 239
Rats and mice 20
Reaping machines, who manufactures
the best , 128

Rotation of crops 84
Roots 145, 833
Royal Ashleaved Kidney potato 43
Ruta-bagas 174
. . a good crop 48
. . seed, how much is required for an

acre 162

S
Save your old rasps and files 60

Scours in calves 117
Scythe, how to sharpen a, 247
Seeding with flax 178
Seed wleat 238
Sheep, points of 18
. . shearing 23
. . management of, prize essay on 53
. . ticks on 97
. . buckwheat straw unfit for 113
. . growers convention, Ohio 116
. . what breed of shall I keep ? 141

. . foot-rot in 181

S
Sheep-killing dogs, cure for, 143
. . under sheds 20
. . washing 174
. . fine wool 309
. . to cure from jumping 868
Short sermons for farmers. . .21, 46, 77, 118

147, 182, 218, 275, 83fl

Shorthorns vs. Devons 51
Shirt bosoms, how to polish 31
Snow on the roof 20
Sorghum 145
. . Stanton Gould's report on 76
. . plantins in the fall 15
..atthoWest 16
Sour krout, making 01
Sootin chimneys 20
Spavin, cure for 140
Stables, dirt floors for 279
. . shelter for 833
, . to keep comfortable in winter 372
Stacks and straw 233
Stacking hay 205
Steaming and cutting fooi 803
Stockings, double-healing. 94
Stock, loss of from the storm at the

West , 66
. . how to carry through the winter. . . 865
., watering 181
. . pure water for. 279
Stone walls and fences 289
Straw and stacks. 238
Stubble ground 288, 308
Suggestions to growers of "ye weed".. 215
Summer-fallows in Germany for wheat 243
Superphosphate of lime for turnips, &c 372
Swales, ditch your. 245
Swelled leg in a colt ,. 77
Swine 269

T
Teams, farm 110
The Prince of Wales at the Smithfleld

Club cattle show. 55
Threshing 238
Timber, cutting 206
Timothy seed, selecting 206
.... saving 239
Tires on wheels: how to keep them on. 344
Tobacco, Orinoco 78
. . culture of. 215
. . for the cut-worm. 161
. . poisoned by 842
Top-dressing for grass land 245, 246
To cure hams 303
Tools, selection ot 20
. . harvest 238
Transplanting Swedish turnips or ruta-

bagas 207
Turnip, prize crops 16
Turnip^ transplanting 246
. . superphosphate of lime for 372
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Agricultural College in New York 298
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.. for corn. 74
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Barley, superiority of English.... 187
.. sowing on wet land 171
.. .. late 178
Beans, ashes for 74
.. cultivation of. 171

.. in dry weather 204
Beef, low price of poor 299
. . high price of 109

. . probable high price of in spring 862
Book farmmg 297
Butter, high price of in England
and America 138, 203

Buckwheat as manure 172

. . cultivation of 172
Bulbs, flowering, cultivation of. .

.
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Cattle, sheds for young 9
. . fattening 10

. . fattening in winter 363

.. selling in the fall 10

. . soiling 10

,

. . increase of In feeding 106
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Cattle, selling 13T

. . in Minnesota 201

Calves, selling young 138

Cabbages, masgots at the roots of. 204

Cauliflowers, heading in the cellar 332

Carrots, sowing in the fall 299

Clover, pea-vine 75

Corn-stalks, their value as manure 9

... injured by rain 862

. . vs. hay for milch cows 44

. . Ohio dent at the north 10

.. ashes for 74

.. after corn 832

. how much can be cultivated in

aday? 201

.. in Minnesota 332

. . fungus on 266
Cows, fattening milch 9

.. kicking 10

. . feeding whey to milch 236

. . low price of 29S

. . high price of 108
Cheese factories 108
Crops In England 267
. . all have their enemies 139
. . for soiling 44
Cultivator, Kemington'a 2-horse.. 172
Draining, pleasures of 862
Drouth in Minnesota and Wis. . . . 204
.. theeffectof 236
Ditching lowland 267
Experimental farm 298
fattening milch cows 9

Farms, price of 43
, a Canadian's view of American 861

, . a good time for Canadians to

buy American 361
farm, an English 75
Farmers need patience 830
, . should talk more to their sons. 363
Farming, requisites for success in. 73
. . do not change your system of. . 105
. no sinecure 20, 21, 233

. scientific 829
Fall plowing 297, 332, 86:3

Fences, white willow 45
Food, nutriment in 170
Flax, New Zealand 139
Franklin before the British Parlia-

ment 263
Fruit trees, demalid for 138
Grain, soaking for sheep 45
. . high price of in the West 75
Grasshoppers on barley 233
Hay vs. corn-stalks for milch cows 44
. . ventilation of. 201

. . tedding machine 233
Harrows at the State Fair 297
Harrow, Shaw's coulter. 171

. . a good one wanted 172
High farming a protection from
drouth 41

Horses, cheapest food for 9

. . feeding in winter ^ 41

. . for the army, scarcity of-f 105

. . cold water for wounds on 138

. . bad grooming of 138

. . corns on 139

. . water for 140

. . how much grain should we feed 266

.. tying 298
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Hoe, a scuffle 169
Hoeing, the advantage of 169
Hired men 203
Implements, repairing and paint-

ing 331
Labor, high price of 108
Manures, "artificial 171
... increased demand for 187
. will it pay to use artificial ? 73
. . advantage of covering 189
.. advantage of using artificial.. . . 362
. . Bradley's XL superphosphate. . 267
. .. raw bone superphosphate 204
. . ammoniated Pacific guano 832
. . top-dressing grass lands 3:31

. escape of ammonia from 331
Markets, farmers sho'd keep track

of. 203
. . reports inaccurate 299
Meat and maniu-e, Mr. Lawes on

the production of. 170
Mulch, mellow soil as a 170
Milch cows, hay vs. corn-stalks for 44
Oats, soakins: in water for horses. 44
. . and peas for sheep lOS
. . on low lands 108
Onions, seed from selected 298
. . culture of 106
Parsnips, sowing in the faE 299
Peas, harvesting 236
.. sprouted before harrowing 171

.. varieties of for the garden 204
. ground for horses 9

Peppermint, culture of 41
Plants, the amount of water evap-

orated bv 169
Plowing, fall to kill worms 862
Prices, decline in 299
. . advance of 173
. . influence of the draft on 297
Pigs, increase in feeding. . .

.
•. 830

. . "can we atford to keep 2.34

. fraud in 140
Poultry, fattening in coops 41
Provisions, scarcity of in Illinois. . 173
Potatoes, late planted 298
. . frozen in the ground 862
. . smiill pieces for seed 26S
. manure for 138
Potato rot 2 tl

Quack grass 297
Report of the Com. of Ag. (1862). . 11

Eye a green feed , 26S
Sheep, increase of 45
. . in Minnesota 41, 201
. . soaking grain for 45
. . fattening merino 41
. . fattening in winter 863
. . improvement in since 1790 170
, . protits of keeping 108

'

. . jirice of fat 109

. . Cotswold ram wanted 204
Stones, injury to implements. .... 203
Stock, scarcity of food for in the
West 172

,^ how to sell 173
Straw for horses 41
Steaming food for milch cows—^Mr.

ColUns' plan 43
Steam plowing 75
Stump machine wanted 140

W
WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM:

Steers, John Johnston's 75
Soils, advantage of stirring 75
Soil, temperature of 170
Soiling, crops for 44
Summer-fallows, how many times
should wo plow ? 265

Thistles, to destroy 265
Tools, put them in their places.. . 203
Tobacco fertilizer 106
. . manure for 106
. . culture of at the North lOS
Turnips, culture of... 204, 233, 236, 267
. . value for feeding 298
. . strap leaf. 350
vs. corn 881
Undcrdraining, the necessity of. . . 171
ITnderdrains, distance apart 203
Water, the amount evaporated by

plants 169
Wheat, Boughton 202, 266
. . crop falling of 29S
. . midge in dry summers 234
.. .. prevented by manure 235
. . international show 2G<5

.. imported Mediterranean 26S

. . Russian 263

. . will be in demand next year. . . 203
Mr. Manny's premiums for im-
provement in 107

. . straw vs. corn-stalks as manure 9

. . rust on in Australia 189
White willow for fences 45
Wind-mill, self-regulating 268
Wood, high prices of 2M
Wool, prices of. 267
. . probable pries of 363
Wounds, cold water for. 13S

Washing machine 257
Walls, stone^ 270
Watering stock 181
Weeds 174, 206, 338
. . how to have none to pull 118
Weather, notes on the. 64, 96, 127, 160, 225

256, 287, 323, 853
What shall we have for dinner. 312

eat 385
„. Endislrfiirm Laborers eat 343
Wheat, enormous yield from a single

grain 11

. . after wheat 48
, a good crop of 49
. . culture in the Western States 15
. . can we compete with the West in

growing ? 17
..crop 110
. . cutting 206
. . good SI

. . manuring 2.38

.. seed 233

. . sowing. 269

. . summer fallow for 51
Whitewash 117".

Why is it ? 162
. . does iron rust ? 272
.. don't he doit? 547
Wire-worms 837
'Wood ashes for corn 17

. . scarcity of 340
Woolly lamb, a 247
Wool growers' convention, N. T 303

Working oxen 806
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HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.

Age of the big trees of California.

Apple, Liuly.

a gooil suinmer
. . Northern Spy
.. orchards, limin?

.... improving an old 24,

. . trees, blight in

Apples, Western New York
. . gathering
. . what are" the hardiest kinds

. . winter
Ashes around young apple trees

Aphis, woolly, remedy for

Balsam, the

Bliglit in apple trees

Bouquets, keeping under glass.

Borer, apple tree

Bulbs, flowering

122
24
27
2T
93
5T

320
26

807
66
807
97
820

217
820
28

157
220

C
Qeiiieteries, ornamentation of 29

Cherry, Black Eagle 251

Cherries tailing from trees, cause and remedy 227

Cleaning tomato and other seeds 350

Curculio, lime-wash for 92

Currant worms 2S5
cure for 252

Oorled leaf in peaches, discussion on at Am. Po. So 348

Drouth and its teachings 820

F
Fmit growers' societv of Western New Tork. 59 218, 226

Fruit culture at the West 28, 155, 186

. . names of 27

. . trees, influence of soil on 90

Fruits in Japan 91

. . ripening 250

Flowers, Everlasting, drying 26

O
Garden operations for February 66

. work for March.
April —
May
June
July

Garden in August
. . . September
. . . October
. . . November
. . . December
. fall management of a clay-loam .

. frames, to make linen and cotton transparent for

. the vegetable

. the fruit

Gardening, balcony
Geraniums in winter
Grapes, new
. . discussion on at the American Pomological Society . . . 813,

. . for cold vinery

. . fine crop of.

. . in Kansas

. . laying down for winter

. . Muscat

. . prize for the best

. . soil for

. . vines, Dr. Grant's

.... what is the best way to grow from cuttings ?

Grape, Passe Hamburg
. . growing at Nauvoo
Grub in carrots, soot for

Gladiolus, pronunciation of

H
Hedges, Honey Locust for.

Horticultural items
. department at the New York State Fair.

Hjracinths

119
153
185
216
248
285
318
849
376
871
375
850
860
123
60
27

845
849
299
60

861
877
332
123
29
97
252
286
60
29

286
190
319
220

Infusoria and germination.

Japanese plants

Liming apple orchards
Lice—What has become of them ?.

.

List of nurserymen

Melon bug, lime for the
Musk melon. White Japanese

24

98

98

in

N
Nurserymen, list of. 1i8|

O
Orchards 174, 206, 838

and shade trees 110
apple, liming 9S
.. should they be cultivated? 252, 267
. . planting 74
. . new 308

Pears, will they succeed on sandy soils ? 89
. . best varieties of. 97
. . do they do well grafted on thorns 97
. . in hedge rows 874
. . large 93
. . spots on in England 89
.. two new English , 124
. . winter, discussion on at American Pomological Society. .

.

373
Pear, cracking and spotting of the 92
. . trees, wineglass 249
. . prize for the best SSi
Peach blossoms—What kills them ? 122
. . trees, scarcity of. 42
. . planting, priming and training the 189
Peaches, diseussion on at the Amer. Pomological Society.... 847
. . curled leaf in, discussion on at the Amer. Po. So 848
Preserving fruit from insects 350
Pruning fruit trees in June 124, 156, 189
Prune, the best time to 93
Pomological society, American 258, 313, 355, 373
.... Indiana 26
Plants, Japanese 93

R
Raspberry, Philadelphia 24
.. culture 220
Raspberries, discussion on at the Amer. Po. So 848
.. layina down for winter 361
Ripening fruits 250

Rose, Giant of Battles 25
Roses, pyramidal 121

. . protection of in winter 361

Roots of trees 27

S
Seeds, vegetation of 28

. . minute, raising 157

Shade trees and orchards 110

Shelter, trees for 217

Soot for grub in carrots 60

Strawberries, dressing for 249

. . cultivation of 169

. . discussion on at the American.Pomological Society... .843, 874

.. fall treatment of 361

. . varieties of 251

Squash, the Turban or Turk's head 117

T
Trees for shelter 217

. . roots of. 27

. . of California, age of the big 122

. . ornamental, affected by dry weather 2C9

. . mignonnette, for the house in wmter, to make 220

Tomato seeds, cleaning 859
220Tulips..

What shall we do with it?.

Woolly Aphis, remedy for.

W
24
S20
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. L

I ASKED one of our most experienced Rocliester

millers to-day what was the cheapest food for horses ?

After a moment's reflection he answered

:

"Ground peas."

Peas, he said, were " more natural " to horses

tlian corn. When ground they make very strong

feed. I have no doubt that hoi-ses at hard work

would do well on cut feed—say half hay and half

straw—moistened with water and dusted over with

shorts and pea-meal:

With hay at |20 per tun, it behooves us to be as

economical as possible ; but we must not starve oui'

stock. That is always poor economy.

If steaming food for cattle and horses will ever

pay, it will pay this year. I have just bought one

of Prindle's steamers, but have used it hut little as

yet. I intend to steam chaffed corn-stalks and straw,

mixed with a few small potatoes and pumpkins for

tlie cows. One objection to feeding too many corn-

stalks is that they hurt the gums of the cows.

Steaming would take off the sharp edges of the

stalks, and make them more digestible.

My neighbor, Deacon B., was disposed to lavigh at

mie to-day for estimating corn-stalks as worth as

much for manure as wheat straw.* He said one

load of stalks would make as much manure as five

loads of wheat straw. In rotting down a heap of

straw he said he had been astonished how little ma-

nure it made.

The Doctor happened to be present, and the Dea-

con asked his opinion. " Well," said he, " if the

corn-stalks are cut into chaff, I should prefer them

to wheat straw as manure." What could a layman

say in reply to a D. D. and a Deacon ? I could but

excuse myself by saying that I was " open to con-

viction," and only gave it as an opinion, acknowledg-

ing that we had no reliable analyses to deteiTnine

the point. I question very much, however, whether

a tun of corn-stalks are worth much more for ma-

*See Genesee Former ior November, page 330. It is there

remai-ked: "We have no reliable analysis of corn-stalks, and es-

timate them as worth loi- manure as much as wheat straw."

nure than a tun of wheat straw. The fact that they

do not rot down so much, but make more bulk, is no

proof that they are more valuable. You may say

the same thing of saw-dust

!

If you have a good cutting-box, driven by horse

power, I believe it would pay to cut up all the corn-

stalks simply for the greater ease of handling the

manure. -

The Deacon is feeding a cow that he intends to

kill in a few weeks for his own use. " Nothing like

corn-beef," he says, " for hard-working men." His

cow is a good one, with a slight dash of Shorthorn

blood in her, and thrives surprisingly under the fos-

tering care of the Deacon.

The Doctor said he had a cow last year that beat

her. He keeps but one cow. He buys a new milch

cow every spring, and sells the old one for beef the

day he gets the new one. He milks her up to the

day he sells her to the butcher. It is a mistake, he

says, to suppose that you can not fat a cow while

she is giving milk. The cow he referred to gave

nine quarts of milk the day she was butchered. She

dressed over 1100 pounds of beef, and had IGl

pounds of rough tallow in her ! The butcher paid

him $49 for her, but told him afterwards that he

would give $60 for another just like her. The Doc-

tor is a great friend to dumb creatures of all kinds^

He believes thoroughly in comfortable stables, suc-

culent roots and warm corn-meal pudding.

He frequently asks me why I do not, in the Gener .

see Farmer, urge farmers to pay more attention to

feeding their young stock, and especially to provide

warm and comfortable sheds for them. I tell him I

have done so. "Well," says he, "do it again.

Nothing is more important." 'J!]xe Doctor is right.

But what can be done to correct the evil ? Farmers

know that it is poor economy to expose their cattle

to the fierce blasts of our Northern winters; but

some of them lack energy, and not a few lack the

means to provide better buildings, sheds, &c. There

are farmers who have barns enough, but they are

not properly arranged. The horse-barn is in one.

place, the cow-barn in another, and the grain-barn xn

another—all detached from each other. Now if a
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proper site was selected and these barns placed so

as to form a quadrangular barn-yard, sheltered from

the north, west and east, and only open to the south,

it would certainly be far better for the animals and

more convenient for the fanner.

I Iiave a few head of young cattle that are in

good condition. The butcher offered me $35 per

head for them, but I thiuk beef will be higher in a

mouth or two. I wrote to John Johnston asking

his opinion in regard to feeding them. In reply he

says :

" If your steers have never been fed grain, they

wiU do as well or better for the first month on three

or four quarts of corn-meal, {)iot corn and cob meal,)

as they will on double the quantity. Yom- steers

will eat twenty pounds each of good hay per day,

and on the average say four and a half quarts of

meal per day until the first of March ; and if the

hay is first-rate, and they are properly attended to,

with good sheds, well littered, and the steers of the

right kind, you may expect them prime beef iu

ninety or a himdred days.

" You will, perhaps, see no gain for the first

month, and perhaps there will be none, but the third

month they will gain more than during the two

first. Cattle that have been acciistomed to grain

[the previous -wdnter] will improve rapidly from the

start."

Beef cattle, he tliinks, must certainly advance

greatly before spring ; but whether It will pay to

fatten them depends much on the kind of cattle.

" If you were here," he writes, " I could show you

the right kiad of cattle to fat. I have a pair of

five-year olds that gain more per day than any I

ever fed."

I hope Mr. J. will inform us, through the Farmer,

how much they gain during the winter.

He adds that on account of the high price of hay

and grain many farmers in his neighborhood are

seliiag ofl" their cattle at ruinously low prices ; and

some who had bought sheep to fatten are selling

them at a loss rather than to run the risk of feeding

them.

Rothschild, the great banker, and the richest man

in the world, was once asked how ho made his

money. " By buying," he replied, " when everybody

was seUing, and selling v^^hen everybody was buying."

The principle is undoubtedly a correct one ; but

the troxible is how to ascertain when everybody is

selling. A great many people are selling their cat-

tle and sheep, but still there are many others who

are holding on for higher prices—especially of

Slieep. It can hardly be possible that sheep will be

lower before spring, but it is an open question

whether they will be enough higher to pay the cost

i)f keeping, attendance, &c.

I got a letter from my friend " S. W." this morn-
ing. He says there can no longer be any doubt that

on very rich, well-di-ained land the 16 or 18-rowed

Southern Ohio Dent corn will yield one-third more
to the acre than any corn of the round Flint viv-

riety. His neighbor, Joseph Wright, has raised the

Ohio Dent corn for several years. He puts on twenty

two-horse loads of manure to the acre, and I have

myself seen some of his corn-stalks that were twenty

feet high. It is essential to get the seed corn, at

least every other year, from the Southwest. K the

seed raised here is planted, the tendency is to a

shorter kernel and a larger cob.

But it is getting dark. Let us go into the house.

Have you seen Ik Marvel's new book. My Farm of
Edgeicood. I do not know when I have read any-

thing which pleased me so much. It is charmingly

wi'itten, and quite as fascinating as a romance. A
few years since he bought a farm near New Haven,

and in this book gives us some account of his expe-

riences of New England farm life.

Having concluded to " turn milkman" and adopt

the practice of soiling, he removed most of the old

fences, and threw eighty acres of flat land into

one field. The neighbors, who cling to two-aci-e

lots and pinched door-yards, opened their eyes and

mouths very widely at this. " The Squire's making

this ere farm into a parade-ground, a'n't he ? " said one,

" Ef a crittur gets loose in such a rannge as that,"

said another, " I rather guess he'll have a time on't."

" There won't be no great expense for digging 'o

post-holes," truly remarked a third.

His cash account the first year showed a ?<?.*.? of

§1.053. This was to be expected. The third year

he realized a profit of $615. This has a more chee-r-

ful look, but is, as he says, " not gorgeous." The fii'th

year his profits were $988, and besides his farm is in

better heart and much improved in appearance and

value.

He gives an amusing account of his experience in

buying cows. One man tried to sell him an old cow

with the tell-tale wrinkles rasped oiit of her horns.

On looking in her mouth he found that there was

not a tooth in her head. On looking accusingly at

the rural owner, who was quietly cutting a notch in

the top Tail of his fence, he remarked

:

"Waal, yes, kinder rubbed off; but she bites

pooty well with her gooms."

Another man sold him a cow that was admirable

iu every point of view, but she proved to be an in-

veterate kicker.

" The books recommend gentleness for the cure of

this propensity ; so does humanity ; I concurred with
both in suggesting that treatment to Patrick.

"
' Giutle is it ? And bedad, sir, she's too ould for

a cure. I'm thinking we must tie her logs, sir ; but
if ye orders it, bedad, it's meself cau be gintle.
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"
' Soli, Moolly—soh—soh (and a kick) ; soh, ye

baste (a little livelier), soh (and a kick)—soli, blast

ye !

—

soil, MooUy—soir, Katy—SOH (and a crash)

:

och,-you ould baste ye—take that !' and there is a

thud' of the milking stool in the ribs.

" The ' giutleness' of Patrick is unavailing. But
the cow is an excellent animal, and not to be hastily

discarded. Milker after millver luidcrtook the con-

quest, but with lio better success. The task became
the measure of a man's long-suffering disposition

;

some gave over, and lost their tempers before the

first trial was finislisd ; others conjured down the

spirit by all sorts of endearing epithets and tender-

ness,, until the conquest seemed almost made ; when
suddenly pail, stool and man would lapse together,

and a stream of curses carry away all record of the
tenderness. We came back at last to Patrick's

original suggestion : the legs must be tied. A short

bit of thick rope passed around one foot and loosely

knotted, then passed around the second and tied

tightly in double knot, rendered her powerless.

There was a slight struggle, but it was soon at an
end ; and she made no opposition to the removal of

the thong after the milking was over. With this

simple provision, the trouble was all done away

;

and for a whole year matters went well. But after

this, there came a reformer into control of the dairy.

The rope was barbarous ; he didn't believe in such
things ; he had seen kicking cows before. A little

firmness and gentleness would accomplish the object

better ; God didn't make cows' legs to be tied. The
position was a humane one if not logical. And the
thong was discarded.

" Well, Patrick,' said I, two days after, ' how fares

the cow 1

'

" ' And begorra, it's the same ould baste, sir.'

•" A few days later I inquired again after the new
regimen of gentleness and firmness.

" ' Begorra,' said Patrick, ' she's kicked him again !'

" A week passed ; and I repeated the inquiries.
"

' Begorra, she's kicked him again ! ' screamed
Patrick ; ' and it's a divil's own bating he's been
giving the ould baste."

'

The moral of the story is—if a cow is an invete-

rate kicker, tie her legs with a gentle hand, or kill

her. Nothing will effect a cure.

The last Report of the Commissioner of Agricul-

tui'e, (or as it was formerly called the Patent Office

Report,) is decidedly the best volume yet issued. In

fact, I do not know of any work on agriculture that

contains so much real practical information. The
introductory article by Commissioner Newton pre-

sents a broad and comi>reheusive view of the impor-

tance of agriculture.

"The United States," he says, "are, and must

always remain, an agricultural nation. For this the

Boil, the climate, the institutions of the country, and

the age of the world, have peculiarly fitted them,

and it is the duty of the Government to take all

possible measures to secure to the agricidturists of

America the fidlest benefits of its ample resources.

"It is hard to realize, and yet as true as Holy

Writ, that some who shall read, to-day, these lines,

will live to see one hundred millions of freemen

dwelling in this dear land of ours. With peace and

Bnion restored, based on equity and freedom ; with

all the conditions of agriculture and mental pro-

gress fulfilled ; with iron bands stretching from the

pines of Maine to the Golden Gate ; with the hum
of factories on ten thousand streams, and swift-

winged commerce flying to distant lauds, what pen

can sketch the possibility of this young giant of the

West 1

"

Levi Bartlett furnishes an article on "Wheat-
Growing in New Hampshire." He has been quite

successful in doing so, and is of the opinion that it

would be for the interest of the farmers of the Old

Granite State to raise more wheat and purchase less

Western flour.

The ablest article in the Report is under the

modest heading of " Remarks on the Physiology of

Breeding," by S. L. Goodale, of Maine. It abounds

in interesting facts.

The name of the writer of the article on the " Con-

dition and Prospects of Sheep Husbandry in the

United States" is not given, but it is evidently from

the pen of a master.

Sanford Howard, Editor of the Boston Cultivator.

gives an interesting description of the little, hardy

Irish cattle known as the Kerry breed. It has been

introduced into this country, and will doubtless

prove useful on the poor hilly soils of some sections

of New England. They thrive on the coarsest food

and jield very rich milk, while they fatten easily

when liberally fed.

J. J. Thomas contributes an article on " Farm Im-

plements and Machinery," which, like everything

from his pen, aboimds in useful suggestions and im

portant facts. He states that the capital invested in

farm implements in the United States is probably

not less than Jive hundred millions of dollars.

Royal Asitleaved Kidney Potato.—We have
received a few of the Ashleaved Kidney potato from
Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, and found them
when cooked a mass of flour. The flavor is excellent,

and with the earliuess and prolificacy which it is

said to have, we do not know any merit it ought to

possess which it has not.

—

London Journal of Horti-
culture.

Is this a new potato ? We were acqnainted with

a variety bearing this name, in England, twenty

years ago. It was the earliest and best potato we
have^ver seen. It closely resembles the Mexican.

Enormous Yield op Wheat feom a Single

Grain.—The Brighton, (Eng.) Guardian states that

at the LeXves Flower Show, Mr. Spary, of Chailey,

exliibited a bimdle of wheat containing fifteen hun-

dred and fifty-one ears, the product of a single grain.

This enormous yield was obtained by sowing, the

seed in June, and dividing the parent plant into

three parts. In a month or so these plants were re-

divided and again planted, and in the following

spring the plants were again divided.
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DAIRY FARMIi\G.

EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE
THE ST. LAWRENCE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL,

SOCIETY, BY JOSEPH HARRIS.

The fanners in the dairy districts make a great

mistake in not feeding tlieir cows with richer food.

If it requires twenty-five pounds of hay per day to

keep a cow in a condition in which she can neither

lay on fat nor give milk, it is evident that the butter

and cheese wliich we get is derived from the food

she eats over and above this twenty-five pounds nec-

essary to keep her in a stationary condition. To

feed only twenty-five pounds would manifestly be

absurd. Last spring I was in Washington, and

went out to see the atmy in Virginia. I passed hun-

dreds of heavy wagons drawn by three pairs of

mules. The roads were almost impassable, and the

lx)or mules labored hard to draw the wagons through

the deep mud. Half a tun of hay seemed to be a

good average load, and I thought the mules would

eat about as much as they were able to draw. Now
supposing it took two pairs of mules to draw the

csnpty wagon, it is clear that the load was drawn by

the third pair. There were three pairs to each

wagon and its load. Two of them drew the wagon

iind the other pair drew the load ! It is so in feeding

cows; twenty-five pounds of hay are required to keep

the cow alone going—in other words to draw tlie

wagon—and if we feed another five pounds, or, in

f/ther words, attach on another pair of mules—all the

iofid of milk is drawn or derived from the five

pounds of extra feed. You feed thirty pounds ofhay

per day, but it is only the five pounds that produces

milk. Now do you not think it would be better to

feed another extra five pounds, and get as much

miUv for it as you have from the first thirty pounds ?

But, you say, the cow's stomach will only hold thirty

pounds of hay or straw. Very well, then take out a

tew pounds and supply the place with some richer

rood, such as pea or beau pieal, mixed mth a little

corn meal or shorts. In this way you can get the

cow to eat the other extra five pounds. You will

.i-et more and richer milk, and more and better ma-

nure.

One thing in the returns of the last census of this-

State rather surprises me. The amount of cheese

made in this State in 1860 was one million, one hun-

dred and ninety-three thousand, one hundred and

twenty-five poimds less than in 1850. Americans are

iiot great cheese eaters, but I had supposed that

here was sufficient foreign demand to insure remu-

native prices. It seems plain that if the farmers

«f the State can afford to send wheat to England and

csn ipete with the English growers, our cheese

•'lai 'crs can certainly do so ; because the freight on

one Iwindred dollars' worth of cheese is not as great

as on one hundred dollars' worth of wheat. If

cheese making does not pay it must be for one of

two reasons : either butter commands a relatively

higher price at home, or the quality of the cheese is

not such as is wanted abroad.

I find from the last London Mark Lane Express

that English cheese is quoted at 12 1-2 cents to 15

cents per pound ; and American at only 8 1-2 to 11 1-2

cents per pound—the English cheese bringing 4

cents per pound more than the American.

Now this difference in price is enormous, for it

must be recollected that the increase in price is all

profit. I do not know how much profit you ordina-

rily make on cheese, but at present rates I should

not estimate it at more than 2 cents per pound, after

allowing a fair compensation for labor, etc. Now, if

American cheese in England brought the same

price as the English cheese, that is, four cents per

pound more than at present, the profits would be

three times as great—for the cost of sending it to

market would be the same in eitlier case.

Jolm Bull is a great cheese eater, and he will be

very glad to get his cheese from this side of the At-

lantic if he can get it a little cheaper than it can be

had anywhere else. I think it may safely be as-

serted that in everything that relates to the me-

chanical operations of cheese making American dairy

men are ahead of the Old World. I have visited

the best dairy districts of England, and have seen

notliing to be compared with the appliances used in

the ueighboiing counties of of Lewis and Herkimer,

and I doubt not in St. Lawrence, also. Take Rowe's

Western Reserve Cheese Vat and there is nothing

equal to it in the world, unless you have something

better in this section. With such an apparatus and

one of your simple mechanical presses, cheese mak-

ing is notliing but a pleasant pastime.

Come with me into a Cheshire dairy. It is 5

o'clock in the afternoon, and punctual to a moment

the cows, forty in number, are brought to the yard

and tied up. The mistress and her two stalwart

maids, with a man to help them, sally forth with

their clean, bright tin pails. Now all is still ; not a

sound is heard save the dropping of the mUk as it

flows regularly and rapidly from the udder to the

pail, wliich is held up from the ground firmly be-

tweeii the knees of the milker. An old man carries

in the milk to the dairy, and by 6 o'clock the forty

cows are milked, and strijjped, and on their way to

pasture. Four o'clock ia the morning finds the

maid and her mistress in the dairy taking off

quickly and almost slyly—for she is a little ashamed

of it—the cream from the surface of last night's milk.

It is then put into a large, round, heavy old fash-

sioned cheese tub— a portion of it being heated by

putting it in a tin standing in a cauldron of boil

ing water. By 5 o'clock the old man has the cowB
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again in the yard, and by six the new milk is in the

tub mixed with that of last evening, and with the

portion that has been heated. The whole is at a

temperature of about 82o. The rennet is then added
;

tlie tub covered with a cloth, and they then sit

down to breakfast.

In an hour the cheese has come. It is then care-

fully and gently cut up into small, square pieces and

allowed to settle. As it settles the whey is dipped'

oiF with a wide, flat bottomed, shallow tin. When
nearly all the whey is thus removed, the tub is

tilted on one side and the curd placed so as to allow

the whey to drain oif. A semicircular board is placed

upon it, and two fifty-six pound weights are put on

the board to press out the whey. The curd is then

placed in a cloth and put under a hand press, and

pressed till it is quite dry. It is then taken out,

broken wp and salted, and placed in a cheese mold

with a cloth around it. It is now ready to be

pressed, but where is the press ? There in the cor-

ner stand three large square blocks of stone, the

lightest weighs perhaps half a tun, and the

heaviest three or four tuns. These are raised by

means of a common screw. The freshly made

cheese is placed under the lightest one and remains

there till the next morning, when it is taken out,

skeicered, and a dry cloth put around it, and j^laced

under the next heaviest press. The next day it is

again removed, the cloth changed, and then placed

under the heavisest press. Three days to press a

clieese ! think of that, ye cheese makers of St. Law-

rence, and bless your stars that you were not born in

Clieshire

!

You coagulate the milk, cut up the ciird, scald it,

draw oif the whey, break up the curd, salt it, put it

in the press, puU down the lever, and the whole is

done. Unquestionably the American process, so far

an mechanical appliances are concerned, is the more

scientific. And the fact that American cheese has

retailed higher in the English market than the best

Cheshire, proves that cheese can be made by this

process of the highest quality.

The differences between the two processes are :

first, we scald the curd ; and second, none of the

whey is pressed out before the curd is salted. The
process of scalding renders the cvird firmer, and the

the consequence is that less labor and time are re-

quired in pressing. Scalding is, in fact, a quick way
of pressing. But there is danger of scalding too

much on the one hand, and pressing too little on the

other. The higher we scald the less we need to

press ; bnt I am mclined to think we scald too much
and press too little.

The chief faivlt found with our cheeses in Eng-

land is that the whey is not all removed. Thus
Dr. Voelcker, Chemist to the Royal Agricultural

Society, has recently analyzed cheeses made

in different districts in England, and tdso

some from America, and he found one of our

cheeses was full of holes, badly made, and had a

very strong smell. It was evident, he said, that the

whey was not carefully pressed out in making. On
the other hand, he analyzed one American cheese

which he says was as nice as could be desired—ex-

ceedingly rich and of good flavor. But on the whole

he came to the conclusion that good materials were

even more thoroughly spoiled on this side of the At-

lantic than in England.

1 think that the evil lies not in the method we
adopt—for I am satisfied that that is excellent—but

in the want of due care in carrpng. it out.

But the one grand error in American cheese

making, is the want of care in not ripening the

cheese before it is sent to market. We all know
that there is considerable difference between a go&d

pear and a mellow one ; between a Baldwin apple

now and after it has been kept a few months to

ripen. So there is much difference between curd

and cheese. The curd is the green apple, the cheese

the ripened fruit. If you were going to send hay to

market you would not send the green grass tresh

from the field, and yet you often sell your cheese

when it is as green as grass.

In the Cheshire dairy, to which I have alluded

—

and which was celebrated for its cheese—none was

ever sold until it was six months old. The cheeses

were kept in a moderately warm room until thor-

oughly ripened and cured, with that outside mold

so indicative to a practiced eye of a rich, fine-fla-

vored cheese. I think this selling cheeses while still

little else than curd, and allowing them to be jolted

and jammed, and exposed to the greatest variations

of temperature, is enough to spoil the best cheese

that ever was made. The wonder is, not that

cheeses so treated sell for 4 cents per pound less than

the carefully ripened Cheshire, but that they sell at

aU ******* When the

cows have plenty of food their milk is richer in but-

ter and cream, or curd, in the fall of the year than

at any other season. Dr. Voelcker found the milk of

a dairy in August contained 3 1-2 per cent, of butter

and 3 of curd. In November the milk of the same

cows contained 5 per cent, of butter and 5 1-2 of

curcT. One gallon of the November milk would

make nearly twice as much saleable cheese as a gal-

lon of the August milk.

The great aim of dairy farmers should be, there-

fore, to provide the cows with a suSiciency of good

food at this season of the year.

I have never tried it, but it strikes me that oats

cut while green would make excellent fodder for

milch cows. I know they are excellent for horses,

and if a few peas are sown with the oats it is quite

an improvement.
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BREEDIIVG HORSES.

The last number of the Journal of the Boijal Ag-

ricultural Society contains an article on breeding

horses from the pen of W. Dickinson.

• Horses, he says, should be bred upon a dry subsoil

to make them sound in constitution, sound in wind,

and sound in color, by which he means that what-.

ever be the horse's color, it should be a deep, not a

faint one. The surface, moreover, should be fertile:

aboiuidiug in carbonate and phosphate of lime, to

grow horses of full, size, with plenty of bone and

muscle. Upon this subsoil and this surface, you

may expect sound, full-isized, healthy animals. A
wet, spongy, clay soil produces delicate constitutions,

defective wind, pale colors, and large, fiat feet.

He advises selecting mares for breeding when

three years old. They are more free from defects, cost

less, and breed better than when older. He very

properly contends that none but the best mares

shoidd be selected.

Mr. D. says he formerly thought there were no better

cart horses in the world than the English ; but in

1855 he attended the International Exhibition in Paris

where he had sent some Shorthorn cattle. " There,"

he saj^s, "my attention was attracted to a class

of horse, I had never seen before. I looked at them

and was astonished, seeing them drawing great long

carts, as long as the English wagons, loaded with

immense blocks of stone (not as ours are loaded in

London with two or three blocks,) walking nimbly

away the whole day from the pit to the building.

These immense loads of stone made me think of the

three or four dray-horses drawing at a much slower

pace a few butts of beer through the London streets.

These horses, walking so nimbly with these great

loads of stone, were not so fat as our own favorites,

but they seemed to be doing twice the work. Al-

though leaner, they bore the strictest scrutiny ; the

more I saw them the naore I admired them. Meet-

ing Mr. Jonas Webb, I called his attention to them.

He said he had never seen such before ; he had ob-

served a horse taking into the show yard an immense

load of provender for the cattle, that astonished him

beyond measure ; he had resolved to try to buy him,

but he lost sight of him that day and never saw him

afterwards. I thought them so superior to ours,

that I resolved to buy one to take home."

After considerable trouble he succeeded in finding

one, called " Napoleon," and says :

" I have never once regretted the purchase. He

has been worked on my farm ever since, almost al-

ways with mares. I have never had so good, quiet,

active, and powerful a horse before! In no one in-

stance has he given us any trouble. He is unlike

our English cart-horses, for with great size, (sixteen

and one-half hands high) and immense substance, he

-shows a dash of blood. He has an Arabian head,

not small, but of fine character, well proportioned to

his size. The neck is very muscular and well turned,

the shoulders large, very deep, without lumps on the

sides, and oblique, such in shape as would not be

objected to for a riding horse. The bosom open, the

fore legs magnificent and very short, with great

bone, hard sinews, and with but little hair upon

them. His feet are perfect in shape, and perfectly

sound in work ; his back short, rather dipped,

round shaped ribs, large loins, rather plain droop-

ing hind quarters, very large thighs, low down,

and tightly joined together with prodigiously pow-

erful clean hocks, and very short hind legs, well uji-

der him. We never had a difiiculty with the en-

gine or thresher, or with anything in the mud that

Nap. could not extricate us from. His stock are as

good and kind as possible. It is a saying with the

men that Nap.'s colts want no breaking. I\Iy mares

are small and active ; the stock are considerably

larger than the dams, but so cleanly, that as foals

they look more like carriage horses.

" I think the cart mares to work and breed should

be of moderate size, from fifteen and one-half to six-

teen hands. They should be long, low, wide and

handsome, compactly made, with short backs, arch-

ing downwards, and with wide, table shaped loin.

The legs should be short and clean, the bone large,

especially behind. They should be ^ood walkers,

and as I recommend working the mares on the fann

the high stepping action must not be overlooked.

" When the foals are weaned in the autumn, they

must have shelter and be well kept. A few oats, cut

roots, cut hay and a little bran, mil do well for them

till they go to grass in the following summer, during

which time the colts must be castrated. In the win-

ter they may again be kept in the sheds. They

should never be allowed to get poor. They wUl be

useful at three years old, and do half the work of

horses, if kept in a cool, well ventilated stable."

In regard to carriage horses he says more atten-

tion must be paid to fine heads and necks than is

necessary in the case of cart horses. They may be

bred from mares that can do the work of the farm

thoroughly well. They should be weU selected and

the high stepping action not overlooked. Such

mares crossed with a thoroughbred horse produce

excellent carriage horses. The colts must not be

neglected in their early keeping. If they are starved

when young and afterwards forced by high feeding,

strangles, distemper, roaring, lameness, etc.,will bethe

result.

Mr. D. thinks saddle horses should have the back

bone slightly arched, while draught horses should

be rather hollow backed. He thinks this very impor-

tant.

Mr. D. thinks that while great improvement haa
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taken place in cattle, sheep and pigs, tliorongWii-ed

horses have retrograded. He attributes this in a

great measure to the fasliion of running horses when

two or three years old, and to their being required

to caiTy only light weights. He says :

" I saw the commencement of the evil ; I now see

the consequence. There was no longer any induce-

ment to breeders to retain their great strong two

year old colts ; they could not run at that age,

neither could they at three years old struggle with

moderate sized horses. The best horse ever pro-

duced in England could not race at two nor at three

years old ; he was not only the fastest and stoutest

of any period, hut he was one of the most powerful
;

this horse was Eclipse. If he had been of- these

days, in all probability his fate would have been

sealed at three years old ; he would have been sold

as a great slow brute to some foreigner, coming

among us to make purchases at a small sum, as

most of our large sized, unfurnished horses have

been, till there is hardly one left-"

He says they have now " two classes of horses

—

blood horses without substance, and strong horses

w^ithout blood. Both are bad for common purposes."

" Our cavalry must feel this wouderfid falling off.

If they shoiLld be again brought to contend with

some hostile power, it will be seen that although we
have not lost the steel of our men we have lost the

energy of our horses. Let it not be overlooked that

blood gives pace; pace is power. Blood carries

weight ; it is said that a thoroughbred horse carry-

ing thirty-two stone for four miles beat the best and

strongest horse that could be found, not thorough-

bred. Blood gives life ; the thoroughbred horse lives

longer in work than any other. Our horses have

fallen off wofully since the battle of Waterloo ; and

those of our friends now, who were opposed to us

then, have been as much improved as ours have

been deteriorated. The Emperor of Russia also has

80 improved the horses of his Imperial Guard that

I believe he has ten thousand men better mounted

than any ten thoiisand men in England or anywhere

else."

Planting SoRGnim in the Fall.—It is well

known that self-sown tomatoes start earlier in the

spring and produce earlier fruit than those planted

in the spring. The same thing has been observed in

regard to sorghum seed that has fallen from the

plants in the fall, and Mr. Mason, of Illinois, was

induced from this fact to plant several acres of

sorghum the past fall. The seed does not germinate

until spring, but it'is thought the crop will be earlier.

A Public Contention of wool-growers will be

held at Columlnis, Ohio, January 5th. All persons

interested in sheep and wool are invited to be present.

WHEAT CULTURE IN THE WESTERN STATES.

The recent Report of the Department of Agricul- •

ture contains an interesting article by Lewis Boll-

man, of Indiana, on the wheat plant.

Mr. Bollman has resided over thirty years in Indi-

ana, and is consequently well acquainted with the

agricultural capabilities of the West. The reason

why the production of wheat in the Northwestern

States prior to June, 1850, was so small he attributes

mainly to the want of good market facilities. In the

county where he resided the only market was Louis-

ville, and that only during the Indian Summer
weather of the fall.

" With his wagon and team the farmer carrie.d his

surplus wheat crop, at one load, ninety miles, at a

season when the waters of the Ohio river were too

low to permit shipments, and when the yellow fever

at New Orleans had stopped all commerce at that

city. The markets were without the least anima-

tion, and the usual Louisville prices were from 40 to

50 cents a bushel. If our farmers returned home
with as much sugar and coffee as would supply the

economical wants of their families, they accomplished

all that they expected by their surplus crops of

wheat. Of what avail would a larger crop have

been 1 They therefore directed their attention to

the raising of corn, feeding it to hogs and cattle,

which carried themselves to market, even when corn

production wa& ruinous to their soils."

The extensive introduction of railroads has changed

all this, and during the last decennial years the in-

crease in the production of wheat has been 70 per

cent., while at no previous period have prices been

so satisfactory to the producer. With the great in-

crease of manufactures, and the consequent increase

in the home demand, added to the amount regularly

required by Great Britain, everything is favorable to

the wheat producer of the United States.

Mr. Bollman says truly that " a cereal so univers-

ally grown as wheat is not limited in its growth to

a particular kind of soil." " The red and yellow

clays," he says, " sandy loams, or light carbonaceous.

soils are all well adapted to its production under the

condition we generally find them as to depth of snows

and the kind of wheat. * * * When the snow

is not an adequate protection, the substitution of

spring wheat obviates the natural diiiiculties to

which the Avinter varieties are there subject." Mr.

B. admits that there are portions of Michigan, lUli-

nois, Wisconsin and Iowa where winter wheat is an

uncertain crop,

Mr. Bollman well observes that a wheat soil should

not contain too much carbonaceous matter or humus.

Such soils are weU adapted to the production of corn,

but "rich clay soils," he says, " are found to be bet-

ter wheat lands when the humus is much ex-
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hausted." Manure, however, is necessary even at

the West, and Mr. B. gays " it should be a leading-

object of every farmer to persevere and increase its

quantity."

Looking at the extent of wheat cultivation, es-

pecially in the West, it is obvious, he says, that

barnyard manure can not be produced in quantities

at all approaching the demands of that husbandry

which should regard the fertility of the soil as one

of the highest ends it can have in view. Special

manures, such as guano, admissible near the seaboard

and for products bearing a high price, can not be

used in the Western States. The only means for

general maniuing is in turning under green clover

crops and in hogging down others, such as corn, rye

and oats.

" Besides returning to the soil so much vegetable

matter, a green clover crop thoroughly pulverises it,

a condition, as already observed, of absolute neces-

sity to a vigorous fall growth of the wheat plant. The

dryness of our summers, following heavy rains in

the spring, so bake and clog our soils as to render

them almost unfit for wheat cultivation, when defi-

cient in vegetable matter. A winter's freezing could

noi, more reduce these clods to a proper pulveriza-

tion than the rotting of a green clover crop beneath

them."

This is undoubtedly true, biit still it must be

borne in mind that plowing under clover, when con-

tinued for many years, greatly increases the humus

in the soil, and this Mr. B. admits is not desirable.

It may be many years, however, before any deleteri-

ous effects are observed from the practice of plowing

in clover, instead of eating it off on the land.

We hope to continue this subject.

S0RGHU3I AT THE WEST.

Owing to the great drouth of the past summer,

and the early frost, the crop of sorghum at the West

Las turned out badly. Mr. Mason, of the Illinois

Central Railroad, planted 250 acres, and obtained

from it only 105 barrels of sirup and 400 barrels of

vinegar. The cost of raising and manufacturing was

$3,o00. After deducting the market value of the

vinegar, the cost of the sirup would be about 40

cents a gallon. In an ordinary season he would

have had 1,000 baiTcls of molasses, instead of 105

barrels, and the cost per gallon would have been

very trifling. Notwithstanding the unfavorable re-

sults of the past season, Mr. Mason has concluded to

plant this year from 250 to 400 acres.

PRIZE TURNIP CROPS.

The State of Illinois has received from the gen-

eral Laud Office, script for 480,000 acres of land

—

being the full amoimt appropriated by Congress,

under the Agricultural College grant.

We are indebted to Mr. W. A. Cooler, Secretary

of the Hamilton and Wentworth Agricultural Soci-

ety, Canada West, for the report of the committee

appointed to examine the crops of turnips of not less

than two acres, entered for premiums.

The first prize was awarded to Thomas Stock, of

East Flamboro', for a field of eight acres. The yield

was twenty-five tuns, six cwt. and forty-five lbs. per

acre. The soil was a sandy loam, oat stubble, ma-

nured (we presiime in the fall) with eighteen loads

of farm yard manure per acre, and plowed in the

fall, and twice plowed in the spring ; seed, Matson

variety, sown 13th and IGth of June, at the i-ate of

three pounds per acre ; cultivated them three times

and hand hoed them twice.The seed was grown by Mr.

Stock himself, and the committee well observe that

this fact indicates that Canadian grown seed is quite

equal if not superior to that which is imported. We
think there can be little doubt on this point, and it

would be well for farmers to select the best bulbs

and grow their own seed.

The second prize was awarded to John Weir, of

West Flamboro', also for a field of eight acres. Tho
yield was twenty-five tuns, no cwt. and eighty-five

pounds. The ground was prepared in the same way
as Mr. Stark's ; but in addition to the manure,

(twelve loads per acre,) three hundred poiuids of

bone dust per acre was sown in the drills. The
diills were twenty-eight inches apart. Seed sown

from the 6th to the 11th of June.

The third prize was awarded to W. A. Cooley, of

Ancaster, for a field of five acres of Purple-top Swedes.

Yield, twenty tuns, eighteen cwt. and ninety-five

pounds per acre. Soil, clay loam, and black alluvial
;

after oat and pea stubble ; twenty loads of farm yard

manure per acre ; land plowed in the fall with trench

plow, cultivated in spring, ploAved again, harrowed

and rolled the beginning of Jupe ; drills twenty-four

inches asunder; seed sown 16th to 25th of June at

the rate of three pounds per acre.

The fourth prize was awarded to Jolm Kelly, of

Ancaster, for two acres of Skirving's and Laing's

Swedes. Yield, twenty tuns, fifteen cwt. and ten

pounds per acre. Cultivated very similar to the

above.

Potato Mona's Pride.—This is a new variety

which has taken the first prize at the Manchester

and Liverpool Agricultural Societies, held lately in

Cheshire, the best potato producing .county in Eng-

land. It has also taken the prize at the County Kil-

dare Horticultm-al Exhibition.

John Snell, of Edmonton, C. W., the woU-

known breeder, took 185 prizes for his cattle and

sheep, at the agricultm-al fail's last fall, amounting

to 1883.
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WOOD ASHES FOR CORW.

Every bushel of wood ashes applied to the com
crop is worth one dollar. The truth of this asser-

tion has been repeatedly demonstrated by the resuUs

of experiments accurately conducted. On all light

soils, the action of ashes is highly energetic and
salutary; they exert- a warming and invigorating

Indueuce, and promote the rapid growth of almost

every species of production.

—

Michigan Farmer.

There' are many soils on which unleached wood

aslics have a beneficial effect. It is quite probable

that the light sandy soils of some portions of New
Eugiand, New Jersey and the eastern counties of

tliis State, are deficient in potash, and that an appli-

cation of aslit3S would there prove exceedingly useful.

But to assert that ashes are worth one doUar a

busliel as a manure for corn, is absurd

!

In some experiments made by the writer, with va-

rious manures, on Indian corn, unleached ashes had

little or no eifect. The soil was the ordinary sandy

loam of this section, and, being at considerable dis-

tance from the barnyard, it had never been manured.

In fact, it had been " run " pretty hard. Now, one

would think if " every bushel of wood ashes applied

to the corn crop is worth one dollar " they would

have been decidedly beneficial on this soil ; but look

at the result

:

Bmhels per
acre of Ears.

No manure 67

100 lbs. plaster, (ijypsmn or sulphate of lime,) .'
. . 7s

4i)0 lbs. of UQleaciifd hard wood ashes, 6S

400 lbs. of ashes and lUO lbs. of plaster (mLxe^) 78
150 lbs. sulphate of ammonia, 105
150 lbs. sulphate of ammonia and 400 lbs. ashes, 9T

Looking at the results of these experiments, what

should be said of the assertion that " every bushel

of ashes applied to the corn crop is worth one dol-

lar."

Ashes alone give an increase per acre of only one

bushel of corn in the ear.

Plaster gives an increase of 11 bushels of ears.

Plaster and ashes together give an increase of 11

bushels of ears—no more than the plaster alone.

Sulphate of ammonia gives an increase of 38 bush-

els of ears. Sulphate of ammonia and ashes give an

increase of 30 bushels, or 8 bushels less than when

sulphate of ammonia alone was used. (We suppose

this result was due to the action of the ashes in setting-

free some portion of the ammonia. They were

sown separately,' but probably came in contact in the

soil.)

Judging from the results of these experiments,

unleached wood ashes have no very marked elFect

as a manure for corn—at least in this section.

Sheinkage op Hay.—The loss upon hay weighed

July 20th, when cured enough to be put in the barn,

and again February 20th, has been ascertained to be

27 1-2 per cent. So that hay at $15 a tun in the

field is equal to $20 and tipward when weighed

from the mow in winter.

CAN WE COMPETE WITH THE WEST IN GROWING
WHEAT?

We have always contended that the farmers of

Western New York need not fear competition from

the West in the production of wheat. Our soil is

naturally adapted to wheat culture, and the freight

on such a bulky article is equivalent to a protective

duty of 20 or 30 per cent.

In the case of pork, beef, wool, and other concen-

trated products, -we are brought more on a level with

the rich, new land of the West—the freight on a
hundred dollars' worth of these articles being very

much less than on wheat and corn.

A correspondent of the Genesee Farmer at St. Pe-

ters, Minn., writes

:

" Farmers are receiving good prices here : oats, 60
cents

; corn, 50 cents ; barley, 70 cents. Our main
crop is wheat, which can hardly be said to have -any
sale at present, as buyers only offer 5.0 cents a bushel,
and farmers will not sell except to satisfy some press-
ing want. Sheep and horses are being rapidly intro-

duced, and this will yet be a great wool country."

The crops which have a local demand are in re-

quest and bring good prices, but in the case of wheat,

which has to be sent East, the price is comparatively

low, owing to the fact that the freight amounts to at

least half the value of the wheat after it arrives in

New York.

Freight may*not always be as high as it is now,

(although at the present time it is very much lower

than it has been for two. years past,) but it must

always, as a rule, be sufficient to insure the fanners

of Western New York enough more per bushel to

enable them to compete with the West.

Our object in calling attention to these facts is not

to' undervalue the advantages of locating at the

West, but simply to urge the farmers of this section

to pay more attention to wheat culture. We believe

the Genesee Country will always maintain its repu-

tation as a wheat-growing district.

Ageicultural Implements at the West.—
The Illinois Farmer says it receives numberless com-

plaints in regard to the two-horse cultivators man-

ufactured in the West. Bad timber, green timber,

poor iron and worse steel are all found in the cata-

logue of ills. Tires running ofl', shovels,- wood-work

aSd bolts breaking—good for the smiths, bad for the

makers, who have, in most cases, warranted their

work, and very bad for the farmer, who loses his

time. The Fctrmer says :
" This won't do ; a change

must come over the spirit of your dreams, or the

profit of your work will melt away. Manufacturers

of agricultural implements have something yet to

learn—at least out West : they must use better and

more thoroughly seasoned material. As a general

thing, our Eastern made tools are bett-er on these ac-

counts. A little more competition, gentlemen, will

do you no harm."
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HORSEBACK RIDIJVG.

A " Prairie Doctor " gives in tlie Prairie Far-

mer the following rule for determining the proper

length of the stirrup strap for horseback riding

:

" Mount the hprse and seize, his body with the

thighs and legs, as a good rider does, when his ani-

mal threatens mischief. By this effort, -the knees

will be thrown a little upward and forward. Now
let the stirrup strap be so arranged as to have the

stirrup hang just so that your feet will rest in it,

when held horizontally."

" It is evident," he says " that the strap should be

of such length as to be of most service when most

needed. Here you are in the attitude best adapted

to secure a firm seat, and your foot is just at the

point where its power of retaining the stirrup is

greatest. By the motion of the ankle joint there is

a play of more than four inches—two up and two

down—which will enable you to guard against sur-

prise, and loss of foot-hold. When your hold on the

horse is somewhat relaxed, the toe is elevated in the

style rendered classic by the pictures."

We think this rule would make the stirrup straps

too short, both for ease and elegance in riding. The

truth is, most people depend altogether too much on

the stirrup. All young riders should practice riding

ioithout stirrups, depending entirely on the knees to

enable them to retain their seats. A^ter they have

acquired the habit of holding on with the knees,

they can then use stirrups, merely, however, for

ease in riding.

If a person trusts to the stirrup, and his foot chances

to slip in a sudden start, he is almost certain to

be thrown.

Small ponies are the most difficult to " stick." A
boy that can ride a tricky pony will, in after years,

be in little danger of being thrown from a larger

horse. They shy so quickly and stop so suddenly

that a careless rider will find himself on the ground

before he knows that anytliing unusual has occurred
;

and this is especially true if he trusts to his stti-

rups.

Leaping.—If the foot-marks of a good horse that

has galloped over turf be measured, it wUl be found

that in every stride his four feet have covered a space

of twenty-two feet. If, in cold blood, he be very

gently cantered at a common sheep-hurdle, mthout

any ditch on one side of it or the other, it will be

found that he has cleared, or rather has not been

able to help clearing, from ten to twelve ' feet. In

Egypt, an antelope chased by hounds, on coming

suddenly to a little crack or crevice in the ground,

caused by the heat of the sun, has been observed at

a bound to clear thirty feet, and yet, on approaching

a high wall, the same animal slackens his pace, stops

foT a second, and then pops over it.

—

The Horse and

his aider.

POINTS OF SHEEP.

A CORRESPONDENT of an English paper gives the

following list of jioints in a Leicester sheep, with

their appropriate value. He suggests that some-

thing of this kind should be adopted by AgricultUr

ral Societies for the use of judges. We have them

for cattle, why not for sheep ?

Head, 2
Neck, 3
Collar 3
Blades, 3
Chines, 3
Back, 3
Loins, 2
Hips, 2
Hump, 2
Shoulder kernel, 1
Outside shoulder, 1
Setting on and form of four legs, 2
Width and length of breast, 3
Depth of lib, 2
Belly

, 2
Leg of mutton, 4
Hock joint and hind legs, 2
Flesh, 6
Wool, 4
Symmetry, viz : straight line from back of poll to near the

rump, : 3
Girt at back of foreleg, close to elbow, so gi-eat that the hind

quarters are hidden when facing the sheep, 6
Size with symmetry, 5

Total, 63

Twenty-two points, sixty-three marks.

A sheep possessing any one of the following bad

points should be excluded by the judges, however

good it may be in its general points :

1. Want of girt at- back of elbow to make its fore

hide its hind quarters.

2. Bad neck.

3. Badly placed blades.

4. Deficient chines.

5. Bad leg of mi;tton.

6. Narrow breast, with badly placed forelegs.

7. Deficient wool.

MAKIIG mW HOMES.

To most people raised amid the society and luxu-

ries of long-settled cities, or even country regions,

there is something most terrible in severing the old

ties—in exchanging the friends, the comforts, for a

life on the frontier. To them, it is much like ban-

ishment to Botany Bay, or the Dry Tortugas. But,

we apprehend, shordd they once make the experi-

ment, they would find much that is pleasant, much

that woidd engross the mind and furnish a healthful

excitement. We have heard intelligent gentlemen

and ladies, used to all the luxiiries that wealth and

position could bestow, admit that the happiest part

of their lives had been spent in the little log cal>in,

with its ample fire place, its single window, and its

rude, scanty furniture. They were such people, of

course, as have very great stores of enjoyment within

themselves—sincere lovers of nature in its freest

moods, and who have fathomed much of the hoEow-

ness of fashionable society.

The rightly developed and educated mind can
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hardly fail to find delight in the establishment of a

rural home. The house and out-buildings, however

rude, planned and built with one's own mind and

hands, every tree and \4ne planted by one's own di-

rection, the Airgin soil turned, the seed scattered and

the plants tended, till the maturity of autimin crowns

the whole, the flock started from small beginnings,

and steadily growing in numbers and beauty ; what

an eager, pleasant interest clothes all. The farm,

the trees, the cattle, all become a part of the propri-

etor. They grow old together, and, hke continued

friendships formed long ago, new ties constantly

bind them together. The soil and all therein is one's

own. There is no posession on earth like it.

—

Prai-

rie Farmer.

FARM WORK FOR JANUARY.

Plans should be now made for the coming year.

If not already accomplished, prepare to lay out the

farm in regular fields, and introduce a good rotation,

which will enable the fai-mer to carry on all his labor

with clo.ck-work regularity, to keep clean fields, to

preserve their fertility, and to prevent confusion, so

often resulting from too much work for the force at

particular periods.

There are a number of points to which the skillful

farmer should direct his attention, before the spring

work opens.

One of the most important is to prepare for farm

accounts, by procuring suitable blank books and ar-

ranging the headings. He should have a memoran-

dum book to carry always in his pocket, to note down

anything that occurs to him, at the moment, and be-

fore forgotten. Each field or crop should have a

page devoted to it, and all outlays aiid profits should

be carefully recorded. His farm should be well laid

out, measured and mapped^which will be a pleasant

winter's task. And his granaries should be accur-

ately measured and graduated, to show quickly the

number of bushels of contents. A scale for weigh-

ing his domestic anijnals will pay for itself every

year in the information it will afford him in relation

to feeding.

He should keep accurate accounts with all his

neighbors, if he would avoid difficulties ; and all his

accounts, both with his fields and otherwise, should

be a model of neatness, distinctness and systematic

order.

Farm laborers should be hired in season, as the

best will always be engaged early ; r?nd it often hap-

pens that by paying a dollar or two more per month,

a greater amount in valuable assistance will be se-

cured—or, in other words, the best are generally tlie

cheapest.

Keep all barns and sheds clean and in order, and

prevent the untidy accumulations and confusion

which some premises witness. Keep all tools under

shelter, provide a place for everything and let every-

thing be in its place ; and do not allow hens to roost

on wagons, horse-rakes and carriages.

If corn-stalks can be cut very short by horse-powet

before feeding to cattle, a large amount of saving

will be effected.

Let cattle and all other animals be kept perfectly

clean, comfortable and sufficiently warm. If they oc-

cupy sheds, great care should be taken to prevent

cold currents between the boards, and especially

under the siUs, and high fences or other screens

should prevent all winds from blowing in the front

side. If kept in stables, still greater care should be

exercised to preserve cleanliness and to provide suf-

ficient ventilation. Many denolmce stables for cattle

on account of the foul air and foul keeping they are

subjected to ; while others denounce sheds on account

of the cold currents which sweep through them.

Use the curry-comb freely and rogularly on both

cattle and horses.

Cellars under dwellings should be frequently ex-

amined and kept scrupulously clean ; the walls may
be whitewashed in winter. Where there is dan.

of the ingress of frost at the windows, it is neater

to provide double windows (on hinges, to hook

up), than the more unsightly stuffings of straw.

Pick over apples in cellars, and if there is an abun-

dant supply, feed out those which threaten decay, in

regular quantities, to milch cows.

Fill ice-houses. Cheap ones may be quickly con-

J$:

Fig. 1.—Eongli or Shanty Ice-House, left opon under the eaycs
for ventilation.

structed, in the form of strong board shanties, (fig. 1.)

with a good, but not tight, floor. Place a few inches

of sawdust on the floor, pHe up the ice compactly in

square blocks, leaving a space of 8 to 12 inches all

abound, next to the boards, to be filled with sawdust,

trodden in, as the structure of ice is built upwards.

Cover the whole with 8 or 10 inches of sawdust, and

let plenty of fresh air blow through the shanty over

the top. Ice will keep in this way as well as in the

most costly and elaborate building. Chaff or finely-

cut straw may be substituted for the sawdust, but

being less perfect non-conductors, should be in thicker

layers. Ice-houses built of boards, with double walls,

l^fig. 2) filled in with sawdust, although they do not

keep ice better than those just described, save some

labor by obviating the removal of the sawdust every
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time they are filled Avith ice. But even these should

have a thin stratum of sawdust, say three or four

inches, between the walls and the ice, wliich should

Fig. 2.—Ice-house above Ground. One door is anongh for com-
mon sized houses.

be filled in and pressed hard as each layer is laid.

The accompaning plans and views show the construc-

tion of these buildings. It will be seen in the view

of the double-walled house, that a large ventilating

K-^ :--
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SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS.—NO. I.

milTTEN rOR TUB GENK8KB PARMEE.

TiTEEEFORE the Lord sent him forth from the Garden of Eden
to lill the jirroujid from whence he was taken.

—

Gknesis in, 23.

It is not uufrequently said tliat before the fall,

man's wants were amply supplied from the sponta-

neous productions of the earth, without his care and

attention. This is not true to the full extent gener-

ally supposed. It appears that the earth brought

forth at first, food for man and beast spontane-

ously ; i. e., without man's planting and sowing.

When Adam was created, ho found fruits of the earth

ready for his sustenance. So also did the lower order

of creatures. But had he nothing to do but to reach

forth his hand and pluck his food, during the period

of his residence in Eden ? It is evident he was

obliged to work, by divine appointment. Before

Adam was created, it is said, " there was not a man
to till the ground." This is said as a reason for the

exercise of the di\ine power in causing the earth to

bring forth fruits without human care and labor. It

implies that after his creation, man was to till the

ground. That this inference is correct, is -evident

from the following statement :
" And the Lord God

took the man and put Mm into the Garden of Eden,

to dress a/id to keej) it." Here man, in a state of in-

nocence, is placed by his Creator in a particular place,

to do certain things—to dress and keep a garden. It

is unnecessary to determine how he did this. But

how could he do this without care and labor ? We
do not supjjose it to have been painful drudgery to

which he was appointed. It could not have been
;

for he was in a state of unalloyed happiness. But

he was required to work. Idleness was no part of

the enjojTuent of Eden, norwill.it be in the Heavenly

Paradise. Adam had enough to do. No doubt much
of the fertility and beauty of Paradise depended

upon his labor. But he had no thorns and thistles

to contend with. These appeared after the earth

was cursed for his sin.

The text relates a transaction which occured after

the fall. God sent him forth from the Garden of

Eden to till the ground. Now the labor of cultiva-

ting the earth had become greater—it was cursed for

man's sake, so that it brought forth thorns and

thistles. It required diligent and careful culture to

produce his necessary food. " In sorrow shalt thou

eat of it all the days of thy life." Are we to suppose

the sorrow here intended to be that of labor simply ?

By no means. It includes all " the ills which flesh is

heir to," many of which are ob\'iated or alleviated by

the culture of the soil. The sorrow with which we
eat our bread arises from other causes rather than

from husljaudry. The severity of the labor rendered

necessary by the curae inflicted upon the earth, is

really a compensation for the change produced in

man by the fall. One change in him was an indisyw-

sition to labor diligently and continuously. He hi-

came by nature indolent. He needs the inducement

of necessity to overcome this disposition. It was,

therefore, compassionate in God to produce this ne-

cessity, in order, to some extent, to check the demor-

alising tendency of indolence.

Kemarks;—1. We see from this subject that till-

ing the earth is an honorable calling. Man, in his

state of innocence, pursued this avocation, by the ap-

pointment of his Creator, who daily visited hini

while dressing and keeping the garden where he had
placed him. When driven from thei garden for his

sin, tilling the soil was enjoined by divine authority,

not as a curse, but for his good. Hence it is that ag-

riculturists, as a class, are really not only tlie most

virtuous, but the happiest of our fallen race. They
pursue an avocation which God has honored. This

we shall show more fully in future discourses.

3. We see, also, that none of us were sent into

this world to be idle. Both before and after the fall,

man was required to work. Hence, an abundance

accumulated by former diligence is no apology for

indolence. Whoever toils to reach a point v.liere he

may say, " Soul, thou hast much goods laid iip for

many years, take thine ease," let him remember the

man who said this, to whom God said, " Thou fool,

this night thy soul shall be required of thee."

3. We see from this subject, also, that tilling the

earth as a daily avocation, is consistent with a life

of co-mmmiion with God. Adam was thus employed

when God daily blessed him with his presence and

counsel. No avocation brings man into so immedi-

connection with God in his providence as farming.

He can not avoid feeling his direct dependence upon

Him who sends the rain and the sunshine to crown

his labors with success.

Acclimatisation of Honey Bees.—Dr. A. Gert-

sacker, in concluding a very extensive memoir on

the distribution of the honey bee, observes that the

most valuable form for Europe would be the Egyp-

tian, partly on account of their beauty, and partly

because of their unwillingness to use their stings,

which appears to be common to all African bees, and

is also one of the recommendations of the Italian

bee. The Syrian bee agrees so closely with the

Egyptian that it may prove equally valuable ; and

next to these in value are the bees of the coasts of

Asia Minor.

Good Wheat.—J. J. Mechi, of England, writes

to the Mark Lane Express that he has threshed

three fields of wheat : the first two yielded 58 bush-

els per acre, and the third field 53 bushels per acre.

Part of it was red wheat, and part white wheat.

The red wheat weighed 66 pounds, and the white

wheat 64 poimds per bushel.
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A FREJCH PRINCE OJV ENGLISH AGRICULTURE.

The Due d'Aumale presided at a recent agricul-

tural meeting in England, and in liis opening speech

remarked

:

" No doubt tliere are some exceptions ; but I tliink

I am justified in saying that the two great aims of

English agriculturists are the production of meat

and bread. These are the two great objects you

have had in this direction, and you have pur-

sued them with the tenacity which is one of the

characteristics of your race. In this you have been

well serv'ed by cii'cumstances, and you have reached

a degree of advancement which may be, and cer-

tainly will be, carried further, but which is not gen-

erally surpassed out of these islands. It is for this

reason that your agriculture is the subject of study

and attention to many foreign economists and prac-

tical men. A friend of mine, M. de Lavergne, has

given a very good description of your agriculture in

a, vfov^i entitled Jj'Agricidtui'e Anglcdse ; and an ac-

count of your agricultural experiments and meetings

is periodically published in French. Gentlemen,'

I

will try to point out some of the features which

seem to strike more particiilarly foreign visitors to

this country. The first is the nature of your farm-

buildings, which are strictly limited to what is

necessary, and are much less extensive than those

that would be required abroad for the same extent

of land in the same state of cultivation. I believe

this practice is a wise one to pursue, for it saves a

great amount of capital, which can thus be more

profitably invested. Another fact which rather

surprises the foreign economist in this country is

that the land should have been brought to the high

degree of cultivation that it has been when in many
parts of the country it is held under tenure at will,

and withoiit any very distinct agreement between

landlord and tenant. ******
" I have named the steam-plow, and this brings

me to another point—I mean the application to agri-

culture of industrial and scientific means. I read

the other day an excellent speech made by Sir Wil-

liam Armstrong, at Newcastle, in which it was stated

that England produced 84,000,000 tuns of coal last

year, which represented the labor of 100,000,000

horses, and horses too which did not require to be

fed. I hope that every year agriculture will claim

as its own requisite a larger proportion of that im-

mense self-feeding productive power. It is by taking

a larger share of that unmeasurable force that agri-

culture will be able to increase its products and fulfil

those increasing demands upon it which are the re-

sult of the industrial activity of the day, and of the

progress of universal Avelfare, that it will be able to

keep pace with industry on the track of progress,

for the benefit of mankind. The use of steam-

power and of artificial manure answers a double

purpose. Where hands are deficient they supply the

deficiency. Where hands can be easily obtained, and
where there is no lack of capital, I think it is ad-,

mitted that the use of steam increases rather than

decreases the demand for manual labor. Then with

the help of man's labor and capital it gives th©

means of drawing out of the land an increased pro-

duce, for which in the present state of trade, indus-

try, and commerce outlets will ahvays be easily

found. When I consider Avhat progress has been ao-

complished in the last fifty years, and since the

adoption of a proper course of cultivation, I am
rather inclined to believe that if a large additional

productive power be made use of, the result will be

a more constant emj)lo)Tnent for labor, more profit

for the farmer, and even in the long run, which we
won't forget, higher rents for the landlord, and more

prosperity for the rest of the community at large.

As regards institutions similar to this society, which

by a peaceful combination stimulate the prosperity

of all classes, and afford an occasion for the exchange

of opinion, I am glad to say that they now exist iu

many places abroad, and that they have been at-

tended with success and the happiest results."

AGRICULTURAL PAPERS.

The Country Gentleman asks its readers to insti-

tute a comparison between the intelligence and en-

terprise of those farmers who read an agricultural pam-

per, and those who do not. In a locality in which

such a journal enjoys a liberal circulation, the results

accomplished in time are very great. The merits of

improved stock perhaps are first canvassed, and then

new breeds are brought in ; more attention is paid to

fruits and flowers ; new implements come into use ;

better buildings spring up ; and, with increased at-

tention to manitres, there arises a better system of

farm management throughout. Now, in none of

these respects, nor in any other, can a man single

handed, or two or three persons in a wide neighbor-

hood, work one-half as effectively in the cattse of im-

provement as they can when those with whom they

are constantly brought into contact are all more or

less deeply interested in the same o"bjects—where they

read the same periodical—understand the end sought

and are willing to do their share in bringing it about.

How many of the agricultural societies now in oper-

ation owe their existence wholly to the attention at-

tracted to the subject tliroitgh an agricultural paper
;

and there is no way iu which the success of such a

society can be more surely promoted—we say this,

not from our own observation only, but on the testi-

mony of many experienced society officers—than by

arousing the interest of as large a part of the mem-

bers as possible in agricultural reading.
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.SH(3EI?JG HORSES.

W. Jones, a veterinary tiurgeou of London, gives

the followiug sirajjle rales for shoeing horses

:

" 1st. After haA-ing taken oft'the old slioe,shorten the

t08,and remove all the dead and loose parts of the hoof.

Do not cut the sole or pare the frog, except when the

foot has received an injury from a nail or otherwise,

when it must be cut out.

"2d. Let the shoe be of equal thickness, or rather

thinner at the heel. The ground and foot surface

should be perfectly level. The shoe should be light

on the heel. Too many nails are objectionable, and

these should be kept as far as possible from the

heels.

"3d. For the. hind feet there is no objection to

calkins, though they are of doubtful benefit. Horses

travel better without them. The hind shoes are

made thicker at the toes than at the quarters, the

nails also can be put closer .to the heels without

causing inconvenience.

" 4th. Side clips should be avoided, they destroy the

hoof; the same is the case when the nails are too

close together. The feet should never be rasped, as

it destroys the enamel of the hoofs, renders tlaeia

brittle, and causes sandcrack, and consequently

lameness.

" 5th. Expansion is a fatal error which has led to

many abuses in shoeing, such as pairing off the sole

and frog, rasping off the hoof, etc. The elasticity of

the foot, which is, hbwever, very limited, exists only

in the upper part of the hoof, principally round the

cornet. On the lower part and. the toe it is nil."

A LADY FARJiER.

TrrE New York World says :
" We have frequently

met with notices in our foreign exchanges of Lndy

Pigot's herd of Shorthorns, and of her skill and en-

terjmse in raising that class of stock. Not long-

since she held a public sale at Branches Park, her

country seat, at which the most prominent breeders

in the kingdom were assembled, and on which occa-

sion the distinguished lady made a neat a^id spirited

speech. To our surprise, it came out at this time

that Lady Pigot has a husband—a fivct of which,

from previous notices, we had not the slightest sus-

picion. But 'when her health was proposed, at

the lunch preceeding the sale, her husband, Sir

Robert Pigot, first responded, and then Lady Pigot

herself made the following feminine and spirited lit-

tle speech :

'

"
' In the presence of the distinguished breeders

of Skyrocket ^nd Royal Butterfly, the representa-
tives of Wai'laby and Killerby, and my excellent

Shorthorn tutor, Mr. Torr, I feel almost ashamed to

hear the sound of inj own voice. However, I mast
try and ns:- it to thank you for your great kindness

!

in coming here to-day, and I hope you will give me
|

an excellent average. Now, remember I have won
217 prizes—no, I am wrong, 368 prizes ; and I intend
to come out again with a new herd and beat the

'

best of you, meet where we may. [Great cheering
and laughter.] Permit me once more to thank you
from my heart for your kindness, and to propose the
health of my good" old friend, Mr. Wctheiell [who
officiated as aucticmeer,] and the glorious interests of
the ' Bed, White and Roan.'

"

SHEARINCt' SHEEP.

Mr. Dent, the steward—or, as we say, the super-

intendent—of the sheep and pig section at the last

fair of the Royal Agricultural Society, alludes, in his

report, to the dishonest practice of shearing siieep in

sitch a utanner as to hide the defects and improve the

symmetry. He says

:

" The more I saw of the show, the more I felt that

the society should try to grajDple with the shearing

que.stion. This year was the first in which I was ad-

mitted to the ixiysteries of the toilette of the sheep,

and certainly no yotmg lady going to a drawing-

room could have more pains bestowed on her than

had some of the rams. The clipping and trimming

dm'ing Friday and Saturday was incessant, and re-

stilted in some charming models of symmetry. How
tar the carcass would correspond with its outer gar-

ment, better judges than myself can decide ; but

while fat overloads and injures our Shorthorns aixd

other horned stock, on the one hand, on the other,

the sheep has not only fat, but wool of an indefinite

age to disguise his deficiencies andhightenhis graces.

I should think that many of the sheep had never

been truly and fairly shorn ; and this was more es-

pecially the case, as it seemed to me, in the Oxford-

shire Down classes ; and I could not help regretting

that the close-shom, well-framed sheep of Mr. Charles

Howard were not thought good enough for a prize.

This delusive shearing belongs more or less to evtiy

class—many of the Cotswold and Shropshires being

glaringly conspicuous. The Shropshire and Oxford-

shire Downs, though thoroughly useful sheep, have

not got that degree of uniformity which makes

judging easy ; and until there is more fixity of type,

complaints are stire to arise as to judging. The

judges on the present occasion seem to have gone'

mainly for size, and, I was assured by some Shrop-

shire breeders, had mistaken the type."

Top-Dressing Measows.—A farmer in this neigh-

borhood says he top-dressc'd a three-acre meadow, a

year ago last fall, by way of experiment. He allowed

the cattle to remain on it till the 28th of May, when

they were taken out ; and in five weeks from that

time, he cut two ' tuns of good hay per acre. He

thinks there is no way of using manure more profit-

ably than as a top-dressing for grass.
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WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH IT ?

We have an old apple orchard on a farm wMcli

recently came into our posession. The trees are

thrifty, but being planted only twenty feet apart, the

tops interlace each other and form a mass of branches

twenty to twenty-five feet from the ground. It

seems impossible for such trees to bear fruit, and if

they did, it would be a difiScidt as well as a risky

business to gather it. We do not wish to cut down
the orchard, and the question is, " What shall we do

with it ?
"

" Cut out every other tree," says one.

That might do if we only knew which to remove

and which to leave ; but not being acquainted with

the orchard, it is not improbable that we should

leave the worst kinds and cut down the best. We
want to let them bear in order to determine this

point.

" Graft them over," says a friend who was very

successful in regrafting an old orchard four years

ago, and who is already partially enjoying the result

of his labors.

' Will some of the experienced readers of the Gen-

esse Farmer give us their \'iews on the subject ?

In the meantime, we intend to thin out the

branches pretty severely—sawing oif all that inter-

lace each other, letting in the daylight, and getting

the trees into something like a presentable appear-

ance. We suppose it is better to do this now than

in the spring. The old theory is that trees take iip

sap during the winter. Now, if we defer pruning

till March, the branches that are exit oif will be full

of sap, and consequently we weaken the tree to

that degree. On the other hand, if the branches are

removed at this time, the sap that would have flowed

into them will go into the branches that remain.

These branches, therefore, will get a larger supply

and will grow more vigorously next spring. In other

words, if your trees are too vigorous—if they pro-

duce too much wood—prune in the spring ; but if

you want to encourage their growth, prune in the

fall or early winter.

The same theory is applicable to pear trees ; but

there is this objection to early pruning : In cold

winters, the bud that you cut back to is liable to be

killed by the frost. For this reason, many of our
most experienced pear-growers do not prune until

all danger of very severe frost is over—say the last

of February or March.

PniLADELPHiA RASPBERRY. — The Hon. Wm.
Parry, of Cinnamiuson, N. J., sends us a description

of the Pliiladelphia ras5pberry. He says " its charac-

ter is now well established as being the largest and
best hardy raspbeiTy in the world." Although but

recently introduced, it is some tAventy-five years

since the original plant was found gTowing wild in

the woods, in Philadelphia county. It is vigorous,

hardy and wonderfully productive. Last season, "a
plantation of two years standing yielded over two
hundred bushels per acre of fruit, which sold for

twenty cents per quart in market."

This is $1,280 per acre ?

iiililftj'( I tfl llii

Gas-Tar for Posts.—This application is far bet-

ter than the old mode of charring, and is much more
easily applied. Charring only affects the outside, ad-

mitting moisture into the interior and rotting it.

The tar, if applied hot to well seasoned posts, en-

tirely excludes moisture. S. P. Wormley, of Michi-

gan, states, in the Country Gentleman, that seven

years ago he built a mile of board fence, placing the

posts, for one minute, in a large kettle of hot gas-

tar, so as to Qoat them six inches above the surface.

They now appear to be as sound as when set. The

posts of another fence, set about the same time,

without tarring, are about half decayed.
.

Inpus®ria and Germination.—M. Lemain, in

a paper read before the Academy of Science, endeav-

ored to show that infusoria performed a very impor-

tant part in germination. He quoted some experi-

ments showing the presence of animalcules while

the process was going on, and also sliowing that by

applying an acid which destroyed this animal life

that germination was prevented.

Amaranthus Melancholicus Ruba and Coleus

Verschaffelti are receiving the highest commenda-

tions as bedding-out plants from English gardeners.

In the London Journal of Hortkidture Mr. J Eobson

devotes an editorial to them, and several correspon-

dents speak of them as succeeding well in different

parts of the coiintry.

The Laby Apple.—This beautiful little applo

frequently commands high prices in our large cities,

where it is used at evening parties on account of its

rich delicate color. We are informed *that Mr. Strat-

ton, of Webster, in this county, has recently sold

the product of two trees for $75. They produced

fifteen barrels.
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THE GIANT OF

The engraving wMcli "we here give, is one of a

rose so familiar to the horticultural public that per-

haps an apology may be deemed necessary for pre-

senting it at this time. The only one which we

shall offdr is, that it is so general a favorite that it

will be greeted as an old friend ; and that to those

by whom it is not known, we believe it will prove

an interesting acquaintance.

Although it has been long tried, and has many

worthy rivals, its popularity does not yet seem to

wane. It is of a dwarf habit of growth, yet we

have seen it, in good cultivation, send iip shoots

from two to three feet in length ; but this is unusual

—and its very slow growth must, on the whole, be

considered a fault. When, howfever, we take into

consideration the brilliant crimson color, the beauty

of form, the free blooming habit and the rich dark

loaves of this variety, we have grouped together an

assemblage of valuable qualities which must con-

tinue to make this rose command the attention of

every rose cultivator. Until a few years since, the

BATTLES ROSS.

Geants des Battailes stood alone among the Hybrid

Perpetuals—distinguished for its high crimson color

;

and when it was announced that Lord Kaglan sur-

passed it in this respect, this variety attracted geit-

eral attention ; and although it has proved equal to

the public expectations in point of color, yet it is so

shy a bloomer that it will never become so great a

favorite as its predecessor.

As an amateur rose-grower, we would not be with-

out these two sorts, and should consider their culture

as a test of skill.

At the present time we are able to mention several

roses of a similar style, which, in some of their

habits, are superior. The first among these is Louis

Chaix, a seedling of Geant des Battailes, resembling

it in its leaves, but a better grower and more com-

pact in flower. It is a profuse bloomer and a very

desirable sort. General Jacqueminot is a variety

which is deservedly meeting with popular esteem,

and although it has been before recommended in

oxir columns, we would again say that it is one of the
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most desirable sorts now in cultivation. It is of vig-

orous growth and a profuse bloomer ; color, a brilliant

crimson. It is not quite full, but its form, notwith-

standing, is very beautiful, and to add to its charms

it has the delicate fragrance of a Tea rose. Glory

of France is another dark crimson, or bright flame-

colored rose of fine form, large and full, and very ad-

mirable. Emperor Napoleon III is a large fidl rose

of vigorous habit of growth, shining reddish crim-

son, with darker velvety shades, and is very beauti-

ful and desirable.

WESTERN NEW YORK APPLES.

The apples of this section are becoming each year

more and more celebrated throughout the United

States and Canada ; and Dr. Lindley, of the London

Oardciiers' Chronicle, pronounces our Northern Spy

" the most delicious of United States apples, as well

as one of the very finest of table apples." He prefers

it " to the best Newtown Pippin." Mr. Pell has

made a fortune by raising Newtown Pippins «n his

farm on the Hudson Eiver, and shipping them to

London, where they comniand very high prices. But

our Western New York apples are unquestionably

superior to aU others, and as they become better

known abroad, ^\^Ilbe in great demand.

During the past season, immense quantities of ap-

ples have been shipped from this section to Philadel-

phia, New York, Boston and other large cities. The

Rural Advertiser, pubUshed at ^liladelphia, xalls

the attention of its readers to this fact and says :
" No

one who goes through the markets in Philadelphia,

can fail to be struck with the general superiority of

eastern apples over our own. A barrel of very nice

and perfect apples does not suggest any mquiry

where they came from, as it is always known such

are not grown in Pennsylvania, but from New York,

or some of the Eastern States. Apples of Pennsyl.

vania growth, as generally brought to the market,

are small in size, imperfect in shape, gnarled or

wormy, and inferior in flavor. Indeed, we have been

hardly able to recognise some varieties as being the

same apple, so different is the appearance when

grown here and in New England. If our horticul-

tiu'al exibitions did not annually show beautiful

specimens of apples, thus proving that only improper

treatment of our trees is the cause of all this, we

sliould conclude that soil and climate has something

to do with it. We think, however, the real cause is

that the cultivation of fruit not being made a part of

the business of the farm, is neglected, and that,

therefore, it does not pay. Its not paying is a conse-

quence of the neglect and not the cause of it."

This view of the case is flattering to the farmers

of this section, but we think that the superiority of

Western New York apples is duo, in a good degree,

to our soil and climate. The influence of the lake

in modifying the climate, gives us a great advantage

—such, at least, is the general opinion of experienced

fruit-growejs in this section.

INDIAIvA POMOLOGiCAl SaCIETY.

The tliird annual meeting of this society will be

held in Indianapolis January 5th, and continue four

days. On the first day I. D., G. Nelson, President of •

the society, will deliver an address, to be followed by

essays on a^^ples, and on the cultivation and training

of orchards. An address in the evening will bo d&-

livered by Dr. J. A. Warder, of Cincinnati.

On the second day, W. H. Loomis and Dr. J. C.

Helm will read essays on " some subject connected

with pears," and Dr. R. T. Brown on grapes, with an

address from Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, on the same

subject. In the evening there will be a general talk

on wines, wine-grapes, wine-making, &c.

On the third duf essays will be read on subjects

connected with peaches and cherries.

On the fourth day essays on small fruits, iSrc.

We like this idea of selecting some of the best

members of the society to prepare and read essays

on given subjects, rather than to spend the whole

time in discussiiig the merits of this or that particu-

lar variety of fruit.

Mr. Berkely, of the London, Qardenefs Chroni-

ide, says that many doubtful cases of the vegetation of

seeds which have been kept for many years from tlie

influence of the air, are reported ; but that one has

lately come under his notice which has at least the

merit of authenticity. A layer of peat which had

formed a part of an old pond filled in more than

thirty years ago, was exposed to the air by some late

excavations, and became immediately covered with

myriads of little seedlings which proved to be of three

different orders of plants. It was found by close ex-

amination that they could not have come from the

gravel above. Mr. Berkeley held that if these seeds

had retained their vitality for so long a time there

seemed to be no reason why they might not have

done so to an indefinite period.

agg^ 4 .fj^Miiii^^

Drying Everlasting Flowers.—A correspon-

dent of the London Cottage Gardener says that this

is apparently a very easy thing, but is in fact not so.

That Xeranthemum and Acrolinium if hung up by

the flower stalks with the head downwards, the

flower, when dry, is very apt to break off", the stalk

being very brittle; but if cut carefully just before

the flowers expand, and laid flat on a shelf in a liij;ht

place the stem and the flower will ex>pand and dry

properly. By inserting a few inches of wheat straw

in the flower stems, boquets can be arranged much

'more efiectively than with the natural stems alone.
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES.

THE KOOTS OF TREES.

Wishing to plant some evergreens on a promi-

nent part of myg'arden for the purpose of ornament,

ei?pecially in winter, I set out a figure of arbor vitte.

It was about fifteen feet in diameter. Towards the

back of the enclosvu'e a cross was erected, and a

Concord grape planted at its base. The soil was new,

and for the purpose of making the hedge and the

vine grow, it was well pulverised and planted with

potatoes. The first year they yielded well; but on

the following the vines grew only half their usual

size, and prematurely withered up. I could not ac-

count for it. On digging the potatoes, the whole

plot was found filled with very small fibres from the

arbor \'itag, even ascending to the tops of the hills.

This spring the roots pervaded the whole soil, as the

c ip'rary vines do the animal muscle. This explained

the difficulty. The potatoes were not only starved,

but strangled. The grape vine did not gTow vigor-

oiisly, and it will not if these delicate constrictors

are not seen to.

On a mound about a foot high and eight feet in di-

ameter, where a young Norway spruce was set, I

have been in the habit, for the past few years, of

jjlanting tulips on the edge. In taking them up last

season I was surprised to find them imbedded in a

mass of fibrous roots which filled the soU within

half an inch of the surface.

Fruit trees do not generally throw oiit such a

spray of roots as the two above named, yet probably

more than we readily observe in digging around

them. No doubt, if we could get a daguerreotype

view of their roots, we should be greatly surprised at

their number, fiaeness, and extent. They will not

run deep unless the soU is rich and porous ; and

erven then they seem to prefer a position within a

few inches of the surface. As a general truth, they

go wherever they find nutriment, whether up, down,

or ho-rizontally. If a heap of rich loam were piled

up under an apple tree, in a few years it would be

filled with roots.

The delicate roots of trees, with their nursing

Spongioles, and their nearness to the surface, would

seem to suggest the avoidance of the plow and the

iinportance of surface manuring, with simple scari-

fication. Where the soil is underdrained, the plow

is still less needed, as a greater depth is vitalised—
the very object of plowing.

THE KOETHERN SPTyA.PPLE.

This apple, of late years, in Massachusetts, has not

had much of a reputation for home culture. It has

been charged with shyness and lateness of bearing,

and dry rot. Last season, however, (a great apple

year,) seemed to change many people's opinions. It

was announced as a success, and many favorable

fi'.cts were related. But I know one better than "any

of them, I tliink, which has not been related. Mr.

Stone, of Winchester, about seven years ago, grafted

a large tree with this variety, putting on an entire

new top. Last year it produced ten barrels of very

fair fruit, and well colored.

NEW GRAPES.
Their name is Legion. From the number origin-

ated of late, one would suppose that the great point

would soon be reached, (if not already,) of procuring

a variety which is excellent, hardy, and sure to ripen

in this latitude. But from the great number dis-

carded and forgotten, it looks rather discouraging.

Grapes are not so much at fault in our own climate.

The Concord is somewhat in danger of frost, and so

of the Diana and Delaware—now the leading grapes.

These are much surer than the Isabella, and we
wonder how horticulturists put up with the latter so

long. But uncertain as it is and has been, we doubt

whether either of the above will ever attain to so

great a poi^iilarity. Rodgers' Hybrids are now pass-

ing the ordeal of criticism, and possibly the decision

will be favorable to many of them. Say what we
will, it is hard to get a good, early grape. The best

are rather tardy, and the severe frosts threaten

them.

But the subject of wine making is now much
spoken of, and it. is said that some of the poorer

kinds are excellent for this purpose. Granted. Let

me, however, throw in an emphatic btit ! Is it de-

sirable that we should become a great wine-producing

and wine-drinking nation ? The subject is delicate.

Yet, as Snagsby says, in the Bleak House, " not to

put too fine a point upon it," before farmers engage

extensively in the manufacture of wine, should not

its influence and bearings be more fully discussed?

NAMES OF FRUIT.

Complaint has been justly made against the long

names of some of the French pears, as being diflB-

cult to understand and pronounce. But however

simple the names of fruit, blunders will be made,

and sometimes they are amusing. We have fre-

quently seen trees labeled " Boudy Jerry." I once

inquired at a fruiters the name of an apple. " AYell,

sir," promptly responded the young Irishman, " that

i&ih.Q'Gravddane'"—meaning the Gravenstein. I

know of an old lady who calls the Red Astrachan

the " Red African." At one time I thought I recog-

nized an apple, and upon inquiry the man replied,

" Ah, that's very fine ; it is what they call the

Squaw ! " (Swaar.) D. W. LoTHROP.

West Medford, Mass.

A Good Summer Apple.—A. G. Hanford writes

to the Ohio Fanner that there is a gi-eat lack of sum-

mer apples m our city markets, and urges fruit grow-

ers to plant the Keswick Codlien. It is a superb

kitchen aj^ple, cooking tender even when half grown.
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FRUIT CULTURE IN THE WEST.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Friiit culture in the

West is beginning to receive that attention which

its importance demands. It has been greatly re-

tarded by unfavorable seasons, causing the loss of

many trees, by financial embarrassments that for

several years greatly oppressed the people, and by a

want of intelligence derived from the practical expe-

rience ou the subject.

This last impediment is not confined to western

fruit culture, but exists to a deplorable extent all

over the country.

The trees in the orchards that have survived the

destructive winter of 1856 unharmed, embracing the

apple, pear and peach, are now yielding abundantly
;

also, the cherry and the grape, with all the smaller

fruits, are succeeding well, and promise to supply

our markets and tables abundantly.

As the apple is first in importance in the fruit

family, I may be indulged in talking of its culture

and value first, and of other frmts afterward. In

some portions of the Great West, in Michigan, for

instance, but little more is necessary than to plant

an apple tree to secure early and abundant crops.

Yet even here careful and skilful cultivation is

necessary to produce the greatest abundance of the

finest fruit. It has been found by experience that

the "barrens, or timber lands," when brought under

cultivation, are better adapted than open prairie to

fruit raising with the ordinary method of cultiva-

tion. But as the prairie country is so extensive, so

fertile and callable of supporting a greater popula-

tion than any other country of equal extent, it be-

comes a consideration of the highest importance that

all the experience and skill that is extant should be

condensed and placed before the people who are to

have the responsibility of the cultivation of fruit on

these fertile plains, and while I may contribute what

experience and observation have taught me I shall

doubtless leave a wider field for others of more ex-

perience to.occupy.

He who would plant an orchard on his prairie

farm should select the most elevated, convenient

place, and subsoil it as deep as possible with a plow

that will bring to the surface the greatest amount of

the subsoil, thus forming a compost with the surface

soU.

To prepare the ground more completely, let a deep

cutting subsoil plow follow in each furrow to loosen

the earth as deeply as possible, which will not only

prepare it to nourish the tree, but also to drain the

land. This last consideration is r>f great impor-

tance.

No tree can be healthy and productive with " wet

feet." Wliatever the expense may be the land must

be drained so that water shall not stand within two

or three feet; of the surface. If there can not be a

convenient elevation for this purpose, a ridge may
b6 thrown up by plowing two or three feet, on which

to plant the rows of trees.

The most perfect method of preparing orchard

land, on either prairie or timber, in any country, is

to dig a trench or ditch two or three feet deep and

wide as the entire length of the rows to be planted,

and mix the surface with the subsoil on the rich

prairie in equal proportions, and where the hind

lacks in richness, sods or other fertilizing agents

should be used.

To these trenches make an outlet by which the

water can drain ofi". Drain tile, cobble stone, or

brush may be used in the bottom to make a more

perfect drain.

One of the most healthy and productive orchards

in the valley of the Hudson River was planted on

land thus prepared, which before was cold and im-

productive.

In all cases of fruit tree planting the value of the

products to be derived in long-coming time, should

be considered. Apple and pear trees in favorable lo-

cations frequently live from one to two hundred

years, and the product of a single tree amounts to

hundreds or thousands of dollars.

At another time I wiU give a list of facts on this

point that have come to my knowledge.

D. C. SCGFEELD.
Elgin, Illinois.

ilFU^ ' hi'f I""

KEEPING BOQUETS UNDER GLASS.

Cut flowers may be kept under glass for a long

time, but when the boquet is a large one the mois-

ture which collects upon the glass so obscures their

beauty that very much of the pleasure in prolong-

ing their freshness is lost. In Europe, where deli-

cate plants are exhibited, they are ])laced under bell

glasses to protect their foliage, and this difiiculty of

the dimness of the glass has caused a good deal of

annoyance." A correspondent of the London Gar-

deners' GJironicle gives the following account of the

manner in which this difficulty was surmounted by

Madam Legrelle D'Hanis, of Antwerp, in exhibiting

plants at a fiower show in Brussels :

" Allow me to draw attention to the method at

present adopted for displaying at horticultural exhi-

bitions certain delicate objects, such as small feriis

and AnQ?ctochiles. From their delicacy they are

shown under glasses, and the evaporation is al-\vays

such as to obscure them so carefully from tlie eye of

the \'isitor, that beautiful as are their fonus and
markings, they are either passed, over, or the glasses

have to be taken off, which is of course an infringe-

ment of the rule not to touch, and often results in

diuiuige to the plant m the process of recovering.

Now, at the late flower show at Brusst^s I noticed a

glass case, exhibited by a lady, containing a large

number of Anoeefochiles looking as Inight as possi-

ble, and on examining the treatment which had x>ro-
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duoed this result, I found that over the earth she

htid laid a thick coat of woolen thread, which ab-

sorbing the rising moisture left the glass clear during
the hours of exhibition. The exhibitor had chosen
wool stained of colors best suited to show off her
plants."

THE ORMilIEATATION OF CE3IETERIES.

We quote from the Oardeners' Chronicle a short

article on this subject, interesting to many at this

sad time, when the fairest and brightest of our land

are sleeping so quietly, leaxdng only their graves to

our love

:

" A correspondent has written to ask our opinion

upon the following question, which appears to be

daily becoming more worthy of consideration

:

'Should cemeteries be decorated with the gayest

flowers that can be obtained ; or, would it not look

far more in character with the place to substitute

ti'ees, shrubs, and plants of a sombre tint ?

'

" Now we look upon this question as involving

considerations of pure taste and feeling, upon which

any person possessing those qualities is capable of

giving an opinion ; we therefore should be very glad

to know the views of any of our correspondents who
have considered the matter, while, without assum-

ing the airs of an ' arbiter elegantiarum,' we venture

to express ourselves very decidedly in favor of the

shrubs of sombre hue, and against the gaudy flow-

ers. Or perhaps we should like best of all to keep

the general features of a cemetery to sonie extent

sombre and funereal, while we should wish the ten-

derest emotions to be raised by the sight of individ-

ual graves thoughtfully cared for, rendered pleasing

to the eye, soothing to the mind, with a few simple

wild flowers, and fragrant with primroses, violets, or

sweetbriar, the sacred labor of some female hand,

tlie tribute of some loving heart. Such flowers of

nature speak for themselves ; they tell their own
tale. But, perhaps, to confine ourselves to such as

tliese would be imposing too narrow a limitation.

Surely there can be no objection to the presence of

any flowers that do not require the continxial labor

of the gardener and his men, provided that they are

not introduced into the walks, or ranged in elaborate

parterres, which would give' a notion of paid for

work, and not be suggestive, as they manifestly

should be, of an oflering of affection, a labor of love.

Among the flowers that would seem to be most ap-

propriate, one thinks of the modest snowdrop, peep-

ing above ground ere the winter is gone—the har-

binger of spring, or the crocus expanding its beaute-

ous flowers on the first cheering sunshiny day ; Ane-

mones, bright and hopeful ; blue bells, sweet and el-

egant, hanging down their heads ; the true old fuch-

sia coccinea, with pendent spray, but not its vulgar

' improvements.' All these are admissible, and our
|

fair readers will easily think of a multitude of others

quite as appropriate.

" It appears to us that the endeavor to harmonize

outward objects with our inward feelings is a true

mark of delicacy and refinement ; and, on the con-

trary, the abrupt introduction of matters perfectly

incongruous with our frame of mind, ever must be

harsh and jarring to the sensitive. To ' rejoice with

them that do rejoice, and weep with them that

weep,' is at once a Christian maxim, and
the dictate of a warm and sympathising nature. To
miake cemeteries into a gay promenade would be as

painful to the feelings, and almost as much out of

place as dancing at a funeral."

A COBKESPONDENT of the London Gardeners'

Chronicle gives his horticultural experience in Egypt.

He says that it is one of the finest countries in the

world for fruits, that his gi-apes are magnificent,

some of his vines measuring two to two and one-

half feet in circumference, and that many of the

bunches measure from twelve to twenty inches long

and as much across the shoulders. He astonished

the natives by tliinning. His men thought it a

sin to waste the berries. Apples, pears, quinces,

apricots, peaches, strawberries, custard apples, mu-

sas, figs, pomegrantes and guavas, fruit well and

make enormous growths. As to. flowers it is one

vast hot hoiise. Geraniums are splendid. The

scarlets will grow to almost any size you like. Six

feet high and as much through is, a very common
size. Cuttings of all kinds strike freely. Some vine

cuttings put in an open border to strike during the

winter, had in the May following one and two

bunches in full flower.

ProntjnciatiojS' op Gladiolus.—IMr. Beaton says

that " It may be as well to put you on your guard

against a common provincial way some people have

of pronouncing the word Gladiolus, by putting the

accent or stress on the letter o; whereas, the true

way of uttering the same is as if written Glad-eye-lus,

putting the accent on the i." This warning was

given in one of the earliest volumes of the London

Cottage Gardener, and is now brovight up again in

evidence against one or two who adhere to the con-

demned pronunciation.

THERE was quite an animated discussion in the

New York Farmers' Club on a letter from Wayne,

Indiana, as to the reliability of Dr. Grant's grape

vines. The people at the West have been cheated

so often that they are afraid of every one. The gen-

eral opinion seemed to be that his mode of culture

was good, but that very often the vines that he sold

did not succeed on account of the poor culture they

afterward received.
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ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Contributed to tho Genesee Farmer.

Shrewsbury Brawn, or Head Cheese. — The

town of Shrewsbury is famous for its brawn. "Brawn

makers to her Majesty " reside there, and as they drive

a, thriving- business it is presumed that her Majesty has

a weakness for this particular dish. This receipt comes

to us from a Shropshire lady : Put the head, including

tlie ears and tongue, with the feet and tail of a pig into

a weak brine with a little saltpeti-e in it. Let it remain

two weeks. Take it out and boil it tender so that the

flesh separates easily from the bones. Chop the meat

quite fine and season with pepper. Put it in a mold

ajid fill it so that the meat will rise two or three inches

above the top. Cover with a plate and ijress with any

heavy weight. It will be pressed sutfieiently in twenty-

four hours, and ready for the table. It should be cut

horizontally, in very thin slices, and eaten with mus-

tard and vinegar.

Condensed Milk.—A correspondent of the German-

town Telegraph says : "To one quart of new milk, take

one pound of the best crushed sugar ; let the milk boil,

then stir in the sugar until all is dissolved ; continue to

6tir until it has commenced again to boil, which must

be on a gentle heat to keep from burning. When it be-

comes the consistency of molasses it is done for use.

Put in cans or close jars and cork them tightly. This

is of much value where fresh milk can not be

had, either in preparing food for the sick, or to use in

tea and coffee. In hospitals this is a valuable article."

Substitute for Coffee.—A correspondent sends

^s the following :
" Take clean, sound peas, soak them

for some eighteen hours in hot or warm water, pour

oflf the water every five or six houi's, or at least three

times, then rinse and dry the peas. Brown them like

poffee, mix and grind together, first by equal parts
;

after a few days two-thirds peas may be used and still

make a good cup of coifee."

Bread Cake.—Two eggs, two cups of dough, two

cups of sugar, three-quarters of a cup of butter, one-

half of a cup of flour. Stir these together, adding cin-

namon and cloves, and let it rise until you put your

bread into the tins. Just before baking add another

one-half tea cup full of flour, and apiece of soda about

as lai'ge as a bean. This makes two loaves.

Potted Beef.—Boil a leg or neck piece of beef, un-

til you can not take it out with a foi'k, skim out the

meat, put in too much salt and pepper and chop it fine

;

tlien pour into it a tea cup full of the liquor that

is left, and pack it in a deep dish. When cold it can

be served either in the dish in which it is packed, or

cut in thin slices.

Frosting Without Eggs.—One sheet of isinglass

dissolved in a little water. Stir in the sugar and flavor

with lemon or chocolate.

Roast Leg of Mutton with Oysters.—Stuff a leg

of mutton with suett, salt, pepper, the yolk of an egg
and a little bread. When about half done cut off some
of the fatty parts in little bits and put them into a pint

of oyster liquor, to which add half a pint of hot water.

Stir until the gravy is reduced to lialf the quantity.

Put in a little butter rolled in flour, and pour the whole
over the meat.

HoTCH Potch.—Take any old meat, chop or slice

fine, season with salt and pepper, or sage, if liked. Add
to this half as much stale bread or potatoes that have

been boiled. Stir them Avell together, and inclose it in

a crust as for chicken pie, and put up tho same way.

Bake one-half hour.

Poor Man's Plum Pudding.—One tea cup ofchopped

suet, one tea cup of sweet milk, one tea cup of mo-
lasses, two tea cups of flour, one teaspoonful of so(to

dissolved in a little hot water. Spice to your taste.

Put it in a puddiug dish and steam it two hours.

Ginger Crackers—Mrs. Hinsdale.—One pound of

butter, one pound of sugar, one pint of molasses, and

one teaspoonful of saleratus dissolved in a tea cup of

milk, four tablespoonfuls of ginger, and flour enough

to roll them out.

Chicken Salad.—Cut the white meat of two chick-

ens into small pieces, chop ordinarily fine two heads of

celery, pour over the mixture a dressing.

Dressing for SALAD.^-Four hard boiled eggs rubbed

smooth ; add to each yolk one-half a teaspoonful ofmus-

tard, same of salt, and one tablespoonful of oil
;

just

before using put in four wine glasses of vinegar. Mix
thoroughly.

Queen Esther's Bread.—Take a loaf of stale bread,

cut in slices, dip into sweet milk with a little salt

;

liave ready two eggs well beaten. Dip into the egg and

fry brown. Eat with sauce.

THE QUEEN ON CRINOLINE.

Punch has the following letter. "Her Majesty has ad-

dressed the following remonstrance to the ladies of

England

:

" Windsor Castle, August 1, 1863.
" Ladies: The Queen has commanded me to express

the pain with which Her Majesty reads the accounts of
daily accidents arising from the wearing of the indeli-

cate, expensive, dangerous and hideous article called

crinoline. Her Majesty can not refrain from making
known to you her extreme displeasure that educated
women sliould by exanyile encourage the wearing of a
dress which can be pleasing only to demoralized taste.

For the miserable idiots who abjectly copy tlie habits

of those conventionally termed their betters, it is im-
possible to entertain anything but pity. But to the hv
dies of England this appeal to abandon the present de-
grading an"d dis!>-ustiug fashion is made in the belief

that they will show themselves the rational and deco-
rous persons they are supposed to be.

" I have the honor to be, ladies,
" Tour most obedient and humble servant,

"C. B. Phipps."

Punch, in this ease, seems to have been stronger than

the Empress, as the "sly Quakers" are all the rage in

spite of the fact that the Imperial Lady continues to

patronize the "gore trail."
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OBTAIAKifG HELP IIV THE COUJSTRY.

SCENT!.

—

A parlor^ Jive miles from Ncwburyport. Bndget
seated in (he easy chair.

(Filter th£ lady of the house.)

5>-k7<7(/.—(Briskly, without rising.)—" Goodmomiug,

ma'am."

iarfy.—(Standing.)—" Good morning. Will you tell

me your name and eniand ?
"

B.—"Sure, Bridget O'Calligau' 8 my name, ma'am;

the same that's walked all the way from the city to see

ye."

L. — (Kindly.)— "Tell me how I can serve you,

Bridget."

B.—"Indade, ma'am, if you plase, and it's me that's

come to say I'm willing to sarve yoursilf."

L.—" O, yes, I understand ; my husband was inquiring

in the city for a servant ; and you would like the

place?"

B.—" I'm not so sure but I might if ye'd make it for

me interest to go so far out. It's Margaret Degnan (she

that lives with his riverance, Doctor Burleigh) told me
you's distrist for help ; so I called to see his lady about

ye, and she gave ye such a good churacter, and ricom-

mended ye so high, that I thought ye'd jist suit me;

so I've brought mo things," (showing a bundle from

imder her cloak,) " and if ye can accommodate me in

rispect to the work and the wages, I'll be after stop-

ping with ye."

/y.—(Smiling.)—" How couldl accommodate you as

to the work?"
B.—" Well, it is n't Bridget O'Calligan would be hard

111)011 BO winsome a lady—ye looks youngish, too, and

delekit like ; but I suppose ye'd be after wanting to do

the nicest of yer own cooking ?

"

L.—" I have done so, for the last four years."

B.—(Brightening u^.)—" Sure, and I was right. Yer

house, (glancing around the parlors,) looks nice. I

suppose ye'd be after taking charge to kape it clain and

in order, yersilf—except the kitchen."

L.—" I have been accustomed to do so."

B.—"Ter husband's the minister, they said. I sup-

pose it's only yersilf, ma'am, would be able to suit him

to his linen."

L.—"You -are right again, Bridget; my husband's

linen I never trust to any hands but my own."
^.—(Delighted.)—"Sure, ma'am, I'm thinking Mrs.

Dr. Burleigh did n't rieommend ye without rason.

Have ye any cliilder ?
"

L.—" Yes ; two boys, six and eight years old."

B.—" And ye would n't be after axing me to mind
them? Ye 'd be expectin' to mind your own boys, of

course?"
L.—" Certainly, that is altogether customary.

B.—"Faith,- ma'am, I'd like to be livin' with so

kind and hilpful a lady. What's been yer wages,

ma'am?"
L.—" Nothing. I have been accustomed to work

without wages."

J?.—(Bewildered.)—" Ma'am ?
"

B.—"I have done the work of my ftimily unaided for

the last four years, and have, therefore, neither paid nor

received wages."

B.—(Astonished.)—"Sure, ma'am, are ye after beln'

one of that sort? Ye don't look like it; I'd niver a

thought it."

L.—"I am precisely that sort, I assure you, Bridgets

I clioose to have either the comfort of doijig my icork

myself or the comfort of having it donefor me. You see

I should have neither if I employed you. Good morn-

ing."

B.—" Faith, it 's the truth ye spake, ma'am. Good
day to ye. "

B.—(Soliloquizing as she goes.)—"Sure, and what
should a dacent girl be after lavin' the world to live in

the country for, if not for large wages and small work.

The saints sind her help; but it's not for the like 'o

sich the O'Calligans works."—H., in the Corigi-cyation-

alist.

This scene actually too'k place, as described, only a short time

since, at a Congregational parsonage in Essex connty.

HOW TO POLISH SHIRT BOSOMS.

A CORKESPOiSTDENT of the American Agriadturist gives

the following directions in reply to the complaint of

" Mrs. Pry," who can not make her husband's shirt

bosoms find collars look nice, for polishing linen as it is

done in the shops. He seems to know a good deal

about it for a man

:

"The first thing is to wash them clean, theji starch
them thoroughly with the best of starch. A little pure
spermaceti or dissolved gum Arabic in the starch will

improve it, but have the starch thick, and work it into
the linen thoroughly. When in a proper condition,
use the common sad iron to smooth them and get them
into proper shape, the same as though they were v.m to
be polished. I would say you cannot polish liiu.ii un a
soft cloth. Take a piece of hard wood (I use birch) say
ten by fourteen inches,, or size of a shirt bosom, and
plane it even and smooth. When you use the polishing
iron lay the linen on the board, without any cloth un-
derneath; a liberal supply of elbow grease is indispen-
sable to make the thing look first rate. Now for the
polishing iron. We use McCoy's patent. I have seen
several Icinds, but I like this the best. You can not
polish with an iron with a flat face ; the one I use is

made something like a small shoe, with a round heel
on both ends, nicely polished, and care should be had'
to keep it so, if you wish to have your linen look welL
The linen we buy at the stores is polished bj' men or
machinery, which gives it a finer polish than can usu-
ally be- given by females. But if Mrs. Pry will get a
good polishing iron, and follow the directions as given
she will not feel ashamed of her husband's bosoms and
collars."

lO I w

Fire-Peoof Dresses.—Scarcely a week passes but
we read sad accounts of yoimg ladies being burned to
death, owing to their light muslin garments catching
fire. It ought to be generally knoAvn that all light

dresses may be made fire-proof at a mere nominal cost
by steeping them, or the linen or cotton used in mak-
ing them. In a dilute solution of chloride .of zinc.—
Godcy^s Lady^s Book.

How much diluted, and what effect does it have on

the color dnd appearance ?

Geranium Leaves.—It is not generally known that

the leaves of the geranium arc an excellent application

for cuts, where the skin is rubbed ofi", and other wounds

of that kind. One or two leaves must be bruised, and

applied on linen to the part, and the wound will be-

come cicatrised in a very short time.

—

Mrs. Fry.
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Charles Lasib says that tli8 old proverb that the

"early bird catches the worm" has two sides to it

—

that it served the worm right for coming out at such
unseasonable hours. "We regret to say that the cock,

whose portrait we give here, met with an equally sad

fate on account of his propensities for matutinal chants.

Towzer, a lazy city dog, who had been accustomed to

being up all night and lying asleep all day, was sent out

to the farm on which a splendid rooster—the pride of

the village—lived. Every morning at dawn, before the

sun was fiiirly risen, he awoke and spent a short time

in the exercise of his vocal powers, and with his cheer-

ful voice called the farmer and his family to their daily

labors. To them the sound was welcome, as they were

awoke by it from as healthful sleep as that of the cock

himself. But to Towzer it was quite a different thing,

and he vowed vengeance against his tormentor. Anin-
» cident finally occurred which, owing to the hasty tem-

per of the cock, and his family pride, was easily made
into a quarrel. A hare—a stranger in the place—called
at the farm and made an innocent remark about his

pleasure in escaping from the city and returning to the

innocence and freshness of niral life, which the cock

construed into an insult, and insisted upon a duel.

Towzer became the hare's second, and the fatal shot

was fired which laid his noble enemy in the grave. As

the hare was known by all to be absurdly timid, and as

he fell down with fright after he had fired his pistol,

there is not much doubt but that Towzer directed his

aim. We are happy to say that Towzer gained nothing

by this wicked deed, for two birds supplied the place

made vacant by his villianly whose voices were miich

louder and not near so musical.

A Child's Prayer,—Here is a beautiful prayer, by a

little one only six years old: "Lord bless the poor

children, and give them good homes, so that they won't
have to live in cellars any more. Aijd help me not to

spend my money lor caudy, that I may have more to

give to them. Amen."

Negligence is the rust of the soul that corrodes her

best resolutions.
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THE KITCHEN CLOCK.

Listen to tho kitchen clock 1

To itself it ever talks,

From its place it never walks;
" Tiek-tock—tick-tock."

Tell me what it says.

'Tm a very patient clock I

Never moved by hope or fear,

Though I've stood for many a year;
Tick-tock—tick-tock."
That is what it says.

"Pm a very truthful clock

;

People "say. about the place,

Truth is written on my face;

Tick-tick—tick-tock.''
That is what it says.

" Tm a very active clock,

For I go while you 're asleep.

Though vou never take a peep;
Tick-toek-^tick-tock."
That is what it says.

,

"I'm a most obliicing clock;
If you wish to hear mo strike,

Y' lu mav do it when you like

;

Tick-tock—tick-tock."
That is what it says.

"What a talkative old clock!
Let us see what it will do
When the pointer reaches two.

''Ding-din,2—tick-tock."

That is what it says.

Among the Siamese birds, the crows most attract at-

tention. They exist in extraordinary numbers, and

when they seek their niglit quarters in Bangkok—the

temples—they almost darken the air. These birds dis-

play an almost incredible imptideuce. Before daybreak

they stalk about the street in dozens, to steal everything

that comes in the way of their greedy beaks. They do

not hesitate to snatch edibles from the hands of child-

ren—and even of elderly persons—force their way into

the kitchens, knock off the covers of pots and take out

the meat, which, if unable to swallow on tlie spot, they

try to conceal in some corner, on a roof, or tip a tree.

Tiiey fight boldly with dogs and cats for a bone, and,

when 60 engaged, will hardly get out of the way of pas-

sers-by. If they are shot at, or stones are thrown at

them, they collect in hundreds and make an awful row,

which is quite unendurable. However, they combine

with the dogs in acting as scavengers—clearing the

towns and villages of all rotting stibstances.

A " Stjre Core."—Dr. E. Booth, of Crestline, Ohio,

has purchased, " for the benefit of mankind," and pub-

lislies in the Buffalo Medical and Surgical Journal^ the

following "reseat:" "Medicine for to distract the

Rcumatism, Pains and toothake, Backake and boils,

strains for man and horses, & many more sores : Take

one quart of good Old Rye Whiskey & add in the bot-

tle One oz. of camptire, 6 pots of Red pepper, six cents

worth of cloves, 5 cents worth of cipnamund, 3 cents

worth of shaven sope, One table spoonful of salt. Add
them all in the bottle together & set the bottle in the

sun 9 days before using & where the pain is grease it

well Evening and morning. Don't giv up soon. Shak

the bottle 2 or 3 times a day. 50 cents for a reseat. It

is a sure cure."

Language of Insects.—A most singular discovery,

the credit of which appertains, we believe, to Mr. Jesse,

is that of the antennal language of insects. Bees and
other insects are provided, as eveiy body knows, with

feelers (Jr antennae. These are, in fact, most delicate

organs of touch—warning of dangers, and serving the

animals to hold a sort of conversation with each other,

and to communicate their desires and wants. A strong

hive of bees will contain thirty-six .thousand workers.

Each of these, in order to be assured of the presence

of their queen, touches her every day with its antennEe.

Should the queen die, or be removed, tho whole colony

disperse themselves, and are seen in the hive no more,

perishing every one, and quitting all the store of now
useless honey, which they had labored so industriously

to collect for the use of themselves and of the larvte.

On the contrai-y, should the queen be put into a small

wire cage placed at the bottom of the hive, so that her

subjects can touch and feed her, they are contented, and

the business of the hive proceeds as usual. Mr. Jesse

has also shown that this antennal power of communica-

tion is not confined to bees. Wasps and ants, and

probably other insects, exercise it. If a caterpillar is

placed near an ants' nest, a curious scene will often

arise. A solitary ant will perhaps discover it, and

eagerly attempt to draw it away. Not being able to ac-

complish this, it will go up to another ant, and, by

means of the antennal language, bring it to the cater-

pillar. Still, these two are perhaps unable to perform

the task of moving it. , They will separate and bring up

reinforcements of the community by the same means,

till a sufficient number are collected to enable them to

drag the caterpillar to their nest.

—

Once a Week.

Ladies' Spelling a Hundred Years Ago.— Mr.

Murphy used to relate the following stoi-y of Sam.

Foote, the heroines of which were the Ladies Cheere,

Fielding and Hill, the last the wife of the celebrated

Dr. Hill. He represented them as playing at "I love

my love with a letter." Lady Cheere began and said,

" I love my love with an N, because he is a night.

Lady Fielding followed with, " I love'my love with a G,

because he is a gustice " (justice) ; and " I love my love

with an F," said Lady Hill," because ho is a fisishun.'

A Saving Clause.—Said an Irishman to a telegraph

operator, " Do you ever charge anything for the address

in a message?" "No," replied the operator. "And
do you charge for signing his name, sir?" said the

customer. "No, sir." "Well, then, will ye plase

send this ? I just want my brother to know I am
here," handing him the following: "To John Mc-

Finn, at New York, (signed) Patrick McFinn." It was

sent as a tribute to Pat's shrewdness.

A PHRiEND pheeling phunnily phigurative phumishes

the phollowiug: "4ty4tunate 4ester3 4tuitou3ly 4tify-

ing 41orn 4tresses, 4cibly 4bade 4ty 4midable 4eiguers

4ming 4aging 4ce8."

A Western Paper says that an Arkansas rebel cav-

alry colonel mounts men by tho following order :
" Pre-

pare fer tor git outer yer erectors. " Second order

—

" Git."
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THE GENESEE' FARMER FOR 1864.

TnE Genesee Farmer, on its tliirtj'-fonrth birth-daj,

presents himself before you, kind reader, in an entire

new dress. Thanks to the active influence of our

friends who voluntarily act as agents in getting sub-

scribers, the i^rospects of the paper were never so

bright and promising as at the present time. Our re-

ceipts for the volume of 1864 are to-day (December 22,)

over six times as large as at the same time last year.

We are endeavoring to make the Genesee Farmer
one of the best Agricultural Journals in the United

States ; and from the many expressions of approval we
have recently received from intelligent farmers, we are

encouraged to believe that our efforts are appreciated.

We have a request to make of every reader of the

Genesee Farmer : Try and get us at least one new S2ib-

scriber.
,

Furthermore, if there is no one acting as agent in

your neighborhood, and you can not find time to act as

ag-ent yourself, will you induce some young man to do

so ? One of the best and most successful agents w^
have is a young man not over seventeen years of age.

We would call the attention of all our friends to tho

liberal Premiums oflered to those who get subscribers.

We are determined, if possible, to more than double the

circulation of the Genesee Farmer the present year.

If our friends will take hold at this time, the thing will

be done.

** Wlio Can Compete for the Casli Prizes ? "

Everybody. You can compete, and you stand just as

good a chance -of taking the highest prize as anyone

else. The prizes will be awarded andpaid to those who

get the greatest number of subscribers. If you raise a

hu'ger club than anyone else, you will receive the high-

est prize of SoO. If you fail to get the largest list, you

may take the next highest prize of $30. If you do not

succeed in taking this, you may take the S20 prize ; and

so on. If you should be so unfortunate as not to take

ony of the Cash Prizes, you will receive a " Specific

Premium" according to the number of subscribers you

send. If you get thirty subscribers, you will receive,

free of expense, a set of the bound volumes of the

Genesee Farmer for the last five years, together with

a free copy of the Farmer and Rxtkal Annual for 1864.

Clab tlie Rural Annual ^vitSi tine Farmer.

Every reader of the Genesee Farmer should have a

copy of the Rural Annual for 1834. In clubs of six

and upwards it is sent prepaid with the Genesee

Farmer for fifteen cents. We hope aU our agents will

club it with the Farmer.

Is tlic Genesee Farmer tlie Oldest Agricultural
Paper in America ?

A suFFiCENT answer to the page of special pleading
in tlie last Genesee Farmer, to prove that that fiaper is

the "oldest agricultural journal in America," may be
found in the fact that the original pidilishers of that joitr-

ncd did not claim that it was a continuation of our old
Genesee Farmer, (a)

Tlie first and second volumes for 1840 and 1841, of
the "New Genesee Farmer,'''' of which Mr. Harris' paper
is a continuation, are before us, and they are numbered
"Vol I" and "Vol. II," showing conclusively that its

proprietors and editors regarded the "New Genesee
Farmer in accordance with its title, as wholly a " new"
and separate concern, and not as a continuation of our
Genesee Farmer. (6)

Not having a complete file of that paper, we are un-
able to say when or by whom our nine years' labors
were first added to the age of the "New Genesee
Farmer," so as to make it appear to be the "oldest ag-
ricultural paper in America," but it is our impression
that it is only within a very few years past, and since
the real circumstances of the case might be presumed
to have escaped the -memory of the public, that this
claim has been so nortinaciously and groundlessly ad-

'

vanced. (c)

—

Country Gerdleman, December 10.

This is all that the Country Gentleman has to say in

rejDly to our statement offacts in the December num-
ber of. the Genesee Farmer. This controversy W'as

forced irpon us by the Country Gentleman, and we
•copied all that it had to ssiy upon the subject, and think

it should, in common fairness, have given our rejaly to

its charges.

There are one or two points in the above paragraph

to which we wish to reply

:

(a) If they made no such claim, it is very evident, as

we endeavored to show in the last number of the Farmer,

that they regarded it as a continuation of the old Geyie-

see Farmer, and also that it was generally so regarded

by the old correspondents of the paper, and by Mr
Tucker himself!

(b) It was from these very volumes that our extracts

were made, and which we think prove that the pub-

lishers did not regard it as wholly a new and separate

concern.

(c) We have already given extracts from Vol. I and

Vol. II, to show that the Miv Genesee Farmer was re-

garded as a continuation of the old. The following

extract is from Vol. Ill

:

" The character of the Genesee Farmer, both old and
new, has been well known. * * The proprietf)rs

feel assured that the long-tried friends of the Goiesee

Farmer will not desert the papei."

The following is from Vol. V

:

"The former friends of the paper will make such
efforts to extend its circulation this winter [1843-4] as

will leave no room to doubt their determination to sus-

tain an agricultural paper in Western New York—the
Gene.ice Country—which has become '

so extensively
known abroad by means of its Genesee Farmer^

The following extract is from Vol. VI

:

" With this number will close the fifteenth volume of
the old and new Genesee Farmer, and the sixth of the
New Series."

The following extract is from Vol. VII

:

" It^is now some seventeen or eighteen years since
the Genesee Farmer was first started ; and twelve or
thirteen since Judge Buel commenced the piiblication

of the Cultivator, at Albany. Neither the Farmer nor
Cultivator has reason to complain of a lack of patron-
age," &c.

We need not continue these extracts. They certainly
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show that the former publishers of the Genesee Farnter

regarded it as a continuation of the old Oencsce Farmer

established in 1S31—aiid this is the onlj' point in dis-

pute.

We again ask, Did not Mr. Tuckerhinaself regard the

New GeiLcsec Farmer as a continuation of his paper?

*<^B»~^

Tlie Rural Aauual for 1864.

The Jlural Aiiniud and IlortkuUural Lirectory is, now
ready. Among its contents may be mentioned articles :

On the Best Means of iJnriching the Soil.

On Swamp Muck, and the Best Methods of Compost-

ing and applying it.

On ]\Ianures, with a table showing their Relative Value.

On Protection to Orchards.

On the Connection between Roots and Leaves of Plants.

(A most valuable article, written e^qiressly for the

Rural Annual by Thomas Meehau, Editor of the Gar-

deners^ 2IontIihj.)

On Lime.

On the Culture of Roses in Pots.

On the Effect of Cultivation on Plants,

On the Best Climate for Sheep.

On the Cultivation of Celery.

On Gathering Fruit.

On the Culture of Hops. (A most valuable article,

written for the Rural Annual by T. S. Harison, Esq.,

giving practical directions for starting and cultivating

a hop vineyard. It is the best ti'eatise on the subject

yet published.)

On the Culture of Flax. (Written for the Rural Annual

byD. W. Ray.)

On the Cultivation of Pears. (Written for the Rural

Aniiucd by F. W. Lay, of Monroe county, one of the

largest pear-growers in the United States.

On Fruit Culture in the West. (Written for the Rural

Annual by D. S. Scofield, of Illinois.)

On Picking and Marketing Fruit. (Written for the

Rural Annual by E. N. Hereudeen. A most valuable

article.)

On the Cultivation of Strawberries near Boston.

On the Best Way to Use Bones.

On Planting Trees.

With many other short articles of interest and value

to every one engaged in the culture of the soil.

Price only 25 cents. It will be sent prepaid by return

mail on receipt of the price. Address Joseph Harkis,

Rochester, N. Y.

To Our Canada Friends.

The Genesee Farmer has a large circulation among

the intelligent farmers of Canada West. We trust that

such will always be the case. Owing to the high pre-

mium on Canada money, we shall prepay the American

postage without extra charge. If United States money

is sent, 12 cents must be added to each subscription to

pay the American postage. A large proportion of our

Cash Prizes have usually been taken by our Canadian

agents. If our agents who compete for these prizes

send us Canada money, we shall pay them the prizes in

Canada money.

Inquiries and Answers.

"The Horse and his Diseases." (A Subscriber,

Dawn Mills, C. W.)—We can send you this book by
mail on receipt of one dollar.

A Swelled Lec4.—Will some of your readers inform
me wiiat will cure a mare that has got a swelled hind
leg from tlie hoof u]) V It received no injury, neither
does it discharge any matter The swelling thlls some
while travelling, but never disapears. She is a likely
young marc, four years old. It is some four months
since the swelling began.—W. T., North Ilumdcn, N. Y.

Several Inquiries, some of them in type, are

crowded out this month. We are always pleased to

receive inquiries on subjects of general interest, and
shall endeavor to attend to them more promptly in

futui'e.
*-<^i>>-«

Our friends tell us that the Rural Annual for 18G4

is the best number yet issued, and .our orders for it

were never so large as at this time.

There has been few if anj material change in prices

since last month, and we therefore omit our usual mar-

ket report.

The Postage on the Genesee Farmer, when sent in

clubs to one address, is only four cents a year.

Special KSotices.

Tlie Best L.itera,tMre
BY THE

^^ BEST AMERICAN WRITERS ^MS

The new vohime begms with the Jannary number, and con-

tains
FEATURES OF A PECULIAR INTEREST.

{pjg^ For full particulars see another column of this paper.

TICKXOE & FIELDS, Publishe.is, Boston, Mass.

ADVERTISEE^E^TS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Fakmee at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

S. ra. PETTElVGIlili & CO.,

No. 37 Park Row, Kew York, and 6 State street, Boston, are our

Agents for the Gexesee Faemee in those cities, and are author-

ized to take advertisements and subscriptions for us at our

lowest rates.

THE GENESEE FARMEK:
A JIONTHLT JOURNAL OF AGEICULTUEE AND IlOKTICTTLTL'Ba

Published at Eochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms

—

Tnvaktablt in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

six copies for Thi-ee Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

Postmasters and all Friends of PiUral Improvement are re-

spectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Owing to the! premium on Canada money, wo prepay the

American postage on' all papers sent to Canada without extra

charge, when Canada money or stamps are sent. If American

money is sent, 12 cents must be added to each subscription.

Subscription money may be sent at our i-islc. Address

JOSEPH HAEEIS, Eochester, N. T.
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BROWN'S
BRONCHIAL
TROCHES

FOK

COUGHS
AND

COLDS.

A NEGLECTED CoUGH, COLD, AnIrKITATED
OR Sore Throat, if allowed to progress,

I'csults in serious Pulmonary Bronchial and
Asthmatic Diseases, oftentimes incurable.

Brown's Bronchial Troches reach di-

rectly the affected parts, and give almost
immediate relict For Bronchitis, Asthma,
Catarkii, and Consumptive Coughs, the
Troches are useful. Public Speakers and
Singers should have the Troches to clear

and strengthen the Voice. Military Of-
ficers and Soldiers who overtax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should
use them. Obtain only the genuine.

'Brown's Bronchial Troches" having proved their etiicaey by a

test of many years, are highly recommended and prescribed by
Physicians and Surgeons in the Army, and have received testi-

monials from many eminent men.
Sold by all Druggist and Dealers in Medicine In the United

States and most Foreign Countries at 25 cents per box.

Brown's Bronchial Troches.
These Lozengers are prepared from a highly esteemed recipo

for alleviating Bronchial Affections, Asthma, Hoaesness,
Coughs, Colds, and Irritation or soreness of the Throat.

Public Speakers and Vocalists
Will find them beneficial in clearing the voice before speaking or

singing, and relieving the throat after any unusual exertion of

the vocal organs, having a peculiar adaptation to atfections

which disturb the organs of speech.

Brown's Bronchial Troches.
"^ I have never changed wy mind respecting ihem from the

first, excepting to think yet better of that which J began think-

iaig well qfy Rev. IIeney Ward Bebchee.
" Tli6 frochea are a staff of life to me.'''

Prof. Edward North,
Press. Hamilton College, Clinton, N. T.-

'^For Throat Troubles they are a specific.''''

N. P. Willis.
" Too favorably known to need commendation.''''

Hon. Charles A. Phelps,
Press. Mass. Senate.

" Contain no Ophi/in nor anything injurious.^''

Dr. A. A. Hayes, Chemist, Boston.

'^An elegant combinationfor Coughs."
Dr. G. F. Bigelow, Boston.

"Irecommend their use to Public Speakers.^''

Kev. E. H. Chapix.
" J/b«< salutary relief in Bronchitis.''''

Eev. 8. Seigfried, Morristown, Ohio.
" Very ieneflcial when sufferingfrom Colds.''''

Kev. S. J. P. Anderson, St. Louis.

'^Almost instant relief in the distressing labor of breathing
peculiar to Asthma^

Eev. A. C. Eggleston, New York.
" They have suited my case exactly, relieving my throat so

tfbat Icould sing with ease.'' T. Ducharme,
Chorister French Parish Church, Montreal

As there are knitationa, be sure to obtain the genuine.

Sore Throat.
Cougb.

Cold.
And similar ftronbles. If suffered to progress, result In serious

Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic alfections, oftentimes in-

curable.

Brown's Bronchial Troches
are eomponnded so as to reach directly the seat of the disease

and give almost Instant reliet

" A Slight Cold," Congh§.
Few are aware of the importance of checking a Cough or

"blight cold" in its first stage; that which in "the beginning

would yield to a mild remedy, if neglected soon attacks the

lungs.

Brown's Bronchial Troches
give sure and almost immediate relief. Military Officers and
Soldiers should have them, as they can be carried in the pocket

aaid taJcen at occasion requires, janlt

SAPONIFIER,

FAI»III.Y §©AP MAKER.

makes high prices ; Saponifier helps to reduce them. It
makes Soap for Four cents a pound by using your kitchen
grease.

tW" CAUTION ! As spurious Lyes are offered also, be
careful and only buy the Patented article put up in Iron
cans, all others being Counterl'elts.

PEINSYIVAIVIA SALT MANUFACTURIIVG CO.,

Plilladelplila—No. 127 Walnut Street.

ja Pittsburg—Pitt Street and Duquesne "W^ay. 6t

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

MOCSESTER^ ^CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOE A CATALOGUE, AND

ORBER TOOK TREVES DIRECT.

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Citizens, rarmers, Orchardists, and all Tree-

Planters.

JUST ISSUED—A New Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue of
Eochester Central Nurseries, which should be consulted by

every one wishing to purchase

Fruit or Ornamental Trees, Vines, Shrubbery, &c.

Parties sending for our Catalogue and signifying a desire to

purchase, either in large or small quantities, will be supplied
with SPECIAL TEEMS OF SALE. By these terms it will be
seen that it is greatly to the interest of purchasers to order di-

rectl.v from our Nursery, instead of obtaining them by the agency
of other parties.

1st. By this method you will obtain your trees cheaper.
2d. There will be less risk in obtaining the varieties you

order.
The New Illustrated Catalogue contains a great amount of in-

formation on the subjects of Fruits, Trees and Flowers—their

description and qualities, proper modes of transplanting, training

and cultivation. Inclose a two-cent stamp for prepayment of
postage. Address C. W. SEELtE.
janlt Rochester Central Nurseries, Eochester, N. T.

INK. INK , INK.
TURNER'S

co3j:m:eiiciail, iis js^,

f- Manufactured at Rocliester, N. Y.

[foe sale (retail) by all stationees, geocees, 4a

WHOLESALE OEDEKS carefully packed In boxes and for-

warded without delay to any part of the countiy.

Orders respectfully solicited.

Further particulars can be obtained by addressing

JOHN TURNER, Rochester, N. T.
^^ Office on Buffalo street, opposite Arcade. oc"63-tf

CHOICE NATIVE AND FOREIGN
EAPE VINES.—Lenk & Co. offer for sale a Kirge stock of

X Native and Foreign'Grape Vines, including all the rarest

and most valuable varieties. Send for a Price List. Address
LENK & CO.,

nov'63-tf Humboldt Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio.

G

FLOWER SEEI)S—Delaware Grape Vines, Flowering Plants,

&c., in variety, seht by mail. Catalogues gratis. Address
jan-it H- B. LUM, Sandusky, Ohio.
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Premium Farm Crist Mills.

rpHESE UNTJVALED PORTABLE GRAIN MILLS HAVE
A- for many years been in constant use, by Farmers, Stock

Feeders and others throughout the United States, South America,
Cuba, Ttxas, California, Canada, &c., which facts prove conclu-

sively that our Mill, for simplicity, durability and effectiveness

has no superior. These Mills are adapted to one or two-horse

railway power, or two or four-horse lever power, steam or

water power, and will grind Corn, Eye, Oats, "Wheat, &c., fine or

course, as may be desired, from 5 to 20 bushels per hour, accord-

Ingto degree of fineness required and power applied.

We also manufacture Reapers and Mowers, llorse-Powers and
TTu-eshers, Circular Saw Mills, Clover Seed Gatherers, Lawn
Mowers, Feed Cutters, Corn Shellers, and every vai-iety of ap-

proved Agricultural Implements.
if^T" Send for Descriptive Cii'cular, and address

"WM. L. BOYER & BRO,
jan Philadelphia, Pa.

BUY THE BEST

TttRESHlNCMACHlNE
The Railway Horse -Power Awarded

rmsT i?itEM:ixj3i:

At tli6 Uew York State Taii-s of 1860 and 1862,

AND '

OmO STATE FAIR 1863,

Ab it also has at every State and County Fair at which the

Proprietors hare exhibited it in competition with others,

running with loio elevation and eloic travel of team.

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS,

Threshers, Separators, Wood Saws, Sue.

All of the best in market The

THRESHER AND CliEANER
Also received the First Premium at the Ohio State Fair, 1863,

nms easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, cleans quite
equal to the best of Fanning Mills, leaving the gi-ain fit for mill
or marke t.

g^~ For Price and description send for Circulars, and satisfy

yourself before purchasing. Address

R. Sc M. HARDER,
jan2t Cobleskill, Schoharie county, N. T.

EMPLOYMENT.
(t^rrp:^ A MONTH.—Agents wanted to sell Sewing Machines.

qj> I ?J We will give a commission on all Machines sold, or
employ agents who will work for the above wages and all ex-
penses paid. For particulars address '^

janlt 0. RUGGLE3 & CO., Detroit, Jlich.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHREE
BY THE AUBURN PUBLISHING CO. for the Latest, Cheap-

est and Best History of tlie Rebelliou and other
Popular Works. Good men are sure of $ 1 5 per uionth if they
apply soon to E. G. STORK,
jan2t Auburn, N. Y.

CATTLE,

RSES, SHEEP AND SWINE.
FKOM MY HERDS AND STOCK OF

SHOUT HOJllN^S,

DEVONS AND AYRSHIRE S,

THOROUGH-BRED & TROTTING HORSES.

SOUTH DOWN &. SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,

Essex S^vine,

Carefully selected and mostly from recent importations, I will

sell a few choice animals. For particulars addruss

dec'63eomtf] A. R. CONGER,
\Waldberg, near Haverstraw, N. if.

PURE-BRED&FANCY STOCK FOR SALE.
SPANISH MERINO BUCKS—From .$25 to $500 each.

Spanish Merino Ewes, from $25 to $200.

Yorkshire Pigs at 6 weeks old, .$14 per pair.

White-Faced Black Spanish, $4 per pair, $G per trio. White
Dorkins, $4 per pair, $6 per trio. White-Legged Earl Derby
Games, .$4 per pair, $6 per trio. Champion Clipper Games, $4
per pair, $6 per trio. Black-Breasted Ked Games, $4 per pair, $6
per trio. Malacca Games, $4 per pair, $6 per trio. Silver-Laeed
Sebright Bantams, $5 per pair, $T per trio. Black Polands, $S
per pair, $4 per trio. Silver Polands, $3 per pair, $4 per trio.

Silver Hamburg, or Bolton Grays, $3 per pair, $4 per trio.

—

Dominiques, $3 per pair, $4 per trio. Brahma Pootr.a. $4 per
pair, $5 per trio. Bronze Turkeys, $4 to $6 per pair, (according

to size.) African or Hong Kong Geese, $0 per pair. White
Aylesbury Ducks, $3 per pair. Eouen Ducks. $3 per pair. White
Fan-Tail Shaker Pigeons, $3 per pair. Jacobine, or Ruff Neck,
$3 per pair. Trumpeters, $3 per pair. Poughters, $3 per pair.

Stars, $3 per pair. All orders should be accompanied with the
amount in Cash or Draft, with full particulars as to what route t»

send them by. Dii'ect all letters to

janlt E. N. BISSELL, Shoreham, Vt.

Spring Garden Seeds.

J. M THORBURN & CO.,

1 5 John Street, New York,
Take pleasure in announcing their

ANNUAIi DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
OF

YegetabSc and Agricultural Seeds
FOB

1864.
MAILED FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

To the Seed Trade.
WHOLESALE PRICES of Seeds for the month of January,

1864, are now fixed.

TPvADE LISTS on application.

J. M. THOEBUEN & CO.,

ianlt 15 John street, N. Y.

$80 PERBMONTH !

AGENTS WANTED IN EVEEY TOWN.—It is something
new and of real value.

EW For particulars address, with stamp,
janlt J. S. PAEDEE, Binghampton, N. Y.

A^
CRAY DORKINS, BRONZE TURKEYS,
ND CAYUGA BLACK DUCKS—For sale bv tlic- subscri-

ber. JOHN E. PA(iE,
dec3t Sennett, N. Y.

A BEAUTIFUL POCKET MICROSCOPE—
Ma^'uifying 500 times for 30 cents. ¥\\a of difterent pow-

ers for $1,00. Mailed Fkee. Address
nyv3t F. H. BOWEN, Box 220, Boston, Mass.

TWENTY-SEVEN ACEES OF STEAWBEERIES.—Extra
plants for sale in the spring at the lowkst figures. Send

for my Price List. A. M. PUEDY,
janlt South Bend, Indian*.
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PROSPECTUS FOR 1364.

THE NEW YORK OBSERVER
IS A EELIGOUS AND SECULAR

Tlie Lai'grest in tlie llVorld^.

PUI5LISUED ON A DOUBLE SHEET, SO AS TO BE EASILY
SEPARATED INTO

T^¥0 BSSTIiVCT PAPEUS.
In Reliifion it is free from sectarianism, and gives a full, feir

and imjiartial report every week of matters of yeueral interest

In Ail Christian Denominations.
In Politics it is entirely free from party relations or affinities,

discussing great principles with freedom and candor, and giving

the fullest'and latest intelligence of ail the movements of the

daj-.

It Supports the Government
WITH VIGOR, FIDELITY AND ZEAL, IN ITS EFFORTS TO

CairSH THE ISI<:iBEl,l«ION

and restore the Union and preserve the- Constitntion. It criti-

cises w-ith freedom whatever measures are not adapted to the ac-

complishment of these ends ;. but its steady purpose, from the

beginning of the war, has been, and will be. to uphold the hands
an<i strengthen the heart of the Government, while it puts I'orth

its energies to protect us against the most unholy rebellion that

ever disturbed the peace of any country.

The New Yoek Observer is the most complete Family News-
paper

IN TME W©U,1<»

In the variety of its Departments;
In the fullness of its Information

;

In the extent of its Correspondence;
In the number of minds enlisted in its Editoral and other col-

nnins.
In the amount of money expended in procuring materials to

enrich and adorn its pages;
In the healthful, religious, conservative genial tone that per-

vades the paper

;

In its stores of anecdote, biograyhy, poetry, science, art. and
general literature, it will strive" to exceed every otlier weekly
newspaper.-

,
For each NEW SUBSCRIBER under FIVE in number, 50

cents.

For FIVE OR MORE NEW SUBSCRIBERS, sent at one
time, we will give $1.00 for each.-

Specimen eopies of the paper sent free to any address.

TERMS.
$-2.50 in advance; $3.00 after three months; $3.50 after six

months. Address

SIBNEY E. MOKSE, Jr., & CO.,
janlt 3T Park Row, New York.

jeo3 1\

PREPARE FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
>-3 BOOKSELLERS, FANCY GOODS DEALERS.
'"^lu I the I'ublic, will please remember that thrre is no

(. U 1 (iit( which compares with the Cl&AB>r.l ITEi-
< fe.©*»tOPE and ITIOUNTEU OSSJfiiS'TS,
tein, in « n Hess source of au\usenient anil iIl^tluc-

tim Ovii 200 dozen Microscopes and TOO dozen cib-

iectshi\c been sold witliin a year by the Boston
Agent alone This Microscope, In brass, is mailed,

postage pai i, for $'2.25: or with six beautiful mount-
id objects lor $3; or with twenty-four objects for $5.

Mn h^id lubber, for .50 cents in addition to the above
^priCLS A liberal discount to the trade. Address

HL>«RY CRAIG, 1S2 Center street. New York.

t^^
Gt.iv9=

'^ot. ,V®
A^rc^'v."

00 E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons NY. tf

[ FROM THE LIST Of]

PEEMIUMS OFPEEED
For Obtaining Subscribers

TO

THE METHODIST.
114 Nassau Street, N. Y.

PRICE, $2 A YEAR.

PHOTOCJR.^FHIC A1,SUMS.
* Foe 1 SuHSCRiBEE, at .'i;2, a Ten Picture Album, muslin, one

clasp, price 50 cents.

* Foe 2 80i!SCRiBERS,-at $-2, a Twenty Picture Album, muslin,
one clasp, price $1.

* For 3 Subscribers, at $2, a Thirty Picture Album, French
morocco, one clasp, $1.T5.

* Foe 4 SirnscRiBEES, at $-2, a Thirty Picture Album, French
morocco, two clasps, price $2.50.

Foe 5 Subscribers, at $2, a Forty Picture Album, Turkey mo-
rocco, two clasps, price $3.50.

Foe 6 Subsceihees, at $2. a Forty Picture Album, Turkey mo-
rocco, two clasps, price $4.

Foe 6 Subscribers, at $2, a Fifty Picture Album, French mo-
rocco, two clasps, price $4.

Foe 7 Subscribers, at $2, a Fifty Picture Album, Turkey mo-
rocco, two clasps, price $4.50.

Foe 8 Subsceibers, at .$2, a Fifty Picture Album, Turkey mo-
rocco, two clasps, price $5.50.

For 9 Subscribers, at $2, a Fifty Picture Album, Tm-key mo-
rooco, two clasps, price $6.

Oeloni} Quarto. Two Portraits on a Page.

For 10 Subscribers, at $2 each, a Sixty Picture Album, Tur-
key, two clasps, price $7.

Those marked thus (*) sent by mail free.

!^d^~ Sewing Machines, Musical Instruments, Books, &c., are
included. For complete list see Metuodist. Specimen copies
sent gi-atis on application.

THE PUBLISHER OF THE METHODIST,
janlt 114 Nassau street. New York.

The Original Howe Sewing Machine.

REGENT and important improvements having been put to
this Machine renders it now the most perfect before the

public, and persons at a distance can order a Machine witli a
iruarautee of its prompt and safe delivery, and that they will be
able to manage it to th»ir entire satisfaction. No more breaking
needles! No more missing Stitches! No trouble in making any
garment, however delicate or heavy, on the same Machine, either
iu cambric, cloth or leather. No person should think of pur-
chasing a Sewing Machine without first seeing this—the latest

and greatest triumph of the original inventor of the Sewing Ma-
chine. I

£^°° Send for a Descriptive Catalogue of styles and prices. A
few responsible Agents would be dealt with liberally. Adili-ess

THE HOWE SEWING MACHINES.
437 Broadway, New York,

Or E. Strain, General Agent for Monroe county, 117 Main street,

Rochester, N. Y. jy"62-21t

BONE DUST.
" rpHE CHEAPEST AND Bi:ST MANURE IN THE

J_ WORLD."—Constantly on hand, in large or small quaa-
tities, warranted pure and of the best quality, made from fdesh
bones gathered from the slaushter houses in Rochester. Price
from $15 to $20 per tun, according to fineness. Orders respect-

fully solicited. Addi-ess JOSEPH PRESTON.
je'63-ly Box 2072, Rochester, N. Y.

BLOO?^5S»IGTOfi3 MURSERY, ILL.
-j /^/ V ACi:i:s Al'PLi: T1:EES—r.est stock ever ofl'ered—!?30

XOU to .$00 per lOUO. Also, Pears, Grapes, Small Fruits,

with ffcncral assortment Ornamentals, Nursery Stocks, Ac-

—

30,000'Tulips, with Hyacinths, Crocus, &c. Plant in fall. Send
red stamp for catalogue. F. K. PIKENIX.

ocSt Bloomington, 111.

TILE WIACHSNE.
rpHE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

X containing description.

nov'63-ly

A. La TOURETTE.
Waterloo, N. Y.

AYRSHIRES FOR SALE.
NE TWO-YEAR OLD AND BULL CALF. Pedigree

iven. U- S- COLLINS,
octlt Collinsville, Conn,
O
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LITERARY JOURNALS
In America and Kiiropo praise the

As the best American masazine ever published. It is thoronarhly
national in tone, and its literary character is the highest possible.

T/ie bent American icritem couti'il)uto regularly. —Terms—$3
per year, postage by the publishers. Liberal reduction to clubs.

A specimen copy sent gratis o)i receipt of four cent^ for post-
age. Address TICKNOE & FIELDS,

135 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Has elicited stronger testimonials of approval from the American
press than any other magazine ever published. It continues to

publish

Tlie Best Essays,
Tlie Best Stories,

Tlie Best Poems,
Which American talent can furnish. Send for a circular with
(Titical opinions. A Specimen Ximiber sent gratis on re<ieipt of
four centi for postage.

Subscription price $8 a year, postage paid by tne publishers.
TICKNOR & FIELDS,

No. 135 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

NO MAGAZ9NE
NtTMBERS among its contributors such eminent names as those
constituting the regular staff of writers for the

ATMNTIC MONTEIY
The Best American Writers

Contribute regularly to its pages. HAwmoRX!!, Emekson, Lot^g-
FELLOW, LowELi,, HoLMES, WinxTiER, and other distinguished
writers, are represented in its columns. A specimen number
sent gratis on receipt offour centsJ'or postage. Terms—$3.00

a year, postage paid by the publishers. Liberal reduction to clubs.

Addi-ess TICKNOR & FIELDS,
135 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Contains each year more than

Fifteen Hundred Pages
erf the best literature that the best American Writers can furnish.
This great amount of

^;W Interesting and Instructive Beading ^^^^
is furnished at the low price of Three Dollars a year, postage
paid by the publishers. Liberal reduction to clubs. Single num-
bers 25 cents.

Send four cents for postage, and get a specimen (gratis) of the
Atlantic Monthly. Address .>

TICSNOR & FIELDS, Publishers,
135 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

To pay postage, the publishers will send you a specimen number
of the

The Ottly Magazen'T! in America to which Henry W. Longfel-
low, Nathaniel llAWTnoRXE. Ralph Waldo Emerson, Oliter
Wendell Holmes, Joirx Oreenleap WniTTiER, James Russell
Lowell, Loris Agassiz, and many other distinguished American
writ-ers are regular contributors. Terms .SS.OO a year, 25 cents a
number, postage paid. Liberal reduction to clubs. Address

TICKNOR & FIELDS, Publishers,

janlt 135 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

u. I mi
The Secretary of t5»e Treasury has not yet given

notice of any intention to withdraw this i^opular Loan from Sale
at Par, and until after ten days' notice has been given, the undt:r-
signcd, as AReiits for tUe Sale of tlie Bouds, will con-
tinue to supply the public.

The whole amount of the Loan authorized is FiVe Hundred
Millions of Dollars. NEARLY FOUR HUNDRED MILLIONS
HAVE BEEN ALREADY SUBSCRIBED FOR AND PAID
INTO THE TREASURY, mostly within the last seven months.
The large demand from abroad, and the rapidly increasing home
demand for use as the basis of circulation by National Banking
Associations, now organizing in all parts of the country, will, in

a very short period, absorb the balance. Sales have lately ranged
from ten to fifteen millions weekly, frequently exceeding three
millions daily, and as it is well known that the Secretary of the
Treasury has ample and unfailing resources in the Duties and
Imports and Internal Revenues, and in the issue of the Interest
Bearing Legal Tender Treasury Notes, it is almost a cert.ainty

that he will not find it necessary, for a long time to come, to seek
a market for any other long or permanent Loans, the INTEREr^T
AND PRINCIPAL OF WHICH ARE PAY.VBLE IN «01L,D.
Prudence and self-interest must force the minds of those con-

templating the formation of National Banking Associations, as

well as the minds of all who have idle money on their hands, to

the prompt conclusion that they should lose no time in subscrib-

ing to this most popular Loan. It will soon be beyond their
'

reach, and advance to a handsome premium, as was the result

with the " Seven-Thirty" Loan, when it was all sold and could no
longer be subscribed for at par.

IT IS A SIX PER CENT. LOAN, THE INTEREST AND
PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN COIN, THUS YIELDING OVER
NINE PER CENT. PER ANNUM at the present rate of pre-

mium on coin.

The Government requires all duties on Imports to be paid in

Coin; these duties have for a long time past amounted to over a

Quarter of a Million of Dollars Daily,
a sum nearly three times greater than that required in the pay-
ment of the interest on all the 5-20''s and other permanent Loan's.
S'o that it is hoped that the surplus Coin in the Treasurv, at no
distant day, will enable the United States to resume specie pay-
ments upon all liabilities.

The Loan is called 5-20 from the fact that while the Bonds may
run for 20 years, yet the Government has a right to pay them off
in Gold, at par, at any time after 5 years.
THE INTEREST IS PAID HALF-YEARLY, viz : on the

iirst days of November and May.
Subscribers can have Coupon Bonds, which are payable to

bearer, and are $50, $100, $500 and $1000; or Registered Bonds
of same denominations, and in addition, $5000 and $10,000. For
Banking purposes and for investments of Trust-monies, tha
Registered Bonds are preferable.
These 5-20's can not be taxed by States, Cities, Towns or Coun-

ties, and the Government tax on them is only one and a half per
cent, on the amount of income, when the income of the holder
exceeds six hundred ibillais \<--v annum; all other investments, ..

such as income from .Mnitj-ujvs. Railroad Stock and Bonds, &c, S
must pav from thruu to livv \,vv cent, tax on the income.
BANKS AND BANKEicS throughout the country -svill con-

tinue to dispose of the Bonds; and all orders sent to us direct by
mail, or otherwise, will be promptly attended to.

The inconvenience of a few days delay in the delivery of the
Bonds is at times unavoidable, the demand being so great; but as
interest conmiences from the day of subscription, no loss is occa-
sioned, and every effort is being made to deliver the Bonds as
promptly as possible.

FISK & HATCM,
BANKERS AlVD UEAliEMS IN

All Clasf^es of Government Securities

U. S. 5.20 LOAN AGENTS,
38 Wall St., Mew York.

_ DEPOSITS AND BANKERS ACCOUNTS received on
favorable terms.

^W ST0C;KS, bonds and gold. Bought and Sold strictly

on Commission for Cash. janlt
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THE

GENESEE FAEMER
FOR 1864.

A GREAT PPiEMIUM LIST!'
.-•-*

COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL !

S20
ill cash,

in cash.

—TO THE PEKSON sending us the ihii'd Jiighest

number (as above,) we will send Twenty Dollabs

number (as above) we will send Fifteen Dollars

-TO THE PEK80N sending us ihn ffth higJuxt num-

ber (as above,) we will send Ten Dollae8 in cash.

The terms of the Genesee Faemer for 1S64 are : Single sub-

scribers, 75 Cents a year; in Clubs of Six and ppwards, only

60 Cents a year.

We believe our Iriends who act as Agents for the Genesee

Faemek do so from a love of the cause. But with a view to in-

duce them to make a special effort to increase our Subscription

List for 1S64, we offer the following

LIBERAL SPECiFfiC PKERfllUWlS:

1 , To every person sending us six subscribers, at 50 cents

each, ($3.00) we will send, prepaid by return mail, a copy of the

Sural Ann ual for 1S64.

2. To every person sending us eight, at 50 cents each ($400,)

we will send, prepaid by return mail, a copy of 3Iiiter's Domestic

Poultry Book.

S. To every person sending us ten subscribers at our lowest

dub rates of 50 cents each ($5.00,) we will send a copy of iiod-

qers' Scientific Agriculture, or, if preferred, a copy of the Gene-

see Farmer for 1S64, and also a copy of the Rural Annual for

1864, prepaid by mail.

4. To every person sending us twelve subscribers at 50 cents

each (10.00) we will send prepaid by mail a copy of Emerson &
Flint s new book. The Manual of Agriculture.

5. To every person sending us sixteen subscribers at 50 cents

each (ifS.OO,) we will send, prepaid by mail. One Dollar Package

of Flower or Vegetable Seeds of the choicest varieties. Also, a

copy of the Farmer and Pural Annual for 1864.

6. To every person sending us eighteen subscribers at 50

cents each ($9.00,) we will send prepaid by mail a copy of Every-

hodfs Lawyer, or The Horse and his Diseases; and also a free

copy of the Farmer and Rural Aiinual for 1864.

7. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at 50 cents

each ($10.00,) we will send prepaid by mail a copy of The Horse

and his Diseases, Rodger's Scientific Agriculture, and Miner''s

Domestic Poultry Book ! (If preferred, a copy of Everybody's

Lawyer will be sent in place of The Horse and his Diseases.)

8. To every person sending us twenty-four subscribers at 50

cents each ($12.00), we will send the entire set of the the Rural

Annual and Horticultural Directory for eight years, hand-

somely bound in two volumes, and also a free copy of the Farmer

end Rural Annual for 1864

9. To every person sending us thirty subscribers at 50 cents

each ($15.00,) we will send prep.aid by mail or express a set of tlie

Genesee Farmer for lS5S-9-'60-'61 and '62, handsomely bound in

five volumes, together with a ti'ee copy of the Farmer and

Rural Annual for 1864.

CASH PRIZES! CASH PRIZES!
To create a little eiuulation among our Agents, as well as to

pay them as liberally as possible for their efforts in our behalf, we

offer the following CASH PHIZES to those who get up the largest

dubs in any part of the United States or Canada

:

^ 1^ /-\ _X0 THE PERSON sending us the highest number

ftbOv^ of subscribers before the 15th [of March, 1864, at our

lowest club rates of 50 cents each, we will send Fifty Dollars

In cash.

^ r) A—TO THE PERSON sending us the second highest

^^fj\j number (as .above,) we *iU send Thirty Dollars in

tasii. i

j-'—TO THE PERSON sending us the sixth highest number

(as above,) we will send Five Dollars in cash.

1^ t —TO THE PERSON sending us the seventh highest num-

^>±. bcr (as above,) we will send Foxtk Dollars in cash.

^ O—TO THE PERSON sending us the eighth highest num-

^O ber (a's above,) we wiU send Three Dollars in cash.

Clubs are not required to be at one post-office, or sent to one

address. We send the papers wherever the members of the club
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 2.

In the Genesee Farmer for November, 1863, we

published an extract from the London Poultry

Chronicle recommending putting up fowls in a coop

three weeks before they were killed, and feeding

them liberally on oat-meal mixed with milk. A cor-

respondent of the Boston Cultivator pronounces

this jjractice unnecessary, asseiting that fowls can

be well fatted while running at liberty. This was

not denied. All that was claimed was, that the

chickens would be fatter and better for being confined

and well fed for a few weeks before being killed. I

had a dozen put into a coop some three weeks ago,

and to-day we had a pair of them for dinner. Nicer

chickens I never tasted. I would pay more for one

such chicken than for a pair of the scrawny things

so common in our city markets.

They were of the Dominique breed, but I do not

think this was the reason of their excellence. They

were in good thriving condition when put into the

coop—as fat, indeed, or more so, than the majority

of those sent to market ; but this three weeks of

liberal feeding in confinement made them very fat,

and greatly improved their quality.

Come and look at the sheep. I have been dis-

posed to think that Merino sheep were not easy to

fatten ; but I am now satisfied that this is a mistake.

I have rarely seen sheep do better. A butcher

offered me $6.00 a head for them to-day—but they

are worth at least $7.00 a head, and I intend to keep

them until I can get $8.00. High as grain.and hay

are, I think those who are feeding sheep wiU get

their money back.

I have several times alluded in the Fai'mer to the

fact that good farmers sufler less from dry weather

than poor fanners. The best farmers in England

dread nothing so much as a wet smnmer. The past

season in England was exceeding hot and dry, ap-

proximating closely to the heat of our American

Bummers. Poor farmers complained loudly of the

drouth ; but on the whole the wheat crop has been

the best ever raised in England.

I have hoard E. S. Hayward, one of the most suc-

cessful farmers in this section, say that he believed

he could raise a good crop of corn if not a drop of

rain fell from the time it was planted until it was

harvested. He would make the land rich and get it

into good condition, and then keep the horse-hoe

constantly at work among the com.

Mr. Truman M. Smith, who has a farm near Sk

Paul, Minn., wrote me a short time ago in regard to

the extreme dry weather in that State the past sea-

son. He says that from the time of sowing in the

spring until after harvest, they had not rain enough

to wet a man's shirt through. But in spite of all

this he had very fair crops. He sold 5085 bunches

of asparagus, grown on less than one-third of an

acre, for $318.75.

Mr. Smith is a Western New Tork man, but very

enthusiastic in regard to the soil and climate of

Minnesota, where he has resided for some years

He thinks Minnesota will prove to be one of the

best States in the Union for sheep and stock of all

kinds. The winters are long and cold, but they are

dry and clear, and this for sheep is a great advan-

tage. Sheep will stand anything better than wet

weather.

Mr. Hayward says he does not feed his horses

either grain or hay. He keeps five horses, and gives

them a bushel of mill-feed twice a day with cut

straw, and occasionally a carrot or two. The mill

feed costs liijin 25 cents a bushel, so that besides the

straw his horses cost him only 10 cents a day. If

fed hay alone they would eat at least 30 pounds each

per day, which, at $15 per tun, is worth 22 1-2 cents.

He puts straw into the racks and lets them pick out

what they will, and uses what they leave to Utter

them with. The cows pick over the litter, and in

this way he manages to get out all the nutriment

there is in the straw.

Mr. Robert J. Griffith, of Phelps, Ontario county,,

N. T., was telling me to-day his process of growing

peppermint. He has been in the' business over

twenty years. He raises about ten acres annually.

I always supposed that rich, moist bottom laud
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was best for peppermint, but he says tliat while you

get a greater growth from such land, it does not

produce as much oil as good dry wheat land.

The cultivation is quite simple. Turn over a

greensward early in the spring, and make it as fine

and clean as possible. Then, with a shovel-plow,

make ridges about twenty inches apart. The roots

of the peppermint are then dropped lengthwise in

the furrow in a continuous line. Cover them about

two inches deep. If the land i« loose and mellow,

tliis can be done with the feet as you walk along in

dropping the roots. The earlier the roots are planted

in the spring after the ground can be got in good

condition the better.

As soon as the plants start, so that you can see

the rows, put in the cultivator, and hoe and pull out

such weeds as can not be got at with the hoe. This

will have to be done two or three times during the

eunmier. The cleaner the land can be kept the bet-

ter the crop.

The mint will be ready to cut about the first of

September, when the crop is about half in bloom.

Cut witli a scythe, and let it lie about half a day,

until wilted, but not so that the leaves will break.

Then put in small cocks. It is then ready for the

still. The crop in this condition is from three to four

tuns per acre.

The distilling process requires some experience,

though it is simple enough when once understood.

Mr. Griffith uses a boiler eleven feet long and twenty

inches in diameter. This is large enough to distill

one hundred acres. His whole apparatus cost $800,

but one plenty large enough for ordinary purposes

would not cost o^^er $150.

The mint is put in large hogsheads with a false

bottom perforated with holes, about one foot from

the bottom. Steam is introduced below, and there

is a pipe at the top which is connected with a

quantity of pipe surrounded with cold water. The

Btcam extracts the oil from the peppermint, and

carries it with it through the pipe at the top, and as

the steam is condensed the oil rises to the top of

the water, and is drawn off and sent to market.

The process requires about three-quarters of an hour

to each hogshead. Two acres can be distilled in a

day.

From eighteen to twenty pounds of oil is about

the average yield per acre, though as much as forty

poupds is sometimes obtained the first season from

good land. The oil now brings $3.75 per pound.

The second year no labor is required to clean the

crop. It occupies the whole land ; but the yield is

not quite as large as the first year. After the re-

moval of the second crop the land is plowed shal-

low, say not moire than four inches deep, and the

next spring is well harrowed. In this way two

more crops can be obtained as good as th-e first two.

and no labor is required to cultivate and weed. All

you have to do is to " cut and still."

It is said that more peppermint is grown in Lyons
and Phelps than in all the rest of the world ! There

are several persons that raise as much as one hun-

dred acres each. The oil is well-known throughout

Europe, having taken the first prize at the Great Ex-

hibition in 1851, and also 1 believe at the Interna-

tional Show at Paris. There is a steady and in-

creasing demand for it.

The stalks and leaves, after they are taken out of

the still, make excellent fodder. Cattle will eat it

in preference to clover hay.

Mr. Grifiith says he has used for several years a

mixture of one bushel of plaster, two bushels of

unleached ashes, and one-half bushel of salt as a

manure for corn, and find.s it very beneficial. He
puts about four table.spoonfuls to each liiil after the

corn is planted and before it comes up. It has a very

marked efiect on his land. Last year he put one

hundred and thirteen bushels of unleached ashes on

eighteen acres of corn. He had not enough to quite

finish the field, and he says that on this part the

corn was not lialf as good as on the part that was

ashed.

A nurseryman from the West was in my office to-

day who came to Rochester to buy peach trees. He
said that the nurserymen here could not supply

him. They had no more than they needed for their

own customers. He oflfered $100 per thousand for

them, bxit they were not to be had. A few years

ago they could have been bought for. $40 per thou-

sand. Cherry trees are equally scarce. The nur-

serymen anticipate litely sales the coming spring.

In looking back over the last three years, it seems

strange that shrewd business men should have felt

so uncertain in regard to the effect of the war on the

prices of our agricultural and other products. I

contended in the Genesee Farmer for September,

1861, that if the war continued for two or three

years prices would rapidly advance. Some of my
friends laughed at the idea. But " history repeats

itself," and it would be well for us aU to heed its

lessons. I may be pardoned for feeling a little proud

of that article, Avritten when everybody thought we
were on the brink of ruin, and £armers sold their

products for less than the cost of production. I was

myself offered corn that year in Bloomington, 111.,

for 9 cents a bushel, cash, or for 10 cents in " trade !"

At Vandalia I was offered eggs at 3 1-2 cents per

dozen, and " the barrels thrown in !" Potatoes were

offered at 5 cents a bushel, but found no purchasers I

I wiU read an extract or two from that article

:

" War to us is a new thing. We are not used to

it. We do not understand its effects. Go to Eng-
land and talk to the common people, and they will
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complain of ' poor times,' and some one will be pretty

sure to remark :
' If we should have war, times will

be better.' Point to a farmer tliat has got rich, and
the reply wiU be :

' That was in war times.' An
Enyli.'^h farmer once. told us that when he was a

young man he was working in the field, and a friend

who "was returning from town beckoned him, and,

when he got within hailing distance, called out

:

' Napoleon"has escaped from Elba I ' Nothing could

exceed his delight. He leaped, shouted, threw up
his luit, and started at a ' double quick ' to carry the

jovfnl news to others. Napoleon at large meant
war, and war meant high prices and gotxl times for

the farmers. This is undoubtedly a short-sighted

policy. War in the end results in great loss to a

community ; but while it is in progress it makes
money ubutulant, and increases t/ie price of commodi-
ties and the profits ofproducers.

" In this country we have not as yet felt the effect

of this increese in money, and its consequent de-

preciation in value. We have suffered from the de-

rangement of business, the want of confidence, and
all the other evils of war, but have not felt any of

the counter-effects. There has not been time. We
are now spending a million of dollars per day. So

) far, this money has been borrowedfrom thefuture and
is spent in the present. If this state of things contin-

ues, it can not fail to make money exceedingly abun-
dant, and consequently to lessen its value. But, other

things being equal, the price of commodities in-

creases as the value of money depreciates. Thus, if

a farm will pay 8 per cent, interest on $50 per acre,

it will pay 4 per cent, on $100 ; and, other things

being equal, the price of land should advance ex-

actly as the value of money decreases. If we need-

ed any proof of this, it might be easily adduced.
Hume, in his History of England, says :

' The rapid

depreciation of money [in the reign of Elizabeth]

caused an astonishing rise in the price of commodi-
ties.'

" The Encyclopedia Brittanica says :
' In 1797 the

Bank of England was restricted from paying in

specie, and the consequent facility for obtaining dis-

count gave a fresh stimulus to agriculture. * * *

This, together with high prices, inspired all classes

with a sort of agricultural mania.'

" The same authority states that from 1809 to

1814, during the last war with Napoleon, the depre-

dation of paper currency was rapid beyond all for-

mer example, and prices were never so high before

or since.
" For twenty-three years (from 1793 to the termi-

nation of the war in 1810,) England spent $370,000,-

000 a year, or an aggregate of $8,510,00C^00, or
more tlian double the whole property valuation of

Great Britain then, and nearly as much as that of

the United States now. A considerable portion of

this vast sum was spent abroad, and $263,000,000
of it was paid as subsidies to foreign nations. We
are now spending mone)' at about the same rate,

say one million dollars per day, but in our case the
money is upent at home. It merely passes from hand
to hand. To fire away so much money may be very
foolish, but, looking at it merely in a financial as-

pect, it is no worse than spending it in an extrava-
gant stylo of living, or in luxuries of foreign manu-
facture. But we do not pay the money. As we said

before, we borrow from the Future and spend in the
Present. A nation may be regarded as an indi-

vidual. If a young man falls heir to an estate worth
$100,000, and he mortgages it for $75,000, and spends
the money, he will have lots of cash and a good
time, as long as it lasts. This is precisely what we
are doing. Uncle Sam is mortgaging his estate and

spending the money at the rate of a million a day,

and we certainly ought to have a good time as long
as this state of things continues. We shall have to

smart for it in the end ; but that is not what we are

considering at this time."

Every word of that articie nas proved true, except

as to the advance in the price of farms. But if I am
not greatly mistaken, we shall not have to wait much
longer for a general rise in the price of all produc-

tive real estate. Those who have sold their farms

find when they come to buy another that it is not

easy to suit themselves. I saw a farmer the other

day who had sold his farm for what he considered a

high price ; but after looking round for several

weeks he came to the conclusion that he had sold

.

too cheap. Land at the West is rapidly advancing,

and one or two farmers from this section, who have

sold their farms and gone West, would be glad if

they were back in their old homes.

I know a farmer living near this city who sold

last year over $4000 worth of produce from his farm

of only fifty-five acres. No wonder that he, too, is

looking round for another farm ; but he is too

shrewd a man to sell his old one. He thinks he can

pay for another farm from the profits of the one he

now occupies, which is in a high state of fertility.

I wrote to Mr. H. S. Collins, of Collinsville, Ct.,

asking his advice in regard to steaming food for

cattle. I had the pleasure of visiting his beautiful

farm last summer. He soils all his cattle in sum-

mer, more or less, on irrigated grass, clover, oats,

peas and green corn, and in winter on steamed food.

He keeps from forty to fifty head of cows on a farm

that formerly would barely support a yoke of cattle

and one cow

!

In regard to steaming fodder for his cowa Mr. Col-

lins writes

:

" I began in 1857. The next year I put up a small

upright boiler and hogshead. I got no pressure, or

very little, and it took me five hours to steam corn

fodder and straw satisfactorily. My horses did not

work the horse-power weU, which I relied on for

cutting fodder and grinding grain, and I had to re-

move one machine and replace it with the other,

each day. As they must be fast on the floor, this

was a trouble. I sold the small boiler, and put up an

upright tubular eight-horse power boiler and a four-

horse engine and a line of shafting, so that I could

cut fodder, grind grain, cut roots and saw wood,

while the exhaust steam went to the tanks to cook

the chaffed stalks. This would do the steaming in

one and a half to two hours, according to the pres-

sure, &c. It was always exhaust steam, mostly, that

was used ; no more fire was made, but the communi-

cation between the boiler and tanks was opened

after we were through cutttag.

"We used, generaBj^, one-third i^traTy to twO'
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tliirds corn-stalks or fodder, and cooked our roots,

turnips and beets -witli tlie cliaflf, adding one quart

of cotton seed meal jier head, and corn-meal in some

casks, steaming all the meal, &c., &€., where it was

possible. Of roots I used one peck per head—all I

could afford—giving beets and carrots to milch cows

and turnips to dry cows and other cattle. Carrots I

seldom cooked, or parsneps. I do not think that

cooking any roots (save potatoes) was any benefit,

except as it made the chaff still more palatable

—

the cows picking out first what pieces of cooked

roots they can find, showing their liking for them

;

but as they were cooked very soft, and cut first in

slices, much was mixed with the chaff and the whole

mass was flavored by them. I used, at first, no

water on the chaff, but made a pailfull per cask in

steaming, and used tliis for messing the cows—warm
at night and morning."

In this respect Mr. C. differs from Messrs. Birnie and

Peters, who use a large tank and add a considerable

quantity of water to the fodder before turning on

the steam. They use no pressure, aaid it takes four

or five hours to steam the fodder satisfactorily. Both

these gentlemen steam cut hay ; but Mr. Collins

thinks that if the hay is of good quality it does not

pay to steam it. Mr. Collins says

:

" Messrs. Birnie and Peters both use a large tank

(as I did one year,) put on much water, and are some

four or five hours steaming, using no pressure, and

making no other use of their steam, but cutting hay

by horse-power. Mr. B. thinks large quantities of

water and slow steaming preferable, if not necessary.

I can noli use over two pails of water per cask (of

150 to 200 gals.,) as it all runs through and lies at

the bottom of the cask, making more heat necessary

to cook the chaff, &c., and being over my steam

pipes and in the way. How Mr. B. uses so many

gallons (I am afraid to say how many for fear my

memory ri^y not be accurate) to advantage, I can

not understand. I must say, however, that both Mr

Birnie and Mr. Peters (who has followed his method)

are men of unusual judgment as well as enterprise,

and their conclusions worthy of trust. Both these

gentlemen steam cut hay—a thing I hardly think

worth doing if of the best quality.

•' Three or four years since my stalks gave out

some few weeks before grass, and I steamed the very

best of upland hay, treated in precisely the same

manner as my stalks and straw. My men all an-

ticipated an increase of milk. I did not, and as I

expected, the cows gave a little less—but little, it is

true, but this was in the end of April, when the

juice in the stalks was dried up. Earlier in the

winter I think stalks worth much more than hay

for producing milk. My cows ate them all clean

when prepared as described above—the refuse being

hardly anything.

"One winter I gave only two feeds of steamed

food and one feed of hay. They did no better

—

hardly so well—as when they had not a taste of hay

for months. Another winter I gave an extra feed of

hay at night, (three feeds of steamed food as usual,)

but to no benefit that I could discover. I did this on

the theory that they needed a bellyfull. I did not

see that they ate less steam-food, or but little less.

They did not clean it up quite so well, but they did

no better for the extra hay ; and they ate euovjgh

before, looking full as possible, and being hearty and

well. I do not feed so highly as many milkmen, and

am seldom troubled with sick cows and never lose

any ; but they always come out in good order in the

spring, and are often too fat to suit me. Farmers

about me used to say that my method ' was well

enough for one year, but I would find my cows

would not stand it long—that it was natural for

cows to eat dry hay, and this soft stuff would not

suit them.' Of course this is nonsense, for cows in a |

natural state would live where they could eat green

grass all the year, and the nearest approach to such

succulent food is the most ' natural ' to them. Ex-

perience has proved that cows so fed last longer and

increase m quantity as they grow older—some of

my best cows having increased in yield yearly from

the beginning, and being now twelve and thirteen

years old. If anything happens to stop the steam-

ing for one day, they always fall off in milk largely,

and are two or three days in coming back to their

fonner quantity.

" For steaming I prefer corn fodder (sown in drills
;)

next, cornstalks or clover hay ; then hay. As I have

said before, I doubt the economy of steaming good

hay ; nor would I advise any one to be at the ex-

pense of proper fixtui'es unless he wished to produce

milk in winter,' or was peculiarly situated—having

corn-stalks, clover hay, poor hay, good straw, &c.

Oat or barley straw, with two-thirds corn fodder, ie

nearly as good aa all com : wheat straw next, and

rye straw last. I have made no fair trials on clover

hay steamed, .but think it would give more flesh,

but less milk, than good corn fodder. Probably no

better use can be made of clover than to steam it.

" I would always cook oil-meal or any similar

feed—corn, oats, beans, &c. ; or if this could not be

done, soak at least twelve hours before feeding.

There is no use in grinding oats for horses or cows,

unless you desire to feed the meal on hay. If well

soaked they will be perfectly digested.

" If the object be to feed as little as possible, by

steaming they can be made to eat every thing clean,

and much fodder, straw and poor hay can be used

that would otherwise bo nearly worthless. My ob-

ject has been to make my cows eat all I could of

fodder, hay, &c., in winter, thinking this true

economy for producing milk, and to feed grain only
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80 far as it returns payment in milk. In this cows

vary exceedingly. Giving warm food and drink is

the best way to produce milk in cold weather, and

bran or other feed will do more good, given in a

plenty of warm water, than in any other way. I

mix it in my casks only to make the fodder relish

better, and mess milch my cows twice a d'ay.with

the water drawn from the casks.

"In regard to the quantity cows will eat of

Bteamed food, I can arrive at no definite or exact

conclusion, from the varying weight of corn fodder.

I could give you figures enough, lirat they would

only prove the great difference in weight of different

lots. I think cows eat about as much in bulk as of

hay. Mr. Peters, who weighs his hay, made a state-

ment, showing large savings in quantity. In using

hay, one could come to some certain result ; but I

believe Mr. Birnie agrees with me in this matter of

quantity: Of course largo animals want more than

smaller ones, but there is much difference in my
cows of about the same size. They eat about three

bushels a day of the steamed food, perhaps, on the

average—some two bushels, some four bushels. Oc-

casionally I have a cow who does not like tliis feed

well, but she is never a large milker. These are

always hearty and take to it generally at once, or in

a few days. All cows show a decided preference for

it warm—even hot—and I have not yet found any

ill result from feeding it hot, though my theory is

against hot food for man or beast, and in favor of it

VMvm only."

I have no doubt that there is considerable advan-

tage in soaking grain in water for twenty-four hours

before feeding. In the great sheep experiments at

Rothamsted, we had one pen of sheep that were fed

(in addition to other food) one pound of crushed bar-

ley per head per day. These sheep increased 2 lbs.

1-3 oz. per head each week. Another pen were

allowed the same amount of crushed barlev, soaked

ill cold water, and fed the same food as the other

pen, increased 2 lbs. 8 1-2 oz. per head per week.

In other words, the sheep having the soaked barley

gained half a pound each per week more than the

other pen. I must add, however, that they eat

more food.

At first, we soaked the barley only twelve or four-

teen hours, but finding this did not soften the barley

as much as was thought desirable, we afterwards

Boaked it thirty-six hours. One of the sheep in this

pen ha\ing steeped barley gained, on the average,

four pounds per week

!

This is the largest gain I ever knew when the ex-

periment was continued for any length of time.

We used to weigh all the sheep every week, and I

have known many that would weigh five or six

pounds more one week than they did the week be-

fore, but the next week they would not increase at

all, and not unfrequently would lose weight. We
attributed this to the varving amounts of food or

water in tlie stomachs of the animals. But this one

particular sheep gained, on the average, four pounds

per week dui'ing the whole peiiod of the esperi-

ment.

The White Willow excitement, it seems, is no

longer to be confined to the West. An agent of the

company has been travelling through* this section,

and has obtained many orders. He called on one of

my neighbors who (so he informed me afterwards)

to get rid of his importimities, told him that if I

would purchase he would. The agent was a good

talker, and told some wonderful stories in regard to

the rapid growth of this willow. He carried with

him sections cut out of the trunks of trees three or

four years from planting, and it would seem that if

half what is claimed for it is true, it must prove an

exceedingly useful tree on the Western prairies

where timber is so scarce. It makes good rails in

four or five years. For screens it must be admirable.

Few of us begin to realize the advantages of a belt

of timber on the windward side of our orchards and

gardens.

But it is as a hedge plant that its advocates claim

for it a superiority over all other plants yet discov-

ered ; and the agent waxed eloquent as he discoursed

on the increasing diificulty and expense of fencing

our fields, concluding by asserting that this willow

would make a perfect fence in three or four years.

And then it is so cheap ! He w-ould furnish the cut-

tings, ready to set out in the spring, for only $40 per

mile 1 My neighbor could not resist the eloquence

of our Western friend, and concluded to ""go in." I

have had so many tempting offers to make my for-

tune by investing in such projects that I am not so

easily persuaded, and thought it safer to wait for

more information before I concluded to fence my
farm with the White Willow.

English vs. Arabian Horses.—The much vexed

point as to the merits of English and Arab horses

has just again been tried in Cairo. All Pacha, Avho

has the finest stud of Arabs in Egypt, maintained

that no English horse could run against an Arab for

four miles. His Highness Halim Pacha offered to

run "Companion," a well-known English racer,

against him for any sum he liked. The match wag

run from the first station on the Suez Desert to

Cairo. The EngUsh horse won in a canter l)y more

than a half a mUe. Such a crushing defeat has

taken all courage out of the partisans of Arab horses.

What astonished the natives most was that " Com-

panion," beating his adversary by so great a dis-

tance, was perfectly fresh and ready to turn around

and run over the distance again, while the Arab
horse was quite exhausted ami blown.
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SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS.—NO. 2.

WRITTEN FOR THE GEKE8EE FARMER.

Moreover the profit of the earth is for all; the king himself is

served bv the &i.-U.—A'ccleiiianU'.i^: 9,

TuK earth was given for the sustenance of the

creatures which Wed placed upon it. Every living

being has a divine right to the means of subsistence

which it produces. No number of its inhabitants,

if they had the power, have the right to monopolize

the sources of sustenance to the exclusion of otliers.

Tlie division of the earth into national territories

and subdi%-iding it into farms, is agreeable to the

divine purpose in creation. This arrangement is

beneficial, if not necessary, in order to produce an

abundance of the means of subsistence in a civilized

state. Tlie principle of " mine and thine" is neces-

sary to stimulate and sustain that care and labor

which are essential, since the fall, to develop the

life- sustaining resources of the earth. God recog-

nized this principle of ownership in land, or the

division of the earth into farms, by allotting distinct

portions of the soil to each family of Israel. In

settling his people in the land of Canaan, he allotted

cerrain^definite portions of the soil to each tribe, and

these subdivided it to each family. If any family

became poor and were obliged to dispose of their

land to pay their debts, the fee-simple could not be

transferred to the creditor. It was contrary to the

di\ane law. The sale gave possession only for the

period of time intervening between the date of the

transfer and the year of j ubilee, when all land re-

vcH-ted to the lawful heirs of the original owners.

The price was graduated by the nearness ^of the

time of' transfer to the year of jubilee. The

following was the law on the subject : " And ye

shall hallow the fiftieth year and proclaim liberty"

throughout all the land, unto all the inhabitants

thereof; it shall be a jubilee unto you ;
and ye shall

return every man unto his possession. Then shall

he depart from thee, both he and his children, and

shall return unto his own family, and unto the

possessions of his fathers shall he return. In the

year of jubilee the field shall return unto him of

whom it was bought, even to him to whom the

possession of the laud did belong." This law re.

Btraiued speculation in land, which, in all ages, has

been nK^st unfavorable to its proper cultivation.

When speculation in land pervails, we see in this

countrylarge quantities thrown out to " commons"

in yo<a»:g cities. It becomes too valuable to culti-

.-yate. We see such commons in Rochester. Through

(til,-, spirit of speculation large tracts of land remain

tanfisjlwiiied hi new iwrtions of the coimtry, which

at-r, h€\€ to make fortunes by its advance through

tlie J.tibors.*rf «i!Ctual settlers.

The l8kW.s \yhxch Qod enacted in order to perpetuate

tho original division of the promised land into farms

of sufficient size for the wants of each family, pre-

vented the addition of farm to farm by the more

prosperous and the consequent reduction of a large

class of the population to a landless state. The in-

equality which might arise in this respect during

the pertod between the years of jubilee was rectified

every fiftieth year. Our Creator, by this wise pro-

vision, made Palestine profitable for all the people.

No farm could fall permanently into other hands

than those of the descendants of the original pro-

prietor.

What a day of joy and gladness was that when

those who had fallen into poverty and were dis-

possessed of their farms to satisfy the demands of

their creditors, returned again to possess the old

homestead! They were taught by experience tlte

evils of debt, and the necessity of diligence in tilling ^

the earth in order to avoid the recurrence of tempo-

rary dispossession.

" The king himself is served by the field." None

are so high as to be independent of the skill and

labor of the husbandman. The king himself can no

more exist without the productions of the eiirth than

his meanest subject. He must perish without them.

Not only do the necessaries of life come from the

soil through the labor of the husbandman, but di-

rectly, or indirectly, every luxury comes to the worid

through him. The mechanic and the artist could

not pursue their vocations if the husbandman should

cease his labor, or produce only sufficient for the
^

supply of his own wants. All, from the highest to

the lowest, are dependent upon him. His success is

the success of all, even the king.

Such was the state of society anciently that he

who served the king, attained to an honorable posi-

tion. Hence, when it is said that " the king is served

by the field," it implies that the husbandman's vo-

cation is an honorable one. God took pains to make

it so among his chosen people. To this end he en

acted a law against usury, and by usury, in the

scriptures, is meant interest. This law made it

despicable for a man to live on the interest,of his

money. It was contrary to law—the law of God.

The present indisposition of the Jews, as a people,

to cultivate the earth and live by traffic, shows how

far they have departed from God.

Eemakks.—We see, from what has been said, the

usefulness of the husbandman's vocation. He labors

for himself, not only, but through his toil all, high

and low, are supplied with food. Farmers, there-

fore, ought to respect their caUing. He ought to

honor his vocation by skill and diligence. A slovenly

farmer is a dishonor to a sin-cursed worid. Unshel-

tered and half-fed cattle, rickety fences, fields over-

grown with weeds and thistles, and dilapidated

buildings and farming implements, reproaches Him
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who gave us the earth from which to obtain our

bread by the sweat of our brow.

We see the benevolence of God in encouraging-

agriculture by the laws which He gave his ancient

people. He who despises the vocation, impunges

the goodness of the best of beings. Farmers' sons

!

you little think what attitude you assume towards

God when you cherish a dislike for agriculture, and

desire some other business which you fancy will

be more respectable and less laborious. No business

is more respected by all wise men than farming.

We have known some fanners' sons become, in the

end, poor, miserable creatures, who were too lazy or

too proud to work on a farm. If you wish to be re-

spected—if you wish to be independent—dispel the

desire to get a living in some easier way.

WHY DON'T HE DO IT 1

When a farmer knows that the winter season is

the time to prepare bar-posts and repair all kinds of

farming tools. Why don't he do it?

When a farmer knows that wagons and sleighs,

and other carriages, Avill last a great deal longer

when properly housed. Why don't he do it ?

When a farmer knows that cows will do better on

a less quantity of feed if properly stabled thi-ough

the winter. Why don't he do it ?

When a farmer sees the boards dropping from his

barns and out-]}uilding, and knows that it would

take onty a few minutes to nail them on again, Why
don't he do it ?

When a farmer knows that a good part of his

farm would be improved by plowing it in narrow

lands—thus gi\'ing the water a chance to drain off-

Why don't he do it ?

When a farmer knows that most of his plow-land

would be greatly improved by sowing clover, Why
don't he do it ?

When a farmer knows that it would be for his ad-

vantage to take the Genesee Farmer, Why don't he
do it ? J. o. D.

Good Potato Ckops.—A correspondent of the

Ohio Farmer states that he raised, last season, 350

bushels of potatoes per acre. This called out a

statement from A. R. Innis, of Franklin county,

Ohio, to the effect that he raised, in 1837, "392

bushels of Neshannocks to the acre." Last year he

planted 25 bushels of Neshannocks, and raised

worth from them.

BUILDING STOIVE FENCES.

BoNE-DuST FOR CoRN.—Mr. M. F. Reynolds put

three tuns of bone-dust, last spring, on three acres.

The land was first plowed and the bone-dust then

sown and harrowed in. It was then planted with

corn, and the yield was over one hundred bushels

of shelled corn per aero.

A New Hampshire correspondent of the Genesee

Farmer writes as follows on this subject

:

" A stone fence built upon a light, porous soil, if

laid with tolerable skill, will stand lor a long time

;

but to construct one that will stand upon a wet,

springy tract of land, especially if it is slojiiug, is

far more diilicult. The action of the frost will

gradually loosen the foundation, and, when the

ground becomes soft in spring, the stones are crowded

out of place, and in a few years the fence is m ruins.

When the line of direction is east and west, fences

are injured most by frost, for the ground upon the

south side is thawed earlier in spring.

" These dilRculties, however, may bo overcome. If

the proposed fence is to be on a loamy soil that is

not very wet, it will be sufficient to make a small

ridge or embankment, say four feet wide and one

foot high, to build the wall upon ; but if the land is

spongy, dig a ditch three or four feet wide and deep

enough to remain uninjured by the frost ; fill it with

small stones, or partly fill and cover, and then your

fence wiU have a foundation which can not be

shaken.

" The foundation well prepared, the next thing is

to have the fence well laid. Only such stones should

be used as will be firm and afford a good surface to

build upon. They should be so laid as to secure

these results, and endeavor should also be made to

have each principal stone, in all except the lower

course, rest upon two below it. It requires no little

skill to build a stone fence well, but by following

these rules one is not likely to go far out of the Avay

;

and when it is once made it is very durable,"

Another correspondent in Oneida county, N. T.,

writes as follows, adding that stone walls constructed

according to this method in the most frosty sections

of Wales have stood for centuries

:

" Plow four furrows six or eight inches deep and
ten inches wide ; take all the sods, or turfs, and lay

them on one side—also all the loose dirt that is

easily taken up with a shovel and lay it on the same
side with the turfs, both to be on the opposite side

from the stones for the wall ; then commence settino-

stones on the sides of the trench large enougli to

rise about three or four inches above the outside sur-

face ; then fill in with small stones until wiMiin two»

or three inches of the top of the border stoiies ; then
throw on a few shovelfulls of fine dir^. passing tho
shovel over it to make it level ; then (jomnicnce lav-

ing on the border stones, being eai;eftil to have them
tip a little toward the center; then, eommence ai'uiji

with the small stones and dirt as above descrUiHc..

When the dirt is used up, cut the turfs at su|^%a' e
lengths and lay lengthways of the wail, br;5.,ur '•

the edge of the turfs cU-a^ up to the edge o£i/.'
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border stones, filling tlie middle space with small

stones. In this way there will be about two tiers

of dirt and two of turfs—if more, all the better.

" It will be seen that this Avail will be about forty

inches on the bottom and twelve inches across the

top, when raised about four feet in hight. If there

is no stone handy large enough to reach across the

top, continue on as before tmtil the top is well

rounded off."
m I

IRISH AGRICULTURE AID EMIGRATION

CROWIWG A IVTISANCE.

It appears from the recent report of the Registrar

General of Ireland that there was a decrease of 144,-

. 719 acres of land imder cereal cultivation in Ireland

in 1863 as compared with 1862. There was also a

decrease of 19,358 acres in green crops. There is

also a great decrease in the number of live stock.

It appears that there is a decrease in 1863, as com-

pared with 1862, of horses 23,715, of cattle 116,615,

of sheep 152,201, and of pigs 80,522. In the value

the decrease between the two years is, in horses

£189,720, cattle £757,997, sheep £167,421, and of

pigs £111,903, showing a decrease in stock in the

hands of the farmers to the enormous amount of

£1,227,041.

An English paper, commenting on these facts, ex-

claims :

" Has all this money been hoarded, or have the

farmers in Ireland been obliged to drag out their ex-

istence by living and paying rent out of capital ? or

will the deficiency be accounted for by the euonnous
drain on the population by emigration '! We learn

that in the first seven months of 1863, that is from

January to July, both inclusive, no less than 80,506

persons have left tlie country, being nearly double

the number which left in the corresponding mouths
of the preAious year. Truly we fear ' there is some-

tliing rotten in the state of Denmark.' Havfifthe

priests no power to stop this drain? have the land-

lords of Ireland no inducements to offer to stay this

loss of labor '? For,

'A bold peasantry, Its country's pride,

"Wlien once destroyed, can never bo Bupplied."

Wheat after Wheat.—A farmer in this county

informs us that he has a field on which he has

grown five crops of wheat in succession, and the

sixth one is now on the ground. It looks as promis-

ing as any wheat in the county. The five previous

crops, taking one year with another, have averaged

twenty bushels per acre. Last year it was in Soules

wheat and. the yield was eighteen bushels per acre.

The year before it was Mediterranean, and the yield

was twenty-five bushels per acre.

A Good Rtjta Baga Crop.—Mr. M. F. Reynolds

informs us that he raised 750 bushels of ruta

bagas last season on three-quarters of an acre

of land. They were drilled in rows two feet apart,

and thinned out in the rows. The land was liber-

ally dressed with bone-dust.

At the Weston-super-Mare Police-office the fol-

lowing rather remarkable petition was recently laid

before the Bench

:

"To THE Magistrates of WESTojfsuPER-MAEE.
The following petition for the abatement of a nui-

sance is res])ecti'ully addressed by the inhabitants of

Sydenham Terrace, Shoulderham street, &c.

:

" Gentlemen : Whereas since the middle of Juiy

the above-mentioned neighborhood has been dis-

turbed nightly by the crowing of a remarkably fine

Spanish cock, from twelve o'clock at night until lato

in the morning, so as to banish sleep from the in-

habitants of the back rooms in the houses mentioned
ed above, your petitioners pray that Mr. Williams,
the shoemaker, (to whom the cock belongs,) may be
compelled either to keep the cock where it can not
be heard beyond his own j^remises until a reasonable
hour in the morning, or to part with it. This peti-

tion has been delayed for the purpose of trying re-

monstrances -VAath the proprietor of the cock, l^ut

they have been disregarded, and treated with ridi-

cule and contempt. Invalids suffer so much from
want of rest that they will be compelled to remove,
and even healthy persons will not remain Avhere

their rest is incessantly broken, so that yoitr peti-

tioners will be much injured if the nuisance is not
speedily abated. They therefore pray your Wor-
ships' powerful decision upon the subject."

Mr. Kinglake, after reading the petition, said it

was rather a difficult subject on which to give ad

Adce. He supposed that the rights and privileges of

the lord of the poultry-yard had been interfered

with, and his domestic happiness blighted, or he

would not have crowed out of his grief at so early

a period (laughter.) It might seem to the tourt a

laughing matter, but in truth the loud crowing of a

cock in the ears of an invalid was as great a nui-

sance as the howling of a dog at night. He remem-

bered the judgment of the County Court Judge at

Exeter, where the owner of a Bantam cock was

made to pay the expenses of a neighbor changing

his lodgings, as the cock had been known to have

crowed five himdred times in less than five hours.

The judgment was appealed against, but the Supe-

rior Court confirmed the County Coitrt Judge's

opinion, and laid down a wise and humane principle

that no one had a right to injure the health or peace

of his neighbor. Mr. Williams was a respectable

tradesma,n, and would, no doubt, confine the .cock in

a box, where his crowing could not be heard.

" A FARMER in Otsego county last year cleared

from fifty cows |2,005, or over $40 per cow." This

is a good yield, but with cheese at 16 cents per

pound and butter at 30 cents, it is nothing very re-

markable.
tm I w

ICE-HouSES.—A double-walled room, with the in-

terstices filled with sawdust or spent tan, built in

one corner of an outhouse, provi(ipd with drainage

and ventilation, are all the esaeijtialfl.
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DAIRY COWS SHOULD BE WELL FED.

We have repeatedly called the attention of the

readers of the Genesee Farmer to the advantages of

more liberal feeding in case of milch cows. A cer-

tain amount of food is required to support the vital

functions of the cow, and the milk is derived from

the food furnished in excess of this amount. The

following extract from an essay on Dairy Manage-

ment, in the Transactions of the New York State

Agricultural Society, is to th#point

:

" Pastures should not be overstocked—the supply

of food must be abundant, otherwise serious losses

•will be incurred,

' There is nothing gained by stocking clean up to,

or a little beyond, the fidl capacity of the land, and

trusting to an extraordinary good growing season to

bring the animals through. Much milk will require

a proportionate amount of food ; and we have yet to

see the cow miserably kept on scanty fare who can

turn that fare during the season into 600 or 700 lbs.

of cheese. The rule should be the largest quantity

and best quality of dairy products per cow, and not

the largest number of cows, without thought or

,care as to the respective quantity or quality of milk

from each.

" Let this be illustrated a little more fully : The

annual average quantity of cheese made by some of

pur dairymen has reached seven hundred pounds per

cow. The average in the dairy of Mr. A. L. Fish,

as has been given in the reports, was in 1845 seven

hundred and seventy-five pounds per coW. At the lat-

ter figures, thirty cows would yield twenty-three

thousand two hundred and fifty pounds of cheese,

which, at seven cents, amounts to f1,637.50. Now
compare this with a dairy of sixty cows, averaging

four hundred pounds per cow, and we have twenty-

four thousand pounds, which, at seven cents, comes

to $1,680 or only $52.50 to balance against the thirty

additional cows. The average of Mr. Fish's dairy

may be said to be an extreme point to reach, but the

four hundred pounds per cow at the larger dairy is

believed also to be more than the average amount

realized by a very great proportion of dairymen.

What has been attained by one, can by good man-

agement be realized by others. Of one thing there

can not be much doubt ; there is a faulty manage-

ment somewhere, which demands correction, and it

is the duty of every dairyman to study all the causes

' likely to influence or control the quantity or quality

of his dairy products, and try to reach the highest

standard of excellence in all that pertains to his

business. Let not the land be overstocked ; make
provision for supplying food for a certain number of

cows, and if the quantity of cheese in the aggregate

is to be increased, let the poorer animals of the herd

be selected out and sold, and their places filled by

better stock, rather than adding to the herd dull

and refuse cattle, and scrimping all in their food

during a part or the whole of the season."

IS IT BEST TO FEED CATTLE TWO OR THREE
TIMES A DAY ?

• Tnis question was once asked in the Oenesee Far-

mer. W. H. Gardner, of Lee county, Illinois, writes

as follows on the subject

:

We are in favor of three times per day for several

reasons. First—It lessons the time from one meal to*

the other and less quantity is required, so that none

will be likely to be trodden under foot. Second, every

farmer should see his stock of cattle at least three

times each day, or have them seen. Third—the ani-

mal thus fed will rest more of its time and not hav-

ing so long to worry about hungry, or half hungry,

will keep in better condition.

We know from observation that these are facts.

A poor widow of our acquaintance used to surprise

us by the uniform good condition in which she kept

two cows on a very meager supply of hay. We
found by watching her closely that they got a little

very often—but a mouthful—her cows were always

ready to eat, yet never very hungry.

Wo worked one winter for a farmer who had the

name of keeping his cattle badly. We found them

in good condition ; they had not wasted ten pounds

of hay per head. The secret was, they were fed a

small quantity five times daily at regular intervals.

By far the most rapid growth we ever saw made

in swine, was produced for "six years in succession,

by Mr. Peter Rhoda, 6f Hornby, N. Y., who fed light

at six, fiine, twelve, three, six and nine again, reach-

ing plus 400 nett pork in nine to ten months.

From these facts we urge that it is best to feed

three times daily.

A Good Wheat Crop.—At a recent agricultural

meeting in England, the Rev. J. B. Webb mentioned

the fact that a farmer in Suffolk last year had 300 1-8

bushels of wheat from four acres of land. Another

gentleman present stated that there were instances

where 80 bushels of wheat per acre had been ob-

tained last year. The i;nusually hot weather in

England last year was liighly favorable to the wheat

crop, especially on rich land.

A PnoFiT^UiLE Western Farm.—A. C. Fulton,

of Davenport, Iowa, states in the Prairie Farmer,

that the gross receipts from his farm of sixty-two

acres last year amounted to $10,111 ! The net profit,

after deducting all expenses, was $7,905 ! Twenty

acres were put in wheat and corn ; the remainder in

onions, potatoes, sorghum, &c. It was the onion

croo, undoubtedly, which afforded such large profits.
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STORY OF A SUEPHERD DOG.

A ^m?iTER in the Prairie Farmer, over the signa-

ture of " Wool-Grower," tells a long and marvelous

story about his shepherd dog, from which Ave make

the following extract

:

" I will add a short account of what I used to do

vnih. my dog ' Colonel,' which, I fear, those who

have never seen a well-broke dog work will be apt

to class among dog stories.

" When ' Colonel' was six months old, I drove

with him a flock of sheep from Ohio to Illinois,

spending forty-seven days on the road. He had

never been behind a flock of sheep until the day I

started. In four weeks' time I could send him into a

hundred-acre pasture, and he would make the circuit

of it and bring the flock out without leaving a sheep,

and without hurrying them out of a walk. By the

way, it is very important to break a dog to go slow

—the most of dogs are too eager and hurry sheep

too much. I ferried the Wabash river at Attica.

Tiie boat ran up on a low lever bar where were no

yards or fences to assist getting the sheep aboard.

With two hands and the dog I loaded the boat with-

out having to catch one of them, and the flock made

five boat-loads. I got up on the bank where the

dog could see me weU, arid then by motions made

him jam the flock down tight to the boat, and when

well jammed up, mount on their backs, and by bark-

ing and nipping~noi severe enough to say biting

—

shovel them right in. No ten men without a dog

could have loaded them so soon, if at all.

" When I had occasion to drive, not to exceed ten

hundred sheep, a few miles, I 'wanted no other help

but the dog's. I have driven that many sheep along

the road six or eight miles, where it was unfenced

sometimes on one and sometimes both sides, myself

being aliead of the flock, the dog behhid, the sheep

so Strang- through the timber that perhaps I did not

see the dog for an hour at a time.

" When the flock got to spreading out fan-shaped,

as a flock will where there is a chance to pick,

• Colonel' would go out and turn in the corners, pass-

ing up just far enough to effect that purpose, and no

farther. He used, apparently, as much judgment in

passing up the side of a flock just so far, as would a

man. When he was in doubt about an order, he

would stop and look back until the motion was

repeated. I have many a day driven all over the

prairie and taken a flock in every direction by walk-

ing on before, leaving him to bring the sheep after

me, without looking at him or speaking to him. I

could send him two miles out into the prairie after a

thousand sheep which were strung for half a mile,

and he would collect and drive them all up to me.

I have owned other dogs which would do the same,

but none but him that did not rush the sheep too

hard. I oould send * Colone? over a fence and on

ahead a quarter of a mile to stand in a cross-lane to

prevent the flock from turning out of the road. I

have herded a thousand sheep with him for Aveeks

on pieces of grass surrounded by other crops. When
herding on a piece of grass bounded on tAvo or more

sides by other crops, I Avatched one side and let him

guard the remaining sides. His manner Avas to

steal quietly along in the edge of the corn wherever

he saw the sheep approaching too near, and show

himself merely sufficient to make them turn their

heads in another direction, yet not enough to frigten

them over to the other side of the field. With hi-m

I could feed off" a piece of grass, bounded on all sitles

by corn, clear to the edge, A^ithout alloAving the

sheep to destroy a dozen ears."

FAILURE OF THE CORN CROP AT THE WEST,

After being told through the neAvspapers for the

last three months, that the com crop of Illinois AA'as

reduced beloAv the moiety by the frost of the 31st of

August, an Illinois farmer writes to the Ncav York

World from Macon county, that it was not the frost,

but a long-continued drought, that cut short the

corn crop in Illinois. He says that from the 20th of

May to the loth of July last, his ground was not wet

to the depth of three inches. I have noticed many
a season in Western New York Avheu the ground

Avas not wet eA'en three inches deep during most of

the months of June and July. Yet a maximum
crop of corn was grown on all highly manured,

early planted, and well-tiUed fields. In the year

1854 there Avas more th&n two months that the

ground in Seneca county was not wet three inches

deep; I never saw the corn leaves before or since,

roll as badly as they did that season ; and all late-

planted, unmanivred and scantily cultivated corn

fields yielded a sorry crop
;
yet there were some large

crops of corn groAvn here that season on the best

manured soils under the best tillage ; the leai^es

would roll by day, but they were broad and glisten-

ing with deAv again the next morning. It can hardly

be too dry a season for the corn crop on a soil Avhose

hygroscopic or absorptive capacity is increased by

high manuring. The well-stirred surface of such a

soil, attracts the nightly dews so as to be well mois-

tened every morning, when the hard and compact,

or the dry unmanured sandy surface is dry and uu-

quickened. Another great promoter of continued

moisture in such a soil, is the constant union of the

nascent hydrogen of the manure as it decomposes,

Avith the oxygen of the atmosphere, a water forming

process Avhich the drought only accellerates when
the manure is thoroughly mixed in the soil.

But apropos of Illinois corn groAving, when in

1853 I passed through the State, noting Avith admi-

ration the spontaniety Avith Avhich the neAvly-broken
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up prairie soil yielded a crop of corn to a very little

labor, I was then of opinion that as soon as the

redundant vegetable matter of the soil was worn out

by cropping, .that however rich it misrht remain

chemically, its absorptive capacity would be so much

reduced, that without stall manure the crop would

be very liable to be cut short by the droughts of

Bummcr. It would now seem that the time has

already arrived, and that the failure of the corn crop

this season in Macon county is not to be attributed

to the August frost, but to the long drought ^operat-

ing oa a soil that has so far lost its absorptiveness

by continued cropping with little manuring, until it

can no "longer successfully resist a trying summer

drought. s. vv.

MAKING SOUR KROUT.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Perhaps the following

directions for making sour krout may be of use to

some of the many readers of the Farmer.

Prepare a clean tub or barrel, of such size as may
be desired, put in a layer of quartered cabbage heads

or sanaller, six or eight inches deep. With a sharp,

clean spade, cut as fine as may suit taste. With a

wooden maul made of a, stick six or more inches in

diameter, stamp the cut cabbage until pretty moist,

the more you stomp the better. Sjirinkle three or

four tablespoonfuls of salt. Then proceed with an-

other layer as before. Continue so till the tub is full,

oi' as much as is desired. Cover with cabbage leaves,

on which place boards suited to the roundness of the

barrel,—about an inch less all round. Put a weight

of sixty or more pounds on and set in a place where

it will not freeze. In a few weeks it will be sour.

But if juice does not rise in a day or two, a gallon

or more water may be added. But if properly

stomped it" will certainly sour without water being

added. If a carrot cutter be handy it Avill be pre-

ferable to the spade. Abraham Baer.

SHORTHOR.VS vs. DEVUIVS.

A Profitable Corn Crop.—Mr. George Waffle,

of Gates, informs us that he had, last year, a field

of nine acres of corn that produced over eighteen

hundred bushels of ears. The field was manured

last spring and plowed in. It had been in corn the

year before, and produced nearly as well. Mr. W.
says he could have sold the stalks for §100, and he

estimates that the stalks and pumpkins paid the

whole expense of cultivation, leaving the corn net

profit. In other words, i\\e profits icere one hundred

dollars per acre.

The Massachusetts Plowman says that pleuro-

pneumonia has again broken out in a herd of cattle

at Northboro. It is a most terrible disease, for which

us yet no certain remedy has been discovered. Isola-

tion is the best preventive.

" An Old Norfolk Farmer " contends in the Mark
Lane Express that the Devons are superior as a

whole to the Shorthorns. He says

:

" I admit that this latter breed fattens to a larger

size in a given time, and at a given age, than the

Devons, Herefords, and Galloways, and are therefore

considered more profitable ; but, on the other hand,

they eat more food ; so that you can keep three

Devons or Galloways on what it costs to keep two

Shorthorns. I admit, too, that some of them are

large milkers, and therefore they are more profitable

to the city dairymen ; but the milk is not so rich
;

and if this, and the extra quantity of food tlicy cat,

are taken into account, it is a question whether a

dairy of Ayrshires or Alderncys, or even Devons,

would not, on the whole, be as profitable. I further

admit that the present high state of perfection to

which the Sliorthorn breed has arrived is extra-

ordinary, and reflects the greatest credit and honor

on both the originators and the sustainers of the

breed ; but, on the other hand, that excellence must

still be kept up by the same artificial or artistic

means employed hitherto ; for, if any relaxation were

to take place in the selection of the breeding stock,

they would degenerate to their original inferiority."

ARE OATS AxAT EXHAUSTIJVG CROP ?

Eds. Genesee Farmer : In the November (1803)

number of the Farmer, page 334, wn ler the head
" Wheat after Oats," you ask our views on the sub-

ject.

In Vermont I never heard oats called an eshaust-

iag crop. In Northern New York, and here in

Michigan, I have heard a good deal said about it.

Those same men who call oats exhausting, will turn

right round the very next day and say that oats are

light, worthless grain, and the straw not near as

good as wheat straw. Now, I take it that if the nu-

triment is extracted from the soil, it must be in thfa

crop. The sum of the matter seems to be just this

:

Wheat is a very delicate feeder, and oats a gross

feeder ; so that if the land is cropped with wheat as

long as wheat will grow, it may then be cropped

with oats and the exhausting process carried on still

further. I have never failed in getting a good crop

of wheat after oats, and it is quite common here in

Cass county, Mich., to turn over oat-stub))le for

wheat. H. W. Rider.

Summer Fallow for Wheat.—The California

Farmer says the practice of summer fallowing for

wheat is greatly on the increase in some sections of

California. It says that Mr. Keeper, of Chico, has

100 acres of summer fallowed wheat that yielded

double that which was not summer fallowed.
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THE BREEDING OF HORSES.

H. G. FooTE, Esq., President of the St. Lawrence

County Agricultural Society, in his address at the

late Fair, makes the following sensible remarks

:

" In an address which I had the honor of deliver-

ing before this Society a few years since, the small

horses then being bred were unsparingly condemned.

The eflPorts of the government to obtain horses of

good size, the paltry price these under-size animals

go-a-begging to obtain—for they can not command

prices—and the large sums realized for fine and

stately animals ought to convince the most incredu-

lous that we must have more attention paid to the

improvement of this stock. We need here to breed

horses of all work. We can not at present breed the

race-horse and the hunter, for we are too practical a

people, nor the carriage-horse and the dxay-horse as

separate breeds. We must combine the excellencies

found not in the extremes of these breeds, but in the

means. We have, as a county, but little use for the

saddle horse simply. The light grades and the

general ease of our roads render carriages the most

agreeajjle mode of locomotion, and we require horses

of such size that they can draw them with ease to

themselves, and with moderate speed. High speed

in a carriage-horso, with due deference to the opin-

ions of some who may be present, is of no great

account with most business men. Seven or eight

miles an hour is quite as high rate of speed as

prudent persons usually care to drive either for safety

to themselves, their carriages, or the good of their

horses.

" We ought to breed horses of not less than 15 1-2

or 16 hands in hight, as our standard, and of an

average weight of not less than ten hundred and

fifty poimds. They ought not, with our deep snows,

much to exceed twelve hundred pounds. They

should be spirited, and not fractious. Compactness

and smoothness of figure, and firmness of bone,

muscle and skin, should be carefully regarded.

Strong good colors, like bay or black, with dark

limbs and hoofs, should! be particularly looked after

in breeding. Let every farmer look as carefully to

his stock horse as if he were to become a purchaser.

Weak knees, flat feet, and many physical defects are

transmissable. The farmer must not be taken by

the mere show or getting up of the horse. He must

look as well for his solid avoirdupois qualities. The

breeding of a poor horse is an absolute loss. The

breeder of this, as of all other animals must also

study the requirements of his market. Now is the

time to begin right. The drain upon the country

has been large, nay, enormous. The low grades of

horses have largely gone, while of the best grades we

have never had but few, and they are always taken

early and eagerly, and at high prices. The demand

for good horses is not transient ; it is permanent,

and for many years to come they wUl command
highly remu4erative prices."

FARM WORK FOR FEBRUARY.

CoNTrNUE the labors of the winter, and prepare for

the summer's campaign. Attend constantly to the

comfort of domestic animals. Draw out and spread

manure on grass lands ; or pile it up and make com-

post heaps of it, in such fields as will need it. Fill

ice-houses. Prune orchards. Cut grafts and pack

them in damp moss or saw-dust for spring use, tak

ing care to have them correctly labeled. Laj- plans

for spring and for the entire season, so that men may
be regularly employed at all times without crowding

or confusion. Secure good farm laborers—the best

are always engaged first—the highest priced are

often the cheapest, by saviag constant watching oi

superintendence. A dollar or two more per month

will often secure several dollars more in labor or its

equivalent, good management. Open drains oi

channels in wheat-fields, which have become choked

by snow or ice, should be cleared out on the approach

of tiiawing weather. Cattle should be kept off mea-

dows. Horses with heaves may be relieved by feed-

ing with wet, cut feed, especially if fine, well cured

cornstalks.

On stormy days pick over apples in cellars, and

such as are beginning to decay, if abundant, may be

regularly fed to cattle, horses and swine. Oil har-

ness, make farm gates and ladders, and panels for

hurdle fences.

Eead carefully the directions for last month, [See

Genesee Farmer for January, page 19], which ap-

ply equally well at the present season.

—

Tucker's

Annual Begister. ^^
Great Crops in California.—All accounts agree

in representing the climate of California not only

delightful for man and animals, but also highly favor-

able to vegetable growth and the production of im-

mense crops of cereals. The last number of the Cali-

fornia Farmer contains notices of some of the farms

in Chico. One gentleman (James Hill) has a noble

farm of 5000 acres. Hp keeps from 300 to 400 head

of stock. Last year he had from 300 to 400 acres of

wheat and barley. The yield was from 40 to 50

bushels per acre. A neighbor of his also had 300

acres, the average yield of which was 50 bushels

per acre. Another farmer in the same neighborhood

raised 5000 bushels of superior wheat on 100 acres.

Solvent for Old Putty and Paint.—Soft soap

mixed with solution of potash or caustic soda, or

pearl ash and slaked lime, mixed with suflScient

water to form a paste. Either of these laid on with

an old brush or rag, and left fox some houi-s wUl

render it easily removably.
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ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.

BY "W. R., COBOURG, C. W.

" But of one of our domestic tribes no trace has

yet been found in the rocks ; * * * I refer to the

sheep,—that soft and harmless creature, that clothes

Civilized man everywhere in the colder latitudes

with its fleece, that feeds him with its flesh, that

gives its bowels to be spun into catgut, with which
he refits liis musical instruments ; whose horns he
has learned to fashion into a thousand useful trin-

kets, and whose skin converted into parchment,
sers'cd to convey to later times the thinking of the

first full blow of human intellect across the drear

gulf of the middle ages."

—

Hufih Miller.

Sheep are certainly among the most useful of our

domestic animals. With them prosperity and indus-

try are introduced into a country,—every one knows

how much they contribute to our personal and domes-

tic comfort ; as there are few or none of the inhabi-

tants of our country, from the highest to the lowest,

who are not daily arrayed in some article of dress

made from the cast-ofF covering of the sheep ; besides,

in every house, from the cottage to the palace, they

furnish the most comfortable articles of furniture.

From the earliest records of our race we find that

sheep furnished a source of profitable employment

to mankind. Abel was a keeper of sheep, and

through succeeding ages, the tending of flocks and

herds formed the employment of a large part of the

then population of the earth. That this business

was a source of profit in early times cannot be

doubted, but their flocks ranged over extensive plains

without an owner, under climates where a plentiful

Bupply of food was at all seasons provided by nature

;

little manual labor was required, and pasture was

easily renewed by a constant change of place.

From this mofie of life under a genial climate,

arose the songs of the poets of the ease and happi-

ness of the pastoral life ; but such a mode of man-

agement can only be realized in the earlier stages of

society or among a sparse population, where the

market for the surplus of the flocks is at a consider-

able distance ; such a style of husbandry is now
reah2!ed in Australia to some extent ; and to a certain

degree in Spain ; but there amid a numerous popula-

tion it is now only maintained in a somewhat sickly

state by rigorous governmental enactments.

The sheep, though remarkable for its harmlessness

and timidity, is yet capable of enduring a great

diversity of cUmate and situation, and this it does

not by turning to the elements a stubborn front, but,

with the meekness of its tribe, he entirely alters his

character and habits, v;nder the influence of varied

latitudes and circumstances. Wo find them in every

variety of situation, from the storms and ice of Cape

North, to the parched sands of Sahara. The shee]}

of the mountains of Thibet and Tartary, covered

with a coat of shaggy hair, scarcely seems the same

animal which produces our Saxon and Merin'> wool,

and it would be rather diflacult to trace the blood of

our Cotswolds and Leicesters in the hump-backed
Persian, or the fat-rumped sheep of the Cape, whose
tail alone, we are told, forms a joint large enough for

the table. This faculty of adaptation peculiarly fits

the sheep (hke the horse or the dog) to be the friend

of man—a companion under his ever-varying circum-

stances, and forms the ground-work on which we
have to build our different modes of management.

With the present high prices for wool and fair

prices for mutton, there has been of late few kinds

of husbandry more profitable than sheep farming.

The purposes and objects for which sheep are kept

are very diflerent. One class keeps just a suSicient

number to furnish wool and mutton for the Avants of

their own famiUes ; another class has in view to fur-

nish mutton, lamb and wool to some local, neighbor-

ing market—making their keeping, however, subor-

dinate to their crops ; and others again, place their

chief dependence upon their sheep, and conduct all

their other farm operations with this view. Tlie

same may be said of the different breeds, one class

keeping one variety, another a different variety, as

taste or circumstances may dictate ; some will keep

a breeding stock, depending on their sales for breed-

ing purposes for their profit ; others will depend

wholly or chiefly on their wool, and others will feed

exclusively for the butcher. As a general rule it

will be found that those who live in new, thinly

populated countries, far from a market, will have to

place their chief reliance on their wool ; whilst in

older countries, near towns and villages, mutton will

be of equal or greater importance than wool ; every

one must be guided by his own jDarticular circumstan-

ces, as to what breed he keeps, and for what purposes

he keeps them. The long, severe winters of our

northern latitudes will always prevent us from being

great wool-growers for the general markets of the

world ; if we are even able to supply our own wants,

it is the very most we can expect.

Little need be said of the management of sheep

in summer. Though Ihey will live on almost any

kind of pasture, yet the best kind of food for sheep

is a nutritious, grassy pasture, growing on a dry,

firm soil. The sheep is most assiduous in picking

x\]} food and will range over a great space in qiiest of

the herbage which it is fond of, white clover being

one of its favorite plants. With plenty of pasture,

water and a little salt, sheep reqidre very little care

through summer and autumn.

In our country where they have to be housed, in

winter sheep require a good deal of attention, as like

all other animals they pay their owners well for

good care and keeping; they delight in. dry, airy
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roomy houses or yards, as sheep do not thrive well

when too much confined. In moderately fine, frosty

weather, in the early part of winter they are all the

better for having the run of a pasture field ; care

should be taken to keep them in as spring approaches,

as the ground is soft. We have never found any bet-

ter winter food for sheep, than well-got first-crop

ehver hni/,fed in properly constructed racks. On plenty

of this alone sheep will winter well, and come out m
good condition in spring ; if however, they are to be

fattened for the market, they require, in addition to

hay, oil-cake, grain or roots, or all of these.

Where clover hay is not to be had, any other hay

will answer, or they may be wintered on pea, oat or

wheat straw, if supplied in liberal quantities, and

not too well thrashed ; in this case they ought to

have grain in addition to the straw.

As the spring advances and the lambing season

approaches, a few roots of any kind may be given

them in the middle of the day, when they are not

apt to freeze, though they should remain some time

uneaten ; and as sheep are fond of a variety of food,

it is desirable to make as many changes as practicable.

Care should be taken not to let sheep out too soon

to pasture in spring, as once they get a bite of

young grass they will not eat dry fodder. Sheep

during the lambing season require close attention,

as some will have weak lambs ; others will need to

be assisted ; some will have dead lambs, and in that

case it is desirable, if a good strong ewe, to put a

twin lamb on her. Lambs may be castrated and

docked when from three to five weeks old, and

weaned when from four to five months old. The

operations of working and shearing sheep are well

known, and require to be attended to at the proper

season.

ON BUTTER MAKING.

BY M. S. B., AURORA, NEW YORK.

" As cleanliness is next of kin to godliness," so it

is near of kin to good butter. You can not make

good butter without it. All the different modes,

however plausible they may seem, are as the passing

shadow for shade, unless utensils, and the place

where milk is kept, be not thoroughly cleaned.

Boiling water for utensils should be used profusely.

As the most of vessels for milk should be of tin, it

is perfectly easy and safe to clean them with boiling

water or steam. Let those that are of wood undergo

the same treatment. Pans that hold about six

quarts, and are flaring at the top, are best, because

so much more of the milk comes in contact with the

air at the. top. Air, in a slight degree, is necessary

for the separation of the cream from the milk. The

cream should be skimmed into a tin cream-tub before

it is loppered, set upon the cellar bottom and covered

tight untU it is wanted.

A good cellar is the best place for milk in warm
weather ; and the best place for setting it is on a

swinging shelf about four feet from tlie bottom of

the cellar. As butter or cream so easily absorb the

scent of whatever surrounds it, great care should be

taken that nothing may surround it that emits an

efHuvia or smell, even should it be pleasant or fra-

grant, for as one mark of the gentleman is absence

of perfumery, so nothing can be added to make good

butter better.

Whe"n the cream is ready for churning, rinse the

churn well in cold water, place it in, and if quite

warm weather put the churn in a tub of cold water

to churn. This implies, of course, an up and down
churn, which for making good butter we prefer to

any other. When the butter is so far coagulated as

to rest on the dasher, rinse down with a quart or so

of cold water, and when sufliiciently gathered raise

it with the ladle into a bowl, previously saturating

the bowl with cold water. After working off the

buttermilk, poiir over it cold water sufficient to wash

it. If this should not wash off the buttermilk suf-

ficiently, add more, until it is clean from it. Then

add one ounce of finely pxil-verized Liverpool salt to

one pound of butter, working it in gently, and

placing it securely covered on the cellar bottom.

Next day work over again, and perhaps again, if tiie

brine seems not to be thoroughly ejected. It is then

ready for the table or to be packed in firkins.

Care should be taken not to churn or handle but-

ter in any way too fast or quick, as it is thus easUy

converted into oil, and we lose the good butter.

It is said that the English make the best butter.

It may be. We have never tasted it, but as they

almost invariably use the hand to raise it from the

churn as well as to work it over, one would suppose

it would be greasy ; therefore we have not adopted

it. Whatever is the difference in our butter-making,

it is open to inspection, and if there is any improve-

ment we should be glad to adopt their mode. It ia

possible their grass may contain some aroma of

which ours is deficient ; or the water may be more

pure, or the climate more congenial to that depart-

ment of agriculture ; but we shall not believe it

until more rational modes for good butter making are

adopted here. One thing to be considered in the

comparison is, they have plenty and efiicient help,

while in our small dairies, and perhaps larger ones,

there is a deficiency in this department. The work

is not unfrequently left to women, who have not

time or strength to attend to it, and thus it is often

done superficially and hurridly.

It is said there was but little good butter made in

the State of New York last season, because it was so

wet and hot. How is it, then, that England, noted

for its humidity, should excel us ? Again, on visiting

New York city and some of the adjacent counties,
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it was told me there was much poor butter owing to

the dry, hot weather that had prevailed there last

season.

If our climate is at fault, it is greatly remedied by a

good cellar and the use of tin. An enlightened,

well informed mind and judgment will overcome

many obstacles, and is entirely necessary in making

good butter, where every specific rule can not be

laid down. But whether it be too dry or too damp,

too hot or too cold—whether it be our pastures or

our pantries that are at fault, let us not acknowledge

that it is for the want of tact that we do not make

good butter. If to find out the cause is the way to

cure, I hope some one more scientific will investigate

and lay the results before the public that they may

profit thereby. It is well-known that we greatly

excel in strength to other nations in many things,

but this excelling in stroiifj butter is by no means an

enviable fame.

THE CULTIVATION OF VVI.\TER AND SPRING BARLEY.

BY A. F. H., EAST AUROKA, N. Y.

The cool climate and long-growing season of Eng-

land and adjacent isles, is much better adapted to the

growth of barley than the United States. Barley

grown in England u.sually weighs one-fifth more

than the barley of this country. Nevertheless, the cul-

livation of barley has been on the increase and now

ranks among the most prominent products of Wes-

tern New York. Its present high price, owing to

the increasing demand for malting purposes, and the

partial failure of the wheat crop, have favored its

increased production ; but when the cost of raising

barley is compared with that of other grains, and its

value as food for horses, and for fattening pork, beef

and mutton is considered, one is led to believe that

its present prominence is legitimate and deserved.

Winter barley is a tender plant and much more

liable to winterkill than winter wheat ; but when
once through the winter, it is insect proof, and the

yield is at least double that of wheat. It is useless

to attempt to grow winter barley on land that is in-

clined to heave. It is not advisable to apply much
fresh manure, as this grain is apt to lodge ; but it

requires a soil which has been made rich by the

application of manure to the previous crop. Prepare

the ground (which should be naturally dry, or made
BO by underdraining), the same as for winter wheat,

and sow from one-and-a-half to two bushels to the

acre, at any time between the 15th of September

and the 1st of November ; it usually does best if

sown early, so as to get a good root before winter

sets in. Unless in sheltered places, I would not use

the roller after sowing, as the unevenness of the sur-

face as it is left by the harrow, serves to retain the

snow and protect the plants. It ripens ten days or

two weeks earlier than winter wheat, and may be

harvested in the same manner as spring barley.

Tlie culture of spring barley is more generally

understood. It should be sown as early as possible,

on a warm, light, gravelly or sandy loam. It seldom

does well on a recently inverted sod, and follows a

hoed crop most successfully, as it suffi<rs i)eculiarly

from a weedy soil. It require^ a rich soil, although

the manure should have been applied to the preced-

ing crop. A fall-plowed clover ley, if properly pre-

pared, will produce good crops. The land should be

got in a fine meUow condition by the use of the

harrow or wheat cultivator. Two bushels to the

acre is usually sown. If drilled, a less quantity is

required. If the ground is dry and light, as it should

be, it wil be beneficial to roll the ground after the

seed is harrowed in. Rolling, not only benefits the

growth of the plants, but it enables the cradle or

reaper to cut closer to the ground, which is important

if it is to be bound, which I prefer to mowing, as it

can be handled more conveniently,and requires much
less room in the mow. Some practice mowing
barley, and then rake it with a horse, but consider-

able is wasted by shelling, and I should not recom-

mend the practice, unless it may be in cases where

it is lodged. It shells easily when ripe, and great

care, therefore, should be taken to harvest it in sea-

son. Care should also be taken that it is thoroughly

dry before it is put into the mow, as it is, perhaps

more easily injured by heating than any other grain.

The straw is readily eaten by stock and should not

be neglected. There are several varieties of barley.

Those most generally known are the two-rowed,

four-rowed and six-rowed. The first yields the hea-

viest, handsomest grain, but the last is the most

hardy. Whatever variety is sown, care should be

taken to obtain plump, perfect seed, and it is advi-

sable to change frequently and obtain seed growTi in

a different soil or locality.

The Prince op Wales at the Smithfield

Club Cattle Show.—The late Smithfield Club Cat-

tle Show (the sixty-third) was the largest ever held.

It was opened by the Prince of Wales, who, like his

late father, Prince Albert, was an extensive exhibi-

tor. He was accompanied by the Crown Prince of

Prussia and the Duke of Brabant, and proceeded at

once to examine the stock, " among which," says an

English paper, " he was no doubt pleased to find that

his own specimens were sulficiently distinguished,

four out of seven of his oxen having been awarded

prizes."

Oiling Boots.—The application of castor-oil to

new boots renders them as soft as a buckskin glove.

It is also the best application that can be made to

render a new boot water-pi'oof.
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IFiXmSflMUM^I
GARDEN OPERATIONS FOR FEBRUARY.

But few have yet learned to appreciate at its

full value the amount of sustenance wliicli may be

drawn f^om a well-cultivated Kitchen Garden.

At this season of the year, when active farming

operations are, in a measure, suspended, would it

not be well for the readers of the Genesee Farmer to

consider how they may increase the luxuries of the

garden ?

Although but little can be done in the month of

February in the way of actual, out-door gardening,

yet much may bo done in the way of preparation

that will save much time when the urgent work of

the farm draws so heavily on the thoughts and

efforts of the farmer.

Now is the time—if it has not already been done

—to establish some plan and system of laying out

and cultivating the garden.

LOCATION.

And, first, is the the location of the garden the

best that can be had within convenient distance of

the house ? Is the aspect as warm—the protection

from cold winds as good—the soil as deep, mellow,

and well drained, as can be obtained? If not, a

change in locality is desirable. The tender vege-

tables of the garden are more seriously affected by

unfavorable conditions in soil, exposure, &c., than

the hardier field crops—although I am of opinion

that farming would pay better in the end, if the

whole farm was brought into the condition of a well

cultivated garden.
MANTTRES.

If the garden did not receive a liberal dressing of

manure in the fall—which I consider the better time

—a quantity should be prepared for early applica-

tion in the spring. Hog manure—of all the drop-

pings of domestic animals (poultry excepted) I cofi-

Bider best to promote the growth of vegetation,

'

while horse manure from its heating qtialities is a

great auxiliary to the early development and ma-

turity of plants. A mixture of the two in about

equal parts would form about as good a compost as

could be devised for the garden. The more
thoroughly they are mixed together the better.

Such a compost heap can be made to good advantage

this month.

SEEDS.

Now is the time to procure seeds for the garden,

before the seedsman's supply of new and valuable

varieties is exhausted—and it will also afford you an

opportunity to test their ^^tality in time to procure

another supply before the planting season arrives,

should any of them prove bad.

Soak them a few hours in tepid water, in a warm
room, then mix with a little soil, and in a few days

they will begin to sprout—if good. By counting

out a dozen or so of each variety and testing them,

you may know by the number that germinate how
good they are, and how thick to sow them in the

garden. By taking a little pains at this time in test-

ing the seeds, the galttener may be saved a great

deal of disappointment and aggravation, which he

otherwise might feel in looking, in vain, in April or

May, ^or the appearance of some favorite plant from

seeds which had lost their vitality.

HOT-BEDS.

The wide-awake gardener is unwilling, in these

go-ahead times, to wait for his cabbage, cauliflower,

cucumbers, melons, tomatoes, egg-plant, &c., &c.,

until they can bo started and grown entirely in the

open air, and therefore is disposed to avail himself

of any means of anticipating the season—hence,

hot-beds are becoming quite common.

The hot-bed should be prepared this month, so as

to be ready for planting the first of next. Its object

is tcT afford artificial heat to plants, before the ground

is thawed or warmed tip in the sj^ring. This is

effbcted by the fermentation of inantire beneath

them, while they receive the light and heat of the

sun, the cold being excluded by the frame and glass.

.

I have tried various forms of hot-beds, and con-

sider the following the best—all things considered

:

In a situation sheltered from cold, northerly winds,

with a clear sotithern exposure, dig a pit running

east and west, 18 inches deep 5 feet wide, and about

13 feet long. Make a frame of inch-and-a-half stuff

—spruce or pine^-to fit within the pit, rising aboixt

2 feet above the ground on the north or rear side,

and 1 foot in front, making all tight by battening.

The sashes should be 6 feet long, and vride enough

to contain 3 lights of 7 by 9 glass, and wotdd require

24 lights to the sash, allowing them to overlap one

-another 1-2 an inch. The sides of the sash should

be strong enough to prevent their spreading apart,

allowing the lights to drop out.

To fill the bed, use horse manure, pretty full of

litter, and slightly fermented. Fork it over several

times to break up the lumps, and mix the finer and

coarser manure together. Make up the bed regular

and level, beating down the manure with the back

of the fork, leaving it about 2 feet deep before

aettling.
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Put on the sash, and wait two or three days for

the manure to commence heating, and then spread

the loam on evenly over the surface, 4 or 5 inches

thick.

The loam should have been prepared in the fall by

siftin£r through a tolerably fine sieve, and covered

with straw, so as to be ready for use before the

ground thaws. After putting on the sashes wait

until the loam is warmed through before sowing the

seeds.

Nail narrow strips of boards on the inside of front

and back, to support a plank to sustain the gardener

while sowing and weeding the bed.

The hot-bed needs close attention until all the

plants are transplanted into the open ground. In

freezing weather it will want covering with mats,

or straw—on warm, sunny days it will need airing

—

tend at all times it wiU require frequent watering

with tepid water. Always water at the close of the

day, that the water may soak into the loam before

too much evaporates. I will treat of sowing the

hot-bed in the March number of the Genesee

Farmer.

Many, in reading the directions for taking care of

the hot-bed, may be discouraged from the undertak-

ing, but when once planted, a few minutes each day

will suffice to take care of it.

IMPLEMENTS.

Now is a good time to procure the necessary im-

plements for cultivating the garden.

Some of them can be made to advantage by any

farmer, and others obtained at the hardware or seed-

etore, always bearing in mind that the best tool is

always the cheapest in the end. The gardener will

require a good reel and line—the reel of iron, the

line of hemp, about 6 rods long, and 14 inch in

diameter. A good digging fork, will greatly facili-

tate the labor of digging over the beds, breaking up

the lumps, and working in manure. A steel-tooth

rake ia indispensable to finely pulverize and level

the beds, and to free them of stones, lumps, and

rubbish. A spade, shovel, hoe, and the Dutch or

shuiiie-hoe will, of course, be among the important

tools. The garden trowel, the weeding fork, the

garden watering pot, and the wheelbarrow, with

a wide wheel are great auxiliaries to easy and suc-

cessful gardening. The above named implements

would have to be purchased,, but there are others

that any man with a little ingenuity can construct

for himself; among which are the hand-roller for

crushing the lumps of dirt before sowing the seeds,

and for smoothing and compacting the surface after-

wards, the drill-markers, measuring rods, stakes,

labels, &c., &c.

If these implements are provided now, and care-

fully laid away in the tool-house, it will save a great

deal of time and trouble when the busy season

arrives.

To be well prepared beforehand for the work of

the season, is half of the battle. R.

IMPROVING AN OLD MEADOW AND AN OLD APPLE

ORCHARD.

The following communication from an experienced

and intelligent gentleman in Canada will be read

with much interest, even by those who do not agree

with his views in regard to the injurious effects of

plowing and cultivating the soil among fruit trees

:

Some years ago we rented a field, partly orchard

and all meadow, to which it was very inconvenient,

and indeed almost impossible to get manure. The

grass had never been properly aown ; it was mere

wild grass as it is called—mostly couch or quack.

The soil was a poor, shaly, yellow sand, which from

the presence of thin veins of clay hardpan, running

horizontally through it, and from the neighborhood

of higher land was always more or less wet, with

cold spring water—it was not wet enough to be

swampy, but it was always cold and moist. The

apple trees were most miserable affairs, stunted and

covered with bark lice. All the branches were cov-

ered with these lice to the last year's growth, and

the fruit was mere rubbish, although of good kinds.

We commenced with plaster, putting at the rate

of a barrel and a half to the acre. We tried lime

in some parts, and ashes in others, without marked

effect. The plaster, however, told wonderfully ; and

the second year we had a great increase in the

apples, and also of the grass. We then sowed the

seeds from a hay loft over the whole. We fed cattle

on it, and spread all the droppings in the spring.

The grass mended tolerably, but the apple trees

grew very fast. We continued this course for three

years, putting on plaster every year. The grass

continued good, and the trees grew so fast that they

soon shed the old bark, and with it the bark lice,

and bore fruit to the astonishment of every one.

We observed that where there was any high grass

left in the fall, the meadow improved the next year.

We still could get no manure to the place. The

apple trees had spread their branches so low that

cattle destroyed the fruit. We were afraid that the

continued plastering without manure would ruin the

o-roimd, and therefore tried cutting the meadow once

for hay, and leaving the xchole of the after grass to rot

on the ground. The success of this exceeded belief..

The succeeding spring the grass was a month earlier

than it was before. Wo continued the plaster and

have since that time followed the same course. The

apple trees are now grown to such an extent that

pasturing is out of the question, and we now con-

tent ourselves with one cut of hay, and the apples
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the last three years—we have had extraordinary

heavy crops, as much as four tuns per acre.

The adjoining field of exactly similar land, and

similar grass, has been pastured, by a neighbor, in

the usual manner, that is, eaten down in the spring

as soon as there was a bite, then pastured the whole

summer, and eaten down bare in the fall. The con-

equeuco has been that had the whole crop been cut

for hay, it would have been scarcely worth the cut-

ting and making—the grass would never hide a

chicken, while ours, on the other side of the fence,

could with difficulty be mowed, it was such a mat

of vegetation.

This is not a mere casual experiment ; we have

now cultivated the field for nine years. We have

quadrupled the amount the grass. We have the

best bearing orchard in the neighborhood—all the

tree and bark lice are gone from them, and the new

branches which have come out are larger than the

original body of the trees ; and I have no hesitation

in saj-ing that the place is worth four times the rent

it was when we commenced the system.

We have since tried other meadows on clay land,

and the result is equal to that of our first experi-

ment. I can, therefore, now safely say that if you

want to improve your meadows, plaster heavily in

the spring, cut the first crop for hay, then let the

after grass grow, and leave it to rot on the ground.

Plaster again each spring, and in three years you

will have brought the land into the best meadow

you ever saw.

Don't pasture after the first crop, but leave the

whole of the after grass.

If you can manure without fear of the expense or

trouble, I should say by all means do so ; but what-

ever you do, see that you leave a heavy rug on the

ground in the fall—so heavy that the frost will not

be out of the ground so soon as in the neighboring

land by a fortnight, and I will answer for the result.

As to an apple orchard, I have no hesitation in

saying that if you can sell the fruit well, and your

sorts are good, it will pay you to leave the whole

crop of grass to rot on the ground, and you will

never want for a full crop of apples. You must,

however, plaster heavily each spring.

Adjoining the orchard above mentioned we have

*, garden with some apple trees in it. We manure

this, and dig round the trees, and raise vegetables.

These apples trees bear one crop in three years only,

and the growth and health of the trees is not to be

compared with those in the orchard, where the

ground is never touched, or manured, except by the

after grass and plaster.

People who either plow or dig in an orchard need

not expect a certain crop of apples, or a thrifty

growth of trees. The roots of the apple trees

naturally seek the surface for the nourishment of

decaying vegetation. If you plow or dig you de-

stroy these roots, and thus deprive the trees of the

means of growth. No manure you can give will

ever make up for this wholesale destruction of the

roots of the trees.

After we had spread the seeds from the hay loft

on the meadow, there came up a few stalks of broad

or red clover ; by leaving the after grass to ripen,

the clover heads fell to the ground, and the seeds

grew. We have now a fair proportion of clover all

over in clumps, showing that it has spread from the

original plants, and in the course of a year or two,

the clover vrill be the main crop. On examining the

clover heads among the roots of the grass last

summer, (I mean those which had rotted down in

the fall), we found the seeds safe in the cases ; where

the opportunity for their germinating had been

favorable they had grown—the rest were apparently

safe for future growth.

This proves to me that those who want to secure

a crop of clover, should sow the clover seed in the

state in which it would come from the flail, and be-

fore shelling or hulling. You thiis secure a crop
;

for these seeds that do not grow at first will not

perish, but remain safe in their cases imtil the time

becomes propitious, and then they are ready to take

advantage of it.

The usual objection to leaving grass in an orchard

is the short-tailed mouse. We have plenty of these

in our place, but they never touch the trees, having

a plentiful provision of rug and grass roots. They

seem to prefer that kind of provisions to knawing

the bark. I think they never touch the bark unless

driven to it by starvation. If, however, you fear the

mice, fold a piece of wire gauze, well tarred, round

the lower part of the stem of the tree, and they wUl

be safe from all possibility of attack. Vectis.

In a pamphlet, on " The Scarcity of Home-Qrown

Fruits," read before the Historic Society of Lanca-

shire and Cheshire, it is asid that some years since the

boys in Christ's Hospital, (one of the richly endowed

London schools), were so seriously afiiicted with

cutaneous diseases that they had to be sent home.

A medical inquiry was instituted, and the cause was

found to be the want of a fruit and vegetable diet.

He deplores the high prices which lead to such

things, and proposes, as a remedy, that all the rail-

way lines should plant their unoccupied lands with

apples—and urges also upon manufacturers to en-

courage the culture of fruit among their laborers.

The London Gardeners' Chronicle comments on

the folly of cultivating orange trees merely for orna-

ment, when the fruit is so delicious and can be

brought to such great perfection by proper care in

ordinary hot-houses.
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FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

The Winter Meeting of tliis Society was held in

the Court House in this city January 37-28.

There was a good attendance of members and a

fine exhibition of winter fruits, among which may be

mentioned a splendid collection of Catawba, Diana

and Isabella grapes from the Pleasant Valley Wine

Company at Hammonsport, N. Y., and also a fine

bos of Diana, Rebecca and Isabella gJapes from H.

N. Langworthy, of Greece, N. Y. EUwanger &

Barry exhibited twenty-four varieties of winter pears

all in the finest condition

!

The following subjects were discussed :

Is the Peach more hardy when budded upon the

Plum ?

The general opinion seemed to be that peach trees

grown on plum stocks were no more likely to with-

stand severe winters than those grown on peach

stocks.

The plum stock has a tendency to dwarf the trees

somewhat, and for pot-culture it is desirable to work

the peach on the plum. Also when peaches are

grown on clayey soils, there is an advantage in

planting those worked on the plum. But for ordi-

nary cultivation it is unnecessary.

The best Method of Preserving Winter Pears.

The first essential point is to let them remain on

the tree till thoroughly matured, or as long as there

is no danger of frost.

Put them in half barrels and keep them in a cool

place, such as a barn. Let them remain till very

severe weather sets in—throwing some leaves over

them to guard against frost. When there is danger

of their freezing, remove them to a cool cellar.

This is aU that is needed. The opinion was ex-

ipressed that there was no more trouble in keeping

winter pears than winter apples.

Which are the best fourteen varieties of Pears for

fUmily use?

After a rather desultory discussion, a ballot was

taken. There were 31 votes cast, and the following

varieties (arranged in the order of ripening) re-

ceived the highest votes, as follows

:

Dovenne d'Eto IT I Seokel 16

]5eiine Giffard 14
I

Ueurre Bosc 11

Itc.stiezer I'-i
I

Duchesse d'Angouleme 18

B.-ii-tlctt .

.'.'.'.'.' '.

•^M S^lieldon H
Belle Lucrative It)

I

lieurro d'^Vnjou 14

Flemish Beautv 1"^
I

Lawrence 1

1

Louise Bonne de Jersey IT |
Winter Nelis 1^

What soil is best suited to the Pear ?

Good strong loam, with a clay subsoil, if you have

it ; and if you have not, then put them on the best

soil you have that approaches nearest to this char-

acter ; always remembering that thorough drainage

is essential.

Has the success attending the Culture of Dwarf Pears

in Western New York been such as to 2vomise profit

^planted largely in orchards ?

Mr. Sharp, of Lockport, said a neighbor of his put

out 104 dwarf pear trees on about a quarter of an

acre. The third year from planting, he sold $50

worth of fruit. Another neighbor set out an acre of

dwarf pears (400). The second year he realized $69.50

from the fruit. The fourth year he sold $175

worth ; and the fifth year, (1863), he realized over

$500 above all expenses I The varieties were Louise

Bonne de Jersey and Duchesse d'Angouleme. An-

other case was mentioned where $470 per acre was

realized this year from dwarf pears.

Mr. Fisher, of Batavia, did not wish to discourage

the raising of dwarf pears, but he thought the state-

ments which are frequently made in regard to the

enormous profits were likely to mislead. He had an

orchard of dwarf trees five years old, that are in a

thriving condition, but as yet he has not realized

$10 per acre profit from them.

Many instances were mentioned where large profits

had been realized from dwarf pear orchards. In

other cases, owing to the blight of the tree and the

cracking of the fruit, the profits are as yet only

prospective !

Which are the best varieties of Greipesfor Western

New York?

Mr. Frost would name Hartford Prolific, Delaware

and Concord.

Mr. Moody thought that we should aim to get a

grape that was good for the table and good for wine,

so that in case the market is overstocked with fruit,

at any particular time, we can make it into wine.

Diana, he thought, would make good wine. Dela-

ware is a splendid table grape, and he hoped that it

would also prove a good wine grape.

Judge Larrowe, of Hammonsport, thought Hart-

ford Prolific, Concord and Delaware covild be raised

in most sections of Western New York. Does not

think much of the Concord. It is said to make

good wine ; is hardy, and wiU bear considerable ill-

usage, and these are desirable qualities, but it is not

of the best quality. Delaware is the best of all

grapes for Western New York. It is as hardy as

a hickory tree. The fruit is of the highest quality

for the table, and he thought would make good w^ne.

Diana was a good grape, but not as hardy or as early

as the Delaware.

Being asked as to the profits of raising grapes,

Judge Larrowe mentioned an acre of Isabella grapes

that produced five tuns in 1863. Last year it pro-

duced four tuns. He had known larger crops, but

this is a fair average. The cost of cultivation, pick-

ing, &c., is from $40 to $50 per acre. The profits

are from $300 to $400 per acre. He thinks there

will be 500 acres of grapes set out in his sectiod this

spring

!

H. N. Langworthy would name six varieties : Con-

cord, Isabella, Delaware, Hartford Prolific, Kebecca
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and Diana. The latter is a little tender, but is a good

grape, especially for winter use.

Mr. Baker said Concord has rather a tender skin,

and is ditficult to market. Creveling is a gj ape of

much promise. He would name Delaware, Creveling,

Hartford Prolific and Concord for general cultivation

in Western New York. In regard to profit, he

would say that he had a vineyard of seven acres,

from which he had realized for several years on an

average $3,500.

Dr. Sylvester would name Hartford Prolific, Con-

cord and Delaware. It has been objected to Hart-

ford Prolific that the fruit drops from the bunches,

but this is not the case as the vines become older.

It is an early grape and can be recommended for

general cultivation. Concord is not of first quality,

but for ordinary cultivation it gives good satisfac-

tion. Delaware, though a small variety, yields well

and the fruit is of the very best quality. It is very

hardy, and he thinks it will make good wine, but it

has not sufficient tartaric acid for this purpose. He

spoke highly of the Oporto for the latter purpose.

PRUNING GRAPES.

J. J. Thomas said last summer he visited the cele-

brated vineyard of Dr. Underbill, at Croton Point,

and learned that formerly they used trellises six feet

high, but now they use trellises eleven feet high,

and the crop has doubled in yield, and is of better

quality. Thought vines needed more room as they

become older. He also learned that the fruit from

(Ad vines is of better quaUty than from young vines

of the same variety.

Mr. Olmstead said he had planted ten acres of

Delaware grapes. He set them twelve feet apart

each way. He thought this was much better than

eight feet, as a wagon could be driven between the

trellises, and it was easier to manure them, &c.

Judge Larrowe thought the vines should not be al-

lowed to grow over four feet high.

J. J. Thomas alluded to a visit he made to Cincin-

nati where the vines are trained to stakes and

pruned in very close. They were a beautiful sight.

But on going to Richmond, Ind., which is a consider-

able distance north of Cincinnati, a friend showed

him some Catawbas grown on a trellis, where they

were allowed more room, and the fruit was at least

double the size as that at Cincinnati.

The subject of manuring grapes was alluded to,

and the general opinion seemsd so be that land shoud

not be made richer for grapes than for corn.

What are the six most profitable varieties of Winter

Apples for market?

Members of the Society were requested to hand in

the names of such varieties as they consider best.

Fifteen votes were cast. The following six varieties

received the highest number of votes, as follows

:

Baldwin 14
Tompkins Coiinty King 14
llliodo Island Greening 13

Roxburv Russet 13
Golden "Eusset T
Northern Spy 6

The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year

:

President—P. Barry, Rochester.
Secretary

—

James Vick, Rochester.
Treasurer—W. P. Townsend, Lockport.

A Correspondent of the London Florist says

that soot is a remedy for grub in carrots, parsley,

sea-kale, and many other things. He says :
" I sow

soot pretty thickly on the ground where it is intend-

ed to sow carrots just when I turn the ground over

for the last time, before sowing, and I turn the soil

over as roughly as possible. Then sow soot again,

but not as thick as the first time. This I work in

with the hoe before sowing the carrot seed, and I

have by this plan had for four seasons continuously

splendid crops of carrots."

» I ^
In Great Britain it is now becoming quite common

to see well kept gardens at the stations on the great

railway lines—attended to by the employes of the

road. The editor of the London Gardeners' Chron-

icle says that in going from Perth to Inverness he

was greatly pleased to see the number of neatly

kept station-gardens, and adds :
" From the neat way

in which the flowers were grown and arranged their

cultivation was no task work, but e\-idently a labor

of love."

Geraniums in Winter.—AH the plants that are

needed for bedding out in the summer should be

kept very dry. D. Thompson says that he winters

thousands of geraniums on shelves in the \inerie8,

and gives them scarcely any water. That the roots

should be kept dry and it is better to allow the

leaves to droop a. little than to give them too much

water. The great object is to preserve vitality and

to prevent growth.

Mr. Donald Beaton, one of the editors of the

London Cottage Gardenei', died at his residence in

Lurbiton, Kingston-on-Thames, the 31st of October

last. He was a practical gardener and his editorials

written in a style peculiar to himself, have been

very attractive to readers of horticultural literature.

i» I ^1

The London Florist has an illustration of a

new climber brought from Japan by Mr. Fortune,

It is called Clematis Fortunii. The flowers are

white, very double and six inches across, with a

delicious orange blossom fragrance. In England it

is quite hardy.

Grapes in Kansas.—A Mr. Barns, of Manhattan,

Kansas, an experienced grape-grower, writes us that

he is satisfied that Kansas will be one of the best

States in the Union for grape culture.
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i
OxE OF THE Advisees op the King of the Gkeeks.

—A Paris letter in the Independance, speakiug of the

persons who are to serve as counsellors to the King of

the Greeks, says : " Count do Sponncck, the principal

oae, is a man of distinguished merit, and left a very

favorable impress'ion on the diplomatic world in Paris.

M. Drouyn de Lhuys speaks of him with the highest

praise. He has occupied diplomatic posts at Vienna

and at Berlin. He was several years Minister of Fi-

nance at Copenhagen, and all the questions on the or-

der of the day are familiar to Mm. To great coolness

he unites extraordinary energy. The following anec-

dole shows the whole character of the man : Ho re-

cently embarked at Copenhagen for Hamburg, on his

way to Brussels, having with him a favorite dog. Dur-

ing the passage, the animal, while gamboling about

on the deck, fell overboai-d. ' My dog ! my dog !

' ex-

claimed the Count, much excited. ' Captain, for mer-

cy's sake, stop!' 'lam very sorry,' rjjplied the Cap-

tain, ' but the regulations formally forbid us to stop for

animals. Our minutes are counted—I can not stop the

Tessel.' ' And if it were a man ?
' said the Count. ' Ah !

Uiat would be a different matter.' Scarcely had the

words been uttered when the cry of, ' A man over-

boaj-d !
' was heard. The Count had jumped into the

Bea—dressed as he was. The vessel was immediately

stopped, a boat lowered, and the Count and his favorite

brouijht on board."

Sir Emerson Tennent has related the fact, which

t>ccnrred recently, of a cow pounding to death a

leopard. The old cow was called Tickery Banda, after

a Kandian chieftain, from whom a friend of mine had

bought her, and was in charge of an Englishman at

Newera Ellia. The extraordinary part of the story is,

that the old lady had no horns. But what Avill not ma-

ternal affection do ? The leopard got into the shed

where Mrs. Tickery Banda and her calf were, expecting

to have an easy prey ; but he reckoned without his hos-

tess. Mrs. T. B. went at him tooth and nail—or rather

head and horny protuberances— pounded him again

and again against the walls, jammed him into a jelly,

and left him so little life that, next morning, when the

master opened the stable, the leopard had scarcely any

life left in him, and a shot from a pistol settled him.

The old girl's nerves received a terrible shock, how-
ever, on this memoriable occasion. For some time af-

terwards she did not know friend from foe ; or rather,

Bhe assumed every one to be a foe until the contrary

was proved. She would rush at her dearest friend, rip

and snort, and offer to pound him against an imaginary

wall. Time, the great restorer, brought back repose to

her overwrought mind, and it is believed that she died

at peace with all mankind.

The word "dun" is said to have originated in this

wise : John Dunne, a famous bailiff of London, was
60 extremely active in his rough business that it be-

came customary, when a man refused to pay his debts,

to ask, " Why don't you Dunne him ?
"

The Badges of the Army.—An army con-cspondent,

writing from the Army of the Potomac, says :
" Afew

words in regard to the badges used in the army may be

of interest to the curious. Many wish to know what

these red, white or blue patches are for. They distin-

guish the corps or division to which soldiers belong.

The 1st corps is distinguished by a circular badge of

flannel; the 2d by a clover leaf; the 8d by a lozenge,

or diamond ; the 5th by a Maltese cross ; the 6th by a

common cross ; the 11th by a crescent, or new moon,

and the 12th by a star. The colors, red, white and
blue, designate the first, second and third divisions re-

spectively, in evei-y corps. Corps, divisions and bri-

gades are distinguished in the field by the shape and

color of the flags. Metal badges arc generally badges

of honor."

A French Writer has boldly affirmed that, with the

exception of woman, there is nothing on earth so

agreeable or so necessary to the comfort of man as a

dog. It is certain that if man were deprived of the

companionship and services of the dog, he would be

rendered, in many respects, a helpless being. The dog

has died in defense of his master, saved him from

drowning, warned him of approaching danger, and has

faithfully and gently led him about when deprived of

sight. If his master wants amusement in the fields or

the woods, the dog is delighted to have an opportunity

of procuring it for him. If man finds himself in soli-

tude, his dog will be a faithful companion, and may be,

when death comes, thw faithful creature will be the last

to forsake the grave of his beloved master.

An Editor Sold.—The editor of an English paper

was recently presented with a stone, upon which was

car\'ed the following letters. The editor was informed

that the stone was taken from an old building, and he

was requested to solve the inscription. It read

:

FoRC ATT
Letor UbTHE
Irta IlsAg
A In St

Eminent men were called to consult upon the matter

and after an immense amount of time consumed, they

were informed that the stone was—" For cattle to rub

their tails against !

"

A SHORT time since, as a well-known master in a gram-

mar school was censuring a pupil for the dullness of

his comprehension, and consenting to instruct him

in a sum in practice, he said: "Is not the price of

a penny bun always a penny ? " when the boy inno-

cently replied, " No, sir, they sell them two for three

halfpence when they are stale."

A Blind Beggar recently begged of a Scotch inn-

keeper. He told a pitiful story. The good wife fed

him, but Boniface quietly put half a crown in the poor

fellow's path. The cure was complete. The beggar

stopped for the coin, miraculously received his sight,

and a basting.

Frequextees of concerts who are in the habit of

beating time with their feet, are reminded that the

Stamp Act has been been repealed.
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OuB Artist giA-es us this month a very pretty picture

of a family of Marmots just going to bed for their win-

ter's sleep. I have no doubt but that the old proverb,

"As you make your bed so must you lie," is carefully

taught by the mothers to their children. They live

way up in the Alps, and when the cold weather comes
they begin to feel no sleepy that even the little ones are

ready to go to bed, and don't cry when the time comes
to be all tucked in nicely for their long night. When
the spring opens, and the sun shines again, they are as

bright and well as ever. I have no doubt, though, that

they make a hearty breakfast on the stores of good
tilings which were laid up the fall before, for they must
be pretty hungry. I am afraid that some of the little

ones that we see in our picture will not look quite so

plump next spring as they do now, but then all the

long, warm summer is before them to grow fat in. If I

had time I could tell you a long story about one of

these little ones who had a great curiosity to know
what was going on while the rest were sleeping, and

tried to keep herself awake to see ; but she found that

God knew best what was good for her, and that she

only made great trouble and sorrow foi> herself in try-

ing to have her own way. He had taught her to lie

quietly, aad had made the rest pleasant for her, but the

world outside was all awake and noisy, and the bustle

and the cold nearly killed her. Indeed, she would have

died had she not finally curled herself up in the best

place she could find, and so got half her sleep. I know
you would feel very sorry for her if I could tell you

what a hard time she had ; but you would agree with

me that it would have been much better if she had

lain down with the rest and not run around where she

knew she ought not to go.

The Precious Little Plant.—Two little girls,

Bridget and Walburga, went to the neighboring town,
each carrying on her head a heavy basket of fruit to sell

for money enough to buy the family dinner. Bridget
murmured and fretted all the way, but "Walburga only
joked and laughed. At last Bridget got out of all

patience, and said, vexedly :
" How can you go on

laughing so? Your basket is as heavy as mine, and
you are not one bit stronger. I don't understand it

!"

"Oh I" s;iid Walburga, "it is easy to understand. I

have a certain little plant that I put on the top of my
load, and it makes it so light I hardly feel it. "Why
don't you do so too ?"

" Indeed !" said Bridget, " it must be a very precious
little plant! I wish T could lighten my load with it

!

Where does it grow ? 1(\\ me. What do you call it V"
"It grows," replied Walburga, " wherever you plant

it and give it a chance to tiilce roo^, and thei-e's no
knowing the relief it gives. Its name is Patience."—
Ilcrder.
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HEALTH ON FARMERS' FA3IILIES.

Its the AgricMural Heport for 1863, there is an arti-

cle by Dr. W. W. Hall, on " The Health of Fanners'

Families," in -n-hich he gives some startling statistics

as to the prevalence of insanity and ill-health among

our agricultural community. One cause of this is, he

tliinks, eating imprpperly, too fast, too much, and too

often. Another is the want of mental cultivation
;
that

the farm work is allowed to be routine only, with to

little mental stimulus for a sound body or a sound

mind.

The second part of Dr. Hall's article has some plain

talk in it which we hope will 7iot be of use to our read-

ers, but we make some extracts from it to show how

the lot of a farmer's wife is viewed by a physician. He

Bays:

" It is perhaps safe to say, that on three farms out of

four the wife works harder, endures more than any

Other on the place ; more than the husband, more than

t'le 'form-hand,' more than the ' hired help' of the

kitchen. Many a i\\rmer speaks to his wife habitually

in terms more imperious, impatient, and petulant than

he would use to the scullion of the kitchen or to his

hired man."

And this in the presence of her children and servants,

which increases her hardships as it renders her author-

ity less, as the "man of the house" is more emphati-

'cally its head in domestic matters, on a farm than any

where else.

Another unkindness is in the neglect of attending to

little things about the house. Letting a broken pane

of glass remain unreplaced and allowing the roof to

leak for months together so that a bucket must be

placed or the floor washed after a rain ; or giving only

green wood for cooking, and instead of having conve-

nient pumps, make a walk to a spring a dozen times a

diy a necessity. With all this neglect on his part, the

farmer expects his wife to be perfect in her depart-

ment, and visits any foilure with reproaches both loud

and deep. The care of a sick child at night must not

delay the breakfast in the morning, or the breaking

down of the butcher's cart, or an accident to some of

the cooking utensils which he promised to attend to,

but has forgotten ; or a slow servant girl, or none at

all_form no excuse for a want of punctuality in din-

ner, and do not spare the wife one word of reproach for

her neglect. Dr. Hall says further that "it is incalcu-

lably better to have the potatoes and other vegetables

gathered and placed in the cellar or in an outhouse near

by in the early fall, so that the cook may get at them

Tinder cover, than "to put it off week after week, until

near Christmas, compelling the wife and servants, once

or twice every day, to leave a heated kitchen, and most

likely with thin shoes, go to the garden with a tin pan

and a hoe, to dig them out of the wet ground and

bring them home in slosh or rain." And fourthly,

that "no farmer's wife who is a mother ought to be

allowed to do the washing of the family; it is perilous

to any woman who has not a vigorous constitution.

The farmer, if too poor to afford help for that purpose,

had better exchange a day's work himself."

In addition to these suggestions for the physical

health of the farmer's wife. Dr. Hall makes some with

regard to other things which men are disposed to

regard even more lightly. Ho urges farmers to visit

with their wives not after a long urging on the wife's

part, and a grumbling on that of the husband, but let

him leave his work cheerfully, dress himself up and
take an afternoon now and then for enjoyment and

relaxation.

All women, he says, are naturally neat and tidy—are

inclined to make the house and the surroundings "nice,

while in men the original barbarism crops out con-

stantly, and when a woman is not allowed to cultivate

this taste, but is always compelled to see things soiled

and slovenly, she really suffers and her character will irv-

evitably deteriorate—she will lose her temper and her

good looks."

"What adds to the better appearance of the person
elevates ; what adds to the better appearance of a farm
increases its value and the respectability of the occu-
pant ; so that it is always a good investment, morally
and pecuniarily, for a farmer "to supply his wife gener-
ously and cheerfully, according to his ability, with the
means of making her family and home neat, tasteful,

and tidy. A bunch of flowers or a shilling ribbon for

the dress, or a few pennies' worth of lime or a dollar's

worth of paint for the house, may be so used as to

give an impression- of life, of cheerfulness, and of
thrift about a home altogether beyond the value of the
means employed for the'purpose."

One suggestion more and we leave these considera-

tions to our readers: if they know of any of their neigh-

bors who come under our author's conilemnation and

they can, send them this copy of the Fanner

"Many a farmer's wife is literally worked to death
in an inadvertent manner from want of reflection or
consideration on the part of her husband. None can
understand better than he, in plowing, or sowing, or
harvest time, that if a horse gets sick, or runs away, or

is stolen, another must be procured that very day or

the work will inevitably go behindhand. He doesnot
carry the same practical sense into the kitchen when
the hired help leaves without warning or becomes dis-

abled, although he knows as well as any man can
know that ' the hands' will expect their meals with the

same regularity, with the same promptness, and with
the same proper mode of preparation ; but, instead of

_

procuring other 'help' on the instant, he allows him-'

self to be persuaded, if the ' help' is sick, she will get
well in a day or two, or in a week at furthest, and it is

hardly worth while to get another for so short a time. If

the 'help' has taken 'French leave' his mind fixes on the

fact that it is a very busy time, and neither he nor a

single hand can be spared, or that, in the course of a
week, some one will have to go to town for some other

pur])ose, and both these matters can be attended to at

the same time. Meanwhile the wife is expected not only

to attend to her ordinary duties as usual, but somhow
or other to spare the time to do all that the cook or

washerwoman was accustomed to, that is, to do the

full work of two persons, each one of Avhom had already

quite as much labor to perform as she could possibly

attend to. The wife attempts it. By herculean eflorts

all foes on well. The tanner perceives no jar, no hitch

in the working of the machinery, and, because no com-
plaint is uttered, thinks that everything is going on
without an effort. Meanwhile time passes, and (infi-

nite shame on some ot them) they begin to calculate

how much has been s.aved from servants' wages, and
how much less food has* been eaten, and because still

no complaint is made, the resolution quietly forms in

the mind to do nothing until she does complain ;
but,

before that takes place, she falls a victim to her over-

exertions, in having laid the foundation for weeks and
months of illness, if not of a premature decline and
death."
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Casli Prizes—Cash Prizes—Casli Prizes !

"We offer Cash Phizes to the amount of one hun-

and tlnrty-seven dollars to those who get up the eight

highest lists of subscribers to the Oenesee Farmer for

1864. The time for competing for these liberal Cash

Prizes expires on the 15th of March. There is yet

plenty of time to compete for them. There is scarcely

a single reader of the Oenesee Farmer who could not, by

a little personal effort among his friends and neighbors

at this time, soon get up a club large enough to secure

one of these Cash PMzes.

There seems to be a reluctance on the part of our

agents and friends to compete for these prizes. Each

one seems to think it will be useless for Mm to com-

pete—that he stands no chance of taking a Prize. The

result is that few compete for these Prizes, and they arc

taken by very small clubs. We do not know of more

than three persons who are at present competing for

the Cash Prizes. The majority of our agents seem to

prefer taking the Specific Premiums. But it would be

well for them to wait and see if they do not take a Cash

Prize before sending for the books, &c., which we offer

for a definite number of subscribers. If they do not

take a Cash Prize, they can still have the Specific

Prize to which they are entitled.

Form Clubs !—Form Clubs !—Form Clubs !

To clubs of six and up'n'ards, we send the Genesee Far-

mer for fifty cents a year, (which barely pays for the

white paper and the cost of printing, setting up type,

&c.) We find from experience that the circulation of

the paper depends more on the eflaciency of our friends

who consent to act as agents than on all other things

put together, and we would again ask every one who
wishes to encourage the circulation of a cheap and reli-

able agricultural and horticultural journal, to act as

agent for the Oenesee Farmer. Let a club be formed at

every post oflSlce at which a paper is now taken. If you,

kind reader, can not attend to this matter, will you

oblige us by inducing some young man to act as agent

for us. Tell him who would be likely to subscribe,

and aid him all you can. We have never before offered

such liberal premiums to all who are disposed to in-

crease the circulation of the Oenesee Farmer. Show
bills and, subscription lists are sent free to all who
«desire them.

Miner's Domestic Poultry Book.

This work containing two-hundred and fifty-four pages

and illustrations, with over one hundred engravings of

the different varieties of fowls, geese, ducks, turkeys,

&c., &c., is sent, prepaid, by return mail, to any person

who gets up a club of eight subscribers to the Oenesee

Farmer for 1864, at our lowest terms of 50 cents a year \

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary.

It will be seen by reference to the last page of thii

number that we add to our list of premiums thii

month a copy of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,

new pictorial edition. Any one sending us forty sub
scribers to the Genesee Farmer for 1864, at our lowest

club rates of 50 cents each, will recieve a copy of this

splendid work, free of all charge. We need say nothing

in regard to the importance of a good dictionary to

every young man, and it is equally unnecessary to com-
mend this new edition of Webster. It contains 3,500

illustrations, and the definitions of 'words are confes-

sedly unsurpassed.

Tlie Postage on tbe Rural Annual.

We are informed that some postmasters charge post-

age on the Rural Annual. This is an impositi07i. Not a

copy of the work is sent out that is not prepaid infidL

The Annual, weighing only 4 oz., is allowed by the new
postage law to go for two cents. This is prepaid by us

by stamps, in all cases. It formerly weighed but three

ounces and was allowed to go for one cent. Our friends

should see to il that they are not charged postage on

the Rural Annual.

Cliolce FloAver and Vegetable Seeds.

A DOLLAR package of choice Flower and Vegetable

Seeds will be sent to any one who gets up a club of six-

teen subscribers to the Genesee Farm£r for 1864. Also

a free copy of the Farmer and Rural Annual for 1864.

The seeds will be ready in a few weeks, and will b6

sent prepaid by mail. Our friends who wish these seeds

should mention it at the time they send in their clubs.

Tlie Manual of Agriculture.

This new work by Emerson & Flint of Massachusetts,

is one which should be read and studied by every young
farmer in the United States. It will be seen by refer-

ence to our premium list, on the last page of this num-
ber, that we send it, p>repaid, by return mail, to any one

who gets up a club of twelve subscribers to the Genesee

Farmer, at 50 cents a year.

Tlie Rural Annual for 1S64.

The present number of the Rural Annual and Hm-ti-

euUural Directory is said to be the best yet published.

We want every reader of the Oenesee Farmer to have a

copy of this number of the Rural Annual. We hope
all our agents will club it with the Farmer. To clubs,

with the Farmer, it is sent, prepaid, for 15 cents.

Cook's Sugar Evaporator.

Those of our readers who are interested in the man-
ufacture of maple sugar will do well to send to Messrs.

Blymyers, Bates Si Da}', of Mansfield, Ohio, for one of

their circulars describing Cook's Sugar Evaporator. It

is decidedly the most simple, economical and eflScient

evaporator we are acquainted with. Several corre

spondents of the Oenesee Farmer who have used them
write us that they give the highest satisfiiction.
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Notes on tlie Weather from October 1 5 tli, 1 S 63,

to January 16tli, 1864.—Kesults.

As the power of tlie sun is the great mover of the

ciianges in the atmosphere, its revolution and diffusion

of calorie must approximate to uniformity. Hence the

easous of summer and winter, as well as day and night,

sced.-time and harvest, follow the great natural laws of

Llie Creator. The uniformity amidst the variety is the

substance of the results given by the meteorologist.

The heat of the first half of October was only half a

degree below the general average, and of the last half

was one degree above that mean ; so that the mean of

the month was 48.5°— about half a degree above the

iverage. The warmest in the last half was 78" on the

I8th, the hottest day, or 65.3°. The coldest was on the

iOth, being 23°, but the 2Sth was the coldest day, 83.7°.

A. great frost on the 29th. The water fallen in the

nonth measured 2-72 inches—a very moderate quantity

;

md the streams are rather low and rain ejqDected.

The autumnal scenery has been as splendid as usual,

md the varigated coloring appeared before any frost, as

t commonly docs. The latter harvest is abundant, and

.he farmer gets adequate prices. The exportation of

qjples East and South is vast, and more than 130,000

)arrels passed through our Weigh-lock in the last week.

)ctober has been a pleasant month.

The next day after the snow-storm at Sti Louis, the

<imperature there was 2i° in the morning, and rose not

ibove cypher during that day. The storm moved east-

vard across Illinois, and considerable snow fell in In-

liana. The storm was less in Ohio, and in this vicinity

)nly rain fell—on the 22d a little, but early on the 33d

MJnsiderable—0.72 inch. The cold periods in August,

^ptembcr and October were much colder west and

3ast of the Mississippi than west and east of Lake

Erie, and their movement was from west to east, slowly.

November gave us five warm days for a bcgiunhig,

then a week of cool weather followed by warmer to the

ind of the first half. The average was 43.7°, or 1.5°

ibove the' general mean. The hottest noon was the

I4th, 03°, which was the hottest day, being 54°.

Weather variable as November is, giving us rain, hail

xnd snow on the 6th. An inch of snow fell on the 9th

and 10th, soon to be melted ; on the 14th and 15th fell

considerable rain, so that the water fallen in this half

was 1.63 inches. The Genesee rose some by the earlier

i-ains, and more by that of the 15th and the day before,

though the earth drank in the greater portion. Of

course the mud has been siifflcient, though it was frozen

on the morning of the 11th from the low temperature

of the 19th.

Apples have continued in demand, and there have

been exported North and East from Monroe county

very nearly 500,000 barrels, and from Orleans county,

west of this, 378,000 barrels. Bought at an average of

81.50, the farm has proved highly remunerative.

Of the last half of November the average was 37.8°,

or 3.4° above the general average, and as the first half

was 1.5° above also, the mean heat of the month was
40.3°, or 3.4° above the general average. The coldest

morning was 30° on the 30th, the coldest hoon 26° on the

SOth, which was the coldest day, 33°. The hottest noon

of the last half was 56° on the 19th, and morning 47°

on the 20th, and hottest day 49.7°, the 19th, and

hottest evening on the same day, 54°. The warmth
and pleasantness of the month has been called iincom-

mon. This is true ; but the average of November for

1849 was 46.7°, and very fine ; of 1840 was 43.7°, and of

1850 was 43.3°. The rain of the mouth was 3.37 inches.

But the springs are still low. '

December opened cold, as November had closed cold.

But the weather soon became warm, and the average of

the first half was 32.30°, or 1.4° above the general

average. The noon of the 4th was 53°, and of the 13th

was 50°. The morning of the 12th was the coldest, 12°,

and of the 7th 18°. The weather has been pretty va-

riable, yet called jjleasant, with very little snow, and

the canal unfrozen until the 13th, and again free from

ice on the 14th. The water of the month was 0.93

inch—a veiy small quantity for the half month. The

Genesee rose some.

The barometer has varied much and with rapidity.

Sirtfe June 1st the range has been between 29 and 30

inches to December. In this half month the range has

been between 30.06 inches on the 6th and 7th, and 2S.C8

inches on the 14th, when a heaA^ gale began in the af-

ternoon and swept furious^ over us for more than a

day, followed by cold. This wind and change began at

St. Louis a day earlier, and passed across the country to

the Atlantic. The chief rain was on the 13th and 14th,

and on the 15th the barometer stood at 29.70 inches,

having risen in a day more than one inch. This storm

extended over the country, with high wind and rain.

As the mean of the first half of December was 33.3°,

or 1.4° above the general average, and the mean of the

last half, 35.4°, was only just below the average, the

mean of the month was 28.7°, or half a degree above

the general mean. The weather had been quite fine,

and the month closed in moderate weather and with

fine wheeling.

The coldest was 7° on the 35th, and the warmest 40°

on the 39th. The canal has continued fast frozen from

the 16th.

The average temperature of 1863 was 47.3°, and for

tYyenty-seveu years is 47°. The annual means range

between 44.7° in 1843, and 48.3° in 1853—a range of only

3.6°. The greatest cold in twenty-seven years was 20°

below zero, February 6th, 1856 ; and in January, 1857,

the maximum cold was 16° below, though it is rarely

below 9° below cypher. The greatest heat was 98° or

96°. The range of heat, then, in twenty-seven years is

116° to 118°.

For the barometer the average of twenty-six years is

20.54 inches, the annual range of means being between

20.44 and 29.63 inches. The range in all these years

has been from 28.24 inches and 30.47 inches—a range

of 2.23 inches. The great depressions are attended

with high winds or tornadoes, with rain or snow often,

and sometimes in great quantities.

The water fallen in the year is 30.09 inches, and the

average for twenty-seven years is 33.25 inches, so that

we have received about one-fifteenth less than the

average.

The year 1863 has, in this section, and generally over
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the country, given us much fine weather, produc-

tiTe seasons, abundant harvests, and very general

health.

The first half of January, 1S64, has been cold and

given us much piercing wind. The temperature began

at 83° in the morning, fell to 16° at 2. P. M., and to 1°

below zero at 9 P. M., "with some snow in the after-

noon and evening, driven with fury from the west.

Next morning the thermometer stood at 4° below, and

rose to 4° above at noon. The first four days were

cold, and the next eight little warmer. The average of

this half month is 18.4°, while the general average is

26.2° ; so that the half is 7.8° below the average—a great

difference. This cold period began west of the Missis-

sippi and Lake Superior, and extended with great se-

verity northward and eastward, but was a dreadful

storm at the west, beginning at St. Louis and north

into Minnesota on the 31st of December, and giving a

temperature from 20° to 40° below zero over a great ex-

tent—at Fort Snelling, in Minnesota, being 50° below

;

St. Paul 38° below ; Madison, Wis., 39° below; Chicago

22° below, and in the suburbs 28° below ; St. Louis 19*

to 24° below, while 10° below had been the coldest

known; Memphis 10° below, and Cairo 16° below;

Louisville, Ky, 9X° below; Indianapolis, 20° below;

Bufliilo 9' below ; Rochester, 4° below ; Oswego 8° be-

low ; and all these on the 1st and 2d of January. On

this last day at Boston 3° to 10° above, and at New
York 10°.

»«»>«
' liOss of stock from tUe Storm at the "West.

The late severe storm and cold weather at the West

proved very destructive and injurious to domestic ani-

mals of all kinds, but more especially to sheep. The

Prairie Farmer says

:

In Sagamon county we were told that Colonel F.
Hoppiu lost 430 head out of a flock of between 800 and
900—and it was at one time rumored that his total loss

was nearly two thousand head ; but this was thought
to be an exaggeration.
James F. Hickman, of Wolf Creek, was reported to

have lost 111 out of 1000, and Joseph McCoy, of the
same locality, about 200 head. Many of the wool-
growers there have suflered a loss of from 50 to 200
head of sheep.
The total loss in the West of cattle, sheep, swine and

poultry must be immense, and the suS"ering of the poor
brutesbeyond all computation.

The Editor of the Farmei; in commenting on the

above, well remarks

:

"The benefit of sheds, stables, groves and wind-
breaks, so long and so earnestly urged by our agricul-

tural periodicals, must now come home to all dwellers
upon the prairies. In Cental Illinois, where winters
are usually less severe than here at the north, the loss

in sheep has been heavy."

A CORRESPONDENT of the Kansas Farmer, a new pa-

per started recently started at Topeka, Kansas, says:

"In 1856 I subscribed for the Oeriesee Farmer, jmblished

at Rochester, N. Y., by Joseph Harris, Esq., for fifty

cents in clubs of six. I have every number since then.

Last year I made over one hundred dollars (clear) that

I would not have done if there had been no Joseph

Harris or Genesee Farmer, or some other agricultural

work that I would have obtaiued the same iufurmation

from,"

I HAVE got some oilcake for calves, and the stufi" is

about as hard as bricks. I do not know how to feed it

to them. If you would inform me, you will oblige.

—

George Haight, Plymouth, Wis.

In England oilcake is usually purchased in the form

of cakes, which are frequently, as you say, nearly as

hard as brick's. The farmers have machines for crush-

ing it. In this country it is usually sold in the form of

meal. As you are not probably using a large quantity,

you might break it with a haramar. In feeding it to

young calves the best way is to cook it. Let it soak

for twenty-four or thirty-six hours before cooking it.

I WOULD like to inquire through the columns of the
Genesee Farmer what are the hardiest kinds of apple
trees for this Northwestern country—it is too cold for
many kinds.^J. D. K., New Richmond, Wis.

We think it would be safe for you to plant Red As-

trachan. Duchess pf Oldenburg, Early Harvest, Fiv

meuse, Golden Russet, Roxbury Russet, Pomme Grise,

Golden Sweeting, Gravenstein, Hawthornden, Keswick

Codlin, Northern Spy, Raule's Januet, St. Lawrence,

Tolman Sweeting.

A Canadian.—You will find no difficulty in gettmg

work on a form in this neighborhood. Business of

all kinds never was more active than at present, and

farmers are apprehensive that they will not be able to

find men enough to carry on their operations in the

spring. You can not do better than to come at once.

As yomare not a citizen of this country you need have

no fears of the draft.

Will some of your readers inform me what will cure
a mare that has got a swelled hind leg from the hoof
up to the hocky It has received noninjury, neither
does it discharge any matter. The swelling tails some
while travelling, but never disappears. It is a likely
young mare, four years old. It is some four mouths
since'the swelling began.—W. T., North Mamden, iV. Y.

Can some one of the many readers of the Farmer
give us some information as to who has got the best
ditching plow, and where it can be had ; also, what it

will cost for stone draining instead of tile ?—A Scb-
stiiiBEE, Mcrcersburg, Pa.

Inquiries and Answers.
" Shall I But a Farm in the States ?" (A Canada

West Farmer.)—W^e never like to assume the responsi-

bility of advising anyone to leave their native land and

settle in another country. But in your case the change

from Canada West to Western New York, so far as

climate, habits and customs are concerned, will be

hardly perceptible. There is this advantage in com'ing

to the States at the jjresent time : one dollar of your
|

money is worth over §1.50 of ours. Land is little if

any higher now than it was before the war. A farm

that you could have bought three years ago for $5000,

can be bought for the same sum now ; but your S5000,

when brought here, is M^orth SV,500—so that you can

get the same farm now §2,500 cheaper than you could

three years ago. It is not probable that this state. of

things will last much longer. Land is already begin-

ning to advance, and if you design settling in the

States the sooner you come the better. If you come,

call and see us. We know of several farms that can be

purchased to advantage.
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A SuBSCRiBEK, Dawn Mills, Canada West.—We can

send you the Horse and his Diseases by mail for one

dollar.

A Learner.—The "Bee man" you saw at the State

Fair is K. P. Kidder, of Burlington, Vt. We believe

his hives give good satisfaetion. You can obtain fur-

ther information by addressing him as above.

, E. D. Wright, Pierpont, Ohio.—You will find a

treatise on the culture of tobacco in the Rural Annual

for 1SG3. You will also find several articles on the

same subject in the Oeiiesee Farmer for 1863-3.

What will cure the "snifters" in sheep?
Could you give us a good design for a convenient

spriug-house ?

How can we exterminate lice on sheep?—W. A. B.,

^vrlhllope, Fa.

The Markets.

Office of the Genesee Fakmek. 1

January 29, IS&l.
j

GnAiN of all kinds has again advanced. Wheat is now 10 cents

a bushel hii^her than it was at this time last year; Eye is full 30

cents hii;hcr ; Oats are 20 cents higher, and Corn full 35 cents a

bushel higher than at this time last year—and prices were then

higher than they had been for several 3^ears. These remarks arc

based on the current rates in New York. At the West the ad-

vance since last year has been still greater. Thus, in Chicago,

at this time last year, Corn sold at 4t cents ^ bushel, while it now

brings 9C cents. Barley is not quite as high now as it was at this

time last year. But it will perhaps be interesting to put in tabu-

lar form the prices of some of the leading agricultural products in

Kew York at the present time and at the same time a year ago:

1863. 1864.
White Wheat, $1 60@1 73 $1 70@1 90
Eed Wheat, 1 Sort^l 60 1 52@1 T3
Mixed Western Corn 85® S8 1 25@1 26
Eve 93@1 03 1 2Tf(7).l 35
Bkrley, 1 40®1 55 1 25®1 50
Oats To® 73 90® 93
Beans, medium, 2 26@,2 50 2 50@2 90
Butter, State 20@ 30 27® 33
Cheese 10® 14 13® 16>^
Eggs, fresh, ^ doz., 20® — —® 83
Tiirkevs 9® 13 12® U)^
Chickens 8® 11 9® 12
Ducks 11® 15 10® 13
Geese 6® 10 7® 10
Potatoes, 1 50@2 50 1 63®2 50
Apples, 1 T5®2 00 2 00®3 00
Clover Seed, ^ ft, 11® ll>j^ 13® 13j<
mmothy Seed, 2 25® 8 00®3 25
Flax Seed, 2 S0@3 00 8 25®3 35
Beef, S"® 10 10® 13>rf

Sheep, live weight, @ 12 8}^
Hogs, dead weight, 6® T 9® 10
Hops, 17® 25 23® 33
Wool, 55®, 66 72® 85
Hay, 18 00®22 00 81 00@32

Everything is higher than it was at this time last year with the

exception of Barley, Ducks and Sheep. The- falling off in the

price of Sheep is quite remarkable. The highest price obtained

liist week in New York for extra fine Sheep was 8?^c. ^ B), live

weight, while at this time last year a lot of fat Sheep were sold

at 12c. ^ B), live weight. As Wool is higher now than it was

then, and Beef, Poultry, Pork, ifcc, also higher, it is difficult to ac-

count for this falling off in the price of Sheep. It is extremely

hazardous to offer any opinion in regard to future prices. Every-

thing depends on the price of Gold and the success of our armies.

Gold is now 1.57 ; this time last year it was 1.50. By the first of

M.-xrch it was 1.70, and wheat advanced 25 cents a bushel I

Sheep last year were lower the first of March than the first of

Fubruary, and the same is true of Beef Cattle. Considering the

price of Wool, Sheep are comparatively low, and it is exceedingly

probable that they will advance materially in a few wotka.

Special Notices.

Annual Meeting of tlic Ne\r York State Agrk*
cultural Society will be held at the Capitol in Albany on

WEDNESDAY, Kebru.iry 10th, 1S04, at 12 o'clock. It is earn,

estly desired that there should be a full representation of th«

County Societies, as well as farmers generally.

B. P. JOHNSON, Secretary.
January 1, 1804.

[From the Montreal Gazette.]

Coe's Superpliospliate of Idine.—Mr. Coe has re-

ceived the following letter from Mr. MATrnEWS, a gentleman

whose testimony may be taken as conclusive of the value of tho

excellent fertilizer which Mr. Coe has introduced to the atten-

tion of the Agriculturists of the Province

:

"Montreal, Nov. 3d, 1863.

—

Mr. Coe—Dear Sir: I purchdsed

from you last spring half a tun of your Superphosphate of Lime.

I used it on Indian Corn, Mangels, Turnips, Carrots and Pump-
kins, and at the same time I used a very powerful home-mndo

manure »n similar roots, corn, &c: The result was, those ma-

nured with the home-made fertilizer produced very fine cropsi

but those mapured with your superphosphate far surpassed

them in weight, color and productiveness generally. I intend

for the future to use it liberally.

•'I am, dear sir, yours trulj%

"G. MATTHEWS."

Bound Volumes of the Genesee Farmer.—We
have frequent inquiries as to how many back numbers of tho

Genesee Fab-Meb we can furnish. In reply we would say, that

we have a few copies of the years 1845, '46, '47, '48, '52, '53, '55, '56,

'57, '5S, 59, '60, '61, '62 and '63. We shall sell them as long as they

last at one dollar each, or tho whole fifteen volumes for $14.00.

They are handsomely bound, with a complete index to each

Yolume.

The last six volumes—1858, '59, '60, '61, '62 and "63—handsomely

bound, with a complete index and title page, will be sent prep.'\id

by express on the receipt of six dollars.

The six volumes of the Genesee Fakmee, and the complete

set of the bmcnd volumes of the Ettral Annual, will be sent

prepaid by express for |8.00. Address

JOSEPH HAEEIS, Eochester, N. Y.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A few short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

such—will be inserted In the Genesee Farmer at twenty-flvo

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

THE GENESEE FA-KMER

:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AOKICULTURE AND HURTICULTURB.

Published at Eochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms—-Invariably in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

six copies for Three Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

Postmasters and all Friends of Eural Improvement are re-

spectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Owing to the premium on Canada money, we prepay the

American postage on all papers sent to Canada without extra

charge, when Canada money or stamps are sent. If American

money is sent, 12 cents must be added to each subscription.

Subscription money may be sent at our risk. Ad(iress

JOSEPH HAEEIS. Eochester, N. T.

FLOWEE SEEDS—Delaware Grape Vines, Flowering Plants,

&c in variety, sent by mail. Catalotrues gratis. Address

jan4t ' H. B. LUM, Sandusky, Ohio.

TREES AN55 PL.ANTS OF Alil. KINDS—Decidu-

ous and Ever^'rcen ; Fruit and Ornamental in all sizes, at

low rates. Purchasers should send for new Priced List for 1864,

before nurchasing elsewhere. Carriage paid to Boston. Newport,

and New York. B. M. WATSON
febSt Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mase.
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SAIiESMAN AVANTE»
chine Co., Boston Mass.

-Address Franklin Sevrins Ma-
febSt

FARItl WANTEB.—50 to 200 acres in East, West or

Southern Now York. Particulars as to soil, location, im-

Srovemeuts, price, terms, &c., addressed to Box 544, Kocliester,

r. Y., ma}' hear of a purchaser. feblt*

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS IN TKEES AND
TO CLUB8.—My Wholesale Catalotjue lor l>-i;4 is now

reaJv. Carriase of packages paid to Boston, Newport and New
York. U. M. WAl>t)N,

feb2t Old Colony Nvirseries, Plymouth, Mass.

FRESH G.\R»EN SEEDS FOR 1854.—Garden-
ers, Market Gardeuers and others, purchasini; Seeds in

small or large quantities, by sendins a list of what they require,

and the quantity, will receive the same by return of mail, with

the lowest possible prices annexed, for cash.

B. M. WATSON,
feb'2t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

rr«IE CULTIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY
1 is much more easy and successful in the common dry soil

of private gardens, market gardens, or in field culture, than in

the usual clumsy way in bo^s ami meadows. The yield last sea-

son, in my method of culture, was over 400 bushels per acre.

Explicit directions for cultivation, with urice of Cranlierry

Plants and all other useful and ornamental Trees, Plants and
Shrubs, wiU be sent by mail. B. M; WATSON,

febSt Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

PREMIUM WINE.
rpHE OPOETO WINE was awarded the highest premium at

J. the New Y'ork State Fair, 1SG3. The OPOKTO is hardy

CTory where, and bears abundant crops. Two and three-year

Btroiii' vines, .$2 to $4 per doz. Agents Wanted. Address

feb E. WARE SYLVESTEE, Lyons, N. T.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
BY'THEAUBUENPUBLISHINCtCO. for the Latest, Cheap-

est and Best History ol" tlie RebclJion and other

Popular Works. Good men are sure of $ 1 5 p^r month if they
applv soon to E- G. .STOKKE,

jan'2t Auburn, N. Y.

AMERICAN POULTERER'S CO!¥lPANiON
ANEW EDITION of the above work, published the present

(1S&5) year, with new illustrations, large size, on wood,
mav be had bv remitting to the subscriber |1.60, the retailprice

including postage. Address C. N. BEMENT,
feb&ap Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

FARM FOR SALE.
GOOD FAEM of llu acres, near the village of Van Etten,

_ in Chemung county, N. Y., 14 miles from Havanna. It Is

d land, but as I can not attend to it myself, I will sell it for

25 per acre. Only one-third of the purchase money need be
The remainder can lie an}- length of time that is de-

A
paid down
sired. JUSEPH HARUIS, Eochcster, N. Y.

FOR NURSERYMEN.
FEENCn PEAE SEED—Growth of 1SG3, $2.50 per pound.

Apple Seed, growth of 18(53, $5.50 per bushel
Angers Quince, Manetti Eose and Osier Willow Cuttings, $3.00

per 1000.

Bed Cedar, 4 to 12 Inches, $5.00 per 1000.

A. G. 1I.\NF0ED & BEO.,
fob2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

SUPERIOR FARM LAND I

Qr\ /Ar\r\ ACEES AT LOW PEICES and accommodat-
ive. V/Vjl_/ ing terms. Franklinville and Lake Tract,

Gloucester county, New Jersey, 25 miles South of Philadelphia,

on Eailroad running from Pblladeljihia to Cape May. In lots to

suit purchasers. Circulars with reports of Solon Eobinson, lion.

Wm. Parry and others, with full informotion, sent free by ad-
dressing JOHN H. COFFIN,

or WM. AEEOTT,
Franklinville, N. J.

ga;?~ Also, Improved Farms, from 20 acres upwards. feb3t

Blood Stock for S.ile
BY

WINTHROP W. CHENERY,
Highland Stock Farm, Belmont, Mass.

OfBce, 196 State-street, Boston, Mass,
IMPOKTRR AKD BREEDER OF

THOEOUGn-BEED AND TROTTING HOESES, DUTCH
CATPLE, TEXEL SHEEP, ANGORA (SHAWL)

GOATS, IMPROVED SWINE, &o., &c.

All Inquiries promptly answered. feb3t

A Valuable Agricultaral Library.

NEAELT TWO THOUSAIJD PAGES.

Over Five Hundred Engravinga

THE GENESEE FIMER
Is published in one of the best wheat and fruit regions of the

United States. Each volume •contains SSi royal octa\-o

pages, handsomely illustrated with emrraviiigs. and filled with
matter of interest to every farmer, fruit-gi-ower and horticul-
turist.

A aomploto set of the last five volumes of the Genesee Farmeh
for the years 1S5S-9, 1860, '61, '62 and '63, substantially bound,
with a complete index, will be sent by express, prepaid, for ^o.liO.

The volume for 1S03 is now ready, and will be seat by mailjire-
paid for $1.25; or the whole set of six volumes, ^1^.5-^VI. IMJO. '61,

'82 and '63,) will be sent together bv express, prepaid, for ^0.1)0.

Address JOSEPH' HARRIS, Eoehestwr, N. Y.

THE RU^AL Ai^i^UAL
and

Horticiiltural I>ireci:ory
Is a little book of 120 pastes, published at the commencement

of each year by the Editor of the Genesee Farmkp.. It was
started in 1856, and a new volume, containing entirely new mab-
ter, has been published each year. The complete set of eiL'ht

numbers, (1856, '57, '58, '59, '60, '61, '62 and 'Oi) hancUoniely
bound iu two volumes, will be sent to any addi-ess, prejiaid by
mail, on recfeipt of $2.50.

The six volumes of the Genesee Fahmek, (for the years 1S58,
'59, '60, '61, '62 and "03,) and the complete set of the Rur.al
Annual, handsomely bound, will be sent together by express fur

$8.00. Address
JOSEPH HAEEIS, Eochester. N. Y.

For the Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Garden.

1864. THE 1364.

GARDENER'S MONTHLY,
W. G. P. BEINCKLOE, PUBLISHEE.

Office: 23 North Sixth Street, PhiladelpMa.

Tcr!iai§ : $1.50 a Year.
EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN.

THE MONTHLY CONTENTS AEE

:

HINTS—Flower Garden and Pleasure-Ground ; Fruit Garden

;

Vegetable Garden ; Window Gardening.
Communications—Embracing the views of the best writers on

Horticulture, Arboriculture and Ilural Affairs.

Editorial—Giving the Editor's views on the important Horti-
cultural improvements.
Scraps and Qitkries—New Feitits—New Plants—Domestic

AND Foreign Intelliobnce—Fobeigh Correspondence—Hob-
TicrLTL'RAL Notices.
With each Department handsomely illustrated.

These general features will be retained, and the publisher
pledges himself that no labor or expense shall be spared to rea-
der the succeeding issues of the M.agazine every way worthy of
the favor with which his previous efforts have" been amply re-

warded.
SEND FOE A SPECIMEN. feb2t

EVERGREENS.
FEOST & CO., Proprietors of the Genesee VaUey J^urxeHea,

Eochester, N. FT, have the largest stock of Hardy Ektr-
green Ti-eee in this country for sale <it low EiiBS in the Spriibg
of IsM.
They have sizes sntficiently large to produce an immwliato

effect, which have been transpliuited two to four Pimen; also

an immense stock, of Medium-sized Plants.

Nurserymen are particularly desired to inform themselves of

their stock of smaller sizes from 6 to 12 inches high up to 2
feet, once to twice transplanted, and suitable for transplanting

again into nursery rows.
Their stock mainly consists of White and Hemlock Spruce,

and Kor^cay Spruce, I'irs, Eiigliah Junipers, lied Cedar, Bai-
aam Firs, Austrian and Scotch Pines, American and Siberian
Arbor Vitcv,, etc. Ditforent sizes of each kind.
g^°° CATALonrES containing Prices for the same offered In

quantities, per dozen and per thousand sent on request.

A<ldress FROST & CO.,
febSt Rochester, N. T.

(|T»-( /"vr\ OE MORE may be made by any local Agent selling

tTtXUv/ the OPORTO Grape Vines. The wine "has receiv-

ed three first premiums. For Agent-terms address

febSt E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. T.
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SAPONEFIER,

FAMILY SOAP MAKER.

If ^^IRninkos high prices; Saponlfler helps to reduce them. It

makoj Soap for Four cents a poiiud by using your kitchen

grease.

y^^ CAUTION I As spurious Lyes are offered also, be
careful and only buy the Patented "article put up in Iron
cans, all others being'Counterfeits,

PENNSYLVANIA SALT MANUFACTURING CO.,

PMladelptoia—No. 127 "%Valnut Street.

Ja Pittsburg—Pitt Street and Duqnesne "Way. 6t

"GET THE BEST."

Webster's llEabridged Dictionary.

A BOOK OF PERMANENT VALUE.

lad to add my testimony in its favor.

—

Pra. Walker, qf
Ifiirard.

vary scholor knows its value.— IT. ff. Prescott, the His-
torian.
he most complete Dictionary of the Language.

—

I>r. Dick,

of Scotland.

G
E
T
The best guldo of students of our Language.

—

John O. Whit-
tim:

He will transmit his name to latest posterity.

—

Chaiicellor
Kent.

T7\ tymological part surpasses anything by earlier laborers.

—

r.j George Bancroft.

«

Bearin? relation to LaBgnage the Principia does to Philoso-
phy.—^?j/t(t Bitrritt.

'\7\ xnAs, all others in defining scientific terms.

—

PresidetU
Jli Hitchcock.

O c t'i'' fts I know, best defining Dictionary.

—

Horace ila/nn.

rj"^ ake it altogether, the surpassing work.

—

Smart, the English
JL Orthaepist.

SOLD BT A.LL B0OKSBLLEE8.

"GET THE BEST." GET WEBSTER.
feblt G. & C. MEPvRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

CHEESE VATS FOR FACTORIES,
Roe's Patent with Cooper's Improvement.
TilIESE VATS having been in extensive use in Ifeio York,

Ohio and Vermont, for the past five years, and having been
fully tested in Factories from 100 to TOO Cows in Jefferson and
Oneida t'ountics the past season, we have no hesitation in saying
that they are equally well adapted to Factories as ordinary
dairies.

They are the only Vat offered to the public in which you can
heat evenly, and control the heat instantly, and at pleasure.
We refer to over Fifteen Hundred Dairymen, now using them

tn New York and Vermont Manufactured exclusively by
H. & E. COOPER, Watertown, N. T.

N. B.—They are the best made and cheapest Vat in the mar-
ket. feWt

BONE DUST.
'' rrUIE CHEAPEST AND BEST MiVKURE TS THE

_L WORLD."—Constantly on hand, in large or small quan-
tities, warranted pure and of tlie best quality, inade from feksh
bones gathered from the slauirhter hoiises in Rochester. Price
from $15 to ^20 per tun, according to lineness. Orders respect-
faUy solicited. Address JOSEPH PRESTON,

je'6.3-ly Box 20T2, Rochester, N. T.

A 40-ACRE FARM INSMICHICAN.
FORTY ACRES OF WOOD-LAND—Heavily timbered, near

Wyandotte, a few miles from Detroit Mich. Will be sold
cheap. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.

PENSIONS, BACK°PAY,
BOTJiVTir, raizE i^iorsEY,
AND ALL CLAIMS gnnring out of tho war, cnllectwi on

reasonnhle terms, and with no unnecessary delav. .it tho
ARMY INFOKMATIUN AND LICENSED CLAIM AGENCY
of GEiHiGE ('. TKALL. OfKce, No. 6 EAGLE HOTEL
BLi )CK. ciirniT Bulfald and State streets.

Having devoted my entire attention to the business from the
beginning of the war, I oti'er my services to the public, confident
that my success, and my facilities for ifrosecuting claims, are
equal to those of any man in the State.

THE LAWS PROVIDE FOR THE PAYMENT OF
$100 Bounty to the Heii-s of Soldiers who die in service, to

be paid in the following order: 1st, to the Widow; 2d,
Child: 3d, Father; 4th, Mother; 5th, Brothers an<l Sisters.
The first in order surviving (resident of tho United States)
being entitled.

$100 Bounty to Soldiers Discharged on expiration of two
years' service, or on account ottcounds received in hattls.

Pension to disabled Soldiers and to Widows, Mothers, (depen-
dent on the son for support,) Orphan Children and Or-
phan Sisters, (under IC years old.)

Pay to Officers " on leave"' and to JJischarged Soldiers.
Prize Money to Officers and Jlen capturing prizes.

Rations to 2fe7i on Furlough and J'risonera of War.
All Military Claims collected at this Agency.
Money Advanced on Final Statements, Pension Certificates

and Bounty Certificates.

Information concerning Soldiers in the Army, &c.
Artificial Legs or Arms at expense of Government.
Exemption Papers, Assignments, Affidavits. &c.

J^^" No Agent can prosecute claims without License.
Letters promptly answered.
No matter where you live, if yon have a claim write me a let-

ter and information will be furnished.
Address (with stamp) GEORGE C. TEALL,
feb'f4-ly Rochester, N. Y.

FROST & CO.,

VALLEY NUESERIES,
Rocliester, IV. Y.

PARTIES who <3^sire to purchase Feuit Tkeeb, &c., also Or-
namental Trees and Plants in largo or small quantities,

are solicited to inform themselves of our stock and prices, as they
will be supplied atfavorahle rates.

Our Nurseries contain upwards of Three Hundred Acres,
which enables us to fill orders even of the most extensive char-
acter, and particular attention is given to smaller orders.

Catalogues with prices furnished upon application on receipt
of a three-cent postage stamp for each, as follows

:

No. 1. Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2. Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Plants, &c
No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue for those who wish to buv in large

quantities. FROST & CO.,
feb2t Rochester, N. Y.

Knox Frnit Farm and Nurseries.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF

WITH PRICES FOR SPRING OF IS&i, and Dr. John A.
Warder's Report to the Cincinnati Horticultural So-

ciety of a visit to our grounds during tho Stratcherry ar\A Grupe
seasons, giving descriptions of varieties, modes of culture, ifca,

are now ready, and will be sent to all applicants enclosing stamp.
feb2t J. KNOX, Box 155, Pittsburg, Pa.

Twenty-Five Cents a Year !

THE CXJIL-TTIK^IST,
A HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY AGRI-

CULTURAL AND HoRTicuLTi-RAL JOURNAL. 16 pat'es royal
quarto. Will bo furnished to subscribers for the trifling sur.i of
Twenty-Five Cents a Year. A three-cent stamp additional to

prepay postage, entitles tho sender to a Superb Piiotoueaph
(album size) as a premium. No charge for specimen copies. Ad-
dress S.M. SPANGLER,

feblt No. 25 N. 6th street, Philadelphia.

A'
CHOICE NURSERY STOCK

T WHOLESALE.—I offer for sale 75.000 very choice three

and four year old Apple Trees, comprising all the desinv-

ble and popular varieties of summer, fall and winter fruit Also,

a {moderate quantity of Cherry and Peach Tre<Js, Currants, &c.,

allof which I offir to dealers and growers of nursery stock at

tho lowest market prices. For Catalogues and further jiarticu-

lars address G. C. BITELI..

febSt (Assignee of J. 0. Bloss & Co.,) Rochester, N. Y.
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RURAL EI^PBRE CLUB.
This ensra^in? is a good representa-

tion of an ordinary sized head of the

Nepaul or Ik-ardless Barley. The
small figures at the bottom of the cut

represent the naked kernel and the

chaff or husk that envelopes a sinRle

grain. This grain is a native of Ne-

paul. and was found in the gulches of

the lliiiialava Mountains, a few feet be-

low the line uf perpetual snow; it is as

heavy as wht-at, and quite as light col-

ored as the Mediterranean; it sepa-

rates from the chaff by any process of

threshint' as easilv as wheat or rye; it

grows to'the hight of three to four feet,

)|T> and yields a bountiful crop.
jff^ ^,Xo will mail one head of this Bar-

S> ley to any address on the receipt of a 3
'

cent stamp or stamped envelop.

Any person desiring to present a

friend in any part of the country with

a head, can do so by sending me the

address and a stamp.

We have three new kinds of grain m
one package, mixed, which can be

easilv separated, viz:

Nepanl Barley from the Himalaya
Mountains, entirely free from beards—

a curiositv.

Poland "Oats—large, white, heavy and

productive, ten days earlier than com-

mon sorts.
.

Wild grain from Olympia, Washmg-
ton Territory, entirely new to this

country.
For twenty-flvo cents we will send

four ounces of the mixed grain above

mentioned.
On receipt of one dollar we will mail

one of the following packages, post-

paid, to any postoffico in the Loyal

States or Territories, viz:

6 pounds Chili I'ot.itoes, free from

rot and very productive.

6 pounds long 8-rowed White Flint Corn—a valuable field va-

"t"\iound long S-rowed White Pop Corn—the best variety

60 plants of the Great Austin or Shaker Seedling Strawberry.

00 plants of the 'J'riomphe de Gand.

60 plants of the Westchester.

60 plants of the Bartlett.

All to be delivered early next spring.

Or we will send one year from next spring the same number of

either the Col. Ellsworth, Monitor, Brooklyn Scarlet, or KusseU s

Mammoth Prolific. ,^ x, , j n
We have a few pairs of the celebrated New England Bronze

Turkevs at $7 per pair. Thev will be delivered to the Kxpi-ess

Company in a good coop with feed for theii- journey for $1. i.ggs

by express at $1.25 per dozen.

Orders should be sent in before the first of May. Address

I. W. BRICCS,
febit West Wacedon, N. Y.

Ho! for the Su«:ar Camp.

New Flower Seeds.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.'S

ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
OF

Plower Seeds and Treucli Hybrid Gladiolus

FOR

has just been published, and will be mailed to applicants free of

(postage.

Send also for our CATALOGUES of

Vesetnasie ami Agricultural Seeds.

TRADE LISTS for Dealers on application to

j: M. THORBUEN & CO.,

fgt»it; IS ^"'>° street, N. Y.

100 BUSH. PURE SORGO SEED,
SELECl'ED Wiril G1;EAT CAUE—Uuinjured by frost, and

from a crop the duice of which weighed \Hh and 11^

drv Beaume. Those wanting from this lot must order early.
^ BLYMi'Ei:s, BATES & DAY,

Mi's. Cook's Evaporator,

j^jjlt
Mansfield, Ohio.

COOK'S SUGAR EVAPORATOR
Is more successful than any other Evaporatmg Apparatus, be-

cause,

1. It secures a more rapid Evaporation, thereby producing a

more perfectly crystalized and brighter colored su^'nr.

2. It is a self-deficator, and dispenses with the use of chemicals

and filterer, thereby retaining all the native richness of the

Maple.
. , »

3. It enables the operator to maintain an intense heat wuliout

danger of scorching—the use of the running transverse stream

obviating all danger.

4. It saves one-half the fuel.

5. It may be either portable or stationary. The portable may
be transported by two men. and is always ready to work.

Testimonials.
" Surpasses mv expectations, and even your recommendntions.

* * Sugar at least 20 per cent, better."—Orange Buck, Cam-
bridr/e, H., Ootoher, 1SG3.

"The thing long desired bv sugar makers. * * Will not

color the sugar and syrup.
*' * Evaporates rapidly, and takoa

but little fucL"-Harmon Befxher. Ilinetihun/, Ft.

"Never saw as nice sugar made bufore. * * Those who wish

to make the best susar" should try Cook's Evaporator.""-Gii.ks

A. Barber, Camhridf/e, Vt., October. 1^63.

"I have two groves. In one I use Cook"s Evaporator, and in

the other the common |pan. The sugar made on the Cook Pan

sells for two cents per pound more than the other. ^ *^ Great

saving of fuel."

—

Daniel Gove. Lincoln, Addison Co., Fi., 1S63.

Press Notices. »

Commended as best by the Genesee Farmer, New England

Farmer, Rural New-Yorker, American Agriculturist, Ohio

Farmer' and the Agricultural Press generally.

jggi" Send for Circular ; also, the Sorgo Hand Book for 1864,

shortly to be issued.
BLYMYEES, BATES & DAY,

feb^t Mansfielfl, Ohio.

Vick's Illustrated Catalogue of Seeds
AND

Guide to the Flower Garden for 1864.

MY NEW CATALOGUE AND FLORAL GUIDE is now
published .and ready to send out. It contains accurate

di'^erintions of the hading Floral Treasures of the world, with

Fri I and plain direetions for SOWING SEED, TRAJiSPLANT--
IXG an<l (iKXEK.VL Cl'LTrUE. Also, a list of Choice Seeds

for the VEGETABLE GARDEN, with necessary instructions for

Planting and Culture.
. v '.-r i ^

My New Catalogue and Floral Guide is a beautitul w^orfc

otTiftil lar^e pages, illustrated with tioenty-Jite fine engraving^"

aud'one splendid Colored Plate of the Double Zinnia. It will

be sent postage paid, to all who apply inclosing ten cents.

Address feb JAMES VICK, Rochester. N. Y.

FARMER WANTED,
As FOREMAN on a large farm, where he will be required to

board the hands and take charge of the men, stock and

farm, under the direction of the owner.

A cottace, mostly furnished, garden spot, firewood, and the

keeping of a cow will be provided.
. , ^ ^, ^ . ^

To a~person of great energy and mdustry, the advertiser ofi'erB

a °-ood home and a verv desirable situation ; but no answer wlH

receive Httcntion unless accompanied with the best of referenced

from practical farmers. A family without children preferredr-

Address Box 2 I 4, Geneva, N. Y. feblt

CRAPE VINES.

THE demand for our Vines is rapidly increasing every seisou.

Parties wishing to purchase the coming spring would do

well to order earlv, as the demand promises to exceed the sup-

nlv Send for CATALOGUE, enclosintr stamp.
^
}^b2t J- i^NOX, Box 156, Pittsbm-gh, P».
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NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOE A CATALOGTTE, AND

ORDSR YOUK TKKES DIItECT.

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Citizens, Parmers, Orchardists, and all Tree-

Plauters.

JUST ISSUED—A New IlhistratL-d Descriptive Catnlogue of

Kneliester Central Nurseries, which should be consulted by
every one wishing to purchase

Fruit or Ornamental Trees, Vines, Shrubbery, kc.

Parties seniliug for oui- Catalogue and airjiiifi/iiig a denire to

]U(rc>iaf:e. either in /urge or */»('// fjiidiiti/ics, will be supplied
witli Sl'KCIAL TERMS UF SALE. By these terms it will be
Seen that it is greatly to the intei-est of [lurehasers to order di-

rectly from our Nursery, instead of obtaining them by the agency
of other parties.

1st. I5y this method you will obtain your trees cheaper.
2d. There will be Iciss risk in obtaining the varieties yo^i

order.
The New Illustrated Catalogue contains a gi-eat amount of in-

formation on the subjects of Fruits, Trees and Flowers—their

df.seription and qualities, proper modes of transplanting, training
and cultivation. Inclose a two-cent stamp for prei)avmtut of
postage. Address C. W. SlilEI^YE,
janlt Rochester Central Nurseries, Eochester, N. T.

HORSES, SMEEP AMD SWIME.
FROM .MT HERDS AND STOCK OP

THOROUGH-BRED & TROTTING HORSES.

SOUThi DOWN &. SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
AST)

Essex STvine,

Carefully selected and mostly from recent importations, I will
Bell a few choice animals. For particulars address

dec"63eomtf] A. B. CONGER,
ATaldberg, near HaTerstratv, N. Y.

INK. 1^. INK.
TtJSi]:^'ER'S

OOTVIl^IEHCIAlL. INK,
Manufactured at Kocliester, N. Y.

?0R SALE (retail) BY ALL STATIONERS, GROCERS, 40.

WHOLESALE OKDERS carefuUy packed in boxes and for-
warded without delay to any part of the country.

Orders respectfully solicited.

Further particulars can be obtained by addressing

JOMN TURNER, Rochester, N. Y.
jpig~ Ofliee on Buttalo street, opposite Arcade. oc"6:3-tf

BLOOMINCTON NURSERY, ILL.
-j Or\ ACRES APPLE TREES—l^est stock ever offered—$30
i.UvJ to $C0 per 1000. Also. Pears, Grapes, Small Fruits,
with general assortment Ornamentals, Nursery Stocks, &c.

—

80,000 Tulips, with Hyacinths, Crocus, &c. Plant in fall. Send
red stamp for catalogue. F. K. PHCENIX.

ocSt Bloomington, 111.

TILE IVIACHIME.
rrVSE BEST MACHINE IN A>IER1CA. Send for a Circular
J_ containing description. A. La TOI'KETTli,
nW63-ly Waterloo, N. Y.

BUY THE BEST

The Rai:'.v:.;,' Ijqiso - Power Awarded

At the ITew York State Faii-s of 1860 and 1862

OHIO STATE FAIR 1863,
As it .also has at everij State and Count 1/ Fair at which the
Proprietors hare eyhihited it in competition with others,

rutuiing u-ith low elevation and sloiv travel ofieam.

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS,

Threshers, Separators, Wood Saws, &c.
All of the best in market. The

TMRESMER AND CB^EANER
Also received the First Premium at the Ohio State F.iir, ISOS

runs easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, cleans quit«
equal to the best of F.anning Mills, leaving the gi-ain fit for mill
or marke t.

^W" For Price and description send for Circulars, and satisfy
yourself- before purchasing. Address

jan2t

R. & M. HAI5»ER,
Cobleskill. Sclioharie county, N. Y.

The Original Howe Sewing Machine.

RECENT and important improvements having been put to
this Machine renders it now the most perfect before the

public, and persons at a distance can order a Machine v.-ith a
guarantee of its [irompt and safe deli\'ery, and that they will be
able to manage it to their entire satisfaction. No- more "breaking
needles! No more missing stitches ! No trouble in making any
garment, however delicate or heavy, on the same Machine, either
in cambric, cloth or leather. No person should think of pur-
chasing a Sewing Machine without first seeing this—tne latest
and greatest triumph of the original inventor of the Sewing Ma-
chini'.

JJgT" Send for a Descriptive Catalogue of styles and prices. A
few responsible Agents would br dealt with liberallv. Address

THE HOWE SEWING MACHINES.
437 Broadway, New York,

Or E. Stkatn, General Agent for Monroe county, liv Main street,

Kochester, N. Y. iy"0-2-21t

PREPARE FOR TH E HOLmAYS.
BOOKSELLERS, FANCY GOODS DEALERS,

and the Public, will phase remember that thrre is no
other Gift which comi)ans with the CR-lIfi MI-
CROSCOPE and MOt'NTEB OBSJECTS,
being an endless source of amusement and instruc-
tion. Over 200 dozen Mieroscopt-s and 700 dozen ob-
Hi_tshave been sold within a year by the Boston
A_'int alone. This Microscope, in brass, is mailed,
piistaue paid, for $'2.25; or with six beautiful mount-
ed objects f(n- $3; or with twenty-four objects for $5.
Ill hard rubber, for 50 cents in addition to the above
prices. A liberal discount to the trade. Address

IIENliY CUAIG. 132 Center street, New Ycn-k.

t^^
,r!^V= •n.^°.rco^°^'

oc E. WARE SYLVESTER, LyoiiS N Y.

CHOICE NATIVE AND FOREIGN
r^

EAPE VINES.—Lkxk & Co. oifer for sale a larire stock of

JT Native and Foreisn Grape Vines, including all the rarest
and most valuable varieties. Send for a Price List. Adilresa

LENK .t CO..
nov'fio-tf Humboldt Nurseries. Toledo. Ohio.

'^CR.kY S3OR KJ N S ,*~E eOffzETURKEYs7"
\ XD CAYUGA BLACK DUCKS—F.iv ^nlr l.v the .^^ubscrl-

^"\ ber JOIIX I'. ^AGE.
decut Senuett, N. Y.
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THE

GENESEE FARMER
FOR 1864.

«.

A GREAT PREMIUM LIST!

COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL

!

Cash, Books, Flower, Vegetable Seeds.

The terms of the Genesee Faestee for 18&i are : Single sub-

scribers, 75 Cents a year; in Clubs of Six and upwards, only

50 Cents a year.

We believe our friends who act as Agents for th« Genesee

Farmer do so from a love of the cause. But with a view to in-

duce them to make a special effort to increase our Subscription

List for 1SG4, wo offer the following

LtBERAL SPECSFSC PREMIUMS:
1 a To every person sending us six subscribers, at 50 cents

each, ($3.00) we will send, prepaid by return mail, a oopy of the

Rural Aiuiiial for 1S64.

2. To every person sending us eight, at 50 cents each ($4.00,)

we will sentl, prepaid by retui-n mail, a copy of Miner^s Domestic

Poultru Book.

3. To every person sendinc; us <e» subscribers at our lowest

clnb rates of 50 cents each ($5.00,) wo will scud a copy of Jlod-

gera' Sclent ijic Agriculture, or, if preferred, a copy of the Gene-

see Fanner for 1S64, and also a copy of the Hural Annual for

1S&4, prepaid by mail.

4. To every, person sending us <?cetee subscribers at 50 cents

each ($6.00) wc will send prepaid by mail a copy of Emerson &
Flint s new book. The Manual of Agriculture.

6, To every person sending us sixteen subscribers at 50 cents

each ($S.00,) wo will send, prepaid by mail. One Dollar Package

of Flower or Vegetable Seeds of the choicest varieties. Also, a

oopy of the Farmer and Rural Annual for 1864*

6. To every person sending us eighteen subscribers at 50

cents each ($9.00,) we will send prepaid by mail a copy of Eoery-

hodfs "Lawyer, or The Horse and his Diseases ; and also a free

copy of the Farmer and Sural Annual for IS&i

7. To every person sending us ticeniy subscribers at 50 cents

each ($10.00,) we will send prepaid by mail a copy of The Horse

and his Diseases, Iiodger''s Scientijic Agriculture, and Miner's

Danoestic Poultry Book ! (If preferred, a copy of Everyhodi/s

Lawyer will be sent in place of The Horse and his Diseases.)

8 . To every person sending us twenty-four subscribers at 50

cents each ($12.00), we will send the entire set of the the Rural
Annual and Horticultural Directory for eight years, hand-

somely bound in two volumes, and also a free copy of the Farmer
and Rural Annual for 1S64.

9. To every person sending us thirhj subscribers at 50 cents

•each ($15.00,) we will send prepaid by mail or express a set of the

Genesee Farmer for 1S5S-9- C()-'61 and '02, handsomely bound in

five volumes, together with a free copy of the Farmer and

Rural Annual for 1364.

10. To every person sending us forty subscribers at 50 cents

each ($20,) we will send, free of expense, a copy of Webster''a

Unabridged Dictionary, new notorial Edition,

CASH PRIZES! CASH PRIZES!
To create a little emulation among our Agents, as well as to

pay them as liberally as possible for their efforts in our behalf; we
offer the foliowhig CASH PKIZES to those who got up the largest

clubs in any part of the Unitt^d States or Canada:

(^;!:'A—TO THE PEE30X sending us the /(/(//i^** number
^»J V/ of subscribers before the 15th of >farch, ISW. at our
lowest club rates of 60 cents each, we will scud Fipti' Dollaes
in cash.

S30
—TO THE PERSON sending us the second highest

number (as above,) we will send Tuiety Doli^aus in

cash.

(^iOA—TO THE PEKSON sending us the third higfiest

^^\J number (as above,) we will send Twenty Dollars
in cash.

^-j ^'—TO THE PERSON sending us the fourth higTi^st

^i-fj number (as above) wo will send Fifteen Dollars

—TO THE PERSON sending us the ffth highest num-
ber (as above,) we will send Ten Dollars in cash.

—TO THE PERSON sending us the sixth highest number
(as above,) we will send Five Dollars in cash.%0

S3

—TO THE PERSON sending us the seventh highest num-
ber (as above,) we will send Fouk Dollars in cash.

—TO THE PERSON sending us the eighth highest num
ber (as above,) we will send Tueee Dollars in cash.

Clubs are not required to be at one post-office, or sent to one
address. "We send the papers wherever the members of the club

desire. It is not necessai-y that the club should be sent in all at

one time. Names can be added at any time, and all that are sent

in before the 15th of March will be counted in. Send on the

names with the money as fast as they are obtained.

jp^^ In sending money, if of large amount, it is better to pro-

cure a draft on New York, made payable to our order ; but small

sums may be sent in bills, If the papers do not come in a few

days, write again, so that, if the letter has miscarried, the matter

may bo investigated. On these conditions money may be sent at

our risk. Addi-ess
JOSEPH HAKRIS,

Publisher and Proprietor of the Genesee Farm*,
January 1, 1S64. Rochester, N. Y.

CON'iTENTS OF TMIS NUMBEK.
"Walks and Talks on the Fai-m,

No. 2, -. 41

English and Arabi.an Horses, 45
Short Sermons for Farmers,. 4G

"Why don't Ho Do It? 4T
Good Potato Crops 47
Boue-Dust for Corn 4T
Building Stone Fences 47
Irish Agriculture and Emi-

gration 47
"Wheak after Wheat 4S
A Good Ruta Baga Crop 4S
Crowing a Nuisance 48
lee Ilohses 4S
Dairy Cows Should be "Well

Fed 49

Is It best to Feed Cattle Two
or Three Times a Day? ... 49

A Good "Wheat Crop 49

A Profltable "Western Farm 49

Story of a Shepherd Dog. . . 50
Failm'e of the Corn Crop at

the West 50
Making Sour Krout 51
A Protttable Corn Crop 51
Shorthorns vs. Devons.,... 51
Are Oats an exhausting Crop 51
Slimmer Fallow for "Wheat, ol

The Breeding of Horses 53
Farm "^Vork for February 22
Great Crops in California... 53
Solvent for Old Putty and
Paint 53

On the Management of Sheep 53
On Butter Making 54
The Cultivation "of "Winter
and Spring Barley 55

The Prince of "Wales at the
Smithfield Cattle Show. . . 55

Oiling Boots 55

hoetioultural depaetmbnt.

Garden Operations for Feb-
ruary 56

Improving an Old Meadow
and an Old Apple Orchard 57

Fruit Growers' Society of "West-

ern New York. 59

I

Goranimns in Winter, CO

EDITORS TABLE,

Notes on tha Weather, C5 1 Inquiries and Answers C6
Loss of Stock frsm the Storm The Markets OT

at the West, 66
|

Ladies'' Department, .

.

Youth's Department, 62
1

Miscellaneous, 61

PHILADELPHIA—Is the best Hardy Raspberry.
French's Early and Russell's Peolifio most Tfiluable

strawberries. For circulars address

janSt WILLLUI PAB^BT, OUmaminsoa, N. J.
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—JVO. 3.

How mucli tliere is to be done on a farm 1 What

a multitude of little tilings to be attended to ! It is

almost impossible not to worry at times wlien you

tliink of the labors of the coming sirring and of the

hourly recurrent duties of the day : and it is worry

and not work that wears on the constitution.

Order, system, energy and promptness are the

great requisites to success in farming—as in any

other business. I admire the man that is never in a

hurry—that has learned the great art of " making

haste slowly." Solomon says :
" He that hasteth

with his feet sinneth." But on the other hand he

lashes without mercy the sluggard and the lazy.

Our homely Yankee adage, "Be sure your right,

tlien go a-head," expresses the true idea. Lay your

plans with thoughtful deliberation, and then execute

them with energy and promptness. Think first, and

work afterwards with all your might.

I know a good business man who writes down on

a slate every evening the work to bo done on the

follo^'ing day. Some such plan would be good on a

faiTO, though I would not confine it to the immediate

work to be done, but woiUd put down every thing

that I could think of that will need attending to for

a month or so to come. Let us jot down a few

things now, just as we can think of them

:

" Clean, oil and repair harness.

•' Examine plows, harrows, cultivators and other

implements, and have them put in order.

" Prune apple trees.

" Send to the mill for five tuns of plaster.

" Draw bone-dust from the city.

" Have the hinge on the front gate mended.
" Get a new reach for the wagon.
" Fix up the fences.

" Draw fire-wood and saw it with the machine."

Is that all ? It does not seem that it should worry

a man very much

!

But there is the stock to be attended to, with

their daily and hourly wants. Make an esti-

mate of how much fodder you have on hand, and be

careful that you do not run short. Feed regularly,

and no more than the cattle and sheep wUl eat up
clean. John is inclined to waste the straw. I can

not persuade him that it is half as valuable as most
farmers regard it. The corn-stalks are nearly all

used up, and I do not like the idea of feeding out

any more hay than I can help. But cows at this

time of year must have a little. It will not do to

let them get poor.

When I told John that I had bought ten tuns of

bone-dust, and that I was going to put it on the

fifteen-acre lot where the corn was last year and sow

it to barley, he shrugged his shoulders and remarked
" You know best ;" which I interpreted to mean that

he thought I did not know anything. He thought

leached ashes were worth more than bone-dust, su-

perphosphate or guano, and he had the fullest con-

fidence in barn-yard manure.

But if you can not get the ashes and barn-yard

manure, there can be no harm in resorting to the

manufacturers of artificial fertilizers. They will pay
this year if ever. There can be little doubt but that

we shall have high prices next fall, and the only

reason why we have not hitherto used as much
guano, superphosphate, and other artificial manures,

as the English farmers, is that we did not get enough

for the produce to make it pay. But we are now
getting higher prices than the English fanners, and

we can aiford to take extra pains and incur addi-

tional expense to get an extra crop.

If you can be sure of getting f1.35 per bushel for

barley, it will pay to use superphosphate and guano

for this crop. From 200 to 300 pounds per acre

vrill probably give you 10 or 15 bushels per acre

extra, and your land will be in better condition for

the next crop.

There are few of us who appreciate the full ad-

vantage of getting a good crop. Like the mind,

land will be occupied vdth something. An idle

brain is the Devil's workshop, and half cultivated

land is soon filled with weeds. Raise a good smoth-

ering crop of grain or peas, and you will feel the ad-

vantage of it for years. The crop itself pays a hand-

some profit, the land is cleaner, and the straw yn\l
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enable you to keep more stock and make more ma-

nure.

In the January number of the Farmer I alluded

to the assertion that " every bushel of wood ashes

applied to the corn crop is worth one dollar," and

gave an experiment made by myself, where 400

pounds of ;mleached hard-wood ashes applied to

an acre of corn only increased the yield half a husliel

over the unmanured acre adjoining. Now theremay

be instances where ashes have greatly benefited the

corn crop. I never doubted the fact. But to assert

that ashes are always beneficial, and that they are

worth a dollar a bushel as manui-e, is to assert what

I believe is not true.

But I would not be imderstood as recommending

farmers to sell their ashes. In most cases they are

worth more as manure than the soap makers will

pay for them.

A day or two after the January number of the

Farmer was out, an old New England friend of

mine, now in his ninetieth year, remarked :

" Your paper is quite interesting this month."

Knowing that, like all other sensible men, he was

quite chary of compliments, I thought there was

something more to follow.

" I see," he continued, after a few minutes, " you

do not think much of ashes as a manure."

" I have made several experiments with them," I

remarked, "and seldom found any benefit from

them."

Now if any one thinks this is a conclusive argu-

ment, he is greatly mistaken. Farmers are great

sticklers for facts; but if any one, who is rather

given to making experiments, mentions a fact that

runs counter to their general experience, they treat

it with no more respect than a regular physician

would the opinion of a quack doctor.

So my worthy friend still adhered to his old opinion

and I do not blame him—that ashes were an excel-

lent manure. He had seen them used with good re-

sults for three-quarters of a century—and is one ex-

periment to upset the experience of a life-time ?

Other gentlemen have spoken and written to me

on the same subject, all asserting that ashes are an

excellent manure. Mr. Bela Dunbar, of North

Chili, writes that he has for many years used ashes

on his corn, and always found them beneficial. He

has put ashes on two rows and then skipped two, and

80 on alternately through the field, and always

discovered a marked difference in favor of the ashed

corn, bath as regards color, growth and yield at

harvest. He says he would not sell ashes for one

dollar a bushel, as he thinks they are worth more

than that to apply to the land.

In 1855, he says, he put a good coat of compost

manure on his garden, and could perceive very little

benefit from it. The following spring he put on a

dressing of ashes, and the results were wonderful.

Such big beets, carrots, melons, squashes, &c., had

rarely been seen before

!

My opinion in regard to ashes is this : The one

principal thing that we need to make our land rich

is ammonia. To obtain this we have to make or

purchase manures. Now there is no way of increas-

ing the ammonia in our barn-yard manure that does

not, at the same time, increase the potash, phosphates

and other mineral elements of plants in greater pro-

portion than the increase of ammonia. If, there-

fore, we supply our soils with the ammonia neces-

sary to produce maximum crops, we at the same

time furnish all the potash and other mineral ele-

ments that are required. In fact, we furnish more

mineral elements than the crop requires, and there

can be no doubt that on all farms where a liberal

system of manuring is adopted, our soils gradually

become richer in available potash and other mineral

elements of plants.

I would not sell a bushel of ashes from the farm.

I think they will pay to use as manure, but that

they are, as a general rule, worth one dollar per

bushel I can not believe. I have seen potash used

to a considerable extent as a manure (by way of ex-

periment,) but with the exception of beans and

clover I have rarely seen any marked effect produced

by its application.

" You think ashes are good for beans ?
"

In Mr. Lawes' experiments potash, in connection

with other manures, proved useful. But the Eng-

lish horse-bean is a very different plant from the

beans grown in this country. I see no reason to

doubt, however, that ashes would be a useful manure

for beans. At aU events I mean to try them the

coming season.

I think of planting beans in the orchard. It has

been in grass for four years, and I suppose the trees

would be benefited by breaking it up and planting

some crop that wUl be cultivated through the sum-

mer. I was speaking to one of our most experienced

fruit-growers the other day, and he said he had a

young orchard that had been in grass for two or

three years and the trees were as thrifty as he de-

sired, and in such a case he thought it better to let

it lie in grass.

There seems to be quite;<a diversity of opinions in

regard to the advantages of cultivating an orchard.

Some contend that if it is seeded down with grass

and the land is liberally top-dressed with manure,

the trees will do better than if the land is plowed

and cultivated.

One of our nurserymen advised me to^ay to set

out a large orchard of apple trees in the spring. I
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told him that I thought it was a poor time, as the

high price of apples the past season, and the large

profits realized in this section from good orchards,

would induce farmers to plant extensively. But he

says such is not the case, and, as his business gives

him a good opportunity to ascertain the facts, his

opinion is entitled to consideration.

I know a farmer in this section who sold 11,000

barrels of apples, principally Baldwins, the past sea-

son. Having such a large quantity he would doubt-

less get the highest price for them, and I presume he

netted at least $15,000 from his orchard.

The figures have a very pleasant look, but how
much there is to be done before you can hope for

such results ! The land needs thorough preparation.

The trees must be set out, and cultivated and pruned

with care, and you must wait six or eight years be-

fore realizing any returns for your labor. But so it

is with every good thing. You must work and

wait. In the end, howevei:, you are pretty sure of

your reward.

Beef cattle have advanced nearly a cent a pound

this week in New York. The high price of grain is

beginning to have its effect on the meat market. I

was at Chicago last week, and was told that corn

had been sold in Central Illinois at one dollar a

bushel. No wonder that the farmers of the West

have been sending their cattle to market by thou-

sands and tens of thousands.

Prices of nearly all kinds of farm produce, except

wheat, are as high in the West as with us. The

Government advertised in Chicago for 2,000 biishels

of beans. Bids were sent in amounting to 12,000

bushels, at prices ranging from .$2.50 to $3.00, and

the Government accepted every hid and took the whole

12,000 bushels/

The Government has just bought, at St. Louis,

100,000 bushels of oats at 87 1-2 cents per bushel,

100,000 bushels of corn at $1.09, and 3,000 tuns of

baled timothy hay at $29 to $30 per tun. These are

high prices. We none of us realize the enormous

consumption and waste of the army.

At Wyandotte, in Michigan, a lady told me she

nad just paid fifty cents a dozen for eggs. At Spring-

field, 111., potatoes are worth $1.25 per bushel. But-

ter sometime since was 40 cents a pound, and eggs 60

cents a dozen.

The English agricultural papers continue to devote

much of their space to discussions of the relative

merits of the different steam plows. One fact seems

established : Steam ctJLTiVATioisr is A success.

A company has been formed in this State for the

purpose of introducing steam cultivation on our

farms. I hope we shall see one or more steam plows

at work the coming season.

There are two methods of increasing the prodiffc-

tiveness of our farms. One is by liberal manuring,

and the other by' developing the inert plant-food

which lies in suck inexhaustible quantities in most

loamy soils. It is w'Mi the latter object in view that

steam cultivation promises such brilliant results.

There are millions of acres of land in the United

States that only require underdraining and thorough

pulverization to make them immensely productive.

We want a machine to scoop out the drains ready

for the tUes, and then a steam plow or cultivator to

tear up and pulverize the soU. We shall have both

before many years—perhaps before many months

—

I have just been reading an account of a Fen
farm, situated in one of the dreariest commons in

England, and which, from producing nothing but

furze and ling, has been made to yield crops of 40

bushels of wheat, 48 bushels of barley and 1,200

bushels of mangold wurzels per acre

!

The farm contains 500 acres. "On this small,

light sandy farm," says the Editor of the Agricul-

tural Gazette, " a herd of 50 to 70 cows is milked for

the London market, a dry flock of Hampshire sheep,

varying from 200 to 400 head, is fed, and hogs rang-

ing in number from 1,000 to 2,000 have been fattened

annually up to the average weight of 10 to 20 scores

apiece."

In addition to this from 16 to 18 farm horses are

kept, and the labor bill amounts to over $5,000 a

year. Of course large quantities of oilcake and

grain are purchased for the cows, sheep and pigs,

and it is the enormous quantity of rich manure so

obtained that has made the farm so highly produc-

tive.

This is " High Farming," but it is not "fancy"
farming. It is a rented farm, and the occupier does

nothing for mere show and parade. He carrys on

the farm simply for profit.

One of the most successful farmers in this State

said to me some time ago :
" I have always employed

a good many men, and spent a good deal of money
on my farm ;" and it is so everywhere. Sir Robert

Brisco recently remarked at an agricultural meeting

:

" It is a dangerous and too prevalent idea that land

gives the rent ; it is not the land, but the capital

invested in the land, aided by the farmer's judgment,

which gives the rent and profit. As weU might it

be said that the plow or the fork yields the rent.

Land can only be viewed as a machine through

which the farmer passes his capital, which, worked

with judgment, will turn out goods yielding a profit."

John Johnston wrote me to-day that he sold his

pair of steers on the 20th of January at 7 1-2 cents

per pound, live weight. They weighed 4,345 pounds
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He says they gained about 800 pounds from last

June. He fed tliem meal a little over two months.

He has had steers gain much more than these. They

had been worked, and did not gain any for a con-

siderable time after he got them.

MEETIIVG OF THE N. Y. STATE AG. SOCIETY.

TnE Annual Meeting of the N-ew York State Ag-

ricultural Society was held in Albany, Feb. 10-11.

The Treasxirer's Report shows a balance in hand

and invested in United States securities of nearly

$4,000, in addition to $3,000 appropriated for inves-

tigations in regard to flax machinery. This sum re-

mains on hand ready to be awarded to any invention

worthy of the honor of receiving it.

Secretary Johnson in his Annual Keport congratu-

lated the farmers of the State on their comparative

freedom from debt, and thought they were generally

well prepared for the financial revulsion which was

sure to follow the present inflation of prices. He al-

luded to the increase of emigration and to its bene-

ficial influence, and thought it would continue. He

spoke in encouraging terms in regard to flax culture,

and read an extract from an Irish paper showing

that flax cloth could be made cheaper than cotton.

He commended Sanford &. Mallory's flax dressing

macliine, which received a special prize of $100 at

the Fair last year. Sheep were recei\ang more at-

tention, to the manifest advantage of the farmers.

The breed best to keep depended on location.

He recommended holding another trial of imple-

ments and machines. The trial held in 1853, at

Geneva, had proved of great advantage. It attracted

much attention both in this country and in Europe.

He contrasted the first Fair of the Society held at

Syracuse in 1841, with that at Utica in 1863. No

one could doubt that the Society had been of incal-

culable benefit to the State. The twenty-one volimaes

erf Transactions embodied a mass of valuable agri-

caltural infomiation, which was highly prized by

all intelligent farmers* Great Britain was making

an eflbrt to double her crops so as to be independent

of foreign supplies. Can not tliis- be done in tliis

country '? Fanners were never so prosperous as now.

Mechanical appliances for facilitating the labors of

the farm were never more numerous or effective.

The crops last year were a full average.

He alluded to the dairy interest. The demand for

American' cheese in England was on the increase,

and tlie factor}' system was rapidly extending and

giving U8 a bettor quality of cheese. Our choicest

cheese was equal to the best English dairies.

He alluded to the importance of fruit culture, and

thought the Fruit Growers' Society of Western New

-York was second to none in the world in interest

and usefulness.

On the conclusion of the Secretary's Report, the

usual committee of three from each of the eight ju-

dicial districts in the State was appointed to nomin-

ate officers, and recommend a place for holding the

State Fair. The officers nominated were unanimous-

ly elected, as follows

:

President—James 0. Sheldo?:, Ontario.

Vice Presidents— Simon R. Bowne, New Yoii ;

Samuel Thome, Duchess ; Herman Wendell, Albany

;

T. L. Harisnn, St. Lawrence ; Solon D. Hiingerford,
JeflTerson ; Ralph Newell, Delaware ; H. T. E. Foster,

Seneca ; Wm. A. Bird, Erie.

Car. Secretctry—Benjamin P. Johnson, Albany.
Rec. Secretary—Erastus Corning, Jr. "

Treasurer—Luther H. Tucker. "

Executme Committee— S. Campbell, Oneida ; T. C.
Peters, Genesee ; Elon Comstock, Nev/ York ; R. H.
Avery, Madison ; S. R. Pinckncy, New York.

In regard to the place of holding the next Fair

there was a tie vote, twelve for Utica and twelve for

Rochester. The decision of the question was left to

the Executive Committee.

On Wednesday evening, the Hon. Stanton Gould,

who was appointed by the Society to visit the sor-

ghum gro'ning sections of the West, made an inter-

esting report. He found the cane injured by frost,

and estimates Hie product of sugar and molasses at

not much over half what it was the year previous.

He found little if any sugar produced from the sor-

ghum, and was not sanguine that it ever would be

produced from the sorghum in any quantity. It wiU

produce excellent molasses, where the climate is

suitable.

He found the largest crops on the bottom lands,

and they escaped the frost, owing' to their being en-

veloped in fog. The simp from the poorer upland,

however, is richer than that from the bottom land.

In this State, he thinks bottom land will be best for

sorghum. Any soil that will produce 40 bushels of

Indian com per acre, wiU produce from 60 to 100

gallons of molasses. He heard of one acre at Quincy,

Illinois, that produced 500 gallons, and another case

where 600 gallons per acre was obtained. 320 gallons

was the largest yield he was able to verify by per-

sonal inspection. The climate in this State is not

warm enough for the best success in sorghum cul-

tiire. In Southern Ohio and Illinois the average

temperature of the three summer months is 71°,

while in the Genesee Valley it is only 66o
; and as a

general rule the frosts in this section are earlier than

in the cane growing regions of the West. On the

whole, then, our prospect of growing our own sirup

is not flattering. In regard to the best time of plant-

ing, and whether the seed should be soaked or not,

there was much difference of opinion. He thought

as a rule, it should he planted at the same time as

Indian com—" when the oak leaf is of the size of a

squirrel's ear." The seed should not be covered

more than a quarter of an inch deep. Thorough
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pulverization of the soil is of great importance. The

field should not be cultivated after the crop was

knee-high. Oane ripens better if ihe suckers are

left on, but the growth is less. If the suckers are

out they will start again. It is better to bend them

down and put a little soil on the ends to hold them.

The chinch bug attacks Borghum. The best preven-

tive is to sow strips of buckwheat and Hungarian

grass, 'i'hey will feed on these crops and not touch

the cane.

He spoke highly of Jacob's Evaporating Pan.

The juice flows in coiltimioUsly, as fast as it evapo-

rsttes, not being more than a quarter of an inch

deep.

After the conclusion of Mr. Gould's report, Dr.

Fitch, Entomologist to the Society, gave an interest-

ing account of the asparagus beetle, which has

proved so destructive in the neighborhood of New
York city. He also alluded to the cut worm, which

has proved so destructive to flax the past season.

He thinks there are several varities of cut worm.

They are most destructive in June, eating all kinds

of vegetables. In the a"utumu they burrow beneath

the soil, where they lie ia a dormant state till spring.

They can be killed by thainng and freezing them.

Gradual thawing in the earth does not hurt them

;

but if they are exposed so that the sun thaws them

rapidly they are destroyed. With this object late

plowing in the fall is beneficial. Early plowing in

the spring, if We have freezing aild tlhawing weather

afterwards, would be useful.

We were not able to be present Oil the second day,

but learn that there was a good exhibition of grain,

and other products. The subject of manures was

discussed, and it a'ppear's that the majority of those

present were in favor of spreading manure on the

surface as fast as it was made ; though, of course,

there were some intelligent farmers who disapproved

of the plan.

Swelled Leg on a Colt.—On page 66 of the

February number of the Oenesee Farmer " W. T."

desires to know how to cure the swelled leg of his

colt. It can be done by the proper use of the roller

bandage. The bandage should be at least six yards

long and three inches wide. It should be rolled up
tight before applying, beginning at the top of the

hoof, with an equal pressure up to the knee and back
again, so that every part is covered and put on
snugly. A few pins in three or four places will keep
it from slipping, as the parts yield to the bandage.

The bandage should be kept on when the horse is not

at work, and applied as soon as he is brought into the

stable. It is better to use the animal every day.

The bandage presses out the effusion and gives tone

to the limb. I will warrant an entire cure if properly

doae*—E. B. Woodruff, Morristown, N. J

SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS—No. 3.

Neither say they in their heart, let ns now fear tho Lord oar
God, tliat g^iveth rain, both the former and the latter rain, in hia
Beasoa

j
he reserveth unto us the appointed weeks of harvest.

—

Jeremiah, 8: 24.

The Prophet Jeremiali exercised his office at a

time wh^n the Jews had relapsed into the grossest

iniquities. God sent him to reprove his people for

their sins and to denounce his j udgments against

them if tliey continued in their sins. He had little

success ill his mission, though earnest in his fidelity.

He suSered opposition and persecution, but nothing

could deter him from declaring fully and faithfully

the messages with which God charged him. He
was so deeply and constantly afflicted by the obsti-

nacy of the people and the awful j udgments which

ho was commissioned to denounce against them, that

he is called the weaping prophet.

In» the text the Prophet mentions one sin, which
with others was provoking the Divine judgments.

The sin was this : not recognizing the providence of

God in succeeding the labors of tbe husbandman in

abundant harvests. They had becoine So besotted

in sin that the Divine goodness in filling their baskets

and their store with the fruits of the earth, did not

affect their hearts with gratitude and love to the

author of their temporal blessings.

The providence of God is so manifest in the pro-

duction of the fruits of the earth, tliat the husband-

man who does not recognise and acknowledge it,

must have the eyes of his soul blinded by sin. If

his heart is not affected by the sentiment of grateftil'

love in view of the Divine goodness in crowning his

labors with success, it must partake of the vileness

wdth which the Prophet charges the Jews in tbe

context :
" This people hath a revolting and a re-

bellious heart ; they are revolted and gone."

No class of men are so constantly near God in hia

providence as farmers. The tradesman and the

machanic are, of course, dependent for success upoa
the providence of God, but not so immediately and
directly as the farmer. The rain, the dew, and the

heat of the sun, are under the direct control of

God. He sends the rain, the hail, the thunder

and lightning, the frost and the snow, the wind:

and the whirlwind. Hie acts through second

causes. What we call the laws of nature are

nothing more nor less than the uniform and regular

methods in which God exerts his wisdom and
power. In these uniform methods and through

second causes he exerts his efficiency to a greater de-

gree sometimes than at others. At one time the

sun may sliine in a cloudless sky with far less heat

than is given in the same circumstances at another-

time. It is beyond human philosophy to explain.,

this difference. But it is easy of explanation ujKjrii

the philosophy of the Bible, which ascribes all the

operation8.of nature to the direct ag^ney of God,
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Who can explain, upon the principles of what is

called natural philosophy, why one season is colder

one year than the corresponding season of another

voar? Why one season is wet and another dry?

Why one day the wind from the N. W. is twenty

degrees colder than it is the next day? Why one

year the farmer is overrun with grasshoppers and

another year exempt? One year worms cover our

orchards, and if not destroyed, their ravages seriously

diminish the profits of the farmer. Another year he

is exempt from their annoyance. Who can explain

this upon the principles of natural philosophy ? God

punished his ancient people by bringing upon them

the palmer-worm, then the locust, then the canker-

worm, then the caterpillar. Was this done by a

blind law of nature without the direct agency of

God ? It could not have been. So now the ravages

of the fly, the wire-worm, the curculio and of other

insects are under the control of God, which is exer-

cised through second causes. God can exert his

power, through what we call the law of increase, so

as to multiply to an unlimited extent destructive in-

sects, or through the same law he can prevent their

pro-creation. In accomplishing these ends he does

not work a miracle, for he constantly exerts his

[jower through second causes, giving them at one

time a vigor and power which he withholds at

another. He can send rain in drought, or cause the

rain to cease. He can send cold and snow in seed-

time, or he can send warmth and fructifying showers.

These things he can do and does without working a

miracle. A miracle is an unusual exertion of his

power—i. e., without the intervention of second

causes.
REMAUKS.

1. This subject shows us the shallowness of that

philosophy which teaches the uselessness of prayer

for any good dependent upon what is called the

operations of the natural world. The Infidel, in his

ignorance, says we ask God to work a miracle when

we ask him to send rain in drought—for heat in a

time of unseasonable cold—or for abundant crops,

because the world must go on according to fixed and

immutable laws—i. e., these laws govern the world,

instead of God's governing it. Would the Infidel

be willing to live in a society where inanimate, un-

intelligent law governed, without the agency of the

judicial and executive power ? Demolish our courts,

discard all executive officers, annihilate our jails and

prisons, and let the law remain in all its innate

majesty and power. Would the Infidel be willing

to live in a society in these circumstances ? And yet

he prefers to exclude God from exerting his power

in nature and governing the world by his constant

niency exerted through second causes. He prefers

, 06 the subject of a blind, unintelligible and imin-

.euigsnt something which he calls the laws of

nature, rather than to be under the control of One

ever present, active, intelligent, infinite Being, who

without a miracle can answer prayer for things he

has promised, and which involve his immediate and

constant control over aU nature.

The Christian exercises the profoundest philosopliy

when he prays for all those influences in the natural

world which are connected with his well-being. God

can give them without working a miracle. He often

has given them in answer to prayer.

2. We see from this subject that the husbandman

ought to be a praying man. He associates himself

so closely with the power of God, exerted in crown-

ing his labors with success, that ho acts in an un-

becoming manner when he restrains communion

with him upon whom he is so immediately depend-

ent. There is something sublime in a husbandman,

after having done his part to produce a crop, bowing

before infinite power and goodness, seeking a bless-

ing upon his labors. The reflex influence of this

habit of prayer will be seen in careful and diligent

culture, and in the neatness and thrift of everything

around the husbandman's home and fields.

Making Cheese.—I keep a dairy of thirty cows,

and think of making cheese the coming season, and

wish to make it as easy as I can for the women folks.

Now, will you or some of your correspondents give

me information as to what is the best way for warm-

ing the milk and setting the curd, and how much

salt and runnet it wants to 50 pounds of cheese?

If it is right to use a furnace to warm the milk in,

where can it be got, and what is the cost of it ? I

want all the information I can get about making

cheese, for it is a new business to me.—Wm. Ten-

BROECK, East Troupesberg, N. F.

Orinoco Tobacco.—Mr. D. S. Hefiron, of Utica,

N. Y., writes us that he has raised this new variety

of tobacco for two years, and finds it at least fifteen

days earlier than the Connecticut Seed Leaf. In the

Country Gentleman of February 11, E. A. King, of

Kind's Ferry, N. T., states that he raised it last sea-

son, and good judges pronounced the cigars made

from it equal to the best Havana. He thinks it will

ripen in the coldest regions of this State.

What are the Best Pastures for Dairy

Cows ?—In answer to this question a correspondent

of the Genesee Farmer in Michigan recommends

seeding down the land with one-half clover, one-

fourth timothy grass, one-eighth June grass, and

one-eighth white clover. He thinks that the

pastures ought not to be allowed to lie down

longer than three or four years before being a^in

plowed.
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STORLVG HAY IN STACKS VS. BARNS,

The following letter from D. F. Rogers, of Walt-

ham, La Salle county. 111., was read at a recent

meeting of the New York Farmers' Club :

" I notice in a late number of the Tribune a dis-

cussion upon stacking grain and hay. Allow me to

add a word out of some years' experience in both

methods, viz : stacking and storing under barn roofs.

It seems to me that when hay is put up in long, nar-

row ricks, made as high and steep as the wind will

allow, built solidly and well up in the middle, it will

keep better in every respect than if stored in barns.

There are many good reasons for this opinion, but

I'll risk the opinion alone this time.
" As to building barns to store small grain, the

idea seems almost ridiculous to farmers here, who
raise from fifty to one hundred acres every year ; it

would take a fortune to build such an establishment,

and then with our present method of thrashing the

grain would all have to be moved out again when
tlie ' machine ' came round. Everybody who has
ever farmed in the West knows that well-bottnd, dry
wheat can be stacked so as to stand any weather, for

any length of time, and with no loss worth mention-
ing, even by a New Hampshire gravel-scratcher, who
saves every kernel.

" There is, no doubt, a great amount of hay and
grain lost by bad stacking, but I have not very faint

recollections of hay in scaffolds in New England
ruined by the odors from stables beneath them, and
of ' mow burnt ' stuff, that smelt to heaven from the

other side of the floor. The fashion of thatching
stacks, so common in England and other places, is

BJitirely unnecessary out here. Our dry, windy at-

mosphere is a sure preventive of mold and must ; in

fact, more hay is spoiled here by being dried to death
than in any other way.

" The habit among tidy farmers here is to build

ricks instead of a round stack of hay, as they cut

better ; a slice cut from a round stack exposes it to

the danger of being blown over, and I never saw a
stack or rick open its whole length to feed from.

" An excellent system for farm buildings is low,

snug stables, and sheds for horses and cattle ; low,

roomy granaries for thrashed grain, never tempting
tlie wind or fire with more than one story, and stack
neatly all hay and grain at a safe distance.

" I hope tliis subject may come up before the Club
again."

Mr. Carpenter contended, with the light that he

had derived from the cultivation of a hundred-acre

farm in a rocky region, that no good farmer ever

builds stacks, and that it was in the highest degree

economical to store evwything in bams. He also

contended that hay could be stored in a barn in a

greener state than in a stack. In short, he is op-

posed to all stackers and stacking.

Mr. Bergen thought that the gentleman who wrote

that letter knew better about the circumstances of

that country than we do, and that his system was

best there.

Dr. Trimble said that some of the best Pennsylva-

nia farmers st ack much of their hay and grain, and

if it was as uneconomical as Mr. Carpenter would

have everybody believe, he did not think it would be

persisted in. Then, look at the vast quantity of

aaltrmarsh hay put into stacks. Would it be economy

to build barns to store that ?

Solon Robinson gave a description of Western

farming, and showed how ittterly impossible it would

be for men who grow from 100 to 500 acres of grain

a year to build barns for its storage. So obvious was
the necessity as well as economy of stacking, that he

thought a man as hard to be convinced of such an im-

portant fact, might have it hammered into him upon

an Illinois prairie. What I want, said Mr. R., is that

this Club shall not indorse the preposterous notion

that stacking is a sign of slovenly farming—that a

man must not raise hay and grain unless he has a

barn to put it in. We should rather teach people

that, although a barn is a convenience, it is not a

necessity ; and that great prairie farms can be made
profitable where all the hay and grain is put up as

described in this letter. Even the tlirashed grain

can be safely stored in rail pens, and it would be

almost impossible to find storage for Indian corn in

any other way than in rail-pens or cribs, where it is

most abundant.

A gentleman from Illinois, who was present, con-

firmed the statement of this letter, excepting in re-

lation to thatching. That he thought as important

on the prairie as in any country, and with that, he

thought stacking decidedly the best way, even were

it possible to furnish storage in barns, to put up both

hay and grain on the prairies.

FARM WORK FOR MARCH.

FrNisn the various jobs of winter, and prepare to

commence spring labor in earnest. Examine aU

tools, and put them in good order. Paint and grease

carts and wagons. Examine and replace harrow

teeth. Repair hinges of sagging gates, and nail

loose boards on fences. Procure and clean grass

seed for spring seeding. Examine and obtain a good

supply of the best seed of oats, barley and spring

wheat. See that teams are kept in good working

order, and if they can be freqxtently used, half a day

at a time, they will become better accustomed to the

active labor of spring. Inspect thoroughly all the

barns and out-buildings, and see that every part is

in good order. OU harness, and repair it where

necessary for spring work.

Sow clover seed early—it may be most accurately

done on a thin snow, rendering the seed and foot-

steps visible. Plant early potatoes, for family use,

as soon as the ground is thawed ; if previously

sprouted, in a warm place, an inch or two in length

they will come up sooner. Clean out cellars tho-

roughly. Give special care to the cows and calves.

Look over the directions for the two previous months,

(see January and February numbers of the Genesee

Farmer,) for additional suggestions.

—

Tucker's Aiv-

nual Register.
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POULTRY HINTS FOR MARCH.

weitte:i foe the geneske fakmee by c. n. beme^t.

This month poultry require particular attention,

and the hens must be looked after. If not already

done, old nests and laying-boxes should be cleansed

by removing the litter, and scalded with boiling

water, and washed mside and out, with hot hmo-

wash, to sweeten and free them from vermin. Let

nest-boxes be often replenished with fresh Utter of

Lay or straw.

The roosting department should receive a thorough

white-washing ; the roosting-poles should be passed

through a fire made of straw to destroy the lice as

well as their eggs; then lime-wash and replace

them. The room should be thoroughly cleansed,

the droppings of the fowls removed and the floor

strewed with slaked lime, and then a layer of muck

or fine, dry mold. See that the fowls have plenty

of fresh water, gravel, broken bones or shells, and

old lime mortar—not forgetting the bos of fine sand

and ashes for them to roU and bathe in, as the ver-

min do not like dust thrown in their eyes.

It has generally been supposed that there would

be great difficulty in rearing chickens hatched in

February and March on account of the cold
;
but

with proper conveniences, we found it more certain

than those hatched in June. Many persons faU in

rearing chickens for want of a little attention to

them at this season of the year.

Some of the early-laying hens—the Cochins and

Brahmas, for instance—will begin to show a desire

to incubute, and if early chickens are desired it is

best to humor this propensity and let them set. See

that they have selected a safe, warm place, where

she will not be disturbed by other hens depositing

their eggs to the general fund. Eleven to thirteen

eggs, as fresh as possible, should be given her, and a

date twenty-one days in advance should be marked

in a conspicuous place on the nest-box with chalk.

Our plan is to remove the hen with her little

family from the nest, say from twelve to twenty-four

hours after hatching, putting them in a warm room

for a few days to gain strength ; then, if the weather

is fair, place them in coops made something in the

form of a forcing-frame or hot-bed covered with

glass, and set w.here it will receive the whole force

of the sun ; i-f sunk in the ground two feet or so, or

if on the surface, bank up with fresh horse-dung,

and there will be no difficulty in rearing chickens,

if the necessary requisites are furnished—such as

fine gravel, lime, dust and ashes.

When the chickens first come out, feed for ten or

fifteen days Avith bread soaked in loppered milk or

thickened curd and liard-boiled eggs, chopped fine

;

afterwards with coarse meal or fine-cracked corn.

All kinds of soft food, such as fine meal mixed with

water, should be avoided at this age, but plenty of

pure water, which should stand before them in such

a manner as the chickens can not get into it.

To keep them healthy they want sometliing for

food that will take the place of animal matter, that

they take in summer, in the form of bugs, worms

and grasshoppers. Some fine chopped fresh mea,t

should be given them daily. The mother hen should

be supplied with plenty of corn, to prevent her from

eating the chicken food.

TO CURE A HORSE FROM PULLIXG AT THE HALTER.

Eds. Genesee Farmeu : I have seen many bar-

barous remedies in print for this fault, which, so far

as my experience goes, is very easily and safely

remedied. I think that a horse will pull as much by

the head, with a common strap halter or bridle, as

he can by the breast through a collar, and perhaps

even more, for to pull backwards he uses both his

fore and hind legs, while in drawing forward only

his hind legs are used ; and the result is, that in pull-

ing backwards he is pretty sure to break any ordir

nary fastening, and thus confirm the habit. But the

case is difierent if you fasten liim by the neck : there

is then, in pulling, a pressure upon the muscles that

paralyzes, in a measure, their force.

Now, then, get a strong two-inch strap, with a

stout buckle, and put on it a ring, such as is used for

halters, and buckle the strap around his neck, and,

if you wish, let it remain there. Get a three-fourth

inch rope and tie a large knot in one end, and bind

the other with a thread ; carry this in your carriage,

and when you.wish to tie him, slip the rope through

the ring and tie him to a strong post. lie will pull

a few times, but wiU accomplish nothing but his own

defeat, and wiU soon give it up.

Such is my experience, and I have never known a

horse to hurt himself pulling by the neck ;
while

with a rope halter, back of the ears, there is danger

of producing permanent injury, and I think it one

of the causes of pole-evil. s. B. P.

Mmhegan, Mich., February, 1864.

Save Yotir Old Files and Rasps.—A correspon-

dent of the Maine Farmer says old files and raspa

may be made nearly equal to new ones. First boil

them in soap, ley or a mixture of slaked lime and

soda in water. This done, wash them in water and

directly throw them into a vessel full of diluted sul-

phuric acid, formed of one part acid and six parts

water; let them remain here for some time, the

exact period being easily found by taking out a file,

observing whether the nicks appear sharp or not

;

as soon as the sharpening is effected, the files must

be taken out and washed in another vessel contain-

ing a solution of soda, about an ounce of soda to a

pail of water.
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PAIIVT FOR BUILDINGS.

The matter of painting out-buildiugs on a farm

was recently discussed at the meeting of tlio New
York iTarmers' Club. The question was not whether

tliey should be painted in order to preserve them

—

tiiat "was taken for granted—but what they should

be painted with. Solon Robinson said he would give

a receii>t, which he had given many times before, in

hopes that some might be induced to use this cheap,

durable paint, which is a better preserver of wood

than oil paint, and has this advantage : it can best be

used upon unplained boards. This is the formula

:

Take one bushel of good whitewash lime, and slake

it, and mis it into a iine, smooth whitewash. It will

take at least forty gallons of water. Then add the

following ingredients : 20 lbs. of Spanish whiting
;

17 lbs. of rock salt ; 12 lbs. of sugar. This mixture

should be well stirred, and if mixed a day or two be-

fore using it is better. Indeed, it may be kept as

long as desirable, and when needed for use, after

thoroughly stirring, it is ready. It should be put on

like any other whitewash, in a thin condition, and

rough boards will require three coats to make a

durable white color, which will stand the weather

tliree or four yeare. It is one of the very best appli-

cations for shingles. Its color can be modified to a

dral:), by Rosendale cement, or to a yellowish shade

by yellow ochre, and reddish by Venetian red, or any

, other tint, by some cheap color. Mr. Robinson had

nsed ashes, and also blue clay, to get a brownish tint

Joiix G. Bergen—I am very glad to have this

useful information go forth to the people, but I

sliould like to hear why the ingredients added to the

lime-wash improve its value so much that it becomes

a permanent paint.

Solon Robinson—The lime and salt arc both anti-

septic, and the adding of the salt makes the wash

more penetrating. The whiting is of the nature of

clay and forms a white body on the surface, and the

sugar makes the whole so adhesive that a man may
rub his black coat against a wall painted with this

compound, and it will not show a shade of white.

Wm. S. Carpenter—I painted one barn-roof with

oil and lampblack, and another with lime-wash and

lampblack, and the last holds its color much the

best and was materially cheaper. Lime is an excel-

lent preserver of shingles. Witness the soundness

of old roofs on the lower side of chimneys.

Alderman Ely recommended dissolving about a

quarter of a pound of tallow in a pailful of the hot

lime as it is slaked for whitewash, which will make
it adhere much better and prevent it from setting

off upon everything that touches it, as is too often

the case with whitewash. He also said that he had

tried the " India rubber paint," but does not intend

to try it again. It is not valuable.

NOTES ON BACK NUMBERS.

BY 0. W. TRUE, FAEMINGTON, ME.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I marked two or three

articles in the November (1863) number to give a

word upon, but it has run along until now before

getting ready
; yet, as they are questions of standing

importance, if of use then, will be equally so now.

Brining Wheat i p. 835, iVb. 11.—My father once

spoiled eight bushels of wheat intended for seed by
brining it, in this way : It was thoroughly washed
in brine-water—do not know just the strength of

it—and then putting slaked lime into the wheat in

order to dry it. On the afternoon intending to sow
the wheat—it was prepared in the forenoon—it be-

g-an to rain, and rained for three days like a shower,

so that it was not sowed. It did not heat or sprout,

but as all the neighbors thought it not safe to sow
it, only about one peck was sown, to try it, upon a

favorable piece of land. Not over one-fourth, ger-

minated. It was White Spring wheat of good
quality. This was a sufficient warning to all who
Icuew anything about it, not to let wheat remain

long after brining before sowing. Have not known
of seed being materially injured in salt or vitrol

brine if not allowed to stand over twenty-four hours

before sowing.

Peas among Potatoes : p. 339, same number.—

I

have raised peas among potatoes repeatedly. My
father has done the same, and continues to do so,

and many of my friends, with one-half of the rest

of the farmers, do so every year, and I have yet to

hear of anyone who objects to growing peas with

potatoes on account of inj ury to the potatoes in pull-

ing the peas. Some object to the peas because they

are in the way when lioeing the potatoes, because

they Will come up and grow faster, in the early part

of the season, than the potatoes, so that they will

be somewhat in the way. The peas are not pulled

until the potatoes are nearly or fully grown. The

large variety, or Marrowfat, are usually planted at

the same time with the potatoes—putting from one

to six in a hill with the potatoes. Formerly I put

only oiie or two in each hill, but for some years past

I have planted from four to six, because the bugs

destroy some, and some are spoiled in hoeing the

potatoes. They shade the hill, and keep the

soil from crusting over so hard, until the slowly-

growing potatoes are fairly up, and then the pota-

toes, upon our hard, rocky upland, loamy upland or

alluvial bottoms, do not rot so badly as when no
peas are with them—though not by any means, as

some have contended, a sure preventative of the rot.

A GOOD GLtTE Is prepared by dissolving common
glue in vinegar to the consistency desirable for

use. It will keep for a long time.
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THOUGHTS ON CANADIAN AGRICULTURE.

We have received from an intelligent English

farmer, who has resided for some years in Canada,

an interesting communication on the general subject

of agricultural improvement. His views, he says,

are " somewhat peculiar," but we think they are

weU worthy of consideration. We make a few ex-

tracts, and commend them to the perusal of our

readers

:

" I have full faith in farming as a profitable occu

pation, and have proved my faith in it by taking a

considerable interest in the clearing up from the

forest during the last four years of several hundred

acres of land, which is now in cultivation, and I find

that it yields a better return for capital invested than

ordinary business pursuits. To a business man the

returns are slow, but they are sure, and when the

improvement of property, as well as the proceeds of

the farm, are taken into account, it is far more

profitable than ordinary business avocations.

I most unhesitatingly say that the best (certain)

operation that any one can undertake, who is at all

adapted to the busines, is the clearing and cultiva-

tion of wild land.

Land in a state of forest is worth a certain sum

per acre, according to the density of the population

of the neighborhood. Commencing at a dollar an

acre for good farming land, it reaches to fifteen dol-

lars per acre so soon as there are five families settled

on every square mile in the surrounding country.

This fact has been proved over and over again by

the statistics of American and Canadian civilization

and improvement. I refer you to a rare work pub-

lished in 1798 {American Gazetteer, Jedidiah Morse

M. D., Boston and London,) for this fact, which has

been, and is, borne out by every day experience.

Forest land costs to clear and fence it, in ten-acre

fields, sixteen dollars per acre. If the potash result-

ing from the ashes is manufactured, it makes a re-

turn . of one-fifth to one-half of the cost of clearing,

according to the class of timber which covers the

land.

The first crop of wheat, with the potash, will

always, in average seasons, j^ay for the entire cost

of clearing. You therefore get all the outlay of

clearing back from the land itself, in the course of

the second year from the time you commenced op-

erations. And what is your position then? You

have a productive property. It is good, as such, for

all time. It will always yield, if only used as pas-

ture land, a fair interest for its cost, and when culti-

vated it yields just in proportion to the skiU and

labor bestowed upon it.

From the time the forest is removed the farm

becomes a manufactory of provisions for the human

family ; but it is not like other manufactories—an

investment which is destroyed by time, accident, or

change of profession. A mill, cloth manufactory,

brewery, distillery, or other business of the kind, is

valueless when the owner ceases to use it ; and if it

remains out of employment for a few months is de-

preciated some 25 to 50 per cent.—a few years' idle-

ness and the property is destroyed for all useful pur-

poses. But a fami, when once improved, always

represents a value equal to the first outlay ; even if

abandoned, the fences and buildings only go to de"

cay, while the land, by lying fallow, does not, at all

events, decrease in power of fertility, and onl.v re-

quires renewed exertion on the part of the owner to

aflfbrd a rich return.

We have yet in Canada to come to scientific

farming. As yet, (except in comparatively few

cases,) our farming has been mere plowing, and sow-

ing, and reaping, drawing upon the richness of tlie

soil with but little return in the shape of manure,

or even skillful manipulation. It is this reckless

mode of procedure that has brought upon us the va-

rious agricultural plagues with which we have been

troubled. There can be little doubt that there are

as many wheat weevils or midge in England as in

Canada ; but in England the same number of in-

sects have to work upon forty to fifty bushels to the

acre, instead of, as in Canada, from ten to twenty

The consequence naturally is, that each field in

Canada suffers to twice or thrice the amount that

does the same quantity of grain in England. Tho

same may be said of the other destructive pests

which disappoint the hopes of the Canadian farmer

—

rust, from sowing out of proper season, and for

want of proper and healthy tillage and drainage,

and mildew from the same cause. The Hessian and

other flies are of course subject to the same observa-

tions as the midge.

We certainly have untimely frosts, from which

the English fanner is free ; but the continued

moisture and untimely rains certainly make up the

difference between the productiveness of the two

countries so far as the elements are concerned, ex-

cepting the cold. Our winters, however, are not

balanced by any similar drawbacks in Britain. Six

months keep of cattle and stoppage in the growth

of all farm produce instead of from two to three

months- is a disadvantage of which too much can

scarcely be said ; but against this we have the more

rapid growth of our summers.

Another most serious drawback to American and

Canadian farming is the running out and deprecia-

tion of our various kinds of wheat. This is a fright-

ful e\il and it seems a mooted point whether it is

caused by want of skill or climate. We have in

Canada had a succession of the very finest kinds of

wheat, most of which are already run out, or at all

events greatly depreciated. We have now no good
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red wheat. The Mediterranean, although a useful

stop-gap, and better than none, is by no means a

fine kind of wheat, and this seems to lose its only

valuable quality, "earliness," year by year. The

Siberian, which some twenty years ago redeemed us

from agricultural beggary, is gone—disappeared as a

crop, and is now only to be found in scattered cases

among other spring wheat. The Fife wheat is fast

losing its power of resisting rust, and if not im-

proved wiU be in a few years among the things of

the past. Our white wheats, once our pride and

glory, are now the prey of the midge, if wet or other

mishaps retards their ripening for one week ; and in

short, if our agriculturists do not either improve the

old kinds of wheat, or introduce new ones, we shaU

sink from a wheat country into growers of rye, bar-

ley and pulse, and inferior cereals.

The experiments and success of Hallett in his

production of " Pedigree Wheat " are most encourag-

ing, but it is a solitary instance only, and is a grain

not adapted to our climate. It winter kUls easily,

and grows in such dense masses as to be peculiarly

subject to rust—which is a thing no one can contend

against.

What we want is a rust-proof grain—something

that will come late enough to miss the midge, and

yet not be destroyed by the rust. Hitherto the only

rust-proof grain we know of is the Fife, and that, as

I said before, is fast losing its most valuable quality.

While upon this subject, allow me to offer your

readers a siiggestion

:

The first time any enterprising agriculturist has a

field of his own rusted, or can purchase one from

another person that has suffered from that cause,

thrash it out, get some wire-sieves adapted to the

purpose, sift the whole produce of the field through

different finenesses of sieves until the best grains are

separated from the rest ; sow these separated grains,

and at all events you have a chance of procuring a

rust-proof grain. There are most likely some ears

among the rusted crop that have resisted the in-

fluence—from what cause we can not know—but as

Mr. Hallett has proved by his " Pedigree Wheat "

" like produces like," so grain that has withstood

rust is more likely than not to produce seed that

will again resist it.

It is seldom that farmers will do such work as

this. They either have not the sieves proper, or

they have not the time to attend to it, or they have

tiot the inclination or enterprise to go into what they

call " theory :" they wUl rather purchase a fair seed

grain from a neighbor than make a good one for

themselves.

One of tlie best proofs that could possibly be offered

that, although wheat, as a cro2), runs out, yet tliat, as

individual 'plants, it not only does not run out, but

continues its individuality to such an extent as to be

recognizable, is afforded by the fact that the Siberian

wheat I before spoke of, although it no longer exists

as a crop, still exists as an individual kind among

other wheat, and apparently these individual ears

afford now as fine a grain as did that variety when
exclusively cultivated by itself. This would seem to

argue that selection and care would yet return to us

these valuable varieties which, as crops, have vanish-

ed from among us.

Little, however, is to be hoped for in this respect,

until we discover the means of separating the depre-

ciating portion of our seed wheat from that portion

that will continue the kind. How is this to be done ?

It surely should be larger, or heavier, or smaller, or

lighter. There miist be some difference, one would

think, and indeed we know that there is some differ-

ence, but wha,t is it?

Mr. Hallett has proved that if you take all the

grains in an ear of wheat and plant them in a row,

that there are some (generally two or three) of the

plants that show a vast improvement on the parent

stock. A large number of the rest are similar to

the parent seed, and a large number are inferior.

He does not give us the relative proportions of the

two last kinds, but from the known fact that with

us all kinds run out in about ten or twelve years, we
may suppose that the inferior plants out number the

others in certain proportions. These, no doubt, after

a time, form the principal part of the seed-grain, and

the consequence is that the kind of grain is " run

out." Now it is only a few people that have the

taste, or time, or the patience, or power, to be im-

proving their seed wheat by constant selections after

Mr. Hallett's plan. But these grains of wheat which

produce the improving quality, and those which pro-

duce a grain which does not deteriorate, must differ

from the others. Let us find out that difference, and

separate them from the inferior, and the work is

done, and we are secure in keeping up our stock for

the future.

As the case at present stands, the general opinion

of our best agriculturists is that seed wheat which

reaches us from the North improves for a time, then

remains stationary, but finally, though slowly, de-

teriorates ;
while seed wheat procured from the

South, runs rapidly down in quality and productive-

ness, and finally runs out.

This may be the fact, or it may be one of those

popular fallacies which so often get a hold on the

public mind, but the existence of the opinion is un-

doubted. Our hopes now rest on importations of

seed from Northern ports, and many advocate the

importation from Siberia and Northern Europe."

We should be glad to hear again from our cor-

respondent, and in the mean time will our readers

give their views on the subject here discussed?
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THE ROTATIOIV OF CROPS.

The following remarks by Prof. Anderson, Chem-

ist to the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland, on the rotation of crops, -vvill be read with

interest by all intelligent farmers :

" The points to which I am about to advert are

many of them of an obscure kind, and I shall have

some ditficulty in putting them in a dear and satis-

factory way before you. They are mainly deducible

from some experiments and observations made by

Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert. These observers, as is

well known, have experimented with the same crop

on the same soil for a number of yeara, both with

and without jnanure, and they find it possible to

grow wheat for sixteen years in succession with com-

paratively little diminution jn the amount of the

crop. It may bo said that this continued growth of

wheat is due to the fact that their soil is extremely

rich in the substance that wheat require^. But see

what occurs when another plant is taken. Beans

may be cultivated for twelve successive years, and a

crop may be produced, but not without a very Qon-

spicuous diminution. If the quantity of njtrogen in

the bean be taken as the test of the crop, it appears

that during twelve successive years it will draw

from the soil an average of nearly 48 pounds weight

of nitrogen, but the firgt six crops of beans averaged

70 pounds, and the last six, 26 pounds of nitrogeri,

so that there is a very considerable diminution in

the quantity. But see how important is the diifer-

ence in the the total quantity. The wheat crop

during these successive years removed on the

average only about 2-4 pounds of nitrogen, while the

beans abstracted 47 pounds, or nearly twice as much.

In the case of clover again, they have found that by

no means can they produce m.oire than three or four

successive crops. They|may naanure the soil as they

please, apply to it ^ny kind or any quantity of plant

food, but nothing they can do will enable them to

increase the number of crops of that plant which can

be grown in succession. No principle or system of

preparing or manuring the land that they could

adopt had any effect, and the diminution in the

amount of produce is extremely remarkable ; for

they found that the second crop of clover, with wheat

intervening, was only about one-ninth of that pro-

duced in the first year. Here it is very clear that

the amount of plant food did not affect the produce,

and that a pupply of the necessary elements is not

all that is required. Going still furthpr, more re-

markable results attract our attention. Whe^ ten

crops of beans were grown, oiie after another, with-

out manure of any kind, they found that the aver-

; age of nitrogen removed from the soil was 34.7 every

year. If they employed mineral manure, the average

.
quantity removed was 51-1 pounds. Now, with ten

crops of wheat, taken in succession, without manure,

the average quantity of nitrogen drawn from the

soil was 234 pounds. But if they took five crops,

with five intervening years of falloAv, they found at

the end of the ten years that the five crops of wheat

had withdrawn almost the same quantity of nitrogen

as the ten crops in ten successive years—so that,

alternating a year of fallow with every year of

wheat had the effect of doubling the amount of the

crop. The amount of nitrogen removed by the ten

crops in these ten successive years was 284 poundg,

and the total amount removed in the five years of

fallow, with five of crop, was 219-3 pounds—or a

difference of about 14 pounds. Each crop in the t«ji

successive years drew 23-4 pounds, and with fi^^e

years of fallow and five years of crop, the average

amount drawn was 43-9, and dividing these by two.

we get the average over the ten years, which was
21-9.

" The experimenters next proceeded to grow wheat

with alternate crops of beans—five crops of wheat

and five of beans in place of the fallow, as in tlie

preceding experiment. Now, these five crops of

wheat alternated with those of beans yielded 235

pounds of nitrogen by the end of the ten years—just

about the same as when the ten crops successively

were grown ; but during the intermediate years, the

beans were engaged in abstracting nitrogen from

the soil and air, and they had actually witlidrawij

48-9 pounds of nitrogen every year, so that the

taking away of that element from the soil by the five

crops of wheat did not prevent the beans taking

exactly the quantity which they required. You will

thus perceive that the ten crops of wheat contained

a certain quantity of nitrogen ; that five crops of

wheat with five of fallow contained about the same

quantity ; and that five crops of wheat and five of

beans took much more than double the quantity;

for the wheat took as much as if there had been no

beans, and the beans took the quantity they required.

Now, here is a fact of which we had no previous

definite idea at all. I do not apprehend that practice

offers us any definite facts of this kind, and in making

these experiments, Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert have

opened up an entirely new field of observation. In

the experiments to which I have referred, the soil

was left in its original condition, no manure being

employed ; but they found that if they added

manure, especially mineral manure, the result was

that the five crops of wheat, when alternated with

five crops of beans, gave 207 pounds of nitrogen, and

the five crops of beans which alternated with them

yielded 227-2, the proportion, in this case, being not

larger, but actually smaller, than where no mineral

manures were employed. Now, how are we to ex-

plain this ? If we look at it, we see very distinctly

that the question with regard to the mineral mat-
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ters contained in the manure throw no light what-

ever upon it. Here is a plant—the wheat—which

takes a certain quantity of material from the soil,

and it does not seem to matter how that wheat is

grown. It is immaterial whether ten successive

crops be taken or five, with beans intervening—ex-

actly the same result is obtained ; and if there be

thrust in between five of wheat, five of another plant,

we get all its produce, as it were, over and above the

wheat. It would appear, then, that there are some

advantages in growing crops alternated in this way

;

for beans, when grown ten times successively, do not

yield so large a quantity as when
_
put between suc-

cessive crops of wheat. Take these facts how we

may, it must be admitted that they seem to indicate

that the rotation of crops is a far more complicated

question than has been supposed, and that if a

proper explanation is to be foimd for it, a class of

facts to which but little attention has been hitherto

paid must be taken into consideration."

FARilllVG IN IfEW BRUNSWICK.

Eds. Genesee Fakmer : One year ago last

August, I was in the Province of New Brunswick,

and while there made some notes on the peculiarities

of the country, and upon their system of farming. I

found that fanuers there are not so much perplexed

to detennine what crops to plant and sow, as they

are in this latitude, for they informed me that tljey

raised only four crops that were successful with them,

grass, oats, buckwheat and potatoes. The climate

being unsuitable to a wider range of crops. What
wheat and corn they make use of they are obliged

to buy, consequently their principal reliance for food

is on their buckwheat and potatoes. I remarked in

cidentally, that if buckwheat was as uncertain a

crop with them as it is 'with us, it would be a poor

reliance for the staff of life. I was informed, how-

ever, that with them it was a staple crop, and always

succeeded, but that they raised a ditfereut variety

from ours— that they formerly raised the common
black variety, and found it was a failure from drouths

or early frosts.

The variety now raised is called the rough buck-

wheat, the kernel is about the size of the black, and

triangular, but in each side and extending from end

to end is an irregular cavity, causing the kernel to

be quite rough, and in color it is grey, and is some-

times called the grey buckwheat. It yields forty to

sixty bushels to the acre, and can be sown in the

spring as early as oats, or in July as late as the black

variet}', and is two weeks earlier. The blossoms re-

semble those of the wild hearts-ease, being quite

small, and apparently never ftdly expanded. The
casual obsever would scarcely know when it was in

fuU bloom. Two crops are generally raised from one

sowing, the sowing being in June or Ji:ly, and the

following spring the stubble is harrowed over, and a
crop is obtained nearly as good as the first one.

Where the seed was originally procured I could not

learn. I procured four quarts for seed, and last sum-
mer sowed in July, the ground was very dry and it

did not germinate for a long time. Finally it came up,

but the early frost destroyed it except about a pint,

which I succeeded in saving. Now, Messrs. Editors,

can you give me any information concerning this buck-

wheat 1 Is it an old or new variety ? Is it valuable

or not ? They told me there it was raised extensively

for stock, requiring but little labor to raise a large

number of bushels.

As buckwheat is not an exhaustive crop, and can
be sown and reaped when other work is not pressing,

it would be a valuable crop if it could be depended
upon, which our common buckwheat cannot be, for

if sown too early it blasts, and if too late, the frost

takes it, and unfortunately there is no happy means
of time that can be relied upon.

The oats raised in that section (Kings county,

about sixty mUes north-east of St. Johns,) are de-

cidedly a better variety than ours, averaging 38 to

42 lbs. per bushel. This may perhaps be owing to

the soU and climate. Potatoes do well with them,

are generally planted in drills and covered with a
plow, harrowed as soon as up, and afterwards culti-

vated and plowed, and finally plowed out, getting a

good crop without much labor. Fruit of all kinds

are almost a total failure. Numerous orchards have

been set out but die in a short time. Land is worth

four to six dollars per acre, and dear at that I think.

Ji'ewfane, K T. S. D. EEDMAN,

How TO KEEP Crows from Pxjllikg Up Corn.—
Take half a dozen eggs and take the white out.

Put in a very little strichnine, and set the eggs

around in the corn field. If they get it before they

get any thing to eat in the morning, you will find

them in the field. Stick a pole in the ground and

hang up the dead crows. If they go off with the

eggs they uon't come back again. Three have been

found lying dead beside one egg.

—

John Ayers,

Columbus, Mich.
I n

Speed op Carrier Pigeons.—It appears from a

recent trial made at Bouges that carrier pigeons can

stiU compete in speed Avith railways. Last week

one hundred and forty-five pigeons were liberated at

Bouges at five o'clock in the morning to decide a

wager. One made the distance—three hundred and

seventy-five miles—in less than eight hours, and

another in less than nine.

Cle-VNSIng Old Pork Barrels.—After scrub-

bing, turn the barrels open end down, and keep a

moderate smoke under them for half or a whole day.
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF BROOM CORN.

BY P. F. H., EAST ATXRORA, N. T.

The cultivation of broom corn is a branch of ag-

riculture in which very few are engaged, and which

farmers generally very imperfectly understand,

although the process is very simple, and the labor

and care necessary to insure a crop are little greater

than are required to grow a crop of Indian corn.

The best soil for its perfect growth is one that is

rich, warm and loamy ; but any land which will

produce a good crop of Indian corn will grow broom

corn. The Mohawk Valley and alluvial flats of the

(ienesee are admirably adapted to its growth. If the

ground is not natiirally dry and warm it should be

made so by underdraining to insure a good crop.

Good crops are gi-own upon the prairies of the West,

but when grown upon newly-broken prairie, or other

new land, the brush is brittle, and is not as valuable

as that which is grown on old lands.

A clean clover sod turned under just before plant-

ing, or land upon which corn or potatoes were grown

the previous year, will, if rich and dry, produce, a

good cfop. A greensward turned over late pi the

fall is recommended by some, but imless it is land

that has been thoroughly tilled, and is free from

weeds, I should prefer turning it over just before

planting.

Hog manure is perhaps the best that can be ap-

plied, but any manure that will increase the growth

of Indian corn will be beneficial to broom corn.

Leached ashes, applied at the rate of fifteen or twenty

bushels per acre, will be found a valuable addition.

The ground should be plowed deep and thoroughly

pulverized with the harrow, and roller if necessary.

Then mark out about three feet one way and

eighteen or twenty inches the other, if to be planted

in hills. The proper time for planting, in Central

and Western New York, is from the lOth to the 2oth

of May. Plant ten or fifteen kernels in a hill, and

thin out to six or seven at the first hoeing. The

seed should be covered from one to one and a half

inches deep. A small handful of ashes to each hill,

applied as soon as the young plants appear above

ground, will be found beneficial, if the ground is not

rich enough so as not to require such a top-dressing.

As soon as the plants are all fairly up, run through

with a cultivator and follow with a hand-hoe. The

weeds must not be allowed to get the start of the

plants at this stage of growth. When once started

it grows rapidly, and it will not be necessary to hoe

more than twice, unless the ground is weedy.

When the seed is one-half out of the milk, pass

through between two rows and break down the

whisk to a convenient hight for cutting—say from

one and a half to two feet from the hurl. Let it

stand a few days to ripen, and then cut oiF the brush

so as to leave about six or seven inches of the stem,

and place them in heaps at convenient distances

through the field. These should be immediately

collected into the wagon and taken to the barn,

where the brush is sorted into handfuls, the brush

of each handful being of equal length. Care should

be taken not to expose it to the weather after cut-

ting, as its value will be reduced one-third by an or-

dinary rain-storm. The seed may be taken off with

a hetchel, made by placing upright knives close to-

gether and passing the brush between them ; but

this process can be adopted only where broom corn

is raised in small quantities. A machine, driven by

water, steam or horse-power, is used to separate the

seed from the brush, where broom corn is exten-

tensively produced. The seed is very difficult to

cure, and requires to be ripened by exposure in the

sun, or kiln-dried. From twenty to thirty bushels

to the acre is an average crop. It is worth as much
as oats to feed to stock, but is very fickle as an article

of commerce—bringing in market sometimes fifty

cents and at other times four dollars per bushel.

Some cut the brush as soon, or a little before, the

seed gets into the milk : the brush will bring one-

cent per pound more, but the seed is nearly value-

legs. It is sometimes allowed to dry in the sun three

or foiu' days after it is cut, before being taken to the

barn, and is then separated from the seed immedi-

ately ; and sometimes it is taken in and placed on

racks, or poles, so that the air will circulate through

and dry it, and left until winter before the seed is

taken off. In the latter case, care must be taken to

keep out the rats and mice. The yield of brush

varies from 600 to 1,200 pounds per acre, worth from

five to ten cents per pound.

Broom corn is generally considered an exhausting

crop ; but if the brush is gathered while it is green,

so as not to permit the seed to ripen, it is not as ex-

hausting to the soil as Indian corn, and may be

grown upon the same piece of land for successive

years, with very little other manure than the stalks

of the preceding season.

It has been said that a man who engages exten-

sively in the growth of broom corn rarely, if ever,

escapes failure. True, it is a very unstable product

but I can see no reason why, with careful manage-

ment, broom com may not be made a profitable crop.

Undoubtedly the man who engages in the business,

without any knowledge of the process, and expects

to get rich without any care or labor, will come out

no better (if as well) as he would if he went into

anv other business in the same style. In seasons

wlien there is little demand for the brush, it may be

kept over without injury, until there is a rise in the

price, if one has a place tree from mice and damputrss.
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OJV THE MANAGEMEBTT OF POULTRY.

BY MRS. M. 8. B.. AURORA, N. Y.

Poultry 'we understand to mean ducks of the

different species, geese, Guinea fowls, peacocks, tur-

keys, chickens, &c., in their diiFerent varieties. As

the space devoted by the Farmer to the treatise on

poultry is too small for the whole, I shall speak of

the management of those most common.

Turkeys and Chickens.—There is as much differ-

ence in the management of these as there is in the

management of children, with about the same re-

sults. There, observe the full-fed, self-satisfied, mat-

ronly look of that hen ! She picks around for her

own amusement—here a worm and there a bone, or

charcoal, or broken oyster shell. And soon she is

off to lay her accustomed egg, which, when done, is

published to the world with strong lungs and good

digestive organs. Then look on the other side of

the picture : the poor, puny, pale-comb, of the ill-

fed hen, one leg under her, while she has hardly

sti"ength to balance herself with the other. Into all

kinds of mischief—the farmers' pest. We hear him

exclahn—" I never see such hens in my life ! We
must change the breed ! Here we have to buy eggs

at twenty-live cents a dozen, and have ever so many
hens !

"

My good friend, the quickest way to change the

breed, to get eggs, and have them to sell instead of

to buy, is to feed your hens well with proper food,

giving them a warm, cozy and comfortable home.

This food should be alternated with corn, corn meal,

with scalding water on it, oats, barley and buck-

wheat, with some raw or even cooked meat. Slaked

lime, ashes and charcoal should be profusely spread

around where poultry " most do congregate."

The good effects of this is easily understood, and

it is in the use of these that chickens and turkeys do

not get the gaps. Putting ashes at the bottom of

nests, when poultry are set, under the straw, is an

excellent antidote for this complaint.

The nests for laying or sitting should look, and be,

comfortable ; for hens, as well as turkeys, are quite

particular as to the whereabouts they lay and sit.

I have heard of hens that persisted in coming on

tlie bed in the parlor to lay their eggs. Of course it

was when feather beds were more fashionable there

than pianos. And I have known them to fly in at a

two-story window, with the help of a little shrub-

bery, to make their nest on a nice bed. Turkeys

have the same propensity for dry, warm, curious

nests, though they are not so domestic as the

hen.

Then again behold the full-fed monarch of the

yard ! How haughtily he spreads his wings in the

sun's rays, seeming to understand his nobility among
his feathered wives, who, from their dd'cile, happy

looks, we presume never ventured to dispute his

right of sway.

On the other hand, did you ever see a lean tur-

key ? If not, I will not mar this page by describing one.

Turkeys need about the same kind of manage-
ment as that of chickens in respect to food, &c.,

though I think turkeys require less care. I have
seen the best results from feeding them near the

house for two or three weeks, with equal quantities

of corn meal and curd run from sour milk, and then
leaving them to scratch for themselves—save once
in awhile looking after them with feed to keep them
from straying too far away.

This kind of food (curd and a little meal) is the

best food for young chickens, and even when older

they prefer it to any other. They should not be
kept too long in the coop, as their growth wiir be

very much retarded, and they will be subject to

many diseases. From two to three weeks I think

long enough for them to remain in the coop.

Corn, with change of food, will fatten poultry;

but they will fatten in much less time on corn, with

boiling water poured over it, and some kernels of

wheat scattered through it.

THE CULTIVATIOIV OF WINTER AND SPRING BARLEY.

The soil best adapted to the growth of barley is

a light clay loam. Large crops can be grown on

stiff clay soils when they are rightly cultivated.

Winter barley may be sown on land that has been

well summer fallowed. The soil should be well pul-

verized before the seed is sown. Bones and farm-

yard manure cohtaining nitrogen are the best kinds

to use. When beans are planted, after a clover sod,

barley would do well after the bean crop. The bare

ground should be plowed twice before the seed is

sown, which should be about the middle of Septem-

ber. Two bushels of seed to the acre is sutficient.

Spring barley should be sown after corn, beans or

turnips. The land should be prepared by plowing it

in the fall, as the frost in winter pulverizes it and

makes it more easily worked. Clay soils are most

benefited by fall plowing. The land should either

be plowed again in the spring or well cultivated.

The seed should be sown as soon as the ground is in

suitable order and the weather will permit. Sub-

soiling would be beneficial. It would keep the land

more moist. Barley requires a moist soU, as it often

suffers from drouth. After the seed has been sown

the laud should be rolled. It helps to keep the land

moist and warm, and makes the seed come up

quicker and more evenly.

If barley is not cut before it is ripe, it can be bound
up at once. If it is not ri])e it is better to lie in the
swarth for a day or two. The sample is often spoiled

by heavy rains, after it is cut, Avhich makes it of a
dark color. James K. Sjiitii.

Morpeth, C. W., County of Kent.
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GARDEIV WORK FOR MARCH.

If the directions given in last month's Farmer, in

regard to making and preparing hot-beds, were car-

ried out, they are now in a proper condition to re-

ceive such seeds as it is desirable to start early in

March.

I generally forward the following : Cabbage, cauli-

flower, celery, cucumbers, egg-plant, lettuce, melons,

peppers and tomatoes. Some would add several

other species, but I think the above are about all

that it will pay to start in the hot-bed. Of course,

those varieties of the diflerent species which mature

earliest in the open ground are the proper ones to

sow in the hot-bed.

The following list comprises the earliest and best

of well-tested varieties : Early York, Earliest Dwarf,

and Early Savoy cabbage ; Early Paris cauliflower
;

Early White Solid celery ; Early Short Green, and

Early White Spined cucumbers ; Long Purple, and

Improved New York Purple Egg-plant ; Early "V^Tiite

Forcing, and Early Ciirled Silesia lettuce ; Fine

White Japan, and Jenny Lind muskmelon ; Early

Mountain Sprout, and Goodwin's Imperial water-

melon ; Cherry, Long Cayenne, and Large Bell pep-

pers; Large Smooth Red, Lester's Perfected, and

Fejee Island tomatoes.

Nearly every year develops some new varieties of

vegetables, but we must let amateurs experiment

with them until their merits are well established

before recommending them for general culture.

Sow all the above varieties, excepting cucumbers

and melons, in rows about three inches apart, and

when from one to two inches high, thin to three

inches in the row. Thus you can raise, strong,

stocky plants. Cucumbers and melons I would de-

fer sowing until the middle of the month ; otherwise

they are liable to get too large before the weather

will admit of their being transplanted.

I prepare for them in the fall by cutting pretty

tough sods, six inches square by four inches thick,

and when I prepare the hot-bed I place them, in-

Torted, directly on the manure, with a stick in the

center of each sod as guide in transplanting, and sow

upon each one about a dozen seeds, covering them

with fine loam to the depth of three-quarters of an

inch. When the plants are well started, thin to

four in a sod. Managtjd in this way, cucumbers and

melons can be transplanted, even when in blossom,

without being retarded much in their growth. I

have had cucumljers in this way before the Fourth

of July, in the vicinity of Rochester.

Celery plants will do best in ihe more shaded por

tions of the hot-bed, with a pretty damp soil.

The best methods of transplanting from the hot-

bed into the open ground, we ^vill consider in the

appropriate season.

In the latter part of the month, many of tlie

readers of the Farmer will Avant to commence out-

door gardening. There is nothing gained by being

in too much of a hurry, as the texture of the soil is

injured by digging it while wet. But in some sea-

sons the ground in New York State is as dry, and ta

as good condition for working the latter part of

March, as at any time in April, and in such a case

the enterprising gardener will " take time by the

forelock."

The first thing in successful gardening, is to put

the soil in a [proper condition for a deep, mellow,

rich seed-bed. The manure question was briefly

considered in the February number. To make the

soil deep and mellow either sub-soiling or trenching

should be resorted to. Trenching is the more

thorough and effective way, but sub-soiling, if rightly

done, is m\xch better than mere surface plowing. In

either case the surface-soU should bo retained upon

the surface, and the subsoil merely broken up.

If, when the ground is prepared, it is still cold, it

is better to defer sowing the seeds a few days until

it warms up some, as they can not germinate in a

cold bed, and the groimd will warm quicker, if lefl

rough, than if raked ofl" in a proper condition for

planting. When the ground is in proper condition,

rake it off thorovighly with the garden rake, break-

ing up all lumps, and removing stones and rubbish.

Use the line in commencing the drills, and draw tlie

drills straight. Thus your work will look neat, and

you will be proud of your garden.

Onions, peas, spinach, lettuce, raddish, carrots and

turnips are the first crops to sow.

Onions—Large Red, Yellow Dutch and White

Portugal are the best varieties of black-seed onions,

and Potato and Red-top where bulbs and tops are

used. Black-seed onions should be sown in shallow

drills, eleven inches apart, and the ground well

rolled or trodden down. Potato onions require drills

fifteen inches apart, and deep enough to just cover

the bulbs ; or the better way is to make shallow

drills, and press the bulbs into the earth just below

the surface. They should be set eight inches apart.

Tops should be set in the same way, but not

pressed in so deep.
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Feas—The best for early crop is Daniel O'Rourke

and Tom Thumb*. The former grows two and a

lialf feet high, and should be sown in drills three

feet apart and two and a half inches deep. The

latter grows eight inches high, and the rows may bo

fifteen inches apart. A little poudrette or bone-dust

Strewed in the drills starts the peas finely.

Sjunach—TlLe Round-leaved is the sort. Should

be sown fifteen inches apart and thinned to sis

inches.

Lettuce—Early Curled Silesia, Butter, ' and Ice-

Cream are the better sorts for early crop. Drills

should be shallow, eleven inches apart, and plants

tliinned to six inches.

Iiadishes—Ea.j:\j Scarlet Turnip and Long Scarlet

Short-top are the be'st early varieties. They like a

light, sandy soil, warmed up with manure.

Carrots—The Early Horn is the carrot for early

crop, and should be slightly covered in drills eleven

inches apart.

Turnips—Eaxly Dutch and Red-top Strap-leaf are

the best early turnips. Should be sown in rich

ground, or they will be tough and stringy.

These comprise about all the garden crops that it

is advisable to sow in March—even where tbe

weather is very fine—as other kinds would be likely

to be killed by April frosts, if they should come

up. R.

WILL PEARS SUCCEED OIV SANDY SOILS 1

Eds. Genesee Farmer : It seems to be quite a

prevalent opinion that pears will not succeed well on

a sandy soil, and many persons having only soils of

this description are detered from planting the pears

to any extent, on account of such opinions ex-

pressed by eminent American writers^more es-

pecially Mr. Downing, who says ;
" Strong loams, by

which we mean a loam with only just a sufficient

portion of sand to make it easily worked, are, on the

whole, by far the best for fruit gardens in the coun-

try. * * For a few years the growth and pro-

ductiveness of the trees upon sandy soil is all that

can be desired ; but the trees are shorter lived, and

feooner fall into decay, than when the soil is stronger."

In the above opinions you seem to concur by quoting

largely from Downing in the Rural Anmud for 1860,

au this subject. Now I have not sufficient experience

or confidence to dispute the above, but for the en-

couragement of those who have only sandy soils, I

Would say that Mr. Barry and Mr. Thomas, both

good authority, thougli preferring the soil with some

clay, are much more moderate in their demands.

Thomas says, " Good soils vary in many particulars,

bnt as a general rule, one which is dry, firm, mellow

and fertile, is well suited to the cultivation of fruit

trees." Space forbids my quoting from other Ameri-

can and foreign writers—expressing very nearly tlie

opinions above expressed by Thomas.

T. W. Fields (American), who certainly speaks

like a man of experience and judgement, says in his

Pear Culture, page 43 :
" Mr. Downing certainly made

a great mistake when, in writing a desmption of

soils suitable for 'the pear, he pronounced a sandy

loam unfitted for the permanent growth of the tree.

Two or three hours ride through the western end of

Long Island would have convinced him that there

were, in that locality, more pear trees from fifty to a

himdred years old, than in all the rest of the United

States," and mentions three pear trees in the city of

Brooklyn that measure respectively, 9, 10 1-3 and 11

feet in circumference, and estimated to bo no less

than 150 years old. Again, on pages 40 and 41, he

says :
" The winter blight of the pear has never been

known on the rich but light soils of New Jersey and

Long Island, which seem peculiarly adapted to the

growth, productiveness and longevity of the pear,

while the winter of 1855 destroyed many pear trees

on the strong soils of the counties of Central New
York."

And now, my friends—readers of the Oenesee Far-

mer, who, like me, lack experience in pear culture,

and have only sandy soils—let us take courage, and

plant pears ; always remembering that all agree in

one thing : that the soil must be dry, deep, mellow

and rich, and kept so—more especially for dwarfs.

Of the plum Mr. Barry says :
" It succeeds best, as

a general thing, on a clayey loam, rather stiff." With-

out disputing so good authority, I would say, by way
of encouragement, that plums have rarely, if ever,

succeeded better than on the sandy soils of Western

Michigan, so far as bearing qualities and healthiness

are concerned ; but as to their longevity we can say

but little—our country being too new.
Muskegon, Mich., Feb., 1S64. S. B. P.

» I ^i —
A CORRESPONDENT of the LondoTi Cottage Gar-

dener complains that his late fall pears spot badly,

and the editor advises him to raise the trees and add

a large quantity of stones to the soil in which they

are planted, and adds :
" At the same time it must

be borne in mind that the evil in most, if not all,

cases arises from the roots, and to remedy that by

laying the roots more dry will be one of the most

likely means to effect a cure ; and if the trees are

not luxuriant we should manure the surface of the

soil in early spring, and keep it mulched throughout

the summer."

Tom ThBmb is valuable from Its exceedingly dwarf habit, but

the quality of the pea is decidedly Inferior.

—

Eds.

It seems to be the general opinion among the

most experienced fruit-growers of the West that ap-

ple trees should be trained low, in order to pptect

the trunk from the rays of the sun.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SOIL ON FRUIT TREES.

This subject was discussed at a late meeting of

tlie Fruit Growers' Club in New York. Dr. Ward,

of Newark, who is a fruit-grower of much experi-

ence, said that if nursery trees are stunted for want

of sufficient pabulum, no matter what the after-

treatment or soil, they never recover in the orchard,

and this faulty development of organs in the young

plant may account for the degenerate condition of

many trees, much more than a change of soil. " I con-

sider it," he said, "just as important that a young

plant should be fed suitable, nutritious, rich food, as a

stock-lareeder does that his young animals should be

treated in the same way. Indeed, there is a great

ajialogy between plants and animals ; both are de-

veloped by a similar process of nutriment and

growth, and when this development is healthy, both

become vigorous, atid take on the most perfect form.

I would, in buying trees, look more to this than to

what was the character of the nursery soil, because

that can be niade suitable, whether naturally heavy

or light. Perhaps the most suitable soil for trees, is

a medium or loamy soil, which, for a nursery, must

imdergo a most thorough manipulation and enrich-

ment. The soil should be naturally one that does

not suffer from drouth, because that gives a fatal

check to growth, and it must be so thoroughly drain-

ed that water wUl not stagnate within reach of the

roots.

Solon Eobinson—If the theory of analogy be-

tween the growth of plants and animals is correct,

as I believe it is, then the nurseryman should not

only adopt and pursue the same course that the

stock-breeder does in giving the young plants nutri-

tious food, so as to produce rapid growth and great

vigor, but he should follow up the analogy and look

to the seed that is to produce the trees, to be sure

tliat it comes from perfect fruit, sound and healthy,

in a fit condition to propagate its species. No stock-

raiser would think of using a sickly, miserable,

stunted animal, male or female, to produce a thrifty,

healthy offspring ; and I have no doubt about the

fact that some, at least, of the diseased, stunted,

good-for-nothing trees, which can not be coaxed to

grow and produce good fruit, owe their worthless-

ness more to their parentage than to their cultiva-

tion, or to the kind of soil in which they are grown,

or to any violence done them in changing from one

kind of soil to another. We all know, in regard to

apple trees, that the seeds are usually produced from

the pomace of a cider-mill, and embrace those of im-

mature and diseased fruit, as well as those that come

from apples perfectly ripened and of good quality.

In cutting scions for grafts, the kind of fruit is only

looked after—not the healthiness of the tree. Now,

if the stock is grown from the seed of a diseased

tree, or immature fruit, and the scion is cut from a

diseased tree, is it any more reasonable to expect a

healthy offspring in this case, than it would be for

the stock-raiser to expect healthy offspring from

parents that were notoriously unfit to propagate

their species ? If this view is correct, a radical re-

form is needed in the production of all of our fruit

trees. In confirmation of this theory, I have noticed

that those who undertake to produce new varieties

by growing seedlings are very careful to select their

seed from, the very finest specimens of fruit that

they can obtain ; and some of them contend that it

is of great advantage to plant the seed in the pulp

of such fruit as peaches, or at least never allow the

seeds to become dry. That is, in looking for the

proper season to plant, follow nature's guide. In se-

lecting seed follow the course of those who produce

the most highly-developed animals. Follow their

course also in the care and food of the young trees.

Adapt each to the most suitable soil, and give them

ricli food and tender care, with shelter from blasting

winds, and there will be very little occasion to com-

plain about trees not doing well because the orchard

soil is different from that of the nursery.

Dr. Wakd—I indorse all this. Everything de-

pends on the starting point, in plant, as well as

animal life. • Disease of parents often exhibits itself

in offspring. Consumption is thus transmissible.

The common disease of peach trees, indicated by the

yellows, it is well ascertained is transmissible in

seeds and scions. We must study and understand

better vegetable physiology. Then we shall be more

careful about seed. We are too apt to forget that

the first life of the plant receives all its nutriment

from the substance of the seed. That is one of the

reasons why it is thought that the best time to plant

the seed that is to produce the tree is just when the

fruit is perfectly ripe. The seed and earth, nature

declares, are then in the most suitable condition.

Who knows how much the future usefulness of the

tree is injured by the first check its growth receives

in injury to the seed. We know that seeds some-

times have barely enough vitality to start the germ

into life.

This is rather a new doctrine. In one of the late

volumes of the Genesee Farmer the question as to the

" Cause of the failure of so many fiiiit trees sent out

by nurserymen" was very fully discussed by corre-

spondents in different sections of the country, and

the generality of them attributed it, first, to a want

of necessary preparation of the ground and the neg-

lect of the trees after they were planted; and

secondly, to the fact that trees in the nursery were

usually grown on much richer soil and received

higher c^ilture than farmers could give them. Dr.

Wards-opinion seems to be directly opposed to this

dew. The truth probably lies between the two ex-
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tremes. We do not think there is any strict analogy

between plants and animals ; but to carry out the

illustration of Solon Robinson, wo may remark that,

while it is true that animals rarely recover from the

effects of a deficiency of food and exposure while

young, it is equally true that young animals over-fed

and stimulated excessively are not as likely to thrive

afterwards, under the ordinary treatment of the

farm, as those not so pampered. So trees, stimulated

excessively in the nursery, are not as likely to do as

•well, when removed to ordinary soil, as those of

more moderate growth. As long as there is such a

demand for large trees, we think the tendency will

be to stimulate the young trees too much in the

nursery, rather than to stunt them by poor cultiva-

tion. If, however, the wood of the trees is thoroughly

matured, we do not see why a vigorous growth in

the nursery shoidd prove injurious to the future

health of the trees.

In the discussion that followed, Mr. Wm. S. Car-

penter well remarked

:

I have planted a good many trees, from various

localities and different soils, but care less for that

than I do for the way the trees are grown in the

nursery. I would reject those that appeared stunted,

and those, however thrifty, that were grown so

closely that they had not been able to throw out any

side branches. I do not want whip-stalks, nor fruit

trees grown like willow wands. In nursery or

orchard, if the soil is not well-worked, the trees will

fail. They will suffer most in heavy soil. In buying

nursery trees, it is a good sign to judge of their value,

to see that a number of stout limbs have been trim-

med off when packing for transportation.

Thomas Q. Field—As a grower of trees I concede

this truth, but we are not allowed to grow such

trees. Customers measure their value by their

hight. A low, compactly grown tree, with stout

side branches, would not be a saleable one.

Mr. Carpenter said that they would be saleable

to any one who had ever planted an orchard of both

sorts, for he would then know that the long slender

Btalks were not what he wanted. As to the soil of

tiie nursery, he did not consider it important what
its character was if well prepared. For an orchard,

the soil must be made light and dry. As to the

theory of looking to a healthy source of the seed for

the trees, he could not quite agree with it.

Dr. Ward said that he would defy the gentleman

to produce healthy peach trees from seed grown
upon trees that had the yellows.

Dr. Tremble—Most of the peaches sold in this

city come from such trees, and the young trees

grown in the nurseries come from seeds gathered in

the streets, and thus the disease is spread every-

where. I was in an orchard the past season of 130

acres, that would yield 30,000 baskets of fruit. In

three years all these trees will be dead, and the pi-o-

prietor would not have another orchard planted upon

the same land as a gift, because the trees would die

before they gave a crop, and one good crop is aU that

is looked for, such is the diseased condition of the

trees.

Mr. Carpenter insisted that the yellows in peach

trees were the product of an exhausted soil.

Solon Robinson inquired how it happened, then,

that the disease was found upon the richest virgin

soil in the world—on the prairies and bottom lands

of the West?

Thomas J. Field—Then they die of excess of

richness as weU as of poverty. The yellows upon

peach trees show that the tree is diseased, just as the

black leaves upon pear trees show disease, and it is

not traceable in either case to a defect in soil or cul-

ture. As to effect of soil, and change from one sort

to another, I would prefer the nursery soil to be of

moderate richness, as they do sometimes grow too

rapid and with roots too long upon very deep, rich.

soil. I think that there is a disadvantage to trees

grown in a sandy nursery, if planted out in an

orchard upon a clay soil. All trees become, in a

measure, habituated to a particular kind of soil.

FRUITS LV JAPAIV.

Mr. Thomas Hogg, who is now in Japan, writes

as follows to the Horticulturist :

" The past spring and summer have afforded mc
an excellent opportunity of tasting the fruits in their

season. The first that makes its appearance is the

fruit of a species of Rubus, apparently more nearly

allied to the blackberry than the raspberry. It is

of a light yellow color, small in size, with rather

soft flesh. The flavor is peculiar, and somewhat

insipid, but, eaten with sugar, becomes tolerable

enough, and quite equal to some berries at home

with high-sounding names that require plenty of tlie

same material to render them palatable.

"In the month of June, apricots come in, av.d for

two or three weeks are very abundant and cheap.

There are several varieties, but all small, and about

as deficient in flavor as early apricots are apt to be

elsewhere.

" Before apricots are entirely gone the fruit of the

Mespilus Japonica is brought into market. It is a

favorite fruit with the Japanese, and large quantities

are brought in daily. When ripe they are very

juicy, and have a pleasant sub-acid flavor, that may
be compared to a fine ripe harvest apple. Their

size, when in perfection, is about that of a medium

sized gooseberry. Towards the latter end of their

season they become smaller, owing, probably, to the

overbearing of the trees.
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" Following these come plums, -which remain in

abundance several weeks. Of these, the variety is

greater than of apricots, and some of them equal in

size and flavor to those brought into the markets of

New York. None, perhaps, equal the Green Gages,

or Golden Drops, and other first-rate sortSj but quite.

so to some classed as desirable second-rate plums.

"Somewhat reverse to the order with you, peaches

succeed plums. Although of fair size and appear-

ance, they are inferior in flavor. This may be partly

attributed to the practice of picking all their fruits

in a very green state. No fruit suiSers more from

this treatment than the peach
;
yet it would hardly

be possible, owing to the tenderness of their flesh,

to bring them to market as they should be eaten,

ripe from the tyee. They are now (September 8)

nearly gone, and have become almost worthless from

tlje injury done the^j by an insect of the curcujio (?)

kind, that stings the fruit and deposits its larvae as

does the curculio.

" Muskmelons and watermelons have also been

abundant. The former are very inferior, and would

not be tolerated on your table ; the latter are fair,

and would be better, only for premature picking.

" Grapes and persimmons are now making their

appearance. The latter, next to the grapes, are, in

my opinion, the best fruit we have ; they certainly

are the peculiar fruit of the country, and take the

place of apples in our own. Whether they would

aoiswer to m^ke pies I <Jo not kj;iow; bi;it as the

Japanese do not Indulge in that home luxury, it

does not enter into the estimate of their value.

" I had almost forgotten to include apples in the

Ijists of fruits brought to market. Not many are

brought in, and their season is soon over. They are

a very small, early variety, and when eaten just at

the right time are very passable. Pears, too, are

now coming in ; those hard, granular, indigestible

flings you have seen, called the Chinese sand pear.

As an ornamental tree it has its vses, but as a fruit

it can not be recommended. Large quantities of

them are consumed by the people. Different sorts

are cultivated, one of which keeps all t^bxpugh the

winter and spring following.

" Until the present season, nothing has been done

by foreigners for the introduction of finer fruits

(except the strawberry) into the country.

" Last spring, Frank Hall, Esq., and Col. George S.

Fisher, U. S. Consul, both made importations of

trees from California. Between them quite an as-

sortment of the best varieties of cherries, plums

and pears has been introduced, and are now growing

finely in their gardens. Their peach trees, grape

vines, and a few minor fruits, unfortunately did not

do a# well. Others, no doubt, will be induced by

their success to foUow their example, and the best

results, by means of private enterprises like these,

may be fairly expected, and the introduction of

choice fruits create new desires, and lend their aid in

ci\dlizing a barbarous people."

SPOTTING AlVD CRACKING OF THE PEAR.

In a recent number of the London Gardeners*

Chronicle the flev. M. J, Berkeley, the well-known

cryj)togamic botanist, says

:

" Almost every one complains that in spite of the

late dry and warm summer, which was so favorable

to the ripening of the wood, and which promises

such a plentiful and strong blossom in the spring,

pears have kept very badly. Some have prema-

turely bletted, others have gone rapidly to decay,

while many have been spotted all over, so as to be

unpresentable. For the greater part of an abundant

crop of Glou Morceau from our own garden are in

the latter condition. Under each dark spot there is

a brown dry mass of tissue of a greater or less depth,

without any tendency to run into a state of moist

decay, and extremely analogous to the dry form of

the potato murrain. These spots have in the first

instance undoubtedly originated in the gro^vth be-

neath the real cuticle, of a miuute brown parasitic

fungus, Cladosporium dendriticum, which has de-

stroyed the vitality of the subjacent tissue, but has

not suiEcient vigor of growth or greediness of

moisture to make it penetrate deeply into the fruit.

Where moist decay has supervened, it is apparently

due to other fungi which have accompanied or re-

placed the Cladosporium. This mold has of late

years been a dreadful pest both to pears and apples^

in some cases being virulent enough to destroy or

greatly impair the young shoots, and its growth be-

neath the cuticle makes it almost impossible to apply

a remedy. After a time, indeed, the cuticle bursts,

to allow the fertile threads to break out into the air

and bear fruit, but the mischief is then already

done, and it is notorious that even were the habit

different, dark-threaded fungi are far less destructi-

ble than those which are colorless. There is no

reason to suppose that the fungus is a new visitant,

as some kinds of apples, the Golden Pippin for

example, have always been subject to this spotting.

Unless, however, we are mistaken, it is far more pre-

valent than it was some thirty years ago, and tlie

discovery of an effectual remedy would be a great

benefit to the horticulturist."

Lime Wash fok the Cukcuijo.—A. S. Miller,

of Rockford, 111., says he succeeds in keeping the

curculio from his plum trees by syringing them

thoroughly with thin whitewash, say a pock of limo

to half a barrel of water. He does this on the fall

of the blossoms and as soon as the young plums ap-

pear. Ho formerly dusted his trees with hme, but

thinks it better to apply it in the liquid form.
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THE BEST TIME TO PRUIVE.

Eds. Gexesee Farmer : You eay in the present

number of the Genesee Farmer that February is the

time to trim orchartls. Permit me to say to you iji

reply, that May is the best time for trimming truit

trees of all kinds. I can saw off limbs from two to

three inches through in May, at the time they begin

to blossom or leaf-out, and they will grow over en-

•tirely smooth and soimd in three or four years. You
cut off limbs of the same sij^e in Februaay, and sap

will ooze out of the stupip until the hist of April, the

Stump will rot and the woodpeckers will dig them
out and build nests in them, and they never will

grow over. Lyman Balcom.
Faulted Post, 2f. T., February, 18&4,

It may be that it is better to prime old apple

orchards as late in the spring as our esteemed cor-

resjwndent recommends; but we think that ordi-

nary pruning should be done earlier. We would

prune both apple a^d pear trees as soon as all dan-

ger of severe fi'osts was over.

Barry, in his Fruit Oarden, says

:

"The climate, the nature of the 8pecJ.es, &c., con-

trol the period of pruning to a great extent. In the

South, what w:e term the winter pruning—that per-

formed during the dormant season—may be done
very soon after the fall of the leaf. In the North, it

is deferred to February, March, aud even April. In
Western New York, we prime apples, pears, and
other hardy fruits, as soon as our severe frosts are

over—say the latter end of February and beginning
of March. If pruned sooner, the ends of the shoots

are liable to be injured, and the terminal bud so

weakened as not to fulfil its purposes. Besides, the
wounds do not heal well.

" The peach we prune just as the buds begin to

swell. The fruit and leaf buds are then easily dis-

tinguished from one another, and the objects of the
pi'uning are accomplished with more precision.

" Grapes may be pruned any time in the winter,
as a portion of the wood is always left above the
bud. Gooseberries and currants also, any time in

winter. The stone fruits should always be lightly

pruned, because severe amputations almost invaria-

bly produce the gum. Where it is absolutely neces-

sary in the spring, tlie wound should be coated with
grafting composition, or with that recommended by
Mr. Downing :

' Alcohol, with sufficient gum shellac
dissolved in it to make a liquid of the consistence of
paint, to be put on with a brush.' This excludes
air, and is not affected by changes of weather."

Five pears were recently sent from California to

Now York which weighed 131-3 pounds. The
largest one weighed 3 1-2 pounds. On tasting it

—

not eating it—it was found, says the Tribune, to be

possessed of as little of the flavor of a good pear as

it would had it been manufactured of corn meal and

sweet apple juice. " It was as unlike a pear as the

little russet apples that we see in June are unlike a

good apple, or as unlike as a shaddock is to an orange."
« I ^

Toe Coleus Verschaffelti is being highly recom-

mended by all English growers as a bedding-out

plant. It is quite easily cultivated, and has the ad-

vantage of being new. It can be grown from seeds

quite readily.

LIMIi\G APPLE ORCHARDS,

A FARMER in Doylestown, Penn., states that lime

has a very injurious effect on apple orchards. He
says: "In the spring of 1841 J moved (with my
father) to a farm in Plimistead townsliip. The
orchard on this farm had been recently limed ; tbe

trees, though young, showed symptoms of decay;

many of the smaller limbs were dead and decaying.

The fruit in the fall was imperfect and dry, and full

of pithy spots ; when an apple was cut transversely

these spots had a yellowish appearance. I was seve-

ral years in forming a judgment of the cause of

these spots and the dryness of the apple. The
s,econd year the fruit was less affected with the^e

spots ; the fall following, still less so. Li the spring

of 1844 I moved to a farm I had rented, in Bucking-

ham township, where I remained three years, and

then returned to the farm in Plumstead again, where

I staid two years more. I found the apples much
improved and improving in these five years. I there-

fore concluded that it was the effect of the lime. In

the spring of 1859 I again moved to another farm in

Buckingham. On this farm there was a small young

orchard. This orchard was rented by another per-

son, who informed me some time during the winter

th&t the apples from this orchard were not keeping

well, and were imperfect and affected with such spots

as I have spoken of before ; the year previous they

had kept well and were very fair. I felt fully satis-

fied from this information and previous observations

that the ground must have been limed between the

gathering of the two crops, and when I informed

him of my suspicions he confirmed them by admit-

ting that he had limed it that spring, and had

suspected the lime to be the cause. I also know of

another orchard in' the same neighborhood affected

in the same way by an apjilication of lime, the fruit

being almost worthless for several years, and the

trees much injured."

We should be glad to receive more information on

this subject. We aje by no means satisfied that the

lime was the cause of the specks on the fruit. It is

more reasonable to attribute them to negligent cul-

tivation previous to the application of the lime, and

the fact that in a few years afterwards the trees were

more thrifty and healthy would favor this supposi-

tion. The action of lime is slow. It decomposes and

desintegrates the organic and mineral matter of the

soil, and this is not accomplished at once. We should

not look for any benefit from the application of lime

to an orchard the first year.

Japanese Plants.—At the sale of plants brought
from Japan by Robert Fortune, which recently took
place at Covent Garden, London, G28 lots were of-

fered, and sold for over $3,000. Plants of the true
Aucuba Japonica, from two to three feet high,
brought from $35 to $45 each.
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We see in a weekly agricultural paper quite a severe

criticism of three, or properly two, of our receipts

—

one for " Queen Esther's Bread," and the other for

"Chicken Salad," with the dressing. The first is con-

demned as manifestly absurd, and the second as so vague

as to be useless. In the last the dressing was the main

point, and it was sent to us by a housekeeper of expe-

rience, who said it was excellent. If our critic is a

lady, we hope that she will try them both and then give

VIS the result, as we have great confidence in the source

from which they came. We take great pains to have

our receipts really good, and never admit one that does

not come to us with the recommendation of some ex-

perienced person. Many who have tried them say that

the " Genesee Farmer receipts are never known to fail."

We should be very glad if our lady readers would add

to the interest of their department by sending us any

clioice receipts that they may have.

The Germantmim Telegraph has the following receipts

which, as they require no eggs and very little butter,

commend themselves to all in these times of high

prices

:

Wedding Cake Pudding.—Four cups of flour, a half

cup of butter, teaspoonful of soda, one cup of molasses,

one cup of currants or raisins, a teaspoonful of salt.

Steam it three hours. Sauce : A half enp of butter, one

cup of sugar beaten to a cream, one Qgg well beaten,

one glass of wine, a wine-glass of boiling water. Steam

five minutes.

Cider Pi'dding.—Two pounds of floury two teaeups-

fol of suet chopped fine, a cupful of raisins or currants.

Mix well with cider until it is a stiff batter. Boil two

hours. This will be found equal to plum pudding.

FASHIONS.

A Help-Mate Indeed.—A Columbus (Ohio) corre-

spondent of the Cincinnati Gazette writes :
" Dr.

Wormly, Professor of Chemistiy in the Medical Col-

lege in this city, has been for some years experimenting

on the effects of the different poisons upon animal life.

For this purpose he has killed several hundred cats and

dogs (sheep-growers take notice,) with poisons, and by

analyzing their blood and stomachs has determined the

exact appearance of the poison crystals after doing the

work of death. The greatest difficulty he has en-

countered in this investigation has been to get these
appearances of the crystals perfectly represented on pa-

per. To overcome this diljiculty his wife, daughter of
John L. Gill, of this city, came to his assistance, and
made perfect sketches of the poison crystals, as the

Doctor, by chemical analysis, brought them to view.

This done, his next trouble was to get the sketches
transferred to steel plates. For this purpose he called

upon the most distinguished engravers of Eastern
cities, who told him that it could not be done short of

tliree years' time, and almost a fortune of money. One
of tbcni cngnivcd a single page, but the Professor was
not satisfied with the job. His wife again came to his

relief, and taking up the art of engraving, very speedily

mastered it, and'iu ten months presented the author of

the forthcoming book on poisons with the whole series

of plates, the delicate touclies of which defy criticism
eveu under the scrutiny of a microscope."

As it is necessary to dress, it is better to do it well

than ill, and changes are sometimes very pleasant.

Bonnets are ve:^ nearly the' same, except that there is

a change in the cape. It is almost a comi)lete horse-

shoe, measuring at the back five inches and at the sides

three and a half. This allows for a tiny frill at the top,

and tAvo very shallow plaits at the back. Godey says

:

" We can answer for the set and style of this capo

—

always the most difficult part of a boniLet to arrange."

Small nets are now made for waterfalls, which are

very convenient. They are made of the finest silk, and
are almost invisible. With one of these anyone can

arrange a waterfiill, as the slight shading which it gives

conceals all defects. Plaid nets are also worn, highly

trimmed with ribbons, and in some eases with flowers.

White nets of coarse cotton or bobbin are used for

night-caps, drawn up with a bright-colored worsted

braid, which keeps the net in its place better than rib-

bon. They are much nicer than night-caps, as, while

keeping the hair in order, the head is not too warm.

Plaid dresses and cloaks are more stylish than .ever

in Paris. The French journals admit that there is

absolutely nothing but plaid—plaid dresses, plaid bon-

nets, plaid cloaks, and plaid parasols trimmed with

plaid ribbons and plaid fringes.

Veils are much worn drawn tightly over the face.

The new shape is nearly round, and is suited to this

style. If the old ones are worn, they must be closely

wound around the elastic at the sides.

A string or double string of large black beads round

the neck over the sacque or cloak is quite in favor. They

are graduated in size—the largest about the size of a

marble. Imitation jet is generally used, as the fashion

will be a short-lived one, and the real is too expensive.

Dresses are worn so constantly looped up over the un-

der skirt, that it has now become quite the custom to

trim the latter very handsomely and leave the other

plain. Serge dresses and skirts alike are quite in

vogue, but they are very heavy. Alpaca will take their

place as summer approaches. Every kind of trimming

appropriate to the dress-skirt is now put on the

under skirts. When they are not like the dress, the

black and white striped balmoral trimmed with a wide

black velvet, the velvet braided with white, is the most

stylish. Some balmorals are striped with bright colored

silk or enriched with silk designs ran through them.

Very high balmoral boots or boots laced up just above

the ankle with the new style of anklets are used alto-

gether. They have little tassels at the top, and have

a very pretty effect.

Double-Heeling Stockings.—Miss S. R. Bowman
remarks on this subject as follows :

" Soldiei-s very soon
walk through the heels of their stockings. Now if the
good ladies who knit so much will only make fine

cloiMe heels, in the following manner, ' the boys' Avill

probably foot up a victory in ' double quick :' Take two
balls of yarn, and on the right side knit one stitch with
one thread, and the next with the other, and so on
across the needle. This alternately makes a loop on
the inside, which renders tlie heel very thick and dura-
ble, without making it any wider. On the wrong side,

take both threads together, and knit as one, in the
usual way."
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THE FARMER LAD.

It was a wild and wayward maid,

Of buddins ?oveiiteen,

"With huiLtliins lip and roguish glance

As eye hath ever seen.

And "fio pale city beau," she said,
" Shall aye my true love be

;

If ever we'dded'wife am I,

A farmer lad for me 1

" I met a lad, a sonsy lad,

Amonij the new-mown hay;
His manly cheek had won a glow
From rosy dawn of day;

And he was tall, and straight, and strong
And stately as a tree;

His limbs were like the sturdy oak's—
The farmer lad for me 1

"Oh! he the snow-white fleece can shear;
With sweepinfr strokes can mow;

In busy March, when winds blow dry,

With even hand can sow.
And none can guide the plow so fair

Alons the stubborn lea.

Or load the winnowed gi-ain like him—
The farmer lad for me 1

"The city beau with dainty hands,
May smooth his scented hair;

The city beau with gliding tongue
May flatter lady fair.

My Irid less polished mein may show-
As true his heart may be —

He"s but an honest farmer lad.

But he's the lad for me I

"

Double-Charged.—A good story is told of one

Georo;e Shaffer, who, many years ago, lived at Porte-

month. He had once been out shooting, and was

coming home with his game-bag empty and weary,

wlien lie stopped at the toll-house for a moment's rest.

"There's a fine lot of ducks back here in the i^ond,"

said he to the toll-keeper. " What will you let me fire

into them for?" Can't do it," responded the toll-

keeper; "I don't want to have my ducks killed."

George put his gun in the toll-house, and walked back

to take another look at the ducks. When he was gone,

tlie toll-man, who was a wag, drew the shot from the

iKirrel, and then replaced the gun. George returned,

and renewed the question. "Well," said the toll-man,

"though you are a good shot, I don't believe you can

hurt them much. Give me your money, and you may
fire." The money was paid, and quite a party, who
had gathered round, went back to witness George's dis-

comfiture. He raised his gun, fired and killed nine of

them. "Bless me!" cried the toll-man; I took the

charge out of your gun." "Yes," said George, "I
supposed you would. I always go double-charged."

ASalt-Water Lokd Chancellor.—A pleasant story

is told of a conversation between two sailors who saw

the Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain climbing up
the side of his yacht in a marine jacket and trousers.

" I think. Jack," said the sailor, as he turned a know-
ing look to his messmate, " this is the first time one

ever saw a short Chancery suit.''''— Court Journal.

" Grandma," said an intelligent but crafty child, " do

you want some candy?" "Yes, dear, I should like

some." " Then go to the shop and buy mc some, and I

will give you a part."

The first suggestion of Thackeray's opinions on the

Georges, appeared in Punch several years before the de-

livery of the lectures. It was at the time their statues

were prepared for the new parliamoit palace. "We
have been flivored," said the periodical, "by a young
lady connected with the Court, with copies of the in-

scriptions which are to be engraven under the images

of those Stars of Brunswick." They jvere all suf-

ficiently satirical; but the severity lay iu the truth.

The first and the last were the most pointed. This was
for

GEORGE TITE FIKST—STAR OP BRUNSWICK.

He preferred Hanover to England.
He preferred two hideous Mistresses to a beautiful and Innocent

Wife.
He hated Arts and despised Literature;
But He liked train-oil in his salads,

And gave an enlightened patronage to bad oysters.
And he had Walpole as a Minister:

Consistent in his Preference for every kind of Corruption.

The inscription for George IV is one of the most
pointed satires of its class ever written

:

Georqitjs Ultimtjs.

He left an example for age and for youth to avoid,
He never acted well by Man or Woman,

And was as false to his Mistress as to his AMfe.
He deserted his Friends and his Principles.

He was so ignorant that he could scarcely siiell

;

But he had some skill in Cutting out Coats,
And an undeniable Taste for Cookery.

He built the Palaces of Brighton and Buckingham,
And for these qualities and Proofs of Genius,

An admiring Aristocracy
Christened him the "First Gentleman in Europe."
Friends, respect the King whose Statue is here,
And the generous Aristocracy who admired hint.

The following letter has been received by the Princi-

pal of of a public school iu England, in reply to a cir-

cular asking the opinion of the parents upon the prac-

tice of flogging

:

" Dear Sir : Your flonging sirklar is duly receaved,
I hopes as to my sun John you will flog him jus so
often as you like. Hees a bad boy is John. Althauth
I've been in the habit of teeching "him niiself, it seems
to me he will larn nothing—his spcUin is spcshaU
ottragusly deficient. Wallup him well, Sur, and you
will receive my hearty thanks.—Yours, Moses Walker.
P. S.—Wat accounts for John being sich a bad scollar
is that he's my sun by my wife's first husband."

A SINGULAR method was employed by the wits of a

certain epoch to eke out their intellectual store; not

only did they put their good things into verse, but they

cast about for some place to write them in or upon,

which should be itself significant, as thus

:

[ Written on a looking-glass.]

I change, and so do women too

;

But I reflect—which women never do.

To which a lady is said to have replied

:

If woman reflected, O scribbler, declare

What man—faithless man—would be blessed by the fair.

How TO GET RID OF TROUBLE.—" To Shake off

trouble," said Howard, the great Philanthropist, "we
must set about doing good to somebody

;
put on your

hat and go and visit the poor; inquire into their wants,

and administer unto them ; seek out the desolate and

oppressed, and tell them of the consolation of religion.

I have often tried this, and found it the best medicine

for a heavy heart."

A Debating Club in Worcester lately discussed the

important question :
" Whether a rooster's knowledge

of daybreak is the result of observation or instinct.-'*
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Notes on tlie "Weather from January 15tli to
February IStli, 1864.

The last half of January was as much warmer as the

first half was colder, bo that the mean was 25.6° for the

month, while 26.7° was the average for 28th January.

The noon of the SSth was 56°, and the cold of the 21st

was 9°—the extremes of the last half. In January,

1857, the coldest last half known here was 15°, and this

year was 32.6° for the last half. Rather pleasant two

weeks. The water was 2.91 inches. Barometer low,

the mean being 29.19.

The sleighing had been good for several days, but left

us on the 21th. The wheeling then good.

On the 20th and 21st a slight ice shower was on the

ti-ees and shrubs, so as to show many diamonds and

some fine prismatic colors.

The mean temperature and other results for 1863

were given in the last Farmer. The Times, of London,

gives the average heat there for 1863 as 49.4°, and for

the last fifty-three years as 48.5° ; the greatest heat of

the six years, 92.2°, in June, 1858, and the coldest iu

December, 1859, as 7° below zero. The morning of

January 2d was below cy^Dher here, when at London it

was 29°. Since 1843 the greatest cold at London was 8°

below.

Though we have much of the abounding i-ainy

weather in Southern England, much less rain falls there

in a j-ear than here. There the rain for 1863 was 13

inches—very small—but here it was 30 inches. There

the average rain is &4 or 25 inches—here it is 32 inches
;

and there the monthly average rain for twenty years

past is: for January, 1.9; February, 1.4; March, 1.4;

April, 1.8; May, 2.0; June, 2.6; July, 2.4; August,

8.0; September, 2.6; October, 2.7; November, 2.0; and

December 1.9 inches ;=25.7 inches. In 1800 the rain

there was 32.5 inches ; 1858 was 18.9 inches.

February.—The first half has been warm, and its

mean is 30.1°, while the general average is 26.2°—a dif-

ference of 4°. Last year it was 8° below the average.

In 1855 the mean for this half was 14.8°, and 14.5° in

1856. No snow for sleighing in this half; sleighing in

Niagara county for a few days. Rather pleasant weather.

The mean of barometer was 29.19, which is low.

Little water Mien—only 0.51 inch.

The buds of the peach trees are said to be injured by

the cold of the first week of January. It Was severe

weather. The preceding warm month had swollen the

buds somewhat, and made them less able to endure a

cold no greater than 4° below cypher.

The Sixth Annual Meeting of the Breeders of

Thoroughbred Neat Stock will be held at Worcester,

Mass. , on Wednesday, March 2d, at 10 A M.

** Send for a Catalogue."

We cannot call particular attention to all the good

things advertised in this number of the Genesee Fay-jnev,

We would cheerfully do so did our space permit. We
would, however, urge our readers who wish to purchase

trees, seeds, implements, machines, or any other article,

to send to the parties who advertise in the Farmer for

one of their catalogues. We believe you may deal with

any of them with confidence.

We do not know how it is with others, but we should

be at a loss how to get along without the catalogues of

our leading nurserymen, seedsmen and agricultiiral im-

plement makers. Such catalogues as those issued every

year by Ellwanger & Barry, Frost & Co., C. W. Seelye,

and other of our Rochester Nurserymen are invaluable.

We should hardly know what vegetables to raise if U
was not for the kind remembrance of our friends,

Thornburn & Co., of New York, who each spring send

us one of their valuable and reliable seed catalogues.

Then if you want flowers—and who does not '?—send to

B. K. Bliss, of Springfield, Mass., or to James Vick, of

this city, for one of their handsome illustrated cata-

logues Either of them are well worth half a dollar

to any one who will study them, and yet they are

sent free to all who enclose a stamp to pre-pay post-

age. The same may be said of other parties whose ad-

vertisement will be found in the Farmer this montli.

Take our advice. Send for these catalogues, and

when you have examined them forward your orders

early, so that when spring opens you will be ready.

Casli, Book and Seed Premiums.

The press of advertisements this month is so great

that we are compelled to omit our premium list. It

will be found on the last page of the February numbec.

We would again remind our friends that a copy of the

Eural Animal for 1864, is sent to any one who gets up

a club of six subscribers to the Farmer, at fifty cents

each. For a club of eight Ave send a copy of Miner's

Domestic Poultry Book. For a club of twelve, a copy

of the Manual of Agriculture (a most excellent work).

For a club of sixteen a dollar package of choice flowe>r

and vegetable seeds, and an extra copy of the Farmer

and Rural Annual, for 1864. Larger premiums are offered

for larger clubs.

The seeds will be ready in the course of a week or ten

days, and if any who are entitled to them do not receive

them promptly, we should estean it afavor if they will

inform us of the fact, when the seeds shall be seat at

once.

A Last TTord.

The time for competing for our Cash Prizes expires

on the 15th of March. Our agents should send in all

the names they can get, on or before that day. Many

doubtless will take a prize that do not expect it. Onr

specific premiums arc still continued. It is by no means

too late to get subscribers. As we stereotype the Farmer

the numbers from the commencement of the volume,

will be sent to all who subscribe at this time. Send in

the names

!
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inquiries and Answers.

H J. R., Vernon, Joua.—l. Do not Pears do well

e-rafted on thorns ? 3. How many ashes is it good to

put arouiul youns; apple trees ? o. Are ashes good for

Carrots V
4.' What is the best way to grow grape vines

from cuttings V 5. Can the Delaware cutting be grown

the same as'other grape cuttings ?

1. No. They will grow for a few years, but never do

well.

2. If the olyect is to prevent the attack of the borers,

leached ashes should be used,' and just enough to en-

Circle the tree, immediately below the surface of the

ground.

If the question is intended to refer to the use of

ashes as a manure, we should say that a considerable

quantity of leached ashes may be used without injury

to the trees, but with what benefit must be determined

by individual experience; we should not recommend

them generally as a valuable manure for apple trees.

3. Do uot know that they are.

4. Cuttings will do best if made and planted in the

fall. When this is not done the cuttings should either

be buried in the ground in a dry place, in such a way

that they will be entirely covered with soil, or packed

ftway in sand or soil in the cellar until spring, and then

planted in a slanting position, so that the upper eye of

the cuttings shall be at or just below the surface of the

ground.

5. Yes.

Ci'.ANBERRrES—(H. M., Eden, JST. F.)—Please to com-
municatu to me and others, through the Fariner,vrhcthev

cranberries can be grown by planting the seed, and if

so, when, and how should they be planted ?

The cranberry can be propagated readily by planting

the seed, or crushed fruit in hills or drills, or sowing

them broadcast and ban-owing in. By this mode of

propagating, however, a longer time will elapse before

a crop of fruit can be gathered, than when the vines are

planted. And, of course, much care and labor will be

necessary to cultivate and keep the ground free from

grass and weeds in the meantime. Another objection

to growing from seed is, that a number of varieties wUl

be produced, all of which are not eqxially productive,

and the result will be smaller crops, than if the ground

were uniformly planted with the most fruitful sort.

Good plants can readily be procured, and at the rate of

five dollars a thousand, and when a considerable quan-

tity is wanted, probably for much less. It is suitable

to x^lant them in hills, two or three plants in each, at a

distance of two feet from hill to hill, and the rows about

two and a half feet apart. About twenty-five thousand

plants at this rate would be required to the acre, for

marsh or swamp culture the Cherry variety is considered

the best, and for upland culture the Bell variety.

I WAS much pleased with your notes in the August
number of the Genesee Farmer for last year of a (lay's

ramble in the wheat fields and among the farmers,
giving a short description of the method pursued by
several of the best farmers in Old Monroe. I wish we
could have more of these notes. I was much inter-
ested in Mr. Sackett's success in raising lambs for the
butcher. Will he be so kind as to give us a dcscrip-
•tion, throiigh the Farmer, of his method of keeping
sheep, feeediug ifec. I doubt not it would be instruc-
tive to all the readers of the Fanner Avho are interested
in sheep.—Chas. Ayes,, Leimton,,K, T,

On the 10th page of the Rural Annual and II'Mlcul-

tural Lirertvry, for 1864, it says that ?(»ie will "destroy
worms and the larvie of insects." I have a garden thai

has been cultivated mauy years, and during the two
last years, the ground was well stocked with worms.
Some cut the beans off as soon as they came up, and,

if perchance a poor bean survived this first onslaught,

it was only to drag out a miser»-ble existence on ac-

count of the constant gnawing which it received at the
roots. What I desire to know is the time when the lime
should be put on. Is it before plowing, after plowing,
or after harrowing ?—A. A. K.

It was doubtless the cut-worm that destroyed your

beans. We do not know whether lime will destroy

them. If you apply the lime this spring, let it be done

as early as possible. Use it liberally, say at the rate of

two bushels to the square rod, and dig or plow it

under.

J* K. C, Oenei'a, Wis.— Some of the best varieties

of iDcars ripening after the Flemish Beauty, are Sheldon,

Urbaniste, Duchess d'Orleans, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre

Diel, Beurre d'Aremberg, Columbia, Doyenne d'Alen-

con, Glout Morceau, Josephine de Malines, Lawrence,

Vicar of Winkfleld, Winter Nelis,

P. G., Eden Garden..—A practical work on this sub-

ject is entitled How to Build and Ventilate Hot House

Graperies, <£;c., (fcc„ by Robert B. Leuchars.

Please give me the address of men that make it their

business of breeding horses, in the Western and Centr.al

part of your State. Is there an)' " Messenger's " stock
in your part of the State '? I wish to get some of that

breed. Do you know where the Thoroughbred Stallion

"Wild Irishman," is owned, or any of his colts V

—

A. P. Gakfield, llillbury, 3Iass.

There is no one in my neighborhood that can raise

any goosberries. They all mildew when about half-

grown, and the bushes seem to be blighted on the top
of fee branches and grow no more for the season, con-
sequently the bushes keep quite stunted. Can you
give me any information respecting the treatment of

them ?

—

Benj. Armstrong.

At what stage of its growth should Herd's grass l>c

cut for the hay to contain the most saccharineproper-
ties, and the best modus operandi to make it from the

swath, taking the economy of labor into the account ?

—L. P. L., Tioga coiudy.

Will timothy and clover "catch" good with ilax?

Who has tried it ? Will they please conimunicate their

experience through the Genesee Farmer 'i
—John Scott,

A^eufane, iV. Y.
•-44D>-«

Ticks on Sheep—Scab, &c.—In reply to the inquiry

of " W. A. B." in the Februaiy number of the Gcnesca

Farmer, Messrs. Lalor & Brothers, of Utica, N. Y.,

write us that their sheep-dipping composition, adver-

tised in this number of the Farmer, is just the thing he

wants. From what we hear of it we judge it to be an

excellent article. Send for one of their circulars.

Valuable and Convenient.—'^Bi-ovm^s Bronchial

TrocJies'''' are widely known as an admirable remedy for

Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Coughs and other troubles of

the throat and lungs. They are of great value for the

purposes for which they are designed, and it should be

known that while they ar-e usually and pleasantly efflca-

cious, they contain no hurtful ingredients, but may at

all times be used with perfect eoSQij.—Boston Ikcorc^,
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The Markets.

Office of the Genesee Farmeb, )

Febrnary 26, ISM. f

Theke has been little change in the price of grain since our

last report Beans are if anything a trifle lower in New York,

but have advanced in the West. Bntter continues very firm.

The snpply is small and it is thought that the present high rates

will be maintained for some time. The range in New Tork is

ft-om 25 to 40c. according to quality. Eggs are lower, but still

iM-ing in New York from 25 to 30c. ^ dozen. Poultry has ad-

vanced 3 to 5c. ^ a>. Turkeys bring from 15 to ISc, and choice

19 to 20c. ^ ft. Chickens 15@lSc. Potatoes are unchanged.

Cheese Is. full Ic. ^ lb. higher. Clover and Timothy Seed are

higher. In this city $T.T5 ip bushel is asked for Cloverseed. In

New York it is quoted at 14%@.14>^c. ^ lb., and Timothy at

$8.20@8.50 ^ bushel.

The English markets are dull and lower. The Germans have

crossed the Eidt-r and hostilities have actually commenced. The

news caused Wheat to advance in Paris 12@50c. ^ 100 kilos.

Next to America, England looks to Noi-thern Germany for her

chief supply of grain, and a war in Holstein, if it goes no further,

•will materially interfere with the trade of the British ports and

prevent England from obtaining the supplies necessary to finish

the agi-icultural year. The last Mark-Lane Express s.ays: '-Couib

war or peac^?, the necessities of consumers will require about sis-

teen million quarters of Wheat (eighty million bushels) before

next harvest ; while war might put half as many sovereigns into

grower's pockets without the public having to complain of the

price of bread." There is every prospect of American farmers

receiving very high prices for their products the coming autumn.

New York C.\TrLE Market.—Beef Cattle advanced last week

In New York nearly Ic. ^ ft. Some prime holiday Cattle

brought 163v>'c. %i ft. for the carcass. The Tribune says some of

the oldest Cattle Brokers express the opinion that beef was

higher than they had ever before known. The highest markets

(luring the last ten years were

:

May 9, 1865 13>^@15e. ^ ft.

May 16, is."i.-) 12><@15c. |? ft.

MaV 23, ISV. 12i5@14>4C. ^ ft.

Mav 20, ls.^,T 12—@a4 V.c, ^ ft.

June 3, 1S5T 12—©Ui^c. ^ ft.

We are indebted to Mr. Solon Bobinson, Agricultural Editor of

the Tribune, for tables showing the weekly price of Cattle for the

last ten years. It appears from these tables that, notwithstand-

ing the general opinion to the contrary, Beef Cattle were not as

high last year, on the average, as in 1855, 1856, and 1857. In 1854,

the average estimated price was 9c. ^ ft.; 1855, lOc; 1856, 9^c.;

185T, lO^vC; 1858, 8^c.; 1859, 9c; 1860, Sc; 1861, 7%c.; 1862

7%c.; 1863, 9He.

Mr. E. thinks the high price last week was caused mainly by

speculation. He thinks there is no scarcity of Beef Cattle in the

country and that the advance in prices the past week will call

out a larger supply and prices will decline. [Since writing the

above we learn by telegraph that Beef Cattle were full as high

this week in New York as last. There was a fair supply of

Beeves, but they were in the hands of speculators, and butchers

•were compelled to pay very high prices.]

There is little change in the price of Sheep. Mutton sells at

wholesale in Washington Street Market at ^©Oc. ^ ft. Pelts

are dull at about 13.50 each. There is a large supply of Sheep in

the country, but it is not improbable that we shall see high prices

tn March, as was the case last year. Butchers will now pay S)4c.

^ ft., live weight, for good £at Sheep, though the majority are

Bold at T@8c.

Swine are very high—higher than for many years. The de-

mand is largely in advance of the supply. Prices range from 8 to

9c ^ ft., live weight, or from 10>5' to ll>^c., dressed.

Milch Cows are in demand and prices have decidededly an nj)-

^vd tendency.

Special Notices.

Coe's Superplio.spUate of Lime.

Daktillb, Tp., Shipton, C. E., 1st Dec, 1868.

Deae Sie: I was induced this spring to make a trial of your

Superphosphate of Lime, and the results were, upon the whole,

so very satisfactory, that I have thought well to inform you of the

fact, in hope that it may encourage others to begin the use of it.

I experimented upon the -following crops:—Potatoes, Mangold

Wurzel, Carrots, Turnips, Tares, and Wheat.

I had two pieces of ground planted to Potatoes, one in my
orcliard, which had been well manured with bai-n-yard manure—
plowed in— both this spring and the previous, and the Potatoes

planted in hills thi-ee feet apart. These were planted a fortnight

before the others, which were in the field, planted in drills thirty

inches apart and twelve inches between each "sett." Those in

the orchard were hand-hoed three times, those in the field once

by hand and once by "horse-hoe." The field potatoes were ma-

nured in the drill, and Superphosphate, at the rate of a barrel

and a half per acre, sprinkled upon it previous to its being,

covered, the potatoes (cut) being planted on the manure. These

potatoes made their appearance above ground a week before the

others, although two weeks later in being planted. They kept

ahead of them all through the season, and were quite ripe at least

three weeks before the others. There was scarcely any disease

amongst them, whilst a good number of the orchard potatoes

were affected. The exact results were not obtained, but I am
safe in saying that those planted with Scperphosph.ate produced a

third more than the others. Both crop A-ere excellent, and were

at the rate of three hunjlred bushels to .,^e acre (Imperial). With

my Turnips the efl'ects were even more striking. I planted them

in drills, part with Su erphosphate and manure, part with best

Peruvian Guano and manure, and part with manure alone. The

Guano was obtained from C. L. Bartlett, Boston, and was good.

The result was no perceptible difference between the tnrnips

treated with Superphosphate and those treated with Guano, (the

Guano was just double the price of the Superphosphate) whilst

that treated with manure alone was not one-half so good as either.

I did not weigh any of the turnips, but had them inspected by

many gook judges who agree with this view of the case. The

same quantity of Superphosphate and Guano was used—(about

two barrels per acre)—and there was this remarkable feature in

the case : the turnips treated with Guano were attacked with

"rust," and ended by rotting to a considerable extent. Whether

this was caused by the Guano or not I cannot tell. The others

continued fresh and healthy until they were lifted. I shall use

no more Guano. The effects upon the Carrots I cannot give, as

they were too late in being planted, and proved nearly a failure

The Mangolds were good, but they too, were put in too late. The

Tares were very much improved by the application of Super-

phosphate, but there was only a small piece of them. I consider

It doubled the crop. I cannot speak with any certainty of its

effects upon the Wheat, as the crop was nearly destroyed by

wet during early summer.

I believe the experiment made upon my place has fully con-

vinced numbers around of the great advantages to be derived

from its use. I sh.ill certainly continue to use it in future, prob-

ably more extensively than this spring. I used about twenty-

two hundred pounds in all. I think the article had not the chance

it might have had, if the land had been drained.

I hope that your enterprise in the manufacttire of this article

may meet with the success it deserves.

Your are at liberty to use this letter, or the contents, if yoa

think proper.
I am, yours truly, G. THOEBUEN.

Sold by Andrew Coe, proprietor, 38 Francois Xavier street,

Montreal ; 8 Masonic Hall, Toronto, and by agents in all of the

principal towns in Canada.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

snch—will be inserted in the Genesee Faemek at twenty -five

c«nts a lino, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

THE GENESEE FARMER:
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF AOEICULTUEB AND HOKTIOTJLTUEE.

Published at Rochester, N. T., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms—Invariably in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

83x copies for Three Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

Postmasters and all Friends of Rural Improvement are re-

spectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Owing to the premium on Canada money, we prepay the

American postage on all papers sent to Canada without extra

diarge, when Canada money or stamps are sent. If American

money is sent, 12 cents must be added to each subscription.

Subscription money may be sent at our risk. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. T.

SAIiESlTIAlV WANTED—Address Franklin Sewing Ma-
chine Co., Boston Mass. feb3t

FLOWER SEEDS—Delaware Grape Vines, Flowering Plants,

•fcc, in variety, sent by mail. Catalocues gratis. Address
jan4t H. B. LUM, Sandusky, Ohio.

PHILADELPHIA—Is the best Hardy Raspberry.
French's Early and Russell's Prolific moit valuable

strawberries. For cii'culars address
janSt WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

TREES ANB PliANTS OF Alili KINDS-Decidu-
ous and I^vert^reen ; PYuit and Ornnmental in all sizes, at

low rates. Purchasers should send for new Priced List for 1S64,

before purchasing elsewhere. Carriage paid to Boston, Newport,
and New York. B. M. WATSON,

febSt Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

TO AGENTS AND DEALERS IN TREES AND
TO CLUBS.—My Wholesale Catalogue for lS6-i is now

ready. Carriage of packages paid to Boston, Newport and New
York. B. M. WATSON,

feb2t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable

length, at $1 per 100 or $5 per 1000. Warranted true Salix
alba. mh D. S. HEFFRON, Utica, N. Y.

Bartlett's Ditching and Subsoil Plow.
nnSIE BEST AND CHEAPEST IN USE—Adjustable to dif-

J_ fbrent widths for either stone or tile. Price, $25. State,
Conntv and Town Rights for sale. Address
mhlt* A. J. BARTLETT, Kendaia, Seneca co., N. Y.

CHEAP APPLE TREES.
ABOUT 80,000 first class 4-year old Apple Trees will be sold

very cheap to clear the grounds. Also, bearing vines of
the Isabella, Hartford Prolific and t'oncord.
mh2t A. M. WILLIAMS, Syracuse, N. Y.

Brown's Bronchial Troches.
These Lozengers are prepared from a highly esteemed recipe

ft»r alleviating Bronchial Affections, Asthma, Uoaesness,
Coughs, Colds, and Irritation or soreness of the Throat.

Public Speakers and Vocalists
Will find them beneficial iu clearing the voice before speaking or
singing, and relieving the throat after any unusual exertion of
the vocal organs, having a peculiar adaptation to affections
which disturb the organs of speech.

Orinoco Tobacco Seed.

"VTEW SEED of this valuable early variety at 25 cents per
JJN packet, or 50 cents per ounce. Less per pound.
Also new Seed of the

Connecticut Seed Leaf
St the same prices.

Both kinds of iny own growing, and warranted genuine. Cir-
culars, giving brief directions for planting and cultivation,
sent free to all purchasers.

rail D. S. HEFFRON, Utica, N. Y.

JUST \rHAT EVERYBODY ^VANTS.
OUR NEW POCKET ALBUM.

[For Soldier and Civilian.]

Holding Sixteen pictures, is the cheapest and best Pocket Album
ever offered to the public.

Sent by Mail to any addi-ess, post paid, on receipt of Seventy-
five cents.

It can be filled with Pictures (16) and sent by mail to soldiers

in the aVmy, or friends anywhere in Uncle Sam's dominions, at

the very trifling sum of Thirty Cents postage. Orders i)romptly
filled by SAMUEL BOWLES & COMPANY,

• Photograph Album Manufacturers,
mhlt Springfield, Mass.

RUSSELL'S STRAWBERRY.
RUSSELL'S GREAT PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.—This

new Strawberry is undoubtedly the best Strawberry yet
known, being the largest and most prolific bearer, many of the
berries mearsuring five to six inches in circumference. We can
furnish good genuine idants, well packed, the coming spring for

$2 per dozen or $10 per 100, cash to accompany orders.
Also for sale, Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grape Vines, Green-

house and Bedding Plants. Address
W. T. & E. SMITH,

mh Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. Y. '

Connecticut Seed L.eaf Tobacco Seed.
BE SURE AND GET THE BEST.

rpHE SUBSCRIBER ofl'ers for sale a very clean lot of the
X above, raised expressly for him by one of the most success-
ful cultivators in the Valley of the Connecticut. Packets con-
taining one ounce, with full directions fob cultuke will be
mailed postpaid to any address in the Union upon receipt of 50
cents. Prices for larger quanties will be given upon application.

Address B. K. BLISS,
mh2t Springfield, Mass.

CHICORY SEED.
THE GREAT SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE.

A SUPPLY of the genuine article just received by the sub-
scriber, and will be mailed postpaid to any address upon

receipt of the price. Packets containing 1 ounce, 15 cents ; 8
ounces, 60 cents ; 1 pound $1.

Directions for culture accompany each package.
mh2t B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE FOR SALE.
THE subscriber will sell from his Herd of AYRS HIRES, num-

bering ninety head, chiefly imported or bred by himself
several Males and Females of the best blood and points. For
particulars send for Catalogue. HENRY 11. PETERS,

mh'2t Southborough, Mass.

APPLE TREES FOR SALE CHEAP.
A n C\(\C\ -^PPLE TREES five years old and of the most
'dbvy. v/ v_/ v/ approved varieties, for sale at a low pkice in
lots of 1000 and upwards. The whole will be sold on favorable
terms, or exchanged for other property. For particulars address
mh2t De. MALTBY STRONG, Rochester, N. Y.

The Heaves
C A INT BE CtJIiED.

ALL PERSONS owning Horses afllicted with this disease will
be greatly benefited by addressing C. B. HART,

mhlt* P. O. Box 80, Victor, N. Y.

TOBACCO SEED.
FOR the benefit of those that wish to commence the culture

of Tobacco, I will send GOOD seed for 15 cents per packet.
mh2t JULIUS RISING, Southwick, Mass.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Y DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Flowers and How to
Raise Them, will be sent to all stamp applicants,

mhlt* MARK D. WILLSON, Rochester, N. Y.
M

CRAPE VINES.
LARGE STOCK of good vines of Concord, Maxetawney
and other varieties offered at reduced prices by

mhlt MAIILON MOON, Morrisville, Bucks co.. Pa.
A

FARM FOR SALE.

A GOOD FARM of 110 acres, near the village of Van Etten
in Chemune county, N. Y., 14 miles from Havanna. It is

good land, but as I can not attend to it myself, I will sell it for

$25 per acre. Only one-third of the purchase money need be
paid down. The remainder can lie any leni;th of time that is de-
sired. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.

A 40-ACRE FARM IN MICHIGAN.
FORTY ACRES OF WOOD-LAND—Heavily timbered, neap

Wyandotte, a few miles from Detroit, Mich. Will be sold
cheap. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.
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SEEDS!
J. M. THORBURN & CO.

OFFER Ipomcba coccinba (advertised eiToneonsly as "Star

Ipomea") per package 5 cents, or at $2 per pound to the

"Trade." ALSO,
T^rEKTY-NTirE VAErETrKS or enttrelt kb~w FtcvTEB. Seeds,

tor which see our Flower Seed Catalogue, which we Inail to

ail applicants without a atamp.

By liLilL oa receipt ot the Cash
:,

OoiTrBCTrcPT Seed Leaf Tobacco, the true Broad Leaf Vari-

ety, per pound |4, per ounce, 30 cents.

Gencine Havajta Tobacco, per pound $6, per oun<*e 50 cents.

White .Japan Mei.i>x, per packet 10 cents, per ounce 50 cents,

Eaki.y Paris Cacliflowkk, per ounce $1.

NoNPAP.EiL do. (finest in cultivation,) per oz. $1.

Ukw Yalekcia Clustsb Tomato, per oz. 40 cents.

I^STEP.'s Perfected Tomato, per oz. 80 cents.

FREN'cn Upright Tqmato, per packet 10 cfnts.
,

Mead's Improved White Solid Gel ert, per oz. 40 cents.

English Feamk •Cucumbers, 12 varieties each, per packet 25

cents.

Buttee (yellow Head) LBmrcE, per oz, 25 cents.

ALSO,

Every standard and improved variety of VKOBTABLti' and Ag-
Agbicultural Seeds, for Which see our Vegetable and Aqri-

Opltural Seed Catalogue.
gs^~ Tree and Shrub Seed Catalogue just published.

J. M. TlIOKBUKN & CO.,

milt 15 John street, N. Y.

Sheep Wash Tobacco.

Will not injure the most delicate anlmaL
Kills Ticks on Sheep.
Cores Scab on Sheep.
Kills all Vermin on Animals and Birds.

Cures all Skin DisoflSes on Animals.
Kills Bugs on KosoS, Lice on House Plants
Kills Canker Worm oft Apple Trees.

Kills Bed Bugs and Water Koaches.
KUls all Vermin that infest Grape and Cranberry Vines.

ONE POUND OF THIS EXTRACT WILL MAKE SIX-
TKE:<r GALLONS OF WASH.

For sale b.y all Druggists, and at Conntry and Agrlcnltural
Stores.

Price, 75 cents per pound. A liberal discount to the trade
and largo purchasers.

Orders promptly seat byexpress.
JAMES F. LEVIN,

Agent South Down Co.,

28 Cchtral Wharf, Boston.

^ E. H: I^LLSft & Co., Agricultural Warehouse, 189 and l&l

Beokman street, New
mheomGin

Water street. New York,

^ Dudley & Stajtoed, Druggists,

^ York.

Pine Hill Nursery.

rnHE UNDERSIGNED respectfullv solicits the attention of
1- Planters to his large stock of well-grown

Frixit Trees.
APPLES—standard and Dwarf.

PEAKS—Standard and DwarC
ClIEKKIES—St.ind3rd and DwarC'

PLUMS, PEACHES, APPJCOTS, QUINCES, Ac, Ac.

BfAKBY GRAPE VINES.
Delaware, Diana, Concord, Hartford Prolific, Creveling, Rebecca,

Ouyahoga, Elizabeth, OntaHo, Taylor. To-Kalon, Logan,
Union Village, Oporto, Perkins, &c., Ac

Also, SHADE AND EVERGREEN TREES, and other nursery
Stock—all of which will be sold at satisfactory prices.

pW" Price List sent on application.

mh2t GODFREY ZIMMERMAN, near Bnffiilo, N. Y.

' NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
OUR SfiED CATALOGUE for 1S&4, containing, IH addition to

the old, a list of all the new varieties and novelties of the
Benson, both of homo and foreign production, is now ready, and
will be forwarded to any address upon receipt of a thre'e-c^'nt

Stamp. It contains many practical hints in regard to the culti-

vation of both flowers and veget;ibles. making it a valuable Hand-
Book to every lover of tho garden. Address
mh3t McELWAIN BROS., Springfield, Maea.

SEEDS SENT BY MAIL
To all parts of the United States.

We are prepared to send by mail assortments of

Floiver, Garden and Field Seeds

on receipt of price and postage as by our published list. Onr
Scads are of the best growth, and se'lectionS from the most re-

liable American and Foreign resources.

Catalogues furnished on application.

Postage only two cents for four ounces,

AH Kinds of Agricultural rmplements and fertilizers!

R. H. AIiL.£N & CO.,
mhlt 1S9, 191, 193 Water street. New York,_..

ADIRONDAC CRAPE FOR SALE.
2 years old, very strong. No. 1,. ...-..•.. .Sfo 00
2 do. strong. No. 2, •. .-.. 4 00
1 do. very strong. No. 1, 8 00
i do. strong. No. 2, 2 00

All cut back to 3 to 4 eyes.

A discount of 80 per cent, to dealers on bills df f50 and ove».

The above prices and terms of discount will be strictly ad-

hered to.

No INFERIOR vines will bo sent out by mo. Purchasers c«n
rely on the quality of my vines being unsiii-passed.

Will' be forwarded in sealed boxes by express. No charge for

boxes. Or sm.ill orders will bo securely packed and sent hy mail,

prepaid, when oo ordered.

The two great Grape Exhibitions held last autumn at New York
and Cleveland, aw.irded to tbeAdiroudacTUE PRIZE FORTUB
BEST NATIVE GRAPE OV ANY KINB,

• Quality to Rule.
) The discovery and introduction of the Adirondac Grape is an
event of the highest importance to fniit growers, and the greatest
advance yet attained by native grapes. Its peculiarities are ej^
ti-eme earliness, large berries and clusters, teniler and thin skfn,

melting without any perceptible pulp, and of the most delicious

and delicate flavor, remiuding one of that splendid but hot-housei

grape, the " Black Hamburgh." Address
JOHN W. BAIXEY,

mh2t Plattshurgh, Clinton county. N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHAWCE.
"

i

A GOOD FARM
j rOE SALE AT_A LOW PEIOE.

SAID FARM is situated in thei town of Oakfield, Genesee
cbvinty, N. Y., 10 miles from'Bataria, 5 miles from Cnryville,-

6 miles from Pine Hill, about 11^ miles ft-om Albion, and 2>^
miles from West Barro Postofflcef. This Farm contains

225 Acres,
Abont 60 acres of good Wheat Land, and tho balance all good for

Sjjring Wheat and all other Spring Crops. There is about SO
acres of Timb(^r on tho Farm ; it ip well adapted for a Stock
Farm, Oak Orchard Creek running through and watering its sev-

eral sections.

THERE 13 A GOOD ORCHARD
on the Parm^ Buildings and Fences ore fotr; Ohiirches and
Schools within a reasonable distance.

Would take in exchange for said property a SMALL FARM, or
some sood city propertv.

J^^ For further particulars inquire of E. D. WEBSTER,
Boot and Shoe Dealer, ST' Main street, Rochester, or the sub-
scriber, in Albion, Orleans county.

mhlt ELIJAH WEBSTER.

AMMONIATED PACBFSG CUANO.

A REAL GITANO, couUiining from TO to SO per cent, of phos-
phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical

pix)cess a large per centago of nctnal ammonia, so fixed that it can
not evaporate, making it equal, if riot superior, to any other fe»-

tilijerl

Pamphlets with copies of analyses by Drs. Jackson, Massa-
chusetts Stato As.9ayer, and Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimo-
nials from scientiflo" agriculttlrists showing its value, can be ob-
tained from 'j. O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents,
mh6t 8T Wall street, Now York. .

CHOICE CRAPE VINES.

I
OFFER FOR SALE, by the dozen, or hundred, the following
choice Grape' Vines: Delaware, Concorfl, Diana. Rcbecta,

H.artford Prolific, Clinton, (four of either of these for $1. sent Irjr

mtiil postpaid /) Creveling, Allen's Hybrid, and Adirondao—all
warranted genuine. Send for a Circularwith full details. Agcnta
wanted to sell vines. Commission lareo. Address

T. B. MINER, Editor of the Bural American, .

mh2t Clinton, Oneida county, N. T.
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Lumber and Log Book.

SCRIBNER'S

KEADY RECKONER.
The most full and comploto book ever published for

Ship Builders, Boat Builders, lumber Merchants and

MECHANICS,!
Bciiis a correct measurement of Scantliiifc, Boards, Plank, Cubl-

~cal Cimtentsof Square and Kound Timber, !^a\v-Log3,

Wood, &C. ; comprised in a number of tables, to

which are added

TABLES OF WA&ES BY THE MONTH,

Board or Rent by the Week or Bay, Interest Tables, &e.

Scarcely is it possible to add to the recommendations of the

above book more than to f^ive its title paj^'e. Every one en^a^ed

in buying, seilinsr, measuring or inspecting limiber of any kind,

will at once appreciate a work of this kind.

IT you are dealing in lumber of any kind, wood, or casting up
wiises whereby by hasty calculations you are likely to make mis-

takes, the price is nothing in comparison to the value of the book.

No book of its kind has ever had so extensive Sale as this.—
^^ Over Three hundred Thousand Copies have been sold, and
the demand is constant and steady all over the United States

Canada, California. &o.
In all new and lumber countries, the book will be found very

eonveuient, as it comprises much that is useful to the farmer,

mechanic and business man.

ORKEKS soi-icrrE»
f"rom Agents, Booksellers and others, to whom a liberal discount

will be made. pW" Price, 25 Cents. Five copies sent for one
dollar, postage paid. The books can be had of booksellers gene-
rally throughout the United States. Book agents will find this a

very profitable and saleable work to carry. It takes up but little

room andwiU sell. Address GEO. W. FISHER,
nih2t Publisher, Rochester, N. T.

GlEAT WESTERN NURSERIES,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

"TTT^ have an extra quantity of very 'vyell grown
VV APPLES,

DWARF PEARS,
NECTARINES,

ORANGE AND
QUINCE TREES.

Also a quantity of
GRAPES,

GOOSEBERRIES,
BLACKBERRIES

AND STRAWBERRIES.
EVERGREENS of various sizes, several times replanted, and

HAliDY OKNAMENTAL SHRUBS. All of which will be sold

at low prices.

J^" Catalogues and Trade List mailed to applicants.
nihlt EEITER A MADDOCKS, Toledo, Ohio.

Early Vegetable Seeds for M©t Beds.
THE folloAving seeds, the best for early sowing in Hot-beds,

will be mailed postpaid to any address in the Union upon
I'eceipt of the price afhxed

:

per ounce.
Cabl)ago, Early York and large York, 15 cts.

Cauliflower, Early Paris, the best known $1 25
Cucumber, Extra Early Russian and White Spine, 20 "

Egs Plant, Improved Large Purple, 50 "

Lettuce, Early Silesian, and Boston Curled, 20 "

Raddisb, Early Scarlet, and Olive Shaped, 10 "
Tomato, Exu-'a Early Red and Eaiiy Apple, 20 "

per 2)acket.
Tomato, Lester's perfected, extra tine, 10 cts.

Tomato, New Erect French, grows in tho form of a
bush, fine flavored, very ornamental, 10 "

English and German Prize Cucumbers, in great variety,
fine for forcing, 25 "

A Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds fur-
mshed to all applicants upon receipt of a three-cent stamp.
Address B. K. BLISS,
mhlt Springfield, Mass.

DUCKS, FOWLS AND GEESE.
"TTTE are now prepared to furnish White-face Sp.inish, Golden
yV Crested, Silver Spangled Haraburcrs, Black-breasted Red

Game, Gray Dorking, Brahma, Cochin, Creeper and Dominique
fowls. Rose-comb African, Silver Pencilled, and Golden Span-
gled Bantams. Rouen, Cayuga Black and Aylesburv Ducks.
Bremen Geese. C. N. BEMENT,
mhlt Ponghkeepsie, N. Y.

Lalor's Slieep and lL.aii*l>

DIPPil
CURES SCAB, TICKS and LICE on SHEEP or CATTLEr-

adds over a i)oimd of wool to the fleece, imfiroves its qual-

ity, and adds to the genefal healtJi of the sheep, without danger
from taking, cold.

For particulars apply to
LALOR BROTHERS, Utica, N. T.

mh Agents wanted for every State. 8t

FOR SALE AT
M[OXJ]>fT IDA. ISTUKSEIiY,

TROY, N. Y.

50.000 Basket Osier Cuttings at $1.50 per 1000.

10,000 Scotch Elm, 2 years old, 1 t» 2 feet, strong plants, |5.00p«r
1000.

5,000 Norway Spruce, 8 years old, transplanted, $3.00 per 100,

$20 per 1000.

2,000 Concord Grape Vines, 1 year old, strong and well-rooted,
$10 per 100.

White Grape Currants, 2 years old, $5.00 per 100.

Cherry Currant, 1 year old, strong, $5,00 per 100.

JOSEPH CALDWELL,
mh2t Ntirseryman, Troy, N. T.

COLLECTION KITCHEN GARDEN SE^Dd;
BY MAIL POSTPAID.

20 varieties, our selection, $1.00
45 varieties, our selection, 2.00

THE above collections embrace all the leading varieties of
Vegetable Seeds usually grown in our gardens. To those

who desire larger quantities, we would recommend our coUoo-
tions at $2^), $15, $10, $5 and $;3—suitable for large or small gar-
dens, which can be safely forwarded by express to all parts of
the country. A list of the contents of each collection, with di-

rections for culture, will be found in our New Dksckipttst;
CcLTUEAL Catalogub, which will be mailed to all appdicatita

upon receipt of two three-cent stamps. Adilress

mh2t B. K. BLISS, Springfleld, Mass.

Tobacco Seed,

The True Connecticut Seed Leaf.

"tTTE have a full stock of the Genuine Connecticut Seed Loaf
VV Tobacco Seed of last j'ear's growth, which is now con-

sidered the most valtiable kind grown. Packets containing one
ounce, with directions for cultivation, will bo sent postpaid to any
address upon receipt of FifTT Cents. Prices for larger quantities
will bo given upon application. Address
mh3t McELWAIN BROS., Springfleld, Mass.

CHOICE NURSERY STOCK
AT WHOLESALE.—I offer for sale 75,000 very choice three

and four year old Apjile Trees, compiising all tho desirable

and popular varieties of summer and winter fruit. Also, a mod-
erate quantity of Cherry and Peach Trees, Currants, &c., all of
which I offer to dealers and growers of nursery stock at the
lowest market prices. For Catalogues and further particulars

address G. C. BUELL,
febSt (Assignee of J. O. Bloss & Co.,) Rochester, N. T.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PIGS.
PROGENY OF HOGS that have taken State and United

State Premiums sent by express to all parts of the United
States, Canada, Cuba and South Ajneric-a, in pairs, not akin.

Address N. P. BOYEK & CO.,

mh CoatesTUl% Ciieater county. Fean.
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A Valuable Agricultural Library.

ITEAELT TWO THOUSAND PAQES.

Over Five Hundred Engravings.

THE GENESEE FARMER
Is published in one of the best wheat and fruit regions of the

United States. Each volume contains 384 royal octavo
pages, handsomelj' illustrated with engravings, and filled with
matter of interest to every farmer, fruit-grower and hortieul-
tui-ist.

A complete set of the last five volumes of the Genesee Fakmer
for the years 1S58-9, 1860. '61, '62 and '03, substantially bound,
with a complete index, will be sent by express, prepaid, for $.^i.iKl.

The volume for 1863 is now ready, and will be sent by mail pre-
paid for $1.25; or the whole set of six volumes, (1 viS-ft, l^ijl), '61,

'62 and '63,) wiU be sent together by expriss, jirepaid, Inr J6.((0.

Address JOSEPH IIAUKIS, liochi,bter, N. Y.

THE RURAL ANNUAL
AND

Horticultural I>irectory
Is a little book of 120 pages, published at the commencement

of each year by the Editor of the Genesee Fau.mee. It was
stiirted in 18.56, and a new volume, containing entirely new mat-
ter, has been published each year. The complete set of eight
numbers, (1856, "57, '58, '59, '60, '61, '62 and '68,) handsomely
bound In two volumes, wiU be sent to any address, prepaid by
mail, on receipt of $2.50.

The six volumes of the Genesee Farmer, (for the years 1858,

"SS, "60. '61, '62 and '63,) and the complete set of the Kural
Annual, handsomely bound, will be sent together by express for

$8.00. Address
JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. T.

For the Fruit, Flower and Kitchen Garden.

1864. THE 1864.

GARDENER'S MONTHLY,
W. O. p. BRINCKLOE, PUBLISHER.

Oflace: 23 ITorth Sixth Street, Philadelphia.

Terms : $1.50 a Year.
EDITED B¥ THOMAS MEEHAN.

THE MONTHLY CONTENTS ARE:

HINTS—Flower Garden andPleasure-Ground; Fruit Garden;
Vegetable Garden; Wmdow Gardening.

CoMMnNicATioNS—Embracing the views of the best writers on
Horticulture, Arboriculture and Kural Affairs.

Editorial—Giving the Editor's views on the important Horti-

cultural improvements.
ScRAi'8 AND Queries—New Fruits—New Plants—Domestic

AND Foreign Intelligence—Foreign Correspondence—Hok-
Ticui-TUEAL Notices.
With each Department handsomely illustrated.

These general features will be retained, and the publisher

pledges himself that no labor or expense shall be spared to ren-

der the succeedinc issues of the Magazine every way worthy of

the favor with which his previous efforts have been amply re-

warded-
6END FOR A SPECIMEN. feb2t

EVERGREENS.
FROST & CO., Proprietors of the Genesee Valley Nurseries,

Rochester, N. Y., have the largest stock of Hardy Ever-

green Trees in this country for sale at low bates in the Spring
of 1864.

They have sizes sufficiently large to produce an immediate
effect, which have been trausplaii'ted two to four times; also

an immense stock of Medium-sized Plants.

Nurserymen are particularly desired to inform themselves of

their stock of smaller sizes from 6, to 12 inches high up to 2

feet, once to twice transplanted, and suitable for trausplantiug

again into nursery rows.

Their stock mainly consists of White and Hemlock Spruce,

and Norway Spruce, Firs, English Junipers, Bed Cedar, Bal-

sam Eirs, Aimtrian amj Scotch Pines, American and Siberian

Arbor Vitie, etc. Different sizes of each kind.

^^~ Cataloiu'es containing Prices for the same offered in

Quautities, per dozen and per thousand sent on request.

Address FROST & CO.,

febat Rochester, N. T.

(ifi-4 r\r\ OR MORE may be made by any local Agent selling

(ISJlvJv/ the OPOllTO Grape Vines. The wine has receiv-

ed throe first premiums. For Agent-terms address

rob3t E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y.

SAPONIFIER,

FAMILY SOAP MAKER.

If illt[ii<iijgs )iig]j priees; Saponificr helps to reduce them. It
makes Soap for Four cents a pound by usins your kitchen
grease.

!^" CAUTION ! As spurious Lyes ai'e offered also, bo
careful and only buy the Patented article put up in Iron
cans, all others being Counterl'eits.

PEMSYLVANIA SALT MAIVUFACTURIA'G CO.,

Pliiladelpliia—No. 127 "Walnut Street.

ja PI ttsburg—Pitt Street and Duquesne Way 6t

Vick's Illustrated Catalogue of Seeds
and

Guide to the Plower Garden for 1864.

MY NEW CATALOGUE AND FLORAL GUIDE fe now
published and ready to send out. It contains accurate

descriptiiins of the Icading'Floral Treasures of the worUl, with
FULL anil plain directions lor SOWING SEED, Tl'.ANSPLANT-
ING and (iKXElIAL (TLTUKE. Also, a list of Choice Seeds
for the VE<iETABLE GARDEN, with necessary instructions for
Planting and Culture.

My New Catalogue and Floral Guide is a beautiful work
f>^ fifty large pages, illustrated with tircnlyfire fine engravings,
an'd one splendid Colored Plate of the Dm'iMe Zinnia.' It will

be sent, postage paid, to all who applv iuclosins ten cents.

Address feb JAMES VICK, Ko.'bester, N. Y.

CHEESE VATS FOR FACTORIES,
Roe's Patent with Cooper's Smprovement.

THESE VATS hiiving been in extensive use in Kew York,
Ohio and Vermont, for the past five years, and having been

fully tested in Factories from 100 to 700 Cows in .Jefferson and
Oneida Counties the past season, we have no hesitation in s.aying

that they are equally well adapted to Factories as ordinary
dairies.

They are the only Vat offered to the public in which you can
heat evenly, and control the heat instantly, and at pleasure.

We refer to o'ver F'ifteen Hundred Dairymen, now using them
in New York and Vermont. Manufactured exclusively by

H. <fc E. COOPER, Watertown, N. Y.
N. B.—They are the best made and cheapest Vat in the mar-

ket. feb4t

The Original Howe Sewing Machine.

RECENT and important improvements having been put to

this Machine renders it now the most perfect before the

public, and persons at a distance can order a Machine with a

guarantee of its prompt and safe delivery, and that they will be
able to manage it to their entire satisfaction. No more breaking
needles! No more missing stitches! No trouble in making any
giirment, however delicate or heavy, on the same Machine, either

in cambric, cloth or leather. No person should think of pur-
chasing a Sewing Machine without first seeing this—the latest

and greatest triumjih of the original inventor of the Sowing Ma-
chine.

fW~ Send for a Descriptive Catalogue of styles and prices. A
few responsible Agents would be dealt with liberallv. Address

THE HOWE SEWIXG MACHINES.
437 Bn)adway, New York,

Or E. Strain. General Agent for Monroe county, 117 Main street,

Rochester, N. Y. jy'62-21t

SUPERIOR FARM LAND !

w~)A ArW\At'KES AT LOW PRICES and aceommodat-
ZU.V.MJU ing terms. Franklinville and Lake Tract,

Gloucester county, New .Jersey. 25 miles South of Philadelphia,

on Railroad running from Fliiladulphia to Cape May. In lots to

suit purchasers. Circulars witli rejiorts of Solon Robinson. Hon.
Wm. Parry and others, with fuU inforinotion. sent free by ad-

dressing JOHN H. COFFIN,
or WM. ARIiOTT.

Franklinville, N. J.

par° Also, Improved Farms, from 20 acres upwards. febSt
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PENSIONS, BACK-PAY,
BOXJIVTY, IPIlIZIi: ^lOIVE^ST,
AND ALL CLAIMS ?r(5wing out of the war, collected on

reasoiialile ti'i-uis, and with no unnccessarv delay, at the

AKMY INKtiKMATION i\-ND LICENSE]) CLAIM AGENCY
of (JKoKtiK C. TEALL. Oflice, No, 6 EAGLE HOTEL
JiLOCK. eonu r lUitl'alo and State streets.

Ilavini; devoted my entire attention to the business from the

bednuin^' of the war, I otfer my services to the public, contident

that my success, and my fjicilities for iwosecuting claims, are

equal to those of any man in the State.

THE LAWS PEOVIDE FOE THE PAYMENT OF

$100 Bounty to the ffeirs of Soldiers who die in service, to

be paid in the following order: 1st, to the Widow; 2d,

Child; Sd. Father; 4th, Mother; 5th, Brothers and Sisters.

The first in order surviving (resident of the United States)

bi-ing entitled.

$100 Bounty to Soldiers Discharged on expiration of tico

yf(//'«' service, or on account of «'(M<« (7s rectiri'd in Inittle.

Pension to disabled Soldiers and to Widoic.% Miitlitr.% (deiien-

dent on the son for support,) OrpJMin Children and Or-
phini Si-sters, (under 16 years old.)

Pay to Officers "wt leave" and to Dischnrffed Soldiers.

Prize Money to facers and Jfefi, capturing prizes.

Katioxs to Men on Furlough and Prisoners of War.
All Military C'laims collected at this Agency.
Money Advanced on Final Statements,' Pension Certificates

and Bounty Certificates.

Intokmatiox concerning Soldiers in the Ai-my, &c.
Artificial Legs or Ai-ms at expense of Government.
Exemption Papers, Assignments, Affidavits. &c.

^P~ No Agent can prosecute claims without License.
Letters promptly answered.
No matter where you live, if you have a claim write me a let-

ter and information will be furnished.

Address (with stamp) GEORGE C. TEALL,
feb'W-lv Kochester, N. T.

FROST & CO.,

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES,
Rocliester, IV. Y.

PARTIES who desire to purchase Fruit Trees, &c., also Ok-
namkntal Trees and Plants in large or small quantities,

ai-e solicited to inform themselves of our stock and prices, as they
will be supplied \xlfavorable rates.

Our Nursiriis contain upwards of Three Hundred Acres,
which enables us to till orders even of the most extensive char-

acter, anil particular attention is given to smaller orders.

Catalogues w'ith prices furnished upon application on receipt

of a three-cent postage stamp for each, as follows

:

No. 1. Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2. Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Plants, &c.
No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue for those who wish to buy in largo

quantities. FROST & CO.,
feb2t Rochester, N. T.

INK. INK. II^K.

TURNER'S
cojytiyxEiiCiA.L iivis,

Mauutactured at Rochester, N. ¥.

TOR SALE (retail) BY ALL STATIONERS, GROCERS, AC.

WHOLESALE ORDERS carefully packed in boxes and for-

warded without delay to any part of the country.
Orders respectfully solicited.

Further particulars can be obtained by addressing

JOHN TURNER, Rochester, N. T.
P^" OflSce on Buffalo street, opposite Arcade. oc"63-tf

FOR NURSERYMEN.
FRENCH PEAR SEED—Growth of ls{W, *j..50 per pound.

Apple Seed, growth of lSi>3. )f.5.5(J per bushel.
Angers Quince, Manetti Rose and Osier Willow Cuttings, $3.00

per 11)00.

Bed Ce<lar, 4 to 12 inches, $5.00 per 1000.

A. G. HANFORD & BRO..
feb2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY, ILL.
A pr\ ACRES APPLE TREES—Best stock ever offered—$30XOU to |60 per 1000. Also, Pears, Grapes, Small Fruits,
with general assortment Ornamentals, Nursery Stocks, &c.

—

at1,(XK) 'Tulips, with Hyacinths, Crocus, &c. Plant in fall. Send
red stamp for catalogue. F. K. PHCENIX,

ooSt Bloomington, III

PREPARE FOR TH E HOLIDAYS.
3 r.OOKsr.LLEUS, FAXCV (.(idDS HEALERS,
an 1 tl I'ulilii', will ]ilcasi- rniu'inhi'i- tint tli.-n- is no
otl 1 < lit which coiiiiiaiTs with th. if'KAIJi IVII-
< 5tOS< 01»li and MOHXTSiW OBJBiiC'ffS,
1 111, an endless soiirri ot' aiiiu.^iiniut aii'l iii-truc-

ti 11 ()\( r 'JllO dozen Microsciipi-s ami Toil (li>/,ii ob-

t tshm been sold within a year by the Boston
. nt il me. This Microscope, in brass, is mailed,

I
^l 1. 1 piid, for $2.25; or with six beautiful mount-

1 ol nets for $8: or with twenty-fotir objec-ts for $5.
^In hud lubber, for 50 cents in addition to the above
piir s A liberal discount to the trade. Address

HLNRY" CRAIG. 1S2 Center street, New York.W ly

Blood Stock for Sale
BY

WINTHROP AV. CHENERY,
Highland Stock Farm, Belmont, Mass.

Office, 196 State-street, Boston, Mass.
IMPORTER AJND BBEEDEK OF

THOROUGH-BRED AND TROTTING HORSES, DUTCH
CATTLE, TEXEL SHEEP, ANGORA (SHAWL)

GOATS, IMPROVED SWINE, &c., &c.

All inquiries promptly answered. febSt

Knox Fruit Farm and Nurseries.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF

WITH PRICES FOR SPRING OF 1S04, and Dr. John A.
Wakder's Report to the Cincinnati Horticultural So-

ciety of a visit to our grounds during the iHtraicberri/ and Grape
seasons, giving descriptions of varieties, modes of culture, &c.,

are now ready, and will be sent to all applicants enclosing stamp.
feb2t J KNOX, Box 155, Pittsburg, Pa.

BONE DUST.
"rpHE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANURE IN THE

1 WORLD."—Constantly on hand, in large or small quan-
tities, warranted pure and of the best quality, made from fresh
bones gathered from the slaughter houses in Rochester. Price
from $15 to.$20 per tun, according to fineness. Orders respect-

fully solicited. Address JOSEPH PRESTON,
je'63-ly Box 2072, Rochester, N. Y.

CHOICE NATIVE AND FOREIGN
GRAPE VINES.—Lenk & Co. offer for sale.a large stock of

Native and Foreign Grape Vines, including alf the rarest

and jnost valuable varieties. Send for a Price List. Addi-ess
LENK & CO.,

iiov'63-tf Humboldt Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio.

GRAPE VINES
THE demand for our Vines is rapidly increasing every season.

Parties wishing to purchase the coming spring would do
well to order early, as the demand promises to exceed the sup-
ply. Send for CATALOGUE, enclosing stamp.

feb'2t J. KNOX, Box 155, Pittsburgh, Pa.

rpHE CUL.TIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY
I is much more easy and successful in the common dry soil

of private gardens, market gardens, or in field culture, than in

the usual clumsy way in bogs and meadows. The yield last sea-

son, in my method of culture, was over 400 bushels per acre.

Explicit directions for cultivation, with price of Cranberry-

Plants and all other useful and ornamental Trees, Plants and
Shrubs, will be sent by mail. B. M. WATSON,
febSt Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

FRESH GARDEN SEEDS FOR 18 54.—Garden-
ers, Market (iardeners and others, purchasing- Seeds in

small or large quantities, by sending a list of what they requii-e^

and the quantity, will receive the same by return of mail, with

the lowest possible prices annexed, for cash.

B. M. WATSON,
feb2t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

PREMIUM WINE.
THE OPORTO WINE was awarded the highest premium at

the New York State Fair, 1803. The OPORTU is hardy

every where, and bears abundant crops. Two and three-year

strong vines, $2 to $4 per doz. Agents Wanted. Address

feb E. WARE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. T.

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

containing description. A. La T< )1'RETTE,
nov'63-ly .

Waterloo, N. T.
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COXXEXTS OF Tills NUJIBJEK.

Walks and Talks on the Farm
Xo. 3,

Meeting of the N. Y. SUto
Ag. Society,

Short Sermons for Farmers,.
Orinoco Tobacco,
How to keep Crows from

pulling up Corn,

What are the best Pastures
for Dairy Cows ?

Storing llay in Stacks vs.

Barns
Farm Work for March,

Poultry Hints for March, . .

.

To Cure a Horse from Pull-

ing at the Halteij SO
Save your old Files and
Rasps, SO

Paint for Buildings, SI

Notts on Back Numbers,.. . SI

Thoughts ou Canadian Ag.,. 82

Prize Essays:
On the Cultivation of

Broom Corn, 86
On the Management of

Poultry, 87
Cultivation of Winter and
Spring 'Barley, 87

HOETICULTUEAl. DEPAETMENT.

Garden Work for March, 8S

Will Pears Succeed on Sandy
Soils? 89

Influence of Soil on Fruit
Trees, i 90

Fruits in Japan^ 91

Spotting and Cracking of the
Pear, 92

Lime Wash for the Curculio, 92

The Best Time to Prune,. . . 98
Liming Apple Orchards, 93

Japanese Plants, 98

Notes on the Weather,
The Kural Annual, 97 I

The Mai-kets

editok's table.

90
I

Inquiries and Answers 97

Ladies' Department,

.

., 94
I

Miscellaneous, 95

FRUIT MD ORNAMENTAL TREES
FOR SPRINGS OF 18G4.

EESPECTFULLT INVITB TttE ATTENTION OF

Planters, Nurserymen and Dealers in Trees

TO THE GEBAT STOCK OP

Fruit and Oraassiental Trees and Plants

of every description, which they now offer for spring pkintjng.

Staxdaed Fecit Teees for Orchards,

Dwarf Fruit Teees for Gardens.

Dwarf Maiden Teees for Potting.

S:s4ALL Fruits, including the newest and finest varieties of

Gooseberries, Blackberries. Currants, Raspberries, Sti-aw-
' berries, &c.

Haedy Grapes for out-door culture. Over 70 varieties.

Foreign Graves, for Vineries (00 varieties.)

Figs, Oeanses and Lemons, fruiting plants.

OKNAMENTAIi.
Deciduous Ornamental Trees, upward of 300 species and va-

rieties.

Wef.ping or Drooping Teef.s, 25 distinct and beautiful varieties.

Tebss wrm Kemaekable and Ornamental Foliage of 50 disr

tinct sorts.

Rare and Beautiful Lawn Trees.

Uaedy Evergeeen Trees, of all kinds and sizes, of beautiful

form, iVequontly transplanted and sure to move safely.

New and Rare Evergreens, from California.

Flowerixg Shrubs—A great collection of over 300 different

species and varieties of the most ornamental—large plants.

Climbing and Traillsg Shrubs, over 60 sjiecies and varieties.

li08E.s, the largest stock in America, comprising over 600 of the

most beautiful sorts of all classes.

Pjeonies, Chinese Herbaceous, 40 of the finest sorts.

Superb Double Daui.ias, 100 select sorts.

Phloxes and Curysanthemujis, the finest new and old sorts.

Perpetual oe Monthly Carnations—A large and superb col-

lection.

Haedy Herbaceous Floweeing Plants, upward of 800 species

and varieties.

Gladiolus, the finest new and old sorta,

Geeen-House and Beddincj-out Plants in great variety.

The entire stock is in perfect order. Owing to the unusual

mildness of the winter, the most delicate trees have escaped in-

jury.
The following Catalogues, which give prices and terms, will be

sent pre-paid upon the receipt of postage stamps, as follows:

Nos. 1 and 2, ten cents each; Ko. 3, five cents; No. 4, three cents.

No. 1—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruits.

No. 2—A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c., &c., &c.

No. 3—A Catalogue of Dahlias, Verbenas. Petunias, and select

new Green-house and Bedding plants, publisln^l every spring.

No 4—A Wholesale Catalogue or Trade List, published every

autumn, KLLWANGER & BARRY,
mh Mount IIopo Nurseries, Eochester, N. Y.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGLR
i

ISTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE,
A-iicl Order yoiii* Trees I>irect.

JUST ISSUED—A NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of
Rochester Central Nurseries.

Also, Special Teems of Sale. See advertisement in Genesee
Farmer for January and February. Inclose a two cent stamp for
prei>ayment of postage. Address

C. W. SEELYE, Rochester Central Nurseries,
mhlt Rochester, N. Y..

A NEGLECTED COUGII, OOLD, An IeEITATED OK
Sore Throat, if allowed to progress, results

in serious Pulmonary Bronchial and Asthmatic
Diseases, oftentimes incurable. Beown's
Bronchial Tkoohes reach directly the af-

fected parts, and give almost immediate re-

lief For Bronchitis, Asthma, Cataekh, nn<l

Consumptive Coughs, the Troches are useful.

Public Speakers and Singers should have
the Troches to clear and strengthen the
Voice. Military Officers and Soldiep-s who
overtax the voice and are exposed to suddisn

changes, should use them. (.)btain only tho
genuine. '"Brown's Bronchial Troches" hav-
ing proved their elHoacy by a test of many
years, are highly recommendwl and i»rescribed

by Physicians and Surgeons in the Army, and have received
testimonials from many eminent men.

Sold by all Druggist and Dealers in Medicine in the United-

States and most Foreign Countries at 25 cents per box. mhSt

CRAPE VINES.
rpnE subscriber offers several thousand of tho following choice

_L varieties

:

ANNA, 1 year old, 50 cents each.
" 2 years old. $1.00 each.

ALLEN'S IIYBKID, 1 ye.ir old, $1.00 each.

CONCOKD, 1 year old, from cuttings, 20 cents each; $15 per 100.
" 1 year old, layers, 50 cents each ; $85 per 100.
" 1 year old, layers. No. 2. 20 cents each ; $15 per 100.
" 2 years, transplanted, 50 cents each; $35 per lOO.

CEEVELINGJ 1 year, from cuttings, 50 cents each-
" 1 year, layers, $1.00 each.

DELAWAEE, 1 year, cuttings, 50 cents each; $30 per 100.
" 2 years, transplanted, $1.00 each; |T5 per 100.
» 8 years, extra large, $8.00 each ; $250 per 100.

DIANA, 1 year cuttings, 25 cents each; $30 per 100,

" 2 years, trans])lantcd. 50 cents each; $35 per 100.

UAUTFOKD PPwOLLFIC, 2 and 8 years, 50 cents each i $30
per 100.

ION A, 1 vear, strong, $3.00 each ; $18 per dozen.

ISIIAELLA, 1 vear, strong, $2.00.

Those who wish to get vines of the best quality, .and at a reason-

able price, should send their orders to tho Brooklyn Nursery.

Catalogues sent free to all applicants.

Addi-oss, ANDREW S. FULLER,
mil 2t. Brooklyn, Now York.
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 4.

The spring, so far, lias been remarkably mild and

pleasant. A gentleman near New York, writes that

he was plowing the first week in February. He is

now (Slarch 10th) busy at work preparing the land for

anions and other crops. The season there is at least

three weeks earlier than with us.

A farmer in Niagara county wrote me a few days

^nce, asking if the " pea-vine clover " was better for

pasture as well as for plowing under as a grass crop

to enrich the land, than the small kind of clover,

I should myself like more information ' on this sub-

ject I do not know whether it is a distinct variety

or not. Our agricultural authorities say little or

nothing on the point, Flint, in his excellent work

on " Grasses and Forage Plants," does not allude to

it at all. Morton's Cyclopedia of Agriculture, one

of the best and latest works we have—containing

over 2000 pages, fiUed with the most reliable infor-

mation—says nothing about it. I can find no al-

lusion to it in Loudon's Encylopedia of Agriculture,

and it is not worth while to examine other works,

for nearly all our modern writers derive their infor-

mation from hym.

But there is such a thing as late or large clover, or

as my friend from Niagara county calls it, " pea-vine

clover." It is grown to some extent in this vicinity,

and will unquestionably produce more fodder than the

common red clover. For plowing under as manure it

is also superior. The only drawback is the difficulty

of getting the seed. I suppose, ripening hiter, it

does not yield so much seed, or perhaps is more

liable to injury. I wish some of the reaxiers of the

Genesee Fwnner would write a good article on the

subject.

As a general rule, those fanners are most success-

ful who keep on the even tenor of their way. If

you are raising horses, do not give it up. The pros-

pects in the future are at least as good as in the past.

If you are raising cattle do not abandon the business

for the sake of raising colts, or sheep, or any other

stock. Stick to the business you understMid, and do

not give it up because, for the moment, some other

branch appears to offer greater or more immediate

profit.

I was talking to a cavalry ofiicer a short time since,

in regard to the supply of horses. He said that

when he first entered the army the loss of horses

was frightful This he attributed principally to ex-

posure, neglect and bad treatment. There has been,

however, much improvement in the treatment of our

army horses, and the fatality is by no means as great

as it was. Still the demand for horses is quite large,

and I notice that the editor of the American Stock

Journal thinks that if the war continues another

year we shall be obliged to resort to foreign countries

for a supply. I think men vrSl be scarcer than

horses. The number of horses in the United States

in proportion to population is greater than in any

other country, and I do not think the government

will experience any great trouble in finding all

that are required for army purposes. There can be

no doubt, however, that if the war continues horses

will advance in price, but whether it will pay farm-

ers to rush into the business of raising colts, is some-

what doubtful, as by the time the horses are ready

the demand will probably be less than at present.

In everything that relates to the mechanical opera-

tions of Agriculture the United States will not sufifer

by comparison with any other nation. The same is also

true in regard to the amount of grain, meat and

other products obtained/row a given amount of la-

bor. In no other country does the husbandman meet

with a more bountiful return for the labor expended.

But while this is true, our agriculture is, in very

many respects, sadly deficient. The average

yield of our crops is very low. This is owing to

several causes, prominent among which stand the

two fects which give color to American agriculture,

cheap land and high labor.

We have extended our labca' over too great a

surface. Owing to the increase of population, our

farms, in nearly all sections, are constantly advanc-

ing in price, and it has been considered desirable to

hold as much land as possible so as to obtain the
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benefit of this advance. The tendency of this

Bpeculative feeling is not favorable to agricultural

improvement. The fanner holds more land than he

tas capital to cultivate to the best advantage, and

the feeling that he may sell at any time checks the

desire that every real farmer feels to make perma-

nent improvents on his farm.

I received to-day, from Mr. W. L. Bradley of

•Boston, a barrel of his " Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,"

with a request that I give it a trial. I do not pro-

pose to raise any tobacco, but will use it on other

crops. Mr. B. publishes a pamphlet on Tobacco

Culture, with testimonials from several well known

tobacco growers who used his fertilizer last year.

Those interested in the matter can obtain this

pamphlet ftee by writing to Mr. Bradley at Boston.

Mr. Bradley also manufactures Coe's Superphosphate

of Lime, which I know to be a good article. I in-

tend to use two tons of it this season.

No crop paid so well last year as onions. The

crop was large, but the demand for the army is so

great that high prices were obtained. The demand

is likely to continue, and there will undoubtedly be

an unusually large breadth of laud sown the present

spring.

A gentleman in Washington wrote me to-day, ask-

ing for information in regard to the best varieties

and the best method of cultivating onions. Not

having had much experience in raising the crop for

market purposes, I asked one of our most success-

ful onion growers to write an article on the subject

for the Farmer. He referred me to a Prize Essay

written for the Transactions of the Queens County

(N. Y.) Agricultural Society, by D. K. Youngs of

Locust Valley, and which he said was better than

anything he could write on the subject. Mr. Young

says the best variety for the main crop is the red,

globe-shaped onion. The earliest variety is the flat,

or " Cracker onion," which ripens three weeks or a

month earlier than the late red onion. There is a

variety which comes to maturity between these two,

but he does not give the name. Large cultivators

sow these three varieties in the proportion of one

acre of the first early, two acres of the second early

and five acres of the late.

I always supposed onions liked a rather stifif loam

—or what we usually denominate a good wheat soil,

but Mr. Young says that though onions may be

orrown from seed on most kinds of soil, he prefers

"an easy working sandy loam, such as is not

liable to bake, and free from stones."' " In order to

insure a crop the first year," he says, " it should

have been well manured and kept clean for one or

» two previous seasons."

The ground should be liberally dressed with well

rotted manure. This should not be plowed in deep,

but be thoroughly incorporated with about five

inches of the surface soil. Mr. Young says the roots

of onions penetrate to the depth of fourteen inches

or more, and he recommends the use of the subsoil

plow to deepen the soil.

" As it is highly desirable to plant early, plow as

soon as the state of the ground will permit, and

harrow thoroughly ; use a brush harrow to break the

lumps and smooth the harrow marks ; lay off in beds

twenty-five yards vride and rake even and fine. This

last is very important.

" If the object is to raise only barrel or bushel

onions, the beds should be marked for rows thirteen

inches apart, with any instrument at hand. A rude

and cheap, but convenient marker is made of pine

plank two by three inches, with pins six inches long

inserted thirteen inches apart."

Four pounds of seed wiU be sufficient for an acre.

This will give about ten seeds to the foot. Drill in

the seed about half an inch deep, and then roll the

land with a light garden roller to leave the surface

as smooth as possible for the first hoeing.

" As soon as the rows can be traced, work out with

a skuffle hoe, and commence weeding a few days

after, or as soon as any can be found in the rows. To
keep the beds at all times clean, which is by
far the cheapest and best way, this should be re-

peated about every ten days, tiQ the tops begin to

fall, which will require one tolerably active man to

a moderately weedy acre."

The labor of harvesting and drying is by no means

inconsiderable. Mr. Young recommends the erection

of a house on purpose for the latter process. This

of course is only necessary when onions are raised on

an extensive scale.

Mr. Young does not give the yield per acre, but I

suppose from four to five hundred bushels per acre

is a good crop. At one dollar per bushel, or even at

half a dollar, the profits must be large. I see that

onions are now worth over two dollars a bushel in

New York.

Mr. Young is going to sow seventeen acres of onions

this spring. He says, in a private letter to a friend in

this county, that he will put on these seventeen

acres New York stable manure, at a cost of $1,400

delivered at the wharf near his farm. This is over

$82 per acre for manure, besides drawing and spread-

ing.

If I was going into onion raising, I would use

artificial manure, such as guano, superphosphate,

sulphate of ammonia, &c. They are free from weeds,

and $15 per acre would give a liberal dressing.

About a year ago I wrote an article on " Feeding

Cattle and Sheep " for the Report of the Department

of Agriculture. I desired to make as good a show as

possible in favor of fattening cattle, but was obliged
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to admit that the profits are not very large. In fact, if

we leave out the value of the manure, and allow noth-

ing for the increased value of fat over lean beef, it is

impossible to see how money can be made by feed-

ing cattle in winter.

Taking the average results of the most reliable

experiments on feeding cattle, where we have good

breeds, good yards and sheds, and the best of atten-

tion, a bullock will eat 100 lbs. of hay and a bushel ofj

com per week, and will gain 10 lbs. In five months

he would eat one ton of hay and 20 bushels of corn.

Estimating the hay at $10 per ton and the corn at

60 cents per bushel, the food consumed in the twenty

weeks would cost $22.00. In return for this we have

200 lbs. of beef, worth say eight cents per lb., or

$16.00. In other words the food will cost $6 more

than what we can get for the increase in beef. As

an oflFset to this loss we have the manure.

One would think this was not by any means

an overdrawn statement of the profits of

feeding cattle in winter, but Solon Robin-

son, of the New York Tribune, says in the

last number of that paper that there is a " vital

error" in the above estimate—that "the gain is

gross and not net weight, and nowhere in this coun-

try are bullocks worth 8 cents per lb., live weight.

The average on the farm is not 4 cents."

The whole question turns on what the increase of

the animal consists of. If it is principally bone,

hair, horn, or offal of any kind, it would be worth

very little, and if the prap&i'tion of these substances

was as large in the increase as in the animal itself it

should, as Mr. Robinson says, be estimated as

gross and not net weight. But is this the case ? Mr.

Lawes and Dr. Gilbert analyzed several animals for

the purpose (among other things) of determining

this very point. They killed a calf and ascertained

how much bone, offal, fat, meat, water, &c., &c., it

contained, as well as the amount of nitrogen,

potash, &c. They also killed a " half-fat " ox, a

" fat " and a " very fat " one, and were thus enabled

to ascertain the nature of the increase. They experi-

mented on a great many cattle, sheep and pigs. Their

plan was to select two as near the same weight and

condition as possible, kill one and analyze it and

fat the other for five or six months, ascertain how
much it had increased in weight, and then by killing

and analyzing it, determine what the increase con-

sisted of. As the result of their experiments they

found that the increase of a bullock for at least five

or six months before it was killed, consisted of :

Dry fat, 66.20 percent
Dry Nitrogenous Compounds, 7,67 " "

Mineral Matter, 1.47 " "
Water, 24.66 " "

100.00

Now, does any one suppose that 8 cents per lb. is

too high an estimate for such meat ? It would, I

think, have been a " vital error " to have estimated

the increase of an animal at the same price per lb.

as the entire animal with all its bone, hair, hoof and

other ofial. The increase contains very little of these

matters. It consists principally of fat and flesh

—

and that of the very highest quality.

What is the composition of a bullock as it stands ?

Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert analyzed eight bullocks

which were " half-fat," " fat " and " very fat." The
average composition of these eight bullocks, calcu-

lated on " fasted live-weight," was as follows :

Fat, 29.90 per cent
Dry Nitrosonous Compounds, l.^.J^O " "
Mineral Matter, ^•£i " "

Contents of Stomach and Intestines, 6.26 " "
Water, 47.31 " "

100.00

The increase contains as much again fat as the

gross animal, and only half as much water and

mineral matter.

I think the increase is worth more than the same
weight of carcass. The average composition of the

carcasses of the above eight buUocks, including

kidney fat, &c., was as follows :

Fat 86.50 per cent.
Dry Nitrogeneous Compounds, 18.30 " " '

Mineral Matter 8.75 " "

Water, 46.45 " "

100.00

These figures embody the result of years of labo-

rious and careful investigation. They undoubtedly

approximate closely to the truth. They show that

our butchers are wise in paying more for fat cattle

than for lean or half-fat ones.

I received a letter to-day from Mr. P. Manny of

Preeport, lU., the inventor of the Manny Reaper.

He says :
" Allow me to make an inquiry in regard to

a Wheat Growers' Convention, of which I have un-

derstood you were President. Is there such an or-

ganization, and has it held a convention ?
"

Mr. Manny evidently refers to the " International

Wheat Show" held at Rochester last year. The
object was to bring together some of the best

varieties of wheat from different sections of the

United States and Canada. Large premiums were
offered and we had some excellent samples of wheat,

but not as many as was anticipated. I hope we shall

have another show this season. Mr. Manny says :

" If you have such an organization started I hope you

will not let it fail. I believe great benefit may re-

sult from it. I will contribute my mite towards sus-

taining it. Iwill give two of my best machines ; one

for the greatest improvement made by cultivation in

the quality of fall wheat, and one for the greatest

improvement in the quality of spring wheat." This

is a liberal offer, and I hope it will attract the notice

it deserves.

A short time ago a gentleman in this State, wrote
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me objecting to the space devoted in the Farmer
to the ciLltivation of tobacco. On the other hand

a Canadian farmer •writes me this morning as fol-

lows :

" Have yon nothing to say on the subject of tobacco ?

If yourself or some ofyour correspondents do not write

or preach on the text soon, I shall be compelled to do

so in my own defense. The article is becoming

rather extensively grown in this locality, and it can

he grown sruccessfully . What we are most at a loss

for, is how to cure it. I am a grower on a small

scale myself, and am quite satisfied that an article

can be produced here that will compare favorably

with that which is imported."

There can be no doubt that at present prices tobac-

co can be grown with much profit. Those who wish

for information in regard to its cultivation wiU find

it in the last volvmie of the OeTiesee Farmer.

" Shall we Keep Sheep or C!ow8 ? " was the head-

ing of an article I wrote in the OcTiesee Farmer for

March, 1863. I advised farmers to pay more atten-

tion to darying. Everybody was rushing into sheep

raising, while cows were comparatively neglected

:

and the result has been as I predicted.

Sheep are now lower and cows much higher than

the]^ were a year ago. It is difficult to get good cows

aft any price. Butter is worth 35 cents at retail in

the city, and one of the most prominent buyers told

a friend of mine yesterday, that he thought it would

go up to 50 cents per poimd before spring butter

came in. Choice Orange county butter sold, last

week, in New York, at wholesale, for 48 cents per

pound ! The numerous " Cheese Factories " estab-

lished in the dairy districts of the State are causing

many who have hitherto confined themselves to the

production of butter, to sell their milk. The result

will be the increased production of cheese and a con-

sequent reduction in the amount of butter. In the

southern tier counties in this State, where butter

has been almost exclusively manufactured, " Cheese

Factories " are being erected. A friend of mine in

Chemung county, recently sold his farm for $100 per

acre to a company who propose to erect one of these

" cheese factories." As soon as the war ends, and

goid falls to its par value, these cheese factories will

see " hard times." Cheese is now worth 16 cents

per pound. But with gold at 160, this 16 cents is

only equal to 10 cents. The extra 6 cents a pound

is entirely fictitious. It is amusing to hear the present

high price of cheese ascribed to the improvement

which has been made in the quality of the cheese.

It is due simply to the fact that the cheese is sent to

Europe and gold is obtained for it, and 10 cents of

gold is equal to 16 cents of our paper money. The
same is true in regard to butter—and of every thing

else that we export. We get gold for it ; and the

higher the price of gold, the higher the price of pro-

duce. Cheese will continue high as long as gold is

at a premium, but I think butter will be proportion-

ately higher than cheese, because many who havB

hitherto made butter will go into the cheese busi-

ness.

I made some such remarks as the above to Mr-

Davis, who has a farm of 190 acres four miles we«t

of here. " Sheep wiU pay as well as cows," said he,

" and I hate to mUk cows." A year ago last fall

he had a flock of 240 sheep. He sold 50 wethers in

January at $5.00 a head, and if he had kept thejn

two weeks longer could have got $7.00. He raised

205 lambs in the spring. The wool and what lambs

he sold brought $1100, and he had a flock of 211

sheep left in the fall. In other words, his flock paid

him over $1000 during the year.

Mr. Davis is in the habit of raising oats and peas,

sown together, for his sheep, and likes them very

much. He formerly raised Hungarian grass and

thought it excellent. He got 16 loads of hay from 4

acres of land, sown in June. But oats and peas h©

thinks vnll do even better than this. He sows two

bushels of peas and one bushel of oats on an acre,

but thinks heavier seeding would be better. A neiglv

bor of his sowed four bushels of this mixture to the

acre, and as he worked the farm on shares, he had to

thresh out the crop. (Generally the crop is fed out

without threshing.) The yield in this case was 80

bushels per acre !

There is nothing that sheep like better than oats

and peas in the straw. They wiU not touch Hun-

garian grass aa long as they can get the oats and

peas.

I asked Mr. Davis what I had better do with the

south lot this spring. It is rather low land, covered

with a thick sod of coarse grass. I intend to drain

it, but have hardly time this spring. Hungarian

grass, he thinks, would not do well on so tough a

sod. Neither would oats and peas. He thinks I

had better sow it to oats alone: Sow pretty thick,

say at least three bushels per acre, and if they do

not ripen very well, they can be cut green, and wiU

make excellent fodder. I have not much faith in any

land that needs draining producing a good crop of

anything till it is drained.

The Secretary of the Rochester Brick and Tile

Manufacturing Company remarked to me the other

day, that there would be few tiles sold this year, as

labor was so high that farmers could not afford to

drain their land. When you have to pay $20 a

month and board, it will not pay to make many

permanent improvements. We shall have to wait

tUl these troublous times are past. But if the war
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filaould close, today there -would still be a great de-

mand for labor.

" Beef is wicked," said an old fanner to me last

week. Those who have to buy it at present prices

will agree with him. The butchers charge 18 cents

per pound for beef steak in the city. Last week,

beef cattle, in New York, sold for 17 cents per pound

!

—the highest price over before obtained in this

country. There was a panic in the market. It was

tliought that there was great danger of a beef

famine. The butchers sent men west to buy cattle,

and the result was that the market tliis week (March

16,) was overstocked, and prices fell two cents per

pound ! Many cattle were sold at from $10 to $20

a head less than they would have brought the

.week before. Working oxen sold at f160 per pair,

that would have brought $190 to $200 last week. In

gome instances the fall was equal to $25 per

head. The New Yorkers are a queer people ! They

sadly want a balance wheel. There is no necessity

for these ups and downs in prices. Beef is down

thi^ week two cents per pound, and butter up

eight cents I Next week butter will be down and

beef up : and so we go !

Sheep, as well as cattle, were largely In excess of

the requirements of the market this week. The

Tribune says :
" We have never known as many

sheep on sale in one day in March as were in market

oa Monday, and we have never seen drovers when

they felt more as though they were about to be

slaughtered." Fat sheep have certainly not advanced

so far this spring as much as was expected. Mutton

brings a fair price, but is still very much lower than

beef. It sells for 8 cents per lb. by the carcass in

New York. The great depreciation, as compared

with this time last year, is in the price of pelts.

They now bring only $3.00 to $3.50, against $4.00

to $5.50 at this time last year.

In the market report of the Genesee Farmer for

April, 1883, speaking of the New York market, it is

said :
" Sheep are again higher—higher than ever

before known in this country. They sell for double

what they did a year ago. They are worth from 9

to 10 cents per lb. live weight, and 11 cents is talked

of! Spring lambs have sold as high as 25 cents a lb,

for the meat." Now Sheep are quoted at 7 to 8 14
cents per lb. live weight, and lambs 8 to 8 1-2 cents.

This is certainly a great falling off in the price of

sheep, but nothing more than what was predicted in

the Fcvrmer a year ago.

The Hop Crop.—The Inspector General of hops
reports the following as the amount of hops inspected
in Massachusetts during the past year : First sort 518
bales, 97,800 lbs. ; second sort 33 bales, 5,7oG lbs.

;

refuse 30 bales, 5,749 lbs. ; total 580 bales, 109,303
lbs. In 1863 the amount inspected was 319 bales,

57,410 lbs.

FAKM WORK FOR APRIL.

Fences.—One of the earliest tasks that can claim

the farmer's attention is repairing fences. Systematic

managers, whose farms are divided by common rail

structures, after having determined about how long

they will continue, say six years, divide their

whole farm into six part.s, and repair a sixth each

year—tliis keeps all in good order without further

trouble, and without having too much to attend to

one season, and but little another. Board fences

should be annually examined throughout their whole
length, and loose boards nailed tight. New board

fences should never be battened on the face or joints

over the posts, as the practice tends to cause decay ;

but in the course of 15 or 20 years, when the ends

begin to rot and become loosened, battens will secure

and make them strong for several years longer. If

farmers are able to replace their old worm fences

with post and rail, board or stone fences, they should

begin on one side and construct a certain amount
each year, keeping a register of the same. Then, in

future years, when repairs are needed, they can go

through the same way and in the same number of

years.

Mkadows—As soon as these are dry enough to

bear feet without injury to the turf, they should be

carefully picked of all loose projecting stones, which

might injure a mowing machine, and then weU
rolled so as to make the surface as smooth and

perfect as possible. Stumps should be dug or puUed

out, accidental brush or other rubbish removed, and

small hillocks leveled down. The farmer who has

seen a mowing machine broken, at a cost of five dol-

lars, and a delay of a day, by a stone that might

have been removed Lq five minutes, wiU appreciate

the importance, comfort and economy of a smooth

surface. There is some satisfaction in the reflection

that new farm machinery is going to compel the

adoption of a smoother and more perfect kind of

farming.

Much is lost by the imperfect, thin and uneven

seeding of meadows. Bare spots and thin grass,

amoimting as they very often do to one-fourth of the

whole surface, would make a total loss of five acres

in every twenty-acre meadow. Sometimes the loss

amounts to much more. The importance of thick

and even seeding is not sufficiently appreciated. Thin
or bare patches in existing meadows may be covered

with grass by running over the meadow with a fine-

tooth harrow the first day the surface is dry, then

sowing a mixture of clover and timothy, and
rolling the seed in. If the meadow has been top-

dressed with fine manure in autumn or winter, the

harrowing wiU mix it with the surface, and assist

the germination of the seed, as well as its sub-

sequent vigorous growth.
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Meadows which were tojvdressed with coarse manure

in autumn or winter, which was more or less spread in

lumps, should be harrowed as early as possible so as to

break those lumps and spread the whole uniformily.

Cattle droppings, on meadows or pastures, should be

finely beaten to pieces and well scattered over the

surface, as soon as the frost will admit, and before the

frost has all disappeared from the soil. It is scarcely

necessary to mention that no good farmer ever al-

lows either his meadows or pastures to be touched

by a hoof early in spring, while the ground is soft.

Teams.—Every good manager has already taken

care to have his teams in excellent order for the

heavy work of spring—but as they have not been

much accustomed to hard and steady work, it would

be advisable to plow only half a day at a time

with them at first, until they become well

accustomed to it, using them the other half

days for job work, light teaming, &c. A little

care in this respect wiU often prevent sore

shoulders and reduced condition. The harness

should be examined frequently, to see that it fits

well, and to prevent chafing. It will be observed

that when horses are plowing the traces draw down-

ward, and when attached to a wagon, horizontally
;

the back-straps should therefore be lengthened a lit-

tle when they are removed from the wagon to the

plow.

Plowing.—Light or gravelly soils, which quickly

become dry, may be plowed at almost any time
;

but rich loams should be taken at precisely the right

period. If plowed too early, while yet wet, they

may become poached and injured for the season. If

left too late, the spring rains may have settled back

what the frosts of winter have loosened. Plowing

"WELL saves much labor in subsequent tillage. Nar-

row furrow slices, (except with sward,) pulverize the

soil more perfectly, and leave a beautiful mellow

surface. Furrows seven or eight inches deep, and

only six inches wdde, are easy for the team, and leave

the land in very handsome condition.

Manure.—This may be applied with advantage

to spring crops, if it is in such condition as to be

pulverized finely. After spreading, it should always

be thoroughly harrowed, and broken and intermixed

with the top soil before plowing under. Coarse

manure should be used in compost heaps. If very

Btrawy, throw it up into heaps in the yard for re-

maining during the summer ; if less strawy, draw it

-out to the fields where it is to be applied, and make

compost heaps by thin alternating layers of turf or

loam and manure.

Carrots.—Failure often results with this crop by

Ixnng planted too late—the seeds miss, the sun burns

the plants. Get them in as early as possible, or as

soon as the ground can be made thoroughly mellow.

It does not pay to plant carrots on foul or weedy

ground. The labor of hoeing will be too great, but

if the ground is clean, rich and mellow, carrots may
be made eminently profitable. Farmers often think

it necessary to turn their animals on early grass,

thus injuring the turf; but a supply of carrots in

spring would give them all the advantages of green

food, and nojie of its drawbacks.

Barley and Oats.—Sow these as early as the

seed can be put in, on well prepared land—we have

known a delay of two weeks to lessen the crop equal

to its entire nett profit.

Potatoes should also be planted early, for the

great mass of experience is in tavor of early planting

to prevent rot.

Calves.—The great secret of success in raising

calves, after keeping them clean and comfortable, is

very regular and uniform feeding, combined with

nutritious food, and avoiding all sudden changes in

their food. On the whole, it is best to wean them

very early, as they will then never suck the cow

again, nor themselves. Their food may at first be

new milk, then warm skimmed milk, then skimmed

milk with meal intermixed, thus passing f om new
milk to common food with meal, and being especially

careful that all these changes sliotild be very

gradual, and almost imperceptible.

Wheat Crop.—Red root and cockle should be

pulled early, and not a vestige of either left.

Rainy Days.—Clear out all rubbish from cellars,

and keep them clean and well purified. Grease

wagons, oil harness, brush up stables, examine and

render perfectly clean all seed for sowing and plant-

ing. Examine and repair tools, and have them all

in perfect order for the busy season now about to

commence. Prepare account books, and keep an

accurate account with every field.

Orchards and Shade Trees.—The enterprising

farmer should not forget these. The time for plant-

ing may vary considerably with circumstances—if

they have been dug up early, before the buds have

swollen and have been weU heeled in, they

may be set out safely, even after the leaves

on standing trees have begun to appear. The

great point is to take up the roots with them ;

they are commonly nearly all left behind
;

stems and tops are not of much value without roots.

If this point has been carefully attended to, and the

roots have been well spread out in every direction

when set, and placed compactly in fine earth, they

cannot fail to grow ; there is no use in loosing one in

a thousand. After that, the great requisite is to

keep the surface mellow and well cultivated.

—

Tucker's Annual Register.

Milk Clean.—The first drawn milk contains only-

five, the second eight, and the fifth seventeen per

cent, of cream.
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A CANADIAN CHEESE FARM.

In this country tlie manufacture of cheese is gen-

erally confined to districts not adapted to the produc-

tion of wheat. It is seldom that we see a cheese

dairy in Western New York, or any other good wheat

growing section. We think, however, that it would

be well for our grain-growing farmers to pay more

attention to dairying. Wheat and stock (either

sheep, cattle or cows) should go hand in hand. In

no other way can we keep up the fertihty of our

Boils.

We find in a late number of the Canada Farmer

an account of a cheese farm in the county of Oxford,

one of the best wheat sections of Canada West, from

which we make a few extracts. We have long been

acquainted with the cheeses of Mr. Ranney, and can

testify to their excellence

:

" Mr. Ranney and his two sons own and occupy

700 acres of land close to the village of Salford, and

on either side of the gravel road from Ingersoll to

Tilsonburg. Of this large tract, some 600 acres are

in a state of tillage. The soil varies from sandy

loam to clay loam. From 80 to 100 cows are kept,

and these with 5 horses, 130 sheep and a few pigs

constitute the entire stock of the farm. The cows

are pastured during the summer, and fed on straw,

turnips and hay during the winter. Besides the

cheese manufactured, there were raised during the

past season some 300 bushels of wheat, 550 of oats,

300 of peas, 2,000 of turnips, 100 of corn, about 200

tuns of hay, and about 4,500 pounds of pork. Of

course an estate so large might be so managed as to

produce far more, but the Ranneys appear to be sat-

isfied to make money in a quiet, comfortable way,

rather than to grow rich faster at the expense of

more care, bustle and worry. The stock are allowed

a wide range in summer, and fed in the least trouble-

some way during the winter. The dairy season lasts

from May to December usually. In winter the cows

are allowed to go dry, and each is expected to bring

her calf in the spring, so as to begin the dairy cam-

paign with a full supply of mUk. The calves are

usually killed at three or four days old, as it is found

unprofitable to make veal of them. They are valua-

ble only for their skins and rennets. So soon as the

milk of the mother is fit for cheese making, the ren-

net of the calf is fit also. The rennet, which is

simply the upper stomach of the calf, and secretes

a fluid which has the effect of curdling milk, is

prepared for use by thorough salting only. A good

rennet wUl make from 200 to 300 pounds of cheese.

"The process of cheese-making as practiced by

Messrs. Ranney & Harris, is as follows : Th§ cows

are milked twice a day, and the new milk is strained

from the pails into tubs, and forthwith its conver-

sion into cheese begins. The milk ia in the best

state to receive the rennet at a temperature of about

90". The rennet takes about half an hour to operate.

The milk begins to curd in fifteen minutes, but it re-

quires at least as much more time for it to harden to

a proper consistence. When sufficiently hard, the curd

is cut backward, forward and crosswise with a many-

bladed knife, in order that it may settle to the bot-

tom of the tub, and leave the whey floating on the

top. A cloth is then spread upon the surface through

which the whey is strained and dipped oflF into con-

ducting troughs by which it is conveyed to the pig-

gery.* The hogs fed receive nothing but whey until

the close of the season, when the supply of milk be-

gins to fail, and a few peas are given to finish them
for butchering. After being cut as above described,

the curds are thoroughly broken three times with

the hands. They are then placed on a species of

rack over a sink and left to drain for an hour, when
they are put back into the tub, and being by this

time in a somewhat solid state, are cut into pieces

two or three inches square preparatory to washing.

Whey is heated for the purpose of scalding the

curds, and washing out the remaining whey from

them. The whole mass should be at about a tem-

perature of lOOo, during the scalding process. After

being washed, the curds are again placed on the

rack over the sink—cooled by pouring cold water

upon them, and again left to drain for nearly an

hour. They are then put into the curd-grinder—a sort

of cylinder with a number of short knife-blades, or

sharply-fUed nails in it, (nails work best,) turned with

a handle in the same way as a grind-stone. One
person feeds the hopper with curds, while another

turns. The grinding is soon over, and the next step

is to salt the ground curds. About a teacupful of salt

is applied to 20 weight of curds. Salting the curds

is a very particular process, and requires to be done

carefully and thoroughly. The salted curds are then

put into the hoops or molds, and are ready for the

cheese-press. Slight pressure is applied at first, and

in half an hour or an hour it is increased. Cheeses

are pressed from 24 to 48 hours, according to size.

They are made of diflerent weights : e. g. 30 pounds,

50 pounds, 60 pounds, and from that up to 250

pounds. The common size, and that generally pre-

ferred, is about 60 pounds. For the Provincial Ex-

hibition, Messrs. Ranney & Harris have made cheeses

of from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds. These mammoth
cheeses when cut and sold have proved in point of

flavor quite equal to those of smaller size. After

their removal from the press, the cheeses are envel-

oped in a tightly-fitting case of factory cotton, and

placed on shelves or counters in the cheese-house to

cure. They are turned daily, or every other day,

and the white mold which gathers upon them is

*One (if oar American choese vats, with a strainer, would ma-

terially lessen the hibor of this p4i;t of tlje process.—ilD8..0..J..
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robbed off with a cloth. They are fit for sale and

USB when about two months old. They cure and ac-

qtih-o flavor quickest in the heat of summer. Fall

made cheese is necessarily mUd, unless kept over

tmtil another summer. The older the cheese the

richer and stronger it becomes ; hence epicures like

old cheese.

" Mr. Ranney makes from 14 to 18 tuns of cheese

per annum, and Mr. Harris from 9 to 10. The price

ranges from $8.50 to $9.00 per cwt., or $160 to $180

per tun, wholesale. The retail price is from 10 to

12 cents per pound. It is all disposed of and con-

sumed in Canada, A 1200-pounder was sent to

England as a curiosity for exhibition at the World's

Fair, but was excluded because of the rule against

the reception of perishable articles. It was, however.

Bold at a remunerative price. Last year the single

town of Guelph bought nearly all the cheese manu-

factured by the Ranneys.

" In addition to the common cheese, Messrs. Ran-

ney & Harris manufacture pine^apple and Stiltoa

dieese. Both are similarly made. The pine-apple is

so called from its shape and marking ; the marking

in diamonds like the pine-apple rind being caused by

hanging in a net during the curing process. To

make these cheeses, sweet cream is added to the new

jnilk before the application of the rennet, in the pro-

portion of about a quart of cream to a cheese of 10

pomids—the usual size of the Stiltons and pine-

apples. The curds are not salted quite so much be-

cause they dry quicker than in those of the common

kind and size. Sometimes a little cayenne-pepper

and lemon-peel are put in to flavor them—as in the

manufacture of common cheese herbs are sometimes

added to produce a particular flavor. The Stilton

and pine-apple cheeses are made in the month c<f

June, that they may cure quickly and acquire rich-

ness and strength from the summer heat. Mr. Ran-

ney made about five cwt. of them last summer,

which were sold to London (U. C.) merchants at $18

per cwt.—double the price of common cheesa

"A cow is estimated to yield from 300 to 350

pounds of cheese annually. The old, kicking, three-

teated, or otherwise disabled and unprofitable ani-

mals, are fatted in the fall and early winter, and re-

placed by new stock the following spring. Mr. and

Mrs. Ranney, Sr., visited the cheese factories in Her-

kimer county, N. T., a season or two ago, in order to

acquaint themselves with the mode of manufacture

pursued there. On the whole, they considered their

own process about as effective as what they wit-

nessed. The plan of turning heavy cheeses in use

in these factories, is almost the only improvement on

their own method they think worthy of adoption.

" From the foregoing accoimt it will be seen that

BO simple and inexpensive are the arrangements in

use by the Messrs. Ranney & Harris, that cheese

making, as practised by them, is quite within the

rt-ach of Canadian farmers in general. Without

large outlay or complicated apparatus, they have

taken and held the first place as cheese-makers in

this Province, an i have succeeded in regularly man-

ufacturing an article which would do credit to tbe

best dairies in the world. We hope to see their

example imitated all over the Province as widely as

it is in their own immediate neighborhood. It may
be encouraging to state that these gentlemen have

found cheese-making a most profitable business. Mr.

Ranney's success is indeed remarkabla He came to

this country without means, and is now one of the

riches farmers in Canada."

HINTS OIV PAUVTING.

In performing the necessary manipulations for

house-painting, the priming coats for exterior work

should be mixed with clear old white lead and pure

linseed-oil, in about the proportion of ten pounds of

white lead for every two quarts of oil. For interior

painting, it is best to use with the lead boiled linseed

oil exclusively, instead of raw, or a proportion of

boiled and raw, as is sometimes done, with a small

quantity of patent dryer ground in turpentine, which

will cause the priming to set quick and form a body

without dripping. For exterior second-coat work

use the priming process, and add thereto sufficient

white lead to make the paint quite stiff. If neutral

tints are used, then estimate about two-thirds of the

above proportion of lead to be added to one-half its '*

bulk of color, and all the oil they will take.

For second coating interior work, grind the white

lead in raw linseed oil to the consistency of thick

paste ; then reduce it with turpentine until in a

proper condition to spread with the brush, using, as

a general rule, an equal quantity of oil and turpen-

tine, to complete the mixing process. The second

may sometimes be made a finishing coat by the ad-

dition of a larger proportion of turpentine, and by

straining the color carefully, and adding a portion of

the finest French zinc, equal in proportion to half

the quantity of lead used, supposing the finish to be

a clear dead white. For neutral tints, the addition

of the required color in the proper proportions to

the white, mixed as above, for a base, is suflScient. I

would not, unless in some exceptional cases, advise

the use of two-coat work for completely finishing

the wood work, but wish to be understood as urging

the necessity of not stopping short of good thre9-

coat work, and in some cases four and five coat-work.

In preparing the third coat, if designed for a dead

white, the ingredients should be first, equal parts of

the best old Ameriean white lead, and the best

quality of French zinc, ground in equal parts of raw

linseed oil and turpentine, as stiff as possible, and
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afterwards reduced with all turpentine to the proper

consistency for use.

If it should be required to finish with a superior

gloss, (technically termed China gloss,) then the

work must receive a coat of white shellac upon the

priming, and the last or third coat should be com-

posed of three parts zinc to one of lead, ground in

oil and turpentine, and reduced with the latter, and

after becoming dry should have, in addition, one

coat of the best white varnish, and to perfect the

gloss, add still another coat

An exceedingly beautiful white paint for interior

wood work may be obtained by the following pro-

Cess : To one-half gallon of turpentine add twenty

ounces of frankincense
;

place it over a fire to dis-

solve, after which strain and put in cans for use. To

one quart of this mixture add three quarts of bleach-

ed linseed oil. To these two mixtures combined add

equal parts of clear old white lead and the best

French zinc, ground in turpentine. Strain them;

and if too stiff, reduce with turpentine, as for other

interior work. Paint prepared in this manner gives

oat scarcely any odor, and if well done will preserve

its fine finish many years ; but its great cost, com-

pared with the commoner kinds of white paint, pre-

vents it coming into general use.

—

"Artificer," iii

the horticulturist.

BUCKWHEAT UNFIT FOR SHEEP.

Mr. James H. Peck, of Albury, C. W., writes as

Mlows to the Canada Farmer : " In the fall of 1862,

we went into winter quarters with forty-eight French

and Spanish Merino sheep, and ten common grade

eheep, all of which were in good (store) condition.

We kept them in the basement story of a barn 48

by 53 feet, which was very comfortable with good

racks, &c. In the early part of the winter we fed

pea-straw, wheat-straw and corn-stalks ; and having

over four hundred bushels of buckwheat to thrash

in that bam, about midwinter we commenced thrash-

ing it with the flail, and, as feed was supposed to be

very scarce, we thought it necessary to save every

oomce of feed, and therefore began feeding buck-

wheat straw, and occasionally we would feed stalks

end pea-etraw ; but our eheep would leave both and eat

the buckwheat straw in preference. Consequently we
gave our sheep what buckwheat straw and chaff

they could eat for six or eight weeks ; and during

this period all seemed right, until the fine warm
days in April, when we found one sheep after another

would leave the flock and appear stupid, not appear-

ing to recognize the flock, or anything else ; and

perhaps the next day we would find one dead and

then another, and so on. It now became necessary

to a-scertain what the disease was, and I consulted

Youtt on S/ieep, E. L. Allen's Diseases of Domestic

Animals, Rural New-Torker, O&nesee Farmer, &c.,

but could find no light thrown on the matter. We
did not know what treatment to follow. The sheep

were getting worse every day. Nearly all tlie flock

showed signs of the malady. They became bloody

about the forehead and neck, the wool and skin

having been rubbed from their necks, foreheads and

legs. One of the sheep rubbed so close as to spoil

the sight of one eye. They kept dying one after

another in this way until we had lost twenty-three of

the Merinos, and nine out of ten of the grades. We
now changed our feed to carrots and turnips, and

gave frequently plenty of salt and sulphur, and with

a good deal of care and trouble we saved the balance

of the flock, but they did not entirely recover from

the malady until about the first of July."

Have any of the readers of the Genesee Farmer

witnessed any ill effects from feeding buckwheat

straw to sheep ?

BONE DUST.

Mn. CuMMtNGS, the Agricultural Editor of the

New York Observer, says :
" When entering ujwn the

cultivation of our present farm, we asked our pre-

decessor what field would give a crop of potatoes

without the application of fresh barnyard manure,

as we feared the application of such in inducing

'the rot.' A five-acre field was named. We care-

fully planted and cultivated it, and found no rot

among the potatoes, but the yield of the whole field

did not supply the tables of the farm for the year, so

exhausted was the land. In the autumn we plowed

and sowed the same field with rye, applying twenty-

five bushels of bone dust to the acre. Such was the

immediate effect of the application, that when the

rye was grown, a man of ordinary stature would be

concealed by the crop in walking through the field.

Grass seed was sown with the rye. A good crop of

hay was taken the first year it was mowed. But

the second year, when turf was well established,

sixteen tuns of hay were taken from the five acres.

After mowing it four years, it was plowed and plant-

ed to corn, giving a heavy crop without manure.

Such is our experience in the use of bone as manure.

Bone dust by the quantity costs as to quality from

50 to 70 cents the bushel. Twenty to twenty-fi\-e

bushels of bone is a good dressing to the acre, and is

worth from two to three times the same cost of stabLa

manure brought from the city. Bone dust should be

applied to and left as near the surface as may be, and
be suitably covered. We usually sow broadcast after

the first harrowing. The second course of the har-

row will cover near the surface."

CuHE FOR Lice on Cattle.—A correspondent of

the North British Agiiculturist says he has found
that sweet cream rubbed on the parts affected speedily

relieves the animal of these insects.
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POULTRY HIIVTS FOR APRIL.

WBITTBN FOB THE GENESEE FAKMEB DT C. N. BEMENT.

April is a busy month with the hens ;
they will

lay more eggs in this than in any month of the year.

They must now be closely watched and their eggs

collected daily, and now is the time for the boys to

lay in a store for "paas." The latest laid or freshest

eggs should be selected for sitting. It will be found

profitable to sit as many hens as possible in the early

part of this month. Early hatched chickens are

much easier reared than late ones, and are more

profitable and sell for better prices in market, ac-

cording to their cost.

Do not sit eggs of the small breeds under the

larger varieties. Nature designs that every hen shall

sit upon her own eggs and hatch her own progeny.

But the domestic hen is in an artificial state, and de-

viations from the laws of nature are there-

fore to be expected. A wild hen will lay

no more eggs than she can conveniently

cover, and her periods for laying and for

incubation will be fixed and regular, while on the

contrary domestic hens lay many more eggs than

they can cover. A hen prompted by instinct to the

task of incubation asks only for eggs suited to her

size, be those of her own production or not, a nest

and undisturbed solitude is required. They are

modest birds and seek retired situations, and their

natural instincts should be studied and indulged. At

this juncture she utters an instinctive cluck, ruffles

her feathers, wanders about, searches obscure corners

and recesses, and is entirely ill at ease. She is fever-

ishly hot, impatient and anxiously restless, and reso-

lutely takes to a nest where she is evidently pleased

to see other hens lay their eggs, of wliich she

immediately takes possession. In highly fed hens this

instinctive desire comes over her sooner than in such

as are not supplied with food in abundance. By

high feeding some hens, especially the Dorkings

and Brahams, which as sitters, take pre-eminence

over all other breeds, may be induced to sit early.

Generally speaking, early spring chickens are desira-

ble, which should be watched in March, so as to be

ready for market or table by the latter part of May

and through the months of June, July and August.

But very early chickens require great care and atten-

tion, but they return an ample profit. The incuba-

tion must take place and the chickens reared and fed

in a warm room kept at an equal temperature.

As spring advances, when the weather is fair, the

hen with her brood may be cooped out in a dry

sunny situation. The coop should be boarded on

three sides, and a glazed front facing the south or

south-west. Floor of boards, to prevent under-

mining of rats and other vermin. A small, narrow

door under the glass, running the whole length of

the front, hung at top, for the egress and ingress of

the chicks, which should be closed at night to secure

them from the intrusion of predaceous animals. Holes

for ventilation should be made near the top. Coarse

sand or fine gravel should be strewn over the floor,

and often renewed. The chicks should not be al-

lowed their liberty in stormy weather, nor until the

dew is off the grass in the morning. As the season

advances and the weather becomes warmer, the sash-

lights should be removed and replaced with slats.

We will now leave the hens and chickens, and turn

our attention to the

Turkeys, which now demands particular considera-

tion. The latter part of March or beginning of

April the turkey commences laying, which is indi-

cated by a peculiar cry, by strutting about with an

air of self-satisfaction, and often by prying into out-

of-the-way places, seeking for a secret spot for icuba-

bation ; if a copse or woods are near, she may be seen

stealing away in search of a safe nook or corner to

deposit her eggs, for her instinctive dread of the

male is not removed by domestication, nor has the

male lost that antipathy to the eggs which is his

characteristic in a state of nature. She should now

be watched and some management required. When
her uneasiness to lay is evident and the symptoms

prove that she is ready, she should be confined in a

shed, barn or place in which her nest is prepared,

and let out as soon as the egg is laid. It is general-

ly in the morning that the turkey-hen lays, and

mostly every other day, though some lay every day

until the clutch amounts to from fifteen to twenty.

It is well to remove the eggs as they are laid, and

substitute an artificial or porcelain egg, until the

number is complete. They may then be restored to

her for incubation.

During the term of her laying it is advisable to

confine the cock, at least in the morning, when she

is laying, otherwise, if he finds her on the nest, he

will drive her away and break her eggs. It is. tlie

same with the peacock.

The turkey-hen is an inveterate sitter, and in this

respect resembles the wild bird ; nothing will induce

her to leave the nest, indeed she often requires to be

removed to her food, so overpowering is instinctive

aflection. She must be freely supplied with food and

water within her reach. She should on no account

be disturbed ; no one except the person she is accus-

tomed to, and from whom she receives her food,

should be allowed to go near her, and the eggs,

unless circumstances imperiously require it, should

not be meddled with.

The turkey-hen sits from twenty-eight to tliirty

days, and it is said will continue on the nest even

until starvation, and when hatched she is not the

most careful mother, nor is she a good provider, as

she does not scratch for her young, like the common
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hen, but leaves them to shirk for themselves ; but

she is ever alert to discover birds of prey and gives

timely notice. As she is now fairly engaged in

hatching her eggs, we will leave her until she comes

off with her brood when we will treat on their

management.

Ducks—No country place should be without some

ducks, especially where a small run of water or

grassy ditch for them to dabble in, as where there is

an abundance of water they will find the greater part

of their living. They are the most industrious of all

the fowl tribe, and we have often gazed on them

with wonder and admiration to see them sputter in

shallow and dive down in deep water. A drake and

five or six ducks will cost but little to maintain

them, and do incalculable and unknown service by

the destruction of bugs, snails, worms and the

larvae of annoying insects. The only trouble they

will give is that if there be much extent of water or

marshes within their range they are liable to lay and

sit abroad, unless they are constantly looked after

and driven home at night and provided with proper

shelter. They should always have a lodging jilace

of their own. A bedding of straw should be placed

on the floor of their dormitory, and frequently

changed. Boxes for nests should be placed around

in their house or pen for them to lay in, and they

should not have their liberty in the morning until

they have laid their egg.

The duck, if well fed in the winter, will generally

commence laying about the first of April, if they are

lodged in a dry, comfortable place, as they should be.

They must now be closely looked after, for they are

very careless, and deposit their eggs wherever they

happen to be in the water, in shady and secluded

places, even after having concealed them from the

vigilence of the person who has care of them ; they

hatch them secretly, and some fine morning

bring their young brood to the house to ask for food

without requiring further trouble.

At the laying season ducks require particular at-

tention, inasmuch as they are not easily brought to

lay in the nests prepared for them as common fowls,

but will stray away to hedges and other by-places to

lay, and will even sometimes drop their eggs in the

water. We have said ducks commence laying about

the first of April, but so far from producing the

limited number of sixteen eggs, some will lay as

many as fifty, and even double that number. They

do not usually continue to lay however later than

June, unless they are very well fed, the great secret

for rendering them prolific, provided they do not be-

come too fat.

Ducks are not generally inclined to sit, but to in-

duce them to do so towards the end of laying, two

or three eggs are usually left in the nest, being care-

ful every morning to take away the oldest in order

that they may not spoil. From nine to eleven eggs

are allowed her, according as she is able to cover

them. Incubation lasts thirty days ; and the first

broods are generally the best, because the warmth of

summer helps much to bring them about, the cold

always prevents the late broods from getting strong,

and giving as large ducks.

QUANTITY OF CHEESE PER GALLON OF MILK.

In family cheese-making there is considerable dif-

ference in the quantity of cheese pr^ duced by diff(;r.

ent persons from a given quantity of milk. A skil-

ful manufacturer should, during the season, average

a pound of pressed curd from a gallon of milk, tei/ie

measure, or a pound of cured cheese from a gallon of

milk, beer measure. When at the Rome factories in

June, 1862, I was told that 600 cows were then pro-

ducing daily about 1,450 tcirie gallons of milk, which

turned off 1,250 pounds of pressed curd. The curd

at this factory was divided up and pressed into eight

cheeses. At another factory, where the milk of some

400 cows was used, the produce was 965 gallons, beer

measure, making 1,120 pounds of pressed curd, or

about 115 pounds of curd to 100 gallons of milk,

though I was told the quantity of curd varied from

day to day, some days being several pounds less than

in the proportion above stated. At this factory the

curd was divided up into four cheeses of about 280

pounds each. The shrinkage on the cheese while

curing, in the first factory mentioned, would average,

it was said, about five per cent. Milk, of course,

varies in quality at different seasons of the year. In

the fall, as the quantity decreases, it is richer, and

some cheese manufacturers deem its condition too

thick to be worked with the best advantage into

cheese ; they therefore thin it down by adding water

at the rate of one gallon of water to ten gallons of

mUk. This dilution it is claimed, produces a better

curd with less Uability of losing butjTaceous

particles in working, etc.—X. A. WUlard, in Trans,

of JSr. Y. S. Ag. Society.

Feeding Value of Grain, &c.—In answer to an

inquiry, the Editor of the Irish Farmers' Gazette

states that " 45 lbs. wheat are equal to 54 lbs. barley,

59 lbs. oats, 54 lbs. rye, 57 lbs. Indian corn, 69 lbs.

lindseed-cake, 374 lbs. wheat straw, 195 lbs. oat

straw, 100 lbs. hay, 276 lbs. carrots, 504 lbs. common
turnips, 350 lbs. swedes, 339 lbs. mangolds."

Is there not some error in these figures ? Linseed-

cake, which is here placed lowest in the scale, we
should place the highest. It is certainly much more

probable that 45 lbs. of linseed-cake is equal to 69

lbs. of wheat, than that 45 lbs. of wheat are equal to

69 lbs. of linseed cake ; and the same remarks will

apply to Indian corn. The figoi-es should be revised 1.
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THE OHIO SHEEP GROWERS' CO.WENTION.

The Hon. Simon Brown, editor of the New Eng-

land Farmer, attended tlie late Wool Growers' Con-

vention at Columbus, Oluo, and in an interesting let-

ter to Lds paper, eays the object of the convention

was two-fold.

1. To bring as many persons together as possible,

who are engaged in the culture of sheep, to discuss

the advantages and disadvantages under which they

labor, and to devise some means whereby a compact

and intelligent power might be established, that

could be made influential whenever their interests

demanded it—and also, that by a comparison of

opinions as to the best breeds, and practices in cul-

ture, each party might be benefitted by knowledge

gained from the other.

2. To petition Congress so to amend the Internal

Revenue Laws, as to impose a tax upon dogs ; with

a view to protecting sheep, by the destruction of

dogs.

The latter subject gave rise to a spirited discussion.

Mr. ilontgomery, of Ohio, said " that annual loss to

wool-growers in the State in the destruction of

sheep by dogs is $100,000. But this is not the only

loss. Hundreds of persons whose farms are especially

adapted to the culture of sheep, cannot enter upon

it on account of dogs, and are obliged to resort to

crops unsuited to their lands. He thought

the loss in tliis particular $100,000 more—making

tlie annual loss to wool-growers $200,000 at least

!

He had no doubt there were half a million dogs in

the State, while the returns required by law, show

only about 175,000. Under this state of things, the

efforts of the wool-grower are constantly checked,

and this great national interest retarded. Another

speaker said that each dog cost what would be re-

quired to raise a pig worth $15, which would make

an annual loss of $3,625,000 ; and if the number of

dogs were half a million, as Mr. Montgomery

thought there were, the loss by dogs to the State,

aamually, would be one Tiundred and Uiirty-jive

millions of dollars !
"

Mr, McCloen, Jr., said dogs are outlawed by the

statute ; we have law enough, but it is not enforced;

wool-growers are too modest ; they do not protect

themselves under the law. He thought a tax im-

posed by the general government would prove

totally inoperative. We must change public opinion.

The wool interest must exceed the dog interest, and

this win be our only remedy.

Mr. Defore stated something of his experience and

(i)servation in sheep culture ; said the vast prairies

of the West, under proper protection, are des-

tined to be covered with immense flocks and to be-

come the seat of a happy and prosperous industry. He
thought this branch of enterprise involved as many

interests of mankind as any other in our puxsmt8.v

We import 50,000,000 pounds of wool annually. Wci
have every facility for producing ten times thist

amount, but for the destruction caused by dogs. Hei

did not blame the animals, but their owners ; they

train them wrong ; starve them into attacks upon

sheep in order to sustain life.

Mr. E. H. Griswold, of Vermont, said that dogs

had been the great stumbling block to success in

growing the Spanish Merino Sheep. He had

traveled all through the great North-Western States,

and even beyond the Mississippi, looking into the con-

dition of the interest, and this fact holds good every-

where. Dogs are the bane of the wool-grower. The
remedy is to form "canine association," with the

most stringent rules, binding every man to act up to

the very letter and spii-it of the law which is intended

to protect them.

Mr. Stevens, said we have Ohio law enough, Th«i>e

is no necessity for applying to Congress for reliel

Most of those who own dogs are irresponsible persona,

and when their dogs have done the mischief no re-

dresss can be obtained. No dogs should be kept. The
next speaker said that a national tax would be equivEi-

lent to a license to keep dogs, then the evil would be inr

creased instead of abridged.

Judge Lawrence said there were 200,000 dogs a*

large, and it is certain that they almost destroy the

leading interest of the State. Voluntary associations

will amount to nothing. After some further discus-

sion, he offered the following resolution :

Resolved, That a memorial be presented to the
General Assembly, asking the enactment of a law
providing :

—

1st. That when any person shall own or harbor
more than one dog, he shall give bond ^^itll surety

in $1,000, for all damages done by all dogs he may
keep or harbor.

2d. The owner or harborer shall furnisli the proper
stamp for the bond ; the bond shall be taken by the
Assessor, and in default of giving the bond, the
Assessor shall kill the dog.

3d. The Assessor shall receive no pay until he
makes oath that he has performed all his duties

under this law.

4th. In all actions to recover damages for the
slieep killed or injured, the Court shall, in addition

to the damages recovered by the OAvner, render judg-

ment for an equal sum to be paid into the County
Treasury, to be appropriated by some just mode in

paying for sheep killed or injured, and in prosecuting

actions against the owners of dogs for damages to

sheep.

5th. That when the owner of sheep killed orinjured

by any dog fails to sue for damages for three months,
it shall be the duty of the prosecuting Attorney
to sue in the name of the State when like damages
shall be recovered as iu cases where the owner
prosecutes, including the double damages—and the

money recovered shall be paid into the County
Treasury.

This drew out a spicy debate which awoke all the

late Btonn-tossed travelers, and gave the Convention
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a lively appearance. The debate was arrested by the

(bUowing more conservative proposition of the Hon.

CJolumbus Delano, late Member of Congress from

Ohio, viz :
—" That a Committee of three be ap-

pointed to prepare a bill to be submitted to the legis-

lature for promoting the interests of wool-growers,

and for protection against dogs ; and that said Com-

mittee memorialize the General Assembly in favor of

passing said bill." This resolution was finally

adopted as an amendment to, and took the place of

Judge Lawrence's resolution. In his remarks urging

the passage of this resolution, Mr. Delano said the

power of the legislature had not been exhausted,

and excellent results might be obtained by further

appeal to it.

m m

THE TURBM, OR TURK'S HEAD SQUASH.

J. J. H. Gregory of Marblehead, Mass., weU known

ae the introducer of the Hubbard squash, sends us a

cat and description of a new French squash, which,

after carefully experimenting with this and other

varieties, he is prepared to recommend as " decidedly

the best of all varieties for fall use." It grows to a

good size for family use, averaging about 7 lbs. each.

On rich land it yields at the rate of sis tons per

acre, Mr. Gregory having taken the prize at the

county society for the greatest yield in competition

with other varieties. The Turban squash is dry,

very fine grained and rich flavored, with very thick

flesh. As a fall squash, Mr. G. thinks the Turban

will take as high a rank as the Hubbard now occu-

pies as a winter squash.

:air. Gregory gives the following directions for its

cultivation :
" Select good warm soil, fiU it well

with manure, then mark off the lulls 8x9 feet apart,

mix in some fine stimulating manure in each bill

(such as superphosphate or Guano) and plant early

in the season four seeds in each hill. "When the

runners begin to show themselves, thin to two or

even one plant to the hill, keep down the weeds and

loosen the soil between the hills frequently with the

cultivator. If you wish to store the squashes, allow

them to remain on till the vines are dead, when
gather and store after two or three days exposure to

the sun. Avoid piling them in the field, and do not

expose them to cold rains after gathering ; this hurts

the keeping properties of any squash. In storing do

not stand them with the " acorn " downwards, but

lay them on the sides."

WHITE JAPANESE MUSK MELOIV.

Among the seeds which we send as a present to our

agents, is the White Japanese Musk Melon. Mr. J.

Wesley Jones, of Chatham Four Corners, N. Y., from

whom we obtain* (1 th ^ 1 ^usitibtho sweetest.

thin-skinned melon yet Introduced. It ripens as

early or earlier than the Nutmeg and Christina

varieties. Mr. Jones obtained his original seed

direct from Japan and we trust those of our friends

who receive a package of seeds will give this melon

a fair trial.

WHiTEWAsn.—White fences and out-buildinga

indicate the thrifty farmer and a tidy household-

Put half a bushel of unslacked lime in a clean, tight

barrel, pour over it boiling water until it is covered

five inches, stir briskly imtil the lime is thoroughly

slacked, then add more water imtil it is as thin as

desired, next add two poimds of sulphur of zinc and

one of common salt ; then apply with a common

whitewash brush, giving a good coat in April and

October, or at least once a year.

Oil tite Nails.—If you wish to drive a cut nail

into a seasoned oak timber, and not have it break or

bend, just have a small quantity of oil near by and

dip the nail before driving, and it will never fail to

go. In mending carts and ploughs this is of great

advantage, for they are generally mostly of oak

wood. In straightening old nails before using, let

it be done on wood, and with easy blows. If done

on iron, they will be sure to break.
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SHORT SERMONS FOR FARJIERS—No. 4.

WBITTBN FOB THE GENEBEH rAEMKB.

For his God doth instruct him to discretion, and doth teach

him.

—

Ibaiah 2S : 26.

By reference to tlie context we leam who it is that

is here declared to be the subject of Divine teaching.

It is the husbandman. "Doth the ploughman

plough all day to sow ? doth he open and break the

clods of his ground ? When he hath made plain

the face thereof, doth he not cast abroad the fitches,

and scatter the cummin, and cast in the principal

wheat, and the appointed barley, and the rye, in

their place ? For his God doth instruct him to dis-

cretion, and doth teach him."

Discretion is that discernment which enables a

person to judge correctly of what is suitable and

proper, united with caution. A discreet man is a

wise man in the sphere in which he exercises dis-

cretion. The sphere of the discretion of the text is

Husbandry. The husbandman is taught of God to

adapt his labor and different soils to the production

of livers crops. God teaches him that plowing and

opening the clods of his ground are not sufficient to

secure a harvest. He must, after the ground is

properly prepared, distinguish between the different

kinds of soil, and commit to each the seed of the

crop, to produce which it is best adapted. He " casts

in the principal wheat, and the appointed barley,

and the rye, in their place." The text declares that

God teaches the husbandman this discretion. How

does He teach him ? Not by immediate revelation.

Agriculturists are not inspired men. God

teaches them through their own observation

and experience. These are second causes through

which God imparts agricultural wisdom. But His

teaching is connected with the exercise of the hus-

bandman's own understanding and reason in de-

termining when to plough, when to sow, and the

kind of soil appropriate to the species of grain

he wishes to raise. God shows him the mistakes he

makes in these respects, not by an audible voice-

not by immediate revelation—but by the results of

his labor in harvest, and by the failures and successes

of his neighbors. This observation of his neigh-

bors is not being ' a busybody in other men's matters.'

It is one mode, and a legitimate one, in which he

learns of God how to succeed in his avocation.

Another suitable mode is for farmers to meet to-

gether for the purpose of detailing to each other

their experience in raising different crops. In this

way God teaches the farmer and " instructs him to

discretion." He does it none the less because it

comes through human lips.

Remarks. 1. If God gives the husbandman wis-

dom in his avocation then it is not fanaticism for him

to pray for this species of wisdom, It is a great mis-

take to suppose that we are allowed to pray only for

that " wisdom the begining of which is the fear of

the Lord." We may also wait upon God for

knowledge and skill in the lawfxil avocations of life.

These are as truly the gift of God as spiritual wis-

dom. Both are equally connected with second

causes, or means, the neglect of which will leave ua

foolish in one as weU as in the other.

2. If ,God instructs the husbandman through ob-

servation and experience, then he should be a care-

ful observer of th« modes of the Divine agency in the

production of different crops.

3. If God teaches the husbandman how to conduct

his business successfully, he shows himself to be a

dull scholar when he commits his seed to soil which

is not suitable to the production of the crops de-

signed. Of all men he is the last to complain of

Providence because his expectations are disappointed.

In commercial avocations success depends upon sec-

ond causes so recondite—upon moral causes which

it is often so impossible to trace to their effects, that

tradesmen are comparatively inexcusable for failure.

Not so with the farmer. Sometimes, it is true, he

may have unpropitious seasons, which he cannot

foresee. But God's teachings to him ordinarially

are more distinct and definite than to the tpades-

man. For while it is true that God controls in the

moral world as well as in the natural, yet in the lat-

ter his methods are more distinctly uniform and

more easily perceived. Hence farmers, as a class,

ought to be more successful than tradesmen.

4. This subject shows us that farmers ought to be

inteUigent men within the sphere of their avoca-

tions. They are taught of God, who is infinitely

wise. If, therefore, they are ignorant and unskilful

they are blame-worthy.

5. Farmers ought to be praying men. I mean they

ought to pray for success in their business. God

can give them success or withhold it, for he gives

weakness or power to second causes, as he will with-

out working a miracle. But how can a farmer pray

for success unless he conforms to the divine methods

—t. e.,
" cast in the principal wheat, and the ap-

pointed barley, and rye, in their place."

A Useful Hint to Horse-Keepehs.—A gentle-

man who has tried the plan successfully for five

years, communicates the annexed method of pre-

venting horses from chafing under the collar. He
savs he gets a piece of leather, and has what he

terms a false collar made, which is simply a piece of

leather cut in such a shape as to lie snugly between

the shoulders of the horse and the collar. This

feeds off all the friction, as the collar slips and moves
on the leather, and not on the shoulders of the horse.

Chafing is caused by the friction, hence you see the

thing is entirely plausable. Some put pads or sheep-

skins under the collar, but these do as much harm as

good, for they augment the heat. A single piece of

leather, like that composing the outside of a ooUar

is suificiont.
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GARDEN WORK FOR APRIL.

It is in the month of April that the work of the

garden commences in earnest, especially in the lati-

tude of Rochester. In the latter part of March some

of the more ambitious may summon courage to do a

little work in the garden, get in a few seeds, &c., but

it is not yet a labor of love, and it is a question

whether, as the seasons generally run, anything is

gained by sowing seeds in March.

The seeds generally remain a long time in the cold

ground before germinating, and even after the plants

come up, their growth is slow, and they seldom make
as vigorous and productive plants as those started

after the earth is warmed up and becomes a fit re-

ceptacle for seeds.

But when April comes with her sunny days and

genial showers, every true lover of Nature feels an

irresistable impulse to lend her a helping hand in

putting on her vernal robes.

In the March number I mentioned as the first crops

to get in the ground, onions, peas, spinach, lettuce,

radish, carrots and turnips. If these were not sown in

March they will be the first to sow in April. Even

the hot-bed may yeffbe started, and if pretty well

crowded, bring forward most of the plants to a proper

size as soon as they wiU do to transplant into the

open grounds.

Sow in the open ground in April asparagus, beet,

brocoli, brussels sprouts, early cabbage, cauliflower,

celery, cress, kale, kohlrabi, lettuce, parsely, parsnip,

peas, potato, rhubarb, salsify.

Asparagus.—It is quite surprising that a vegetable

so excellent and wholesome as asparagus, is not more

generally cultivated in the gardens of farmers. I

think its absence may be attributed to two causes

—

first) because we are obliged to wait two or three

years after sowing the seed before gathering a crop
;

and secondly, the directions generally given for its

culture are tedious, and involve so much labor as to

discourage the novice. In answer to the first objec-

tion, you may begin to realize moderately in one year

from transplanting the roots, or in two years from

sowing the seeds ; and in answer to the second objec-

tion, you may raise very good asparagus without go-

ing through such a tedious process in preparing the

ground, and when you once have a good bed started

it will not be necessary to renew it in 13 or 15 years.

Culture.—Soak the seeds a few hours in warm
water and sow early in April in drills 1 1-2 inches

deep and 15 inches apart. By sowing in a rich bed

and good culture, the roots are ready to transplant

when one year old. Or the quickest way to get a

bed is to buy one year roots at the nurseries at a cost

of from $1 to %2 per hundred. Two hundred roots

will plant a bed large enough to furnish a family of

six a pretty good supply. The ground should be

prepared by trenching and digging in a good dress-

ing of fine manure into the sub-soil. Dig your

trenches for the roots 2 feet apart and six to eight

inches deep. Place the roots in the trenches 15

inches apart, and cover so that the crowns of the roots

will be four inches below the surface of the ground.

Sow about twenty pounds of salt to the square rod

and cover the bed with a light dressing of coarse

manure. Keep the bed free from weeds through the

season, and in the fall cut down the stems, rake

them off and cover the bed with a liberal dressing of

manure. This completes the first year's culture

after transplanting. The next spring dig in the

manure as deep as possible without coming in con-

tact with the roots, and repeat the operations of the

preceding year. As the plants come up it will do to

cut some of the largest for the table. It may be

cooked and served the same as green peas.

Beets—Best sorts for table use are Extra Early

Turnip, Early Blood Turnip and Long Blood. The beet

requires a rich, deep soil, not freshly manured. Sow
iu drills one inch deep, fifteen inches apart and thin

to four inches. The first named is earliest, the

second may be sown for general summer crop, and
the latter may be sown the latter part of May for

winter use.

Brocoli—Sow Early Purple, Early Wliite and
Early Purple Cape in shallow drills, eleven inches

apart.

Brussels Sprouts—Sow the latter part of the month,

the same as brocoli.

Cabbage—Those who have not a hot-bed can sow
early in April, in the open grounds, the sort recom-

mended to be sown in hot-beds. Rows eleven inches

apart, drills very shallow, thin to three inches.

Plants started in the hot-bed in March will be ready

to transplant into the open ground the latter part of

April, in rows eighteen inches each way. A few hours

before transplanting, thoroughly saturate the ground

in hot-bed with water, take up the plants with a trowel

with a good ball of earth attached, set a little deeper

than they stood in the hot-bed, and press the earth

finuly around the roots.

Cauliflower—Cultivate the same as cabbage, tak-

ing a little more pains and you will be rewarded

with a more delicious vegetable.
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Cress—Curled (or Pepper) Grass and Broad-Leaved

are tlie sorts. Sow in sliallow drills fifteen inches

apart. The water cress requires a running stream.

Kah—CoitSige-r's is cultivated and grown exactly

like cabbage. Sea Kale should be started in a hot-

bed, and is a perennial plant to be managed, some-

thing like Asparagus.

KoMrahi, or Turnip Rooted Cabbage—Sovr Early

\Vliite Vienna any time from April to July, and

treat the same as cabbage.

LeUuc-G-Sow the latter part of the month Early

Curle<l Silesia and Butter for succession. If the

gardner wishes to experiment with varieties he can

try Large White Summer Cabbage, Ice Drumhead

and Victoria Cabbage.

Pars%—Extra Curled is the best kind. The seeds

should be soaked and sown in drills one inch deep,

eleven inches apart. Thin to four inches.

Pare?! !j)—Varieties, Guernsey, or Cup, Long

White, Hollow Crown. . Sow thickly in drills fifteen

Indies apart, cover lightly and thin to three inches.

Peas—Sow for second crop McLean's Princess

Royal, Ifoot high ; Warwick, 3 feet ; Bishop's Long

Pod, 1 1-3 feet. The first is a new variety vnth long

pod, sugary flavor and very productive. For third

crop, sow the latter part of the month. Champion of

England, 5 feet, and the very best of peas ; Blue Im-

perial, 2 1-2 feet ; Harrison's Perfection, 3 feet
;

White MarroAvfat, 5 feet, and British Queen, 6 feet.

Of course, those growing higher than 1 1-2 feet will

require bushing. The bush should be trimmed up

fan-shaped, and if such durable wood as Witch

Hazel is used and carefully laid away under shelter

as soon as done Avith, they will last for several years.

As soon as the peas are up the ground should be

stirred on both sides of the rows, and after a few days

a little dirt drawn to the plants. Those with leisure

and inclination can experiment with the following

new varieties : McLean's Advances, 2 1-2 feet, and

quite early ; Carter's Surprise, large, blue, 4 feet

;

Napoleon, 8 feet ; Eugene, 3 feet ; Epps' Monarch,

6 feet, and Epps' Lord Kaglan, 3 feet, the last two

Ifcte.

Potatoes—E&tIj sorts : Early Sovereign, Early

Dykeman, Early June. New varieties : Early Cot-

tage and Early Algiers. Potatoes can be forwarded

by starting the sprouts in a warm, light room, or on

a layer of fermenting horse manure, with a thin

layer of same over them. When the sprouts are 3

OT 3 inches long they are ready to transplant.

Handle the tubers carefully, cut them into pieces of

a single sprout, rejecting the weaker ones, and plant

four sprouts to a hill. Plant in the garden in hills 2

teet each way, just covering the tops of the sprouts.

The soil should be pressed gently around the

sprouts.

Rhubarb—Sinneaus is the best ; Prince Albert and

Victoria good. Sow the seeds in drills 15 inches

apart, and thin to 4 inches. If soil and culture is

good they are ready to transplant when one year old.

Tran.splant this month 3 feet each way. Rhubarb

can be forwarded very much by placing early tn

spring a headless barrel over the hiU and surround-

ing it with warm manure 2 feet high. In cutting for

use, leave a few stalks to each hill to maintain the

vigor of the plant.

Salsify, or Oyster Plant—Sow in drills 15 inches

apart, half an inch deep, and cultivate the same as

jmrsnips.

Small Pniifs—It is quite a common practice to

grow the small fruits in the kitchen garden, and the

month of April is the proper season for transplant-

ing them.

Currants—Best varieties : Red Dutch, Cliei-ry, La
Versailles, Prince Albert, White Dutch and White

Grape. Set the currants where they can be easily

cultivated. They can be started from cuttings, but

the better way is to procure good plants of a reliable

nurseryman. Transplant with care, using the

fingers freely in adjusting the roots and working

dirt among them. i

Gooseberries—The English varieties are the best,

but not reliable on account of their tendency to mil-

dew. The American Houghton's Seedling is reliable

and productive, but inferior in size and flavor. Crown

Bob, Roaring Lion, Red Warrington, Golden Drop,

Green Ocean and Wliite Smith are the better English

sorts. The Gooseberry likes a rich, moist, cool soil,

and is improved by summer mulching and thorough

pruning.

Grapes—The Delaware, Concord and Hartford Pro-

lific are the better sorts. Creveling, Diana and

Rebecca are good in some localities. The soil should

be deep,, rich, dry, with a warm exposure. About 6

feet apart is the distance for garden culture. Good

strong 2 year vines are best, and they should be cut

back to 2 or 3 eyes. To make the greatest growth

of wood keep them tied up to a stake, allowing only

one vine to grow.

In transplanting trees or plants of any kind neve?

allow manure to come in immediate contact with the

roots. K necessary to use it, apply it on or near the

surface.

Strawberries— Jenny Lind, Bartlett, Hooker,

Triomph de Gand and Wilson's Albany are the bet-

ter sorts. If the gardener is fully determined to cul-

tivate in hills, persistently cutting off the runners

(by which method the largest crops are realized,)

transplant 18 mches each way, keep all weeds down,

and as the berries commence ripening, strew a little

cut straw, marsh hay, grass, saw-dust, or tanbark be-

tween the hills to keep the berries clean and re-

tain the moisture in the ground. They wiU
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bear lightly the first year, and a hill crop the second.

Or plant them in rows 3 feet apart, 15 inches in the

row, allowing the runners to extend one foot on each

dde. Keep a path a foot wide clean, between the

rows, to admit of cultivating the plants and picking

the fruit without treading on the vines.

Rispberries—lmproxed Black Cap, Hudson River

Antwerp, Fastolf, Franconia and Brinkle's Orange

are the more reliable sorts. Plant in a rich soU, 4

feet each way, and cut down the canes to within 4 to

6 inches of the ground.

Bliixkberries—Plant Dorchester, New Rochelle and

Newman's Thomless 6 feet each way, on a rather

heavy loam, and cut back the canes.

By a little care at the proper season, every owner

of a garden can have a succession of luscious fmits

the greater part of the year, adding very much to

the luxuries of the table, and the health of the

farmly. P. C. Reynolds.

PYRAMIDAL ROSES.

Thomas Riteks, of England, in a new edition of

his excellent little work, The Rose Amateur's Guide,

announces a new idea in regard to training roses,

which he thinks will lead to the extinction of stand-

ard roses. He proposes to form Pyramidal Hybrid

Perpetuals, of which he gives the following account

:

"Standard roses, inartistic and picturesque as

they are, have ' held their own ' for some years. It

is. time that some new rose idea was originated, and

I hope, ere long, to hear standard roses spoken of as

things of the past—like stage coaches and road wag-

ons. The culture of pyramidal roses will require

more care and time than the culture of standards,

which we all know is very simple ; but the rose gar-

dener wUl be amply compensated by such glorious

effects as have never yet been seen in our roseries.

" Like all really good gardening ideas, the culture

of rose pyramids, although requiring more time and

care than the culture of standard and dwarf roses, is

Btill very simple, and may be carried out as follows :

" Some strong two years old stocks of the Manetti

rose should be planted in November, in a piece of

ground well exposed to sun and air. The soil should

have dressings of manure, and be stirred to nearly

two feet in depth. In the months of July and

August of the follovring year they wiU be in a fit

state to bud. They should have one bud inserted in

each stock close to the ground. The sort to be

chosen for this preliminary budding is a very old

hybrid China rose, called Madame Pisaroni, a rose

with a most vigorous and robust habit, which, bud-

ded on strong Manetti stocks, will often make shoots

from six to seven feet in length, and stout and robust

in proportion. In the month of February following,

the stocks in which are live buds should be aU cut

.

down to within six inches of the bud. In ^May the

buds wiU begin to shoot vigorously ; if there aie

more shoots than one from each bud they must ba

removed, leaving only one, which in June should be

supported with a slight stake, or the wind may dis-

place it. By the end of August this shoot ought to

be firom five to sis feet in hight, and is then in a

proper state for budding to form a pyramid. Some

of the most free-growing and beautiful of the hybrid

perpetual roses should be selected and budded on

these stems in the following manner: Commence

about nine inches from the ground, inserting one

bud : then on the opposite side of the stock and at

the same distance from the lower bud, insert another

;

and then at the same distance another and another,

so that buds are on all sides of the tree up to about

five feet in hight, which, in the aggregate, may
amount to nine buds. You will thus have formed

the foundation of a pyramid, which should be libe

the above figure, which is assumed to be a pyramid

just pushing forth its flowers in June.

"I need scarcely add that the shoots from the

stock must be carefuUy removed during the growing

season, so as to throw all its strength into the buds.

It will also be advisable to pinch in the three top-

most buds rather severely the first season, or they

wUl, to use a common expression, draw up the sap

too rapidly, and thus weaken the lower buds. In

the course of a year or two magnificent pyramids

may thus be formed, their stems completely covered

with foliage, and far surpassing anything yet seen in

rose culture. I have, as yet, found no rose eqxial ia
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vigor to Madame Pisaroni, although, when i, *tention

is turned to the subject, other varieties may perhaps

be found. If extra strong growth be desired, the

stem may be suffered to grow two seasons before it

is budded.

" To tliose who think the trouble of budding and

re-budding too much, I may point out a more simple

method, which I extract from the Oardener'a Annual

for 1863:
"

' Have some Dog-rose stocks gathered from the

woods and hedges in November, December or Janu-

ary. Every stock selected should be of only one

year's growth, a young shoot of the preceding sea-

son's growth. They should be planted in a deep

rich soil, and some manure placed on the surface

round their stems. In spring and early summer the

young shoots should be removed from the lower part

of their stems within, say, a foot of the ground, and

all the remaining shoots suffered to grow as they

list. In the months of July and August they may

be budded after the following mode: Take some

free-growing beautiful Hybrid Perpetual, and place

one bud in. the stem, mind, of your stock about nine

inches from the ground, and then on the opposite

side of the stem place another bud and so on, shift-

ing sides to about three, four, or five feet in hight.

When these buds break out in the following May,

be sure to pinch in closely the three or four buds at

the top of the stock, or they will greedily drink too

much of the precious sap. A rose-lover must imagine

the great beauty of such a pillar of Empereur de

Marco or Senateur Vaise ; if his constitution be not

strong, the sight might make him die of a rose in

aromatic pain.'

" The most free-growing kinds, such as Jules Mar-

gottin, General Jacqueminot, Colonel de Rougemont,

Triomphe des Beaux Arts, Lord Raglan, Souvenir de

la Reine d'Angleterre, Triomphe de I'Exposition, and

other kinds of vigorous habit, wUl form grand pyra-

mids from six to seven feet in hight. For smaller

pyramids those of more moderate growth may be

selected. It will scarcely be advisable to bud more

than one sort on a stem, as no two kinds will be

found equal in growth, but as a matter of fancy, va-

rieties of different colors may be inserted so as to

make a variegated pyramid. Vigorous growing

Bourbon roses may be employed for pyramids, and

Tea-scented and Noisette roses, as the stock is highly

favorable to their growth, but they should be pro-

tected in winter by Fern or branches of evergreens

tied jound them."

Age of the Big Trees of California.—A count

of rings in the wood of one of the big trees of Cali-

fornia, cut down several years ago, shows that it

was not more than 1235 years old. It was 23 feet in

diameter.

WHAT KILLS THE PEACH BLOSSOMS?

Eds. Genesee Farmer: From Detroit, Toledo,

and various other places, we hear that the blossom

buds of the peach were killed by the cold blast of

last January, and even here, protected as we are by

the genial waters of Lake Michigan, I find the ma-

jority (though not all) of the peach blossom buds

have a dark spot in the center, indicating dissolu-

tion, though the mercury in the cold of January was
not below 13° (my own only lOo) below 0. A friend

from Wisconsin, last season, undertook to tell me
how great a degree of cold peach buds would stand

and preserve their vitality. I think he pat it at 16o

or 18o below ; and I have seen the same subject agi-

tated and a point set in the agricultural papers.

Now, with all due deferance to the experience and

opinions of others, I must say that I am not able to

set any point in this latitude below which they can

not survive. In January, 1857, I saw the mercury

at 35o below in Grand River Valley, in this State.

I was not there the following summer, but was in-

formed that at that place (Lowell) peach trees gene-

rally bore. During the previous winter (1855-6) the

Isabella and Catawba grape vines in Ontairo county,

N. Y., were generally killed—the buds being entirely

destroyed above the line of snow. The growth of

the following summer was of course great, and we

would expect not very well ripened, yet they stood a

much greater degree of cold the following winter

and came out " all right."

Messrs. Reiter & Maddocks, of the Great Western

Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio, wrote me February 3d

:

" The cold wave that passed over this place January

1st, we think has killed every peach tree in our

grounds of one and two years growth. Even the

limbs of our old trees are discolored where they are

an inch thick. The State Pomological Society met

here last month. Nurserymen and amateur fruit--

growers from Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylva-

nia and New York were in attendance. Many
brought twigs with them, all showing the effects of

frost alike. Ten degrees below cypher does not kill

peach trees, but wUl the fruit, if immediately pre-

ceded by rain."

From this it would seem that the cause of failure

of the peach may be more hygrometrical than

thermal. I had supposed that the cause of failure

depended much on the state of forwardness of the

buds at the time of extreme cold but wishing to

learn from the experience of others, I offer the ques-

tion at the head of this article for debate.

Muskegon, Mich, 8. B. P.

Keep your seeds, bulbs, tubers, &c., in a place

where neither frost nor damp can reach them ; for

either of these would destroy many.
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BALCONY GARDENING.

The old ideal of a country liome was the New

England farm kitchen, with its wide fireplace, low

ceilings and evidence of plenty seen in the bins of

red-cheeked or russet apples, and pantry shelves

groaning with their burden of dough-nuts and pump-

kin pies. In summer a wide porch shading the kitchen

door with perhaps a hop vine casting in the sun its

flickering shadows, and a large old tree, whose pro-

tecting branches extended far over the low roofed

house, completed the picture. As cities have grown

up where villages stood fifty years ago, and as the

« far West " has extended from Lake Ontario to

Lake Superior and beyond the Mississippi, luxury has

become more universal and the refinements of life

more general. Now our country house must be a

" cottage one," with all the ornamental surround-

ings which such a house demands. Sometimes,

when the cottage is more pretentious than tasteful,

ajid the rooms small and stifling, where comfort is

sacrificed to fashion, we sigh for the old times and

the spacious farm kitchen. But when we really

look at the thing fairly and reaUze how great the

improvement is in the out-door aspect of things, how

truly tasteful and beautiful the lawns and the care-

fully kept flower beds are, and how delicious the im-

proved varieties of fruits, we are obliged to ac-

knowledge that though the homes of our grandfath-

ers are delightful to remember, that this is better to

possess. Every thing which can be procured to as-

sist ladies with a taste for horticulture, m their la-

bors, we welcome warmly, and a book which we

have just been reading seems so eminently adapted

to create a taste for gardening, as well as to aid those

who already have the taste formed, in their labors,

that we take pleasure in making some extracts from

it on balcony gardening,* and if we could give the

engraving which heads this chapter aU our lady

readers would be so charmed with it that we do not

doubt but that "balcony gardening " would become

the fashion among the Oenesee Farmer readers.

',' The balcony should face the south or east, so as

to obtain the morning sun; there are few flowers

which succeed in the shade.
" Now, we may either grow our plants in pots, or

fit up the balcony with neat boxes ;
but in either

case the outside of them must not be exposed to the

direct rays of the sun ; it would heat and parch the

earth so that nothing would succeed. A good way

to prevent this is to make a board lining round the

inside and fill a space of three inches with straw,

tan or moss, between the outside and your boxes.

Fill your boxes with a rich soil, composed of one

part loam, two parts leaf mould, two parts decom-

posed manure. Put an inch of " rocks," or broken

pots in the bottom to secure dramage, and have a

few auo-ur holes in the bottom of each box to allow

the surplus water to drain ofi". Now, the boxes be-

ing all prepared, and the season the first of May,

what shall be planted ?
"

In answer to this question Cobea scandens as a

climber to run upon the wall of the house is reco-

mended, and Weigela rosea and Spirea prunifolia for

the corners of the balcony, and the boxes can be

filled with Mignonette, Indian pinks. Phlox Drum-

mondii, or any other pretty annuals. Outside climb-

ers wUl be needed too, and almost any will answer

there. Nasturtinums, Maurandia Borclayana with

blue foxglove-shaped flowers, and M. rosea and alba,

with pink and white flowers, are very graceful and

pretty. With these plants a large balcony would be

well stocked and gay until frost kills out door

flowers

:

"Then prepare for winter; dig over the boxes,

pulling up roots of dead plants, being careful not to

disturb perennials. And plant a dozen good

hyacinths, fifty crocus, a few jonquils, and a hundrt^

snow-drops, for early bloom the next summer. When
severe frosts come, cover half a foot of coarse

manure over your boxes, laying down under its pro-

tection your hardy climbers, such as honeysuckles,

clematis, trumpet flowers, wistaria, &c., if you have

them, or else mat them up carefully in straw or old

bass mats.
" Now you have only to enjoy your flowers m the

memory of the past summer, or in anticipations for

the future, unless, with us, you would have flowers

in winter, and will devote an hour each day to

window gardening, or study with us, in the next

chapter, the W^ardian Case."

The Wardian Case is very fascinating as well aa

useful and not difficult to manage. The simple fern

glass is really a Wardian Case, as the idea is only to

protect the plants from the varying atmosphere of an

ordinary living room. Some very good suggestions

are made for hanging baskets and the cultivation of

ivy. If we had space for more quotations we should

like to give the directions for hot-beds, which are

simple, clear and very sensible. A chapter on

specimen plants and how to grow them, and one

about wild spring flowers are very interesting.

• Flowers for the Gaedex. By Edward Spraguo Kand, Jr.

Boston : J. E. Tilton &, Co. 1S63.

Sorii FOR Grapes.—The Ohio Farmer says :
" The

Ohio Pomological Society at Toledo, among other

things, introduced the question as to the soil on

which the best quality of grapes were grown. There

seemed to be but one opinion, and that was that a

strong, clayey soil, or one of loamy clay with a lime-

stone or even slaty clay subsoil, produced grapes

much heavier in must, and therefore of better

quality, than any kind of sand or alluvial deposit.

In all cases, however, under-drainage was spoken of

as necessary to success in grape growing."

Seeds of the CucurbitacecB, as melons, squashes,

cucumbers, &c., if kept several years, will produce

more fruit than new seed, for the reason that they

run less to vine.
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JU.¥E IS THE TI3IE TO PRUiVE FRUIT TREES.

Eds. GeivEsee Fabmer :—Under the head of

* Farm Work for February," in the last February

Number of the Farmer, you say " prune orchards."

In the March Number Mr. Lyman Balcom asks leave

to differ with you, and says May is the best time for

trimming fruit trees.

In the March Number, after giving Mr. B's com-

munication, you remark, with complimentary ac-

knowledgements of esteem for his opuaions, that you

would prime both apple and pear trees as soon as all

danger of severe frosts was over.

To support your position, you quote Barry's

Fruit Garden, as saying :
" In Western N-ew York

we prune apples, pears and other hardy fruits as soon

as our severe frosts are over—say the latter part of

February and beginning of March. If pruned

sooner the ends of the shoots are liable to be injured,

and tJie terminal bud so weakened as not to fulfil its

purposes."

It strikes me that Mr. Barry's reason for pruning

in February and March is very indefinite and inappli-

cable. I cannot see how, if he means the ends of

the shoots and the terminal bud, that are lOped off,

we can prime at any time and not inj ure them. K
he means the ends of the shoots and the terminal

buds which are left on, I cannot see how the loping

off others can injure or affect them. I can under-

Btand Mr. Balcom when he tells us he can saw off

limbs two or three inches in diameter in May and

they will grow over entirely smooth and sound in

three or four years ; but if sawed off in February,

they wUl rot holes into the tree and never grow

over.

Mr. Balcom bears testimony to these facts from

personal observation. On the other hand, Mr.

Barry lays down a rule of practice, and supports it

by a theory so vague that it is void on account of

ambiguity. With due respect for such authority as

Barry and the editor of the Geneses Farmer, with

whom I seldom find an opportunity to differ, allow

me to say that I know, from observation and the ex-

perience of four years past, directed carefully to the

determining of this point, that Mr. Balcom is very

near right, and you are quite wrong.

I am aware at what disadvantage I place myself

when I imdertake to controvert such authority, and

would not put the case so strongly in opposition to

common practice, had I not in every instance, where

I have induced any one to try pruning in June, suc-

ceeded in gaining their acknowledgement that June

is the time to prune fruit trees.

Nor would I venture to advocate such practice up-

on my own experience were I not able to give the

best reasons for it. Such as cannot be gainsayed or

controverted.

It is a question of vital imjxDrtance to the health

and durability of our trees, and should tliis much
find favor in your paper, I wiU undertake, in the

next, to give my reasons for pruning in June, July

and August, and suggestions as to why and how we
should prune. E. D. Wrighx

[We hope Mr. Wright will favor us next month with

the promised article. Any comments we may have

to make will be reserved untU that time. Wemay say,

however, that it is a well known fact that when a

shoot is cut off in the winter and severe frosts ensue,

the termenial bud (not, of course, the one that is cut

off, but the one which we cut back to) is more liable

to injury than if the shoot had not been pruned.

One reason of this is that when the shoot is cut off

the pores of the wood are deprived of their cov-

ering of bark and the bud is more exposed, and

consequently more liable to injury.

—

Eds.]

TWO NEW ENGLISH PEARS.

The London Ga/rdeners' Chronicle thus alludes to two

new varieties of pears :
" One of them is the British

Queen, raised by Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore, and said

to be a seedling from the Seckel crossed with the

Marie Louise. This is a very fine looking pear, and

as good as it looks ; it has been shown on one or two

occasions, and has invaribly met with approval. The

fruit itself is large and pyramidal, with an undula^
ing surface, and smooth, shining golden yellovr skin,

here and there freckled with patches of thin cnina-

mon russet, and on the exposed side often acquiring

a crimson flush. In flavor it resembles Marie Louise^

the flesh being fine grained and melting, with a rich

saccharine juice, and fine aroma. As an autumn
pear, ripe in October and November, this has few
equals.

" Another to which we especially refer is the

Autumn Nelis, a variety raised by Mr. F. J. Graham,
of Crawford, a variety of remarkably hardy charao-

ter, and so compact and short-jointed in habit, that

the branches become closely set with spurs. Indeed
the whole habit of the tree especially recommends it

for culture as a pyramid either out-doors or in tlie

orchard house. The fruit is rather above medium
size, obovate-turbinate in the outline, almost entirely

russeted on a surface which here and there sh^ws
a little patch of greenish ye^ow^ The flesh is yel-

lowish, fine grained, and melting, with abimdance of

rich aromatic sugary juice, and an exquisite flavor,

which has been compared to that of the Winter
Nelis. The ripening season is October. The pareni

tree of this variety has been bearing for some five or

six years, and proves to be most prolific. We be-

lieve this is the same as a pear Mr. Graham exhibitexi

before the British Pomological Society in 1858, under
the name of Graham's Bergamot, when it was con-

sidered one of the most delicious pears, but befois

being let out last year it was re-christened Autaimn
Nelis.

" There can be no doubt that these pears, both of

which have had first.class certificates from the Royal

Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, are acquisir

tions of real merit, and as such destined along with

them to occupy a prominent place amonst our hardy

desert fruits."
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CfllLDREIff'S FASHIOIVS.

There is no such thing now as simplicity in the dress

erf children. It is useless to say that there ought to be.

So long as wealth exists, and mothers, who are proud

ctf their children, just so long will taste and fancy busy

itself in preparing for them elegant and beautiful, if

not useful, costumes.

A number of charming variations in the styles for

girls, have been introduced with the jackets, which, in

thdr graceful and fantastic shapes are just as well

adapted, if not more so, to misses, as to their mammas.
Nothing can be prettier, for a little girl, than a skirt

with a bodice-belt, a simple chemisette, and short

rounded jacket, trimmed with pendents in some form

or other, bows, buttons or tassels.

For parties, and extreme dress occasions, however,

little girls follow, in many respects, the fashions of the

odder ones. Light tarlatanes are puffed and flounced,

wreaths are worn, and the dresses often looped-up with

flowers. This is an exaggeration which exceeds the

limits of good taste. A white dress, simply and prettily

made, with sash and shoulder-bows of wide blue, or

rose colored ribbon, is the most becoming party-dress

fi>r a child ; at any rate, until she reaches the age of ten

of twelve years.

Boys are less afflicted with the military fever, than

fbrmerly. We see now very few fancy military dresses

om little boys, in the street. Their clothes, when they

get out of frocks, are extremely sensible. They are

composed of suits ; waist and trowsers alike ; made in

winter, of velvet or cloth, and trimmed with gilt but-

tons; and in summer of linen or pique.

The jackets of still older boys are loose, and long,

like short sacks, and their over-garments, altogether in

Back style, with, perhaps, the addition of a cape.

Plaid will be much in vogue for children this seaaon,

principally as a trimming for their hats, and all sorts of

garments. The "Campbell," the "Argyle," the

"Stuart," and the "42d," are the favorite patterns.

Very pretty scarfs are netted for children, in colors,

ca- in white, striped with one, or a mixture of colors.

Plaid scarfs are also very fashionable.

The shape of children's hats is somewhat different

from that of last year, the brim being quite narrow,

and frequently rolling. The crown, if any thing, is not

quite so high, and often forms what is called the

"l)ell" shape.

Leghorns, trimmed with tartan, are the leading spring

style, and constitute a very effective combination.

Pendent balls are also used, and very fine and beautiful

straw trimming, as delicate as if made of silk.

Of course the principal part of the trimming is always

massed towards the front, and it is still elevated, so as

to give a look of distinction—which enhances the charm
of the always attractive "jockey." Strings for these

hats are entirely dispensed with ; they are invariably

fastened with elastic, passed under the chin.

—

Demo-

reaCs Mirror of Fashion,

The Vegetable Style.—You know (of course yoa
know) that everything Is phiid this year; bonnets,
shawls, petticoats, dresses, muffs, cutfs, boots, gaiters,

&c. Even gentlemen arc wearing plaid trousers ! isn't

it funny, dear? But the dresses for evening and dinner
parties were delightful. I saw a salmon-colored dress
trimmed with green peas, and another flesh-colored

evening or dinner-party dress, trimmed with onions,
cauliflowers, carrots and little stalks of celery. Vegetor
bles, grass, straw and hay are much worn. Caps are
still very high, but trimmed with radishes and onions
for young married ladies, who sometimes wear caps,

and onions and turnips for dowagers. Young Ladies

wear much grass for evening parties, with heath and
groundsel, which has a very good effect—JV^tuv^'s Let-

ter 071 Fashions.

A European Belle.—A letter from the continent,
describing the Countess of Hatzfeldt, proceeds : " She
owns more Oriental shawls than any woman in Europe,
and more jewels, and is about to give half of them to
her daughter-in-law. One of her morning dresses is a
Turkish fabric of silk and pure gold ; its pattern, small
palm leaves enclosed in strips. The dress is so heavy
and thick that it will literally 'stand alone.' The un-
dersleeves and trimming about the neck arc of gold
lace, and it is negligently fastened at the waist by a

golden cord and tassel. Another morning robe is of

black material, resembling ;moire antique, with platn

stripes of gold enwoven." It is mentioned that the
countess's special abhorence is an embroidered skirt,

and her newest dinner dress is a violet velvet, orna-

mented with gold.

The Best Soup.—Liebig in his Researches on Food
says :

" When one pound of lean beef, free from fat, in

the finely chopped state in which it is used for be<;f

sausages or mince-meat, is uniformly mixed with its

own weight of cold water, slowly heated to boiling,

and the liquid, after boiling briskly for a minute or
two, is strained through a towel from the coagulated

albumen and the fibrine, now become hard and homy,
we obtain an equal weight of the most aromatic soup,

of such strength as can not be obtained, even by boil-

ing for hours, from a piece of flesh. When mixed with
salt and the other usual additions by which soup 13

usually seasoned, and tinged somewhat darker by means
of roasted onions or burnt sugar, it forms the very t>est

soup which can in any way be prepared from one pound
of flesh."

Corn Bread.—(St. Charles Hotel.)—One pint of

corn-meal, one pint of sour mUk or buttermUk, two
eggs well beaten, and a tablespoonful of melted butter.

Dissolve a teaspoonful of soda in some of the milk and
add it the last thing. Sweet milk can be used, but then

two teaspoonfuls of cream-tartar must be mixed with

the meaL

Baked Indlin PuDDmo.—Three pints of scalded

milk ; stir into the milk whUe hot seven tablespoonfols

of meal ; let it stand untU cold ; add four eggs, and
bake four hours. Serve with sauce.
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PRESENCE.

The wUd, sweet water, as it flows

—

The winds, that k.is3 me as they pas*^
The starry shadow of the rose

Sitting beside her on the gras*—

The daffodilly, trvlng to bless

"With better light the beauteous aii^—
The lily, wearing the white dress
Of sanctuary, to be more fair

—

The lithe-armed, dainty-flngered brier.

That in the woods, so dim and drear,

Lights up betimes her tender tire

', To soothe tho home-sick pioneer—

The moth, his brown sails balancing,

Along the stubble crisp and dry

—

The ground flower, with a blood-red ring
On either hand—the pewet's cry

—

The friendly robin's gracious note^
The hills, with curious weeds o'errnn—

The althea, with her curious coat.

Tricked out to please the wearied eun^

The dandelion, whose golden shape
Is set before the rustic's plow

—

The hum of insects in the air.

The blooming bush—the withered bough—

The coming on of eve—the springs

Of day-break, soft and silver bright

—

The fros"t, that with rough, ruirged wings
Blows down the cankered buds—the white,

Long drifts of winter snow—the heat
Of August, falling still and wide

—

Broad corn-flelds—one chance stalk of wheat,
Standing with bright head hung aside

—

All things, my darling, all things seem
In some strange way to speak of thee

;

Kothing is half so much a dream.
Nothing so much reality

—

Mv soul to thine is dutiful.

O m
In all its pleasures, all its care;

ost beloved ! most beautiful (

I miss, and flud thee everywhere t

lAtlanUo Monthly.

ViTAXiTT OF Fishes.—Although the constitutions of

fish are in some cases influenced by the temperature of

the element they inhabit, and a few degrees aboTC or

below a certain temperature will drive them to seek

other positions, yet in many cases, they are not so in-

fluenced. The fact is well authenticated, that certain

species can bear the test of being frozen in solid ice,

and, on being gradually thawed, will regain their for-

mer signs of vitality ; while others have been observed

swimming about in hot springs at Manilla and in Bar-

bary, in water of a temperature of from 173° to 185°

;

and a species of silurus, according to Humboldt, was
observed by him thrown up alive with the heated

waters of a South American volcano, which were proved

to be of a temperature of 210°, or within 2° of the boil-

ing point.

—

Technologist.

One of the happiest witticisms on record is related

by the Boston correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette

:

«'I heard the other day of a bon mot made by Longfel-

low, the poet. Young Mr. Longworth, from your city,

being introduced to him, some one present remarked

upon the similarity of the first syllable of the two

names. 'Yes,' said the poet, 'but in this easel fear

Pope's line will apply

:

• Worth makes the man, and want of it tho fellow,^
"

At a recent temperance meeting in Scotland a con-

vert got up to speak. "My friends," said he, "three

months ago I signed the pledge. [Cheers.] In a month
afterward, my friends, I had a sovereign in my pocket,

a thing I never had before. [Loud cheers.] In another

month, my friends, I had a good coat on my back, a

thing I never had before. [Cheers much louder.] A
fortnight after that, my friends, I bought a coffin, be-

cause I felt pretty certain that if I kept the pledge

another fortnight I should want one." [No cheers.]

Dates and Facts.—Dates have been called the eyes

of history. In the following instance they enable us to

see a curious fraud. At Milan lately, a preacher, in

describing the Day of Judgment, said: "And St. Je-

rome, that great saint, used also to read profane books

in his youth ; but having one day visited the Vatican,

and seen the terrible ' Last Judgment ' painted by
Kaphael, he fled from Rome, and concealed himself in

a cavern, to strike his bosom with a stone!" St. Je-

rome was born in the year 331, and Raphael in 1433.

Among Hone's works, there is this capital rhymed
advice to the agriculturists of the date of 1772

:

Man, to the plow

;

Wife, to the cow

;

Girl, to the sow

;

Boy, to the mow;
And your rents will be netted.

Punch had sometime since the following travesty on

this old rhyme, which is quite as pointed as the origi-

nal:
Man, tally-ho I

Miss, piano;
Wife, silk and satin

;

Boy, Greek and Latin

:

And you'll be Gazetted.

Dh. Mahsh says the best cure for hysterics is to dis-

charge the servant girl. In his opinion there is nothing

like flying around to keep the nervous system from

being unstrung. Some women think they want a

physician when they need a scrubbing brush.

ON A WOMAN WHO HAD AN ISSUE IN HEB LEO.

Here lieth Margaret, otherwise Meg,
Who died without issue, save one in her leg.

Strange woman was she, and exceedingly cunning,

For wliile one leg stood still, the other kept running.
[Author suipposed to be Shakspeare.

Ihat man was deeply, nay terribly in earnest, whose

coat of arms is a pick-axe, and under it the motto

:

" Either I will find a way or I will make one."

You may wish to get a wife without a failing, but

what if the lady, after you find her, happens to be in

want of a husband of the same character?

A Kentucky schoolmaster wrote and posted up the

following: " No swarin, cursin, or runnin abwt lose, or

hollerin in this scuL"

But fair, sell fair, and love the feir. By so doing you

will stand a fair chance of leading a fair life.

A New Sign for a tavern has recently been invented

:

Dewdrop Inn (do drop in»)
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Notes on tlie \reatlier from February 14tli to'

]TIarcIi 15tb, 1864.

As both halves of February gave us [temperature

above the general average, the first half being 30.3° or

4° above the average, the mean of the month was 28.5°

or 3.2° in excess of the general mean. This half in

1837, was 12° ; in 1843 was 17° ; 1847 was 23 ; 1858 was

19° ; and three times above 36°. The range of the

monthly mean has been between 17.0° in 1843, and 33.6°

in 1857. On the 16th to the 19th was a cold period, be-

low zero on three mornings, and on two of them 3° be-

low.

Water fell in the month only 1-18 inch ; small amount

—on the whole a pleasant month.

At Chicago on the 16th, 7° below ; Muscatine 9° be-

low ; Milwaukee 10° below ; Salt Lake 30°, and Port-

land, Me., 84°, as the cold was moving from the west to

eafit

March—Began and continued to be in this half

pleasant, and above the average temperature. The

mean was 34°, or 4° above the general average. The

coldest morning was 20° on the 3d, and the warmest

noon 57° on the 4th. This too, was the hottest day,

45.7°, and only one other day above 37°.

The water of this half is above 3 inches, and on the

9th to the 13th there fell 1-42 inch. This is a great rain,

and the earth swallowed the greatest part of it.

The mean heat of the first half of March has ranged

in 37 years, from 19.3° in 1856, to 40.2° in 1854. Pros-

pects for spring vegetation are as promising as usual.

The predictions of a severe winter have passed in a

very pleasant one.

Tlie Genesee Farmer Advertisements.

Our advertising columns this month are more than

usmally filled with the announcements of our business

friends. It is our aim to make every department of the

paper interesting and useful to the intelligent practical

farmer and horticulturist. We have rejected several

advertisements that were of a doubtful character Our

circulation the present year is nearly or quite double

what it was last year, while our rates have not been in-

creased. This fact may account in part for our large

advertising patronage, and another reason may be

found in the general prosperity of the country, and

especially among farmers. The high price of labor,

too, will compel us all to avail ourselves of the me-

chanical inventions for facilitating the work on our

farms. Read over the advertisements. You will find

many good things there alluded to, of which you can

ascertain more particulars by writing for a circular,

&c. Write before the busy season commences.

Tbe Markets.

We are compelled to omit our usual market report.

There have been few changes in prices since last month.

Clover seed is somewhat lower, owing to the falling off

in the demand for shipments abroad. It sells for $7.50

in this city. Timothy seed $3.00@Sl3.25. Corn, oats

and barley are a trifle lower. Beans have ad-

vanced 25 cents a bushel. Eggs bring 20 cents per

dozen. Though beef cattle are lower in New York,

they stiU bring 6 cents per lb. live weight in this city.

Sheep, and especially pe?<s, are lower.

In England prices have again declined, but are a shade

higher in France. The Danish question is likely to be

settled without involving the western powers in a gene-

ral war.

The passage of the " gold bill " by Congress has not,

as yet, had any efi"ect in reducing the premium on gold

and sterling exchange. Gold is now (March 23d) 04

per cent premium. This time -last year it was 140. The

issue of the new interest bearing legal tender notes has

a tendency to expand the currency, put up prices and

increase the premium on gold.

Casb Frizes.

Thb competition for our Cash Prizes this year has

resulted as follows

:

I. W. Briegs, "West Macedon, N. T. 349 ... .
$50.00

Chas. S. Campbell, Irondequoit, N. T., 106.... 80.00

Thos. Tra^anza, Euclid, N. T 79.... 20.00

Michael Ritter, Manchester, Md., 48. . . . 15.00

Benlamin Miller, Espy, Pa., 45.... 10.00

M. B. Snyder, Brighton, Iow.i, 44 5.00

J. Cuppage, Orillia, C. "W 43. . . . 4.00

John S. Shattuck, Aurora, Ind., 42. . . . 8.0O

Our friends have done better this year than last, al-

though the highest prize is taken by a smaller club.

Those of our agent-friends who have not had their

specific premiums, will oblige us by notifying us of the

fact, when they shall be forwarded at once.

Our Frlze Faefeages of Seeds.

Our packages of seeds are now ready, and will be

forwarded to those entitled to them as rapidly as possi-

ble. We think they will give good satisfaction. They

contain twenty varieties of flower and vegetable seeds—

certainly a liberal " dollar's worth !"

These packages of seeds are sent to all our friends

who get up a club of sixteen subscribers to the Farmer

at 50 cents each ; and in addition to this liberal prize, we

also send an extra copy of the Farmer and Eural Annual

for 1864, FREE ! There is yet abundant time for any of

our subscribers to get up a club and secure these seeds.

Adlrondac Grape.

In the advertisement of this grape in the last number

of the Farmer the printer made a mistake in the

amount of discount allowed. It should be 20 per cent.,

(not 30,) to dealers on bills of $50 and over. The adver-

tisement in this number of the Farmer is correct. The

mistake was made in th'is oflace, and we regret that Mr.

Bailey should have suflfered any inconvenience in conse-

quence.
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Inquiries and Answers.

I wish to buy a reaping and mowing machine the

coming season. Who manufactures the best ?—R, 8.,

Boyalton, N. Y.

This is a question we cannot answer. There are so

many excellent machines that it is impossible to say

which is best for all purposes. The best we can do is

to give you the names of some of the principal manu-

foctarers of reapers and mowers in the United States :

P. Manny, Freeport, 111.

McCormick Bros., Chicago, IlL

Adriance, Piatt & Co., Poughkeepsie, K Y.
D. M. Osborne & Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Warder &, Child, S]jringlield, Ohio.
Sevmour, Morgan A; Co., Brockport, N. Y.
Walter A. Wood, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.
C Audman & Co., Canton, Ohio.
R. L. Howard, Buffalo, N. Y.

Will some person help me by giving hia advice

through the columns of the Farmer, or by letter, (for

which I am willing to pay,) how to break a road

horse that has the bad habit of not standing long

eiough, after being unhitched, for a person to get into

a buggj', and if yoii succeed in getting in, she Avill start

with iury for a run, and if you do not let her go just

to suit her, she will get mad and baulk, or jam about

dangerously, (never kicks.) At all other times perfectly

gentle and true to go, but this bad habit makes her

almost worthless for me. As she is a valuable animal,

I do not wish to dispose of her. Any information how
to manage her will be thankfully received.—J. W.
Bbadt, Lockport, H. Y.

Can you give any certain or even probable remedy
for the gooseberry green worm. They are destroying

our gooseberries, and then attacking, with a prospect

of demolishing, our currents. Bisecting a few hundred
with scissors does not even thin them.—S. B. Peck,
Muskegon^ Miclu

Can you tell me where I can get an Italian Queen
Bee, with a few workers, and the price.—T. T. Savehet,
Ccuiibridge, Ohio.

» <^i I

A Good Sliorthorn BnU for Sale.

T. L. Haeisox, Esq., of Morley, St. Lawrence county,

N. Y., offers to sell his well-known Shorthorn bull

"Hotspur." He won the first prize and sweepstakes

medal at the New York State Fair at Watertown

in 1861, as a yearling; at Rochester, in 1863, he won
the second prize as a two-year old, (Mr. Sheldon's

"Oxford Lad" winning the first prize and sweep-

stakes medal.) At Utica, 1863, "Hotspur" won the

first prize in the class of aged bulls, no sweep-

stakes prize being offered. He is in high health, vigor

and condition. It is not often that those in want of a

good bull meet with such a chance.

» <^»'

«

We refer those in want of a good farm to the adver-

tisement of Thomas Weeks of Rathbun, Wis. Mr.

Weeks sends us a full description of his farm, together

with a statement of his crops last year, &c. He is in-

duced to sell from the fact that he has fallen heir to a

considerable property in England. He wiU sell at a

great bargain. Write to him at Rathbun, Sheboygan

Co., Wis., for particulars.

The New York State Agricultural Society, at its

Annual Meeting, awarded to E. Ware Sylvester the So-

ciety's Silver Medal for specimens of Oporto wine.

Book Notices.

HILLAED'S PRIMARY READERS—First, Second and Third.
Boston : Brewer Oe Tiloston.

niLLARD'S INTEEMEDIATE READER. Boston : Brewer &
Tileston.

niLLARD'S FOURTH, FIFTH AJTO SIXTH BEADEE&
Second Series. Boston ; Brewer & Tileston,

Tliis series of Readers seem well fitted for their purpose. The

Primary Readers commence with A, B, C, and the most advanced

one has at the end of each reading lesson the new and more di£^

cult words selected for spelling. The Intermediate Reader has cm

Introduction containing lessons In Articulation, Pronunciatiaa

and Inflection. In this, as well as in the Fourth Reader, the nest

In the series, the spelling lessons are continued, and with them

are definitions of a great number of words. The Fifth and Sixth

Readers are for the use of more advanced classes, and the seleo-

tions, as far as we can judge, are good.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZIIsT:
The February number of this valuable periodical Is on oar

table. The contents are, as usual, most interesting. "We knaw
of no other monthly that excels it in the talent of Its contrib»>

tors, or in the value and interest of its articles. The American

public owe a great debt to Leonard, Scott & Co. for their repiintB

of Blackwood and the Quarterlies.

CUDJO'S CAVE. By the author of the " Drummer Boy."

This is a story of the war, and all who have read the "Drum-

mer Boy" will bo interested in this. It has rather too much, per-

haps, of the sensational in its incidents; but then, while we Ifra

at the North, with only the distant sound of war in our ears, wb
are hardly fair judges of the incidents that might occur to thflso

who, like the hero and heroine in this work, were driven from

their homes into caves by the remorseless people who flooded

East Tennessee and made it death to love the old Union.

Special Notices.

"WTiito Willo^v for Lire Fencing:.

Henry D. Emery, Editor of the Prairie Farmep^

writing about the regions of Lee and Ogle counties,

says:

" Here I found the representations I had heard, fully realized to

long lines of the Willow in the fence row, in all the freshness of

their full summer habit. I observed them growing on a variety

of soils, both wet and dry ; and where care and attention had

been bestowed on them thoy presented a beautiful sight in ooi>

trast to the broad stretch of prairie surrounding, without a tree

or shrub. For miles scarcely a cutting had failed to grow, even

when planted but six inches apart. I have since \'isited these p»-

glons, considerably extending my observations, and more caro

fully examined them in all stages of growth, from one year up to

eleven, and find they do not die out by reason of close planting,

but retain their uniform size and growth with wonderful regulaiv

Ity. In no case did I observe a sprout thrown up from the rcKifB

when broken by the plow or otherwise in cultivating the ground

nearly up to the fence row. The tree seems pert'eotly hardy,

thriving upon both wet and dry ground, and stands the hiirdest

winters uninjured. To sum it all up, it is cheap, hardy, adapted

to wet and dry soils, does not sprout from the roots, will stand se-

vere pruning, bears close planting, and with proper tr.iining and

care will make an efficient barrier to stock in a very short time.

•'W* think that if some of those chronio croakers, who are so

constantly taking the opposite position, would be honest enough

to make a personal examination of theovidbnce so easily reached,

before they so fully condemn the thing, their opinions would be

entitled to much more weight than all their abstract reasonings,

wise hints and prophesies concerning the future of the Wiilow."

M. L. DtTNLAP, Editor of the Illinois Farmer, speak-

ing of the Willow, writes as foUows

:
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» Its adiiptation to soils, whether wet or dry, its hardiness un-

der [toy exposure, its rapid growth and the small cost of making

a fence out of it, places It among tho prime necessities of the

(Arm. The plants had of. you last spring are making rapid

growth, and this fall I shall fit tho ground for over a mile of in-

side fence. My outside fences, as you know, are of Osage. Two

seasons Induce mo to prefer the Willow : 1st, That I can have a

uniform fence without breaks in the low land, as Is the case in

low places with the Osage ; 2d, the cheapness. I intend to let

my fence screw to its full hight, but there is no difficulty la the

way of cutting it back, as It will thicken up and not kill out by

this treatment."

Mr. M. C. Wkld, the Associate Editor of the Ameri-

ooji Agriculturist, gives the following testimony

:

" My visit to Oglo county, IlL, was In company with gentlemen

tntiniately familiar with tho agriculture of the prairies, with the

Bolls and seasons, tho crops and modes of culture. Wo traveled

many miles, and examined a large number of locaUtics where the

Willow fences are in use. We found a few hundred yards of

fence eleven years old, tho first planted in this county or State;

eomo also on the same farm, set during tho immediate subse-

quent years—but of fences planted within the past four or five

years, particularly that one, two and three years old, we saw

Biles upon miles, throughout this entire region. Th«3 the con-

viction comes to my own mind, that where it la best known tho

Willow is most highly esteemed."

From the highly creditable recommendations of the White

Willow for hedging given above, and the testimony of many

others of like tenor in our possession, we trust that some of our

farmers -ivill give it a fair triah Cuttings can be ordered of E. S.

PIKE, Esq., of PainesviUe, Ohio, a responsible gentleman, who

waarants his cuttings genuine and vigorous

Tlie Remarkable Properties ofBronrn's Bron-
chial Troches have been thoroughly tested since first introduced.

The demand for them has steadily increased, and purely upon

their own merits, they have found favor with those, who, from

Pulmonary, Bronchial or Asthmatic complaints require them.

For Ck)ngh8, Colds, Bronchitis, Asthma and Influenza, they are

emtirely efficacious, removing all obstructions, and increasing at

once the power and flexibility of the voice.

ADVERTISEBVIENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

sucli—uill be Inserted in the Genesee Fabmeb at twenty-flvo

oents a line, or $2.60 per square, or $25 per column, each Insertion,

payable in advance.

THE GENESEE FARMESt:
A MONTni-Y JOURNAL OF AOEICULTUKB AND UOKTIOULTUBE.

Published at P.ochester, N. T., by

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Terms

—

Invariably in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

six copies for Three Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

Subscription money may be sent at our risk. Address
JOSEPH HARRIS. Rochester, N. T.

SALESMAN "IVANTED—Address Franklin Sewing Ma-
chine Co., Boston Mass. febSt

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable
length, at U per 100 or $5 per 1000. Warranted true Salix

ALBA. mh D. S. HEFFRON, Utlca, N. T.

GRAPE VINES, CRANBERRY PLANTS, &c
rpHE CONCORD GRAPE—Fine plants one and two years old.

J_ Grapes and Trees in pots for orchard house culture culture.
NUESEET AND GrEBN-HOUSE StOCK.
Pine DwAUF and Standard Pear Teeks.
Superior Cultivated Bell and Oueery Ceanberet Plants.
The Cbanbf.ret Cultiteist, postpaid for seven red stamps.

WM. H, STABS, East New London Nurseries,
ftplt New Loudon, Conn,

Brown's Bronchial Troches.
^ Ihave never changed my mind respecting them fri>m the

first, exceptin-g to think yet better of that tchich IVeqnn think-
ing well of.'''' Rev. IIeney Ward Beechee.
" The '/roches are a staff of life to «(?."

Prof. Edward Noetji,
Press. Hamilton Cullogo, Clinton, N. T.

'^For Throat Trotibles they are a speoijio.^''

N. P. WiLUS.
" Too flivorahly known to need commendation.''''

Hon. CUARLES A. PUELPS,
Press. Mass. Senate.

" Contain no Opiirni nor avythi7ig injit.rionn.''''

Dr. A. A, Hayes, Chemist, Boston.
"An elegant combinationfo-r Coughs.'"

Dr. G. P. BioELOW, Boston.
'^ Irecommend their use to Public Speakers.''''

Rev. K n. Chapet.
*Moet salutary reliefin Bronchitis.""

Rev. S. Seiufried, Morristown, Ohio.
" Very beneficial zchen suJFeriiigfrom Colds."

Rev. S. J. P. Anderson, St. Louis.
'^Alm-ost instant relief in the distressing labor of breathing

peculiar to Asthma.''''

Eev. A. C. Eogleston, New York.
" They Tia/ce mtdted my case exactly, relieving my thro'ii ao

that IcoxUd sing icith ease." T. Ducilyeme,
Chorister French Parish Church, Montreal.

As there are Imitations, be sure to obtain tho genuin-e.

ADIRONDAC GRAPE VINES.
FOB SALE bv the single one or hundred, and every plant

'WARR^i^STTED GENUINE.
Circulars sent free. Single Vines sent by mail postage paid.

Price—1 year old, .^2. 1 year old extra, $3.

2 years old, 4. 2 years old " 5.

Fine plants lona, Israella, Allen's nyl)rid, Delaware, itc, &c.
Address aplt J. W. CONE, Norfolk. Ct.

PREMIUlf^ CHESTER WHITE PIGS.
PROGENY OF HOGS that have taken State and United

State Premiums sent by express to all parts of the United
States, Canada, Cuba and South America, in pairs, not akin.

Address N. P. BOYER i CO.,
mh CoatesvUle, Chester county. Ponn.

SEEDS FOR SALE.
GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS—Fresh and Reltaislf, and

the Best that can be obtained from foreign and domestic
sources, for sale by E. H. REEVES & CO.,

Agricultural Warehouse, 185 Water sL, New York.
Catalogues sent on application. aplt

PRATT'S LONG ISLAND SEED DRILL.
PRICE, $7.00. For sale by

E. H. REEVES & CO.,
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

1S5 Water st, New York.
Send fbr Circular. aplt

CHEAP APPLE TREES.
ABOUT 80,000 first class 4-ye!vr old Apple Trees will be sold

very cheap to clear the grounds. Also, bearing vines of
the Isabella, Hartford Prolific and Concord.
mh2t A. ^L WILLIAMS, Syracuse, N. Y.

rpHE Ciri.TIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY
I is much more easy and successful in the common dry soil

of private gardens, market gardens, or in field culture, than in
the usual clumsy way in bogs and meadows. The yield last sea-

son, in my method of culture, was over 400 bushels per ac»e.

Explicit directions for cultivation, with price of Cranlx-rry
Plants and all other useful and oraamental Trees, Plants and
Shrubs, will bo sent by mail. B. M. WATSON,

feb3t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

rpHEES AND PI.ANTS OF ALIi KINBS—Decidn-
_L ous and Evergreen ; Fruit and Ornamental in all sizes, at
low rates. Purchasers should send for new Priced List for 1^64,
before purchasing elsewhere. Carriage paid to Boston, Newport,
and New York. B. M. WATSON.

febSt Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

TO INVENTORS AN» PATENTEES—Inventions
Examined and opinions given without charge. Patents Ob-

tained; Patents 1;e-is8ued; Patents Extended. No charge for

rejected cases unless successful. J. ERASER & CO.,
Western New York Patent Agency,

ap2t Buft'alo and Rochester, N. Y
SIIiVER lyiEDAIi—The OPORTO WINE received the

Silver Medal of the N. Y. Stivte Society. Strong Vines at

retail $2 to f4 per dozen—very cheap by tho lOOO. Agento
Wanted. Address E. WARE SYLVESTER,
aplt Lyons, N. Y.
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Choice Garden Seed§.

AMONG the nt'W, rare or very desirable vegetables for 19M, I

would Invite particular attention to the toUowmg : ^ oko-

hama Squash (new, from Japan,) White Japanese Melon, Ward s

Neetar Melon (most excellent, very prolific,) Marblehead Mam-
moth Drumhead Cabbage (the largest cabbage in the world,)

Jtlainraoth bquash Seed, grown from squashes weighing 100 lbs.;

Turban Squash (be.st of all Fall .sqiui.'ihfn,) Early Paris Cauh-

fl.)\ver(very early and very reliable,) Pierce's Cauhtlower (the

standard late in Boston market,) Whites' New Alma Cauliflower

(this is a famous new English variety.) Each of the above 2o cts.

per i)ackage. Forty Days' Corn (two weeks earlier than any stand-

ard sort,) Mexican Sweet Corn (the sweetest of all corn,) French

Imperial Calibage Lettuce (I rank this at the head of all the Cab-

bage Lettuces.) Boston Curled Lettuce (most elegant of all vane-

ties.) Concord Bean, (new, most elegant, very desirable,) Fejee

Bean (the earliest and hardiest of all licans,) Indian Chief Bean

(the beit string bean,) New Jersey Hybrid Cucumber (an extra

large white spined variety,) Scarlet Chinese Egg Plant (an ele-

gant ornament,) Lester's Perfected Tomato (verv large, thick

meated,) Upright Tomato (the new French sort,) Extra Early

York Tomato (very early, prolific, of good market size,) Hubbard

Squash (seed very pure,) Tom Thumb Pea (very early, grows 10

inches high, vields flnely,) Golden Sweet Corn (a sweet table corn

of brisht coiden color,) Brills' Extra Large Purple Egg Plant,

Stone-'ilason Cabbage (the best of all winter cabbage. Each of

the above at 15 cts. per package, 85 cents per ounce.—My Annual

Circular, now readv, contains further descriptions of each of the

above, and a list of over 200 varieties of fresh, reliable Garden

Seeds, many of which are of my own raising. Sent gratis to all.

As the oriiiinal introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marblehead

ilammoth and Stone-Mason Cabbages, and other choice vegeta-

bles, I invite the patronage of the public.

ap2t JAMES J. H. GKKGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

THE KEW SQUASH!

The Turtoan or Turk's Head Squash.

SINCE I introduced the Hubbard as the best of all Winter
Squashes, I have been seeking for the public a first class

Squash for Fall use. After spending six years in carefully

testing many new varieties, I am satisfied that the Turban is de-

cidedly the best of all Squashes for Fall use. It is very dry, very

fine sTained and rich flavored, (the Hubbard has little or no flavor

in the fall, and is ths thickest meated and heaviest in proportion

to its size of all Squashes. It grows to a good size for family use,

yields well, and is most excellent either for the t;ible or for pies,

in competition with aU other varieties my Turban received the

prize for quality next to the Hubbard at the late great exhibition

at the rooms of the American Agriculturist. Recommendations
from Seedsmen, Editors of Agricultural Papers, Provision Deal-

ers and Farmers, will be found in my Circular, which will be sent

gratis on application.

Price per package of 50 seeds—25 cents ; five packages for $1.

ap2t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL. TEK-MS OF SAEE,
AND

OEDER YOUE TEEES DIEEOT.
Address C. W. SEELYE,

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

IMPORTANT TO HORSE OWNERS.

Young's New Treatise on the Diseases of the Horse

Is NOW READY. This work is well written, and in so plain

a style that any person can successfully treat the worst dis-

eases that the horse is subject to. The Receipts contained in this

work have alone cost the publisher many hundred dollars, and
should fully recommend it to the public. " Among the list is an

infallible remedy for the Heaves; to etfectually remove King-

Bones and Bone Spavins; to prevent lameness without breaking

the skin; also, a certain cure for Wind Puffs, Thoroughpius or

Blood Spavins, with many others equally as important—making
it one of the most valuable works of this class ever published.

—

This work should be in the hands of every horse owner. Price,

60 cents, postpaid. Address CHAS. H. HERRICK,
aplt* RO. Box 2645, Rochester, N. Y.

TOBACCO SEED.
FOE the benefit of those that wish to commence the culture

of Tobacco, I will send GOOD seed for 15 cents per i)acket.

mh2t J ULIU3 RISING, Southwick, Mass.

Maryland Farms for Sale.

WE have for sale over Two Hundred FARMS in this Statei,

of as beautiful and productive land as ever the sun shone
upon, having access by railroads, steamboats and turnpikes.

These Farms, in many instances, can be bought for less than
the improvements upon them cost, in consequence of the change
from slave to free Uibor.

As Surveyors we have an intimate knowledge of the lands of
this State. Inquiries by letter will be promptly answered.

E. W. TEMPLEMAN & CO., Real Estate Brokers,

ap3t Baltimore City, Md.

Reading Nursery,

Or\ r\r\r\ concord Grape Vines grown in open ground,

ZW.UUU layers, $10 to $15 per luO, $100 per 1000; 1 to 3
years, transplanted or bearing vines, $15 to $25 per 100.

Diana, Delaware, Hartford Prolific, Creveling, Allen's Hybrid,
&c., Rogers' Hybrid, various numbers, No. 19 layers, $1 each, $9
per doz.

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Strawberry Plants.

Send for Catalogue. J. W. MANNING, Reading, Mass.

WANTED.
Professional Men, Parmers, Teachers,

and other Intelligent men, to sell

History of the Great Rebellion
in each Loyal State of the Union. EXTRA INDUCEMENTS
OFFERED. Address or apply to

ap'2t HURLBUT, SCJiANTON & CO., Hartford, Conn.

NANSEI
S^^veet Potato Plants.

OF BEST QUALITY during May and June. Put up safely

to carry long distances. Price—300, $1,00; 1,000, $2.50,

5,000, $11.00; 10.000, $20.0uO. This variety is hardy and prolific,

being profitably grown 44° north. Send for our circular contain-

ing instructions in cultivation and experience of those growing
them. Addi-es3 MURRAY &. CO.,

ap2t Foster's Crossings, "Warren county, Ohio.

CHAKEES \V. IDEEE,
FRUIT AND GENERAL PRODUCE

com:i^i:issio]V i^ieisch^ivt,
70 and 71 Broad Avenue, West "Washington Market, New York.

FARMERS PRODUCE of all kinds. Green, Dried and Canned
Fruits, Maple Sugar and Sii-up, Pork, Poultry, Butter, Eggs,

Game, &c.
Particular attention paid to Fruit. Consignments solicited.

April, 1564.—3t

CHICORY SEED.
THE GREAT SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE.

A SUPPLY of the genuine article just received by the sub-
scriber, and will be mailed postpaid to any address upon

receipt of the price. Packets containing 1 ounce, 15 cents ; 8
ounces, GO cents; 1 pound $1.

Directions for culture accompany each package.

mh2t B. K. BLISS, Springfield, Mass.

Prairie and Timber Farm for Sale

IN WISCONSIN—Twenty-one miles from Sheboygan ; highly
improved; contains one hundred and sixty acres, one hun-

dred under plow, with necessary breeding stock, farming imple-
ments, seec^ grain, hay, &c. Possession given at once. Every
thing ready for business. For further particulars inquire of the
EDITOR GENESEE FARMER. ap3t

PURE SORGO AND IMPHEE SEEDS.
WE have at great care and expense secured the best seed to

be had, unin.tiked by Fiiusx oe nyBitiDizATioN, of the
common Sorgo, Osm-see-a-na, Nee-a-za-na (or White Imphee,)
and Otaheitean varieties. Don't risk doubtful seed.

BLYMYER. BATES & DAY,
Man'fs Cook's Sugar Evaporator, Cane Mills, itc.,

aplt Manstii'ld, Ohio.

CHOICE NATIVE AND FOREIGN
GRAPE VINES.—Lenk & Co. oti'er for sale a large stock of

Native and Foreign Grape Vines, including all the rarest

and most valuable varieties. Send for a Price List. Address
LENK & CO.,

nov'63-tf Humboldt Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio.

IpLOWER SEEDS—Delaware Grape Vines, Flowering Plants,
' ifec, in variety, sent by mail. Catalogues gratis. Address
jan4t H. B. LUM, Sandusky, Oliio.
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CELEBRATED SCOTCH

FARINACEOUS FOOD.
For Breeding, Eearing and Fattening of Stock.

Used in Feeding Horses, Cows, Calves, Slieep, Hogs, &e^

THE FARINACEOUS FOOD
For horses and cattle may be used for all animals. Its effect Is

to invigorate tlieir health and increase their physical powers.

Horses out of condition wil rapidly improve by the use of this

Food, at a very tritlins cost, and those in good condition will be

maintained well up to the mark with much less trouble and less

its use for Cows increases the quantity and enriches the quality

of the milk. It is extremely nourishing for Calves and Lambs,

rendering them hardy and producing rapid growth.

Its Fattening Qualities
Are perh.aps the most remarkable of any, and are well and con-

vincingly displayed in feeding up Swine, <fcc. The flesh of ani-

mals fed with it is greatly superior in consistancy and flavor to

that of others.

Its merits are

EXCEEDING SMALL COSTS—BEIJEFICIAL EFFECTS TO
TUE ^iJSIMAL—AND LARGE PEOFITS TO THE

CONSUMER.
The great question is, " Does it pay to use ?" We maintain

most positively that IT DOES PAY. Every dollar's worth will

soon return three dolhira in the farmer's pocket, if he will only

follow our dh-ections.
PRICES.

1 Cask or Bag containing 400 feeds $10.00

1 CiWk or Bug contiiining '200 feeds, 5.00

1 Cask or Bag containing 100 feeds, 2.60

A Ten Dollar Cask will be sent to any railway station free of

charge, in this State.

Testimonials and references given.

tfW Send for Circular.

Orders addressed to L A. MORTON & CO.,

T6 EUicott street, Buflalo, N. T.
N. B. Agents in every city and town wanted. aplt»

The Yokohama Sqnash.

rriHE SUBSCRIBER ofi'ers for sale SEED of this new Squash,
I raised from those sent to him ft-om Japan by his brother,

Mr. Thomas Hogg. It is without doubt one ot the best Squashes
gi-own. and is a great acquisition to our list of vegetables, as it

combines more good qualities than any other Squash grown in

this country. The surface is strongly ribbed ; the skin warty ; in

its early stages of growth of a pale green color, becoming a very
dcHjp green when mure advanced, and when fully ripe is of a dull

orange color.

It is of the Turban class, measures from 4 to 6 inches through,
and from 6 to 12 inches across, and weighs from 6 to 12 poimds.
The flesh is of a deep orange color, very finely flavored, sweet
and dry, very fine grained and

"WITHOUT ANY FIBER.
It is excellent stewed, and when baked It much resembles a

Bweet potato in flesh and flavor, and is superior to any pumpkin
for pies.

It is a robust and vigorous grower, running very freely, having
the peculiarity of rooting at the joints, like a verbena, and is a
very prolilic bearer. It comes early into bearing, and is excellent

for cooking when no larger than an ordinary bush squash, so that

a continuous supply for a family during the whole season can be
had by growing this variety only, as it is in use from July imtil

March.
The seeds are

i;VARRANTED PURE,
being grown by myself. They will be put up in packets contain-

ing ten seeds each at the price of 25 cents per packet, sent to any
address postage free. JAMES HOGG,

Torkville, New Tork City.

Sold also by H. B. Lane, 151 Nassau street, J. M. Thorburn &
Co., FLKMrxG & Davidson, Alfred Bbidge.van and Joun Van-
BBKBii.T, New York Citv : Washburn & Curtis, Boston; Jas.

J. H. Gregory, Marbkhead, Mass.; B. K. Bliss. Springfield,

Mass.; H. A. Drf.er and D. Landeeth & Son, Philadelphia;

John Saul, Washington, D. C; James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.;

and Wm. Thoebukn, Albany. ap2t

GRAPE VINES.

A LARGE STOCK of good vines of Concord, Maxetawney
and other varieties ofJered at reduced prices by

^mhlt MAULON MOORE, Morris ville, Bucks co.. Pa.

Schenectady Agricultural Works.

G. TT ESTINGHOUSE & CO.
PBOrRIETOBS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Threshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut Wood Sa-wing Machines,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c., &c.
Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-named machines.
Particular attention is invited to our now

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddle Separator. This machine was introduced last sea-

son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in
use.

We also would invite notice to our

improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both Circular and Cross-cut, which are complete in every respect
Address all communications to

G. \r£STINGHOUSE Sc CO.,
ap Schenectady, N. T.

SEED OATS-SEED OATS.

Prime quality

SEED OATS,
and a general assortment of

SEEDS!
For sale by

SHEPPARD, SETTARD & Co.,

aplt 214 Pearl Steeet, New Tokk.

The Housekeeper's Encyclopaedia.

D. APPLETON <fc CO., NOS. 443 AOT) 445 BROADWAY,
HAVE JUST PUBLISHED A NEW EDITION OP

THE HOUSEKEEPEK'S ENCYCLOPiEDIA

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER
IN ALL BRANCHES OP

COOKING AND DOMESTIC ECONOHT,
CONTALNINO

The First Scientific and Reliable Rules for Putting np all klnda
of Hermetically-Sealed Fruits, With or Without Sugar in Tin
Cans or Common Bottles; also Rules for Pre.ierving

Fruits in American and French Styles; with Tried
Receipts for Making Domestic Wines, Catsups,

Sirups, Cordials, &,c., and Practical Direc-

tions for the Cultivation of Vegetables,

Frtiits and Flowers, Destruction of
Insects, &c., &c.,

BT
MRS. E. F. HASKELL.

1 vol., 12mo., 446 pages. Price $1.50.

This Is one of the best and most thoroughly practical cook-

books which it has been our fortunes to examine.

—

Oodey't
Lady's Book.
This is a work of rare merit.

—

San Francisco Daily TXmes.

This volume should be introduced as a text-book in our female

schools.

—

Augusta Chronicle.

Sent Free bt Mail on Receipt of Peiob. aplt

DAHLIAS-DAHLIAS-DAHLIAS.
ENGLISH PRIZE DAHLIAS, $3 per doz.; vara, of 1860-1-2,

$1.50; ready April 15th. Best New Verbenas, $1..50 per

doz.; $S per IW.l by mail. New Japan Honeysuckle, 60 cts. by
mail. New Chrvsauthemums, $3 per doz. by mail. Utah Nov-
elties: Five vurs". of hardy Perennials and the laroe Utah Cur-

rant, $1 each by mail Trees. Plants, Flowers. Address

ap2t L W. PUFFER, North Bridgewator, Maas.
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COMPETITION DEFIED!

Halsted's Patent Horse Hay Fork.

[PATKNT APPLIED FOH.]

Cheapest arwl Best.
WEIGHS LESS THAN I 8 LBS.—Ib so balanced that It will

take up a areater or lesser amount of hay, without drib-

bling; it from the points of the tines.

VThen power is applied, the points turn up, throwing tne

weight into the bend of the fork. roUeving the strain upon tho

points and lessening the leverage.

The bale when thrown back serves for a handle, bolng ontlroly

ant of the way when pitching through a window, or In any pbco

where the room is limited.

It is made of Iron and Steel in the most durable manner, hav-

Ins no wooden head to split and allow tho tines to get loose.

iPrice. with Pulleys and Hooks cismpleto, $11 00

Forks furnished by our Agents In all tho principal cities of tho

Ciiited States.

For Local Airencies apply to

HAINES & PELL, 2T Courtlandt street, N. T.,

anSt Successors to Tredwell & Pell.
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SAFOMlFiER,

FAMILrY SOAP MAKER.

11 jlli,nake9 hlph prices; Sapontfler helps to rcdnoe thorn. It

makes Soap for Four oonts a pound by using your kitchen

grease.

i^~ CAUnON ! As spnrious Lyes are offered alsoi, be

orreful and only buy the Patented article put up in Iron
oaos, all others being Couuterlelts.

PEJfNSYLyAIVIA SALT MAJVUFACTURING CO.,

pWladelplila—No. 127 IVaLnut Street.

Ja Pittsburg—Pitt Street and Duquesne Way 6t

Pine Hill Nursery,

rpHE U'N^DEESIGXED respectftjllr soliclte the attena<» of

X_ FianttTS to his large stock of well-grown

Fruit Trees-
APPLES—standard and Dwarf!

Pii/VliS—Standard and DwarC
CHEKPJES—Standard and Ihrarf

FLUMS, PEACHES, APPJC0T3, QUINCES, &0., &o.

HARDlf GKAPE VINES.
Delaware, Diana. Concord. Hartford Prolific, Crevellne, Eebecca,

Cuyahoga, Elizabeth, Ontario, Taylor, To-Kalon, Logan,
Union Village, Oporto, Perkins, «tc, &c.

Also, SHADE AND EVEEGEEEN TEEE8, and other nursery

stix-k

—

hU of which will bo sold at satisfactory prlcea.

i^T" Price List sent on application,

mh'it GODFREY ZIMMERMAN, near Buffalo, N. T.

Orinoco Tobacco Seed.

"VTEW SEED of this valuable early variety at 25 centB per

JLN packet, or 50 cents per ounce Less per pound.

Also new Seed of tho

Connecticut Seed Leaf
at the same prices.

B<^th kinds of my own growlna:, and warranted genuine. Clr-

cnlars. gi\iuK brief directions for plahting and OT7i,TiVATiorf,

sent free to all purcliasers,

mh D. 8. HEFFRON, Utlca, N. T.

AMMONIATED PACIF8C CUANO.

A REAL GUANO, containing from 70 to 60 per cent of phos-
phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical

fjnx'fS- a large per centage of actual ammonia, so fixed that it can
not evaporate, making it" equal, if not superior, to any other fer-

tilizer.

Pamphlets with copies of analyses by Drs. Jackson, Massa-
diusetts State Assayer, and Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimo-
nials from scientific agi'icultnrists showing its value, can be ob-
tained from J. O. BAKEE & CO., Selline Agents,
mh«t ST Wall street. New York.

SUPERIOR FARM LAND I

Or\ r\r\r\ ACRES at low prices and accommodat-
Zjyj .yjyjyJ ing terms. Franklin villo and Lake Tract,
Gloucester county, New Jersey, '25 miles South of Philadelphia,
an liailroad running from Philadelphia to Cape May. In lota to

suit purchasers. Circulars with repdrts of Solon Robinson, Hon.
Wm. Parry and others, with fuU inl'ormotion, sent free by ad-
dressing JOHN IL COFFIN,

or WM. AREOTT,
Franklinville, N. J.

p^*" Also, Imphoved Faiims, from 20 acres upwards. febSt

BLOOMINCTO^a NURSERY, ILL.
A nr\ ACRES APPLE TREES—Best stock over offered—$80
JLO'J to *60 per 1000. Also, Pears, Grapes, Small Fruits,
wilh general assortment Ornamentals, Nursery Stocks, &,c.—
80,000 l\ilips, with Hyacinths, Crocus, &c Plant in fall. Send
rod stamp for catalogue. F. K. PHCENIX,

ocSt Btoomington, BL

CATTLE,

HORSES, SHEEP AWI> SWIXE..
FBOM MT nEKDS AND STOCK OF

DEVONSANDAYRSHBRES,
THOROUGn-BRED & TROTTDTQ HORSES.

SOUTH DOWN & SHROPSHIRE SHEX:p,
AITD

Essex S^^jvlne,

CBrcfnlly selected and mostly from recent Importations, I will

sell a few choice animals. For particulars address

dec'68eomtf] A. B. CONGER,
"Waldberg, near Uaverstra^-, N. T.

for sale at
m:oxj]vt ioa ivtjr^seky,

TROY, N. T.

50.000 Basket Osier Cuttings at $1.50 per lOOa
10,000 Scotch Elm, 2 years old, 1 to 2 feet, strong plants, $5.00 per

lOCO.

5,000 Norway Spruce, 3 yeare old, transphinted, $3.00 per 100,

$20 per 1000.

2,000 Concord Grape Vines, 1 year old, strong and well-rooted,

$10 per 100.

White Grape Currants, 2 years old, $5.00 per 100.

Cherry Currant, 1 year old, strong, $5.00 per 100.

JOSEPH CALDWELL,
mh2t Nurseryman, Troy, N. T.

RUSSELL'S STRAWBERRY.
RUSSELL'S GREAT PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.—Thte

new Strawberry is undoubtedly the best Strawberry yet
known, being tho largest and most prolific bearer, many of the

berries mearsuring five to si.^ inches in circumference. We can
furnish ffood genuine plants, well packed, the coming spring for

$2 per dozen or $10 per 100, cash to accompany orders.

Also for sale, iVuit and Ornamental Trees, Grape Vines, Green-
house and Bedding Plants. Address

W. T. & E. SMITH
mh Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. T.

Connecticut Seed Eeaf Tobacco Seed,
BE SURE AND GET THE BEST.

rpHE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale o very clean lot of the
I above, raised expressly for him by one of the mo.<t success-

ful cultivators in tho Valley of the Connecticut, Packets coa-
taining one otrNCE, n-ith full dieeotions foe ctrLTiiiE will be
mailed postpaid to any address in the Union upon receipt of 60
cents. Prices for larger quanties will be given upon application.

Address B. K. BLISS,
mh2t Springfield, Maes.

CHOICE GRAPE VINES.

I
OFFER FOE SALE, by the dozen, or huntlred, the following

choice Grape Vines: Delaware, Concord, Diana, Rebecca,
Hartford Prolific, Clinton, (four of either of these for $1, sent by
mail postpaid, f) Crevelins, Allen's Hybrid, and Adirondae—aJl

warranted genwin-e. Send for a Circular with full details. Agents
wanted to sell vinos. Commission larce. Address

T. B. MINER, Editor of the Rwal American,
inh2t Clinton, Oneida county, N. Y.

AYRSHIRE CATTLE FOR SALE.
rpHE subscriber will sell from his Herd of AYRSHIRES, nnm-
JL bering ninety head, chiefly imported or bred by himseH
several Males and Females of the best blood and points. For
particulars send for Catalogue. HENRY H. PETERS.
mh2t Southborousrh. Mass.

APPLE TREES FOR SALE CHEAP.
A r\ r\r\C\ ^^^^^ trees Ave vears old and of the most
4i:w.\-/WvJ api)roved varieties, for sale at a low pkice tn

lots of 1000 and upwards. The whole will be sold on favorable

terms, or exchanged for other property. For particulars .".ddress

mh2t ' Dr. MALTBY STRONG, Rochester, N. T.

TILE MACHINE.
ri MlE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

J. containing description. A, La TOURETTE,
nov'63-ly Waterloo, N, i.
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PENSIONS, BACK-PAY,

AND ALL CLAIMS growing out of the war, collected on
reasonable terms, and with no unnecessary delay, at the

ARMY INFORMATION AND LICENSED CLAIM AViENCY
of GKOKGK C. TEALL. Office, No. 6 EAGLE UOTEL
BLOCK, corner Buffalo and State streets.

Having devoted my entire attention to the business from the
beginning of the war^ I offer my services to the public, conlident
that my success, and my facilities for prosecuting claims, are

equal to those of any man in the State.

THE LAWS PROVIDE FOR THE PAYMENT OF

$100 Bounty to the Ifeirs of Soldiers who die in service, to

be paid in the following order: 1st, to the Widow; 2d,

Child; 3d, Father; 4th, Mother; 5th, Brothers and Sisters.

The lirst in order surviving (resident of the United Suites)
being entitled.

^100 Bounty to Soldiers Discharged on expiration of Uco
years^ service, or on account of -ifomh<?» received in budle.

Pension to disabled Soldiers and to Widows, Mothers, (depen-
dent on the son for support,) Orphan Children and Or-
phan, Sisters, (under 16 years old.)

Pat to Offiiiers "ore leare'^ and to Discharged Soldiers.
Peize Money to Opicers and Jfeti capturing prizes.

Rations to Men on Furlough and Prisoners of War.
All Military Claims collected at this Agency.
Money Apvanoed on Final Statements, Pension Certificates

and Bounty Certificates.

Infoi'.m.\tion concerning Soldiers in the Army, &c
Artificial Legs or Arms at expense of Government
Exi:MfTioN Papers, Assignments, Affidavits. &c.
^g?~ No Agent can prosecute claims without License.
Letters [mjinptly answered.
No mutter where you live, if you have a claim write me a let-

ter and information will be furnished.
Address (with st^imp) GEORGE C. TEALL,
feb'64-ly Rochester, N. Y.

GRAPE VINES.
rrVHE subscriber offers several thousand of the following choice

I varieties

:

ANNA, 1 year old, 50 cents each.

2 years old. %\m each.

ALLEN'S IIYBKID, 1 year old, $1.00 each.

CONCORD, 1 year old, from cuttings, 20 cents each ; $15 per 100.
" 1 year old, layers, 50 cents each; $35 per 100.
" 1 year old, layers, No. 2, 20 cents each ; $16 per 100.
" 2 years, transplanted, 50 cents qoch ; $35 per 100.

OEEVELING, 1 year, from cuttings, 50 cents each.
" 1 year, layers, $1.00 each.

DELAWARE, 1 year, cuttings, 50 cents each; $30 per 100.
" 2 years, transplanted. $1.00 each; $75 per 100.
" 8 years, extra large, $3.00 each ; $250 per 100.

DL4.NA, 1 year cuttings. 25 cents each; $30 per 100.
" 2 years, transplanted. 50 cents each; $35 per 100.

nAPvTFORD PROLIFIC, 2 and 3 years, 50 cents eachi |30
per 100.

lONA, 1 year, strong. $2.00 each; $1S per dozen.
ISRAELLA, 1 year, strong, $2.00.

Those who wish to get vines of the best gnality, and at a reason-
Bble price, should send their orders to the Brooklyn Nursery.

Catalogues sent free to all applicants.

Address, ANDREW S. FULLER,
mh 2t. Brooklyn, New York.

BNK. INK. INK.
TIUKKER'S

ManuTactnred at Rochester, N. Y.

rOE SALE (retail) BY ALL STATI0NEE8, GROCERS, 4a

WHOLESALE ORDERS carefully packed in boxes and for-

warded without delay to any part of the country.

Orders respectfully solicited.

Further particulars can be obtained by addressing

JOHN XUKNEK, Rochester, N. Y.
pET* Office on Buffalo street, opposite jVrcade. oe'&3-tf

Lalor's Sheep a-ncl IL.aml>

.^-^;

Tobacco Seed.

The True Connecticut Seed Leaf.

"t 1 rE have a full stock of the Genuine Connecticut Seed Leaf

VV Tobacco Seed of last year's growth, which is now con-

Bldered the most valuable kind grown. Packets containing one
ounce, with directions for cultivation, will be sent postpaid to any
address upon receipt of Fifty Cents. Prices for larger quantities

will be given upon application. Address
mhSt McELWAIN BROS., Sprtagfield, Mass.

tjt^i'LA^-

DIPPING COMPOSITION.
CURES SCAB, TICKS and LICE on SHEEP or CATTLE—

adds over a pound of wool to the fleece, improves its qual-
ity, and adds to the general health of the sheep, without danger
from taking cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOR BROTHERS. Utica, N. Y.

mh Agents wanted for every State. 8t

COLLECTION KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.
BY MALL POSTPAID.

20 varieties, our selection, $1.00
45 varieties, our selection, 2.00

''pVHi; above collections embrace all the leading varieties of
JL Vegetable Seeds usually grown in our gardens. To those
who desire larger quantities, we would recommend our collec-
tions at $20, $15, $10, $5 and $3—suitable for large or small gar-
dens, which can be safely forwarded by express to all parts of
the country. A list of the contents of each collection, with di-

rections for culture, will be found in our New Desckiptivb
Cultural Catalogue, which will be mailed to all applicants
upon receipt of two three-cent stamps. Address
mh2t B. K. BLISS. Siirincrfield, Mass.

je'CS-ly

PREPARE FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
BOOKSELLERS, FANCY GOODS DEALERS,

and the Public, will please remember that there is no
other (JitY which compares with the C'KAIG IVII-
CROSCOPE and ITIOUNTEIJ 01BJE«.:TS,
being an endless source of amuseuu-nt and instruc-

tion. Over 200 dozen Microscopes and 700 dozen ob-
jects have been sold within a ye.ar by the Boston
Agent alone. This Microscope, in brass, is mailed,
postage paid, for $2.25; or with six beautiful mount-
ed objects for $3; or with twenty-four objects for $5.

In hard rubber, for 50 cents in addition to the above
prices. A liberal discount to the trade. Address
HENRY CItAIG. 1S2 Center street. New York.

Blood Stock for Sale
BY

TTINTHROP W. CHEIVERY,
Highland Stock Farm, Belmont, Mass

OfSce, 196 State-street, Boston, Mass.
IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF

THOROUGH-BRED AND TROTTING HORSES, DUTCH
CATTLE. TEXEL SHEEP, ANGORA (SHAWL)

GOATS, IMPROVED SWINE, &o., &c.

All inquiries promptly answered. febSt

NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
OUR SEED CATALOGUE for 1864, containini:, in addition to

the old, a list of all the new varieties and novelties of the
season, both of home and foreign production, is now ready, and
will be forwarded to any address upon receipt of a three-cent
stamp. It contains many practical hints in regard to the culti-

vation of both flowers and vegetables, making it a valuable Hand-
Book to every lover of the garden. Address
mhSt McELWAIN BROS., Springfield, Mass.

AMERICAN POULTERER'S COMPANION
ANEW EDITION of the above work, published the present

(1S63) year, with new illustrations, large size, on wood,
may be had by remitting to the subscriber $1..^0, the retail price

including postage. Address C. N. BEMENT.
feb&ap Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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A Valuable Agricultoral Library.

NEAELY TWO THOUSAND PAGES.

Over Five Hundred Engravings.

TOE GENESEE FARMER
Is published in one of tlie best wheat and fruit regions of the

United States. Eaeh volume contains 3S4 royal octavo

paees, handsomely Illustrated with enrrravings, and filled with

matter of interest to every farmer, fruit-grower and horticul-

turist.

A complete set of the last five volumes of the Geneske Far.mer
for the years 1858-9, 18G0, '61, 'C'2 and \ui, substantially bound,
with a complete inde.x, will be sent by express, prepaid, "for $5.00.

The volume for 186.3 is now ready, and will be sent by mail pre-

paid for ifl.^o; or the whole set of six volumes, (1S5S-9, 1S60, '61,

^62 and '63,) will be sent tosether by expi'ess, prepaid, for .|6.00.

Address JOSEPH nARKlS, Rochester, N. T.

THE RURAL ANNUAL
AND

Hoi'ticnltnra-l I>ii*ectory

Is a little book of 120 pages, published at the commencement
of each year by the Etlitor of the Genesee F.\riier. It was

started in 1856, and a new volume, containing entirely new mat-
ter, has been published each year. The complete set of eight
numbers, (1856, '.57. '58, '59, '6U, '61, '62 and '63.) handsomely
bound in two volumes, will be sent to any addi-ess, prepaid by
mail, on receipt of $2.50.

The six volumes of the Genesee Farmer, (for the years 1S5S,
•59, '60, '61, "62 and '6;3,) and the complete set of the Uukal
Annual, handsomely bound, will be sent together by express for

$8.00. Addi-ess
JOSEPH HAEEI8, Rochester, N. T.

ADiRONDAC GRAPE FOR SALE.
2 years old, very strong, No. 1, .$5 00
2 do. strong. No. 2, 4 00
1 do. very strong. No. 1, 3 00
1 do. strong. No. 2, 2 00

All cut back to 3 to 4 eyes.

A discount of 20 per cent, to dealers on bills of $50 and over.

The above prices and terms of discount will be strictly ad-
hered to.

No inferior Tines will be sent out by me. Purchasers can
rely on the quality of my vines being unsurpassed.

Will be torn arded in sealed boxes by express. No charge for

boxes. Or small orders will be securely packed and sent by mail,
prepaid, when so ordered.
The two itreat Grape Exhibitions held last autumn at New York

and Cleveland, awarded to the AdirondacTHE PRIZE FORTHE
BEST NATIVE GRAPE OF ANY KIND,

Quality to Rule.
The discovery and introduction of the Adirondac Grape is an

event of the highest importance to fruit growers, and the greatest
advance yet attained by native grapes. Its peculiarities are ex-
treme earliness, large berries and clusters, tender and thin skin,
melting without any perceptible pulp, and of the most delicious
and delicate llavor, reminding one of that splendid but hot-house
grape, the " Black Hamburgh." Address

JOHN W. BAILEY,
mh2t Plattsburgh, Clinton county, N. Y.

EVERGREENS.
FROST & CO., Proprietors of the Genesee Valley/ Mirseries,

Eoehester, N. K, have the largest stock of Uardy Ever-
green Trees in this country for sale |at low bates in the Spring
of 1864.

They have sizes sufBciently large to produce an Immediate
effect, which have been transplanted two to four times; also
an immense stock of Medium-sized Plants.
Nurserymen are particularly desired to inform themselves of

their stock of smaller sizes from 6 to 12 inches high up to 2
feet, once to twice transplanted, and suitable for transplanting
again into nursery rows.
Their stock mainly consists of While and Hemlock Spruce^

and Koricai/ Spruce, Fits. English Junipers, Red Cedar, Bal-
sam Firs, Austrian and Scotch Pines, American and Siberian
Arbor VitcB, etc. Different sizes of each kind.

ga8g~ Catalogues containing Prices for the same offered in
quantities, per dozen and per thousand sent on request.
Address , FROST & CO.,
febSt Rochester, N. Y.

ir> -j i^r\ OR MORE may be made by any local Agent sellingpXUU the OPORTO Grape Vines. The wine has receiv-
a three first premiums. For Agent-terms address
febSt E. WAKE SYLVESTEli, Lyons, N. Y.

Lumber and Lo^ Book.

SCRIBNER'S

BEADY RECKONER.
The most full and complete book ever published for

Ship Builders, Boat Builders, Lumber Merchants and

MECHANICS,
Being a correct measurement of Scantling, Boards, Plank, Cubi-

cal Contents of Square and Round Timber, Saw-Logs,
Wood, &.C. ; comprised in a number of tables, to

which are added

TABLES OF WAGES BY THE MONTH,
Board or Rent by the Week or Day, Interest Tables, &c

Scarcely is it possible to add to the recommendations of the
above book more than to give its title page. Every one engaged
in buying, selling, measuring or inspecting lumber of any kind,
will at once appreciate a work of this kind.

If you are dealing in lumber of any kind, wood, or casting up
wages whereby by hasty calculations you are likely to make mis-
takes, the price is nothing in comparison to the value of the book.
No book of its kind has ever had so extensive sale as this.

—

'P^" Over Three hundred Thousand Copies have been sold, and
the demand is constant and steady all over the United State*
Canada, California. &c.
In all new and lumber countries, the book will be found very

convenient, as it comprises much that is useful to the farmer,
mechanic and business man.

ORDERS SOLICITED
From Agents, Booksellers and others, to whom a liberal discount
will be made, f^" Price. 25 Cents. Five copies sent for on©
dollar, postage paid. The books can be had of booksellers gene-
rally throughout the United States. Book agents will find this a
very profitable and saleable work to carry. It takes up but httle
room and will sell. Address GEO. W. FISHEli,
mh2t Publisher, Rochester, N. Y.

Vick's ISlustrated Catalogue of Seeds
AND

Guide to the Ilower Garden for 1864.

MY NEW CATALOGUE AND FLORAL GUIDE is now
published and ready to send out. It contains accurate

descriptions of the leading Floral Treasures of the world, with
FULL and plain directions lor SOWING SEED, TRANSPLANT-
ING and GENERAL CULTURE. Also, a list of Choice Seeds
for the VEGETABLE GAJRDElT, with necessary instructions for
Planting and-Culture.
My New Catalogue and Floral Guide is a beautiful work

ot fifty large pages, illustrated with ticenty-jire fine engravings,
anil one splendid Colored Plate of the Double Zinnia. It will
be sent, postage paid, to all who apply inclosing ten cents.
Address feb JAMES TICK, Rochester, N. Y.

CHEESE VATS FOR FACTORIES,
Roe's Patent with Cooper's improvement.

THESE VATS having been in extensive use in Xeio Yorh,
Ohio and Vermont, for the past five years, and having been

fully tested in Factories from 100 to 700 Cows in Jeffersoi? and
Oneida Counties the past season, we have no hesitation in s.iying
that they are equally well adapted to Factories as ordinary
dairies.

They are the only Vat offered to the public in which you can
heat evenly, and control the heat instantly, and at pleasure.
We refer to over Fifteen Hundred Dairymen, now using them

in New York and Vermont. Manufactured exclusivelv by
H. & E. Cooper, Watertown, N. Y.

N. B.—^They are the best made and cheapest Vat in the mar-
ket. feb4t

CHOICE NURSERY STOCK
AT WHOLESALE.—I otter for sale 75,000 very choice throe

and four year old Apple Trees, comprising all the desirable
and popular varieties of summer and winter fruit. Also, a mod-
crate quantity of Cherry and Peach Trees, Currants, &c., all of
which I offer to dealers and growers of nursery stock at the
lowest mai'ket prices. For Catalogues and further jjui-ticuhirs

address G. C. BUELL,
febSt (Assignee of J. O. Bloss & Co.,) Rochester, N. Y.

PREMIUM WINE.
rpHE OPORTO WINE was awarded the hi-hest premium at

_L the New York State Fair, 1S63. The ol'OiiTO is hardy
every where, and bears abundant croj)?. Two ;uiil three-year
strong vines, |;i to $4 per doz. Agents Wanted. Address

feb E. WAJiE SYLVESTER, Lyons. N. Y.
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A NEGLECTED CoUGH, COLD, AN IeRITATED OR

SoEE TuEOAT, if allowed to proi.Tess, results

in serious Pulmonary Bronchial and Asthmatic

Diseases, oftentimea incurable. Brown's
Beonchial Teociies reach directly the af-

fected parts, and give almost immediate re-

lief For Beonchitis, Asthma, Cataeeu, and

CoNSTTMPTivE C0UGU8, the Troches are useful

PnuLio Speakeks and Singers should have

the Troches to clear and strengthen the

Voice. Military Officees and Soldiers who
overtax the voice and are exposed to sudden

changes, should use them. Obtain only the

genuine. " Brown's Bronchial Troches"' hav-

ing proved their efficacy by a test of many

^.„Mmfi^ years, are highly recommended and proscribed

by Physicians and Surgeons in the Army, and have received

teetimonials from many eminent men.
,, tt .<. j

Sold by all Druggist and Dealers in Medicine In the United

States and most Foreign Countries at 25 cents per box. "^^^*mhSt

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay.

rIE subscriber having purchased the exclusive right for man
ulacturing and selling (for the State of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability,

which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to the

ditiiculty of obtaining good and competent mechanics.

Those' who desire to avail themselves of one of those great la-

bor-saving macltines will please send in their orders early to bo

recorded in turn. "First come, first served." Address
SILAS C. HEEEING, New York.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them. ap"G4-ly

Shorthorns for Sale.

rnnE bull HOTSPUE 4030 a. n. B. by Duke of Gloster

X (11,882) dam Daphne (imported) by Harroll (10,299), rich

roan colored. May 15, 18(50. Also, threo YEAELING BULLS
send five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few

HEIFEES.
K^° Catalogues sent on application.

aptf T. L. HAEISON; Morley, St Lawrence ca, N. T.

FliOWER SEEUS, from tStelr compactnese
and light weight, can be safely and speedily transported by mail

to any part of the country, thereby giving those who live remoCa
from the larger towns and cities, wlure they can bo procurwl,

nearly an equal chance with those living in them for iimcuring,

at a moderate rate, all the choice and rare varieties. For the ito -

complishment of this purpose, wo otl'er the following collections,

comprising the most
Beautiful and Showy Annuals, Biennials and Perennials,

which will be sent by mail free of postage to any part of tlia

United States at the following prices

:

GEEMAN FLOWEE SEEDS IN COLLECTION.
ASTERS.

12 extra fine varieties, Trvffi new peony-flowered, $1 25
248elected •• •• 2 50
6 splendid " peony perfection,. 100
6 finest •• globe perfection, 75

10 beautiful •* dwarf chrysanthemums, 100
10 beautiful •• Giant Emperor,. 150
8 splendid varieties Eeld's new Quilled, 75
4 finest varieties Double Cocordfau, 50
12 extra fine varieties Pyramidal Bouquet, 1 00
12 superior varieties Quilled, 1 00
8 beautiful varieties new Eanunculue flowered, 75
4 very fine varieties new Hedgehog, 40
In addition to these I put up a collection of Asters which I «)!>

sider to be the finest ever sent out. It contains ten packages of

uiLsed colors of the following kinds, viz

:

TrufiTaut's New Peony, Peony Perfection, Giant Emperor, Lmbrk-
que Pompone, German Quilled, Eanunculus, Hedgehog,

Eeid's Improved, La Superba, and the beautiful
new Aster Splendens,

No one who delights to grow fine flowers should fell to send ftw

one of these packages. Price $1.

BALSAMS, 12 finest prize Balsams, $"k 00
GEEMAN STOCKS, 12 superb new varieties, Ten-week

large flowering, 1 00
8 beautiful new varieties, perpetual
large flowering, 15

12 select prize varieties Hollyhocks, English, from Downie,
Laird and Laing's celebrated collection saved from prize

flowers, 1 50
10 finest varieties Marigold, 75
6 newest varieties Marvel of Peru,. 40
5 select varieties Nomophila, 25
12 distinct varieucs Ornamental Grass, 1 (X)

12 distinct varieties Ornamental Gourds, 1 00

6 beautiful varieties Phlox Drummondil, 75
5 finest varieties Petunias, 50
12 splendid varieties pinks, Canjatioiv 2 SO
12 siilendid varieties pinks, Picotee, 2 50
8 distinct varieties Portulacas, 45
8 linest varieties sweet Peas, 40
6 splendid varieties Scabioso, large flowered^ 50
6 extra fine varieties Snapdragon, 50

12 selected varieties Salpiglossis, 75
12 superb varieties Wallflower, double, 75
8 superb new varieties Cockscombs, TS
9 finest varieties Calliopsis, 36
6 selected varieties Climbing Plants, 50

20 selected varieties Climbing Plants, including newest, 2 00

8 distinct varieties Delphinium 75

18 finest varieties Delphinium Chinensis, 75

Also, 1,000 kinds in packages at from 5 to 25 cents each.

WHITE JAPANESE MELON.—This is the finest flavored

thin-skinned Musk Melon yet Introduced. The seed is from
Japan. No lover of fine fruit should fail to try this variety.

Price, ."25 cents.

During the past two years our collections of Flower seeds by
mail have been sent to almost every State in the Union, and, so

far as we have learned, have given universal satisfaction ; and it

is our earnest endeavt)r to make these collections not only second

to none, but to make them superior to those sent from any other

establishment in the country.

EXTRA INDUCEMENTS.

M'
GARDEN SEEDS FOR 1864.

\/o Hundrei
of Fresh and Pure Garden Seeds,, (many of which are of

'Y CATALOGUE, embracing over IVo Hundred varieties

of Fresh and Pure Garden Seeds,, (many of which are of

my own raising,) is now ready, and will ho forwarded, gratis, to

all applicants. My Catalogue contains many new and choice

vegetatiles not usually found in seed catalogues.

As the original introducer of the Hubbard Squash, Marbleheiid

Mammoth Cabbage, and other choice vegetables, I invite the pat-

ronage of the pufilic JAMES J. H. GEEGOEY,
ap2t Morblehead, Ma&3.

Persons sending

$ 1 may select seeds at catalogue prices amoimting to.

.

2
ei 10
2 25
8 50
4 75
6 00

13 00

N. B.—Particular attention should be paid to giving The Ad-
dress, Town, County and State in full. Catalogues will te
sent to all applicants upon receipt of a three cent stamp.

Address J. "WESLET JONES,
aplt Cliatbaiu Four Comers, Col. Co., N« Y.
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 6.

To-day (April 8) we commenced plowing. I

tlionglit tlie ground was in good order, but on turn-

ing it up it proved to be wetter tlian I expected.

In England they were sowing barley six weeks

ago, while we shall not be able to sow any for a

week or more. One reason of the superiority of

English barley as compared with ours, is the greater

length of the growing season. Barley is sown at

least a month earher than with us, and ripens fully

a month later.

Oh ! for a thoroughly underdrained farm 1 What
COAi you do with land surcharged with water. You
can not plow it as early by two or three weeks as

land thoroughly drained. The labor of plowing,

and sowing, and cultivating, is greatly enhanced,

while the returns are far less. The best of culture

and manuring produce little effect if imderdraining

is neglected. But who can afford to underdrain with

labor at twenty dollars per month and board ! All

that we can do now is to cultivate the best portions

of the farm—get as large crops as possible from a

small area, and let the rest go to grass.

I received a letter to-day from an extensive and

wealthy farmer in Duchess coimty, inquiring the

price of bone-dust in Rochester. He says the manu-
facturers in New York have advanced their prices

enormously. He would buy fifty tuns if it could be

obtained at a fair price.

It is curious what an effect the high price of farm

produce has had in stimulating the demand for arti-

ficial fertilizers. If they could only be obtained at

dd prices, nothing could pay better than a liberal

use of guano, superphosphate, bones, &c. The ma^
jority of iutelligent farmers seem to be satisfied on

this point. There never was such a demand for ar-

tificial manures in this country as now ; but unfor-

tunately we are a year too late. Thousands of tuns

of Peruvian guaao have been shipped during the

last two years from New York and Baltimore to

England—of course at a great loss. There was no

demand for it here. Tens of thousands of tuns were

annually used in Delaware, Maryland and Virginia

before the war, but here at the North, on our stronger

land, it could seldom be used with profit. I do not

think fifty tuns of Peruvian guano have ever been

used in Western New York. Thirteen years ago

this spring I got two tuns from New York. At

the freight depot the men were reluctant to handle

it. After waiting for some time^ an Irishman came

along. "Och!" said he, "'it won't hurt ye. I've

handled many a bag of it in the ould country, and

mighty good stuff it is, too." Pat told some won-

derful stories of its efficacy m producing big cab-

bages, and to my great relief the guano was soon on

the wagons—but not before a Dutchman wanted to

get a little to try on his cabbage plot.

Guano then cost $80 per tun ; it is now worth

$114, and there is none to be had at that ! I have

always considered that guano could be used with

great profit, provided we got sufficiently high prices

for our crops. Prices are high enough now (in cur-

rency), but guano is still higher, and 1 question

whether we can afford to use it at $114 per tun.

For onions, tobacco, and similar high priced crops, it

will pay, but for wheat, corn, &c., we should have to

get very high rates to make it profitable. But I

think we shaU see high prices. I shall not be sur-

prised if wheat is $3.00 a bushel before this time

next year, and other things in proportion.

I sold five head of cattle to-day. I intended to

keep them imtil June, but the butcher called so fre.

quently that I was at length induced to fix a price at

which I would sell them. I asked $10 a head more

than I thought they were worth, and $15 more than

was offered for them. The butcher laughed at me. I

told him that I did not think they were worth the

money, but that I would keep them until tliey icere.

Other butchers that called were told the same thing,

and also that they would be sold to the first man

who would pay the price named. To-day the

butcher called again and offered me $5.00 a head

more than before. I told him my price, and if they

were not worth it I would keep them untU they

were. He waa evidently afraid to leave them any
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longer, and paid me the money for them.

Cattle tills week in New York have again ad-

vanced fully one cent per pound. They are now

higher than ever before known.

Great are the virtues of cold water ! My little

pony hurt herself badly on the gambril joint. I sup-

pose she was kicking at another horse, and hurt her-

self against the stall. It so happened that as I was

o-oing to the farrier, I met Dr. M., one of the ablest

physicians in the city, and asked him what I should

do. " Bathe it well with cold water," he said. I

did so, but the next morning the leg was much in-

flamed and swollen, and the pony could not stand

on it. I got a sponge and a pail of cold water, and

let the water fall in a stream on the inflamed joint.

I did this three or four times a day, and also rubbed

the leg thoroughly with a little sweet-oil where the

skin was broken. In three days the swelling went

down so that I could use the pony, and she is now

as well as ever, except a little scar where the skin

was broken.

What is the reason it is so difficult to get men to

clean horses properly ? It is rare to see a well-groomed

horse in a farmer's stables. I think the great difficulty

lies in neglecting to clean them at night after they are

brought iu from their day's work. The men will

use the currycomb and brush to a certain extent in

the morning, but they will let a horse remain all

night covered with sweat and dirt.

Sheep have advanced this week one cent a pound.

I saw a butcher to-day driving a fair lot of sheep to

the city that he said he had bought at seven dollars

a head. In his wagon he had a couple of calves, one

three weeks old, and the other three days. I asked

him what he was going to do with the latter.

" Oh," said he, " the farmer threw it in with the

other.. He was agoing to knock it on the head any

way. I thought that it was worth carrying for the

skin." I presume that he will contrive to use some-

thing more than the skin. I should not care to dine

next week with some of Ms customers. Butter is so

high that good veal will be scarce this spring, and

" Bobs " very plenty. I once heard of a Methodist

minister stationed in one of the dairy districts of

England who in his visits among the brethren in dif-

ferent parts of the circuit, was daily dined on veal of

extremely tender age. On one occasion his hostess

asked him if he liked veal ? He replied with more

feeling than eloquence. " Yes, madam, but I do not

like cauf."

The New York Tribune in its last report of the cattle

market, says : The market continues crowded with

calves that have been " knocked on the head with the

milk-pail. Indeed, many of them have never known

the taste of milk. They are taken from the cow as soon

as dropped, and sent to market, and it is said that

the first milkings, which they naturally should have,

goes at once into the " pure country milk " cans.

This and the next grade of calves, such as have

sucked three days or a week, are so jjlenty that they

are somewhat dull, while the few good calves that

arrive sell very quick at the high rates that have pre-

vailed, that is 9@10c. per lb., live weight. We no-

ticed a sale of a large lot this morning at oc. that

averaged 85 lbs. ; others sold by the head at §2 50

each."

The butter speculators have come to grief, and all

the New York papers say, " served them right."

Some of them who bought at 40c. to 50c. per lb. in

the country are compelled to sell at 25c. to 80c.

It is quite probable that butter advanced much

higher thon the real state of the market warranted,

aiid the present reaction is the natural consequence.

That good butter will rule high the present season, I

have no sort of doubt. The New York papers men-

tion " the reported arrival of 500 packages of butter

by the last steamer from Liverpool." Butter in Eng-

land, according to the last London Mark Lane Ez-

prcss, sells for 12d. to 14d. per lb.—from 24c. to 28c.

per lb. Now 28 cents in gold is equal to 47|- cents in

currency. In other words, this butter, if of good

quality cost in Liverpool from 40 to 45 cents per lb.,

and to this must be added the expense of bringing

it by steamer to New York.

It is possible that the butter was brought as re-

ported, but it is quite evident that those who im-

ported it must have found it a losing business. I

am disposed to think it a story got up by the dealers

for the purpose of frightening the holders of butter.

With gold at 170 there is no prospect of bixtter being

brought here from Europe.

The demand for fruit and ornamental trees this

spring, as I predicted nearly three years ago, is

greater than ever before known in the history of

our Rochester nurseries. The Democrat of this

morning states that "owing to the excessive de-

mand for cars caused by the ^itpment of trees east-

ward, the Central Railroad authorities have notified

customers that no more stuff can be received for four

days !" We are certainly getting to be a great fruit-

growing people.

There is a general impression that manure in-

creases the potato rot. I do not know whether there

is any foundation for it or not. All the experiments

I have made on potatoes were with artificial manures,

and I never could see that these in any way increased

the disease. I have not the figures at hand, but some

years ago in some experiments I made on potatoes

and which I have never published, the plot without

manure was very seriously affected with the rot, but
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the adjoining plot on which plaster was used there

was scarcely a rotten potato to be seen, and the yield

•was considerably larger.

The last number of the Journal of Agriculture

contains the record of an experiment made to deter-

mine the relative value of manure made under cover,

and manure exposed in the barnyard. Both ma-

nures were applied to potatoes at the rate of 20 tuns

per acre. The yield was :

Manure from barn-yard 252 bushels per acre.

Manure from covered sheds 297 bushels per acre.

The potatoes were entirely free from disease. If

manure is well rotted I can not see how it would in-

crease the tendency to rot. I should think it would

have just the opposite effect.

Australia is justly celebrated for the high quality

of its wheat—but it seems that there, as in all other

countries, farmers have their trials. It appears from

the Farmers' Journal, published at Melbourne, that

the recent harvest, which takes place at the com-

mencement of our spring, will turn out a disastrous

one. The wheat crop has been nearly destroyed by

rust. It is a new enemy in Australia, and the farm-

ers, like many in this section, when the midge first

made its appearance, are talking of abandoning wheat

culture

!

t Of course they will not do it. They will learn, as

5 we all have to learn, that there is no crop of any im-

portance that hasnot its enemies. To give up the cul-

, ture of a crop because of them is simply absurd.

' Study the habits of the depredators, and use the

proper means to destroy them—and you will over-

come.

A gentleman in Canada has kindly sent me a few

seeds of the New Zealand flax. He has a friend in

tliat country from whom he received the seeds, with

the following description of the plant

:

" It grows fifteen or sixteen feet high—the leaves

seven or eight feet long (where the fiber is), and

which the farmers cut into five or six lengths for bag

strings, each piece of the raw leaf making one

string. The flowers are scarlet, filled with honey-

water —and bees !^'

My Canadian friend adds: "I send you these

seeds, thinking tha.t if the plant could be acclimated

it would prove useful—at least for rough purposes on

the farm. For instance, I should think, from the

above description of the strength of the leaves, that a

few would make a halter-rope without going to the

manufacturer, and so on. I shall sow some seed,

and if I succeed and you do not, or vice versa, we can

interchange another year, and give each other's ex-

perience in the Genesee Farmer. 1 send you this,

Eilso, that you may know that, although we have a

Canada Farmer here, we still have a leaning for our

old friend on the other side." I will sow the seeds,

and shall be .happy to reciprocate in the way pro-

posed.

One of my horses was lame the other morning, in

the fore foot. I sent him to the blacksmith, and the

man came back Avith the unpleasant announcement
that it was caused by a corn. " He has cut it out," he
said, " and put tar on it."^The next morning the horse

was so lame tliat he could scarcely walk. I sent for

the blacksmith and had the shoe taken off. With
his rasping-knife he cut away the corn as deep as he
thought safe. I thought it should be cut out more
thoroughly, but he said it was then cut out to the

soft part 'of the foot, and to illustrate it he roughly

pressed his fi-nger on the spot, when the poor horse

of course, flinched. This, however, did not satisfy

me. I told him if he had an inflamed corn, the head
of which had been rasped off, he, too, would flinch,

if I stuck my nail into it. I then Jtook a sharp

pocket-knife and carefully cut round and under the

corn. I had not proceeded far before I cut into a

quantity of pus ! No wonder the horse had flinched

under the hard thumb-nail of the blacksmith!

Having washed away the pus with a sponge and
water, I kept on cutting carefully, and finally suc-

ceeded in removing nearly the whole of the corn. I

put on a bran poultice to allay the inflamation, and
the next morning put on some burnt alum to eat out

some proud flesh that had made its appearance. The
horse improved at once, and is now (only three days

afterwards) nearly recovered from his lameness.

They say that corns can not be cured, but I do not

see why. Youatt says that corns on horses " are a

disgrace to the smith, a disgrace to the groom, and a

disgrace to the owner !"

A gentleman living in Dedham, Mass., wrote me
to-day that " farming is at a heavy discount" in that

neighborhood. They are surrounded with factories

of all kinds—cotton woolen, copper, shoes, brass,

iron, furniture, beds, twine, &c., &c. Young men
from further back in the country go there to work in

the factories—and n^t in the corn fields under th-e

hot sun. " Irishmen," he says, " are not valuable as

farm laborers, not knowing our ways, soil or climate,

and it is natural Sot them to always do the wrong

thing when they can. Besides telling them what

they must do, it is necessary to go ahead of them
and tell them what they mtist not do. The result is

that comparatively little is done in farming. The
land looks worse every year." Hay is worth $25 per

tun. and they can not afford to feed it out on the

farm, and consequently can not make manure, and

without heavy manuring their soil produces nothing.

Manure would cost him $8.00 per cord, and five to

ten cords per acre, and day wages at $1.50—all taken

together kiU farming. " We must depend," he says,
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" on the West for every thing except the most per-

ishable articles, such as vegetables, milk, and small

fruits. We are such railroad people that milk

brought one hundred miles every night appears on

the breakfast tables of the Boston people at a lo-wer

price than we can raise it aiid cart it twelve miles."

I think the picture is rather exaggerated. Birt

there can be no doubt that " competition with the

West" will tax the ingenuity of all farmers in the

Atlantic States until the time comes—as come it

will—when the rich soil of the West will have been

deprived of its virgin fertility, and the increasing

population \nll consume nearly all that can be

raised. Even now prices for most farm products at

the West are nearly as high as with us, and some

articles are dearer.

George W. Massey, of Indiana, writes me that he

thinks if the manufacturers of reapers and mowers

would get up a good, cheap and simple stump ma-

diine, and advertise them in the agricultural papers,

it would increase the sale of their reaping machines

to an extent they little imagine. The idea is not a

bad one. One of the incidental advantages of the

introduction of reajnng and mowing machines is

that it compels us to clear our land of stumps and

stones.

A gentleman in Canada writes me that he saw an

advertisement in the Farmer of Chester White Pigs,

and wishing to purchase a sow from twelve to fifteen

months 'old that would farrow in a few weeks, he

wrote to the parties asking if they had such a sow,

and what would be the price for her and a boar V

They replied

:

" Your's of March 5th has been received. We can

Bend you a boar pig, ten months old, weight about

800 pounds, and a sow that will pig about the middle

of April. She is about fifteen months old, weighs

about 480 pounds. These pigs hav6 both taken pre-

miums, and are very fine. The price for a pair will

be $80, which will be about 10 cents per pound

live weight. Pork is worth $13 per hundred pounds

here at present. You can soon clear the price of the

pair by letting the boar out to service, and selling

some of the pigs. "We liave some a little smaller,

very nice, that we could sell you for $00. Also, a

pair for $50, and one for $40, the sows to pig about

the same time. You can send the money to us by

mail."

The gentleman sent thera $84 for the pair first

alluded to—$4 being to pay freight, and a receipt

for the money was returned, with a promise to ship

the pigs on the 4th of April. The pigs were for-

warded. But instead of the sow promised, and which

was to have been in pig, and to weigh about 480

pounds, she was not in pig, and weighed only 235

pounds ! And this was not all. She was deformed

in [her hind quarters, and to all appearances will

never have strength enough to breed.

Our Canadian friend justly feels aggrieved. The

express charges amounted to $25 55, which he says

he should not have paid had he seen the pigs beforq

doing so, as the pigs are not worth the charges

!

I have just put in a cistern in the new bam I am
building. The American Stock Journal says that

horses must not be allowed to drink water from rain-

water tanks in their stables. That much deleterious

matter soon gathers in these tanks, and that conse-

quently the water is injurious to the horse. Is this

so ? , I have known horses that kept in good health

for years that drank water from a pond that received

the drainage from a barn-yard. I do not think it

well to compel horses to drink such water, but the

fact that they remain healthy proves that they are

not so susceptible to injury from drinking impure

water as the Stock Journal would have us suppose.

It is a great convenience to have water in the stable

and carriage-house, and by spouting all our buildings

and collecting the water we can obtain a full supply.

An exchange says that tliis war in Denmark, which

we have looked upon so indifferently, having so much

on our hands at home, is likely to have quite an effect

upon our markets and our currency.

Prussia is a great grain-producing country, and

England depends upon the four or five million bush

els of wheat which she exports annually. This will

be cut off. The blockade of the Belf stops com-

merce with the Baltic, Avhicli will make the expense

of carrying grain from Western to Eastern Europe

as great as from Nevv York to Havre. Cbnseqiient-

ly, should this war continue, the wheat market

would advance, and our exports bear a better pro-

portion to our imports. Farmers are advised to

turn up fallow fields, turn over the old sward, and

turn under good loads of manure. They have tlie

promise of a ready market for aU that they can raise.

By raising all which is in their power, they assui?e

the defeat of the rebels, non-intervention from Eu-

rope, an improvement in foreign exchange, and tlie

financial, as well as the military, success of the Gov-

ernment."

Cure for Spavin.—Add two table-spoonfuls of

melted lard, one of cantharides, made fine or pul-

verized, and a lump of corrosive sublimate as large

as a pea—all melted up together, and applied once

a day till used up, confining it to the callous. This

quantity is for one leg, and may be relied on as a

cure. It will make a sore, and the joint win be

much weakened while applying the medicine. No

need of alann ; it will all be right when healed up.

Farmer and Mechanic,
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" WHAT BREED OF SHEEP SHALL I KEEP ?

»

Eds. Genesee Farmek : Can yon, or some one

of yunr numerous correspoudents, inform the farmers

of Canada of the differeiiee in the cost of keeping

the Leicester and Cotswold and tlie South Down or

Merino sheep? Will the difference in the cost of

feed between the long and short wooled breeds com-

pensate for the loss of mutton? In view of the

scarcity of cotton and the consequent increased vailuc

of wool, as Avell as the growinjs: demand for mutton,

these questions I consider of great importance just

at this time.—Tir. Ha>'cock, Neicmarkct, C. W.

Kemaiiks.—The question raised by our correspon-

deut is one of great importance. Looking at the

subject in all its bearings, however, it is a question

tliat can not be easily answered.

As a general rule, wliere sheep of diiFerent breeds

are equally well bred, there can be little doubt; frona

the experiments of Mr. Lawes, that shetfp consume

food in proportion to their live weight. As, how-

ever, this is a matter on which many experienced

breeders disagree, and as the question turns on this

point, it may be well briefly to allude to these ex-

periments.

The breeds selected for the experiment were the

Sussex Down, the Hampshire Down, the Leicester,

the Cotswold, and half-bred wethers and half-bred

ewes.

The Sussex Down, which was brought to great

perfection by the labors of EUman, is a very small

shee^, with short and very compact wool. This

breed is admirably adapted for upland and scanty

pastures, where larger breeds would starve. The

mutton commands a higher price in Loudon than

that of any other breed.

The Hampshire Down is a larger and coarser

breed.

The Leicester, brought to such perfection by Bake-

well, is, when pure, larger than the Sussex Down,
but not quite so large as the Hampshire Down.
Contrary to the generally received opinion in this

country, it is really a small breed. It yields a large

quantity of long wool, and, in rich pastures, possesses

great aptitude to fatten. Tlie Canadian Leicester,

though a very useful sheep, is not the original Bake-

well Leicester. He probably has a dash of Cotswold

blood in him, and is much larger than the genuine

Leicester.

The Cotswold is one of the largest breeds of sheep.

The wool is vefy long and of good quality. The
mutton is of rather inferior quality, but the Cotswold

fattens so rapidly that it has not inappropriately

been termed " the poor man's sheep."

The half breeds used in these experiments were a

cross between a Leicester ram and a Sussex ewe.

The sheep for these experiments were selected by
good judges, from the best flocks in England. Mr.

LaAves says :
" Letters were written to breeders of

eminence (those being generally selected who had

obtained prizes for their sheep,) requesting tliem to

select fifty wether sheep, born tlio same year, and

representing fairly the breed required for the experi-

ment. No limit was set upon price. The sheep

were sent about the month of September to the

farm, and they were kept upon ordinary' food vintil

the middle of Novemlwr. At this time the sheep

were about nine months old, having been lambed

about the February preceding."

At the commencement of the experiment in No-

vember, the sheep being about nine months old, the

fifty Gotswdlds weighed on an average, 1193-4 lbs.

;

the Hampshire Downs, 11-31-3 lbs.; the Leicesters,

101 lbs. ; the half.bred wethers, 95 lbs. ; the half bred

ewes, 91 lbs. ; and the Sussex Downs, 88 lbs. each.

The experiments lasted from five to six months,

the sheep being weighed at the end of every four

weeks. The quantity of food consumed was accu-

rately ascertained.

The following table shows the average amount of

food consumed weekly by each sheep :

,—Oilcako.—

>

. Hay. , ,—Turnips.—

,

Cotswold, 8 lbs. 1 oz. 6 lbs. 14 oz. 113 lbs. 4 (>z.

Hampshire, 8 lbs. oz. Tibs. oz. 100 lbs, 10 oz.

Leicester, 5 lbs. 13 oz. 5 lbs. 9X oz. *^ l'-**- 1"^ oz.

Hall-bred wethers, 5 lbs. 14 oz. 5 lbs. 9>^ oz. 83 lbs, 143^oz.

Half-bred ewcB,.... 5 lbs. 93^ oz. 5 lbs. 4^ oz. Ts lbs. oz.

Sussex, C lbs. 3 oz. 5 lbs. 14 oz. 79 lbs. 1 oz.

The average rate of increase per head per week

was:
Cotswolds, 8 lbs. 2^ oz.

Hampshire 2 lbs. 12 oz.

Sussex, . . . ; 2 lbs, 1% oz.

Leicesters, 2 lbs. 1 oz.

Half-bred wethers, 1 lb. 14 oz.

Half-bred ewes, 1 lb. IS^^i oz.

By ascertaining how much water there was in ,

the quantity of food consumed by the different.
|

breeds, we are enabled to see exactly how much djr^ \

food was eaten. This was done. Then, by takiiHg

the weight of the sheep at the commencemeut and

at the end of the experiment, we are enabled to de-

termine their mean weight. Thus, if a. slieep

weighed 100 lbs. at the commencement of tib<* expe-

riment, and 150 lbs. at the conclusion, we should call

its mean weight 125 lbs. Now, if this, sheep eat 3

lbs. of drj' food per day, we say that t&e> ajiwunt of

food consumed by 100 lbs. of live woiight would be

2.4 lbs. per day. (If 125 lbs. eats 8 lbs., 100; lbs. will

eat 2.4 11)S.) Knowing the weigM of the sheep,

then, at the commencement and at tlie end of the

experiment, and also the quantitiy of total food con-

sumed (and the exact quantity cf dry matter which '.

it contained,) wo are enabled ta ealculate how much
100 lbs. of live weight of the different breeds, con-

sumed of dry food per head per day. The result

was as follows

:

Cotswoids a.tr> lbs. «
Hampshire, JiM St>8. }

Sus^.x 2.01 ibs.-' I

Leicester, ^^..10. jbs.

Half-bred wethers, .2.152 lbs.

Half-bred ewes, .2.9a lbs.

In commenting on. these figures,. Mr.. Lawes re-
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marks :
" Altliough there is a general impression

among agriculturists that large slieep eat proportion-

ally less than small sheep, it is evident that equal

weights of sheep consume equal amounts of food,"

If this is true—and we think there can be no

doubt on the point—the small Merino sheep will

consume much less food than the South Down, and

stUl more so than the Leicester and Cotswold. In

fact, a Spanish Merino sheep will, on the average,

weigh not "more than half as much as the above

breeds, and consequently we can keep two Merino

sheep on the same food as is required for one Lei-

cester.

We think it will be admitted that the Merino

sheep, in proportion to size or live iceight, will afford

more wool than the Cotswold, Leicester or South

Down ; and it would seem clear, therefore, that, so

far aa the production of wool is concerned, if fine

Merino wool sells for no more than coarse wool, the

Merino is the mpst profitable breed to keep. But of

course it will not do to leave the mutton out of the

calculation. There can be no doubt that Cotswold,

Leicester or South Down sheep will afford more

mutton in a given time than the Merino, and we
think it is equally certain that they will afford more

mutton jVi proportion to the food consumed. These

breeds mature much earlier than the Merino, and

the mutton, as a general rule, is of better quality,

and certainly commands a high price.

After all that can be said in regard to the relative

advantages of the different breeds of sheep, much

will depend on the taste and experience of the

farmer—as well as on the character of the soil and

tlie system of agriculture adopted, and also on the

relative price of mutton and wool.

If a farmer has a good flock of sheep of any of

fee above breeds, it is not wise lightly to change the

breed. If you have a good flock of mutton sheep,

do not give them up, simply because wool happens

to bring a high price, and you may think that it will,

for the time being, be more profitable to keep sheep

jH-inciiKil'.y for their wool, because by the time you

have effiscTsd the change the probability is that the

market wiU have changed also.

Best TiiTE'^o Paint Houses.—Experiments have

in\iicated that ;paint on surfaces exposed to the sun

Wallbe muchm<!a'e durable if applied in autumn or

sptjfig, than.if p^gi on during hot weather. In cool

wearJier it dries stowly, forms a hard, glossy coat,

tougVUke glass, wkile if applied in warm weather,

the Oil sstrikes into .tliS wood, leaving the paint so

dry -th&vit is rapidly :i>eaten oflF by rains.

StTRP CoBE FOR Sbeep-Killing Dogs.—Skin the

sheej> killed .and salt -the carcass with strichnine.

Have ithe wtni3 blow theJ&rmes from you in salting.

OHIO FARMERS.

The Hon. Simon Brown, of the JVew England

Farmer, in his letter from the Wool Growers' Con-

vention, at Columbus, Ohio, says he saw a field of

.three hundred acres, with the corn standing in shocks

upon it, which he was told by a native of the place

(Columbus) has been planted for more than fifty

years in succession, in corn, without any manure

having been applied to the field I
" One might sup-

pose," he says, "that in such a prolific soil, abun-

dantly supplied with several species of the finest

timber, such as hickory, rock maple, oaks of several

kinds, white wood or poplar, elms, and here and

there tracts of hemlock, and watered by frequent

and ever-flo-vving streams, the country would present

the most attractive aspect, and abound in those minor

graces of fruit and flowers, which adorn as well as

sustain rural life. But it is not so. For hundreds

of miles as I passed along, I saw very little orcharding

or fruit trees of any kind, or gardens. The houses,

for nearly the entire length of Lake Erie, are little

fifteen feet by twenty things, with one to five small,

toppling, patched-up sheds, for a pig, cow or horse,

and generally without a barn ! I did not see half a

dozen wood-sheds fiUed with dry wood in the whole

distance ! A great many of the houses are of logs,

plastered between, the posts not more than eight feet

high, and unpainted. They are rarely enclosed, and

are generally surrounded with old stumps, rotten

logs, fence rails, a dilapidated wagon, and one or two

dogs 1 No garden—no little smooth lawn before the

door—no palings—no shed crammed with dry fuel

for such a season as this (January)—no nothing

whatever indicating that the people possessing this

generous soil are an intelligent, industrious and

thrifty people. Cattle all along the way were roam-

ing the barren fields, browsing on dry weeds or de-

caying wheat-stubble, and shiveriag in the cutting

blast. Many of them were standang, gradually con-

tracting their limbs as if to make the last plunge to

mother earth. How they are sustained is a mys-

tery. I saw few stacks either of hay or straw. The

corn-fodder is generally left in the field. Sometimes

the cattle were there, overturning the shocks and

trampling upon what they did not eat.

" I am aware that the portions of country over

which I passed, on the railroad, may not be of so

good soU, or so highly cultivated, as they are on the

country roads—that is generally the case—but the

indieations, all along, even in the villages, did not

suggest a considerable degree of refinement, intelli-

gence or thrift. This can not be the fact, however,

in many portions of the State of Ohio ; for underly-

ing all this is a colossal power, which is making
itself felt more and more every day. It has had a

Legislature but fifty-six years, and yet lias 2,500,000

people.
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POULTRY HINTS FOR MAY.

•WTUTTEN FOB THE GKNESEK FARMEB BY C. N. BEMENT.

If April was a busy month with the laying hens,

May will find many of the early layers (the Brahnias)

engaged in the pleasing task of incubation, or en-

gaged with their younglings ; and now our care of

them demands particular attention.

As soon as the hens come off with their broods,

they should be confined, for a day or two, in a mod-

erately warm room. The chicks should at first be

fed with crumbs of bread moistened with milk or

hard-boiled eggs chopped fine. After the little chicks

have gained some strength, the mother hen and her

little family may be cooped and placed, if the

weather be fair, in a dry, sunny situation. The coop

should be large and airy ; and here a very great

error prevails with many in confining the hen and

chickens in much too cramped and narrow quarters,

to the no small inconvenience of the mother, say

nothing about the great danger of the chicks being-

killed by the tread of the hen. In nine cases out of

ten the coops are entirely too contracted, low and un-

comfortable for the mother and her young. Just

draw a comparison between a hen and her brood

confined in a small, low, contracted room, hardly

sufficient for her to turn about, much less to care-

fully brood her young, with a large, airy apartment,

well protected from heat, wet or cold, and sufficient

space for exercise.

In order to keep the chickens in good health, so

confined, it is essential that the greatest precautions

should be taken to ensure cleanliness in all depart-

ments ; therefore the coops should be cleaned out

daily, and the floor covered with sand or fine gravel,

to prevent any portion of filth adhering to the floor.

Fresh water, in clean vessels should be placed before

them morning and afternoon. Impure, filthy water

may be set down as a main cause of all the diseases

poultry are subject to—diarrhea, gapes, and other

maladies.

But do not let our good-natured readers be frighten-

ed by the minuteness of these directions„fbr at a later

season t^e chickens may be left much more to them-

selves, only let them remember that if in possession

of good fowls, and they desire to have healthy

chickens at an early period of the year,, their chance

of success will be infinitely increased by following

our advice.

Chickens hatched the latter part of May and June

may be confined in the coops only about two weeks,

after which they may be allowed their liberty, and

they will thrive far better than when confined either

In courts or coops.

Feeding.—Here lies the great error. Suppose a

dozen or so of persons were to bo fed by placing be-

fore them half a dozen legs of mutton and as many
loaves of bread, from which they were expected to

eat as often as they get hungry, they would shortly

tire of the over-familiar viands, loose appetite, and

become what breeders of poultry know so well as

" out of condition." All poultry feeding which con-

sists of throwing down food which the chickens can

make a hearty meal and leave a quantity to return

to and eat hours afterwards, is bad ; and if an en-

deavor be made to restore lost condition by adminis-

tering tit-bits—meal, barley, cracked corn and the

like, it will be about as little advantageous as it

would be foi the before-named provider of stale mut-

ton and bread to try and restore the eaters' appetite

with meals of turtle-soup, jam, honey and cream.

For fowls to do well, th^ should be fed when they

are himgry, and hungry when they are fed. It is

not easy to name the quantity which chickeus will

eat, or the number of meals a day that they will re-

quire, as these continually vary according to their

age, and the opportunity they have of catering for

themselves. We have found old fowls thrive well

on three meals a day, while chickens, mitil they

reach cooks' and hens' estates, want ten, seven or

five, according to their age. Young chickens require

a little very often. When they fail to be hungry for

every meal, reduce the number of meals. When
they are not found to be hungry for seven meals a

day, reduce the number to five, and so on ; and most

likely the chickens will go to work upon their foc4

as healthy chickens should. The food also should be

varied—a poultry " bill of fare" may be made vea-y

lengthy. For standard dishes we have corn, barley,

buckwheat, oats and boiled potatoes ; then there arO

millet, sunflower seeds, crushed oata boiled, to vary-

the diet, especially for the young; and for casual

change we have boiled carrots, wheat-screenings,

fresh meat, and any item that presents itself.

Perhaps we cannot better illustrate what we have
said above than by gi\ing particulars of the way in

which a stock of chickens are managed. As soon

after six o'clock in the morning as is compatable

with the habits of the family in wMch very early

rising is not essential, the chickens should have a

meal of cracked corn. Indian meal not with water,

generally used, should not be given to very young
chickens. In aU subsequent meals quite enough

should be given to satisfy hunger, but there should

be no overplus. We fancy we hear some reader ex-

claim, " Oh ! must we stay and see. the chiekenfe eat

their food to know that they are satisfied?" To
which we unhesitatingly answer, Yes! But this

need necessarily entail no loss of time, as if there

are three or more lots all may be fed simultaneously
;

and if there is only- one, a feeder who wants to make
much of time can leave and return. At nine A. M.
the.half«Qedged chickens may have a meal of barley,,
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boiled potatoes maslied with shorts or corn meal ; at

twelve the chickens may have as much barlej as

they like to eat, and some lettuces or cabbage leaves,

or any greens which may be comatable. At three

P. M. a good meal of cracked com ; at five they may

all be fed on boiled potatoes mixed with Indian meal

and fed warm. Following the rule to feed when

fowls are hungry, and not to feed until they are hun-

gry, makes frequent change necessary in the number

of the meals, and consequently in the hours at which

they are given ; and with regard to the kind of food,

the more varied the feeding can be in that respect

the better, provided all pampering .be carefully

avoided. The more the food is scattered the better.

Throw it well abroad, and when the fowls or chick

ens are no longer anxiotrs to run for it, hunger is

appeased,

Cabe of Chickens.—As to the casualties arising

from the neglect or ill-treatment of servants, every

farmer who has live stock to be tended has had

ample proofs. There is a peculiar idiosyncrasy in

some individuals which fits them to take charge of

certain animals. Some females have quite a passion

for bringing up poultry, and by their care and kind-

ness will rescue apparently moribund chickens from

the jaws of death, A clever old woman, or a little

girl ten or twelve years old, makes an excellent

poultry tender ; boys are generally as mischievous

and untrustworthy as monkeys. When there is aay

thing in hand requiring peculiar watchfulness, it is

\ not a bad plan, if possible, to attend to it one's self.

The Ducks now require attention. Ducks gene-

sally commence laying the latter part of March and

CQE-tijiue to lay until May, if the sitting did not in-

teivvene and interrupt the bird. They are not gene-

rally inclined to sit ; but to induce them to do so,

toward the end of laying take away their eggs, being

careful every morning to take away the oldest in

order that they may not spoil. From nine to tliir-

teen eggs are allowed her, according as she is able

to cover them.

The only time the duck requires some care is while

she sits. As she has but little time to spare to pro-

cure .her meals, food and water should be placed

.near her ; and she is content with it, let the quality

be what it may. It has even been remarked that

when she was too well fed she did not sit well ; for

that jeason she should be portioned.

Incubation, like the goose, lasts tMrty days ; and

-the first broods are generally the best, because the

, warmth of summer helps to bring them about. The

; cold always prevents the late broods from getting

strong and giving as large ducks.

Every duck of the same species is far from giving

3)roofs of much foresight, for the preservation of the

^armtli of Jier eggs. It often happens that they let

them cool. Besides, hardly are the ducklings born

when the mother takes them to the water, where

they dabble and eat at first, and many of them
perish if the weather is cold.

For the foregoing reasons it is well to sit hens on

ducks' eggs. Being more assiduous than ducks,

these foster-mothers have more affection for their

young, will watch and guard them with more atten-

tion, and as they are unable to accompany them on

the water, for which ducks show the greatest pro-

pensity as soon as they are excluded, they follow the

mother hen on dry land, and become a little hardj

before they are allowed to take the water without

any guide.

On hatching there is no necessity of taking away
any of the brood, unless some accident shoulvi hap-

pen ; and having hatched, let the duck retain her

young upon the nest her own time. On her moving
with the brood, prepare a coop and pen upon the

short grass, if the weather be fine, or under shelter

if otherwise ; a wide shallow dish of water, often

to be renewed, near by them. Their first food should

be crumbs of bread moistened with milk ; curds, or

eggs boiled hard and chopped fine, is also much
relished by and is good for them. After a few days

corn meal boiled, and rolled between the hands, and

if boiled potatoes and a few chives or lettuce chop-

ped fine be added, all the better. As soon as they

have gained a little strength, a good deal of pot-

herbs may be given them raw, chopped and mixed

with a little bran soaked in water, barley and pota-

toes beat up together. They are extremely fond of

angle-worms and bugs of all kinds, and for which

reason they may be useful to hsave a run in the gar-

den daily. All these equally agree -with young

ducks, which devour the different substances they

meet with, and show, from their most tender age, a

voracity which they always retain.

The period of their confinement to the pen de-

pends on the weather and strength of the duck

lings. Two weeks seem the longest time necessary

;

and they may sometimes be permitted to enjoy the

pond at the end of the week, but not for too great a

length of time at once, least of all in cold weather,

which will affect and cause them to scour and appear

rough and draggled, Care must be taken that tlie

water where they are at liberty to go contains no

leeches, which occasions the loss of the ducklings by

sticking to their feet.

Look out for mud-turtles and bullfrogs in the

water ; cats and rats on land—all enemies of young

ducks. When young, ducks are exposed to many

dangers and mishaps. Their waddling gait quite

unfits them for running from a foe on land, and they

are but too apt to be trodden on by horses, cattle,

and even«by the foot of man.
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FARM WORK FOR MAY.

TnE prominent labors of this month are the com-

pletion of sowing spring crops, where this has not

been already done, and planting hoed crops.

Corn.—The amount of this crop raised is more

controled by good and bad management than almost

any other. Many farmers are satisfied with thirty

bushels per acre—they .should average at least eighty

bushels—over one. hundred may bo often reached.

The requisites for success are a well prepared, ricli

soil, and constant and clean cultivation. The former

daims especial attention at present. A sward in-

verted to a moderate depth is a favorite mode of

planting ; it succeeds admirably if it has been well

manured on the surface the previous autumn, the

rains carrying the enriching portions into the soil.

On good ground this will often make a difference of

twenty to twenty-five bushels per acre. Inverting

the whole sod perfectly will save much hand hoeing.

Rolling and then harrowing lengthwise with the sod

w the common mode ; but Share's- harrow, (if made

with steel teeth,) accomplishes both these operations

in one, and mellows the soil twice as deep as com-

mon harrowing. Mark the rows perfectly straight

and even—this will allow the horse cultivator to run

closely to the rows. In strong or heavy soils never

plant over an inch deep—in light soils not over an

inch and a half. Experiments have shown that be-

yond these depths the com is smaller and longer in

coming up. When manure is applied in spring, it

should be fine and thoroughly intermixed by harrow-

ing. In lumps it will be of little use.

The old fashioned way of frightening crows and

blackbirds was the erection of eflSgies known as

scare-crows. Cords stretched across the field, if suf-

ficiently numerous, will repel crows ; but the best

way is to tar the seed. To do this right, dash hot

water on a half bushel of corn, which by draining

off quickly will heat the surface of the grain with-

out killing the germ. Then jxiur on a pint of hot

tar—every grain wiU become thinly coated—then

dust with air-slaked lime, which is best, or with

plaster. - No bird wiU touch the seed when planted.

Gas tar can not safely be substituted, as it often kills

th(i germ, or coats it so tliat water* can not enter.

Plant all missing hills with the earliest sorts, that

all may ripen together.

Dropping concentrated manure into the hill gives

the plants an early start, and increases the amount
of the crop. As old corn is better than new for fall

feeding, a substitute may be obtained by planting an

early crop of the Early Canada, which will be hard

and dry, while common corn is yet soft.

Potatoes.—To raise potatoes to a profit, it is im-

portant to avoid rniwh haflud hoeing. Let the ground

be therefore perfectly' <^lean. If mellow and smooth,

it may be managed as follows : Plow furrows three

feet apart, and drop the pieces a foot and a half in

the row, then with a one-horse plow, or what is bet-

ter, with a large toothed one-horse cultivator, the

central tooth being removed, cover the row, leaving

a ridge over it. Let it remain about two weeks, or

just before the potatoes como up, then harrow the

whole surface lengthwise. This will be as good as

one thorough hoeing by hand. Potatoes planted

eighteen inches asunder in the row will give nearly

double the amount obtained from hiUs three feet

apart. No farmer should be satisfied vnth. less than
three hundred bushels per acre of potatoes.

Roots.—Plant a good supply of field beets, car-

rots, rutabagas and parsneps. A daily supply of

these in winter, mixed with dry food, will contribute

largely to the health and thrift of domestic animals.

Many farmers fail in raising these crops by not at-

tending to the three essential requisites, viz : a rich

soil, clear from weeds, and keeping the whole so well

cultivated that weeds can not start. All novices in

raising rutabagas allow four times too many roots to

grow. They should be thinned about a foot and a
half apart, if the soil is as rich as it should be.

Planting any of these crops on any other than a
well-enriched or manured soil, is a waste of land and
labor.

Corn for Fodder, may be sown at the close of

the month, for early cutting or for soiling—for either

purpose, it should not all ripen at the same time.

The best Avay is to sow in furrows or drills—by plow-

ing, harrowing and marlcing out in furrows three

feet apart, then strew the grain from the basket into

the furrows by hand, at the rate of three bushels i^er

acre, and cover with a harrow. Nothing farther

will be needed, but passing the one-horse cultivator

after the plants are up. It is often sown too thin,

making tall but coarse stalks ; when sown broadcast

it is apt to be weedy ; but sown in thick drills, about

drills, about three bushels per acre, is best.

Buckwheat.—Although this crop is not sown for

some weeks yet to come, the ground shoidd be well

prepared or mellowed for some time before hand.

Let this preparation be not postponed until the last

moment.

Calves.—To raise good calves they should be fed

the whole season, and one great secret of good man-

agement is to avoid any sudden changes in their

food. (See the directions on this subject in last

month's Farmer.)

Sorghum.—This should be sown as early as the

corn crop. Many cover the seed too deep. They
are smaller than com, and should never be buried

more than an inch.

There are several operations of smaller importance

which should not be overlooked. Fences aroimd

pastures should be strong and secure. Buildings and
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fences may be whitewashed now to advantage. The

work should be done on a dry, warm day—when the

whitewash will enter the pores of the wood. Paint-

ing, on the other hand, should be deferred till autumn,

when the coat will harden better, and it will become

more durable. Orchards, which were transplanted

in autumn, should have the crusted soil about the

young trees well broken and made mellow. It is

leaving this hard crust untouched that has induced

many to think that autumn planting for hardy trees

is not so good as in spring. Coarse manure may be

made into compost heaps for fall use. Mulleins and

thistles should be dug up in pastures, and all early-

starting weeds should be destroyed.

Corn Markers.—There are various modes of

marking corn for the straight rows described in the

preceding article. One of the best markers consists

of three runners, about three feet long, six inches

wide, and three inches thick, placed three and a half

feet apart, and well braced. A common wagon

tongue may be attached to it. The driver walks be-

hind the central runner, and ranges between the

horses with his eye. The rows being three and a

half feet apart, he employs stakes ten and a half

feet long to range by, and removes them as he passes,

measuring accurately their length each time ; or a

second person may remove the poles. The marker

steadied by the tongue will form very straight

grooves in the soil. For cross marking, employ the

chain marker. It consists of a light pole, with trace

chains suspended from it, at distances for each row,

or three or three and a half feet apart, as may be

desired. Two men take the pole near each end, and

one of them acting as guide and ranging accurately,

they walk forward, dragging the chains in the soil,

making a fine smooth line for each chain. Sis or

seven chains may be employed without incon-

venience, and the field marked oflF with great rapidity.

By the first of these implements, a man and a team

will mark more than an acre, and by the use of the

second, two men, or a man and a boy, will mark two

and a half acres, in walking a mile.—Tucker's

Annual Eegister.

A MoiNSTER Hog.—John W. Copeman, of Cayuga

county, N. Y., it is said, has a cross-breed hog, stated

to have weighed in May last 1120 pounds, in Septem-

ber 1249 pounds, in October 1276 pounds, and in De-

: cember he weighed 1340 pounds, and has been grow-

ing rapidly since, and will probably now weigh 1400

pounds. His breed is said to be Leicester and Suf-

i,; folk, with a slight cross of Berkshire.

3; The Black Thorn for Fences.—A correspon-
'; dent of the Valley Farmer has become thoroughly

;. convinced, from experiments made, that the common
i' black thorn, which grows wild in our woods and

' prairies, is peculiarly adapted for fencing.

CLOVER BA¥ FOR HORSES.

Dr. R. McClure, of Philadelphia, a veterinary

surgeon of good repute, takes ground in favor of

clover hay for horses. He says: "There is at

present an endemic disease in the horses in this city

(Philadelphia,) one of its chief characteristics being

an almost complete loss of appetite, at least so far as

partaking of the ordinary timothy hay, oats and

corn are concerned. But the sick horse inll eat

clover hay, and unfortunately that can not be had in

any stable in Philadelphia, if it be not where cows

are kept. Why is this the case ? Simply because

there is a prejudice existing among all classes of

horsemen, and from them communicated to tl^

owners of horses, against feeding this kind of hay.

First, because it is said that clover hay produces

heaves, and secondly, because it is said that it is not

respectable to be seen feeding with clover hay, as it

l6oks parsimonious. These opinions concerning this

article of food are so widely and firmly fixed in the

mind of almost every groom and stableman, as well

as horse owner, in Philadelphia, that I believe it has

been the cause why most farmers are not found

giving it cultivation to the extent that it ought to.

be, or as its superiority as an article of provender d^,

mands. Let us now examine, in brief, the objections

that are laid against it. It is said it Avill produce

heaves in horses. The idea is false as well as pre-

posterous. It possesses no greater agency in producing

such an effect upon horses, or any other animal, than

is possessed in common by any other article of food.

If broken wind is produced by an article of food, it

certainly is not from the food, but from the quantity

that is given. In like manner heaves may be caused

by too great a quantity of water, oats, corn, or any

kind of hay whatever, given at an improper time, as

when the animal has a journey to perform. In a

word, it is the person's fault in giving too much food

at an improper time, and not the character of tlie

food that thus produces heaves in the horse. The

man who, when feeding a horse, would fill its man-

ger with oats and corn, would not be considered a

very fit man to feed and care for horses, neither is

that man who would fill a large rack full of clover

hay ; as the animal will not stop eating until it has

hurt itself, or has eaten every blade of clover before

it ; as every horse is fond of it, and as before stated,

sick horses will eat it when they will not eat any

thing else. Without another word the argument is

complete.

" Good clover hay contains 45 per cent, more fat-

tening matter than timothy hay, and about 40 pel

per cent, more than the English rye grass hay
|

about 10 per cent, less than dried lupins or vetches^

which are now extensively used in Europe for tlid

feeding of both horses and cattle.
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" Such is a brief statement of the peculiar, profita-

ble, and I may as well say palatable advantages ac-

ja-uiug from the feeding of horses, as well as other

^imals, on clover hay in preference to any other hay

in use in feeding and fattening."

m I ^ "*"

SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS—No. 5.

WKITTEN FOE THE GENE8EB FAKMEB.

The flowers appear on the earth ; the time of the singing of

birds has come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land.

feoxG OF Solomon.—'2: 12.

Spring has been celebrated by poets of all ages. It

is the period when the vegetable world rises from the

death of winter—the time when all nature awakes

to joy and gladness—the time when the husband-

man, full of hope, goes forth to " open and break the

dods of his ground, and to cast in the principal wheat,

^dthe appointed barley, and the rye in their place."

In this labor he is cheered, not only by the hope of

harvest, but also by the joyous activities of all na-

ture. The flowers, the singing of birds and the

froice of the turtle, all conspire to animate him in

his daily toil. Dull and brutish indeed must be that

soul which has little sympathy with the joyous voices

of spring.

We are accustomed to regard the various seasons

(rf the year, spring, summer, autumn and winter, as

the results of natural law entirely. But if we con-

sult the Bible we shall find that these changes are

ascribed to direct di vine agency. Human philosophy

is, that they occur according to the natural laws,

which operate without the immediate exercise of

divine power and wisdom. It is wonderful how man

has succeeded in hiding his ignorance through the

invention of terms which ignore a present, living,

acting God in all the works of his hand—in all the

operations of nature. The philosophy of the Bible

is simple and satisfactory to a mind unperverted by

« philosophy falsely so called." It is this, that God

controls all nature by a direct exercise of his wisdom

Bnd power. We say, according to human philoso-

phy, that it is a law of nature to operate thus and

BO, when the fact is, that the exercise of the divine

Rgency in nature is uniform, ordinarily, and yet it is

Bufficiently various in all departments of nature to

convince a reflecting mind of his immediate control

over all its operations and changes. Referring to

spring, the Bible says ;
" Thou rehewest the face of

the earth." Here the direct agency of God is de-

clared in producing the change in the natural world

which we.appropriately call spring. When, then, all

nature rises to newness of life, and gladness, inviting

«ie husbandman to go forth to his labor, let him be

'upressi'd with the truth that winter is passed and

fone, not by a blind and unintelligent law, but by

^le direct agency of him who has promised that seed-

itaxe and harvest shall not fail—by him who "re-

news the face of the earth." How delightful to

the husbandman who loves God and who confides in

his wisdom and power is the consciousness that he is

surrounded by so many cheering evidences of his

presence and goodness while preparing his ground

and casting in his seed. Many a good man's heart

leaps for joy in his toil while he reflects upon the

presence and agency of him who has never failed to

reward his labor. How much is the beauty and the

joyousness of spring increased by the dreariness and

desolation of winter, which it succeeds. The con-

trast is like that of adversity and prosperity—of war

and peace—of sorrow and joy. Good is always en-

hanced by its succeeding evil. The sudden life and

beauty of spring in contrast with the death and deso-

lation of winter brings a joy to those who dwell in a

northern climate, to which those who reside in ever-

lasting spring and summer are strangers. This joy

of spring is in accordance with the law of compensa-

tion which manifests itself throughout all the works

of God. If he gives the elephant a short neck, he

gives him a long proboscis as a compensation. So, he

gives us the beauty and joyousness of spring to

compensate for the desolation of winter.

Rkmakks.—1. Spring is seed-time. He who neg-

lects now to cast his seed into the earth, will reap

no harvest. So our life under the gospel is seed-time.

He who neglects to sow to the spirit cannot reap life

everlasting. Let the husbandman then, while sow-

ing his seed, reflect whether he is improving the

seed-time of grace and preparing for a uev/ness of

joy in the eternal world.

2. Are any in trouble ? Let them not be cast down

.

The winter of suflering, if you trust God, wiU soon

be gone and the spring of joy will succeed. Cast

your cares upon God who careth for you—then the

life and joy of spring will symbolize your future

blessedness when the winter of this life is passed.

3. Are you neglecting, wholly, this seed-time of

eternal joy ? Your earnestness and energy in prt^

paring for a harvest of the fruits of the earth re-

prove your inattention to your spiritual interests. In

this respect, what you sow you will also reap. " Light

is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the up-

right in heart." If you sow to the flesh you will

reap corruption.

4. Are you a believer, and have you fallen into a

state fitly represented by the dreariness of winter?

Let the new life and activity of spring arouse you

to return from your wanderings and in a spiritual

sense to do with your might what your hands find

5. Spring fitly symbolizes the resurrection of the

body and the glory which shall then be revealed.

Our bodies which are in the grave, as the roots of

plants are in the ground during the winter, will be

reanimated and will put on tlie glory of an eternal

spring. Happy is he who hath part in the first rt-

surrection.
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AMERICA AT THE HAMBURG EXHIBITION.

The Hon. Joseph R. Wright, of Indiana, who was

sdected by the United States Government to attend

to our interests at the late International Exhibition

at Hamburg, has made an official report to the Presi-

dejit. The following extracts will show, though owing

to the war we were not as fully represented as could

have been desired, yet those who did exhibit met

nith the most gratifying success

:

" On my arrival at Hamburg, two weeks prior to

the opening of the exhibition, with a view to the

reception and proper management of American arti-

cles, which had been sent forward in considerable

numbers, I found that the most ample arrangements

had been made for liolding the exhibition.

" The extensive grounds (covering more than

eighty acres) were laid off with great taste and lib-

erality. Substantial sheds, halls and buildings, were

erected for the accommodation of more than four

thousand entries of stock. In addition to this, space

admirably adapted for machinery of all kinds—loco-

motives, steam-engines, steam-plows, farm imple-

ments, mineral products, artificial manures, plants,

trees, flowers, fruits, seeds, and all this, too, so beau-

tifully arranged in the midst of the flags of more

than forty nationalities, as to add to the comfort of

the thousands assembled to vritness this the first in-

ternational exhibition in Northern Europe.

" Eight of the States, to wit : New York, New Jer-

sey, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Illinois, Connecti-

cut, Vermont, and Indiana, were represented by dele-

gates from the States, or their agricultural societies,

who were received with your commissioner with

every token of respect and consideration which could

have been desired for the representatives of our

comitry.

" Thirty-four nationalities were represented at the

exhibition in their contributions, including, among

other things, four thousand and one hundred of the

finest horses, cattle, sheep and swine, (several of the

reigning sovereigns of Europe being numbei-ed among

the contributors.) The show of horses was over six

hundred. Hanover received the highest praise for

the speed, size, elegance, and strength of her horses.

She also divided the honor with Great Britain in show-

ing the best and purest blooded cattle.

" More than one thousand persons were contribu-

tors and competitors in this national contest for su-

periority.

" Three thousand machines and farm implements

were contributed, and seventy-five steam engines

of every variety were used in operating the power

and machinery. It was no show of mere art, paint-

ing, design or fancy ; but one of substantiala, consist-

ing mainly of stock and machinery.

" The principal portion of the machinery came from

Great Britain, none of which is more deserving of

special attention than that of plowing by steam.

" Some two thousand sheep were exhibited, com-

prising nearly all the best breeds of Europe. It is

believed to have been the largest show of fine wooled

sheep of modern times. Tlie great aurseries of Me-

rinos of Prussia, Saxony and Silesia, were fully rep-

resented, and the exhibition was the more interesting

from the fact that nearly all of the continental breeds

were present, some of them extensively, embracing

also the best stocks from England. It affords me great

pleasure to state that George Campbell, of Westmin-

ster, Vermont, was the most successful in cc«npeting

for the premium on Merinos. He had three hun-

dred and fifty competitors, yet he hftd awarded to him
two first-class, and one second-class premium. His

success was most gratifying, and the more so from the

fact that the committee awarding to Mr. Campbell this

well-deserved triumph were unanimous in their opin-

ion, and each member composing the committee rep-

resented different nationalities. Mr. Campbell sold

his sheep on the ground to Count Sherr Thos3, of Si-

lesia, for five thousand dollars.

" The exhibition of American machinery and imple-

ments received a great accession from a most liberal

donation, from several of the leading German mer-

chants, bankers and citizens, of the city of New York,

including a complete assortment of agricultural im-

plements. These, with the premium reaper, contri-

buted by Mr. McCormick, in connection with many
other articles from other American contributors, are

to form the nucleus of an agricultural museum, to be

established in Hamburg. This I regard as the most

gratifying result attending this international exhibi-

tion to American interests.

" Several thousand dollars^ were subscribed before

I left Hamburg for this object, and doubtless it will

be carried out by the well-known liberality of her

citizens.

" The establishment ofthis museum, or deix)t, opens

for all time to come a place of deposit for American

skill and products. Hamburg is the third city of

trade and commerce in Europe. Hamburg is tlie

key, not only to the great German mind, but the

open door-way to more than one hundred and fifty

millions of the people of Northern Europe. With

Hamburg we have rapid and almost daily communi-

cation, and it is difficult to estimate the advantage

which will accrue to our mechanical skill and indus-

try, our manufactures, our commerce and trade, by

the location of a mttseum for their deposit in a city

situated like Hamburg, whose merchant princes hold

in their hands the immense trade of Prussia, Aus-

tria, Sweden, Denmark, portions of Russia and tlie

Zollverein States. Trade and commerce invariably

bring together men whose interests are affected thereby ;

men will follow the fruits of their labors to market."
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HEAVY HAY CROP.

The Boston Cultitator contains an ofBcial report

of the farm management of E. W. Clapp, of Walpole,

Mass. Among otlier interesting points, it is stated

that he has within two or three years reclaimed an

unsightly ten-acre bog, formerly of no value what-

ever, by cutting ditches around and through it. Three

acres are already brought into excellent grass, and

yielded last year between three and four tuns of haj'

per acre. As farm machinery is extensively used,

the owner finds it greatly to his advantage to employ

mowing-machines, Bullard's hay-spreader, the wheel

horse-rake, and Palmer's horse-fork. The hay-spread-

er is obviously of great advantage on such heavy

meadow, drying the hay i,n much less time, and in a

more perfect manner. The horse-fork is found to be

a great saver of labor, a tun of hay having been

pitched off in six minutes. We huve known it to

be done in half this time when all the appliances

were ready, but some time is always necessarily

required in attaching the horse, arranging the ma-

chinery, &c., so that ten or fifteen minutes will be

consumed by common farm workmen, who would

othei'wise be more than half an hour in pitching ofi"

by hand. But the time thus saved is only one im-

portant advantage : the horse-fork obviates the very

severe labor required for hand-pitching, so that the

men are fresh and vigorous when they go to the field

for the next load, and consequently they pitch it on

in much less time, and do not become worn out with

a single day's work.

The barn on this farm is 100 feet long—basement

nine feet high, its floor of water lime cement
;
pens

for the swine are in front, and having access to this

basement. They work over into compost manure as

it falls from the animals above. The s%rtne are fur-

nished with food steamed in boxes or vats—the steam

being brought in an underground pipe 100 feet hor-

izontally, to prevent danger to the buildings from fire.

THICK SEEDING OF OATS.

The Boston Cultivator says that, as a general thing,

in sowing oats, we do not sow seed enough to pro-

duce the best crop. " Having occasion some years

since, to look into the statements accompanying pre-

mium crops of this grain, in different parts of the

country, we found that nearly all the great yields had

been produced by heavier seeding than farmers in

this section usually give. Instead of two to two and

a half bushels to the acre, these large crops were

grown from three to four bushels, of seed per acre.

We should prefer not less than three bush.els to the

acre for soils of medium Tichness, though ou those

very rich, somewhat less, say three bushels-r-on ac-

count of the greater tendency of the plants to tiller,

or spread on such soils—might answer."

A YANKEE FAR.^IER.

The New York correspondent of the London

Spectator thus expresses his opinion of the farmers

of this country

:

" Let me tell you a little about one of these Yan-

kees whom I know well, and in whose house I have

lived for weeks at a time. He is a small farmer,

tilling less than one hundred acres, which have been

owned and tilled by his family for generations, and

living upon that and a little money out at interest.

He not only goes to the fields with his men, but

works with them there. I have many a time seen

him riding home on a load of hay, a good part of

which had fallen before his own well-swung scythe.

Now, what do you think that man's recreations ai-e ?

Chiefly astronomy. A fine observing telescope is his

hobby. He is up with it in the middle of the night,

and before the dawn, upon all good opportunity.

His library, not large, but well chosen, is so thorough-

ly and intelligently read by him, that some of the

soundest and most pungent opinions I have qv^t

heard upon literature have come from his lips in

English, than which no better, according to the

standard of Oxford and Cambridge, is spoken any-

where. His brother, the rector of the parish, tlu)

pretty stone church of which was built in a large

measure by the contributions of their forefathers,

was oflfered and refused the bishopric of his diocese.

The word ' farmer ' conveys to you a certain idea or

image. Does it convey the idea of such a man aa

this? From my observation, I should judge de-

cidedly not. And yet this man is only a farmer, and

the son and grandson of Yankee farmers on both

sides. But you will say that this man is a very rare

and marked exception. But in that you will be

wrong. Somewhat exceptional he is. But he rep-

resents a class very numerous and widely difi'used

;

and he springs from and is in direct affinity with a

class which is numbered by hundreds of thousands

of men, besides women and children. I have heard

from his cousin, the miller, (a working miller, mind

you, although he owns his mill,) as sensible and as

well expressed opinions upon all matters (literature

included) as I have from him."

Cotton from Utah.—The Los Angelos Neits of

February 17, says :
" Some two weeks since a few

bales of cotton from Southern Utah arrived at San

Pedro, en route for San Francisco. During last

week, as we learn from a citizen of Wilmington,

thirteen mule teams and wagons, ladened with cot-

ton from the above-named locality, also arrived at

our port for shipment." The Utah cotton is said to

be white aud generally of the same character of the
best upland of Texas. The California Farmer says
that such a cargo as this will be an exciting event
in San Francisco. The cargo consisted of 180 bales,

weighing upward of 11,000 pounds.
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BUTTER.MAKL\G NOT A MYSTERY.

Tnfi I^ew England Farmer has a communication

from a correspondent, " A. W. C," witli the above

heading. The Editor calls attention to it by a note,

in which he says :
" We know from long experience

that the opinions advanced by the writer are correct.

If his suggestions were followed by all, there would

be little difficulty in producing good butter at any

season of the year." After some introductory re-

marks, " A. W. C." says

:

"How do you make such nice sweet butter in

winter ?" is a question often asked by my custom-

ers, as I carry them their usual allowance of fresh

butter for the week. Sometimes I answer, 'I will

teU you when you go to farming.'

" For me, it seems a very simple thing to make but-

ter that is good and uniform through the whole year.

But, were it simple to all, butter would hardly com-

mand the present high prices.

" Some one asked through your columns not long

eince, how to make good butter in winter. I would

answer, " Make it just as it should be made in sum-

mer." Yet as you may not think that a very definite

explanation of the process, I will tell you how good

butter can be made in summer.
" A butter dealer said to me, the other day, that were

he engaging a dairy for the season, he only wished to

see a sample of the August or dog-day butter. If

that were satisfactory, he would take his chance with

the other two ends of the season.

" Tliere are about five or six weeks in spring and

faU, when, I suppose, every fanner's wife can make
a fair article of butter. It will almost " make itself,"

with good June or September feed, in a clear, dry.

June or September atmosphere, with the mercury in-

dicating an average of 60o.

" What else causes butter made in June, Septem-

ber and a part of October, to bring better prices then

than that made at any other time of the year t But

for the dairy to yield a generous profit through the

whole year, a fair article must proceed therefrom

every week. Everybody can not be supplied through

dog-days with June butter ; nor can every family have

their tubs for winter filled in September.

" Now if you can bring the dairy under the same

conditions, in August or December, that prevail in

June and September, why should you not realize the

same results? Doubtless you would. But this it

seems impossible, at present, fully to do. Yet I think

the secret of success in butter-making is to» bring

about these conditions as nearly as may be.

" In the first place, you must, of course, have good

cows. Some cows will make a largo amount of high

colored butter, but it is too soft to handle well in any

weather, especially when very warm ; others yield

an article too white to be attractive, though I con-

sider color of much less importance than solidity. As
far as my observation has extended, very yellow but-

ter is not as good as that which is lighter colored. It

is apt to be oily, caused, I think, first, by being natu-

rally soft, and second, by the consequent over-work-

ing it usually receives; the buttermilk being less

readily extracted from soft butter.

" Good cows obtained, the next requisite is good

feed. And what can be better than June honeysuckle
' up to the eyes,' or clover aftermath in September ?

Probably nothing. I prefer, however, as a matter of

health, to give a feeding of dry hay every day through
the season. I can thus keep them more uniformly,

and not subject them to sudden changes from green

to dry food.

" But what for feed the remainder of the year ?

Why, get the next best thing—which is the same,

cut and cured, for feeding in the stall. During the

third week of last- June I cut four or five acres of

clover and red-top, the clover just coming into flower,

the red-top showing its flower stalk. Sixty days after,

I cut the same field again. This winter, the cows, to

which both lots are fed, seem to know no diflference

between the first and second crop. It is all rowen to

them. I am fully of the opinion that very little of

the hay in New England is cut as early as it should

be. For dairy cows, I would prefer it all cut before

blossoming, rather than after.

" A large butter dealer and a good judge, tells me
that he has known his mother to make j ust as good

and just as yellow butter in winter, while her cow

was being fed solely on rowen, as she could ever

make in summer, from the same animal. I think he

came very near the truth.

" But to supply yourself with a stock of June at-

mosplierCyin. which to set your milk and do your

churning, through dog-days, is not so easy a thing as

to cut your hay early, and afterward a crop of rowen.

The thermometer does not usually stand at 660 from

July to September 1st, nor do you generally have a

clear dry air at that season.

" Hence I do not expect you can make your best but-

ter, or that which will keep the longest, during this

period, unless you can secure these two requisite

conditions, viz., moderate temperature and dryness of

the atmosphere. But the nearer you can contrive to

approach these conditions the better your success.

" I keep my milk, during the extreme hot weather,

in my house cellar, a large, light, airy room, clear of

all boards and wooden utensils not used for milk
;

the whole room thoroughly whitewashed. The win-

dows—a north, south and west one—are open or shut,

darkened or not, just as may be needed to keep the

air of the room as pure, as dry, and at the same time

as cool as it can be under the circumstances. I con-

sider a damp atmosphere worse than a very warm
one for milk. It makes the cream thin and watery,
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requiring mucli more care and longer time in churu-

ing.

" I need not say that I do, or that you should, set

your milk in the pans two or three inches in depth,

and skim it up at twenty-four or thirty-six hours old,

putting the cream in a tin pail or stone jar, stirring

it occasionally ; for that almost all dairymen and wo-

men do. But when I say you should never commence

a churning unless your cream is known to be at a

temperature not any below 60 o nor higher than three

or four above that point, I can not, at the same time,

gay everybody does that, for I do not know of one

dairyman or woman, except through the books, who

is exact in this respect.

"All butter-makers think that if cream is

warm it will come too quickly, be soft and white,

and not pleasant stuff to manage, and if too cold it

will swell and foam, and not come at all—some one

asserting that ' it did almost come, but went back

to cream again.' One dairyman, who usually has

good luck, told me this winter, that he churned all

one day and then gave his cream over to the pigs,

only wishing he had done it s ooner.

" Up to last April, I occasionally, and not very un-

frequently, had just such 'luck.' Since that time

I have used a common fifty cent thermometer—se-

lecting one that would slide easily in the case, or that

I could dip the bulb into the cream without the case.

"When I have gathered a sufficient quantity of

cream I try it by the thermometer, and if the tempera-

ture be from 60° to 64o, I churn it immediately. If

not within those limits, I bring it there, by some

means, before it goes into the churn. I keep my
cream in a large tin pail that can be hung in the

well the night before churning—not in the water,

but just far enough down to have the cream at 60°,

when churning is commenced. Placing it in the

water makes it too cold : and cold cream is addicted

to the same freaks in summer as in winter.

" In Spring and Fall 62° does well ; in winter, 64°
;

but in summer the temperature will rise rapidly

enough if you commence at 60°. 1 never want but-

ter to reach a higher temperature than 66 o at the

time it separates from the buttermilk.

" Following this method, I have not had the

shadow of a failure for ten months. My summer
and winter butter have come about equally well, va-

rying from fifteen to forty-five minutes, according to

the ripeness of the cream. I thinlc it does no harm

to run a bucket of cold water through the churn after

the milk is drawn ofi". If the butter is a little too

soft, as it almost always will be in summer, it does

much good by hardening it before salting. My but-

ter is taken from the churn to a butter worker, like

the small simple one figured in Flint's work on Dairy

Farming—a book, by the way, that every man or

woman who expects ever to make a hundred pounds

of butter should read through twice, as a prelimina-

ry step. In this worker the butter is salted, tlien

returned to the well for twelve hours, after which
it is thoroughly worked. And here I find a great

advantage in the worker over the hands. If butter

a little too cold is worked in summer, by hand, it

will grow much too warm before the buttermilk is

expelled ; while the worker will do it quickly, thor-

oughly, and without causing the oily taste so com-

monly found in hard-worked butter.

" So much for summer butter. And now, to make
good, sweet, yellow butter in winter, you have only

to secure the same conditions that are best for making

summer butter, namely, good cows, rich feed, a dry

air in which to raise the cream, and a temperature

as near 60° as it is possible to preserve. The latter

condition is much more easily obtained in winter

than in summer ; for by artificial heat the air can be

kept at the proper temperature in the milk-room

without being made damp, while the same result can

not as readUy be obtained in summer with ice, on

account of the dampness accompanying it. Indeed, I

believe that more butter, and that of a good quality,

can be made from a given number of quarts of milk,

in winter, than can be through the warmest weather.

" Finally, in butter-making, as in ship-building, or

surveying, strike the word " luck" from your vocabu-

lary. Learn your trade. Learn the laws that govern

your work and obey them. Be not outwitted by heat

or cold, by wet or dry, but press them all into your

service, and be master, and not slave, of the fluid

forces of nature."

HIGH PRICE OF PRODUCE.

Eggs have sold the past winter for 40 cents a

dozen ; butter is now selling for. 50 cents a pound
;

cheese from 16 to 18 cents a pound. These are retail

prices. A gentleman remarking upon the high prices

of produce, not long since, was replied to by another,

who said, " It is the low value put upon bills of credit,

circulated for money, that makes prices seem so high,"

adding, that "A man may go to the market and

buy butter with gold as cheap as he could three years

ago." " Not so," said the latter. The former gen-

tleman went to Faneuil Hall market the day follow-

ino", and every dealer he inquired of said that gold

will buy as much produce, of any given kind, as it

would three years ago. Gold being the acknowledg-

ed standard of value, and not the bills of non-specie

paying banks, persons can only know things and

prices, relatively, by the golden test, as applied above.

One of the best mutton stalls in the market had 35

carcasses weighing about 3,500 lbs. They cost about

$19 a head, and were from the State of New York.

Pork, of good quality, sold last week for 12 cents a

pound : Chickens, fresh and nice, 40 cents a pound.

Boston Cultivator.
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LICE ON CATTLE, &C.

Mr. H.VRRI8 Lewis, an excellent dairy farmer,

of Herkimer county, thinks that a man who winters

a good, thriving stock of lice, on say forty head of

cattle, does so at an expense of about $300. He in-

forms the Country Gentleman of a remedy which has

proved cheap, safe and efiective with him, and which

should be borne in mind by stock farmers for future

use, viz : He rubs a small quantity of unguentum

(mercurial ointment) on the stanchions in his stables,

for a distance of perhaps two feet, up and down,

covering the edges which the cattle come in contact

with. As this does not kill the nits, the operation is

repeated at intervals of eight days, three times, by

the end of which period they will all be pretty cer-

tainly hatched out and destroyed. A fourth applica-

tion may be required, but he finds three almost inva-

riably enough. A small quanity ia only required, a

very light coating serving the purpose, and by this

method of application the cattle can not get at it with

their mouths, or otherwise receive any injury from it.

Another point in Mr. L.'s management worthy of

note is this : fee keeps salt in tubs in his cattle yards,

constantly accessible to the stock, with which is mixed

aulpJiur, in the proportion of about a tablespoonful

to a quart of salt. This practice was begun some

years ago, as a precaution against the murrain, for

which,purpose it was found eiFective, and it has been

continued from the favorable influence it exerts upon

tlie general health of the cows. Since its use, Mr.

L. has had but a single case of ffargct in his herd,

and he ascribes this exemption from that very trou-

blesome difficulty among dairy farmers, solely to the

use of sulphur.

WHY IS IT ?

Eds. Gexksee Farmer: Why is it that our

brother farmers on the opposite side of Lake Michi-

gan do not raise winter wheat, while Western New

York, and we in the same latitude, with only a sheet

of water betwen us and them, have quite a sure

crop, (baring the depredations of insects,) and of the

very best quality?

I know that much of the soil of Wisconsin and

Northern Illinors is too moist for wheat, but such is

also the case, though perhaps to a less extent, in

Western New York and here. This damp soil with

us winter kills, and we learn not to sow wheat on it,

and I prestime they are as wise in this respect as

we are.

I know, too, .that our climate is milder in winter

than theirs, there being often a difference of ten de-

grees in our favor in extreme cold Aveather ; but cold

weather does not winter-kill wheat. It can not be

for the want of a rich soil, for thoybeat us in spring

wheat and corn. Neither can I conceive it to be for

the lack of any element in their soil, for spring

wheat and winter wheat must be nearly or quite

the same, chemically—the difference being merely

the effect of habit or training.

Our winds being mainly from the west, would

naturally bring us more aqueous vapor, and from

that cause we may suffer less from drouth ; but

drouth effects equally spring wheat and corn, in

which they excel.

I know that there are some sections peculiarly

adapted to particular plants for reasons that are not

in all cases understood, but an inquiry into these

facts may cause us more highly to appreciate our ad-

vantages, and teach them to obviate, in a measure,

the difficulties under which they labor.

Muakegoiu, Mich. S. B. P.

A DISASTROUS FIRE.

Mr. George Miller, of Markham, well-known

to the readers of the Genesee Farmer as one of the

prominent stock breeders and farmers in Canada, has

recently met with a severe loss. On Saturday morn-

ing, the 19th ult., about day-break, while the family

were at breakfast, smoke was observed to be issuing

from the horse-stable, and in a few minutes the entire

building was in flames. The fire spread rapidly to

the adjacent buildings, and the entire pile was quick-

ly consumed. Along with them, melancholy to re-

late, a quantity of most valuable stock was destroyed.

Ten horses, including " Bird Catcher," the Irish blood

Stallion, imported two years ago by Mr. S. Beattie,

18 head of thorough-bred cattle, 40 pure bred sheep,

12 or 15 pigs ; and a number of choice fowls perished

in the flames. Besides the animals lost, 700 bushels

of oats, 500 bushels of barley, 800 bushels of wheat,

15 or 30 tuns of hay, two reaping machines, one

thresher, wagons, sleighs, and a large number of

valuable implements were consumed. " The stock,"

says the Canada Farmer, " is indeed a serious loss not

only to Mr. Miller, but to the country at large. It

consisted almost wholly of breeding animals, and

comprised some of Mr. M.'s best specimens, such in-

deed as cannot be easily replaced. The cash value

of the property destroyed is estimated at $13,000, on

which there was only the trifling insurance of $1,850.

We understand the fire is supposed to have been

caused by some of the men smoking while feeding

the stock before breakfast. This calamity teaches at

least three important lessons. 1. Tlie wisdom of

effecting full insurance on valuable farm property.

3. The importance of so constructing farm buildings,

as to admit of ready egress of horses and cattle in

case of fire. 3. Theimpropriety of smoking in barns

and stables. We might perhaps add the value of

presence of mind, of which we are told there was a

great lack at the fire in question. Mr. Millerhimself

has been on crutches for some time past in conse-

quence of an accident, and was therefore unable to

direct and aid in the extrication of his stock, or

doubtless much more of it would have been sav.ed,"
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GARDEN WORK FOR MAY.

Unless the season is vmusually backward, or the

gardener very sluggish, he now has quite a variety

of vegetables up in his garden, and he will observe,

too, that quite a profusion of unbidden verdure is

already covering his beds, which, if not immediately

and vigorously assaulted, will soon gain the ascen-

dency over, and choke down the tender vegetables

which he has sown.

At no time can weeds be so easily overcome as

•W-hen they first make their appearance ; for if neg-

lected, they soon strike down their roots—like evil

habits in men—interweave them with the roots of

useful plants, and can only be entirely eradicated

with great labor, and at the imminent risk of destroy-

ing more or less of the crop.

Then don't wait for the weeds to get rooted, but

run the scuffle hoe between the rows as soon as it

is possible to follow them. Indeed, if pains were

taken to place a stick at each end of every row of

such crops as are a long time in coming up—onions

and carrots, for instance—the gardener could at any

time, by stretching his line between the sticks, fol-

low the row with the hoe before the plants are

visible.

The following may be planted in May : Beans,

beets, late cabbage, late cauliflower, celery, carrots,

corn, cucumbers, lettuce, melons, nasturtiums, okra,

peas, peppers, radish, spinach, squash, tomatoes.

Beans.—Dwarf or Snap, Early Valentine, Yellow

Six-Weeks, and Early Mohawk are the best early

sorts ; Early Rachel, Rob Roy, Refugee or 1000-to-l

for succession ; and Large White Kidney and Mar-

rowfat for fall and winter use. Sow, early in the

month, the early sorts in drills two inches deep and

eighteen inches asunder. The later sorts can be

Bown in June.

Pole or Running Beans.—Desirable sorts are

:

London Horticultural, Dutch Caseknife, White Cran-

berry, Scarlet Running, and Largo Wliite Lima.

The first four can be planted early in the month, and

the last the latter part, after all danger of frost is

pest. Procure poles of durable wood, 8 feet long

;

set them firmly in the ground, 8 feet each way

;

plant 8 to 10 beans around each, and cover 2 inches

deep. It is well to put a little warming manure, or

bone dust, under the Liraas to hurry them forward,

as they are the most delicious of all beans.

Beets.—Sow the latter part of the month the Long

Blood for winter use. Hoe and weed those sown
last month.

Late Cabbage.—Sow Early Dutch and Early Os-

heart to succeed the earlier kinds, Large Flat Dutch,

Late Drumhead Savoy, for late fall and winter use,

and Red Dutch for pickling.

Ijatc Cauliflower.—Thornburn's Nonpareil is best

for late crop, and Lenormand's is the largest in culti-

vation.

Celery—May now be picked out of the hot-bed

into a rich, warm bed, three inches apart each way,

and for winter's supply it may yet be sown.

Carrots—Can be sown any time this month for

main crop in rows eleven inches apart. Long Orange,

Altringham and Long White are the best kinds.

Sweet Corn.—Early Darling's Sugar, Burr's New
Sugar and Stowell's Evergreen are the best sorts.

Plant early in May, and every two weeks until

the middle of June. Plant the last-named aboxit the

middle of the month, and it will last imtil severe

frost.

Cticumbers.—Early White Spined, Long Green,

and Small Gherkin for pickles. Those planted hi

sods in the hot-bed may be transplanted the latter

part of the month, using care not to break the sods

in handling them. Dig a hole a foot square and

eight inches deep, put in a shovelful of weU-rotted

horse-manme, mix it well with loam, a-nd then draw

on two inches of soil for seeds, or, if transplanting,

place the sods directly on the compost. Four feet ia

the proper distance apart. Be on the lookout early

in the morning for the striped bug and the squash

bug, killing all you find, or they will kiU your vines.

Lettuce.—Transplant from the hot-bed, 3 by 15

inches, and as you use for the table pull every alter-

nate bunch. Sow for succession. Frequent hoeings

will make it tender and crisp.

Musk-Melom.—Des\rvi\)\Q sorts : Fine White Japan

and Jenny Lind for earliest ; Fine Nutmeg, Green

Citron and Skillmen's Fine Netted for general crop.

Plant in hills, as directed for cucumbers, four feet

each way.

Water-Melons.—Kinds: Early Mountain Sprout

and Goodwin's Imperial are the earliest. Black

Spanish, Icecream and Orange are good varieties.

Should be planted six feet each Way, and cultivated

the same as musk-melons. .

Ufasturtium.—There are tail and dwarf varieties.

The former should be planted near the fence, or

some unsightly object which it is desirable to cover,

and allowed to run over it. Sow the latter part of

the month, covering one inch, and thinning to eight

inches.
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Okra.—Improved Dwarf Green, Long Green. Sow

tlie latter part of the month in drills three feet apart,

and thin to ten inches. The pods are used for soup,

while green and tender, or sliced and dried for win-

ter. This makes a very rich, gelatinous soup.

Peas.—Sow for succession, and frequently hoe

those early sown.

Pepper.—Sow in open ground the early part of

the month, eighteen inches each way. Transplant

from hot-bed the latter part of the month.

Raddish.—Hoe and weed those sown last njonth,

and the latter part of the month commence pulling

for the table. 'Pull quite small, before they become

tough and stringy. Sow every two weeks for suc-

cession.

Spinach—Hoe and weed frequently the early crop.

It can still be sown for summer use, and for greens

is far preferable to all the weeds that can be gathered

about the fields and swamps.

Squash.—The best varieties are : Early Golden

Bush, Early Green Striped Bush, Early White Scal-

lop Bush and Summer Crookneck, for summer use,

and Hubbard, Boston Marrow, Winter Crookneck

and Honolulu for fall and winter. Plant the Bush

varieties early in the month, four feet each way
;

the others the latter part of the month, six by eight

feet, and cultivate the same as cucumbers. Be care-

ful not to plant two varieties in proximity, or they

will mix and degenerate.

Tomatoes.—Transplant late in the month from

the hot-bed four feet each way. Reject weak,

sickly plants, and remember the directions given in

the April number for transplanting cabbage. They

may be sown about the middle of the month in liills

where they are to remain, a half dozen seeds in a

hill, finally removing all but one. The season for

enjoying tomatoes sown in the open air will be short,

but they can be canned, or pickled, and their season

thus greatly extended. If the ground is very rich,

tomatoes will not ripen as early as on poorer soil,

but the yield will be greater.

SMALL FRUITS.

To insure a good growth the first season, small

fruits should all have been planted early iu April,

but those who failed to do so can still plant black-

berries and strawberries. The other small fruits

will i^robably be too far advanced in leaf to trans-

plant with success.

In planting raspberries and blackberries the

planter, especially if a young one, will feel a great

temptation to leave on most of the canes that he

may see some of the fruit. This is very bad policy,

as it prevents the formation of wood for next year's,

crop, and permanently affects the vigor of the plant

while at the best the current year's fruit wiU amount

to but little.

Let the aim of the gardener be to get as good "a

growth of strong canes as possible, pulling up all

but three or four of the stronger ones. Small fruits

repay thorough cultivation quite as well as vege-

tables. I have caused a luxuriant growth of straw-

berry vines, in one of the driest of seasons, just by
passing with the cultivator frequently between the

rows.

Those who have been accustomed to grow currants

along the fence, in the sod, would be astonished by

the change which culture and pruning would pro-

duce in the size and productiveness of that impor-

tant fruit.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Although outside of my department, perhaps some

of the lady readers of the Genesee Farmer would

thank me for reminding them that this is the proper

time for sowing most of the annual flower seeds, and

for a few hints in regard to their culture.

A light, mellow soil, not inclined to bake, and

tolerably fertile, is best adapted to annuals. At any

rate, the soil must be made fine and mellow before

sowing the seeds. As a general thing, flower seeds

are small, and require but a slight covering.

As a rule, all seeds should be covered in propor-

portion to their size—the coarser they are, the deeper

should they be covered, It would be well to sift the

soil through a flne seive that is to cover small

flower seeds.

•The following list contains a large share of the

best annuals and perennials which bloom the first

year: Sweet Alyssum, Improved French and Ger-

man Asters, Globe Amaranthus, Cockscomb, Chinese

Pink, Cyprus Vine, Candytuft, Centranthus, Beauti-

ful Clarkia, Swan River Daisy, Eschscholtzia, Forget-

Me-Not, Gillia, Immortelle, Swan River Immortelle,

Mixed Larkspurs, Dwarf Blue Larkspurs, Fine

Mixed Lupins, Large Flowering Malope, Double

French Marigold, Dwarf Morning Glory, Mixed Por-

tulacca. Phlox Drummondii, French and German

Poppies, Mixed Petunias, Sweet Pea, Tassel Flower,

Whittavia, Zinnia (elegans).

Most flower seeds are some time coming up, and

could be forwarded by soaking in tepid water.

Farmers should not consider the time and space

devoted to flowers thrown away, as they minister to

a higher want in man than the vegetable, and

therefore are in the highest sense more useful. E.

Never set young trees in a grass field, or among
wheat or other sowed grain. Clover is still worse,

as the roots go deep and rob the tree roots. The
whole surface should be clean and mellow ; or, if

any crops are suftered, they should be potatoes, car-

rots, turnips, or other low, hoed crops.

Shriveled Trees may be made plump before

planting, by covering the tops and all with earth for

several days.
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FRUIT CULTURE IN THE WEST,—NO. 1.

WT5ITTEN FOB TUB GKNE8KB FAEMEE BY D. C. SCOFIELD.

Too much can not be said, if riglitly said, to en-

force upon the mind of the man who owns land the

importance not only of planting fruit trees, and all

the smaller fruits, but also of the necessity of vigor-

CFUs, persevering and intelligent care of them.

Although the agricultural journals for many years

past have teem«d with able and instructive articles

on the subject, yet there seems to be less interest

felt on this than on any other subject connected with

farm culture.

The apple, and all other fruit trees, fruit plants

and vines, require as punctual attendance and clear

culture as the best cultivated garden. The apple

orchard should be protected from the prairie gales

either by a natural or artificial grove, and should be

set on dry soil not exceeding sixteen or eighteen feet

apart, and carefully pruned early in March, leaving

no limbs on the young trees that should ever after

be removed. Again, in July or August, every sprout

or sucker from either roots or limbs should be care-

fully removed. A vigilant watch should be con-

stantly kept that no insects or worms prey upon the

foliage or bore into the tree. Deep plowing, which

would destroy the surface or feeding-roots, is by no

means admissible among apple trees—neither are

exhausting crops of grain. In short, no grain ex-

cept buckwheat should ever grow in an orchard, and

for this the ground should be prepared by a plow or

cultivator that will not cut more than two or three

inches deep. No grass crop should ever grow among
apple trees. All the resources of the soil are re-

quired for the growth and productiveness of the

trees. There is no soil so rich by nature that will

not become exhausted by fruit-bearing trees.

As soon as the trees begin to produce crops of

fruit, fertilizing agents should be immediately ap-

plied sufficient to return to the soil an equivalent for

tlie drain on it caused by the ripening crop. Any
farm manures are adapted to this purpose. This

should be performed annually, thereby securing an

annual crop. A full crop of apples on a tree will

exhaust the material resources of the soil however

rich it may be, so tliat another equally full and fine

can not be produced the next year, unless the needed

supply of manure is applied to the soil in time for

the formation of fruit-buds necessary to ensure a full

yield the succeeding year.

This is no new doctrine to the intelligent fruit-

grower, yet few indeed pursue it. So exhausting to

the soil is a full crop of apples, tha-t sometimes all

its resources are completely exhausted ; and this so

late in the season that nature can not recuperate

herself, and the next spring finds the tree without

[Sufficient nutriment even to susta4n life, and such

trees .leaf out feebly, with pale and stinted foliage,

and in the progress of the season dwindle and die,

literally starved to death ; and you will hear it said,

" that tree bore itself to death." Had a proper sup-

ply of manure been applied in season the previous

year, the tree would not only have lived but would
have produced blossoms and a crop of fruit equal to

the former year, and so on year after year, unless

some unusual atmospheric influence had occurred*

As in the animal kingdom, so also in the vegetabLe

kingdom. Who would think of milking a full pail

from his cow each of the seven days of the week,
when she was fed only once, and that on Monday
morning! He is chargeable with equal folly who
would expect a full crop of apples six successive

years with feeding his tree but once.

A single illustration of this principle will serwj

my present purpose. I could give many. I knew a
large neglected tree of the Greening family, standing

in the garden of S. Cooly, in North-western New
York, of which he came in possession in 1843. He
immediately pruned it thoroughly, scraped off the

rough bark, and would have plowed the soil under
it, which had been for many years neglected ; but
when his plow reached within the outer circle of

limbs, he found the entire soil filled with a web of

roots, and withdrew the plow, and with a hoe intro-

duced a large supply of strong fertilizing agents,

which he continued to do for thirteen consecutive

years. The result was, he gathered each year a crop

of apples the least of which was fifteen bushels.

Twice in the time he gathered fifty bushels in a
year. About 1856 he sold his place, and the follow-

ing two years it received no manuring. The second

year it yielded but ttco bushels of very poor apples.

This needs no comment. A similar result will be
produced anywhere. So also with other fruits,

whether large or small. The amount, the quality,

and the beauty of the fruit are always influenced by
the cultivation of the soil.

OoNSTANT, clean and mellow cultivation is abso-

lutely necessary at all times for the successful growth
of the peach tree ; it is as necessary for a yoimg pltmi

tree, but not quite so much so for an old one ; vt is

nearly as essential for a young apple tree, but much
less so for an old orchard ; and still less necessary for

a middle-aged cherry tree.

Warm Valleys, with a rich soil, are more liable

to cause destruction of trees or their crops by coM,

than moderate hills of more exposure, and with less

fertile soil ; the cold air settling at the bottom of val?

leys during the sharpest frosts, and the rich soil mak-
ing the trees grow too late in autumn, without ripen-

ing and hardening their wood.
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JUJSE THE TIME TO PRUNE FRUIT TREES.—NO. 2,

Eds. Genesee Farmer : According to promise I

will now endeavor to giVe my reasons for pruning

fruit trees in June. Allow me, first, to say of myself,

that I claim only to be a practical farmer; and as

eucli endeavor to make myself acquainted with theo-

ries, only that I may judge of, or test their correct-

ness and practicability by my own observation and

experience.

In the April number, I gave as the heading to my
article, the conclusion at which I have arrived, from

such experience, that is, Juns is the time to prune

fruit trees. I have never seen this position advocated

by any of our writers on horticulture, and have been

more distrustful of my own correctness, from the

want of authority than from any other cause. I

know, however, the truth whereof I affirm, and do

not present it as a theory merely.

We may inquire in the first place, why should we
prune fruit trees in February and March ? Not be-

cause the people of Western New York do prune at

that season. Nor, because, if pruned sooner, they

would be liable to injury. Nor because the terminal

bud cut back to, would be liable to inj ury, if done in

January ; does it follow that it would be, if done in

May or June. If hy being pruned before February

and March, they would be liable to injury from frosts,

they also would be if pruned then. The mere dif-

ference in liability to injury, is no reason why we
should prune then, rather than at a time when there

is no liability from this cause; but is a reason why
we should prune later.

I understand pruning and trimming to be synony-

mous, and either may mean the taking off" of a late-

ral limb, or the shortening-in of a shoot at the termi-

nation of a limb. I am of the opinion that very little

injury can accrue to the tree, by taking off, or short-

ening a shoot at any season. If judiciously per-

formed I do not think any perynanent harm wUl

be likely to follow
;
yet in proportion to its age and

size, the same objections lie against the shortening

of a shoot, as the cutting off of a limb. By cutting

off a lateral (pruning) when the tree is not in a con-

dition to heal the wound, permanent and fatal inj ury

may result.

The inj ury comes from causes which act on the

wound made by the knife, whether those causes be

frosts or anything else. It is self-evident that the

wound ought to commence to heal immediately after

it is made ; both to retain a healthy state, and to be

able to resist external inj uries.

This leads us to inquire whether the wound does

commence to heal in February, March and April.

Certainly not in February and March. Then from

this consideration we ought not to prune at that

time.

I will not further treat the subject negatively, but
come now to note what I regard as positive evidence

I have a young orchard in which I delight to spend

my leisure hours, in watching its progress and the

habit of the trees, and cultivating it at aU seasons

of the year. I spend some time each spring in graft-

ing for others, and have opportunity to make obser-

vation on the different treatment which trees re-

ceive ; and have myself practiced and recommended
pruning in June and later ; and in my judgment the

following facts are established

:

Ist. That when a limb is cut off before the grow-

ing season begins, it will dry and die back where the

cut is made, both the wood and the bark ; not only

from the action of " severe frosts," but from liglkt

frosts, and from continued cold and wet, and from

the severe and drying winds of spring. What it

thus loses while waiting for the growing season must
be made up by the growth of neio wood when that

season arrives. Nature then undertakes to heal the

wound by growing it over with this new wood ; but

much time will be lost before it will grow up from

the point where life still remains between the bark

and wood, to the place where it would be were you

to make the cut in Mayor June, instead of February

or March.

2d. Where a limb is cut off before the growing

season, and before or at the time of the spring flow

of sap, the sap must come to the surface where cut,

and there be evaporated or fermented, leaving the

wood sour and lifeless, and liable soon to rot. It ia

an easy matter to tell by the appearance of the wood

whether it was trimmed in winter and early spring,

or in May and thereafter.

In the first the wood turns black and is easily

picked to pieces with the point of your knife. In

the second it will -season hard and firm, and retain

its natural color.

I find that the first class do not readily heal over,

and if large will rot before they can heal.

But limbs when taken off in May, June, July and

August, wUl begin immediately to send out a ring of

new wood, just at the point where it is needed, and

will thereby protect itself in the soonest possible pe-

riod from external harm.

We should look to the nature and habits of our

trees, in order to know when and how to do our

work. It is a well-established principle that the

most Jiealthy formation of wood takes place in July

and August ; and the most vigorous growth is in

June. June then, being the most vigorous grouiitg

period, and being succeeded by the most healthy

wood forming period, must be the time to prune trees.

At this time any injury to the tree is most speedOy

arrested and repaired.

In June the whole bark may be taken from an ap-
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ji^e tree, and yet the tree not appear tg be injared

thereby.

I have taken off Imibs as large as a man's finger

in June, and seen them entirely healed over the first

season ; while those of the same size taken off three

or four months' earlier; would not heal until the

second season.

In cutting off limbs to graft them, below where a

lateral had been cut ((Jut of season,) I have found

tlie wood black and lifeless, and traced the cause

directly up to the place where- the limb was taken

off', although the scar had healed over.

I have found them rotten and hollow, apparently

from no other cause than that they were pruned ac-

cording to the custom of our fathers, at a period

when they could find roost leisure to do it, and when

they had no idea of the needless mischief they were

doing.

The questions—Why and how we should prune, I

must defer for the present. E. D. Wright.
Fierponi, Ohio.

THE APPLE TREE BORER.

Eds. Genesee Farmer: A correspondent, A. K.,

<rf the iVew) Fork Observer, recommends boring a hole

in the tree and putting in sulphur, and stopping it

with wax; and says: "it is ascertain remedy," and

"will not injure the tree." Now, I have some

confidence in the remedy, but I have always a suspi-

cion of " certain remedies" and medicines that " do

no harm." I have tried spirits of turpentine, though

not without some fears that the^remedy might be

worse than the disease, as I know i-t will kill young,

tender plants. I had a locust tree of some eight

inches in diameter that was being eaten up with

borers, and thinking that the disease would be

fatal, and the remedy could be no worse, I took

bits '»f cotton and dipped them in turpentine, and

crowded them into the holes with a stick, and as fast

as new holes appeared, I served them the same way.

The borers disappeared, and the tree is now healthy

and sound ; but at about the same time the locust

borers which had before been quite common disai>

peared from the neighborhood. Did my remedy cure

tliem all ?

Some years after I found a borer of another species

in my apple trees. I stopped his holes the same way,

and found almost invariably the next day a new hole

higher up, after stopping which I seldom saw any

more signs of them in that tree. I supposed that

the worm was above his hole in the first application,

and that he made a hole higher up either for exit or

ventillation, and if for the latter, that the turpentine

readied and killed him, but I never dissected a tree

to ascertain.

Now whether sulphur in this case will do no harm,

I consider not so certain. True, it is a constituent of

most plants in a very smaE proportion, and is used as

a fertilizer, in gypsum, and it is possible that when

fed pure and directly to the tree that no injury will

ensue. Turpentine is composed of carbon and hy-

drogen, two elements that enter largely into the com-

position of all plants, and for that reason I should

have less fear from it ; still I certainly would not ad-

minister either to a healthy tree.

Th© peach borer not being in the wood is not 90

easily reached with a liquid. I have found that

driving a nail through or into the crown to be a

pretty sure remedy for three or four years, but I

should rather have preventives if they can be found

than any of these remedies. S. B. P.

Muskegon, Mich., April, 1S&4.

RAISING MINUTE SEEDS.

M. J. Berkley, of the London Gardeners' Chron-

icle, has the following suggestions on raising minute

"A method has been suggested in the Wochens-

chrift fur Oartnerci tmd Pfianzenkunde for 185S,

which we do not recollect having noticed before.

The pots are filled with mold firmly pressed in, and

made perfectly level at the top, leaving the edge

projecting above the soil for about half an inch.

The seed is then scattered over the mold, and gently

pressed with some flat round surface, as the bottom

of a flower pot. A piece of filtering paper is then

cut of the size of the pressed surface and pierced

with holes, so as to make it pervious to air, and the

paper is kept moist from time to time with a fine

rose. The surfa-ce of the soil in consequence is not

disturbed, and the seed buried, while the paper can

easily be lifted from time to time to see what pro-

gress they have made, and may be turned on one

side altogether as soon as the seedlings are well

rooted. Plants with larger seeds, as for example

stocks, it is said, may be sometimes raised advan-

tageously in this manner."

Be careful what kinds of stocks you put your best

fruits on. Don't put Rome Beauty, Rawles' Janet

and Golden Pippin on crab stocks or seedlings of an

inferior, sickly, bitter or rotten kind; your fine

Italians, President, Alberge, Rareripe, &c., on little,

gnarled, tasteless, deteriorated stocks. If color or

size is objectionable—cross it. If the flavor does not

suit—cross it. But be careful to unite tVo good

things, and you will not be apt to be disappointed in

your hopes.

Manure should never be placed in contact with

the roots of a tree in setting it out, but old, finely

pulverized earthy compost answers well.
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ADVICE TO FARMERS' WIVES AND DAUGHTERS.

Take out-door exercise ; work in the garden ; hunt

lien's ecs^s ; -walk to the woods for wild flowers ; visit

ycrar neijrhbors—anything for fresh air.

House-work is undoubtedly good for the health ; hut

the hoe and the rake are better still. Do not fear cold

,

winds or 'hot sunshine for your complexion. Wear

gloves and wide-brimmed hats, and having done your

best for the protection of your good looks, work away

cheerfully. The flowers which you will gather in July

and .through the rest of the season, will amply repay

you for a good many freckles, some sunburn, and not

a little tan.

If there is no one to make a garden for you, make

one for yourself. If a woman is really in earnest, the

men around her must be very stubborn if she can not

induce them to spend a few hours in helping her in

aiiythiug she undertakes.

It is too late now for very early peas, but not too

late for marrowfats, tomatoes, radishes, celery, cauli-

flowers, and many other summer vegetables. Sow

them and hoe them yourself, and you will be astonished

to find how good they wUl be when they come to the

table.

Almost all the annuals will grow finely if the seeds

are sown now ; and if the soil is fine and soft, and the

seeds are not put in too deep, you can not fail to suc-

ceed. Any earth can be made fine enough by working

it over carefully, and then as soon as the plants appear

hoe them quite often to kill the weeds and to keep the

earth loose around them. All this requires labor, but

then the labor soon becomes a pleasure ; and perhaps,

too, you may become as healthy as your grandmothers.

Learn to prune and tie up grape vines. It is light and

pleasant work, and is too often neglected.

When the in-door work is not too hard, the women

on a farm at this season have more leisure than the

men ; and as they also have a greater love of order, to

them naturally falls all the little matters which are gen-

erally considered non-essentials. Much may be done

without causing too much fatigue, not only for orna-

mentation, but also for real comfort.

Good fruit and fresh vegetables are not to be despised,

even by the most practical, and a few flowers will be

forgiven for their sakes.

If you will not try working in the garden, go out

into the woods, gather wild flowers, learn their names,

their habits, and their haunts. Make a collection of

mosses and lichens, and learn something of the wealth

of beauty which Nature has showered around you.

Learn to appreciate the pleasures which are near, and

BO cease to long for those beyond your reach. What is

more glorious and inspiring than the woods in the

early spring, with the soft carpet of fallen leaves, the

Bweet fragrance of the pine and the bursting buds, the

sunlight dancing into the shadiest nooks and showing

the shy wild flowers which are nestling there! You

jnay object that wet feet and bedraggled skirts are sad

alloys to such pleasure. But India-rubber boots are

easily procured, and a balmoral every one has ; and

with these mud and water are but trifles.

Unasked advice is proverbially thrown away; but

then every one gives it, and now and then it is good

seed sown on good ground. H. t

How TO Outwit the Moth.—The following has

more real virtue in it than any of the so-called scaro-

aways of the moth which has yet met our eye. Only

be careful that there are no ijioths in the furs when put

away, and it will be impossible for them to get in If

the necessary care is taken. But to the advice : Most

of our insects are very hardy, caring little for wind and

weather, and will never " die of aromatic pain." We
once packed some small skins in the center of a cask

of tobacco leaves and siems, but the miller went there,

deposited her eggs and the furs were ruined. This

shows that they are not at all delicate and care nothing

for tobacco. Expensive cedar closets are frequently

constructed with the idea that the rather pleasant odor

of the cedar is sufficiently disagreeable to the moth to

keep her away from articles of clothing deposited there.

This is a mistake. The strongest instinct prompts tbe

miller to seek the means of perpetuating its kind, and

no trifling impediment will prevent it. But the prese^

vation of furs, or articles of clothing, is perfectlj

simple, cheap and easy. Shake them weU and tie then

up in a cotton or linen hag, so that the miller can no(

possibly enter, and the articles will not be injured

though the bag is hung in a wood-house or garret

This is cheaper than to build cedar closets; and bette;

than to fill the bed clothes and garments with the sick

aning odor of camphor, tobacco, or any other drug.—

Germaniown Telegraph.

Glue fob Ready Use.—We find the following re

ccipt in the Fai'mer aitd Mechanic : To any quantity ol

glue use common whisky instead of water
;
put botl

together in a bottle, cork it tight and set it away fo:

three or four days, when it will be fit for use withoa

the application of heat. Glue thus prepared wiU keej

for years, and it is at all times fit for use, except in ver

cold weather, when it should be set in warm water be

fore nsing. To obviate the difficulty of the stopi)ei

getting tight by the glue drying in the mouth of tbi

vessel, use a tin vessel with the cover fitted tight to tlu

outside, to prevent the escape of tbe spirit by evapora

tion. A strong solution of isinglass, made in the Ban«

manner, is an excellent cement for leather.

^ I im —

To Make Pea Soup.—To four quarts of water, put ii

one quart of split peas, three slices of lean bacon, (oi

a ham bone if at hand,) and some roast beef bones, om
head of celery, one turnip, and two carrots, cut int<

small pieces, a little salt and pepper; let all these sim

mer gently until the quantity is reduced to two quarts.

Run it through a cullender, with a wooden spoon, mis

a little flour in water, and boil it well with the soup, anc

slice in another head of celery, adding cayenne pepper

and a little more salt. Fry slices of bread in some but

ter until they assume a light brown color, cut them intc

small squares, and hand them with the soup, as well as

a small dishful of powdered dried sage.
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A LOCK OF FLAXEN HAIR.

I have a look of flaxen hair,

Wrapt in a tiny fold;

"Rs hoarded with a miser's care,

'Tis dearer far than sold.

To other eyes of little "worth,

Yet precions unto mine;
For once, dear child, in life and health.

It was a lock of thine.

The numbered hours pass slowly by;
Days, weeks, and«months depart,

Yet stUl the vacant place remains
Unchanged within the heart

;

The loneliness is still the same.
The same great want is there.

While memory loves to brood upon
The simple lock of hair.

The cold winds seem to siirh more loud.
When shades of evening; fall,

The clock with more impressive sound
Ticks louder on the wall

;

For now no artless words I hear,
No smiling face I see

;

No tones of childish mirth break forth,

So dear to homo and me.

'Tis past—^'tis gone—like some strange dream
That lingers with the mind

;

Some pleasant scene of happiness
The heart hath left behind;

An atom from the fading dust,
A relic of the past,

That tells of transient hopes and joys,
Of things that could not last

'Tis all that now remains of thee,
Light of our home and hearth

;

While sadly pass the silent hours.
And dark the days come forth.

Yet still I keep it for thy sake.
And guard it with fond care;

And oft I view, with throb&ng heart,
Thy simple lock of hair.

Professor Johnson was one day lecturing before the

students on mineralogy. He had before him a number
of specimens of various sorts to illustrate the subject,

when a rougish student, for sport, slily slipped a piece

of brick among the stones. The professor was taking

up the stones one after the other, and naming them.
" This," be said, '• is a piece of granite ; this is felspar,"

&c. Presently he came to the brickbat. Without be-

traying any surprise, or even changing the tone of his

voice, "This," he said, holding it up, "is a'jjiece of

impudence."

A YonKSHiERMAN, on a railway platform, had Bar'on

Macaalay pointed out to his notice ; and upon it being

explained to him that the Baron was an author, who
was formerly known as Mr. Macaulay, he thus put him
to his astonishment: "That's Measter Micowly, the

owther, is it now ? Well, I awlas thought they looked

pale and seedy and out of elbows : but that chap's gout
a hat, an' he's so weel dressed to—dang it, I shud niver

taken him for an owther."

THE EGG A MINIATURE UNIVERSE.

Meinheer Von Dunck attended court at New York
to get excused from the jury-box. "I can't unsthand

goot Englese," quoth Meinheer. " What did he say ?"

asked the judge. "I can't unsthand goot Englese,"

repeated the Dutchman. "Take your seat," cried the

judge, " take your seat. That's no excuse; you need

not be alarmed, as you are not likely to hear any."

The following remarkable passage occurs in Prot

Agassiz's " Methods of Study in Natural History:"

"One can hardly conceive the beauty of the egg as

seen through the microscope at this period of its

growth, when the whole yolk is divided, with the dark

granules on one side ; while the other side, where the

transparent halo of the vesicle is seen, is brilliant with

light. With the growth of the egg these granules en-

large, become more distinct, and under the microscoiJe

some of them appear to be hollow. They are not

round in form, but rather irregular, and under the

effect of light they are exceedingly brilliant. Presently,

instead of being scattered equally over the space they

occupy, they form clusters—constellations, as it were

—

and between these clusters are clear spaces, produced

by the separation of the albumen from the oil. At this

period of its growth there is a wonderful resemblance

between the appearance of the egg, as seen under the

microscope, and the firmament with the celestial bodies.

The little clusters or constellations are equally divided.

Here and there they are two by two like double stars,

or sometimes in threes, or fives, or in sevens, recalling

the Pleiades; and the clear albuminous tracts between,

are like the empty spaces separating the stars. This is

simply tpjae that such is the actual appearance of the

yolk at this time ; and the idea can not but suggest

itself to the mind, that the thoughts which have'been

embodied in the universe, are recalled here within the

little egg, presenting a miniature diagram of the flrnfa-

ment. This is one of the first changes of the yolk,

ending by forming regular clusters, with a sort of net-

work of albumen between, and then this phase of ttie

growth is complete "

Public Business : An Adroit Trick.—A story is

told of a King of France who told his Minister that

complaints of justice deferred had become so clamor-

ous that he was determined for the future to look into

the afiltirs of the State himself. Next morning his

Majesty, looking from his bedroom window, saw sis

huge wagons, from which bundles of papers, duly red-

taped and ticketed, were being discharged. On asking

the Minister wllo accompanied the papers what thia

meant, the reply was that those wagons contained a

small installment—the rest were to follow—of the pa-

pers which his Majesty, in following out his praisewor-

thy determination to attend to business himself, would

require to examine. The King countermanded the

wagons, and the Minister, as before, was left to manage

the State as seemed to him best.

Christmas in Australia is kept in the open air. The

people amuse themselves with boating, sailing, attend-

ing out-door concerts and appearing at flower shows,

not forgetting cool drinks.

An army chaplain, preaching to his soldiers, ex-

claimed : "If God be with us, who can be against us ?"

"Jeff. Davis and the devil!" promptly exclaimed one

of the boys.
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Half Volume of the Cenesee Farmer.

With the July number will commence a half volume
Of the Genzsee Fakmer. It will be a good time for

our friends to increase the circulation of the paper.

We have concluded not to advance our rates at present.

We are trying to make a good, practical agricultural

and horticultural journal. There never was a time
when an improved system of farming and an increase

in our agricultural products were so important as at

present.

Are we wrong in assuming that the increased circula-

tion of such papers as the Genesee Farmer would
tend to favor such a result ? To all who are willing to

increase the circulation of the Farmer we have a

special request to make :

Get us at least one jtew subscriber.

Ask the first farmer you meet to take the paper for

the coming half year. It will cost you little trouble

;

he will not regret taking the paper, and you will in this

way do us a favor which will be fully appreciated.

Our terms for the coming half volume will be

:

Eight subscribers, $2 00
Five subscribers, 1 60
Single subscribers, 40

These rates are so low that we can not afford to offer

any prize to those getting up the club. We deem this

unnecessary, as our appeal is to those who are willing

to make a little effort to increase our circulation from

a love of the cause.

For large clubs we offer the following prizes.

'Eov sixteen subscribers at twenty-tive cents each for

the half volume, we will send, prepaid by return mail,

a copy of Miner's Domestic Foultnj Book.

For twenty-four subscribers we will send, prepaid by

return mail, a copy of Emerson & Flint's new book,

Tfi£ Manual of Agriculture.

The half volume commences with the July number,

but all who subscribe at this time will receive the June

number free—or seven months for the half year. We
need hardly say that at the present high price of ma-

terials we make nothing on the paper at these rates

;

but we are very anxious to increase the circulation and

influence of the Genesee Farmer.

Let all our friends see what they can do for us at this

time.
» <^i> I

Agricultural Fairs.

We should feel obliged to the Secretaries of the vari-

ous Agricultural Societies in the United States and

Canadas if they would inform us at what time their

next Fairs are to be held. We wish to publish as com-

plete a list as possible.

Notes on tlie "Weather from March 15th to
April 16th, 1864.

The last half of March gave a mean temperature of

30', or 4° colder than the first half. This has occurred

five times before in twenty-eight years. In 1844 the

temperature of the first half was 6° above that of the

last half; and in 1854 the first half was very high

(40.2°), and the last 27.4°, giving the difference of near

13°. The average temperature of the two for twenty-

seven years is 30° and 34.5°.

The average heat of the m^onth is 31.9°, not one-third

of a degree below the general average of the month,

The greatest heat of the last half was 54°, on the 25th,

and the least 7°, on the 2l8t.

Water fallen in the month, 3.44 inches, which is con

siderably above the mean of March, 2.03 inches. The
amount of water this year to April 1st is 7.53 inches,

and the average for that time is 7.33. The rain and wet

snow of the last two days of March gave 1.10 inch of

water.

Eben Meriam, of Brooklyn Heights, distinguished fbr

his meteorological observations, died on the 19th.

April.—The first half has not been verj* pleasant

The general average of temperature for this half is

40.9°, which is 1.3° below the mean of the present, 42.i;

The soft maples have put forth their flowers, and the

crocuses have been as early as usual. The Zionwort,

Hepatica, is fully in blossom, .and the heads of the

Skunk cabbage are covered with maturing fruit. Grass

begins to start. The air is cool, but the buds of the

peach are swelling, and the prospect for the fruits so

far fair.

The water fallen in this fortnight is about the average.

Repeated storms of rain on the Potomac have made

very unpleasant times for our soldiers.

Tobacco for the Cut-TTorm.

W. Butcher, of Galesburg, HI., writes the Prairie

Farmer i\xa,i some years ago the cut-worm destroyed

nearly all his young cabbage plants. He planted and

replanted, and applied ashes, lime, salt, cow manure,

hen droppings and everything else he could think of,

but all to no purpose. He then took half a pound of

tobacco and put it in a pail of hot water, and when

cold put a little on each plant as he pricked them out.

The remedy was perfect. He has adopted the same

plan every year since, and has not lost a single plant

from the cut-worm.

Pittsburg Sanitary Fair.

A Sanitary Fair is to be held in Pittsburg, Pn., for

which contributions of live stock and farm products

are solicited. The Secretary of the Committee of tlie

Agricultural Department, J. T. F. Wright, sends us a

circular, which says that the Allegheny County Agri-

cultural Society has authorized the committee to offer

the handsome premium of $500 to the AgricultuKil

Society, or the contributors of the county, which slmll

donate to the Fair the largest amount, in value, of live

stock. Allegheny county is not to be a competitor fbr

the premium.
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"Ten Acres Euoufili."*

The name of the author of this interesting little

•work is not given. For forty years he lived in Philadel-

phia. Commencing life without a dollar, by dint of close

application to business, and by avoiding taverns and

oyster-houses, theatres, and flvshionable tailors, he man-

aged to save a few hundred dollars, married and went

into business. In this he was moderately successful.

The crisis of 1S37, however, nearly ruined him, but he

kept struggling along through the next five succeeding

yetirs of hard times.
' He was obliged to "give notes,"

aud though his property ^lad cost him much more than

he owed, yet at a forced sale no one would have given

more than half its value. "Hence," he says, "I

struggled on through that exhausting crisis, haunted

by pei-petual fears of being dishonored at bank—lying

down at night, not to peaceful slumbers, but to dream

of fresh expedients to preserve my credit for to-mor-

row."

At length he determined to leave the city, and turn

his attention to farming. He sold his business, and

after paying aU his debts had §3,000 left. He purchased

a email place in New Jersey, of eleven acres, for $1,000,

and bid adieu to the city. One acre was in clover, and

another was occupied with the house and garden. This

left him nine acres for general fruit and vegetable cul-

ture. He hired it plowed and subsoiled, going down

twenty inches. He thinks if he could have plowed two

feet deep it would have been all the better ! He laid out

§aO0 in the purchase of well-rotted barn-yard manure,

and put it on the nine acres. He then set out six acres

of peach trees, eighteen feet apart each way, or 134 to

the acre. These would not be in the way of other crops,

and in three years would he likely to yield a good re-

turn.

He has a relative in Ohio who has a peach orchard of

eleven acres, which has yielded him $5,000, in a single

season, while peaches were selling in Cincinnati at 2.5

cents a bushel. He did not, however, sell his for that

price. He received $3 a bushel more readily than his

neighbors got 25 cents for the same variety of peaches.

This result was accomplished by thinning the fruit. He

determined to adopt the same practice on the old trees

which Ite found on the place. When the young peaches

were as large as hickory nuts he began the operation of

removing all the smallest and of thinning out unspar-

ingly wherever they were excessively crowded. After

going over five trees he brought a bucket full of the

expurgated peaches to his wife for exhibition. She

seemed panic-stricken at the sight, protesting that they

would have no peaches that season. She reminded him

of his weakness for pies, and pleaded so eloquently that

the other trees should not be stripped that he was in-

duced to desist. Thus five were thinned, and five left

untouched. The result was that the peaches on the

five denuded trees grew vastly larger and finer than

those on the other five. The peaches from those five

trees were sent to market and netted $41, while the fruit

from the other five netted only §17, and those used in

*Tes Aches E.vouGn: a Practical Treatise for the Million.

ShowinsT how a very small farm may bo made to keep a very

large liunily. Now York; James Miller.

the family, from the same trees, estimated at the same

rates were worth §9, making on those five a difference

of $15 in favor of thinning. One of the most interest-

ing chapters in the work is his account of his war with

the weeds. The quick warm soil of New Jersey is par-

ticularly infested with them. In June he found every

inch of his plowed laud in a fair way of being smoth-

ered by them. Every variety was represented. It

seemed as if the whole township had concentrated its

wealth of weeds upon his premises. He tried one week

to overcome them with the cultivator, but made little

headway. He then bought a "regular horse weeder,"

which cut them down rapidly and efl'ectually, but in the

meantime others were growing up- in the rows and

corners, and by-places, where nothing but the hoe

could reach them. " Several neighboring farmers^i'

he says, " who had doubtless counted on this state of

things came along about the time that they supposed

my hands would be full, looked over the fence at my
courageous onslaught, and called out : "It's of no use,

you can't kill the weeds." Such was also the opinion

of his Dutch boy Dick whom he hired to help him. A
week's labor left a most encouraging mark upon the

ground.

" I congratulated myself upon our success," he says,

" and inquired of Dick if he did not think that we had

got ahead of the enemy now ?" This was on a Saturday

evening. Dick looked up at the sky, which wa-s then

black and showery, with a warm south wind blowing,

and a broad laugh c;xme over his features as he replied,

" This will do till next time."

That night a powerful rain fell, with a warm sultry

wind. Monday morning came with a hot clear sun, and

under the combined stimulating power of rain and

heat, a new generation of weeds had started into life,

quite as numerous as those just overcome. Dick pro-

tested that it was impossible to get weeds out -of Jersey

ground. He admitted they were nuisances, but so were

musketoes, and as neither in his opinion did any great

harm he thought it not worth while to spend much time

or money in endeavoring to get rid of them.

He continued to fight weeds that year, and did not

allow a single one to go to seed. The next year he

found his land quite clean.

Everything that he had planted grew with surprising

luxuriance. It was an illustration of the value of thor-

ough culture—so striking that even Dick was almost

convinced of its advantages.

His profits the first year amounted to S336, derived

principally from the sale of the Lawton blackberry

plants which he happened to have. The next year

showed a better result—the profits amounting to

$1 035. His most profitable crop was his sis acres of

strawberries planted among his peach trees. He got

5,360 quarts, averaging 16 cents per quart net, or $857.60

for the whole.

He had never done better than this in the city, and

had never been so happy in his life. The third year his

receipts were 83,133.08. Expenses $806.06—leaving a net

profit of $1,337.03. This is a profit of nc<arly SloO per

acre. The ground was crowded to its utmost capacity,

and cultivated with unflagging industry and care.
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He closes with a chapter recommending the thorough

cultiva.tiou of a few acres at the East, rather than the

indifferent cultivation of a large area at the West. This

chapter has somewhat the tone of an advertisement of

cheap New Jersey land, but, be this as it may, our au-

thor has written quite an interesting book.

Inquiries and Answers.

("Wm. Cranston.)—The Fluke is an English potato.

It was introduced into this section some eight or nine

years ago, and is now extensively grown. It yields

well, and is of excellent quality. The Fluke was raised in

1S4I from a seed-ball by a Lancashire man named John

Turner. He sowed the seed in his little g'arden, and

the Fluke was the result. He never received any pecu-

niary benefit from the sale of the i)Otato, but some

liberal gentlemen subscribed §600 to purchase an

annuity for him. He did not live long to enjoy it,

having died in 1854 at the age of seventy-two.

The Fluke is one of the most popular potatoes in

England, and is said to command the highest price in

the London market.

DiTCotxG Plow.—In answer to an inquiry made by a

subscriber of Mercersburg, Pa., as to who has got the

best ditching, and what it will cost for stone drawing

instead of tile. I am acquainted with many, but think

the Bartlett ditching plow the best and cheapest there

is before the public. They are made of wrought iron

and steel, and braced firm, sufficiently substantial for

the most stubborn soil, adjustable to different width of

ditch, sold for $2.5 00, delivered on the boat or cars;

They can be had by addressing A. J. Bartlett, Kendaia,

Seneca county, N. Y. The cost of a stone drain is not

more than for tile.—R. S. Wilcox, Geneva, K Y.

Can you tell me where to get a good butter-worker ?

I have lately gone into the country, and find that but-
ter-making is quite laborious—enough so to need the
help of machines. If there is any butter-worker equal
to Wheeler &, Wilson's sewing machine I should like

to get it.—E. R. P.

We should be sincerely glad to oblige our lady cor-

respondent, but we do not know where a good butter-

worker can be obtained. We have seen them frequently

at the different Fairs, but do not recollect the names

of the manufacturers.

How much ruta baga 'seed is required per acre, and
where can it be obtained ?-Levi Willet, Union Jlills,Pa.

If your land is in good order, one pound per acre is

Bufiieient. But it is better to sow too much thau too

little on account of the ravages of the turnip beetle, or

fly. Sow in drills 3}^ feet apart, and when the plants

are in the rough leaf, then thin out with the hoe, leaving

a single plant every 15 inches in the row. It is useless

to attempt to raise ruta bagas without thinning them

out in this way.

The seed can be obtained from J. M. Thorburn & Co.,

15 John street, New York.

(Henry Emmons.)—The California potato is not a

table variety. It is useful on account of its great size

and productiveness to plant for stock and for the man-

ufacture of starch. You can obtain it in this city.

I NOTICED in your January number a new potato
called "Royal Ash-Leafed," and would like you to
procure for me about one dozen ; also the same num-
ber of "Early Cottage" and "Early June"—all separ
rate.

In the editorial of the same number I notice you
recommend peas for horses. Which are the best kinds
to sow '?

—

Wm. C. Montgomery, Watso/ttomi, Fa.

We cannot procure the Ash-Leaf Kidney or the Early

Cottage in this city. Perhaps some of our readers

have them.

The most productive field pea is the common White

Creeper. They can be obtained in the seed stores here

for 81.25 per bushel.
r

In the February number of your valuable paper I read
an article on butter-making by " JI. S. B.," of Aurora.
I thought it to be a very sensible and useful article,

containing many good, pertinent ideas in regard to
strict cleanliness. I am unable to see why "dash"
churning will produce better butter than "crank"
churning, or why a little different motion in separating
the globules produces decidedly better butter. Perhaps
the "construction of the two churns, which is usually
very diflerent—the crank churn generally having a zinc
lining, while the dash churn seldom, if ever, does

—

produces more difference than anything else. What I

mean is, that a person ought to be more particular in
washing zinc tlian wood. And here is the idea of
cleanliness brought up again. But I am open to con-
viction. Will your worthy contributor please explain,

and oblige An Inquiring Mind.

Will some one through the Farmer inform me what
will kill bugs in peas. Last year I tried boiling water
and lime, which did not seem to have any effect. Just
as lively after the operation as before.

What variety of peas are most successful against the
bug ? I have tried: various kinds, the las.t of which were
the Red or Sugar pea, and have failed in all.—L. Wright,
Pie)-pont, Ohio.

The culture of small fruits is attracting much atten-

tion in this neighborhood, and I am .sure some good ar-

ticles on the growth and management of small fruits,

and more especially the grape, would be of much use to
us.—M. B. Snyder, Brighton^ Iowa.

Will some of our experienced cultivators furnish the

desired articles ?

Salting Stock.—^My method of salting stock is to
take half a salt-barrel and place it in the "corner of the
yard, securing it with three stakes. Put in salt as often
as necessary, adding one-third unlcached ashes for sum-
mer use, and a little sulphur for winter. This keeps the
animals free from lice and bad humors.—N. N., Genesee

county, N. T.

Large Clover.

A correspondent at Mercersburg, Pa., writes us in

reference to the remarks in the last number of the

Farmer in regard to the large or pea-vine clover. That

a few years ago his father raised it, and found that it

produced more fodder than the small kind. It is also

softer, and horses eat it better. He thinks it better for

plowing under than the common clover. Some farmers

in his neighborhood raise the seed, by pasturing a field

till June, and then let the clover grow up, but he thinks

it better to let a first crop go to seed.

•-4<^>-«

Deferred.

We are compelled to omit several communications

intended for this number. They shall appear next

month. We should feel much obliged if our corre-

spondents would write earlier.
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The Markets.

OFFICE OK THE GENESEE FARMER, )

liociiESTiB, N. Y., April '27, IfeM. )

SiKCE our last report there -has been great fluctuations in the

price of Gold. It one day "touched" 190, but soon fell back to

ITO. It is now ISO. Of course the Grain market was similarly

affected.

There was great excitement in the "Wool trade, becoming more

Intense as the price of Gold advanced. Buyers entered the mar-

ket with a determination to purchase at any price. Some lots

dhanged hands at an advance of 15c. ^ lt>!

On the whole, however, the advance in "Wool is not equal to the

aflvance in Gold, and it is not improbable that high figures will be

obtained for the forthcoming clip.

In England, last year, "^'ool was higher than It had been for

many years, but the prospests now are that It will bo still higher

tie present season. Already buyers are in the market, purchas-

ing fleeces of fat sheep, at prices ranging from 23. 8d. to 2s. 6d. ^
fi). The latter price is equal to 60c. of our money in Oold.

With Gold at 180 this 60 cents is equal to $1.08 in paper money

!

In other words, "Wool is now selling in England at $1.08 ^ 2i

—

and this, be it remembered, is coarse "WooL

Nnw York Caitiji Market.—The price of first quality Beerts

iB higher than ever before known. At the last New York Cattle

morket 14 Bullocks were sold at $156 tp head, which, the Tribune

states, was " estimated by disinterested parties equal to lT>^c. ^
B) net 1"

The same paper remarks : " The extraordinary high rates lately

carront, have tempted owners of some very rough stock, to send

It, decidedly not fat, and we have reason to fear will drain the

country of Store Cattle, so that in future the price will hold

higher than it has for several previous years. The high prices

have already seriously affected farmers in this vicinity, who de-

pended upon buying Cattle in this market in April to graze

through the summer. Many will be quite unable to get a sup-

ply, not daring to venture upon such high prices as prevail hero

to-day,"

Milch Cows have again advanced. Cows that would not sell

reodily a few months since at $35®40, are now worth $50@60,

and it is difficult to find a good family Cow with young Calf at

lees than $75.

Sheep are very active. Prices range from lie. to 12)^c. ^ lb

live weight—" the highest price ever known." "Very few young

Lambs were in market, and commanded "fabulous prices"—say

17^25c. ^ ft".

Hogs bring from S^jf to 9Xc. ^ ^ live weight.

Special Notices.

Coe'« Snperpliospliate of Ijlme.—Mr. Coe has re-

ceived the following letter from the Reverend Mr. Papineai;, of

Bishop's Palace, Montreal

:

MoNTEBAi, March 2nd, 1864.

6ib: Having been appointed Superintendent, last spring, of

the Garden attached to the Bishop's Palace, Montreal, I applied to

our esteemed Seedsman, Mr. Evans, for a few pounds of Cob's

SuPERpnospnATE OF Lime, in order to judge personally of its fer-

tilizing effects as a manure, and to satisfy myself whether it

really deserved the high reputation in which it was commonly

held. [I generally distrust the reliability of widely-advertised

articles.] But now, Sir, I deem it my duty to assure you that the

success of the Superphosphate greatly exceeded my anticipations,

and that I believe it to be superior even to its reputation,

planted a piece of very dry, hard and barren land with potatoes

and Indian corn, manuring a portion with stable compost, another

portion with common kitchen salt, and the remainder with the

Superphosphate of Lime. The crop gathered from the plot ma-

nured with this latter substance was far more abundant, and was

taken out of the ground fully ten days earlier than the crops ma

nured with compost and salt, I have used the Superphosphate

with equal success on onions, cabbages, beans and peas. The Sa-

perphosphate of Lime, in my opinion, is one of the most power-

ful and economical fertilizers known for the cultivation of gap-

dens. It docs not force all sorts of noxious weeds into existence

like stable manure, but, on the contrary, imparts rapidity of

rowth and vigor to the useful herbs. I can not recommend it

too highly to gardeners and others, convinced 'as I am that they

will be well pleased with it.

Allow me to thank you, Sir, for the powerful fertilizer you Bent

me, and believe me to bo. Sir,

Your very humble servant,

T. V. PAPINEAU, Priesl

W Sold by AinDRE"W COE at Montreal and Toronto, and by

Agents in all of the principal towns in Canada.

Brown's Bronclilal Troclies.— This UnitereaZ

Remedy for Coughs, Colds and Bronchial Affections now stands

the first in public favor and confidence ; this result has been ac-

quired by a test of thirteen years. Its merit and extensive use

has caused the Troches to be counterfeited, and we would caution

purchasers to be on their guard against worthless imitations.

Mr. Editor : If your readers want Strawberry or otlier

small fruit plants, of best quality and variety, cheap, let them

apply for priced list to E. "WILLIAMS,

Montclair, New Jersey.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A TEW short advertisemonts of interest to farmers—and only

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

the: GENESEE FAKMEB

:

A MONTHLY JOCRNAI, OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTIOUimjEa

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms—Invariably in Advance—Soventy-flve cents a year;

six copies for Three Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

Postmasters and all Friends of Rural Improvement aJe re-

spectfully solicited to obtain and forward subscriptions.

The address of papers can be changed at any time.

Subscription money may be sent at our risk. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. T.

GOODRICHE'S GARNET CHII.I POTATO
FOR SALE.—Price, $3 per barrel, delivered at railroad,

mylt* B. F. McMILLAN, Conesus Center, Liv. co.,N. Y.

SO MADE FROM 20 CENTS '.—Call and examine,

Zjov ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $3

by R. L. "WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my'64-ly

PER MONTH !-AGENTS WANTED IN
„ _ EVERY TO"WN. It is something new and of real

value. For particulars address, witli stamp,

my2t* J. S. PARDEE, Binghampton, N. T.

^^pj ^ jffONTH—Agents wanted to sell Sewing Machines.

?*) I "We will give a commission on all machines sold, or em-

uiov agents who will work for the above wages and all expenses

piw. Address, D. B. HERRINTON & C6.,

my4t* Detroit, Mich.

TO INVENTORS AND PATENTEES—Inventions

E.XAMINED and opinions given without eh.irge. Patents Ob-

tained; Patents Re-issued ;_
Patents Extended. No charge for

reiected cases tmless successful. J. FRASEK & CO.,

"Western New York Patent Agency,

^p2t Buffalo and Rochester, K. Y.

TO FARMERS!
BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BR.U^LEY^

X L Superphosphato of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and

retail by the Manufacturer. "WM. L BRxVDLEY

:

Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
, v oi

^S~ Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of nis 10-

bacTO Fertilizer, Bradley's XL Manual on the Culture and Curing

of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un-

dcrsimed. WM. L. BRADLEY.
p#- Highest Cash prices paid for Bonos. my
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Sore Tliroal.
Coiig'li.

Cold.
And similar troubles, if suliered to progress, result in serious

Pulmonary, Bronchial ami Asthmatic affections, oftentimes in-

curable.

Brown's BrOachial Troches
are compoundi'd so as to reach directly the seat of the disease

and erive almo&t instant relie^^ my It

Maryland Farms for Sale.
•TT"T: hare for sale over Two Hundred KAltMS in this State,

W of as beautiful and productive land as ever the sun shone
upiiu. having access by railroads. steuiab"ats and turnpikes.

These Farms, in many instances, can be bought lor less than

tlie improvements upon "them cost, in consequence of the change

from slave to free Iribor.

As .Surveyors we have an intimate knowledge of the lands of

this State. Inquirips bv letter will be promptlv answered.

E. W. TEMPLEMAN A CO., Heal Estate Brokers,

ap3t B.-iltimiire City, Md.

PEAS-PEAS.
IHWE now on hand ami offer for sale at the Genesee Seed

Store, 1" South SL Paul street, liochester, N. T.,

25u bushels Canada Creeper Peas;
20(1 bushels Black-eye Marrow Peas:
100 bushels Missouri Marrow Peas;
75 bushels Dwarf Blue Imperial Peas;
50 bushels E.arlv Washington Peas;
10 bushels Early Daniel O'Kourke Peas;
10 bushels Victoria Marrow Peas

;

All of the very best quality grown in Canada,
mvlt J.EAPALJE.

AMMONIATED PACIFIC CUANO.
AEEAL GUANO, containing fiom 70 to SO per cent, of phos-

phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical

process a large per centage of actual ammonia, so fixed that it can

not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other fer-

tliizer.

Pamphlets with copies of analyses bv Drs. Jackson, Massa-
dVusetts State Assayer, and Llebig, of lialtimore, and testimo-

nials from scientific agriculturists showing. its value, can be ob-

tained from J. 0. BAJCEK & CO., Selling Agents,
nihOt S7 Wall street. New York.

FRUIT BASKETS.
TO all interested in the berry trade we say: If you wish for

convfiiience in picking, preserving, transporting or showing
off small I'ruils. procure our

ImproYed, Durable and Stylisli Pruit Basket.

Being low. large across the top, and airy, our Baskets are more
completely adapted to the wants of the trade than any other

form or kin<l known or used in the American market.
For Circular of Description and Price of Baskets and Crates,

address A. BEECHEU ^fe SONS,
mylt W'estville. Cimn.

FLOWERS FOR THE GARDEN.
rrVHE SUBSCKIBEE has for sale a choice lot of Bedding

I Plants, such as Verbenas, Dahlias. Geraniums, Peiisees,

Fuchsias, Feverfew, Salvi;>n, Carnation and Picottee Pinks, and
ail such plants as are kept at a tlrst-class Florist's establishmont,

which he ofl'ers in young, thrifty iilants ."it *1.50 per dozen.

Also, Giant Asparagus Roots, .and all the best kinds of Straw-
befrv plants at $1 per hundred. Address

A. MIELLEZ, Belle-Vuo G.arden,

mylt Springfield, Mass.

SEEDS.
GAEDEN, FIELD AND FLOWEE SEEDS of every variety,

choice and reliable.

Faum ANii Garden' Imim.rmrnts of all kinds.

GfAN'o. IJiiNE Dust and other fertilizers.

Plants, Teeks, Eoots, &o., for sale at low iirlcos by
JOHN VANDEUBILT,

Union A^'rienlmrnl Warehouse,
mv2t '£i Fulton street. New York.

CHOICE TOBACCO SEED.
"VT"^E oficr !br sale Seed of a very choice Tobacco. Its value

VV may Ik- judged from the fact"it has been pronounced by a

competent Tobacconist, sirPBuiOR for wratpkks to thk fa.moi:9

CkiN'tECTici'T Seed Lbap. Aii|dieants per m.ail supplied at One
Dollar per ounce. D. LAXDHETH .'c SON,

Seed and Implement Warehouse,
mvlt 21 and 2-4 South 6th St., Philadelphia.

Wiite or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CI"mNGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable

lcntrth,at $1 per 100 or $oper 1000. Warranted true Salix
ALBA. ^ mh D. S. IIEFFEON, Utica, N. Y.

GARDEN SEEDS FOR 1864.

MY CATALOGUE, embracing over Two IIuxdeed varieties
of Fre-sh and Pure Garden Seeds, (many of which are of

my own raising,) is now r««dy, and will be forwarded, gratis, to
all applicants. My Catalogue contains many now and choice
vegetables not usually found in seed catalogues.
As the original introducer of the Uubbard Squash, Marblehead

Mammoth Cabbage, and other choice vogetablee, I invito thepaft-
ronage of the public. JAMES J. H. GEEGOEY,

ap'it Marblehe.ad, Mass.

NEW SEED CATALOGUE.
OUE SEED CATALOGUE for 1&04. containing, in addition to

the old. a list of all the new varieties and novelties of the
reason, both of home and foreign production, is now ready, and
will be forwarded to any address upon receipt of a tliree-eent

stamp. It eont.ains many practical liints in regard to the culti-

vation of both flowers and vegetables, making it-a valuable Hand-
Book to every lover of the sarden. Address
mh3t MoELWAIN BEOs.. Springfield, Mass.

TMPROVEB STOCK FOR SA1,E—I desire to di-

_L minish my stock, and will sell low some superior Leicesteb
Sheei'. a few very fine Bloo'd Mares, (Morgans, Black llawksand
llamliletonians,) and Colts, from one to four years old. One pair
of very be.autiful four-vear old Black Hawk Stali.io.ns. l.i)^

hands, jet black color, closely matched and of extraordinary style,

and promise of speed. Price, $S00 for the pair, or $500 eacli, If

seperate.d.

Catalogues with descriptions sent when requested.
my2t II. L. SHIELDS, Beuninirton, Tt.

TIMOTHY SEED.

I
HAVE now in store and Ibr sale to the trade or farmers,

200 bushels Illinois Eept Timothy Seed;
50 bushels Kentucky Orchard Grass Seed;
.40 bushels Kentucky Blue Gr«ss Seed

;

100 bushels Kentucky Bed Top Grass Seed.
J. liAPALJE,

mylt Genesee Seed Store, Eochester, N. T.

FLOWER SEEDS.

I
HAVE now ready for delivery a large and select stock of
Flower Seeds, warranted just as good as those sold by other

parties at double the price I ask.

I will send twenty-five papers, all good kinds, by mail post-
paid, to all applicants for One Dollae. J. EAPALJE.
mylt 17 S. St. Paul street, Eochester, N. Y.

IMPROVED PATENT

UNEXCELLED FOE SIMPLICITY AND SPEED OF CUT-
ting. Send for descriptive Circular, and adib-ess

WM. L. BC>YEE & BKO.,
Agricultural Implement Manulactnrers,

mylt Philadelphi.i, Pa.

s

FISHER'S IMPROVED
HANI) L^liV]Nr 3JCOTrEU.
IMPLE, CHEAP AND CONVENIENT. Send for descrip-

tive Circular, and address WM. L. BOYEE A BEO.,
Agricultural Impjlemont Manufactory,

mylt Philadeliiliia, Pa.

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY, ILL.
-4 nr\ ACEES APPLE TEEES—Best stock ever offered—$80

J.OL/ to $60 per 1000. Also, Pears, Grapes. Small Fruits,

with general assortment Ornamentals, Nursery Stocks, .te.

—

30,000 TuUi)S, with Hyacinths, Crocus, &c Plant in fall. Send
red stamp for ctitaloguo. F. K. PIKENIX.

ooSt Blooraington, III.

SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
[ Price $'2.'25 per thousand.]

OF THE LEBANON YELLOW OE NANSEMOND variety.

These plants will be packed in bo.xcs of five and ten thou-

sand each, so as to travel with safetv ten davs. Grown by
mv6t F. A. SCHWILL .& BEO., Cincinnati. Ohio.

PREMIUM FARM CRIST MILL.
ADAPTED FOE HOESE POWEE. Simple and cheap. Send

for descriptive Circular, and address

WM. L. BOYEE & BED.,
Agricultural Implement Manufactory,

mylt Philadelphia, Pa.

PREMIUM CHESTER WHITE PICS.
PEOGENY OF HOGS that have taken State and United

State Premiums sent by e.xpress to all parts of the United
States, Canada, Cuba and South America, in p.iirs. not akin.

Ad(h-es8 N- I'- liOYEE & CO.,

mij CoateavUIe, Chester county. Penn.
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REMINGTONS & CO.,

Ilion, Herkimer County, New York,
MANUFACTITKKRS OF

STEEL PLOWS,
STEEL CULTIVATOR TEETH,

STEEL SHOVEL PLOW BLADES,

FLANDER'S

Patent Adjustable Grain Cradle,

MYER'S PATENT
HORSE HAY ELEVATOR,

PERRY'S

P^VTEIVT HOKSE POTTER,
AND

Agricaltnral Implements Generally.

The Cradle Elevator and Horse Plow
Hiivf bfcn lately aildud to our list, but havu been selectod from
Uitj p-retit uumbt-r nml stylo of Inijik'nieiUs now bt-forc tho public
a.s tiif best ill use, and we doubt nc/t a trial will fully justify our
choice.

We. have clianscd the iron head of the Elevator for wood,
which has proved better and lisrhter than iron. The Horse Power
ha? [.roved itself far .•<u[)eri(«- to any in use. Address

my KEMINGTONS & CO., Illon, N. Y.

PREPARE FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
^^ noOKSKLLKiiS. F.\NCY GOODS DKALEES.

and the I'ublic, will pK-aso remember tlint tlioro is no
other fJift which cinpan-s with the C'R.VIG Ttlt'
CKOSCOPE and IWOUNTE© OBJECTS,
bein;; an endless source of amusement and instruc-

tion. Over 200 dozen Microscopes and ((K» dozen ob-

ieet.s have been sold within a year by the Boston
Afrent alcme. This Microscope, in brass, is mailed,

postase paid, for $2.25; or with si.x beautiful mount-
ed objects for §3; or with twenty -four objects for $5.

In hard rubber, for 60 cents in addition to the above
pricM. A liberal discount to the trade. Address

ie'63-ly • HENRY CKAIG. lS-2 Center street, New York.

A NEW BOOK ON THE RIFLE.

D. APPLET(>N & €<:>., NOS. 443 AND 445 BEOADWAY,
priiLisH THIS DAT:

HIXTS TO RIFI.EMEN.
BY

H. W. S. CLETELANp.
1 vol., 12 mo., cloth.

Ulustrated with Numerous Engravings.

Price, 11.50.

TniS VOLUME has been prepared by the author of the recent
articles in the Atlantic Monthly on '-The Use of the EiHe."

in order to meet a demand which has been prowing since the
commencement of the war. The only recent American worKson
the subject are technical and scientitic. or adapted Solely H)
military readers, and the best foreign works are not calcnlate<l to

meet the present wants. A very large number of now guHshave
a]ipeared lately, the comparative merits of which few persons
have an opportunity of testing. At. the same time the nuift-

ber has very largely increased of those who are impressed with
the importiince of making themselves familiar with the nse of

firearms, and who are at a loss to sele<;t from the number oflcred

for sale.

This volume contains an explanation of the principles upon
which the best performance dejieiids, so that any one may judge
for himself how far they are adhered to in any case. Accurate
descriptions of the best firearms and statements of their capacity

are also given, with more than thirty engravings. The whole
sutject is presented In such a manner as to prove interesting to

the general reader.

Sent free by mail on receipt of price. mvlt

IMPORTANT TO HORSE OWNERS.

Young's New Treatise on the Diseases of the Horse

Is NOW HEADY. This work is well written, and in so plain

a style that any person can successfully treat the worst dts-

eases that the horse is subject to. The lieceipts contained in this

work have alone cost the publisher many hurnlred dollars, and
should fully recommend it to the public' Among the list is an
infallible remedv for the Heaves; to effectually remove Einsf-

Bones and Bune'Spavins; to kill Eing-bones and Bone Spavins

without breaking the skin; also, a certain cure for AVind Pntils,

Thoroughpins or Blood Spavins, with many others eijually as

important—making it one of the most valuable works of this

class ever published.—This work should be in the hands of every

horse owner. Price, 50 cents, postp.aid. Address
OHAS. H. UEREICK,

ap2t* P. 0. Box 2&45, Eochester, N. Y.

WANTED.
Professional Men, Parmers, Teachers,

and other intelligent men, to sell

History of the Great Rebellion
in each Loyal State of the Union. EXTEA INDUCEMENTS
OFFERED. A-ddress or applv to

ap2t HUKLBUT, SCKANTON & CO., Hartford, Conn.

NAI^SEI¥iGI^D
S^weet I?ot«to Plants.

OF BEST QUALITY during May and June. Put up safely

to carrv long distances. Price-—«tK}, $1.00; 1,0»H>, $2.!iO;

5.000, $11.00; '10,001), $20.00. This variety is hardy and prolirtc,

being profitably grown 44° north. Send for our circular contaia-

in'^ instructions in cultivation and experieiwe of those growing

them. Address MURRAY .\i 00.^

ap2t T'oster's Crossings, Warren county, Ohio.

CHAR5.E§ ^V. IDEEE,
FPwUIT AND GENERAL PRODUCE

COMllWCISSIOIV ^yiEKCI-IA.TS'T,
TO and Tl Broad. Avenue, West Washington Market, New York,

FARMERS PRODUCE of all kinds. Green, Dried and Canned

Fruits, Maple Sugar and Sirup, Pork, Poultry, Butter, Eggs,

Game, &c. ,.
. ,

Particular attention paid to Fruit Consignments solicitwl.

April, 1S64.—3t
.

PREMIUM WINE.
rpiIE OPORTO WINE was awarded the highest premium at

_L the New York State F.iir, 1*63. The OPOlil'i-") is hardy

every where, and bears abundant crops. Two and tLroe-year

strong vines, $2 to $4 per doz. Agents W ante n. A(h!re..s

feb" E. WAKE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y.
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Lalor's Slieep and Lamt*

DSPPa^^G POSBTiOW.
CUKES SCAB, TICKS and LICE on SHEEP or CATTLE—

adds over a pound of wool to the fleece. Improves its qual-

ity, and adds to the general health of the sheep, without danger
from takinsT cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOR BROTHERS, Utica, N. T.

nih Agents wanted for every State. St

Sheep Wash Tobacco.

Will not injure the most delicate animaL
Kills Ticks on Sheep.
Cures Scab on Sheep.
Kills all Vermin on Animals and Birds.

Cures all Skin. Diseases on Animals.
Kills Busts on Koses, Lice on House Plants.

Kills Canker Worm on Apple Trees.
Kills Bed Bugs and Water Roaches.
Kills all Vermin that infest Grape and Cranberry Vines,

ONE POUND OF THIS EXTRACT "WILL MAKE SIX-
TEEN GALLONS OF WASH.

For sale by all Druggists, and at Country and Agricultural
Stores.

Price, 75 cents per pound. A liberal discount to tjie trade
and large purchasers.

Orders promptly sent by express.
JAMES F. LEVIN,

Agent South Down Co.,

23 Central Wharf, Boston.

E. H. Allen & Co., Agricultural 'Warehouse, 189 and 191
Water street, New York.

Dudley & Staffoeu, Druggists, 69 Beekman street, New
York. mh5t

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCISESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL, TERMS OF SAIiE,
AND

OSDER TOUE TEEES DIEEOT.
Address

aptf

c. w. seelyf;
Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Orinoco Tobacco Seed.

"VTEW SEED of this valuable early v.ariety at 25 cents per

_LN packet, or TM) cents per ounce. Less per pound.
Also new Seed of the

Connecticut Seed Leaf
at the same prices.

Both kinds of my own growing, and warranted genuine. Cir-

culars, giving brief directions for planting and ccltitaiion,
sent free to all purchasers.
tah

.

D. S. HEFFEON, Utica, N. T.

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

PATEIVT H^\.Y TE1333ER,
Or Macliiiie for Spreading and Turning' Hay.

r
I
1HE subscriber having purchased the exclusive riirht for man-

JL ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability,

which must necessarily' be limited the coming year, owing to the
difficulty of obtaining good and competent mechanics.
Those who desire to avail themselves of one of tliese great la-

bor-saving m.achines will please send in their orders early to be
recorded in turn. " First come, first served." Address

SILAS C. HERRING, New York.
N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them. ap"(>4-ly

Schenectady Agricsiltiiral Works.

G. TF ESTINGHOUSE & CO.
PROPKIETORS AND MANUFACTUREK8 OF

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Threshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut Wood Sawing Machines,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c., &c.
Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-named machines.
Particular attention is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddle Sepaeatob. This machine was introduced last sea-

son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in

use.

We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both Circular and Cross-cut. which are complete in every respect
Address all communications to

G. \»^ESTINGHOlJSE & CO.,
ap Schenectady, N. Y.

CHEESE VATS FOR FACTORIES,
Roe's Patent with Cooper's Improvement.

THESE VATS having been in extensive use in Xe^.c York,
Ohio and Vermont^ for the past five years, and liaving been

fully tested in Factories from 100 to 700 Cows in .Ti-fferson and
C)neida Counties the past season, we have no hesitation in saying
that they are equally well adapted to Factories as ordinary
dairies.

They are the only Vat offered to the public in which you can
heat evenly, and control the heat instantly, and at pleasure.

We refer to over Fifteen Hundred Dairymen, now using them
in New York and Vermont. Manufactured ...xelusividy by

II. A E. COOl'Ei:, Watcrtown, N. Y.
N. B.—They are the best made and cheapest \aX in the mar

ket. feMt

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

containing description. A. L.^. TOriiETTE,
nov"63-ly Waterloo, N. T.
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COMPETITiON DEFIED!

Halsteds Patent Il«rse Hay

[patent applied foe.]

Clieapossit antl Best.
WEIGHS LKSS THAN ( 8 LBS.—Is so b;\lanced that it will

take up a greater or lesser amount of hay, without drib-

bling it from the points of the tines.

When power is applied, th% points turn up, throwing the

weight into the bend" of the fork, relieving the strain upon the

points and lessening the leverage. ,

The bale when thrown back serves for a handle, being entirely

out of the way when pitching through a window, or in any place

vrhere the room is' limited.

It is made of Iron and Steel in the most durable manner, hav-
ing no woodt-n head to split and allow the tines to get loose.

Price, with Pulleys and Hooks complete, ?11.00

Forks furnishi/d bv our Atrents in all the principal cities of the

United States.

For Local Ascncies applv to

HAINES ifc PELL, 2T Courtlandt street, N. Y.,

ap3t Successors to Tredwell & Pell.

Choice Clai'deu §ee«l§.
AMOXGr the new, rare or very desirable vegetables for 1S64, I

would invite particular attention to the following : Yoko-
hama Squash (Hew, from Japan.) White Japanese Melon, "Ward's
Nectar Melon (most excellent, -very prolific.) Marblehead Mam-
moth DruiiilK-:id Cabbage (the largest cabbage in the world.)
Mammoth Squash Seed, grown from squashes weighing lOU lbs.;

Turban Squash {best of all Full KqyiiKfies,) Early Paris Cauli-

flower (very early and very reliable,) Pierce's Oanl'tiower (the
standard late in Boston market.) Waites' ISTew Alma Cauliflower
(this is a famous new English variety.) Each of the above 25 cts.

per package. Forty Days' Corn (two weeks earlier than any stand-
ard sort,) Mexican Sweet Corn (the s>veetest of all corn,) French
Imperial Cabbage Lettuce (I rank this at the head of all the Cab-
bage Lettuces.) 'Boston Curled Lettuce (most elegant of all varie-

ties.) Concord Bean, (new, most elesant, very desirable,) Fejee
Beau (the earliest and hardiest of all Beans.) Indian Chief Bean
(the lient string bi^an,) New Jersey Hybrid Cucuoiber (an extra
large white spined variety.) Scarlet Chinese Egg Plant (an ele-

gant ornament.'^ Lester's Perfected Tomato (very large, thick
meated.) Upriirht Tomato (the new French sort,") Extra Early
York Tomato (very early, prolific, of good market size.) Hubbard
Squash (seed very pure,) Tom Thumb Pea (very early, p-ows 10
inches high, yields finely.) Golden Sweet Corn (a sweet table corn
of bright golden color,) Brills' Extra ^^^e Purple Egg Plant.
Stone-Mason Cabbage (the best of all ^<'^lter cabbage. 'Each of
the above at lo crs. per package, 35 cents per ounce.—My Annual
Circular, now vi-.-Ay, contains further descriptions of each of the
above, and a list of over 200 varieties of fresh, reliable Garden
Seeds, many of which are of my own raising. Sent gratis to all.

As the originul introducer of the Hubbard Squash," Marblehead
Mammoth and Stone-Mason Cabbatces, and other choice vegeta-
bles, I invite the patronage of the public.

ap2t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Prairie asid TiMber Farm foi* Sale
IN WISCONSIN—Twenty-une lailrs from Sheboyg-an ; highly

improved ; contains one hundred and sixty acres, one hun-
dred under plow, with necessary breeding stock, farming imple-
ments, seed, trraiu. hay, &c. Possession given at once. Every
thing readv for 1>u^iness. For further particulars inquire of the
EDITOR GENESEE FARMER. ap8t

CHOICE NATIVE AND FOREIGN
f"^

EAI'E N'INl'.S.—Len-k vV- Ok ..Ib-r f.r sile a large stock of

X Native and Foreign Grape Vines, including all the rarest
and most valuable varieties. Send for a Price List. Address

LENK & CO.,
nov'63-tf Humboldt Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio.

The Yokohama

^'^nF, SrBSrrjBER otl'ers for sale SEED of this new Squash
raised tVum those sent to him from Japan by his bmthen

Mr. Thonuis Hogg. It is without doubt one of the best Sciuashes

gi-own, and is a great acquisition to our list of vesretabk-s. as it

combines more good qualities than any other Squash grown ia

this country. The surface is strongly ribbed; the skin warty; in

its earrly stages of growth of a pale green color, becoming a veiy
deep green when more advanced, and when fully ripe is of a dull

orange color.

It is of the Turban class, measures from 4 to G inches 1;hrough,

and from to 12 inches across, and weiirhs from G to 12 poumls.
The flesh is of a deep orange color, very finely flavored, sweet
and dry, very fine grained and

WITHOUT ANY FIBER.
It is excellent stewed, and when baked it much resembles a

sweet potato in flesh and flavor, and is superior to any pumpkin
for pies.

It is a robust and vigorous grower, running very freely, having
the peculiarity of rooting at the joints, like a verbena," and is n
very prolific bearer. It comes early into bearing, and is excellent

for cooking when no larger than an ordinary bush squash, so that

a continuous supply for a famih' during the whole season can be
had by growing this variety only, as it is in use from July until

March.
The seeds are

WARKANTED PURE,
being grown by myself. They will be put up in packets contain-

ing t'en seeds each at the price of 25 cents per packet, sent to any
address postage free. JAMES HOGG,

Yorkville, New York City.
'

Sold also by H. B. Lake, 151 Nassau street, J. M. THOr.iiFRN &
Co., Fleming & Davidsox, Alfred Bridgeman and John Van-
DEKiuLT, New York City ; Wasiibuen & Curtis, Boston; Jas.

J. H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.; B. K. Bliss. Springfield,

]Mass.; jH. A. Dreer and D. Landretii & Son, Philadelphia;

John Saitl, Washington, D. C; James Vick, Kochester, N. Y.;

and W.M. TuoRiiURN,'Albany. ap2t

THE NEMf §4^UA§M:

TlieTurlJan ©r Tsirk's Head Sqiiasli,

SINCE I introduced the Hubbard as the best of all Winter
Squashes, I have been seeking for the public a first class

Squash for Fall use. After spending six years in carefully

testing many new varieties, I am satisfied that the Turban is de-

cidedly the best of all Squashes for Fall use. It is very dry, very
fine ffraiued and rich flavored, (the Hubbard has little or no flavor

in the lall, and is ths thickest meated and heaviest in proportion

to its size of all Squashes. It grows to a good size for family use,

yields well, and is most excellent either for the table or for pies.

In competition with all other varieties my Turban received the

prize for quality next to the Hubbard at the late great exhibition

at the rooms of the American Agriculturist. Recommendations
from Seedsmen, Editors of Agricultural Papers, Provision Deal-

ers and Farmers, will be found in my Circular, which will bo sent

gratis on application.

Price per package of 50 seeds—25 cents ; five packases for $1.

ap2t JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

" rpiIE GRAPE CULTUFvIST"—A plain, practical treatise on
JL the cultivation of the native grape.

Full and exjilicit directions are given for prop.igating by cut-

tings in the open .air, and under glass; also the best nie'tliod of

grafting, layering, pruning, training, hybridizing, growing from
seexl, buildi'ng propagating houses, and hot-beds. Garden culture.

Vineyard culture, Diseases, Insects, description of varieties, and
a general review of the various systems of training in use.

More fully illustrated than any other work heretofore issued

upon this subject. Price, $1.25. Sent postpaid on receipt of

price. Addresk ANDREW S. FULLER, Horticulturist,

Brooklvn, N. Y. ap2t

DAHLIAS-DAHLIAS-DAHLIAS.
ENGLISH PRIZE DAHLIAS. *3 per doz.; vars. of 1S60-1-2,

$1.50; reaily April loth. Best New Verbenas, .$1.50 per

doz.; $3 per 100 by mail. New Japan Honeysuckle, GO cts. by
mail. New Chrysanthemums, $3 per doz. by 'mail. Utah Nov-
elties: Five \-ars" of hardy Perennials and the LAROE'Utah Cur-

rant, $1 each by mail. Trees, Plants, Flowei's. Address

ap2t Lu W. PUFFER, North Bridgewater, Mass.
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Something New for Farmers!

GROYER'S PATENT
SWING BEAM PLOW

rr\HE use of which is a saving in strength to man and beast of

X from 25 to 50 per cent over the ordinary mode of workmg

Plows.
The best varieties of

PLOWS
with the above valuable improvement, manufactured at

No. 12 Andrews Street.

GaZl or vyHU,for a Circular.

D. C. ALLING offers for sale the Eight or TEREnoRV for

GROVER'S PliOW ATTACHMENT
in the following valuable counties in the State of New York

:

Allegany Chenango, Genesee, Jefferson, Livingston, Lewis, Mad-

isOn, Montgomery, Niagara, Orleans, Ontario, Onondaga, Ot-

sego, Oswego, Saratoga, St Lawrence, Wyommg.

P. ALLING & CO., Noryi'alk, Ohio, General Agents for the sale

of all Territory except the above.

TAKE NOTICE—The subscriber will also continue the

manufacture of

RAILROAD TANKS,

RA.I1V l^TATER CISXEKIVS,
HEAVY TUBS,

For Brewing, Distilling, Oil, Salting purposes, &c.

DAVID C. ALIiING,

mylt No. 12 Andbkw St., KocnESTER, N. Y.

Reading Nursery.

r\r\ r\r\r\ Concord Grape "C^ines grown in open ground,

2l\J OUUlayers, $10 to $15 per 100, $100 per 1000; 1 to 8

vears, transplanted or bearing vines, $15 to $25 per 100.

Diana Delaware, Hartford Prolific, Creveling, Allen s Hybrid

&c, Rogers' Hybrid, various numbers. No. 19 layers, $1 each, $J

^Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees. Strawberry Plants.

Send for Catalogue. J. W. MANNING, Eeadmg, Mass.

SAPONiFIER,

FAMILY SOAP MAKER.

Vf ilJlniakes high prices; Saponifler helps to reduce them. It

makes Soap for Four cents a pound by using your kitchen

grease.

^W CAUTION ! As spurious Lyes are offered also, be

careful and only buy the Patented article put up in Iron
cans, all others being Couuterleits.

•

PENNSYLVANIA SALT MANUFACTURING CO.,

PliUadelpUla—No. 127 TValnut Street,

ja Pittsburg—Pitt Street and Duquesne "Way 6t

A NEGLECTED COUGII, COLD, AN IRRITATED OB
Sore Throat, if allowed to progress, results,'

in serious Puhponary Bronchial and Asthmatic

Diseases, oftentimes incurable. Brown's
Bronchial Troches reach directly the af-

fected parts, and give almost immediate re-

lief. For Bronchitis,. Asthma, Catarrh, and

Consumptive Coitgiis, the Troches are useful.

Public Speakers and Singers should have

the Troches to clear and strengthen the

Voice. Military Officers and Soldiers who
overtax the voice and are exposed to sudden

changes, should use them. (.)bt;iin only the

genuine. " Brown's Bronchial Troches' hav-

ing proved their efficacy bv a test of many
^|. ,„ years, are highly recommended and prescribed

by Physicians and Surgeons in the Army, and have received

testimonials from many eminent men. ,, ^. . . ^, tt -^ .»

Sold by all Druggist and Dealers m Medicine in the United

States and most Foreign Countries at 25 cents per box. mh3^

bronch'ai

cou^^

Extra and Cheap Farm Lands,

500 FARMS, ALL SIZES, IN

IklAiiYLANI> «ScX>EL^^W^IiE
FOR SAIiE.

These are nearly all Fruit Farms, productive, land, cheap, and

near Kaiboads. Terms easy. Prices from $2 to $20 per aero.

Send for our Pennsylvania Farm Registbk.

New Jersey Farii Keoisteb.

Maryland Farm Kegisteb.

Delaware Farm Kegisteb, Also, Farms in

other States.
, ^„ ,

Any or all of the above Catalogues sent free everywhere.

14,000 Farms fob Sale or Exchange.

GEO. N. TO^VNSEND & CO.,

American Farm Agency,

jnyst 123><^ So. 4th Street, Philadelphia.

'Tobacco Seed.

The True Connecticut Seed Leaf.

WE have a full stock of the Genuine Connecticut Seed Leaf

Tobacco Seed of last vear's growth,' which is now con-

sidered the most valuable kind grown. Packets containing one

ounce, with directions for cultivation, will be sent postpaid to any

address upon receipt of Firav Cents. Prices for larger quantities

will bo given upon application. Address
_ a ,j nr „„

mh3t McELWAIN BB03., Springfield, Mass.

Shorthorns for Sale.

rriHE BULL HOTSPUR 4030^. HB. by Dnko of Gloster

1 (11,382) dam Daphne (imported) by narrold (10 299 . rich

roan,Valved May 15, 1S60, Also three IE. LLLNG BULLS
roan, caiveu jmuv i-j, j.<3u''. ....--•,—--- -- -

and five, BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and

HEIFEUS. ,. ..

1^~ Catalosucfi sent on application.

i^tf t. L. HAiilSOM, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N. Y

few
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WALKS km TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 6.

I HATE just been setting out some strawberry
plants, and as land is plenty and labor scarce, I set

them in rows four feet apart and fifteen inches in
the rows. I do not propose to let them run so as to
occupy the ground between the rows, as is the gen-
eral practice, but intend to keep down the runners
and cultivate the plants in hills. In this way we
can get larger strawberries, picking is easier, and
the plants will last longer. The Belmont or Boston
method is to set out the plants in the spring in rows
three feet apart and fifteen inches apart in the rows.
Cultivate the ground carefully with a horse hoe till

the plants begin to run. The following summer
they will bear a large crop—and that is the end of
them. The whole crop is then plowed under, and
the knd sown to turnips or some other late crop.
For market purposes, this is probably the best meth-
od

;
but when you wish for extra nice fruit for your

own use, planting in hills and keeping down the
runners is to be preferred. There is no pleasanter
sight in a kitchen garden than a plot of luxuriant
strawberries in hills, with the land well mulched
with grass, not a weed to be seen, and the heavy
clusters of fruit bending the strong stalks to the
ground. But to obtain such results, the hoe must be
freely and constantly used.

I got the blacksmith to make me a schuffle hoe out
of an old grass scythe. It is fifteen inches wide.
For cutting up small weeds on light land nothing

can beat it. He made the whole thing out of the
scythe, using the rim to make the bows to which
the blade is riveted.

I have just been reading an article in the Country
Gentleman, on " Shading Crops," evidently from the
pen of J. J. Thomas. He believes in hoeing as thor-
oughly as I do,—and some of my friends regard it

as one of my hobbies. Surely, no reader of an agri-

cultural paper at the present day believes there is

any advantage in "shading" ground by allowing

the weeds to grow. I have heard people contend
that they kept the ground moist, and even the au-
thor of one of our horticultural books recommends
sowing turnips among dwarf pear trees, in order to
shade the ground and keep it moist. But a mo-
ment's reflection would show the absurdity of tbe
idea. That plants in growing, pump up water from
the soil and dissipate it through their leaves into
the atmosphere more rapidly than it will evaporate
from the bare surface, is a well known fact. When
I was at Rothamsted, Mr. Lawes made some exper-
iments, the results of which showed the enormous
amount of water that plants give off during their

growth. They showed that, from March :9th to
September 7th, an acre of wheat—equal to thirty

bushels per acre—evaporated through its leaves

355i tuns of water, or over 500 gallons per day!
An acre of clover, equal to two tuns of hay, would
evaporate over 1,000 gallons per day I

We aU know how much drier woods are while the
trees remain, than the same or similar woods are
after the trees are cut down. The trees take up and
evaporate the water.

The article in the Country Oentleman to which I
have alluded suggests the following experiment

:

It is familiar to most of our readers that plants in
dry weather pump up large quantities of water out
of the soil, and dissipate it freely from the surface of
the leaves in the form of vapor. It would impress a
valuable lesson on the mind of any one not familiar
with this fact, to try the following experiment : Al-
low a piece of ground, say ten feet square, to grow
up with a dense mass of grass or with a crop of rank
weeds

; adjoining it let a similar portion be perfectly
free from vegetable growth, and keep the surface
mellow by a thorough raking or hoeing once a week
or oftener. The superficial observer would say that
the exposed and bare soil thus subjected to the burn-
ing rays of a summer sun, would soon become dry,
and all the moisture dispelled from it, while he would
take it for granted that the dense covering of the
cool, shading leaves on the other portion would keep
the so?l cool and moist below. If he is not already
aware that the exposed mellow soil fonns a perfect
mulch for the earth below on one part, and that the
thousands of stems of living plants on the other are
bringing up and discharging %vater into tbe air at a
rapid rate, he will be very much surprised on thrust-mg a spade into different places, to find that the ex-
posed soil is quite moist below the surface, even if
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there lias been no rain for weeks, while the " shaded"

part will come up dry from the full depth the spade

has gone down. We advise every one to try this

experiment, on account of the clear ocular demon-

stration it affords.

The practical deduction to be made from these

facts is, that a mellow soil with a mellow surface

will retain moisture better than in any other condi-

tion. A mulching of straw or other litter (this mat-

ter being in a dead or decaying state) answers a

good purpose to keep the soil moist below ; but it is

not so good nor efficient as the mulching of an equal

thickness of pulverized earth. Pass down through

a stratum of straw four inches thick, and observe

the degree of moisture ; then remove four inches of

mellow top soil from another place, and a greater

degree of moisture will be evident. A hard, bare

and unpulverized soil will not retain moisture nearly

so well as one that frequently has the crust broken
and kept mellow. Still Avorse than a hard surface is

a growth of grass and weeds. If these facts were
sufficiently appreciated and understood, the instances

would be less frequent of tree-planters allowing their

young orchards and fruit-gardens to become hard

and crusted, or to grow up with weeds ; and few
woulfl ever think of setting out young trees in grass,

sooner than they would plant a crop of potatoes in

an unplowed pasture or meadow.
A I'Lirther illustration is furnished by the practice

of one of our best farmers, who cultivates his corn

crop once a week regularly, the whole season through,

or until the large, encroaching ears forbid the pass-

ing of the horse. His corn is larger in consequence,

and his fields are as clean as a floor when the corn

is cut up.

In an article written for tlie Rural Annual and

Horticultural Directory for 1864, by Thomas Meehan,

editor of the Gardeners' Monthly, he says :

No one would suspect what a difference there is

in the temperature of a clean, cultivated surface

over one under a regularly mowed lawn. The day
of this writing (August 8th) the thermometer one

foot under a cleanly cultivated grape border on the

grounds of James Wright, Esq., of Philadelphia, as

tested for me by Mr. W. Joyce, his gardener, stands

at 98°. Only four feet from this spot, on a closely

kept lawn, and at the same depth of one foot, the

thermometer is but 82".

This is an interesting fact. The cultivated soil

was warmer, and undoubtedly moister, than that in

grass ; and heat and moisture are two of the essen-

tial elements in rapid growth.

I have just been reading a lecture delivered at a

scientific meeting of the Royal Dublin Society, by

Mr. Lawes, of Rothjijnsted, on the science of feed-

ing, as applied tcM;he production of meat and ma-

nure. The subject is an elaborate one, but there is

no man better qualified to discuss it. Mr. Lawes has

been investigating this and kindred subjects for

more than twenty years. He illustrated his lecture

with diagrams and tables embodying some of the

main results of these investigations. It has been

the opinion of many scientific men that a food was

nutritious in proportion to the nitrogenous, or so-

called flesh-forming constituents which it contained.

Mr. Lawes' experiments prove that so far as mere

nutrition is concerned,, the value of a food is in pro-

portion to the available carbonaceous matter, such

as oil, starch, sugar. &c., which it contains. It is

admitted, however, that a certain amount and pro-

portion of nitrogenous substance is essential im the

food of animals ; and ]Mr. Lawes says :
" If it were

desirable to state in a few words (subject, of cwirse,

to much reservation) what was the approximate pro-

portion of the nitrogenous to the digestible non-ni-

trogenous substances below which they should not

exist in the food of our stock, he should say, about

such as we find them in the cereal grains ; and since

few of our stock foods are below, and many above

this in-their proportion of nitrogenous substances, it

results that we are more likely to give an excess

than a deficiency of such constituents, so far as the-

requirements of the animals, are concerned."

Such remarks are hardly applicable to the general

system of agriculture adopted in this country..

There are few farmers who use any kind of cattle

food that is not produced on the farm ; and it is ad-

mitted that the value of the manure is in proportion

to the amount of nitrogen in the food.

Peas may not be more nutritious than Indian corn,

but as they contain twice as much nitrogen, and as

the manure obtained from them would be twice as

valuable, it would be better, in case we must sell

either, to sell the corn and feed out the peas on the

farm.

The great change which has taken place in the

practice of feeding stock in modern times, consists

in bringing the animals much earlier to maturity by

means of careful breeding and more liberal feeding.

This point is clearly shown by contrasting the re-

sults of some experiments made in 1794 by the Duke
of Bedford, to determine the comparative feeding

qualities of Southdown, Leicester, Worcester and

Wiltshire sheep, with dmilar experiments made a

few years since by Mr. Lawes to test the compara-

tive fattening qualities of Southdown, Hampshire

Downs, Leicester and Cotswold sheep. In the Duke

of Bedford's experiments, twenty sheep of each

breed were selected and weighed on November 19th,

1794. To each lot was alotted sixteen acres of pas-

ture, and in the winter some turnips were thrown

upon fhe pasture, and a small quantity of hay was

also provided. On February 16th, 1796, after a pe-

riod of sixty-four weeks of feeding, the experiment

was concluded and the sheep sent to market.

Over the whole period the sheep gave an average

increase of 40 and 50 pounds per head.

In Mr. Lawes' experiments each let of forty or

fifty sheep were put up to fatten in November, when

their weights were v«ry nearly the same (about 100

pounds) as those of the Duke of Bedford's sheep

;

and when fat they had increased in about the same

degree, namely, to an average of 150 pounds each..
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In Mr. Lawe«' case, however, this increase was ob-

tained in twenty weeks ; while with the old-fash-

ioned sheep and the scanty feeding of the past cen-

tury, it took m-ore than three times as long to accom-

plish the same result.

" It's raining again 1 " So said Michael an hour

since, sadly but not unpleasantly. We were har-

rowing in the peas with what the manufacturers'

denominate a Share's Coulter Harrow Pulverizer and

Grain Coverer." It is a good implement—just the

tiling to cover peas—but like the common harrow it

will not do good work in wet weather. And alas

!

this is the only weather we have had for the past

two weeks. It rained hard yesterday, and the day

before we had a little sprinkling of snow. This

morning opened fair, and by noon the sun came out.

The barometer was rising, and every thing once

more wore a pleasant aspect. Men and horses

seemed to feel better.

Three days ago I had sown some peas, but could

not get them all harrowed in before the rain came

on and stopped us. There they have lam on the

surface ever since. I set two teams to harrow, and

liad not been at work more than two hours, when it

rained again ! It was nothing more than a sharp

shower, but enough to prevent further work for the

day, and send us all home to the barn. I felt like

saying, " It is too bad !" but out of respect to the

Doctor did not, as he thinks all such expressions are

a reflection on the ways of Providence.

But it is certainly discouraging. I have had the

ground plowed and harrowed for barley for two

weeks past, and have not yet been able to sow a

grain. It would have done to sow once or twice,

but wishing to get it in in very nice order, I waited
" till to-morrow"—and then it rained ! It is all very

well for agricultural writers to tell us never to sow
land when it is wet, but such a season as this would

put their theory and their patience to a severe test.

The fact is, as John Johnston's Scotch grandfather

remarked, "All the airth needs draining." Cer-

tainly that small portion of it that has come into my
possession needs it very much. Such a wet spring

as this has been has given a good opportunity for as-

certaining the wet portions of the farm. Though
most of the farm is high rolling land, I do not be-

lieve there is a single field where there is not at

least one wet spot—and so it is with most of the

farms in Western New York. Prof. Buckland, of

Canada, sometime ago remarked that if the money
spent in our efforts to suppress the present gigantic

rebellion had been spent in judicious underdrainin"'

it would have made us the richest nation in the

world ! I was, at the time, somewhat inclined to

smile at the remark, but there can be no doubt of

Its truthfulness. National prosperity, however, is by

no means the highest good either for nations or in-

dividuals. Wealth does not give wisdom.

I used to think it would pay to raise beans to feed

out to sheep on the farm. They tax the soil but

little, can be sown late in the season, and admit the

use of the horse-hoe ; while the manure made by an

animal consuming them is richer than that made
from any other grain—somewhat richer than that

from peas, and twice as rich as that from corn and

other cereals.

The demand for beans in the army is so great that

they now bring high prices ; and their extensive

cultivation, especially on wheat farms, would un-

doubtedly be profitable. The crop will be off in

ample time to sow wheat this fall, and if the ground

has been well cultivated and hoed it will be almost

as clean as if it had been summer-fallowed.

The best soil is a gravelly loam, but they will do

well on almost any soil if well cultivated. On heavy

soil use a little more seed. I intend to plant this

year on a clover sod. I plastered it about a month

ago, and the clover is now about six inches high. I

shall turn it under as neatly as possible, just before

planting the beans. The later it is plowed the less

hoeiiig will be required—or rather the less weeds

will there be, for hoeing, itself, is desirable, whether

there are weeds or not. However, I shall be saved

all temptation to neglect hoeing on this account ;

—

there is no lack of weeds on my farm. I thought of

planting in hills two and a half feet apart, so that I

could horsehoe both ways ; but I am told that it is

far better to drill them in. Mr. John C. McVean, of

Scottsville, who has had considerable experience in

growing beans, and has been very successful, uses

an ordinary Macedon grain drill. He takes out all

the six)uts except the centre one and the two out-

side ones ; then drive so as to leave eight inches be-

tween the wheel tracks, which leaves the drills

thirty-two inches asunder. He uses the large cavi-

ties made for sowing coarse grains, and the eight-

peck wheel. In this way he sows about three pecks

per acre.

It rains again! What will become of us? Win-

ter wheat is likely to turn out badly, both in this

section and throughout the West ; and if this

weather continues much longer, our spring crops

wUl not make up the deficiency. Mr. A. told me to-

day that he had not, as yet, " turned a furrow." It

quite consoled me to hear him say so. I am at least

no worse off than my neighbors—though 1 under

stand that some of them, who regard me somewhat

in the light of a " Book Farmer," are disjwsed to

laugh at the predicament I have fallen into in regard

to my peas ! They do not like my using artificial

manures. " Give me good barnyard manure," one

of them said to me tho other day, " and you are
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welcome to all your guano and superphosphate." I

say so too. But how are you to get the manure ?

My farm has been rented for several years, and is

"pretty well run." To make manure you must

have something to make it with. If I can raise a

good crop of peas, or clover, or corn, by the aid of

" artificials," I can then make manure ; and this is

one object I have in view.

I have just been using one of Remingtons' two-

horse cultivators. It is the best implement of the

kind I have seen in this country. For mellowing

the soil and putting in spring crops we much need

a cultivator with long slender teeth sloping forward.

The Remington Cultivator comes nearer to this than

anything I have used. The common two-horse

wheel cultivator is much harder on the team, and

does not do anything like as good work. Tom says

it is " a regular liorse killer."

The teeth of our cultivators are usually set too

upright, and strike the soil too abruptly. The Eng-

half the labor of a man—which in these times is no

small item.

Timothy D. Buck, of Allegan, Mich., writes me
asking whether it will " pay to plow in buckwheat

on summer-fallow to enrich it for wheat, or is it bet-

ter to keep it clean." On a good loamy soil, well

drained, I certainly would not jjIow in buckwheat,

but on a heavy soil, rather wet, it might be advan-

tageous to do so. The buckwheat would make the

soil more porous.

I have a piece of land that was seeded down last

spring with oats, and the clover did not catch. The

land is not rich enough for spring crops, and I de-

sign fallowing it for wheat. One of my neighbors

urges me to sow buckwheat on it and plow it in. He
says he did so in a similar case a few years ago, and

had a splendid crop of wheat.

At the present price of buckwheat it is as profita-

ble a crop as any we can raise. It can be sown in

July, after we are tlirough with other crops, and

involves little labor or expense of any kind.

AN IRON s

lish scarifier is an improvement in this respect. It

is made wholly of iron, and the teeth are not as

broad and are set more obliquely. A similar instru-

ment has been introduced into Canada, and I wish

some of our manufacturers would get us up some-

thing of the same kind. Let us have a scarifier

that will work easily and pulverize the soil five or six

inches deep.

We also need a good harrow. The harrows in

common use are miserable aflTairs. They are mere

" drags." There is no flexibility to them. A good

modern English or Scotch harrow will pulverize the

soil much better and in half the time. I would

like a set of three harrows that would take a wide

sweep, and so arranged that there would be plenty

of " play" to them. By putting on a three-horse

team we should get over much more land and save

ARIFIEE.
1 Rain, rain, rain. Was there ever such a spring as

this? One of the oldest inhabitants in the town

says he can not recollect such another one. I have

not yet (May 16th) been able to sow my barley.

If I can not sow it this week I will give it up and

plant beans on the land, and sow whe^it after them

in the fall.

The winter and spring have been both bad for the

crops, and the comparative failure of the great corn

crop at the West, and the consequent high prices,

have caused great suffering among cattle. The Tri-

bune publishes a letter from a correspondent at Don-

gola, 111., headed " Between Hay and Grass," which

gives rather a gloomy account of farming in the

Prairie State. He has just taken a journey through

the State, from South to North, and says

:

In Southern Illinois the woods usually begin to
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look frreen, and the cattle to find grass enougli in
the bottoms to live on by tlie 1st of April. Now, so
backward is the season that only a few trees are
leafing out, and the cattle find most scanty picking.
It is said that many of the forest trees were killed
by the cold winter.

Tlirough Central and Northern Illinois meadows
just begin to look green, but blue-grass pastures,
whether in open woods or prairie, have a fresh look|
and cattle thrive well on it. Few common farmers
are so fortunate and so wise as to have blue grass.
I noticed that many have turned out their cattle
into fields perfectly black, where they go through
the motions of eating, and 8<mie have an additional
work on hand— which is, to brace themselves, that
tliey may not fall down, lliere is no doubt that
tlwrc was never before so many poor cattle in Illinois
and the West. Often do they abound in lice, and
tlieir owners try all remedies, anxious to learn one
which is effectual. The best thmg is to card thor-
oughly every day ; for in carding, thousands will
drop olf. This may be said to be a sure preventive.

Often, on going out in the morning, a creature is
found lying down and unable to get up. When
food is brought to it it will eat well. If it is not a
heavy animal, the farmer and Ids boys and girls—
Boraetimes the wfe—come out, and "by lifting and
twistmg they get the poor thing on its legs ; but it
shows signs of falUng over, and the boys will spread
out its feet so that it may have a broad base, or
when they would have it walk they lift up its feet
Sometimes it is so weak that it will give a plunt^e
forward, or will settle down uiwn its legs, when It
wiU helplessly stretch out and sadly roll back its
eyes. Fully one-half of such cases are hopeless. But
such scenes here were unavoidable this spring even
cm common farms, well managed.
The loss of stock has been quite large. I have

heard it stated as high as from twenty to thirty head
on farms here and there. One main cause for tiiis
was a want of a correct estimate of the nutriment
contamed in frosted corn. Horses liere have not
suffered quite as much, though many have died
-v\iule hogs have died by the hundred.
Perhaps sheep are doing better than any qther

stock
;

for where there were only a few they ftian-
aged to live, though they drop much wool ; and
where there are large flocks, their owners know
enough to take care of them. But large flocks eat
much

;
the corn fed them has had so little heart

tJiat more was required than was expected; and
some who lost sheep by the hundred in the frost and
snow have almost thought thev would have made
money if they lost more, for the dead sheep were
sold to Chicago buyers at from $1.50 to $3 a head.

ihe regular stock-growers, who for the most part
understand their business well, are bringing out
their cattle in good condition—some say never bet-
ter. They knew they had to do their best. They
expect to fatten on grass, and to ship east by June.
Ihose who have stall-fed during the winter have
good specimens, and they exf.ect and deserve good
prices

;
but I believe the number of fat cattle is far

less than some suppose. One stock-grower in Cham-
paign county assured me there was not more than
mie this spring where there were fifty last spring
He said, tlus may seem a wild statement, but it
could not be otherwise ; eijice their surplus corn,
which makes beef, was swejit away by the frost!
He related an instance which shows the differ-
ence between men who understand their business
and those who do not. The case was of a man be-
longing to a class of what he called " buckwheat
farmers," who is tolerablv well off, has a large barn
and much stock. Last fall he sold twenty tuns of

hay at $6, in January, twenty tuns more at $10, and
thought he was making his fortune. This sprino-
he has been buying hay far and near at $20, and
giving his note, that he may save a part of his stock.

When we recollect that four-fifths of all the cat-

tle sent to New York come from Illinois, wo can
hardly wonder that beef again advanced one cent
per lb. last Aveek. There is undoubtedly a real
scarcity of fat cattle in the country.

The same writer says that the fanners are strain-

ing every nerve to plant all the corn they have
power to cultivate, and a large breadth of spring
grains has been sown. Provisions of all kinds are
very scarce. " So general is the scarcity," he says,
" that I do not believe there is a county in which
there are not some persons who are sending to Chi-
cago for provisions. I know of some counties i»
Central Illinois which used to help overstock Chisa-
go with potatoes, now sending thither for potaioed
to plant. Thousands of villages in every past of
the State are sending for butter, and when it somes
it sells for fifty cents. Hitherto, these same icillso-ea

have overrun with butter, and being whito„ at this
season, the merchants have been glad to noake sales

without losing. In the stores of many of these -pil-

lages eggs were so plentiful that there was one clerk,

at least—often it was a hired hand—wbo'did nothing
from morning till night but count ®ggs and pack
them. Even last spring, in many jlaces, they were
sold for three cents a dozen.

Deacon B. says he sold some eoxn last week to a
neighbor for %\.Vi\ per bushel On going to the,
city, the next day, he was tdd that it was selltag

for $1.30 per bushel. Prices advance so rapidly that
it is almost impossible to a&k enough. I had three
calves to sell, and adopted my old rule of fixing the
price pretty high, and keeping them till they were
worth it. The butchers would ride past and call

out, "Any fat calves to sell?" " Yes—three."
" What do you want for them ?" " Thirty doUars
for the three." Some went to look at them, and
thought I asked too much. " Very well," I said, "

I

win keep them till they are worth it." And it was
but a few days before one of them came alono- and
handed over the thirty dollars, grumbling a little,

however, as the manner is, at the price. He was
afraid that if he did not take them, another would.

I have at length got in my barley—and in better

condition than I expected. I have given the field a
heavy dressing of bones, ammoniated guano and
Bradley's superphosphate, and hope for a fair crop,

although the season is late. If dry weather should

set in, I shaU probably be disappointed.

I have, also, at length got my peas covered. I

sowed an extra bushel of seed to the acre, and gave
them a good dressing of guano and plaster.
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FARM WORK FOR JUNE.

Corn FoDDER.-Continue or finisli tlie sowing of

corn fodder, as described last month. It will succeed

if Bown any time during the month. It is a great

advantage to have a succession for soiling, m the dry

part of autumn. By sowing large kinds early, and

small or earlv varieties late, a long Buccession may

be obtained. Any vacant ground may be well filled

up with this crop, and if sown in furrows, as already

described, and cultivated twice, it will leave the

ground when harvested, clean and in fine condition,

and the roots remaining will enrich the land. Hence,

the corn fodder crop may be regarded as one of the

best for improving the soil.

RUTA Baoas.—These succeed well on all rich and

rather light soUs. Unless the soil be weU enriched,

it will be seed wasted

and labor lost. They

can not be sown profit-

ably without a good

drill which will plant

several acres per day.

Well Cultivated Root crops. In small experiments

the seed may be dropped by nailing a tin' cup to the

lower end of a cane or stick, perforating the bottom

> with a small hole, a

\Af/\.l^i^k^Ly!ll\i seed, and shaking this

- with the seed along the

iiri--.* v.\:^iS^^" ^^^^^> ^^^ covering by

'^^^i\^^f^'' raking. This does well

Root Crops Grow^ among Weeds, for garden crops. Nev-

er allow the weeds to become more than an inch

high and thin out the plants to at least one foot

apart in the drill, or a foot and a half in very rich

land All novices in raising this crop may be easily

known by leaving too many plants, which crowd

and diminish each other in size.

Cultivating and Hoking CoRN.-Every farmer

should endeavor to accomplish as much as possible

by horse-labor, and save hand-hoeing. To this end

the soil should previously be in as clean condition as

practicable, and perfectly straight and even rows

will allow the cultivator to pass closely to them.

More corn will grow on an acre if planted in driUs,

or in thick rows of hills in one direction ;
but when

labor is scarce, it may be more economical on the

whole to plant in hills both ways, unless the land

should be unusually clean ; the nearer the rows or

hills can be to eax^h other-that is, the more evenly

distributed the corn is over the ground-the greater

will be the crop, other things being equal. One of

the befit farmers we know, plants his corn three feet

each way. His average is eighty bushels per acre
;

he has obtained one hundred a«d thirty, with high

manuring and best management.

While it is desirable to employ enough hand labor

to keep down every weed, the main reliance ^hould

be on horse culture—one horse accompliehing about

as much as ten men. An excellent practice, which

has proved very successful, especially in strong soils

liable to become crusted, is to pass the cultivator

once a week regulariy, from the time it is up until

too large to admit a horse between the rows.

i Where there are missing hills in the cornfield, re-

plant with an eariier sort, or plant three hUla of

bush beans to each hill of corn.

Weeds.—Prompt and energetic destruction of

weeds constitutes a prominent portion of the labors

of this month. The great point is to take them

eariy, when they are small and feeble. A weed in

growing from an inch to a foot in height, increases

as the cube, or a thousand fold in weight or bulk,

and exhausts the soil correspondingly. Single weeds

often produce 500 to 1,000 seeds—sometimes several

thousands. Scattering these over the soil occasions

necessarily a great increase of labor another year.

Hoes.—Procure the very best that can be had iu

market. The difierence in price between a cheap

and a good tool may be earned by the latter in a

sin-le dav. Keeping hoes ground sharp will enable

the°laborers who use them to perform more and bet-

ter work.

Clover Seed.—The first crop should be cut be-

fore the end of this month ; or if pastured down,

the animals should be removed at the same time.

Sheep Washing should be performed as eariy as

the weather will safely admit-and alter shearing,

specill care should be taken to shelter the sheep

dnrino" cold storms. ^- r i

["animals become bloated from eatmg fresh

clover the best remedy is a dose of pulverized char-

coaTsay a tea-cup full to a full grown cow, and a

dose of corresponding size for other animals, accord-

fnfto their weight. The charcoal is best if fresh,

or^if kept corkVd air-tight in bottle,. It should be

niixed well with water, and maj' be poured down

?he Sroat from a junk bottle. Fresh, burning coals

om any wood fire, pulverized at once in a moriar

wi make a good material, but the article usua y

Told Td made in coal pits is too hard, and generally

'°0UCH\°KDS.'-N;wly set orchards should have the

soil we^UuUivated or mellowed about the trees, and

kent perfectly clear from grass and weeds. On the

anSoach of hot and dry w-eather, a wide and deep

mulchhr- of old straw or other litter wil bo useful.

Til orchards should be carefully examined lor he

borer which, if taken in time, may be easily kil ed

iJfor'eit ha^ gone far into the wood
;

e^-^n after-

ward^ by clearing away the powdered wood the m-

Tecrmav be followed and destroyed in his l^o e, by a

wire^r flexible twig. Scraping away the earth from

The foot of the trfnk and applying Boft-soap wnll

serve to revel these insects from depositing their

eggs, but is not always infallible

?n;er:Vr:rew;t^;r operations that should ^i
inereaicuic

Deetrov caterpillars m 6r-

smarming hees.-Tu^ker's Annual Regider.
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POULTRY HINTS FOR JUAE.

-WRITTEN FOR THE GENESEE FAKMEE BT C. N. BEMEXT.

How mauy monotonous existences have .been
made cheerful by the poultry fancy I How many
acquaintances commenced in a fellow-feeling in this
pursuit have become cemented iaco lasting friend-
Bhips! and how many homes have been rendered
more attractive by the addition of a poultry-yard,
on account of the interesting occupation which it

creates, unconnected with profit and produce.
" When we had poultry-shows to go to," says an

English writer, "for a little quiet recreation, while
emulation and sympathy unite to render a \isit to a
neighbor's poultry yard attractive, and while our
own at home furnishes daily and hourly objects of
interest, the amateur's life can never be a dull one

;

a gleam of sunshine, a shower of rain, a warm wind
or a cold one, assume an interest which they did not
possess before. There is always something going
on-a house must be built, a boundary line altered
the yard enlarged, a defective fence (which served
for the Cochins and Brahmas) must be raised to
keep in the Spanish, the Hamburgs, the Games and
the Polanders. Then, if one home in every town be
made more pleasant to its owners; if one family in
each be made more united in the love of our pursuit
If one dull life in each be changed into a cheerful
one, the great poultry movement may boast a double
triumph."

And there is another important matter connected
with this poultry subject, not to be estimated in dol-
lars and cents, but of far more consequence than
either. It is the social and moral influence they
exert, especially on the junior members of the fam-
ily-more particularly the boys. The tenants of the
poultry.yard, with their youngling broods, are the
things, ot all others, which first catch and rivet the at-
tention and determine their devotion to rural life. By
the.r withdrawing their thoughts from trifling games
vicious sports and indulgences, or idle, worthless
habits, a great point is gained towards developing
and maturing the future useful member of societ^^

It is known that farmers' sons are rising to maL
hood, and they are not supposed to be made up of cold
attritions, but have social affinities requiring men-
tal ahment corresponding to the development and
nourishment of these affinities. They should live
under a genial s«u. b^ fed with refreshing showers
and then receive the cure of a most social culturist.
The flower and vegetable garden are useful fields
are all-attractive with their varied products of beautv
and utility, yet they fail to enlist that syn^athy and
feehng which attractive animal hfe afibrds Wha^
better occupation then, or raflier, what better amuse
ment can the boys have than to care for and feed
ami watch over the poultry-yard ? In this way they

|

may clothe themselves and i)ay for their books with-
out interfering with the school exercises or any rea-
sonable labor expected from them in other things.
If thought desirable, let this be one of their stand-
ing perquisites.

Happy for the poor, poultry is just the stock
which any of them can buy. feed and rear, however
humble their mental capacity may be. The voung
the feeble, the halt and the invalid can look after
the poultry, as well as the strongest. It is true the
poultry department comes more particularly to the
care of the "gude" housewife; but the youn-er
branches of the family should take it in hand p°ar-
ticularly the bo^s ; and the farmer should fu'rnish
the means to obtain the best sorts, convenient houses
to keep them in, and not too rigidly guard the corn
crib. A few additional ears of corn will pay com
pound interest; and a leisure hour in providin<r
them comfort will be fixr from misspent.

°

Comparatively few who have not the advantao-e
of an extended farm can indulge in the luxury of
improved flocks and extensive herds, but almost
every one. not closely hemmed in by the brick walls
of a city, can gratify their own taste, and excite
that of their children, by keeping a few choice
fowls. They are preferable to the usual pets, dogs
cats and singing birds; less danger from disease to'
them

;
much more variety, more scope for ingenuity

m rearing and attending, and we will not add on
which side the profit is likely to be. If for no other
reason than to interest the children in a useful at-
tractive pursuit, we would say to my person who
has the room, by all means keep some select i.oultry
There will be no doubt about the profits of keep-

ing poultry in the minds of those who keep strict
accounts; that is. if they manage them judiciously
No poultry-keeper has a right to complain of waat
of success, if he neglects keeping a regular account
of food consumed, and profit by fowls and eggs sold:
Without this he is groping in the dark, and th«
usual termination of such undertakings end ux di's.
appointment and loss.

This hint, we imagine, may prove of service U.
many of those who oan least aflTord to sam-v loss by
their poultry, and most desire to increase their gains •

for, after all, it is only by following out a re-ular
system of management that.any person can expect,
to satisfy himself that his fowls, of whatever breed
they may be. do really pay. Many dislike the littre
trouble it n^y create, and looking upon it as aij in-
^significant item, are apt to say, when asked for their
opiinon, "I believe it pays, but cajmot speak posi-
tively." and are content to go ou as' before; but at
the same time they have no right to, be surprised if
their calculations neither convince otlievs nor fill
their own pockets.

Near large cities most jmultry-keepers pref&r rais-
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ing early chickens, particularly those who rear for

market, as they then bring a great price
;
but it is

not all profit. They are some trouble to rear, and

many will be lost from inclement weather. The

earliest broods of March and April, if weU attended

and well fed, will be ready for market by the first of

July, and will then command the highest price, say

from 70 to 80 cents per pair, which pays a better

profit than ever after.

But it is the later broods which now demand our

attention. As the weather is warm, the mother

hens with their little families of younglings should

have large, airy coops, and the coops placed abroad
;

but in all cases a dry and quiet location should be

chosen, near the house, on account of the conven-

ience of feeding them, and where the chicks are not

in danger of being trodden upon by either man or

beast, nor where the hen will be roasted by the heat

of the sun,, or where there is danger of the chickens

being carried ofi" by hawks and crows. It is not a

bad practice to place hens with their young broods

In the vicinity of the kitchen garden. A hen with

a dozen chickens—the hen being confined in a coop-

will do more to secure the preservation of the vege-

tables than a man ; they not only obtain the greater

part of their living, but are of great service in de-

stroying large numbers of bugs, worms, insects, and

their eggs, which are so injurious to vegetation,

which they annihilate and convert into a source

of profit instead of a loss, by devouring them as

•food. We have experienced some difficulty, how-

ever, in this, for the hawks, and even the crows,

wosiid pounce upon them ; and where the vegetables

fiueh .es beans and peas, were pretty rank, the rats

will tafce shelter, lie in ambush, and catch the young

chickens, when running among them. It is well to

look to these evils, and we would also advise their

removal after they are a month or so old, or they will

become so attached to the garden that it will be

diiEcalt to keep them out.

The coops should not be placed too near each

other, as the chickens are apt to mix and get into

the wrong coop, and some hens are so cross that they

often kill small strange chickens.

At the end of six or seven weeks the hen may be

allowed her liberty, after the dew is off in the morn-

ing and the weather fair ; and if a movable coop be

employed, the door may be left open, or it may be

propped up with a stick, and the hen will return to

it at night of her own accord, when it may be let

down and kept so until the dew of the morning is

off. At the end of two weeks more they may bo

turned into the poultry-yard. As they will at first

hardly receive fair play in the distribution of food,

; it will be necessary to prepare for them a feedmg-

• coop so that they may enjoy their food without be-

, ing disturbed by the other fowls. This may be

effected by driving strips of boards or stakes in the

ground, leaving spaces between just wide enough to

prevent the grown fowls from entering, encircling a

space five or six feet in diameter and about two feet

high, covered with boards, through which should be

a small aperture -^r door, where the feed may be put

in the feeding-bo\ nade for the purpose.

When chickens are confined to a narrow space it

requires much pains to supply them with all the

kinds of food which they collect when running at

large ; and without care to supply their wants, they

will not thrive well or be profitable. When running

at large in a lawn or pasture lot, they devour many

insects and grubs, and many kinds of herbage, vari-

ous sorts of seeds, and many other things which Ave

cannot discriminate, though we look on while they

select their food.

To ensure rapid and full growth of chickens, good,

substantial food should be given them with a liberal

hand ; there is no economy in half starving them.

Ground oats and boiled potatoes mashed and moist-

ened with milk (if a little soured none the worse)

will increase their flesh, while corn wiU fatten them.

The food is a matter of much variety, as varioufl

articles are used for the purpose of fattening fowls.

In Buenos Ayres they are made quite fat by feeding

on the dead horses ; it being no uncommon thing to

see a hen with a whole brood of chickens coming

out of the carcass of a dead horse. The flavor of

their flesh must be abominable, and that of their

eggs but a little better.

^ THE PROPER WAY TO BIT A COLT.

Farmers often put a bitting harness on a colt the

first thing they do to him, buckling up the bitting

as tight as they can draw it, make him carry his

head high, and then turn him into a lot to run half

a day at a time. This is one of the worst punish-

ments they could inflict on a colt, and very injurious

to a young horse that has been used to running in

pasture with his head down.

A horse should be well accustomed to the bit be-

fore you put on the bitting harness ;
and when you

first bit him you should only rein his head up to

that point where he naturally holds it, let that be

high or low ; he will learn that he cannot lower his

head, and that raising it a little will loosen the bit

in his mouth. This wiU give him the idea of rais-

ing his head to loosen the bit, and then you can

draw the bit a little tighter every time you put it

on, and he will raise his head to loosen it. By this

means you will gradually get his head and neck in

the position you wish him to carry it, and give him

a graceful carriage, without hurting him, making

him angry, or causing his mouth to be sore.—

Barey.
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THE PEA-VIIVE AJVD OTHER VARIETIES OF CLOVER,

Eds. Genesee Farmer : In the April number of

tlie Genesee Farmer you have some remarks on

clover, and express the w^ish that " some of your

readers would write a good article on the subject."

I have experimented with several varieties of clover,

and wUl give the result of my experience in this

matter.

The pea-vine or northern clover is a different var

riety from what is here known as western clover,

and the more diminutive southern variety.

A few years since I procured from a brother of

mine, residing in Illinois, a bushel of the real simon-

pure pea-vine clover seed, a part of which I sowed,

and the balance was distributed among a few other

farmers. My seed was sown in the spring—a part

with spring wheat and a part with oats. The next

season I had a prodigious growth of forage— es-

timated at three tuns per acre. It was mown when

in the blossom, cured in cock, and was freely eaten

by horses, cattle and sheep. They however, if kept

upon it for several days in succession, would reject

the large stems, causing some waste. To make the

most of such coarse forage it should be run through

tlie hay-cutter. This variety of clover, tree-like,

sends off from each stem numerous branches or

limbs, each producing one or more heads, which I

think is not the case with other kinds of clover. It

ripens some weeks later than the western, and may

be safely left till timothy or herds-grass is fit to cut.

There was not much diminution in the amount of

clover the third season it was cut. It retains its

hold in the ground much longer than any of the

other varieties cultivated here. It has a much

longer and larger root than the western, gi%ing a

much larger yield of forage ; therefore it is probably

the better kind " for plowing under as a grass crop

to enrich the land than the smaller kinds of clover."

The only difficulty would be in turning wider such

a crop as mine was. I saved samples which were

ON*er five feet in length, and now have some over

four and a half feet high tied to a willow stick. I

send you a few inches of one of the big stalks, by

which you can judge something of its rankness of

growth.

The variety of clover preferred by our farmers is

^known as western. This, on good land, grows suf-

ficiently large for forage, and in favorable seasons

gives two good crops—the first for fodder, the second

for fodder or seed. The large variety gives but a

small after-growth ; therefore, if seed is wanted, it

must be obtained from the first crop.

The southern variety of clover is short and fine,

being a capital winter fodder for sheep, milch cows

and young cattle ; but the yield is light, and our

farmers will not sow it, unless they get cheated into

it, as is sometimes the case when thoy buy it, sup-

posing it to be the western. The next season, how-

ever, tells the true story, by the short clover and tall

scolding of the humbugged farmer.

I have experimented somewhat with the Luzerne

or French clover, but it takes some three years be-

fore the plants get their full growth, and during the

time the June and other tough-rooted grasses over-

power the Luzerne and it becomes nearly extermi-

nated. The only way it can be successfully grown
here is to sow it on land that has been fallowed long

enough to cause all seeds of grasses, &c., to be de-

stroyed, and then sow the Luzerne seed and manure
with superphosphate, guano, or other manures con-

taining no weed or grass seeds. For soiling and

winter fodder it would prove one of the best kinds

of plants, if it could be grown entirely separate from

other plants that have a tendency to overrun the

Luzerne.

I have also experimented with the Alsike or

Swedish clover. This seems to be a hybrid, between

the common red and white clover or honeysuckle.

Several years ago I sowed a few rods of land with

this kind of seed. I sowed it too thin, thereby giv-

ing room for the growth of other grasses. How-
ever, for about three years it did well, but eventu-

ally the other grasses nearly rooted it out. The
stems are small, yielding a large amount of branches,

leaves and blossoms, producing a large amount of

honey for bees ; and for winter feed for sheep I think

no better forage plant can be grown. This kind of

clover has been largely grown by some Canadian

farmers, and highly spoken of by them.

I have also grown a yellow variety of clover, quite

different from any of the foregoing, but not in

quantity sufficient to judge correctly of its merita

Warner, N. H., May, 1864. LEVI BAETLETT.

Scours in Calves.—Eds. Genesee Farmer : I have

lost more or less calves for several years past from

a weakness caused by the diarrhea, or looseness of

the bowels, which in a few days would so reduce,

them that with my utmost skill I was unable to save

them. At length I determined to find a cure. After

much expense in the trials of many (so said) cures, I

found it in the use of the most simple means. I

took one-quarter of a pound of the best Rio coffee,

(prepared as for table use,) boUed in two quarts of

water, and after drenching with one pint at a dose

from three to five times, I effected a perfect cure.

—

John Qkeer, Newcastle, Pa.

Never allow weeds to bloom ; it is the worst

proof of thoughtlessness. One day devoted this

year at the proper time will save a month's applica-

tion next.
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NOT]^ BY S. W.

The April Farmer is a charming practical reper-

tory for both the neophyte and the old stager of the

farm. Those " Walks and Talks' ' are full of interest,

from the very fact that they are the coruscations of

light brought in by daily practice and farm experi-

ence.

The discrepance in the nutriment between poor

and fat beef, as shown by the analyses of Lawes &
Gilbert, although startling, is nevertheless true. I

well remember once drying a ham of poor beef until

it was reduced in weight more than two-thirds ; no

wonder, then, that the analysis showed that poor

beef contained 50 per cent, water, while fat beef

contains less than 25 per cent. It is not the butcher

who loses in buying poor beef, but the consumer

;

for if the butcher buys water, he also sells water!

I have sometimes felt that it ought to be an indicta-

ble oflFence for a farmer to sell lean animals to the

butcher ; for, in the first place, he unwittingly

cheats himself by selling off the bone and muscle of

his farm j ust as the fattening process begins to give

him all his profits (ask John Johnston) ; and then,

the poor family who buys the meat is cheated in an

innutritious article, containing, as it does, 50 per

cent, water.

Your advice to farmers in the grain-growing re-

gions, to pay more attention to cheese-making,

would be better heeded but for the constant care

and hard work which cheese-making imposes on the

farmer's family. Even if the milk is taken to a

cheese factory, it takes time and labor daily ; where-

as, the care of sheep is easy, and the shearing is

done in a day. As you say, cheese may be profita-

bly made, of the best quality, on a grain farm ; but

the same can hardly be said of butter—at least, the

butter from the grass regions proper has more aroma

and brings a better price to take to market.

I should like to have seen your remarks on that

miraculous yield of potatoes, on a thoroughly used-

up soil, by the aid of twenty-five bushels of bone-

dust to the acre ; and what was no less astonishing,

the same field the next season, without manuring,

produced a monstrous crop of rye, the grass seed

sown with it giving a good crop of hay the next

year! This throws all your pains-taking experi-

ments with the phosphate of lime into the shade.

You must try again.

Your recipe, to grease the nails to be driven into

hard, dry wood, is capital ; after breaking many in

the attempt to re-nail boards on seasoned locust

posts, I now never fail. I assure you it is comforta-

ble to have posts of your own growing that not only

outlast both boards and nails, but give jsromise to

servo several generations to come.

Joseph Wright will plant another large field of

dent corn this season, as it yields him one-third

more bushels to the acre than any other variety.

Had he been ambitious of taking the State Fair

premium for the largest crop, he might have got it

every year, and given his competitors tw-enty bush-

els, at least. Instead of hauling manure to his

fields, he hauls distillery slop and makes the manure
on the spot. He has sent off this spring to New
York some of the fattest cattle—John Johnston's

excepted—that ever went from little Seneca. The
first fourteen head sold for $1,946 in New York

—

$139 each, on the average.

Waterloo, April \Sth, 1864.

SEEDING WITH FLAX.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Mr. John Scott, in the

March number of the Farmer, page 97, inquires:

"Will timothy and clover catch good with tlax?"

I would say that for some ten or fifteen years past I

have had some little experience in the flax business,

and so far as timothy is concerned, I have found flax

to be a good crop to stock with—much better than

oats. My method is to mix the two seeds together,

sow broadcast, and harrow or brush in. With me it

has always "catched" better than with any other

crop except wheat.

I would also state in regard to flax that I have

found it to be an excellent plan to plow the ground

in the fall or early winter, and sow the seed as soon

in April as the ground will permit. I have usually

had^jetter crops both of oats and flax than in any

other method which I have pursued.

I would further say in regard to flax, that the

farmers in this region, for some fifteen years past,

have grown flax for the seed only, and have found it

to be a profitable crop ; but within the last five

years there has been quite a drawback on the crop

by the appearance of a vine or plant which, for the

want of a better name, we call " Pull-down." It is

something entirely new Avith us—never before known

in this section. Last year some of our crops were

entirely spoiled and others very much injured. The

plant entwines itself around the flax, and as far as

it extends pulls it to the ground and entirely* de-

stroys both flax and the seed, rendering the balance

of the seed less valuable in market. Last year I

bought a lot of perfectly clean seed, let it to my
neighbors and sowed some myself, and so far as I

could learn every piece but one was full of it. I am
of opinion that it is not produced from a seed of

itself, but springs from the root of the flax from

some local or atmospheric influence.

Flax in this section is becoming quite an article of

domestic manufacture, and all the old spinning-

wheels that have lain by for years—some of whick

have been sold at auction for a few shillings—are

now being repaired and brought into use.
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The greatest drawback in the cultivation of flax

seoms to be the want of a flax-iniller. Wlioevcr

Buccceds in bringing such machinery into successful

oi)eration makes his fortune. L. Wright.

Pierpout, Ohio, May, 1864.

Remauks.—The disease alluded to by our cor-

respondent is undoubtedly the flax dodder, {Cuscuta

epelinum). It is a parasitic plant, starting from seed

in the soil, but soon attaching itself by a worm-like

white thread to the young flax. It seizes the live

stem by means of a sucker thrown out from the

pcwnt of contact, and then, twining from left to right,

and forming more suckers as it twines, it establishes

itself on its victim, and ceases to have any further

connection with the soil. From this time it is a

true parasite, feeding on the juices of the flax plant.

As it is only an annual, it would be killed if we

could prevent its flowering : but this it is almost im-

possible to do. The only remedy is to plow up the

whole crop where dodder appears, and burn it to-

gether with the soil. In the Genesee Farmer for

1861, page 160, we mentioned a method for destroy-

ing dodder, suggested by a French chemist—M.

Ponsard. Having learned that dodder contains an

enormous quantity of tannic acid, he thought if he

could apply something that would neutralize the

acid it would destroy the dodder. He watered some

Luzerne that was affected with a solution of

green 'vitriol (sulphate of iron), and the effect was

all that could be desired. In an hour or two every

particle of dodder was destroyed !

IIVDIAIV COR.\.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Prairie Farmer, after a

few remarks on the culture of corn—in which he

says that on wet land it should be planted shallow,

and just before the plants appear the land should be

harrowed to break the crust—waxes eloquent, as

follows, on the value of Indian corn

:

" With a nominal cost of seed, a range of two

months for planting it waits for the sick and the ab-

sent—m.ay be harvested almost any time without

expensive machinery, is almost indestructable, de

Btroys worthless plants, gives about as much rough

feed for all domestic animals, and is unequaled

for fattening purposes. The buxom girls and stal-

wart sons of the West deem it the stafl' of life when
made into bread, and when made into whisky many
think it life itself. It supports the poor man's

family, the rich man's flask and the merchant's

trade. It is the basis of an immense trade in beef,

the m.ain pillar of our national prosperity, the golden

fleece of America, the staple of the West, the pride

of Illinois. From its partial failure last season we
more fully appreciate the inestimable value of this

splendid gift of the (xreat Spirit to the Red Man, the

jewel of our rich inheritance.

THE CULTURE OF SWEET POTATOES.

J. C. Thompson, of Tompkinsville, N. Y., writes

as follows in the Report of the Department of Agri-

culture :

Attempts to raise sweet potatoes have often been

defeated by excessive care in preparing the ground,

or in not knowing how to preserve them after they

are dug. When they are planted in too deep a soil,

the tuber runs down too deep, and becomes watery

and insipid.

Plants or Slips.—About the first of April put the

potatoes in a hot-bed. If they are large, split them

lengthwise, laying the flat side down. They may be

placed so near as almost to totich each other ; then

cover about two inches deep with a light, rich com-

post made of fine sand, manure, and good soil or

leaf-mold from the Avoods. When the s]3routs push

above the ground add an inch or so of the compost.

Water occasionally with warm water ; keep the bed

warm at night, and on wann days give them air and

sunshine, to render them hardy. When ready to set

the sprouts may be pulled off", or the potato may be

lifted out and the best plants selected, and the potato

returned to the hot-bed. A bushel of seed will pro-

duce from three to five thousand plants, and every

thousand plants which are set should produce forty

bushels of potatoes.

Planting the ground.—A warm, sandy loam is best

adapted to the culture. Mark spaces three feet

apart, merely scratching the ground, for rows, which

should run north and south. On the marks spread

barn-yard manure with a fork ; then turn up the

earth with a plow from eacli side towards the ma-

nure, and form a ridge about ten inches high, and

finish the ridge with a rake. The base of the ridge,

which should be a foot in width, should not be dis-

turbed with the plow. The top of the ridge when

finished should be flat, and three or four inches iu

width.

Plants should be set as soon as all danger from

frost is past. I have obtained fair-sized potatoes

when planted the 1st day of July, but I do not ad-

vise late planting.

Planting on Sod.—Sweet potatoes will grow more

chubby when planted on sod than when planted in

any other way. Strips of sod eight or ten inches

wide may be laid in line on the surface of the ground,

with the grass side up, manure strewed on them,

and the earth turaed up on each side so as to form a

ridge, as directed above ; or a piece of pasture or

meadow may be selected, and the turf used as the

base of the ridge to bo formed by the plow. In

either case manure or rich compost should be used

;

for, unlike Irish potatoes, these are not injured, but

are greatly benefited by manure.

Setting the Plants.—A marker should be used to
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prick off the spaces for the plants, sixteen inches

apart. A boy is then able to drop the plants in the

right places, and the hole is made for setting them.

The plant should then be put into the ground down

to the first leaf, and the earth pressed, gently around

it. Care should be taken to set the plants when the

ground is moist, and, if possible, on a cloudy day.

After Treatment.—Keep the weeds subdued. Use

a hoe or rake, raking upward towards the plants.

Where the plants run down the ridges, lift and lay

them on the top. Do this several times during the

season, in order to permit the sun to act upon the

ground.

Gathering and Preserving.—For early use, feel in

the ridges, and nip from the stem those that are fit

for use, leaving the others to grow. For winter use,

after the fir-st frost select a dry, clear day. Cut the

vines with a scythe, leaving the stem to which the

potatoes are attached three or four inches long, to

lift them by. The vines are readily eaten by cattle.

Use a fork for raising the potatoes ; lift them by the

stem, and lay them on the ridge to dry. In a few

hours they will be ready to pack. Prepare plenty of

dry, cut straw, (old straw is preferable,) and take

straw and barrels, or boxes, to the field. Select the

beet potatoes, handling them carefully, without

bruising them. Put a layer of straw at the bottom

of the barrel, and then alternate layers of potatoes

and straw until it is filled. The potatoes should be

placed close to each other, one at a time, and han-

dled as carefully as eggs. The barrels are then to

be moved to a dry room or cellar where there will be

no frost. If they are placed in a cellar, they must

be raised from the floor and must not touch the

wall. Keeping warm and dry, is the secret of their

preservation. They will keep six or eight months,

and improve in quality. From one plot of ground,

39 by 100 feet, I gathered, in October last, 43^ bush-

els. This is at the rate of 485 bushels per acre.

DASH vs. CRANK CHURNS.

Eds. Genesee Farmer :
" An Inquiring Mind,"

in the Farmer for May, Avishes to know why dash
churning makes better butter than crank churning.

We are unable to answer this scientifically or on
scientific principles, but will have to wait until col-

leges are as plenty for women as for men, before

cause and effect, globules and particles can be an-

alyzed, explained and experimented upon by women.
But in the meantime we can derive our convictions

from observation and practical experience. This, I

believe, is the way most of us have to attain knowl-
edge and the truth, which, some how, generally hits

nearest right.

The crank churn has too much force inside, or at

least those have had that I have seen ; consequently
the butter is forced too quick, and observation

teaches mo that butter thus handled soon becomes
rancid, and has not at first that sweet taste which is

def<irable. There may be other causes of which I

am not aware.—M. S. B.

CORN FODDER FOR CATTLE.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I have had considerable

experience in feeding corn fodder on a farm where

we kept seven head of horses and twenty head of

cattle. I cut the stalks with a two-horse railroad

power machine, cutting from three hundred to six

hundred bushels at a time. I had a large trough,

say ten feet long, three feet w^ide and two feet deep,

into which I put the cut fodder, and then put over

it some corn-chop—corn chopped, cob and all. This

I mixed and fed out to the stock, and in this way

I fed out all the stalks raised on about twenty-five

acres, a quantity of hay and soft corn. We had

eleven head of steers for beeves, which we got in

September, and in April they were scarcely fit to

kill. We kept them until July, feeding and pastur-

ing alternately, when we sold them for little if any

more than they cost, having only the manure for

what feed they consumed and the time and trouble

of feeding them.

This, Mr. Editor, you may think was a losing

game—at least not a very profitable one. The

reader may suggest that there was something wrong.

This I admit. I believe in cutting corn fodder for

cattle ; but it should be fed only while it is in good

condition—in other words, before it gets all dried

up, say until about the first of February, for I be-

lieve that when they are perfectly dried so that there

is no substance in them, the cattle do not only re-

fuse to eat them as well, but what they do eat scours

them and thus injures their health ; therefore I

would prefer topped fodder to that cut up by the

roots, and if fed while green it is as good as the best

timothy hay. Feed in the fore part of winter, and

save the hay until spring. Do not have it chopped

in the ear—cobs and all. This I know to be injuri-

ous. Some people do not believe this, and I have

heard of people buying cobs to have them crushed

and then mix them for feed. This is on a par with

the man who made stone soup. As the story runs, a

traveler got out of money and hard pressed for

something to eat. He stopped at a house with a

stone in his hand which he had picked up, and said

he would show the inmates how to make stone soup

if they would let him have an iron pot. This was

given him, when he asked for a small piece of meat.

This was also supplied him. He then wanted some

cabbage and a few small potatoes. After getting all

of these he made a good repast on his stone soup,

but would have done just as well without the stone.

So with corn cobs. If you put enough of something

else with them, you may have a pretty good mess,

but it would be just as good without the cobs—at

least this is my experience.

Now as to stabling and outdoor feeding. If you

wish to fatten, put up your cattle in a good warm
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stable ; keep it well ventilated and not too dark

;

keep it well cleaned ; bed your cattle well, and give

them plenty of water ; then, with a little attention

and j udgment, you will soon learn how much they

will eat. This is necessary in order to feed economi-

cally and yet with good effect. One reason why our

cattle did not do better, or why I did not succeed bet-

ter, I attribute to the fact that our steers were kept

in the barn yard all winter, fed cut fodder in a trough

at one end of the yard, all loose, and they would

chase and gore each other so that some got more

than their share, aud others less. Their loose feed

was scattered on the ground or on the dung pUe,

and trampled under foot.

Perhaps the reader can see what was wrong and

be inclined to ask. Why did you not remedy this

e\-il ? Well, I will tell you. I was employed by a

man who is not a practical farmer, and yet would

not allow me to use my discretion and benefit by my
experience. He owned the farm, and insisted upon

directing all the operations thereon. In the end he

paid dearly for his " experiment," as he called it
;

and surely it was " experiment " with a grief; for he

kept his steers much longer than his neighbors, fed

them a great deal more, lost one by over-feeding,

and sold them all at an advance of only three-quar-

ters of a cent on the jxumd ! I think I hear some

good farmer—some experienced cattle feeder—say,

" Served him right—he might have had better luck."

But why do men undertake to farm who actually

know nothing about it— why say they can not ? I

learn from a book. What are all the treatise and

essays on farming for if we can not profit by them ?

This is very plausible, but experience is the best

teacher, as faith without works is dead, being alone

;

60 theory without practice is insufflcieut, being alone.

If a practical farmer reads and reflects in his daily

practice, he will have a good help in his arduous op-

erations. As Abraham's faith wrought with his work,

so a farmer's theory or book learning will be per-

fected by his practice.

I have given you some of my experience and sug-

gestions, and hope they will not be entirely lost upon

others. D. W. Sampbel.
2forthumberland. Pa., May, 1864.

AGRrcTJLTURAii Improvrments.—Since the days

of Sir John Sinclair—the esteemed friend and cor-

respondent of Washington, and one of the great

men of the earth—no science has received more gen-

eral attention than that of agriculture. This at

least is particularly true with reepect to the past

twenty-five years' agricultural experience of our own
country. When we look back over that space of

years, and contemplate the many improvements in

fanning which have been made, we have great rea-

son to congratulate our farmers for the spirit, intelli-

gence and good sense which they have exhibited.

V/ATERL\G STOCK.

A coRRESPOfUENT of the Boston Cultivator al-

ludes as follows to the different methods of watering

cattle in winter :

1. Driving them to a brook. This mode of water-

ing was found to be attended with loss. It was as-

certained that it required too much time, and caused

too great a loss of manure, which would be dropped

on the way.

2. Drawing water from a well with a bucket.

This was found to be something of an improvement

over the previous way
;
yet this was a slow process

for watering a large herd of cattle, especially In

stormy or very cold weather, for in such weather

they would not be so much inclined to drink. In the

spring of the year the water would be so brackish

that the cattle would go all day without drinking.

This was not according to nature, for they needed

water to nourish their systems, and give moisture

to their food that it might be more easily digestt'd.

In this case the cattle had to sulfer, and their owner

was the loser.

Again, in place of the bucket a chain pump was

used, to see if this would not do the required work

at a less expense of labor ; but this was found to be

no better.

Finally, a spring was looked for, which was found

at the distance of 65 rods from the barn, with 15

feet fall. This spring was dug to the depth of six

feet, that a greater supply of water might be ob-

tained ; after stoning, there was a trench dug, 2^

feet deep by 1| wide for the pipe, this being half an

inch in diameter. The total expense of getting the

water to the barn was $52, or 80 cents per rod.

This pipe was laid ten years ago the present sea-

son, and all the expense that it has required to keep

it in order is only 50 cents ; and it has always fur-

nished abundance of water for a large herd of cattle

at all seasons of the year.

Often we see the watering trough under the shed,

or in some other place where the cattle like to stand.

If the person who has charge of the stock is not

careful, there will be some of the younger animals

which will not get an opportunity to drink as often

as necessary, consequently I consider it best to have

the trough in the most remote part of the yard, as

by so doing the cattle wiU drink, and then walk

away to see if they can not find some more suitable

place to stand or lay down. In this way all get

what water they require >vithout any extra labor

from the person who has charge of the stock. I

consider that running water at the barn weU pays

the interest of a thousand dollars annually.

FooT-ROT IN Sheep.—The application of double-

distilled vinegar and corrosive sublimate is said to

be a remedy for foot-rot in sheep.
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SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS—No. 6.

WEITTEN FOK THE OENEBKB FABirBB.

Ako he said. So is the kinsdnm of God, as if a man should cast

?(_><Ht in'o the ground; and should sleep, and rise night and day,

tmd the seed should spring and gi-ow up, he knoweth not how.
i'or the earth bringeth forth I'rnit of herself: tirst the blade, then
the ear, after that the fall corn in the ear. But when the fruit is

brought forth, immediately ho putteth in the bickle, because the

harvest is come.

—

Maiik.4: 26-29.

The parables are the most difficult parts of

scripture to interpret. They have, by specious, but

false interpretation.?, been more frequently pressed

into the service of error than any other portion of

scripture, except prophecy. They are not designed

to be the first source of doctrine, but to illustrate

and enforce the truth which is, in other parts of

scripture, revealed in a more formal manner. It is

a sound principle of interpretation, applicable alike

to all writings, that the meaning of figurative lan-

guage must be ascertained by that which is literal.

Errorists, of all ages, who have been unable to bring

the literal to their aid, have resorted to the figura-

tive, because of its greater susceptibility of perver-

sion. The i^rinciple of interpretation already stated

is so important t» guide us in our endeavors to un-

derstand the scriptures and to fortify us against the

arts of errorists, that no pains should be spared to

fix it in our minds and in the minds of our children.

Bible class and Sabbath school teachers should under

stand it, especially since Christian parents throw the

responsibility of the religious instruction of their

children upon them. The literal is ever to control

the<loctrinal interpretation of the figurative. We are

not to go to the figurative as the first source of doc-

trinal teaching. A departure from this principle

will involve us in false interpretation. It will give

errorists scoj^e to propagate false doctrine with appa-

rent sanction of the Word. By departure from this

principle the parable of the Unmerciful Servant may
be used to sustain the doctrine that there is no ne-

cessity, in the economy of grace, of the interposition

of a mediator between God and man. The king in

the parable pardoned his servant on his own peti-

tion, and not on account of any satisfaction made or

any mediator intervening. Hence it might be in-

ferred, that in the same way, and without requiring

sacrifice or intercessor, God pardons sinners simply

on the ground of their penitent prayers. Upon the

same principle of interpretation the parable of the

sower may be made to teach the doctrine, against

the express and literal declarations of scripture, that

all men are not naturally totally depraved. A por-

tion of the seed fell upon good ground and brought

forth fruit ; therefon?, scmie men are by nature, and

without tho speciiil grace of God, fitted to bring

forth fruit unto holiness. There are illustrations of

a mode of interpreting parables which has been a

fruitful source of error. It proceeds upon the prin-

ciple that parables are an original source of doctrine

instead of illustrations of truth communicated in

literal form in other parts of scripture.

The parable in the text may with perfect con-

sistency refer either to the origin and progress of

Christianity in the world, or to the establishment,

growth and perfection of the grace of God in the

soul of individual believers. The kingdom of God,

as used in the scriptures, sometimes has reference to

one, sometimes to the other, and what is said of it

in the parable is in other portions of scripture ap-

plied to both.

The origin of Christianity and the origin of per-

sonal godliness are both divine. This is explicitly

affirmed as well as necessarilly inferred from the

revealed fact of the natural alienation of man from

God. With reference to the origin of Christianity it

is said : " Him being delivered by the determinate

counsel and fore-knowledge of God, ye have taken

and by wicked hands have crucified and slain. This

Jesus hath God raised up ; therefore being by the

right hand of God exalted, and having received of

the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost he hath

shed forth this, which ye now see and hear. God,

who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in

time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in

these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he

hath appointed heir of all things." It is clear from

these passages that Christianity has a divine origin.

It is of God. The same is the origin of the king-

dom of God within us. " Whom he did foreknow

he also did predestinate to be conformed to the image

of his Son. I follow after, if that I may apprehend

that for which also I am apprehended of Christ

Jesus. Being bom again, not of corruptible seed,

but of incorruptible, by the word of God which

liveth and abideth forever." It is not true, there-

fore, that while God is the author of Christianity in

a general sense, man is the author of his own par-

ticipation of the grace of the gospel. He is born of

God. But this is done by human instrumentality.

It is as if a man should cast seed into the ground.

If God had seen fit, he could have revealed the truth

immediately'to each individual without the inter-

vention of any human instrumentality. But he has

adopted another plan. He has committed the seed

to prophets, apostles and disciples to be by them cast

abroad through all the world. His plan renders it

necessary that a class of men shall be set apart to

sow the seed of the kingdom. Hence the apostle,

speaking of those who are igporant of the gospel,

says :
" How shall they call on him in whom they

have not believed? how shall they believe in him of

whom they have not heard, and how shall they hear

without a preacher '?

"

In view of this divine plan with reference to the
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sowing of the seed of the kingdom, the apostle gives

this charge to Timothy :
" And the things which

thou has heard of me among many witnesses, the

same commit them to faithful men, who shall be

able to teach others also." The things which the

apostle taught and which he here charges Timothy

to commit to faithful men to teach, were, as he says,

" the things that are freely given us of God, which

tilings he spake, not in the words which man's wis-

dom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth."

The illustration of man's casting seed into the

ground may therefore be applied to those who, un-

der Christ, are teachers in the church.

But my limits in the Farmer admonish me to

postpone the remaining part of this subject until

next month.
M I !

A NEW METHOD OF PLANTING CORN.

Mr. Z. Breed, of Weare, N. H., states in the New
England Farmer that he has raised corn planted in

the following manner for three years, and that the

result has been so favorable that he can confidently

recommend it to his brother farmers

:

" After my ground is well prepared by manuring,

plowing and harrowing, I drill it one way with a

small plow. Into this drill I put whatever of com-

post or manure is intended for the hill, and mix it

thoroughly with the soil with an instrument made

bj attaching two or three of Share's harrow teeth

to a joist four inches square and four feet long, with

handles at one end and a hitching place at the other.

After this operation the corn is strewn all along the

drill at the rate of four to six kernels to the foot. A
plow if then used to cover the whole, in soil tolera-

bly free from stones.

" When the corn is up sufficiently to see the rows,

the same little plow is run on either side of it, turn-

ing a furrow from the corn. In a week or so a cul-

tivator is run through and the soil is again leveled.

When it gets up a little too big for the crows, and

the worms have got their share, with a dextrous use

of the hoe it is thinned to about eight inches, and

left standing in as straight a row as possible.

When ten or twelve inches high the same little

plow is used to turn a furrow against either side of

the corn. With a Uttle practice the weeds may be

nearly all covered and destroyed. I have actually

raised a good crop of corn and not used the hoe at

all, and at harvest one could not find three bushels

of weeds to the acre."

How TO HAVE NO WEEDS TO PULL.—Stir the
ground often, and they will never get big enough to

pull. A loose top soil can be stirred up a half-dozen

times with a hoe in the time required to go over it

once in the pulling process. The growth of all

plants will also be greatly promoted by stirring the
8oil ofterL

LIST
OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL

AGRBCULTURAL IMPLEMENT MAKERS
In the United States and Canada.

[ Prepared expressly for the Genesee Farmer.]

NEW YORK.
L. & P. K. Dederick, Hay Presses Alb.any.
* WHEELER. MELICK & CO., Horse Powers, &c •

United States Mower
I. T. Grant Js Son • •

Hallenbeck & Ciinninghann,
M. Alden & Son, Steel Plows, Horse H<jf8 Auburn.
Burtis & Beardsley, " CayUira Chief" Mower & Reaper.

.

A. R. Reynolds & Sons, Sections for Moueis & Reapers,
Abel Riinyan, Fiinninft Mills and Grain Sep.arators
D. M. Osborne i- Co., Kirby's Mower and Reaper
Bodge, Stevenson & Co
Wheeler & Morgan Aurora
J. \V. Skinner & Co Brasher Iron Works

'

Seymour, Morgan & Allen BrocUport.
Silliman, Brother & Co., Hubbard's combined Reaper and
Mower, and .lacob Strayer's Paten Grain Drill Brockport.

Shapley, Hopkins Si Robins iiinghamptou.
Isaiah "S. Matthews, Plows, Cultivators, &c Bingham ton.

M. Baker & Son Buflalo.
Brayley & Pitts, Threshing Machines
R. L. Howard
Buffalo Ag. Machine Works, Kirby's Mower and Reaper,.
R. & M. HARDER Cobk-skill.
Albert Lamport Canandiiigua.
S. Moore & Co Central Bridge.
Philip H. Rose, Canandaigua.
.Tohnson & Co
S. M. Moore Champlain.
G. Sweet & Co., Buckeye Mower and Reaper Dansville.
S. .J. Say les. Clover Threshers, Hullers, Plows, &c Galen.
Wm. B. Dunning; Geneva.
George Hovey, Hay Cutters Greenport.
L. & C. L. Perrigo, Horse Powers, &c Groton.
George Lyon & Son Greene.
Walter A. Wood & Co Uoosick Falls.

Chas. H. Prentiss Hudson.
Gilford Bros,
* REMINGTONS & CO Ilion,

Duryee & Co Kinirston.

James S. Cook Kirk land.

Charles Oyston, Cheese Presses'. Little Falls.

C. C. Whittelsey .Malone.
Russell & Tremain, Screw Power Mowers and Reapers.. Manlius.
John P. Adriance, Buckeye Mower &, Reaper. . .New York City.

John T. Morrell
JOHN VANDERBILT
Grant, Goodwin & Co
li. H. Allen & Co
E. H. Reeves & Co
A. B. Allen
*S. C. HERRING, Hay Tedder.
Griffing Bros. & Co
Rui us Button
* HAINES & PELL
H. Thompson & Co Norwich.
Anson Titus & Son, Plows Phelps.
Adriance, Piatt & Co Poughkeepsie.
Birdsall & Son, Reapers and Mowers Penn "Yan.

A. F. Whittaker, Plows and Threshers
Wm. Parsons, Plows and Cultivators Palmyra.
W. T. Davis & Co., Mowing Machines Plattsburgh.

Fisher & Ling Richland.
* D. C. ALLINO, Grovers' Patent Swing Beam Plow. Rochester,
Rochester Agricultural Works, Pitts & Bray ley,

Ebenezer E. Sill, Ag. Caldron and Steamer
Henrv Belden
Josei'ih H.all

Willis & llutehins, Grain Separators

D. A. Woodbury & Co
Wm. H. Doxtater Rome.
A. Ethridge & Co., Farming Tools •

•

Henry WT Pell, Horsepowers, Farming Tools, &c •
•

C. Bradley & Son, Reimers and Mowers Syracuse.

C. & A. Brown, Seed Drills Shortsville.

Bavid Craw &Co Saratoga.

J. D. Watkins & Co Seheuoctady.
* G. WESTINGHOUSE & CO., Lever and Endless Chain
Horse Powers, Threshers and Cleaners, Threshers and
Separators, Clover Machines, Wood Sawing Machines,.

Sanmcl H. Brainerd, Agent Seneca Falls.

Nutting & Co Troy,
Starbuck Bros., Plows •*

,

Lawrence & Gould, Threshers, •
•
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Clark Tompkins Troy-

J. n. ClKipman, Whiffletres and Yokes Utica.

Dana & Company
Chillis .fe AVooilford, Buckeye Mowers •

•

F. Fanning. Plows, &c Union.

Z. Newcomb, Plows. Waterloo.

Wm. D. IJurrall

n. ,Si E. F. Cooper Watertown.

J. &J. G. Lovel&Co ^ ••

Gea P. York, Buckeye Mower and Reaper. Westfield.

ILLINOIS.
Dnrlinsts & Prosser Chicago.

I/^uis JJ. Kolley
C. II. McCorinick & Bro
Vautrhan & Co
Brown & Co
Thomas B. Bryan
Furst ife Bradley
EIck."»rds' Manufacturing Co
Barber, llawley & Co. Decatur.

P. Manny Freeport
J. P. l-'i'ost & Co., (Hay Presses) Galesburg.

Gilbert & Hamilton Kewanee.
J. F. & W. L. Black Lancaster.

C H. Deere, Plows Moline.

Candy «fe Swan
HominKway, Wykoff & Co
D. Y. Hutrhes Newtown.
Selby, Elder & Co Peoria.

Win. Toby & Co •

Buford, Tate & Co Rock Island.

Thompson <fc Co
Tullcot & Emerson Eockford.

Gait, Tracy ^ Co Sterling.

OHIO.
Shadrach Dial, Amelia.

Oslxjrn Durham & Co., Plows Bedford.

Darnor & Nolte, Cleveland.

Youuglove, Dewitt & Ca
Clark Sorgho Machine Co., Cane Mills and Sowing Ma-

chines Cincinnati.

C. Aultman & Co., Buckeye Mower and Reaper. Canton.

E. Ball & Co
••

J. B. Pitts &Co Dayton.
Pritz & Kuhns
Bomberger, Wight & Co
Kneisly & McSherry
J. Aughe
Russell & Co., Threshing Machines Mansfield.

BLYMYEKS, BATES & DAY, Sugar Evaporators. ...

EOE & BLAIE, Cheese Vats and Dairying Apparatus,. .Madison.
Hall & Co
Whitelv, Fassler & Co., Reapers and Mowers Springfield.

Warder & Child
Tabers & Co., (Mowers and Reapers) Salem.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Blood & Co., Tools Athens.
David Heebner Fairview.

EAGLE WORKS, W. O. HICKOK Harrisbargh.

T. H. Willson & Co
H. K. Parson
Morton & Dorwart Lancaster.

Samuel Keeler
H. K. Storrer.

Frederic Gilbert Morristown.

Sayre vt ]5ros Montrose.

Blaker Millard & Co Newtown.
John Hall & Co Pittsburgh.

Beckham A Long
W. L. BOYER A; BRO Philadelphia.

Bavery & Co., (Plows, &c.)
David Landreth & Son
E. Buist & Son
Rogers & Gest
D. M. Osborne & Co.. Kirby's Mower and Eeaper. .

.

George Ladley Westchester.

IOWA.
C. Crura, Plows Davenport.

W. D. Ament, Plows, &c Muscatine.

L. & J. McGrear, Plows, &c
J. Kleinfelden &, Co., Plows, &c
J. J. Rider Wilton Junction.

iriissovRi.
Blunder, Roenlg & Co. Bt. LouIb.

Plant & Bro
Barnum, Fenner & Co
Kingslands & Ferguson

MICHIGAN.
Farmers' Warehouse ;BattIe Creek.

Binnhams & Co "
J. S. Upton & Co

WISCONSIN.
E. W. Skinner & Co Madison.

0. Comstock Milwaukee.

MARYLAND.
Whitman & Sons Baltimore.
R. Sinclair, jr., <fc Co
Brewster <fc Griffith.

Thomas Norris
F. Ray

MASSACHUSETTS.
Parker, Gannett & Osgood Boston.
Oliver Ames & Sons,
J. Nourse,
Wittemore, Belcher & Co
J. Montgomery & Bro., (Grain Fans)
J. Breck & Son
Burbank, Chace & Co LowelL
Bowers & Jenks Milford.
Alzims Brown, Manny Mower and Reaper Worcester.
Union Mowing Machine Co., Union Mower.
Buckeye M. M. Co., Buckeye Mower

MAINE.
8. S. Brooks Augusta.
Kendall & Whitney Pordacd.

RHODE ISLAND.
Bm-dick & Barrett Providence

VERMONT.
A. W. Gray & Son Middletown.
W. C. Smith St Albans.

NEW^ HAMPSHIRE.
Ward, Humphrey & Co Concord.

CALIFORNIA.
Arthur & Sons San Francisco,
Hawley & Co
TreadwellA Co

CANADA.
R. & S. Patterson Belville.

McPherson, Glasgow »& Co FingalL
L. & P. Sawyer n.amilton.

J. & S. Moxon '. IngersolL
Joseph Hall Oshaw^
Messrs. Patterson Richmond HilL

Soo advertisement

HILLISfG INDIAN CORN.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Oermantown Telegraph,

speaking of the practice of hilling corn. Bays :
" Con-

structing large, conical hills, on land which is light

and dry, must inevitably tend to increase the effects

of drouth, inasmuch as it exposes more surface to

the atmosphere, and consequently increases aerifica-

tion at times when all the moisture contained in the

soil is required for the support and sustesance of

the plants. When rain falls, the conical hill con-

ducts the water from the roots to the center of space

between the rows and hills, very little of the fluid

being retained about the plants, or within range of

the small roots, by which the paMilum is taken up

by the growing plants, and without which they

woiild immediately languish and decay. On light

soils hilling is always disadvantageous to the crop.

Every fresh stratum of earth placed over the roots

causes a protrusion of a new set of laterals, to the

detriment of those previously formed. This ex-

hausts the energy of the plant, without increasing,

in any great degree, its powers of appropriating

food from the surrounding soil, as the first-formed

roots cease to grow as soon as those caused by the

deposition of new soil are developed, and in a short

time will be found to have lost their vitality and be-

come mere worthless appendages."

All grain crops should be harvested before the

grain is thoroughly ripe.
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GARDEN WORK FOR JUNE.

Most garden vegetables are now planted and

growing, and the great work of the summer months

is to keep them growing as rapidly aa possible, and

at the proper season, to gather such as are ready for

use.

To promote the rapid growth of vegetation, no-

thing is more efficacious than the frequent stirring

of the soil. The gardener can better aflPord to dis-

pense with manure than with the hoe. In fact,

viewed in one light, weeds are the gardener's real

friend, inasmuch as they compel him to keep the hoe

in motion.

With a deep, mellow, underdrained or naturally

drained soil, and the hoe, the digging fork and the

cultivator we can almost defy the severest drouth.

The most profitable season I ever experienced as a

market gardener was the driest one I ever knew.

While vegetables in neglected gardens dried up,

creating a good demand, by keeping the agitators ol

the soil at work, I realized fair crops.

Asparagus.—It is well to cease cutting asparagus

by the middle of June ; otherwise you may weaken

the roots too much. In preparing, it for the table,

the blanched portions of the stalk, if used, should

be peeled, or they will be tough.

Beets.—The Long Blood may be sown for winter

use, and the early sown may be thinned out and

used for greens.

Cabbage and Cauliflower—May be transplanted the

early part of the month for fall, and the latter part

for winter use. The early varieties may still be

sown, and transplanted next month into plots from

which early peas, lettuce and radishes have been re-

moved.

Carrots.—Sow early in the month the Long
Orange or Long White, and in the latter part the

Early Horn.

Celery—May yet be sown for winter crop. Those

plants pricked out of the hot-bed last month should

be planted in trenches the latter part of June, four

feet apart and one deep, made very rich and mellow.

Sweet Corn.—Plant until the middle for succes-

sion. Hoe the early planted well, cutting up the

weeds, stirring the entire surface, but not making

much of a hill.

Cucumbers—May be planted any time during the

month for pickles.

Egg Plant.—Transplant early in the month, and

if sunny, shade for a day or two and water.

Melons. It is too late to plant melons, but hurry

forward those planted last month, by means of the

hoe. Liquid manure may be applied to most plants

with good results. The hoe should be used soon

after. Water saturated with any concentrated ma-

nure, such as droppings of the hen, the hog, or guano

is called liquid manure.

Okra—May be planted the very first, and that

planted last month thinned.

Peas.—Sow early sorts for late summer use and

for seed, as the bugs will not infest the late sown.

After the middle the early varieties should be fit for

the table. Do not pick them until the pods are

filled, and do not tear the vines, as they generally

admit of two or three pickings.

Parsnips—May still be sown early in the month.

A deep, mellow soil is essential to produce long,

straight roots, free from branches.

Sweet Potatoes.—The first half of June is the proper

season for transplanting the plants of sweet potato.

They are very sensitive to cold, therefore should not

be put out until all danger from cold winds, as well

as from frost, is past. A light, dry, sandy soil is re-

quisite to produce dry, fine-flavored tubers. If to be

planted in hills, mark out the ground three feet each

way, put a fork full of stable manure to each hill,

and raise a hill twelve or fifteen inches, with a flat

top, on which set a plant. The ground should be

left ?iard under the hill, to make short, thick pota-

toes. If to be planted in drills, throw up ridges

three feet apart, first scattering manure along the

marks pretty freely. Eighteen inches is the pro-

per distance to set the plants on ridges. The

Nansemond is the only reliable variety to cultivate

at the north.

Badishes.—Sow for summer use Long White Na-

ples, White Summer Turnip, Yellow do. do., and

Grey do. do.

Bhubarb.—If you have a surplus, it can be cut up

and bottled or canned for winter use. Allow no

stalks to go to seed.

Squash.—The late varieties may be planted tire

very first of the month.

Tomatoes.—Good, strong plants may yet be trans-

planted. Hoe frequently, drawing a little dirt to

the plants every time to support them.

Small Fruits.—In the month of June we begin to

realize the luxury of some of the small fruits. The

others will require a little more care and attention

before they yield up their delicious treasures.

Currants—WUl begin to ripen the latter part of
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the month. They should be gathered as soon as

ripe for jelly, but are better for eating and table use

when dead ripe. In the meantime give them an oc-

casional hoeing and cut out all superfluous shoots.

Ea»pberrieg and Blackberries—Will show a dispo-

sition to throw up numerous shoots. Leave half a

dozen of the strongest canes for next year's crop,

and treat the rest as weeds, unless required for new

plantations.

Gooseberries—Will be benefitted by mulching.

Grapes.—Pinch out superfluous shoots, and tie up

such as you wish to grow. A cane kept tied up in

a perpendicular position will grow much faster than

in a horizontal one.

Straiclerries.—Now is the time for participation

in this most delicious of small fruits. Give the

vines a last hoeing, and when they commence ripen-

ing, mulch them with cut straw, tan-bark, or any

kind of litter. This will keep the berries clean and

the ground moist, and so prolong the bearing sea-

son. If mulched earlier it will retard their ripening.

R.

FRUIT CULTURE IN THE WEST.—NO. 2.

WBITTEN FOE THB GENESEE FAHMEB BT D. C. BGOFIELD.

Said a fruit-grower of long and tried experience

once to me, " The markets can never be well supplied

with jjears." This was rather prophetic, and thus

far has proved too true. The heavy loam and clayey

soil of the timber lands of the prairie world, as well

as the subsoil, is as well adapted to the growth of

the pear tree as any soil on the continent ; and the

failures have usually been from causes other than

the soil. That the pear tree needs protection from

the sweeping prairie winds, is no more a fact than

that the apple tree needs it. On the open prairie, by

the side of my apple orchard, stands my pear or-

chard, of thirty varieties, which has not sufiered

half as much as the former. My land, though nat-

urally dry, I underdrained to the depth of three

feet, using the subsoil for a compost with the surface

soil, in which to plant the tree. A part of the

ground I prepared by digging a hole four or five feet

wide and two or three feet deep, and then boring

with a post auger three feet deeper to the gravel,

filling the latter with cobble stones or nursery brush,

thus completely underdraining every tree, filling the

large hole with a compost of the subsoil and surface,

with a reasonable qiiantity from the manure com-

post heap. Nothing but rabbits and blight has dis-

turbed them. To protect the bodies of the trees

from rabbits and the " bark blight," (by frost or sun,

or both, or neither,) I tie around the tree in the fall

rye or other straw, threshed with a flail.

The pear tree requires stronger feed than the ap-

ple ;
—^hence, from the piggery or hennery the best

fertilizers are obtained, which, when the tree com-

mences bearing fruit, should be annually applied, as

in the case of the apple. In the absence of these,

any other farm manures may be used. Poor, indeed,

will be the success, and grand, indeed, will be the

failure, if this part is neglected.
'

I once knew two pear trees which stood it an

open field and grew moderately for nearly thirty

years, as their history had it, without bearing a sin-

gle pear. At length the occupant placed his build-

ings so that the trees received the "wash" from

them. The result was, as he (J. T. Hammond) told

mo, that he received from the sales fifty dollars a

year for fourteen consecutive years. Bather profita-

ble trees.

The pear, like the apple tree, should be pruned

when young, and ever after continued, never leaving

a limb to grow the second year that should ever be

removed. Henry Ward Beecher tells of a pear tree

in Illinois, about ten miles from Vincennes, Indiana,

that bore 184 bushels in 1834, and 140 bushels in

1840, of large sized pears. One foot above the

ground it measures ten feet in circumference, and

nine feet above, six and one-half feet, and its

branches spread over a space sixty nine feet in dia-

meter. It is said to be about fifty years old. Other

pear trees, in New York and vicinity, now live which

are over one hundred years old, and of extraordinary

productiveness. Although these are excep'.ions, yet

they are evidences of the great value of the pear

tree under favorable circumstances. But while we

secure such longevity and productiveness to one

tree, we may lose a hundred.

I think the method of Mr. Barry, of Rochester,

N. Y., a good one ; in all cases where a })ear tree

fails he immediately plants another in its place.

Leaf blight is an enemy ,as destructive to pear

trees as the yellow fever is to the human family.

When it attacks trees, no matter of what variety,

death is the immediate consequence to all that part

touched by it. The leaves die as if scorched by fire,

the branches are withered, dead and rotting, the

fruit withers, and the destruction is complete and

without any known remedy. Prof Turner, of Jack-

sonville, 111., says it is caused by a very small insect,

invisible to the naked eye, " so small that a million

of them may walk abreast on the edge of a razor."

Quite small, indeed. If an insect, it sweeps along

unseen in the atmosphere, and where it touches it

destroys. The " insect theory " is the most rational,

for if it were the common atmospheric influence,

then the entire tree would in all cases suffer at the

same time, which is not always or often tlio case.

Often a single limb will be attacked and all tlu! rest

of the tree remain untouched. Again, a sii-.irle tree

in the midst of others of the same variety v;ill be

partially or wholly destroyed, and the rest remain
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unharmed. Such was the case in my orchard last

summer, (1863,) in the midst of my most hardy va-

rieties, among which was the Flemish Beauty.

" One would be taken and the other left." Yet we

say, with Mr. Barry, to every man who loses a pear

tree, to plant another in its place ; or, if he has 7ione,

to plant them at once. No man should be so indifier-

ent to the blessings that Divine Providence has placed

within his reach as to neglect to provide it for him-

self and family, and for generations following him.

Cherry Culture in the west has met with sad re-

verses. Most of the varieties of the heart cherries

have proved a failure north of the latitude of 40°,

and we have learned to cultivate such varieties as

do succeed well, which are of the Duke and Morello

families. Though not so sweet and delicious, yet

they answer to the "roll call" every time. The

Early Richmond, for an early cherry, stands at the

head of the list. These are as hardy as any of the

family, producing crops from very young trees, and

very abundantly.

Four or five varieties form a succession of this

fruit from June till August or September, and are

cultivated with less trouble and risk than any of the

tree fruits.

The soil for the cherry should be similar to that

for the pear—namely, a strong mixture of loam with

the surface prairie soil. The surface of the ground

should be kept clear from all vegetation, and when
practicable, where the poultry or pigs may destroy

every living vegetable, and also all insects that sting

the fruit and therefore render it valueless. All may
have abundance of fruit who will take the trouble

to plant trees.

The cultivation of Plums in the West has not

met with the success that could be desired. In a

country where such a great variety of native plums

abound, it was very natural to suppose that the cul-

tivated plum would flourish in proportion. But this

is not the case. Success is the exception, not the

rule. So general is the failure, that the Doctors of

Tree-o\ogY are not able to furnish an antidote.

Where success is had it is generally on the loamy or

clayey soils. As the native plum tree generally

succeeds when transplanted, it will be well to trans-

plant and graft them with the improved varieties.

The properties derived from the application of salt

to the soil near the tree has proved very beneficial

in the cultivation of the plum at the East, and we
do not see why it may not prove valuable on our

prairie soil. With tha use of it two years on our

trees we have derived no benefit.

The Quince is nearly a failure in the West north

of the latitude of Peoria. Those who desire to raise

it should prepare for it some protected location in a

rich, moist place, where vegetation can be entirely

subdued by some artificial covering of the soil.

Peaches can not be successfully raised north of

Joliet, yet occasionally we find them as far north as

Wisconsin. Last year (1863) was favorable for the

peach crop where there were trees, and had tlw3

country been well supplied with trees doubtless there

would have been a good supply of this fruit. Yet

its successful cultivation must of necessity bo con-

fined, with few exceptions, to a latitude farther

south. Egypt or South Pass, in the southern part

of this State, has become noted in all the fruit

world for its peculiar adaptation to fruit-growing,

especially to the production of peaches. There is a

small region of country of high hills and bluffs,

through a notch of which the Illinois Central Rail-

road passes, which thereby derives the name of

" South Pass." These high lands are covered with

a growth of tShiber, and are elevated above tho

frosts that so commonly invade the low land of the

prairie country, and the woodland and bluffs afford

protection from the western gales. Here, doubtless,

is to be the great central fruit region of the West.

It is said that the markets of Cincinnati and St.

Louis are supplied with strawberries two weeks

earlier from this point than from their own vicinity.

Apricots and Nectarines must necessarily find a

place south of the latitude of Central Illinois.

The Grape is doubtless destined to occupy an im-

portant place in the pomology of the West. Along

the rivers and protected localities, the Isabella, and

even the Catawba, arrive at considerable perfection.

But the new, early, and hardy varieties find a home
here. The deep, rich soil of the prairie country af-

fords an abundant supply of nutritious qualities

adapted to the grape. The Hartford Prolific and

Delaware are doubtless to take the lead ; next, the

Concord, Diana, &c. While we would encourage

the cultivation of this fine fruit, we would by no

means desire that so much of it should be grown as

to entail the curse that has fallen upon some of the

vine-growing and wine producing countries of Eu-

rope.

To prepare a border for vines, the same prepara-

tion of soil should be made that is required for the

pear. Nothing pays better than the expense of pre-

paring for the grape-vine. Where drainage can be

had, I would excavate a place six feet in diameter

and four or five deep, and fill it (after throwing in a

few bushels of bones) with a rich compost, and then

plant the grapes. Perhaps no fruit-bearing vine or

tree endures longer or produces more than the grape,

with proper training. It is said that a vine now
stands by the old Tower of London that has stood

there for centuries. Its roots have found their way
among the old ruins of former ages, and it produces

a tun of grapes annually, which at ten cents per lb.

would amount to $200. *

The smaller fruits are produced in great abun-
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dance here. The Strawberry, especially Wilson's

Albany, has been introduced, and has become a lead-

ing fruit. As yet no variety has equaled it in pro-

ductiveness or value as a market berry. Under a

good cultivation it produces more than two hundred

bushels per acre, and always finds a ready market.

An expert picker will pick ten quarts per hour. The

plants should be set in rows, three feet apart one

way and eight to twelve inches the other. The

ground requires a deep, rich culture, and to be kept

ciean. Hooker's Seedling and some other varieties

should be planted for family use.

The Baspberri/ and Lawton Blackberry require a

mixture of loam with the prairie soil, and the plot

on which they stand to be kept clean and thoroughly

covered with mulch, so that the surface of the ground

will not become dry, and then immense crops are

secured.

All these varieties and kinds of fruit should have

a slight winter protection ; the strawberry by a

slight covering of corn-stalks, and the others by

bending them down and covering with straw or

stalks.

The Currant in all its varieties is alike valuable

East and West ; but as an early bearing fruit in a

country newly settled, is of immense value, as it

never fails to produce a crop of fruit which supplies

the place of all other fruits, and is a very good sub-

stitute, and conducive to health. It should be in

rows, three feet each way, and receive a clear cul-

ture and annual manuring. The most productive

and most valuable varieties are the Red and White

Dutch.

The Oooseberry is also valuable here, the Houghton

Seedling being the only really valuable variety. It

should be supported by trellis-work, so that it may
not lie on the ground, to which it has a natural ten-

dency. No fruit bears earlier or more abundantly.

Having thus presented to you a brief view of the

present state of Fruit Culture in the West, with sug-

gestions relative to the soil and mode of cultivation,

if it should advance the fruit-growing interests of

the West as well as of the East, we shall feel abun-

dantly remunerated for our labor.

Elgin, HI., May, 1864

" Prxtning in JtTNE " is recommended by an ex-

perienced correspondent of the Oer^esee Farmer.

Give it 'a trial. We intend to do so. The general

opinion is that pruning at this season weakens the

tree. If you have vigorous growing trees that are

inclined to make too much wood, pruning at this

season, by checking their growth, will have a ten-

dency to throw them into bearing. Northern Spy

trees, which, as a general rule, are very tardy in

coming into bearing, might, if they are in a vigor-

ous condition, be pruned at this season to advantage.

JUNE THE TIME TO PRUNE FRUIT TREES—No, S.

Why shotjld "we Prune?— In considering tlis

question, we should remember that fruit and fruit

trees have been brought to their present state ot ex-

cellence by constant care and culture ; that few, if

any, of our beat fruits were at first of much Talue.

It is said that the peach, the most excellent of all,

was only a bitter almond. The apple, when allowed

to grow wild, has seldom produced good fruit. Cul-

ture has changed them to what they now are ; cut

ture and care have refined their nature, and this

same culture and care should have no intermission,

if we •would attain success.

The knife—the pruning hook—has been a potent

instrument in the hands of man in bringing about

this refinement, and it becomes us to know when and

how to use it.

Trees are of different habits. Some are inclined

to grow to wood, and their tops present a thick mass

of limbs, with very little fruit, and that of an infe-

rior quality. Such should be thinned out and cut

back in order to reduce their wood buds and throw

the strength which tends to them into fruit buds.

Others are too erect or upright in their habits, and

may need cutting back to give them a more spread-

ing head. Others are not well balanced, which

fault may be corrected by pruning. There are other

reasons why to prune ; but they may more properly

be considered under the head

—

How TO Prune.—The tree, as it comes from the

nursery, should be pretty much robbed of its top, in

order to retain an equilibrium between its power to

furnish and its demand for nutriment—which power

was necessarily impaired in transplanting.

The pruning should not be all made from the bot-

tom upward, but the top must be cut back, so as to

commence the formation of the head not higher than

your shoulders. Three or four main limbs, on oppo-

site sides, should be left as the foundation for tlie

head of the tree. If more are left let them be taken

out the next summer, in June. All limbs should be

cut back at least one-half, and every cut should be

commenced on the opposite side from the bud (even

with its point) which you desire to continue as the

prolongation of the limb. This bud then becomes

the terminal bud. The knife should be drawn with

a little slant upward, coming out a little above the

bud. The terminal bud, as a general rule, should be

on the outward side of the limb.

The tree will now need but little pruning until

the third season, when you can begin to calculate

upon the form it is inclined to take. If one side is

disposed to outgrow the other and is heavier, thin it

out and cut back rather close, while you cut back

the other lightly. If disposed to be too upright, cut

them back heavily, bend and fasten them more hor-
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izontally, making an incision lengthwise on tlie

upper side. Calculate whether the Ivnbs will be too

thick together when they come to be large, and remove

tJiffta ichile smaM. Let this rule bo constantly borno

in mind and applied to practice, year after year, and

you vrill avoid the necessity and the injury of cut-

ting off large limbs.

Allow no surplus wood to grow, and no sap sprouts,

to rob the fruit of that nourishment which it needs.

Make the top open, so that the sun may penetrate.

Crossed limbs and those that interfere must be cut

owt ; also, thorny, scrubby and dormant limbs. Let

your tree be so open that the limbs will not whip

together and chafe by the wind. Use a fine saw, or

some instrument that will cut smooth. Do not use

aa axe or a hatchet.

Every limb has a joint—(if I may be allowed so

to call it)—an enlargement where it joins another.

At the smallest point just above this take it ofT

smooth and clean ; do not allow it to mar and tear

down the bark.

Prune at any time after the middle of May until

the last of August. Prune in June and you will be

satisfied that it is the best time.

E. D. Wright.
Fierpont, Ohio, May, 1864

PUIfTLVG, PRUMNG AND TRAINING THE PEACH.

Eds. Genesee Farmer: The most important

things in relation to a tree for planting, are : first,

its vitality ; and, second, its symmetry ;—for if dead

or dying, it is, of course, worthless ; and if the

trunk is not in good proportion, it can not sustain

the requisite amount of branches to produce a max-

imum crop of fruit. If the branches are too much
on one side the sap can not flow evenly ; and if left

to itself, the deformity increases with its growth,

and it becomes, not only unsightly, but more liable

to destruction from storms.

The best shape for all fruit trees is doubtless the

pyramidal. The length, size and weight, then, of

each limb is in proportion to the size of the main

stem at its base, and there will be no forks liable to

split the tree when loaded with fruit. Pear and

cherry trees take this form naturally
;
peach, apple

and plum not so readily ; but these latter, with a

little judicious care, while young, may be made to

take this form very nearly. The peach, being of

rapid growth, needs the most constant care for the

first two seasons after planting, and I will take it

for a text and give you my ideas of its pruning and

training.

The peach, like the grape and some other of the

small fruits, but unlike most trees, bears fruit only

on the shoots of the last season's growth, and the ten-

dency of its sap is strongly to the extremities ; con-

sequently, when left to itself, the fruit is left at too

great a distance from the base of the limbs for the

branch (with its very brittle wood) to sustain a g(xxi

crop of fruit, especially after a few years of bearing.

Unlike most other trees, too, it puts out no second-

ary branches, except from the present or last sea-

son's growth.

These facts explain why this tree is so often

broken down, and should be constantly borne in

mind in pruning and training. Peach trees for

planting sliould be at two years' growth from the

pit, and one year from the bud. If they have been

raised on a deep, dry, sandy soil, the roots wUl be

very symmetrical, and of the pyramidal form re-

versed. In this case, I cut off the tap root to six or

eight inches, in order to increase the lateral roots.

Having been usually raised in crowded nursery rows,

the stem is very apt to be in the form of a bow,

slender, and the branches sparse and weak. Tlie

most judicious pruning that the tree can have at

planting is to cut off every limb at its base and

shorten in the top to a length in proportion to its dior

meter at the root, taking care not to cut the limb so

close as to injure the bud at its base. The tree wiU

then throw up a strong leader from each terminal

bud, and plenty of lateral branches, from which you

can make your selection for the future skeleton of

the tree. It now having plenty of room, the

branches will be more stocky, and of more uniform

size ; and if any one is taking more than its share

of sap, it is readily seen, and can be stopped by nip-

ping at any time during the summer.

Another peculiarity of the peach should also be

borne in mind at planting. It is more sensitive to

the influence of the winds than most trees, and the

winds of summer being mainly from the west, you

will find that in the Northern States—and perhaps

more particularly in this State—that the tops of the

trees point to the east ; the limbs are longer and

more depressed on the east side, with a constant

tendency of the tree to lose its balance. To coun-

teract this tendency, at planting I set the tree with

the top pointing to the west ; in the summer pinch-

ing I am careful to keep back the east branches

;

and in the spring pruning, " which should be done

when the buds first swell," says Barry, I cut the

east limbs to an upper bud, the west ones to an

under, and the north and south ones to a west bud

—

bearing in mind another peculiarity of this tree,

which is, to throw its branches at a more nearly

right angle with the stem at its base than most

other trees. Having in mind these peculiarities and

tendencies, the advantages of spring shortening-in

wiU be readily seen, as it makes the limbs more

steady, the tree takes up less room, is more perfect

in its shape, the branches are more upright and less

in the way of cultivation, the weight of the fruit is
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nearer the trunk, and I have good authority fox

saying that it trebles the lengtli of its life, increases

the amount, size and flavor of the fruit, and protects

it as well from injury by the winter storms.

The second summer the same system of pinching

the rampant branches, and the same shortening-in

the next spring should be followed. You then have

the foundation for your tree, and may then decide

whether to continue the operation annually there-

after. The labor will be increased with the in-

creased size of the tree ; but if it bears well, which

you may hope it will, the third or fourth season

after planting, if the climate and season be favora-

ble, you will not grudge the increased labor. If you

follow this system of shortening-in you will find too

many limbs coming out of the main stem. True,

the surplus ones will die out of themselves, but not

always the ones you would choose to spare. It is

better at the spring pruning to cut out so as to keep

the head open and preserve the sjinmetry of the

tree. '
s. B. p.

Mxukegon, Mich., May, 1864

HORTICULTURAL ITEMS.

Prepared for the Genesee Fanner.

The gooseberry and currant caterpillars are again

on our currant bushes, and unless checked will soon

strip off the entire foliage. They bpgin at the bot-

tom of the bush, and seem to prefer the leaves on

the young suckers. If attended to in time, the re-

moval of these suckers would destroy hundreds of

caterpillars and the little beet-like eggs which may
be found neatly glued on the under side of the

leaves. The removal of the suckers, too, and of all

branches that are not bearing fruit, will strengthen

the bush and give us larger fruit, by throwing a

greater supply of sap into the fruit-bearing branches.

The remedy which we have for several years re-

commended in the Genesee Farmer will be found

effectual if faithfully applied. This is simply to

dust the bushes with hellebore powder, which may
be otaiued at any respectable drug store. Half a

pound, costing not more than fifty cents, will be suf-

ficient for a large number of bushes. As soon as

the hellebore touches the caterpillars they curl up

and drop from the tree. The plan we have adopted

is, to first syringe the branches with a decoction of

tobacco and soap-suds, and while wet to dust on the

hellebore from a common dredging box. Lime, if

repeatedly applied, throwing it as much as possible

on the under side of the leaves while the dew is on

in the morning will greatly check the ravages of

these pests. It is not too late to attend to this mat-

ter now, as there are two or three broods in the

.course of the season.

. Whale Oil. Soap is a sovereign remedy for the

rose bug. Put half a pound in a pail of boiling hot

water and stir it till it is dissolved. Pour this into

two or three pails of soft water and syringe the

bushes with it. You will in a few days be aston-

ished at the glossy and healthy appearance of the

leaves, and will be abundantly rewarded for the slight

trouble and expense. Tobacco water—or better still,

if you have any means of confining it around the

bushes, tobacco smoke—will destroy the aphides

which suck out the juices from the leaves of roses

at this season of the year. They are a great nui-

sance unless attended to, but are easily destroyed.

If you have not tobacco, try soap suds.

The " Pear Blight " continues its ravages, es-

pecially in this section and parts of the Western
States. In New England, and in the eastern coun-

ties of this State and New Jersey, it is seldom seen.

We still think that the cause of this disease is a

fungus generated in the soil, from old decaying

roots, chip manure, &c. There is no remedy except

to avoid planting on soils where trees have been

grown, and where the old roots are still in the soil.

If not already attended to, it is not yet too late to

mulch strawberries. The clippings of the lawn, or

grass of any kind, makes an excellent mulch for this

purpose. It checks evaporation from the soil, checks

the growth of weeds, and keeps the fruit clean. Cut

off the runners and throw the whole sap into the

fruit.

The long-legged, spindling tomato plants so freely

offered for sale in the city, must be poor things to

plant. They look large now, but a small stocky

plant, that has been transplanted once or twice, and

is finally removed with a good ball of earth round

the roots, will produce earlier and better fruit. The
same is true of cabbage, caulifiowers, celery, &c. If

you want good plants, let them be pricked out while

young from the seed-bed into a nice warm border, in

rows three or four inches apart each way, and when
they are well-rooted and are strong, stocky plants,

give the ground a thorough watering, and then re-

move each 'plant with a ball of moist earth round

it, and they will not miss the moving. They will

be earlier and better than much larger plants set out

without previous transplanting. It also affords an

opportunity of throwing aside any that may be at-

tacked by grubs at the roots. A good place to plant

early cabbage and cauliflowers is between the rows

of peas. The peas, if poled, afford some protection

from the hot sun.

Usefulness op Mowing Weeds.—In the month
of June weeds are in their most succulent state ; and
in this state, especially after they have lain a few
hours to wither, hungry cattle will eat greedily al-

most every species. Tliere is scarcely a hedge, bor-

der or nook, but at this season is valuable ; and it

must certainly be good management to embrace this

opportunity, i'or shortly they will become nuisances.
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ECONOMY,

These are stirring times. Ruin stares us in the face,

snd our great Republic lies bleeding at every pore.

But if we all conclude to strengthen instead of ^yeaken

her in this great affliction, she will survive gloriously.

Upon women the practice of this economy necessarily

devolves ; and this must be done by strict economy

In family aflairs.

Women, too apt to consider their own weakness, look

with amazement at the Alpine events with which they

are surrounded, and content themselves with sewing

for the Sanitary Commission or Freedmens' Associa-

tion. This is well. But there is another duty at every

womaa's door, and that is economy. Do not say,

" Look at . In spite of the war they have their

balls, their music, dancing and dress—their line furni-

tnre, fancy horses and carriages." Nero fiddled while

Rome was burning. Our land is being wasted and

drained of her resources by a desolating war, and

shall we, by trifling, make those resources less ? Bo-

Bides, as in the Revolutionary days, they were suspected

of disloyalty who were filled with British gold; so may
we not suspect those are none too loyal who are thus

squandering our nation's honor—our nation's waning

weaith. Then let economy be the watchword of our

republican principles, and let us remember that we are

truly serving our country when we economise carefully

and persistently in our personal and household expen-

ditures.

A thousand things and ways before unthought of

will these stirring times bring to light. Alter that old

dress, and it will be as good as new; and we shall hear

no more of "nothing to wear," of nothing to do.

Never mind the extra feather or flower while yonder

hospitals are filled with maimed youths and the groans

of the dying. Leave them until the sighs of the sor-

rowing and heart-broken are echoed back no more in

our land. Transform your old things into new, if you
can ; if not, yonder lies the crouching, naked contra-

band. Over and over again has our honse submitted to

a " raid " for them, thinking surely now there is nothing

more—but another bundle comes ! And as Bridget in

the kitchen has been warned to save the pieces, she ex-

claims :
" And it ain't the like of ye that will be after

eating them." "We will see to-morrow," I reply.

To-morrow comes. "Well, Bridget," how is the meat
pie, and the custard pudding?" "Oh! bootiful,

marm."
A strange fancy such people have. They deem none

but the wasteful can be the aristocracy. Is it educa-

tion, or what is it, in our poor, that renders them so

deficient in tact, or " looking ahead," as the phrase is ?

One of a benevolent committee, in New York city,

states that an aged woman, who was, as she said, very

poor, but who, somehow, could find enough tobacco

these hard times to keep herself enveloped in smoke,

applied for assistance. It was granted ; and on calling

upon her a short time afterwards to see how she got

along, she was found eating breakfast, surrounded with

a multiplicity' of good things, including both tea and
coffee, although there was none but herself—thinking,

she said, she would have otie good meal

!

Who can calculate the results of a lifetime had this

woman been economical ! Manj' are the ways and in-

calculable the value of economy in the household

—

that province where woman reigns, and where she thu«

has it in her power to administer an economical gov-

ernment of such vast importance to homes, and through

them to our country. The avenues of waste are many
and wide, and waste assuredly brings want. Then let

us, in these days of darkness, "with scarce a silver

lining," study more the science of economy, and thus

reap the benefits of this season of adversity.

A^irora, N. 1'., May, 1S64. M. S. B.

ORIGINAL DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Contributed to the Genesee Farmer.

Muffins.—One quart of milk, three eggs beaten

seperately and very light, one-half teaspoonful of salt,

flour enough to make it a little thicker than ordinary

batter, butter the size of an egg, and one heaping tea-

spoonful of soda and three of cream-tariar.

Cottage Pudding.—One-half cup of butter, one-

quarter cup of sugar or none at all, one egg, one pint

of flour, one cup of sweet milk, one spoonful of soda,

two spoonfuls of cream-tartar. If sour milk is used,

use only soda. Bake and eat with sauce.

Lemon Pie.—Grate one lemon, using only part of

the rind, three eggs beat seperately, one cup of sugar,

a piece of butter as large as an egg; add the whites of

the eggs and a teacup of milk when ready to go into

the oven. Bake in a crust.

To Make Cream Pan Cakes.—Take the yolks of two

eggs, mix them with half a pint of good cream, two

ounces of sugar; rub your pan with lard, and fry them

as thin as possible
;
grate sugar over them, and serve

them up hot.

Pudding Sauce.—One-half cup of sugar, two cups

of butter, rubbed together very thoroughly. Wine or

brandy to your taste, put in drop by drop. Warm it in

a tin set in boiling water until it froths, without stir-

ring.

Omelet.—Four eggs, a tablespoonful of flour, a cup

of milk, pepper and salt and a little butter. Pour into

a spider or any small iron dish. Put it into the oven

and cover it with a tin cover or with a plate.

WniTB Cake.—The whites of twelve eggs, five cupa

of flour, one cup of butter, three cups of sugar, one

cup of sweet milk, one teaspoonful of soda, two tea-

spoonfuls of cream tartar.

Cookies.—One cup of sugar, one-half cup of butter,

two eggs, one-half teaspoonful of soda put into a table-

spoonful of sour milk, carraway seed, and flour enougH

to roll it out.
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LITTLE BY LITTLE,

One stop and then another,

Afld the longest walk is ended;

One stitch and then another,

And the largest rent is mended;
One brick upon another.

And the highest wall is made;
One flake upon another,

And the ueepost snow is laid,

Bo the little coral workers,

By their slow but constant motion,

Have built those pretty islands

In the distant dark blue ocean

;

And the noblest undertakings

Man's wisdom hath conceived

By oft-repeated efforts

Have been patiently achieved.

— m I
'

It is odd to consider what great geniuses are some-

times thrown away upon trifles. " I once saw a shep-

herd," says a famous Italian author, "who used to

divert himself in his solitudes with tossing up eggs and

catching them again without hrealcing them ; in which

he had arrived to so great a degree of perfection that

he would keep up four at a time for several minutes

together playing in the air and falling into his hand by

turns. I think," says the author, "I never saw a

greater severity than in this man's face; for by his

wonderful perseverance and application he had con-

tracted the seriousness and gravity of a privy-counsel-

lor ; and I could not but reflect with myself that the

eame assidity and attention, had they been rightly ap-

plied, might have made him a greater mathematician

than Archemedes.

The Pkofessoe's Tea Caddy.—A learned Cambridge

professor finding that his college bed-maker was con-

tinually abstracting his tea, and being aware of what

•weight of evidence some females can resist, he deter-

mined to let her know he had found her peccadillo

out without the chance of contradiction. He bought

two pounds of tea, placing one in his caddy, and se-

creting the other in a drawer ; he drew from the latter

store so much as was necessary for use, but never

touched the former. The contents of the caddy de-

creased daily and in greater proportion, and at last,

while he had still a little left, Mrs. Brown declared his

tea to be out. " Well," exclaimed the professor, pro-

ducing his remnant in great triumph, " I declare, Mrs.

Brown, your pound has not lasted so long as mine has!"

The celebrated Dr. Radcliffe could not look upon

tradesmens' bills without a sense of keen suffering.

Even a poor pavior who had been employed to do

a job to the stones before the doctor's house in Blooms-

bury Square could not get his money without a contest.

*'You rascal," cried the doctor as he alighted from

his chariot, "do you pretend to be paid for such a

piece of work ? "Why, you have spoiled my pavement

and then covered it over with earth to hide the bad

work." " Doctor," said the old man, drily, " mine is

not the only bad work the earth hides." " Eh, what,

6o you're a wit, are you?" said the doctor. " Then you

must be paid."

A Quaker's Advice to Monet Hunters.—A pru-

dent and well-disposed member of the "Society of

Friends" once gave the following friendly advice:

"John," said he, "I hear thou art going to get mai^

ried." "Yes," replied John, "I am." "Well," re-

plied the man of drab, "I have one little piece of ad-

vice to give thee, and that is, never marry a woman
worth more than thou art. When I married my wiffe,

I was worth just fifty shillings, and she was worth

sixty-two ; and whenever any difference has occurred

between us since, she has always thrown up the odd

shillings."

The hat was passed around in a certain congregation

for the purpose of taking up a collection. After it had

made the circuit of the church it was handed to the

minister, who, by the way, had exchanged pulpits with

the regular preacher, and he found not a penny in it.

He inverted the hat over the pulpit cushion and shook

it, that its emptiness might be known, then raising his

eyes toward the ceiling, he exclaimed, with great fer-

vor, " I thank God that I got back my hat from this

congregation."

A little boy not yet three years old, said with much >

earnestness: "I wish I could see God." His mother,

quite charmed with such evidence of early piety in her

child, said :
" My dear, what would you say to God if

you could see him?" Said he, "I would ask him to

unmake tJie rats !
'

'

Though a man has all other perfections and wanta

discretion, he will be of no great consequence in tlie

world ; but if he has this single talent in perfection and

but a common share of others, he may do what ha

pleases in his particular station of life.

I have been often puzzled to assign a cause why
women should have the talent of ready utterance in so

much greater perfection than men. Hudebras says

that the tongue is like a race-horse, which runs the

faster the lesser weight it carries.

A YOUNG MAN who had been invited out to dine and

had partaken very freely of watermelon for dessert, was

accosted by one of his friends with—" Well, Sam, how

do you feel?" "Why," said he, "I feel as though I

was & freshety
m m

To ascertain the specific gravity of a metal you must

weigh it in water ; to ascertain that of a man you must

make the experiment with wine.

The bellman of Watertown, announcing a temper-

ance meeting, said it would be addressed by six women
who had never spoken before.

Forrest Leaves.—With the forest leaf as with the

Christian, the glory of its coming is eclipsed by the

glory of its departure.

Artemus Ward says experience is an excellent

schoolmaster, but does charge dreadful wages.
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Half Volume of tUe Genesee Farmer.

"With the July number will commence a half volume

of the Geneskb Fakmer, Our terms are

:

Single subscribers, f 40
Five subscribers, 1 50

Eight subscribers, 2 00

And larger clubs at the same rate, (25 cents each.)

For eisteen subscribers at twenty-five cents each, we
will send, prepaid by return mail, a copy of Miner's

Domestic Fordtry Book.

For twenty-four subscribers we wUl send, prepaid by

return mail, a copy of Emerson & Flint's excellent

work, The Maiuuxl of Agrimllure.

All who subscribe before the July number Is issu«d,

will receive a copy of the June number without extra

charge, or seven months for the half year.

We want five thousand new subscribers to the half

volume. Our friends can get us twenty thousand with

little trouble if each one would spend a few hours in

canvassing. We are doing our best to make a good,

reliable agricultural journal, and if our present sub-

scribers would recommend it to their neighbors we
should receive five thousand additional readers in one

week. Shall we have them ? Do not wait for each

o*her, or for our old agents. We should be glad if

every reader of the Farmer would consent to act as

agent in getting subscribers. Let us see who responds

first

An Excellent Appointment*

Santord Howard has received and accepted the ap-

pointment of Secretary to the Michigan Board of Ag-

riculture and Agricultural College. We congratulate

the farmers of Michigan. There is no better man in

the United States for the post—none for any post where

a knowledge of agriculture in all its varied branches is

required, united with practical experience and exten-

sive observation.

Mr. Howard was for some years a farmer in Ohio,

Wliere he wrote occasionally for the Agricultural Press,

and his articles were so well received that he was called

from the farm to occupy the editorial chair of the

Albany CuUivator, then, as now, one of the leading ag-

ricultural journals of the country. He remained at

Albany for several years, when he returned to his na-

tive State of Massachusetts to take charge of the Bos-

ton Cultivator. He has been connected with the Agri-

cultural Press for over twenty years, has twice visited

Europe, is editor of the Devon Herd JBook, and thorough-

ly acquainted with the history of all the improved

breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, &c., in the United

States. He can not fail to render great service to the

cause of agricultural improvement at the We«t.

We observe, from a report in the Boston Journal,

that the Massachusetts Agricultural Club a few days

since entertained Mr. Howard at a public dinner, and

presented him with a massive silver pitcher as a token

of their appreciation of his services for the improve-

ment of agriculture and respect for his character.

Deatb of Dlstlnguisbed A<>:rlonItarists.

We are pained to record the death of several distin-

guished agriculturists within the last few weeks

:

Edward G. Faile, ex-President of the State Agri-

cultural Society, aud well known throughout the coun-

try as a breeder of Devon cattle, died at his residence,

at West Farms, Westchester Co., N. Y., April 30th, in

the 66th year of his age. There were few men more
honored and beloved. Quiet and unostentatious in hie

manners, a dUigent student of nature, it was his de-

light, though an eminently successful business man, to

spend his time in the peaceful avocations of agricul-

ture, and esteemed it his highest honor to be a Chris-

tian man and a farmer.

Charles B. Calvert, President of the Maryland

Agricultural College, died at his residence, at Rivera-

dale, May 12th. He was a large and successful farmer,

prominent in eveiy agricultural improvement, and his

loss will be severely felt, not only in his own State, but

throughout the whole country.

Rev. C. E. Goodrich, of Utica, N. T., well known
for his experiments on potatoes, and for the number of

excellent seedlings ho has produced, died at Utica,

May 11th, aged 62 years. At the last annual meeting

of the State Agricultural Society a fund was raised from

gentlemen then present for the purpose of presenting

him a testimonial of their esteem and a token of their

appreciation of his labors for the improvement of one

of our important crops. He has not lived long to enjoy it,

but it is a pleasure to know that.it soothed his last days.

Dr. Eva Pugh, President of the Pennsylvania Agri-

cultural College, has also been taken from us, and left

us to mourn his early death. Like many other dis-

tinguished scientific men, he was from the humbler

walks of life—having been originally a blacksmith. He
devoted all his spare time and earnings to the improve-

ment of his mind. He was at length enabled to go to

Europe to complete his chemical studies. After he had

spent some time in several of the most celebrated lab-

oratories on the Continent, he spent two years with Mr.

Lawes on his experimental farm at Rothamsted, en-

gaged in investigations in regard to the absorption of

atmospheric nitrogen by plants. Returning to this

country he was elected President of the Agricultural

College of his native State, and soon gave it a character

possessed by no similar institution in this country. He

was a man of unbounded energy and perseverance, and

thoroughly acquainted with the science and practice of

agriculture. His loss is irreparable.

Agricultural Fairs.

We should feel obliged to the Secretaries of the vari-

ous Agricultural Societies in the United States and

Cauadas if they would inform us at what time their

next Fairs are to be held. We wish to publish as com-

plete a list as possible.
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Inquiries and Answers.

Would unlcachcd ashes and lien manure do to mix
with superphosphate for turnips, carrots, &c., or corn,

or would they be better applied without mixing with

the latter ?

—

Canada West.

The superphosphate would not iujure the hen ma-

nure or ashes, but the ashes might injure the super-

phosphate if mixed for sometime before sowing. You

will fiud by mixing ashes with superphosphate (if it is

a good article), that considerable heat is produced—the

result of chemical decomposition.

Superphosphate of lime is made by adding sulphuric

acid to bones. The phosphate of lime in bones is

nearly insoluble in water. It is composed of one atom

of phosphoric acid and three atoms of lime. When sul-

phuric acid is added, it unites with two atoms of the

lime, forming sulphate of lime or plaster, and the

remaining atom of lime is united with the atom of

phosphoric acid, forming an acid' phosphate of lime

whicA is quite soluble in water. Now if potash is

added to the mixture, portions of the phosphoric

acid leaves the lime and forms phosphate of pot-

ash. The phosphate of lime then in the mixture is

the same as in the original bones, though from its fine

comminution a little more soluble. On the whole,

however, we should prefer not to mix the ashes with

the superphosphate unless to save labor in their appli-

cation.

BcTTER-WoRKER—AGAIN.—I am vcry much obliged

to vou and your correspondent for sending me the

hand-bill of the "Keystone Butter-Worker." I am
sure Mr. Reed has good butter in hi* dairy, and so is

interested iu having others as successful. If my dairy

was large enough, X should not hesitate to purchase one
on such disinterested recommeudation. but I have only

five cows. I presume you will think, after this confes-

sion, that I do not need a butter-worker at all; but I

find there is enough to do with the aid of all the labor-

saving machines that have ever been invented. If some
one would tell me of a smaller one, I should be glad to

get it. I am quite out of the world, and do not know
where to order such a thing.—E. R. P.

If any of our readers can help this good lady to get

such a butter-worker as she needs we should esteem it

a favor. One of our correspondents, Mr. Reed, wrote

us recommending the "Keystone Butter-Worker,"

manufactured by P. G. Woodard, of Waterford, Erie

county, Penn. We sent his letter to " E. R. P.," and

the above is her reply. She thinks the " Keystone

Butter-Worker" is intended for a large dairy. Mr.

Woodiird writes us that he will send a circular, gratia,

describing his machine to "E. R. P.," or to any of our

readers who will M'rite for one. We think, from the

description, that it is well calculated to effect the ob-

ject.

When is the best time to sow plaster—which month
and what time in the month V I have never used any

except on corn. I have been told that in the niorning,

when the dew is on, is the beet time in the day.^P.

Shafek, Salamanca, jV. Y.

On clover, sow at any time from March until June.

Some think it is better sown early and some late. On

the whole, we think it is better to sow it early in the

spring, but would much prefer to sow it later than not

at aVl. Scientific men difler greatly iu regard to the ac

tiou of plaster. Some think it acts on the leaves, and

if so it would be better to sow it rather later in tho

spring—and also, as you suggest, when the dew is on
or the clover is wet. For corn, potatoes and beans,

the usual practice is to drop the plaster on the bills be-

fore the first hoeing.

I SHOULD be glad if you or some of your correspond-
ents would give directions how to breed fish and raise
them in a pond ? I have a large spring so situated that
I think I could make a poiid with little trouble. Also,
how to sprout cedar seeds.

—

Samuel Alley, Pleasant
Jiidgc, Mo.

How much nutriment is there in corn fodder, stalks
and leaves ? Will it pay to cut them up and feed them
with other food ?—G. B. G., Louiwille, Ky.

Speak a Good Word for the Farmer.

Mn. P. Shafer, of Salamanca, N. T., who gets us up
a good club of subscribers, writes: "I have not been

able to get out among my neighbors. I have only

mentioned the matter in my own bouse, and shown a

copy of the neat little Farmer, and almost invariably ho

has taken fast hold on the affections of my visitor. The

only question asked is, "Do you think it is worthy?"
" Most certainly," I answer, and that is enough.

We should be glad if all our friends would " shovr a

copy of the paper" to their neighbors who do not take

it, and ask them to subscribe for the forthcoming half

volume, which commences with the next number. In

clubs, the subscription price for the half year is only

twenty-five cents ! There are few neighborhoods where

a club of eight could not be formed with little trouble.

Will our friends see what they can do for us the present

month ?

The Markets.

OFFICE OF TIIE GKNEPTCE FARMER, I

Rochester, N. Y., M.-.y 25, IsM. f

At our last report, Gold was at SO ^ cent, premium. Since

then it fell to 68 per cent. Notwithstanding our suecessi's tn

Virginia, however, Gold h.is acain advanced to 1S2 v. Oiii; reason

assigned for this advance is the continued issue of Interest-bear-

ing Legal Tender Notes. Another reason is the fact that the

Bank of England has advanced its rates of interest to 9 f? cent!

and as some four hundred millions of our securities are held in

England, it is thought that owing to the stringency in-the British

money market a large amount of American securities will be senl

home for redemption. Our foreign creditors, too. will be mor-?

pressing in their demands, and hence it is thought th.at a large

amount of Gold and Sterling Exchange will be required for the

ne.xt fcM' weeks. The speculators have taken advantage of thi»

state of facts, and liave been buying largely iu anticipation of an

advance in Gold.

Our exports continue verv lisht. while there is no falling Oif In

our imports. A society of intluential ladies has been formed who
pledge themselves not to wear anything of foreign manufactiire

'for three years or during the war."' It is thought that this

movement, if successful, will check importations and lessea the

demand for Gold.

The following table shows the total export of- Breadstuff from

all ports in the United States to Great Britain: and Ir'^Janil from

September 1, lS63,to March \Z,li>^,i\ii.CLd>crin(/ ih&safU6 period

iiilSei, lSC2andlS63:

nonr. hbls. 'Wlieat. bush.. Corn. bufK
ISfil 1.9SV.708 17,152.275. 8.014.901

lSi3-J 1,7M),*« 14.476,416 10.374,103

lSr,K... I,030,W8 ir.,T9r,n»4 5,904,-2O3

1864 820,109 9,8S0',2ir 240,220

These figures speak for themselves.

In addition to the demands of the Anny, large numbers of men
havi- flocked to the cities to engaire in mercantile imrsuits, and

there can be little doubt that the effect on agricultural piso-
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ductions will be seriously felt the coming season. It is to some

extent already apparent, as the above figures indicate.

The Wool market is quiet, but very firm. There is a very light

supply in the hands of manufacturers, and should Gold maintain

its present premium there is every probability that Wool will

rule high the coming season. Assuming 40 cents ^ Tb as a fair

average paid in Gold, wo ought now to get 72 cents

(100 : 180 : : -10 : 72). This is entirely aside from the Increased de-

mand for army purposes and on account of the scarcity of cot-

ton. Taking these into consideration, and the additional taritf on

woolen goods, it is not improbable that fine Wool will reach one

dollar ^ tt) before next spring.

Grain of all kinds has advanced. Good Potatoes in this city

are worth J2.75 <g barrel. They bring from $2.60 to $8.50 In New
York, according to quality. Beans are in demand at $2.W) to

18.00.

Butter is higher. California shippers have paid as high as 42

cents ^ tti for select tirkins. As the qu-ality improves, there will

bo a greater demand for export to England, and the price of all

good Butter will be regulated by the premium on Gold. It will

Bell for Gold in California and Europe. As long as 25 cents in

Gold Is worth 45 cents in Currency, Butter will not be very low

!

New York Cattle Market.—Beef Cattle were higher in New
York last week than ever before known—and this notwithstand-

ing the unusually large supply. Extra prime Cattle brought

over 18 cents ^ B> for the estimated weight of Beef. In other

words, an Ox weighing alive 18 cwt, would bring, estimating it

to dress 60 per cent, of Beef $1901

The New York papers are urging their readers to abstain from

Beef for two or three weeks, and see if this would not bring the

drovers and butchers to their senses.

Sheep are also higher. Good lots of nnsheared Sheep bring

la^c % B> live weight. Good sheared Sheep bring 9c. ^ E>, and

the butchers can not obtain a full supply even at these high rates.

Mutton sold last week as high as 16 to ISc. ^ tt).

Hogs have advanced nearly Ic. <p B). They are quoted at 8 to

9c. ^ H) live weight, or 10®llc. dead weight,

Milch Cows are in great demand everywhere^ -Farmers wisely

prefer to keep them to make Butter and Cheese rather than sell

them even at present high prices. The Tribune says: " It is a

poor cow that will not bring $50, while fair milkers command $60

@70 each, and extra Cows of large sire $S0®90 each. Good fat

Calves bring from 9@10c. ^ lb live weight. Even ' Bobs' sell for

$2.50 to $3.00 each."

Tliese are high prices. Let ns strain every nerve to Increase

the products of our farms the coming season.

Special Notices.

Bradley's XL Saperpbospliate of L>lme.

We present the following testimonials of the value

of Bradley's XL Superphosphate of Lime

:

Boston, May 2, 1863.

William L. Bradlbt, Esq. Bear Sir: You ask my opinion,

afi derived from my chemical analysis, of your XL Superphos-

phate, and, from my knowledge of the science of agriculture, as

to the value of this Super-phosphate as a fertilizer.

No one who knows any thing of the science, can doubt that

such an article will prove of great value, and that it is adapted to

supply the most essential substances removed from the soil by

our usual crops, and that it supplies these articles to the soil

which are sparingly found in it in its natural state. I would also

observe, that beside this the Superphosphate, containing, as it

necessarily does, free phosphoric acid, reacts on the soil, and ren-

ders substances in it, before unavailable on account of their in-

solubility, soluble, and therefore absorbable by the rootlets of

plants. Thus magnesian minerals, and those containing potash,

will be made to render up a portion of their magnesia, and alkali,

and carbonates of lime, and of magnesia, will deliver up a por-

tion of their carbonic acid freely to the soil and to the plants.

"Kiese reactions are much more extensive in soils than is gene-

rally supposed, and will vary in different soils.

Eeepectfully, your obedient servant,

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D., Stat© Assayer.

BuFFiELD, Conn., Oct. 7, 186S.

W. L. Bkaplet, Esq. Dear Sir: In 1S62 wo introduced the

sale of Phosphate in this town as the first general agent, and s<ild

eight tuns. The present year, 1863, we sold 46,825 pounds, as

follows:

" Coe's," net, 22,373
XL, net, 24,452

46,825

Besides that which was drawn here from Hartford and Spring- <

field, and purchastd at our suggestion. We have also sold con-

siderable since our early spring sales as before enumerated, for

fall use, and the sale daily grows.

Wherever your XL was used, so far as we can ascertain, with-

out ;an exception, every farmer is- highly pleased and satisfied;

It is just the thing. Where the XL was used side by side of

other Superphosphates, or of fish guano, the former won the crop

and distanced its competitor fairly and handsomely. Where the

XL was used without any manure, the crop of tobacco has shown

itself very heavy, and exceedingly fine, and has awoke a new and

decided interest for its future use.

We could fill pages of its operation, and make some startling

statements.

A piece of tobacco set late in Jul]/, and with no special hopes

of doing well, the owner spread the XL Phosphate on the sur-

face and put it in the hill, and he yesterday told us that it ex-

ceeded any thing he ever saw, was far ahead of the piece where

he had used plenty of manure, at a far heavier cost, and the to-

bacco was ready to cut and hang some eight days ahead of his

other pieces where manure was used.

Mr. Thomas Archer, who never used any of the artificial ferti-

lizers before this year, is more than satisfied, and is now ready to

use double the quantity another year.

Mr. Lillie, very practical in all his workings, tried this year all

kinds, and gives it as his opinion that the XL canH be beat.

When asked his opinion of the diflferent Phosphates, ho most de-

cidedly gives the preference to the XL,

There is no use of adding or saying more, for it is established

in this quarter. So long as the quality of the Phosphate is kept

up to its standard, nothing can interfere with its use and Siile.

Yours, respectfully, LOOMIS & 00.

For further particulars, address W. L. Beadlet, No. 24 Broad

street, Boston, Mass.

Frnlt Growers' Society of Western NeTW
YORK.—The Summer Meeting of the Fruit Growers' Society of

Western New York will be held at the Court House in the city

of Rochester, on WEDNESDAY, the 22d day of Juno.—

Session to commence at 11 o'clock In the forenoon.

Members, and all interested in the culture of Fruit, are invited

to be present and to bring with them specimens of fruit in season

for exhibition. JAS. YICK, Secretary,

Rochester, N, Y., May 21, 1864,

Fortunate Combination.—We are opposed to pro-

prietary n^dlcinea, and it Is with some compunction that we see

advertisements of them in our columns. Still we must confess

that Brown's Troches are convenient and useful, in certain con-

ditions of the throat and larynx, before speaking.

—

New York

Christian Advocate.

Send for a Circular ofGrover's Patent Sn-ing;-

BEAM PLOW. See advertisement in May number of the

Farmer, D. C. ALLING, Rochester, N. Y.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
(^Ci MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine,
fJt).^or ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $3
by 11. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chafcam Square, S. Y. my'64-ly

PEK MIOIVTH !—AGENTS TTANTED IN
tlpUVjEVKUY TOWN. It is soiiuthing new and of real

value. For particulars address, with sramn,
my2t* J. S. PARDEE, Binghampton, N. Y.
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SAPOi^lFIER,

FAMI1.Y SOAP MAM.ER.

WAR,,'rnakcs hlph prices; Saponifler holns to reduce them. It

makes Soap for Four centa a pound by using your kitchen

grease.

^s^~ CAUTION t As spurious Lyes are offered also, be
careful and only buy the Patented article put up in Iron
cans, all others being Counterleits.

PENIVSYLVANIA SALT MAIVUFACTURING CO.,

PWladelpSila—No. 127 TFalnut Street,

ja Pi ttsburg—Pitt Street and Duquesne Way 6t

Turnip Seed 1 Turnip Seed !

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
1 5 Jolin Street, Ne-w York,

Offer of the finest and purest stocks,

Early White Dutch Turnip, lb |i, $0.75

Ee.i Top Strap l.eaf Turnip, ^ lb, 0.75

"White Flat Strap Leaf Turnip. ^ ft, 0.75

Lar«e White Globe Turnip, ^ lb, 0.75

Large White Norfolk Turnip, ^ O, 0.75

White Cow Horn Turnip, ^ ft>, 0.75

New Long Pure White Turnip, ^ ft, 0.75

Long White French Turnip, <g ft 0.76

Robertson's Golden Fall Turnip, |J ft, 1.00

Yellow Aberdeen Turnip, ^ ft, 0.75

Yellow Stone Turnip, |^ ft, 0.75

Improved Yellow Kuta Baga, igJ ft, 0.75

Skerring's Kuta Bapa, ^ ft', 0.75

Laing's Jtuta Baga Turnip, ^ ft, 0.75

Also, the celebrated
Scarlet Chinese Winter Eadish. f oz. 20c., ^ ft,. 1.50

Together with every other variety of Garden and Field Seeds.

J. M. THOKBUliN & CO.,
15 John street. New York.

t^" Turnip Price Current for the *• Trade " only, just pub-
lished. jelt

CHEAT SALE OF
THOROUGH-BRED JERSEY

AND

SHOR-THOHIV I>tJK,IIAM:S.

-rTTlLL BE SOLD AT AUCTION JUNE 15th, 1864, at the

V V ' Giles' Farm, two and a half miles from Putnam Station,

on the Worcester and Norwich Railroad, twenty head of Pure
Bred JEKSEYS, from one to five years old, foiu-teen with young
calves.

Twenty head of SHORTHORNS and GRADES, ten of them
Herdbook animals.

Also, a lot of improved Suffolk and Yorkshire PIGS.

t^~ A full Podierree given to each animal, and warranted.

Catalogue at Sale. " JOHN GILES,
jult South Woodstock, Conn.

"A §!igEitt Cold," €ougSa§.
Few are aware of the importance of checking a Cough or

"SLIGHT cold" in its first stage; that which in the beginning

would yield to a mild remedy, if neglected soon attacks the

lungs.

Brown's Broucliial Troches
give sure and almost immediate relij:'f Military Ojflcera and
Holdlers Klunild hare them, (m ihet/ can be carried in the pocket
G'Jid taken as occaMan require-'*. jelt

SEEDS.
GARDEN, FIELD AND FLdWKU SEEDS of every variety,

choice and reliiible.

FAKM AND Garden. Imi'i.bmsnts of all kinds.
Gl'ano, B(ine Dust and othor fertilizers.

1'l.i.kts, Tkkbs, Roots, itc, for sale at low prices by
JOHN V.\NI>EKBILT,

Union At'rieultunil Warehouse,
my2t 23 Fulton street, New York.

THE CEliEBK ATED CRAIG
MICKO.SCOPK. — Combining- Instruction with
Amusement, is mailed, prepaid, for ^2..V) ; or with
6 beautiful Mounted Objects for $8.2.5; with 24
Objects, $5.50, by HENRY CRAIG,

ISO Centre street. New York.
Also, he will mail, prepaid, the Novelty Matrnify-

ing Glass, for examining Living insects, ^eeds,
Flowers. &o., (for $1.50] or with 12 beautifnl

Mounted Objects for $8. je'6;?tf

FRUIT AND GENERAL PRODUCE

70 and 71 Broad Avenue, West Washington Market, New York.

TTIARMERS PRODUCE of all kinds. Green. Dried and Canned
Jj Fruits, Maple Sugar and Sirup, Pork, Poultry, Butter, Eggs,
Game, ifec.

Particular attention paid to Fruit. Consignments solicited.

April, 1864.—3t

CAYUGA CHSEF
COMBINED MOWER «Sc REAPER,

AND

CAYUGA CHIEF, JR., MOWER.
Manufactured at Auburn, N Y., by

je3t laUIlTlIS & BEARUSLET.

AME^ONIATED PACIFIC CUANO.
A REAL GUANO, containing from 70 to Sl> per cent, of phos-

phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical
process a large per cenLige of actual ammonia, so fixed that it can
not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any otlier fei"-

tilizer.

Pamphlets with copies of analyses by Drs. Jackson, Massa-
chusetts S.tate Assayer, and Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimo-
nials from scientific agrioulturista showing its value, can be ob-
tained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Sellins; Agents,
mh6t 87 Wall etroet, New York.

TO FARMERS!
BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY'S

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and
retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY

:

Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
Ijgr- Pamphlets containing testimonials In favor of his To-

bacco Fertilizer, Bradley's X L Manual on the Culture and Curing
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un-
dersigned. WM. L. BRADLEY.

|i^°° Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

IMPROVED STOCK FOR SAIiE—I desire to di-

minish my stock, and will sell low some superior Leiokstee
SiiKEP, a few very fine Bi.ood Maf.es, (Morgans, Black Hawks and
Hambletonians,) and Colts, from one to four years old. One pair

of very beautiful four-year old Black Hawk Stai.i.ions, Xb^i

hands, jet black color, closely matched and of extraordinary style,

and promise of speed. Price, $S00 for the pair, or $500 each, if

seperated.
Catalogues with descriptions sent when requested.

my2t H. L. SHIELDS, Bennington, Vt.

FARM FOR SALE.

A GOOD FARM of 110 acres, near the village of Van Etten,
in Chemung county, N. Y., 14 miles from Ilavanna. It is

good land, but as I can not attend to it mvself, I will sell it for

$26 per acre. Only one-third of the purchase money need be
paid down. The remainder can lie any length of time that is d^
sired. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.

A 40-ACRE FARM IN MICHIGAN.
FORTY ACRES OF WOOD-LANI>—Heavily timbered, near

Wyandotte, a few miles from Detroit, Mich. Will be sola

cheap. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester. N. Y.

ri^O INVENTORS .4N® PATENTEES—Inventions

_L Examined ami (iplniiins given witlmut charge. Patents Ob-
tained; Patents RE-i8r(i:ED; Patents ExTEN'oED. No charge for

rejected cases unless successful. J. FK-A.SER &i CO.,

Western New York Patent Agency,
Bp2t Butt'alo and Rochester, N. T.

PATENTS.—P.atenta for inventions secured on favorable

terms. No charge for consultations and opinions. No
charge for rejected cases unless successful. J. FRASEK & CO.,

Western N. Y. Patent Agency, Butt'alo and Rochester, New
York.

^

je2t

HOP POLES.—20,000 White Cedar, deliverable at Alba-

ny. jo2t* A. EDWAIiDS, Shrewsbury, N. J.
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New York State Agricultural Works.

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., PROPRIETORS,

AL.BANY, N. Y.,

rATENTEM AND MANUFACTITREE8 OF

Railway and Lever Horse Powers,

Combined Thresliers and Movrers,

Clover Hnllers, Feed Cutters, Saw MUls,

Slilugle and Heading Machines, Horse Pitch-

forks. Horse Rakes, d:c«

(bsb odtb below.)

*i%T^&

3^'fim^Mm:

EXCELSIOR HORSE FORK!

THE BEST IN USE.
Patented by N. Palmer, September 80, 1862, and March 8, 186a

For Forks, address

WHEEIiEK, MEIiICK &. CO.,
Mauufaoturers, Albany, N. T.

For Town, County or State Rigbts, uddress

PAIiMEK & WACKERHAGEN,
Qreenyille, Greene County, N. T.

SMITH'S GREEN MOUNTAIN

SMINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE.

For Machines, address

WHEEIiER, MEIilCK & CO.
For State or County Eights, address

B. F. EATON,
Greenville, Greene County, N. Y.

Oiicnlars and Price List Sent Tree on Application.

Mayhew's Horse Management.

JUST PUBLISHED,
The Illustrated Horse Management, containing descriptive re-

marks upon Anatomy, Medicine, Shoeing, Teeth, Food. Vices,

Stables; likewise a plain account of the situation, nature, and

value of the various points; together with Comments on

Grooms, Dealers, Breeders, Breakers, and Trainers; also on

Carriages and Harness. Embellished with more than -iOO en-

gravings from original designs made expressly for this work.

By EwD. Mathew, M. E. C. V. S., author of "The lUustraled

Horse Doctor" and other works. 1 vol. 8vo.

MAYHEW'S HORSE DOCTOR.
NEW EDITION.

The Illustrated Horse Doctor ; with more than 400 pictorial rep-

resentations of the various diseases to which the equine race is

subjected; together with the latest mode of treatment, and

all the requisite prescriptions written in plain English. By
Edw. Mayhew, M. E. C. V. S. 1 vol. &vo.

[ From the London Globe.]

Every gentleman who possesses or cares for Horses would do

well to keep this book in his house. :Mr. Mayhew's treatment of

the worst diseases to which Horses are liable is very clearly laid

down, and the method of keeping Horses well and to a prolonged

old age is that of nature, of common sense.

gW For sale by all Booksellers.*^ '
J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,

jQ2t Publishers, Philadelphia.

Marj'land Farms for Sale.

WE have for sale over Two Hundred FAEM8 in this State,

of as beautiful and productive land as ever the sun shone

upon having access by railroads, steamboats and turnpikes.

These Farms, in many instances, can be bought for less than

the miprovements upon them cost, in consequence of the change

from slave to free labor. . ,. , , , , ».,,,,
As Surveyors we have an mtimate knowledge or the lands oi

this State Inquiries by letter will be promptly answered.

E. ^. TEMPLEMAN & CO., Keal Estate Brokers,

gp3j

'

Baltimore City, Md.

Shorthorns for Sale.

mHE BTTLL HOTSPUE 4030 A. H. B. by Duke of Gloster

I n^ .SS'2> dam Daphne (imported) by Harrold (10,'299). rich

r^n 4lVed May 15, ls60. Also, three YEAELING BULLS
and 'five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few

HEIFERS.
^ „ ^.1^- Catalogues sent on application.

Jj^ T. L. HAEISON, Moriey, St. Lawrence co., N. Y.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTI'VGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable

length, at $1 per 100 or $5 per lUOO. Warranted true Balix

AUJA. mh I). S. KEFFEON, UUca, N. Y.
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BEMINCtTONS & CO.,

Ilion, Herkimer County, New York,
MAJtUFAOTITREKS OS"

STEEL PLOWS,
STEEL ©yLTBVATOR TEETH,

STEEL SHOVEL PLOW BLADES,

FLANDER'S

Patent Adjustable Grain Cradle,

MYER'S PATENT
HORSE HAY ELEVATOR,

PERRY'S

PA.TEIVT HOUSE POAVEH,
AND

Agricultural Implements Generally.

The Cradle Elevator and Horse Plow
Have been lately added to our list, but have been selected from

the great number and style of Implements now before the public

as the best iu use, and we doubt not a trial will fully justify our

choice.

We have changed the iron head of the Elevator for wood,

which has proved better and lighter than iron. The Horse Power

has proved itself far superior to any in use. Address

my REMINGTONS & CO., Illon, N. Y.

Prairie and Timber Farm for Sale

IN WISCONSIN—Twenty-one miles from Sheboygan ; highly

improved ; contains one hundred and sixty acres, one hua-

dred under plow, with necessary breeding stock, farming imple-

ment.s, seed, grain, b.-.v, &c. Possession given at once. Every

thin^ ready for business. For further particulars inquire of the

EDITOK GENESEE FAEMER. ap3t

H PREMIUM WIN€.
THE OPORTO WINE was awarded the highest premium at

the New York State Fair, 1863. The OPORTO is hardy

every where, and bears abundant crops. Two and three-year

BtroniT vines, "*2 to $4 per doz. Aqknts Wanted. Address

fab K. WAEE SYLVESTER, Lyons, N. Y.

BUY TME BEST

The Railway Horse-Power Awarded
DFinsT i?ii,em:ixj»i:

At the New York State Fairs of 1860 and 1862
AND

Ohio State Fair, 1 S63,
As It also has at erery State and County Fair at trhich th*
Proprietors hare exhibited it in eompetitian vMh oiherfi,

rwiniug with low elevation and slow travel of team.

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS,

Threshers, Separators. Wood Saws, dec.

All of the best in market. The

THRESHER AND CLEANER

Also received the First Premittm at the Ohio State Fair, 1863,
runs easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, cleans quit*
equal to the best of Fanning Mills, leaving the grain fit for mill
or market.

t^~ For Price and Description send for Circulars, and satisfy
yourself before purchasing. Address

R. & M. HARDER,
apeomtf Coblcskill, Schoharie county, N. Y.

CATTLE,

HORSES, SBIEEPAIVI>§\VI]«E.
FKOM MT HEEDS AND STOCK OP

SHOUT HOUIN^S,
DEVOE^S ANDAYRSHBRES,
THOROUGH-BRED & TROTTING HORSES.

SOUTH DOWN Sl SHROPSHIRE SHs:ep,
AJiD

Essex S^vrine,

Carefully selected and mostly from recent importations, I »!£.

sell a few choice animals. For particulars addrwss

dec"63eomtf] A. B. CONGER,
Waldberg, near Haverstra^', N. Y.

Extra and Cheap Farm LaB(ls«

500 FARMS,~ALL SIZES, IN

FOR s A i^c:.

These are nearly all Fruit Farms, productive land, cheap, and

near Railroads.' Terms easy. Prices from $2 to $20 per aei-e.

Send for our Pe;<n9vt.vania Farm RKtiifiTKR.

New Jersey Farm Register.
Maryland Farm Recistf.b.

Delawaub Farm Register. Also, Farms in

other States.

Any or all of the above Catalogues sent free everywhere.

14,000 Farms for Sale or Exchange.

GEO. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,

American Farm Agency,
nivSt 12SX 9o- ^^^ Street, Philadelphia.

SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
[ Price $2.25 per thousand,]

OF THE LKBA^'ON YELLOW OR NANSEMOND variety.

These plautEvrill W packed in bo.xes of five and ten thou-

sand each, so us to ti\ivel with safety ten days. Grown by

my6t F. A. SCHWILL & BRO., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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COMPETITION DEFIED!

Halstcd'j^ Fateut Morse Hay Fork.

[patent applied for.]

Clieapest and ]3est.
"YTfTT^IGHS LESS Til AN | 8 LBS.—Is so balanced that it will

VV take up a greater or lesser amount of hay, without drib-

blins it from the points of the tines.

When power is applied, the points turn up, throwing the

weight into the bend of the fork, relieving the strain upon the

points and lessening the leverage.

The bale when thrown back serves for a handle, being entirely

out of the way when pitching through a window, or in any place

where the inom is limited.

It is made of Iron and Steel in the most durable manner, hav-

ing no woo.'.L-n head to split and allow the tines to get loose.

Price, with PuUevs and Hooks complete, $11.00

Forks furnished by our Agents in all the principal cities of the

United States.

Tor Lociil Agencies applv to

HAINES & PELL, 2T Courtlandt street, N. T.,

ap3t Successors to Tredwell & Pell.

Schenectady A^riculteral Works.

G. WESTINGHOUSE 6c CO.
PEOPKIETOKS AND MANUFACTUP.EltS OP

Improved Lever and Endless Oliain Horse Powers,

Combined Threshers and Cleaners,

Thi'eshers and SepaTators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut Wood Sawing Machines,

Dog Powers for Ohurnuig, &o., &c,

Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-namT-d machines.
Particular attention is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Piddle SKPAR.iTOP.. This machine was introduced last sea-

son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in

use.

We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both (.'ircuhir and Cross-cut, which are complete in every respect.

Address all communications to

G. WESTINGHOUSE & CO.,
ap Schenectady, N. Y.

rinoco Tobacco Seed,

"^TEW SEED of this valuable early variety at 25 cents per

_LN packet, or 50 cents per ounce. Less per pound.
Also new Seed of the

Connecticut Seed Leaf
atUie same prices.

TJoth kinds of my own growing, and warranted genuine. Cir-

cjilars, giving brief directions for planting and cultivation,
sent free to aU purchasers.
mh D. S. IIEFFEON, Utica, N. T.

TILE WIACHSNE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMEKU'A. Send for a Circular

containing description. A. La TOUKETTE,
nov'63-ly Waterloo, N. Y.

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

PATEIN"'!' HAY" TEDI3ER,
Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay.

THE subscriber having purchased the exclusive rii:lit for man-
ufiu-turiiig and selling (for the State of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Fanners to the extent of his .ibility,

which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to tho

ditiiculty of obtaining good and competent mechanics.

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great Ta-

bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to bo

recorded in turn. •' First come, first served." Address
SILAS C. HEKKINO, New York.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to thoso

who request them. '•^V
64-ly

Sheep Wash Tofeacco.

Will not injure the most delicate animal.

Kills Ticks on Sheep.
Cures Scab on Sheep.
Kills all Vermin on^Anim.als and Birds.

Cures all Skin DiseiTsos on Animals.
Kills Bugs on P.osos, Lice on House Plants.

Kills Clinker Worm on Apple Trees.

Kills Bed Bugs and AVater Koachcs.

Kills all Vermin that infest Grape and Cranberry V^ines.

ONE POUND OF THIS EXTEACT WILL MAKE SIX-

TEEN GALLONS OF WASH.
For sale by all Druggists, and at Country and Agricultural

Stores.

Price, T5 cents per pound. A liberal discount to the trad«

and large purchasers.

Orders promptly sent by express.
*^

JAMES F. LEVIN,
Agent South Down Co.,

23 Central Wharf, Boston.

K. H. Allen «fc Co., Agricultural Warehouse, 1S9 and 191

Water street. New York.

Dudley & Staffokd, Druggists, 63 Beekman street. New
York.

'

mliSt

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL. TEI&MS OF SALE,
AND

OEDER YOUE TEEES DIEEGT.
Address C. W. S1-:ELYE,

aptf 'Eochester Central Nurseries, Eochester, N. Y.

/ttifT'l^A'MONTII—Agentswanted to sell Sewing Machines.

ftS / We will giVe a commission on all machim s .si. Id. or em-

idov a^^ents who will work for the above watres and all expenses

paid. ^Vddrcss, D. B. UEEUIN-i < .N vt CO.,

my4t* Detroit, Mich.
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U. 8. 1040 BONDS.

These Bonds are Issued under the Act of Congress of March

8th, 1864, which provides that in lieu of so much of the loan au-

thorized by the Act of March 8d, 1863, to which this is supple-

mentary, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to borrow

from time to time, on the credit of the United States, not ex-

ceeding TWO HOTTORED MILLION DOLLARS during the

current fiscal year, and to prepare and issue therefor Coupon and

Eegistered Bonds of the United States; and all Bonds issued

under this Act shall be EXEMPT FROM TAXATION by or un-

der any State or municipal authority. Subscriptions to these

Bonds are received in United States notes or notes of National

Banks. They are TO BE REDEEMED IN COIN, at the plea-

sure of the Government, at any period 7iot less than ten nor

nwre than forty years from their date, and until their redemp-

tion FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST WILL BE PAID IN COIN,

on Bonds of not over one hundred dollars annually, and on all

other Bonds semi-annually.

The interest is payable on the first days of March and Septem-

ber in each year. The semi-annual Coupons are payable at those

dates, and the annual Coupons on the 50 and 100-dollar Bonds are

payable on the first of March.

Subscribers will receive either Registered or Coupon Bonds, as

they may prefer. Registered Bonds are recorded on the books

of the U. S. Treasurer, and can be transferred only on the owner's

order. Coupon Bonds are payable to bearer, and are more con-

enient for commercial uses.

Eegistered Bonds will be Issued of the denominations of Fifty

Dollars ($50), One Hundred Dollars ($100), Five Hundred Dol-

lars ($500), One Thousand Dollars ($1,000), Five Thousand Dol-

lars (5,000), and Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000); and Coupon

Bonds of the denominations of Fifty Dollars ($50), One Hundred

Dollars, ($100), Five Hundred DoUars ($500), and One Thousand

DoUars ($1,000).

Subscribers to this loan will have the option of having their

Bonds draw interest from March Ist, by paying the accrued in-

tereet in coin—(or United States notes, or the notes of National

Banks, adding fifty per cent for premium,) or receive them draw-

ing interest from the date of subscription and deposit

As these Bonds are exempt from municipal or State taxation,

thoir value is [increased from one to three per cent per annum,

according to the rate of tax levies in various parts of the country.

At the present rate of premium on gold they pay over eight

per cent, interest in currency, and are of equal convenience as a

permanent or temporary investment

It is believed that no securities ofier bo great Inducements to

lenders as the various descriptions of U. S. Bonds. In all other

forms of indebtedness, the faith or ability of private parties or

Btoek companies or separate communities only is pledged for

payment, while for the debts of the United States the whole

property of the country is holden to secure the payment of both

principal and interest in coin.

These Bonds may be subscribed for in sums from $50 up to

any m.ignitude, on the same terms, and are thus made equally

available to the smallest lender and the largest capitalist. They

can be converted into money at any moment, and the holder will

have the benefit of the Interest.

The fact that all duties on imports are payable in specie fur-

nishes a fund for like payment of interest on all Government

Bonds largely in excess of the wants of the treasury for this pur-

pose.

Upon the receipt of subscriptions a certificate of deposit

therefor, in duplicate, will be issued, the original of which will be

forwarded by the subscriber to the Secretary of the Treasury, at

Washington, with a letter stating the kind (registered or coupon)

and the denominations of Bonds required.

Upon the receipt of the original certificates at the Tseasnry

Department, the Bonds subscribed for will be transmitted to the

subscribers respectively.

Subscriptions will be received by the Treamirer of the Urfit-ed

States at Washington, and the Assistant Treasurers at New

York, Boston and Philadelphia, and by the First National Bank

at Albany, N. T., by the First National Bank at Buffalo, N. Y.,

and by all National Banks which are depositaries of public

money. All respectable Banks and Bankers throughout the

country will furnish further information on application, and a^

ford every facility to subscribers. je2t
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WALKS AJVD TALKS ON THE FAR3L—NO. 7.

It is glorious weatlier for cultivating corn. Rain
is wanted on tlie late sown barley and oats, but I

would not ask for better weather for com or any-

other crop tliat you can horse-hoe. It is easy to de-

stroy weeds, and the soil can readily be made as loose
and mellow as a garden.

How much corn ought a man to cultivate in a day ?

Mr. I says one of his men cultivated eight acres

yesterday. I timed my men, and found that they
were, on an average, four minutes to a row forty

rods long. As the rows are 3 feet 4 inches apart,

each row is the twentieth part of an acre. At four

minutes to the row, it would take one hour and
twenty minutes to the acre, cultivating it once in a
row. This would be 8i acres in a day of ten hours.
If the horse walks two miles an hour, it would take
exactly 10 hours to cultivate 8 acres.

I had three men cultivating corn yesterday, and it

took them eight hours to go once over twelve acres.
This is equal to five acres a day for one man. They
are now going over the field the second time, and as
they can see the rows more readily they will proba-
bly do better. Even at five acres a day I am satis-

fied that nothing will pay better than the free use
of the cultivator.

Mr. Noah North, of Genesee county, writes me
that he has found the following method of ventila-
ting liay stacks or mows very convenient and satis-
factory

:
" Before commencing to fill the bay with

hay, take an empty salt barrel with both heads out.
Place it in the center of the bay with the bottom
end resting on two rails, which extend to the outer
sides. Then place the hay round it, and as the mow
progresses raise the barrel, keeping a greater part of
it above the surrounding hay—thus forming and
leaving a hole in the center of themow from bottom
to top, through which the steam or gases arising
from the hay may escape and prevent over-heating."

I recommended this method of ventilating hay
stacks in the Geyiesee Farmer eight or ten years ago,
except that I would use a bag filled with cut strlw
instead of a barrel. In England the practice is very

common. In this country, where we usually have
good weather for curing hay, it is not so necessary.
I have seen an English stack of clover hay in which
such a hole had been left smoke hke a chimney ! Of
course it would be better to cure the hay sufficiently

to prevent such excessive fermentation, as the heat
and gases so produced are generated at the expense
of a portion of the nutritious matter of the hay.
But it is not always easy to hit the exact point, and
a ventilator or chimney of this kind will do no harm
where it is not needed, and where it is will be very
advantageous.

Mr. N. Travis, of Faribault, Rice county, Minn.,
writes me that he has been ten years in that State,
and would like to say to his old friends at the East
that he is satisfied that there is no State where cat-

tle and sheep can be kept to better advantage, or
where better grain can be produced. Many people
think the climate is too severe, but the winters are
dry, and sheep especially thrive remarkably weU.
The farmers are turning their attention to sheep,
and he thinks in five years Minnesota wiU be a great
wool-producing State.

I have no doubt that such will be the case. It is

an old saying—" sheep like roast meat better thau
boiled." It is astonishing how well they thrive on
pastures which look perfectly burnt up. I do not
know that Minnesota is more liable to drouths in
summer than the more southern States, but all ac-

counts agree that Northern Wisconsin and Minne-
sota have a remarkably dry, steady winter climate,
and this is just what sheep require. They will do
better there than in the milder, but wetter. South-
western States. I suppose the climate of Mimiesota
is quite similar to that of Vermont, now so cele-

brated for its fiue-wooled sheep.

A gentleman from Canada writes me that he has
discovered the cause of the potato rot—and its cure.
The cause is a deficiency of electricity in the soil

!

There is not the slightest evidence that this is the
case

;
but the remedies he recommends are excellent.

The object, he says, is to furnish good " conductors
of electricity." On heavy land the ground should
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be well cultivated and hoed to keep it porona, " so

that the electric life can circulate freely. The pota-

toes will then grow large and fine, but so soon as

the lioe and plow are laid aside, the soil becomes

weather-beaten, the plants can not receive the sup-

ply of electric life they require, and the finest of

them will decay. To avoid this calamity the soil

should be kept free and open by conductors freely

spread upon the land and plowed under—such as

tan-bark, chip manure, leaves, chips of leather, old

rags, &c.

This is all very well. Keep the soil porous by the

free use of the cultivator and hoe, and, while we do

not believe it would get any more " electric life," the

plants will be able to penetrate the soil more easily,

and will be more likely to resist the ravages of the

disease.

I have no sort of doubt but that the potato rot is

caused by a fungus ; but farmers generally know so

little of the habits of this class of plants, that they

are at a loss to perceive how a minute plant can

spread so rapidly as to produce the effects witnessed

when a field of potatoes is affected with the disease.

At the International Wheat Show held in Roches-

ter last fall, Mr. S. B. Walton, of Maryland, entered

twenty bushels of " Boughton Wheat," which did

not arrive until after the Fair had closed. It was

of excellent quality, and ripens very early. John

Johnston, of Geneva, purchased half of the lot for

seed, and F. P. Root, of Sweden, the other half. Mr.

Johnston, under date of May 27th, writes me as

follows :

" I would like to hear how the Maryland wheat is

doing with the farmer west of Rochester. Mine was
hurt by the winter considerably. There is consid-

erable of it now in ear, and has been for some days.

My Soules wheat now looks splendid—too large

—

bnt I fear will be late. Where there is a large
growth of straw the crop is always later than when
a smaller growth. Mine is both too thick and too

tall. In its present state of forwardness it ought to

be coming in ear now, but I am doubtful if it is in

ear in less than two weeks or more, and then it won't
yield well. My Maryland wheat is very short in the
straw and thin on the ground. The winter was too

hard on it, but it is sure to be of prime quality. I

will give it a better chance next autumn, both by
shelter and a few days earlier sowing. I will make
it succeed if possible. Mediterranean wheat looks
anything but promising in this neighborhood, and I

hear bad accounts from everywhere of the wheat
crop.

" Grass is first-rate. Early-sown Barley never looked
better. Much corn yet to plant. Rain has kept
labor gi-eatly back. I have not seen the like since I

came here, now forty-three years."

The recent dry, hot weather is bringing the wheat

fortvard rapidly, and I think it will be of good

.V quality. The yield, however, will not be large. It

is rare to find a field in this section where more or

less was not injured by the wet weather in spring.

Mr, Johnston, on his rich, thoroughly underdrained

farm, may have wheat " too thick and too tall," but

there are few who have any cause to complain on

this account.

By the way, Mr. J. says that if he had his life to

live over again, he would put hi» drains only sixteen

feet ajmrt! They are now about thirty feet apart.

If my farm was only half as well drained as his I

would be satisfied—for the present. It is said, how-

ever, that partial underdraining is of comparatively

litlle benefit. It is better to thoroughly drain one

field than to half drain two.

A few weeks ago a young man in Canada wrote

me that he wished to come to the States to learn

farming. He was seventeen years old, without

means, and was then engaged in a printing estab-

lishment. He had a taste for agriculture, and
thought he would like to be a scier»tific farmer. I

wrote him that the only way he could learn agricul-

ture was to hire out with a good farmer, and that he

would find as many such in Canada as in the States,

but that he could probably get higiier wages here.

He now writes me :
" Do you think that any other

situation (besides a laborer on a farm) could be got

for a boy of seventeen ? Also, what are the wages

for different hands on a farm ?"

I have one boy on the farm sixteen years old that

I pay twelve dollars per month and board. Twenty

dollars per month and board for the summer months

is about the average paid to first-class farm hands.

There is no difficulty in getting work on a farm, but

it is not so easy to get a situation in the city. If

this boy has a real taste for agriculture, and is fully

determined to make a good farnaer, he will accom-

plish his object. There are no difficulties that will

not disappear before a firm purpose and persistent

effort.

But if a young man, without property, thinks he

can become a " scientific farmer" and have a nice,

easy time of it into the bargain, he will certainly be

disappointed. I can easily imagine a young man
who spends some time in reading a certain class of

agricultural literature, entertaining the idea that

nothing is so easy as to become "a scientific farmer,"

and he might picture to himself a fine farm with

good buildings, heavy crops and large herds of

thoroughbred cattle, and himself the owner of the

whole—simply by availing himself of a little chem-

ical knowledge which he had picked up from books

!

Alas ! it is not easy to become a scientific farmer.

Nothing valuable can be had without labor—and the

labor needed is generally in proportion to the value

of the thing desired.

I once knew an English boy, the son of one of the

younger branches of an old aristocratic family, who

was asked one day by his father what pursuit in life
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he intended to follow. " Will you be a doctor, or a

lawyer, or a parson?" he asked. After a few

minutes reflection the little fellow replied :
" I will

be like Uncle John, aad have a farm and go a-'unt-

ing !" " Uncle John" was the owner of a large es-

tate, and kept a good stmd of hunting horses, with

other things to match, and there are few of us who

would object to adopt " Uncle John's " profession.

There are few of us, too, that would not like to be

scientific farmere with plenty of money to do things

"just as they should be." Bat those of us who are

poor must make up our minds to a good deal of hard

work, and learn to take pleasure in doing our daily

duty. In this way we shall be of more use to others

and be happier ourselves than if we were " born

with silver spoons in our mouths."

How hard it is to keep men at work unless you

are with them—and it is not easy even then at this

time, when they know quite well that if you turn

them away they can get work the next day. " If

my ways don't suit you," said one of my men to me
a few da3's since, " why, you can j ust get some one

else in my place." I told him that he had engaged

to work for me until the first of November. I had

kept him through the spring, when, owing to the

wet weather, we had comparatively little to do, and

now tjiat the work was very pressing it was not

honorable ou his part to neglect his duties, and then

when I complained to tell me that I need not keep

him. Finding that moral suasion had little influence,

I told him that of course he could leave if he wished,

but that I should not pay him ; and furthermore, if

he idled away his time, I should keep an account of

the hours he lost, and charge him for the team as

well as for his own time. This seemed to be a new
idea to him, and he has worked better since.

It seems, however, that, as the law now stands,

the only way in which it can be done is to sue the

man before the expiration of his time. When his

time is up, if you refuse to pay him the full amount,

he can sue you in a Justice's Court and recover the

whole. He may have robbed you or cheated you in

various ways, and even confess that he has done so,

and you can not make any set-oflT against his claim

for wages. He can recover the full amount. The
only way is to 'get a judgment against him before

the expiration of his time.

Those who have anything to sell, should keep

track of the markets. Wheat advanced yesterday

from ten to twenty cents a bushel. I know a farmer

near here who sold six hundred bushels three days

ago for $1.80 a bushel. He could now get $2.00.

I intend to put in all the wheat I can this fall.

There is a general feeling that spring crops pay bet-

ter than wheat—and for the last few years in this

section such has been the case. The result will be

that less wheat will be sown than usual. Owing to

the magnificent crop of wheat last year in Europe,

especially in Great Britain, wheat has been lower

than any other grain. It is not improbable that the

cff'ect of this fine crop will still be felt for sev-

eral months, and that we shall not get for tliis year's

wheat crop as high a relative price as for other

grains. But if I mistake not, less wheat tlian usual

will be sown this fall in all sections of the Loyal

States, and wheat in 1865 will be in demand.

Oh, the stones, the stones! Yesterday William

strained the beam of the three-horse plow so much
that it would not work. I sent it to the city and

got a new beam put in. This morning, before he

had been three roimds with it, he struck a stone and

broke the new beam in two! " The fault was in the

beam," he said. " It was nothing but oak, and it

ought to have been rock elm."

The fault really is in not getting out the stones.

How any man can work among stones for five or six

years and make no effort to get them out, is more

than I can understand. The saving in implements

alone would pay for the whole expense in three

years—to say nothing of the value of the stones for

fencing.

Butter is only worth 25 cents a pound in Roches-

ter. WTiy it should be so low here while it is worth

(in greenbacks) 50 cents a pound in England, it is

difficult to understand, unless the quality is so poor

that it can not be exported.

I know a lady in Chemung county that has con-

tracted her butter for the season at 42 cents, and she

has a neighbor who has contracted her's for 47 cents

a pound. She keeps eighty cows. The butter from

the one dairy is just as good as the other, but the

one is well known in New York, and this is the only

reason why it brings five cents a pound more than

the other. It may be that there is butter made in

this section that is just as good as that made in the

"southern tier," but the latter has a better reputa-

tion and always commands a higher price. We have,

on many farms at least, j ust as good pastures and as

good water and as good cows, and why we can not

make as good butter I do not understand.

" Put things up after you are through with them"

is one of my standing orders. I do not know how it

is with other farmers, but I can find few men who

can be persuaded to adopt this simple rule. I have

one man who actually contends that it is better to

leave tools where you are at work, and then, he

says, " you know where to find them !"

This morning I went to the potato field, and there

found scattered up and down the lot six guano bar-

rels, two baskets, about a peck of cut potatoes, and
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a bushel or so of uncut, one hoe, two spades, two

pails, a tin pan, and a coal-scuttle

!

A gentleman in Canada writes me that an excel-

lent plan to get rid of the maggots which destroy so

many cabbage and caulitiower plants by eating their

roots, is to dissolve half an ounce of corrosive subli-

mate iu four gallons of water, and water such plants

as are affected, either in the seed-bed or when set

out. It will kill all kinds of insect life. It is a

virulent poison, and should be used with care. It

would i)robably be equally destructive to the mag-

gots which attack our onions.

John B. Ellis, of Delphi, Ind., writes me asking

where he can procure a good Cotswold ram. He

adds :
" I would like a good one, but don't want it to

turn out like the Canadian's " Chester White Pigs."

Hot and dry as the weather is, the beans grow

finely. I soaked the seed for forty-eight hours be-

fore planting, and they came up in a few days, and

before I knew it were large enough to hoe. In this

section there were never so many beans planted as

this year, and it is not impossible that the market

may be overstocked. I have always thought, how-

ever, that beans might be raised with profit even

for feeding sheep.

The newspapers report a splendid crop of grass

in this State and throughout New England. Grass

certainly grew well in May, but the dry weather has

checked it considerably. My meadows are burning

up, and will yield rather a light crop. I hear that

others are making the same coniplaint.

I have just heard that the drouth is so severe in

Wisconsin and Minnesota that great fears are enter-

tained for the growing crops. The spring wheat,

which is the kind principally grown, it is said, will

be an entire failure. It has created quite a panic

among the grain merchants in Milwaukee. Wheat

went up iu one day over 20 cents a bushel !
It seems

to be admitted that the wheat crop of the country

will not be over two-thirds the general average.

Corn is much more promising, and, if we can

credit the newspaper accounts, an unusually large

breadth of land has been planted. Never were

larQ-e crops so much needed as at the present time,

and farmers, both for their own interest and for the

welfare of the nation, should strain every nerve to

eecure this result. Wages are high, but not higher

than grain and other products.

Last month I predicted that wool would bring a

dollar per pound before next spring. Yesterday

(June 22) gold went up, for a short time, to 330!

Wool and pork, which are favorite articles with

speculators, followed suit. Ohio domestic fleece

was sold at one dollar per pound, and mess pork at

$43 per barrel. I was in the city when the news of

this great advance in gold was received. Every-

body was excited. " It will be 500 in less than six

weeks," said a well known speculator. Perhaps

the wish was father to the thought. " It takes two

toUars for one," said the Dutch butcher-boy, and I

suppose, asked a cent a pound more for his meat.

To-day, gold is down to 210 ! and I sliall probably

have to hold my wool awhile longer before I get a

dollar per pound. As soon as I can get a dollar for

it, I will sell, but not before—at least, not at present.

There is probably more wool produced this year

than ever before, but the consumption is also greater.

The papers are urging farmers to sow ruta bagas

ajid other turnips. The advice is timely ; but un-

fortunately turnips require a thorough preparation

of the soil. In England, where this crop is held iu

such general estimation, the land is plowed in the

fall and two or three times in the spring, with nu-

merous harrowings, rollings, &c., until the soil is as

mellow as an ash heap. Nearly all the manure of

the farm is applied to the turnip crop. The result

is enormous crops, which, being consumed on ihe

land, add greatly to its fertility.

I believe we could raise just as good crops of ruta

bagas and white turnips in this country if we gave

them as good culture. Turn up the moist soil im-

mediately before sowing. Drill in the seed in rows

2i feet apart, and when the plants are in the rough

leaf, thin out to 12 inches apart ; and if the soil is

rich we map expect a good crop. To sow rutabagas

broadcast, and neglect to hoe them, is a waste of

seed and labor. The common white turnip may

sometimes give a fair crop with such treatment, but

it would be better to sow in drills and hoe them.

I have tried several new kinds of peas this season,

but find none of them for early peas better than

Daniel O'Rourke. The Washington, which I have

grown for the first time this year, is decidedly a

poor variety—not even as good as the old fashioned

Early Kent. It is dry and hard, and decidedly de-

ficient in sweetness and flavor. It is little better

than the Tom Thumb.

I have one crop that I feel proud of: some Early

June and Six Weeks potatoes. The ground is very

warm and light, and I planted in good season, and

manured them in the rows at the rate of 400 pounds

to the acre, with Baugh's raw-bone superphosphate.

Better potatoes I never saw. Of all the manures I

have used the present season, this raw-bone super-

phosphate, so fai, has done the most good. For

garden vegetables it is certainly an excellent ma-

nure.
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CORJV AFTER TURNIPS.

TuERE is a very general impressioa that corn

will not succeed ou land where turnips have been

raised tlie previous year. Every now and then the

subject is discussed in our agricultural yxvpers, and

the facts elicited are of the most contradictory char-

acter. Some say that thcturuips " poison the land,"

while others assert that they are not injurious. One

of our leading agricultural journals says

:

'• We have seen the experiment of cultivating com
after turnips tried agixin and again without success,

and have never known an intelligent farmer who
under any circumstance would incur the risk of

losing his seed, labor and manure, by attempting to

make a decent crop of corn upon land which had
yielded a crop of ruta baga turnips the previous
year.

" For the smaller grains, and especially wheat, the
turnip crop is a good jweparation, but whether the
land is poisoned or not, some how or other the Indian
corn does not find in such soil the pabulum which
will make it grow."

That turnips are a good crop to preceed wheat

and barley, especially if they are consumed on the

land, as in England, is a well-known fact. There is

no crop so good for this puri^ose. We have seen a

field that was part potatoes and part turnips, and

the crop of Ijarley tlie next year showed the exact

row where the potatoes ended, from the increased

luxuriance on the turnip land.

Where turnips are consumed on the land, or where

the manure made by their consumption is returned

^
to the soil, no plant that we are acquainted with is

so beneficial as this so-called " fallow crop." Where
turnips are grown and removed entirely from the

land, as is generally the case in tlais country, they

probably impoverish the soil as much as any other

of our commonly cultivated crops.

The reason why turnips liave proved so beneficial

to English agriculture is mainly owing to the fact

that they take up from the soil a large quantity of

organic and inorganic " plant-food," and which is re-

turned to the land directly or indirectly in the form

of manure ; but if the turnips were sold off the

farm., this large quantity of "plant-food" would be

lost to the soil, and the turnip, instead of being a

renovating crop, would prove an exhaustive one.

That turnips " poison the land " there is no sort of

evidence. That corn will not do as well after them
as the smaller grains is quite possible. We are in-

clined to think that corn requires more carbonaceous

matter in the soil than wheat and barley, and it is

well known that turnips take more carbonaceous

matter from the soil than any other crop we culti-

vate. If it is a fact that corn will not do as well as

wheat and barley after turnips- this may be the rea-

son. But is it a fact ?

Clover, as well as the grasses, intended for hay,
should be mowed when in blossom.

FARM WORK FOR JULY.

Continue to cultivate well, till arrested by the

labors of haying and harvesting. Continue the war
against weeds ;

" a stitch in time will save " thou-

sands. See work for last month.

H.wiNG.—The ];e8t time to cut hay is at the tran-

sition I'rom Uower to seed. The precise point, of

course, can ziot be generally attained in ordinary

IDractice, where man}' days are required for securing

a crop, but the nearer we come to it the better. The
expedition accomplished by means of mowing ma-
chines, horse rakes .and horse forks have, however,

greatly facilitated this object. Cutting grass early

produces more readily a good after-growth. If done

too soon, it will lack substance ; if too late, it wUl
be hard and woody. Celerity of operations depends

much on good management, and on having every

thing in full readiness. The omission of some
requisite will delay the whole, and a day's delay, by
throwing the mass of the work into a rain storm,,

may result in heavy loss.

Stacking in the open field can not be recomr

mended. Ample barns should always be provided.

Yet temporary necessity may often require stacking.

When resorted to, it should be done well ; the stacks

built even and with symmetrical form ; the hay

should be pitched on from different sides to preserve

xqjright and even settling ; for when a stack settles-

to one side, it necessarily exposes the uj)per side to

rain, and often to the loss of a large portion of the

stack. Good stackers repeatedly and regularly pass

around the structure, and place the hay in unifonu

forkfuls in regular and circular layers. The center

is always rounded the highest. In a well built stack

the fibres at the outside falling downward prevent

any rains from passing in but a few inches ; oae laid

up badly may allow the water to enter a foot or

more. The sprinkling of a peck to a half bushel of

salt through each tun of hay assists in preserving it,,

and renders it more palatable.

In selecting tlio best mowing machine, it is very

important to procure one not liable to breakages;

for a break may delay all hands, retard the work be-

fore approaching rains, and occasion, a loss ten times

as great as the mere cost of repairs. The best ma-

chines effect a great saving, and will cut regularly

from eight to twelve acres per day—or in good grass

from sixteen to twenty-five tnns daily.

Where every facility is provided iiL connection

with the best modern machinery for hay making,

including horse rates and horse forks, hay can be

manufactured for fifty cents a tun— ^vith bad or

imperfect management it- may amount to $3.00 or

$3.00 per tun.

H.\Y Caps.—In regions of the country liable to

sudden storms, and in proximity to cities where hay
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commands a high price, hay caps are important and

valuable, frequently saving much labor, and pre-

serving the quality of the hay. After a little prac-

tice in use they may be applied in less time than is

commonly required for trimming the cocks. The

following directions for making them are given by

H. F. French :
" Take four yards of yard wide cotton

sheeting ; sew it together so as to make two yards

square ; hem the rough edges ; turn up each corner

two or three inches, and sew it strongly ; tie in a

short strong twine to , form a loop, and you have a

hay cap ready for use. Four sharp wooden pins, of

hard wood, half an inch in diameter, eighteen

inches long, to be thrust upwards through the loops

into the hay at the bottom of the cock, completes

the preparation."

Wheat.—Cut this as nearly as practicable about

one week before it is dead ripe. Careful experi-

nients show that the grain is heaviest and makes

the best flour while a portion, say about one-third,

of the chaft is yet green, or with green streaks run-

ning through it, and the straw is brighter and

richer. The same crop will of course vary some, and

the time can not always be controled to a day, but

the above rule should be aimed at. It is always

worth paying something for insurance, and the extra

labor required for putting up good, well-capped

shocks, in which the grain may stand until thoroughly

dry, is a very profitable premium to pay. Seven

sheaves form a good size. The caps should be

bound very tightly near the buts, and the straw

oroken down all round before placing it. Practice

tvill enable a hand to shock very rapidly. Hay caps,

made of cotton, form an excellent covering for

wheat, when they can be had.

Timothy Seed.—Select the best portions of

timothy meadows for seed, pulling out any weeds or

foul stuff which may be found in it.

Sow Buckwheat during the present month. The

ground should have been previously well prepared

for it, and rendered clean and mellow. The failure

of this crop is often owing to the imperfect manner

in which it is put in.

Cutting Timber.—The best season for cutting

timber has caused much discussion ; but full experi-

ments have shown that it always lasts longest when

most rapidly seasoned ; this is more especially the

case with all the soft and less durable kinds of tim-

ber. Basswood rails cut and split at midsummer,

with the bark immediately peeled from the wood,

will dry rapidly, and become durable and hard, like

horn ; cut in winter or spring, it dries very slowly,

generally becomes sap-rotten, and is of little value.

Orchards.—These, if young, should be kept well

cultivated throughout summer, either in low, hoed

crops, or in mellow soil without crops. This treat-

ment is most important for peach trees, which will

grow at least ten times as fast as when their culti-

vation is neglected ; apples three or four times as

fast. Newly set cherry trees often die during the

heat of midsummer, which is easily prevented by a

wide and thick mulching placed around them.

Watering young trees, at this time, usually does

more harm than good, by merely crusting the sur-

face without moistening the roots, and at best afford-

ing but an irregular and temporary supply. If the

surface of the soil is kept mellow, it will preserve

moisture enough in the earth, and the rapid growth

of the tree will render watering unnecessary. The

black-knot, which so often disfigures and destroys

plum trees, may be kept oft" by watching and con-

stantly cutting it away on its first appearance.

Weeds.—The busy labors of the month are apt

to cause a neglect of weeds ; and farmers who have

kept their hoed crops clean until now, frequently

neglect them, and they become foul. One of the

most economical of all expenditures would be that

of a little more labor in destroying these weeds, so

that they may not seed the whole land for another

year.

—

Tucker's Annual Register.

THE OmON MAGGOT.

Many parts of the world have been, and are yet,

visited by this plague. On sandy land in Canada it was

for some yeare impossible to raise a crop of onions from

seed, and the consequence was that we were driven

to import our supplies, and trust to the potato and

top varieties. A lady who had a green-house and

raised a large amount of early salad, Imd at one

time a quantity of onion seed sown in the green-

house early in the winter. After selecting such as

were wanted for the house during the cold season,

there was still left in the spring a large bed contain-

ing some thousands of plants. These were trans-

planted into the garden, and produced an abundant

crop of fine bulb, far finer than any which had been

previously raised from seed in the same place. They

were also entirely free from the maggot, although

beds of onions raised from seed adjoining the trans-

planted ones were completely swept off by the pest.

The fact was taken advantage of in subsequent

j'ears, and an abundant supply of the finest onions

was the result.

It would appear from this that tlie maggot pro-

duced by the fly can not exist on or injure the plant

when it has attained a eertain stage of maturity.

Subsequent experiments confirmed this view of the

case.

Every one whose land is subject to the onion

maggot, and who may try this plan, should raise tl>e

onion plants from seed sown under glass very early.

The soil in which the seed is sown should be coarse
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sand, with a portion of well-rotted manure mixed

through it. The young plants may then be re-

moved without injuring the roots. In transplanting

take care not to set too deep, and also take care that

the roots go straight down into the earth, as they

naturally would if sown where they are intended to

stand.

The above method secures a good and early crop,

saves all the trouble and pain of hand-weeding,

which any one who has done much of %vill fully

value. A deep cut with a spade and filled with

liquid manure, ensures the size and growth of the

crop. A Canadian.

TRAIVSPLANTING SWEDISH TURMPS OR RUTA BAGAS.

Few pergona are aware of the advantages attend-

ing the transplantation of Swedish turnips, and

fewer still know how to do it. William Cobbett

was the person who first pointed out the advantages

of the plan to the English farmer. For many years

at Botley, in Hampshire, England, he raised the

most enormous crops. His mode of procedure, and

in which many followed him, was this

:

The turnip seed was sown very early in the sea-

son, in seed-beds composed of so loose and friable a

soil (mostly, indeed, coarse sand and well-rotted ma-

nure thoroughly mixed), as to ensure the extraction

of the plants when required without too much in-

juring the root fibres. During the time the plants

were growing he was assiduously cultivating the

soil in Avhich they were finally to stand, and bring-

ing it to the finest possible tilth. As soon as the

plants were sufiiciently matured, they were removed

after a good watering from the seed-bed, taking care

to lighten the earth with a trowel or other instru-

ment in such a manner as to prevent injury to the

fibres. The finest plants are of course first selected.

After extracting, the plants remain for some hours

in a mixture of soft mud and plaster. They are

then taken to the field, no time being allowed for

wilting and withering. The plow is set to work,

and as fast as a furrow is thrown out the plants are

laid along the surface of it, being dropped very

rapidly. The roots are covered by the next furrow,

and the planter follows to see that each plant is duly

set—not too deep, but just up to the heart, and well

pressed down with the foot. As soon as this is done,

more furrows are plowed, and more turnips planted,

and so on throughout the field. It is absolutely

necessary that the planting and plowing should go

on together. If only plowed the day before, the

chances are greatly against success ; but if the

planting and plowing progress together, success is

all but certain.

The writer of this article has seen Cobbett's field

at Botley, and the growth exceeded belief.

The advantages are as follows : You get your fal-

lows better cleaned, as during all the time the seed

beds are growing you are cultivating the soil in

which the plants are finally to stand
; you are en-

abled to sow the plants so early as to be free from

the fly, or you can protect them from the fly in the

seed-beds by many well-known means; you save

hoeing and thinning out, and you get a far larger

yield per acre.

To prepare the plants, after withdrawing them

carefully from the seedbed, lay them along a trench,

root downwards, fill the trench with a mixture of

soft mud made with rich soil and some plaster, so

that each root carries with it to the field a separate

coating of the mixture. This may be done the

evening before planting. It ensures them against

wilting too much before the new growth commences.

Those who want to ensure the growth of cabbage

plants will adopt the same plan of claying or mud-

ding the roots, and taking care that they are grown

in seed-beds of sand and well-rotted manure. *

GAS -LIME, &c.

Etos. Genesee Farmer : I have purchased a small
farm, mostly within the corporation of Canandaigua,
which is inclined to clay, but not heavy clay.- I de-

sire to improve it, and therefore ask your opinion as

to the value of lime which has been used at tlie gas
works, which are within one-half mile of nie. One
of the workmen told me it was used in tubs to pass
the gas through to make it " swell better." I am
entirely ignorant of the process, and should like to

know how much it is lessened in value for land by
that process. They oflTer it to me at $1.00 a wagon
box full. If not materially injured, I have thought
it might be an object to get it. Will you do me the
favor to give me your opinion, at your convenience ?

Would lime be profitable for summer-fallow, er

summer crops, or grass?—W. H. Lamport, C'anu?i-

daigua, N. Y.

Those who have used gas-lime as a manure differ

greatly in regard to its value. Some have found it

quite beneficial, while others say it injured the

crops. There can be little doubt but that the matter

abstracted from the gas will injure plants if applied

directly to them in large quantities. If applied to a

summer-fallow at this time, and well incorporated

with the soil, it is not probable that it will injur©

the wheat, and the lime will undoubtedly do good.

Lime, if you can obtain it at a reasonable rate, is

one of the best and most permanent manures, and

can be profitably applied to a summer-fallow for

wheat. Use at least from 80 to 100 bushels per

acre. Small doses seldom do much good. A con-

venient way to apply it is to put the lime in rows

two rods apart, and pixt one bushel in heaps one

rod apart in the rows. This will give you eighty

bushels per acre. After it is slaked, spread it evenly

over the surface with a shovel and harrow or culti-

vate it in.
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BUTTER-3IAKIX0,

WKITTEN FOE THE SEXESEE FARMER BV A. F. H^ E. ArUOUA, N. T.

To make good butter care should be taken that the

cows are healthy and have access to pure water and

good sweet pasture and are freely supplied with salt.

The shelter of shade trees is also beneficial. The

same cow shonld be milked by the same person at

about the same time each day, and should be treated

gently and milked quickly, without stopping after

the milking has commenced. It is important that

the cows should be milked at the same hour at

evening as they are in the morning.

After being drawn from the cow, the milk shoiild

be immediately taken to the milk-room and strained.

The milk-room should be airy, cool and clean ; and

should be so constructed that a current of air can

not strike directly tipon the milk, or the butter vnll

be liable to be full of white specks. The tempera-

ture of the milk-room should be kept, summer and

winter, as near 58° as possible. It should not be

near any hog-pen, sink-hole, or anything whicli

renders the atmosphere impure. Every impurity of

this kind is readily communicated to the cream, and

consequently affects the butter. Every vessel used

for holding the milk, cream or butter, should be kejjt

clean and free from acidity. It is contended by

some that it is best to churn the milk, but it is prac-

ticed very little in tjiis country. Tin pans are be-

lieved to be the best vessels in which to set the

niilt, and should not be filled more than two-thirds

full. The milk should stand just long enough for

fflU lihe icream to rise, which should not exceed sixty

lui'urs at any season of the year. Perhaps a finer

qusiity of butter may be produced by skimming the

cresim off and churning it while sweet ; but it is a

wasteful practice, as the cream does not all rise

until the smilk begins to thicken. After being

skimB&ed, the «ream should be placed iu tin or glazed

earthen vessels and covered with a coarse cloth,

which y^iil keep out insects but not exclude the air.

At every additiou of cream the whole should be

thoroughly mixed- In small dairies, Avhere churn-

ing is not done every day, it has been found benefi-

cial to throw a small handfuU of salt into the cream

pot . with tke first skimming, which keeps it from

becoming eo eour as to be injured. I repeat, that

when churnmg is rxot performed every day, it is of

great importaBce tliat the cream which is newly

taken off be mixed with that already in the vessel

;

otherwise, each ekimming will remain in a layer by

itself, and at the bottom Will become very . sour.

It is of little importance what kind of churn is

used, provided aU the cream is continuously and

iiniformly agitated. In lairge dairies some kind of

power may be economically used in churning. The

cream should be brought to about 60 <= or 63 o F., and

churned moderately at first, as churning may be

performed with so much rapidity as to injure the

butter. When the butter is sufRcienlly gathered by

churning, it should be transferred to a wooden bowl

Math a wooden ladle. In large dairies the bu.tter is

partially worked with a machine ; in small dairies'

the wooden ladle is generally used. The qiiestion

whetlier cold water should be used is uns^cttled. If

the temperature of the dairy-room is cool enough,

the buttemiilk raiay bo worked out in warm weather

without the aid of cold water ; if »ot, cold water

may be advantage'ously used ; but at all events the

buttermilk should be completely expressed, as the

smallest quantity will effect the quality of the but-

ter aod render it rancid. In some dairies the pra<^

tice is to finish the working process at once ; in

others the buttermilk is worked o^t, and the salt

partially worked in, and it ia then set away uatil the

next day, when the operation is completed ; and

still others work out the buttermilk and wait until

the next day before adding the salt—and some eveB

give it a third working before it is packed. I be-

lieve -it is deemed injurious to work butter any more

after being salted, than just enough to thoroughly

mix the salt with the butter. Experience and prac-

tice alone will enable the operator to work the buiter

skilfully and get out all the bvittermilk and thorough-

ly mix the salt without rendering it salvy. The
best of salt should be used. Livei-pool dairy salt

is used by many, but it ia tliought by some that

coarse solar salt made fine is preferable. The

quantity must be determined by the taste ; but as a

general rule about one ounce of salt to a pound of

butter may be considered the proper proportion. If

salt is put into the cream, as above directed, less

salt will be required in the butter.

Butter laid down should be packed firmly and

covered over the top with half an inch of salt.

Brine sufficient to wet the salt should be added.

Some dissolve a little saltpeter in the brine put on

the top of the firkin. For neighborhood or family

use, stone jars are undoiibtedly preferable to any

other vessel for keeping butter ; but for shipping it

should be packed in oak firkins. Pine and cedar

communicate an unpleasant flavor to the butter, and

should never be used. It should be kept in a cool

place. Rancid butter may be improved by working

it in sweet milk ; and it is said that working it in

water, to which twelve or fifteen drops of chloride

of lime to a pound of butter has been added, will

greatly improve it.

• ^

Sex op Eggs.—It is stated that the sex of eggs

may be determined, so that a person may raise a

brood of the sex he wishes. If males are wanted, t]ie

longest eggs should be used ; if females, those most

round should be chosen.
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POULTEY HINTS FOR JULY.

WKTTEN FOE THE GENKSEB FARilEtt BY C. N. BEMEKT.

It is sound pliilcreopliy which places the useful

before the heautifuL Let a poultry establishment be

well attended to—oace become au object of pleasure

And i^ride to the liroprietor—and the various tribes

of poultry will not long remain fargotten or uncared

for. Fowls are most valuable to the farmer, and in-

dispensable to tho country resident. Poultry and

«ggs form no inconsiderable articles for the culinary

department and the taljle. The varieties of the

common tomyard fowl are very numerous, and are

distinguished from one another by their size, color

and fecundity.

A young hen, it is calculated, will lay the first

year about 150 to 170 eggs ; the second 120 to 140—
diminishing as she grows older ; and she should

"go to pot" after the fourth year.

Great improvement has already taken \A&cq in the

eize and quality of meat of our common fowls of

the barnyard by crossing them with some of the new
breeds, and more will take place. The improve-

ment in quality and quantity of poultry realized

within the last eighteen or twenty years must carry

the \'akie of our poultry at the present time beyond

twenty-j&ve millions. Yet the estimate we make,
large as it may seem to the uninitiated, represents

but a small part of their annual value. Nothing
else that breathes in the service of man has such

power of multiplication or productiveness as fowls.

As evidence of which we will mention a case that

occurred iu California a few years ago, where every

thing is conducted on a large scale.

A farmer commenced iu the month of January
with ninety hens, and in less than seven months the

stock had increased to over fifteen hundred hens and
chickens, besides about three hundred that had been
sold

!
It must be observed, however, that there was

no lack of proper care, which is always needed to

insure success.

There is a vast difference ih fowls, and while some
are hardy and profitable, others are weakly, and
flcareely pay their way under the most favorable cir-

cumstances and the best management possible to

bestow. It is always a judicious plan for the farmer

to keep a few fowls of some kind upon his premises,

as there is generally enough waste matter to feed

them, and besides they are serviceable in protecting

in a measure, the crops, by destroying the numerous
insect depredators, which in the spring and summer
months prey so voratiously on the youthful and
more tender plants.

Most of the hens have hatched and reared their

early broods and commenced laying for a second

clutch ; and now is the time to secure eggs for future

use—but then great care should be taken to have

them perfectly fresh. They should be collected

daily and placed in a dry, cool place. If the eggs

have been sit on even twenty-four hours, they should

be rejected for keeping, but they arc nowise injured

for immediate use.

PresermtioH of Eggs.—The ancients had very im-

perfect notions oi preserving eggs fresh if they
knew no other method than what tho elder Pliny

says :
" The best way to keep eggs is in bran-meale

or floure, and during winter in chaffe ; but for sum-
mer time, in branne." This would no doubt preserve

them longer than if they were left entirely uncovered

but it could not be depended upon, as wo shall present

ly see, no more than the similar advice of Columella,

who says :
" The manner to keep eggs a long tyme

is in the winter iu straw, and in summer iu branne
or meale."

Old Gervase Markham says :
" Because eggs of

themselves are a singular profit, you shall under-

stand that the best way to preserve or keepe them
long is, as some thinke, to lay them in straw and
cover them close ; but that is too cold, and besides

will make them musty. Others lay them in branne,

but that is too hot. The best way to keepe them
most sweet, most sound, and most full, is only to

keepe them in a heape of old malt, close and well

covered all over."

Nothing was known scientifically on the subject

of preserving eggs till M. Reaumur was led to take

it up. Eggs, after being laid, it was shown, lose

daily by transpiration a portion of the matter which

they contain, notwithstanding the compact texture

of their shell, and of the close tissue of the flexible

membranes lining the shell and enveloping the

white. When an egg is fresh it is proverbially full,

without any vacancy ; and this is matter of common
observation, whether it be broken raw, or when it is

either soft or hard boiled. But in all stale eggs, on

the contrary, there is uniformly more or less vacancy

in proportion to the loss they have sustained by
transpiration; and hence, in order to judge of the

freshness of an egg, it is usual to hold it up to the

light, when the translucency of the shell makes it

appear whether or not there be any vacancy in the

upper portion, as well as whether the yolk and

white are mingled^ and turbid, or muddy, by the

rotting and bursting of their enveloping mem-
branes.

The transpiration of eggs, besides, is proportional

to the temperature in which they may be placed

—

cold retarding and heat promoting the process ; and

hence, by keepiiig fresh laid eggs in a cool cellar, or,

better still, in an ice-house, they will transpire less,

and be preserved for a longer period sound than if

they are kept in a warm place or exposed to the

sun's light, Avhich has also a great effect in pro-

moting the exhalation of moisture. As therefore
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fermentation and putridity can only take place by

c<^)mmunicati<)n with the air of a moderate tempera-

ture, some means must be devised to exclude such

connection by closing the pores of the shell.

The first material used by M. Reaumur waa spirit

of wine varnish, made with lac, and he says that " it

was impossible to distinguish the varnished eggs,

which had been kept for a year, from those newly

laid."

It is an indispensable condition of the material

used for stopping the pores of the shell of the egg

that it should not be capable of being dissolved by

the m<jisture transpired from the interior, and the

varnish fulfil this condition ; but unfortunately,

though varnish is not very expensive, it is not coua-

mon in country places where eggs are most abun-

dantly produced, while many people, besides, are not

easily brought to make use of anything to which

they have not been accustomed.

In order to get over this difficulty, M. Reaumur

was led to try other substances, and soon found that

another material, very cheap and everywhere to be

had, would very well supply the place of varnish.

This material was fat or grease—such as suet, lard

or dripping ; but the best of these wi^s proved to be

a mixture of mutton or beef suet, melted together

over a slow fire and strained through a linen cloth

into an earthen pan. When thoroughly melted, an

egg was dipped into it, and immediately taken out

again, when it was in a fit state to be kept twelve

months or more. Five pounds of this melted fat

might prepare all the eggs produced in a neighbor-

hood in one season.

The chief advantage in the use of this fat, rather

than varnish, is, that the eggs rubbed over will boil

as quickly as if nothing had been done to them

—

the fat melting off as soon as they touch the hot

water ; whereas the varnish, not being soluble even

in hot water, only becomes moistened by it, and still

hanging about the egg prevents the transpiration of

the juices necessary to bring the egg into that state

in which it is to be eaten. When the egg, on the

other hand, which has been preserved by the fat, is

taken out of the water, there remains very little fat-

ness upon it, and what does is easily wiped off upon

a napkin.

The method of preserving eggs by means of fat is

greatly preferable to that of varnish, when they are

intended for putting under a hen to be hatched ; for

the fat easily melts away by the heat, while the

varnish remains and impedes the hatching.

The transpiration of matter from the egg was

proved to be as effectually stopped by the thinnest

layer of fat as by a thick coating, so that no sensible

vestige need be left on the surface of the shell. All

Borts of fat, grease or oil, were found well adapted to

preserve eggs. M. Reaumur used butter, hog's lard,

olive oil, and similar substances, and thereby pre-

served eggs for nine months as fresh as the day thejr

were laid.

There is another method of preserving eggs a long

while fresh generally adopted in this country. It is

as follows : Take an earthen pot, or any tight vessel,

and put in a layer of fine salt, then a layer of eggs,

small end down, alternately. This can only act me-

chanically, like bran or sawdust, so long as the salt

continues dry, for in that case the chlorine, which is

the antisceptic of salt, is not evolved. When the

salt, however, becomes damp, its preservative prin-

ciple will be brought into action, and may penetrate

through the pores of the shell.

A very excellent method of preserving eggs is to

mix a bushel of quick-lime, two poiinds salt, and

eight ounces of cream of tartar together, adding a

sufficient quantity of water, so that an egg may be

plunged in to the point. When a paste has been

made of this consistence, the eggs are put into it, and

may be kept fresh, it is said, for two years.

The method of preserving eggs with salt we have

tried repeatedly with entire success—even after two

years we have found them sufficiently preserved for

all culinary purposes, the shells looking as clear and

white as if just laid.

HOW TO RAISE GEESE.

Mrs. S. Pillsbury, of Derry, N. H., furnishes the

]few England Farmer with her mode of raising

geese. The old lady's ideas may prove useful to

some of our readers

:

" I recently found some inquiry in the Farmer

about raising geese, and as I am an old hand at it, I

thought I would reply. When they commence lay-

ing, which is usually in April or May, a box with

bran or cotton on the bottom should be provided, so

that the eggs will not roll about. As often as there

is an egg laid in the box, the rest of the eggs should

be turned over carefully. When the goose is done

laying, and wants to set, she will make her nest,

feather it, and set on it ; the nest should then be

taken out very carefully, and a nest made with about

four quarts of horse manure, and some chaff on that

;

let it be made large and commodious, and then lay

the nest that the goose made on the other very care

fully, not disturbing the straw nor feathers. Fill it

in all around the nest, making it about level, so that

the goose can go on and off with ease.

" The goose sets four weeks ; mind the time cor-

rectly. Two or three days previous to the time of

hatching, place the eggs in a broad, deep thing, with

milk-warm water enough to let them swim, and

those that have live go.slings in them will bob round

and swim, and those that have not will sink or re-
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main still ; the gosling will break the shell on the

end that stands out of the water.

" Do not put the eggs in water after the shell is

broken, but drop some water on the gosling's bill,

when the gosling is hatched and in nest dry. Take

fit in the hand, and with the thumb and finger press

the bill open and drop in a pepper corn, and then

some sweet cream; have ready some green turf;

place it round the nest, and sprinkle on it some

Indian dough, where the goose will pick and learn

her young. They are a very tender fowl, and require

care until their feathers are grown ; after that they

need not be feed if they run in the road.

" They can be plucked three times the latter part

of the summer months. Some think it very wicked

to pick them, but they shed all you pick, .quills and

feathers ; they can be tried, and if they come hard,

wait a week or two. Do not let the young go to

water too soon ; have a short thing for them to drink

out of. If they should get chilled, take them to the

fire and put warm ashes on their back, and feed

them with cream with a teaspoon.

" Two geese are better than three, and one is bet-

ter than two, as they are apt to beat each other ; and

unless they hatch altogether, they will beat the

young. When I kept geese, I fed them on corn

until the grass grew, and not after that until they

were fatted in the fall."

HOW TO MANAGE A FRACTIOUS HORSE.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Mr. J. W. Brady, in the

April number of the Farmer, inquires how to break

a road horse that will not stand long enough after

being " unhitched for a person to get in." (I suppose

he means hitched up.) I will not pretend to answer

his question exactly, for I am not much of a writer,

and not as much acquainted with horse training as

I should be. If Mr. Brady has spoiled the horse

himself, no one can give him advice how to break it.

The horse is the wiser of the two and drives him.

If you have a colt or horse to break of a fault, you

must out wit it. If a person has not as much wit

as a beast, he certainly can not manage it ; and if

ten good advisers gave advice, he would not know
how to carry it out.

I will now tell what I done this spring. I needed

another horse, and went to a drover that came from

Ohio and purchased a fine-looking four-year old bay

horse for $165, which I thought very low in these

times, but I felt quite sure he had some trick.

Wlien I attempted to drive him single I found it

out. He would not drive past a house or road that

he had stopped at or turned before without some
difficulty, and to ride him fr«ln the barn was impos-

sible. Now I have him broke both to ride and drive

single. How I broke him I can hardly tell, better

than to say I out-witted him. In the first place I

broke him to ride, which I did in this way : I had

two men with me ; one got on him with a good

raw-hide, and the others took long whips. Then

came the tug. I must first describe the way he

would act when we would try to ride him. If he

was close to a building or a fence, he would take to

that and rub you off or crush your leg. If you took

him in a field, he would turn round and round, and

then rear up and fall backwards, which was very

dangerous. So I concluded to prevent his rearing.

We would all three take good whips, and when he

attempted to rear up cut away " right smart." He
soon found there was too many lashes about his hind

legs to stand long in that way. Then he attempted

to kick us. We put it to him sharper than ever,

and he soon found it best to drop that trick. The

next question was how to get him away from the

barn. I told the man to ride him up to the barn

and try to take care of his leg, and we would soon

fetch him out of that. He did so. The horse com-

menced rubbing, as at other times, to get him ofi",

but on came the whips. He rubbed the barn from

one end to the other, but it was of no use. He had

to trot out of that. Then he rode him to the barn

again. He tried to rub, but it was " no go," and he

had to trot out again. Then the rider tried it alono.

The horse began to rub. The rider used his raw-

hide " fast and furious." He soon came out, and in

a short time we had him so that we could ride him

with the halter, and touch him with the strop and

out he would come.

Now I was ready to put him to the buggy. I

soon found that when I hit him he would kick.

Some shouted " strop him down." I said no. Give

me the raw-hide, and put back the top of the buggy,

and I'll cut him so mighty quick that he can't kick
;

for while he gets ready to kick for one cut I hit him

three others, and then he must get ready to kick for

them ; and by that time he has more cuts—so he is

always getting ready and never kicks. Soon ho

trotted away. I now drive him to my carriage, and

take my mother (eighty-one years old), and wife and

two children anywhere, but as yet trust no one to

drive him but myself. You see how that was done

;

perhaps Mr. Brady's horse should be treated quite

differently. I will tell how I should treat Mr. B.'a

horse, although I could judge better by driving

him a little. I would put him to the plow or

heavy teaming, and work him for two or more
weeks, until he was as tired, as the saj'ing is, '"as an

old plow horse." Then I would put liim to a wagon
alone, and let him go about as he pleased, (which
would be much slower than at present,) and if I met
a person I would stop and talk. If the horse thought
best to go on, let liim, but you would see before

night that he would be glad to stop. Keep on in
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tliis way for six months, stop at every honse, and

you will liave liim tliorougbly broke. I know you

will say at on«e, you want me to plow liim to death

and then huckster six months, and that I will not

do. Very well. You keep him fat and fine, and

drive him but once a week and break him, and I

will be a thousand times obliged to know how you

do it. A. B. w.
Ste-wartsville, lif. J., .June, 1964.

ODD JOBS.

Eds. Genesee Fakmer : Let any farmer or per-

son of moderate means look round his house and

make a careful minute of all the odd jobs he will

find which require to be done. Let him take paper

or a memorandum book and note them down. He
will find at least twenty little matters requiring re-

pair or amendment. The plank-way to the well or

yard ; the fence round the garden ; a garden gate

that will open easily and close of itself; repairs to

the box protecting the well or cistern ; mending

tools, harness—and in short almost innumerable

small matters all wanting to be done, either on wet

days or at some leisure time. Every one who is not

a natural sloven is fully aware of the necessity of

attending to these matters, but the great difficulty

is he has no tools. His experience goes to show that

the last time he tried to do any thing of the kind he

had to go to a neighbor and borrow some tools to

work with. The saw was too close, and very much
otherwise than sharp ; the chisels were all too large

or too small ; the bit-stock had lost its spring and

would not hold the bits in their place, so that he

could not withdraw them, and perhaps broke some

and had to buy new ones to replace them. Nothing

was fit to use, and hence what he did was wretchedly

done.

There being no proper aAvl or gimlet, he tried to

drive nails without the holes being bored ; splits

followed just when the most of the work was done,

and the look of the job was spoiled, and oiir poor

man of odd jobs was heartily discouraged, and ex-

cused himself by determining in his own mind that

he never was intended for a mechanic, and never

having learned the trade could do nothing at it but

make a botch, which was almost worse than leaving

the job undone.

His underrating his ability Avas a mistake. Almost

every man has a certain amount of mechanical

ability, but the great drawback is hnd tools. No
good workman has bad tools. All the tools of a

good workman are clean, free from rust, with good

handles, and sharp as a razor. The saw is well set

for green or dry wood, or he has one for each kind

of work—ripping, cross-cutting or fine work. How
then is it possible for an inexperienced person to do

vwork with bad tools, or tools in bad order, when a i

mechanic, with all his experience, requires tools the

best that can be had.

The first step which any farmer can make towards

renovating or reparing his homestead is to get a set

of tools—some of each kind for working in. iron or

wood, not forgetting' a soldering-iron for mending

kitchen and other tin matters, and snaall patching.

The whole can be got up for forty dollars, and -will

save their value and cost in one year, besides the

satisfaction of feeling independent and of helping

yourself, instead of living in a mess or having inter-

minable bills to pay.

When the tools are got, a convenient, comfortable

work-shop must be provided, isolated from the farm,

building and house, as there is always more or less

danger fi-om fire. Put up a good solid bench with

an iron vice at one end and a wooden one at the

other, a block for an anvil, or some substitute for

one, and a good grind-stone in one corner, with a.

foot-crank to turn it with ; and then the first wet or

stormy day, referring to yoxir memorandum book for

the list of jobs that require to be done, select the

first that your wife and family require as necessary

to lighten their heavy cares and continuous work

and all experience goes to show that the outlay for

tools will not be regretted.

Again. When your sons require employment in

bad weather, there is always some little mechanical

job to do in wliich they will soon take the greatest

delight. Nothing reconciles a boy or young man
more to what he has to do than to be able to do it

better than others similarly circumstanced ; and if

there is any mechanical talent, it will develop itself

wonderfully in the amateur work-sho'p. Then in

busy times, when plows, harrows or wagons break,

the loss of time in going to the tradesman is olten

mixcli greater than in doing the work.

We once knew a gentleman who did all this in

England for a few years before the family emigrated.

On the arrival of the family in the adopted land,

there was not one of the sons who could not do any

ordinaiy job, and no part of their education was

found more useful and advantageous than the knowl-

edge of the use of tools. Losses took place. Fire

destroyed their buildings in more than one instance,

but their mechanical knowledge enabled them to

build again, when otherwise they must have given

up hope, and turned their exertions into a far lower

sphere of action. A Canadian.

Abundant crops can not be grown for a succes-

sion of years unless care be taken to provide an

equivalent for at least a portion of the substances

carried off the land in the products grown thereon.

Thorough preparation of land is absolutely neces-

sary to the successful growth of crops.
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SHORT SERMONS FOR FARMERS—No. 7.

WRITTEN FOR TILE GENESEH FAEXIEB,

AxD he said, So is the kingdom of God, as if a man should cast

seed into tho crroiind; aud sliould sleep, and rise nicht and day,

and the seodshould spriui; and grow up, he kuowcth nnt huw.

For the eai-tii l.rin-eth I'orllj fruit of herself: first the Ijladc tlion

the car, after tliat tho full corn in tho ear. But wlu-n the truit is

brought forth, immediately he putteth in the sickle, beeause the

iiarvest is come.—M.*.f.k 4: 20-29.

The illustration of man's casting seed into tLe

grovmd may be applied to tliose wliQs under Christ, i

are teachers in the Church. This part of the para-

ble appears to be specially applicable to them. It is

their duty to sow the seed of the kingdom, and

nothing else. Its germination is to be left to the

wisdom and power of God. They are no more re-

sponsible for its germination in the hearts of men

than the husbandman is responsible for the growth

of the seed which he casts into the ground. Having

done that which God requires him to do, i. e., cast in

pure seed, he is to believe that his word will accom-

plish that whereunto he sends it. " I have planted,"

says Paul, " and Apollos watered, but God gave the

increase." The anxiety of one called of God to

preach the gospel is to conform himself to God's

plan of advancing his kingdom, trusting the issue

wholly to him.

The operations of divine grace in the soul are

secret and mysteriotis. They are as much beyond

our comprehension as the growth of plants. " And

the seed shall spring up he knoweth not how."

Little is known concerning the laws and principles

of vegetable life. A child may ask questions on

the subject which no philosopher can answer. The

seed is cast into the ground— it is hidden from

sight— it undergoes changes—^^it springs up. But

who can tell Iww, in the sense of explaining the

principles and vitalities involved in the process?

The principle existing in the seed, by which it ger-

minates, is mysterious— the principle by which it

pushes the right part upward and the right part

downward is mysterious—the process too invisible.

So the process of divine grace in the soul of man is

mysterious and invisible. " The wind bloweth

where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound

tliereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh or

whither it goeth ; so is every one that is born of the

spirit." It is vain for man to attempt to analyze the

process and develop the philosophy of the divine

life begotten by the word. The messengers of God
sow the seed, but God only knows its invisible pro-

cess of germination. For a long time after it is

sown, it frequently appears as though it were sown

by the wayside to him who watches for souls. At

the same time the process is going on, and in due
"" time the tender blade appears. The people of God

are often so blind as to suppose that God has almost

forgotten to be gracious, when at the same time he

is carrying on the invisible process of germination

of the seed of the kingdom in the souls of men, and

perhaps in the souls of our most intimate friends.

This invisible and secret growth of the seed of

spiritual life in the souls of men is the leading idea

of the parable. " So is the kingdom of God as if a

man should cast seed into the ground, and should

sleep and rise night and day, and the «eed should

spring up and grow, he knoweth not how." As the

process of grace in the hearts of individuals is secret

and iinobserved tmtil the blade appears, so it is with

respect to the kingdom of God at large. There

have been periods when God was carrying on in

secret, through the influence of apparently insig-

nificant, if not unobserved causes, the process of en-

larging his kingdom, when its enemies confidently

anticixiated aud predicted its overthrow. Hence the

friends of true religion have no reason to despond in

the darkest time. Her enemies have no reason to

rejoice when an easy triumph is apparent. God

works, often, oitt of sight to accomplish his purposes

and to defeat his enemies. Hence it often occurs

that events which elate the enemies of the cross and

depress its friends, issue unexpectedly in the shame

of the one and in the joy of the other.

Although we do not know 7ioio the seed springs

up and grows, yet it has a law of development

—

" first the blade, then the ear, then the full corn in

the ear"—or, in other words, God has a uniform

method by which he advances his kingdom. This

uniform method by which he exercises his wisdom

and power, we call the law of spiritual development

in individuals and in his kingdom at large. It

would be easy for God, if he saw fit, to bring the

work of grace to a speedy termination by its instan-

taneous completion ; but he chooses to take time to

accomplish it. It is mysterious to us that he should

have suffered liis kingdom on earth so long to

struggle against its enemies with so little compara-

tive success. For some six thousand years his king-

dom on earth has been struggling, and yet how few,

comparatively, are its willing subjects. But his

ways are not our ways. The seed of the kingdom,

instead of springing up in a day, progressively and

gradually develops itself towards perfection.

But grace, viewed in connection either with the

kingdom of God in the world or in the individual

believer, will progress to maturity. When the

kingdom of God on earth is perfected in its triumph

over all evil, then cometh the harvest. Then the

command will go forth :
" Thrust in thy sickle and

reap, for the time is come for thee to reap ; for the

harvest of the earth is ripe." So it is with the in-

dividual believer, when he is meet for the inheri-

tance of the saints in light—when the fruit of grace

is perfected in him—when he has served his genera-

tion according to the will of God—he will be gath-
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ored like a shock of corn fully ripe to the gamer of

the Great Husbandman. Some are called to endure

the burden and heat of the day, and some to labor

only for an hour. Some are not matured for years,

others in a short time. God only knows when his

work is accomplished in us, and we are made meet

for his kingdom in glory. When that time arrives

we shall be gathered.

Remarks.—Many farmers are Sabbath school

teachers. As farmers you are careful to sow pure

seed. So as Sabbath school teachers you are to be

careful to sow nothing but the pure word of God.

As parents also, you are to teach your children

—

not human notions and opinions—but the unadul-

terated word of God. This is the seed of the king-

dom. Its germination in the hearts of those you

teadi is the work of God. Hence you are to pray as

you sow. Be not discouraged because God works

out of your sight. When you least expect it, the

blade may appear. Resort to no human inventions

to promote the kingdom of God. The promises of

success which they sometimes give are never ful-

filled. Seek conformity to God's plan of advancing

his kingdom, and final success is certain, however

long it may be delayed.

If we find within our hearts no signs of the ger-

mination of the seed of the kingdom, let us not de-

lude ourselves with the hope that a work of grace

has been commenced in us. The fruit of grace is

first inward, then outward in the life. As the seed

you plant in the ground quickens out of sight, so

the word germinates in secret in the heart—then the

blade—then the ear.

THE LARGEST FARM IN ENGLAND,

Mr. Burritt, in his new book, describes the farm

of Mr. Samuel Jonas—the largest in England—most

minutely. He says :

" It is doubtful if 3,000 acres of land, lying in one

solid block, could be found in England better

adapted for testing and rewarding the most scientific

and expensive processes of agriculture than this

great occupation of Mr. Jonas. Certainly, no equal

space could present a less quantity of waste land, or

occupy less in hedges and fences. And it is equally

certain, that no estate of equal size is more highly

cultivated, or yields a greater amount of production

per acre. Its occupant, also, is what may be called

an hereditary farmer. His father and his remote

ancestors were fanners, and he, as in the case of the

late Mr. Webb, has attained to his present position

as an agriculturist by practical fai-ming.

" Mr. Jonas cultivates his land on the " Four

course system." This very term indicates the de-

gree to which English agriculture has been reduced

to a precise and rigid science. It means here, that

the whole arable extent of his estate is divided

equally between four great crops ; or, wheat, 750

acres ; barley and oats, 750 ; seeds and pulse, 750

;

and roots, 750. Now, an American farmer, in order

to form an approximate idea of the amount of labor

given to the growth of these crops, must remember

that all these great fields of wheat, oats, barley, tur-

nips, beans, and peas, containing in aU over 2,000

acres, are hoed by hand once or twice. His cereals

are all drilled in at 7 inches apart, turnips at 17.

The latter are horse-hoed three or four times ; and

and as they are drilled on the fiat, or without ridg-

ing the surface of the ground, they are crossed with

a horse hoe with eight V shaped blades. This

operation leaves the young plants in bunches, which

are singled out by a troop of children. One hand-

hoeing and two or three more horse-hoeings finish

the labor given to their cultivation. It is remark-

able what mechanical skill is brought to bear upon

these operations. In the first place, the plow

cuts a furrow as straight and even as if it were

turned by machinery. A kind of esprit de corps

animates the plowmen to a vigorous ambition in

the work. They are trained to it with as much

singleness of purpose as the smiths of Sheffield are

to the forging of penknife blades. On a large estate

like that occupied by Mr. Jonas, they constitute an

order, not of Odd Fellows, but of Straight Furrow-

men, and are jealous of the distinction. When the

ground is well prepared, and made as soft, smooth,

and even as a garden, the drilling process is per-

formed with a j udgment of the eye and skill of hand

more marvelous still. The straightness of the lines

of verdure which, in a few weeks, mark the tracks

of the seed-tubes, is surprising. They are drawn

and graded with such precision that, when the

plants are at a certain hight, a horse-hoe, with

eight blades, each wide enough to cut the whole

intervening space between two rows, is passed,

hoeing four or five drills at once. Of course, if the

lines of the drill and hoe did not exactly correspond

with each other, whole rows of turnips would be cut

up and destroyed. I saw this process going on in a

turnip field, and thought it the most skilful opera-

tion connected with agriculture that I had ever wit-

nessed.

" A fact or two may serve an American farmer as

a tangible measure whereby to estimate the extent

of the operations thus conducted by one man. To

come up to the standard of scientific and successful

agriculture in England, it is deemed requisite that

a tenant farmer, on renting an occupation, should

have capital sufficient to invest ten pounds, or fifty

dollars, per acre in stocking it with cattle, sheep,

horses, farming implements, fertilizers, &c. Mr.

Jonas, beyond a doubt, invests capital after this

ratio upon the estate he- tills. If so.„ then the total
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amount appropriated to the land which he reiits

cannot be less than £30,000, or nearly 150,000 dol-

lars. The inventory of his live stock, taken at last

Michaelmas, resulted in these figures : sheep, £6,481 ;

horses, £2,487 ; bullocks, £2,218 ;
pigs, £452 ;

mak-

ing a grand total of £11,638. Every animal bred

on the estate is fatted, but by no means with the

grain and roots grown upon it. The outlay for oil-

cake and com purchased for feeding, amounts to

about £4,000 per annum. Another heavy expendi-

ture is about £1,700 yearly for artificial fertilizers,

consisting of guano and blood-manure. Mr. Jonas

is one of the directors of the company formed for

the manufacture of the latter.

" The whole income of the establishment is re-

alised from two sources—meat and grain. And this

is the distinguishing characteristic of English farm-

ing generally. Not a pound of hay, straw or roots

is sold off the estate. Indeed, this is usually pro-

hibited by the conditions of the contract with the

landlord. So completely has Mr. Jonas adhered to

this rule, that he could not give me the mai'ket

price of hay, straw or turnips per tun, as he had

never sold any, and was not in the habit of noticing

the market quotations of these products. I was

surprised at one fact which I learned in connection

with his economy. He keeps about 170 bullocks

;

buying in October and selling in May. Now, it

would occasion an American farmer some wonder-

ment to be told that this great herd of cattle is fed

and fatted almost entirely for the manure they

make. It is doubtful if the difference between the

cost and selling price averages £2, or ten dollars per

head. For instance, the bullocks bought in will

average £13 or £14. A ton of bruised cake and

some meal are given to each beast before it is sent

to market, costing from £10 to £12. When sold,

the bullocks average £24 or £25. Thus the cake

and the meal equal the whole difference between

the buying and selling price, so that all the roots,

chaff and attendance go entirely to the account of

manure. These three items, together with the

value of pasturage for the months the cattle may
lie in the fields, from October to May inclusive,

could hardly amount to less than £5 per beast,

which, for 170, would be £850. Then £1,700 are

paid annually for guano and artificial manures.

Now add the value of the wheat, oat and barley

Btraw grown on 1,500 acres, and mostly thrown into

the barn-yards or used as bedding for the stables,

and you have one great division of the fertilizing

department of Chrishall Grange. The amount of

these three items cannot be less than £3,000. Then-

there is another source of fertilisation nearly as

productive and valuable. Upwards of 3,000 sheep

are kept on the estate, of which 1,200 are breeding

ewes. These are folded, acre by acre, on turnips,

cole or trefoil, and those fattened for the market are

fed with oil-cake in the field. The locusts of Egypt

could not have left the earth barer of verdure than

tliese sheej) do the successive patches of roots in

which they are penned for twenty-four or forty-eight

hours, nor could any other process fertilize the land

more thoroughly and cheaply. Then 76 horses

and 200 fattening hogs add their contingent to the

manurial expenditure and production of the estab-

lishment. Thus the fertilizing material applied to

the estate cannot amount to less than £5,000, or 24,000

dollars per annum.
" Sheep are the most facile and fertile source of

nett income on the estate. Indeed, nearly all the

profit on the production of meat is realized from

them. Most of those I saw were Southdowns and

Hampshires, pure or crossed, with here and there a

Leicester. After being well fattened, they fetch in

the market about double the price paid for them as

stock sheep. About 2,000, thus fattened, including

lambs, are sold yearly. They prolxibly average about

£2, or ten dollars per head ; thus amounting to the
nice little sum of £4,000 a year, as one of the sources
of income."

SUGGESTIONS TO GROWERS OF « YE WEED."'

We have not forgotten that numerous correspond-

ents have made incjuirie sconcerning the culture and

management of tobacco plants. Those interested

will give their attention to the following hints from

TJie Maine Farmer appropriate to the season :

One of the essentials of the succceasful culture of
tobacco—as indeed it is of all other crops—is a fine,

mellow soil. During the early stages of the growth
of the plants, the soil needs to be constantly stirred,

the dry earth about the plants takj:m away, and moist,

fine soil drawu around the stalk. Weeds should be
kept down, for if permitted to grow they will in-

jure the lower leaves of the plants ; and the worm,
which prays upon the plants, eating through the
leaves, should be carefully watched and destroyed.

The tobacco worm does not make its appearance usu-

ally until about the first week of July.

We saw several beds of tobacco plants last sea-

son which were worthless, simply because, not un-
derstanding how to manage them, the main stalk

had been allowed to grow, and the leaves were as
unfit for use as those of the mullein. 'Topping or

cutting off the main stalk should be performed as

soon as the blossoms appear, taking off about seven
of the top leave with the stalk, leaving from nine to

fifteen leaves, according to the strength of the plant.

The top of the stalk can be removed with the thumb
and finger nails. All that is requsite after this until

the plant is fit to cut, is to keep it from being eaten

by worms, and pull out the suckers that grow out at

the junction of the leaves to the stalk. These suck-

ers put forth only twice at the leaves, but after that

indefinitely and continually from the root ; and it is

thought injudicious ever to let them get more than
a week old, for besides absorbing the nutriment ne-

cessary to jHish forward and increase the size and
thickness of the l»»af, the breaking them off when of
a large size makes so great a wound as greatly to iu-

jure the after-growth of the plant.
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GARDEN WORK FOR JULY,

Now is the season of danger to the garden ! Har-

vest and haying are crowding upon the farmer, tax-

ing his energies to the utmost, requiring all the

labor he can command. The artisan, whose usual

labor is in the work-shop, feels too much enervated

by the heat of the day to spend his accustomed hour

after tea hoeing and weeding in the garden. The

amateur finds it no longer a work of love to dig under

a broiling July sun. The consequence is, the garden

that has been kept neat and clean up to this period,

is very liable to become overrun with weeds.

It is folly to give up the battle when so near Rich-

mond, because new obstacles interpose. A little

more courage—a little more persistence, and the day

is ours.

AsiKiragus—Has now given place to green j)eas.

If the bed is covered over with grass, give it a shal-

low hoeing, and stimulate it after its exhaustion

with a light dressing of bone-dust, or any fine

manure.

Beets—Although rather late, the Early Blood Tur-

nip beet may yet be sown for winter use.

Beans.—The early sorts may be sown the first of

the montli for string-beans, or to be used with green

corn, making that delectable disli called succotash

—

a name Avhich will revive in many a Yankee memo-

ries both pleasant and painful—^pleasant in view of

the gustatory delight it afforded—painful in view of

the effects of indigestion, from over-eating.

Cabbages.—Transplant to fill up any vacancies oc-

casioned by the removal of early vegetables.

Celery—May be transplanted into trenches all this

month. Don't be afraid of getting the trenches too

rich, and if dry water freely and hoe often.

Carrots.—The Early Horn may be sown early in

the month with a fair chance of maturing.

Cucumbers.—There is yet time to sow for pickles.

Old hills destroyed by bugs may be resown.

Melons.—Hurry them forward by the free use of

water or liquid manure. The melon is peciiliarly

adapted to the system in hot weather—but if neg-

lected it hardly ripens in this latitude until hot

weather is past.

Peas.—I suppose that most of my readers were

able to eat a di.sh of green peas from their vines by

the middle of June. As soon as they are through

Ijcaring, the vines should be gathered and threshed.

The peas are not suitable for seed, as they are gene-

rally the cullens of the patch, but are valuable for

feed for swine, or any other animal that will eat

them.

Potatoes—Should receive their last hoeing before

falling over. If weeds afterward come up, they

should be pulled up by hand. In digging new ones

for the table, select the hills having the fewest and

largest stalks, as they contain the largest potatoes.

It is wasteful to dig them before they are full grown.

Tomatoes.—This greatest luxury of the garden

will begin to ripen about Rochester the latter part

of July. To hasten their maturity, cut back the

leading shoots to let in the sun and throw the sap

into the fruit.

Turnips.—Sow 'the early part of the month the

Rutabaga and Yellow Aberdeen, the White Flat and

Red-top Strap-leaf the latter part. They may be

sown in drills fifteen inches, or the latter two broad-

cast.

Strairherries—Will be through bearing the latter

part of the month, and will be benefited by a dress-

ing of fine manure.

Orapes.—Keep them growing, thinning oitt super-

fluous shoots and reducing the number of bxtnches.

The season with me has been abottt as forward as

usual, the frequent rains not affecting my light

sandy soil as they did the heavier one of the Editor

of the Farmer. I was obliged to stop work, of

course, while it was raining, but resumed it almost

immediately when it ceased. Still I would prefer

not to work even sandy soils until they have dried

off some.

May was unusually warm this season, but June is

rather cold. I have now, the 16th, green peas well

filled, and cttcumbers, started on sods in hot-beds,

nearly large enough for pickles. Strawberries and

cherries are a little behind this year. Upon the

whole I think we have the promise of a pretty fruit-

ful season. R-
^ I ^

Lime for the Melon Bugs.—Are you troubled

with the little striped bug on melon and other vines ?

and if so, what is the remedy ? I have tried Scotch

snuff, and was partially successful with eoal-tar.

Some two or three years ago a friend of mine, Dr.

Johnson, of Brooklyn, patented the article, or its

mode of preparation in connection with sand, so as

to make tlie use of it simple and harmless to the

plant. This has failed here, from the abundance of

the bugs or their extreme greediness tliis season

;

atid on the recommendation of a neighbor I have

tried fine air-slaked lime, dusting it on the plants

through a fine wire seive. The lime answers better

than any other article I have yet used.—E. A. Smith,

Suffolk county, L. 1.
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TREES FOR SHELTER,

Eds. Genesee Fabmer : The advantages of

slbelter for cattle liave been pretty well discussed in

your journal and f)tlier agricultural papers, and its

advantages and economy, to say nothing of its hu-

manity, are pretty generally conceded ; but the ad-

vantages of shelter or protection to fruits and grains

are not so well understood.

In the Western States tlie great drawback to suc-

cessful fruit culture, especially in the prairie regions,

is the strong winds. Every tree, and almost every

shrub and plant, "shows which way the wind

blows," and in Illinois and Southern Wisconsin

practical farmers have learned the economy of

planting trees for protection ; but we of Michigan,

having more trees than we know what to do with,

have not learned the advantages we derive from

them, but may yet learn that the oak grubs, which

we so much hate, and so perseveringly combat,

cause, in a great measure, the wide difference in the

effect of winds between our State and Illinois. True,

our winds come to us in winter very much modified

in temperature by passing over Lake Michigan, and

to this is owing the peculiar adaptation of our

climate for fruit ; but as to their force 1 know of

nothing but our trees that prevents their being as

destructive in that respect as in Illinois. Hills,

nuountains, buildings and high fences obstruct the

force of the winds ; but for some reasons, not so

easily given, they are not so good a protection to

fruit trees and crops as trees. If one fails to see

why, he can hardly fail to fed that even a row of

leafless trees in winter produces a great effect on the

temperature of the air, and if at all observing we
feel the truth of the statement of Boussingault, that

trees in winter give off heat, while they absord it,

and cool the air in summer. It seems hardly possi-

ble that a few leafless branches should so obstrtict

the wind as to produce the great change of tempera-

ture that we feel in winter, in coming from the

open prairie or plain into a section protected by

trees ; and thus our observation and experience, if

not our theory and our reason, must convince us of

the truth of Boussingault's statement. My experi-

ence in relation to winds thus far in this country is,

that trees are the best protection, and that of fences,

a picket or panel fence is better than a tight one, if

equally high. I have this season six large thrifty

peach trees, all of different varieties, that have

already been out three seasons, are protected on the

south from the warm sj^ring sun, and on the west,

north and east by a six feet tight board fence, and

though fruit buds have set on them every season,

not one has yet opened. I have one hundred and

twenty-five other peach trees one year younger,

twenty rods east, and the same distance south, from

a hedge two rods wide of oak grubs from eight to

fifteen feet high, many of which have blossomed

and have fruit on them this season.

A fact ])eing established at variance with our pre-

vious notions, sets the thinking man to work to es-

tablish a theory, or at least he undertakes to find

the rationale of the fact. Winds, or at least breezes,

undoubtedly promote the growth of plants. They
take a portion of their nutriment from the air, and
of course when the air circulates they have access to

more of it than when it is still. Trees and open

fences do not sto}) the wind, but merely break its

force. Trees not only do this, but in the heat of

summer they cool the air, and in the winter warm it

as it passes them. Hills, buildings and tight fences

prevent the circulation of air, in a measure, and in

the spring and fall frosts. They are thus often a

great injury. In this State most of our new lands

are covered Avith oak grubs or bushes, and farmers

generally, as fast as they are able, dig them all out,

root and branch. Don't do it. Leave a border on

the west and north sides of one or two rods to grow

up, and if your farm is over eighty rods wide east

and west have another hedge or screen, but take

them out clean where you plow. The oak is the

very best of deciduous trees for that piirpose. It

does not shed its leaves until extreme cold weather,

and some varieties not until spring. s. B. P.

Muskegon, Micli., June, 1864.

THE BALSAM.

There is no plant more beautiful than the Bal-

sam, but very few know how to cultivate it so as to

have it constantly improving instead of deteriorating.

The following will enable any one, with ordinary

care, to obtain the finest kinds, from those which

are quite ordinary.

First, samvff the seed. If your plants are very

double they must be grown so early as to ensure a

second Uoom. The first and best blooms of the very

double ones seldom bear seed.

If the plants show an inclination to branch, prune

off the side shoots to throw the full vigor of the

plant into the center stem.

Save your seed from the center slioots only, and as

low down as possible. Never take seed from the

branches (if allowed to grow), nor from the top of

the middle spike.

By following this plan for three years, the plants

will hardly branch at all, and you will have a glori-

ous center spike of flowers.

Hyhridking.—Procure some of the best double

Rose Balsams. Plant the colors you wish to make
more double than they now are close round the rose

plants, and either mix the pollen with a camel-hair

pencil, or let the bees do the work. You will thus

obtain handsome double colored varieties, such as
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purple, scarlet, mottled, and others. The Rose Bal-

eam has the power of increasing the double of the

blooms of all the others.

Transplanting.—If you set out the plant very

young they check very easily, and are a long time

recovering. The best way is to sow the seed thinly

in the hot-bed, and let the plants stand until they

begin to show for flowers, and the second class of

roots begin to start. Then you can remove them

with a large ball of earth, and with the best possible

success. You can thus select the double flowers,

and save time and border room.

Bear in mind the maxim that " branch seeds will

bring forth branching plants," and by sowing branch-

ing seed for two or three years, you get a btish in-

stead of a handsome plant. The branches bear

more seed than the center ; hence they are generally

saved.

You can not have the ground too rich for Bal-

fiams, provided the manure is well rotted and mixed

with the soil. They care little what kind is used.

Five years of care, with these maxims before you,

and you will beat all competitors who do not follow

the same rules. *

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF WESTERN NEW YORK.

The Summer Meeting of this Society was held in

this city June 22. There were not as many present

as usual, and the exhibition of fruits was compara-

tively small.

The following subjects were discussed :

1. What are tlie requisites for the successful cultiva-

tion of the strawberry in all seasons—wet, dry and
otherwise ?

H. N. Langworthy— The soil should be well

drained and enriched and the beds be made as deep

and as fine as possible. A wet, undrained soil is not

Buitable.

The question was asked whether there was any

profitable means of watering the strawberry in sea-

sons of drouth like the present.

Mr. Kennedy alluded to a large market gardener

near Chicago, who cultivated the strawberry very

successfully on light sandy soil, by the free use of

water obtained from hydrants. He obtained berries

of large size and very heavy crops.

Charles Downing mentioned a similar instance in

Westchester county in this State. The berries were

very large and commanded a high price in New
York.

Geo. EUwanger thought that as a general rule, if

the plants were set out in rows three feet apart, and

the runners kept off, and the cultivator and hoe

freely used through the season, there was little dan-

ger of injury from dry weather.

Mr. Moore, of Brighton, thought the short crop

this season was not so much owing to the drouth

as to the cold winds in the spring blasting the

blossoms.

Mr. Moody, of Lockport, said that the cold

weather in January last, accompanied with such

severe wind, killed the strawberry plant. Many
acres had been plowed under in his neighborhood.

Mr. Hoag, of Lockport, thought strawberry plants

in hills were more liable to winter-kill than when
allowed to run and occupy the ground.

H. E. Hooker was of the same opinion.

2. What is the result of anotlur year's experietice
with the Russell Prolific Strawberry ?

Mr. Schuyler, of Seneca Falls, said it proved very

hardy and productive. He thought that with good

treatment 400 bushels per acre could be obtained.

He would set them in rows two feet apart and the

plants sixteen inches apart in the rows, and allow

no runners to grow.

H. E. Hooker spoke of its great productiveness

from what he saw of it last season. He thought it

was clearly a pistilate variety and would conse-

quently require some staminate variety to fertilize

it. He thought it would fertilize more readily tlmn

its i^arent—the McAvoy Superior.

J. J. Thomas agreed with Mr. Hooker on these

points. He also spoke of its productiveness.

Mr. Keitch, of Waterloo, spoke strongly in favor

of the Russell. Admitting that it needed a fertilizer,

what was easier than to set out a plant of Wilson or

other staminate sort to each twenty-five plants of the

Russell ? This would insure a crop.

Mr. Hoag, of Lockport, thought it was very pro-

ductive.

Mr. Smith, of Geneva, also spoke of its great pro-

ductiveness. In quality it was hardly equal to

Triompe de Gand, but better than Wilson's Albany.

3. What treatment sJiould the strawherry plant
receive before setting out, also how deep planted ?

H. N. Langworthy—Cut off the roots from three

to four inches in length. Then, if they have been

obtained from a distant nursery, dip them in clay

water up to the crown. Set them in the holes as

deep as you can without smothering the crown.

J. J. Thomas had made an experiment this spring.

He set out some rows in the ordinary way with

the roots close together in a mass, and some rows

with the roots carefully spread out. It was but lit-

tle more labor. The plants set out in this way did

very much better than the others. The growth up

to this time had been ttdce as great ! He believed

it would pay to do things in the best manner.

4. Wluit is the average period ofpopularity of the

different highly lauded varieties of th-e strawberry ?

J. J. Thomas had given some attention to this

subject for many years, and thought that with the

exception perhaps of one in twenty, five years wus

tlie average duration of popularity of any highly
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lauded fruit. Cultivators who pay a high price for

a few plants of a new variety of fruit take good

care of them for a few years and consequently

obtain excellent crops. When the plants become

plentiful and cheap, and get into general cultivation,

they receive nothing more than ordinary care and

turn out to be no better than ordinary varieties.

H. E. Hooker asked if there was any truth in the

idea that varieties of plants deteriorate. Formerly

he used to raise excellent crops of Hovey's Seedling

strawberry, but can not do it now.

Mr. Moore— Hovey's strawberry is certainly a

humbug.

Mr. Barry said at Boston the Hovey is the best

variety grown. Dealers cared for no other. They

would not look at a Wilson. He supposed climate

and soil made the diflference. It took several years

to test the character of new fruits, and they ought

not to be recommended till they had been fairly

tried.

5. Wliat are the lest varieties of hardy grapes for
vrine making ?

Mr. Moody, of Lockport, thought the Delaware

would make a nice sweet wine that would suit the

taste of most Americans. Old wine drinkers might

require some other variety mixed with it. Had

made some good wine, without sugar, from Diana.

6. What are tlie hest grapes for marketing 1

Mr. Hoag, of Lockport, named Hartford Prolific

and Delaware as the most profitable market kinds.

Concord not so profitable on account of its cracking

on the way to market.

Mr. Reynolds said the Concord did not adhere

well to the stem, but by wilting it a little before

packing it could be sent to market in good condi-

tion, and then, on account of its fine appearance, it

would sell for a high price. Had seen it sell in

New York for 40 cents per pound.

7. Which varieties are the best keepers ?

Charles Downing was called upon. He said he

had never succeeded in keeping grapes.

H. N. Langworthy, who is quite successful in

keeping grapes, said his method was simply to put

them in boxes holding five or six pounds each,

boring a few holes in the bottom and sides.

Mr. Fish had kept the Isabella till the first of

AprU. Diana would keep better than any other

kind. Concord is a poor keeper.

Mr. Ross sawed a barrel in two and nailed on a

rope for a handle. These half barrels he fills with

grapes and puts them up stairs in a clothes press in

the center of the house where they wiU not freeze.

He has kept Isabellas till March.

J. J. Thomas said the great point in keeping grapes

was to have them well ripened before picking. If a

man succeeds in keeping his grapes it is an evi-

dence that he is a good cultivator.

8. What soil is best adapted to the gromng ofgrapes ?

H. N. Langworthy—All soils will grow good

grapes if in good order.

Mr. Moody thought for wine, a rather heavy, well

drained clayey soil was desirable.

Mr. Barry said that a few years ago it was

thought that a sandy soil was best, and it was usual

to select a sandy knoll for a vineyard, but now a

rather stiff loamy soil is considered preferable.

9. Which is the best recently introduced apple that

has been tested and can be recommended for family
use and marketing ?

Tompkins County King was named by several

gentlemen, and it seemed to be the favorite of the

meetbig. Some of the members said it dropped

from the tree, and that it should be picked ten days

earlier than other winter apples.

10. Do hogs in an apple orchard benefit the fi-itit

by way of destroying the apple insect f

H. N. Langworthy had kept hogs in his apple

orchard for eight years and thought the fruit was

as much affected with insects as ever. The larvae

of the insect which stings the fruit works its way
out before the apple falls, and therefore the hogs by

eating up the fruit do no good. The hogs are a

nuisance in the orchard. If they would root over

the ground evenly they might do some good, but

they will not. They root deep holes and leave the

orchard in a very unsightly and unpleasant condi-

tion. An old sow, if the branches of the trees are

low, will rear up on her hind legs and shake off

several bushels of fruit and then eat them up. He
has known a sow shake twenty bushels from a tree

!

J. J. Thomas said hogs were useful in the early

part of the season by eating up the stung fruit and

the larvae of insects that were in them.

Mr. Barry concurred in this opiniun, and thought

that when it was not convenient to turn in hogs,

the fallen fruit of all kinds, such as pears, plums,

cherries, apples, &c., should be swept up and burnt,

and in a few years we should by this means greatly

lessen the number of insects.

11. What is the best protection against cold mndsfor
an amateur garden of one acre or more, to include all

kinds of tree fruits, on dwarf stocks, and especially

grapes, and other small fruits?

H. N. Langworthy said if he had not time to

raise hedges he would make a tight board fence six

feet high round the garden. This would keep off

the winds, and at the same time grape vines could

be trained to them. He knew of nothing so good

for grapes as a tight board fence. He would even

put them inside the garden, two or three rods apart,

running east and west, and train grapes to them.

They would afford splendid protection for other

crops and you could also raise the finest of grapes.

Mr. Fish thought they would shade the garden

too much.
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H. N. Langworthy—" They would shade it some-

•wliat, but they will pay."

J. J. Thomas wa^ in New Jersey a few days ago,

and Isaac PuUen of Hightstown called his attention

to the effect of a screen made by some trees left in a

nursery row. They made a belt of trees, twenty

feet high. You could see the beneficial effects of

this belt for twenty rods or more. Mr. PuUen said

the crops of all kinds were fifty per cent, better than

where they were exposed to the winds.

Mr. Moody would set out Norway spruce. They

cost but little, grow rapidly, and being evergreen

afford protection in winter as well as in the spring

and summer. You can set them out six feet high,

so that you would not have long to wait for a suffi-

cient protection. He thought if such screens were

set out round our orchards and gardens we could

raise peaches as successfully as Avhen the country

was new.

Mr. Barry also thought it was better to set out

evergreens. The beneficial effect of such a screen

was well known to every observing horticulturist.

12. Seeing that varieties offruit wMch compel good
culture, are a benefit to the community, by teaching

the best management, should not such as grow without

culture be repudiated as retarding improvement.

Little was said on this subject. We suppose the

question was intended to combat the too prevalent

idea that fruits which will bear neglect and bad

treatment are to be preferred to those which

require more careful culture.

RASPBERRY CULTURE.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Who ever saw such a

crop of raspberries in a garden as they see in fence

corners and partially cleared pasture-fields, where

you can almost fill a pail within a range of ten feet,

and where, in a few days following, you will secure

a similar quantity, and go on through the season ?

The berries (according to their kind) are equally-

large as if grown in a garden and under culture, and

yet, in the face of this fact, we go on year after year,

at great expense and trouble, digging and hoeing,

and pruning and staking, and doing all kinds of

things to our garden beds, until any one can pur-

chase twice the quantity of berries which they

raise with the amount which it has cost in hard

labor to raise them.

. I have seen garden raspberries raised like wild

raspberries, and with equal success, without expense

of culture, and in ten times the amount. Let them

come up and grow as they will. Keep paths cut

through the beds so as to admit the gatherers easily.

Never dig or disturb the roots, but every winter

manure thoroughly. You will have five times the

crop with one-fourth of the cost. Your beds may
wear out in a few years, but this can be remedied by

allowing the suckers to spread as tliey like on one

side of the bed, cutting up the old plants as they

fail on the other. Your bed will th\is advance about

four feet each year, and you can, if you ])lease,

destroy an equal quantity on the other side. Pile on

good, well-rotted maniire every winter among the

canes, and let the sorts be what they may, you will

secure the largest, earliest and best crop to be had.

They will grow so thick as to prevent winter-killing,

or if necessary large sticks and poles may be put on

the canes in the winter to keep them from blowing

about. It is the bloicing about when frozen that kills

the canes. For appearance sake, you must of course

get out as much of the old wood as possible each

year. Try it in some out-of-the way corner—but re-

member the manure. *

To make Tree Mignonnette for the House in

Winter.—Select the finest plants, and set them

separately in pots, gradually increasing the size of

the pot without breaking the ball of the former pot-

ting. Never break the ball in transplanting Mign-

onnette. The roots are very long, and do not readily

grow again. Train the plant to a single stem until

three inches high, then let it branch. Keep it well

watered, and take care that the soil is good. As soon

as the flowers show signs of setting into seed, pluck

them off singly, and others will come. As often as

the seed-pods show of any size in the center of the

flower, pluck them off. It does not spoil the beauty

of the x>lant, for others come out at once. Never

destroy a leaf, or gather bunches of flowers. Yoxi

will, by following this plan, get quite a little tree,

and the plant will last from two to three years and

keep up a constant bloom. The stem will become

quite woody, and not at all like Mignonnette, It is

one of the prettiest house flowers that can be grown.

Its fragrance is constant, and if the directions are

well followed the blooms constantly increase in size.

One seed pod ripening will kill the plant. *

Hyacinths.—Hyacinths, tulips and other flower-

ing bulbs, should be taken up the present month, or

as soon as the leaves have withered or turned yel

low. Put them in an airy situation in the shade

until they are quite dry. Then rub off any soil

that may adhere to them and the dry, fibrous roots,

and lay the bulbs, with the neck downwards, in an

open basket, and hang it in an airy shed. Examine

them occasionally, and if any signs of decay appear,

remove the affected bulb, or it will communicate the

disease to the other bulbs. If it is not more than a
small blotch, cut it out with a knife, and put the

bulb in a dry jjlace by itself.

Set them out again in October.

The young bulbs formed the present season should

be treated in the same way. If planted in rich soil,

and not allowed to flower for a year or two, they

will make large bulbs.
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Eds. Genesee Farmer : "We have been trying, during

some of the rainy evenings tliis spring, a game which

was new to lis. We learned it from a friend who lias

been staying with us from the city. It seems very

simple, but is quite interesting. Take any word and

make as many others out of it as possible, uot using

all the letters unless you choose. I send you a list of

words that we have made to-day out of " Enlargement."

Will some of your readers try to add some more to our

list, and if they succeed in making any more out of

" lother word, let us know through your columns.

M. M. w.

Mental.
Malt.
Mere.
Mat.
Mare.
Man.
Melt.
Mantle.
Magnet.
Neat.
Net.
Near.
Name.
Nag.
Rat.
Rig.
Rent.
Remnant.
Rage.
Real.
Reel.
Raw.
Rant.
Ream.
Rate.
Tear.
Tea.
Tar.
Tan.
Tale.

Teem.
Team.
Tame.
Tamer.
Ten.
Tag.
Term.
Tent.
Time.
Tangle.

At.
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Mrs. Stotve, in her " House and Home Papers," in

Bpeakiug of tlie habits of our grandmothers, paints a

picture which is bo attractive that one is half inclined

to save the two dollars a week now given to a cook and

spend it for books, and try to become as healthy and

intelligent as the dignified Puritan ladies, who made

New England and indeed the United States what it is

:

" There were to be seen families of daughters, hand-

some, strong females, rising each day to their in-door

work with cheerful alertness—one to sweep the room,

another to make the fire, while a third prepared the

breakfiist for the father and brothers who were goiug

out to manly labor; and they chatted meanwhile of

books, studies, embroidery, discussed the last new

poem, or some historical topic stiirted by graver read-

ing, or perhaps a rural ball that was to come off the

next week. They spun with the book tied to the

distaff; they wove ; they did all manner of fine needle-

work ; they made lace, painted flowers, and, in short,

in the boundless consciousness of activity, invention,

and perfect health, set themselves to any work they

had ever read or thought of. A bride in those days

was married with sheets and table-cloths of her own
weaving, with counterpanes and toilet-covers wrought

in divers embroidery by her own and her sisters' hands.

The amount of fancy-work done in our days by girls

who have nothing else to do will not equal what was

done by these, who performed besides, among them,

the whole work of the family."

Further on Mrs. Stowe speaks of the working of this

system in our days, and says truly :

" I will venture to say that there are at least, to speak

very moderately, a hundred houses where these humble

lines will be read and discussed, where there are no

servants except the ladies of the household. I will

venture to say, also, that these households, many of

them, are not inferior in the air of cultivation and re-

fined elegance to many which are conducted by the

ministration of domestics. I will venture to assert,

furthermore, that these same ladies who live thus, find

quite as much time for reading, letter-writing, drawing,

and fancy-work, as the women of families otherwise

arranged. I am quite certain that they would be found

on an average to be in the enjoyment of better health,

and more of that sense of capability and vitality which

gives one confidence in one's ability to look into life and

meet it with cheerful courage, than three-quarters of

the women who keep servants—and that on the whole

their domestic establishment is regulated more exactly

to their mind, their food prepared and served more to

their taste. And yet, with all this, I will not venture

to assert that they are satisfied with this way of living,

and that they would not change it forthwith, if they

could. They have a secret feeling all the while that

they are being abused, that they are working harder

than they ought to, and th.at women who live in their

houses like boarders, who have only to speak and it is

done, are the truly enviable ones.

" There, after all, is the rub. A want of hardy self-

belief and self-respect—an unwillingness to face with
dignity the actual facts and necessities of our situation

in life—this, after all, is the worst and most dangerous
feature of the case.

"I fancy now, my friends, whom I have in my eye.

You are three happy women together. You are all so

well that you know not how it feels to be sick. You
are used to early rising, and would not lie in bed, if

you could. Long years of practice have made you
familiar with the shortest, neatest, most expeditious

method of doing every household office, so that really

for the greater part of the time in your house there

seems to a looker-on to be nothing to do. You rise in

the morning and despatch your husband, father, and
brothers to the farm or wood-lot

;
you go sociably

about chatting with each other, while you skim the

milk, make the butter, turn the cheeses. The forenoon
is long; it 's ten to one that all the so-called morning
work is over, and you have leisure for an hour's sewing
or reading before it is time to start the dinner prepara-

tions. By two o'clock your house-work is done, and

yon have the long afternoon for books, needle-work or

drawing—for perhaps there is among you one with a

gift at her pencil. Perhaps one of you reads aloud

while the others sew, and you manage in that way to

keep up with a great deal of reading. I see on your
book-shelves Prescott, Macaulay, Irving, besides the

lighter fry of poems and novels, and, if I mistake not,

the friendly covers of the 'Atlantic' When you have

company, you invite Mrs. Smith or Brown or Jones to

tea
;
you have no trouble ; they come early, with their

knitting or sewing; your particular crony sits with

you by your polished stove while you watch the baking

of those light biscuits and tea-rusks for which you arc

so fiimous, and Mrs. Somebody-else chats with your

sister, who is spreading the table with your best china

in the best room. When tea is over, there is plenty of

volunteering to help you wash your pretty India tcii-

cups, and get them back into the cupboard. There is

no special fatigue or exertion in all this, though you

have taken down the best things and put them back,

because you have done all without anxiety or effort,

among those who would do precisely the same, if you

were their visitors.

" But now comes down the pretty Mrs. Simmons and

her pretty daughter to spend a week with you, and

forthwith you are troubled. Your youngest, Fanny,

visited them in New York last fall, and tells you of

their cook and chambermaid, and the servant in white

gloves that waits on tivble. You say in your soul,

' What shall we do ? they never can be contented to

live as we do ; how shall we manage ?' And now you

long for servants."

Mrs. Stowe goes on to say most truthfully that it is

all this that the city lady has come to see—that those

who are never required to work at home are the very

guests who are most willing to join iu any of the light

household labor done by the ladies of the house where

they are staying.

" Anything that is not in the least like her own home

and ways of living will be a blessed relief and change

to Mrs. Simmons. Your clean, quiet house, your deli-
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cato cookery, your cheerful morning tasks, if you will

let her follow you about, and sit and talk with you

while you are at your work, will all seem a pleasant

contrast to her own life. Of course, if it came to the

case of offerinsi; to change lots in life, she would not do

it ; but very likely she thinka she would, and sighs over

and pities herself, and thinks sentimentally how fortu-

nate you are, how snugly and securely you live, and

wishes she were as untrammelled and independent as

you. And she is more thau half right ; for, with her

helpless habits, her utter ignorance of the simplest

facts concerning the reciprocal relations of milk, eggs,

butter, saleratus, soda and yeast, she is completely the

victim and slave of the person she pretends to rule."

We commend this entire series of papers to all

house-keepers, and to all who anticipate assuming the

burdens and pleasures of that position. They are being

published in the Atlantic Jfonthlij.

ORIGINAL D03IESTIC RECEIPTS.

Contributed to the Genesee Farmer.

Apple Meringue.—This is a simple dish, but very

attractive looking and very pleasant to eat. Take some

stewed apple which has been carefully prepared and is

entirely free from lumps. It must be strained through

a cullender, if necessary. Put it into a pudding-dish;

beat up the whites of two eggs, with not quite as much

sugar as you use for frosting ; heap this upon the ap-

ple ; let it stand in a cool oven long enough to become

slightly brown. The apple may be flavored with lemon,

wine or cinnamon. Any other fruit may be used. This

kind of frosting is often put on lemon and other pics

which have no upper crust.

A LADT has given us some raspberry vinegar made

from the receipt published in the July number of the

Fanner for 18G2, and it is so very nice that we republish

it, hoping that others will enjoy this refreshing bever-

age as we have done :

Raspberry Vinegar.—Take three or four quarts of

raspberries, put them in a stone crock and cover them

with vinegar. Let them stand twenty-four hours.

Then strain this juice through a jelly-bag and pour it

on to fresh berries, letting this stand another day. Re-

peat this process until you have the quantity you de-

sire. Add to each pint of juice one pound of sugar.

Put it into a preserving kettle and allow it to heat suf-

ficiently to melt the sugar. When it is cold, put it into

bottles. It will keep for several years.

To Clean Silk.—A quarter of a pound of soft soap,

oae ounce of honey, one pint of gin. Put on with a

flannel, or nail-brush, and afterwards brush with cold

water, then dip in cold water live or six times and hang

out to drain, then iron (wet on the wrong side) with a

hot iron.

To Extract Grease from Silk.—Wet the part with

eau de cologne, and gently rub the silk upon itself be-

tween the hands. When dry the grease will disappear.

This will also remove recent paint and the grease from

a wax-candle.

Turtle Bean Soup.—Please publish or give me your
receipt for making soup from tliose turtle soup-beane

you were so kind as to give me. I raised quite a lot,

but my folks do not know how to use them and pro-

nounced them " no go," as I am confident erroneously

;

but we need instruction.—J. Dokk, iScuttxvillf, X. Y.

We give in answer to the above a receipt which we

published two years since ; but we think that the soup

is much better when the beans are added to a plain

meat soup made of beef and veal. The wine, the force

meat-balls and the lemon are pleasant additions, but

not at all necessary. It sometimes happens that the

beans do not become soft in cooking. If they continue

quite hard and will not pass through the cullender, they

can be put into boiling water and cooked for fifteen or

twenty minutes and again strained. It is very impor-

tant that they should be soaked at least twelve hours.

There is no soup as good, which is as easily made as

this. Many make it quite thick, like common bean or

pea soup; but we prefer it thin and clear. A little to-

mato catsup gives a very good flavor, but plenty of salt

and pepper must be used to make it taste as it should.

We asked a lady who has made it very frequently, and

always succeeds with it, what her receipt was. She

gave the same directions that we have given for prepar-

ing the beans and making the stock, and added :
" Put

in a little thyme, a little celery, a good deal of popper

and salt—anything you like, only make it taste good."

The following is the receipt above referred to

:

Turtle Bean Soup without Meat.—Take any
quantity that you wish of black beans ; boil them in

water until thoroughly cooked ; then dip tlie beans out

of the pot and press them through a cullender; return

the flour of the beans thus pressed into tlie pot in

which they were boiled; tie up in a cloth some thyme;
put it into the soup and let it boil; add a little butter,

and season witli salt, pepper, parsley and sweet marjo-

ram ; make some force meat-balls; add them to the

soup, together with a sliced lemon, and wine to your
taste a short time before serving. This will approach

so near in flavor to the real turtle soup that few would
be able to distinguish the difl'erence. Tlie beans must
be soaked over night.

Strawberries.—If you are content to have finely

flavored preserves, but the color poor, you can put up

strawberries with scarcely any sugar, and in the same

way that you do peaches. But it is very rarely that any

one succeeds in preserving both color and flavor, ex-

cept by preserving them with at least three-quarters of

a pound of sugar to a pound of the fiuit, and then they

must be put into the cans while hot and hermetically

sealed. At the present price of sugar, almost every

one will give up the old-fashioned rich but often flavor-

less preserves, and use only canned fruit ; and straw-

berries, if carefully attended to, will keep very well put

up in this way.

Cyanide of Potassium.—This article will be found

infallible in removing stains from any kind of white

cloth. A distinguished chemist in the city of New

York says that he has never found any stains that can

not be removed by its application. Cover a small

quantity of it with tepid water, and apply it to the

stain immediately. It will even remove indelible ink.

Breakfast Rolls.—Two pounds of flour, one-quar-

ter of a pound of butter, three potatoes, one gill of

yeast, and a little salt. Let them rise all night.
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BOTH SIDES.

A man in his carriage was riding along,
A gaily-(ircssp(i wife by his side;

In satins and laecs she looked like a queen,
And he like a king in his pride.

A wood-sawyer stood on the street as they passed,
The carriage and couple he eyed,

And said, as he worked with hfs saw on a log,
'• I wish I was rich and could ride."

The man in his carriage remarked to his wife,
'• One thing I would give if I could

—

I would give all my wealth f<;r tlie strength and the health
Of the man who is sawing the wood."

An Official Dispatch.—A Germantown man lately

posted the follo-ning notice in bis house

:

Headquartee!!, House of .

General Order No. 1.—Julia: Until the price falls, no more
butter will be used in our family. James.

He had hardly reached his counting-liouse, when a
special messenger handed him this :

James: Until butter is reinstated, no more tobacco will be
used in this house. Julia, Chief-of-Staff.

Chief-of-StaflF won.

PuifCTUATiON, or the putting the stops in the right

places, can not be too sedulously studied. We lately

read, in a country paper, the following startling ac-

count of Lord Palmerston's afipearance in the House
of Commons: "Lord Palmerston then entered on his

head, a white hat upon his feet, large but well-polished

boots upon his brow, a dark cloud in his hand, his

faithful walking-stick in his eye, a menacing glare say-

ing nothing. He sat down."—Pm^jc/*.

The attention of a little girl having been called to a
rose-bush, on whose topmost stem the oldest rose was
fading, whilst below and around it three beautiful

crimson buds were just unfolding their charms, she at

once and artlessly exclaimed: " See, Willie, these little

buds have just awakened in time to kiss their mother
before she dies!"

Some years ago a person requested permission of the
Bishop of Salisbury to fly from the top of the spire of
that cathedral. The good Bishop, with an anxious con-
cern for the man's spiritual as well as his temporal
safety, told him that he was very welcome to fly to

the church, but he would encourage no man to fly
from UP''

Handel, the great composer, was also a great glut-

ton. He would often order dinner for three ; he would
then ring for the waiter, and would ask him, "Is de
dinneer retty ?" "Yes, sir, as soon as the company
comes." "Den bring me dinneer," he would say; "I
am te company."

An Ingenious Cat.—In Le Nord it is related that
cook was recently greatly perplexed by the disappea;
ance day after d.ay of a cutlet or steak from the kitche
table when she was preparing the dinner. In eac
day's tale there was a deficiency of one. At last i

occurred to her that as the bell was rung every da
while she was preparing dinner, and when she wen
to the door there was nobody, there must be som
connection between the two occurrences. Once this ide
had entered her mind, she determined to satisfy her
self upon the point. The bell rang at the usual time
but instead of answering it she hid herself in a cupboard
She had hardly done so before a cat rushed into th.

kitchen, sprung on the table, seized a cutlet in hi:

mouth, and vanished. Her mistress was made acquaint
ed with this felonious act on the part- of the animal
and it was determined to set a watch to see bow it hac
been trained to this mode of robbery. The discoverj
was soon made. At the usu.al time, when the cook hac
her dishes arranged for the stove, the concealed watchci
saw the cat creep stealthily towards the bell-wire, hoot
her claws in it, give it a furious pull, and then rush
away kitchenward.

A COXCOMB, talking of the transmigration of souls,

said: "In the time of Moses, I have no doubt I was a

golden calf" "Very likely," replied a lady; "time
has robbed you of nothing but the gilding."

An author of a love story, in describing his heroine,
says: "Innocence dwells in the dark clusters of her
hair." An unkind reviewer suggests that a line-tooth
comb would bring it out.

Somebody thinks that if nature had intended man to
be a drunkard, he would have been constructed like a
churn, so that the more he drank the more firmly he
would stand.

"Sally," said a fellow to a girl who had red hair,

" keep away from me or you will set me on fire." " No
danger of that," replied Sally, "you are too green to

burn."

An unromantic doctor says that tight lacing is a

public benefit, inasmuch as it kills off all the foolish

girls, and leaves the wise ones to grow to be women.

If your lips would keep from slips, five things ob-

serve Avith care—of whom you speak, to whom you
speak, and how, and when, and where.

A surewd little fellow, who had just begun to read

Latin, astonished his master by the following transla-

tions: Vir, a man; gin, a trap—Virgin, a man-trap."

In a discussion with a temperance lecturer, a toper

asked: "If water rots your boots, what effect must it

have upon the coat of your stomach ?"

Never, perhaps, are children dearer to their parents

than when, as at present, the price of food and cloth-

ing is so excessive.

If you want to kiss a pretty girl, why, kiss her—if

you can. If a pretty girl wants to kiss you, why, let

her—like a man.

An Irish gentleman, while playing cards, finding the

pool deficient, exclaimed: " Here's a shilling short

—

who put it in?"
^ I m

Why are poultry the most profitable things a farmer

can keep ? Because for every grain they give a peck.
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W^i.
Half Volume of tlie Genesee Farmer.

With the present number commences a half volume
of the Genesee FcuTner. Our friends have already sent

U3 many more new subscribers than "wc expected

We trust they will continue their efforts, and we
should be pleased if every reader of the Fanner
would ask his neighbors, who do not take it, to try it

for half a year. The cost is merely nominal. As we
said last month, ourfrcinds could send us twenty thou-

sand additional subscribers if they would only take the

matter in hand at this time. Our terms are :

Mnsle subscribers, $0 40
Fivo subscribers, 1 50
Eight subscribers, !!!!!!!!'. 2 00

A.nd larger clubs at the same rate, (25 cents each.)

For sixteen subscribers at twenty-live cents each, we
vvill send, prepaid by return mail, a copy of Miner's
Vomestle PovJtry Book.

For twenty-four subscribjers we will send, prepaid by
•eturn mail, a copy of Emerson & Flint's excellent

Tork, The Mamial of Agriculture.

Votes ou tlie 'Weatlier from April 1 5tli to June
16tli, 1864.

As to temperature, the last half of April was 3.5° be-

ow the general average, viz., 46.7°, or being 44.3°. The
lottest noon was on the 22d, viz., G6°; and the coldest

ivas on the morning of the 28th, being 30°. The average
)f the month was 43.3°, aud the general average was
13.7°. This gives the same mean temperature as for

a.pril, 1S63.

The water fallen was 3.23 cubic inches—above the

iverage a little. On the 23d was our first thunder
?hower, at 10)^ P. M., with some hail, passing chiefly

lorth of us. We had frost on the 16th ; on the 2Sth

nud and shallow water frozen, and again on the 30th.

Peaches and cherries in full blossom at Washington,
D. C, on the 24th. April was not a pleasant month.
Mat began rainy, and went on so, raining thirteen

lays of fifteen, and giving 4.76 inches of water this

lalf, of which 3.73 Inches fell chiefly on the 14th. This
ivas a great rain over Western New York, and has done
oiuch damage, especially in the two northwestern
counties where high wind attended the rain. The
Quantity of water was far above the average. This
torm did not extend cast of th& Allegany range. *

The mean temperature of this half is 54°, and the

general average is 53.6° ; warmer than this half of May
ast year by nearly 3°. The hottest noon was 81° on
the 6lh, and this was the hottest day also, 68°- The
surface wind has been much from the northeast round
to the southeast.

Farming operations have been delayed by the rain, as

the earth is soaking full of water. We had snow on

the morning of the 3d aad the night before, an inch or
more, which disappeared before noon. Grass grows
rapidly; but the llirmcrs say they are for behind in

their spring work. The foliage of trees has put out
rapidly in this half mouth.
The last half of May was pleasant and vegetation

rapid. While the first half was near the average tem-
perature of the season, the last half was five degrees
higher.

General averajro heat of the last half; 57 9S'
Mean of the last half, e?..54*
Meau of the month !.'.'.!...'...".".'.'.'. ....'.5S.93*
General average of tho month, .*!!!"'.!.!! .50.30°

The mean of the barometer is low—29.33 inches—
and has been low all this year.

The rain of the first half of May was 6.54 inches, and
in the last ha^f 1.78 inch.

The early peach blossoms were killed by the cold of

May 11th ; but in the last half the other fruits blossom-
ed abundantly, though most of the cherry and pear
blossoms do not promise much.
The rapid growth of grass, wheat, rye, &c., wa3

checked by the cold of the 28th and 29th, greatly to
their benefit, as they were made firmer and stronger.

June.—Beautiful June ! Yes, rather cool, people say,

though the first ten days were warmer than the same
of last year.

General average of the first half, 0.3.14°

General mean heat 59.60*
Hottest noon, on 5th and 15th, less than laat June 82.00*
Coldest morning, '. 45.00"

Some white or hoar-frost on the 10th and 11th.

A Canadian's Opinion of the Genesee Farmer.

Mr. William Kievell, of Kincardine, C. W., in

sending us the names of several new subscribers,

avails himself of the occasion to say that the Genesee

Farmer is a most welcome monthly visitor in his family,

and adds: "My wife never took any interest in the

garden until after I became a subscriber to the Genesee

Famm: This spring she planted all the seeds, and has
kept the garden free from weeds, and all this cost me
only fifty cents (American money,) besides the great

pleasure its persual affords me. I believe if the Genesee

Farmer found its way into every farm-house in the land,

there is not one farmer out of fifty that at the end of

the year who could not say that he had received a

thousand fold for his money. I shall exert myself to

get every one that has even a garden to become a sub-

scriber to the Genesee Fai-mer."

These remarks are veiy flattering, but the number of

subscribers our friend has already sent us proves his

sincerity, and we tender him our best thanks, both for

his good opinion of the Farmer and his efforts to in-

crease its circulation and influence. The Genesee

Fanner has always enjoyed a very extensive circulation

among the best farmers of Canada West, and we trust

such will always be the case. At the present time an

English shilling nearly pays for one year's subscription

to the Ge?i£se£ Farmer / If the present price of paper

and materials continues, we shall be compelled next
year to advance our rates. We send the paper for the

coming half volume at a price that barely pays the cost

of paper and printing. Wo do so in hopes that our
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friends will make a special effort to increase our circu-

lation. If all our Buhscribers would for the coming
two weeks take the matter in hand, tliey could send us

ten thousand new subscribers to the present half

volume of the Farnvr.

« «iB»V<

Tlie Markets.

The Genexec Farmer has always endeavored to give a

full and accurate report of the markets. At the present

time, however, it is useless to give quotations, as

prices vary from day to day. In regard to the future,

it may be well to remark that notwithstanding the

high prices which at present prevail, tliere is little

probability of any immediate reduction. The war in-

creases the demand for all agricultural products, while

at the same timo it greatly lessens the supply. Our
agricultural productions are so much greater than the

home consumption that for the first two years of the

war prices were not materially advanced. The South-

ern demand for corn, and other agricultural products,

was cut off, and for the first year after the war com-
menced prices, especially at the West, were much
below an average. The drouth and early frosts of last

year, however, proved disastrous to the corn crop at

the West, and the price of this great staple in some
portions of the West is now teii times higher thau it

was three years ago !

The crop prospects throughout the great grain pro-

ducing regions of the West are not flattering. The
drouth in parts of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota

has been very severe, and the crops are suflfering ma-

terially. Labor, too, is very scarce, and it is greatly to

be feared that, while the demand is greater than ever,

production will be far below an average.

Were there no other reasons, therefore, than the

above, we should be warranted in anticipating high

prices. But the premium on gold is now so great that

this in itself would greatly enhance prices. We are

aware that this is denied. But it seems so clear that

those who take time to reflect cannot for a moment
doubt it. If a bushel of American wheat will bring in

England $1.25 in gold, and this gold will buy §2..50 of

legal tender notes, it is evident that wheat will sell here

for §2.50, less the expense of sending it to England.

The same is true of butter and cheese, and of every-

thing that we export. Wheat never was lower in

Europe than at the present time. Were it as high

there as in 1861 it would be worth here in our currency

over $3.00 per bushel. With gold at 200, it is vain,

under any circumstances, to expect low prices, but

how much more so when in addition to this premium
on gold we take into consideration the increased de-

mand .ind diminislied supply caused by the war.

— Gold is now (June 29) quoted at 240 to 250.

Tlie State Fair.

The Premium List for the Twenty-Fourth Fair of the

New York State Agricultural Society, to be held in this

city on Sept. 20-23, can be had on application at the

office of the Oetusce Fa'rmer.

Our List of Agricultural Implemeut Makers.

We spent much time and labor in preparing the list

of some of our principal .agricultural implement man-
ufacturers in the United States and Canada, published
in the June number of the Oemsec Fanner. We think
it will prove useful to our readers.

The name of Paschall Morris, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

was in some unaccountable manner omitted. Mr.
Morris has been for many years one of the most prom-
nent dealers and manufacturers of agricultural imple-

ments and machinery. We very much regret the omis-
sion of his name from the list.

The following errors have also been pointed out to us

:

Frederick Gilbert, Jfon-istown, Pa., should be Non-i»-

town.

H. K. Parson, of Harrisburgh, P.a., should be H. K.
Parsons.

Blaker, Jf illard & Co., Newtown, Bucks county, Pa.,

should be Blaker, TFillard & Co.

If any other errors have occurred, we shall be happy
to correct them.

•*^»*~»

AVestern New York Fruit Groivcrs' Society.

The Editor of the Oennanioum Telegraph says he

"always reads the reports of this Society with interest,

as they usually embrace the experience of some of the

very best fruit-growers in the country." This is *rue.

We do not to-day know of any work on fruit culture

that contains so much really valuable, practical informa-

tion as is to be found in the reports of the discussions

at the various meetings of the Western New York
Fruit Growers' Society as published in the back vol-

umes of the Genesee Farmer. Whenever we wish for

any information in regard to a new fruit, or some special

branch of culture, we turn to these reports, and rarely

fiiil to find just the information we desire. We have

published the reports in the Farmer ever since the or-

ganization of the Society.

Harvest Beer.

A CORRESPONDENT asks US to repeat the recipe for

hop beer given in the last volume of the Genesee Farmer.

We tasted this beer in Connecticut last summer, and

thought it better th.an anything of the kind we ever be-

fore drank in this count i-y. We give the recipe a little

more in detail. For fifteen gallons of beer, the ingre-

dients are 12 or 14 ounces of hops, 6 quarts of molasses,

and 10 eggs. Put the hops in a bag and boil in three

pails of Avater. Pour the water into a cask while hot.

Then boil the hops again in two pails of more water.

When this is put into the cask add the molasses. Then

fill up the fifteen gallon cask with cold water. When*

so cool as not to scald add the ten eggs, without beat-

ing. Stop up the cask close so that there is no vent.

In warm weather it is visually ready to drink in three

days. In cool weather the cask should be put in a warm
place. When ready for use the beerwill foam and be

full of life, but as it has no yeast it will never sour, at

least not for several months. The cask should be a

strong one. When properly made this beer will be

found a healthy and pleasant beverage in warm weather.
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"The Illustrated Horse Management."

Such is the title of a book just published by J. B.

Lippincott & Co. It is written by Edward Mayhew,

M. R. C. V. S., and the copyriijlit is held by the Ameri-

can publishers. It is most beautifully printed on tinted

paper, and tlie enii;raving8 are exquisitely finished and

spirited. All who have seen the Illustrated Horse Doctor,

by the same author, will remember how pleasant the

style of the writer is. In this work there is moie

scope for enthusiasm, and his real love for the horse

gives a charm to all he saj's. The illustrations of horses

suffriiig in various ways are sometimes rather exag-

gerated, but the exaggeration seems to arise ft-om a

sense of the importance of the subject. Mr. Mayhew

insists upon common sense and kindness as the great

guides in horse management. His ideas about a proper

stable are quite beyond the means of ordinary horse-

owners, but he says he does not expect to see his de-

signs at all generally carried out. He thinks stalls are

an abomination, and advocates loose boxes, eighteen

feet square for each horse.

He has one or two ideas which could be carried out

in any stable. He says that horses love society, and

should have the walls of their stalls low, with only

wires above, so that the animals can " rub noses" with

their neighbors, and that the feeding troughs should

also be low.

Any one who takes the least interest in the horse, and

even either rides or drives one, will read this book with

interest and profit.

The chapters on " Grooms " and "Horse Dealers"

are plain-spoken, and as they are written by one who
ought to understand the peculiarities of both classes

we have no doubt truthful.

Inquiries and Answers.

My cherries have fallen from the trees this season
more than ever before. What is the cause, and is there
any remedy?—R., Caledonia, N. Y.

The cherries have been stung by the curculio. There

is no remedy we are acquainted with that will be of

much use this season. The only thing to be done is to

gather up and burn all the fallen cherries. The larvae

of the insect are in the fallen fruit. If you allow them

to remain on the ground they will breed a host of cur-

culios to sting your crop next season. Let every fallen

cherry be swept up and burned at once. Do the same

thing with all stung fruit—apples, pears, plums, &c.—
and in a few years you will be less troubled with in-

sects.

I WANT to buy a good Railroad Horse Power Thresh-
ing Machine. 1 find in looking over the back numbers
of tlie Fanner that there are several firms in your State
who manufacture them. I should esteem it a favor if

you would inform me, privately, where I should be
likely to get a good one. I would send the money at

once, but! donot wish to receive the same treatment
vour Hamilt(m correspondent met with in sending for
the Chester White Pigs. , Inf/er.soU, C. W.

Our esteemed correspondent must excuse us for pub-

lishing the above. We have little time to answci pri-

vate letters. We are sorry that the conduct of one of

the advertisers in the Oenesee Farnmr should lead any

of our readers to doubt the honor and respectability of

others. We feel sure that you may send the money to

any of the manufacturers of horse powers who adver-

tise in the Gcneacc Farmer with the certainty of receiv-

ing honorable treatment. They are all men of integ-

rity and of the highest respectability.

One dollar in Canada money is now equal to two in

our currency, and our Canadian friends can purchase

agricultural implements, nursery trees and anything

else of this kind they may want at very low rates for

Canadian money. Prices have advanced considerably,

but the increase in price is by no means equal to the

advance in gold.

Some of our Canadian friends in forwarding subscrip-

tions forget to send the extra twelve cetns to prepay

the American postage on the Farmer.

Special Notices.

Bradley's XI^ Superphosphate of Ijlme.

We present the following additional testimonials of

the value of Bradley's XL SuperjAosphate of Lime:
Keene, N. H., December 12, 1S03.

"Wm. L. Bradley, Esq.

—

Dear Sir : It is with great pleasure

that I write you concerning the XL Superphosphate of Lime,

which I had of you l;ist spring. It was fully equal, if not supe-

rior, to any I have ever used, and I have no hesitation in recom-

mending it as an article worthy the contidence of the public. It

was perfectly free from all foreign substances, thereby rendering

it tit to use in a machine; and there seemed to be a greater pro-

portion of ammonia in it than I have ever found before, as shown

by the odor and the raiddity of growth early in the season of all

vegetables planted upon it.

I consider a good article of Superphosphate of Lime to be the

one thing needful to bring our old plain lands into good condition

and am satisfied that no one can afford to raise potatoes to eat

without it. I have used it from various manufactories for five

years, and during that time have never had rotten potatoes, but,

on the contrary, they are always sound, mealy and dry, and yield

well. I would say that my land is a sandy loam, and I have

planted some ten or twelve varieties of potatoes, with the same

result in each case. Yours, truly, THOS. E. HATCH,

Hardwick, Mass., February 10, 1S64.

To Wm. L. Bkadlet—Dear Sir : I purchased some of your

XL Superphosphate last season and tried it for growing Indian

C!om. I top-dressed an acre with barn-yard manure, and dunged

one-half of it with a good shovelful of hog manure in a hill; and

on the other Imlf I put a tablespoonful of Superphosphate in the

hill. The corn on the latter half, where I applied the XL, was

considerably better than where I used the hog manure, and, be-

sides, it was ten or fifteen days earlier.

FRANKLIN NEWLAND.

IIakuwick, Mass., February 11, 1864.

To Wm. L. Jir.Am.EY—Dear Sir: I tried your XL Superphos-

phate last season in prowinir corn. On an acre, one-half of which

raised oats and the other half potatoes the previous season, I

spread twenty-seven cart-loads of green manure and plowed it in

well and furrowed about three and a half feet apart both ways, I

used hog manure, jilaoter and Superphosphate in the hill—of the

latter a tables'poonful in each hill. Between the hog manure and

the XL theie \v;is but little difference. Where the plaster was

used there was a very marked falling oft', though plaster works

well on my farm.

I believe a fiiir trial will convince any unprejudiced mind of

the irreat value 'A' y(.iir XL Superphosphate of Lime. I have

used f uperiihofphatc for four eonseeutive years, and I nm well
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satisfied that it pays. I intend to use it the coming season, if I

can get it, and liave advised others to do so.

Among the numei-ous substantial and enterprising ffai-mers of

this town who used your XL last season, all speak very favorably

of it, and say it has done well for them as it did for me.

Truly yours, JOHN B. WETHKRELL.
For further particulars, address W. L. Bradley, No. 2-t Broad

street, Bost/jn, Mass,

Flax Cottou"jTIacliInerjr to Test tlie Expcri-
meut ol" JTIanufat'turinj; Flax Cotton.—The ap-

propriation of $2,000 to test the practicability of manufacturing

flax cotton, to be expended under the direction of the New York

State Agricultural Society, is still open to competition to all who
are iavestigating the subject. The Society desire to call the at-

tention of the public to this subject. The committee appointed

to examine applications consists of Samuel Campbell, New York

Mills, chairman, John Stanton Gould, Hudson, Alfred Wild and

B. P. Johnson, Albany. The committee will, on application,

examine any machinery that may be presented, and the processes

adopted. Notice can be given to the Secretary of the Society,

or to any member of the committee, who will furnish the neces-

sary information.

ADVERTISEIVIENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

euch—will be inserted in the Genesee Eakmer at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per colunm, each insertion,

payable in advance.

S. M. PETTENGIIiL & CO.,
No. ST Park Eow, New York, and 6 State street, Boston, are our

Agents for the Gexesee Faemek in those cities, and ai'e author-

ized to take advertisements and subscriptions for us at our

lowest rates.

The London Club Coffee.

Prepared, from, the Best Old. Java.

rr^IED and recommended by the Editor of The Independent.
_L •• •• •• •• The Home Journal.

• • • • • • • The Evangelist.
The Methodist.

Commended also by The Christian Advocate, by The Bap-
tist Examiner, by most of the leading Editors, and by the most
respectable PHYSICIANS. Nearly all prominent Jom-nals and
Professional men ai'e using and commending

THE LONDON CLUB COFFEE.
"We have ourselves used this Coffee." says the Editor of The

Independent, "and have no hesitation in commending It as an
agreeable, healthful, and every way reliable article."

This Standard Coffee is prepared frkm the uekt Old Java,
and has no connection with any of the adulterations drifting

about the market. It is easily distinguished from all other
Coffees by its remarkable fragi-ance, strength and flavor,

[From Dr. Van Kleeck.]

Gentlejien: I h.ive been using your Coffee in my family, and
consider it superior to any I have met with. I find it to con-
tain only the healthiest ingredients, together with a very unusual
proportion of puke Java Coffee. Having recommended it ex-

tensively in my practice, I have heard but one opinion in its fa-

vor as a nutritious and healthy beverage, and well iuhqited to

nervous temperaments. JAS. B. VAN KLEECK, M. I)..

February 16, IStJl. No. ICO Franklin-st. N. Y.

This Coffee is put up for the trade in cases of 86 B>, 60 B), and
100 ft.

The price of the Club Coffee to the consumer ranges from 24 to

85 cents.

ffW" To the Trade a Liberal Discount. ..^.^
Terms—Net Cash.

Cm\ii. 11. LYON, Sole Agent,
jylt No. 4S Courtlaiidt street, N. Y.

CIDER PRESS SCREWS.
FIVE FEET LONG, four inches diamejer. These powerful

Screws bring out a third more juice than portable presses.

Bend for a Circular. Made by L. M. ARNOLD,
jy2t* Foughkeepse. (N. Y.) Foundry.

, MADE from: 30 CENTS !—Call and examine,

tJD^<jr tf'n samples sent free by mail for 20 c^'nts. Ketailsfdr $2

by It. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Siiuare, N. Y. my'04-ly

BA XJGH 'S

RAW BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BAUGH & SONS,
SOLE MANI'F.VCTUREr.S,

Store No. 20 Soutli Delaware Aveune,
PHILADELPHSA.

rrVHIS article has for m.any years enjoyed a hicrh reputation as
JL a manure of great eflieiency and ofunecjualed perm.inence,
and we scarcely deem it important, in our semi-annual advertise-
ment, to say more than merely call the attention of buyers to it.

But we will also state to farmers and dealers in tVvtilizt-'rs that it

has been our constant aim to render our Raiv Boue PliO!$-
phate more and more worthy of the full ronfifK-jn-e «( fanner?,
I>y the use of every facility ut command, and the aid of scientific
skill, in essentially impr<)ving its qualities and we have nt-ver al-
lowed this purpose to be iuteVfered with l.iy the great and steady
advance in the cost of all matters pertaining to our business,
throughout the past two years.
The price of the Phosphate, packed in either bags or barrels, is

$60 per 2,000 lbs. (3 cents a pouud), Cash.
No extra charge for bags or barrels.

The Haw Bone Phosphate may be had of any regular dealer
in fertilizers (to Mhom we advise "l;u-mers to apply J, or of the
manufacturers and proprietors.

BAUCH & SONS,

jyst

No. 20. ."^outh Delaware Avenue,

PHILAUELPHIA.

ENGLISH PHEASANTS, &c.
BY a late ai-rival of the steamship Bremen we are put in

possession of the following

FANCY STOCK FOK SALE.

(5 Pair of English Pheasants, $25.00 per pair.

8 Pair of Bann.\cle Geese, 25.00 do.

Two Pair German Eed Squirrels very playful and tameable.
Price $12 per pair. The above prices include caging and de-
livery at E.xpress office in New York.
Also now on hand, two pair J.vva Peacocks.
One copy, new edition, American Poulterer's Companion

sent by mail on receipt of $2. retail price. Address
jylt C. N. BEjMENT, P. O. Bos 505, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

TO CLEAR THE HOUSE OF FLIES,
USE DUTCHER'S CELEBRATED

LIGHTNma PLY-KILLEE,
a neat, cheap article, easy to use. Every sheet will kill a quart,

jy SOLD EVERY'lVHEKE. 8t

CAYUCA CHIEF
COMBINED MOWER & REAPER,

and

CAYUGA CHIEF, JR., MOWER.
Manufactured at Auburn, N Y., by

jeSt BUKTIS & BEARBSI^EY.

SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
[ Price $2.25 per thousand,]

OF THE LEBANON YELLOW OK NANSEMOND variety.

These plants will bo packed in boxes of five and ten thou-
sand each, so as to travel with safetv ten days. Grown by
myOt F. A. SCHWILl & BKO., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WMte or Hedge Willow for Sale.

/~^,UTTINGS of tins superior live fi.'nce plimt, of suitable

V_y length.
ALBA

, at $1 per 100 or $5 per lOOIl. A\'arrantcd true Salis
mh 1). S. HEFFEON, Utica, N. Y.

A MONTH—Agents wanted to sell Sewing Machines.

?;P I 'J We will give a commission on all machines sold, orem-
p'lov agents who will work for the above wnL.'.-: and all expenses
p.aid. ^Address, B. B. llElUtlNToN & CO.,

my4t* Detroit, Mich. '
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CURTIS' PRAIRIE MOWER!

Patented by George S. Curtis, of Chicago, 111., February 23d, 1858, and May
31st, 1864.

E. A. & G. R. MENEELY,
rr^E undersisraerl would call the attention of the Farmers of the Middle and Kiistern States to these Machines, now so deserv-

I cdly popular at the West, of which they are manufaeturiiis a limited iiuinlior. under tlie immediate supervision of tho inven-
tor. They can confidently commend them to public favor, inasmuch as tlie concurrent testimony of those who have used them
hitherto, is. that in the fnfjowinji important particulars they st;ind unrivalled, viz;

1st. Simplicitv of construction.
2d. Kase of draft.

3d, Capacity of cuttinar power, allowing six feet cut if desired.
4th. Non-lialiility to set "ut of order.
.'ith. Adaptation to rouirli and uneven land.
Prices for the season of 1S64 are, for

Five and a lialf feet cut $130
Five feet cut 120

Every IVtachiiie "Warranted to DPerform as Represented.
^W For further particulars, and references, apply to E. A. & G. R. MENEEIiY,
Jr^t West Troy Bell Foundry, West Troy, N. Y.

Schenectady AgriciiUural Works.

G. W^ESTINGHOUSE & CO.
PROPIIIEIORS AKB MANUKACTUREE8 OF

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Threshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut "Wood Sawing Machiaes,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c,, &c,
Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-named machines.
Particular attention is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddlt; SErARATOE. This machine was introduced last sea-
son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in
use.

We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both Circular and Cross-cut, which are coiuplete in every respect.

Address all communications to

G. T%'ESTINGHOUSE & CO.,
ap ScnENECTADY, N. Y.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE,
AND

OKDEE YOUS TEEES DIEECT.
Address C. W. SEELYE,
aptf r^ochester Central Nurseries, Eochester, N. Y.

AMMONIATED PACIFIC GUANO.
AKEAL (jU.WC, containing from 70 to SO per cut, of plios-

phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical
process a lar2;q.per centace of actual ammonia, so fixed that it can
not evaporate, makin;^ it equal, if not superior, to any other fer-

tilizer.

Pamphlets with copies of analyses by Drs. Jackson, Massa-
chusetts State As'iayer, ami Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimo-
nials from scientilic a^'riculturists showins its value, can be ob-
tained from J. O. BAKER & CO., Sellinc Asents,
mh6t. 87 Wall street, iSTew York.

HOP POl.ES.—20,000 White Cedar, deliverable at Alba-
ny. je2t* A. ilDWAKDS, Shrewsbury, N. J.

PATENTS.—Patents for inventions secured on favorable
tcrijiS. No charge for consultations and opinions. No

charge for rejected cases unless sncces.sful. J. FliA.SEli & CO.,
Western N. Y. Patent Agency, Bufl'alo and Itocheater, New
York. je2t
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^oi^MM^^MM^St

FOR FARMEES AND STOCK-RAISERS.

PARR'S TOOL CHESTS.
Fitted with complete setts of tools, sharpened and sot ready for

use. and packed in cases for shipping. Prices from $2 up, and
containing from

Eight to One Hundred and Twenty-Eiglit

difFeront articles, according to size, and adapted to the use of

Boys, Youths, Amateurs and Farmers.

PARR'S HORTICULTURAL CHESTS,
CONTAINING

COMPLETE SETTS OF GARDEN TOOLS.
Every one h.aving a garden will find these Chests very useful.

TURNING LATHS FOR AMATEURS.
Also, smaller sizes of

FOOT LjVTHS inOK. BOT^S,
"With Tools to correspond. '

To bo had of all respoctablo Hardware Dealers, or of the Man-
ufacturer.^" Send for ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR to the Manufac-
turer,

iytf GEORGE PARR, BuflTalo, IV. Y.

SHEEP, SWINE AND POULTRY :

EMIIRA* ING

The History and Varieties of each ; the Best Modes of
Breeding; their Feeding and Managen;ent: toorether
with the Diseases to which they are respectively

subject, and the appropriate Remedies for each.

By ROBERT JENNINGS, V. S.,

Professor of Patholo^ry and Operative Suriiery in the Vetc-
rin.iry College of Philadelphia ; Professor of Veterinary
Medicine in the late Agricultural College of Ohio:
Secretary of the American Veterinary Associa-

tion of Phil.adelphia; Author of "The
Horse and his Diseases," "Cattle and

their Diseases," etc., etc.

This is the third of Dr. JENNiN(;''sGrcJit Series for Cirmers
and stock-raisers, and litie its predecessors, will be found
written in a pre-eminently practical and suggestive style,

and while issued in a cheap and convenient form for popular
use, it yet grasps the entire subject with all its necessary de-
U\\h. No one who has obt-iined the previous volumes will
fail to purchase this, and tal;en as a whole, this series of
books will stand out for years to come, as beacon lights for

the guidance of that intelligent and largely increasing class,

who wish to avail themselves of all the modern improve-
ments in the rearing, breeding and general treatment of our

ilomcstic animals. With numerous illustrations. 12mo., cloth.

Price. $1.50.

C!ATTL.E AND THEIR DISEASES—Embracing
their History and Rreeds, Crossing and Breeding, and Feeding
and management; with the Diseases to which they are subject,

and the liemedies best adapted to their cure. To which are add-
ed a List of the Medicines used in treating Cattle, and the Doses
of the various remedies requisite. By Robert Jennings, V. S.

With numerous illustrations. 12mo., cloth. Price $1.50.

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES—Embracing
his History and Varieties, Breeding, and Management and Vices;
with the Diseases to which he is subject, and the Kemedies best
adapted to their Cure. By Kouert Jknninos, V. S. To which
are added Karey's Method of Taming Horses, and the Law of

Warranty, as applicable to the purchase and sale of the animal.
Illustrated by nearly 100 engr.avings. 12mo., cloth. Price $1.60.

Agents and canvassers will find these very desirable works.
Liberal terms m.ade with the trade.

Either one or all of the above books will be sent to any address,

post paid, on receipt of price, $1.50 each. Send your orders to

JOHN E. POTTER, Publisher,
jy3t GIT Sansom St.. PniLADKLrmA.

Mayhew's Horse Management.

JTJS^T r»XJBL.l^H3i;i3,
The Illustrated Horse Management, containing descriptive re-

marks upon Anatomy, Medicine, Shoeing, Teeth, Food, Vices,

Stables; likewise a plain account of the situation, nature, and
value of the various points; together with Comments on
Grooms, Dealers, Breeders, Breakers, and Trainers; also on
Carriages and Harness. Embellished with more than 400 en-
gravings from original designs made expressly for this work.
By EwD. Mayhew, M. K. C. V. S., author of "The Illustrated

Horse Doctor" and other works. 1 vol. 8vo.

MAYHEW'S HORSE DOCTOR.
NEW EDITION.

The Illustrated Horse Doctor ; with more than 400 pictorial rep-

resentations of the various diseases to which the equine race is

subjected; together with the lat«st mode of treatment, and
all the requisite prescriptions written in plain English. By
Edw. Mayhew, M. R. C. V. S. 1 vol. 8vo.

[From the London Globe.]

Every gentleman who possesses or cares for Horses would do
well to keep this book in his house. Mr. Mayhew's treatment of

the worst diseases to which Horses are liable is very clearly laid

down, and the method of keeping Horses well and to a prohmged
old age is that of nature, of common sense.

^^~ For sale by all Booksellers.
J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,

ju2t Publishers, Philadelphia.

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE BULL HOTSPUR 4a'30 A. H. B. by Duke of Gloster

(11,3S2) d.im Daphne (imported) by Harrold (10,299), rich

roan, calved May 15, 1S60. Also, three YEARLING BULI.8
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few
HEIFERS.
^g~ Catalogues sent on application.

;

aptf T. L. HAKISON, Morlcy, St Lawrence co., N. Y.
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REMINGTONS & CO.,

lllon, Herkimer County, New York,
MANnFACTUBEKS OF

STEEL PLOWS,
STEEL CULTIVATOR TEETH,

STEEL SHOVEL PLOW BLADES,

FLANDER'S

Patent Adjustable Grain Cradle,

MYER'S PATENT
HORSE HAY ELEVATOR,

PERRY'S

PtVxeivt house potvek,
AND

Agricultural Implements Generally.

The Cradle Elevator and Horse Plow
Ifavc been lately added to our list, but have been selected from
the great number and style of Implements now before the public

as the best in use, and we doubt not a trial will fully justify our
choice.

Wo have chanfred the iron head of the Elevator for wood,
which has proved better and lighter than iron. The Horse Power
has proved itself far superior to any in use. Address

my REMINGTONS ic CO., Ilion, N. Y.

TO FARMERS!
BPvADLET'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY'S

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and
retail bv the Maunfacturer. WM. L BKADLEY:

Sales'Office 'H Broad street. Boston.
^^~ Pamphlets containing testimonials In favor of his To-

bacco Fertilizer, Bradley's X L Manual on the Culture and Curing
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un-
dersisne.l. WM. L. BRADLEY.

JP^°° Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

containing description. A. La XOURK'FfK,
nov'63-ly Waterloo, N. T.

PATEIVT II^\^"i^ TE1313ER,
Or Machine far Spreading and Turning Hay.

THE subscriber having purchiisod the exclusive right for man-
ufacturing and selling (for the 3tat« of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability,

which mu.st neoes.sarily be limited the coming year, owing to the

difliculty of obtaining "good and competent mechanics.
Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la-

bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be
recorded in turn. " First come, first served." Address

SILAS C. HERRING, New York.
N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them.
D. K. BARTON. Rochester, N. Y.. Agent ap"64-ly

Sheep Wash Tobacco.

Will not injure the most delicate animal.

Kills Ticks on Sheep.
Cures Scab on Sheep.
Kills all Vermin on Animals and Birds.

Cures all Skin Diseases on Animal.'i.

Kills Bugs on Roses, Lice on House Plants.

Kills Canker Worm on Apple Trees.

Kills Bed Bugs and Water Roaches.
Kills all Veriuin that infest Grape and Cranberry Vines.

ONE POUND OP THIS EXTRACT WILL MAKE SIX-

TEEN GALLONS OF WASH.
For sale by all Druggists, and at Country and Agricultural

Stores.

Price, 75 cents per pound. A liberal discount to the trad?

and large purchasers.

Orders promptly sent by express.
JAMES F. LEVIN,

Agent South Down Co.,

23 Central Wharf, Boston.

R. H. Alles & Co., Ap-icultural Warehouse, 1S9 and 191

Water street. New "i ork.

DuDLKV & Staffokd, Druggists, 69 Beekman street. Now
York. mhot

Extra and Cheap Farm Lands.

500 FARMS, ALL SIZES, IN

FOR sals:.
These are nearly all Fruit Farms, pro<luctive land, cheap, and

near Railroads. Terms easy. Prices from $2 to $20 per acre.

Send for our Pennsylvania Farm Rkgistee.
New Jersey Farm Register.
Maryland Farm Register.
Delaware Farm Reoisteu. Also, Farms in

other States.

Any or all of the above Catalogues sent free everywhere.

14,000 Farms foe Sale or Exi iiange.

gf:o. n. to\*^nse]vi> & co.,
Aiucrican Farm Agency,

niySt 123^ So. 4th Street, Puiladelphia.
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U. 8. 1040 B

These Bonds are issued under the Act of Congress of March

8th, 1S64, which provides that in lieu of so much of the loan au-

thorized by the Act of March 3d, 1863, to which this is sujiple-

mentary, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to borrow

from time to time, on the credit of the United States, not ex-

ceeding TWO HUNDRED MILLION DOLLAES during the

current fiscal year, and to prepare and issue therefor Coupon and

Eegistered Bonds of the United States; and all Bonds issued

under this Act shall be EXEMPT EEOM TAXATION by or un-

der any State or municipal authority. Subscriptions to these

Bonds are received in United States notes or notes of National

Banks. They are TO BE REDEEMED IN COIN, at the plea-

sure of the Government, at any period not less than ten «w

more than forty years from their date, and until their redemp-

tion FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST "WILL BE PAID IN COIN,'

on Bonds of not over one hundred dollars annually, and on all

other Bonds semi-annually.

The interest is payable on the first days of March and Septem-

ber in each year. The semi-annual Coupons are payable at those

dates, and the annual Coupons on the 50 and 100-dollar Bonds are

payable on the first of March.

Subscribers will receive either Eegistered or Coupon Bonds, as

they may prefei\ Registered Bonds are recorded on the books

of the U. S. Treasurer, and can be transferred only on the owner's

order. Coupon Bonds are payable to bearer, and are more con-

venient for commercial uses.

Eegistered Bonds will be issued of the denominations of Fifty

Dollars (.$50), One Hundred Dollars ($100), Five Hundred Dol-

lars ($500), One Thousand Dollars ($1,000), Five Thousand Dol-

lars X5,000), and Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) ; and Coupon

Bonds of the denominations of Fifty Dollars ($50), One Hundred

Dollars, ($100), Five Hundred Dollars ($500), and One Thousanu

Dollars ($1,000).

Subscribers to this loan will have the option of having their

Bonds draw interest from March 1st, by paying the accrued in-

terest in coin—(or United States notes, or the notes of National

Banks, adding fifty per cent, for premium,) or receive them draw-

ing interest from the date of subscription and deposit.

As these Bonds are exempt from municipal or State taxation,

their value is increased from one to three per cent, per annum,

according to the rate of tax levies in various parts of the country.

At the present rate of premium on gold they pay over eight

per cent, interest in currency, and are of equal convenience as a

permanent or temporary investment.

It is believed that no securities offer so great inducements to

lenders as the viirious descriptions of U. B. Bonds. In all other

forms of indebtedness, the faith or .ability of private parties or

stock companies or separate comniufiities only is pledged for

payment, while for the debts of the United Stjxtes the whole

property of the country is holdcn to secure the payment of both

principal and interest in coin.

These Bonds may be subscribed for in sums from $50 up to

any maL'nitude, on the same terms, and are thus made equally

available to the smallest lender and the largest capitalist. They

can be converted into money at any moment, and the holder will

have the benefit of the interest.

The fact that all duties on imports are payable in specie fur-

nishes a fund for like payment of interest on all Government

Bonds largely in excess of the wants of the treasury for this pur-

pose.

Upon the receipt of subscriptions a certificate of deposit

therefor, in duplicate, will be issued, the original of which will be

forwarded by the subscriber to the Secretary of the Treasury, at

Washington, with a letter stating the kind (registered or coupon)

and the denominations of Bonds required.

Upon the receipt of the original certificates at the Tseasury

Department, the Bonds subscribed for will be transmitted to the

subscribers respectively.

Subscriptions will be received by the Treasurer of the United

States at AVashington, and the Assistant Treasurers at New

York, Boston and Philadelphia, and by the First National Bank

at Albany, N. T., by the First National Bank at Buffalo, N. T.,

and by all National Banks which are depositaries of public

money. All respectable Banks and Bankers throughout tho

country will furnish further information on application, and af-

ford every facility to subscribers. je2t

THE CELiEBRATED ORAIO
MICROSCOPE. — Combining Instruction with
Amnseniiiit. is mailed, prepaid, for $2.50; or with

beautiful Mounted Objects for $3.25; with 24
Objects, $5.50, by HENRY CRAIG,

180 Centre street, New York.
Also, he will mail, prepaid, the Novelty Magnify-

ing Glass, for examining Living Insects, Seeds,
Flowers, &c., |for $1.50; or with 12 beautiful

Mounted Objects for $3. je"C3tf
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 9.

"The oldest inhabitant" can not remember a
wetter spring or a drier summer than we have ex-

perienced tliis year. The scarcity of labor, and the
shortness of the season, render farming anything
but a sinecure. Sowing oats and barley, pLanting
corn, potatoes and beans, haying and harvesting,

have all been crowded into little more than two
months, and in some instances even less.

The pastures are drying up. A farmer in Riga
told me to-day that his sheep were actually starving,

and he was obliged to feed them hay. Sheep will

get along pretty well on dried up pastures, but cows
must have more succulent feed. Butter can not fail

to be very scarce and high. I am giving my cows a
mess of mill-feed every night and morning. I ex-
pect to get fifty cents a pound for the butter, and at
this rate it will pay to feed the cows liberally.

There never was better weather for summer-fal
lows that were broken up early. I have broken up
thirty acres, but had a rather tough time of it. It

got so hard towards the last that a plow-point would
not last over two days. I am now cultivating and
harrowing it, and think it will tumble all to pieces,

though it looks rough enough at present. This dry,
hot weather will kill every weed.

Mr. Loomis told me to-day that the Canadian who
took the first prize last year at the International
Wheat Show for the best two bushels of White
wheat, must have put a different kind of wheat on
the top of the bag from what there was at the bottom !

Mr. Loomis purchased the bag of wheat and sowed
it. The exhibitor said it was Blue-stem, improved
by selection, and sowing on very early soil. When
the wheat came into ear, it was evident that the bag
must have contained two kinds of wheat. A strip
sown from the top of the bag was earlier than the
other. It proved to be a very handsome variety of
White wheat, but not Blue-stem at all. This strip

was not injured by the midge. The remainder
was Blue-stem, and the midge destroyed nearly the
whole of it.

Mr. Loomis says there can be no doubt that there
were two kinds of wheat in the bag ; and that the
exhibitor must have placed a peck or so of some su-
perior variety on the top to deceive the judges !

My barley that was sown so late will turn out
better than I expected. The bone-dust and super-
phosphate tell even in a dry season. Had it been
sown early, I should have had forty bushels to the
acre

:
as it is, I shall not have twenty. The grass-

hoppers are devouring it. There are millions of
them. They eat off the beards, and suck the juice
frolii the leaves and straw.

We shall have a great crop of beans. Where
the land is kept clean, they stand the drouth better
than any other crop.

A Dutchman, down by the railroad, told me yes-
terday that he raised six hundred bushels of turnips
from an acre of stubble ground last year. If we
have rain, I will sow an acre or two and give thenj
a sprinkling of superphosphate. There is no manure
equal to superphosphate for turnips. I have seen
300 pounds per acre double and treble the crop.

Hayward says he can raise turnips for five cents a
bushel, and last year he sold his crop on the ground
for twenty-five cents per bushel. Every thing will

be scarce and high, and this is the only crop that we
have now time to sow.

My peas are all burnt up. They stood the drouth
better than the barley or oats, till within a few days,
but I noticed to day that they are now withering up.
There wiU not be half a crop.

Mr. Silas C. Herring, of New York, sent me one
of his patent Hay Tedders for trial. Unfortunately
my grass this year is not heavy enough to require
much shaking about. However, I tried the machine
as he requested, and must say that it works admira-
bly. I have seen the English hay tedders in opera-
tion, but this American invention is much more
simple and equally effective. In heavy grass, and
especially in showery weather, it will prove exceed-
ingly useful. It will do the work better and more
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rapidly than six men. When I get my land all

drained, and stoned, and thoroughly enriched, so as

to be sure of at least two tuns of hay to the acre, I

would not be without one of these tedders for double

or treble tlieir cost. Cut with a mower, shake out

with a tedder, rake up with a revolving or steel-

toothed rake, and unload with a horse hay-fork, and

haying will be mere pastime.

The English farmers have used hay-tedding ma-

chines for nearly twenty years, and Mechi says that,

in their meist climate, it is the only way to make

good hay. He says that one year, when the weather

was unusually wet, a friend of his secured his hay

by putting four horses to his tedding machine and

two postillions, and galloped them up and down the

field, keeping the hay in the air pretty much all the

time!
.

In one of his lectures before the State Agricul-

tural Society, Dr. Fitch, in alluding to the fact that

the midge did little or no damage to the wheat in

1860, but proved very disastrous in 1861, says the

reason of it was that the weather in June, 1860,

when the midge flies came out to deposit their eggs,

was exceedingly hot and dry, while in 1861, at the

same period, it was very wet and showery. He

thinks that in such a season the midge can not

breathe the dry, warm atmosphere, and that it is

compelled to retreat to places where the air is damp

and moist. He says, further : "If the last half of

June is unusually dry, our wheat that year will es-

cape injury from the midge ; but if the last half of

June is very wet and showery, this crop will be se-

verely devastated."

If this be so, the midge ought not to do much

damage the present season—for it has certainly been

as hot and dry as anyone could desire. There is,

however, a very general complaint that the midge

has seriously injured the wheat crop. I do not

know but that the midge dislikes a dry, warm at-

mosphere, but the fact that it attacks wheat in low,

moist situations, while wheat on dry uplands is little

injured, does not necessarily prove it. The wheat

on dry uplands is earlier than that on low land, and

it may well be that it is too far advanced before the

fly appears, and consequently escapes injury, while

that on low land, being later, is attacked. This

seems to me quite as probable as that the midge

flies can not breathe a dry, warm atmosphere.

I have a field of wheat this year, some portions

of which escaped the midge altogether, while other

portions are more or less injured, simply because, as

I supposed, the land, being wet in the spring, the

crop was late. I question whether the atmosphere

is any less dry and warm in one part of the field

"'

than m the other. Certainly the whole field was

dry enough the latter part of June.

Then again, there are numerous instances of Blue-

stem wheat (which is a late variety) being injured,

while S<jules, and especially Mediterranean, (which

are earlier varieties,) escaped, though they were all

in the same field and on the same soil, and received

the same treatment.

" If you ever catch me keeping pigs again, you

may take out a commission of lunacy for me at

once." So said an amateur farmer a few days since.

It is not more than five years ago he thought pigs

the most profitable stock on the farm. He built a

handsome range of pig-pens, with boiler and other

conveniences, at an expense of $500, and went

largely into breeding and feeding pigs. It has proved

a losing business. Every dollar's worth of pork, he

says, cost him ten shillings.

"What he says is probably true. Pork has been

low for a few years past, and it has been difficult for

farmers in this section to compete with the West in

fattening pigs. But now the tables are tnmed.

Corn is nearly as high in the West as with us. Pork

is higher than ever before known in this country

—

higher than beef—and those farmers are fortunate

who have a good lot of thriving shoats on hand.

I have always contended that pigs, like poultry,

can only be kept with profit so long as they are fed

principally on food which would otherwise be

wasted. It is a great mistake to be over-stocked,

and equally tmprofitable not to have any.

Last spring I cut off some pretty large limbs from

an old apple orchard, and drew them into a pile on

the side of the fence. To-day a Dutchman from the

city came along and gave me four dollars for it. A

Yankee could not be hired to chop up such stuff for

firewood.

The Germans and Hollanders, with their plodding

industry and economy, bid fair to become the

wealthiest people we have. I am paying a Dutch-

woman $1.00 a day for hoeing, and her husband

$1.25. I think she is the " best man of the two."

She always takes the lead, and makes all the bar-

gains. To-day she wanted to know if I would let

her have the old stumps on the south lot. I had

supposed it would cost me $10 an acre to get rid of

them. " Me be poor," she said, " and wood is very

liigh." I told her she was rich. (They keep a cow

and a horse, and nave a nice house and several acres

of land under good cultivation.) " Reech !" she ex-

claimed, with a shake of the head, "no, no. If me

were reech, me no work for you." She is rich,

nevertheless—at least far better off than many who

would think it a terrible hardship to burn anything

but body-maple.

I hope the Germans will teach us to be more

economical in the use of wood. We have too long
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regarded wood as an incumbrance on the land, to be

got rid of in the most expeditious manner. We do

not easily realize that it is worth $11 per cord I

There are few farmers who do not waste more wood

every year than they use.

Can not we aflFord to use hrusli? The under-

growth in the woods and branches of trees make

good fire-wood, if tied up into bundles and well sea-

soned. This is all the wood that an English farmer

uses. The wood from his old hedges is tied up into

faggots with scrupulous care, and this in sections

where the best coal costs less than %2.0Q per tun.

Goal is now selling at $13.00 per tun in Rochester,

and they say it will be $20.00 next winter. Now,

if it will pay the English farmer to use bush, why
will it not pay here where^eoal costs seven times as

much ? I have no doubt if it was tied up into

bundles and taken to the city the Germans would

gladly buy it.

I received a letter from John Johnston to-day, and

he says if I would come and see him he would show

me the effect of manure on wheat. I think it was

Theodore Parker who remarked :
" You say you

own a garden ? No, you don't ; the garden owns

you." I own a farm in the same sense. I own the

Genesee FaiTner in the same way. Both farm and

Farmer own me, and they are hard task-masters

!

Nothing would afford me more pleasure than to visit

the good farmers of Seneca county, but I can not

get away. Mr. Johnston says his wheat is hurt by

the midge much more than he expected. That which

is late is almost ruined. That sheltered from the

west and northwest is good. He says :

"I never had a better looking field of Soules
wheat, but nearly a full one-half of the field is in-

jured a third or perhaps half by the midge. I was
in a neighbor's field yesterday "(July 19) of Mediter-
ranean, a very heavy crop, but very much hurt by

{not rotted straw,) and if it was well drained and

cultivated and sown at the right season, we should

have no reason to apprehend much damage from the

midge.

The reasons Mr. Johnston assigns for the effects

above described are these :
" That heaviest manured

stood the winter best, came earlier forward in spring,

and came in ear earlier. That manured less was a

week later, and the one acre without manure was
quite behind. I can have Soules wheat early enough

if I only had plenty of manure of the right kind. I

have contracted for eight tuns of oilcake meal to

feed this winter at $50 per tun. Were it not to

make rich manure, I should not have done it." Oil-

cake, peas and beans make the richest of manures.

Manure from a tun of oilcake, peas or beans, is worth

more than that made from eight tuns of straw, or

from four tuns of timothy hay, or from two tuns of

com.

the midge. This insect must have done immense
damage in this section."

His corn keeps a good color, but he thinks the

prospects of a good crop are very poor. Oats and
late-sown barley are almost worthless. He has had
to stable his horses for want of pasturage—a thinf

which he has never had to do before at this season

of the year.

What he says in regard to the effect of manure on

wheat is very interesting. He applied manure quite

liberally on part of his wheat ; another part received

a lighter coat, and one acre was left without manure
at all. The straw on the whole was abundant

—

rather too much on that best manured ; hut the midge

lias done comparatively little danmge on this portion,

a greed deal more damage on that less majiured, and

far more on that where no manure icus used.

This is just wTiat I have always contended. If we

" Please, may I have some cherries ? " said a little

girl a few minutes since. She is the first person, old or

young, who has condescended to ask. It is astonish-

ing what loose notions many people have in regard

to fruit. We have about twenty cherry trees on the

farm, and they have borne abundantly for the season,

but I have not yet been able to get the first ripe

cherry. The birds, the boys and the men pick them
off before they are ripe. The men pick them off

the lower branches as far as they can reach, the

boys climb into the trees and clear the center, while

the birds strip the topmost branches. Neither

birds, boys nor men think of saying "by your leave."

I have taken special pains to raise some, melons.

I do not see why a farmer can not have as good

melons as are raised in the city or in a country %'il-

lage. So far the plants are doing finely. There is

every prospect of a good crop. " But," said an old

resident of the neighborhood a few days since, " do

you expect to eat any of the melons ?', " Certainly,

why not?" I replied; "there is nothing I like so

much." "I guess you won't have many," he said.

" Why not ? I never saw melons look better. This

warm, sandy slope is just the spot for them. I put

a barrowful of hot horse manure under each hill,

and mixed a little superphosphate with the soil, and
I expect some good melons." " Well," said he with

a peculiar smile, " the melons may be good, but I

guess you won't get many. T/ie ioys icill be round

cooning about the time they get ripe."

I think few things would provoke me more than

to have my melons stolen by a set of vagabonds who
could not appreciate them. I would shoot a man
for stealing melons sooner than for stealing a horse.

I do not know that I would shoot him in either case.

could sufficiently enrich our land with rich manure,
|
but if I caught him in my melon patch, with a
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double-barrel shot-gun in my band, I think I should

pepper his shins

!

The rain is over. The barometer, which fell

about half an inch previous to the rain, is now

rising again, and I am afraid we shall have no more

rain at present. We will be thankful for what we

have. It was never more needed. It will do much

good, though it has not been sufficient to reach the

axjts of corn and potatoes. It has penetrated on

the loosest ground not more than two inches. I

have just been examining the potatoes in the field.

A good rain would yet be in time to save them

;

but the soil round the tubers (what there are) is as

dry as ever. We want a good steady twenty-four

hours' rain. It would be worth millions of dollars

to the farmers of this State.

Mr. Collins, of CoUinsville, Conn., whose farm I

visited last summer, and who is one of the best

farmers in the State, writes me that they had rain

July 25. The drouth has been awful. The ground

is dry for two or three feet deep. Grass roots are

killed. The splendid lawn in front of his house he

will have to plow up. Early potatoes are an entire

failure. Corn for crop and for soiling drying up.

Cows ditto. It will require a week's rain to thoroughly

moisten the soil.

Hay was sold in the city yesterday (July 37) at

$23 per tun. I have just bought two tuns of mill-

feed (weighing 20 pounds per bushel) for $27 per

tun. At this price it is surely cheaper than hay at

$20. " Blessed is the man who is a producer," said

a lawyer to me sometime since. Prices are high and

will be higher, but what of that, if you do not pro-

duce anything ! Still there is this consolation : we

have cnmigh to eat. I do not tldnk I should like to

live in the city and pay a shilling a quart for pota-

toes and fifty cents a pound for butter. Of

course it is just the same in the country, but then

you do not feel it so much.

" How are your turnips doing ?" I asked a farmer

yesterday, who sowed half an acre or so two weeks

ae-o. " First-rate, where there are no weeds." That

is the point. If you sow broadcast on weedy laud,

you will have ])lenty of weeds but few turnips.

Better sow them in drills so that you can horse-hoe

them. It is more trouble, but it is the only way to

be sure of a good crop of turnips. If the land is

right, however, I would sooner sow thorn broadcast

than not at all. The White Stone variety can be

sown as late as the middle of August.

The Deacon was telling me this morning that he

has come to the conclusion that it does not pay, in

the end, to feed whey to milch cows. Last fall he fed

the slops of the house—whey, buttermilk, &c.—to

his cows, mixing a little meal with it at first to in-

duce them to drink it. The cows scon became very

fond of it, and eat it up as greedily as the pigs. He
never had cows give so much milk, but they got

thin, and after they were dry, though fed pretty

well, they continued thin, and have not yet fully re-

covered.

The peas are nearly ready to harvest. I am told

that the best way is to pull them up with the re-

volving wooden rake, commencing at the east side

of the lot, as the peas lean in that direction. I

should think it would shell more than would pay

for the labor of mowing them, but mean to try it.

Will you walk into the garden ? I always like to

do so after a rain. A well laid out and properly cul-

tiuated garden is the pleasantest spot on earth

—

pleasanter even than a wood fire on the hearth in

the early winter evenings ! Phlox, candytuft, mig-

nonette, verbenas, geraniums and heleotrope have

done remarkably weU. You can make a good

bouquet out of these alone, and the more you pick

the more you will have. They should not be suf-

fered to go to seed, as it checks their blooming. I

did not set out the roses till late last fall, but they

have done very well.

Some of the large Norway spruces I set out tliis

spring are dead. The small ones are doing well. It

is a great mistake to set out large trees unless you

are prepared to give them the greatest attention.

The raspberries I set out last spring have not

done well. It has been too dry for them. They

have thrown up few if any suckers, and there will

be no fruit next year. If we have rain sufficient I

will get a quantity of green suckers and set them

out now. They will transplant as easily as cabbage,

and will do better this way, I think, than any other.

As I want fruit next year, if possible, I will plant

four suckers in each hill.

These dwarf apples, set out last spring, along the

walks, all lived and are growing finely. They are

quite an ornament to the garden.

The cut-worm has eaten oflf, just above the ground,

quite a number of string-beans, but they have not

touched the Limas. I can not catch the rascals

—

l)erhaps I am not up early enough in the morning.

Tomatoes are growing splendidly. If I had time,

I would nip ofl" every shoot two or three leaves

above the clusters, and pinch off all the latteral

shoots.

My onions are a failure. I think the seed must

have been bad. The Doctor says he got his seed

from a farmer wlio raised it himself, and he has a

fine crop. I shall be more particular another year

who I get seed from. I am drilling in some turnip

seed in the vacant spots.
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FA1131ERS SHOULD VISIT MORE.

American farmers work too liard. Our seasons

are so sliort, lielp so scarce, and there is so mucli to

do, that it is ahnost impossible to find time to at-

tend to mental improvement, and tlio cultivation of

social feelings. " All work and no play makes Jack

a dull boy." It is so with those who have attained

to riper years. We all need relaxation, and we all

take it one way or another. Would it not be well

to find it by visiting a little more among our broth-

er farmers ? Do not make formal visits. Get into

your buggy some evening before dark and take your

wife to visit some good farmer friend. Talk over

your agricultural plans and prospects. Look at the

crops and the stock, and you will be almost sure to

get some hint that will prove useful.

If you see anything particularly good, say so. It

will encourage your friend and stimulate him to re-

newed exertions. If your own crops are better thaa

his you will feel none the worse for knowing the

fact. Don't gossip. Leave that to those who have

nothing better than personalities to talk about.

Don't stay too long. Don't bore your friend, or let

liim bore you. Be cheerful and pleasant. Return

home early, and you will be astonished with how

much more spirit you will go to work the next

morning. Things which had depressed you for

days and weeks will put on a different aspect. We
can all accomplish much more than we do if we

only thought so, and had courage to go system-

atically to work. A little relaxation, a conversation

with one who has the same trials and labors, gives

us new courage, and we attempt and accomplish

with ease things which before oppressed us with

their magnitude.

This is not mere theory. We have felt the bene-

neficial influence of a visit to a neighboring farm.

The other evening, thougli hardly knowing "' which

thing to do first," we rode up t>o our good farmer

friend A. about two miles west of us. We fomid him
examining a piece of turnips recently sown. Dry

as was the weather, they were just coming up. He
had sowed them broadcast, and we jokingly told him
that was not the way to raise Swede tiirnips.

" Well, I don't know," he replied, which, being in-

terpreted, means, " I guess I shall raise as good as you

will." " Come and look at my wheat." It is a fine

field of " weevil proof," ripening for the harvest.

He thought it would grow thirty bushels per acre,

and sitting there on the fence we figured up how
much it would bring at twenty shillings per bushel,

and discussed the probabilities of getting three dol-

lars. He is an old farmer and a very successful one.

\' Has brought up and educated a large family, and

lias everything round liis house that is convenient

and comfortable. We particularly admired a large

handsome walnut tree that stands over his well at

the side door towards the barn-yard. " I brought
the nut of that tree," he said, " thirty years ago in

my ])ocket from the borders of Conesus Lake." It

is now a noble tree, pleasant to behold and aflfording

grateful sliade, and as we looked at it we could not

help thinking how many pleasing associations of the

past thirty years must linger around that tree. A
boy was pumping water for the cows which had just

been milked. " I used to have an oj^en trough to

carry the water," he said, " but five or six years ago
I sawed a barrel in two and put the two halves in

the ground, one near the pump and the other in the

barn-yard, and connected them with an old pump
log." The one barrel near the pump and the con-

necting pipe are under ground. The water never

freezes, and he can at all times supply his stock with
little trouble.

" Come and see the garden." W'hat splendid corn,

and how much finer your beets are than ours ! Hav-
ing more tomato plants than we needed this spring

we gave friend A. a dozen or so, and here they are

growing finely and giving promise of a large crop.

They beat those in our own garden ! We would
not admit that he had given them any better care

and culture than we had, but explained their su-

I>eriority on th« ground that his garden iSv

thoroughly sheltered, while ours, at present, is ex;

posed to the west winds.

We compared notes about oats and barley. "V^
.

had neither of us anything to brag of. He had t

found the spring quite as wet and unpropitious- as .'

we had, but would not wait. " Vfliy, sir," he said,
'

" the boy in dragging in the oats in yonder hollow,

had to ride on the harrow, and it went clear under

water out of sight." Of course the crop was light

in the low places, but on the whole, will be better

than if he had waited as we did, till the Avhole fi%ld

was in good order.

Now, was the half-hour spent on this farm lost?

Admitting tliat there was nothing particularly, to

see, was it not pleasant to talk over what we had

done and what we proposed to do. We aresurethat

we accomplished much more during the remainder-

of the week than if we had stayed at home..

Farmers should visit more—not go to the city,,

many go there too often—but visit each other, jiot at

the village grocery, but at each other's homea

No W^EEDS TO Pull.—Stir the ground ofien, and

they will never get big enough to pull. A 1 j©se top-

soil can be stirred up a half-dozen times with a hoe-

in the time required to go over it once in the pulling.

process.
-^..-^

\

To preserve meadows in their productivseness, it is- •

necessary to harrow them every second, autumn, y
amply top-dressing, and roll them.
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FARM WORK FOR AUGUST.

Harvesting.—In the far North, where this -work

is not yet coin|)leted, refer to the directioue of last

month. Oats in many places yet remain to be cut.

This should be done while the straw is yet slightly

green—the straw will be more valuable, and the

grain not shell out as when fully ripe. The glean-

ings of all grain fields may be secured with a horse

rake.

Stubbi.e Grol'ND.—To destroy the seeds of weeds,

harrow all stubble ground as soon as the harvest has

been secured, or pigs have eaten all the gleanings

—

the first rain will then cause all seeds to germinate,

and the next plowing will turn under the green

crop as manure.

Harvest Tools.—Tliese are often neglected, and

suffered to remain weeks exposed to the weather, to

their serious injury, by the rusting of metal and the

decay of wood. Let them all be carefully housed,

after having been thoroughly cleaned, and the briglit

metal parts rubbed slightly with lard, oil or melted

grafting wax.

Seed Wheat.—In order to keep up the higliest

quality, or to improve the seed of wheat, select the

very best portions of the field, and exclude the seeds

of every weed, and especially of that notorious in-

truder, chess. Many careful fanners, by continued

attention for years, have succeeded in entirely eradi-

cating chess from their farms. To improve the

quality of seed wheat, the largest and finest heads

may be selected bj' hand ; the process repeated, year

after year, will give very encouraging results. A
half day spent in thus selecting the best heads will

furnish a considerable amount, and all v/eeds may

thus be kept out. The best winnowing machines

may also be used for this purpose, separating the

largest, best and earliest ripening grains from the

rest.

Weeds.—This is thfe season of the year when

many seeds ripen and scatter their seeds. A day's

work now, properly applied, may therefore save a

half dozen days' labor another season. Clear all the

weeds out of corn and potato fields, root ctops and

gardens. Briers cut during this month will be

severely checked in growth, and sometimes destroy-

ed. Plow in deeply the ox-eye daisy; dig up all

scattered plants which appear before winter, and fol-

low next year with a hoed crop.

Draining.—On lands which were too wet to un-

derdrain last spring, the work may be now done to

advantage. Muck swamps, which may be reclaimed

and brought into cultivation, or which may afford

nuick for compost heaps, should now be thoroughly

underdrained. The muck for manure should be

thrown out and formed into large, well-shaped

heaps, and they will become dry in the course of a

few months. To prevent rains from soaking these

heaps, they may be neatly covered with boards or

thatch, or if even made with a smooth sloping top,

beaten hard with a spade, much of the rain will be

thrown off from the surface. The disappointment

which many meet with in the use of muck with

manure, is owing to the amount of water which

it already contains, preventing the absorption of the

liquid parts of the manure. Wet muck is usually

about nine-tenths water ; and if rendered perfectly

dry, will therefore absorb about nine times its own
weight of liquid manure : hence the importance of

using it in yards or manure heaps as dry as possible.

Manuring Wheat.—In most of our best wheat

regions, unless the soil is already quite rich, the

most effective use of manure is a top-dressing after

the land has been plowed. It has often increased

the crop eight or ten busliels per acre, and some-

times given a good yield of the Mediterranean

variety where the winter has nearly destroyed un-

dressed fields. The manure for this purpose should

be fine or well rotted and well broken by harrowing.

To prevent the manure wagons from hardening the

plowed soil, it is a good way to plow and then dress

a strip on the further side of the field, and then re-

peat the process on succ^issive strips till the whole is

completed. If the soil is very dry, bring the moist

portions up by deep plowing, and drill in imme-
diately.

Stacks a?td Straw.—Every farmer, v/here prac-

ticable, should provide barn room for all his hay and

straw; but where stacks become necessary, much
may be done for securing their contents in good con-

dition by retopping them. A load of straw neatly

placed upon the top of a large hay-stack, and neatly

raked downwards, or what is better, a thatched top,

would be of great benefit.

Farmers who have ample barn room, with their

grain safe from rats, and who are not compelled to

hurry it early into market, vnll do best to leave

their thrashing until winter. A small machine,

driven by a two-horse endless chain power, will

enable them to go through the work at that time

Avith little or no additional help for attendance.

The straw being fresh will be preferred by animals.

Where, however, thrashing is now done, care should

be taken to secure straw in good stacks, protected

from the weather. Good, well-preserved straw will

assist much in wintering animals, and if fed in con-

nection with a small portion of grain or me.al, may
bring them through in good condition, more cheaply

than if fed on hay alone. The daily use of a por-

tion of straw as litter will help towards the manu-

facture of a large amount of mginure. The straw

should therefore be placed where it is easily accessi-
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ble at all times. The stacks or ricks should there-

fore be as carefully built as stacks for hay.

Fattening Animals.—Feeding these should be

commenced early in the season—the same amount

of food will go much farther now than in cold

weather. Late summer apples may be fed to swine.

Select and purchase all needed stock.

Meadows.—These should be now cleaned of all

bushes, rocks, stones, and other rubbish which may

interfere with the mowing machine another season.

Fences and Stone Walls.—Farms which have

loose stones, or quarries, may be furnished with the

best of all barriers, in the shape of good stone walls.

A few weeks spent each year will after a time fur-

nish the farm. The great leading requisite, to pre-

vent the frost from ultimately throwing them over,

is to set them in trenches. These trenches should

be as wide as the bottom of the wall, and deep

enough to be below frost—say from a foot to a foot

and a half. These trenches may be filled with such

small stones as can not be used in the wall ; large

ones will not answer. The trenches should never

become filled with water. Walls built upon the

surface of the ground, no matter how well built and

perfect the blocks may be, will soon become distorted

by heaving, and be ultimately overthrown by frost.

Where the stone are not good for building, the wall

may be bound together by strong cross-ties of dura-

ble wood, placed about half way up, or at two or

three different distances up—cut the right length

with a saw, and split thin, and two or three inches

wide. In such cases, or where stone is not abun-

dant, half wall may be built, capped with two rails,

supported by stakes.

SAvrNG Timothy Seed.—The great point is to

tave a good, dean crop. The best portion of the

meadow should be selected, and all foul weeds pre-

viously well cleaned by hand. It is usually cut too

late, or when the seed shells. The best time is when
most of the heads have become brown. It is unim-

portant how it is cut, provided it is taken in before

the seed wastes, and is not allowed to heat or mold.

It may be cradled at some hight, the rest being

afterwards cut with a mowing machine ; or it may
be cut with a hand-scythe—narrow swaths and a

little practice enabling the workman to throw the

heads all one way. It will usually be dry enough to

bind in a day or two.

—

Tucker's Annual Register.

Rat Trap.—A good rat trap, it is said, may be

made by filling a smooth kettle to within six inches

of the top with water, and covering the surface with

chaff. The first chap who gets in makes an outcry

because he can not get out ; and the rest coming to

see what the matter is, share the same fate.

POiaiRY HINTS FOR AUGUST.

WRITTEN rOB TUK GENESEE FARMBB BY C. N. UEIIENT.

Now that the hens have hatched thoir broods, it

is well to look at their dormitories. When Confined

to narrow spaces they are quite apt to be infested

with vermin, often to such an extent as to actually

drive them from their nests ; in some cases to that

extent that the eggs would appear alive with very

minute insects. It would be well, therefore, to ex-

amine the nests, and if any are found, no time

should be lost in exterminating them, either by fu-

migating with sulphur, or sufficating with the

fumes of charcoal. This may be done by closing all

the apertures, and placing an iron vessel within

charged with charcoal and with sulphur or brim-

stone—the fumes and gas will soon put a stop to

their career. When the room has been aired and is

free from gas, the nest boxes should be cleaned

out, as well as the manure, and fresh slacked lime

and dry wood ashes should be strewd over the bot-

tom of the nest-boxes and floor, particularly under

the roosting poles. Then take hot lime-water and

wash the poles, nest-boxes, inside and out, as well as

the whole interior of the building. Fresh straw or

hay may be placed in the boxes. A box or heap of

dry ashes, lime (effete) and fine dust should be placed

in one corner for the fowls to roll or bathe in, and

free themselves from these troublesome pests, if any
should be left on them.

Fowls generally commence moulting this month,

which commonly lasts till October—sometimes to

December. It is the approach, the duration, and the

consequence of this period, which puts a stop to

their laying. It is a critical time for all birds. All

the period while it lasts, even to the time that the

last feathers are replaced by new ones, till these are

full grown, the wasting of the nutritive juices, pre-

pared from the blood for the very purpose of pro-

moting this growth, is considerable ; and hence it is

no wonder there should not remain enough in the

body of the hen to cause her Ggg to grow.

Fowls which have been confined to small yards

may now be allowed their liberty to run in grassy

lanes, pastures or meadows after mowing, where

they will find plenty of insects, worms and grass-

hoppers, and will require but a small portion of

grain. They are also vegetarians. They are fond

of cabbage, turnip and beet leaves, onions and clover.

There is such a thing as keeping too much poultry.

They do not thrive when kept together in too largo

numbers. The most profitable way is to keep only as

many as can obtain a good portion of their food from

worms, insects, and the waste of the stable, pig-pens

and the barn-yard. They will need additional food

at certain seasons, but the main supply should be
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derived from sources [that would otlierwise turu to

When men lived in a state of nature, ailments

were less numerous ; and so it is with fowls. In a

natural state they have few diseases ;
with us they

have many, because forced into an unnatural state

of life. We would trace them to had feeding, and

we would also hy plain suggestions point out a cure.

Poultry, when wild, as in India, are always

healthy. Our feeding them should most resemble

that of the wild bird, if we would seek the same re-

sults, both in condition and feather. We should

also seek to give the same food the bird would find

if left to its own resources.

The fault of modern feeding out of vessels of any

description—throwing down large heaps of food

irregularly—and too often the substitution of any-

thing cheap for that which is wholsome.

In a state of nature fowls run over a greater ex-

tent of ground before they get a crop full. They

pick up their food grain by grain, and with it small

pieces of gravel, dirt, blades of grass, and other

things that all help digestion. Placed before fowls,

in heaps of grain, the birds do in five minutes that

which should be the work of two hours. They eat

a greedy fill, and suffering unnatural repletion, they

liave recourse to drink ; the corn swells in their

efop, and the sufferers, instead of walking cheer-

folly about, hide in corners and squat about to the

detriment of their health. This applies particularly

to -the bad practice of throwing down the food in

heaps.

In their natural state, at break of day. all kmds

of Mrds are in search of food, and they find it. What

an evil it is then for them to be fed one day at seven,

the next at nine, and sometimes not till midday. A

stiU greater evil is to endeavor to make up for pre-

viousoeglect by an extra quantity.

We wiU now endeavor to point out a better plan

for geEeml feeding, not with a view of fattening or

extra condition, but to keep the fowls in good plight.

They should be out at daybreak, and should be

fed directly with crushed oats, or cracked corn, or a

mixture of both, moistened with water, so that when

cast down it will crumble. As soon as they cease to

run after it, leave off feeding. At noon give them a

feed of whole.grain, either corn, barley, oats or buck-

wheat, but throw it as far, and scatter it as much, as

you can-throw it among grass or straw spread over

•

the ground, and you will see the fowls scatter about

'

in a natural way, picking up the stray grains. In

the afternoon, feed again as in the morning. Our

eystem then is, feeding three times a day, and no

food save what they can find at any other time.

Fowls which have Jio extensive range want to be

fed as soon as they are let out in the morning, and

the more Avork that is given them to earn their

l)reaktast by having it thrown wide the better
;
care

must, however, be taken that the food is not thrown

in dirty places, for in feeding, as in every thing else,

fowls are lovers of cleanliness.

Fowls eat a great variety of food :
all kinds of

grain and seeds, and preparations made for them ;

also most sorts of vegetables, raw or cooked, and

they are fond of a certain quantity of animal food

:

insects, worms, grubs and maggots they search for

with avidity. Potatoes form one of the most

economical articles of food ; but it is essential not

only that these should be boiled or steamed, but that

they should be given warm, as hens do not relish

" cold 'taters." In most houses there are many well

known scraps and refuse that will serve fowls, such

as crumbs of bread, fragments of pies and puddings,

and even bits of meat and fish.

Perhaps with all of us the greatest fault may be

that when we get a number of chickens hatched, we

forget to reckon the space they will occupy or require

when nearly grown up. At three weeks old the lit-

tie twitterers run about, are strong in health, -enjoy

life and are happy. At three months old, theliouse

in which there was plenty of room for its inhabitants

while they were still in the down, is now too full,

the ventilation becomes insufficient to supply so

many breathers, and the task of maintaining the

degree of purity and cleanliness needful for their

hellth, is a matter of increasing difficulty. The

chickens under these circumstances assume a new

aspect : they lose their liveliness ;
in their eatables-

they are hard to please ; they mope about and be-

come pallid and sickly in appearance. Then begms

a most painful, troublesome task-that of nursing

up a parcel of sick chickens. Most persons find their

feathered dependants which generally ends in dis-

appointment, but still it is a duty ;
and if we derive

from the inhabitants of our poultry yards profit, we

can scarcelyrefuse to them the return of trying to make

their sufferings less when they are sick, or ending

their pain by having them killed.

It is said on the highest authority,;' The merciful

man is merciful to his beast." It is not taking too

much of a stand to consider that uniform kindness

to our feathered favorites also may hold a place even

among christian duties. Those who are fond of

living things will feel pain to see them treated with

cruelty, mav arise (as it generally does) from

thoughtlessness, not from design. To see a misera-

ble little chicken beaten about among older and

stronger fowls, and to hear the owner S'^y-" Never
" . .. , . „;il TiovTor fin anv ffOOd. liaS

Stronger lowis. tm^ "^
^a " ^^aa

mind, the little misery will never do any good- bas

many times excited the remark, or perhaps only the

thoiiht. in the tender heai-ted, " Then why notshow
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it tlie mercy of having it put out of its misery?" It

is' far from our meaning to attribute this kind of

neglect to intentional unkindness, but surely it

would be a forethought which would pay itself to

consider, before filling our poultry yard with little

sufferers, what would be their chance of living there

in comfort and enjoyment.

The early hatched chickens, if not already disposed

of, now is the time to sell them. It should be the

aim to have them at this time as large and fat as

possible. We think at six weeks old they will re-

turn the best profit in market in proportion to their

age and food. They are naturally then most fat,

namely, about the time they leave the hen and have

not run off their brooding flesh by exertion for food

and by growth. Particular birds can be selected for

breeding stock, as their color and form will be by

that time apparent so as to make choise with safety
;

also it will be easy to tell the males from the females.

If their keep costs nothing, and they are raised near

or convenient to a market, they may, in some cases,

be advantageously retained till the holidays, when

they seldom fail to bring a good price ; but if a large

number are raised, they will of course be required

to be marketed regularly. Of this the farmer will

be the best judge. We are informed some find it

most advantageous to sell to dealers who travel the

country in all directions with vehicles prepared to

take fowls from the yard, paying cash prices, suffi-

ciently liberal to return a handsome profit to the

breeder.

AN INSECT SAMSON.

Every one that has taken the common beetle in

hi3 hand, knows that its limbs, if not remarkable for

agility, are very powerful ; but I was not prepared

for so Samsonian a feat as that I have just witnessed.

When the insect was brought to me, having no box

immediately at hand, I was at a loss to know where

to put it until I could kill it ; a quart bottle full of

milk being on the table, I placed the beetle for the

present, under that, the hollow at the bottom al-

lowing him room to stand iipright. Presently, to

my surprise, the bottle began to move slowly, and

glide along the smooth table, propelled by the mus-

cular power of the imprisoned insect, and continued

for some time to perambulate the surface, to the

astonishment of all who witnessed it. The weight

of the bottle and its contents could not have been

less than three pounds and a half, while that of the

beetle was about half an ounce ; so that it moved a

weight of 113 times exceeding its own. A better

notion than figures can convey will be obtained of

this fact by supposing a lad of fifteen to be impris-

oned under the great bell of St. Paul, which weighs

15,000 pounds, and to move to and fro upon a smooth

pavement by pushing within.

—

Professor Ooss,

NOTES FROM MICHIGAN.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : The season is now so far

advanced that we can speat with comparative con-

fidence as to the effect of the current season upon

crops. During almost the entire winter, now past,

the ground in this region, was bare of its usual

covering of snow, and exposed to alternate freezing

and thawing. In consequence of this, as was antici-

pated, the wheat crop was, to all appearance, totally

ruined, except occasionally a narrow strip under the

lee of a fence or a range of forest. Indeed, so hope-

less was the prospect, that in some cases, the crop

was plowed up and re sowed with spring grain.

Since the opening of spring, however, the season has

been exceedingly favorable for the development of

the little remaining life of the wheat crop, and in

consequence, it has improved beyond all our antici-

pations. We are now just commencing the harvest

and find the grain unusually plump and fair and the

quantity nearly or quite half a crop.

Corn is promising unusually well, with a greateif

breath than usual planted.

Oats have suffered severely from the recent

drouth, and late sowed fields will prove almost

worthless. Those who sowed early may reap half a

crop.

Clover was almost ruined by the freezing and

thawing of the past winter, while Herd's Grass has

been sadly pinched by the recent drouth. It has,

however, improved rapidly during the past two

weeks, and in many cases, especially where there is

a mixture of red top, is likely to yield a fair crop.

Fruits have suffered even more severely than grain

crops. The sudden and severe frost of January 1st

seems to have totally killed the fruit buds of peaches

and also of cherries. Even the Morellos, wliich are

usually considered entirely hardy, are almost entirely

bare of fruit, while the Dukes and Hart cherries

failed to produce even a blossom.

Peach trees, prior to the opening of spring, were

supposed to be nearly or quite ruined, but they have

generally escaped with nothing more than a severe

shortning in.

Cherry trees, in a few cases, are fatally injured,

but have generally passed safely through the

ordeal.

Apple and pear trees show occasional signs of in-

jury, but are generally uninjured, and are yielding

about an averaged crop of fruit.

The strawberry crop would have been large, but

for the drouth, which was at its hight about pick-

ing time.

The tender raspberries, together with Lawton

blackberries and grapes, except where protected,

are producing little or nothing. T. T. Lyon.

Plymouth, Michigan, July llth, 1864.
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NOTES BY S. VV.

You are riglit in your " Walks and Talks " in say-

ing that when barley and oats need rain, corn and

other crops that you can horse-hoe will thrive luxu-

riently. Hoeing is a good substitute for a shower.

Some men who call themselves farmers, never hoe

their corn until it is weedy, and to such, weeds are a

blessing. To help corn stand a droiitli without

" firing," as the Virginians say, it should be so often

hoed as to mulch the hard, dry soil between the

rows. When a liighly manured clay loam is so hard

and dry as to crack open, if the soil is only mulched

by hoeing, the moisture below will be retained and

the cracks close. I never yet saw a season too hot

and dry for well-managed garden corn, and no field

crops of corn have failed from excessive drouth since

1854. I had garden sweet corn in silk this season

on the 25th day of June. Now, on the 10th day of

July, the ears are formed and filling. It was planted

on the 3d day of May, hoed often, and the suckers

cut off.

A farmer writes from Cayuga county that the last

fourteen days of June made the wheat crop—that

fields which looked like a failure earlier in the

mouth will give nearly an average crop. One farmer

in Fayette, near Waterloo, commenced cutting his

wheat on the 8th. The hot, dry weather is matur-

ing the wheat crop rapidly. Short as it will be in

some fields, in others it is more than an average.

But " Little Seneca," once a great wheat-growing

county, has now perhaps three times more acres in

corn than in wheat, and the crop will be large unless

the present drouth continues weeks longer. Our

farmers do well to make corn the leading grain crop,

as this is emphatically a capital corn region. While

the other cereals often fail from adverse seasons, in-

sects, &c., corn is almost always a sure crop. Indian

corn delights in our long, hot days, and short, warm
nights. In the tropical regions, owing to the shorter

day and longer night it does not grow as fast, nor

yield as well, as it does here. I noticed after the

first warm June night, with the mercury at 70° at

sunrising, the tasseling corn grew more than three

inches in hight the same day. Unlike the more

dainty feeders, wheat and barley, corn will grow

well on any soil that is well drained and well ma-

nured. But the present dry, hot days, are hard on

late-sown barley and oats. Potatoes also need rain

much ; and even hoeing will not prevent garden

marrowfat peas from turning yellow. Seedling to-

matoes are full of young fruit, while those from the

hot-bed, grown on sod, are no more forward.

The interesting glimpse you give us of your sub-

urban farming, shows that your experience in the

troubles incidental to hired help is being burned in.

Like those officers who head their men in battle, the

farmer who says " Come, boys," and goes ahead, is

always followed by his men and wins success.

Blessed is that farmer whose early physical educa-

tion makes work to him a pastime. But Ike Marble

tells us of another class of farmers, who contrive to

get rich without hiring help or working much them-

selves. He calls them the " stocking farmers," be-

cause a stocking is their purse ; they buy nothing,

live on corn-bread and crust-coffee, and save every

penny they can squeeze out of the sorry products of

their poor farming. Such men are not indigenous

of the Great West ; but we have a wealthy farmer

here whose elegant acres are white with daisies.

He wants to sell his farm that he may get the

interest of the money. He already owns woolen

stock, and Government 5.20s, but he says it wont

pay to hire help to carry on the farm. When
younger he did all himself, and what he could not

do went undone. He is evidently of the stocking

genus. He will die without knowing the pleasure

and profit to be derived from applying capital to

farming.

A farmer writes from Gerry, on the high lands of

Chatauqua, that on the 7th of June the mercury at

sunrise was 29°. All the beans then up were killed.

ynd corn and potatoes cut badly ; but he says such

a crop of grass was hardly ever seen before, even in

that great grass region. All their butter was con-

tracted for to supply the epicures of New York at

35 cents a pound or more. Both soil and climate

make this county the paradise of butter makers, and

cheese factories are being built there. Then what

boots it if the frost does sometimes kill the corn, or

even the spring pigs, when they are hardly ever

troubled with drouths ? Their grass crops are enor-

mous, pastures ever green, and tlieir butter brings

five to ten cents a pound more than the Aromalass

grease of the lower grain regions ; and they can also

make twice as much to the cow ; so that almost

every farmer's family rides in a spring carriage and

sets up a 400-dollar piano.

^Ve had a half-inch shower last evening, which

refreshes everything. I hope the dry spell is broken.

While early planted corn luxuriates in hot, dry

weather, my later planted is retarded by drouth.

Yet how many farmers will tell you that early

])lanted corn grows slow and gets stunted, while

that planted later goes right ahead and soon catches

up. The fact is, corn grows at the root in cool

weather, and it goes ahead rapidly after the warm
weather takes the place of cool days and chilly

nights. I never yet had corn planted after June 1st

catch up with the' early planted ;
besides, late planted

corn rarely fills its ears as well as the early planted,

nor does it make as much stalk. After the long
nights of late August and September begin, corn
grows slowly, and in October not at all, frost or no
frost.

Waterloo, N. T., July 10, 1864
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SUMMER-FALLOWS O GERMAXY.

Messrs. Editors : Fall wheat and fall rye being

the staple crops in Germany, and considered the

most important ones—(Indian corn not ripening at

all)—and as besides, onr modes of opei-ating in rais-

ing these crops is based on many hundred years ex-

jH^rience, I will briefly state how we prepare the

land before sowing, leaving it to your readers, how

much or how little of my remarks may be applicable

to American Agriculture. Fi"om my own experience

I know that, especially in the Western States, this

ohapter is capable of some improvement yet.

We have two main rules :

1. To give the field as much summer-fallow as

possible.

2. To give it time to settle between the seed-fur-

row and the sowing of the seed.

Besides it is important to know that wheat and

rye require different modes of treatment. For rye

it is best to plow t%vo or three times ; for wheat one

plowing is much preferrable to two. Young farmers,

sometimes wanting to excel, will plow twice for

wheat, but this is a bad practice ; it loosens the land

too much, and the wheat afterwards falls a prey to

worms. Of course there are exceptions to this rule;

there arc cases where two plowings become a neces-

sity even for wheat.

It is of great importance to have a proper rotation

of crops. Wheat, as well as rye, will do best where

they are proceeded by rape seed or flax, next best

after clover or beans, tolerably well after ruta

bagas or potatoes, more doubtful after turnips and

beets. On most soils a good crop of wheat may be

followed safely by rye ; in fewer cases wheat twice
;

in even a smaller class of soils wheat after rye may
do ; only in exceptional cases wheat or rye may fol-

low oats. Oats are mostly the last link in our rota-

tions ; they care nothing for fresh manure, and will

do well where other crops would require manuring
;

but the field needs a strong dressing of manure after

it has borne oats, so we let it mostly be followed by
beets, potatoes, or other root crops, or beaiis or rape

seed, seldom by clover.

I must also remark that we raise more rye than

wheat, rye bread being the principal article of home
consumption ; but of late years the culture of wheat
has greatly increased, wheat being a more profitable

crop for export.

Now to my above rules :

1. We have one mode of plowing for which in

America you have not even a name ; I shall call it

"skimming." This operation cannot be carried out

with an American plow. I have on my farm here

seven different plows in use, all made in American

shops, from the Moline steel plow and Mohawk Val-

ley Clipper, down to the New York Eagle, but with

none of them, excellent as they are for deep plowing,

can I •' skim " the field. Still this is a highly bene-

licial operation. It consists in j ust skimming off the

top or sod, aiming to leave between every two fur

rows a narrow strip (-i to 1 inch wide) untouched

The plowshare therefore is set slanting, going about

1 to 1| inchj^s deep at the landside, and slanting out

to the surface. We accomplish this operation of

skimming generally by the common plow (on

wheels) and one horse, but of late have introduced

plows with two or three, or even five shares. I pre-

fer the plow with tliree shares, as this can be worked
by two horses, will finish five acres per day, and
work well under all circumstances. Now you may
ask, what this skimming is good for ? It gives the

land a summer fallow, which is equal in efffct to a

half manuring. It not only exposes the turned up
furrow to the full action of sun and air, but this

very furrow serves as a mulching for the layer be-

low, completely changing its appearance and texture.

This is of the greatest importance. Under such a

mulching the land will be enriched by the treasures

of the atmosphere. Only compare a field so skimmed
three weeks ago with one that has been lying un-

skimmed, and you will need no more argument, But

your readers will say, why not i^low deep at once ?

For two reasons ; I want the summer fallow to com-

mence as early as possible. Wlien cutting wheat, for

instance I have all the cocks put in straight rows run-

ning the way I want to plow ; and the very next day

after the cradle follows the aliimming plow. We can-

not wait till the wheat may be drawn off, for we would

lose one week, and the land would bake. Just examine

the soil on the day of mowing, and then again two
weeks later where the sun has burned on the naked

ground, and you will be satisfied ; experience will

confirm your observation. This may suffice for the

present. It would be impossible to give the fields a

deep furrow and keep up with the mowers ; by
merely skimming this can be done ; the deep plow-

ing comes thereafter ; the land never becomes too

hard for it where it has been skimmed. The sur-

face soil having had the benefit of a fallow is then

turned below, and another layer exposed to fallowino-.

This skimming is much preferable to the work done

by cultivators, for in skimming I turn under all

weeds and grasses, converting them into manure,

while the cultivator makes them into hay. This

skimming also does not make the land too loose for

wheat. I will merely add that on clover land we
generally omit the skimming, giving a deep furrow,

directly following the scythe.

We want the ground to settle before sowing.

Never sow wheat or rye on new plowed land, if you
can help it, but give it the last furrow from 6 to 8

weeks before sowing time. This is of the highest

importance. The soil then becomes thoroughly
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pulverized by the alternate action of rain and sun—

it rots ; aj-e, it will rise (puff) like well made dough

—I can describe it in no otlier way—the land must

look as if yeast had been put into it and had done

its -work well. Then is the time to sow. A farmer

must be able to discover when this moment has ar-

rived when he walks across the fields, by

the feeling of liis steps, or by rubbing some dirt

between his fingers ; if he cannot, he is like a physi-

cian that cannot feel his patient's pulse.

But my letter is growing too long. Let me close

by saying that it will not do simply to cover the

seed by the harrow, but the harrow and roller

united must completely pack the ground and des-

troy every small interval created by the plow. Your

feet dare not sink in ; the harder the better. Pack it

at the bottom ; leave it open on the surface. Small

clods on the surface are an advantage ;
dust on top

is not desirable. I mistrust all smooth rollers ;
but

with best success have covered the seed (wheat or

rye) by Croskill's clod-breaker alone, and finish the

whole job without any harrow.

Of course there are soils so infested by certain

weeds and there are climates so dry and burning that

in such localities it will not do to plow the ground

eight weeks before sowing for the last time.

—

Foreign CorrespoiuUnce of the Gountry Gentleman.

MussTEK, Prussia, June 10, 1864,

GAS-TAR AS A FARM PAINT.

The high price of lumber and the expense of or-

dinary paints, render it desirable that we should

avail ourselves of every means of rendering our

board fences, biiildings, &c., more durable, and also

that we should endeavor to discover some cheap ma-

terial that can be used as a paint.

Gas-tar seems to secure both objects. It is cheap ;

and all experience seems to show that few materials

will render wood so impervious to decay. For

fences, gates, and such farm buildings where the

color and smell are not objectionable, there is no

paint which can be used to so good an advantage as

gas-tar. It should be applied with a brush while

hot. One or two coats will ordinarily be sulhcient.

The lower part of posts and of all wood that is in

contact with the soil might be rendered much more

durable by being saturated with boiling-hot gas-tar.

Experiments both in this country and in Europe,

have shown that the sleepers on railroads when so

treated will last many years longer than those not

60 treated.

To secure the preservation of wood two things

are requisite : let, to exclude the oxygen of the at-

mosphere and moisture ; and 2d, to coagulate the

albumen of the sap. The various metallic or mine-

ral paints secure, to a certain extent, the former ob-

ject; and the solution of a metallic sulphate, such

as sulphate of iron, sulphate of zinc, &c., the latter

object. Gas-tar, however, will accomplish both ob-

jects. It will, when used as a paint, exclude the air

and moisture ; and will also coagulate the albumen

(white of egg) of the sap.

We trust our readers will not forget the valuable

properties of this cheap paint.

HOW TO RAISE ONE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF SHELLED
CORN TO THE ACRE.

The Country Gentleman says if the following di-

rections are faithfully carried out, and the work is

done in the proper season, there is no reason why we
may not raise, 07i the average, one hundred bushela

of shelled corn per acre :

First, procure the best seed and keep it so by con-

stantly selecting the finest ears from the best stalks.

If a small variety, it must be planted thicker than

for a large one—that is the number of stalks on an

acre must correspond with the character of the

variety. We have known many instances where a

small early sort has been rejected as worthless, be-

cause it was planted too thin—and on the other

hand, some large sorts have succeeded imperfectly by

being planted too densely.

Second, the soil. It is premised that this is suf-

fiently drained to become warmed early in tlie sea-

son and to admit of free and friable woiking. We
will suppose that it is a pasture. Spread broadcast

during the autumn all the coarse and other manure

that can be obtained, enough to give it some thirty

or forty loads per acre ; but, if sufficient cannot be

had, complete the amount by drawing oijt and

spreading during winter fresh manure from the

stable as fast as it accumulates. The rains and

melting snows which occur by the approach of warm
weather the following spring Avill dissolve the best

parts of the manure and carry them down along the

grass roots, depositing them in the soil in a more

complete degree of intermixture with its particles

than could ever be accomplished by the use of the

finest harrow.

Third. In the spring, a short time before planting,

invert the sod to a moderate depth, and pulverize its

upper surface by means of a " Shares' Harrow,"

which prevents Ijie sod from being torn up, at the

same time that the mellowing process is twice as

deep as with the common harrow. Before using

this harrow, unless the soil has already been made

very rich, spread over the surface of the inverted

sod about ten loads per acre of short or old manure

or compost. The harrow will work it well in,

and it will not only accelerate the growth of the

young plants, but tend to keep the top soil mellow

and prevent crusting. Prop a handful of fine

manure in each hUl at planting.
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Fourth, plant the corn. If planted in drills, (eve-

rything else being well done,) the crop will be one-

third to one-fourth greater than if planted in hills

forming rows each way, because the stalks will be

more evenly distributed, which always contributes

to the largest crop. A good drill corn-planter will

do this work rapidly, and so straight that the culti-

vator may be run veiy close to the rows ; and if the

land has been kept clean, but little hand-hoeing will

be necessary. Next to drills, the practice of plant-

ing in hills close in the row will be found best ; and

lastly, planting in hills forming rows both ways,

although the latter will not yield so much corn, yet

the saving of labor which it will effect on land in-

fested with weeds, may more than counterbalance

the increased amount of the crop obtained from

drills ; but, in order that the stalks may be as evenly

distributed as possible, the hills should be as near to-

gether as practicable to allow the citltivator to pass,

and leaving fewer stalks in the hill. If, for exam-

ple, the distance each way is only three feet apart,

four stalks may be enough for small northern corn,

and two stalks for gourd seed or dent corn. It is al-

ways best to plant plenty of seed, and thin out regu-

larly when necessary. A few years' practice will en-

able any good farmer to judge the nearest distances

that may be allowed, to admit every ear to fill well.

Fifth. Now comes a most important part, namely,

the cultivation. Keep the horse-hoe passing between

the rows every week, from the time that the com is

fairly above the surface until it becomes so large as

to close up the rows. Actual experience has shown

that this constant mellowing and breaking of the

crust adds several bushels per acre to the crop.

TOP DRESS1.\'G FOR GRASS LAND.

It will be found far better to keep coarse manure
in a heap and under cover till autumn, than to use it

as a top-dressing for grass land in the spring. Coarse,

unfermented barnyard manure, if spread upon grass

land in the spring, will be fotind of little value. The
true reason of this is, manure needs to fer-

ment, more or less, before it will be prepared to pro-

mote the growth of plants. Coarse manure will not

ferment very rapidly in the spring of the year while

it remains on the surface of the soil. And more
than this, in the spring the tendency of everything

is upward, and the fertilizing properties of coarse

manure fly away in the air, unless there is a little

earth over them to absorb them. In autumn every-

thing tends downward into the earth, where it will

be ready to promote the growth of plants the next

season. The fine scrapings of yards, and even com-

mon earth spread thinly on meadows in the spring,

will often be the means of doubling the crop of hay

;

whereas coarse unfermented manure spread in the

epring, will seldom do much good.

—

Country Gent.

DITCH YOUR SWALES.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : Now that land in the

older settled townships has been so often picked
over that none but what is called inferior is to bo
had, the swales and swamps attract attention. Peo-

ple look at the deep black soil and wet ground and
long to attack it, but are afraid. The general run of

farmers little know what may be done with such
property, but those who have once seen ditched

swales, prefer the deep, rich fatness of such places to

inferior dry ground. There is scarcely any land
which has not some run to it ; it slopes one way or

other, and until the level is applied few have any
idea how much fall there really is. If the water in

a s%vale can be seen to move at all, be sure there is

run enough to greatly improve, if not thoroughly

drain it.

Swaley land can be ditched Avith very little trouble,

and at small expense. Take a piece of plained lum-
ber five or six feet long, nail it at right angles to a leg

of the same stuff", well sharpened, so as easily to

penetrate the ground and hold the instrument up-

right and firm. If you have a carpenter's or farmer's

level put it on the top of thte cross-piece, and move
the instrument about until the bead in the level

stands in the center of the space in the glass, then

look along the level top and see where the top of

the level cuts the ground. Look each way and you
will very soon ascertain which way the fall lies.

If you have no carpenter's level, hollow out the

upper side of the cross-piece of lumber about half

an inch deep, have water with you, and fiU the hol-

low, and proceed as before, and you will be able to

tell quite near enough which way the water in the

swale will run.

By these means find the best out-fall, and com-

mence your ditch. Do not attempt to go straight,

but go through the swale and amongst the trees, in

the easiest places. Let your drain be about a foot or

18 inches deep, slope the sides well so as to make
the top about four feet wide and the bottom the

width of a spade, cut the roots that come in your
way and throw the stuff well out of the drain ; carry

this ditch right through to the upper end of the swale.

If there are branches to the swale, go up the

branches until you come to the end of them, and

you will never have done anything that will pay you
so well. Do all this before you attempt to clear or

chop. Let the drains work for a whole season if

possible, and the next season the ground will be

hard and dry, then chop it, taking care not to throw

the trees into the ditch, but across it, if you cannot

fall them the other way. You may then proceed to

clear and log in the usual manner, and will find that

instead of a nuisance, you have a splended piece of

land.
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Such a ditch as is required will cost only about 30

cents a rod. It is nasty, cold, wet work, and is just

fit for a hard working newly-come laboring man to

take by the job. He will not be over-nice, and will

be able to earn a dollar a day besides his board. I

of course speak of old-fashioned money, and not

green-backs.

Such places are full of craw-fish holes. These as-

sist the draining greatly ; but if the land is very

stiff clay, you may require two, or even more

ditches. Never mind, they will pay well, and you

will never regret it.

If, on the other hand, you slash down the timber

without first ditching, and leave the surface to dry

up without first ditcliing it, you can never log it nor

burn it ; each log that lies on the ground makes

mischief, and the swale becomes a swamp and worth-

less.

Swaley land, as it dries up with ditches, settles

away from the roots of the trees ; the frost helps by

lifting them, and in a very few years the entire of

the stumps will come out with a small pull on each.

Such land, as a swale, is worthless. It will grow

nothing but small black ash or cedars, or possibly

bull rushes. When ditched and cleared, if well

done, it becomes the best land on the farm, after

liming and due cultivation.

A Canadian Pakmek.

OLD LEATHER FOR MANURE.

Dry hides contain some sixteen or eighteen per

cent, of nitrogen, or more than thirty times as much

as ordinary barn-yard manure. If they could be de-

composed so as to render their nitrogen immediately

available for plants, they would be one of the most

powerful fertilizers in the world—fully equal to the

best Peruvian guano. The largest crop of potatoes

we ever saw raised was upon land which received a

liberal dressing of old well rotted manure belonging

to a saddler who kept a horse and cow, and who was

in the habit of throwing all his old scraps of leather

OH the manure heap.

A correspondent of the Oermantown Telegraph

says that he otfered the boys in his town twenty-five

cents a cwt. for all the old shoes they could col-

lect. He procured in this way several hundred

pounds. He roasted them in an oven, heated to

double the heat required to bake bread, and they

became sufficiently brittle to be readily ground in a

bone mill.

The leather dust was put on some potatoes in the

row, aside of bone-dust, and the difierence was in

favor of the leather manure, it being much finer,

and consequently had a more immediate effect ;
the

effect of the bones, however, were also distinctly

seen from a distance. On each side a liberal sup-

ply of barn-yard manure was used ; but the differ-

ence was very plainly shown in favor of the two for-

mer fertilizers.

The ground was put in with wheat after the po-

tato crop was taken up, and now no difference can

be seen between the leather and bono manure ; but

a very marked difierence, at a distance, where those

fertilizers and the barn-yard manure were applied

—

the former leaving a dark green streak through the

field with tall and well-stocked grain. It is quite a

contrast. Although the wheat on the whole field is

good, yet the part where the leather and bone ferti-

lizers were applied, is so much superior as to insti-

tute numerous inquiries by strangers passing along.

TOP-DRESSING GRASS UNDS.

It is the practice of many farmers to top-dress

their grass lands with composted manure as soon as

they conveniently can after getting off the hay crop.

It is a good practice. The manure protects the

roots a little from the rays of the sun, and the first

shower washes some of its nutritious properties into

the soil and about the roots of the grass, so that

they are stipiulated to throw out new sets of leaves,

which afford a still further protection, both to plants

and the manure. The surface is also suflSciently

hard in summer to allow the teams to pass over it

without cutting ruts, or being poached by the feet

of the animals drawing the load.

We refer to this matter at this particular time in

order to suggest to those who have grass lands

newly laid down—that is, that have been mowed

only one or two years—not to postpone the applica-

tion of some sort of dressing, if they desire to con-

tinue cutting a remunerative crop for several years.

The mistake made by most farmers is in postponing

the top-dressing too long. If clover is allowed to

seed, and is then cut, the roots die and there can be

no further crop from them. If the clover is cut

while in blossom, there will be a second crop the

same year, and perhaps two crops the succeeding

year, if the land is rich. Red top and herds grass

will continue longer than clover, but the roots of

both these gradually die out, or yield to stronger

grasses, until the whole crop is changed from the

sweet and nutritious grasses just named, to the wiry

"June grass," weeds, or some other plants of little

value. All this comes from not top-dressing in sea-

son. If this were done, even, though but slightly,

after the first crop is cut, and afterwards each year,

the roots of the grasses sowed would be kept in a

vigorous condition, and our mowing fields would not

" run out " as they do now. Under such a practice,

moist and naturally good lands would yield a tun or

a tun and a half of hay per acre for eight or ten

years in succession with more certainty than they

now yield two thirds that amount.
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A neglect of this important item of farm work

bringT? a train of losses that should be avoided. In

the first place, the farmer, feeling that he can not

altord to plow so often, allows the field to remain in

grass for several years, when he gets but a scanty

cro[), not half, perliaps, what the land is capable of

producing under skillful cultivation. The next ex-

pense incurred is that of plowing and preparing the

soil, and the cost of seed to stock it again. These

are all expensive, and if their frequency could be

lessened one-half or one-third, the saving would

amount to a handsome sura in a twenty years' prac-

tice.

—

New England Farmer.

made to hold its edge twice as long as when the rifle

or whetstone is drawn along the edge almost at ran-

dom. A few strokes carefully taken will enable the

workman to keep the proper direction and whet
rapidly."

—

American Agriculturist.

HOW TO PLOU' AMONG TREES.

HOW TO SHARPEN A SCYTHE.

To properly grind and whet a scythe, requires

some little practical skill, in the attainment of

which the beginner may be assisted by a few hints.

The cutting edge of a scythe or similar instrument,

when examined by a microscope, shows numerous

fine projecting points or a series of minute wedges

which are to be driven into the substance operated

on, to separate the adjoining parts. In order that

they may enter the more readily, these points should

incline in the direction of the stroke given with the

blade of the instrument. In cutting with the

scythe, the edge strikes the grass at an angle of

about forty-five degrees, and hence the grinding

should be done so as to have the points set in that

direction to the blade. This is done by keeping the

blade firmly upon the stone, with the point drawn

toward the body of the holder, at the above men-

tioned angle with the edge of the stone. Com-

me.uce to grind at the heel and move it steadily

along as the work progresses, xmtil the jioiiit is

reached, then grind the other side in the same man-

ner. Never rub the scythe back and forth upon the

stone as though endeavoring to whet it. The revo

lution of the stone will wear away the steel much
better than rubbing it in this manner, by which the

edge is likely to be made rounded, and to be set ir-

regularly. It is preferrable to hold the scythe so

that the stone will revolve toward the edge. In this

way the holder can see when the edge is reached,

and the particles ground off are carried away clean.

In the opposite method of grinding there is danger

of making a "feather" edge which will readily

crumble off, and leave the scythe, almost or quite

as dull as before. The blade should be ground

equally on both sides. In whetting the scythe, lay

the rifle or whet-stone flat against the side of the

blade, and give a light quick stroke downvpard

and forward in the direction of the edge, so that the

scratches it makes shall keep the points set in the

same direction as was given them by grinding. By

following these simple suggestions, a scythe may be

A GENTLEMAN Writing to the Farmers' Club of

the American Institute, gives the following method

of plowing among trees in rows : Hitch the traces

full length directly to the plow ; then take a crooked

jack stick, like a piece of old scythe snath, two and

a half feet long, sharpen each end so it will go into

the links of the trace chains ; then put it under the

horse j ust forward of his hind legs, and stick each

end in the chains ; then get a stretcher about egiht

inches long, and put it as close to the plow as you can ;

this will give the horse plenty of room for his hind

feet, and he can walk right against the trees or

bushes and never injure them.

TnE London Agricultural Gazette thinks that

there is nothing gained by offering prizes for imple-

ments at Agricultural Fairs—that it is no benefit to

the seller or purchaser, and states that fully as many
implements and machines are shown when no prizes

are offered—the advantages being that the fairs are

good places for the manufacturers to exhibit their

wares, and for farmers to examine into the respective

merits of the same. The reason given for this is.

that the awards are not truthful ; and with the kind

of tests which are applied can not be so. There is

too much opportunity for jockying.

Cure for Poison Ivy.—Eds. Genesee Farmer :—
I have.twice cured myself, when poisoned with ivy,

by immersing the poisoned parts in soft soap for thirty

or forty minutes. The first time I tried this I

merely put my feet in the soap because it made

them feel better ; the second time, it being on my
hands, I put them in soap to cure them, and it did

it. Let every one so afflicted try this remedy, and

I assure them they will be glad they took the Gene-

see Farmer, and feel their obligation to make known

any similar discovery which they may make.—E. D.

W., Pierpont, Ohio.

A Woolly Lamb.—Last fall, Joseph W. Worces-

ter, of Lorain, sold a June buck lamb to W. B.

Asmun for .$30. This lamb was wintered along with

a lot of other sheep, and in May, when the lamb was

eleven months old, was shorn, and yielded ten and a

half pounds of wool, the weight of carcass being at

the same time just thirty-three pounds. This comes

within the merest fraction of being thirty-three jwr

cent, of wool !

—

Ohio Farmer.
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TEE GARDEN IN AUGUST.

The gardener needs the spirit of the warrior, so

numerous are the obstacles and enemies which he

is obliged to combat.

All through the spring it was too wet for working

the soil to advantage. Such a spring favors the

growth of weeds and the operations of the cut-worm.

The latter is indeed a great pest, destroying cabbage

and tomato plants, and frequently attacking other

kinds. The best prevention against the cut-worm is

to wind a strip of paper around the plant from root

to leaf before setting it.

Hardly had our lamentations over the excessive

rains ceased, when we began to see evidences of a

severe drouth, and the most damaging of all

drouths, an early one. A drouth in July or Au-

gust is comparatively harmless, as most plants are

germinated and deeply rooted, and others are ma-

tured, and dry weather to harvest them in is wel-

come. But a drouth in May or June is quite an-

other affair ; many seeds are not yet germinated,

and but few plants are deeply rooted. The surface

soon dries out, leaving a dry and parched bed for

the seeds and rootlets, but little adapted to their

wants at that time. The best antidote to the effects

of an early drouth is to sow the seeds an unusual

depth. Seeds that would rot in the ground if

planted deep in April, or the iirst half of May,

would do well at the same depth later in the season.

I had a striking illustration of the expediency of

deep planting in a dry time in my experience in

June. About the middle of the month I planted

several acres of beans. The soil was very mellow,

so that the marker made drills about three inches

deep. I used a corn-planter, planting the beans

about two inches below the drills, or five below the

surface of the ground. Another hand working

with me, dropped her beans in the drills, covering

with a hoe. Although very dry, mine came up in a

few days even and handsome. A portion of the oth-

ers came up, irregularly, those covered deepest com-

* ing up first, while a large share of them failed to

make their appearance until after a shower, which

occurred on the 20th. The lesson to be drawn from

this is, plant seeds deeper in warm weather, especial-

ly if a drouth is apprehended, than in cool

weather.

I never saw the effects of stirring the soil more

fully demonstrated than this summer, and no imple-

ment seems better adapted to that purpose than the

cultivator. In a dry season, I would use no other

implements in the corn-field than the cultivator and

hoe. I kept the former running through mine al-

most constantly during the month of June, and the

rapidity of its growth I never saw surpassed. On
the fourth of July it met the requirements of the

old rule, being high enough to tie the stalks of two

contiguous over a horse's back. Corn on similar soil

to mine in the neighborhood, worked out with a

horse-hoe, rolled up from the drouth a long time be-

fore mine. Scooping out a deep' furrow between the

rows of corn, brings the roots too near the surface.

It has seemed to me that the various insect pests

that trouble the gardener, have been more numerous

than ever. I have tried a niimber of the repellanta

of the squash and cucumber bugs, which have been

recommended, and have found them very effectual,

if applied as the Irishman directed his flea-powder

to be administered ;
" First catch the flea, squeeze

him lantil he opens his mouth, and then drop a little

of the powder in it, and it will kill him sure." In

fact, I have found but one way to get rid of those

terrible pests of cucumbers, melons and squashes,

and that is to hunt and kill them every day. If com-

menced in season, and persistently followed up, a

man will look over all the above vines necessary to

supply a large family in fifteen minutes.

Asparagus. It is not a good plan to allow aspara-

gus to go to seed, as it exhausts the roots unneces-

sarily. The stalks should be cut off" as soon as they

blossom.

Beans. Whenever Lima or any other pole bean

has reached the top of their pole, the end should be

pinched ofi", thus throwing the top into the remain-

der of the vine, increasing the size of the bean and

hastening its maturity. If there be more string

beans than can be used in their season, they can be

picked, prepared for cooking, and salted down tlie

same as cucumbers, for winter use. Put into a keg

or stone jar, first a layer of salt, then about two

inches in depth of beans, and so on until filled, when

a board with a weight on should be placed on to

press them down. They should be soaked over

night before using.

Cabbages and Cauliflowers. Don't forget to hoe

often, but do not hill up. The great secret of rais-

ing these vegetables and making them head is to

keep stirring the soil.

Celery. Keep it growing rapidly, and about once

in ten days draw a little earth around the plants,

holding or tying the leaves together to keep the dirt

out of their hearts.
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Melons. Remove all but five or six from each

viue and you will get much finer fruit. If carefully

turned over when nearly ripe, they will ripen more

evenly.

Corn. Leave the largest, earliest ears for seed.

Cucumbers should be picked over as often as

every other day for pickles.

Onions. When ripe should be pulled and left ex-

posed until thoroughly cured, before laying away for

winter.

Potatoes. Early varieties are ripe and should be

dug, and if to be kept long, should be buried in

pits, or put into boxes or barrels mixed with dirt.

Tomatoes. Watch the vines for the tomato

worm, which eats off the leaves and sometimes the

fruit. They may be readily discovered by their

droppings under the vine they are working on. Most

of us will have to depend upon the tomato as a sub-

stitute for the peach.

Turnips. The Flat Dutch, the White Norfolk or

Globe, and the Yellow Aberdeen may be sown

through August.

Manure. The judicious gardner will not allow

the materials for making manure to be wasted, but

will collect them in a compost heap. All decaying

animal and vegetable substances, the slops from the

house, &c., should be thrown together in an out of

the way place and frequently turned over and mixed

together.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

If not too dry, plantations of strawberries may be

commenced in August. The plants will then be-

come so deeply rooted before winter as to withstand

the heaving of the winter frosts.

Raspberries. Cut out the old staMss, thin the new
ones to four or five canes in a hill, and pinch off

their ends to ensure maturity.

Blackberries. When through bearing should be

served in the same way.

Grapes. Will be constantly throwing out super-

fluous shoots, which should be removed, and strag-

gling vines blown down by the wind or borne down

by the weight of their fruit, should be tied up.

Bunches of fruit should be thinned out.

P. C. R.

Dressing for Strawberries.—It is said that no

dressing will so delight the strawberry as a heavy

coat of dark forest mold. They are the children of

the wilderness, force them as we will ; and their

Kttle fibrous roots never forget their longing for the

dark, unctuous odor of moldering forest leaves.

The apple crop of this section will be light, as

compared with that of last year. Much of the fruit

has fallen from the trees. There will be a fair crop

of peaches.

WINE GLASS PEAR TREES.

Capt. W. R. Austin, of Dorchester, Mass., is well

known as one of the most successful amateur pear

cultivators in the United States. We are assured by

those who havo seen his orchard that nothing could

be handsomer and more thrifty than his trees. They

are all trained in what is tenned the " wine-glass "

shape. His method of training is thus described by

himself in a recent number of the Boston Cultivator

:

" The outline or form I design to give is that of a

wine-glass or goblet, rounded up in the middle ; near

walks or fences where there is not space enough for

a round form they may be flattened at the sides, but

always a little highest in the middle ; never flat on

top ;
you will preceive that as the arms or leaders

which form the head of the tree cannot all start from

the same point on the stem, (being from 8 to 12 in

number) the iipper ones, or those which diverge and

branch highest from the stem, are to form the high-

est part of the tree, observing that the centre leader

(which inclines to run up) is always cut out at the

start, thus forcing the sap into the other leaders or

branches, giving strength to the lower limbs, and

laying the foundation of a low, stocky, open tree.

—

Having given to the tree this form at the outset, the

young laterals, spray, or side shoots, are all to be

kept pinched or clipped with scissors or light prun-

ing shears (not a knife) to say 3 eyes, all during the

growing season, and especially from about the mid-

dle of May to the 20th of June, when the growth

is most profuse in spray, and requires the utmost

vigilance ; about the 1st to the 10th of July the lead-

ers must also be topped, that is, cut off, say one-half,

more or less, according to size ; if cut earlier than

this, while in rampant growth, an eye would imme-

diately break just below where cut off and the lead-

ers start again at once, and in any event, if the tree

is vigorous, will start again during the season, or at

the second growth, and are to be checked or cut off

as often as is required ; it is thiB frequent stopping of

the leaders which gives size and strength to the

branches to support the weight of fruit, more than

the " conMnnt stoppinff of the laterals ; " but both

must be done to attain the best results, and unless

there is felt a full conviction of the benefit, or a

natural love for the art, or both together, (as in my
case) it will rarely be done, as it involves more labor

and system than is convenient for most to bestow."

Mr. Austin claims to be the originator of thia

mode of training dwarf pear trees, having practiced

it for twelve or fifteen years. He thinks it has the

following advantage over the pyramidal form :

" 1st, its low, stocky, open habit, less exposed to

the high winds which pass through and leave the

tree firm ; 2d, the larger surface and open space for

the admission of light and air, so essential for good
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fruit ; 3d, the facility of pruning, thinning and

gathering the fruit, the trees being easily approached

with an ordinary step-ladder, and every pear reached
;

4th, the superiority of the fruit grown in this way,

and the more certainty of annual crops ; 5th, no

large or severe pruning has ever to be done, the tree

being constantly in shape, and no superfluous wood

permitted to grow ; 6th, vitality and vigor much in-

ereased, and the sap, instead of going into superflu-

ous wood and over-growth, is absorbed by the fruit,

and forms new fruit buds for the next year.

" The tall pyramid, to my mind, though sjTiimet-

rical and graceful, suffers by comparison with the

other form ; being high, it reels over by the wind,

and the lower limbs usually stand out at right an-

gles like the porcupine's quills, or flop down in the

dirt, defying the approach of the ordinary step-lad-

der, and must be straddled to be got at ; then again

it is too close, compact, the upper limbs shading the

lower, and the best fruit is generally up top, or on

the center leader (which takes the strength of the

sap) where it is difficult to get at and most likely to

be blown off."

There are some varieties, such as White Nelis,

Urbaniste, and others, which make much wood and

spray that are not suited to this mode of training,

and Mr. Austin also thinks that all varieties that are

liable to cracking, such as Virgalieu and Beurre Diel,

should not be trained in this form, as the fruit is apt

to suffer from too much exposure to the sun. He says

:

" These varieties need considerable wood and

foliage to shade the fruit from the hot sun which

hardens the skin, and the first rain after a dry spell

would be certain to cause the fruit to crack. I do

not say that Diel, Dix, St. Michael, Van Mons, and

some others, would not in some soils, crack with the

best treatment, but I mean to say that they require

very different management from the Duchess and

Beurre Langedier, which if left entirely to them-

selves and in rich soil, would hardly produce any

fruit at all, only wood and blossoms. I would also

instance the Glout Morceau as a variety throwing

abundance of spray and inclined to make wood, and

therefore requiring much labor to be kept under,

and yet if left to itself in good soil (and not root

pruned or transplanted) would be as long as the Dix

before bearing, not in fact until it had ceased grow-

ing, though it might blossom full each year. I have

therefore practised my system upon this variety and

obtained fruit much earlier. I might go on and

particularize others, but I will only add that with

what experience I have had, I should recommend to

cultivators not to grow more than two dozen varie-

ties at most, for profit, and study well the habits of

these."

The Editor of the Cultivator says

:

" Captain Austin's pear orchard comprises less

than 2 acres, and contains nearly 600 trees, the first

having been set nearly 20 years ago. They are in

rows 10 feet apart, and 6 feet apart in the rows. The
trees are singularly uniform, symmetrical and

beautiful. Under his method of cultivation and

pruning he gets a good crop annually. In one sea-

son he sold his crop, after using what ho desired in

his family, for $1,000. The soil is a gravelly loam,

not remarkably rich, nor has it been made so by

cultivation."
^^•-^

RIPENING FRUITS.

In a recent number of the Gardeners' CJironicle, the

Rev. M. J. Berkeley well remarks that it is curious

how little has been done by physiologists with re-

spect to the changes which take place in fruit, after

it has arrived at that degree of maturity when it

either separates naturally from the stalk, or when it

has arrived at such a state as makes it necessary for

the horticulturist to secure his crop. The changes

which take place in growing fruit have been to

some extent investigated, but the changes which

take place after the fruit is gathered are enveloped

in obscurity. M. Cahours has shown that ripe ap-

ples absorb oxygen and give out carbonic acid, and

the higher the temperature of the room the more

carbonic acid is evolved. He further shows that

" in fruit like Services and Medlars, whore the

process of bletting takes place, and without which

the fruit is not eatable, it is only after vitality has

ceased that the requisite chemical changes for

economical purposes take place, changes which are

sometimes promoted, or at least attempted to be pro-

moted, by sprinkling the fruit with some fermented

liquor. ' Air then enters the cells and acts first of

all upon the sugar, causing alcoholic fermentation

with disengagement of carbonic acid and formation

of alcohol, which is in its turn acted upon by the

acids of the fruit, thus forming a true ether, which''

produces the aroma of the fruit. The air then at-

tacks the cell itself, which becomes colored yellow

by the azotised membranes of which it is formed.'

"

It would be a great boon to horticulturists if some"

good chemist and physiologist would turn his atten-'

tion to this matter. We know of no subject con-

nected with pomology on which we stand so greatly

in need of definite and reliable information.

It is not yet too late to thin out the fruit on ap-

;

pie, pear and peach trees, except on the earliest va-

'

rieties. It will pay to thin apples—how much more '

pears and peaches. You will get as much fruit, and

of larger size and of better quality, It will com-i

mand a higher price, and the trees will not be ex-

hausted from overbearing. Dwarf pears especially

should be attended to at once.
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VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES.

At the last meeting of the New York Farmers'

Club, Mr. Carpenter said

:

"As the season is approaching when people will

begin to think of making new strawberry beds,

would it not be well for us at this time to express

some opinion as to the best varieties. I do not wish

to dictate, but as I have had experience Avith more

than a hundred sorts, and have fruited fifty or sixty

sorts this year, I can express my preference, which

those who have not had experience may take for

what it is worth. Among all those that I have

grown this year, of the varieties which can be

obtained by the piiblic, I must rank the Russell first.

It has improved with me for three years, and is now

more prolific even than the Wilson, and less acid,

which is a very important matter when sugar is

thirty-two cents per pound. The Wilson has

qualities for the million and must not be discarded.

The Brooklyn Scarlet—one of the Tribune prize

stoawberries—I take as model of perfection of

quality. It is beautiful in color and form, not as

prolific as the Russel or Wilson, but has qualities

which will always make it a favorite. The Monitor

is of good quality, large size aud prolific. These

two are perfectly hardy. The Monitor may some-

what lack vigor in some localities. The Colonel

Ellsworth, I fear, has a taint of foreign blood, which

makes the plant tender and litible to fall in fruiting.

It is but simple justice to " The Tribune Associa-

tion" that we should say, and place it upon record

among our transactions, that in sending out these

plants, more has been done to induce people to

plant strawberries than in all that had heretofore

been said and written. In the Buffalo Seedling I

am disappointed. I shall continue its cultivation.

I may also say the same of the Robinson's Seedling,

a sort sent out by Dr. Grant. It is one of the most

remarkable rank growing plants, with long leaf and

fruit stalks, but a shy bearer and the fruit not first

rate. French's Seedling is promising. The Austin

continues to give good satisfaction, is prolific, and

the fruit sells at a high price, and is largely grown

by some as a market berry, I procured last year

one of Mr. Boyden's new seedlings, now called the

Agriculturist. It is certainly a very remarkable

sort. I have nothing to compare with it. Plants

which grew from plants last summer, and were set

in place in October, formed stools which produced

this year 220, 240, 294 perfect berries upon each.

Some of them were over six inches around. It is

true that all new varieties should have more than

one year's trial before they are recommended to the

public. The fruit of this sort is good, though not

the best. May we not hope that experiments will

be continued in producing seedlings until we shall

get a strawberry as sweet, high flavored and
aromatic as the Brooklyn Scarlet, and as large,

hardy and prolific as the Agriculturist. We could

not then ask for any further improvement."

THE BLACK EAGLE CHERRY.

Dear Sib : Knowing you place the Black Eagle
cherry among the finest on the list, I herewith send
you a sample of my crop. I have three trees in

bearing this season, from one of which I gathered

four husJiels last Friday, and the other two, being

gathered to-day, will average about three husliels

each. The trees are for shape and beauty of foliage

considered by most persons equal to the horso chest-

nut, and the fruit can scarcely be seen twenty yards
fiom the tree, as they grow through the tree more
than most varieties, though this season they are

more in clusters than usual. My early varieties

were almost a total failure, and the few we had the

birds got a good share of.

At present there is a large mulberry in close prox-

imity, loaded with fruit, on which robbins, cat-birds

and a great many others feed, and do not disturb the

cherries in the least. Now, I think it a good idea

for persons going to plant out a number of cherries

to also plant a black mulberry near by, as I feel con-

fident I should not have got more than half my
crop if the birds had not had the berries to feed up-

on.

The Black Eagle has done better for me than any
other variety, although the Tartarian is good this

season. The Black Eagle is selling at present at

from 15 to 20 cents per pound. We also value the

trees as equal to any other for shade.

Yours respectfully,

Edward W. Heston.
Philadelphia, June 23, 18&4.

Remarks.—Every word of the above in relation

to the Black Eagle is true. There is no cherry

equal to it for general cultivation, and there is only

one variety superior to it in flavor, the Governor

Wood. It is as Mr. H. says, a beautiful tree in

form, very much like the horse-chestnut, with a

darker foliage, and fully as dense. When the cher-

ries are ripe, the appearance of the fruit, inter-

mingled throughout the tree with the deep green

foliage is extremely picturesque.

—

Ed. Qermantovm

Telegraph.

On light sandy soil that is liable to suffer from

drouth, a compost of half muck and half barnyard

manure can be applied to great advantage. Now is

the time to throw up the muck while the swamps

are dry. Thirty loads of such a compost per acre will

greatly improve such land, rendering it more reten-

tive of moisture and promoting a more vigorous

growth of vegetables.
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WHAT HAS BECOME OF THE LICE ?

Eds. Genesee Farmer : For the past three sea-

eons, the tips of a part of my young apple trees

have been covered with leaf-lice, and though often

cleared off with a brush dipped in soap suds, tobacco

water, or an infusion of aloel*still they were covered

again in a few days, and did not finally disappear

till the fall frosts. I used also kerosene oil, by dip-

ping the infested branches in it. This was not only

effectual for the time with the lice, but it killed the

branches. My cherries also were covered at the

tips with another species of a darker color, about as

proli*fic and persevering. There was also a few green

lice on the peach trees, but they did little damage,

and were soon gone. This year not a louse of either

of these varieties has been seen on my premises.

Last year, early in spring, I washed the trunks of

all my trees with strong whale oil soap suds, the

soap made like common soft-soap, except using

whale oil instead of common grease, and the suds

applied by dipping a cloth in it, wrapping it around

the tree at the root and then drawing it up the

branches. This leaves a current of the liquid passing

down the trunks and entering the soil at its root.

Now for the abatement of this nuisance : Am I

indebted to the last year's washing, or to the cold of

last January, the mercury being down to 10 or 12

below '? I would like the opinions and experience

of others on this subject, for if this washing of the

trunks is so efibctual, we are easily rid of the pests.

A new idea has just occurred to me. Late last

fall, I applied two shovelfulls of shell marl to the

roots of each tree. This remained through the win-

ter, and in the spring was spread and dug in. Could

this have had the effect ? My currant bushes, too,

had a showering of the same suds last season, and

the same dressing of marl in the fall, and though

they were covered with leaf-lice last season, but very

few made their appearance this year.

Muskegon, Mich., July 16, 1S64. 8. B. P.

SHALL APPLE ORCHARDS BE CULTIVATED ?

Cure for Currant-Worms.—A farmer writes

from Belleville, N. J., as follows :
" I see a good deal

in the papers about currant-worms and how to de-

stroy them. I think the ' sovereignest thing on
earth ' is a good crop of chickens. A neighbor told

and showed me the other day how they cleared his,

and as I am working in the garden this forenoon I

see the same tiling going on, only the hen is not

cooped and climbs into the bushes, and picks and
drops down to the chickens, beside what she shakes

off. A shake of the bushes where the hen is cooped
would be proper."

—

Am. Inst. Planners' Club.

This might be effectual, but if the hen is not

cooped the currants will go too. Our hens have had

free range among our currant bushes, and from a

hundred we have had scarcely a peck of berries.

The worms were only checked by the lime that was

put on and the chickens and turkeys eat the currants.

This question has been raised by an experienced

horticulturist, who contends that they should not,

while the mass of opinion is decidedly the other

way. The Philadelphia Culturist has the following

remarks on the subject

:

" We have known orchards to bear fruit well,

which for many years were permitted to lie in grass,

but eventually they gave out, and ceased to be pro-

ductive. On the other hand, we know of orchards

which for thirty years have been cultivated as regu-

larly as other portions of the farm, and the results

have been the continued health of the trees, and un-

less destroyed by frosts, a regular average annual

yield. The stirring of the soil appeared to impart

new energy to the trees. They not only presented a

healthy and vigorous appearance, but yielded hand-

some returns yearly. The crops, it is true, may not

have been as luxuriant as on those parts of the farm

not so much shaded, but every bushel of oats, corn,

potatoes or turnips might properly be set down as

so much clear gain. It is well to remember that

deep ploAving in an orchard is not advisable. A good

evidence of the value of cultivation is shown by the

fact that when trees run to wood, and yield little or

no fruit, the luxuriant growth of the wood can be

readily checked, and fruitfulness promoted by put-

ting the orchard in grass for a couple of years. If,

at the end of that period, shallow plowing is resorted

to, the beneficial effetts will be apparent to the most

casual observer."

Passe Hamburgh Grape.—The English garden-

ers say this grape is well worthy of culture, from its

being the earliest and sweetest of the Hamburghs.

The bunches are large and handsome, and black as

jet, and the berries, although not so large as Wil-

mot's Victoria, are better flavored. Hovey, of Bos-

ton, says it is the best forcing graj^e he has ever

tried, being a fine grower and an abundant bearer.

He says it is the best of its class to plant in small

houses for producing early crops.

If we should have rainy weather, and the soil has

been well cultivated, strawberries may be set out

this month and produce a good crop next season.

The transplanting should be done with care. If

watering is necessary let it be thorough. A pailful

to three plants, applied as fast as the ground will

absorb it, is none too much. Set in rows three feet

apart, and the plants fifteen inches apart in the rows.

Pinch off the lateral shoots from melon and cu-

cumber vines, and head-in the runners two or three

leaves above the fruit. This will throw the sap into

the fruit, and it will be ripe earlier, be larger and of

better quality.
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ORIGINAL DOJIESTfC RECEIPTS.

Contributed to the Gonosee Fanner.

S-svEET Green Tomato Pickles.—Peel <and slice two

gallons of green tomatoes, five tablcspoonfuls of

ground mustard, three gills of mustard seed, two table-

spoonfuls of ground pepper, two tablcspoonfuls of

ground cinnamon, one tablespoonful of cloves, one

pound of brown sugar, three quarts of vinegar. Boil

all together until quite done. If you choose, you may

use one spoonful ground and a portion of cinnamon

bark. Celery tops improve the flavor. These are

excellent.

Sago Pudding.—One pint of milk, three tablcspoon-

fuls of sago, one-half cup of butter, one cup of sugar,

four eggs. Soak the sago in water two hours ; then

put the milk on the stove and stir the sago in ; add the

butter and sugar after it is cold ; stir in the whites and

yolks of the eggs beaten separately.

To Cook Beans without Pork.—Put them into

boiling water, without soaking; change the water

three times, letting them boil a few minutes each time

;

the third time, add salt sufficient to make them palata-

ble, boil nearly dry, and warm up with a little fresh

lard or butter.

Cocoanut Cake.—One aud a half coffee cups of sugar,

one-half coffee cup of butter, whites of three eggs, tea-

cup of milk, one and a half teaspooufuls of soda, three

teacups of flgur, one teaspoonful of cream-tartar, one

grated cocoanut. Save a handful and put in the frost-

ing-

Water Drop Cake for Dyspeptics.—One pint of

water, one egg, one spoonful of salt, not quite a pint

of flour. Beat together thoroughly, and put it into

the oven without a moment's delay.

Breakfast Cakes.—Three eggs, three cups of wheat

flour, three cups of unbolted flour, a little salt, one

quart of milk. Bake quick. Some use sour cream and

soda instead of sweet milk.

Suet Pudding (Boiled.)—One cup of suet chopped

fine, one cup of raisins, one cup of molasses, two cups

of flour, one cup of milk, a little soda. Cinnamon and

cloves to your taste.

Dou^iH Nuts.—Two coffee cups of milk, one coffee

cup of butter, one coffee cup of sugar, one coffee cup

of yeast, two eggs. Spice to your taste. Flour enough

to roll out.

Bread Cake.—Two cups of dough, one-half cup of

sour milk, one-half teaspoouful of soda, one cup of

butter, two cups of sugar, four eggs, nutmeg and a few

raisins.

Rolled Pudding.—Make soda biscuit crust; roll in

currant jam, or any other tart fruit. Let it boil three-

quarters of an hour, or steam two hours.

Dressing for Cabbage.—Cut your cabbage fine in a

dish, and sprinkle salt and pepper over it ; take one

egg, a teaspoonful of sugar, one-half spoonful of flour,

one-lialf teacup of sweet cream, the same of vinegar, a

very small fjicce of butter. Beat all together and let

it boil ; then pour over the cabbage while hot.

Tomatoes, with meat, raw, should be sliced up in

vinegar, salt aud pepper, like cucumbers. For tea, use

sweet cream and sugar ; they are almost as good as

strawberries.

Green Apple Pie.—Stew and strain the apples,

grate the peel of a fresh lemon, or rose water and

sugar, to your taste. Bake in a rich paste half an

hour.

Boiled Batter Pudding.—Two teacups of milk^

four eggs ; stir in flour until a stifl' batter ; a little salt.

Let it boil nearly two hours.

Dark Rooms.—A dark house is almost always an un-

healthy house, always an ill-aired house, always a dirty

house. Want of light stops growth, and promotes

scrofula, rickets, &c., among the children. People

lose their health in a dark house, and if they get ill

they can not get well again in it. Three out of many
" negligences and ignorances" in managing the health

of houses generally, I will here mention as sjiecimcns.

First, that the female head in charge of any building

does not think it necessary to visit evei-y hole and cor-

ner of it every day. How can she expect those who
are under her to be more careful to maintain her house

in a healthy condition than she who is in charge of it?

Second, tliat it is not considered essential to air, to

sun, and to clean rooms while uninhabited ; while it is

simply ignoring the first elementary notion of sanitary

things, and laying the ground ready for all kinds of

disease. Third, that the window, and one window, is

considered enough to air a room. Don't imagine that

if you who are in charge, don't look to all those things

yourself, those under you will be more careful than you

are. It appears as if the part of the mistress was to

complain of her servants, and to accept their excuse

—

not to show them how there need be neither complaints

made nor excuses.

—

Miss Alghtingale's J^^otes on JVursuig,

A Good Housewife.—A good housewife is one of

the first blessings in the economy of life. Men put a

great value upon the housewife qualifications of their

paitners, after marriage, however little they may weigh

with them before; and there is nothing which tends

more to mar the felicities of married lite than a reck-

lessness or want of knowledge in the new housekeeper

of the duties which belong to her station. We admire

beauty, and order, and system, in every thing, and we

admire good fare. If these are found in their dwelling,

and are seasoned with good nature and good sense, men

will seek for their chief enjoyments athome—they will

love their home aud their partners, and strive to recip-

rocate the kind offices of duty aud affection. Mothers

that study the welfare of their daughters, will not fail

to instruct them in the qnalitications of married life

;

and daut!,l)ters that appreciate the value of these quali-

fications will uot fail to acquire them.
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THE MERRY DAYS OF CHILDHOOD.

To the merry days of childliooil

How oft my thoughts return,

"When I scrambled through the wild wood.
And paddled in the burn

;

Or, victim of a wayward will.

In spite of threats and stripes,

MunchM pears and unripe cherries till

I whimper'd with the gripes.

Ah, would I could the hours recall

When kind friends round me smiled,

"Wliile I, the darling of them all,

A mischief-loving child,

Made bonfires in the fender
With dear uncle John's cigars,

Or burnt my fingers tender
Roasting chestnuts 'twix the bars.

Such days, alas I too soon dep.art,

1
With all their joyous train,

Tet, treasured up within my heart,

Some vestiges remain.

1 glory still through woods to rove,

Or wade the sparkling stream,

And still retain my early love

For strawberries and cream.

But» above all, one passion holds
It's sway as firm as ever

—

A fondness whose encircling folds

No length of time can sever.

When cares oppress, or anguish thrills,

Or langor makes me moody,
My pan.icca for all such ills

Is seeing Punch and Judy I

An English paper contains the following; advertise-

ment :
" Wants a situation, a practical printer, who is

competent to take charge of any department in the

printing and publishing house. Would accept a pro-

fessorship in any of the academies. Has no objection

to teach ornamental painting and penmanship, geome-

try, trigonometry, and many other sciences. Is par-

ticularly suited to act as pastor to a small Evangelical

Church, or as a local preacher. He would have no ob-

jection to form a small but select class of interesting

young ladies to instruct in the highest branches. To a

dentist or chiropidist he would be invaluable, as he can

do almost anything. Would board with a family, if de-

cidedly pious."

A Western Court has recently decided that a kiss

is a valid consideration. It seems that an old bache-

lor—these old bachelors, by the way, are useless insti-

tutions, anyhow you can fix it—offered a young lady a

pony for a kiss. The young damsel accepted the offer,

and gave the kiss ; but the mean old curmudgeon, after

receiving the oscillatory salute, refused to stand by his

part of the contract, on the ground that it was not as

hearty and much of it as he had bargained for. A suit

was therefore entered, and the jury decided that the

pony or its value should be given to the girl.

SMA.LL Talk.—Said a bed-bug to a musketo, whom
he chanced to meet the other evening on an expedition

:

" How is it that you manage to extract so much more of

life's current than myself, when I can bite as severely

as you can? How can you explain?" "For particu-

lars see small bills," quoth the musketo, with dignity.

How THE Back was Abolished.—Torture applied to

extort confession was discontinued, it is said, in the

public courts of Portugal, in consequence of the fol-

lowing circumstances : A conscientious judge, having

observed the effects of the rack upon supposed crimi-

nals, in making them confess anything, to the sacrifice

of their lives, to get released from the torture, deter-

mined to try an experiment. It was a capital crime in

that country to kill a horse or mule ; and he had one

of the former which he much valued. He took care

one night to have all his servants employed, so that no
one but the groom could go into the stable. When all

were fast asleep in their beds he stole thither himself

and cut the horse so that he bled to death. The groom
was apprehended and committed to prison. He plead

not guilty ; but the presumption being strong against

him, he was ordered to the rack, where the extremity

of the torture soon wning from him a confession of the

crime. Upon this confession he had sentence of hang-

ing passed on him, when his master went to the tribu-

nals and there exposed the fallibility of confessions

obtained by such means, by owning the fact himself,

and disclosing the motives which had influeoced him
in making the experiment.

The Pasha of Egypt.—I was surprised to find that

this Mahmoudieh Canal, although cut by the present

Viceroy, at an enormous cost of money and of human
life, through a countrj- peifectly flat, is as winding in

its course as a path thi-ough a labyrinth. On asking

Demetri, the dragoman, if he could explain the cause

of this, he answered me by a story, for he had a story

ready for almost every occasion. The very same ques-

tion, he says, was lately put to Mohamed Ali by a

French engineer traveling through Egypt. The Pasha,

after a moment's reflection, said to the engineer:

" Have you ever seen rivers in France ?" " Tes, many/'

was the reply. "Are they straight or crooked in their

course?" "They are generally crooked." "Who
made the rivers?" inquired the Pasha. "They were

made by Allah," said the astonished engineer. " Then,

sir," concluded the Pasha, triumphantly, "do you ex-

pect me to know and do better than Allah?" The poor

engineer had no reply to make to this strange argu-

ment, so he took his leave and went his waj*.

—

Mitrray^s

''Egypt:'
^^^__^^

The Brussels carpets of England are woven on looms

invented by an American and bought of him. Bigelow.

an American, went to England to study carpet weaving

in the English looms, but English jealousy would not

allow him the opportunity. He took a piece of carpet-

ing and unraveled it thread by thread, and combined,

calculated and invented the machinery on which the

best carpets of Europe and America are made.

A Dentist presented a bill for the tenth time to a

rich skinflint. "It strikes me," said the latter, "that

this is a pretty round bill." "Yes," replied the dent-

ist, "I've sent it round often enough to make it ap-

pear so, and I have called now to get it squared."

The pleasure of doing good is the only one that does

not wear out.
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MRS. ROBERT WHITE AND HER FAMILY.

The heads of wheat grew heavy aud golden under

the summer's suu, and a mother quail looked out with

an anxious eye one morning from her nest in the fence

corner. The reapers were whetting their sharp sickles,

and laughing and singing and talking as merry as could

be. In all probability they would tind out her uest,

and then what would become of her poor little flock ?

There were full a "baker's dozen" of them to look

after, and no wonder she was anxious. But Mrs. Rob-

ert White was keen as a brier which grew over her

head.

"We'll show them a trick, little dears," said she,

•with a merry chuckle. " When I give this sort of a

cry, do you dive, each by himself, into the tall grass on

the other side of the fence, and I will take care of the

rest. Only mind, when you hear me whistle ' Bob

White' quite softly, all come back to the nest again, for

then the danger will be over."

Sure enough, that very afternoon she had occasion to

put her scheme into practice.

"Hallo!" said the farmer's son, "here is a quail's

nest, boy. If we will take home the little ones, they

will grow up as tame as chickens. The old brown hen

hatched out two last year, aud they stayed about the

barn all winter."

But when Master Tom sought for his prize he found

an empty nest. Just before him, though, was the old

mother-bird, panting and beating the ground with her

wings at a terrible rate, fluttering slowly on like a

wounded bird, but discreetly taking a course quite dif-

ferent from that which her nestlings had taken. She

seemed so easy a prize, the boys did not greatly exert

themselves, but walked leisurely on in the path she in-

dicated, until at Jast, by an artful dodge, she quite

eluded them. It was a skillful piece of generalship,

and honorable to her motherly feelings. The boys

were called oflf to their work again, and the happy

mother awaited their departure before she called to-

gether ^'r little flock.

"Eat your suppers in peace, my darlings," she said,

when the last reaper had left the field, " and remember

the lesson I have taught you to-day. It may come use-

ful a great many times in your lives. Our tall enemy

i.s so avaricious, he will always follow the largest prize,

even if it is not half so sure. But he got paid to-day

iLS avarice often does, by disappointment and vexation."

And then, in her glee, she flew up on the top of a fence

rail, and sang a curious, little, nonsensical dunning

song for her own fun, which some people interpret

tliis way

:

"Bob-o'-liuk, Bob-o'-Unk to Tom Denny. Tom
Denny, come pay me the two-and-sixpence you've

owed me more than a year and a half now! 'Tshe,

'tshe, 'tshe," and down she dove in the grass again.

—

Merry'' s Museum.

USE OF CAT'S milSKERS.

What sort of birds make cool summer pantaloons ?

Russia ducks.

Evert one must have observed what are usually

called the whiskers, on a cat's upper lip. The use of

these, in a state of nature, is very important. They
are organs of touch. They are attached to a bed of

close glands under the skin ; and each of these long
hairs is connected with the nerves of the lip. The
slightest contact of these whiskers with any surround-

ing object is thus felt most distinctly by the animal,

although the hairs of themselves are insensible. They
stand out on each side of the lion, as well as in the

common cat ; so that, from point to point, they arc

equal to the width of the animal's body. If we im-

agine, therefore, a lion stealing through a covert of

wood in an imperfect light, we shall at once see the

use of these long hairs. They indicate to him, through

the nicest feeling, 'any obstacle which may present

itself to the passage of its body; they prevent the

rustling of boughs and leaves, which would give warn-

ing to his prey, if he were to attempt to pass through

too close a bush ; aud thus, in conjunction with the

soft cushions of his feet, and the lur upon which he
treads, they enable him to move toward his victim with

a stillness even greater than that of the snake, which
creeps along the grass, and is not perceived until it is

coiled around its prey.

Boys, Help tour Mothers. — We have seen

from two to six great hearty boys sitting by the

kitchen stove, toasting their feet and cracking nuts

or jokes, while their mother, a slender women, has

gone to the woodpile for wood, to the well for water,

or to the meat house to cut a frozen steak for dinner.

This is not as it should be. There is much work about

the house too hard for women. . Heavy lifting, hard

extra steps which should be done by those more able.

Boys, don't let your mother do it all, especially if she

is a feeble women. Dull, prosy housework is irksome

enough at best. It is a long work, too, it being impos-

sible to tell when it is quite done, and then on the

morrow the whole is to be gone over with again. There

is more of it than one is apt to think.

A LITTLE Massachusetts boy was one day playing

with some knitting-needles, when he was about two

years old. His mother passed through the room, and

said to him: " You mustn't lose those needles; they

are not your needles, they are mine." As she left the

room she heard the little boy saying to himself: " No,

I mustn't lose these needles; they're not my needles.

If I should lose them, I should be despised; and when

I grow up to be a man, people will look at me and say:

' Where's those needJles? ' "

—

Little Pilgrim,

Trt this, some of you : Fasten a nail or key to a

string, and suspend it to your thumb and finger, and

the nail will oscilato like a pendulum. Let some one

place his open hand under the nail, and it will change

to a circular motion. Then let a third person place bit

open hand upon your shoulder, and the nail becomes

in a moment stationary.
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Notes on tlie TTcatlier from June lotli to July
16tU, 1864, witii some Comparisons,

The mean of June, the first half, was 3.4° below the

gerreral mean or average. The last half wits much
warmer, being 5.7 degrees above the average; hence

the mean of the month was 67.1', or 1.1° above the

general mean. From the 16th to the 26th inclusive,

was the heated term of Juue—great heat for a longer

period than we have had for many years, if at all, in

June. To be a warm day, the mean must be 70° or

more. In this hot period the mei\n heat of the eleven

days ranged from 76.3" to 88.7° on the 25th. If the

thunder shower had not occurred at 8 P. M. and lower-

ed the temperature 10° or more, the 36th would have

been the hottest day. At 2 P. M. the temperature of

the 26th wa£ 91°, on the 25th 92°, and on the 24th 93°,

which is the same as on June 29th, 1856, and higher

than in any intervening June.

The rain of the month was 1.57 inches—a small

quantity for June. Still the earth suffers little yet.

The springs are not low after so great rain in May.

Indian corn has made good progress. The half month

gave us much clear and pleasant weather, except for

the heat.

July began rather warm, and passed to a little cooler.

The hottest noon was 93° on the 10th, which was the

hottest day in this first half, 79.7°. The coldest morn-

ings were the 4th and 5th, 60°, and the coldest day, 4th,

gave for its mean 64.7°. The mean heat of this half is

72.9°, and the general mean 59.7°, or 3.3° less than the

present. The average for this half last year was 74.2°,

with much rain ; so that the present drouth makes thrs

weather feel very warm and oppressive. In this half

the rain has been only 0.55 inch. Vegetation, except

Indian corn, has suffered considerably, and that begins

to show the need of rain. The consequence is, that

the fruits and many veget^ibles fail of their early pro-

spective abundance. The Genesee is pretty low. More
rain has fallen at the west part of our State, it is said.

It is to be hoped the clouds will soon pour down the

treasures from "the River of God which is full of

Avater," Let our dependance lead to tnist and grati-

tude.
« <i^ i i

Half Volume of tlie Genesee Farmer.

With the July number commenced a half volume
of the Oeiiestee Farmer. There never was a better time

for our friends to make a special effort to increase the

circulation and influence of the paper. They have

done nobly, and we trust will continue their efforts

during the present month. After September we shall

be compelled to advance our rates, but shall continue

to receive subscriptions at our old terms for the next

four weeks. Let all who feel an interest in the Farmer

see what they can do for us the present month

:

Our terms for the half volume are

:

Single subscribers, ?0 40
Five subscribers, 1 50
Eight subscribers, 2 00

And larger clubs at the same rate, (25 cents each.">

For sixteen subscribers at twenty-five cents each, we
vrill send, prepaid by return mail, a copy of Miner's

Domestic Poultry Book.

For twenty-four subscribers we will send, prepaid by

return mail, a copy of Emerson & Flint's excellent

work, Tfie Manual of Agrioultnre.

• *^^*- •

A Good Washing machine.

A YEAR since we purchased a washing machine which

was highly recommended. The apparatus was set i;p

and used once, twice, three times, and then consigm.ed

to the cellar or garret, we never inquired which—in-

deed, were careful not to make the most remote in-

quiry as to its fate.

A few week<» ago Mr. Doty sent ns one of his clothes

washers, "fitmily size," express charges prepaid, with

the simple reqirest—"Try it fairly and thoroughly, and

if it does not suit send it back." It does suit, and we

shall not send it back. It is so exceedingly simple that

it is almost impossible to believe that it is of any value

until it has been fairly tested ; but after experiencing

the luxury of sitting down and washing an indefinite

amount of soiled clothes with not as much physical

labor as is required to work a sewing macliine, its sim-

plicity ceases to be an objection. The manufacturer is

William M. Doty, 33 Elm street, New York.

« <<iiii> t

"A Wool Growers' Convention" will be^ held in

this city on Wednesday, September 21st, during the

State Fair.
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Tlie Markets.

OFFICE OF THE GENESEE FARMER, )

, ^

' KocuESTEK, N. Y., July 2T, 1SG4. j

Since onr last report the price of all kinds of farm pro-

ducts hcas again advanced. There can uo longer be any

doubt that the harvest -will be sadly below an average.

Owing to the great drouth, spring crops in this, and in

many parts of the West, Pennsylvania and Canada,

will, with the exception of corn and beans, be an

almost entire failure.

The rain of Monday last will be of much benefit

to corn and potatoes. Early potatoes were drying up,

and corn was suffering on all but low, moist soils. On
clay land corn is almost an entire failure. Beans look

vrcll, and the rain is in time to be of great benefit.

There will be an immense crop. Buckwheat has been

sown quite extensively, and if the fall is favorable will

do something towards supplying the deficiency of oats

and other spring grains. From all that we can learn,

taking the country as a whole, the deficiency in the

crops this year will be at least 35 per cent, below an

average. Winter wheat in this section will be better

tluui was expected, though the midge has injured late

varieties very seriously. Some farmers say that this

insect has destroyed from one-third to one-half the

crop.

The probability of a genei-al war in Europe seems to

gain strength, and the price of brcadstutTs has advanced

somewhat in consequence. The crops are by no means

equal to those of last year, and the renewal of the

Danish blockade will curtail the supply. There is

everj- probability that prices will be higher in the Eng-

lish and French markets.

Gold, which was 125 this time last year, is now 260!

In other words, if a bushel of wheat brought $1.25

this time last year, it ought to bring ?2.60 now. If

wool was worth 75 cents "^ R this time last year, it

ought now to bring, leaving entirely out of the ques-

tion the increase in duty, 81.56 ^ lb.

With the present premium on gold, nothing but the

splendid crops in England and France in 1863 has saved

us from seeing wheat at ?4.00 ^ bushel! Wheat has

been so low in England that it has been fed to cattle.

In October, 1860, the best quality of American red

wheat sold in London for $2.00 per bushel. It is now
quoted at S1.26@1.32—say 70 cents lower than in 1860.

In other words, if wheat was now as high in England

as it was in 1860, we should get 70 cents more per

bushel for it in gold than at present ; and this 70 cents

in gold is equal to $1.82 in our currency. Instead of

wheat being worth $2.50 in New York as at present, it

would be worth §4.32.

The stringency in the money market is now so great

as to aflford a temporary check to speculation. It is

not probable that this scarcity of currency will con-

tinue very long, and prices will advance. The wool
market especially feels this stringency in the money
market. Not a pound of wool can be imported at

present prices. In fact, large quantities of foreign

wool have been recently exported from New York.

Should the present premium on gold continue, there

can be no doubt that wool will advance materially.

Farmers generally are willing to sell at $1.00 ^ S), and
a considerable quantity has been sold at 95 cents to

$1.00. We expect to see it much higher. ,

The drouth has so seriously afl'eeted the potato crop

that new potatoes in this city readily bring $3.00 per

bushel, and old potatoes sell for $2.00 to $2.50.

Onions command $2.25 per bushel I

Good hay in this city brings $20 per tun.

New Youk Cattle Maeket.—The price of beef

cattle, which had fallen a little, again advanced one
cent ~^ H) at the last cattle market. There was a very

short supply, and the quality of many of the cattle of-

fered was quite inferior. The best cattle brought 19

cents ^ fi), estimated dressed weight. The poorest

are quoted at ll@12c. ^ lb. These latter, the Tribune

says, were "only valuable for their hides and bones.

They would not afford fat enough to grease the boots

that might be made of .their skins." The drouth is

compelling many farmers to sell their cattle half fat.

This may lower the market for the present, but it will

tend to advance prices in the fiiU and winter.

Fat sheep were never so high at this season as now,
bringing from 10 to lie. "§ Bb., live weight. There is

a large number of sheep in the country, but the high

price of beef keeps up prices.

Hogs have been higher than ever before known. The
cflTect of this, in addition to the high price of com, has

been to induce formers to part with their half-fat hogs,

and the last market was rather over-stocked with pigs

of this description, and prices were a trifle lower in

consequence. Good hogs find ready sale at lOJ^ to 111^

cents ^ H), live weight ! Ordinary and inferior, 9 to

10 cents.

The NcTV York State Agricultural Society

Offers a premium of $252 for a steam engine, or other

steam apparatus that shall successfully introduce culti-

vation by steam, with apparatus for pulverizing the

soil at as cheap a rate as now practiced upon the farm,

and work as well done, and available for use upon the

forms of our State.

The appropriation of $2,000 to test the practicability

of manufacturing flax cotton, to be expended under

the direction of the Society, is still open to competi-

tion to all who are investigating the subject.

The following premiums are offered for essays and

scientific investigations: $30 for the most approved

experiments in the use of gypsum ; $20 for an essay on
horses, with directions as to breeding, breaking and
rearing ; $20 for an essay on draining.

The Society also offers 1st, a silver cup, value $30,

and 2d, a silver cup, value $20, for approved reports,

founded on actual experiment, on the comparative

earliuess, productiveness and profits of the difi'erent

varieties of wheat generally sown, or of any new and
superior variety. At least six varieties to be sown,

one-fourth of an acre each. The ground to be as near

alike as practicable, and to be cultivated in the same
manner; produce to be given in measure and weight;

time of ripening of each, and sample of each variety to

be exhibited at the winter meeting of 1865 or 1866.

Also a premium of $25 for an approved report of ex-
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periments in saving, preparing; and appl3-ing liquid

manure, and S!25 for a report of similar experiments in

regard to compost manures.

Agricultural Exhibitions for 1864.

State Fairs.
New York, Eochester Sept. 20-28

Illinois Decatur Sept. 12

Pcnnsvlvania, Eaiston Sept. 27-30

MichiC'an, Kaliimazoo Sept. 20-23

Indiana Indianapolis Oct. 3-8

Ohio, Columb\is, Sept. 1:^16

Vermont, White Kiver Junction Sept. 13-16

Iowa, Burlington Sept. 27-30

Wisconsin Janesvill.- Sept. 26-30

Ciinada West Hamilton Sept. 26-30

New Brunswick, Frederick ton Oct. 4-7

Nat. I'omoloirical So'y, • . Rochester Sept, 13

N. E. Ak'1 Societv Springfield Sept. 6-9

Wool Growers' Con., Kochester Sept. 21

County Fairs.
NEW TORK.

Orleans, Albion Sept. 14-15

Queens, Jamaica Oct, 5-6

Ontario, Cunandaigua Sept. 28-29

Broome, Binghampton Sept. 13-16

Jefferson, Sept. 15-16

Franklin, Malone Sept. 27-29

Cattarauitus Little 'Galley Sept, 27-29

Chautauque, Frodoniu Oct. 4^6

OHIO.

Twinsburg; U. Ag. So,.. .Twinsburg. Sept. 7-9

Columbiana Sept. 21-23

Muskiniium ViUley, Zanesville Sept. 6-9

Fulton,". Ottokee Sept. 21-23

Butler, Maplewood Oct. 4^-7

ILLINOIS.

Bureau, Princeton Sept. 1-3-16

De wit Oct. 5-8

Kankakee, Kankakee City Sept. 7-9

Randolph, Sparta Oct. 5-7

Schuyler Sept. 28-30

Vormillion Catlin Oct. 11-14

Whiteside, Sept. 27-30

PENNSYLVANIA.
Union Ag. Association,. .Burgettstown Oct. 6-7

Bucks, Newtown Sept. 27-28

MAINE.

North Waldo, Unity Village Oct. 12-13

IOWA.
Floyd Eockford Sept. 14-15

Van Baren, Sept. 15-17

liabor.

Farm Labor has been very scarce in this neighbor-

hood. As high as ?3.00 a day and board has been paid

for hands to bind up wheat after the machine. Farmers

should endeavor to accommodate each other all fliey

can, by changing help, so that there would not be any

necessity for paying such exorbitant wages. More can

be done in this w.ay than is generally supposed. There

are men enough to do all the work if we were willing

to help each other in pressing emergencies.

Newr England Agricultural Society.

The New England Agricultural Society will hold

their first fair at Springfield, Mass., September 6-9.

The fiirmers and horticulturists of the New England

States manifest much interest in the matter, and there

will undoubtedly be a grand display. Premiums are

ofi"ered amounting to $10,000. Governor Andrews, of

Massachusetts, will deliver the address. Particulars

can be obtaiued by addressing J. N. Bagg, Springfield,

Mass.

Book Notices.

A WALK FROM LONDON TO JOHN O'GROAT'S, with
Notes by the W!ay. By Elihu Burritt. New York : Charles
Scribncr.

This book is so beautifully printed, so well bound and so finely

illustrated, and the authors prestige is such, that the reader is

somewhat disappointed with the amount of information which

he gathers from its pages. The photograph portraits of distin-

guished agriculturists give it a character which lends you to ex-

pect something valuable on English agriculture. The accounts

of Tiptrce Hall, of Babrabam, of Chrishall Grange, and of th«

farm at Scttyton, aro minute and very interesting, but there is a

want of that clear appreciation of the reasons of the success of

English agriculture—an absence of a true understanding of the

principles which have made these places fam<»UB, that we did not

anticipate from a book written by such a man as Elihu Burritt.

Probably though, the very defects which render the book agricul-

turally a failure will make it attractive to the general reader. It

meets too, very pleasantly, a want in our libraries of some book

which shall give in an accessible form an account of the practice

on these farms which are constantly talked of in all the agricul-

tural journals. We know of no other book where this is so well

and so pleasantly done. The beauty of this edition has a pecu-

liar attraction of its own, and the photographs of Mechi, Jonaa

Webb, Samuel Jonas—who cultivates 8,000 acres—and of An-

thony Cruickshanks, who owns the largest herd of short-horns In

the wwld, are in themselves most interesting and valuable.

GENERAL BUTLER IN NEW ORLEANS. By James Par-
ton. New York: Mason Brothers. People's Edition. Price,

75 cents.

This edition of Parton's Life of Butler is, with the exception

of some of the longer documents, which have been omitted or

abridged, identical with the more expensive one published some

time since, whose merits and demerits have been sufficiently dis-

cussed.

American Pomological Society.

The American Pomological Society will hold its

Tenth Biennial Session in this city, commencing Sep-

tsmber 13, on the week previous to the State Fair. It

is believed that this will be one of the most interesting

and important meetings ever held by this useful So-

ciety. Packages of fruit may be addressed " American

Pomological Society, care of James Vick, Piochester,

N. Y." Mr. Viek is Secretary of the Society, and Hon,

M. P. Wilder, of Boston, Mass., President. Either of

these gentlemen will cheerfully furuish information to

those who desire to be present or to send fruit.

To Advertisers.

The circulation of the Genesee Farmer has nearly

doubled the present year. But we have not yet ad-

vanced our advertising rates, though we shall be com-

pelled to do so if the present price of paper continues.

We feel confident that those who have any useful arti-

cle that is needed by farmers and horticulturists will

find advertising in the Oenesee Farmer a profitable in-

Tcstment.

Cure for Corns in Horses' Feet.

Pare down the hoof carefully, cutting out as much

of the corn as possible without making it bleed. Then

put on some muriatic acid, and the cure will be

effectual. B.
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Inquiries and Answers.

"Does i:^as-lime contain ammonia?"—G. R.

Not as much as is generally supposed. Prof. 8. W.

Johnson gives the result of analyses of three samples

of gas-lime, made in his laboratory by E. K. Twining.

Perfectly fresh gas-lime was found to contain 0.8 per

cent, of ammonia. Gas-lime a week old contained

0.039 per cent., and a sample which had been ex-

posed to the weather for about twelve months con-

tained 0.035.

Perfectly fresh gas-lime, therefore, contains nearly

twioe as much ammonia as common barn-yard manure

;

but a few days exposure dissipates it so rapidly that

nineteen-twentieths of it is lost in a week. It seems

clear, therefore, that whatever value gas-lime may have,

the slight quantity of ammonia it contains can have

little effect. It contains a considerable quantity of

hyposulphite of lime, which by exposure is rapidly

changed into sulphate of lime, or plaster. It also eon-

t:vins about 5 per cent, of gas-tar—a substance which,

however useful it may be to drive away noxious insects

from plants, can hardly be supposed to have any value

as a fertilizer. In foct, our own opinion, based upon

some effects we have witnessed from the use of a simi-

lar article, is, that this gas-tar is actually deleterious to

vegetation, especially when used in direct contact "with

the seed.

I 8ET out some ornamental trees and shrubs this

spriug. I cut them back considerably, and they put
out leaves and appeared to do very well. But the re-

cent dry weather has affected them seriously. They
look decidedly feeble, aud one or two of them are ap-
parently dead, and I fear some of the rest will not re-

cover. What can I do with them ?—A Young Farmer.

If they were set out in grass, dig a sp.ace of two feet

round each tree and shrub, and then water thoroiighhj—
putting at least two pails of water to each plant. Then
mulch the ground with cut grass, or anything of the

kind that will check evaporation. Cut off all the

branches from the trees, and head in the shrubs as much
aa possible. In this way you may save them.

Would it be a good plan to have pulverized charcoal
introduced into horse manure for the purpose offixing
the ammonia and preventing its escape ?—E. A. Smith,
Suffolk county, L. I.

We do not think it would have much effect in arrest-

ing the escape of the ammonia. Covering the heap

with dried muck or loamy soil would be just as good.

Keep the heap as firm as possible, and this will have a

tendency to check rapid and injurious fermentation

—

or better still, do not let it be in a heap by itself, but

spread it over the barnyard and mix it with other

manures.

In the rear of my barn-yard there is a fall of ten feet
in as many rods. Would it be advisable to carry the
washings of the yard underground that distance, or far

enough to run it into a wagon for distribution on grass
and wheat during the winter and early spring ?

My yard is basin-shape, the center being nearly three
feet lower than the edges. I have conductors on my
barn and sheds, so that but little more water gets into
the yard than falls on the surf;\ce. Notwithstanding
this precaution, the yard is generally full of water,
which of course retards the decomposition of the ma-
nure. Within a week I have removed the bottom of a
straw-stack placed in the center of the yard last August,

which shows no more indication of decay now than
wJH'u put in. It is colored straw— nothing more.
Would the liquid possess sullicient value, as a m;inure,
to pay the expense of transportation ? An early anr<wer
is solicited from you or some of the correspondents of,
Ihe Fanner.—Vf., Berlin, Ohio.

Will our correspondents give us their views on this

subject?

Will some one please tell how to keep cabbage ji'

through the winter, so it can be got at any time, with-
'

out keeping it in the cellar?—A. B. W.
» <<» > »-

Brinckerlioff's Cliurn.

We have been using this churn for over two months,
and take pleasure in recommending it to our readers.

It can be kept perfectly clean with little trouble, is

easily worked, and is not liable to get out of order. A
pamphlet, containing a description of the churn, with
some excellent remarks on butter making, can be ob-

tained, gratis, by addressing Mr. Jacob Briuckerhoff,'

Auburn, New York.

Special Notices.

London Club Cofl'ee.—The advei-tisement of thi.s Coffee

will be found on page 261 of this luimbcr of the Farviery

and is worthy the attention of the reader. Its merit is attested

by parties well and widely known—by Kcntlemon of standinar,

who speak of it from their own personal knowledge, and can-

didly commend it to public favor.

Send for a Circular of Grover's Patent STrlmg
BEAM PLOW. See advertisement in May number of the

Farmer. au2t D. C. ALLING, Rochester. N. T.

ADVERTISEMEE^TS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers-and only

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Farmer at twenty-five
cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

S. M. PETl'KNGIfilj & CO.,
No. 37 Park Row, New York, and 6 State street, Boston, are onr
Agents for the Genesee Faemek in those cities, and are author-

ized to take advertisements and subscriptions for us at our
lowest rates.

THE GENESEE FAKITIER

:

A MONTHLY JOTTRNAI. OF AGKICULTURE AND IlOKTICULTtTBE.

Published at Rochester, N. T., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.
Terms—Invariablt in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

six copies for Three Dollars, (only fifty cents each.)

MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine,
or ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $2

by R. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my'W-ly

BASS BARK.
WE cah furnish a tine article of B.\SS BARK prepared for

Budding at the rate of 30 cents per pound, or .$25 per 100
pounds. THOMAS &, HKKENDSEN,
ault Macedon, Wayne county, N. Y.

THE KEDZIE FIIiTER.—This Fil-
ter pus.si-sses every y^?v(cV)<'(// and scieniijicar-
ranj:ninent lor the objects iiiUiided, viz; render-
ing llie most Impure rain and river water free
from all decomposed organic matters and gases,
color, taste or smell. I'lire water ia the chief
conservator of the human system, and can be
surely obtained by using this, the best portable
Filter known. They are durable, convenient
and cheap: can be transported in safety any dis-
and are sure to give satisfaction.

Manufactured by
JAMES TERRY & CX)., Rochester, N. T.

Cs?~ Descriptive Catalogues sent free. anSt
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Lalor's Slieep and Lamlj

DIPPING COi\^POSiTSON.
Crr.KS SCAB, TICKS ami LICK <.n SHKEP or CATTLE—

adds over a pound of wool to the fleece, imiirovcs its qual-

ity, and adds to the generai health of the sheep, without danger

from taking cold.

For particulars apply to

LALOH BROTHERS, Utiea, N. T.

Agents wanted for every State. ault

DOXY'S CLOTHES-WASHEES
Are Simple, Durable and Cheap,

MAKE WASHiE^G EASY, ANO SAVE CLOTHES.

THE Agricultural Editor of the New York Tribune, having
tried them, reports as follows

:

East Yonkees, N. Y., Washind-da;/, April 18, 1864.

Frie>"d Doty: Your last improvement of your Washing Ma-
chine is a comiiletc success. A little slim girl of ten

years uses it; and an invalid lady, who has to sit
down to Avork. can wash witliout fatigue. You
have won blessiuis from all the women about this house ; be as-

sured of that. Your friend, SOLON ROBINSON.
After long use in bis family, the Ecv. Wm. V. V. Mabon, in

view of the great saving of clothes as well as of labor, .says, they
are '-a greater benefaction to the Fajnily than
the Serving Macliine."

EVERYFAMILYSUOULD HAVF OyE.
j^° Circulars free. WM. M. DOTY,

19 Bfokman street. New York.
ault E. P. DOTY, Janesville, Wis.

THE CH^VIVIIr'ION.

PATENT PORTABLE KEYSTONE

CIDER AND WINE MILL.
I0,000 in Use and Approved.

THIS admirable machine is now re.idy for the fruit harvest of

1S64. It is, if possible, made better th.-m ever before, and
well worthy the attention of all farmers wanting such machines.

It has no superior in the market, and is the only mill that will

properly grind grapi-s. For sale by all respectable dealers.

On account of the very heavy excise tax on spirits, there will

be a large demand for good cider, (which is, by the way, the

most healthy beverage there is, especially for those afflicted with

liver complaints.) and every one having apples will make them
up into good cider, if they would study their interests. I intend

having good receipts for making ciifer printed and distributed

among dealers, for the use of those purchasing mills.

If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one
for vou. or write to the manufacturer j-ourself. Address the

manuJacturer, W. O. HICKOK,
auSt Eagle Works, Harrisbur^h, Pa.

Mounted Objects fur $3.

THE CELEBRATED CRAIO
MICROSCOPE. — Combining Instruction with
Amusement, is mailed, prepaid, for -^'i.SO; or with
6 beautiful Mounted Objects for IfS.S.'); with 24

Objects, $5.50, by HENRY CRAIG,
ISO Centre street. New York.

Also, he will maiL, prepaid, the Novelty Magnify-
ing Glass, for examining Living Insects, Seeds.

Flowers, &c, |for $1.50; or with 12 beautiful
r.fc fi.i. *a in'ft^tf

HUTCHINSON'S
Family "VViiie and Cicler ]Mill,

With Press Conibineil,

^S«-y-;J^^UT CHINSON^

> —^' fjWlNt 3,CI0ERMILLS.i

Large and Small Size, for
Hand, Horse or other
Power. la .strong and re-

liable, compact, simple
and neat of construction,
durable, economical and
cheap. Grinds all kinds
of fruit, flue, fast und easy,
and Presses dry.
Some

VALf.VBLE IjIPKOVEM'tS

have Jbeen added to this

Mill since last season, and
we now feel confident thc-t

it is just what the people
want.
For full particulars, De-

scriptive Pamphlet, of
Mills, address the manu-
facturers,

Messrs. HUTCHINSON & BROTHER, Auburn, N. Y.au2t

CATTLE,

HORSES, SMEEPAIVD S^VINE.
TEOM MY UEKUS AND STOCK OF

DEVONSAMDAYRSH8RES,
THOROUGH-BRED & TROTTING HORSES.

SOUTH DOWN & SHROPSHIRE SHEER,
AND

Essex SAvine,

Carefully selected and mostly from recent importations, I wir.
sell a few choice animals. For particulars address

dec'63eomtf] A. B. CONGER,
Waldberg, near Havcrstraw, N. If,

AMMONIATED PACIFIC GUANO.
A REAL GUANO, containing from TO to SO per cent, of phos-

phate of lime, to which has been added by a chemical
process a large per centago of actual ammonia, so fixed that it can
not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other fer-

tilizer.

Pamphlets with copies of analyses by Drs. Jackson, Massa-
chusetts State Assayer, and Liebig, of Baltimore, and testimo-
nials from scientific aicriculturists showin? its value, can be ob-
tiiined from '

J. O. BAKER ,S; C()., Selling Agents,
nih6t ST Wall street, New York.

STBA"4VBERRIES.—Now is the time to plant for a
spring crop. AH Ihe neio -sorts are now ready for de-

lireri/. I'rieed Deseriptive Cataloguus of Strawberry Pl.antsand
all other Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Plants and Seeds for farms,
gardens and nurseries, will be sent gratis to any address. Plants
carefully packed and prepaid by rail for any distance, and 8:ife

arrival guaranteed. Also, explicit directions for the cultivation

of the Cranberry in upland gardens and fields, with price of
plants. The yield last season in my method of cultivation was
over 400 bushels per acre. The time for ))lanting is (October and
November. Corriage of all packages paid to Boston and New
York. B. M. WATSON,

au'it Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, MaSs.

HOMES FOR Alili.—Large and thriving settlement
of Klhvood. :-i5 miles from Philadelphia by railroad. Good

soil, good water, fine crops—best fruit section in the Union.
Farm lands $iO per acre, one-quarter cash, balance on bond and
mortgage. Good society, churches, schools, mills, «fcc. To visit

the lands, leave Vine street whar^ Philadelphia, T A. M., 9 A. M.,
2 P. M.. 4 P. M.
For full information and paper, applv to

E. F. DANFORTH,
au3t Ellwood Atlantic Co., New Jersey.

je'63tf

FARM FOR SALE.

A GOOD FARM of 110 acres, near the village of Van Etten,

in Chemung county, N. Y., 14 miles from Havanna. It is

cood land, but as I can not attend to it myself, I will sell it ftH-

i'lr^ per acre. Only one-third of the purchase money need be
paid down. The remainder can lie any length of time that ia.d&.

sired.
,

JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.
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TOLEDO NURSERIES.
GEOEGE BAKER respectfullv invitc3 the attention of Nursprymen .^nd Dealers to his large and unusually fine stocky and

ell-branch(-(l
'

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Grape Vines, &c.,
consisting in part of

200.000 STANDAKI> APPLiK TREES—3 and 4 years old, very fine.
lO.OOO WWMKF APPI.K TKK!';s— :^ :ind 4 vcai-i old. vorv tine

lO.OOO STANI*Alia> PI'LABt TSS KISS—2 and ;3 veai-s old. very ane.
30.000 S>'\VAJS,F PICAK TS£K!b:!S—2 .and 3 voars old, very tine
OK.tPJC VS^'KS—Catawba, t'linl..ii, Delaware and Concord.
CrRi;«A!VTS—Ciierrv. Red and Wliito Dutch.
CiOOSBiUJaCKISIES—Hou!,'hton's ^^et•dlinf^.

EVERGREENS—A large and line Stockof NORWAY SPRUCE, 8 to 6 feet-

SCOTCH AND AUSTRIAN PINE, 3 to 8 feet.

GEO. BAKER, Toledo, Ohio.

Our assortment is complete, which enables us to fill dealers' orders.

g:W~ Wholesale Price List sent on receipt of stamp. a3t

The London Club Coffee.

I*repared. from, the Best Old. Java.

rrtEIED and recommended by the Editor of The Inpependext.
J.

* TuE Home JouENAL.
The EvANGKi.iST.
TiiK Methodist.

Commended also by The Christian Advocate, by The Bap-
TLST E.tAMiNKK. hv most of the leading Editors, and by the most
respectable PHYSICIANS. Neiuly all prominent Journals and
Professional men are using and commending

THE LONDON CLUB COFFEE.

"We have ourselves used this CotTec," says the Editor of The
IxPEPENDnNT, "and have no hesitation in ccmimendine it as an
agreeable, healthful, and every w.iy reliable article."

This St.ondard Coll'ee is prepai-ed fkom the isest Old Java,
and .has no connection with any of the adulter.ations driftintr

about the m.arket. It is easily distinjiuished from all other
Cotfofcs by its remarkable fragrance, strength and flavor.

[From Dr. Van Kleeck.]

Gentlemen : I have been using your Colfee in my family, and
consider it supekior to any I have met with. I find il to con-
tain only the healthiest ingredients, together with a very unusual
proportion of pure Jav.v Coffee. Having recommended it ex-
tensively in my practice, I have heard but one opinion in its fa-

vor as a nutritious and healthy beverage, and well adapted to

nervous tempeniments. JAS. B. VAN KLEECK, .M. IX.

February 15, 1S64. No. 100 Fninklin-st. N. Y.

This Colfee is put up for the trade in cases of 86 B), GO fi), and
100 a>.

The price of the Club Coffee to the consumer ranges from 24 to

35 cents.

^P" To the Trade a Liberal Discount .^^3
Terms—Net Cash.

ClIAS. H. LYON, Sole .\gont.

jy6t No. 4S Courtlandt street, X. T.

Schencctadj Agricultural Works.

G. i;VESTINGHOUSE & CO.
proprietors and .manufaotitrees of

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Tlireshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut Wood Sawing Machines,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c., &c.
Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-named machines.
Particular attontiou is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddle Separ.vtok. This machine wa.s introduced last sea-
son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in use.
We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both Circular and Cro.s.3-cut, which are complete in every respect.

Address all communications to

G. WESTINGHOTJSE & CO.,
ap SCUKMECTAXIY, N. Y.

RAW BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BAUGH & SONS,
BOLE MANUFACTUEEKS,

Store No. 20 Soutb Delaware Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA.

T.
HIS article has for many years enjoyed a high reputation as

_L a manure of great etticiency and of unequaled permanence,
and we scarcely deem it important, in our semi-annual advertiso-
ment. to say more than merely call the attention of buyers to it.
But we will also state to farmers and dealers in fertilizers that it
has been our constant aim to render our Raw Bone Pbosa
pliate more and more worthy of the full confidence of farmers,
by the use of every facility at command, and the aid of scientific
skill, in essentially improving its qualities, and we have never al-
h'wed this purpose to be interfered with by the great and steady
advance in the cost of all m.atters pertaining to our business,
throughout the past two ye.ars.

The Haw Bone Phosphate may be had of anv regular dealer
in fertilizers (to whcmi we advise farmers to apply), or of the
manufacturers and proprietors.

BAUGH & SOHS,
No. 20. South Delaware Avenue,

JySt PHIIiADKLPHIA.

.-«,>«9r.'JC0M[Vf!SS!OM'bN SALES
FOa CIRCULARS AND SPECir^ENSADDRESS

.68 WlLLlAiyj ST N .Y.

NEW ILLUSTHATED CATALOCtUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL TERMS OF SALE,
AND

OEDEE YOUE TEEES DIEECT.
Address C. W. SEELTE,
aptf Eochoster Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

(J^I^K -* MONTH—Agents wanted to sell Sewing Machines.O I 'J ^^"^ "''" ?i^'t^ a commission on all machines sold, orera-
plov aients who will work for the above w-aires and all exi>cnse8
paid. -Vddreas, D. B. HEl'.KINTOX & Co..
my4t* Detroit, klich.
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PARR'S TOOL CHESTS.
Fitted -with complete setts of tools, sharpened and set ready for

use, and p.acked in cases for shipping. Prices from $2 up, and
containing from

ISiglit to One Hundred and Twenty-Eiglit

different articles, according to size, and adapted to the use of

Boys, Youths, Amateurs and Farmers.

PARR'S HORTICULTURAL CHESTS,
CONTAINING

COMPLETE SETTS OF GARDEN TOOLS.
Every one having a garden will find these Chests very useful.

TURNING LATHS FOR AMATEURS.
Also, smaller sizes of

FOOT LA-THS WOlEt BO^iTS,
With Tools to correspond.

To be had of all respectable Hardwaro Dealers, or of the Man-
ufacturer.^~ Send for ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR to the Manufac-
turer,

jytf GKORGE: parr, Baffalo, N. Y.

TEJVNIIVG^'S G^REAT BOOKS
FOR FARMERS AND STOCK-RAISEUS.

SHEEP, SWINE AND POULTRY:
KMIIRACINU

The History and Varieties of each ; the. Best Modes of
Breeding; their Feeding and Management: together

witli the Diseases to wliicli thoy are respectively
subject, and the approjiriatc Remedies for each.

By ROBERT JENMNGS, V. S.,

Professor of Pathology and Operative Surgerv in the Vete-
rinary ColloL'c of Philadelphia; Professor of Veterin.iry
Medicine in the late Agricultural College of Ohio:
Secretary of the American Veterinarv Associa-

tion of Philadelphia; Author of "The
Horse and his Diseases," "Cattle and

their Diseases," etc., etc.

This is the third of Dr. Jenxing's Great Series for fiu-mers
and stock-raisers, and like its predecessors, will be found
written in a pre-eminently practical and suggestive style,
and while Issued in a cheap and convenient form for popular
use, it yet grasps the entire subject with .all its necessary de-
tails. No one who has obtained the pi-evious volumes will
fail to purchase this, and t;iken as a whole, this series of
books will stand out for years to come, as beacon lights for
the guidance of that intelligent and largely increasing class,

who wish to avail themselves of all the modern improve-
ments in the rearing, breeding and general treatment of our

domestic animals. With numerous illustrations. 12nio.. doth.
Price, ^l.SO.

CATTLE AND THEIR DISEASES—Embracing
their History and Breeds, Crossing and Brewiing. and Feeding
and management; with the Diseases to which they .are subject,
and the Remedies best adapted to their cure. To which are add-
ed a List of the Medicines used in treating Cattle, and the Doses
of the various remedies requisite. By Robekt JenniN(;s, V. S.

With numerous illustrations. l'2mo., clo:h. Pricu $1.50.

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES—Embracing
his History and Varieties, Breeding, and Management and Vices;
with the Diseases to which he is subject, .and the Remedies best
adapted to their Cure. By Robert Jennings, V. S. To which
are added Rarey's Method of Taming Horses, and the Law of
Warranty, as applicable to the purchase and sale of the anim.al.

Illustrated by nearly 100 engravings. 12mo., cloth. Price .$1.50.

Agents and canvassers will tind these very desirable works.
Liberal terms made with the trade.

Either one or all of the above books will be sent to any address,
post paid, on receipt of price, •$!..% each. Send your orders to

JOHN E. POTTER, Publlslier,
jy3t 617 Sanso.m St., Puiladelpiiia.

CAYUGA CHIEF

COMBINED MOWER & REAPER,
AND

CAYUGA CHIEF, JR., MOWER.
Manufactured at Auburn, N Y., by

jeSt BURTIS & BEARDSIiEY.

TO CLEAR THE HOUSE OF FLIES,
USE DUTCHER'S CELEBRATED

LIGHTNIITG FLY-KILLEE,
a neat, cheap article, easy to use. Every sheet will kill a quart,

jy SOLD EVERYWHERE. St

SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
[ Price $2.25 per thousand,]

OF THE LEBANON YELLOW OR NANSEMOND variety.

These plants will be packed in boxes of live and ten thou-

sand each, so as to travel with safety ten davs. Grown by
my6t F. A. SCHWILL & BRO., Ciucinnati, Ohio.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable

length, at $1 per 100 or $5 per 1000. Warnauted true Sai.ix

ALBA. mh 1). S. HEFFRON, Utica, N. T.

CIDER PRESS SCREWS.
FIVE FEET LONG, four inches diamcjer. These powerful

Screws bring out a third more juice than portable presses.

Send for a Circular. Made by L. M ARNOLD,
jy2t* Poughkeepse. (N. Y.) Foundry.
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REMINGTONS & CO.,

Illon, Herkimer County, New York,
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL PLOWS,
STEEL CULTIVATOR TEETH,

STEEL SHOVEL PLOW BLADES,

FLANDER'S

Patent Adjustable Grain Cradle,

MYER'S PATENT
HORSE HAYELEVATOR,

PERRY'S

PATEINTX HOI5.se POTTEIt,
AND

Agricultural Implements Generally.

The Cradle Elevator and Horse Plow
Have bcon lately added to our list, but have been selected from
the sreat number and style of Implements now before the public
OS the best iu use, and we doubt not a trial will fully justify our
choice.

Wo have changed the iron head of the Elevator for wood,
which has proved better and lighter than iron. The Horse Power
has proved itself far superior to any in use. Address

my REMINGTONS & CO., Illon, N. Y.

TO FARMERS!
BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FEP.TILIZEK, AND BRADLEY'S

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and
retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY:

Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
{jj?*' Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To-

bacco Fertilizer, Bradley's X L Manual on the Culture and Curing
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing' the un-
dersisrned. WM. L. BRADLEY.
^^~ Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

contiiuing description. A. La TOURETPE,
»"v'63-ly Waterloo, N. T.

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay.

THE siibscriber having purchased the exclusive riizht for man-
ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now projwses to furnish the Farmers to the extent of liis ability,

which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to the

ditticultv of obtaining good .and competent mechanics.

Tliose who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la-

bor-saving m.ichines will please send in their orders early to be
recorded in turn. " First come, first served." Address

SILAS C. HERRINO, New Y'ork.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them.
D. R. BARTON, Rochester, N. Y., Agent. ap'64-ly

BUY THE BEST

The Railway Horse-Power Awarded

At the New York State Fairs of 1860 and 1862

AND

Ohio State Fair, 1 Se3,
As it also has at every State and Cmtnty Fair at rcMch the

Proprietors have exhibited it in competitian with others,

running unth low elevation and slow travel of team,

COMBINED THRESHERS AND CLEANERS,

Threshers, Separators. Wood Saws, Ac.

All of the best in market. The

THRESHER AND CLEANER

Also received the First Prf.mium at the Ohio State Fair, 1963,

runs easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, cleans quite

equal to' the best of Fanning Mills, leaving the grain fit for mill

or market.

gaj^ For Price and Description send for Circulars, and satisfy

yourself before purchasing. Address
*

R. & M. HARDER,
iipeomtf Cobleskill, Schoharie county, M. Y.

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE BULL HOTSPUR 4030 A. H. B. by Duke of Glo.stcr

(11,3S2) dam Dai>hne (imported) by Harrold (10,2i)9), rich

roan calved May 15, ISGO. Also, three YEARLING BULLS
and 'live BULL C^\XVE3, mostly by Hotspur, and a few

IIEIFKKS.
tW" Catidosues sent on application,

aptf T. L. HARISON, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N. T.

A 40-ACRE FARM IN MICHIGAN.
FORTY ACRES OF WOOD-LAND—Heavily timbered, near

Wyandotte, a fow miles from Detroit, Mich. Will lie sold

cheap. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y.
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[ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.]

QEmRAL GRANT'S DAEINQ SPY!
THE MOST THRILLING, REAL NARRATIVE PUBLISHED.

SPLENDID OFFER MADE BY THE PUBLISHERS.
TAventy TlxoiisaiiU I>ollai's to lt>e Grivon A^vay

!

Read tlie folio-wing and then Subscribe, and get your Friends to Subscribe.
JOSEPH HARRIS, ESQ.—Dear Sir : We hereby pledge ourselves to the readers of the Genenee Farmer to fully and lairly

carry out all the promises which wo herein make regarding the premiums to be distriliuted iimong those who send fur our new and
popular book, Lieut Gen. Grant's Spy. Among the purchasers of everv ?1 00,000 worth of Gen. Grant's Spy, we will distribute
lairly Twenty Thousand Dollars in accordance with the conditions named below.

This scene represents a real incident

!

Read and then Send at Once.
Nine Thousand Dollars will be expended in Three Farms

or Houses, each worth $.3,000, and each to be located at the will

of the parties to whom they are awarded. The remaining Elevkn
Thousand Dollars will be expended in first-class Agricultural,

Sewing and other valuable Machines, Pianos, Melodeons, Fine
Gold and Silver Watches, {buino hogim or cheap jeicelry ;) year-

ly subscriptions to Harper's, Godey's, Atlantic, and other stand-

ard monthlies ; New York Ledger, Mercury, Weekly, and other

popular first-class weeklies, whether literary, political or religious;

Elegant and Valuable Books, Family Bibles, Photograph and
other Albums, ranging from |3 to .^30 apiece.

To fully convince those who read this that we are sincere in

our otler, we, in addition, pledge ourselves to publish in this paper
the names and addresses of parties to whom awards are made

—

together with our legally attested ajpddc it, under oath, that all

is done as we promise. Greater security for fairness none can
ask. For Terms, &c., see next column.

Get up your Clubs at once ! The Larger the Better

!

1^" Full, Descriptive Circular of the Book and Premiums
Bent witU each book.

These are our Terms:
Single Copies 25 Cents. Five Copies $1.00.

iiur Premium List is numbered from One upwards, and each
letter is placed thereon in I'eyular and impartial order as it ar-

rives. Each book sent for represents one number, and each^'sa
books sent for represents ^'ce numbers, whether the $1 is sent by
one person or hyfire persons. Thus, while a single subscription
('& cents) may Like one of our highest jiremiums (worth $3,000,)

a club oi five\ov $1) has one extra opportunity for the same.
Keinember tlmt for your money you certainly get a better and

hanclsomcr book than is now published for the same sum, so that

the Premiums you may get besides the book, you really get with-

out the slightest risk ; "and, cousirtering the value of these, there

is no one who would not make the investment. 25 cents or $1,

or y.'). is nothint', when you are likely perhaps to get a premium
worth *:-;.(KlO, most especially when the ofl'er is made, as it is, by
resiPdUbible parties, and fairness secured in every w.iy. In re-

mitting name thepaper where yon see our (Ulcertisement. ^

Address (cash with order,)

C. W. AliEXANDER & CO., Publlsliers,

123 South Tuikd Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARM.—NO. 9.

Caxada Thistles are a great pest. This lias been a

splendid summer to destroy tlieni among all hoed

crops and on summer fallows. They can be killed

by thorough cultivation. They are tenacious of life,

but they cannot live if tlie leaves are constantly cut

off as soon as they appear. In corn, potatoes and

other crops which admit the use of the horse-hoe

this is easily acconij)lishcd. If they are not de-

sti'oyed in one season plant the land to corn two

years in succession. Keep the horse-hoe constantly

going till the corn tassels out, and if any thistles ap-

pear after this go over the land with hand hoes and

ctit off every thistle. Do this as often as necessary

and I think you will finish them.

Many people give corn good cultivation early in

the season, but neglect to go through the. field in

August to hoe and pull up the weeds. The result is

that the weeds not only rob the soil of moisture at a

time when the corn needs it, but they go to seed

and spring up thicker than ever next year.

The editor of the Germantowu Telegraph says,

apparently in all seriousness, that the only way to

destroy Canada thistles is to cut them off in the

summer and put a table-spoonful of salt on each

stalk ! No doubt this would do it, and it might be

practiced on a small scale in a city or suburban gar-

den, but to recommend it to farmers is simply ab-

surd. There is a ten-acre field in this neighborhood

that I should like to see the editor exiieriraent on.

It is one mass of thistles. There must be at least

one to every square inch, and consecjuently there

are 6,2^73,640 thistles on an acre. A tablespoon-

ful of salt, say one ounce, to each thistle, would be

367,040 lbs., or over GOO barrels, which at $3.00 per

barrel would be $1,800 per acre for the salt alone, to

say nothing of the time and labor required to apply it.

I intended to plow ray summer fallow three times,

but have abandoned the idea. The sod is not suf-

ficiently rotted to cross-plow. The most experienced

farmers have advised me not to touch it, " unless,"

said one, " you want a fallow that you are ashamed

of." He says he had just such a case some years

ago and cross-plowed it in August, and a rougher job

he never saw. Keep the cultivator going and roll

and harrow it well and it will be better he says than

cross plowing. I am not certain which will be best

and think I shall plow a few acres and leave the rest

as he advises. Mo not object to a rough fallow for

wheat on the surface, provided the land is well pul-

verized underneath. This making the surface very

fine while the bottom is hard and cloddy does not

seem to me a desirable preparation for wheat. My
father used to say he liked a rough surface for wheat,

and an old English farmer in Riga told me the same

thing a few days since.

The caterpillars are eating up the turnips. A
farmer told me yesterday that he sowed a quarter

of an acre and they have eaten up every plant. They

have devoured four rows of mine along the fence,

but as yet have not, apparently, touched the others.

They make a clear sweep as far as they go.

We have had another glorious rain. It will reach

the roots of the corn and potatoes where the soil is

well cultivated, but on hard grassy land it has not

penetrated more than two inches deep. I cultivated

my corn five times each way and went over it with

the hand hoes twice. The soil is very mellow, but

no cleaner than I want it. I intend to sow it to

barley next spring and seed it down, and was de-

termined to get it clean if possible. I want to put

my land into grass, but it is useless to expect a good

l^ermanent meadow unless the laud is thoroughly

prepared before seeding.

Those who have threshed say the wheat turns out

worse than they expected. The midge has undoubt-

edly done much damage to the white wheat. I

think late, wet springs, and dry, hot summers and the

midge, will in time, drive us into underdrainingand

good culture. We cannot go on as we have. Poor

farming is certainly a poor business. The farmer

who raises no more than enough to support his

family gets no advantage from the present high prices,
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for everything that he has to buy is certainly as high

as anything he has to selL The farmer whose land

is in high cultivation and raises good crops is in a

position to make money, for we know that it costs

no more to sow an acre of good h\nd that will pro-

duce 30 bushels of wheat, than an acre that will

only produce 15. If the expenses are equal to 10

bushels, the profits on the poor acre are five, while

on the other they would be twenty bushels, or four

times as large.

How much grain should you feed horses at hard

work '? I believe in liberal feeding, and my men are

in this respect perfectly willing to carry out my
views ! The stomach of a horse will hold about

three gallons, while the ox has four stomachs, the

first of which is larger than that of a horse. Hence

horses require a far less bulky diet than oxen, and

should be fed oftener. If we give an innutritions

food tlie horse is compelled to eat so much that the

stomach is overloaded and presses against the dia-

phragm—the muscle of respriation—and interferes

with its healthy action. Horses, to work hard,

therefore, must have a food that contains considera-

ble nutriment in a given bulk. It costs so much
now to keep horses that it is better to feed them

liberally and work them hard, than to work less

and feed sparingly.

Boussingault says that the " usual allowance each

day for a horse at Bechelbronn (France) is, hay 23 lbs.,

straw 5^ lbs., and oats 7^ lbs. This is certainly not

what would be called high feeding in this country,

but he says " with this ration the teams are kept in

excellent condition." I think 6 quarts of corn meal

and 6 quarts of " spout feed" per day, with good

hay ought to be enough for a team, but my men do

not think so.

There is considerable fungus growth among the

corn this season. What is the cause of it ? Is it,

like smut in wheat, propagated from spores attached

to the seed, and if so would it not be Avell to

" pickle " our seed corn in the same way as we
" pickle " our seed wheat ? There can be no doubt

that smut in wheat is effectually destroyed by

pickling the seed in fermented chamber lye and dry-

ing it with lime, and if this fungus growth on corn

is caused by fungus spores attached to the seed it

can be prevented in the same way.

I have just received a letter from Mr. F. P. Root,

of Sweden, N. Y., in regard to the Boughton wheat

he bought from S! B. Walton, of Fallston, Md. Mr.

W. sent 20 bushels of this wheat to the International

Wheat Show, held in Rochester Sept. 8—10, but it

did not arrive till some days after the close of the

exhibition. John Johnson, of Geneva, and F. P.

Root, of Sweden, purchased the wheat for $3.00 per

bushel and sowed it last fall, but of course rather

later than was desirable to give it a fair trial. Mr.

Root says

:

" I promised to report to you the merits of the
Maryland Boughton wheat, sown last fall, the seed
of which I obtained through your politeness at

the International Wheat Show in Rochester. The
wheal did not arrive till quite late for seeding time,
so it can hardly be said to have had a fair trial. It was
sown the 18th of September on a common fallow,

without manure, land once plowed, then cultivated
and harrowed. The winter was unusually hard on
late ?own • wheat, and this was much injured by
heaving, a large portion of the ground being stiff

clay soil and not rich. The ten bushels of seed was
sown on five acres of land. In the spring it looked
very spotted, and also at harvest time, as it ripened
very unevenly, and on the thin late spots the berry
was shrunk, which considerably lessened the yield.

I have just threshed the crop and have measured
130 bushels of nice white wheat. The measures
were heaped as taken from the machine and will

overrun in weight, I have no doubt, five or six

bushels, making 27 bushels per acre, which, under
the circumstances, is a good yield, much better than
the Mediterranean yields Avith us this year. Medi-
terranean has been much injured by the midge,
while the Boughton wheat was not, it being too
early for the rogues ; about a week earlier in head-
ing than any other wheat we have. The straw is very
short and stiff. I think it will not fall down on the
richest ground. It is a very nice looking bald white
wheat, and easy to harvest and thresh, not being
more than half the bulk of straw that the Mediter-

ranean has and more wheat. On the Avhole, I like

the Avheat and shall sow all I have this fall."

Mr. Root also says that he received from the Agri-

cultural Department at Washington a package of

" Tappahannock wheat," which he sowed. It proxies

to he the same variety as the Boughton wheat.

I regret that owing to the State Fair being held

at Rochester Ave shall not have another Wheat

ShoAv this year. I am sure that such an exhibition

held just before the time of soAving wheat, would

prove an incalculable advantage to the farmers of

this section. If this Boughton Avheat should, on

further trial, prove sufficiently hardy for our climate

and early enough to escape the midge, it Avill be

worth to the farmers of Western New York millions

of dollars.

The Agricultural Department at Washington is

doing a good work in distributing new A^arieties of

seeds, but the samples of AA'heat are too small to af-

ford a fair test. An International Wheat Show,

Avhere the entries were not less than two bushels,

and AA'here the straAv is also exhibited and a written

statement of the qualities of the Avheat is given, is

certainly more likely to lead to the introduction of

good varieties. I hope we shall have a Great Inter-

national Wheat Show at Rochester in 1865 ; and the

sooner the arrangements are perfected the better.

We should have Avheat from every section of the

loyal States—and by that time all the States may be
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loyal—as well as from Canada and Europe. Who
will take hold of the matter ?

I have just been cultivating turnips, or as they

call it in England, " scuffling." Remington's Horse

Hoe, with the mold-boards turned inside, so as to

throw the soil from the rows, does the work to per-

fection. Where I drilled in superphosphate with

the seed the turnips are splendid.

I drilled the seed on the flat, but I think it would

have been much better to have made ridges two and

a half feet apart, as they do in England and Canada.

When drilled on the flat, it is impossible to run the

cultivator as near the plant as is desirable, as the

soil is apt to cover them.

The Canadians are far ahead of us in turnip cul-

ture. They have introduced the double mold-

lx)ard plow, and the English turnip drils, to sow two

rows at a time, with light rollers attached—one be-

fore the spots to roll down the ridges and one very

light one after to cover the seed. A still further

improvement would be to have a manure drill attached

for sowing superphosphate and other light fertilizers

in the drill with the seed. To those who grow

turnips extensively these drills are essential. I

sowed mine with a couple of hand drills. Two men

and two boys to draw the drills sowed four acres in

half a day. This is far better than sowing broad-

cast, but it is much more labor than is necessary if

we had the proper kind of drills drawn by a horse.

When we understand their cultivation better I be-

lieve we shall yet raise turnips quite extensive^-

Mr. Burroughs has a nice pit?c« of Skirving's Swede

turnips, and he was showing me, a few days ago, the

effect of drawing the soil from the plants and leav-

ing the bulbs bare. The bulbs so treated were

nearly half as large again.

Phe Doctor has the fJnest acre of Swede turnips I

have ever seen in this country. He is a thorough

cultivator. The rows are two and a half feet apart

and as straight as an arrow. He applied from 300

*o400 lbs. of Bradley's XL Superphosphate of Lime,

and its effects is astonishing to those whrfhave seen it

tried for the first time. There can be no question that

superphosphate is the best of all manures for turnips.

Nothing would so favor the general introduction of

turnip culture in this country as the use of superphos-

pliate. It may be questionable whether superphos-

phate will pay on other crops, but it will certainly

pay on turnips.

I am digging a ditch through the woods and the

low land south of the road. The level shows that

there is fall enough to surface drain. I was in hopes

I could get fall enough to nnderdrain it, but cannot

witko^t going through a neighbor's farm. I offered

to pay half the expens* of digging a ditch through

his land. He admitted that his land needed such a

ditch, but said he was " going to sell and the farm

would bring no more after the ditch was cut than it

would without it." Pei'haps it would not, but

this drsire to sell, which so general!}' prevail?, is a

great bar to improvement.

There rs a milldam about two miles from here

which did more damage last year to the farms back

of it than would buy the concern ten times over.

Were it not for this dam I should have abundance

of fall on my own farm to underdrain it completely.

The dam has been declared a " nuisance " by the Su-

preme Court, but no directions were given as to how
it should be abated, and the owner has adopted the

novel plan of abating it by raising the dam and the

pond several feet higher.

The last number (August 6th) of the London A:yri-

cnlture Gazette presents its usual tabular statement

of the appearance of the crops throughout Great

Britain and Ireland. The editor, in commenting on

the reports, says :
" Most of our pages are this

week filled with reports of the current harvest. We
cannot congratulate our readers upon the character

of it. It was hardly to be expected that so cold a

June and so dry a summer should have produced

abundant crops—but we did not think, from a recent-

examination of many of our eastern, western and

middle counties, that the returns, at least of the

wheat crop, would have been so unfavorable."

Our own crops are undoubtedly deficient, and it

would seem that unless gold should decline, prices

must advance even higher than they are.

There is an old neglected dwarf pear orchard on

ray farm. The trees are mostly Virgalieu, and

cracked so badly that the former owner considered

them worthless. The orchard was suffered to lie in

grass, and the trees soon became stunted and covered

with lichens, canker, &c. This spring I plowed it

up, proposing to give it good culture, but in the

pressure of other matters have neglected it alto-

gether. The grass sprang up between the furrows,

and it is, taking it altogether, rather a forlorn sj/cci-

men of a dwarf pear orchard. If I did not know
what pears would do Avith good care and culture, I

should unite with those who cry out against dwarf

pears as a humbug.

But this was not what I was going to say. There

was three or four rows of trees where the land was

not plowed Avithin three or four feet of each side the

trees, while the others were plowed as close as we
could do it Avith the oxen. The trees in the roAvs

left in grass are yellow and sickly, the fruit small

and cracked, and every way inferior to the other

trees. It is very evident that if a mere plowing

early is spring will make so muchi difference, good
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culture must be of the greatest benefit ; and yet

there are those who contend that orchards should

never be plowed ! I presume it is possible to make

an orchard in grass so rich by repeated top-dressings

as to render plowing and cultivating the surface un-

necessary ; but under ordinary treatment all or-

chards are better for having the surface cultivated.

For peaches and pears this is absolutely essential to

success, and apple orchards are undoubtedly greatly

benefited by an occasional plowing. J. J. Thomas,

in the Cou7itry Gentleman of this week, alludes to

an apple orchard part of which was in grass and the

other kept mellow by cultivation. The apples grow

ing in the grass were much afiected by the drouth,

and most of the fruit fell from the trees before fully

ripe, and before they had attained one-quarter the

usual size. On weighing a number of the apples,

for the purpose of ascertaining accurately the dif-

ference between cultivated and grass ground, the

fruit on the latter weighed on the average IJ to li

ounces each, while those cultivated weighed from 2i

to 3i ounces.

Mr. Thomas remarks that there may be fertile

sections in the West where apples can be grown in

grass, and cultivators must modify their treatment

according to circumstances. As a rule to go by, he

says that if the annual shoots are not a foot long,

the owner may be sure that the trees require higher

culture ; if, on the other hand, they exceed a foot

and a half to two feet in a bearing orchard, nothing

need, be done to increase its vigor.

I am half inclined to sow an acre or two of rye,

as soon as I have finished sowing wheat, to feed to

the cows next spring. I expect to be very short of

grass, and shall have to soil my cows to some extent

next summer. I suppose rye is the earliest feed you

can get, clover coming next. I regret that I have

not a piece of young clover near the barn-yard that

I could put on a good top-dressing of manure this

fall. Nothing pays better than this. If I had such

a piece I should not think of sowing rye, but as I

have not, I think I shall sow a little and manure

that pretty liberally on the surface. It will be

ready to cut early enough to give ample time to sow

the land with beets, mangold wurzels and Swede

turnips.

P. B. Mingle & Co., of Philadelphia, sent me to-

day a few pounds of Mediterranean wheat, imported

by Thomas Richardson & Co., of New York. It is

a very heavy, handsome wheat, and if it does not

cost too much I will sow a few bushels. Mr. Rich-

ardson is a large exporter of wheat to Europe, and

is interested in improving the quality of wheat

groAvn in the United States. He thinks it is time

we should renew our Mediterranean wheat by im-

porting fresh seed. Mr. Richardson is a gentleman

of the highest respectability, and there can be no

doubt that he has imported this wheat with the sole

object of benefiting the farmers of the country. He
deserves the thanks of all wheat-growers.

Mr. Chas. S. Burroughs, of Lachute, C. E.. writes

that he has sent me a couple of samples of winter

wheat, and one of spring wheat. They were ob-

tained from the Russian Commissioner to the Inter-

national Exhibition in 1862. I feel under obliga-

tions to Mr. Burroughs for his politeness, and will

give the samples a fair trial. They are described as

No. 612—Gherka winter wheat, exhibited by O.

Tritter, of Odessa. Obtained a prize.

No. 670—Sandomerka, or Polish wheat, exhibited

by F. Sando, of Odessa.

No. 67—Egyptian spring wheat from Eastern

Siberia, exhibited by S. Bogolabski, of Irkootsk.

Gherka is, by the map, Lat. 48 N., Long. 26 E.

;

Sandomerka, Lat. 52.3 N., Long. 21 E. ; Eastern

Siberia, Lat. 52.30 N., Long. 106 E.

One would think that they would be suificiently

hardy to withstand our climate, but Mr. Burroughs

says that the Gherka wheat was entirely killed with

him last winter in Lower Canada. The sample he

sends, I conclude, is a part of the original one ob-

tained from the Russian Commissioner.

Robert L. Smith, of Stockport. N. Y., writes me
that he has invented a small self-regulating wind-

mill, made with a single upright post, the base of

which is fastened to the roof of any building where

the mill is needed. From the crank of this mill-

shaft a wire runs down into the building connecting

with an accumulating machine, which it turns and

raises a weight whenever the wind blows, and the

power of this weight can be used to run the ma-

chine when the wind does not blow. He thinks it

will be useful for churning, «Sic.

I. W. Briggs writes me, that wishing to ascertain

how small a quantity of potato it would do to

plant for seed in an emergency, he planted 98 hiUs,

4 pieces in a hill, with 8 ounces of small pieces of

Mexican potatoes cut from the seed ends of the po-

tatoes. Many of the pieces were not as large as a

grain of corn. The potatoes are now looking well,

and he thinks he wiU get 2 or 3 bushels from this

half pound of seed.

Mr. Loomis told me to-day that since I saw him

last he has become convinced that it was his own

man that sowed the strip of wheat in his field with

a different variety, and he wishes to retract the

charge he brought against our Canadian friend of

putting two kinds of wheat in the bag he exhibited

at the Wheat Show.
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FARM WORK FOR SEPTEMBER.

SowiNO Wheat.—The preparation of ground for

wheat is an important labor for this month. Tlie

ground should be made mellow, that the moisture

may be j)reserved and the seed vegetate freely. It

should be clear from weeds and their seeds, that the

crop may not be choked, the product rendered foul

or impure, nor the subsequent grass crop diminished

in value. Experience only will teach the farmer the

proper degree of fertility ; there are very few farms,

liowever, where the addition of fine manure will not

be advantageous. An excellent mode of managing

is the top-dressing given in the directions for last

month. This top-dressing also assists the germina-

tion of grass seed, thus aflbrding the advantages of

thick seeding and insuring a vigorous growth of the

plants. Timothy seed sown with the wheat, or im-

mediately after, usually produces too strong a growth,

and lessens the wheat crop, as well as interferes with

the harvesting; it is best, therefore, to sow it about

a fortnight afterwards, and the clover as early as

possible the following spring. This top-dressing also

protects the surface of heavy soils, and lessens the

tendency to freeze out. Sowing wheat early pro-

duces stronger plants and a better crop, but does not

cause earlier ripening of the grain. The drill seed-

ing, if properly performed, gives the best crop, often

from three to five bushels more per acre—but much
drill seeding is improperly performed, the seeds being

deposited too deep—an inch and a half on heavy

soUs, and two inches on light ones, are better than

any greater depth ; if the soil is moist enough, a

less depth is better. Any farmer may satisfy him-

self on this point, and gain valuable practical infor-

mation, by a few measured experiments. Some,

who have set their drills much too deep, have had

lighter crops than with ordinary broadcast sowing,

and have hastily denounced all machines of the kind.

Seed wheat that is infected with smut may be

purified by washing in brine, and then sprinkling

and stirring in powdered slaked lime.

Seed Corn.—Improved varieties always tend to

run backwards; the farmer should therefore con-

stantly select the best ears for seed. This should be

a regular yearly business, and if faithfully carried

out will give an increase of several bushels per acre,

in the long run.

Swine.—The falling apples in orchards may be

now fed to swine, and in connection with richer and
drier food will cause them to fatten rapidly. Winter
apple trees are often allowed to over-bear, and the

removal of a portion of the crop for feeding these

animals will improve the remainder. No tree should

ever bear heavy enough to need propping. The
yards and apartments in which swine are kept should

dry litter. Experiments have shown that they fatten

faster under these circumstances. Great pains sliould

be taken to feed them with clock-work reguhirity,

and not to give so much at a time that s<jme will be

left, and a distaste for food produced ; neither should

they ever be allowed to squeal ofl" their flesh by
waiting impatiently.

Butter.—This is usually the best month for the

manufacture of butter—the great leading requisites

for success in which, are first and most important,

good, sweet, rich, abundant pasture ; secondly, good
cows; thirdly, perfect cleanliness in the dairy house,
in all the vessels used in it, and in the air wliich

surrounds it ; fourthly, general and skillful manage-
ment throughout. Under the latter head may be
mentioned, shallow pans or shallow milk in the pans,

proper temperature of the cream, and working out
all the buttermilk.

Top-Dressing Meadows.—The best mode of ma-
nuring meadows is thoroughly enriching the soil by
manure, applied to crops which precede laying down.
But scarcely inferior, and perhaps equal to this

treatment, on clayey soils, is autumn top-dre.'sino-.

The manure for this purpose should be broken fine,

and very evenly spread. Harrowing, some weeks
after the application of the manure, will often be
useful where the grass is short. The manure, thus
applied, causes a strong autumn growth, enriches

the surface soU by the washing in of autumn rains,

and both the manure and the increase of grass pro-

tect the roots dmung winter, and give an early growth
in spring.

General Hints.—There are a large number §£
fann operations which should not be forgotten durino-

the present month. The erection of suitable build-

ings for sheltering domestic animals the coming
winter is a very important one ; drain bogs when
dry enough

;
clean meadows of all scattered stones

and rubbish
; see that root crops are kept clear of

weeds ; examine and repair all fences ; soil and feed
cows if the pastures are short

; grub up bushes and
briers ; cut up straggling thistles in pastures

; pull

up scattered mulleins by roadsides; harvest buck-

-'eQ *»--
«f wheat as soon as it ri-

/ ! pens; clean and venti-

®. f '^ 5S late cellars on rainy
~'-

: I
days. Attend agricul-.

p:Z ( 0) 16 If tural exhibitions and
i ";' \

I

acquire all the new and

.

^ -O "ip ^ valuable hints which.

j
. ! I such opportunities af-

l'-''
^ I....U 4 ford.

Fig. l.-Mode of Cnttinp Corn by JUTTING UP CoRN.—
h:ind, 25 hill to each shock. Much labor is saved by

taking no unnecessary steps ; this is the reason that

?8

be scrupulously clean, and rendered comfortable by
|
some men accomplish more than others with equal
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Ca-

esertiou. The remark applies particularly to cutting

up corn-where a regular system will save many

steps. If the corn is of a large variety, or in large

hills, twenty-five hills will wiako one shock, (fig. 1,)

and the inexperienced workman may take three

^.- a sf « «. f- V 1"11« ^t ^ ^™^' ^"^^'

i ill: succesf^ive three being

C" o 0. ? ? V ^ designated by figures

. ,. ,\ i 1 ^ 1 in tlic accompanying

cut, the dotted lines

^ connecting the three.

^ Smaller varieties of

corn, in smaller hills,

V -© 9 will enable the expert

J,
i laborer to take six

^Q. O d
hills at a time, and to

Pi,T '2 Mo.le of Cuttini: nii Corn, „ - i „i,^-
forming a shock of 49 hills. form a large shock

f forty-nine hills, (fig. 2 ;)
commencing at a, he

takes the first three as a beginning ;
next at b, he

takes six ; at c, the next six, and so on, the dotted

lines showing his footsteps. A larger armful may

be taken by placing the arm above and before the

hill, instead of beliind it.

The common mode in cutting is to place the shock

around a central uncut hill, Avliich occasions some

inconvenience in husking, to obviato which the corn

hopse is used. It consists of a pole about twelve

hundred times as many not nearly so old, that are

t.visited, distorted, tumbling or prostrate, many of

them a mere confused line of stone, variously inter-

mingled with elder, nettle and blackberry Ijushes.

'I'his contrast is owing solely to the mode !n which

©i

Fi?. i).—Cross flec-

tion of a well

built wall.

the walls were built. The best mode should there-

fore be well understood. The most important of all

requisites is to build the wall in a trench, dug to a

depth corresponding to the depth to which the soil

frec!zcs. This trench should then be compactly filled

with small rounded stone, broken stone, or with

coarse clean gravel, according to circumstances, or

supplies at hand. If the soil is comi act, this trench

jTig. 8,_Corn Horse, used in constructing shocks.

feef in length, and nearly as large as a common

wagon tongue. One mode of constructing it, (shown

in ftg. i'l.) is by placing the legs at the end of the

pcle, the other end resting on tke ground. Two or

three feet back of the legs a horizontal hole is bored,

admitting loosely a rod four or five feet long. The

orn- when cut is placed in th« four corners made by

Fi?. 4.

the Bod aEd pole, and ^ke» the shock is finished the

rod. is pulled out and the i>rtle draAvn backward. Ifa

fio-. 4 the same end is accomplished, only the pole is

drawn forward instead of backward.

Stone Walls.—At the present season, between

har^-esting and the securing of autumn crops, it is a

good time to draw stone and construct stone walls

or fences. The durability of a wall depends greatly

on the manner in which it is built. Two new walls

of the same hight and general appearance, present

a perfect contrast after the lapse of twenty or thirty

yeare. There are a few how standing after the

lapse of over half a century, as straight and porfect

as tUc year when they w«r« b»ilt ; Knt there arc a

FjV. T.—Cunililion of a bahly built wall after twenty vc.irs.

should have a drainage, or outlet. On these small

stone the wall is erected. It often happens that an

under-drain, three feet deep, filled to the surface

with small stone, may serve as a good foundation for

the wall ; but unless the soil is tenacious, and es-

pecially if inclining to the nature of quicksand, k,

will be liable to work into tke ditch at the sides and

towards the top, unless well riiielded with a lining

of flat stones or of gravel. A wall with such a base

as this will remain unmoved by frost for ages ;
while

one placed merely on the surface will rise and fall at

every freezing and thawing, the stones will become

gradually displaced, and before many y< ar.? will tot-

ter and fall.

The best stone are such as are flat or in square

blocks. But a substantial wall may be made of

round or cobble stones, if they are solidly laid and

crossed ties «f wood are employed. The lower

series of these ties shoitld be neer the bottom, or

about a foot high ; the second, two-thirds of the way

to the top ; or, if the stone are nearly round, three

or four may be placed at different hights. They are

all sawed of distinct lengths for this purpose, and

should be split so as to be about half an inch thick,

and two or three inches Avide. If made of durable

wood they wUl last an age, as they are less exposed

than fence rails, being covered by the stone and

nearly always dry.

BBfi.\KiNG Joints.—This is of great importance

i« la>TiiTg np the wall. If well attended to, it makes
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it inconceivably stronger. Tlie accompanying fig-

ures, (8 and 9,) clearly explain themselves, and show

the difference between breaking the joints and the

improper forming of vertical seams, presenting

Fig. 8.—Side view of a w.iH well laid, or with joints broken.

many chances for the wall to fall apart. After the

wall is built, the earth should be raised in a mode-

rate slope, about half a foot against tlie sides, to

throw off water, and as an additional protection to

the foundation against frost.

Where stone are good and abundant, the wall may
be built four and a half feet high, and will serve as

lig. 9.

—

Side view of a wall badly laid, or with jointa not broken.

a complete fence. In other cases, a half wall will

be found most convenient, being built two and a

half to three feet high, and finished by first laying

a rail on the top, then crossing stakes, and finally a

rider. Sometimes posts are set in the wall for re-

ceiving these two top rails ; they present a neater

appearance, but are apt to crowd the stones apart

•M^^^

Fig. 10.—Knd view of Fig. 11.—End view of wall
half wall, on trench. with wooden cross-ties.

and throw the wall down. A good stone wall is the

most perfect of all fai-m fences, and well built of

large block stones will last for ages without repain-.

The cost depends much upon circumstances. Half

wall has sometimes been built for fifty cents per rod,

but this is too cheap, and the work can not be well

done, nor a trench made. Digging the trench, filling

it with stone, and building a good half wall will

cost about one dollar per rod, and sometimes more.

A good wall, four and a half feet high, will usually

cost two to three dollars; while others, built of

large block stone, handsomely faced on both sides,

and substantial enough to last a thousand years,

have cost from five to six dollars per rod.

—

Tucker's

Annual licgider.

It will not do to hoe a great field for a little crop,

or to mow twenty acres for five loads of hay. En-
rich the laud aud it will pay you for it.

MUSB.\ADL\G A.\D APPLVIAG MANURES.

Tins subject was discussed at the meetings held

in the evening during the last State Fair at Utica.

and was continued at the Winter Meeting of the

Society. The Hon. A. B. Conger, wlio presided at

the meetings, has kindly furnished us with a sum-

mary of the discussions. Mr. C. is entitled to much
credit for the interest he takes in these discussions, and

for his efforts to render them useful. When a sub-

ject has been discussed, he jiresents a summary of

the principal points brought out, and if it is ai>-

proved they are published as the opinion of the

meeting. The object is to prevent these mei-iings

from degenerating into mere idle talk. Mr. Conger,

who has for many years presided at these meetings,

desires that when the farmers of New York meet
together to discuss an important question connected

with practical agriculture they should decide some-

thing—that the matter should not be left as vague

and uncertain as it was before. The object is cer-

tainly a most desirable one, and if successfully ac-

complished can not fail to add greatly to our store

of (^^^raYe'agricultural knowledge.

The following is the summary of the discus.sions

on husbanding manures as jirepared by Mr. Conger.

It is worthy of careful study :

1. Where sufficient lias been reserved for arable

lands, barn yard manure may be spread upon pas-

tures and meadows under the following restrictions :

a. If spread early in the spring on pastures de-

signed for immediate use, it should not be of the

droppings of that species of domestic animals in-

tended to be placed in the pastures.

h. It should never be spread upon meadows in the

spring, as the coarser parts will be caught by the

hay-rake, and mixed with the hay, imparting to it a

musty smell if not tainting and poisoning it with

fungus.

c. It may be evenly spread on meadows at any

time after harvest, and lightly harrowed or bushed,

especially if the after-math is heavy, so that the

grass may not be smothered.

d. The weather should indicate the absence of

high winds, the approach of moderate rains, or the

presence of copious dews, so that the amnioniacal

portion of the manure may not be lost.

e. On rapidly sloping lands a heavier top-dressing

should be applied near the summit, unless furrows

such as are necessary in irrigation are made, so as to

prevent the manure being washed with heavy rains

to the bottom.

/. In winter no manure should be spread on either

pastures or meadows when hard frozen, even when
most of the atmospheric conditions above alluded to

are present, unless the surface is. or soon will te,

covered with snow, and then only on ground either
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level or gently rolling, so that in case of a thaw the

melting snows may not render the distribution of

the manure comparatively useless.

2. Under a system of rotation of crops, as sup-

posed in the question, the husbanding of manures is

indispensable to thrift in farming, and is to be regu-

lated according to the supply of litter andthe method

of feeding adopted.

3. On farms whose principal staple is grain, the

amount of straw is not unfrequently in excess of the

feeding material deserved, aud in such case it is

necessary to spread it profusely over tlie barnyard,

that it may be trodden down by cattle and sheep

and mixed with their droppings. In such cases it is

sufficient that the barnyard should be dished or pro-

vided with one or more tanks for the holding of the

drainage of the mass ; that fermentation should be

allowed to proceed until the straw is disintegi-atcd

sufficiently either to turn the mass into heaps (into

which the liqtiid contents of the tank-s are to be

conveyed by pump and troughs,) or drawn out into

the fields for spring and fall c?ops—of which method

as generally in all departments of the fafm service,

the labor that can be applied is the discriminating

test.

4. When from the scarcity of straw upoH a farm,

its high price in neighboring markets, or its being an

element of food prepared for stock, it is necessary to

economize its use, the system of box or stall feediRg

is to be resorted to, and the husbanding of manures

is determined as the feeding is either of animals to

be.fattened or reared.

5. In the former case, neat cattle may be placed in

boxes not less than eight by ten feet, the bottoms

slightly dished with a view to drainage or being

filled with muck or other absorbents, and the ani-

mals wintered with slight additions of cut straw as

litter, so as to prevent the loss of air and other

cutaneous affections, (which proceed from the heat-

ing of straw if too liberally supplied,) and the whole

mass of droppings, Sic, left until removed to the

fields.

6. In the latter case, that of the rearing of young

animals, a like method may be pursued, but if their

value will admit of a greater regard being paid to

cleanliness, &c., the box should have a slatted floor

of oak or other durable strips one and a half inch

thick, three inches wide, and one-half inch apart

ovei- a paved, cla-yed or cemented floor, and inclined

8o as to carry the drainage of the box into gutters

leading to a tank, and the manure removed as often

at least as once in six weeks, placed under cover of

a roof either permanent, or of boards battened,

turning on pins and moved by a long lever as in

shede for drying brick, the liquid manure, (if not

usod sepa/xately,) being pumped from the tank and

conveyed by troughs over the mass so as to prevent

fire fanging. If used separately the sheds are to be

opened to occasional rains for the same purpose.

7. The manure from animals stablvd in the ordi-

nary way is to be treated as last above described,

and it is desirable that the manure shed should be

constructed with access to it from a level below the

on which the manure is deposited, so that in wint

the manure mo>y be carted out upon lands plowed

tlie fall, the fresh masses placed on top preser'sna

those underlying from being thoroughly irozen.

8. When slxeep are alone raised, they should be

kept under sheds Avith small yards connected there-

with, and their droppings may h^j. tieated either as-

in the case of fattening or growing animals in the

discretion of the owner.

9. Where no portion of the manure is designed

for top-dressing pastures, that of horses and neat

cattle may be always advantageously placed under

the same cover, their ditferent capacities for de

veloping heat operating favorably against over-

heating.

10. As the value of straw as an article of food if

ait up, mixed with feed thoroughly wetted and

allowed to stand in mass for a few hours so as to de-

velop heat, or if steamed is at its lowest price worth

at least twice as much for food as for the manure re-

sulting from its use as litter, where beds of muck
or peat exist on a farm they should be ditched, and

afterwards pared, so that by the use of these mate-

rials, when dried, the straw may be largely used a&

an article of food, a greater number of animals kept

on the farm, greater masses of manure made, and

with a material more valuable than straw as an ab-

sorbent and fertilizer, aud for the preservation of

the droppings of cattle, at a more uniform rate of

temperature.

Why Does Ikon Rust ?—Few persons, we think,

really understand this question or know the cause

The rusting of iron, which proceeds so rapidly when
it is exposed to damp air, is caused by the attrao

tion which the metal has for oxygen. It is very re-

markable that iron is unable to combine with the

free oxygen always in the air, but is liable to take it

from water, its compound with hydrogen ; for we
find that in dry air iron remains bright and clean

for a long time, but very rapidly rusts when ex-

posed to the joint action of air, carbonic acid gas

and moisture, under which circumstances Avater is

decomposed, and oxide of iron formed.

—

Chicago

Machinist.

Salting Manure.—Mixing salt with stable and
other manures has a great tendency to prevent the

development of grubs and vermin, which are fre-

quently bred iij dung when carried unsalted to the

fields.
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GLORYmO IJV THE GOAD.

Let tie wealthy and <:rcat

EoU in splendor and stale,

I envy them not, I declare it

;

I eat my own lamb,
My own chiekeos and liani,

I shear my own fleece un<l I wear it

;

I have lawns, I have bowers,
I have fruits, I have flowers.

The lark is my morniiiic alarmcr;
So, jolly boys, now,
Here 's God speed the plow.

Long life and success to the farmer!

The above well-known lines form the text for a

delightfully-written essay in the July number of the

Atlantic Monthly, evidently from the pen of Donald

G. Mitchell, author of My Farm of Edyeioood, who,

himself a farmer, is well qualified to write on the

subject. There are many things in the essay that

are not complimentary, bat they will nevertheless be

read with interest and are worthy of thoughtful

consideration.

It appears from an essay in the Report of the Com-

missioner of Agriculture for 1862, written by Dr. W.
W. Hall, that " notwithstanding the sylvan delights

of lawn and bower, and the exquisite delight of eat-

ing your own hams, the largest class of patients in

Insane Asylums come from the 'jolly boys' and their

wives and daughters." We learn, also, that in spite

of his ample larder, his freedom from envy and

carking care, the farmer does not live so long as the

pale clergyman whose white hands he looks upon

with only not contempt. * * * Three homes

oitt of four, according to this writer's estimate, sutfer

from the ravages of debt. If you do not trust the tes-

timony of books, but will turn to living men, you will

scarcely fare better. One man, whose recreations

have been rural, but his business civic, conducts you

through his groves and summer-houses, his stone

barns and his latticed cottages, but tempers your

enthusiasm with the remark, that this fancy farm-

ing is sowing ninepences to reap sixpences. Relin

quishing fancy farms, you go the practical man
swinging his scythe in his hay-field, his shirt-sleeves

rolled above his elbows, and his trousers tucked into

his boots. He shows you tlie face-walls and the

compost heap, tlie drains and the resultant hay-

cocks, with measurable pride, but tells you at the

same time that every dollar he has earned on that

farm has cost him nine shillings. This will never

do. A third farmer has inherited his farm, not only

without incumbrance, but with money at interest.

Under his hands it waxes fat and flourishing, and

fiends to market every year its twelve or fifteen hun-

dred dollars' worth of produce. But you overhear

its owner telling his neighbor that "it 's a Cain's

business, tliis farming : make any man cross enough

to kill liis brother!" You find this farmer racked

with rheumatism, though in the prime of life—bent

with the weight of years before his time. He has

lost his health just as he has improved his farm, by

working early and late through sun and rain. * * *

Everywhere you find one song with variations.

Farmers and farmers' wives are not in love with

their calling. They are not enthusiastic over it.

The "smartest" of the children do not remain at

home to take charge of the farm, .unless impelled by

a sense of duty to their aged paj'ents, or lured by

some i^romise of extraordinary recompense. Every-

where the farmer finds farming to be "a slave's
j

life," "a dog's life," "delve all your days, andll

nothin' to show for 't," " hard scrapin' to make both

ends meet." It is so unwieldly a mode of upplyiny

means to ends, that, if you must believe him, every

quart of milk costs him six cents, with the labor \

thrown in, while you pay the milkman but five

cents at your own door ; every dozen eggs which he

gathers from his own barn he gathers at the rate of

twenty-five cents a dozen, while you are paying only

twenty-two. And even when both ends do meet,

and not only meet, but lap over, you scarcely find a

hearty cheerfulness and sunshine, a liberal praise

and unfeigned ardor, a contagious delight in the

soil. "Jolly boys" in purple blouses may drive

plows around pitchers, but they are rarely met with

on the hillsides of New England, If we may credit

Dr. Hall, they are quite as rarely seen on the rich,

rolling lands toward the sunset. t

Is this state of things inevitable ? Farmer's have '.

a very general belief that it is. They not only ])l(xi

on in the old way themselves, but they have no
faith in the possible opening-up of any other way.

Their sole hope of bettering their condition lies in

abandoning it altogether. If one is superior to the

others, if an only son concentrates upon himself all

the parental afiection, they do not plan for him a

brilliant career in their own line ; they do not look

to him to obtain distinction by some great agricul-

tural achievement, a discovery of new laws or a new
combination of old laws ; all their love and hope

find expression in the determination " not to brino-

liim up to farming." They "don't mean that he

shall ever have to work." Hai'd work and small

profits is the story of their lives and of the lives of

their ancestors, and they do not believe any other

story will ever be truly told of the genuine farmer.

And when we say small profits, we wish the jjlirase

to hold all the meaning of which it is capable. It

is hard work and small profits to body and soul

;

small profits to heart and brain as well as ])urse.

But every plan which looks to better things is

" notional," " new-fangled," " easier to tell of tlian

't is to do ;" and so the farmer goes on his daily

beat, with a shamefaced pride in his independence,

fostered by the flattery of his county-fair orators

yet vituperating his occupation, bemoaning its hard-

ships, and depreciating its emoluments, stubbornly

set in the belief that he knows all there is to know
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j),ibout farming, and scornful of whatever attemps to

Ijo deeper than his own plowshare or cut a broader

;l!swath than his own scytln;.

I
To suggest the possibility that all this is the re-

f?ult of a limited knowledge, and that the most

ijifavorable and beneficial change might be found in a

linore liberal education and a wider acquaintance

liwith the focts discovered and the deductions made

ilby science, would be considered by a bold yeomanry,

ibur country's pride, as an outbreak of " book farm-

ing " in its most virulent form. " You may bet your

I'hat on one thing," says the bold yeoman, " a man

^-niay know sunthin,' an' be a good minister an' a

ftol'able deacon, but he 's spiled for farmin'."

f Two words are beginning to be coupled in the

'newspapers and to float about in the air, whose jux-

taposition is the cause of many a demure chuckle

I: among the rural population—" Agricultural College."

• Separately, the words command all respect ;
united,

'! they are a living refutation of the well-known axiom

that " the whole is equal to all its parts." On the

contrary, so far are our farmers from believing this,

that, while they acknowledge each i)art to be a very

serious and important fact, they look upon the whole

as the flimsiest of fallacies.

" Gov'ment is goin' to build au Agricultural Col-

lege. Farmin' an' learnin' marry an' set up house-

keepin'. Guess Uncle Sam '11 have to give 'em a

'

hist with a donation-party now 'n' then. Agricul-

,, tural College? Yes, Sir! Well, Sir, if you '11 show

i' me a man, Sir, that 's a gradooate from that College,

that '11 ever be seen with a hoe in his hand, I '11

give him leave to knock my brains out with it I

'

Y'es, Sir ! An' it '11 be the best use he can put it to,

Sir ! He '11 do less mischief that way 'n any other !

; Agricultural College ! Edicated farmers !
Yes, Sir,"

I 've seen 'em ! Got a grist up in Topsell. Jint-

stock farm. The best talent in Essex county 's been

a-carryin' on that farm, an' nigh about carried it off",

nn' themselv(;s alone: with it. Yes, Sir, the best

talent in Essex county, an' had the farm given 'em,

an' they 've sunk a thousan' dollars. Sir, a'ready !

Tliat 's what I call a Sinkin' Fund, Sir !
That 's to

begin with. Jones is an edicated farmer. He made

his cider last fall on scientific principles. Well, Sir;

I could put an apple in my mouth, an' swim down

Ttlerrimac river, an' have better cider 'n that all the

way ! Edicated farmin' 's a very pootty thing, if a

m:'.u can be at the expense on 't ; but when it comes to

gettin' a livin', farmin' 's farmin'. Agricultural Col-

lege; ! Yes, Sir, farmin' 's a hard life, lookin' at the

b<'st side. Soil 's light an' runnin' to stones. But

this here college stuff" 's the poorest kind o' top-dress-

in" you can give it. Learnin' 's a good thing. I 've

nothin' agin learnin', but 't a'u't the best use you

can make on 't to plow it in. The only way to pro-

mote the agricultural interests of Essex county. Sir,

is to keep the fanners jest as they are. Greek 'n'

Lattin a'n't state-prison oftensos, but they 're sure

death to pork 'n' potaters. Minute you edicate the

farmers they '11 be as uneasy as a tf)ad under a har-

row. What kind of a hand would Doctor Hall or

Squire Smith make, to come an' take a farm along-

side o' me "!"'

This is the way our bold yeoman puts it. Plant-

ing himself on the indisputable facts of his pork and

potatoes, he regards one who stands upon any other

ground as a dreamer and a visionary. He forgets

that pork and potatoes are not the only facts in the

world. The earth itself is a larger fact than any-

thing that springs from it. It is the inalienable in-

heritance, the sole support of man. Mother and

nurse, from the cradle to the grave, there comes no

hour when lie can withdraw fr(nn her nourishing

bosom. But, by our farmers' showing, it is but a

harsh and niggardly step-motlier, opening the foun-

tains of life only under enforcement. Is this reason-

able ? Is it reasonable to suppose that the one call-

ing which is essential to life, the oile calling on

which every other depends, should be the Canaan

accursed, servant of servants to its brethren '? Is it

reasonable to suppose that God gave us this beauti-

ful round world, source of all our wealth, almoner

of every comfort, possessor and dispenser of all grp.co

and loveliness, yet with such poison in her veins

that they alone are safe who deal with her at a re-

move—she withers the hand that touches her?

* * * * But if the founders of our

Agricultural College, or if any furtherers of rural

education, propose to themselves to diff'use light (and

dispel darkness) by appealing to farmers—if they

think to correct the evils of ignorance by furnishing

special opportunities to farmers—if they flatter

themselves that they can establish a college of aims

and claims so moderate that farmers and farmers'

boys will not be discouraged by the time, money or

mind required—if they design to narrow the crown

that lesser brows may be circled—they are spending

their strength for nought. No college and no school

can be founded so wisely and fitly, that farmers, as

a class, will send their sons to it. Why should they,

believing, as they do, that the district school already

gives them as much " learnin' " as they need ? Boys

there can "read, write and cipher." They gain

knowledge enough to reckon Avitli the hired man, to

keep the tally of the marketing, to compute interest,

and to do parish business. What more do they

want ? Your college-men will talk about selections

and temperatures, silex and fluorine ; but what has

all that got to do with planting the ten-acre lot ?

Timothy and red-top grew before Liebig was born.

A rose by any other name is just as sweet to the ag-

ricultural nose. Farmers who have grown to man-

hood with full faith in the fixity of their condition,
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in the impossibility of its improvement, are not to

bo turned right-about tace by a programme. The

b»st, patent cultivator could not root out this main

an-ticle of their creed. Agricultural Colleges may

spread all their blandishments ; but fannens will not

listen to the viice of tlie charmer, charm he never

so wisely. ***** * * *

" Parson Edward 's been round with the temiKn'-

ance pledge," says one old farmer to another.

" Yes," answers the latter. " Came to me. Asked

me, says he, ' Mr. Solomon,' says he, ' have you got

any cider in your sidler?' 'Yes, Sir,' says I
—

'six-

teen barrels, good as ever you see in you life, I don't

care where 't is.' 'Well,' says he, ' Mr. Solomon, my
advice to you is, to go an' tap them barrels, every

one on 'em, an' let it run !

"

"Guess you told him you 'd wait a spell, did n't

you ?

"

"Hump! Let it run! / Imew his gran'sir!

Meddlin' toad ! Advisin' me to throw my cider

away ! I knew his gran'sir !

"

Whenever any amendment is suggested, some

gran'sir" or other will be sure to block the way.

That he has been two generations dead, or that he

has no apparent connection with the point at issue,

may be indisputably proved, but it does not open

the road.

Nor will the farmer's sons be any more ready to

avail themselves of their college than the farmer's

self. As a general thing, they have either plowed

their own furrow " in the good old diabolical way,"'

and walk in it as their fathers walked, caring for no

other, or they have acquired so iinconquerable a re-

pugnance to the uncongenial toil that they can not

conceive of any plan or process by which it can be

made tolerable. * * * * We want our coun-

try's soil to be intelligently and beneficially cultiva-

ted. We desire that it shall be rescued from igno-

rance and from quackery, and placed in the hands

of active intellect and sound sense. We want our

farmers to be working-men, not day-laborers. We
want them to be practical farmers, book-farmers and

gentleman-farmers in one. The proprietors of the

soil stand at the base of society, and should consti-

tute by themselves an order of nobility—but eclec-

tic, not hereditary. Whenever a boy displays a turn

for agriculture, there is a fit subject for agricultural

education, a proper student for an Agricultural Col-

lege, whether his father were merchant, farmer, po-

liceman or president. * * * * n;;\xe city is cur-

rently said to draw its best blood from the country.

Let the city pour it back again over field and

meadow, turning our wildernesses into gardens.

Country and city will be invigorated by an exchange

of commodities—the one giving of its nature, the

other of its culture. ******

It is left for our country to show that manuisl and

u^;ental skill, strength, exertion and,,labor are not

incompatible— that hard hands n)ay comport wi:.Ii

gracious manners—that one may be a gent.liiai;iau

digging in a ditch, as well as dancing in a drawisi^L;-

I'uom. "•' * * •
IsW) lover of his country, wiio

brings to this view ihe same clearness and sense

wliicli lu; takes to pujitical or jiersojial phin.'^, but

must hail as an omen of good the etl'orts now making

throughout the North in behalf of agriculture and

education.

SHORT SERMONS FOR FAR3IERS—IVo. 8.

WICITTKN Foil THE OENESKi: f'AKMF.U.

Tr.AijT \i;i II cliilil in the \v«y lie shoulil sro, ;uid -vvhiTi he teloUl r

hi' will not (U-ijart fi-Diu it.

—

Pkoveujss '2'2: (i.

'

This injunction is applicable to all parents. It is

a favorite maxim of infidel p#.iiOf;opliy, that children

ought to be li-ft free from all e'Jucational bias re-

specting religious doctrines. It is contended, by

some, that this is due the child, in order that lie

may be left unembarrasst.'d in after life in his inves-

tigations of truth. Little need be said to show that

this notion is in opposition to the revealed will

of God. The natural development of a depraved

heart is corrupt princiiJes and sinful ])ractices.
,

Such is the natural tendency of human dei>ravity
f.

that the inculcation of truth anvi the restraints of

authority in childhood are absolutely necessary to

save our race from relapsing into a state of heatlion-

ism. 'I"he text implies that a child left to himse'rf

will take the Avrong direction. This corresiJfinds

with all experience. That a cliild left to himself

will bring his mother to shame is a fact mournfully

confirmed in the history of the degraded arid vicio«s

—

in the convicts of our prisons and in the victims of

the gallows.

" Train up a child in the way he .sliould go."

What does this mean ? IIow is it to be done ? To -

train means the use of all the means necessary to

secure the end in view. The end is the way the

child should go. The way is the love and the ser-

vice of God. This is the way in "which he should

go. The duty therefore enjoined in the text involves

instruction in religious truth. Children are to be

taught to read. The maxim that ignorance is the

mother of devotion is as dishonorable to God as it is

degrading to man. God is a being of infinite intel-

ligence, and an element of his imago in man is a re-

semblance to the divine attribute of intelligence.

It is obvious, thenifore, that the injunction to train

a child in the way he should go includes intellectual

education. The duty of the text has respect to the

child's becoming a servant of God. He must there-

fore be taught his duty to God— the doctrines,

precepts and pureness of the divine word must be-
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inculcated. His waywardness must be restrained,

if necessary, by the rod. It must not be spared for

his crying. His affections must be cultivated by the

repeated and persevering presentation of what is

morally lovely. He must receive line upon line,

precept upon precept. He must be won to the way

in which he should go by parental example. All

this requires diligence and watchfulness. No child

can be trained up in the way he should go without

a steady course of right instruction enforced by right

example. Whoever is not willing to sacrifice self-

indulgence and indolence to ties, is not fit to bring

up a child. Many children are ruined through

sheer indolence on the part of those whose duty it is

to bring them up in the fear of God. They are too

fond of self-indulgence to bestow the unceasing care

and ceaseless watchfulness which children require.

They have not the patience nor the industry neces-

sary to repeat again and again the same lessons of

wisdom and duty. They become weary and care-

less—the child is neglected and grows up self-willed

and vicious.

The text does not designate whose duty it is to

bring up a child in the way he should go. This de-

pends upon circumstances. The parent, while living,

is bound to do it. We are frequently enjoined in

the W(jrd of God to do it. The family is a divine

institution to which the church and the world are

to look as the fountain of these fertilizing streams

by which they are blessed. Nothing can be sub-

stituted for the family in training up children for

the service of God. There is no human influence

which can mold the character like tlie influence of

home. There is no instruction—there is no example

60 potent as parental. The lessons of a mother can

never be forgotten. They control the stem heart of

man in the selfish strife of the world as well as in

the courtesies of social life. A Wall-street lawyer,

who has preserved a remarkable degree of tender-

ness of heart though long exposed to the hardening

influence of contact with the world in its most sel-

fish forms, ascribed it all to the influence of his

mother. When asked how it was possible for a man

situated as he had long been to maintain such ten-

derness of heart, he replied : " A serious conversa-

tion which my mother had with me when I was four

or five years old has aflected my whole life. I had

joined some boys who were tormenting a kitten.

We chased her, and threw stones until we killed

her. When I came into the house I told my mother

what we had done. She took me on her lap and

talked to me in such a moving style about my cruelty

to the poor helpless little animal, that I sobbed as if

my heart would break. Afterwards, if I were

tempted to do anything unkind, she would tell me

to remember how sorry I was for having hurt the

poor little kitten. I never forgot that circumstance.

For a long time after I could not think of it without

tears. It impressed me so deeply, when I became a

man, I could never see a forlorn, suffering wretch

run down by his fellow-beings without thinking of

that hunted and pelted little beast. Even now the

ghost of that kitten and the recollection of my dear

mother's gentle lessons come between me and the

prison at Sing Sing, and forever admonish me to be

humane and forbearing."

No human being can influence a child, especially

a son, like a mother. There is no place like home
for the cultivation of the heart. But ]>arents often

die and leave their children orphans in this cold and

selfish world. The responsibilit j- of training up such

children rests either t>pon relatives, upon the church

or upon the State. It is a shame to either to sufler

orphan children to grow tip without restraint and

without religious instruction.

The obligation to bring up a child in the way he

should go rests, to a certain extent, upon school

teachers. Their influence in forming the moral

character of children is very great ; hence they ought

not only to be persons of irreproachable moral

character, but they ought to inculcate upon their

pupils the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.

But every thing, even the church itself, is subordi-

nate to the family in training children for the ser-

vice of God. Let parents cultivate a sense of their

responsibilities to God with respect to the duty of

the text. Let them never forget that, to a certain

extent, they will live when dead in their children.

Farmers often neglect their children in one impor-

tant matter. I mean they do not always recognize

the moral influence of a neat, cheerful homestead,

surrounded by shrubs and flowers and a well-kept

garden. An unsightly, dilapidated house inevitably

exerts a demoralizing influence upon a family of

children, while a cheerful house, a yard of shade

trees, shrubs and flowers, and every thing neat and

in order, exert a liealthful moral influence, and con-

tributes aid to parents in training up tlieir children

in the way they should go. Every dollar expended

in beautifying the yard of a farm-house will pay a

thousand fold in the virtue and thrift of a family of

children in future life.

Manure.—The hog-pens and compost heaps should

receive everything that will decay. The fennenta-

tion in compost heaps may need quickening by a few

pailfuls of manure liquor. Use plaster to prevent

the loss of ammonia, sprinkling it over the manure

while it is in active fermentation, and upon stable

floors, &c.

To manure and lime wet lands, is to throw ma-

\ nure, lime and labor away.
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OXEN FOR FARM TEAMS.

Messrs. Editors : As there is a large and in-

creasing demand for army horses, and as this de-

mand is pretty sure to continue, if not increase, as

long as the war lasts, it having been stated in Gen.

Halleck's recent report, that the cavalry in the

Army of the Potomac averages a remount once in

two months—that is, that horses only last two

months on an average in that service ; and as this

is making, and must continue to make horses scarce

and high, it would seem that not only duty and

patriotism, but their interest would indicate that all

farmers that can, should substitute oxen in the place

of horses for farm teams. Consequently it may not

be amiss to offer some facts and suggestions in re-

gard to the advantages of oxen as farm teams.

There are comparatively few farms on which one

or more yoke of oxen can not be kept to good ad-

vantage. But the farmers that may find it an

especial advantage to keep oxen are, first, those that

are just commencing, or are farming on a small

farm, more or less in debt, and second, the larger

farmer that finds it necessary to kee}) more than

one team.

First, in relation to the small farmer. He buys a

yoke of oxen for what one good horse will cost, and

most likely gets a yoke in the bargain ; so that with

the expense of a few shillings for a chain, he is

ready to liitch on to anything and go to work. Then
the principal part of his work being in tlie spring,

lie can, by giving them good feed through the sum-

mer, and pumpkins and roots, or a little grain in the

fall, and perhaje the fore part of the winter, make
them sell for beef from $25 to .^50 more than he paid

for them. This course may be followed on all farms

where a yoke of oxen can do the work, and in nu-

merous instances—many more than most farmers

are aware of—the turning point between success

and failure may be found in the choice of a team to

begin with. That is, if the money that it costs to

buy and rig out a sjmn of horses for business, and
generally for riding around in more or less style,

over and above the cost of oxen, had been paid on

the debt on the farm, instead of having been paid

for perisliable property, it would have made a great

difference in the final results, if not all the diiference

between success and failure. And lest this should

be taken as a mere opinion, I may be allowed to

fitate that I am satisfied it has been verified in many
instances that have come under my oteervation, as

well as in my own personal experience, having suc-

ceeded on a small, poor farm, where almost every

one pro))liecied m}' failure, and where I am satisfied

that had I tried to buy and keep a good horse team

from the commencement, success at the l)est would

liave been much more diflicult, if not impossible.

I need not give a detailed statement of the many
ways and limes that a yoke of oxen will be found

useful, handy or convenient ; all farmers understand

these things. But my principal reason for \irging

farmers that have use for more than one team, to

keep a yoke of oxen is, that by following the course

I am going to recommend, they may have the use

of a team at a cheaper rate than in any other way.

Nor am I about to reconmiend some new but

plausible theory that has never been tried, as the

course here proposed has been pursued to a conside-

rable extent in this section.

Those having use for more than one team, who
have kept and used oxen to the best advantage,

have generally bought in the fall or fore part of win-

ter, when oxen are generally the cheapest, often be-

ing in rather low condition, and the owners anxious

to sell to raise money, they are frequently bought

for from $20 to $50 less than they would sell for in

the spring, if in fair condition. They can be kept

thriving through the winter, if fed good cornstalks

and a good allowance of roots, or a moderate one of

grain, or if fed hay, with less roots or grain : and

pleiaty of good hay and more grain in the spring,

will put them in fine condition for spring work

—

during which they should be well fed if worked

hard. And as in most parts of the countrj', spring

work and breaking up summer fallow in June, con-

stitute the principal part of the heavy work for the

season, by giving them good pasture through the

season, and pumpkins, roots, &c., in the fall, they

will be in good condition to feed in the winter, if

they will not sell for beef before winter commences

—

as has been the case in many instances in this vi-

cinity—at a very satisfactory advance on the cost.

By following this course, and selecting oxen that are

good feeders, it need cost but very little if any -more

to make a yoke of oxen very fair beef, than it would

to keep a span of horses in good condition, and thus

giving a profit of from $25 to $50, and sometimes

even doubling the money on the oxen, while the

horses are wearing out.

This brings us to another important consideration

that is seldom thought of by farmers. Where is the

man that has fully comprehended the fact that the

something more than 500,000 horses in this State

—

there were 503,725 in 1860—will eventually all be

worn out, or die by accident or diseases. That is,

whatever value there may be in this large amount

of horses, must eventually be lost, there being next

to nothing left but what is made by using them.

Now for the purpose of making a comparison, I will

suppose that horses average ten years labor ; then

calling them worth $200 a pair, it would make their

labor cost $20 a year, besides keefiing. Now as we
have seen that the labor of a yoke of oxen may not
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only be had for the keeping, but a profit of from

$20 to $50 besideg, say an average of §30, which

added to the $20 for the natural wear of the liorses,

will make $50 a year. To this should be added at

least ten dollars for biacksmithing, wear of harness,

and interest on th» value of horses over oxen, which

makes §60 in all. Now if 100,000 yoke of oxen

could be substituted for 100.000 span of the horses

tksed in this State, and the oxen managed in the

way here proposed, it would make a saving of

$0,000,000 in the single State of New York. Or to

take another view of the subject. There were

231,740 farms in this State in 1855. Now if a yoke

of oxen could take the place of a span of horses on

200,000 of these farms, it would make a difference

of $12,000,000 in the State every year.

But as large as these figures appear, and though

from being spread over the whole State, such results

may not appear reasonable or consistent with the

general opinion of farmers, yet I believe that a

little consideration will convince them of the general

truth of these statements. While those that have

practiced the course here proposed in regard to

oxen, will see that I have made my estimates and

calculations on a moderate scale. At any rate, I

know that were I disposed to give extreme cases or

profits, I could give the experience of farmers that

have made many times the amount here stated;

men, that though they always kept oxen for work-

ing teams, and were able to get along with less

horses by having them, yet by careful usage, and

good cure and feeding, would be working them into

beef from the time they were brought home. In

this way they would make beef of quite a number

of working oxon in a year, though seldom having

more than one pair at a time, and never more than

two, but still realizing a profit ovar cost in the

course of the year, of several hundred dollars ; and

I have frequently known instances where from $75

to $100 AVL-re made on a single yoke. True, this

cour.se is most profitable wirh an advancing market;

and this is precicely what makes these suggestions

particularly seasonable at this time, as we now have

an advancing market, with a good prospect ahead.

And while it may be said that those that make the

most money this way must be good judges of cattle,

it is equally true that this is one of the cheapest

and most profitable ways that a farmer can make

'l^(^.ef._F., in Country Gentleman.

Western Kew Vurk. 1SC4,

All lauds on which clover or grasses are

grown, must either have lime in them naturally, or

that mineral must be artificially supplied in the

form of limw stone, oyster shells, or marl.

All permanent improvement of land must look

to lime as its basis.

POULTRY HIATS FOR SEPTEMBER.

•WKITTEN FOE THE eiSESEB FAKUKE BY C. if. BEMEITr.

Our liints for this month must necessarily be

short, as most of the hints of the last month, m
maay respects, will apply to the present.

All kinds of poultry may now be allowed full

range of the orchard and fields, where they will find

grasshoppers and other insects sufficient to nearly

maintain tkem with very little feed, which is an ob-

ject of no small importance in the high price of

grain.

The chickens intended for market should be well

cared for, and should be liberally fed with strong

nurishing food in order to get them to the market

early ; they will then command a high price aad re-

turn a greater profit than ever afterwards. The
early pullets which are intended to supply the places

of the old hens should now be selected and have a

run by themselves. The last year's pullets should

now be liberally fed, and if any are laying they are

then in condition for the spit, and shoidd be disposed

of at once.

Turkeys may now be led to the stubble and

grass-fields where they will pick up the scattered

grain and hunt for grasshoppers and all kinds of in-

sects, upon which they will grow and thrive rapidly.

A farmer in this (Duchess county) adopted this

method, by whicli he is very successful, raising froia

one to two hundred turkeys yearly. He drives tliem

to the yard and feeds them grain night and morn-

ing, when they are again set at liberty to roam

about during the day on a foraging excursion. If

they do not return of their own accord they are

regularly collected and drove to the homstead and

confined for the night ; this is never omitted under

any circumstances whatever. His turkey crop is no

small aftair, bringing- him from one to two hundred

dollars a year.

Ducks now require attention. It is not in

every situation that ducks can be kept with advan-

tage ; being in a great measure aquatic birds, will

not thrive unless there be a sort of ditch, brook, or

sheet of water of soine kind for them to dabble or

sputter in, and it is useless without this to attempt

to keep them. They require water much more than

the goose ; they are no graziers, yet they are hearty

feeders, and excellent "sappers-up of unconsidered

trifles." Nothing comes amiss to them, and in

places where tadpoles and the larvae of aquatic in-

sects abound they can be kept at trifling expense.

When it is considered how great pecuniary bene-

fit may be obtained by the keeping of a few ducks

to the general farmer it will be readily admitted that

to the huniVile cottager the boon will be still more

highly valuable, as ducks speedily arrive at a condi-
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tion for market, and when offered generally com-

mand the quickest and most univeisa! sale of any

other poultry whatever ; they are reared more readily

and will eat food of almost any kind. It however

shou'd always he kept in mind that the quality of the

flesh is highly dependent on the nature of their food
;

therefore a proper care on this point is essentially

necessary. We feel certain tliat if a common degree

of care, attention and regularity of feeding are

adopted with ducks they will remunerate the

owner as well as any poultry he may bring before

the public.

Ducks can be successfully raised in any poultry

yard, but require more care, and the breeding is at-

tended with more or less expense in a yard without

running water than where there is such conve-

nience. To i-aise large and superior ducks the

males should not be related to the females, nor the

females exceed two or three to each male.

The m^anuers and action of the duck, whether up-

on land or water are curious and pleasant to con-

template. Their regular afternoon parade and

march in line, the older drakes and ducks in front,

from the pond homewards is a beautiful country

spectacle to be enjoyed by those who have a

relish for the charms of simple nature. A parcel

of ducks, which had been accustomed to their

liberty, were for some particular reasons shut up for

several hours. On the door of their house being

opened, thej' rushed out and threw themselves into

rank and file, and marched with rather a quick step

three or four times round a certain space, constantly

bowing their heads to the ground, then elevating

them and fluttering their wings ; the ceremony

finished, they quickly adjourned to the water. We
have laughed a hundred times at the conceit with

which our boyish imagination was impressed,

namely, that the act we had witnessed was nothing

less than a duckish thanksgiving for their deliver-

ance.

" DmT Floors " for Stables.—In summer

the feet of horses which are little used, or

those used only upon hard pavements or dry roads,

often become very dry, hard and hot. especially if

they stand upon wood or stone floors. The

wood floors are not only dry but the}' absorb

urine, which decomposes, evolves ammonia, and

promotes this effect. An approved remedy for

this is to take up the wood and lay a stone floor

of small cobble-stones in cement, slanting slightly

to the rear ; tJien to fill in the stall G inches deep at

the rear, with sand or sandy loam, leaving it slanting

to the front. Enough of this sliould be removed
and renewed daily to give the horse a bed of clean,

dry. but not drying, sand. Little bedding will be

'ided, and the feet will soon gain a natural moist
—American Agriculturist.

PURE WATER FOR STOCK.

A GOOD draught of good water is, probably, as re-

freshing to beasts as it is to people. But in the

month of August, nearly all domestic animals suf-

fer for want of good water. Sheep will thrive far

better if they can have access to pure water. Teams
will endure the heat far better if they can have

plent}' of pure water ; and if milk cows must drink

stagnant water wherever they can find it, how is it

possible for them to give their usual flow of good

milk. It is impracticable for them to do this.

Some people allow water to stand in troughs, day

after day, many times, and compel their animals to

drink it all up. Did such people ever drink water

from an old dirty slop pail, after it had bee'fi allowed

to stand in the sunshine for two or three days ? Let

them try the experiment of drinking such w^ater,

and wait for the result ; and then they will be pre-

pared to express a correct opinion, whether or not

such water is as good for stock, in the sultry days of

August, as pure cold water would be.

Water troughs and water tanks should be

cleaned frequently, during the hot days of August

and fresh water pumped into them several times

during the day.

Milk cows require a vast quantity of pure water

in hot weather, in order to produce their usual flow

of good milk.

—

Country Gentleman.

Having things ' near enough,' often causes much
trouble. The head-board to farmer A's cart was a

little too short but it was ' near enough,' consequent-

ly it came out in passing over a jolt, and with it half

the potatoes. The keys to Mr. B"s wagon thills were

rather small, but they were ' near enough '—so they

worked loose, the thills came out and the wagon
and horse got wrecked together in. going down hill.

The bar to Capt. C's cow pasture was too short, and

yet he thought it ' near enough '—but it dropped out

one day and the cattle got through and destroyed his

grain. It is better and cheaper in the end, even if it

does take a little more time to have things just

riffht.

—

Maine Farmer.

Cabbage.—The best method to preserve cabbage

in winter, is to gather t}iein early, say about the first

of November, when they are perfectly free from

moisture, and hang them up in a cool, dry cellar.

The great secret lies in their being kept dry until

needed for use. Another excellent way is, to chop

them fine, and pack in a stone crock, in good cider

vinegar, adding salt and pepper to suit the taste,

and as good sugar as you can aftbrd. If you put in-

to this 'iV"iaration a little bruised horse raddish

root, it will keep sweet and good.
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A.IIERICAA' HORSE POWER.

At the last New York State Fair Ave saw on the

grounds a new horse power which struck us as a

valuable improvement. It is the invention of

Stuart Ferry, a farmer of Newport, Herkimer

county, N. T. Like all useful inventions it was the

worl. .. ii ne. Mr. Perry, fron! t'heoretrical consid-

erations, ' ught the old circu'"or sweep powers

were constructed on wrong princi]iles. He assumed,

what we 'h^ieve is generally admitted, that power.

when ajiplied to machinery, will, other things being

equal, give better net results, in proportion as the

force, and the speed with whicli the force moves en
its first application to gear, ajjproach to the exact

force and speed required by that ])ait of the ma-
chinery which is doing the work ; in other words,

just in ]>r()portion to its lUreet ((pplkation. Upon
the plan of the old powers, animal force, aljreiidy

much too great, if ai>plied directly to tlie work, is

made still greater by concentration and accismula-

tion, through leverage, upon what is called the mas-

ter wheel of a long train of gearing, and the ^pt.>ed,

which in the animal was already far too slow for tlie

work to be done, is lessened down on its lirst appli-

cation to gear, to a movement much slower still. By
such means created, an immense force, m'lving at

very slow speed, is now to be transmitted ;uid con-

verted through much and heavy gear, into a light

force moving with great speed.

"Is it any wonder," the inventor asks. " that gear

subjected to so great a strain is always giving way 't

that lubricants do so little good ? that the teeth of

the wheels are rapidly worn down by the heavy

grinding of iron on mm'', that the bearings are so( n

worn out or di.splaced "? Is it any woiurt that

through such a circumlocution more tlian one-half

of the whole animal power should be lost on the

very machinery of the horse power itself, through

the excessive friction of its parts?
"

The aim of Mr. Perry was to connect this objec-

tion to the old sweep powers, and to bring the ani-

mal force into more direct application to tlni work-

ing parts of the machine. He constructed a dozen

or more models, and also constructed and tried seve-

ral full sized powers before h-e brought his inveniion

to its present high state of perfection.

The cut in the opposite column will give a clear

idea of the construction of the New Power.

A B is the large drive wheel, so constructed that

it can be set up or taken doAvn in a few minutes, by

a man who has had no previous experience with the

power. Cast-iron sockets, that clasp together the

exterior ends of the wheel's arms, serve also to re-

ceive the heads of wrought-iron rods, whicli bind all

its parts firmly together. Each of these sockets

ends outwanlly in two neatly curved, thick and

round headed forks, designed to receive and liold the

strong chain which transmits the power of the

horses to the jack. Through the beautiful device

of a small iron Avheel inserted near the bottom of

each fork, the chain can not slip, and is rolled in and

out in such a manner as to prevent nearly all wear.

Tliere are six spaces between the pairs of arms, each

ample for one horse, allowng, altogether, the use of

six at a time, if so many horses are ever need'

Great strength in this wheel is combined wit^
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ceedmg lightness for so large a structure. So well

balanced and nicely pivoted is it on its supporting

cast-iron center post, tliat the slightest breeze will

cause it to turn, when disconnected from other ma-

chinery, In every view, tliis wheel, though simple

in plan, is certainly a mechanical triumph.

C D i^ the jack. The chain-wheel E on the main

shaft is Applied with nine small, very hard cast-iron,

adjustabls and removable cogs. F is a grooved

wheel, uspd to prevent tlio chain from riding out of

the cogs. G G G are small groved wheels for guid-

ing the cVain. H and J are the tightener and

weiglited pendulum, to take up the slack of tlie

chain, and to cause it to run truly and without

twist. The Vand-wheel shaft, M, can be placed on

the sills of th? frame when it is desired to run a rod

connected to it by a universal coupling. For run-

ning a drag-saw, this shaft is removed, and the main

shaft taken ou'* of its boxes, and its ends reversed,

bringing the large gear Avheel on the outside of the

frame.

The inventor claims the following points of supe-

riority over all other horse powers as practically

proved

:

1st. It occupies much less room for stowage, when
not in use.

3d. It is less heavy and cumbersome—more porta-

ble.

3d. Can be snugly packed on a common one-horse

wagon—and not a heavy load for one horse to draw.

4th. Any part ean be readily lifted, and loaded, by

two men.

5th. Not at all liable, like other powers, to be

racked or injured by moving.

6th. Is very quickly and easily set up for work.

7th. No joints loosened by setting up and taking

down, no matter how often done.

8th. Will cost less for oil, lard, or tallow, to run it.

9th. Will cost less for repairs, on account of nat-

ural wear ; and will last longer.

10th. Not nearly so liable to serious breakage from

great or sudden strains.

11th. Home blacksmithing or carpentry will suf

fice for almost any carelessness.

12th. No danger of long suspensions of work on

account of breakdowns.

13th. Has no bridge, rod, belt, or any other part

of the machine for the horses to step over every turn

they make, like all other field sweep powers—

a

great advantage.

14th. Will do double the work of ot/wr sweep jmicers

with the same team.

15th. Will do more work with the sain e team than

anp tread power, and is much more pleasant and safe

for the horses.

16th. Is the loioest priced of any power in the

niark(?t, capable of doing, either, uu equal variety or

an eijual amount, of work.

\^'(' should state that this New Power, the first

time it was exhibited, obtained the First Premium
on Horse Powers at the New York State Agricultural

Fair, held at Utica in 1803.

This New Power is now manufagtured by Messrs.

E. Remington & Sons, of llion, Herkimer county, N.

Y. We presume it will be exhibited at the New
York State Fair to be held in this city the present

mouth, and we believe our readers will thank us f^r

culling their attention to it. It is certainly worthy

of examination by all who wish a horse i)ower for

thresliing, cutting hay' straw and cornstalks, or for

sawing wood, either with a drag or circular saw. In

the mean time, those wishing further information

can obtain a pamphlet giving a full description of

the machine, its elFieacy, &c., by addressing Messrs.

E. Remington & Sons, llion, Herkimer county, N. Y.

A REFIIESHL\G SIGHT L\ A DROUTH,

In the drouth that has been raging, we noted the

marked effect on tlie green fields of sowed corn and

sorgho. The corn so shaded the ground—ground so

mellow that it witlistood in itself the drouth—that

there was no perceptible check to the growth. Here

was a most refreshing sight to all the weary, longing

eyes that looked from the scorched pastures. And

wlien it was brought to them, wliat a sight to sue

the poor cattle feast upon the juicy stalks! This

was a pleasure in itself—to the cattle and the be

holder—and there were many looking on.

The corn- stalks are not lost if there should be nc

drouth. They can be harvested, and are more i>ro

fitable than a crop of hay. In winter they are

relishable to stock, and atiord milk. The rule is,

drouth to a greater or less extent : so we should

always provide against such a time. Those who
have thoroughly tested the matter need no urging.

In a season more or less moist, there is a super-

abundance of pasture ; the grass shoots up and be-

comes useless. Less pasture should therefore be set

apart, and dependence made upon corn. Here is

safety. It is, in itself, like a refreshing shower. A
small spot will afford consid^ ble ibdder; and if

your herd is not too large, »"
n^,,

i"t it over into the

fall ieed. Thus farmi^^; •' •> n.my guards against

mishaps—one of the ci
,j

.-, . of which is a ''vouth.

Fodder corn is the safe-g ird, especially lo'* milch

cows. It is indispensable to them. Many f*irmers

have learned a lesson this severe seasoi), and will

profit by it next year.— Val y Farmer. .

>

Less land, more pains bestowed in cv t?-<iting it,

and a variety of good stock, will bo f r\ hi.^'l .y

profitable.
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mw^ikmki&m'^^^l
LIST

OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL

Nnrserjmen, Seedsmen and Florists

In the United States and Canada.

[Prepared expressly for the Genesee Farmer.]

NEW Y-OEK.
Cleveland & Powell Adams
C. A. Mills •

E. S. Salesbiiry "

George Landers Afton
Edgar Garrett "

A. F. Chattield Albany
I. T. Grant it Son "

W. Thorburn. (Seedsman) "

Nathaniel Albee Amboy
William Hiitler "

W. G. James Amenia
Peter Powers "

David Long, Williamsville Amherst
Fiogue «k Soli A ttica
Isaac T. Chase Auburn
William Cutting '•

George A. Le^gott, Bethlehem Center Kethlehem
John Sloan, Bethlehem Center "

Sinter Hampton, North Boston Boston
William Lull Bovina
Job Southwiek Brandon
William H. Heeges Bridirewater
W. M. Hoy t, Monroe county Briirhton
E. Peckworth, Monroe connty "

Fassett Sloans. Monroe county "

Muncinger & Barre, Monroe county "
* T. B. YALE &, CO., Monroe county "
Lyon & Fisk "

Hooker, Farley & Co "
O. Cavanach Brooklvn
P. Cordon "

George Cruell
Benjamin Hencliffe -. "

J. ituniijhries "

A. S. Fuller
George Ingram "

Walter Park "

E. Scrimgeour. "

8. H. Sitnpson "

C. Stewart "

II. C. Bryant Buffalo
Burt'alo Nursery, I). S. Manley "

Lest. luriieon »fe Crosslaml "
* GODFREY ZIMMERMAN
Lafayette Craw, South Butler Butler
Edward Cope Butternuts
Amos S. Cornwall Cairo
Nathan B. Peterson, North K.idgf Cambria
Tliaddeus Cliapin

; Canandaigua
Cvrns W. I)i.\on

Theodore Hale "

* U. B. SHAW, (Grape Vines)
John Atherton, Oramel Caneadea
C. B. Morrison, liensselaer Falls Canton
J. T. Barrel t. North Shore Castleton
B. McTamney, North Shore
S. G. Bushni'il, Chatham Four Corners Ch.atham
Miles C. Baldwin

,
Chemun"

E. G. Studlev Claveraek
M. Mackie Clyde
Demos Lawyer . Cobleskill
F. Shank
G. D. Phillips Coventry
Barton G. Stillman De Kuy ter
M. VK I'reer & Co., Watkins Dis

John Sheldon Buaneshurtrh
P. Bowen Si Vo East A-Urora
L. Barber East Blojuitield
N. Parnu-lee
K. S. Woodruff Kist Otto
Li.-wis Pi.tti'r, N(.rth Hasten Kaston
X. F. Foote. Morrisville J^atcm
E. J. I'<ttil(one . KIba
E. G. .Manley Eliieott
T. Hn])kins it Son Eliiiira

Cliarli-s Erwin Erwin
1). Brinkerhotf. Fishkill
J. F. CUa[iman Fiyetteville
S. H. Corbin Fabius
Zeller Dailledouze & Co ." Flatbush
C. Curtis Fleming
John Cadness Flushing
(farrit K. Garretson
I). Hig-ins
King & Murry "

Parsons ifc Co "

Prince & Co "

H. AV. McCoon, Sullivan county Fremont
John .Minckler "

Ephraim B. Vroman, Fultonhani Fnlton
\. S. Colton Gaines
J. Ellinswood 'Gainesville
B. D. Toan
Benjamin Fisli & Sons Gates
Horace Hooker
Bronson, Graves & Co Geneva
H. G. Otis
T. C. Maxwell & Bros
Robert Simpson "
W. T. & E. Smith "

J. M. Burdiek. llion German Flats
William B. Tompkins Germantown
Richard Bell, Fultonville Glen
John S. Ck-raont, Fultonville "

R. Reynolds, llinniansville Granby
Martin 0»born. Itswego Falls •'

Hiram Munson, La Salle Grand Island
Kelsev & Co Great A'allev

T. L. Prevost Greenville
S. M. Burke Greenwich
G. Humphrey, Guilford Center Guill'ord

Cvrns A. Lewis Hartland
Eli B. Lewis
Stephen Baker, Middleport "
Z.adoe B. Stewart, Johnson's Creek "

John Wright, Johnson's Creek "

C. W. Coy, West Hebron Hebron
Paris Barber. Hemer
Duran Hobart
Allen Spencer, Hoosick Falls Hoosiek
1). AVilder, Hoosick Falls

F. C. Bloomer Horsehcads
C. AV. Grant lona
Robert Robson, Italy Hollow Italy

B. A. Atwater Ithaca
Philo Doane Jamaica
Henry Hisrgins Kendall
Newman S|iici--r '

John Smith, Kendall's Mills "

.\lihott it Lyon, Valatie Kinderhook
Vak'jitine Ikirgevin Kingston
Joseph Foster
15. Sn\ der '•

J. C. Hastings. Clinton Kirkland
lien ia mi 11 H. Hart, Manchester , La Grange
F. B. Fam-her Laiisinsburgh
Joel llitehcoek, Lawrenoeville Lawrence
J. C. Rockwell, Lawrenceville "

-Matteson Morgan. A urora Lcdyard
A. \V. AVIieelock, Moscow Leicester
William Gunby, Oneida .Lenox
Alexander Baxter Le Roy
Enoch J. Ely "

H. C. Harvev "

Henry Shear Livingston
Jonathan D. Conklin Locko
Lockport Nursery, Allen T. Lane Loekport
* NIAGARA NURSERY, E. MOODY & SON
C. L. Hoas
John R. Miner Lodi
* E. AA'ARE SYLAESTER Lyons
Silas Potter Machias
A. Gilbert, Solville Madison
John Chapman, Fayetteville Maulius
Comstock & Church Marathon
Levi Lonndsberrv, Stone Ridge Marbletown
Henry Butler. .

." Marion
A. A. Bensel, Milton Marlborough
Samuel Cochran. Iloneove Falls Mendon
Soth H Hidev. Port Bvron Mentz
Peter Sandhovel Mexico

* See advertisement.
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Isaac n. (icmlil MiddleUiiry
Simpson (Jordon, Stapletou Miildlotown
Georgo Uimning, StapU-ton "

Charles rfticu'i'i', St;>i>Ieton
•'

George Nii'kcl. StapU'ton "

M!il>es Ai Ml'vthoru, Orange county "

Alixander N^'ilson, Orange county "

Stcpht-n KsUs Milt'iird

L. i;. Bentui^ Milo
J. U. Morrisi^n Montgonu-ry
Thomas Ho«joU Moravia
Joseph Ilel'eU Morrisauia
Joseph WaK-uug, Woodstock "

Eugene A. B;(umann "

Henry Ilerbst:
"

Ernest Petit, Woodstock "

Henner A Parker Mount ^lorris

J. \V. Clark. .Niiple

Charles Ho'iker, Newark V
H. Eshbauu'h. (.Scott Newlime
Squire G. Lane, Ulcott "

P. V, Hi.\son, Wiighfs Corner "

N. GoodscU New Haven
Horace Beackaiet Newark
A. G. Burgess, East New York New Lots
J. S. Burgess & Sob, East New York "

Sebasria.'i Berger. New Eochelle
Robert TurnbuU "

E. D. Miller. Akron Newstead
Andrew Brid.'enuiu, Astoria Newtown
Isaac Buchanan, Astma "

James Campbell, Astoria "
Matu-o Donadio, Astoria "

Gabriel Mure, Astoria "

John B. Mantel, Astoria "

William C. Wilson, Astoria "
John Buchanan New Windsor
David Trench *•

John S. Wear
J. M. Thorburn & Co., (Seedsmen) New York
J. I. Southwick, Shirley North Collins
William C. Bryant North DansviUe
O. B. Ma.Kwell
H. Southwicli & Son "

J. C. Williams & Co
Isaac Hicks Cc Son, Westburry North Hempstead
C. S. Cole, Spencerport Ogdeu
Levi H. Terwilliger Olive
A. T. Blauvelt, Blauveltville Oransetown
T. Depew, Nvaok
F. L. Gilbert OrwcJl
John B, Cuykendall Owasco
John W. Curtis, Auburn Owasco
Albert Newdale Owego
Owego Nursery, H. Curtis "

William A. Burses, Glen Cove vster I'.a

v

Luney Thayr ".
. . Pari.sh

George T. Osborn Pawlijig
William P, Lovel, Egypt Perrinlou
Hiram Chapman, Yersailles Perry sburirh
N. C. Cass Persia
Columbus Ewell Pike—^ Hayward Pittsfcjrd

Aaron Wheeler '•

A. J. Caywood Plattekill

Alexamier Palmer '•

C. H, Bickius Portage
Charles McNair
Daniel IIoliu.-s "

Twichell »fe Son "

James 1 laggerty Poughkeepsie
C. F. Erhard Itavenswood
Jes.se L. Concklin. Monsey Ramajio
Henry Freeman, Schuyler's Lake Eichfleld
G. Eiiierson. Oak Orchard Kidgeway
E. & W. Putter, Knowersville '

Bri^as & Bro,. (Seedsmen) Eochester
* JAM i:S VICK, (Seedsman) "

W. KiniT "
E. E. Schroeder, (Seedsman and Nurservnian) "
H. E. Hooker & Co ' "

Moore it Bro "
8. Boaniman <fc Son "
G. G. McKinstry "

Genesee Falls Nurserv. Elon Huntington "
* GENESEE VALLEY NUESEPvY, FEOST & CO. ..

Lake Avenue Nursery, C. J. Mills "

Monroe Nursery, James Wentz "

Charles MouLson "
* Mt. hope NLTESEKY', ELLWANGEltiiBAEEY.
Gould, Beckwitli ^fc Co •'

Old Rochester Nursery, Samuel Moulson "
* EOCHESTER AND CHARLOTTE NURSERY, C.

J^ RYAN .t CO
Eoch?ster and Lake Avenue Nursery, E, J. Donuellv. "
EOCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERY, C, W.

SEELYE
Benjamin Warn Romulus

H. B. Manchester,
Daniel Wetsel
J. AV, Boycc & Co., East Schcxlack.

.

Brig;;s, Morrison & Co
William KIslon
Isaac Elston

.Saratoga Sprimrs
SchaLThtici'ke

Schodack
Schoharie

Scott

n. G. stu
William Webster
.lames H. Parma
Richmond W. Locke
Alexander Watson
Ilemv T. Hooker
L. 11." Allen

,

William Collins. . ,

Eleazer Latliam, Sag Harbor
John A. Gamper
John Griswold
Harrison Holdridge
Amos Hopkins
John A, Kicliols

John J. Tboma.s
A. Hart Norri.s

T. J.Myers
George Holsom
J. Rodgers
Hoarde ..t Jenning.'i

Sj'racnse Nursery, W. Brown Smith
Highland Nursery, Cowles, Roberts it Co..
Richard Davidson. Campbell's Road
J. D. E.iton

James Glass
E. Hopkins
S. IL Faucher
Ambrose G. Howard
Frederick W. Boyce
R. Nimmous, East Varick
l^- Tripp
Edmon Bacon
Noah Wadams, North Bay
Wm. L. Rutherford
M. Hartwell
John Wilber
T. G. Yeomans
Wales Cheeney
R. A. Crippen
A. L. Nanny
J. P. De.xd
Williams. Dell

Samuel J. Harrington
Joseph Keeck
E. Tavlor
lliraiu Becker
Theodore D. El v
Westel W. GreJ'U
George Miller. EUenville
Zenas H. Jones
Stephen H. Ainsworth
^Vil liam L. Ferris
J. V. Lapham
George Sherman
8. Richardson
Daniel Conger
Timothy Ryan
David Kydee, Pines Bridge
Wright Tompkins, Pines Bridge

MASSACHUSETTS,
Hovey & Co
J. Breck >fc Co., (.Seedsmen)
Curtis &. Cobb
Thouias Hooper
Strong & Co
Dexter Snow
Wilder &. Baker
L. L. Arnold
Asa Clement
G. W. Wilson
J. F. C. Hvde
T. C. Thurlow
L. W, Puller
John McAfee
J. F. O. Hvde
* B. M. AVATSON
A. Cumminsrs, jr

J. W. Manning
H. Grundell
Walker & Co '.

A. Miellez
Charles Putnam
C. J. Power
*B. K. BLISS
Wm. M. Carr
* McELWAlN BROS., (Seedsmen)
Laban Eddv
Wm. Brewster
S. Dow

.Shawan.^unk
Sing Sing

, ..bkancKtele-s

. .. .Smitliville

Smyrmi
.Southampton

Southport

.SpriU'-'port

Starkey
?tephcntown

?tockbridg«
. .Sviacuse

, .rivss<-s

.Uiiadiila

. . . .Utiou

Varick
Venice
Victory
A'ieuna

. AVaddinuM^n
W'ales

Walt(rn
. . . Walworth

Warsaw

.Warwick

.Waterloo

Wawnrsing
WellsviUe

.WeslBloomheld
Westchester

Westtield

. ...Wils-iU

...Wolcott
. .Yonkers

. Yorktown

Bridge wat<.>r

Brighton
Chio.pee

Dorche-;cr
Fall Rivir

Lox.-e!l

Mahk-n
Naton

Newburyport
.North Brid^ewater

New Bedford
Newton Center

Plymouth
Reading

. Eoxbury

.'...Salem

.South Fratniugham
Springlield

..Taunton

!westlield

I *Seo advertisement.
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ILLINOIS.
G. Barry Alton

J. M. Hunter Ashley
* F. K. PHCENIX Bloomington
Ch'erman & Mann t
O. M. Coleman
Overman & Bushnell Canton
* EDGAK 8ANUKKS Chicago
Martin Lewis '"

F. Sulzer & Bro "

A. D, Blamenohien "

A. Miller

M. Williams "

M. L. Ouulap Chainpaism
J. A. Carpenter & Co Cobden
I). C. Seotiold KU'iu

A. K. Whitney Franklin IJruve

P.. Hunt .fc Co Galcsburi:

W. P. Musirrove Hutsonville
Will. Brooker Junction Grove
C. J. H^raall Kanahec
Samuel Edwards La Moiellc

D. B. Wier Lacon
0. B. Galusha Lisbon
Roberts & Peterson McHenry
L. Ellsworth & Co Naperville
A. Uoss Ottawa
1. B. Saiiuman Peru
A. Brvant & Sons Princeton
J. G. IJerback
Cline & Tenbrook Paris

G. W. Murphy Pontiac
J. H. Harris Quincy
Aldo Sommer

Stewart '

J. S. Sherman Kockford
H. Kimball
John Holt liock Island

D.' F. Kinney "

M. Doyle . .
.". Springfield

A. McGrady '"

6. Hood
Babcoek <fc Bro. Summerfleld
Mattison ife Son Sandwich
T. M. Myer Wenona
Robert Douglas Waukesan
J. A. Kennicott ; West Northtield

J. Huggins Woodburn

OHIO.
F. H. Penefield Bellefontaine

W. B. Marfield Circleville

Mcintosh & Son Cleveland
Dr. Edward Taylor '"

C. FL Robison "

C. WeigeL
J. S. Cook Cincinnati

S. S. Jackson "

William Heaver "
* A. G. HANFORD &, BKO Columbus
Charles Beck Dayton
E. Jessup "

Hiram Lewis "

Jacob Heikes & Son •'

George Heikes "

George R. Uermma "

Wampler & Robinson "

L. Nicholson E. Rockport
M. M. Murray Loveland
F. G. Hill
* S. B. MARSHALL Massillon

Stow Bros Milan

W. E. Mears Millord

Boalt Bros Norwalk
fitorrs & Harrison Painesville

H. B. Luin Sandusky
A. Eglinger Springlleld

Miller, Swan &, Layton
"

J. C. Coe & Co Sidney

N. L. Wood Smithfield

Lent & Co Toledo
Reiter & Maddocks '"

* G. BAKER "

F. C. Hansen "

Israel Hall & Co "

MICHIGAN.
Ramsdell & Loud Adrian

B. W. W. Steere "

* WM. ADAIR Detroit

C. W. Cuttms "

R. Demning Tackson

Bitetv & Bro Lawton
I. A. Ilgenfritz Monroe
William Bort & Co Niles

Bragg & Curtis Paw Paw
B, Wood St. Johns
M. H. Brooks Tspilanti

PENNSYLVANIA.
J. uackson Avondale
Peters & Co Bondersvillc
M. A. Wal moley Bristol
Harris & Hacker Oholtenhara
David .Miller, Carlisle
.litcox Heyser Chamborsburx
W. P. Brinton Christiana
Ly te it Conrad Enterprise
S. P. Beecher Erie
I. A. Plattman & Berst Erie
Meehan <t Wandell Germaiitown
I )inL'ee. Conrad ifc Co Harmony Grove
E. Satterthwait Jenkentown
John Dick Kinirscssing
B. 11. Ryder ! London
1 )aniel Engle .• Marietta
J. -M. Price Media
* M. MOUN Morrisville
R. Scott Philadelphia
Win. Bright
II. A. Dreer, (Seedsman) "

K. Buist, (Seedsman) "

* P. B. MINGLE .fc CO., (Seedsmen) "

J. Richie
H. Dryburgh "

J. Sherwood "

D. C. Landreth "

J. Knox Pittsburgh
S. Lowen & Son
J. Murdock "

A. W. Corson Plymouth
A. Burnett Reading
M. Hanser
A. L. Pennock Upper Darby
Hoopes A: Bro Westchester
J. Kel't

J. L. Darlington & Co "

J. Ruttcr. . . r
"

Dingee, Conard & Co West Grove
Isaac Jackson '•

A. Bennett Wilkensburg
* E. J. EVANS ^ CO York
E. Jessup ••

NEW JERSEY.
Goorse B. Deacon Burlington
* WM. PARR Y Cinnaminson
Aubry &, Sonchet Carpenter's Landing
E. I. Thompson Dover
D. D. Biichannan Elizabeth
* ISAAC PULLEN Hightstown
Peter Henderson Jersey City
John Henderson
John Perkins Moorestown
* FRANCIS BRILL Newark
J. W. Bird
E. Allen New Brunswick
Charles Davis Phillipsburg
Hance it Co Red Bank
G. H. Banta Tapi)an
John S. Barnes Woodstown
D.ivid J. Griscom Woodbury

CONNECTICUT.
Lindley A Hinks Bridgeport
* WM. PERRY & SON
I. Grant it Son "

Whitney & Co Hartford
J. Mason Hartford
G. Afflick

R. Lindsley Meridan
S. Iloyt it Sons New Canaan
R. Veitch Now Haven
* WM. H. STARR New London
I. W. Cone Norfolk
Ira Sevmour South Norwalk
J. H. timith "

P. Schlocker Stamford
T. C. Austin Surtield

II. Prccht Waterbury

INDIANA.
C. F. Mms Annapolis
H. P. Hanford Bristol
Josejih Xc'stal Cambridge
I >eGroir. Nelson it Co Fort Wavne
John F. Hill it Co Indianapolis
Fletcher it Beeler '•

George C. MerrilieUl Mishauaka
G. Corning Maurice
E. Y. Teas Kielimond
David liailsback

John C. Leas Havsvillo
John W. Tenbrook UockvilU
John G. Heinl & Bro Terre llaiito

Simpson, Tenbrook <fe Co Vincenues

* See advertisement.
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WISCONSIN.
M. C. Wait Barjilioo

Gould & Co Bo.iver ])ain

I. S. Tubbs Klk Horn
George J. Kellogg Janisville

Drake & Co "

Loaden »fc Co "

Isaac Atwood Lake Mills

S. G. Benedict Madison
J. C. Plum "

Giffork & Co Mihvaukie
Ernst Von Baumbach "

Keynolds & Co Sparta
Jas. S. Stickney Wauwatosa

MARYLAND.
Robert Halliday & Son Baltimore
Thomas Fairley "

JaiiU'S Pentland "
Win. Corse it Sons "

Jolin KfMst & Sons "

F. L. Morlinfr "
Antlidiiy Ki)ck "

SaiHiiel Foast & Sons "
W. 1). Brackenridge Govanstown
i;. lU'gan Hagerstown

IOWA.
Neally Bro Burlington
W. W. Becbee Dubuque
Westfall & Son Iowa
If. Weyand Keokuk
Albright, Owen & Co
* H. A. TRUAX Lyons
Wellington Bird Mount Pleasant
8. Foster Muscatine
James G. Chappell Ottumuna

MAINE.
A. Noycs Bangor
H. Duff "

E. Low "

Thomas Jackson Portland
J. W. Adams "

8. L. Goodal Sacco

RHODE ISLAND.
Thomas Galvin Newport
A.Smith
R. Wilson
C. A. Bradford Westerly
John Taylor. "

KENTUCKY.
R. E. Thompson Louisville
G. Curtis May sville
I. & I. Taylor Newport
Hobbs, Walker & Co O'Bannon P. 0., Jefferson Co

DELAWARE.
E. & N. M. Peters Newark
Edward Tatnall, jr Wilmington
Edward Tatnall, sr "

WASHINGTON, D. C.
John Saul Washington
Joshua Pierce "

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
B. F. Cutter Pelhara

VERMONT.
A. Taylor Burlington

CANADA,
J. P. Lovekins Bowmanville
J. McMeenan Brockville
B. Losee Coburg
N. J. Custer Goodrich
E, Owen "

W. Stevenson Guclph
W. Holton .'... 'Hamilton
McPhearson "
George Tyas ..'.'.'..'.'.'.'..London
Alex. Leslie '•

James Day '.'.'.'..'. Montreal
Jeremiah Hagaman Oak ville
W. Gilmore .'.".'.'Peterboro
C. Arnold Paris
D. W. Beadle St! 'ckth.arines
James Fleming & Co Toronto
G. Leslie

"

John Gray ..." "
James Dougall Windsor
Slaght & Scovell Waterford

Currant Worms.—In answer to the question how to destroy

the catterplll.ars on the gooseberry ana currant bushes, the Irish

Farmer'K Gazette WAy&: "Dust the bushes with fine, dry road

dust, or ashes, while they are wet with dew or rain."

THE GARDEN IN SEPTE3JBER.

The gardener the present summer, if lie has kept
liis eyes open, cannot have failed to receive many
suggestions, from his exj^erience, as to the best means
of mitigating the effects of a severe drouth.

He must have observed, in the first place, that

those portions of the garden that were under the

best cultivation were least afflicted by the dry
weather.

A deep, rich, mellow, well-drained soil will receive

but little damage from a drouth that would nearly

ruin crops on a poor, shallow, hard, wet soil.

It is the work of years to get a soil into the best

condition for gardening. It is impossible to take

ground tliat has been subjected to ordinary jield

culture for a term of years and make a good garden

of it the first year.

The soil must bo deepened by bringing a small

portion of the sub-soil to the surface every year, ex-

posing it to the action of the sun, air and frost, and
intermixing with it well rotted manure, until it is

rich and mellow to the depth of 12 or 15 inches. A
garden thus prepared will produce fair crops in the

driest season we ever experience in this country.

Another requi.site to a gardens withstanding a
drouth, is to have it dry before icorking in the spring

Ground worked while wet in the spring will get

hard and lumpy in spite of the best eftbns of the

gardener. Time will he gained by waiting a few

days, until the ground is in a suitable condition for

working.

The application of coarse manure to the garden in

the spring is a bad plan, as it is certain to injure the

crop in case of a drouth.

The best time to add manure to the garden is

«<j?o, just as fast as a crop is removed. And now is

the proper time to prepare it for passing through

next summer's drouth (should there be one) by
deepening and enriching the soil.

In the month of September the work of the o^ar-

den consists mainly in gathering and storing vege-

tables which are matured, and in sowing certain

crops for early spring use.

Beans. Pull them as soon as ripe, before they

become weather-beaten, expose them to the

sun a few days until thoroughly dry, then take

to the barn and thresh or shell immediately. Limas

that have failed to ripen, can be cooked green or

dried for winter.

Gabhage and Cauliflotcer. Full grown, ripe heads

should be gathered and used, as they will be liable

to burst open if left in the garden. Seeds of earlier

varieties should now be sown to keep in frames over

winter,

A correspondent of the Farmer writes :
" Will

some one please tell how to keep cabbage through
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the winter, so it can be got at any time, without

keeping it in a cellar ? " Although before the time

for storing cabbage for the winter, I will give what

I have found the best plan for wintering cabbage.

In the absence of a barn-cellar, a permanent out

door pit niay be cheaply constructed thus : Select a

dry knoll where the water will not settJe iijto the

pit, dig a pit say 5 feet wide, 12 long and 3 deep,

throwing the dirt a little back from the edge of the

pit. Set strong posts 8 foet long, about S fet4 in the

ground in the middle of each end. Lay a good stiff

ridge-pole on the posts and pin it fast. Take slabs

or planks, long enough to reach from the edge of pit

to ridge-pole and make a roof. Cover the slabs or

planks with a little straw and about 6 inches of dirt,

digging a trench around the ]ni to cover tb« roof,

and at the same time turn off the water and beat

down the dirt hard and smooth, so that it will shed

water ; or what is better, sod it over in the spring.

Make a door in each end of the pit to ventilate it in

mild weather. Pull up your cabbages and store them

in, heads down, two layers deep. From oue to two

hundred heads can be stored in a pit of the above

size and taken out whenever desired. In the very

coldest weather, a few bundles of straw set against

the doors may be necessary to keep out frost. Such

an out-door cellar is very convenient for storing

many other kinds of vegetables.

Celery. Continue to earth up about once in two

-weeks, as directed last month. Celery has required

a great deal of water the past hot, dry summer.

Cucumbers. Keep picldng for pickels until the

vines are destroyed by frost.

Ilelons. If any large, fine specimens are likely to

be cut by frost, it would be well to protect in cold

nights with old cloths, blankets or straw.

Onions. About the middle of the month is the

proper time to set Potato Onions for use early next

spring. They should be set 4 to 6 inches apart, in

drills 13 or 15 inches. (See March number of the

Farmer) Black seed may also be sown to good ad-

vantage.

Radishes. Sow early in the month the winter

varieties, such as the Scarlet, Purple and White

Chinese Winter, and Round and Long Black

Spanish.

Spinach. Sow in drills 13 to 15 inches the Round

Leaved and Prickly varieties for use in the spring.

Squashes. Cut off and expose to the sun till dry,

and then pack away in a cool, dry place.

Turnips. If too thick, should be thinned, and if

in drills hoed.

Strawberries. May be planted all the month, but

the sooner the better. (For directions see April num-

ber.) Among new sorts Russell's Prolific is worthy

of a trial. P- C. R.

THE HONEY lOCL'ST FOR HEDGES.

We have received a circular, ibsued by Messrs. S.

Boardman & Co., of this city, calling attention to tlie

Honey Locust for Hedges. They think it the b«st

plant yet fou»d for this purpose. It is perfectly

hardy, enduring the severest winters without injury,

and its compact and close growth, in addition to its

sharp thorns, bids defiance to all tresimssers. It

bears pruning well and makes a beautiful hsdge. W.

Brown Smith, of Syracuse, says, in his opinion, "tlie

Throe-thorned Honey Locust is the only hedge

plant that is really worth setting in our climate, ex-

ceirt perhaps the English Thorn, which, however, is

so slow in growth that most persons would be un-

willing to wait for it to attain good size."

If tliere is no other objection to Hawthorn©

hedges than their slow growth, we think they

should be more generally grown. In the late Wm.
Reed's nursery grounds at Elizabeth, N. J., there is

a mile of Honey Locust liedge which is much ad-

mired for its symmetry and graceful appearance, and

Mr. Buchanan, who has charge of the place says he

thinks it one of the best of deciduous plants for hedg-

ing purposes. It will grow on almost any soil and

is very tenacious of life. It grows rapidly and re-

quires little care, and makes an impregnable fence.

The subject of fencing is attracting more and

more attention, and we should be glad to have the

experience of our readers with the honey locust and

with other hedging plants.

Grape Growing at Nauvoc—A parcel of land

consisting of 120 acres, lying on the north side o)

Nauvoo, Avas sold a few weeks ago at auction, in om

two and three acre lots, for vineyard purposes, at

rates averaging from |75 to $100 per acre. Thi

o-rape growers of Nauvoo have realized, from theii

past year's crop, wine to the value of $70,000. A

number of grape-growers in Nauvoo, who, five yean

ago, had no income except what their daily laboi

gave them, now have stated incomes from theii

grape crops, averaging from $1,500 to $4,000 a year

It is said not to exceed $135 per acre to trench and

plant an acre of ground with grapes, and the third

year's growth is usually good for 400 gallons of wine

worth $G00.—-Ex'.

A French gardener has discovered a simple man-

ner of ridding a garden of caterpillars. A piece ot

woolen stuff having been lodged in a tree by the

wind, was found to have become covered with those

insects. The man seeing the result, placed several

other pieces on different trees ; and the caterpillars

setting on them in the night, he was able to destroy

a great quantity every morning.
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THE GENESEE FARMER FOR 1865.

Owing to the enormous advance in the cost of paper,

re arc compelled to advance the price of the Genesee

* i'AKiiER to One Dollar per annum
Our friends, we are sure, will not regard this as un-

e«souable when we inform tliem that we are now pay-

U2; thirty cents per pound for paper, wliich formerly

ost us from ten to twelve cents per pound.

Of course this advance does not affect our present

ubscribers; but no subscriptions from this date can

(C taken at less than one dollar. What our club rates

ill be we have not yet determined. If possible we shall

)ut them down to eighty cents in clubs of five and

ipwards. In the mean time, all who subscribe during

he present month for 1865, will receive the October,

jJovember and December numbers of this year free.

tVe trust all our friends who are desirous of iucreasing

,lie circulation aud usefulness of the Farmer will make

I special effort at this time to get subscribers. We shall

lext month publish our list of premiums, and can as-

sure all who will favor us by obtaining subscribers at

:his time that we shall do all in our power to compen-

sate them for their kindness.

Tell your neighbors that all who subscribe at this

time for the Genesee Faejier for 1863 will receive the

three last numbers of this year free.

The next number of the Farmer will contain a re-

port of the proceedings of the American Pomological

Society, to be held in this city, commencing on Tues-

day, September 13, and continuing several days. Also

a full report of the State Fair, to be held here the week

following, September 20-23, togetlier with an account

of the Wool Growers' Convention, to be hold in this

city at the same time. We can assure our Iriends that

no efforts will be spared to make the Genesee Farmer

worthy of their support. Our circulation the jjresent

year is nearly double what it was in 1863, and our

friends can, by a little effort, double it again in 1865.

Now is the time to commence.

Notes on tUeTVeatlicr from Ju!y 15ti» toAiigust
16th, 1864.

The last half of July was hot, dry and dusty, with

less clouds than usual. As little rain had fallen for a

month, drouth had begun to be felt; of course har-

vesting and haying was easily done, only the heat being

oppressive. The mean temperature of this half was

74.0°, 3.5° above the general average, 70.6'. Of the

month the mean was 73.5°, and the general average

for the same 70.5° It was a hot month. Tlie water,

fallen in this half was only 1.11 inch, and of the month

only 1.66 inch. Of this 0.63 inch fell from 11 A. M. of

the 25th to 8 A. M. of the 26th. This gave great re-

lief, but the drouth, though lessened, still was heavy

to the end of the month. Oats, peas, potatoes and

grass had suffered greatly; berries much less tha*

common ; Indian corn and late potatoes, it was hopetl,

might recover. The drouth was wide over the laud.

August opened warm, and the first day gave the

mean temperature of 83.3°; drouth heavy; but at 11

P. M. began a rain, which by the 4th gave us 3.13

inches of water. This was most grateful, and wit-

nessed with joy and gratitude, a nnanimoics rain. The

springs and wells had not failed but little, -while the

surfitee was very dry. This rain was nearly all ab-

sorbed by the earth, and the effect on vegetation was

great as well as good. The drouth had closed. Cooler

weather followed for a day or two, but tlie heat soon

returned with little diminution. The first half of

August was hot. The mean temperature was 74.93°,

the highest, except that of this half in 1863, 74.98°

known here in twenty-eight years. Indeed, there is

but one, in August, 1846, 74.24°, which approaches these

two. This year this mean was near 5° above the gene-

ral average. The coldest morning at 7 was 62° on the

15th, and the next 63° on the 4th. The hottest at 2 P.

M. was 92° on the 1st, and 90° on the 10th and 13th,

and the hottest day, the 1st, as above, 83.3°, which is

hotter than any day in preceding July, and only one-

third degree less than of the very hot 25th of June

last. The hottest noon here recorded iu twenty-eight

years was 102° on July 16, 1845, and the hottest day was

85.7°, the 17th of July, 1856.

Rain this half mouth, 2.18 inches.

comparisons.

The highest daily mean, this year, was in June 25th S3.7°
• •

^
• •• •• July 31st S1.3'

•• Aug. 1st S3.8°
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This shows the relative hottest days this summer.

Compare the highest mean daily temperatures for the

following years:

In June "0. lSo5, the mean was 85.0°, and at 2 P. "SI. 95°

In June 29, 1 856, the mean was 84.3% and at 2 P. M. 9-!°

In June '20, 185:3, the mean was ivt.3°, and at 2 P. M, 92°

In July IT, 1850, the mean was 85.7°, and at 2 P. M. 95.°

In July S. 1 852. the mean was 85.3°, and at 2 P. M. 97°

In July 19, 1S55, tlie mean was 84.7% and at 2 P. M. 95°

In Jnlv 20, 1854, the mean was 84.0°, and at 2 P. M. 90°

In Aus. 12, 1853, the mean was S4.3°, and ,it 2 P. M. Os°

In .-Vus. 1, 1864, the mean was 83.8°, and at 2 P. *I. 92°

In Aus. 5, 184G, the mean was 82.7°, and at 2 P. M. 90°

In Aui 1, 1854. the mean was 82.7°, and at 2 P. M. 88°

In Aug. 2, 1S03, the mean was 80.8°, and at 2 P. M. 90°

How nearly the extremes approach each other is here

obvious.

Compare the folio wiug highest average temperatures

for the last half of June, the mouth of July, and the

first half of August

:

1858. . . .77.7% very- hot. 1851. . . .74.8' 185S. . . .73.5°

1S4S 73.2°, quite hot. 1856 73.5° 1853 70.1°

1853.... 73.2% quite hot, 1838. .. .72.7° 1S64. . . .75.0°

1856.... 73.3% quite hot. 1851 ... .72.6° 1S46. . . .74.2°

This year the hot period has continued from the 15th

of June to the 16th of August. In other years, the

hot period has rarely exceeded half a month. In the

first half of July, I860, the mean was 74.2°, a hot

period, but no day a mean equal to 80°, and only one

noon reached 91°, and the others ranged from that to

&4°
;
yet, as a whole, the heat was uncommon, morning,

noon and night, with rain in abundance. But this

summer the middays have been warmer, and the rain

little.

It may be added that the water amounted, in the

first four months of the year, to 10.76 inches ; in May,

6.54; in June, 1.58; and in July 1.66; and in the seven

months 20.53 inches— our full proportion, but un-

equally distributed.

For ten days the atmosphere was very smoky, but on

the 13th the sun rose in splendor, no smoke to be

seen, but all swept away by the westerlj' wind and rain

iu the north and west. The smoke came here by the

westerl}' winds, and the great fires in the forests in

Northwest are said to be the source of it.

The English papers state the prevalence of the severe

drouth in England down into the beginning of this

month.
» i^i> •

A Dollar Paper for Forty Cents.

The Genesee Farmer has a large list of subscribers in

Canada, and we hope it will never be less. The soil

and climate of Upper Canada is very similar to that of

Western New York, and our modes of farming are or

may be identical. An interchange of views cannot fail

to be useful to formers on both sides of the lake. We
should be glad to hear more frequently from our read-

ers in Canada.

The price of the Farmer for 1865 will be one dollar

per annum. Our Canadian friends when remitting

in American money, must add 12 cents for postage, or

$1.12. If they send Canada mouey, the price, as long

as gold keeps at its present premium, will be 40 cents.

In other words, the Farmer is now 10 cents a year lower

than ever before. We hope our friends in Canada will

Bend us some subscribers at this time. All who subscribe

now will receive the three last numbers of this year

free. Only 40 cents a year for a dollar paper.

Agricultural ExUibitlons for 1864.

State Flail's.

New York, Rochester
Illinois,

Pennsylvania,. .

.

Mieliiiran,

Indiaiia

Ulilo,

\'erinont
Iowa,
Wisconsin
Canada West,
New IJrunswick,
Nat. Pomolosrical iSo'y,

N. E. A^' 1 Society,...". ...Spi-inKtield

Wool Growers' Con., lioehester.

. .Decatur

. . Easton

. .Kalamazoo

. .Indianapolis

. .Columbus

. .White Kiver J\inetion. .

.

. .l!urlin,LrI<jn

..Janesville

..Hamilton

. . Frederickton
Kochestei-

. . . Sept. 20-23

Sept.ia
...Sept. 27-;J0

. . . 8ei)t. 20-2.3

Oct. 3-S

...Sept. Vi-n
..Sept. 13-ie

..Sept. 27-3C

..Sept. 2G-.S(

..Sept. 20-3«

Oct. 4-«

?^'-l't,
'•

....Sept.' 4

Sept i]

County Ffiifs.
NEW* YORK.

Orleans, Albion Sept. A-l!

Queens, Jamaica O* 1, 'i-l

Ontario, Canandaiirua Sept 28-2!

linjonie, Biughamptuu Sept IJ.-II

Jellei-son Sept ItUll

Franklin Malone Sept. 2.7-21

Cattai-ausius Little Valley Sep'., 27-2'

Chautauque, Fredonia Oct. 4-'

ILLINOIS.

r.ureau Princeton Sept. liVl

1)(.-Witt Clinton Oct. .5-

Uandolph, Sparta Oct. 5-

SchuvUr Kushville Sept. 2-^3

Vennillion, Catlin Oct. 11-1.

Whiteside, Sterlin- Sept. 27-3

Kendall Bri.stol Sept. 2M-2

Hancock Carthau-e Sept. 20-2

Ford Paxton Sei)t. 21-2

M cLeau, Bloominijton Sept. 20-;3

l)uPa-e, AVheaton": Sept. 26-2

Pike. ; Pittsfield Sej.t. 27-2

Fulton Lewiston Sept. 27-2

WaiTen Monmoth Sept. 27-2

DeKalb, DeKalb Sept. 28-:3

Carroll Mt. Carroll Sept. 2,^3

()j,'le Oreiron Sept. 28-;3

Cumberland Ma.iority Point Sept. 29-(.)ct.

Washington Nashville Oct. 5-

ilacoupin, Carlinville Oct. 11-1

Moni-oe, Waterloo Oct. 12-1

OHIO.

Columbiana New Lisbon Sept. 21-2

Fulton, Ottokee Sept. 21-2:

]5iitler Maplewood Oct. 4-

Cuvuhoga, Cleveland Sepl. 27-3'

_
I Burton Sept. 20-2'

GeauS" ) Clardon Sept. 2-^ii

Lorain Ely ria Oct. 4-'

Mahoning Yoimarstown Oct. 4-'

Medina. Medina <'>ct. :'>-i

Morrow Mt. Gilead Oct. 5-'

Stark Canton Se..t. 28-:3<

Union Marysville Oct. 5-'

Iluriin Norwalk Sept. 2->-3i

Trumbull, Warren Sept. 21-2;

Warren, Lebanon Sejit. 2'-8(

Wayne, Wooster Sept. 2>-3i

Clark Springfleld Oct. ^-(

Clermont, Bantam Sept. 2(i-2'.

Hancock, Findlev Oct. tU;

Lake Painsville Sei>t. 2^3(
Summit, Akron Oct, 5-t

IOWA.
Floyd Eockford 8,-])t. 14-1.'5

Van Buren Keosauqu.a Sept. i^-ll

Muscatine, Muscatine Sipt. 1:'.-14

Clinton, Lyon Sept. 13-16

Scott, Davenport Sept. 19-30

PENNSYLVANIA.
Union Ag. Association,.. Burtrettstown Oct. 6-7

Bucks, Newtown Sept. 27-2S

Bone Dust.

The demand for artificial manures has been greater

this season than ever before known in this country.

Several fiirmers have written to us requesting us to

purchase bone dust for them. It can not be had in this

city. It is manufactured here, but Mr. Preston has

none on hand.
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Tbe Markets.

OFFICIC OF TliE C-KNKSEK K.Vi:.MKK. (

KocuKSTEit, N. v., Auirusl ;iu, IsW. )'

SlxcE onr last report Gold has declined from 2G0 to 28r)>;. Owing

the fact that our leailiny; afrricnUnral staples were not re-

atively as biirli as Gold, juices have not declined to'the same ex-

;cnt. It is admitted everywhere that the cri)[is arc ranch below

n avcnige, while the war sreatly increases consumption.

There are rumors that Commissioners have been sent from

^'ashinirtoa to llichmond. and there are those who think that we
re on the eve o; Peace. These rumors have affected the i)rice

{ Gold, and to some extent the price of farm [irodiice.

The stringency in the Money market alluded to in our rei)ort

or August is far less severe, though the Uauks are still short of

urreney. The Government is in pressing need of money, and

1 one I'orm or other is issuing paper that is used as currency,

he new National Banks are rapidly increasing their issues,

heir notes now In circulation amount to $4U,0U0,00ll. We have

tOU.DOO.Odl) of "Greenbacks,"' in addition to the State Bank cir-

ulation of if 170,000.000. Besides this, the Five Per Cent. Legal

'ender Kotes, and the Six Per Cent. Compound Interest Notes,

to a considerable extent used as currency. The latter are

isued at the rate of over $3,000,000 per week. AVith this vast

sue of paper mone}'—and constantly increasing—it seems vain

> hope for any permanent fall in the price of Gobi. The price

f everything will rule high so long as the war continues. Itu-

lOi'S cif peace, or successes in the tieki, may temporarilv depress

rices—anil it is more than probable that they are circulated for

lis purpose—but until we have some great and decisive victory,

until there are some real grounds for tbe belief that peace is

ear at hand, there is little prospect of any permanent decline in

rices.

The Wool market is again actire, and prices are biglier. Farm-
's in this vicinity have sold some ordinary clips at .*1.00

'f^ lb.

s high as $1.20 has been paid in New York for choice lots.

Butter in New York, last week, was in active demand for ex-

ort to England, and the choicest lots brought 60c. ^ tt). The
11 in Gold yesterday from 255 to 235^ will doubtless lower the

:'ice of Butter somewhat. There is, however, an undoubtedly

•arcity of good Butter in the country, and prices will continue

igh. Choice lots of Cheese brought 26c. ^ tti.

!

Owing to the drouth there will be a very short crop of Clover

?ed. In fact, we fear there will be h.ardly enough for our own
-e. Farmers should save every bushel they can gather. It

;-ings 2Tc. \?, ft in New York; Timothy Seed, .$7.00 "f? bushel;

lax Seed, $3.75 to $4.00 %3 bushel; Ilay, $25 to $30 [ler tun.

In this city, V)'hite Wheat brings $2.25(3,2.50, and Bed Wheat
2.li:)((>j2.25

X-}
bushel ; Barley, $2.00 ; Oats, 90c. to $1.00; Corn,

1.50; Hay, $1S@$20 ^ tun; Potatoes, $1.75 to $2.25 per

ushel; Turnips, 75c. ^ bushel; Eggs, 22c. per dozen.

-«S3>K o

Ijlst Of Nurserymen, A:c.

We publish this mouth a list of the principal nursery-

KU iu the United States and Canada. It has been pre-

ivred with much care and labor. The list will be pub-

shed iu the Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory

)r 1885, and if any errors have occurred, we sJiall

steem it a favor to have them pointed out tliat they

lay be corrected in the revised list in the Rural

niiual.

According to this list there are in New York 222

urscry llrms ; 47 in Illinois; Pennsylvania 41; Ohio

5 ; Massachusetts 26 ; New Jersey 17; Connecticut 16
;

iidiana 14 ; "Wisconsin 13 ; Michigaa 11 ; Maryland

3; Iowa 9 ; Maine 6; Rhode Island 5; Kentucky 4;

L'lawarc S ; District of Columbia 2; New Hampsliire

;
Vermont 1 ; Canada 20.

•-*«a»»-»

The American Pomolocical Society will hold its

'enth Biennial Session in'this city, commcncini^ Sep-
2m!KT Hi Packajres of fruit may be addicsscd care

f James Vick, Secretary of the American Pomologi-
al Society, Kochester, N. Y.

Inquiries and Answers.

I WISH to procure a inacliine for sawing timber into
lengths for cord wood. I understand tliat there are
such machines in use near your city. Can you tell me
where they are manufactured, price, &c. ? Do they
give good satisfaction 'i R. J.

E. D. Ilallock formerly manufactured such a ma-
chine, but does not do so at present. Remington &
Son, of Ilion, X. Y., manufacture a machine that "will

give you good satisfaction.

Will it pay to use lime? I h.ave plentv of lime-
stone on my form, and old wood, stumps, etc., that I
could use to burn them. What will it cost to put up a
kiln fur such a purpose, awd will it be cheaper to build
it of stones or bricks '! I have an abundance of stones,
while bricks cost me, including cai-riage, §12 per thou-
s;<nd. I should be glad if some of tlie readers of the
Gtnenee Fanner would give me their views on this sub-
ject. Gates.

Special Notices.

Send for a Circular of Grover's Patent Swing
BEAM PLOW. See advertisement in May number of the

Farmer. au2t D. C. ALLING, Eochester, N. T.

Hickok's Celebratctl Improved Cider Mill
for sale at the Genesee Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse,

No. 19 South St. Paul street, Rochester, N. Y., by J. Eapalje.

A New Book in Press.—A corrected and new stereo-

tyi)ed enlarged edition of The Field and Garden Vegeta-

6/e8 of America, by Fearing Burr, Jr., Esq., is passing through

tiie press. It will contain many more illustrations of tbe vege-

tables described, and much new and valuable information will be

added. It will be more compact and desirable in size and shape

than the first edition, which was not stereotyped. Messrs. J. E.

Tn.TON' & Co,, Boston, will bring it out in their well-known at-

tractive style. It

ADVERTfSEJViENTS.
A i"Kw short advertisements of interest to farmers—.ind only

such—will be inserted in the Genesee Far.mek at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

THE GENESEE FARMER:
A MONTHLY JOUIiXAL OF AGRICULTUBE AND UOETICULTtJKB.

Published at Kochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.
Terms—Invariaiu-v in Advance—Seventy-five cents a year;

six copies fcjr Three Dollars, (only fihy cents each.")

Mounted Obji

THE CEIiESRATED CRAIG
M l<l;ns('()PE. — Combining Instruction with
AiiiiLsenient, is mailed, prepaid, for .'{;2..50 ; or with
6 beautiful Mounted Obiects for $.3.25; with 24
Objects, $5.50, by HENllY CRAIG,

ISO Centre street. New York.
Also, he will mail, prepaid, the Novelty Magnify-

inz Glass, for examining Liviuir Insects. Seeds.
Flowers, .tc., for $1.50; or with 12 beautiful

L-ts for $3. je"Catf

GRAPE VSNES FOR SALE.
,j/-\. BEST NATIVE VABIETIES at^low jiriees. Address
~±\ ) K. B. SHAW, Cauaudaigua, N. Y., formerly of Trenton
Falls, N; Y. seplt*

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMEPJCA. Send for a Circular

containing- description. A. La TOURETTE,
nov"63-ly " "VS'aterloo, N. Y.

''[^O "^VOOIi GROWERS.—"Wash your Wool in Dorr's
I. I'mmious Clothes Warueus. You can do it better than in

any other way, besides saving the oily water for liquid manure.
(See Wortinf Farmer for September, ISW. sep
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Tkeasuuv Depaktmemt, July 25, 1S64.

Notice is hereby given that subscriptions will be received by

the Treasurer of the United States, the several Assistant Trea-

surers and designated Depositaries, and by the National Banks

designated and qu;ilifted as Depositaries and Financial Agents,

for Treasury Notes payable three years from August 15, 1S03>

bearing interest at the rate of seven and three-tenths per cent,

per annum, with semi-annual coupons attached, payable in law-

ful money.

These notes will bo convertible at the option of the holder at

maturity, into six per cent, gold bearing bonds, redeemable after

five and payable twenty years from August 15, 1S67.

The notes will be issued in denominations of fifty, one hun-

dred, five hundred, one thousand, and five thousand dollars, and

will bo issued in blank, or payable to order, as may be directed

by the subscribers.

All subscriptions must be for fifty dollars, or some multiple of

fifty dollai's.

Duplicate certificates will be issued for all deposits. The party

depositing must endorse upon the original certificate the denom-

ination of notes requii-ed, and whether they are to be issued in

blank or payable to order. When so endorsed it must be left

trith the oflicer receiving the deposit, to be forwarded to this De-

partment.

The notes will be transmitted to the owners free of transporta-

tion charges as soon after the receipt of the original Certificates

of Deposit as they can be prepared.

Interest will be allowed to August 15 on all deposits made pritr

to that date, and will be paid by the Department upon receipt of

the original certificates. >

As the notes draw interest from August 15, persons making de-

posits subsequent to that date must pay the interest accrued

from date of note to date of deposit.

Parties depositing twenty-five thousand dollars and upwards

for these notes at any one time will be allowed a commission of

one-quarter of one per cent, which will be paid by the Depart-

ment upon the receipt of a bill for the amount, certified to by the

officer with whom the deposit was made. No deductions for

commissions must be made from the deposits.

Officers receiving deposits will see that the proper endorse-

ments are made upon the original certificates.

All officers authorized to receive deposits are requested to give

to applicants all desired information, and afford every facility for

making subscriptions. •* W. P. FESSENDEN,

Secretary of the Treasury.

All RespectaWe Banks and Bankers

throuirhout the country will doubtless

AFFOKB FACILITIES TO SUBSCRIBERS.

u. s. m w

The Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that subscriptions

will be received for Coupon Treasury Notes, payable three years

from August loth, 18W, with semi-annual interest at the rate of

seven and three-tenths per cent, per annum—principal and in-

terest both to be paid in lawful money.

These notes will be convertible at the option of the holder at

maturity, into six per cent, gold bearing bonds, payable not loss

than five nor more than twenty years from their date, as the

Government may elect. They will be issued in denominations

of %'*). $108, $500, $1,000 and $5,000, and all subscriptions must

be for fifty dollars or some multiple of fifty dollars.

The notes will be transmitted to the owners free of transporta-

tion cliarges as soon after the receipt of the original Certificates

of Deposit as they can be prepared.

As the notes draw interest from August 15, persons making de-

posits subsequent to that date must pay the interest accrued from

date of note to date of deposit.

Parties depositing twenty -five thousand dollars and upwards

for these notes at any one time will bo allowed a commission of

one-quarter of one per cent., which will be paid by the Treasury

Department upon the receipt of a bill for the amount, certified to

by the officer with whom the deposit was made. No deductions

for eomun.ssions must be made from the deposits.

Special Advantages of this Loan.
It is a National Savings Bank, ottering a higher rate of In-

terest than any other, and the heM security. Any savings bank

which pays its depositors in U. S. Notes, considers that it is pay-

ing in the best circulating medium in the country, and it can not

pay in anything better, for its own assets are either in govern-

ment securities or in notes or bonds payable in government paper.

It is equally convenient as a temporary or permanent invest-

ment. The notes can always be sold for within a fraction of their

face and accumulated interest, and are the best security with

banks as collaterals for discounts.

Convertible into a 6 per cent. 5-20 Gold Bond.
In addition to the very liberal interest on the notes for three

vears, this privilege of conversion is now worth about three per

cent, per annum, for the current rate for 5-20 Bonds is not less

than nine per cent, premium, and before the war the premium

on six per cent. IT. S. stocks was over twenty per cent. It will

be seen that the actu.il profit on this loan, at the present market

rate, is not less than ten per cent, per annum.

Its Exemption from State or Municipal Taxa-
tion.

But aside from all the advantages we have enumerated, a special

Act of Congress exempts all hands and Treasunj JTotes from

local taxation. On the average, this exemption is worth about

two per cent, per annum, according to the rate of taxation in va-

rious parts of the country.

It 4s believed that no secnrities ofl'er so great inducements to

lenders as those issued by the government. In all other forms

of indebtedness, the faith or ability of private parties, or stock

companies, or separate communities, only, is pledged for pay-

ment, while the whole property of the country is held to secure

the discharge of all the obligations of the United States.

"While the government offers the most liberal terms for its

loans, it believes that the very strongest appeal will be to the

loyalty and patriotism of the people.

SuBSCKiPTiONS WILL BE KKCEivED by the Treasurer of the

United States, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated

Depositaries, and by the First National Bank of Buffalo, N. Y.,

First National Bank of Albany, N. Y., and by all National Banks

which are depositaries of public money, and

All Respectable Banks and Bankers

throu^huut the country will give further information and afford

EVERY FACILITY TO SUBSCRIBERS.
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BUKNHAM'S A]tffEHICAN BrSHX'ICSS COL-
LEGE, beautil'ullr iwvitei^ on tlie HiiJaon i;iv<.i- :it rilD-

SON, X. Y.

BILL OF EXPENSES for the full Accouii,tant's Cdiirse of In-

struction, including Single and Double Entry IJook-kufpins, witli

Actual Practice, Business Penmanship, Commercial Calculations

and Correspondence, Mercantile Law, Political Economy, Lcctui-e

Com-ses, Necessary English Branches, etc., Ac., time unlimited;

including necessary Stiitionery, Blank Bsoks, Diploma and inci-

dentals for the course, $60,00. For sixteen weeks Board,

Washing and Kooai furnished in pleasant private families,

$65,00.
ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS is a

Cflreful estimate of the necessary expense of securing a first class

Business Education, at the best Business College in the Nation.

XO VACATIONS.—Students commence on any week-day in

the year. JCxtensire Jmj)rovement>s in the matter and method

of insu-uction. School Room and Counting Boom so united as to

secure to the student all the pi'actical advantages of each. A
corps of eight flrst-class Professors, Lecturers and Teachers con-

stantly employed. I. Bates, "Star Penman of the world," en-

gaged in the Business College.

For College Monthly, Circulars, &c., containing all particulars

relative to this popular Institution,

Address

LOUIS W. BUEXIIAM. Principal,

It Business College, Hudson, N. Y.

EDCAR SANDERS, CHICAGO,

Has a general assortment of PL.\-NTS, particularly BEDDING
PLANTS. Catalogues issued annually, wliich may be huil (in a|)-

plication. Address as above, to box 4183, Chicaito, III. It

B. K. BLISS,
DEALER IN

GARDEN, VEGETABLE AND FLOWEI^ SEESS,

Eoses, riowering Shrubs & Greenlionse Plants,

sep SPRINGFIEtiltt, MASS.

M c E L, ^¥ A a M 15 R O ' S

,

DKALKE8 ITi ALL KINDS OP

FIELD, VEGETABLE KM FL@WER SEESS,
AT WHOt-IiSAIiE AN» KETAIt,.

'p¥?~ Particular attention given to sending Vegetable and
Flosrer Seeds by mail. For particulars send for a Ctiuilogue.

Springfield, fVlass. it

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY,
BLOOiliy'GTON, ILL.

Kith ^i^ear. %i'ZO ^^cres.

FRUIT, ORNAMENTATa NURSERY STOCK.
A very general and reliable assortment, cheap for cash.

^^W Cat«logues sent on receipt of two red stamps.

»ep2t F. K. PH(ENIX, Bloomiicton, 111.

HiCHTSTOWN (N. J.) NURSERIES.

100,000 PEACH TKEES
Of the best market varieties, including HALE'S EARLY, one of

the earliest Peaches known. Also, a general assortment of

FKUIT AND ORNAMENTAIi TREES.
Catalogues sent on application.

seplt
^

ISAAC PULLEN, Hightstown. N. J.

FRANCIS BRILL,

]VTii*ser'yii%aii «fc Seed Gri'OA^ex-,

NE^VARK, N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITY.

^^"F'ruit Trees, Vin»4, *rub3, Gcfrden Seeds, <Scc. C.-ita-

Isgwes Si application. *<.>iJtf

[KBTABi.isiirn 1S4T. ]

Rochester ined (IsaHoite Nm-series,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

C. J. RYAN & CO., Proprietors.

1864. Brighton Nurseries. 1864.

T. B. YALE & CO., Proprietors.

Nurseries, Two and a Half Miics East of the City,

EAST AVENtrS.

Post Office Addrpsw, ICoclicster, N. Y.

FRUIT AND ORMA5V!E^5TAL TREES.
TEN ACRES OF STRAWBICKIMKS—Of the most desirable

kinds—such as French, linsscll. Fillmore, Triomphe de
Gand, Bartlett, Albanv, Austin. Cutter. Downer and Ladv Fimrer.
TEN ACliE^ Oi" BLACKBEIIRIES—Dorchester and Kew

Rochellc.
FIVE ACRBS OF RASPBERRIES—Including the Piiila-

DEr.i>ni\, the best and most [irodticlive hardy Raspberry. It has
yielded with me over two liumired liushels per acre of large, red,

iueions fruit withmit pnotection from sun or frost.

Send for Catalogues gi'atis.

sep3t W ILLIAM PARRY, Cinn.iminson. N. J.

LYONS NURSERY.
A PPLE, PEAR. I'i.r.M im.l otliii-'lives wholesale and retail.

i\ Special attvntion pai<l to projiugating Grapes wholly in the
open air. Fine two ytau Oporto, Concord, Diana, Croveling,
Ilartford Prolitic. Clinton. :;^orthern Muscatine. Delaware. A:c.

The Oporto Wine received the hi:rhest premium at the New
York Stale Fair, ISiw, and the Silver Medal at the Winter Meet-
ing, 1S54. Sa»*l luf tirculars.

seplt E. WARE SYLVESTER. Lyons, N. Y.

GATAWBA GRAPES.
A^Vanted, lOO.OOO Catawba Grapes.'

PARTIES having good one or two-year old Vines to offer in

lots of 1.000 and upwards, will please address us, stating

age, quality and lowest cash price.

A. G. IIANFORD & BRO., Colnmbns Nursery,
seplt Columbus, Ohio.

CO^&ORD CRAPE VINES.
AT9RT tX%M~*. STOCK of the above at low rates by the

huntk-^vl *f ifctusand. All the leading varieties can ba
furnie?he4 iucluiflki^ Eo:;ers' Ilvbrids, Adirondac, lona, Israelis,

itc.- itc.

Frfit akd Obsamb:»t.^l Tkeiw, Siirurs, Roses. Ac.
Address »ep5t WM. ADAIR. Detroit, Mich.

R®>SE HILL NURSERY,
Lyoiaav ©liiitoii ('ouiity, Iowa.

rT'WK laft^CfiM' <i&j^i*«f *»f t^ii» Nursery is the Propasation of the

JL Wripe, if-MS^, Slirubs. raisin; of Evergreens, »nd most
evrt-vthing belouiring to the trade at retail and wholesale. Terms
Cash. ' sep2t II. A. TliUAX. Proprietor.

MEAD'S SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
ANEW VARIETY, witli a larcc conical berry, brilliant scar-

let color, glossy surface, and sweet, juicy flesh of the high-
est liavor. Price $4 per dozen, $85 per hundred. Readv this

fall. For «kiMi^, Al. wldrc-ss PETEli B. MEAD,
soplt *«*•« *, Moffat BuilcTmg, .335 Broadway, N, Y.

WESTERN APPLES.
ALAEG"R ?TOCK of thrifty, well-grown Trees, comprising

many Sn« i><u-t» of Wnatern oriirin, and eKjiecUilly united

for ^yl•Mern culture, together with full assortment of nursery
stock, at u-holemle and re(<i>/. A. G. IIANFORD .t BRO.,

sep'2t Coluinbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

S. B. MARSHALL,
PHOSFECT HILL. TsTXJIifSETlTr,

MASSILLON, OHIO.

g3^~ Fr-riT Treks, IIardt Evebokeens, Impokted Stocks,
Ac, in »bnnd«nce. seplt

ROSES.

A LARGE and fine stock of the most beautiful varieties Hy-
brid Perjista*!, Bourbon, Te.i. Moss. Ac, priucipallv ou

their e\rB roijM. A. G. HAJSFdlll) A BRO..'

sopfet Celumbus, Ohio.
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]Ve>v "Yox-k State

Agricultural Society's Exhibition,

Rochester, Sept.20, 2 1 , 22, 23, 1864.

PROGRAMME.
Books for entries will be opened at the OSBORN HOUSE on

Friday, September 16th,

And citizens of Rochester and Monroe, and the adjoining coun-

ties, are requested to make their entries before the Books are re-

moved to the Fail- Grounds.

ON MONDAY, 19th. the Business Office will be opened at the

Fair Grounds, where the entries will then be made.

TUESDAY, 20th, arrangements for the Exhibition will be com-

pleted, and the grounds opened to the public.

"WEDNESDAY, 21st, the Judges will be called and enter upon

their duties. Floral Hall, Domestic and Mechanics' Hall, will be

opened, and cattle and horses examined in the exhibition rings.

THURSDAY, 22d, Exhibition continued, the Judges will com-

plete their labors, and all the departments of the exhibition will

be in order for examination of visitors.

FRIDAY. 23d, PltlZE ANIMALS will be publicly exhibited

under the direction of JOHN HAROLD, Esq., General Superin-

tendent.

Premiums will be announced and paid.

Evening Discussions at tlie City Hall.

TUESDAY EVENING. "Steaming and Cutting Food for

Stock." George H. Moore will open the discussion.

MONDAY EVENING. "Fine Wool Sheep; How shall they

be classified 5" Hon. Henry S. Randall, L. L. D., will open the

discussion.

THURSDAY EVENING. "Is it best for Dairymen to Raise

Stock or I'luchase ?"' Hon. Lewis F. Allen will open the discus-

sion.

Wool Grower's Convention, at the City Hall, on Wednesday, at

Id A. M.
seplt B. 5». jrOHlVSON, Secretary.

AKD

FOB 8AI.E BY

MAHIiON MOON, Morrisville, Bucks Co., Pa.

A l.irge stock of Delaware and Concord Grape Vines, with
Maay of the new and rare varieties, including lona, Israella,

Adirondivc Looinis' Hoiiev and Maxatawnv. Also, an extensive
assartment of OKNAMtiNTAL TREES "AND SHRUBS, em-
bracing most of the new and rare Evergreens, are ottered at

»eflerate prices.

Catalogues forwarded on ajijilication seplt

WILLIAM H. STARR,
I'ltOl'KIETOU OF TUE

£Ia,st IVe-w LoimIom. IVurseries,
EDW. FRYER, MANAGER,

IVEAV liONDON, CONN.
Green House, Beddintr-out Plants, and Bulbs in great variety.

R»ses ia variety—Perpetual Bloomers. Table, Hand and Bridal

foquetx, &c. All kinds of Plants, Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

Yi-r;:rc-ens, Ornamental Flowering Shrubs, &c..

C^T" All orders by m.ail will receive prompt and particular at-

tuMtiun. seplt

SEED WHEAT-SEED WHEAT.
TME undersiirned have now in store an invoice of PURE

VENE riAN (Red Mediterranean) WHEAT, imported this

yoar and selected in Europe by their agent expressly for Seed,

It c'jwipares favorably with any Seed Wheat ever brought to this

c'jH'Jtry. and to those who desire to renew their Seed it can not

fail trt pve satisfaction. A sample of this wheat has been sent to

tUa ofliee of the Genesee Farmer, where it can be examined by
j»;*rti«s interested.

For sale in large or small quantities by
P. B. MINGLE & CO., Seedsmen,

seplt 103 Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hardy Bulbs for^Fall Planting.

"j\ ^ry Illustrated ^iinvial Catalogue of

HAEDY DUTCH & OTKEE FLOWEEING BULBS

GUIDE TO THE FLOVifER GARDEN
Is now in press, and will be ready to send out early in September,

,

It consists of full and plain descriptions of the finest
'

HYACINTHS,
CROCUSES,

TULiIPS,
SNOW UROPS,

CROWN IMPEBI.VliS,
LIIilES, &€., &c., &e.,

with ample directions for Pl.nnting and Culture, My Catalogue
this season is beautifullv illustrated, coutaininif. among other fine

illustrations, TWO FULL PA(iE ENGRAVINGS, and one
beautiful COLORED PLATE of the

J J^ r»^ IV L I L 'if

.

{agr" Sent free of postage by mail to all who apply enclosing 10
cents. Catalogues always sent to my customers of the previous
year as soon as issued without ordering.

My importations from Holland the present season have never
been equalled for extent, variety and excellence.

sep2t JAMES VICE, Rochester, N. Y.

OSACE ORANGE.
-< AA Ar\A FINE one-year old iilants.

lUU.UUU A. Vr. IIANFORD & BRO.,
8ep2t Columbus Nursery. Columbus, OMo^

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

ELLWANGER & BARRY solicit the attention of Planters,

Nurserymen, and Dealers in Trees to the great stock of

Standard and Dwarf Pruit Trees, Ornamental Trees

Shrubs and Plants
Of every description, which they now offer for the Fall Trade.
The stock is of the first quality in all respects.

A Wholesale Catalogue is just published, and will be sent, post
free, to applicants who enclose a stamp.

ELLWAN6ER & BARRY.
seplt Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester. N. T.

PINE HILL NURSERY.
rT^HE undersigned respectfully solicits the attention of Planters

JL to his large stock of well-grown

FRUIT TREES.
APPLES—Standard and Dwarf.

PEARS—Standard and Dwarf.
CHERRIES—Standard and Dwart

Plums, Peaches, Quinces, &c., &,c.

HARDY GRAPE VINES.
All the leading best varieties.

Also, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, all at moderate
prices.tW Price List sent on application.

sep2t GODFREY ZIMMERMAN, near Buffalo, N. Y.

elishJl moody. GEO. U. MOODY. EDWARD M. MOODT.

NIAGARA NURSERIES,
LOCKPORT, N. Y.,

E, MOODY & SONS, PROPRIETORS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Fruit a^ud Ornamental Trees,

SHRUBS,
sep And Stocks for Nurserymen. it

CONCORD, DELAWARE, HARTFORD
PROLIFIC, DIANA, MAXATAWNEY, ALLENS HYBRID

lONA and ROGERS' HYBRID, grown from wood of

original Vines, and the best new Grapes in the country. They
combine the fine flavor of the foreign with the hardiness of the

native varieties. Vines at low prices, with strong and well-

ripened wood. ,„,.,„ ,„
Send for Catalogue, with illustration of Rogers' Hybrid No. 19.

Address WM. PERRY & SON,
seplt Bridgeport, Conn.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence ]jlant. of suitable

loneth. at J.1 per 100 or $5 per 1000. Warranted true Salix

ALBA. mil D- S. HEFFRON, Utica, N, Y.
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FROST & CO.,

GENESEE VALLEY NURSEKIES,
Rochester, N. Y.

Parties who dcsiro to iniri-haAL\/irut qualitij

STANDARD OR DWARF FRUIT TREES,

Small Priiits, Ornamental Trees, Shi-ubs, Plants,

&:c., &c..
In large or umaU. quantities, are solicited to infonu tlionistlves

of our Stocli iind I'rices.

Our Nursery contains nearly FOUR UTTNDRED ACIIES,
which enablesus to fill orders even of the most extensive ehar-

octer. while particular attention is given to orders amounting to

small sums.
( >iir stock will be supplied at the mostfavorable rates.

'I'lie followin;; Catuluffues, with prices, are furnished on appli-

(.ijitioM upon receipt of live cents for each:
No. 1 an<l •!— Oeacriiitive Priced Jietail Catalogue of Fruits,

Oriirimental Trees, Plants, &e.
Ni>. 4— Whole-'iale Priced Catalogue of Fruits, Ornamental

Troe.s, Ac., for Nurserymen, Dealers and others, who may wish
to buy in large quantities for the Autumn of 1SG4. Address
6ep2t FKOST & CO., Rochester, IV. Y.

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS

WE are now prepared to till orders for the following and other

hardy Bulbs for Fall Planting—all large, sound, flowering
roots

:

Hyaclntlifii,
Tulips,

Crocus,
Narcissus,

Snow Drops,
Iris,

Lilies, many varieties,

<7Illnese Pseonies, over seventy -five splendid varieties.

New Editions of our Ornamental Tree and AVholesale Cata-

logues are now ready for destribution.

EliL^VANGER & BARRY,
Mount Hope Nurseries,

seplt Rochester, N. T.

Central Nurseries, York, Penn.

We would call attention to our unusually fine assortment of

FRUIT AND ORflSAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,

for the coming season. We would especially direct attention to

our superior stock of

SHADE AND ORNAMENTAIi TREES,
suitable for street and lawn planting, and

Ornamental Shrubs and Vines,
EDWD. J. EVANS & CO.,

8ep2t York, Penn.

HOMES FOR .\I.Ii.—Large and thriving settlement
of Kllwood. y.) miles from Philadelphia by railroad. Good

soil, good water, fine crops—best fruit section in the Union.
Farm lands $2li \>vr acre, one-quarter cash, balance on bond and
mortg.age. Good society, elairches, schools, mills, &c. To visit

the lands, leave Vine street wharf, Philadelphia, T A. M., 9 A. M.,
2 P. M., 4 P. M.
For full Information and [)aper, apply to

E. F. DANFOETH,
au3t ElKvood, Atlantic Co., New Jersev.

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE EULE HOrj-i'UK 4030 A. 11. B. by Duke of Gloster
(11,3s-2) dam Daphne (imported) by Harold (10,299), rich

roan, ealved May IS, l^GO. Also, three YEARLING BULLS
anil five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few
IIEIVERS.
v^" Cataloiriies sent on application.

aptf T. L. lIAi:iS(.)."^, Morley, St Lawrence co., N. Y.

HALE'S EARLY PEACH
-pTPENS TEN DAVS before Troth's and Serrate Early York.
JIV Tree very hardy. Also, full assortment of leadin? market
varietiuS. A, G. HANFORD & Bi;o.,
8ep2t Coluuabus Nui'sery, Columbus, Ohio.

FOn FARMERS AND STOCK-RAISERS.

SHEEP, SWINE AND POULTRY:
EMnK.\0INO

The History and Varietiesof each ; the Best Modes of Breeding;
tiieir Feeding and Management: together with the Diseases

to v.-hieli tliey are resi>eeiividy subject, and the appro-
priate Ilemedies for each.

By ROBERT JENNINGS, V. S.,

Professor of I'atliology and (>iienilive Surgery in the Veterinary
Colle«.'e of I'liiladelphia; Professor of Veterinary Medicine in

the late At'ricultural Colle-re of Ohio: Seerelarv of the
American Veterinary Association of Philade'lphis;
Author of "The Horse and his Diseases,"' "Cat-

tle and their Diseases," etc., etc.

This is the third of Dr. Jtsking's Great Series for tariners and
stock-raisers, and like its predecessors, will be found wiitten in

a pre-eminently practical and snggcstive style, and while issued
in a cheap and convenient form for popular use. it yet grasps t!ie

entire subject with all its necessary details. No oiie who has ob-
tained the previous volumes Avill fail to purchase this, and taken
as a whole, this series of books will stand out for years to
come, as beacon lights for the guidance of that intelligent and
largely increasing class, who wish to avail themselves of all the
modern improvements in the rearing, brevdinic and general
treatment of our domestic animals. With numerous illustrations.

l-2uio., cloth. Price, §1.50.

CATTLE AND THEIR DISEASES—Embracing
their History and Breeds, (.'rossin;; and IJrLi-diiig, and Feeding
and management; with the Diseases to which they are subject,
and the Reineilies best aciapted to their cure. To whicli are add-
ed a List of the Medicines used in treating Cattle, and the Doses
of the various remedies requisite. By I'loueet Jensini.s, V. S.

With numerous illustrations, li'mo., cloth. Price $1.50.

THE HORSE AND HIS DISEASES—Embracing
his History and Varieties, Breeding, and Management and Vices;
with the Diseases to which he is subject, and the Remedies best
adapted to their Cure. By Robert Jenxi.ngs, V. S. To which
are added llarey's Method of Taming Horses, and the Law of
Warranty, as afiplicable to the purchase and sale of the animal.
Hlustrated by nearly 100 engravings. l'2mo., cloth. Price $1.50.
Agents and canvassers will find these very desirable Avorks.

Liberal terms made with the trade.

Either one or all of the above books will be sent to any address,
post paid, on receipt of price, $1.50 each. Send your orders to

JOHN E. POTTER, Publlslier,
jyot 617 Saxsom St., Philadelpiha,

DISSOLUTION.
THE copartnership heretofore existing between WILLIAM

SMITH, THOMAS SMITH and EDWARD SMITH, under
the firm and style of W., T. & E. SMITH, of the Geneva Nnr-
serv, Geneva. N. Y., is this dav dissolved bv tlie withdrawal of
ED'WARD SMITH. The Nufserv business" will be continued bv
WILLIAM SMITH and THOMAS SMITH, under the firm and
style of W. & T. SMITH, who will attend to all business con-
nected with the late firm. AVILLIAM SMITH,

THOMAS SMITH,
EDWARD SMITH.

Geneva, June 3d. 1S64. seplt

RUSSELL'S STRAWBERRY.
RUSSELL'S GREAT PROLIFIC—This new Strawberry is

undoubtedly the best Strawberry yet known, being the
largest and most prolific bearer,

Price, $1.00 per dozen, $3.00 per 100.

seplt W. & T. SMITH, Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. T.

QTRAWBERRIES.—Now is the time to plant for aO spring croi>. All the new sorts are noio ready for de-
liver;/. Priced Descriptive Catalogues of Strawberry Plants and
all other Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Plants and Seeds for farms,
gardens and nurseries, will be sent gratis to any address. Plants
carefully packed and prep.aid by rail for any distance, and safe

arrival guaranteed. Also, explicit directions for the cultivation
of the Cranberry in upland gardens and fields, with price of
plants. The yield last season in my method of cultivation was
over 400 bushels i>er acre. Tlio time for planting is October and
November. Cai-riage of all packages paid to Boston and New
York. B. M. WATSON,
au2t Old Colony Nurseries, Plymouth, Mass.

PEAR TREES-PLUEVi TREES.
THE subscribers have for sale for the Fall Trade a verv larffo

st.)ck of S I'ANI'Al'.D.ind DWARF I'KAR TREES, PLUM
TREES. STANDARD APPLE, GRAPE VINES, &c. Our
Trees hive made a t':'i<- arowth tlie present season. Those want-
in? tirst-class Trees and srown on a clay and gravellv loam soil,

will do well to give us a call. • W. & T. SMITH,
seplt Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. T.
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THE C IT V!M3?»IO]V.

PATENT POIETABLE KEYSTOXK

CIDER AND WINE MILL.

1 li%f§1^:

10,000 in Use and Approved.
rrSIi^ admii';il)k' macliinc is now ready I'm- the IVuit liarvest of

X IStU. It, is, if pcis.-iblo. iniuk- l)i'ttcr tlian i-vcr bi-l'mv. and

well worthy the attention of all fanners wantini: snoh nuichines

It has no" superior in the market, and is the only mill that will

Tjroperlv grind grapes. For sale by all respeetalde dealers.

On account of the very heavy excise tax on spirits, there will

he a lane demand for cood cider, (which is. by the way, the

most healthv beveraire there is. especially for tliose allliett'd with

liver complaints.) and everv one havin-- apples will make them

up into good cider, if thev would study their interests. I intenu

having good receipts for making cider ]a-iiited and distributed

among dealers, fur the use of those |>urchasing mills.

If your merchant does not Ueel> them, tell him to send for one

for you. or write to the manufacturer yourself. Address the

maiJutiicturer, W. (). IIR'KOK
(Ul3t Ea-le Work s. HurrislHir^h, Pa.

HUTCHINSON'S

With PrcKS Combined,

K0.2
"**""

HUTCHiNSOtTs

*N-)H mw PATENf
^IjWlNE&CIOER MILLS.

Lart,'e and Small Size, for

Hand, ll(»-se or other
I'dwer. Is strong and re-

liable, compact," simple
imd neat of coiistnicti(Ui,

durable, eeononiicisl and
clieap. Grinds all kinds
of fruit, fine, tUst and easy,

and Presses dry.

Some
Y.M.UAUI.K iMrr.OVEM'TS

liave been added to this

Mill since last season, and
we now feel contident that

it is just what the people

,
: " ,• " .^." want.

.,
*;

—

'-'.< > j'or fuH particulars, De-
\^i- '.'ii J.'.jVis^ scriptive Pamphlet, or

. ^- -'---^TT-' Mills, address the manu-
facturers,

IIUTCHIX^ON & r.ROTHKU, Auburn, N. Y.anSt Messr.-;

THE KEIBKIE FIl-TEK.—This Fil-

ter possesses evei'v pracfica/ au<l Hcienti/fc ar-

rangement for the objects intended, viz: render-

ing the most impure rain and river water tree

from all decomposed organic matters and gases,

color, taste or smell. J'lire viiier is the cliiet

conservator of the human system, and can be

stirely obtained Iw usin^' this, the best portable

X Filter known, fhev are durable, convenient

_ iii*-^ and cheap: can be transported in safety any dis-

rrr-jitr^ and are sure to dvc satisfaction.
'""^ Manufactured bv ^ ,.

.i A.Vl KS TKI:'I:T .t CO., Rochester, N. Il .

j:^" Descriptive CataloLrueS sent free. " "''t

dlTr) MADE FKO_-?f 20 t'ENTS I—Call and exarni-no

?^ iuv ten samii|.'.s seiii iVee bv mail L.r i* cents. Uetalls for Vi

by K. i. WUI.COTT, ITO CUatli.m ^r.uare, N. Y. my 04-ly

BULLARD'S IMPROVED

t \

Or Macliine for Spreadiag and Turning Hay.

THE subscriber having pun-hased the exclusive riirht for Lian-

ufaeturitiu' and selling (lor the State of Nev.' York)

Builard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his abilit}',

which must necessarily be limited the eomiui: year, owing to the

dilliculty of obtainins: good and competent mechanics. •

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these irreat In-

bor-savini: machines will please send in their orders early to be

recorded in turn. "First come, first served." Address
SILAS O. HKKin.N*;. New Aork.

X. r>.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by ii'.ail to tu;>s«

who re<iuest them.
n. U. UAPTOX. Rociic.ter, X. Y., Agent sp t4-l.r

HALE'S EARLY PEACH.
Tins fine earlv varietv is rapidly growing in popularity with

market orchardists! It is proving to be the best very early

Pi'ach in cultivation, ripenins full seven to ten days before

Troth's Karly and Serrate Early York, hitherto the most poi-iilar

verv earlv sorts. ^t • i /-.

llale's karly was originated in Portage county, Ohio, by a<,KT-

man who claimed to have brouirht the seed from the e.ld <-ountry,

and was first introduced to notice by Mr. Hale, a museryinaii (!

Summit countv, who called it IHde's Early German, firibso-

Quentlv the '-German" was droppcMh
, ,^ .

In the spring of ISoi) it was sent out from the toiumMis .Nur-

sery. Prior to this it had been placed in the hands of a lew ama-

,

tenrs and others for trial, and had b«ieu mo<.lerately disseminated '

in the vicinity where it originated.
.

It is a white tleshed freestone peach, above medium size, color

.-reen'ish vellow, with deep carmine cheek, fruit always fair, very

'iuicv. with a rich ririous flavor and deliciitful fragrance.

'llie tree is a remarkably handsome, vigorous grower, h.irdy

and healthy. The blossoin bu*8 also seem hardier than most

"'scpaT*^^*' A. G. HANFOEB &, BlIO., Columbus, Ohio.

retail

Sab

m-
bacoo
of T(
dersi

TO FARW5SRS!
VBLEY'S TOR.NCCO riaiTIl.lZKi:. AND BRADLEY'S
X L Surperiihospliate of Liine, are for sale at wholesale and

bv the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY :

es'Oltiee -J-i Brosd street. Boston. ,,. rn" Pampldets containing testimonials in favor of his *i-

I Fertilizer. Bradlev's X L Mairaal on the Culture and CunT«g

ibacco, with lllnstrations, can be had by addressing' ''>< y.u-

ynfd. WM. L. BRADLEY .

r* Highest Cash prices jjaid for Bones. "ly

TO CLEAR THE HOUSE OF FLIES,

USE DrXCHER-S CELEBRATED

LIGHTNIIG FLY-KILLER,
a neat, cheap article, easy to use. Every sheet will kill a quart,

jy SOI.Il> EVEKVWHEKK. 3t

SWEET POTATO PLAPJTS,

[ Price Hl.if> per thousand.]

F THE LEB WOX YELLOW Ot! XArtSEMOXD varictr.

These iil-ints i.M\ be packed in boxes of tive and f.;^ te.: «-

s,sn<I each, so as to trav*! "-i'h .aVetA' ten ^ay.. Grown by

im-g, >•. A. SL ilNMLL A; BR(,>., Cinumnali, 0!ui.<.

O'
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TOLEDO N U Pv S E R I E S.

GEORGE BAKEK resiiectfully invites the attention of Nursei-ynien and Dealers to liis larire and imnsually fine, stocky and
well-brancljed

Fruit and Ornami'iitjil Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Grape Vines, &c.,
consisting in i)urt of

200.000 STAIVBARB APPLF; TRKES—3 and 4 years old, verv fine.

10.000 DWARB'' API'M-; TiSKBCS— ! ;ind 4 vears old. verv lim".

14).000 STIXSJARD PB-MR 'a'ESICES—2 and 3 vears old. very line.
'

30.000 BWARK PEAR TRa';a';S--' and 3 vears old, very tine.

GRAPIC VINKS—Catawba, Clinton. I). la ware and Concord.
Cl"R58 \>"rs-:hi>rrv, Red and White Dutch.
^MtSi^BERKIES— IIoM-htons Sredlin-

EVliRtiRliliAS—A large and line Stockof NORWAY SPRUCE. 3 tn 6 feet-

, ,
.

, , u- >, w ,«„,,,, SCOTCH AND AUSTRIAN PINE. 3 to S feet.
Our assortment is com[dete, which enables us to fill dealers orders.

^^~ Wholesale Price List sent on receipt of stanap. a3t GEO. BAKER, Toledo, Oliio.

The London Club Coffee.

Prepared, from tlie Best Old Java.

rrUilED and recommended by the Editor of Thk Independent.
JL • •• • The HoMK Journal.

The EvANOKLisT.
The Methodist.

Commended also by The Christian Advocate, by The Bap-
tist Examiner, by most of the leadin<; Editors, and by the most
respectable PHYSICIANS. Nearly all prominent Journals and
Professional men' are using and commending

THE LONDON CLUB COFEEE.

"We have ourselves used this Coffee." says the Editor of The
Independent, "and have no hesitation in commending it as an
agreeable, healthful, and every way reliable article."''

This Standard Collee is prepared from the best Old Java,
and has no connection with any of the adulterations drifting

abont the market. It is easily distingi i-hed from all other
Cofl'ees by its remarkable fragrance, strength and flavor.

[From Dr. Van Kleeck.]

Gentlemen : I have been using your Cott'ce in my family, and
consider it superior to any I have met with. I find it to con-
tain only the healthiest ingredients, together with a very unusual
proportion of pure Java Coffee. Having recommended it ex-
tensively in my practice, I have heard but one opinion in its fa-

vor as a nutritious and healthy beverage, and well adapted to
nervous temperaments. JAS. B. VAN KLEECK, M. D.,

February lo, IbU. No. IGO Franklin-st. N. T.

This Coffee is put up for the ti-ade in cases of 36 fti, 60 S), and
100 ft.

The price of the Club ColTee to the consumer ranges from 24 to
8.5 cents.

5^" To the Trade a Liber.il Discount. ,^^i
Terms—Net Cash.

CHAS. H. LYON, Sole Agent,
jy6t No. 48 Courtlandt street, N. Y.

Schenectady Agricultural Works.

G. AVESTINGHOUSE & CO,
proprietors and manufacturers of

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Threshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut "Wood Sawing Machines,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c., &c.
Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the

above-named m.achiner<.

Particulai- attention is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddle Separator. This machine was introduced last sea-
son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in use.

We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing Machines,
both Circular and Cross-cut. which are complete in every respect.

Address all communications to

G. AVESTINGHOUSE & CO.,
ap Schenectady, N. Y.

13 ^4. XJ G- l-I 'S

RAW BONE

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BAUGH & SONS,
SOLE .manufacturers.

Store No. 20 SoiitU Delaivare Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA.

rnillS article has for many years enjoyed a high reputation as
JL a manure of great efficiency and of" unequaled permanence,
and we scarcely deem it important, in our semi-annual advertise-
ment, to say more than merely call the attention of buyers to it.
But we will also state to farmers and dealers in fertilizers that it
has been our constant aim to render our Kaiv ISoiie PIios>
pliate more and more worthy of the fullconfideuee of firmers.
by the use of every facility at command, and the aid of scientific
skill, in essentially improving its qualities, and we have never al-
lowed this puri)ose to be interfered with bv the gi-eat and steady
advance in the cost of all matters pertaining to our business,
throughout the past two years.
The Kaw Bone Phosphate may be bad of anv regular dealer

in fertilizers (to whom we advise farmers to applv), or of the
manufacturers and proprietors.

BAUCH & SO!«^S,
No. '.'0. South l)flaw:-.re Avenue,

J.^-St PHIIiAI>EL,I»HlA.

,_ OR COMMISSION ON SALES
FORCIRCULARSANDSPECIIViENSADDRESS

.68 WSLLIAM ST N .Y.

NEW ILLUSTP1.ITED CATALOGUE'

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOCyE
and

SPECIAL. TERMS ®F SAEE,
AND

OEDEE YOUE TEEES DIEECT.
Address

aptf

C. W. .SEELYE,
Eochester Central Nurseries, Kochester, N. Y.

CRAPES.
DELAWARE, Concord, Hartford Prolific, Posers' Hybrid, and

other tine Grapes, on their own roots'aml of splriulid
growth. A. G. irA]v,-EOKI) & BKl).,

8ep2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, 01ik>.
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[ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION
]

GENERAL GEMT'S DARmG SPY!
THE MOST THRILLING. REAL NARRATIVE PUBLISHED.

SPLE!\10!D OFFER a^ADE BY THE PUBLISHERS.

Read tlie follo\ving and. then Subscribe, and get your Friends to ^*nl;scribe.
JOSEPH irARHIS, ESQ.—Dear Sir: "We hereby pledt'e om-selves to tlie readers of the GeneMe. Fitmiev to fully and fairly

carry out all the promises which Ave herein make rejrardin^ the iireiiiiums to be distributed anioni: those who send for our new and
popular book, Lieut. Gen. Grant's Spy. Among the purchasers of ever}- AlOO.OdO worth of Gen. Grant's Spy, we will distribute

faixly Twenty Thousand Dollars in accordance with the conditions named below.

This scene represents a, real incident

!

Read and then Send at Once.
Nine Tuocsand Dollars will be expended in Tiikek Farms

or HorsES, each worth $8,000, and each to be located at the will

of the parties to whom they are aw.arded. Thercm;dnin<r Klf.vkn
Thousand Dollars will be expended in first-class Aj^'ricultural.

Sewing and other valuable Machines, Pianos, Molodeons. Eiue
Gold iind Silver Watehes, {hitt >ui Ijo/fus or cheiip jewelry :) yenr-

ly subscriptions to Harper's, Godey's. Atlantic and other stand-

ard monthlies; New York. Ledger, Mercury, Weekly, and other

popular first-class weeklies, whetlier literary, political or religious;

Elegant and Valuable IJooks. Family Bibles, Photograph and
other Albums, ranging from .$3 to if30 apiece.

To fully convince those who read this that wc are sincere in

our oflfer, we, in addition, pledge ourselves to publish in this paper
the names and addresses of parties to whom aw.ards are made

—

together with our legally n'tenteiJ iirfi'liirit, under cuttk, that all

is done as we promise. Greater security for fairness none can

ask. For Terms, itc, see ne.\t c<duinn.

Get up your Clubs at Once ! Tlie Larger the Better

!

Z^" III reiiiitliug,. )((//;(« the thile of juijur conl»iniiig our ad-

Verli.SvUletil.

These are our Terms:
Sinfrle f'opies 2 5 Cents. Five Copies $1.00.
Our rii:iii\ini List is numbered from O/ic, upwards, and each

letter is placed thereon in regular and impartial order as it ar-

rives. Each b<iok bent for rrpresents one number, and e.ach_;i!'i'a

books sent for represents fire numbers, whether the Jl is sent by
one pers<]n or \>\\ft'i-e persons. Thus, while .i single subscription

(25 cents) mav take one of our highest premiums (worth *o.(HJO,)

a club of ,7^Ve"(or $1) has one extra opportunity for the same.

liemen'iber that for your money you certainly get a better and
handsomer book than "is now imblished for the same sum. so that

tile Premiums von mav get be.iidei< the hook, you really get with-

out the sliL'htest risk; "and. considering the value of these, there

is no one who would not make the investment. 25 cents or $1,

or ^5, is nothing, when vou are likely perhaps to get a premium
worth $?.,000. most especially when the otf'er is made, as it is, by
responsible parties, and fairness secm'ed in every way. In re-

mitting name the jxtper uiiereyou see oar adrtrtijie-moU.

Address (lash with order.)

C. ^V. ALEXANDER & CO., Fublisliers,
123 Soi'TU Third Sti;kkt, rjiii.ADKLi'niA, Pa.
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WALKS AND TALKS OBf THE FARM.—NO. 10.

I HAVE just been threshing. The spring crops
turn out badly, but the winter wheat is better than
I expected. There are those who assert that we
shall have to abandon wheat culture in Western
New York, but I never believed them. They claim
that spring crops require less labor and pay better,
but it certainly has net been the case this year.'

Bariey, oats and peas have not paid expenses. Corn
has done pretty well, but it will by no means turn out

war end immediately, gold will have a tumble and
carry every thing down with it. But farm produce
will be affected less than anything else, because con-
sumption must go on, and there is unquestionably a
serious deficiency in the crops.

My buckwheat is ripening up finely, and if we
have no frost for a week longer will turn out splen-
didly. Mr. B sowed his three weeks earlier
than I did, and I understand that it is " blasted." I

as well as last season. Beans, too.' are light and there
'^^^

XV^^'^'V'''
he thought mine was the best

were so many planted that the price, ft i thought hT?"!" ""t "'"' "'"* '''''''" ^^'^ '^'^

- ^ '

.^iiougnt, buckwheat is a crop that no book farming canwill be low. Potatoes will not be more than half a
crop. On the whole it has been a poor season for
farmers.

Prices have been good, but just at present the
market is dull and lower. There is a great scarcity
of money. The enormous bounties paid for substi-
tutes absorb all the currency for the time being,
and millers and produce dealers find it difficult to
get the money necessary to carry on their business.
There never was so much money afloat as at the
present time, but the bounties absorb the whole of
it. Think of it. Most of the towns in this vicinity
pay $600 to any one who will procure a substitute,
and the county pays $400 in addition. Both town
and county issue bonds for the whole amount. The
money is raised on these bonds and handed over to
the substitutes or those who procure them. This is
not the case merely in this section. The same thing
is carried out to a greater or less extent all over the
country. If the 300,000 men called for by the draft
cost $1000 each, it amounts in the aggregate to
$300,000,000. The effect of this, for the moment, is

a tight money market and lower prices of farm pro-
duce. But the effect in the end will be precisely
the reverse of this. The money is borrowed from
the Future and spent in the Present. The bonds
themselvea wUl undoubtedly be used as money in
large transactions, while the money raised on them
will soon find its way back into general circulation;
Unless we have Peace, therefore, the present falling

off in prices will be only temporary. Should the

spoil"! My other crops have turned out poorly
enough, and I presume it is all laid to book farming.
I think the season has had something to do with it.

I certainly have not farmed according to the books,
or I should have had my farm all drained and should
have been able to get my bariey, oats and peas in
six weeks eariier than I did. As it was, there was
no rain from the time they were sown till they were
ready to harvest—and then it came ! Book farming
would have had the land rich and free from stones
and weeds. It would have been plowed in the fall

and been mellow as a garden. It would have stood
the drouth better, and the crops would have been
doubled and the profits quadrupled.

I intended to have gone this week to the Provin-
cial Fair at Hamilton, but could not get away. I want
to get a turnip drill and a pair of Scotch harrows.
Our common harrows are miserable affairs. At our
own State Fair there were no harrows that came up
to my ideas of what a harrow should be. Tho^
made by John E. Morgan, of Deerfield, are the best

I saw. I understand there were some Scotch har-

rows on the grounds, manufactured at Poughkeep-
sie, but I did not see them.

I have just been plowing a wheat stubble. There
is considerable wire-grass in it, and some quack.
Do you suppose harrowing would do any good, or
would it be better to let the land lie rough, so as to

expose more surface to the frosts ? The land is so
dry that it could be cleaned now as well as in tba
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summer. I have no doubt that if it was well har-

rowed and cultivated it would kill nearly all the

grass, and then if the land could be thrown up two

furrows together, or what in England they call

ridging, it would lie dry and nice all winter, and be

in first-rate order for potatoes early next spring.

I never saw grass improve so much as it has since

the rain. It seems to be trying to make up for lost

time. If we have a late, open fall it will be a great

help in getting the stock through the winter, as

fffldder will be very short. I saw over a hundred

head of cows pass here the other day that were

bought in Chautauque county for about $20 per

head. The drouth was so severe that farmers were

compelled to sell their cows. With butter worth

fifty cents a pound, they must have been hard pushed

or they would not have parted with them.

This morning, on going into the stable, one of my

horses was found all curled up and twisted com-

pletely round in the stall. There was a strong

hempen halter on him, and it held him down so

tight that when it was cut it snapped like a bow-

string. The poor horse must have suffered terribly.

Tlie flesh on his nose, on each side of the rope, was

swollen so as to leave an indenture half an inch

deep. The rope was between his fore legs, and had

chaffed the skin badly.. He is quite lame and stiff

this morning, and will probably not be able to work

for a week. I think the English method of tying

up horses with a chain running through a ring, and

a weight attached to the end of the chain, is far bet-

ter than simply tying them with a rope to the man-

ger. The weight prevents the halter from being

slack when the horse is eating, but gives him plenty

of rope when he wants to lie down. There is, in

this case, no danger of his getting his leg over the

rope.
.

I understand that Mr. Cornell, of Ithaca, N. Y.,

has tjiven 300 acres of good land and $300,e00 for a

State Agricultural College, to be located at Ithaca.

It is a noble gift, and the prospects now are that we

shall have an Agricultural College and an Expert

mental Farm worthy of the State. I feel more interest

in the latter than the former. We need a farm where

experiments can be made on our leading crops.

Farmers can not afford to make experiments with

that care and system necessary to insure satisfac-

tory results. Mr. Lawes' experiments cost him from

$10,000 to $15,000 per annum, and that amount will

be necessary here to carry out a systematic scries of

experiments on wheat, bartey, oats, rye, Indian corn

and the grasses. We do not want experiments on

^ cattle and sheep. Those can just as well be made

in Europe—the climate making no difference. But

on grains, grasses and vegetables we must experi-

meot for ourselves, for we can not tell how far the cli-

mate affects the growth and manurial requirements

of the plants.

Potatoes promise to turn out better than was ex-

pected, though they can not be an average crop. I

planted mine too late. They say "slovens do well

once in seven years," and I thought at one time that

for once I was in luck, and that the late planted

would be the best. But I do not now think so. The

tops are beginning to die, while the fibres connect-

ing the tubers with the stalks are very thick. The

matter in these fibres ought to have gone into the

tubers, and would have done so had the potatoes

been planted earlier.

My onions are in the same category. I had only

half a crop, on account of bad seed, and those that

did grow are pretty much all top. I bent them

down hoping to induce them to bottom, but all to no

purpose. The roots strike deep into the soil and the

tops grow most luxuriantly, but the bottoms are not

there. For the future I mean to raise my own seed,

and to be very careful to select onions that bottom

early. I presume that seed is often raised from small

onions that have thick necks, like mine, and there

can be little doubt that the onions raised from

such seed will partake of the same habit. So of

turnips. Most of the ruta bagas I have seen this

year have long, thick necks, running up in some cases

five or six inches above the bulbs. The turnip was

originally an annual, running to seed the first year.

We have by cultivation induced it to form a bulb,

but it has still a tendency to run up to seed. If we

would check this tendency we must, in raising seed,

reject all turnips that show any inclination to run

too much to top, planting only the best bulbs.

My turnips, where I applied superphosphate, are

splendid. I never saw better. They pay pretty

well, too. I sent some to the city yesterday, and got

five shillings a bushel for them. At such prices no

crop will pay better. I have always contended that

we should raise turnips and feed them out to stock

on the farm. But even with corn at $1.50, turnips

are not worth over 25 cents a bushel to feed out—

that is judging by the amount of nutriment they

contain, and then at this season of the year we do

not need them for feed, and to store them is no easy

matter.

I was talking to-day with a farmer from Mendon.

It is one of the best wheat towns in the county, but

he says farmers are almost discouraged in trying to

raise wheat. Last year the midge did little damage,

but this year the Soules wheat has suffered very much.

He has not yet threshed, but those who have done so

find that the crop turns out very badly. In former times

he used to raise wheat after wheat and get 35 bushels
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per acre. Has raised 52 bushels of wheat after oats.

"But," said he, quite feelingly, "those times are

past. We shall never do it again. I now get only

20 bushels, and sometimes 10 bushels, and this year
I expect only 5 bushels. There is plenty of straw,

but no wheat. The midge and" rust destroy it."

He says there is not more than half as much wheat
sown this fall as last.

I missed it in not selling my wool. I made up my
mind that I would sell when offered a dollar. It

reached that figure. One of my neighbors Avhose
wool was not as good as mine sold at that price. I

could have got the same. But I thought it would
be higher, and so I hoped no one would come along
and offer me a dollar, for I make it a rule when I

have deliberately made up my mind to take a
certain price to let the article go when the price

is offered. The Deacon told me he would send
me a man who would give me my price. I told
him not to say any thing to him. I should really
have felt sorry had any wool dealer offered me
the dollar. But as I wished, so it was. No one
came, and I have the wool still on hand. I saw a
farmer taking in a nice load of wool this morning.
I asked him what he expected to get. " A dollar,"

he said. I did not tell him, but I thought he had
not heard the news. When I went to town I had
the curiosity to go to a wool dealer and inquire the
price he was paying. " Fifty to sixty cents, but we
do not care to take it at that." Ten days ago pelts
brought from $1.75 to $2.25 each. Now all that the
dealers pretend to pay is $1.00 to $1.50.

I was so busy getting ready to sow wheat that I

would not stop to thresh. I bought my seed wheat,
paying $2.50 per bushel for it. The same wheat
w.nikl not bring $2.00 now. Mediterranean wheat
is worth only $1.75. Corn still holds its own. You
can not buy it for less than $1.50. Corn at $1.50
and wheat at $1.75 is absurd, especially when the
crop of wheat is confessedly one- third below an ave-
rage. I was talking to one of the most experienced
millers in the city yesterday, and he thought that
wheat would bo higher. He was about the only
miller, however, that was buying anything.

Well, we must possess our minds in patience. If
what we have to sell brings a lower price, so will what
we have to buy. I would cheerfully sell wheat for
$1 .00 and wool for 50 cents \ipaper would fall to its old
rates

!
But there is no probability of its doing so.

In fact, after this panic blows over, and the money
paid for bounties begins to flow back into its old
channels, I expect to see things higher than ever.
The money has not left the country, and more and
more is being issued every day.

Barley is somewhat lower, but still brings a high
price. One of our Rochester papers has for weeks

quoted barley at $1.25, while it has sold in sonio"
instances as high as $2.25, and $2.00 has been the
general rate. I do not know what it is to-day, but I

see this same paper still quotes it at $1.25 ! At tlic

same time it gives the price at Buffalo as $2.11, and
at Chicago $1.85@$2.02i. I presume the Buffalo
and Chicago quotations are correct, but it is too &\y
surd to suppose while barley brings over $2.00 in
Buffalo it is v.'orth only $1.25 in Rochester.

Beef cattle last week in New York declined fully

one cent per pound. Much of the stock in marku't
was in bad condition. When shall wc learn that it

does not pay to raise or feed poor cattle ? The best
beeves sold for 18 cents per pound dressed weight,
and in a few instances for 19 cents ; while there weje
many inferior animals that sold as low as 8 cents.

We may just as well raise an animal that will dregs

10 cents as one that will dress only 5 cents. The
former would be worth $180, while the latter only
brings $40.

Sheep declined a little, but not as much as cattle

say ic per pound. Good lots brought 8-^0. per pound
live weight, while a few extras sold for 9 cents.

The greatest decline was in hogs. They have been
higher than ever before known, but last week tha
market was decidedly over-stocked, and prices fell 2
cents per pound.

With corn worth $1.50 per bushel, pork must
bring a high price to make pig feeding profitable.

There will be considerable soft corn, which can be
fed to hogs to better advantage than to any otlier

stock. I give mine soft corn, and a little pea-meal
in addition. Peas are very " buggy" this year, and
it is best to feed them out as soon as possible. They
are now the cheapest food we can use.

On my way home to-day I stopped to look at Mrs.
Munn's grapes. They are splendid. She has 540
bearing vines, seven years from planting. They are

trained on post and slat trellises, seven feet high.

The vines are fourteen feet apart each way. The
whole vineyard occupies 2f acres. In 1862 it pro-

duced 7 tuns of grapes ; last year 11 tuns, and this

year the crop is estimated at 15 tuns. They are all

Isabellas. Mr. Adams has charge of the vineyard, and
has certainly been very successful. He expects to

sell the crop for 10 cents per pound. Grapes in this

section have done unusually well the present season.

The hot, dry weather, where they were well culti-

vated, was just what we need for grapes.

I have never tried it, but a farmer who has tells

me that the best time to sow carrots and parsnips! s

in the fall. The plants start early in the spring, and

get the start of the weeds. The winter, he says,

does not hurt the seed. I suppose it does not ger-

minate till spring.
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NEW YORK STATE FAIR.

The Twenty-fourth Annual Exhibition of the New

York State Agricultural Society was held in this city

September 20-24. The weather was delightful, and

the farmers of this section turned out by tens of

thousands, while the attendance from distant parts

of the State was unusually large. On Wednesday

it was estimated from the number of tickets sold

tliat there were 85,000 people on the ground, while

on Thursday the attendance was even more numer-

ous.

The exhibition itself was not equal to that on

many former occasions. Farmers are very busy and

labor is scarce, while in this section the draft was

being enforced during the Fair week. Under such

circumstances it is surprising that the exhibition

was as good as it was, while the immense concourse

of people which attended from day to day proves

conclusively that these annual exhibitions of our

agricultural and mechanical productions have lost

none of their attractions.

Let us look first at the cattle. There are many

empty stalls. Mr. Thorne does not exhibit. Mr.

Sheldon. President of the Society shows ten or

twelve head of splendid Shorthorns and some Al-

derneys, but not for competition. Ezra Cornell

shows some good animals. In the class of Short-

horn C0W8, three year old and upwards, he seems to

have taken every prize. Listen to those boys.

"Here's one the're putting a blanket on. I'll bet

he's a big un." Not a bad test of excellence !
In

this case the animal is not large, but he is certainly

a good one. It is a Shorthorn bull owned by James

S. McCall of Lyons. He is a young breeder, but

has already some fine animals. C. W. & J.W
.
Wads

worth, of Geneseo. exhibit largely, and have carried

off several prizes for Shorthorn heifers and working

cattle. It is encouraging to see the young men

of the country exhibiting, and carrying off prizes.

Elihu Griffin, of Duchess county, shows some good

Shorthorns. This largo, red three-year old Short-

horn bull shown by W. B. Dinsmore, I heard a

farmer say yt^terday was the best animal on the

ground, but the judges apparently did not agree

with him, for there is no ribbon on his horn. Mr.

Jackson, of Seneca county, also shows a red three-

old Shorthorn bull, and takes the third prize. There

are many other Shorthorns worth looking at, but we

must hurry.

The Devons are few in number, and by no means

of extra character. I got criticized last year for

making the same remarks in regard to the show of

Devons at Utica, but is it not true ? Will they com-

ixire with the Shorthorns ? The Devon men must

bestir themselves. They are j ust the cattle we want

ia many sections of this State and New England,

but if I am not mistaken the breed is attracting less

attention than it did a dozen years ago.

The same may be said of Herefords. There is

but one exhibitor—E. Corning, jr., of Albany. Th«

Herefords are losing ground. They are not good

milkers, and it is claimed that a Shorthorn Avill lay

on fat more rapidly and mature earlier. The Here-

fords, however, make the best beef, and I should

think, better working cattle.

There is a small show of Ayrshires. This ought

not to be. The dairy interest is one of the most

prominent in the State, and Ayrshires are confess-

edly unsurpassed as milkers in proportion to the

food consumed. The little Alderneys or Jerseys are

out in full force. They are attracting more and

more attention each year. The principal exhibitors

are President Sheldon, (who, however, does not com-

pete for the prizes), B. G. Moore, W. B. Dinsmore

and E. Corning. I like this heifer of Mr. Dins-

more. She has rather a bull's head, but the Alderneys

are so fine and delicate that a slight dash of coarse-

ness is not so objectionable as it would be in a cow

of any other breed. It is almost impossible to get

strength without coarseness. But of course it ia

better to have it in the bull than the cow. The

Alderneys give richer milk than any other breed

of cows, and it is surprising that the gentlemen

who have suburban residences do not keep them.

I do not think there is an Alderney in Rochester or

vicinity.

Now for the sheep. There is a meagre show of Lei-

cesters. Mr. Jeffrey, of Canada, is about the only

exhibitor. Mr. E. Gazeley, of Duchess county, who

has exhibited fat sheep for so many years, at the Fairs,

and at the winter meetings, shows seven head of

good Cotswolds. He purchased two rams from F.

W Stone, of Guelph, C. W., last fall. One of them

now weighs 4l4i pounds. He sheared 18 pounds of

wool. The Cotswolds will increase more rapidly

for the food consumed than any other sheep. But the

mutton is not as good as that of the South Downs.

There is a splendid show of the latter, principally

from George W. Brown of Duchess county, who re-

cently purchased Mr. Thome's entire flock.

Of Merino sheep the show is probably the largest

ever made in the Stat^so large that we have not

time to examine them in detail. Mr. Charaberlam s

SihVians are looking uncommonly well this year.

They are the handsomest fine wool sheep on the

^'Thlre is but a small show of swine. The Suf-

folks of Mr. Dinsmore are worth looking at. They

remind one of old times. Are the Suffolks going

out of fashion, that there are so few shown, or have

thev become an old story? There are no Essex or

Berkshires, so common a few yeftrs ago. Pig breed-
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ing is on the decline. I was looking at Mr. Dins-

more's Suffolk's yesterday, when a man came along

and remarked as he passed the }>en, " There is some

bigger ones up yonder." He evidently had not much

respect for the rules of grammar, or the rules of

breeding. Size, to him, was more important than

form—and it is probably so with most people. The

big pigs alluded to are old acquaintances. They

are the Cheshires shown by T. T. Cavanagh, of

Watertown. Last year, at Utica, he had a four-year

old sow of this breed that weighed 1,130 pounds.

She is here again this year, and attracts more notice

than many a worthier object. Her weight this year

is not stated.

The Cheshires are a large white hog, resembling

the Yorkshires, but I should judge rather coarser.

Mr. C. claims that they will fat earlier, and that

while they are larger they have smaller bones.

They are sold principally to go West.

We will take a look at the chickens, and then

visit our friends the inventors and implement

makers. Mr. Heffron, of Utica, Dr. E. A. Wendell,

of Albany, and Mr. Simpson, jr., of New Hudson, are

the principal exhibitors. They show very fine col-

lections of all the leading breeds. Judging from the

crowd round the boxes it would seem that though

the chicken fever has entirely passed away, there is

still much interest felt in the improvement of our

poultry. May it always be so.

Among the implements and machines, the hay

press, manufactured by the " New York State Beater

Press Co.," of Little Falls, attracts much attention

It is worked by two horses, and will beat and press

500 pounds of hay into a bale in eight minutes, Mr.

Ladue, the general agent of the company, says they

have exported a considerable quantity ef hay to

England, and have made a good thing of it. This

is owing to the high price of gold. Four bales, or

one tun, occupy less space than a cord of wool.

Emery's cotton gin is another attraction. It has

been miinufactured at Albany for some years, but

when the Southern trade was cut off, Mr. Emery
took it to England, where it attracted much notice.

It has been sent to India and other «otton-growing

countries, and has doubtless done something towards

keeping the Lancashire spindles running and helped

to dethrone " King Cotton."

There are two or three implements on the ground

for digging potatoes that look as though they would

work well, but we could judge better after trial.

Tlie wind-mills of E. W. MiUs, of Marcellus, for

pumping water, attract much attention. Reaping

and mowing machines are well represented. There

is not much that is new, Allen has a contrivance

^attached to his mower whereby the knife can be

made to cut closex or higher without stopping the

machine, which is an improvement. C. E. Petrie,

of Cherry Valley, Ohio, shows a model of staunchion

cattle stalls, so arranged that the cows can be let

out, one at a time, without going into the stable.

There are but few seed drills on exhibition. The

Messrs. Brown, of Shortsville, and Bickford & Huff-

man, of Macedon, are on hand as usual. Draper

Stone, of Pittsford, shows a gang plow with a seed

attachment for dropping the seed in the furrows.

Mr. Wiard, of East Avon, shows a good collection of

implements—gang-plows, subsoil plows, cultivators,

plows, «&c. Pitts & Brayley, of this city, also make

a good display. Their straight draft plow is very

popular in this neighborhood, and their Empire

Feed Cutter has no superior.

Whiteside, Barnet & Co. show their well-knowa

corn and bean planter. S. E. Ensign, of White's

Corners, has a good drill for sowing seeds in drills.

He thinks you get more corn when sown in drills

than when planted in hills, and that if it is sown in

straight rows you can cultivate so close that the

labor of hand hoeing is little more than when it is

in hills and cultivated both ways. Some farmers in

this neighborhood, who have adopted the practice

of drilling in their corn, are of the same opinion.

If the plants are too thick they thin them out vsiddj,

the hoe.

Corn shellers are abundant. Rapalje showsi seve-

ral, manufactured East. Jacob BrinkerhoS;, of- An-

burn, shows an excellent one, with a clean&3 attached

to it. It took the first prize. W. W. Wilson, of

Jamestown, has also a good sheller. It eongists of a

wooden cylinder, with spikes driven iinta it, and

shells rapidly and clean.

Here we are among the wringers, and washing

machines. Their name is Legion. We can not stop

to examine or even look at half of thena; Wringers

are an acknowledged institution.. Washing ma-

chines have not as yet proved so udefliL Doty's we
have tried and know to be good. HbxS' is one on a

similar principle, made by Harris; & Go.,, at Livonia

Station. Then we have the " Rbekjn^ Washing

Machine," made by E. Cliipmaai & Co., New York,

and the " Challenge Wasliing Mfeohiae," with a

flaming handbill setting forth its merits. " Waslies

perfectly clean six shirts in 8ev«n,rainaite8," &c., &c.

It is made by S. W. Palmer & Cb,, Aubisrn. Succees

to the washing machine men. The wriiger men do

not need our good wishes.

Hutchinson & Brother, of A.ubum^. are making

cider with one of their hand aider mil^. It works

well. Rapalje shows one d' Hickok.'S cider mUls,

which, confessedly has no superior.. '

Here we have a cheese nmkang apparatus, caPlcS

the " Union Dairyman," maoiufactured; by O'Nei 1 k
Co., Utica. A Canadian faim&r haa^Just purcitasoii
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oqe. They are about to introduce " cheese facto-

ries" into Canada, and will need sucli macliines.

Tliey have been brought to a high state of perfec-

tion.

.Horse Rakes and Horse Forks are numerous.

—

The Remingtons, of Ilion, exhibit Myers' fork, man-

vij'actared by them ; Wheeler, Meleck & Co., of Al-

i.auy, Rundell Brothers, of Coxsackie, and others

als ) show good horse forks ft^r unloading hay. Ray-

'.•n.tu.l c^; Moore, of Geneva, show a good fork for

;)i:!.-'iijig barley and short oats, whicli would have

bt'ou very useful on many farms in this vicinity.

.^ John Miles, of Rochester, takes the first prize for

his fanning mill. F. F. flecker, of Bath, also shows

a good machine for cleaning grain, removing oats

from wheat, &c.

.There is a good show of plows, but notliing par-

ticularly new. There is still great room for improve-

ment in the construction of plows. Remington &
Co., of Ilion, exhibit their handsome steel mold-board

plows, and also one Avith a sub-soil attachment.

Van Brockland & Alvord, of Rome, also exhibit a

similar implement for breaking up the sub-soil.

The steel toothed cultivators of Remington & Co.

attract much attention. They are unquestionably

excellent implements. The Johnston Cultivator,

made at the suggestion of John Johnston, and named

alter him, is admirably adapted for working on heavy

soils.

Remington & Co. also exliibit Perry's Horse Power

alluded to and described in the last number of the

Farmer. It was kept in operation on the grounds,

and attracted much attention.

J. E. Morgan, of Doerfield, shows a good harrow,

and also some good wagons arid carts. He is manu-

facturing quite a number of the former for govern-

ment. He asks !^150 for a wagon. Ho has an ex-

tension reach which is very simple and useful.

The show of grains, vegetables, &c, is very fine

for the season. W. P. Ottley, of Phelps, shows a

g-ood barrel of white Kentucky wheat. It is not as

white as it was two j'ears ago when he got the seed

iVom Kentucky. He also shows a barrel of excellent

ilediterranean. H. D. Schenck, of Brighton, takes

the first prize for a barrel of Soules wheat. W. H.

Cobb also shows a good barrel of white wheat. C.

J. Hill & Son, the enterprising millers of this city,

exhibit a barrel of white wheat from Canada, the

crop of 1868, which is excellent. It is the best wheat

on tlie ground, but is not allowed to compete, one

of the rules of the Society being, very properly, that

all articles must, be raised by the exhibitor-

Of barley and (jats the show is small. In fact the

exhibition of grains has never bepn a leading fea-

ture at our fairs. It is tinte that more attention

was paid to them.

WOOL GROWERS' CO.NVEiVTIOIV.

PuRSUAKT to a call signed by many of the leading

agriculturalists of tlie State, a Wool Growers' Con-

vention was held in this city September 21. Hon.

Henry S. Randall was appointed temporary Chair-

man, and called upon H. T. Brooks, of Pearl Creek,

to state the object of calling the wool growers to-

gether. Mr. Brooks alluded to the importance of a

State organization of wool growers and sheep breed-

ers, and on motion of Hon. T. C. Peters, of Dari-

en, a committee of three was appointed to draw up
a constitution. The Chair appointed as such com-

mittee, T. C. Peters of Genesee, Wm. Kelly of

Duchess, and T. S. Faxton of Oneida.

The Committee drew up a Constitution, which,

after the name of the association had been changed

from the " New York Wool Growers' Association,"

to the " New York SJiee2] Breeders and Wool Grow-

ers' Association," was adopted unanimously.

Hon. Geo. Geddes moved that a committee of

seven be appointed to report the names of officers

of the association, and the Chair named the follow-

ing gentlemen as such committee

:

Geo. Geddes, A. B. Conger, A. S. Upham, C. F.

Marshall, A. F. Wilsox, E. E. Brown, and Lionel

Sherwood. The Committee made the following re-

port, which was accepted and adopted unanimously

:

President—Henry S. Randall of Cortland Vil-

lage, Cortland county.

Vice-Presidents—Lewis F. Allen of Erie, Aaron

Y. Baker of Steuben, Davis Cossit of Ononda2:a,

Theo. S. Faxton of Oneida, Geo. H. Brown of Duch-

ess, WinsloW F. Watson of Essex, Samuel Faile of

Westchester, and D. W. Percy of Rensselaer.

Corresponding Secretary—H. T. Brooks of Pearl

Creek, Wyoming.

Recording Secretary—D. D. T. Moore, of Roches-

ter, Monroe.

Treasurer—Luther H. Tucker of Albany.

Executive Committee—F. G. Marshall of Steuben,

Abraham Stocking of Livingston, James Geddes of

Onondaga, E. E. Brown of Cayuga, and Elijah Ennis

of Wayne.

The Association then adjourned to meet at the

call of the President.

It is understood that it is the intention of the

Association to hold a spring show of sheep in their

fleeces next May at Canandaigua. And it is also

proposed to have the sheep sheared publicly at tliat

time ; and also to have each day a public sale of

sheep during the exhibition. Public discussions of

topics connected with Sheep Husbandry will take

place on the evenings of the exhibition.

It is also proposed to hold a winter meeting for

the purpose of discussing matters pertaining to the

interest of wool growers and sheep breeders.
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DISCUSSIOJVS AT THE NEW YORK STATE FAIR.

Meeting? were held each eveniug during the New
York State Fair at Rochester, the Hon. A. B.

CoxGER, of Roclvlaud county, presiding. There was a

large attendance, especiallj' on Weducsdaj' evening, but

the subjects selected did not call out that general iuter-

eet which has been manifested on several previous occa-

sions. They were of great importance. All were wil-

ling to listen and leani, but few were prepared to

speak, and fewer still to furnish those /ac?s which we

so much need to establish correct agricultural princi-

ples.

The subject selected for discussion on Tuesday even-

ing was

:

STEAMING AND CUTTING FOOD.

George A. Moore, of Buflalo, N. Y., opened the

discussiou. His expericBce led him to think highly of

the economj' and profits of cutting and steaming food

for cows and sheep. His first experiment was in feed-

ing milch cows ; was feeding cut corn stalks, three

bushels per day to each cow. The first week after re-

ceiving the steamed food they increased one pint of

milk per head per day, and the second week one quart.

The steaming apparatus then froze up and he was

obliged to feed uncooked food. The milk of the cows

fell off three pints per day.

Sheep liked steamed food ; will eat it up clean, and

"were always ready for their meal. Had fed sheep two

weeks on uncooked food. They increased two pounds

per head per week. Other sheep on cooked food in-

creased three pounds per week.

He steams food for a herd of sixty-four cows. Used
one of Prindle's Steamers. Had conveyed the steam

in a pipe one hundred feet. Steaming will make musty
hay quite sweet and palatable. Cows fed on steamed

food are not troubled with constipation, the hair looks

sleek and the animals give every indication of full

health aud vigor.

Cutting fodder alone will save 20 per cent. Cooking

33 per cent. more. The manure is worth double. It

is more active. His neighbors appeared to be con-

vinced that steaming food is profitable, for they are

adopting the practice. He had not weighed the food

and the animals, and was not able to give accurate

figures showing the actual results of steaming. This

should be done, but still he was satisfied that cutting

and cooking fodder was profitable. Cows fed on

steamed food during the winter will give more milk

when turned out to grass in the spring than those fed

OQ dry food.

Mr. Stewart, of Erie county, said he had cut hay

and straw for three years. Had seen it estimated that

nineteen pounds of cut fodder was equal to twenty-

five pounds uncut. In his experience fifteen or sixteen

pounds of cut was equal to twenty-five pounds uncut.

This when cut alone, without steaming. Cutting and

steaming save 50 per cent, of the fodder. Fodder that

the anim.als will not touch will be made sweet by
steaming. Had steamed wet straw that was almost

decomposed and the cattle eat it as greedily as if it

had never been wet or injured. The labor of steaming

is very slight and he can nse all kinds of refuse that

would otherwise be wasted.

Had experimented on horses, cattle and sheep.

Sheep will do better on a bushel of cut straw and two
quarts of bran steamed together than on the best haj'.

So will cattle. After they have been fed on steamed
food they will scarcely touch uncooked food.

In regard to cutting, the hay and straw should be
cut as fine as possible ; if cut as fine as bran it would
be all the better. He cuts one-quarter inch long.

Corn stalks one-eighth of an inch. They are eaten

with avidity. Animals will eat the butts more readily

than the leaves. One ton of corn-stalks so cut is equal

to a ton of hay uncut. The object of cutting is to

lessen the labor of mastication. For horses that are

constantly laboring, cutting is very important. One
hour for eating cut feed is worth three hours with
uncut fodder.

Horses with incipient heaves when fed on steamed
food will be completely cured in from one to three

weeks. Had a horse with a bad cough that was cured
in ten days. Steamed food will improve a horse's ap-

pearance more than fresh grass. Oats steamed thor-

oughly are completely digested. You will find none
in the manure. All grain fed to animals should have
the vital principle destroyed, and steaming will do
this.

Had never weighed the animals so as to ascertain

how much they increased. Had found that an animal

which eats three bushels of fodder will eat only two
bushels after it is steamed. In milch cows, steamed
food improves the quality of the milk and the color cf
the butter. Carrots cut and mixed with cut straw and
then steamed together makes good food. Carrots and
straw about the same as bran and straw.

He agreed with Mr. Moore in regard to the increased

value of the manure by steaming. It is always ready

for use. It seems to have a better effect and acts more
immediately on the crop.

Mr. Stewart thought it would be easy to arrange a
barn where from one hundred to two hundred cattle

could be fed on steamed food. It would be best to

have a steam engine that would cut the fodder, grind

the grain, &c., as well as steam.

In rejily to questions, Mr. Stewart said he fed the

steamed food warm, but not hot. Uses Cumming's
Cutter. With two horses and three hands will cut

one ton of hay in an hour and a half A bushel of

straw weighs five pounds to five and a half pounds.

A bushel of hay eight pounds to nine aud a half pounds.

Considers oat and barley straw best, wheat straw next.

But much depends on the time of cutting.

The President, Hon. A. B. Conger, hoped that some

facts and figures would have been given. There are

several important points which ought to be brought

out. The cut feed should be wet before steaming, so

much that it would heat if left for ten hours. In

England steaming has been very generally abandoned,

and he thought the reason was that they had not wet

the food sufficiently before steaming it. Turnips and

other roots contained so much water that they will

cook with straw alone.
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Another method of economizing food is to cut it and
]

moisten it and let it remain till it heats and has what

tJUc chemists call an acid reaction. It is worthy of ex

periment whether a slight fermentation of this Ivind

would not be just as good as steaming and more econ-

omical. The experiments of Dr. Voelcker had shown

Uiat cold and boiling water would dissolve 5> per

cent of organic matter from wheat straw. If the

Btraw, however, is treated with dilute caustic pot..sh

and afterwards with dilute sulphuric acid near y or..

-

Judf the weight of the straw can be dmdved. In the ter-

mentation of straw it is well known that several or-

ganic acids are eliminated, and it is highly probable

Lt these acids will render the cellulose or woody

fibre of the straw much more digestible. The peetic

acid in turnips, it was thought, acted in this way, and

tence they have higher feeding value than ^^^-^^un'

of nutritive matter they contained would of itself m-

dicate. It is worthy of experiment how far cutting

turnips and other root crops, or what would still be

better, pulping and rasping them, and then mixing them

with cut straw or corn stalks moistened with water

and the mass allowed to ferment for a short time will

increase the digestibility of the woody fi^rc, and

whether we could not, in this way, obtain the object

of steaming at a less cost. He would throw out these

suggestions for the consideration of the members of

the Society.

In regard to simply cutting or chaffing fodder he

bought, except in the case of horses, there was com-

paratively little advantage in it unless it was cooked or

treated in the way he had suggested.

Mr Conger gave an interesting description of his

arrangements for steaming and feeding, but an imper-

fect sketch of them would be of little use to our read-

ei* We should feel obliged if Mr. Conger would

write out a short description of them for the Farnrer.

Hoa. GEORGE GEDDES, of Onondaga, had had con-

siderable experience in feeding cut fodder to sheep

He got an excellent machine for cutting com st^alks,

driven by a four horse power. He found that sheep

would eat more of the stalks when uncut than when

It IB satisfied that stalks should not be cut for

«heep His machine has lain idle for years.

Hon T C PETERS.-ItisnowonitBwaytomyfarm.

GEDDES.-Was glad of it; didnotwant it any more.

Had one hundred and fifty tons of straw on his farm^

Lives butfourmiles from
thecityofSyracuse,butn>er

Bold a pound of straw or hay in his life, except to a

Te^^hbor who got short in spring. Kept a large flock

of Iheep He lost less money on sheep than on any

oh r d;.cription of farm stock. Would keep no

Btock of any kind if he could help it. He always lost

Toney by them. You rear a steer till he is a^ous.id

d^ys old, and in ordinary times he is worth $40 You

^S four cents a day for your time, labor and the food

^nsLed. Will that pay? ^e keeps sheep to g.t

rid of his straw and tread it into manure. Has °pui

sheds for his sheep and keeps the yards wf J^ttered^

When snow falls he spreads straw to cover ^t and keep

Bpreading. If sheep have clover hay, straw and corn

Btalks, they will get fat.

Luther H. Tucker, of the Country GeniUnum,

thought there were few sections in the State wher«

straw was so abundant as on the excellent farm of Ms.

GEDDES. Whether it was better to cut and steam

straw, com stalks and other fodder depended very

much' on location and the character of the crops. It

was a question of price. In the neighborhood of larg«

cities he thought it was advantageous. In England,

cuttin- fodder was almost universal, but steaming was

by no means general. Many formers had given it up,

thou-h in certain localities, especially for milch cows,

it wa's found profitable. Straw in England is moT«

abundant than with us, and it is not so necessary to

economize in its use. Most farmers in this State th«

present season will be short of fodder, and it is d«-

sirable to make it go as far as possible.

Prof Wetherell, of the Boston Cultivator, had in-

vestigated this matter, and come to the conclusion

that cutting and steaming fodder was not P'-of'tablc.

Those who had adopted the practice in England had

very generally abandoned it. Prof. Simons, Veterinary

Surgeon to the Royal Agricultural Society, was quoted

to the effect that cutting and steaming food was not

natural or healthy. The pork of hogs fed on steamed

food was flabby and less nutritious

A farmer in the Connecticut Valley fed four pigs,

two on cooked and two on uncooked food. He found

no advantage from cooking. It was said that cook«ig

made food more nutritious. He did not see how it

could add anything to the food. We Icno. that steam

carries off a portion of the food m gases and vapor,

but how it could add anything he did not understand^

A well known breeder of horses in Mame had told

bim that he had given up cutting and steaming food,

as he found that it impaired the vigor of the horse.

Mr GEDDES had experimented on pigs, and vraB saV

isfied that they do better on cookec^ood He found

that a bushel of corn meal, made into hasty pudding

lould last twice as long as a bushel wet with cold

water He docs not kno. that the pigs fattened as

rpTdly but he thought such was the case, and that

halMh; food was saved by cooking. He^^^^^
his oats for horses, and knew there was Sve^^tM-

^: et so doing. A four year old horse will voi. a

lame share of his oats whole and undigested.

Prof Thurber,. of the American Agrun^Uur^

made some interesting remarks in regard te the natu

of the cellular matter in different
PYf^.-f^ee^rh

cut green and before they had ripened ^^e r eed the

cells contained more starch and ^'^S"
-f^f;^2my

fibre was more digestible. l^XTllT^Zl
of steaming the nature of the food shouia

'Zrf^^^^o^ Utica, had kept three hundred
Mr. Eaxton, oi

,
. ,.,=„„„d in grinding and

borsesatone ti- -d he b iev^
J^ ^^^_^

cooking food. "/*- ^'

^^°;,f„r other animals. He

r "^'Z^ haTlTSt; ground the gral.

rre;iyt a'queS- said he fed half a bushel of

oats te each horse per day
^^^^^^

Mr. Stewart agreed with Mr. con«

should be wet before Bteaming. He used from twelT.
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to fifteen gallons of water to fifty bushels of cut

«traw.

L. F. Allen thought that cooking food for milch

eows was profitable, while it might not pay for other

stock.

FINE WOOL SHKEP.

Wednesday evening was devoted to the discussion of

Fine Wool Sheep. Should the Society recognize any
distinctions of breed among fine wool or nieriuo sheep,

as at present bred in the United SUites, or should all

be classilied together, and regarded from identity of
origin or subsequeut intermixture of blood, as now
belonging to one and the same breed.

Hon. HenhyS. R.4.ndall opeued the discussion. He
contended that there were three distinct breeds of Me-

rino sheep in the United States—French, Saxon and

Spanish. The latter, when derived from pure bred,

Paular's or Infontados, he would denominate the Im-

proved American Merino. It was the best fine-wooled

sheep in the world. He had traced the pedigree of the

Pauhir or Infantado sheep, in other words of the Im-

proved American Merino, and felt sure that there was

no breed of cattle or sheep whose pedigree was more

distinct or certain. The English mutton sheep, with

the exception of the South Down were derived from

crosses, some of them dating back not more than 35

years. The Leicesters were derived from two or more

crosses. Tlie Cotswold had been obtained by crossing,

»nd so of the Hampshire, Oxfordshire and Shropshire

Downs. The Society made but one class of fine-wool

sheep, while there were several classes of the English

sheep. The importance of the latter was as the dust

of the b;Uance as compared with the Fine-Wools.

Hon. T. C. Peteks, who, as State Assessor, has had

unusual opportunities for obtaining correct information

on such a subject, said that there was only 20 per cent.

of the land in this State adapted to fine wool sheep.

Ho thought the Society ought to make no distinction

between sheep that had a wrinkle more or less. Per-

haps it might be well to make a distinction between

Merino sheep adapted for mutton as well as wool, and

those kept for wool alone. He placed Silesians in the

former class, and Vermonters in the latter.

Judge Pettibone, of Manchester, Vt., could not agree

with Dr. Randall. He thought there was no evidence

that Paular or Infantado sheep hxid ever been imported

into the United States. It was claimed that Atwood
imported them, but the evidence offered in support of

this assertion was such as no judge would allow to go

to a jury. There had been considerable improvement

in sheep, but where is the evidence that any such great

improvement as Dr. Randall claimed had taken place ?

We got heavy fleeces. He himself had had some. Had
one that weighed 15 pounds, but on cleaning it there

wag only 3 pounds of wool I

Dr. Randall was surprised to hear such statements.

They had all been refuted, and this was not the place

to discuss such a question.

Hon. Geo. Geddes said the discussion had led to no

good. It should never have been introduced.

L. F. Allen said there was great excitement in re-

gard to wool and sheep, and the Society ought not to

vame in the matter at present. He had lived through

a good many fevers. Had heard of a man in Philadel-

phia who paid $1.50 for a pair of chickens. The sheep

fever will have its day, and pass over as it had in former

periods. Wool might run down to 25 cents a pound.

Mr. Grinnell, of Iowa, thought that there was good
reason for the present excitement in regard to sheep.

The country had imported «;75,000,000 of wool and
woolen fabrics which could just as well be grown and
manufactured at home. Even if wool should fall to 2K

cents the farmers in Iowa could still make money on
sheep. He thought, however, that for years to come,

whatever might be said or thought of high tariff or no
tariff, the government would be under the necessity

of putting a high duty on foreign wools and woolen
fabrics, and that we should obtain good prices.

The President, A. B. Conger, said there had beea

complaints in regard to the Society making but one

class of fine-wool sheep. This subject was introduced

in order that gentlemen might come forward and sub-

stantiate their claims. If the coarse-wool men could

establish their claim to different breeds, the Society

wanted the fine-wool breeders, by a parity of reasoning,

to establish their claim to different breeds.

A motion was made to refer the matter back to the

Executive Committee, and passed unanimously.

BAISINQ OB BUTINQ MILCH COWS.

The question discussed on Thursday evening was :
" Is

it Best for Dairymen to Raise their Stock, or Purchase ?"

Hon. L. F. Allen, of Erie county, opened the discus-

sion. He said the dairyman wanted a cow that would
produce the most milk, butter and cheese. Like pro-

duces like ; and if you have such a cow and put her to

a bull from a good milking family you are pretty sure

to get a calf that will prove a good milker if it is a

heifer. In his experience this is almost invariably the

case. Whatever breed you have the object should be

to get good milkers—would always use a thoroughbred

bull. You are never safe in using any other.

Dairymen had said they could buy cows cheaper than

they could raise them ; but a calf for milking could

be raised on one-third the milk needed for animals in-

tended for beef. A man who has a cow to sell will al-

ways pick out the poorest. Farmers buy from the dro-

vers, and it is rare that they do not find that some of

them are poor milkers, while others are vicious, and

with cheese at 7 cents per pound, the average price, &

cow that will produce from 400 to 600 pounds is worth

1100. In any dairy district you can raise a two-year old

heifer for $30. The average price of hay is only $10 per

tun. In Buffalo it does not average more than that.

He mentioned a case where a dairyman in Erie county

paid $1.50 for a Shorthorn bull of a good milking family.

His neighbois laughed at him. In two years he has six

heifers that gave more milk than any six cows he had.

He put these heifers to the same bull, breeding in-and-

in, and soon had a splendid herd of dairy cows. If he

lived in a dairy section where hay was worth in ordina-

ry times not more than $10 per tun, he should raise hia

own cows.

G. A. MooRB, of Buffalo, who has for many yeatt.

been extensively engaged in buying cheese, and wba
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has had unusual opportunities for observing the effect

of difterent practtces, besides keeping a large dairy of

his own, said that he had found that those dairymen

who bred their own cows always got the largest amount

of cheese per cow. A cow that will not make 400

pounds of cheese per year is not worth keeping. The

average in Erie county is from 200 to 300 pounds.

Farmers, however, are now out of debt, and are going

into breeding. In ten years we should see a great im-

provement in our farm stock. Small sized cows were

most profitable. Beef should be no object with the

dairy-farmer. His object should simply be to get a cow

that would produce the most milk for fifteen years.

L. r. Allen, in reply to a question, said the general

impression was that cows should not come in till three

years old. He thought if well fed it was better to have

them come in at three years old. Would not milk

longer than nine months in a year.

Mr. Moore thought if the stables were well venti-

lated and the cows were well fed and the currycomb

used at least once a week, cows could be milked ten

months as vrell as eight or nine. Cows should be stabled

iu winter, and kept warm and comfortable. Had found

that cowB so kept did better, and gave more milk the

next summer.

Mr. LooMis, of Herkimer county, said there were

farmers in his neighborhood who got 700 pounds of

cheese from their cows, and Mr. A. L. Fish, by feeding

whey and bran, got 850 pounds per cow. In order to

reach this the cows must be well bred. The best cows

in Herkimer county, are obtained by crossing natives

with a Shorthorn bull,and their progeny with auAyrshire

bull. In raising the calves let them have milk for three

weeks, and then whey and pasture. You make a better

calf by feeding new milk for a longer period, but never

a better milker. The heifers should come in at two

years old. Those that come in at three years old are

rarely good milkers. If poor and not well fed, a two-year

old after having a calf is allowed to go over the uext

year.

In winter, feed on good hay, and four days before

calving give some bruised oats and shorts. High feed-

ing was very profitable. The cows should not be sup-

posed to fall off in the yield of cheese. Keep them up

to the standard, in case there are indications of their

falling off, by feeding ground oats and shorts. In the fall

they should be kept up cold nights. He thought dairy-

men could not obtain the best results unless they bred

their own cows.

Dr. LoRiNG, of Salem, Mass., President of the New

England Agricultural Society, was present, and in reply

to repeated calls said he would give a little of his expe-

rience. Some eight or nine years ago he came into pos-

session of a farm. He found on it about forty cows of

all kinds, good milkers and bad milkers. He found that

cows which he purchased did not do as well as those

raised on his own farm. Cows have a most delicate

organization, and are affected by the slightest change.

He bought some Alderney or Jersey cows. He raised

fifteen, but after trying them found only one that Avas

tvorth keeping. He visited one of his "neighbors, who

had a fine herd of dairy cows, and found that he had

been using an Ayrshire bull. This decided him to try

the Ayrshires. When he had raised fifteen, he sold but

two of them. All the rest were good milkers. Has

now some eighty head of Ayrshires. He bred for a

definite object. When this is obtained it is easy to

perpetuate it. Breeding was not expensive. Cows that

could not be bought for less than §60 could be raised

for $30 or S35. The selection of the bull was very im-

portant. A Scotchman was asked by a neighbor who

had bought a bull what he thought of him. " Show

me the bull's mither," he replied, "and I will tell

you." The Shorthorns and Ilerefords had been bred for

beef. If you want an animal for beef you can get it,

but where can you get milkers ? The Ayrshires have

been bred for milk, just as the Shorthorns for beet

They have good constitutions, are very hardy, with

good lungs, and good digestive organs. Will thrive

where a Shorthorn will starve. Would advise dairymen

to get a good bull, or two or three neighbors might join

in the purchase, aud you would soon have a good herd

of dairy cows. Then feed them, as Mr. Loomis had

recommended, and the results would be all tliat the

most sanguine could desire.

L. F. Allen could corroborate what Dr. Loeing said

in regard to the effect of taking cows from other farms.

Their attachment to the farm where they were bred is

wonderful. Had known cows that he had sold come

back and swim Niagara river to get home again !
[Mr.

Allen's farm is on an island in the Niagara Elver.]

A. B. Conger agreed with Dr. Loomis in regard to

the value of Ayrshires for milking ; still he thought

the Devon and Shorthorn when you had abundance of

rich pasture were equally good. On rough poor land

you do not want a Shorthorn or any other large cow.

The question of breed was a question of soil and locar

tion.

The discussion of this subject is to be continued at

the next meeting of the Society.

MANAGEMENT OF RESTIVE HORSES.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Country Gentleman—a. Lewis

county farmer—writes :
" After your horse is harnessed

to the carriage, procure a piece of webbing as a broad

strap about ten feet long, fasten it securely around the

off foot below the fetlock, then pass it up through the

girths and lay the end over the dashboard ;
see that

every thing is right, then standing on the off-side of the

wagon take the strap in the right hand, proceed to get

in r if the horse attempts to start pull on the strap, at

the same time saying ' whoa'—the strap brings his foot

up and makes it a pretty effectual 'whoa;' slack up on

the strap as soon as you have stopped him, and if be

attempts to start again repeat the operation. When

you have got good ready to start, give the horse the

word, and go along. Repeat the operation until the

horse will stand perfectly quiet at the word 'whoa,'.

always remembering not to whip your horse, but always

treat him as you would a friend, with perfect kindness,

and never say 'Avhoa' unless you want your horse to

stand perfectly still. No man should undertake to

i

break a horse who can not control his own temper."
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FARM WORK FOR OCTOBER.

Hakvesting Buckwheat.—Some jiulgment is

needed in selectiag tlie best time, as the grains ii])en

successively. When cut, which should be while the

dew is on, to prevent shelling, it should be placed

immediately in stocks, where it will cure better than

to lie in the swath, and not be in danger of becom-

ing soiled. The stooks should be rather large, so as

to stand well. A small band should be jilaced

around the top. Thus secured, the straw dries safely

and readily.

Hdskisg Corn.—x\ll the different husking ma-

diines have so far amounted to nothing, for the rea-

son that nearly as much time is required to break

the unhusked ear from the stalk as to break it out

of the husks. Farmers must therefore, for the pres-

ent, depend on hand husking. Some buskers will

work three times as fast as others, chiefly by having

: every thing close at hand. While an awkward la-

borer is picking up a stalk, pulling off the husk and

ear, and then turning around to tey the stalk in a

pile, a skillfull workman will have husked half a

dozen ears. The following directions, by S. E. Todd,

will assist the novice :

" After the stook has been puUed down, place the

basket at the butt of the stalks, a little inclined to-

ward tlie husker. Procure a little box for a seat,

about ten inches high. If a husker is not discom-

moded by resting on his knees, a low seat may be

dispensed with. Let the husker place himself close

to the corn, so that it will not be necessary to reach far

for each stalk. Now take an ear in the left hand,

and with the husker or fid on the right hand, pull

down half the husks. As the right hand goes down,

let the left hand rise to the tip of the ear, and slip

the thumb of the left hand over the end of the ear,

taking off cleanly all the ' silk, and bring it down

with the other half of the husks. Two quick mo-

tions of the hand will hvtsk an ear neatly. As the

left hand grasps the stem, preparatory to breaking

off the ear, let the husks be retained in the hand,

so as to protect it from becoming tender between the

thumb and forefinger, where every ear of corn strikes

it, as it is separated from the stem."

The workman will of course husk a large number

of stalks, until he has an armful, or rather lapful,

before stopping to remove them. As it is a saving

of labor to avoid rehandling the corn, the assorting

should be done at the same time, by providing two

baskets, one for tlie poor and the other for the good

corn.

Potatoes.—A tiiae should be chosen for digging

these, when the soil is dry, as freedom from rotting

depends greatly on having them packed away clean.

If the cellar is moist, the bins for receiving them

should have a grated bottom, to admit ventilation.

If dry weather can not be selected for digging them,

it is best to deposit them, and spread them out for a

few days upon a barn floor ; during rainy weathei-

they may be assorted, and when placed in the cellar

will be less liable to rot than if taken there while

wet and muddy. When potatoes are placed in out-

Fig. 1.—Mode of Burrying Potatoes in Open Ground.

door heaps for wintering, it is important to place a

straw wisp ventilator at the top, where the accumtt-

lation of foul air will otherwise cause decay. But

the best way is to place the potatoes in large heaps,

and cover them at least a foot thick with straw—

a

few inches of earth applied towards winter, and

beaten smooth with a sj^ade, will be a sufficient cover-

ing-, (fig.l.) Potatoes kept in this way are Jiot subjected

to the evils of confined air and moisture, so common

with a few inches of straw and a foot of earth—and

after many years' exj^erience, the loss has not been

more than one per cent, from ordinary decay.

Winter Apples.—These should be all carefully

hand-picked to prevent bruising. Light ladders

should be provided, and care taken not to bruise any

portion of the tree. Baskets, provided with hooks

for hanging on the limbs, is a common and good way,

but a better and more expeditious one is to take 'a
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common clean grain bag and place a stick, sharpened

at each end and about a foot long, so as to prop the

mouth open, leaving a triangular opening, ready lor

the reception of apples as fast as picked by both

liands. Tie the upper and lower corner together, by

placing a pebble in the lower corner, so as to form a

sort of button, and then tying the bag strings closely

above it. The bag is then elung over the shoulder,

as shown in fig. 2. A piece of stiff leather buttoned

on the shoulder serves to protect it from the weight

of the bag. Portions of the tree which cannot be

reached with an ordinary ladder, may be gathered

b7 the standing ladder, (fig. 3.) Fruit on the ends

of long and tftll branches

may be gathered by means

of the fruit picker, shown

in the annexed figure, (4.)

It consists of a pi«ce of stiff

wire about two feet long,

with two ends thrust thro'

gimlet holes in the end of a

pole; a small bag, large

enough to hold half a dozen

apples, is then sewed to the

wire. This completes the

instrument. A picker of this

kind is especially valuable

in gathering any high priced

fruit, such as pears, which

^would otherwise be bruised

and spoiled. As some fruit.

Fig. 3. Buch as the autumn varieties,

must necessarily fall, the ground of orchards, or be-

STUBB1.E Grotjnd.—All stubble ground should b«

well harrowed to start the weeds, which may be

turned under the present autumn or next spring.

Painting Buildings.—This is the best season of

the year for outdoor painting, when the hot sun

will not dry the paint to powder, but it will term a

hard, durable coat.

Fattening Animals.—The feeding of all domes-

tic animals for fattening should be carefully and

regularly continued during the present month. Reg-

ularity as to time is of great importance—the ani-

mal's appetite is an accurate chronometer, and unu-

sual delay is certain to result in a waste of flesh. It

is important to attend to all their comforts—a great

secret of success Avith skillful managers. Especially

avoid waste, dirt and surfeit. Some of the best

farmers are very careful tocommence foddering cattle

early, or as soon as frost affects the grass—that be-

ing regarded as the most critical period in the year,

and when cattle fall away most rapidly, or contract

fatal dise&ses.— Tucker's Annual Register.

Tig. 4.—Frait Picker,

neath trees, ehonld always be kept smooth, and as

free from stones as possible.

Vinegar may be made from cider by adding two

quarts of molasses to each barrel of cider, and ex-

posing it to warmth, sunshine and air.

New Corn maybe prepared for early grinding by

Buspending it in a coarse bag near the ceiling of any

warm room where a fire is kept.

Planting New Orchards.-The ground should

be well prepared beforehand for new orchards,

whether the trees are set out autumn or spring.

Unless the soil is already quite rich enough, its fer-

tility should be increased by manure previously ap-

plied, or to previous crops ; or it may be enriched

after the trees are set out, by autumn top-dressing

for working under in the spring. The soil should

itiao be well drained and subsoiled.or deeply plowed.

WORKING OXEN.

I have long found that in all heavy farming ope-

rations oxen are most useful, and am convinced

every farmer with one hundred acres of arable land,

could work one or two pair to great advantage ;
for

deep plowing, oxen will draw greater weights and

are as quick as horses. In lighter operations the horse

surpasses them in speed, but every improvement in

agriculture now tends to deep, consequently slow,

w^ork, and until steam is adapted to drawing our

implements, oxen will be most useful. They cost

much less to keep, and improve daily in value
;
they

are easily broken in, may be worked for a few month*

during a busy season of the year and then fed off

The application of steam to our threshing machines,

turnip and chaff cutters, and the railways lessening

the distances at which many deliver their grain, has

diminished the winter work of many farmers' horses.

Oxen would, in these cases, prove very beneficial in

summer. I know one large occupier who commonly

buys every spring four or six pairs of working oxen,

uses them until all the turnips are sown and cleaned,

and then feeds them off in his stalls ;
and by this

course has his work done at two-thirds less cost than

by keeping a large number of horses. As a practical

farmer, I should be very sorry to be without sonie

oxen as auxiliaries to my horse teams.—J?. W. WU-

mot, in the London Gardeners' ChronieU.

To Cure Hams.—To every IB pounds of ham take

one pint of pure salt, and one ounce o* ^"Itpetre.

Pack in a cleLn oak cask, sprinkhng the s:.lt between

the layers of ineat. Dif^solve riie saltpetre and pour

it over the whole, adding sufficient pure water to

cover. Soft water is best. Let them lie UNDER

the brine six weeks, then smoke.
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POULTRY nmiS FOR OCTOBER.

WBITTEN FOK TUB GENESEE FASMEB BT 0. H. BBlfBNT.

The general management of poultry for this

month differs little from the past. They may be

allowed considerable liberty if they will not dam-

age tomatoes, vineyards, &c. They will still find

some insects and scattered grain, but not sufficient

without other food to keep them growing. They

..should receive at least one meal each day of boiled

potatoes mashed and mixed with wheat bran or

shorts.

Chickens intended for market may now be sepa-

rated from the older fowls, and confined in more re-

stricted quarters and fed liberally with a variety of

food, of which grain of some sort should form the

basis. They should be regularly fed three limes a

day—the first time as soon after daybreak as possi-

ble or convenient.

It is hopeless to attempt to fatten chickens, while

they are at liberty and growing, they must be con-

fined, and during their confinement they must be

supplied with abundance of pure fresh water, gravel,

old lime mortar, crushed bones, or broken clam or

oj'ster shells if to be had. In about three weeks

they will be in condition for marketing.

It is equally hopeless to attempt to fatten older

fowls unless confined in a proper coop ; and this,

like most other appurtenances need not be expen-

sive. To fatten a dozen adult fowls, of common

Bxze, a coop may be made, three feet long, eighteen

inches deep made entirely of slats, open on all sides,

top and bottom. Discretion must be used according

to the size of the fowls cooped. They do not require

much space ; indeed, the closer the better, if they

ean all stand up at the same time.

Fowls selected to fatten should be in good health,

one diseased fowl might contaminate the whole ; be-

sides if there are any that seem inclined to be quar-

relsome they should be removed at once. Quarrelsome

fowls will not fat kindly. Care must be taken to

put up such as have been accustomed to be together

or they will fight, and like other bad examples, it

Boon finds imitators.

The food should be ground oats, Indian meal

mixed with water or milk ; the latter is best. It

should be slaked, forming a pulp or paste.

The food should be varied ; barley, buckwheat

and wheat-screenings, boiled or baked potatoes,

form excellent fattening materials for fowls.

Regularity when fed, should always be observed

in the hours of feeding, also in the quantity of food

given, not to surfeit them one day and starve them

tlie next, but give the fowls their food as regular as

you take your own meals. They must be well fed

three or four times a day—the first time as soon after

daybreak as possible or convenient, and ilwn at in-

tervals of four hours.

No animal is easier kept than fowls. No kind of

food comes amiss to them. When at liberty they

obtain their living promiscuously, and pick up every

thing that can be made use of as food in the barn-

yard
; even the worms, grubs, and bugs give them

the most nutritious food. And if insectiverous food

is wanted, there is notliing perhaps more easily ob-

tained, at almost any season, than by what the French

term a verminer. Procure a deep crock, into which
put some bran and on it lay a piece of carrion or

other flesh ; cover it with a glass cap so as to admit

light, but exclude rain ; in a few days it Avill be a
moving mass of living insects or worms, which may
be thrown out to young poultry, young turkeys in

particular ; there is nothing they will devour more
greedily ; but they should be sparingly given, as the

fowls are so fond of them, that if given abundantly

it will prevent them taking their usual food.

We have practiced another method for fattening

fowls, which has proved successful. We confined

a number of fowls, ducks and turkeys in the month
of November in a small dark room, only giving them
light when feeding. By depriving them of light

they were kept perfectly quiet ; nothing to do but

eat, drink and grow fat, spending most of the time

quietly on the roost. Feed was kept constantly be-

fore them in a flat box, consisting of a mixture of

corn, oats, barley and buck wheat, with pure fresh

water supplied daily. They were also provided with

broken bones, oyster shells, gravel, and pulverized

charcoal of which they ate quite a large quantity.

Now that winter is approaching it would be well

to cast about and see if we have suitable accommo-

dations for the fowls. One of the greatest errors

that prevails in the management of the domestic

fowl, and one which must be destructive of all profit,

is the too common practice of leaving them to shift

for themselves during the winter months. The hen

should have a warm, comfortable room to roost and

lay in for there are few creatures that suffer more

from the cold than fowls. They should have access

to a warm yard in the sunny days of winter, a»

warmth is particularly invigorating to them. If

confined for any length of time in a close ill-venti-

lated room they will become diseased and feeble, and

will require extra attention to repair the evil gene-

rated.

The way in which the farmers in general manage

their poultry is not the best lor them or the fowls.

They are allowed to run where they please, to lay and

sit at any time they may deem expedient. When
the hen comes off with the chickens, she is suffered

to ramble about exposing the young brood to cold

and wet, which thins them off rapidly ; no suitabLi
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accommodations are provided for their roosting-

places, and they are allowed to find a place to roost

where they can, probably in some exposed situation

in a tree or shed ; no attention is given to feeding

them ; and under such circumstances, it is not to be

wondered at that few or no eggs are produced, that

tew or no chickens are raised, or that fowls are sickly

or unprofitable.

When with so little expense to himself, a farmer

may have an abundant supply of eggs and raise one

or two hundred chickens, it seems strange that the

poultry business should be so little attended to

by the owners of the soil. Where crops are sown

immediately around the barns, it may be inconveni-

ent to have fowls run at large ; but in many cases

fifty or a hundred of these birds may be kept, not

only without injury but with benefit. There are

generally large quantities of grain scattered in the

. barn-yards and lost unless eaten by the fowls ;
there

are myriads of insects, such as flies, bugs, worms,

grasshoppers, etc., which require to have their num-

bers diminished by the cock and his followers ; and

if constantly kept up and fed experience shows that

for the amount of capital invested, the poultry con-

tributes, in proportion, as great a return as any part

of the farm.

Now for the fowl-house. If you have room in

your stable or barn, a room partitioned off these

will do. Having built the partition, all the cracks

should be battened up to make it warm. It should

have good sized windows, front to the south, if pos-

sible, and it should be well white-washed, both for

neatness and to make it lighter. Then divide it into

two apartments ; one to be used for the roosting-

room, the other for their occupation during the day.

The day room should be famished with gravel, old

lime morter, and such other materials to assist in

UKiking the shells to their eggs. Also sand and

ashes which are put into shallow boxes so that the

room may not be made untidy. Or if you have a

basement under your barn, partly under ground, but

light, will answer a good purpose.

A poultry house need not be expensive, and yet

be as good for the farmer as one with a fine finish.

Of whatever shape it is better to have it too small

than too large, in winter especially. For if too

large the hens get together in one corner in order

'to keep themselves warm. While if of the right

size, they can promenade as much as they please,

•and liavo the proper amount of exercise. We offer

the following plan, which a handy farmer with the

necessary tools can erect himself. The building is

designed to be 10 feet high in front, and 4 feet in

tiio rear, 13 feet long. The length may be greater or

hrss according to the number of fowls to be accommo-

dated.- The above dimensions are large enough for

twenty or thirty fowls. The materials for rear and

ends may be frame, brick or stone. The south slope

of a bank will be a good location, as warmth is

an important point to be gained. The best mate-

rial for roof is straw thatch ; this is warm in winter

and cool in summer. If the roof is of boards, the

space between the rafters should be filled in with

dry tan or sawdust That part of the building

above ground should be banked up with horse ma-

nure some three or four feet high. This will pre-

vent water from freezing—the highest temperature

attained without artificial heat.

VALUE OF LAND IN ENGLAND.

Large estates have changed hands of late we are

told, at prices which will yield an interest of not

more than two per cent., while money was four or

five per cent, at call. Land is, in fact, a luxury—

a

fancy article. The buyer purchases not land alone,

but social position. He does not buy for profit.

He gratifies a sentiment, the wish of a life, a mo-

tive to exertion which sweetened toU and gilded

many a duU task. He takes his place among the

local gentry, drives into petty sessions every market

day, is impannelled on the grand jury at assizes,

takes his wife and daughters to the country balls

and archery fdes, dines with the Duke who nomi-

nates the county members, sends the largest pine

apples and the green-house plants to the horticultural

show. The country gentry at first looked askance.

But if the new owner pf Norman's Nest or Fairoaks

House is rich and hospitable, if he subscribes libe-

rally to the hunt and sends his son to Eton and

Christ-church, the country prejudice gives way ; and

the second and third generations, at least, have little

reason to complain. There is nothing in the " Ara-

bian Nights" more surprising than the value of land

in the great centres of commerce. The little table

cloth area at the south-east corner of St. Pauls which

o-ives the foreigner the best coup d' ceil of our archi-

tectural master-piece, is worth £60,000.' The value

of land around the Bank and Royal Exchange is still

greater. When Oxford street was made, the land

cost £57,000 an acre. In the improvement of Char-

lotte street the laud was purchased at £07,000 an

acre. When the new thoroughfare was driven

through Coventry street and Long Acres the land

cost £119,000 an acre. Mr. Cowper the first com-

missioner of works, has carried an act for the con-

struction of a new street from Blackfriars' Bridge to

the Mansion House. Having brought in a bill which

gave the street a width of 70 feet, he proposed to

increase it to 80 feet. The street is a very short one,

but it was found the addition of 10 feet would add

£100,000 to the expense, so the right honorable gen-

tleman gave up the proposed extension In some of
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the great provincial towns, prices are still higher.

In Manchester, land has been given for sites in the

best part of the town. In Liverpool land has been

sold at ,i';30 per square yard, or nearly at the rate of

£150,000 per acre. In Birmingham, the land hold

by the Loudon and Northwestern railway was sold

at about £00,000 an acre. In Belfast, Glasgow, Shef-

field, Leeds, etc., the same causes are in operation.

The natural progress of wealth and population tends

to increase the value of land, especially in towns.

The great London hospitals and schools enjoy prince-

ly revenues, not because their founders left a few

hundred pounds in money, but because they be-

queathed land then of little value, but now covered

with house property.

—

London Review.

THE AGRICULTURE OF NEW YORK.

We are indebted to the Hon. T. C. Peters, the

State Assessor, for his Report on the Agriculture of

the State. We have not yet given it that careful

study to which it is entitled. The Country Gentle-

man mentions the following facts brought out in

this report

:

Mr. Peters calculates that of the population of

the State at that date,—a little short of four million.s,

there were 37 per cent, living in cities, 35 per cent,

in the villages, and 28 per cent, only, but little more

than one-fourth, actually living in the country. This

" rural population" is scattered over au area of 19,000

square miles in round numbers, giving 70 persons per

square mile. Our increase of population is taking

place in the cities and villages. The relative pro-

portions of the chief crops grown were as follows

:

Acres in Meadow, 3,384,440
Aa-es in Pastures, 4,948,114

have tried them, it may be doubted whether they

are now grown on a very much larger scale than

they were ten years ago.

Acconling to Mr. Peters' calcillations, based upon
the current prices when the census was taken, the

value of the above crops in gross, was as follows :

Meadow product $'2G,2PT.31G
White Straw crops, 27,1S4,S49
Fod'der crops, lT',T'i({'2'24

Root crops, 8,'8!)G!(il5

Commercial crops, 2.5T3.9.51
Orchard crops, 1.()4'2!5'.'2

Total acres in Grass, 8,332,554
Acres in Spring Wheat, 194,846
Acres in Winter Wheat, 611,141
Acres in Oats, 1,349,384
Acres in Rye, 281,714
Acres in Barley, 212,008

Total acres in White Straw Crops, 2,649,193
Acres in Buclvwheat, 293,2.>3
Acres in Indian Corn, 817.601
Acres in Pea.s, 48,154
Acres in Beans, 16,917

Total acres In Fodder Crops, ; 1,175;925
Acres in Potatoes, 220,575
Acres in Turnips, 7,578

Total acres in Root Crops, 228,153
Acres in Flax 11.174
Acres in Hops, 9,481
Acres in Tobacco, -S6
Acres in Market Gardens, S,945

Total acres in Commercial Crops,

.

80,986
Acres not specified, 1,240 709

Total Improved Farming Land 13,657,520

This statement shows that 61 jjer cent, of the im-

proved land was devoted to grass, not quite 20 per

cent, to white crops, and not quite 9 per cent, to fod-

der ^rops. Roots appear in very infinitesimal pro-

portions, and notwithstanding all that is said of their

value, and the satisfaction reported by many who

Total, $79,321,477

Tills represents the vegetable product of the State.

The animal products were :

Wool, 9,231.959 pounds. $ 8.692,7=3
l^utter, 91.293.073 pounds. 13.694.9'.il
Cheese, 33.944,249 pounds, ;3.g!i4.4'>4

Milk sold 20,965.861 frallons. 1.670.269
Swine sold oA'er 6 months, 539,616 head. 5.896.160-
25 per cent, of sheej), 804,256 head. i!g0S..')12
30 per cent, of cattle over 1 year, 173,866 head. 3,4()7.320
5 per cent, of horses, '.

2.5,000 head. 7,')(i.i|(l0

Cattle killed for beef. 225,838 head. 4.5iJ6.7(i(J

Poultry and egfcs sold, 2,4;_;7'.-^Tl

Total value of Animal products, !{40,624,460

This would be $6 per acre as the income for the

Improved Land of the State from the crops grown,

and $3.77 per acre for the increase and sales of stock

—total J&0.77 ; and allowing one-half for labor and

cost of production, the remainder, §4.88, would rep-

resent the interest received on the investment of-

capital, or at 7 per cent tliat tlie average value of f;,e

la.nd, implements and stock, is about $70 per aci'e.

These figures when subsequently examined, ac-

cording to the leading object of tlie farm in the seve-

ral groups into which the State is divided, show very

conclusively one important fact, namely,that althoagli

so much is what w'ould ordinarily be termed "mixed
farming," still as a general rule, the tendency is in

the grass regions to raise too little grain, and in the

grain regions to raise too much. Both are deficient

in any well regulated system of Rotation. The area

in white straw crops—say one fifth—is probably

quite as great a proportion of the land as ought to

be devoted to this object ; but the trouble is, that

it is not well distributed over the State, and that

the remainder of the land and the Live Stock of the

farm are not so managed as to contribute as they

should to the yield of gi'ain. Our average is conse-

quently not more than one-half the grain crop which

the rest of our farmers readily obtain.

The Hoepe.—If you have the care of horses, re-

member that a horse is much more easily taught by
gentle than by rough usage. If you use him well,

he will be grateful ; he will listen for, and show his

pleasure at the sound of your foot.step. As to his

food, you should do by him as by yourself—" little

and often." As for his work, begin early, and then

you need not hurry. Remember it is the speed, and
not the weight, that spoils many a true-hearted

worker.
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WHAT SHALL WE HAVE FOR DINIVER ?

The Atlantic Monthly has given lately a large space

in its pages to the great questions of what we shall

eat, what we shall wear and what kind of houses we
shall inhabit, and how we shall arrange the materi-

als after they are procured. In the September num-

ber there are none of the " House and Home Papers,"

in which these matters have been so well discussed,

but an article with the heading " What shall we
have for dinner ? " takes up the question of house-

hold economy from a diflFerent point of view. The

article is very pleasantly written, and we regret that

we cannot give enough of it to do justice to the

manner as well as the matter. The writer, after a

charming introduction, enters into the midst of the

subject by telling of whom his family consists and

of the amount they expended in 1863. There are

six grown people including servants, and ten chil-

dren " old enough to eat," who count as a grown

person.

" To feed it, as Lois has just now shown you, cost

in the year 1863 nine hundred and twenty-six dol-

lars and thirty-two cents. That is the way we
choose to live. We could have lived just as happily

on half that sum—we could have lived just as

wretchedly on ten times that sum. But, however

we lived, the proportions of our expense would not

have varied much from what I am now to teach

you, dear Hero (if that really be your name.)

" Butter is the biggest expense-item of all. Of

our nine hundred and twenty-six dollars and thirty-

two cents, ninety-one dollars and twenty-six cents

went for butter. Remember that your butter is one-

tenth part of the whole.

"Next comes flour. Our seven barrels cost us

seventy dollars and eighty-three cents. We bought,

besides, six dollars and seventy-six cents' worth of

bread, and six dollars and seventy-one cents' worth

of crackers—convenient sometimes, dear Hero. So

that your wheat-flour and bread are almost a tenth

of the whole.

" Next comes beef, in all forms, ninety-dollars and

5nd seventy-six cents ; there goes another tenth.

The other meats are, mutton, forty-seven dollars and

sixty-seven cents ; turkeys, chickens, etc., if you call

them meat, sixty-one dollars and fifty-six cents
;

lamb, seventeen dollars and fifty-three cents ; veal,

eieven dollars and fifty-three cents ; fresh pork one

dollar and seventy-three cents. (This must have

been for some guest.) Lois and I each had a grand-

father named Enoch, and have Jewish prejudices
;

also, fresh pork is really the most costly article of

diet, if you count in the doctor's bills. But for ham

there is ten dollars and twenty-two cents. Ham ia

always available, you know. Hero. For other salt

pork, I recommend you to institute a father or

brother, or cousin attached to you in youth, who
shall carry on a model farm in the country, and kiU
for you a model corn-fed pig every year, see it salted
with his own eyes, and send to you a half-barrel of
the pork for a gage d'amour. It is a much more sen-
timental present than rosebuds, dearest Hero—and
it lasts longer. That is the way we do ; and salt

pork, therefore, does not appear on our bills. But
against such salt pork I have no Hebrew prejudice-
Try it. Hero, with paper-sliced potatoes fried for

breakfast.) All other forms of meat sum up only
two dollars and twenty-three cents. And now. Hero,
I will explain to you the philosophy of meats. You
see they cost you a quarter part of what you spend."

In a very pliant way Mr. Carter, as the writer calla

himself, goes on to say that the real business of the
three meals a day is to supply the human frame
with carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen in or-

ganized forms.
" ' More nitrogen !

' gasps Leander, ' more nitro-

gen, my charmer, or I die !
' This is the real mean-

ing of the words when he says, ' Let us have roast-

beef for dinner,' or when he asks you to pass him
the butter."

The calculation shows that

—

" Our butter costs us ono-tenth.
" Our flour and wheat-bread cost us almost one-

tenth.
" Our beef costs ns one-tenth.
" Our other meats cost us a tenth and a half of

what we spend for eating and drinking."

But where does the rest go 1 This is not one-

half.
" Tea and coffee, etc., one-tenth.
" Sugar and milk, one-tenth.
" Fish, eggs, potatoes, etc., one-tenth.
" Thus is it. Hero, that three-quarters of what you

eat will be spent for your bread and butter, your
meat, fish, eggs and potatoes, your coffee, tea, milk,

and sugar—for twenty-one articles on a list of one
hundred and seven. Fresh vegetables, besides those

named, will take one-fifth of what is left ; say five

per cent, of the whole expense. The doctor will or-

der porter or wine, when your back aches, or when
Leander looks thin. Have nothing to do with them
till he does order them, but reserve another five per
cent, for them. The rest, Hero, it is mace, it is

yeast, it is vinegar, pepper, and mustard, it is sar-

dines, it is lobster, it is the unconsidered world of

trifles which make up the visible difference between
the table of high civilization and that of the Abyssi-

nian or the Blackfoot Indian. Let us hope it is not

much cream-of-tartar or saleratus. It is grits and
grapes, it is lard and lemons, it is maple-sugar and
melons, it is nuts and nutmeg, or any other allitera-

tion that you fancy."
" Rich or poor, buy in as large quantities as you

can. Rich or poor, pay cash. Rich or poor, do not

try to do without nitrogen. Rich or poor, vary

steadily the bills-of-fare. Now the minimum of

what you can support life upon, at this moment, is

easily told. Jeff Davis makes the calculation for

you. It is quarter of a pound of salt pork a day,

with four Graham hard-tack."
" A year of Jeff Davis' diet would cost you and

Leander, if you bought in large quantities, sixty

dollars. A year at Rye Beach just now would cost

you two or three thousand dollars. Choose your

dinner from either bill ; vary it, by all gradations

between."
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AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thb Tenth Biennial Session of this Society was held

«t Corinthian Hall in this city Sept. 13th, 14th and 15th.

Delegates or representatives were present from Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, Ohio, Indi-

ana, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri and Canada West.

In consequence of feeble health, the President of the

Society, the Hon. Marshall P. Wildek, of Dorches-

tcj^ Mass., was not present.

At 12 M. Tuesday, 13th, the members were called to

order by Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, one of the Vice-

Presidents. The usual temporary committees were

then appointed and the Society adjourned to meet at 3

P. M.

Collections of fruit were exhibited by Messrs. H. E.

Hooker & Co., C. J. Ryan & Co., Frost & Co., EU-

wanger & Barry, H. N. Langworthy and C. W. Seelye,

of Rochester ; Bronson, Graves and Selover, of Gene-

T»; E. Ware Sylvester, of Lyons, N. T. ; Wm. Parry,

Cinnaminson, N. J. ; Dr. Trimble, of New Jersey

;

EoT. Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, Pa. ; the Adirondac

Grape, by Mr. J. W. Bailey, of Plattsburg, N. Y. ; the

Zona and Israella Grapes, by Dr. C. W. Grant, of lona,

near Peekskill, N. Y. ; a Seedling Grape, by Jacob

Moore, of Brighton, near Rochester, N. Y.

The Pears in EUwanger & Barry's and in Bronson,

Graves & Selover' s collections may be noticed as par-

ticularly fine.

Exotic Grapes from Bronson, Graves & Selover, very

fine, and including several of the comparatively newer

•orts.

The only Plums shown were by EUwanger & Barry.

Mr. H. N. Langworthy exhibited finely grown speci-

mens of Rebecca and Diana Grapes.

In EUwanger & Barry's collection were several of

tiie best varieties of Rogers' Hybrid Grapes.

In the collection of Grapes shown by C. W. Seelye

were several rare varieties.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

The afternoon of Tuesday was occupied by reading

reports of the various committees, reading of letters

from absent officers and delegates, and a short discus-

sion on a few varieties of Apples.

This part of the discussion will be omitted here and

presented to our readers at some future time.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
This morning the committee on nomination of offi-

e»w having made their report, Hon. Marshall P.

Wilder was unanimously re-elected President, Jambs
ViCK Secretary, and Thomas P. James Trcisurec.

One Vice-President was also appointed for each State

now having members in the Society.

In compliance with tlie solicitation of members, Dt.

Trimble, of New Jersey, delivered a very interesting

and instructive lecture upon the Apple, or Codlin

Moth, as it is called—the larva of which is so common
in apples and pears. Without at all entering into tha

detiiils of the lecture, we will only say that from the

examination of the habits of this insect, and from ao-

tual experiment, the Dr. has found that a hay or straw

band passed two or three times around an apple or

pear tree will harbor the larva, which seeks such a

place to form its cocoon, and here it may be destroyed.

The bands should be examined and the larva found

there destroyed twice during the season—first aboui

the latter part of June or first of July, and again about

a month later. In this manner a large proportion, if

not all of the fruit now destroyed by this insect maj
be saved.

The Dr. had also found that the birds commonly
known as the Downy Woodpecker and the Chickadee

consume great quantities of these moths.

GRAPES.
The subject of Grapes was now taken up by propos-

ing the Adirondac for consideration.

A member said that he had eaten it this season in

Connecticut, and that it was ripe betore Hartford Pro-

lific.

Mr. Campbell, of Delaware, 0., said that he found

it tender last winter.

Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg.—It was uninjured with me;

our greatest cold was 7° below zero.

Mr. Sylvester, Wayne Co., N. Y.—Stood last win-

ter without injury.

Mr. HovEY, Boston, Mass. — Uninjured on my
grounds.

Mr. Bailet, of Plattsburg, N. Y., who introduced

this vine, said, in reference to its hardiness, that it waa

liis common practice to cover all his vines, even the

Concord, and therefore he had no precise knowledge

of its hardiness ; he had not, however, claimed extra

hardiness for the Adirondac ; it was as hardy as Isa-

bella. My fruiting vines are on an open trellis, and

there is nothing in the location that is particularlj

favorable to early ripening, and think that at many

places on the Hudson further South it would ripen

earlier. The season of its maturity is fully two week*

before Delaware and Concord, and a little—say a few

days—before Hartford Prolific.

On being asked whether it was much subject to mil-

dew, he replied : It is as free from mildew as any

"rape I have ; have seen some indications of mildew

on Delaware and Concord, and Hartford Prolific, but

Adirondac is comparatively free. The leaves stand the

sun well and hang on until the fruit is fully ripe.

CREVELING.

Knox.—This grape is improving with me ; a<» the

vines gets older the bunches become more compact ; it

is a variety I think much of; it is three or four 4»y8

later in ripening than Hartford Prolific.
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H. E. Hooker, Rochester.—Have seen this grape for

several years; it is early, productive, hardy and good
for home cultivation, but such bunches will not sell in

any market ; the form of the bunch is a matter of
great consequence. The Adirondac that we just had
under discussion is very fine in this respect. I do not
think that the bunches will improve with the age of

the vine ; their loose form is a constitutional habit.

P. B. Mead, New York.—I am surprised to hear any
gentleman say that the Creveling will not sell in mar-
ket, when Hartford Prolific will bring twenty-five

cents per pound. Venture to say that any person hav-

ing them for sale will get more for them in New York
tlian for Hartford Prolific. When I left New York,
Hai-tford Prolific was selling at twenty to twenty-five

cents per pound, and Delaware from forty to sixty

cents. It pays to sell at such prices, or at half such
prices. We are just learning in New York what grapes
are. People buy the Isabella because they know it by
name; they have lately learned the name Hartford
Prolific, which makes this variety sell, and if the Crev-
eling shall become known it will supersede the Hart-
ford Prolific.

Mr. H00PE.S, Pennsylvania.—Have known Creveling

for several years, and never saw such loose bunches as

tliose now on exhibition ; with us it has finely formed
bunches and never drops its berries. We like it ex-

ceedingly.

Mr. Bergen, New Jersey.—I have fruited it for the
first time this year, and it is similar in appearance to
tliose on exhibition, and would agree with Mr. Hooker
that it cannot be relied upon as a market variety.

• Sylvester.-Have fruited Creveling two years, and
find the bunches loose ; notwithstanding think highly
of it.

Mr. MuiR, Missouri.—Have found the leaves burned
badly and the bunches are straggling. This summer
the leaves stood better. It ripens between Hartford
Prolific and Concord.

Dr. Edwards, Missouri.—I have sixty vines planted
of this variety, and my experience is totally diflerent

from my friend Muir. • My residence is about sixty

miles from his. It is as healthy as any vine I have.

Mr. Carpenter, New York.—Am growing that vari-

ety, and have no sort on my grounds more promising
;

the leaves are very healthy and it is a strong grower.

Wm. Brocksbank, Hudson, N. Y.—Have been fa-

miliar with the Creveling, and have seen it on Mr.
Do^raiNG's grounds, and think highly of it.

Mr. HovEY.—y/e must have good form of bunch
and good quality in any new grape to make it valuable.

I concur with what has been said about the loose

bunch of this variety, and I also concur with Mr.
Hooker that the form of the bunch is a point of much
consequence. The Creveling is a very good grape,that

is, the individual berries, but among the good sorts we
now have I do not think that this can be recommended.

C. S. HoAO, Lockport, N. Y.—Would inquire if the
cause of the loose bunch was the dropping oflT of the
berries.

C. W. Seelye, Rochester, N. Y.—Have fruited this

variety three or four years ; it has always a loose strag-

gling bunch
; the berries never drop oflT; the flowers

are formed for a good bunch, but a large proportion of
them do not fertilize.

ONTARIO.

Mr. Arnold* Paris, C. W.—I consider the Ontario
and the Union Village identical. I have fruited them
both, having received the Union Village from Mr.
Downing. The Ontario is a good grape for market, as
people like a large one. It is a little cariier than the
Isabella.

Wm. Saunders, Germantown, Pa.—I would inquire
the use of growing either the Union Village or the
Ontario.

Knox.—I think it the most profitable grape grown
;

brings in Pittsburg fifty cents per pound.
Mead.—Have grown Union Village and the so-called

Ontario, and have seen them in many circumstances,
and there can be no doubt that they are identical, and
the name Ontario should be dropped. It is almost as
good as Isabella, and if well grown can be made nearly
double the size of Concord ; but I do not wish to be
understood as advocating large grapes for market;
quality should be made the highest standard.
Mr. Nelson, Indiana.—I can raise one thousand

pounds of Concord sooner than ten pounds of Union
Village.

Knox.—The particular influences of localities mate-
rially affect the habits of vines, as they do also of all

other fruits, and we must not expect the testimony
from widely separated districts to be uniform.

Dr. Edmonds.—Have raised this variety under both
names, and it is the same sort. In accordance with
the remarks just made by Mr. Knox I would say that
there are good grapes grown in Missouri that are
worthless here; it is so of Concord; here it is not fit

to carry to market, while with us it is a really good
grape. The Union Village is a profitable and good
grajie.

Bergen.—I got Union Village and Ontario from dif-

ferent parties and have found it the same. I do not
consider it to be as good as a well ripened Isabella, but
think it promises well as a market grape.

Carpenter.—I cannot ripen Isabella, but I ripen
Union Village well.

Hovey.—We have made some progress
; last session

many thought the Ontario and Union Village were not
the same variety, but all the speakers now concur in
their identity. It is too good a grape to be subjected
to the inquiry, what is it good for ? It is eariier than
the Isabella, is not subject to mildew, and is found a
valuable and profitable grape.

Moody.—The merits of a grape is to determine its

value in market, and I do not consider what gentlemen
have said of the size of the Union Village a recom-
mendation of it for market. I move that we drop the
name Ontario and henceforth consider it as Union
Village.

Motion seconded.

Do\^ts-ing.—It is one and the same thing.

Campbell.—Have had an impression that the names
applied to two distant varieties, but feel a hesitancy in
saying so since Mr. Dovrsi^Q has expressed himself.
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Think Ontario a seedling of Union Village ; they are

very similar, but have thought I could distinguish a

diflference in the forms of bunch and some of the ehar-

acteristics of the leaves.

The motion to have the name Ontario dropped for

Union ViUage was here voted upon and carried.

REBECCA.

HovEY.—Ihavc believed from the flist that it was

the finest grape in this country, and I find that it con-

tinues to win its way into favor at the East, and proves

good in all parts of New England.

Brocksbaxk.—I have propagated this variety ten

years, and with me it always does well. It is now per-

fectly ripe; is as hardy as Isabella, although I always

protect my vines ; I always protect Delaware. My lo-

cation is considered to be the most exposed situation

an the North River.

Bergen.—I never protect my vines ; last winter they

were slightly injured. The fruit of the Rebecca always

perfects itself, although it is more subject to drop its

leaves from mildew than other sorts.

Olmsted.—Rebecca is a good liceper ; I have kept it

until April.

Bbocksbank -It is a good bearer, and to convey .an

idea of this I will say that from two vines I have for

several years gathered three hundred pounds per

annum.

HoAG.—I find Rebecca a valuable grape ;
its leaves

are liable to scorch somewhat, but not enough to make

it an objection to growing it.

Hooker.—Mr. Langwortht has told me that it

proves so good that he is prepared to say a great deal

in its fovor; for myself, I find it a poor grower, al-

though it is a fine variety.

Knok.—With me it is a good grower and hardy. I

never protect it and it bears regularly a good crop.

Mead.—I have observed how fond gentlemen are of

talkin- about grapes that have ladies' names. This

grape is Mr. Hovey's pet. I place it high as an ama-

teur's fruit. It should have the protection of a garden,

or, if planted in the vineyard, should be at the extreme

north side.

Carpenter.—It is becoming a very valuable grape

in New York, bringing seventy-five cents per pound.

MAXATAWNEY.

HooPES.-I consider this one of the best white

grapes in our section ; it is not quite ripe yet ;
is a lit-

tle later than Rebecca ; is never afleeted with mildew.

Campbell.—I have fruited it two years ; last year the

robins eat it all before I could test it; it is a strong

grower and has about the same time of ripening as

Rebecca.

Barry.—Have not fruited it; saw it last week at

Morristown, N. J., and it appeared to be ripe.

Mead.—I cannot ripen it ; can ripen Rebecca, but it

will not ripen within ten or twelve days of Rebecca.

As to quality, I am prepared to speak in very decided

terms ; I like it very mtcli, but for the locality of New

Tork it is too late. About Philadelphia it will proba-

bly prove a valuable variety.

Saunders.-At Washington it does well ; it is a very

fine grape and is pretty early.

Downing.—It docs not ripen with me ; too late for

my locality.

Thomas.—It must be taken into consideration when

we speak of the relative times of ripening of different

varieties that two or three days difference at the South k

equivalent to two or three weeks further North. In

localities suited to the Catawba there is about ten days

difference in ripening between that variety and Isa-

bella, while if wc go fiir enough North there may be

ten years difference ; in this locality, for instance, the

Catawba Avill never ripen at all.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
lONA.

Dr. Grant, the originator of this variety, being pres-

ent, was called upon to make his statement in reference

to it.

Dr. Grant.—The present season is the seventh year

of bearing of the original vine of lona; it is supposed

to be a seedling of Diana, as it was the seeds of that

kind which were planted. It first bore in 1857. This

year the fruit was sufficiently ripe to eat by the 20th of

August ; on the 25th it was better, and on the 1st of

September it was perfectly ripe. The largest bunches

will weigh one and one-half pounds ; they will average

from one-half to three-quarters of a pound. loua has

never been troubled with rot or mildew; its leaves and

those of its companion Israella are the healthiest of

any variety I have cultivated. It is the most hardy

grape we have. It is exceedingly productive. I do

not know of any variety able to carry so large a crop

through the season and mature it as the lona. It is a

little 'earlier than Delaware. I have kept it until

spring, and if properly managed it will dry to raisins.

Downing.—I have fruited it three years and am

pleased with it ; if it improves the next three years,

shall consider it the best grape we have.

Mead.—I received an early vine from Dr. Grant six

y^ars since, and I can confidently say that finer bunch-

es have been grown elsewhere than at lona island, at

though I would not wish to insinuate the least against

the methods of cultivation there pursued, but I say

this that gentlemen may understand that the speci-

mens here exhibited are not above the average, but on

the contrary they are not equal to what may be grown

by the best of treatment. Dr. Grant grows vines for

sale and the fruit shown here is taken from the nursery

rows ; and now as to the characteristics of this variety :

it is a good grower and ripens its wood thoroughly

;

not a gross grower, but short jointed ;
it holds its

leaves well, and is as little liable to disease of the leaf

as any variety I have ever grown. There is no grape

in cultivation entirely free from disease, and it is aU

nonsense to talk about such things; but there are

some varieties with so hardy constitutions as to be able,

in a great measure, to repel disease. The lona is a

o-ood, hardv, healthy vine. Now arises the question-

Is it I variety that ripens its fruit sufficiently early to

warrant its planting in all parts of the country? It

ripens at the same time of the Delaware. Is it a good

o-rape ? I have no hesitation in saying it is. I consider

it a grape only a little. inferior to the Delaware, and

that is in refined flavor. :
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I8RAELLA.

Dr. Grant was called upon to state also the particu-
lar points of tliis grape.

Dr. Gkant.—The Israella was grown in similar cir-

eamstances to the lona. It ripens earlier than any
grape I am acquainted with ; it is very prolific and has
borne, without cessation, the last six years ; is very
Iiardy

; it is much earlier than the Delaware, at least

ten days
; it is ripe and fit to eat before Hartford Pro-

lific is changed ; the bunches are shouldered and will
arerage six inches in length.

DIANA.

Knox.—Have a great admiration for Diana ; it is one
of the best varieties we have ; the vine needs protec-
tion in winter, as it is a little tender. In a choice of
five varieties Diana should be one. It is good for the
table

;
good for wine and is a good keeper.

Abnold.—My experience in Canada is directly oppo-
•ito to the gentleman who has just spoken—it is a poor
bearer.

Field.—Have cultivated it six or seven years, and am
greatly discouraged with it—the branches are imperfect,
poorly filled—have at least twenty vines of them, and
they do not produce as much as the one vine of Dela-
ware,

BOBT, of Mich.—It la an excellent grape for our cli-

nate.

Dr. Geant.—I have cultivated it for twelve years, and
eaccepting one year have never failed in that time of
obtaining a perfect crop. On the mature vines they ripen
wen and thoroughly—it is an excellent wine grape, and
after twelve years of experience I would place it only
•econd to the Delaware—it is far superior to the Ca-
tawba.

6HBDLINO GRAPB.

Mr. HooKBB—introduced a bunch or two of grapes,
produced by Mr. Moorb, near this city, by fertilizing a
native with a foreign sort, using the native as the moth-
er's sort. He thought that the testimony that was ad-
duced in this case in reference to the cross fertilization

was such that it could not easily be doubted if gentle-
men would examine it, and that the experiment of Mr.
Moorb proves that hybridization may be practiced.
The cross in this case was between Diana and Black
Hamburgh—seed borne by the Diana,

sogers' HTBBID8,

Campbell.—I believe them to be hybrids-think No.
8 best, and perhaps No. 4 next.

Thomas.—No. 9 is of the Catawba etripe. I like the
flavor very much.

Campbell.—I have fruited No. 9 many years, and
think it inferior to many of the others.

Bergen.—Have fruited 17 of the varieties the present
year and found only one very good, which is No. 5 11
Ifi the earliest. I have marked as the most promising
the following varieties—43, 41, 13, 4, 3, 5,

Campbell.—Of all the Nos. of Roger's hybrids which
I have left unprotected. No. 3 is the hardiest. No. 4 is

next, and Nos. 5, 9 and 13 are tolerably hardy,

Bergen.—44 is earlier than Delaware.
Barry.—Would like to ask .Mr. Campbell, who has

paid considerable attention to these grapes, if he could

perceive any evidence that they are hybrids—formy owa
part I can not discover in the leaves, wood or fruit any
evidence of a foreign origin.

Campbell.—Have no doubt of many of these grapeii
being hybrids-have planted seeds of Rogers' hybrids,
and some of the seedlings appear to resemble the wild
grape of Connecticut, and other foreign vines. The
bunches of No. 4 resemble Black Hamburgh grown
under glass, so much that a pei-son can not tell tha
difference.

Moore.—Have no doubt they are true hybrids. ...

HoAQ.—Have fruited a large number of them this
season—they are all too late for this climate.
A motion was made and carried that the Committea

on Native Fruits be requested to select such of Rogers'
Hybrids as they thought sufficiently worthy, and with
the concurrence of Mr. Rogers propose suitable nam««
for them to this Society at its next meeting.

TO KALON.

Knox.—I have not made up my mind about this sort—it has some good qualities.

Dr. Grant.-Have fruited it fifteen years-in soma
circumstances it is good, and with Isabella for a stand-
ard it is worthy of cultivation, but not with the grap«8
we now have.

LTDIA,

Campbell.—It is a good grower, but the young vinaB
are somewhat subject to mildew.

Its habit of growth is like Isabella, and it is also lika
that variety as to hardiness ; bunches are medium to
large size; flavor equal to Rebecca, and ripens aboat
the same time, and is more desirable than Rebecca.
Field.—Have grown it for two or three years past;

fruit is good, but by no means first rate; better bearer
than Rebecca

; not good enough for general culture.

Allen's hybrid.

Mead.—This sort has many valuable characteristice,
but it is not valuable for vineyard culture; its proper
place is on the amateurs' ground. It is a strong
grower.

HovET.—Allen's Hybrid has been before the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society for ten years and has
been watched with great interest ; it has been improv-
ing every year since it was originated, and this year it
is very fine

; think it may be planted wherever tha
Delaware or Rebecca succeeds.

Downing.—It is very eariy, the earliest grape I have,
and keeps well.

Dr. Grant—I have fruited it five years; it is as
strong a grower as Isabella; good habit in every re-
spect

;
much superior to Rebecca on my grounds.

miles.

Mr. Downing was asked what he knew about tha
Miles grape.

Downing.—It is early, hardy and worthy a trial

Bergen.—Fruited Miles this year ; of over fifty ju.
tive sorts I have, this is the earliest.

Hoopes.—I am pleased to say that I introduced this
grape about ten years since, and am glad to find that
others are fruiting it now ; with us it is the earliest
we have.
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CDTAHOGA.

OAAJPBELL.-TOO late in ripening in my latitude

;

Wtsnts a Beason as long as Catawba.

Mead.—Thought it a very nice grape when I first

"'saw it, but after fruiting it, it proves to be quite too

kie to ripen.
rVB S MADEIRA.

PRESiDENT-Stated that this variety was introduced

twenty years since, is hardy, very productive, and

makes a pleasant red wine.

HARTFORD PROLIFIC.

Knox.—Regard Hartford Prolific as the best very

early variety that has yet been thoroughly tested.

There are other candidates for public favor which I

think will prove more valuable. Hartford Prolific

ripens with me usually last of August and brings a

high price in market. As far as I have seen, Hartford

Prolific is free from disease and bears large crops. Last

year twelve vines bore 1,236 pounds, and with me the

fhiit does not drop, but will hang on until it dries to

a raisin.

Field.—Think it is a grape that suits the popular

taste, and it can be produced cheaply and sold at a

large price.

Knox.—Would not recommend it to be planted

largely, as there are several other grapes that follow it

that are better; the Concord, for instance, is a grape

which suit* the public better, and more can be sold of

it and at a better price than Delaware. I am not to

Wamc for their taste. I advise all parties that want to

plant a wine grape to plant Delaware.

Saunders.-Concord is a fine grape at Philad'elpliia

xad much better at Washington.

Dr. Edmonds.—Hartford Prolific is very prbauctive

smd good for market, for it is early and commands a

good price. Concord follows and brings a good price.

Know nothing of the wine properties of Hartford Pro-

lific. Have seen wine of Concord made at several

places. Concord wine last winter was pronounced

good at St. Louis. Concord and Norton's Virginia

mixed, and Concord and Delaware both make very

good wines. Delaware at St. Louis and at Alton failed

to come up to our expectations; it was inferior to

many other wines we had. Concord, I am satisfied,

will make very excellent wine in our region. Clinton

is one of our best wine grapes. With us the Concord

ig certainly the vine of the million.

;^0iR.—Concord in Illinois is the grape ahead

ef everything else.

Field.—It is hnmiUkttng to find that public taste is

'

fo depraved as to consider Concord and Hartford Pro-

fiflc superior to Delaware. Gentlemen from France

have visited my grounds and said that the Delaware

was particulariy adapted to wine purposes, and that

ttiey had no grape in France superior if equal to it for

tiiis-use. As for Concord I will say that a person of

my acquaininnce has produced a perfect imitation of

Bherry from pure juice of Concord, and I am some-

what familiar with sherry, having imported it genuine

for my own use, and have also had other favorable op-

portunities of making the acquaintance of the pure

article.

Bkuoen.—My Concords last year rotted badly ; they

grew side by side with Hartford Prolific, and the Hart-

fords were perfect. I visited Dr. Underbill's vine-

yard at Crown Point and found something of the same

there, not so much as my own, but enough to mak«

me change my opinion of it.

Dr. Warder was here called upon to say something

in reference to the planting of vineyards. He stated

briefly several of the methods practiced by the vin»

growers of the Ohio Valley, and concluded by remark-

ing that too much care can scarcely be bestowed in th«

preparation of ground for vineyards. He alluded to

the practice of trenching, and asked the question. Will

it pay? Undoubtedly it is the best preparation in

some soils that can be given a vineyard for continued

productiveness and longevity, but in a country lik«

ours, where everybody is migrating, persons do not

think it well to bestow labor from which they will not

receive any benefits. Thought a sufficiently good

preparation could be given vineyard lands by using a

double Michigan plow, which opens a furrow fifteen

inches deep, and then follow it with a sub-soil plow,

which stirs the soil eight inches deeper—an averag*

tilth, say, of eighteen inches. Plowing the land thre«

times is desirable, so as to destroy all weeds and thor-

oughly pulverize the soil. As to manure, there need

be no fear of using it ; the grape is a good feeder.

Knox.—After preparing soil I plant the vines eight

feet by six
;
put up trellises the third year aiter plant-

ing, and plant between the rows three rows of straw-

berries. I calculate the strawberries will pay th«

whole expense of culture to the time of bearing.

When they begin to bear I remove the strawberrieg.

I am afraid to plow among grapevines, but use the cul-

tivator. I place a small stake by each vine when it is

planted, to which it is trained. The second year the

vine is cut back and two canes are allowed to grow.

Tuomas.—Would suggest a cultivator made of nar-

row teeth for vineyard culture, as less liable to injur*

the roots.

Dr. Grant.—The theory of cutting off the surfaes

roots as practiced by the Germans is, that if allowed to

grow the vine depends upon them for its support, and

the foot roots, as they are termed, are feeble, and to

the case of a drouth, when the supply of sap is cut off

from the surface, the foot roots are unable to supply

the unusual demand upon them ; the consequence is,

the vine languishes. Now it is claimed that if the soU

is prepared to the proper depth, and the surface roots

cut ofi; the vine will receive its support entirely from

the foot roots, which are not subject to tlie charges

that the surface roots are and are always able to abun-

dantly supply the vine in all seasons.

Dr. Warder was asked to state the method ©f trate-

ino- to stakes as practiced in Ohio.

Dr. Warder.—The third year of the vine trained in

the stake method it is supposed to have two canes, th«

weaker of which is cut down ; the other cane is cut

from two to four feet in length, and then taken and

o-iven a little twist and bent over to about a foot from

the ground and tied to the cane, and then the bow is

tied to the stake. The work for the spring is now
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completed, and the same \rork is done every spring.

The object of forming the bow is not only to have the

vine at home snug but to make the buds break evenly.

As for summer pruning, in the first place we break out

all superfluous wood; there are usually two shoots

from almost every bud ; one of these is broken of!'; all

Buckers are removed. The Germans think that no one

should go into the vineyard in time of blossoming, but

by iDutting off pruning until this is past we lose much

time and there is a great excess of wood formed in the

meantime, and there is a hesitancy to remove so much.

In view of these difficulties it is now becoming cus-

tomary to commence summer pinching or pruning be-

fore flowering, as soon as the bunches begin to show.

The consequences of summer pruning in this manner

are:

1st. Large Leaves are produced opposite the fruit

just where they are needed for the most perfect pro-

duction of fruit.

2d. There is a development of side shoots which, in

their time, must be also shortened in.

9a. Much can be done by judicious summer pruning

to produce strong wood for the next season's fruiting.

Thomas.—Think that in this country vines are plant-

ed too thickly. The Cincinnati vineyards are copied

from the European. They present a very fine appear-

ance on the hillsides as seen in that vicinity, but Ca-

tawbas there trained on trellises, present a striking

contrast, the bunches being much larger and finer.

Perhaps Rebecca may be trained as they are about Cin-

cinnati.

Dr. Grant.—It matters little whether the bow or

the trellis is adopted to carry out the plan of training,

but the trellis is found cheaper.

Field.—I plant six feet by three and train on the

Thornery plan three steps high, thirty inches each

;

this length of cane is sufficient for two buds producing

bearing side shoots.

Saunders.—Thornery system is a very good one.

Dr. Knox.—Think a great mystery is thrown around

the subject of pruning. We have learned a great les-

son about grape culture, and that is, that foreign vari-

eties are not adapted to our countiy ; and now we are

learning another lesson, that European methods of

pruning ai-e not adapted to our varieties. The method

I would propose is a very simple one : The first and

second year would treat them as before mentioned ; the

thii^d year I extend two arms and from them raise

eight uprights ; the fourth year cut out every other one

and fruit the others, and the next year cut away the

canes that have produced fruit and use the alternate

ones grown the previous season. I modify this system

by sometimes spurring the canes as occasion may re-

quire.

HovEY.—I like the remarks of Dr. Knox. The sim-

ple fact that the public wish to know is, that the grape

only produces fruit on new wood, and if this fact be-

comes well known whatever system is adopted will, in

a greater or less measure, be successful.

Saxinders.—The question has been asked, when is a

grape ripe ? It may be taken as a rule that a grape is

not ripe unless the wood on which it grows is ripe.

THE GARDEN IIV OCTOBER.

The garden is fast losing its attractiveness, and those

who are disposed to labor only while labor is attractive

will begin to avoid it. But those who make gardening

a business instead of a pastime will find a great deal

yet to do in the garden.

Some crops are yet to be gathered ; others must be

protected through the winter ; those sown in SeiDtem-

ber are to be hoed and weeded ; weeds are to be cut up
in those parts of the garden from which crops have

been removed, and the whole garden should receive a

liberal dressing of manure, which may remain on the

surface through the winter or be dug in slightly.

No ; it will not do to desert the garden yet.

AsjMragus should be cut down and raked oflf, and the

bed have a heavy dressing of fine manure, to remain

on the surface through the winter and be dug in in the

spring.

Beam.—From present appearances, we may not have

a frost to kill Limas before October. In that case

many pods now green will ripen, and some not yet filled

Avill get their growth. All should be carefully saved.

Beets.—Allow them to remain in the ground as long

as safe, then pull them, cut off the tops, and pack them

in boxes or barrels, mixed with dry sand or loam in

the cellar.

Cabbage and Caidifiower.—Make a mclloV bed in a

warm place, set on a frame six inches high in front and

one foot in the rear, transjjlant the plants four inches

each way, and cover the frame with boards, and bank

up around with dirt. Give air in pleasant days. The

present crop is better to remain until next month be-

fore lifting.

Carrots should be gathered the last of the month and

treated the same as beets.

Celery should still be earthed up and kept clean.

Onions sown or planted last mouth should be hoed

and weeded this month.

Parsnips.—Such as are required for winter use should

be pulled before the ground freezes, and preserved the

same as beets. The balance should remain in the

ground until spring.

Sjnnach.—Thin to three or four inches, hoe and weed.

Turnips are better to remain in the ground as long as

possible and avoid freezing.

SMALL FRtXITS.

Slrawben'ies.—Keep clean and apply a little fine

manure.

Basjjberi-ies.—Most varieties need a little protection,

and all will fruit better another year for it. Make a

hillock near the canes so that they will not break in

bending, bend them to the ground and cover slightly

with earth.

Grapes should be picked when fully ripe, handled

carefully, all defective ones cut out with scissors, and

any surplus preserved by packing in a tight box with

paper between each layer. P. C. R.

Whenever you see a caterpillar's cocoon in your

orchard, pull it ofi" the tree and trample on it. If above

your reach, use a light pole.
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HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT AT NEW YORK STATE
FAIR.

Tms part of the exhibition was particularly attract-

ive. The tlowcrs and fruits were displayed under an

immense tent, eighty feet by one hundred and forty

feet. A row of tables next the canvass, entirely devot-

ed to fruit, encircled the area ; another table at a uni-

form distance of about twenty feet from the other,

entirely around, was covered with flowers neatly ar-

ranged in order, and in the oval space siirrounded by

this flower table, were arranged in groups about the

masts of the tent fine epecimens of the rarer green-

house and store plants. A railing of the height of the

tables, placed about two feet from them on each side

of the walk, served to protect the tempting products

here displayed from the curious, itching fingers of tho

admiring crowd of visitors. These railings were pret-

tily decorated with boughs of Norway Spruce, and a

medium sized Spruce tree stood sentinel at every post.

The tout ensemble of Floral Hall was very pleasing, and

as we examined more closely we found that the effect

of the whole had not been produced by detracting in

the least from the most orderly arrangement of the dif-

ferent parts. In every case, articles competing with

each other for the same premium were arranged to-

gether, side by side, so that at a glance the particular

merits of rival specimens could be compared. The

superintendence of this department was performed by

Mr. James Vick, and we congratulate the Society in

having received the services of a person who carried

into the execution of his duties so much skill and

judgment. The pressing, eager crowd that thronged

this tent each day of the fair from morning to night

fully attested the keen appreciation of the beautiful and

the deep interest of our people in the subject of horticul-

Uire.

On the flower table we noticed fine collections of cut

flowers, annuals and perennials from Ellwanger & Barry

and Jas.Vick, of this city, from Mrs. J. T. Van Namee,

of Pottstown, Mrs. H. E. Lamb, of Fulton, Dr. William

Newcomb, Johnsonville.

A collection of dahlias by C. J. Ryan & Co. , Roches-

ter, were particularly noticeable ; also a collection by

R. J. Donnelly, of Greece, near this city.

Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry, H. E. Hooker & Co., and

Frost & Co., were the principal exhibitors of roses.

A colleotion of perennial i^hloxes exhibited by Ell-

wanger & Barry were very fine.

Smaller collections by Dr. Wm. Newcomb, Mrs. J.

T. Van Namee and Mrs. H. E. Lamb were quite praise-

worthy.

In the way of ten-week stocks and asters Mr. Vick's

oollections far surpassed all others and contained, un-

doubtedly, the greatest variety and* nest giown speci-

mens of these interesting flowers ever shown by this

Society.

Collections of pansies exhibited by Mrs. H. E. Lamb
and Mrs. Van Namee were quite fair.

Pot plants shown by EUwanger & Barry, Frost & Co.

and C. J. Ryan & Co. were well grown specimens of

fine varieties of plants, but we did not notice anything

very new.

The best table and hand bouquets were from Ellwan-
ger & Barry, Bronson, Graves & Selover, of Geneva,

C. J. Ryan & Co. and Mrs. J. T. Van Namee.
A collection of seedling verbenas by John Charlton,

Rochester, contained quite a number of first class flow-

ers and are quite worthy of dissemination.

The fruit tables showed as the principal exliibitors

of apples Ellwanger & Barry, R. J. Donnelly, C. J.

Ryan & Co., Bronson, Graves & Selover, E. W. Sylves-

ter, of Lyons, R. H. Brown, Greece, A. Wilder, Greece,

Sherman Cobb, Albany. On the whole apples were
not as large nor as fair as usually shown, although

these collections contained many fine specimens.

Pears.—In this line the largest shown were by Ell-

wanger & Barry, Bronson, Graves & Selover and E. W.
Sylvester. Smaller collections by Wm. Macknery,
Rochester, G. W. Lawrence, Oswego, Wm. G. Watson,
Rochester, and Edward Dagge, Rochester, were fair,

handsome specimens and of good size.

Plums.—The only plums shown were by G. W. Law-
rence, of Oswego, who had thirteen varieties, good
specimens, and one variety by Bronson, Graves & Sel-

over.

Peaches.—E. W. Sylvester, of Lyons, showed six

varieties of peaches. N. Culver, of Newark, one disli

of White Imperial and one basket of Lemon Cling,

very large and fair, but brought in too late to receive

the attention of the judges.

Grapes.—This branch was the glory of the fruit de-

partment and occupied nearly as much space as all the

rest. So large a show of this attractive fruit of so

many and so good varieties had probably never before

been seen in the country, and the interest that now ex-

ists in the community in regard to this fruit manifestecl

itself here by the constant attendance of visitors, feast-

ing with their eyes and eagerly asking questions about

the particular varieties ; indeed it appeared as if apples

and pears had been almost forgotten. The largest col-

lections of native grapes were made by Ellwanger &
Barry and C. W. Seelye, of Rochester. Frost & Co.

had a fine collection of twenty-seven varieties ; C. J.

Ryan & Co., fifteen varieties; Bronson, Graves & Sel-

over, eleven varieties ; Hammond.sport Wine Co., a

fine collection; A. S. Moss, Fredonia, twenty varieties;

F. C. Brehm, Waterloo, a good collection of beautifully

grown specimens.

Of exotic varieties Bronson, Graves & Selover had
an excellent collection of well grown specimens, among
which were such comparatively newer sorts as Lady
Dowry, Bowood Muscat, Muscat Hamburg and Golden

Hamburg. Daniel Wettlin, gardner to Aaron Erick-

son, of this city, presented also a very fine collection

both of foreign and native varieties. Gideon Granger,

Canandaigua, some large specimens of Black Hamburg,

but not so well colored as some of the others. Mr.

Bailey, of Plattsburg, was present with the Adirondac,

which won for itself many expressions of admiration.

F. C. Brehm showed the lona, grown at Waterloo ; it

was universally regarded with the highest satisfaction,

and we bespeak for this grape a high place in the list

of the best sorts. Mr. Brehm had also the Israella

which, by its good quality and excellent habits, will
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undoubtedly soon supersede the third rate Hartford

Prolific, whose great recommendation is its earliness
;

Israella ripens at t,he time or a little earlier than Hart-

ford Prolific.

The largest and best specimens of Delaware we ever

•aw were upon Mr. Brehm's table.

The best Catawbas were by the Hammondsport Wine

Co. and A. S. Moss, of Fredonia, finely colored and

good samples.

Bronson, Graves <& Selover showed Allen's Hybrid

Tery fine.

Dr. Grant showed lona and Israella and distributed

them to visitors.

Quinces.—Of these only a few were shown.

Melons.—A very fair show of good specimens.

In the above remarks we have not pretended to no-

tice everything, and it is quite likely that even articles

of some merit may have been overlooked, but we have

dOfligned to mention the more important features.

THE DROUTH AND ITS TEACHINGS.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : That " it is an ill wind that

blows nobody any good" is true and trite. Drouths,

doubtless, have an, eflfect to enrich the soil by promot-

ing the absorption of fertilizing gases and by bringing

up the mineral elements of plants from below by capi-

lary attraction, and, to an extent, giving the land rest.

Nor is this all ; we learn at such times much of the

benefits of deep, thorough and clean culture, and fre-

quent manipulations of the soil, and he is not wise

who does not profit by these lessons.

The soil around me for miles is all sandy Some call

it a light sand, but it grows heavier by working; and

there is much otherwheres that is lighter. There is a

slight covering of organic matter on the surface when
new (as most of it is), but below that it is the same
for four feet in depth ; below that lighter in color and
texture. Some think that such a soil will leach all the

manure you put on it, and that all its natural fertility

will go down below the reach of plants; and many
would think that a soil so light and porous would not

need much working, it being already too light and
mellow ; but facts are too stubborn to admit it.

In the spring of 1861 I took out the stumps and
grubs from twenty rods of new ground for an addition

to my garden, and planted it with grape vines, manur-

ing the surface slightly before plowing, and digging

the holes two and one-half feet deep by about three in

diameter, and putting in the bottom ashes, bones, old

boots and shoes, and other rubbish ; and planted the

intervals with garden vegetables. All grew and pros-

pered ; and in the fall of the same year, before the

grape roots got beyond the original holes, I trenched

the ground two and one-half feet deep, putting in

three light courses of manure, all of it at least a foot

below the surface. It has been planted to vegetables

the three past seasons, with a slight sprinkling of ma-
nure on the surface, worked twice each season with a

cultivator and hoed often, but not plowed nor spaded.

Vegetation on it has been most luxuriant, and though
we have had a drouth each year in June this has never
•offered.

This season, with us, has been the dryest I ever
knew anywhere

; only one moderate shower (1st July)

between the 1st of June and the 1st of September.
Seeds planted in May and June did not vegetate till tie
July shower. Ordinary field crops are a failure.

About the middle of July I received from my friend

Lamport, of Canandaigua, N. Y., some turnip seed of
new varieties, issued from the Patent OflSce. The sur-

face of my grapery for an inch or two was so dry that

in making a drill the sand would roll back like shot,

but I did the best I could, and after dropping the seed

I poured on it a stream of water back and forth to tbi»

amount of two gallons to a rod, and sprinkled over th«

surface a light coat of road scrapings. The water

caused the seed to vegetate, which it otherwise would
not have done. The turnips have grown most luxuri-

antly, and though the bottoms are not much yet, many
of the leaves are thirty inches long. Melons on thjj

ground have been green all summer and borne well,

and tomatoes have shown no signs of drouth, though
never watered, while those a few rods distant, planted

on ground spaded fourteen inches and often watered,

are puny and sickly from drouth. S. B. P.

Muskegon, Mich., Sept., 1S64.

BLIGHT IN APPLE TREES,

S. Edwards Todd, of Auburn, N. T., writes w fol-

lows to the Country Gentleman :

The apple tree blight has recently made its appear-
ance in this locality, and it destroys portions of young
apple trees in a very rapid manner. The limbs—the
wood and not the leaves—are first attacked, and a por-
tion of it a few inches long, becomes withered, dried,
and dead as a dry dead stick during the day ; and still th«
leaves and the wood aboi>e the blight will be alive, and
show no signs of withering for a day or more, when
they both die, and appear as if they had been exposed
to an intense heat. It is quite different from anything
that we have ever before witnessed.

From the above description we should judge that

this disease is similar to the " pear blight." We hav9

known two or three cases where apple trees were affected

in this way. It was on ground that had formerly been

occupied as a nursery, and the roots of the nursery

trees left in the soil were partially decayed and covered

with fungus. Pear trees in the same garden were badly

aflfected. We should feel obliged if Mr. Todd would

ascertain whether the soil on which these apple tree*

are blighted does not contain old roots or other decay-

ing woody matter that produces fungus.

M. Delaville says he has discovered a simple
remedy for the destruction of the Woolly Aphis, or
what is called in Europe the American Blight. He had
some pear trees badly affected, and " armed himself
with a hard brush provided with a handle, and with
this and boiling water he set to work to scrub iiiul wash
the poor besieged trees; then with a sharj) inuning
knife, having cut away the woody tumors caiisrd by
the puncture of the insects, many others Avliich hjid

taken refuge about them were brought to liiiht, and
these were speedily removed by a second wasliinn' simi-

lar to the first, with w.ater kept boiling for the jmrpoge
hy a lighted stove. This completely destroyed them

;

for since then no more have appeared, while the tree#

have continued to shoot and produce as before, un-
aflfected in health by so powerful a remedy."
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PEEMIUMS! PEEMIUMS! PEEMIUMS!

To those who are -willing to aid us in increasing the

circulation of the Genesee Famier at this time we offer

the following premiums

:

1. To any person sending us one new subscriber dur-

ing the present month at one dollar a year we will send

pre-paid by return mail a copy of the Jtural Annual and

Ew-ticnltural Directory for 1860.

8. To any person sending us three subscribers at one

dollar each we "will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Miner's Domestic Poultry Book.

8. To any person sending MS^Jive subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Emerson & Hint's Manual of Agriculture, or, if pre-

forred, a copy of Rodgers' Scientific Agriculture.

4. To any person sending us six subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Everybody'' s Lawyer, or the Horse and his Diseases.

5. To any person sending us eight subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a com-

plete set of the Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc-

tory—nine volumes.

6. To any person sending us twenty-five subscribers

at one dollar each we will send pre-paid by express a

eomplete set of the bound volumes of the Genesee

Farmer for the years 1859-6a-61-«3-63.

As an inducement to subscribe at this time we shall

semd the three last numbers of the Genesee Farmer

for this year, together with the whole of the next vol-

ume, to aU who Bubscribo during the present month.

The Canada Fair.

TiiE Great Provincial Fair of Upper Canada was held

at Hamilton, September 27-30. We were unable to at-

tend, but learn from a gentleman who was present tha4

the Exhibition of stoclv, implements, seeds, vegetables,

fruits, flowers, &c., was remarkably fine. The show of

Leicester sheep was magnitlcent, there being no fewer

than 230 entries of this favorite Canadian breed ! Me-

rino sheep he says are attracting more attention in

Canada, although at present fine wool brings no mor«

than Leicester wool.

The Shorthorn cattle imported a week or two ago by

Hon. David Christie, of Paris, attracted much atteo-

tion. He speaks of them as splendid animals.

He was told that the show of horses was very fine,

but, as at our own Fair, they were shut up in tight

boxes and could not be seen. There was a fine show

of pigs, consisting principally of Yorkshire and Large

Berkshire among the large breeds, and Suffolks and

Improved Berkshires among the small breeds.

There was a splendid show of wheat. For the Cana-

da Company's prize of $100 for the best 25 bushels of

white wheat there were 17 entries ; and for the prize

for the best two bushels of white winter wheat over 40

entries. He understood that the midge had proved

unusually destructive the past season in Canada, and

this with low prices has a depressing efi'ect on the

farming community. Many arc beginning to fear that

the cultivation of winter wheat will have to be aban-

doned.

There was, as is always the case at the Canada Fairs,

a grand display of vegetables. We have nothing equal

to it on this side. In the cultivation of mangold wur-

zel, Swede turnips, &c., the Canadian farmers are alto-

gether ahead of us.

There was a very spirited plowing match on Tues-

day. Joseph Hall, of Oshawa, had offered one of his

Ohio Reaping and Mowing Machines as the First Prize.

Second Prize, $40. Third Prize, $30, and Fourth Prize,

$20. There were over fifty plowmen who competed for

the Prizes. They were required to plow at least six

inches deep, and not more than an inch of undercut

was allowed. Neariy all the plows used were wholly

constructed of iron. There were only three or four

wooden ones in the field. The plowing was excellent,

—straight, neat furrows well packed, and the grass all

covered. To accomplish the latter many of the plows

had a clipper for cutting off a narrow strip of the

turf before the coulter, while others used a short chain

running in the furrow. In Canada they plow much

narrower furrows than with us, and consequently do

not get over the ground so fast. The time allowed to

plow one-sixth of an acre was two hours, or at the rate

of an acre per day of twelve hours. This we should

regard as slow work, but many of the plowmen foUed

to finish their land in the time allowed.

Agents "Wanted.

We want an agent in every town of the Loyal States

and Canada to get subscribers to the Genesee Farmfff.

Showbills, premium lists, &c., sent to all who deeiw

them. Write to us at once.
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Tlie Markets.

Thkre is so little doing and prices are so iinsettlcd

that we omit our usual market report. It is hardly
possible to fix quotations.

Last month we quoted gold at 235, and the month
before at 260. It is now 190. The decline in gold has
.affected the price of all our leading staples. But
prices have declined far more than gold. This is owing
to the great stringency in the money market.
In this city white wheat brings $3.00 per bushel ; red

?1.50(rt.?1.7o. Barley 61.75(g$3.00. Corn S1.40@.51.50.
Oats 70@75c. Beans $1.50@$1.75. Potatoes Sl.OO®
$1.25. Hay ?20.00@$21.00 per ton. Turnips 50c.

Pork still maintains its price. There is none in mar-
ket. It cannot be bought for less than 22 cents per
pound or $45.00 per barrel.

Wool is out of the market. There are no buyers
and no sellers. It is quoted nominally at about GO
ceats.

Farmers should hold on to their produce. The crops
are everywhere deficient and the present depression in
prices will probably be temporary. Our armies have
achieved splendid victories, but it is hardly probable
that we shall have peace immediately, and it would
seem that the present panic in commercial and financial

circles can hardly be of long continuance.

A ^Vord to Every ISeader of
Farmer,

tlie Ccuesee

Bound Volumes of tJie Genesee Farmer.
We have not yet advanced the price of the bound

volumes of the Goie&ee Fammr. We will send a com-
plete set of the last five years, 18.59-60-61-62-63, to any
address by express on receipt of $5 00. Single toI-
omes, of any year, vyill be sent pre-paid by mail for
|1 25.

We need hardly say that at the present price of paper
these volumes could not be printed and bound for
what we sell them for. They were printed when paper
was one-third its present price, and hence we can af-

ford to sell them at the above low rate. If there is

any reader of the Farmer who has not this set of bound
volumes he should not neglect this opportunity to se-

cure them. They will make a handsome addition to
his library, and no farmer should be without them.

The Kural Annual and Horticultural I»lree>
tory.

This work was established in 1856, and a new num-
ber is issued at the commencement of each year. The
volume for 1865 will be out in good season and will be
found, it is believed, no less interesting and useful than
its predecessors.

In this connection we would say that a complete set

of the work can still be furnished from. the commence-
ment at twenty-five cents each. A complete set of nine
volumes, for 1856-7-8-9-60-61-62-63-64, will be sent,

postage paid, by mail, to any address for $2 00. Every
reader of the Oenesee Farmer should have this set of
the Eural Aimiial. Send for it at once.

The Boston OuUivator says :
" The ram that took the

first premium at the N. T. State Fair was valJued at
eight thousand dollars." Is it possible

!

Last fall and winter many of our readers consented
to act as agents in getting subscribers. The conse-
quence was that our circulation nearly doubled. TF«
want it doubled again this coming year, and now is the
time to do it.

Will not every reader of the Ge7iesee Farmer get us
one new subscriber the present month ? We send the
October, November and December numbers of this
yenvfrec to all who subscribe at this time for next year.
Tell this to your neighbors, and ask them to let you send
their names for the next volume.

It is not much trouble to ask a few of your friends to
take the Ge7iesee Fitrmer, still it is some trouble, and
then you have to write a letter and mail it. The letter
need be a very short one. Such for instance, as fol-
lows :

" Send Genesee Farmer for 1S65 to .

John Smith,
Smithvllle,

Columbia Co.,

v/j"''T?h°.T/°"''''; f''
'^"°*' ^^^ ^^^""^ last nnmbers?f'?his

h^^Si^' ''' """ ^"'""'"" ^^"'^"^eashowbm

Now, as we have said, this is some trouble ; and as a
token of our appreciation of his kindness we will send
a copy of the Szcral Annual and Horticultural Directory
for 1860 to every subscriber of the Farmer who will,
during the present month, send us one new subscriber
for 1865. We will send such the three last numbers of
this year and the whole volume for 1865. The copy ot
the Rural Annual will be sent at once pre-paid by mail.
Be sure to give your oivn name and address as well as
that of the new subscriber.

The Genesee Farmer in Canada.

Till further notice we will send the Geiiesee Farmer
to Canada for fifty cents a year, Canada money. We
shall pre-pay the American postage without extra
charge, and all who subscribe during the present month
will receive the October, November and December
numbers of this year free.

We would ask every reader of the Fai^mer in Canada
to get us one netv subso-iber at this time. To those who
do so we will send pre-paid by mail a copy of the Rural
Anmutl and Horticultural Hirectory for 1860, and for
larger lists the premiums offered above. The
Farmer has many old friends in Canada and we should
esteem it a particular favor if they would make a spe^
cial effort at this time to increase its circulation among
their neighbors.

To Young Farmers.

We would ask every farmer's son who reads the Geti-

esce Farmer to act as agents for it. For five subscribsrs
at this time we will send a copy of the Manual of Agri-
culture, a handsome book that should be read by every
young farmer in the country. There are few young
men who, by speaking to their friends and neighbors,
could not get five subscribers to the Famier. ' The
book will be sent post-paid by return mail.
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Notes on tl»e ^VeatUcr from Awgiist 15tli to

SepteBubci- 15tla, 1864.

The hot period of two months closed on the loth of

August, the heat having been from three to six degrees

above the general average. The heat of the last half

was about the average, 67.2°, and of the mouth was

70.9°, or 2.3° above the general average. The highest

heat was 85° on the 16th and 2.5th, and the lowest heat

was on the 31st, 48°, indicating the approach of au-

tumn. The hottest day was the 25th, 77.3°, and the

coldest was the 30th, 55.7°.

Rain in the last half was 3.31 inches, and in the

month 5.49, a very large quantity for August in this

section. The influence on the autumnal crops has

been great and good, and the weather has been pleas-

ant. The barometer has been below the mean.

A great rain fell in this section south of us on the

16th and ITth, which did much damage along the Erie

Railroad, and raised the Genesee very rapidly ou the

ISth ; very little rain iell here.

September has given us a pleasant fortnight. The

mean temperature was 60.9°, and 3° below the general

average. The highest heat was 79° on the noon of the

10th; Cut the hottest day was the 9th, being 67.3°.

The first morning was 48°, and the coldest day, the

15th, 56.7°. For the prosecution of business the sea-

son has been fine, and the havests in autumn are fast

coming to the desired maturity. The rain of this half

month is small ; but the earth is not dry after the great

rains of the last month, even though the dust flies

some in the wind. The season is less favorable to

health than is usual.

Mr. Harris—Dear Sir : I presented the last num-
ber of the Farmer to a friend of mine and requested
him to look over the " Walks and Talks on the Farm."
Before he got to the end of the notes he said : "I will
give you a dollar. Please send at once for the Farmer.''''

Inclosed find one dollar; so please send on the paper,
and oblige your friend, Robt. B. Clark.

Thanks, Mr. Clark. Glad you like the " Walks and

Talks." The Farmer shall be sent at once ; and we
wish there were a thousand more of our readers who
would also call the attention of their friends to the

fact that those who subscribe to the Farmer at this

time will receive the last three numbers of this year

free.

Inquiries and Answers.

BoQGT Marsh.—C.in some one of the many readers
of the Farmer give me some information as to what is

the best course to take with a boggy marsh to get it to
Red-top and Timothy grass, so that I can cut it with a
mower ? and is there any way of cutting the bogs save
by hand labor ? The marsh is very drj', so I can go on
it any time with a horse team, but very boggy. I
would also like to inquire which is tlie best andlight-
est draft junior mower and the most durable. I want
a light one.—H. C, Johnxtovm, Barry Co., 3fich.

Market Garden.—Please tell me, through your
valuable paper, how to manage a truck garden to raise
the greatest crops. Wliat kind of manure is best, and
what kind of soil, and how situated? Should the
ground be made ready in the fall y—G. Martin, Chester
Co. , Pa.

Will some of our readers who have had experience

answer the above ?

Messrs. Editors : Have you ever seen a hedge made
from the Honey Locust or the Barberry ? if so, was it

a good, substantial fuuce, and wliere could tlie seed be
obtained, and what would it cost, and liow should it

be prepared ?—A. Winters, Dundee, N. Y.

fr-^S^^-*

No Club Kates.

As long as paper maintains its present price we are

unable to make any reduction in the subscription price

of the Farmer to clubs. One dollar a year is the lowest

rate at which the Fanner can now be published. Our
friends, we are sure, would agree with us if they had

to pay our paper bills—and at present there is no pros-

pect of paper being lower. The manufacturers say it

will be hig-her.

A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only
such—^will be inserted in the Gexesee Faemek at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

TME GENESEE FASfiiSIEia:
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OV AfilUCULTUKE AND HOETICULTUUE.

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.
Terms

—

Invariably in Advance—One Dollar a year.

THE CEIiEBKATE© CRAIO
MICltOSCOPE. — Combining Instruction with
Amusement is mailed, prepaid, for $2.50 ; or with*
- be.au tiful Mounted Objects for JfS.'-'o; with 24
Objects, $5^0, by HENRY CRAIG,

ISO Centre street, New York.
Also, he will mail, prep.aid, the Novelty llagnify-

intc Glass, for examining Living Insects, Se^ds,
Flowers, &c., .for $L5U; or with 12 beautiful

Mounted Objects for |3. je'OStf

r^RANBERKY PliANTS—Of the Bell, Cherry and
\_J Bugle varieties. Send for Circular giving moile of culture,
price, Ac. Also, manufacturer of Grafting; \4''ax and
Tree VarnisU for cuts and bruises on trees. A sure protec-
tion from Weather, and will heal sound wood. The W.ix is als»
valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For sale by

octet F. TROWBRIDGE, Milford, Cona.

OTJK PATENT HOG CATCHES£—Saves much dis-
agreeable labor in catching and handling hogs, Retails for

.$lj three for .*;2.50, twelve for $9. Sent by express on receipt of
price, or C. O. D. Circul.ars sent,

octlt* GOLDSMITH & GREGORY, Goshen. Orange Co. N.T.

MICHIGAN liANBJ FOR SALE.—Five Hundred
Acres, unimproved Land (except 25 in mowing.) three

miles from Hastings, the County Seat of Barry county. Will ex-
change for farm .at the East. Address

octlt DINSMORE & CO., 26 Cedar street, New York.

(^O M.4.BE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine,
iryjljor ten samples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Retails for $2
by E. L. WOLCOTT, 110 Ch.atham Square, N. Y. my'W-ly

OVER 1,000,000
HAWTHORN HEDGE PLANTS two and three years old.—

2 vears .$10. 3 ve.ars .|12 per 1000. Apply to

oclt* " W. M. BEAUCHAMP, Skaneateles, N. Y.

FOR MAKING THE

TURMISII RHUBARB WINE.
HAVING grown this plant extensively, and having direct

liusinVss communications with importers, I am prepared
to furnish the roots in such quantities as may suit purchasers.
Also, the WINE.
Agents wanted. Address.
oct3t

n. B. BAILEY,
Andover, Ct.

FARM FOR SALE.

A GOOD FARM of 110 acres, near the village of Van Etten,
in Chemung county, N. Y., 14 miles from Hav.anna. It is

good land, but as I can not attend to it mvself, I will sell it for

$25 per acre. Only one-third of the purchase money need be
paid down. The remainder can lie anv lenirth of tim<' that is de-
sii-ed. JOSEPH HARRIS, Rochester, N. Y,
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PINE HILL NURSERY.
TIE undersigned respectfnlly solicits the attention of Planters

to liiB large stocit of well-grown

FRUIT TREKS.
A.PPLES—Standard and Dwarf.

PEAKS—Standard and Dwarf.
GirEURIES—Standard and Dwarf.

Plnms, Peaches, Quinces, Ac, &c.

HARPY GRAPE VINES.
AH the leading best varieties.

Also, SHADE AND OKNAMENTAL TEEES, all at moderate
price-s.

t^~ Price List sent on application.

»ep2t GODFKEY ZIMMEKMAN, near Buffalo. N. Y.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
rpO TOBACCO C^ROWKKS.

TOBACCO CULTURE
Adapted to Northern Sections of the United States,

And the most improved method of managing a crop to fit it for

market. Second edition revised, just published and for sale by
CHAS. W. CORNELL, 19 S. Salina street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Single copies 26 conta. Mailed free upon receipt of price to

IWiy address.
Orders from the trade solicited, to whom a liberal discount will

fco made. octlt

AMMONIATEO PACIFIC CUANO.
A REAL GU.\NO, containing from seventy to eightv per cent,

of Phosphate of Lima, to which has been abided by a

idiomieal process a l.trje pexcentn.ge of Ammonia, so fixed that it

can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to aJiy other
fertilizer.

Price, $80 per nett tun. A liberal discount to the trade.

J^~ Pamiihletfl, with copies of analysis by Dr. JackSon, Mass-
acliusetts State Assayer, and Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testi-

mojiiuls from Scientific Agriculturists, showing its value, can be
bUlned from J.'O. BAKEU & CO., Selling Agenta,

»ctOt 131 Pearl street. New Y^ork.

M c E L.W A I ]y JB R O ' S ,

9EALBBS IV ALL KINDS OF

FIELD, VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS,
AT 1VHOL.ESALE AND RETAIL.

JS§^ Particular attention given to sending Vegetable and
Flower Seeds by mail. For particulars send for a Catalogue.

Springfield, Mass. it

B. K. BLISjS,

DEALER IN

GARDEN, VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS,

Eoses, riowering Shrubs & Greenhouse Plants,

Sep SPRINGFIELD, mASS.

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY,
BLOOMIITGTON, ILL.

ISth T^ear. SJ30 Acres.

FRUIT, ORMAMENTAr& NURSERY STOCK.
A very general iinj reliable assortment, cheap for cash.

^T" CatJtloguos sent on receipt of two red stamps.

8ei>2t F. K. PHCEKIX, Bloomlngton, HI

FRANCIS BRILL,

Njs^seryinaii &> Seed Gro-w-er,
NETTARK, N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITY.

{^" Fruit Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, Ac Oata-

lotjuefi on application. Beptf

SWEET POTATO PLANTS,
[ Price $2.25 per thousand,]

r\Y THE LEBANON YELLOW OR NANSEMOND variety.

V_/ These plants will bo packed in boxes of five and ten thou-

nad each, so a» to travel with safety ten days. Grown by
ur6t r. A. ecuWILL. iL JtUO., Oumiuiiatl, OUk>.

Trees for Sale.

THE subscriber would respectfully announce that ho has cm
hand for sale a large and very desirable lot of

NURSERY §TOCK
in general assortment. In particular he would invito the ftttojir
tion of purchasers to the following: ^ "' '

STANDARD AND DWARF PEARS—Of rorj ra-
perior quality.

GRAFES— Including thi? new and more rare kinds—tha
Deliiware, Aiiirond^ic, lona, Rogers' Hybrids, Allen's Hybrid^ie.ORNAMENTAL TREES—Particularly EvEKGEBiiara,
in large supply, very choice.

All for sale on reasonable terms.
^^~ Catalogues sent free to all applicants who enclose ^taioB

for prepayment of postage. W. UliOWN SMITH. •

octU l*roBrietor of the Syracusu Nurseries.

cir>Eii, iMiLL sck,e:i^.

PRICE, $ia.oo.
We are making the Che.iijest and IJest Cider Mill Screw in tha

World. Whole length. 4 feet; length of thread, SX feet; diame-
ter of screw, 4 inches; wei;;ht, including nut, 12,^ lbs. Alee,
Pumps of all kinds for farmers' use. Address S. F. P. & F. S.
Co. J. A. RUJ.ISEY, Treasurer

octlt Seneca Falls, N. T,

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.
TEN ACRES OF STHAWBEiaUES—Of the most desirabW

kinds—such as French, Russell, Fillmore, Triomphe de
Gand, Bartlett, Albany, Anstin, Cutter, Downer and Ladv Fiiutcr.

TEN ACRES OF BLACKBEliRlES—Dorchester and Jiew
Rochclle.
FIVE ACRES OF RASPBERRIES—Including the Phila-

DKLPUiA, the best and most productive hardy liaspberry. It has
yielded with nie over two hundred bushels per acre of large, red,

lucious fruit without protection from sun or frost.

Send for Catalogues gratis.

*ep8t AVILLIAM PARRY, annarainson, N. J.

Stammering.
STAMMERINCr—Cured by Bates Appliances. Tot D«-

seriptive Pamphlet, &c, address
H. C. L. MEAR3 & CO.,

octet 277 W. 28d street, New York.

FARMERS, ATTENTION !

DO NOT purchase a Mower or Reaper for the season of 1S66

until you see "The iMrROVKD Caytqa Ciiikk Moweb amb
Reaper," and " Imj>roved Cayuga Chief Junior Moxoer^ i.%

manufactured only by
BARBER SHELDON & CO., Auburn, N. Y.

g3^~ Circulars, wltli full description, &«., furnished on applioa-

tlon, or forwarded by mail. octSt

WESTERN APPLES.

A LARGE STOCK of thrifty, well-grown Trees, comprising
many fine sorts of Western origin, and e-ttpeciaUy suiitd

for WeKtem culu^re, together with full assortment of nursery

stock, at w!u>leaaU> and retail. A. G. HANFOllD A BRO.,
Bep2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

THE BOWEN MICROSCOPE !

AGNIFYING 500 TIMES—Mailed evekywukrs W)R

50 Cents. Tmrke fop. $1. Address
octSt* F. H. BOWEN, Box 220, Boston, Mass.
M

CRAPES.
DELAWARE, Concord, Hartford Prolific, Rogers' Hybrid, and

other fine Grapes, on their own roots and of splendid

growth. A. G. HANFORU & BRO.,

Bep2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

OSACE ORANGE.
H r\r\ f\r\r\ fine one-year old plant*.

lUU.UUU A. G. llANFORD A BRC
6ep2t Columbus Nursery. Columbus, Ohig

ROSES.

A LARGE »i>d fine stock of the most beautiful varlotiea Hy-
brid Perpetual, Bourbon, To*, Moss. Ac. principally on

their own roots.' A. G. HAJSFORD & BRO
g<,p2t

Oolumbua, Qtd».
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Adirondac Grapevines,

1 year No. 1, very strong, $3—No. 2, strong, $2
t year No. 1, very Mrong, $5—No. 2, strong, ^4

ALL cut back fi-oin i to 5eyes. No inferior vinos will be sent

out by mu. I'lirchaseis chh rely on the quality of my
Tjnes being unsurpassed. Will be forwarded in sealed boxes by
•press, without charjie for tho boxes. Small orders will be

securely p.icked ."\nd sent by mail, postpaid, when so ordered.

The two <.'reat Grape Kxhibitions held last autumn in New
York and Cleveland, awarded to the Adirondac the prize for the

" Best Native Grape of any Kind, Quality to Eule,"

The discovery and introduction of tho Adirondac is an erent of

ixe highest importance to {rrape tjrowers, and the greatest ad-

fanoe yet made in native grapes. Its peculiarities aro

EXTREME EARLINESS,
Large clusters and berries, tender and thin skin, m^ltinpr without
any perceptible pulp, and of tho most delicious and delicate fla-

Tor, reminding oue of that splendid hot-house grape, thd "Black
Hamburg."

Also First-Class Vines
of the following varieties, at the lowest rates, viz:

Allen'h Hybrid, Grizzly FaoNnaifAN,
Dblawake, Concord,
IsKAELLA, Habtfoed PnoLmo,
BsKECtiA, KOBTIIERN McTSCADUS,
To Kalow, Cctahooa,
Cekvelino, Ioxa,
Diana, Ontakio,
MaXATAWNBT, BnKRMAN,
Koobr's Htbeidb, No. 1, 8, 15, Yeddo,

19 and 83.

A liberal discount allowed to Nurserymen and Dealers,
Price Lists will be forwarded on application. Address

JOHN W. BAILET,
•ctlt Plattsburgh, N. Y.

Grapevines ! Grapevines

!

(Native .ind Foreiirn,) comprising all the new and loading—also

ail tho old and woll-i)roved varieties worthy of cultivation, grown
ia open air, hoAlthy and vigorous, and well adapted to either gar-

den or vineyard culture.

Also, a good stock of the

CHOICEST VARIETIISS
•f CURRANTS, RASPBERRIES and STRA'WBERRIES, HY-
ATT'S LINNJiUS RHUBARB and GLVNT ASPARAGUS.
AUa,a

Fine Collection of Ro§c.9,
•f the choic<>st varieties, FLOWERING and other SHRUBS,
SCOTCH ELMS, WILLOWS, &c., for sale at Utica Union Nurse-
ries, at prices as low as those of any other reliable establishiuent.

Send for Wholesale Price List.

ootlt JOHN BEST, Agent, Utlca, N. Y.

True Delaware Grapevines.

FIEIOISI. THE OlilGIIVAL. ^V^IIVE.

BEST QUAI.ITY OF PLANTS
AT L.OW PRICES.

ALSO, strong vinos of Allen's White Hybrid, Adirondac,
Anna, Cix-vellng, Concord Clinton. Cuyahoga, Clara. Cus-

sadyi Diana, Golden Clinton, Hartford Prolific, lona, Israella,

Lydio, Linc^dn. I.*noir, Ix>sau, Maxatawney, Ontario, Rebecca,
Roger's New Hybrids, Taylor, ToKalou, Union Village, Under-
bill's Seedling, &c.

Also, Downing's MuIbeiTy, Currants, Raspberries, Strawber-
ries, &c.
Send for Descriptive Price List to

oct2t GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

CONCORD GRAPE VINES.

A "VERY LARGE STOCK of Uie above at low rates by the
hundred or thousand. All tho leading varieties <yin be

famished, including Rogers' Hybrids, Adirondac, lona, Israella,

Ac.' (kc
Fruit and OiuciiiBNTAL Tbbes, ftiiRuns, Robes, ic
A<idres« sepat WM. ADAIR, Detroit, Mich.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

To Breeders, Farmers & Ag. Societies.

Moreton Lodge, Guelph, C. "W.

MR. W. S. G. KNOWLES begs to announce th.it he has Te-
ceived in.structions from FREDERICK WM. STONE, of

Moreton Lodge, Guelph, Canada West, to SELL AT AUCTION,
On IVednesday, tlie 1 2tli day of October next,

about twenty head of very superior pure bred

SHOHTIIOmVS,
consisting of Bulls, Cows and Heifers that have been bred from
animals of high repute, several of which have been awarded
FIRST PRIZES in their classes at the Provincial Exhibitions.

Also, a few young HEREFORD BULLS, of great promise.
About forty grand COTSWOLD, Shearling, and older Ram*
Fiftoffn superior SOUTHDOWN RAMS.
A few fine pure bred LEICESTER RAMS.
Also, several pairs each of pure bred

Cotswold, Southdown and Leicester Ewes,
and fifty pure bred

(bred from first-class imported animals) of various ages.

J^~ Catalogues with pedigrees and other particulars will t»e

ready for issue by tho first of October, and may be had on appli-
cation to Mr. KNOWLES, or of Mr. F. W. STONE, Guelph,
C. W.
Guelph, Canada West, September 15, 1864.

Pure Sheep Wash Tobacco.

THEREBY certify that I have been familiar with all the p»»-
Cesses employed by the South Down Company in the mann-

facture of their " Sheep Wash Tobacco," and that tho article pre-
pared under Mr. Jaques' Patent contains all the useful principles
of the Tobacco in a concentrated form.
This Paste, employed as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc-

tions furnished by tlio Comjmny, has the effect^ of curing Scab
and other cutan*eus diseases, and destroying all parasitic insect*
which infect the skin and wool of the Sheep, and thereby im-
proves the health of the animal, as well as the quality of jt«

fiecce. Employed in the same way, the solution being made
stronger, it will destroy those insects which Infest the skine of
larger animals, and also those that are injurious to veeetation.

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D.,

Assayer to the State of Massachusetts, and Consulting Chemiit.

fpi^~ Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that
contains "sulphur," as it is sure to destroy the fibre of the wool.

One pound of Extract Toiiaoco will make twelve gallons Wa«b,
and contains the strength of eight pounds of Tobacco, as prepar-
ed by farmers.

Agents wanted In every Wool District.

JAMES F. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co.,

is Central Wharf, Boston,

AGENTS.—DuDi.KT & Stafford, 69 Beekman St., New Yorb;
R. H. Allen & Co., 189 and 191 Water st.. New York; E. W.
Harrioan & Co., Comstock's Landing, N. Y.; Elias Foote, Ba-
tavio, N. Y.; Wm. Si.mpsox, Jr., New Hudson, Allegany county,
N. Y.; A. M. Wiuutman, Bath, N. Y.; Stoddard & Bartoit,
Troy, N. Y.; Niohoson, Paink i Co., Albion, N. Y.; Lane &
Painb, Rochester, N. Y. oct2t

Central Nurseries, York, Penn.

We would call attention to our unusually fine assortment of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS,

for tho coming season. We would especially direct attention to
our superior stock of

SHADE AND OUNAMENTAIi TREES,
snitftblo for street and lawn planting, and

Ornamental Shrubs and Vines.
EDWD. J. EVANS & CO.,

8ep2t York, Penn.

ROSE HILL NURSERY,
Lyons*, Clinton County, Iowa.

THE leading object of this Nursery is tho Propagation of th«
Grape, Rosea, Shrubs, raising of Evergreens, and moBt

everything belonging to tUa trade at retail .and wholesale. Term*
Caah. Bt>p2t M. DbGRAFF, Proprietor.
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eULLARD'S IIViPROVEO

Or MacMne for Spreading and Turning Hay.

TIE subscriber having pnrelmscd the exclusive risht for man-
ulacturiiis and selliuj,' (I'or tlic State of Now York)

Builard's Improved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furuish the Farmers to the extent of his ability,

which must necessarily be limiterl the cominir year, owing to the

difiicultv of obtaining sood and competent mechanics.

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la-

bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be

recorded in turn. " First come, first served." Address
SILAS C. HEREING, New York.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will' be sent by mail to those

who request them.
D. K. BAirrON. Eochestcr, N. Y., Agent ap'64-ly

Hardy Mbs for Fall Planting.

"\ /Ty IHiistrated ^\.niaual Catalog-tie of

HAEDT DUTCH & OTHEK PLOVEEIIG BULBS
AND

GUiOE TO THE FLOWER GARDEN!
Is now in press, and will be re«dy to send out early in September.
It consists of full and plain descriptions of the finest

MYACINTMS,

TEJILIIPS,
SNOW ©KOFS,

CKO\*'N IMPEKfAll,)?,

liSLIES, &c., &c., &c.,
with ample directions for Planting and Culture. My Catalogue
this season is beautifuHv illustrated', containing, among other fine

illustrations. TWO FULL PA(3E ENGRAVINGS, and one
beautiful COLORED PLATE of the

g5?° Pent free of postage by mail to all who apply enclosing 10

cents. Catalogues always'^ sent to my customers of the previous

year as soon as issued without ordering.

My importations from Holland the present season have never
been equalled for extent, variety and excellence.

sep2t JAMES VIC'K, Kocliester, N. Y.

TME KEajKIE FIIiTEK.—This Fil-

ter possesses every jii'acticdl and seientijlo ar-

ransement for the olijects intended, viz: render-
ing the most impure rain and river water free

from all decomposed organic matters and gases,

color, t.iste or smell. J'lire icaier is the chief

conservator of the human system, and can be
surely obtained by using this, the best portable
Filter knoM-n. They are durable, convenient
and cheap : can be transported in safety any dis-

aud are sure to give satisfaction.

Manufactured tiv

JAMi:s TERRY & CO., Rochester, N. T.
Descriptive Catalogues sent free. au3t

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence plant, of suitable
length, at .|1 per 100 or .$5 per lono. Warranted true Sahs

ALBA. mh 1). 8. UEFFRON, Utica, N. Y.

PATENT IPOKTABLE KEYSTONE

CIDER AND YITEE MILL.

10,000 in Use and Approved.
THIS admirable machine is now ready for the fruit harvest of

ISW. It is. if possible, made better than ever befire, and
well worth}- the attention of all farmers wanting such machines.

It has no superior in the market, and is the only mill that will
properly gi-ind grapes. For sale by all respectable dealers.
On account of the very heavy excise tax on spirits, there will

be a large demand for good cider, (which is, b.v the way, the
most Irealthy beverage there is, especially for those alHicted with
liver complaints.) and every one having apples will make them
up into good cider, if they would study their interests. I intend
having good receipts for making cider printed and distributed
among dealers, for the tise of those purchasing mills.

If your merchant does not keep them, tell him to send for one
for yoix, or write to the manufacturer yourself Address the
manufacturer, " W. 0. HICKOK,
au3t Easle Works, Ilarrisburirb, Pa.

HALE'S EARLY PEACH.
THIS fine early variety is rapidly growing iu popularity with

market orehardists. It is proving to be the best very early

Peach in cultivation, ripening full seven to ten days before
Troth's Early and Serrate Eai-ly York, hitherto the most popular
very early sorts.

liale"s Early was originated in Portage county, Ohio, by a Ger-
man who claimed to have brought the seed from the old country,
and was first introduced to notice by Mr. Hale, a nurseryman of

Summit county, who called it Hale"s Early German. Subse-
quently the ' German" was dropped.

In the spring of 1no9 it was sent out from the Columbus Nur-
sery. Prior to this it had been placed in the hands of a few ama-
teurs and others for trial, and had been moderately disseminated
in the vicinity where it originated.

It is a white fleshed freestone peach, above medium size, color

greenish yellow, with deep carmine check, fruit always fair, very
juicy, with a rich virions flavor and delightful fragrance.

The tree is a remarkably handsome, vigorous gi-ower, hardy
and healthy. The blossom buds also seem hardier than most
other sorts.

sep2t A. G. HAN^FORD & BRO., Columbus, Ohio.

HOMES FOR Alili.—Large and thriving settlement
of Ellwood. 35 miles from Philadelphia by railroad. Good

soil, good water, fine crops—best fruit section in the Union.
Farm lands $'2i) per acre, one-quarter cash, balance on bond and
mortcrase. Good society, churches, schools, mills, vtc. To visit

the lands, leave Vine street wharf; Philadelphia, 7 A. M., 9 A. M.,
•2 P. M., 4 P. M.
For full information and paper, apply to

R. F. DANFORTH,
au3t Ellwood, Atlantic Co., New Jersey.

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE BTTLL HOTSPUR 4030 A. H. B. by Duke of Gloster

(11,8S'2) dam Daphne (imported) bv Harold ( 10,'299), rich

roan, calved May 1.5, 1S60. Also, three YEAliLlNG BULLS
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspm-, and a few
HEIFERS.
CS^ Catalogues sent on application,

aptf • T. L. UAKISON, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N. T.
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TOLEDO N U K S E R I E S.

GEORGE BAKEE respectfnlly invites the attention of Nurserymen and Dealers to his large and unusually fine, stocky and
well-branched

Fruit tind OrnauR'Htal Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Grape Vines, &c.,
consisting in part of

200.000 STANDARB APPL,E TREES—3 and 4 years old, very fine.

10.000 ISAVARE APPI.E TREES— ! and 4 vears old, virv fine.

lO.OOO STANOARO PEAR TREES— '2 and 3 years old. very fine.

30.000 DWARF PEAR TREES—2 and 3 years old, very tine.

GRAPE V a XES—Catawba, Cliiiti.u. Delaware and Concord.
Cl'RRANTS— Cherrv, Ked and White Dutch.
OOOSICKERRBES—Houghton's Soedliiiir.

EVEKtiREElVS—A large and flue Stockof NORWAY SPRUCE, 3 to 6 feet;

SCOTCH AND AUSTRIAN PINE, 8 to S feet.
Our assortment is complete, •vvhlcn enables us to till dealers' orders.

^g°" Wholesale Price List sent on receipt of stamp. a3t GEO. BAKER, Toledo Oliio.

UUY THE BEST

lililiil
The Railway Horse-Power Awarded

FIX?ST P"r£E3iixT:;>j:

At the New York State Fail's of 1860 and 1862

Oliio State Fail-, 1 SG3,
As it also has at every State and Ccmnty Fair at tchlch iJie

Proprietors have exhibited it in competition ivith others,

i-unning with low elevation and slow travel of team.

COJIBIiVED THRESHERS AND CLEAAERS,

Threshers, Separators. Wood Saws, &c.
All of the best in market. The

THRESHER AND CLEANER

Also received the First Premttm at the Ohio State F.iir, 1SG3,
runs easy, separates the grain clean from the straw, cleans quite
equal to the best of Fanning Mills, leaving the grain fit for mill
or market.

^^ For Price and Description send for Circulars, and satisfy
yourself before purchasing. Address

R. & M. HARDEE,
apeomtf Cobleskill, Schoharie county, N. T.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE*

ROCMESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL. TERMS OF SALE,
AND

OEDEE YOUE TEEES DIEECT.
Address C. W. SEELTE,

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. T.

TO FARMERS!
BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY'S

X L Sujierphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and
retail bv the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY:

Sales Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
^p^T" Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To-

bacco Fertilizer. Bradley's X L Manual on the Culture and Curing
of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressing the un-
dersiened. WM. L. BRADLEY.
t^~ Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

HALE'S EARLY PEACH
EIPENS TEN DAYS before Troth's and Serrate Early York.

Tree very hardy, xilso, full assortment of leading market
varieties. A, G. HANFORD & BKO.,
sep2t Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

Schenectady AgricwUural Works.

G. WESTINGHOTJSE & CO.
PROPKIF.TORS AND MANUFACTl'KEP.S OF

Improved Lever and Endless Chain Horse Powers,

Combined Tb'eshers and Cleaners,

Threshers and Separators,

Clover Machines,

Circulars and Cross-cut Wood Sa-wing Machines,

Dog Powers for Churning, &c., &;c.

Send for a Circular containing description and prices of the
above-named machines.

Particular attention is invited to our new

Thresher and Cleaner
with Riddle Sevaratok. This machine was introduced last sea
son with great success, and we believe is not equaled by any in use
We also would invite notice to our

Improved Wood Sawing l^achines,
both Circular and Cross-cut, which are complete in every respect.

Address all communications to

G. ^VESTINGHOTJSE & CO.,
ap SrllRNKiTAOY, N. Y.

^ COMMfSSJON O.N SALES
FOR CIRCULARSAND SPECSMEI\JSADDRESS

.li.L.TODB&Co.
ST n Y.

FROST & CO.,

GENESEE VALLEY NURSERIES,
Rochester, N. Y.

Parties who desire to purcha3e_/l'/'.si! quality

STANDARD OR DWARF FRUST TREES,

Small Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Shi'ubs, Plants,

&;c., &:c.,

in large, or small quantities, are solicited to inform themselves

of oiir Stock and Prices.

Our Nursery contains nearly FOUR HUNDRED ACRES,
which en.ables us to fill orders even of the most extensive char-

acter, while particular attention is given to orders amounting to

sm.ill sums.
Our stock will be supplied at the mostfavorahle rates.

The'following Catalogues, with prices, are furnished on appli-

cation upon receipt of five cents for each

:

No. 1 and 2

—

Descriptive Priced Petail Catalogue of Fruits,

Ornamental Trees, Plants, &c.
No. 4— Wholesale Priced Catalogve of Fruits, Ornamental

Trees, Ac., for Nurserymen, Dealers and others, who may wish
to buy in large quantities /o/' the Aiittinm of 1-(U. Address

sep2t FROST A: CO., Ko'ctoe-ster, N. Y.
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U. S. m LOAN.

The Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that subscriptions

irlll be received for Coupon Treasury Notes, payable three years

from August 15th, ISW, with semi-annual interest at the rate of

seven and three-tenths per cent, per annum—principal and in-

terest both to be paid in lawful money.

These notes will be convertible at the option of the holder at

maturity, into six per cent gold bearing bonds, payable not less

than five nor more than twenty years from their date, as the

Government may elect. They will be issued in denominations

ot $50, $100» $500, $1,000 and $5,000, and all subscriptions must

be for fifty dollars or some multiple of fifty dollars.

The notes will be transmitted to the owners free of transporta-

tton charges as soon after the receipt of the original Certificotes

of Deposit as they can be prepared.

As the notes draw interest from August 16, persons making de-

posits subsequent to that date must pay the Interest accrued from

date of note to date of deposit.

Parties depositing twenty -five thousand dollars and upwards

Ihr these notes at any one time will be allowed a commission of

one-quarter of one per cent.

Special Advantages of this Loan.
It is a National Savings Bank, offering a hit;her rate of In-

terest than any other, and the be^t security. Any savings bank

trtiich pays its depositors in U. 8. Notes, considers that it is pay-

ing In the best circulating medium in the country, and it can 7iot

pay In anything better, for its own assets are either in govern-

ment securities or in notes or bonds payable in government paper.

It is equally convenient as a temporary or permanent invest-

ment. The notes can always be sold for within a fraction of their

foce and accumulated interest, and are the best security with

banks as collaterals for discounts.

Oonvertible Into a 6 per cent. 5-20 Gold Bond.
In addition to the very liberal interest on the notes for three

years, this privilege of conversion is now worth about three per

eent. per annum, for the current rate for 5-20 Bonds is not less

than nine per cent, premium^ and before the war the premium

en Bis per cent U. S. stocks was over twenty per cent. It will

be seen that the actual profit on this loan, at the present market

rate, is not less than ten per cent, per annum.

Its Exemption from State or Municipal Taxa-
tion.

But aside from all the advantages we have enumerated, a special

Act of Congress exemptu all bonds and Treasury Notes from
local taxation. On the average, this exemption is worth about

two per cent, per annum, according to the rate of taxation in va-

rious parts of the country.

It is believed that no securities offer so great inducements to

lenders as those issued by the government. In all other forms

of indebtedness, the faith or ability of private parties, or stock

companies, or separate communities, only, is pledged for pay-

ment, while the whole property of the country is held to secure

the discharge of all the obligations of the United States.

While the government offers the most liberal terms for its

loans, it believes that the very strongest appeal will be to the

loyalty and patriotism of the people.

Up to the 24th of September, the subscriptions to this loan

•mounted to over

$40,000,000.
Stjbsceiptions will be eeceived by the Treasurer of the

United States at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers

and designated Depositaries, and by the First National Bank of

Buffalo, N. Y., First National Bank of Albany, N. Y., and by all

National Banks.

All Respectable Banks and Bankers
throughout the country will give further information and afford

liVKKlf FACILITY TO SUBSCRIBERS.

Dutch Bulbous Roots.

J. M. THORBUR^ & CO.,
15 John Street, New York,

Have the pleasure to offer their usual assortment of Impoetbd
Bulbs. They are large, sound and true to name, unlike thoee
generally sold in ca.i&i. They are the first selection of nssr
class Bulbs, obtained in Holland the present Bummer, in addi-
tion to

Hyacinths,
Tulips,

Poylyanthus Narcissus,
,

Crocus,
Crown Imperials,

Fritillarias,

Oxalis,
Ixias,

I^aclienalias,

Lilies,

Arums and
Jonquilles.

"We have a splendid collection of

FRENCH HYBRID GLADIOLUS,
which will be offered after the first frost. Also

White Rose and Red Japan Lilies.

BEAUTIFUL COLLECTIONS OF
BXJLBOXJS I^OOTS.

No. 1.—ASSORTMENTS OF
6 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pots,

'

ffla.9ses or open bo-rder
,

1 Polyanthus Narcissus
8 Double Tulips

12 Fine Mixed Crocus
1 Bulbocodium Vernum

$3.

No. 2.—ASSORTMENTS OF
9 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pais,

'

glasses or open border
6 Fine Double Tulips
15 Beautiful Named Early Tulips. .

25 Fine Mixed Crocus I

3 Polyanthus Narcissus
(

6 Double Narcissus 1

3 Bulbocodium Vernum I

3 Persian Iris
|

12 Double Snowdrops
J

No. 3.—ASSORTMENTS OF
18 Fine Named Double and Single Hyacinths, for pott

glasses or open border
50 Fine Mixed Crocus
24 Beautiful Named Early Tulips
12 Fine Named Early Tulips
4 Polyanthus Narcissus

12 Double Narcissus
3 Persian Iris

3 English Iris

1 Crimson Crown Imperial
6 Bulbocodium Vernum

25 Double Snowdrops

Priced Catalogues, containing directions for cultlvatioBi
mailed on application to

J. M. THORBURN Ac CO., Seedsmen,
1 5 John Street, New York.

^^ Splendid Prize Hollyhock Seed, 10 cts. per paper. It

$1£.

THOMAS WRIGHT,
COMMISSION TREE BROKER,

35 Reynolds' Arcade, Rochester, New^ ITork.

TEEES, PLANTS AND TREE SEEDS,
Of all the Various and Choice Kinds, Bought or Sold on Commis-

sion, Wholesale or Retail.

Send for Wright's Wholesale Price List

ROUND AND SQUARE GRAPE BOXES,
Various Patterns and beautifully made, at the shortest notice and

oclt* Lowest Rates.

RAPE VINES BY MAIL—Or by Express, includ-

T ing both old and new varieties. For circular, prices, &<,,

address oc2t U. B. LUM, Sandusky, Ohio.
G
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WALKS AND TALKS ON THE FARBI.—NO. 11.

SciEXTlFiC farming is all very well ; but it must be

confessed that a man may have a good theoretical

knowledge of agriculture, and 'j'et make a very poor

farmer. Order, system, personal attention to details,

with steady, persistent industry, will enable a

farmer to succeed without the slightest acquaintance

with science, while on the other hand the most

thorough scientific education will be of little use to

the man who has not these qualities.

If a man who has had the advantage of a scien-

tific agricultural education turns farmer, he will be

pretty sure to make mistakes which will subject him

to the ridicule of his neighbors. He may be the

most qui'^t of men, be entirely occupied with his

own affairs, interfering in no way with those of

others—but no matter ; those of his neiglibors who
have less to think about will be sure to talk over all

that he does, and their comments will not generally be

of a complimentary kind. He may feel that this is

uncharitable ; but he is not much of a man if he is

annoyed by it. Let him keep on the even tenor

of his way. He •will make many mistakes, but if

lie is a sensible man he will soon rectify them.

Correct agricultural knowledge, even if it is simply

theoretical, will in the end prove of great advan-

tage to him. If he has the energy, patience, in-

dustry, prudence, forethought, and the enterprise

necessary to make a good farmer, his scientific

acquaintance with agriculture will inevitably en-

able him to succeed better than those who are

destitute of it. But he must not be too sanguine.

Agriculture is slow work. A farm can not be

brought into order and a high state of cultivation in

a year. It is the labor of a life.

The scientific man who thinks that he can take a

farm and raise large crops by the use of a few

chemical manures, is doomed to disappointment. He
will be very apt to neglect those little details of farm

economy which are absolutely essential to success.

While he is thinking of acids and alkalies, of nitrogen

{ind phosphates, his cattle will knock down a fence

and be eating up his crops. While he is studying

Leibig, his men will be taking a siesta in the hay
field. Careless hands will soon break his improved

implements. He may think to economize food by
cooking it, but without constant surveillance hie

men will waste more in a day than he can save in a
week. They will take pleasure in thwarting all hie

pet plans, and will harrass and perplex him in every

conceivable way. The end is disappointment and
disgust. „

But it is only the mere dabbler in science that ex-

pects to revolutionize agriculture. The true scien-

tific man has moderate expectations. He does not

know, and never expects to know, how to transmute

iron into gold, or to raise a hundred bushels of wheat
per acre as easily as we now raise ten. If any dis-

covery he can make, if any modification of present

practices will increase the productiveness of the soil

five bushels per acre, he knows that he would be one

of the greatest benefactors of his race. Such an in-

crease in the wheat and corn crops of the United

States would in a few years pay off our national

debt.

No
; deride science who may, its judicious appli-

cation to American agriculture is the great want of

the nation. So far as material prosperity is con-

cerned, and our ability to carry on the war and pay

our enormous debt, an improved system of agricul-

ture is of the first importance. We must farm bet-

ter. We can pay our debts, but our ability to do so

will be in proportion to the increase in our agricul-

tural products. We have one of the finest countries

in the world—one of vast extent and of great natu-

ral fertility. But this alone will give the Govern-
ment no revenue. Labor is the true source of wealth,

and anything which economizes labor, and makes it

more productive, adds to our national prosperity

;

and this is the aim of scientific agriculture. It will

give us a beeve at two years old as large and as fat as

an ordinary four-year old. It will make one acre

produce as much as three. Instead of the average

hay crop of this Stat© being half a tun per acre, we
should have two tuns. I wish every farmer in the

Loyal States could at this time see the importance

of straining every nerve to raise larger crops. The
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longer the war goes on. the more it will be depen-

dent on the farmers of the country ; and when it is

over the debt must be paid from the soil.

The Strap-leaf Turnip is certainly a splendid

variety to sow late in the season, after early pota-

toes, &c. I sowed them this year at different times

in August. The first sown are now (October 11)

quite large. George brought in one this morning

that was twenty-two inches in circumference. I had

the greatest difficulty in persuading the Dutch

women to hoe them thin enough. They could not

be persuaded to cut them out more than four or five

inclies apart, and in a week after I made them go

over them again and take out every other one. It

is a great mistake to le^ve them too thick—and it is

certainly very absurd to leave them without hoeing.

One great advantage in raising turnips is that they

require good culture. This they must have; it is

useless to try to raise them without ; but if the land

is in good condition, and the turnips are singled out

and the land well hoed, there is no crop which grows

so rapidly or which will please the farmer so much.

Next to underdraining, raising a good crop of tur-

nips is one of the most fascinating employments

connected with farming.

Farmers have but few pleasures, and they may be

allowed a hobby or two to ride occasionally without

subjecting themselves to the criticism of their neigh-

bors. Hobby riding, however, is seldom profitable,

and every farmer— and especially every young

farmer—should guard against it. When I was a

boy I used to eat the crust of the pie first and leave

the fruit, which I liked best, to the last. I wish I

always acted in the same way in more important

matters—to do first those things in which I have no

special interest. Of all men, farmers need to exer-

cise SELF DENIAL. No One Can be a good farmer

without it, and with it he may become the highest

type of man. His occupation will call out every

faculty he has—mental, moral and physical. Pa-

tience is one of the rarest virtues. No man can be

great without it, and certainly the farmer has abun-

dant occasion for cultivating it. Let a young farmer

be self-'denying, industrious, observing, patient, ener-

getic and studious, and he can hardly fail to make

his mark in the world.

" How much corn will it take to make a hundred

pounds of pork" ? I asked this question last night at

Town Meeting. There were a dozen good farmers

present, but not one of them could answer. The

Deacon said he could tell me one thing :
To feed

merchantable grain to pigs would not pay. You

could get more for the grain than you would get for

'"

the pork. I told him that the manure must be tak(>n

into consideration. He thought that at the present

time the labor of attending the ])igs was fully equal

to the manure. But if labor is high, manure is high

also. Try to buy it and see what it will cost.

In Mr. Lawes' experiments it took about seven

bushels of corn, ground and moistened with water,

to produce one hundred pounds of pork—or rather

of increase in the weight of the pigs. But as the

pigs are worth more per pound when fat than when

lean, we may safely call the increase in live weight

equal to so much pork. Pork is now worth $15.00

per hundred pounds, and with corn at $1.50 per

bushel, the seven bushels of corn would be worth

$10.50. This would leave a profit of $4.50 on each

hundred pounds of pork ; or, in other v/ords, we

should get over $2.00 per bushel for the corn, be-

sides the manure.

The manure from seven bushels of corn is woith,

at the present time. a})out $2.00. You can not buy

it for that in any form. Pig-feeding, at the present

time, therefore, is highly profitable. There is a real

scarcity of pork in the country, and while every

thing else has declined pork still maintains its price.

A farmer in this neighborhood called to-day to

know if I would sell my hogs. He was buying on

commission for parties at the East. I told him mine

were not fat enough to kill, but on looking at them

he said he had bought many not as good. "The

fact is," said he, " they are killing every thing they

can get." I did not tell him so, but I thought this a

rather injudicious admission for a buyer. If they

are killing all the half-fat hogs now, fat ones, by and

by, will be scarce and high. He was a farmer him-

self, he said, and did not wish to influence me, but

he had sold his own hogs, and many of his neigh-

bors were doing the same. Corn brings a high

price, and he thought it was better to sell it than to

feed it out to pigs. He would give 8 cents per pound

live weight. I told him I received a New York

paper an hour or two ago, and good corn fed hogs

were quoted at 13 cents per pound live weight.

" Well," he said, " I am not allowed to pay but 8

cents for the hogs, hut I will pay you something to

take, them up to North Chili."

In England if a farmer keeps a gig or buggy

which costs £20, he has to pay a tax to the Govern-

ment ; so that it is quite an object to get one that

costs less than £20. A farmer who thinks he can

aiford to pay a little more for a handsome gig, but

who wishes to avoid the tax, will sometimes pay

£30 for a gig and tchip-S,!^ 10s. for the gig and

ten guineas for the whip

!

I did not ask him, but perhaps my pig-buying

friend would have given me 8 cents per pound for

the hogs, and a cent a pound for driving them two

miles to North Chili. He could then tell others that

in no case had he paid more than 8 cents per pound.
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It is certainly very foolish to sell lean hogs, even

at the. present high price of corn. " Grass-fed hogs"

are quoted in New York at 9 cents per pound, while

the best " corn-fed hogs " sell for 13 cents. Now
suppose you have a lot of shoats tliat will weigh

200 pounds each ; at 9 cents per pound they are

worth $18 a head. Feed them 14 bushels of corn

and they will then weigh 400 pounds each, and be

worth, even at present, 18 cents per ixjund, or $52

ajiiece. Reckoning the corn at $1.50 per bushel, or

$21, you will make $13 per head. This is on the

supposition that fat pigs will be worth no more later

in the season than they are now, which there is

every reason to believe will not be the case. Last

year they advanced considerably between this time

and Christmas, and will probably do so this season.

I was so annoyed this' spring by the delays in get-

ting plows, implements, &c., ready for work, that I

am determined to have every tool, machine, cultiva-

tor, plow, &c., put in repair this fall. I have already

commenced. It is just the work for a rainy day. I

find it a great convenience to have on hand bolts

and screws of various sizes. With these, and proper

tools, an ordinary man can repair many things as

well as a blacksmith.

I have no doubt that it would be a great saving in

the long run if we were more careful in cleaning and

fainting our wagons, carts, machines, cultivators,

plows, &c., at this season of the year, before they

are put away for the winter. Paint is now expen-

sive, but so are implements, and they would un-

doubtedly last much longer, and certainly look none

the worse. I admire the farmer who keeps things

snug, with everything in its place. Nothing looks

worse, or is more unprofitable, than a slip-shod style

of farming. But it requires constant care to keep

things in their places. I try my best to do so, but

cannot congratulate myself on the result. I have

spasmodic efforts at straightening up, but in a week
things are at loose ends again. I proposed to my
men that every time they left a tool out of its place

they should pay 10 cents, and every time I trans-

gressed in the same way I would pay a quarter, the

sum to be divided among the men on the farm at

the end of the season. But it is difficult to carry it

oat. The better way is to make a man who leaves

a thing go and get it after lie is through his work.

I made one man walk three miles to fetch a bag he

had forgotten. He will be more careful next time.

I was telling you last spring about my orchard of

Northern Spies. They were planted about seven

years ago. About five acres of the orchard have

been in grass for four years, while one acre has been

under the plow. The difference in the health and

growth of the trees is quite marked. I had thought

that as the Northern Sjjy is a long time in coming

into bearing, and that as a rapid growth of wood has

a tendency to retard fruitfulncss, and letting an or-

chard remain in grass would check the growth of

the trees, that it might be better not to plow tliis

orchard of Northern Spies. But it is a mistake.

The trees in the cultivated land are not only more

vigorous and healthy, but they have borne more or

less fruit of excellent quality, while there is scarcely

an apple on the trees in the grass.

I do not want to plow this orchard, as it is the

best piece of meadow on the farm, and I should be

short of hay next season. The Deacon advises me
to put manure enough, for a few feet round each

tree, to kill the grass. He thinks this would obviate

the difficulty. Another neighbor says he digs round

his trees two feet from the stems, but it seems tome
that this can do little good. The roots must be far

beyond the reach of such treatment.

Mr. Lyman Balcom, of Steuben county, an old and

experienced farmer, writes me that he thinks " one

load of manure hauled out and spread at anytime

between the 20th of September and winter, is worth

more than two loads applied at any other season of

the year."

This is, perhaps, stating it a little strong, but it is

certain that the bulk of testimony is now in favor of

using manure as a topdressihg on grass lands in au-

tumn. A few years ago it was thought that the

ammonia would be lost, but if the manure is well

rotted, or not rotted at all, there is comparatively

little loss from escape of ammonia. In well-rotted

manure the humic, ulmic and other acids generated

by decomposition, unite with and " fix " the ammo-

nia. And in fresh manure, that has not been fer-

mented at all, there is no ammonia to escape. Am-
monia is the product of fermentation. If a heap of

manure that is undergoing fermentation is drawn

out on the land, there may be considerable loss of

ammonia, but even in this case, if it is showery

weather the loss will be far less than was gener

ally supposed a few years ago. Water has a very

strong attraction for ammonia, and will hold large

quantities of it.

Mr. Balcom is not much in favor of turnip cultur*

iij sections where corn can be easily raised. He
thinks one reason why Canadian farmers raise so

many turnips is because they were in the habit of

raising them in the old country, and think they

need them here, and because corn is not much of a

crop in Canada. He says with the same amount of

capital and labor he can raise corn and make double

the amount of beef, pork and mutton that he can

from turnips and other roots.
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Mr. N. Travis, of Rice, county, Minnesota, writes

me, that notwithstanding the severity of tlie drouth,

the corn crop turned out better than was expected.

It was all ripe and cut up by the 5th of September,

which is a month earlier than usiial. On the sandy

soils the crops are light. With us the sandy soils

stood the drouth better than the clays. It would not

be so, of course, if the clays were thoroughly drained

and well cultivated.

Mr. Travis says farmers in Minnesota would do

Tery well if they got a living price for their grain
;

but the produce dealers shave them terribly. Prices

Tary from day to day, and when you take anything

to market you are never certain what you will get.

Wheat brings from 85c. to 90c. The millers, he

says, are very kind to the farmers. They do not

wish them to lose any time waiting for their grists,

io they will not grind their grain, but exchange

with them, giving them 32 lbs. of flour and 12 lbs.

of bran for a bushel of No. 1 wheat, and still less for

other grades.

Horace Greeley offered a prize of one hundred dol-

lars each for the best single variety of apple, pear

and grape " best adapted to universal cultivation

throughout the Middle and Northern States of the

Union," the prizes to be awarded by the Fruit De-

partment of the American Institute. The prize for

the best grape has recently been awarded to Dr. C.

W. Grant for his new seedling grape, the lona.

Tliis is too absurd. The lona is an excellent

grape, but it has not yet been fruited in diflxjrent

sections of the country. It is almost unknown.

How, then, can the Committee of the American In-

stitute ^tell whether it is or is not the " best grape

tbr universal cultivation" !

I am plowing all I poasibly can this fall. Last

spring was so wet and I was so hurried with the

spring work that I resolved never again to be caught

with so much hard plowing to be done. I have

already plowed over thirty acres, and shall keep on

as long as the weather is open and the ground dry

enough to plow. If corn ground, where barley is to

be sown next spring, is well plowed this fall, it may

be sown without another plowing, though if dry

enough a good plowing in the spring would be ad-

vantageous. You cannot make the soil too mellow

for barley.

I intended to sow barley on my corn ground and

8©e<i it down ; but, although I cultivated it ten times.,

the land is full of thistles, and I have determined to

plant it to corn again, and try the effect of another

summer's thorough cultivation on the thistles. A
good heavy crop of clover helps to kill weeds, but I

think it better to make the land as clean as possible

before seeding down. If tho land is rich enough

corn does well after corn, and though my land is by
no means rich I think the bone dust I used on th«

corn this summer will help the next crop of com
more than it did the first crop this dry season.

Last fall I set out a bed of hyacinths. It was very

late—after Thanksgiving. The ground was frozen

when I dug the beds. But I put in the bulbs and

covered the bed with horse-litter. It was decidedly

rough treatment for the choicest of all flowers. But
they succeeded admirably. Nothing could exceed

their beauty or fragrance in the spring. The bed

faced the parlor window, and in the dreary, rainy

weather of last spring, when the garden was bare of

flowers, they were a constant source of delight. Th«
bulbs are expensive, but they pay. I got them from

Mr. Vick, who annually imports the choicest varie-

ties from Holland. This fall I mean to set them out

in good season and give them better culture. It is

very evident, however, that no such careful prepara-

tion is needed as writers on horticulture would have

us believe. No one who sets out hyacinths, cro-

cuses, tulips, narcissus, snow-drops, tScc, this fall, will

regret it next spring.

Potatoes are turning out much better than was

expected. In this section they will be nearly an

average crop. We are not yet throxigh digging, but

from what we have dug I think my Flukes will go

over 150 bushels per acre, and the Prince Albert*

are still better. I planted them in rows, not in hills,

and spread in the rows about 300 lbs. per acre of

Ammoniated Pacific Guano. Prejudiced as my
men are against "artificials," one of them after

digging a little while remarked :
" That stuff you

put on must have done some good, or you never

would have had such a crop on this jjoor land

It is the best crop I ever saw." This was a good

deal for him to admit. I have no doubt that it in-

creased the yield 50 bushels per acre—and this in

such a dry season is rather remarkable.

We have quite a number of late cauliflowers in

the garden that have not headed. I intend to dig

them up, with a good spadeful of earth round th«

roots and put them close together in the cellar. W«
did so some years ago, and the cauliflowers headed

nicely and gave us a, good supply late in the season.

There is no more delicious vegetable than the cauli-

flower, and it is worth taking a little trouble t«

obtain a supply in early winter.

Is not clearing up new land and pulling out stumps

jolly! I have always thought underdraining the

moat fascinating of all agricultural operations, but

pulling stumps, snagging old logs, burning the heap*

and turning up the virgin soil for tho first time cer-

tainly takes the palm.
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FARM WORK FOS NOVEMBER,

During this month U'^uninn work must be closod

tip, and proparalion madt- for wiuter.

Roots.—Rut*Am^as and othe? root crops sliould

be harv^estcd t-arly in the month, or on« freeziag

jiight may destroy them. .i'spi>cial provision sliould

brt made for the pj-eservatio-ii of rutabugas in masses

to preveat their heating and hpoiling. If buried out

«f doors they sh<«ild be in a lon^ pile, with frequent

ventilating wisps of stitiw iit the top ; if stored in

cellars they sliould be placed on a wooden grate or

rack, so that the air may frc*:ii!ently pass under and

ap through them. All rootsj, whether turnips, beets

or caJTots, should be packed away clean and dry.

AsiMi-LS.—Keep all fattening animals comforta-

ble, dry and warm. Feed tliem regularly, frequent-

ly, and in moderate quantities. Do not try to econ-

omize by giving them foul or musty tbod. Provide

places where they can obtain pure waAer at pha.sure

throughout the winter. Do not depend on pasture,

OBpecially after the frost has dried it, but give fodder

with a small, regular supply of meal. Many cattle

are injured, aad badly fitted for wiater, by comjxsl-

ling them to live on pasture aloue, late in autumn.

When pumpkius are abundant, pains should be

taken to keep them well and to preveat their freez-

ing. When frozen hard like stone, or after they

have tlmwed and become rotten, they are poor food.

They may be placed in large heaps in a sheltered

place, and covered with a foot of straw, till wanted,

and thus secured, will give cattle a fair start into

winter.

Graik Fields.—Where wheat-fields have not

been t«i")-dressed with manure, as mentioned in the

September directions, a thin dressing of fine manure

•ca.n l>e still appliexl. It will serve to protect against

winter-kiffing, and make a fine rich surface for the

<^over se«d in spring. Provide surface drains wliere-

«ve,r thej will be needed, and shovel out tlie loose

earth, that the water may run freely.

Manure.—All the manure which can be found on

tha jjremises, or scraped up in the yard, should be

spread l>efore winter. Applied to grass lands^

whether for pasture, meadow, or for turning undei

to be planted with corn, it will be worth twice as

much as to be applied next spring. In some eases

an increase of twenty-five bushels of corn p&r a<;re

has resulted from thus manuring the sod in autumn,

over a spring application.

Fall Plowing.—It will greatly assisi the labors

of next spring, in planting and sowings early, to do

as much plowing late in autumn as p.s«icticable. In

order that there may be a free drain%^s:e, the furrows

should run directly up and down Mil, by the shogt-

»ss f.iope ; if plowed across, the fjsiProws will becosa©

filled, and the land soaked wit^ w^atei;.. It may li»

well to shovel the loose earth out of the dead fur-

rows, for the same purpose. If the ground is wet or

undrained, plow narrow lands. This treatment will

enable the farmer to work his land early in spring.

Stielter and Stables.—Prejiare stables and

sheds for winter, securing loose boards, making all

necessary repairs, clearing away rubbish, and ren-

dering the whole clean and comfortable.

General Hints.—Save cornstalks from rain—for

every farmer knows well the difference between fine,

green, fre.sh fodder, and that which is wet, mouldy

and half rotten. Finish under-draining. Keep cel-

lars clean and neat. Shelter all tools, and apply a

thin coating of lard and rosin to such parts as might

become rusted. Draw leaves from the woods for

littering stables and converting to manure—nothing

is better than dry leaves for bedding animals on im-

perfect floors, as they entirely exclude the cold cur-

rents which would pass througli straw.

Orchards.—Transplant liardy trees

—in windy places stake them against

the wind. Where danger is feared from

mice, all damage may be avoided by a-

small mound of compact earth a foot

high, around ea&h tree, beaten smooth

with the spade, (fig. 1,) A mouse will

iig. 1.—Mode ^^"^^^^ asceud a smooth bank of hsut6

ot b.aiik.iag up
pj^ptjj under snow ; and, if trees stre

trees to pro- '

tect from mice heeled ii> for winter, they may be se-

cured from mice by observing the same precaution.

It often happens that trees may be procured best in

autumn, whcT© they are to be brought lasg dis-

tances, or where it is desirable to make t)ie best se-

lection froiOk BursericB, In such cases it is often

ng. 2.

most convenient to set them out the following

spring. In heeling them in, select a dry. clean^mel-

low piece of ground, -with no grass near to iskvite

Hiice ; dig a -wide trench, lay in the roots 8i!!>j)Jng,

(fig. 2.) and covef; thsm

and half the stems. wStli

fine mellow eaiith ; fill

in carefully and solid all

the interstices ajaong

the roots ; doio^ this

work imperfeotrly often

results in loss—if well

performed, it neve^ eaa.

If much danger ia feared

\ from mice, it is better to place the traea. ere«t

...-^igggS
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in the trench, (fig. 3,) and round up the whole sur-

face about them ; but, being more exposed in this

iwsition, they should be placed in a more sheltered

situation from the winds.— 2'uc/cer's Annual Reg-

ister. ___»...i_ —
POULTRY HIXTS FOR NOVEMBER.

\TM-.-rr.S FOR TUB OBIIBSBE FAEMBR BT C. Jt. BBMBST.

I.ET cvrry farmer, if he has not already done so,

see to it that he has comfortable quarters for his

fowls the coming winter. If they are furnished with

these, and have plenty of pure water, grain, vegeta-

bles, and some fresh meat, they will for this care

furnish an abundance of eggs for the family. But

if thev are exposed to the cold, bleak winds and

storms, and compelled to roost in the trees, and are

only half-fed, or not fed at all, do not expect them

to lay, for if you do you will surely be disappointed.

Here is one of the greatest and most prevalent

faults of farmers in the management of their fowls.

No suitable roosting place is provided for them.

The naked, leafless trees too often furnish them their

only shelter. Here they are exposed to the cold

winds, sleet and rains of winter, and frequently so

strong is the wind that the night through they have

all ti^ey can do to maintain their foothold. The

chilling snow and rain and sleet fall upon them.

Can lunis under such treatment be expected to lay?

It reo. aires all their vital powers to protect them-

selves against the blasts of winter let them be fed

ever so well.

Hens need a variety of food. In the winter they

should be supplied with fresh meat of some kind.

In summer this is not necessary, if they are not

kept in too great numbers, and are permitted to run

at lart^'c, as they can then obtain worms, bugs, etc.

Thev ^should also be supplied with pure water.

Bones, oyster and clam shells, pounded fine, are

good for them. Gravel is also requisite.

If hens are treated as we have recommended, the

farmer may expect his hens to lay during the win-

tor months.

A slied behind your horse-stable is a favorable

place for your hens during cold weather. You can

throw the manure from the stable to it, and as horse

dung, especially where the animals are fed on grain,

fernu-'nts rapidly and powerfully, its heat will con-

duce to keep up an economical summer-like temper-

ature highly advantageous to the fowls. By sprink-

Ung gypsum over tho surface every few days, all the

unpleasant and deleterious consequencfes resulting

from ammonical gas, evolved by the manure, are

n.mtralized and saved for the benefit of the crops.

Another important advantage of this practice, is the

saving effected by tho economization of the grain

contained in the excrements. Hens accommodated

in this way, if well fed and supplied with fresh meat,

chopped vegetables and buttermilk, will lay con-

stantly and be nearly or quite as profitable as during

the summer months.

Birds of all kinds, both wild and tame, are liable

from some unknown cause to be attacked with a

particular sort of lice, which are generated on them

in myriads. In some instances their feathers are so

completely covered as to hide their natural color,

and in many places the point of a pin cannot be put

down without touching some of the vermin.

In all climates, and especially in this, vermin are

often exceedingly annoying and the torment of

hens, and materially prevent their growing and fat-

tening. They are usually to be traced to evident

neglect in the management of the poultry-yard.

The fowls are half starved, or the place is all over

filth, or there is no dry corner with plenty of dust or

ashes in which the birds may roll themselves.

But Mascall says: "They get lice in scraping

abroad among foule strawe or on dung-hills, or when

they sit in nests not made cleane, or in the hen-

house by their dung laying long there, which cor-

ruptes their bodyes and breeds lice and fleas. The

remedy," adds he :
" ye shall take the powder of

pepper, mixed with warme water, and therewith

bathe them : or take fine powder of stavearce and

mix it with lye (urine), and so washe them there-

with ; or to bathe in soap and water, which is good

to kill lyce, or the fine powder of pryoct mixte with

vinegar, and so washe them therewith."

There are several kinds of vermin that infest do-

mestic fowls, all troublesome and difficult to get rid

of when once established, therefore it is well to ex-

amine your fowls, and if found on them no time

should be lost in getting rid of them. But " pre-

vention is better than cure." Strict cleanliness

about the roosts and nests will always prevent hens

from becoming lousy. The droppings under the

hens should be removed frequently, the litters in

the nests often removed, and air-slaked lime and

ashes scattered around the floors, nest-boxes and

roosts. Boxes of lime, ashes and fine sand or dust

should always be kept under cover where the fowls

can have constant access, that they may wallow and

bathe in at pleasure. With these precautions, fowls

that are free from vermin will never be infested.

But where they have become lousy, the roosting

apartment should be thoroughly cleaned, the straw

and litter removed entirely from the nests, and the

roosting-poles and the wood-work of the house thor-

oughly whitewashed with fresh slaked lime, mto

which a quantity of sulphur or tobacco has been

mixed. This should be applied hot. A d.y or two

after this operation, the fowls should be led with.
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coarse corn-meal, into vvliich a quantity of sulplmr
has been mixed witli milk or water. Feed with
this for several days ; it may then be omitted for

a few days, and repeated again at intervals of three

or four days, and continued in this way until all the

nits have been hatched, when the insects will drop
off and leave the fowls. Thorough cleanliness after

this will generally exterminate them. Fowls are

always i)oor and unthrifty, and setting hens are sel-

dom successful in hatching their eggs, when an
noyed witli vermin. A little care is all that is nec-

essary to ])revent it.

It is said that lice on fowls may be destroyed by
pouring lard or whale oil beneath the wings and on
the head and back. This will not only exterminate
the lice, but produce a glossy appearance in the
plumage of the fowls.

We have often tried, and with success, melted
lard. Open the feathers or down, and with a spoon
pour it upon the skin. Often one single operation.
if thorough, will destroy all the vermin.
By attending to the following remedy, the fowls

will entirely be kept clear of all kinds of vermin :

First of all, if in confinement, in the dust corner of
the poultry-house mix about half a pound of sulphur
among the lime and ashes the fowls dust in. This
vrill give the feathers a glossy appearance, and if

infested with lice, damp the skin under the feathers
with water, then sprinkle a little sulphur on the
skin. Let the bird be covered with insects or para
sites, they will all disappear in the course of twelve
hour*, when they should be closely examined, and
if any live in.<!ects can be discovered, apply the same
remedy the second time. In the mean time the
fowls should be fed with Indian meal and water, in
which should be mixed one pound of sulphur to two
dozen fowls, in two parcels, a few days apart. After
the foregoing applications and precautions, fowls
that are free from vermin will never be infested.

WHAT SHALL WE EAT ?

It requires more grace than usual to take no
thought of what we shall eat, or what we shall

drink, when ]irices run as they do now. In fact, it

stands every man in hand, while lu^ carries out the
spirit of the Divine injunction by the exercise of
quiet trust in Providence, at the same time to study
the utmost economy in living.

Food is becoming more and more expensive. We
may have famine prices as well as war j^rices. We
must be prepared for the worst, and then we shall
not be overwhelmed if the worst comes.

Now there is a vast difference in the icorth, the in-

trinsic value, of various articles of diet : some that
cost the most being the least nutritious. Dr. Hall
in his Journal of Health, has furni>hod some good
hints and helps on this subject, and we quote from
him the foUov.-ing

:

What kind of food has the most nourishment and
costs the least? is a question of great practicrl im-
portance. The following tables may be studied with
considerable interest by every family. Thev willshow the mode of preparation, tlie amount of' nutri-
ment, and the time required lor the digesti(m of the
mo.st common articles of food placed upon our tablesA dollars worth of meat, at twenty-five cents apound, goes as far as fifty cents' worth of butter at
lialt a dollar a pound. Three pounds of flour at
eight cents a pound, is said to contain as much nutri-'ment as nine pounds of roast beef, which at twentv
five cents, is $2 25-that is, twenty-live cents' worth,
of flour goes as far as nine times that much money
spent (or roast beef, as weighed at the butcher's slall

and
tj-

Large Potatoes.—In Corydon, N. H., Dr. D. D.
Marsh raised a potato of the Orono variety that
weighed 3 lbs. 3 ozs. ; William Smith, in the same
town, grew one that weighed 3 lbs. If oz. of the
same variety as the former. It is a choice table va-
riety. Dr. Marsh says 600 bushels per acre were
formerly raised in that town. The rot has never
troubled them: theiQ.—Boston Culticator.

halt cents. Of all the articles that can be
eaten, the cheapest are bread, butler, molasses beanaand rice. A pound of corn meal (Indian) goes as far
a^ a pound of flour,-so that of fine family iiour at
Iplb a barrel, and corn meal at four cents per poun'd
the latter is just one-half less ex],ensive. If cornand wheat v-qk ground, and the whole product branand all, were made into bread, fifteen per cent of
nutriment would be saved, with.much greater hea'lth-
lUluesS. Ihese are SfnnHnrrl taKl^o .These are standard tables

;

Good Cows.—A statement was made in the Maine
Farmer in regard to three cows that made in one
month one hundred and fourteen pounds of butter.
Another correspondent states that Daniel Strong, of
Vassalboro', has two farrar cows which, after uting
what milk and cream they wanted in a large family^
made twenty-seven pounds of butter in one week.

Kind of Mode of
Food. Preparation.

Cucumbers Kaw o
Turnips Boiled".*.".".'.

4

Milk Fresh 7
Cabbttge Boiled '7

Apples Uuw WW 'io
Potatoes Boiled "13
-!'>'' Boiled .".^0

\ elision ••
22

Poik Roasted ..."
'-t

Veal " .,%

B.ef " WWWWW't
Poultry.... " .>-

-Mutton " "...".;:;::bu
bread (wheat) Baked.... M)
Beans Boiled s7
I'i^-^^' bS
Butter and oils i;,;

Sui;ars and syrups .'

.'

."yo

Amount of Time of
A'utriment. DigeHioii.

.2 ^ cent. H. It.

li .30

2 15
4 30
1 50
2 30
2 00
1 30
5 15

4 00
3 30
2 55
3 15
3 30
2 SO
1 00
3 30
3 L-0

Re.makks.—We find the above in a recent number
of the New Yoi-Jc Observer. It is quite true tliat
prices are now very high, and not improbable that
they may be higher-that in fact as the Observer
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eays, we may have famine prices as well as war

prices. It is also true that there is a great difference

in the real worth of different articles of diet, that

some which cost the most are the least nutritious.

But the table quoted from Dr. Hall's Journal of

Health is a puzzle ! We cannot imagine on wliat

principle it is based. We supposed, on first reading

it, that the Doctor had simply copied from some

analytical table, the amount of dry matter in the

different articles named, and gives this as " the

amount of nutriment." This would be very absurd.

Hay and straw each contain about 15 per cent, of

water and 85 per cent, of dry substance. Are they

both equally nutritious ? Wheat frequently contains

20 per cent of water, and consequently less dry sub-

stance than hay and straw—is it therefore less nutri-

tious ? Saw dust contains less water and more dry

substance than corn—is it therefore more nutritious ?

It can not be that this is the principle on which the

table is based. It is too absurd.

Neither is the amount of nutriment calculated

from the amount of nitrogen in the food, for beans

which contain more nitrogen than any other vege-

table product, are not placed as high as oil and sugar,

which contain no nitrogen at all.

Neither is it on the amount of carbonaceous mat-

ter contained in the foods on which the table is

based, for pork, which is usually the fattest meat we

have (and consequently the most carboDaceous) is

placed lower than beef, poultry or mutton.

The whole table is evidently mere guess work.

That " three pounds of flour contains as much nutri-

ment as nine pounds of roast beef," is alike con-

trary to experience, science and common sense.

Husking—What is a Day's Work ?—The ques-

tion is not yet settled how many bushels of corn a

man should husk in a day. D. Scott, Jr., of Seneca

-county, N. Y., husked in a day, working only nine

ihours, ninety-seven bushels of ears of corn, ninety

•of which were good sound ears, and seven of poor

(CQim. The ears were pulled from the stalks which

liad been cut from the ground and shocked in the

Tisuail way ; and the stalks he bound up as he pro-

ceeded. During the last hour he husked twelve

bushels. Who can beat it ?

—

Boston Cultivaior.

Is -such a feat possible ? We had to pay six cents

per buehel for husking this season.

M. DB la Trehonnais, the well-known French

agricultural writer, has been raised by the Emperor

Napoleon to the rank of Knight of the Imperial

Order of the Legion of Honor in acknowledgment

of his -services to French agriculture.

There are six hundred and forty acres of land in

.a B<iuare uiile.

SHORT SERMO.\S FOR FARMERS—Ko. 9.

WRITTEN FOP. THE fiENESEE FAKMEE.

" Follow after patience."—1 Timothy, 6:11.

To look at a well cultivated farm—every tiling in

order, in doors and out, a careless observer, one who
knows nothing of the details of farm operations

would say, the owner of that farm must be a happy

man—he can have little to irritate and vex him.

There is some foundation in truth for such a remark,

i. e. in a comparative sense— comparedwith one

whose farm is in a dilapidated condition. Such a

farmer is constantly exjjosed to irritation from injury

to his crops by his own and his neighbor's cattle and,

by ten thousand nameless evils which he alone can

enumerate. Add to this a heedless slattern for &•

wife, who never has any neatness or order in the

house and who never lias meals in season and you

have a man placed in a situation where the grace of

patience will be sorely tried. Compared with this

man, the farmer has little occasion for vexation

whose fields are protected by a high strong fence,

and whose wife gives meat to her household in sea-

son, and who is not so fastidious a housekeeper, as

to be ever fretting and scolding him for some dirty

habit. I have, though not often, seen women who
were so excessively neat as to be most uncomforta-

ble, vexatious companions for men whose employ-

ment necessarily contracted some dirt upon their per-

sons. Such women are by no means common, how-

ever. Few farmers have reason to be vexed with

the excessive neatness of their wives—nor with the

promptness and regularity with which they provide

their meals. I fancy I hear some good housewife

reply—" well, but I have reason to complain of my
' men folks ' who hinder and vex me by not coming

to their meals when they are ready. I could do my
work far easier if they were always prompt and

would scrape their feet when they come in." But

no man nor woman can be so situated in this life as

to be wholly beyond the reach of temptation to im-

patience.

Patience is a virtue by no means easy of attain-

ment. As a christian virtue it is a fruit of the Spirit

and not the product of self-discipline. Still its culti-

vation is connected with our own efforts to restrain

that within us which is evil. No virtue is more

necessary to adorn our character—none more essen-

tial to render us agreeable companions—none more

necessary to our own comfort. We can neither be hap-

py ourselves nor agreeable to others if this virtue be

wanting. However destitute of it we may be our-

selves, we cannot refrain from commending it in

others.

Patience is not insensibility under the pressure of

provocation—nor indifference to any good for the
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present vvitlilield from us. It supposes suflFering, it

implies the delay of anticij)ated and ardently de-

sired good. If the power of not feeling be either

natural or acquired, calmness under the infliction of

evil is not patience. Some seem to be so constituted

as neither to enjoy nor suffer much. On the other

hand, others are so constituted that they are exceed-

ingly sensitive to pain or pleasure, either physical

or mental. Hence the same event will not affect

both equally alike. There is not, therefore the same

draft upon the patience of all in the same circum

stances. Patience, as a christian virtue, is that calm

and unruflied temper with whieh a good man bears

the evils of life, under a sense of his affliction. It is the

opposite of a hasty, troubled, or %'exed spirit. When
our trials arise from the misconduct of others, espe-

cially the unfaithfulness and heedlessness of servants

we are liable to become excited and to give vent to

harsh or extravagant expressions. So when hopes,

fondly indulged are long delayed, we often fall into

despondency. Now the only safeguard against this

rashness, depression and unhappy state of mind is

the grace of patience.

It seems to be a dictate of our natural hearts to

charge God foolishly from present appearances. If

we are brought into circumstances where we cannot

see how he is to fulfil his promises, we are naturally

disposed to mistrust him. A patient spirit at such

times is willing to let God fulfill his promises in his

own way and at his own time. Protracted suffering

and frequent disappointments when we are under

the influence of this grace do not induce in us a sus-

picion of his goodness nor of his kindness to us.

Patience will fortify us against temptation to em-

ploy unlawful means to deliver ourselves from

trouble, or to obtain a desired good. Saul, through

impatience, adopted an unlawful expedient to deliver

himself from the Philistines. He waited seven days

at Gilgal for Samuel to come according to appoint-

ment. It appeared to him, after waiting so long

;

that his circumstances required something to be

done to gather the scattered host of Israel, and

to accomplish this object he ordered a burnt offering

to be made—which was unlawful. Upon the close

of the ceremony Samuel appeared. Saul pleaded

the extremity of his circumstances in justification

of his conduct, but the prophet said, " Thou hast

done foolishly ; thou hast not kept the command-

ment of the Lord thy God, which he commanded

thee, for now would the Lord have established thy

kingdom upon Israel forever. But now thy king-

dom shall not continue." If Saul had exercised pa-

tience in the trying circumstances in which he was

placeel and obeyed God when obedience seemed to

lead to ruin, he would have saved his throne.

Through impatience he adopted an unlawful ex-

pedient and lost his kingdom forever. " The Lord

will provide," is the language of patience in the

greatest extremity.

Patience disposes us to persevere in the path of

duty, whatever discouragements may arise. The

exhortation to " run with patience the race that is

set before us," implies that the christian life is beset

with trials, disappointments and discouragements.

It is impossible so to arrange our wordly, or even

our spiritual affairs as to avoid disappointment and

vexation. The scriptures teach us that if we are the

children of God, we are called to the exercises of this

virtue in order to imitate Christ. " For even here-

unto were we called ; because Christ also suffered for

us leaving us an example, that ye should follow his

stei)s, who did no sin, neither was guile found in his

mouth, who when he was reviled, reviled not again
;

when he suffered he threatened not, but committed

himself to him that judgeth righteously." We are

bound to imitate Christ. It is no excuse to say,

" we are unreasonably provoked." So was he. He
injured no one. Yet he was ill-treated. In our

present state the exercise of patience is absolutely

necessary to our comfort. If we were in a world

where there is no suffering, there would be no need

of patience. But every thing in this world is in

disorder and confusion. The innocent suffer with

the guilty. Man is the enemy of man. Sickness,

adversity and trouble infest all classes and condition

of men. The throne and the dunghill are not ex-

empt. Now, there is no remedy for our tribulation

but patience. Fretting and complaining only add

evil to evil. " He that endureth to the end shall be

saved." From this declaration it appears that pa-

tience is as neces.'iary to salvation as it is to present

happiness. We are not therefore in the way to

heaven if we indulge an impatient spirit—if we
fret and murmur and complain under the ills of life

we are not fit for heaven-^we are not following Christ.

Without patience, faith will fail in the time of trial.

It is not through faith alone, but through faith and
patience that Ave inherit the promises.

As a class, farmers have moro to try their patience.

Their workmen are often unskillful, wasteful, indo-

lent or impudent. Then the weather often frustrates

their plans of sowing and reaping. No one knows
except by experience how many occasions daily oc-

cur on a farm for the exercise of patience, and how
urgent the temptation to fretfulness and complain-

ing. The only true remedy is to keep in mind our

great example and in all things seek to imitate him.

Wire-Worms.—E. Pratt, of Tamer, offers, in the
Maine Farmer, fifty dollars to anyone who will give
him " information how to destroy wire-worms, and
effect a permanent cure against their troubling
crops, provided the remedy would be practicable and
not too expensive."
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LETTER FBOM CANADA WEST.

Mount Terxon, C. W.

Dear Genesee Farmer : You will see from my
heading that I have changed my " base of opera-

tions," and have made Mount Vernon my " head-

quarterf3." It is a pleasantly located village, on the

summit of a nmsiderable rise of ground, and com-

mands an extensive prospect of undulating plain and

fertile field, not bounded, as usual in Canada, by the

skirting of timbered land or forest, but much re-

sembling English park scenery. The prosperous

and rising towns of Brantford, Paris, Woodstock and

Simcoe, and the large and well-named villages of

Mount Pleasant and Claremont, surround us.

Tills section of country was originally extensive

plains—somewhat resembling, I suppose, your prai-

ries, on a small scale—covered with a thick growth

of scrub oak, with an undulating surface, and mean-

dering streams which have since afforded abundant

water privileges for driving the machinery of nu-

merous mills, &c. The air is pure and invigorating,

the elevation being high, and sometimes we have

fancied that the eternal cloud of spray rising from

Niagara Falls could be discovered. The soil is pro-

ductive and the climate very healthy.

One would think that the early settler would have

imagined he had found a Paradise when he discov-

ered these plains, but it was not so. He passed by

them as not worth having, and selected him a farm

further we.st, on heavy timbered land, where years

of toil were necessary to clear it. Fifty years ago, a

farm on Burford plains would hardly have been ac-

cepted as a gift, " for if the land can't grow good

timber, how can it grow wheat?" they reasoned.

But by degrees the forest land around became all

taken up, and later comers, esteemed less fortunate,

had to settle upon these plains. These soon, how-

ever, began to discover that they possessed many
advantages over their older settled neighbors. The
settler on them soon cleared, with comparatively lit-

tle labor, as much land as he wished to cultivate.

No unsightly stumps were left behind to try his pa-

tience or to break his plow, and occupy one-fourth his

soil. Having sown his fields, he was delighted to

find that not only did the soil yield to him an ample

recompense, but his liarvest was two weeks earlier

than that of others. This is owing to the soil being

naturally nnderdraincd, being composed of a rich

loam lying on a bed of gravel, which rests on the

compact clay. The plains now became eagerly

sought after, and he was fortunate who secured a

j)ortion of them, as they may now appropriately be

styled the Garden of Western Canada. Among the

fortunate ones who first settled there were Mr. Thos.

Perrin, who with his sons own some six hundred

acres, and besides farming drive on considerable bu-

siness in milling, wool-carding and storekeeping

;

and Col. Perley, who a few years since erected a

magnificent flouring mill, and whose farm embraces

many hundred acres of the best of land ; and Mi.

Nelles, whose son now inherits a hundred and fifty

acres, as beautiful a iarm as a farmer could desire,

who has just succeeded in completing his outbuild-

ings, and they are as complete and as well-arranged

as any I know of. I should like to send you a de-

scription of them, had I the time.

Possessed of these advantages, the fortunate set-

tler on the plain land soon began to outstrip his

neighbor of the forest, and no part of our country

has made more rapid progress. The evidences of

this are everywhere very striking. Princely man-

sions, mostly built of brick or stone, have taken the

places of the first rough structures. These are fur-

nished in a manner that the city belle would not

disdain, and are embowered in orchards of apyjle,

pear, peach, plum and cherry trees, and each has its

flower beds and its not less useful kitchen garden.

The roads are lined with oak trees, whose over-

spreading branches make beautiful avenues.

After thirty years of cultivation, these plains re-

tain their productiveness, and the crops of the pres-

ent season would have been as abundant as formerly,

if the season itself liad been favorable, and the midge

had not committed its ravages. But the fall wheat

was damaged luUy one-third by being winter-killed.

On some of the fields, which from the road looked

well, I found many spots of half an acre or more

without a spear growing on them. Another third

has been destroyed by the midge, so tliat many

farmers will not realize more than from five to ten

bushels to the acre. We have felt the droitth

severely, though not so much so as further south of

us. The hay crop was extra good and well got in.

Barley is ordinarily good. I hear some complaints

of the midge in it. Oats are not extensively grown,

and are a poor crop. Corn is grown extensively, the

land being admirably suited for it. It is somewhat

injured by the drouth, but may be considered a fair

crop. Potatoes are almost a failure. The extensive

hop yards of Brantford will pay well. I see little

patches of tobacco, which promise much comfort to

those whose happiness, mental and spiritual, depends

upon " the weed."

But, with all, we feel the " hard times." The

rate of exchange is so great as to almost exclude our

produce from your market, and I have been told

that a leading miller buys wheat in Chicago which

costs him, on tliis side, only 70 cents per bushel; bo

that prices with us must range low.

I must not trouble your readers more at present.

Your Canadian Cousin.

We shall be happy to hear frequently from our
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Canadian Cousin. The district lie describes is one

of the finest in Canada West. It is very similar to

the oak openings in Wheatland and Mcndon, in this

county. Here, as in Canada, the heavy-timbered

land and river flats were preferred by the early set-

tlers, but now, by i)lowing in clover, &c., they are

the best wheat lands in the country.

EUnU BUKRITT ON ENGLISH BIRDS.

"We need an Audubon or Wilson, not to make

new collections of feathered skeletons, and new vol-

umes on ornithology, but to effect an exchange of

living birds between Europe and America ; not for

caging, not for Zoological gardens and museums,

but for singing their free songs in our fields and for-

ests. There is no doubt that the English lark would

thrive and sing as well in America as in this coun-

try. And our Bobolink would be as easily accli-

matised in Europe. Who could estimate the pleas-

ure which such an exchange in the bird-world

would give to millions on both sides of the Atlantic ?

" There are some English birds which we could

not introduce into the feathered society of America,

any more than we could import a score of British

Dukes and Duchesses, with all their hereditary dig-

nities and grand surroundings, into the very heart

and center of oxir democracy. For instance, the

grave and aristocratic rooks, if transported to our

country, would turn up their noses and caw with

contempt at our institutions—even at our oldest

buildings and most solemn and dignified oaks. It

is very doubtful if they would be conciliated into

any respect for the Capitol or the White House at

Washington. They have an intuitive and most dis-

criminating perception of antiquity, and their adhe-

sion to it is invincible. Whether they came in with

the Normans, or befoi-e, history does not say. One

thing would seem evident. They are older than the

Order of the Garter, and belonged to feudalism.

They are the living spirits of feudalism, which have

survived its human retainers by several hundred

years, and now represent the defunct Institution as

pretentiously as in King Stephen's day. They are

as fond of old Norman castles, cathedrals and

churches as the very ivy itself, and cling to thera

with as much pertinacity. For several hundred

generations of bird-life, they and their ancestors

have colonised their sable communities in the baron-

ial park-trees of England, and their descendants

promise to abide for as many generations to come.

In size, form and color they diflur but little from the

American crow, but are swifter on the wing, with a

greater " gift of the gab," and less dignified in de-

portment, though more given to aristocratic airs.

Although they emigrated from France long before

' La Democratie Sociale ' was ever heard of in that

country, they may be considered the founders of the

Socialistic theory and practice ; and to this day they

liv(f and mov(! in phalansteries, which succeed far

bfttcn- tlmn those attempted by the American "Fov-

rieriten" some; years ago. As in human conmiuni-

ties, the collision of mind witli mind contributes

fortuitous scintillations of intelligence to their gen-

eral enlightenment, so gregarious animals, birds and

bees seem to acquire especial quick-wittedness from

similar intercourse. The English rook, therefor(\ is

more astute, subtle and cunning than our American

crow, and some of his feats of legerdemain are quite

vulpine.

" The jackdaw is to the rook what the Esquimaux

is to the Alogonquin Indian ; of the same form, color

and general habits, but smaller in size. They arc as

fond of ancient abbeys and churches as were ever

the monks of old. Indeed, they have many monkish

habits and predilections, and chatter over their Latin

rituals in the storied towers of old Norman cathe-

drals and in the belfries of ivy-webbed churches in

as vivacious confusion.

" There is no country in the world of the same

size that has so many birds in it as England ; and

there are none so musical and merry. They all sing

here congregationalwise, just as the people do in the

churches and chapels of all religious denominations.

As these buildings were fashioned in early times

after the Gothic order of elm and oak-tree architect-

ure, so the human worshippers therein imitated the

birds, as well as the branches, of those trees, and

learned to sing their sabbath hymns together, young

and old, rich and poor, in the same general uprising

and blending of multitudinous voices. I believe

everything sings that has wings in England. And

well it might, for here it is safe from shot, stoHes,

snares, and other destructives. ' Young England ' is

not allowed to sport with firearms, after the fa.sliion

of our American boys. You hear no juvenile poj)-

ping at the small birds of the meadow, thicket, or

hedgerow, in spring, summer, or autumn. After

traveling and sojourning nearly ten years in the

country, I have never seen a boy throw a stone at a

sparrow, or climb a tree for a bird's nest. The only

birds that are not expected to die a natural death

are the pheasant, partridge, grouse and woodcock
;

and these are to be killed according to the strictest

laws and customs, at a certain season of the year,

and then only by titled or wealthy men who hold

their vested interest in the sport among the most

rigid and sacred rights of property. Thus law, cus-

tom, public sentiment, climate, soil and production,

all combine to give bird-life a development in Eng-

land that it attains in no other country. In no other

land is it so multitudinous and musical
; in none is

there such ample and varied provision for housing
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and homeing it. Every field is a great bird's-nest.

The thick, green hedge that surrounds it, and the

hedge-trees arising at one or two rods' interval,

afford Besting and refuge for myriads of these

meadow singers. The groves and thickets are full

of them and their music ; so full, indeed, that some-

times every leaf seems to pulsate with a little piping

voice in the general concert. Nor are they confined

to the fields, groves and hedges of the quiet country.

If the census of the sparrows alone in London could

be taken, they would count up to a larger figure

than all the birds of a New England county would

reach. Then there is another interesting feature in

this companionship. A great deal of it lasts through

the entire year. There are ten times as many birds

in England as in America in the winter. Here the

fields are green through the coldest months. No
deep and drifting snows cover a frozen earth for ten

or twelve weeks, as with us. There is plenty of

shelter and seeds for birds that can stand an occa-

sional frost or wintry storm, and a great number of

them remain the whole year around the English

homesteads."

Mr. Burritt ought to be a good authority on the

subject, but we can scarcely believe that the nature

of boys has so completely changed since we left

England, and that they never rob a bird's nest nor

shoot a bird if a gun is an attainable thing ; but

then this is an age of progress.

In another place Mr. Burritt describes the English

lark and its American cousin, the Bobolink. He
praises the former most enthusiastically, and then

Bays

:

" The only American bird that could star it with

the English lark, and win any admiration at a pop-

alar concert by its side, is our favorite comic singer,

the Bobolink. I have thought often, when listening

to British birds at their morning rehearsals, what a

sensation would ensue if Master Bob, in his odd-

fashioned bib and tucker, should swagger into their

midst, singing one of those Low-Dutch voluntaries

which he loves to pour down into the ears of our

mowers in haying time. Not only would such an

apparition and overture throw the best-trained

©rchestra of Old World birds into amazement or

confusion, but astonish all the human listeners at an

Englisli concert. With what a wonderment would

one of these blooming, country milkmaids look at

the droll harlequin, and listen to those familiar

words of his, set to his own music

:

" Go to milk 1 go to milk t

Oh, Miss Phillisey,

Dear Miss Phillisey,

What ynW Willie s.iy

If you don't go to milk!

No cheese, no ehense.

No butter nor cheeso

If you don't go to milk."

Of our robin he says :
" In form, dress, deport-

ment, disposition, and in voice and taste for vocal

music, the American robin surpasses the English
most decidedly." And he says, too :

" There is noth-

ing here approaching in vivid colors the New Eng-
land yellow -bird, hang-bird, red-bird, indigo-bird, or

even the blue-bird. In this, as well as other difler-

ences, Nature adjnsts the system of compensation

which is designed to equalize the conditions of dif^

ferent countries." So that all the compensation we
have for the loss of so much melody, according to

Mr. Burritt, is in a few bright feathers. He seemg

to have forgotten two sweet singing as well &» gaily-

dressed birds, the Golden Oriole and the Tenniger

;

though it is possible he refers to them as the hang-

bird and the red-bird.

AUTUMN PIOWINS.

The New York Tribune urges farmers to plow as

much as possible this autumn. It says :

" Plow every day that it is possible to do so, he-

fore frost stops you, because you do not know how
short of time and how costly labor will affect you
next spring, and it is your duty to prepare for it

now. One farmer says of his operations this year

of dear labor and drouth :

" ' Last season I plowed in the fall for all my
spring crops. This season, when ready to plant corn

and potatoes, I harrowed the ground thoroughly and

then rolled it. At this time I have as good a field

of corn as any one would wish to see and the best I

have ever liad.'

" Better, probably, than he would have had if he

had waited till spring to plow the ground, by moro

than enough to pay four times the expense of plow-

ing. That certainly was our experience in a piece

of oats. The best piece of oats that we ever grew,

was i;pon ground deeply plowed iq autumn, manured

in spring and plowed with a subsoil plow, deep as it

would run ; then harrowed to stir the surface and

mix the manure ; then sowed, four bushels to the

acre, and the seed plowed in and surface-dragged

smooth with a bush. We ask farmers to try this

course the present autumn."

Sc;arcity op Wood.—The Railroad Record says

that although the railroads in Ohio, when first con-

structed, passed through a densely-wooded country,

yet now on the main lines, wood is disappearing at a

rate which will soon put it out of the power of the

railroad companies to command wood under a very

high price. It states that the railroads of Ohio con-

sume twelve thousand acres of wood per annum I

Wood is becoming very scarce in all the older set-

tled sections of the country, and it is high time that

more attention was paid to setting out trees on

waste.
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NATHAN AND THE CHEMIST.

A shrewd chemist, devoting himself to the mis

Bionary work of building up farming by the aid of

his science, pays a parochial visit to one of the back-

sliders whom lie counts most needful of reformation.

The backslider,—I will call him Nathan,—is break-

ing up a field, and is applying the manure in an un-

fermented and unctious state ;—the very act of sin-

ning, according to the particular theory of our

chemist, perhaps, who urges that manures should

be applied only after thorough fermentation.

He approaches our plowing farmer with a " Good

morning."

"Morning'," returns Nathan (who never wastes

words in compliment).

" I see you use your manure unfermented."

" Waal, I d'n'know—guess it's all right ; smells

pooty good, doan't it '?

"

" Yes, but don't you lose something in the smell ?
"

•' Waal, d n'know ;—kinder hard to bottle much

of a smell, ain't it 1

"

" But why don't you compost it
;
pack up your

long manure with turf and muck, so that they will

absorb the ammonia ?
"

" The what ?—(Gee, Bright !)

"

" Ammonia
;
precisely what makes the guano act

BO quickly."

" Ammony, is it ? Waal,—guanner has a pooty

good smell tew ; my opinion is, that manure ought

to have a pooty strong smell, or 'taint good for

nuthiu'."

Scientific gentleman a little on the hip ; but re-

vives under the pungency of the manure.
" But if you were to incorporate your long manure

with turf and other material, you would make the

turf good manure, and put all in a better state for

plant food."

" Waal—(considering)—I've made compo's afore

now ; dooz pooty well for garden sass and sich like,

but it seems to me kinder like puttin' water to half

a glass o' sperit ; it make a drink a plaguey sight

stronger'n water, no doubt o' that ; but after all's

Baid and dun,
—

'taint so strong as the rum. (Haw,

Buck ; why don't ye haw !)

"

Scientific gentleman wipes his spectacles, but fol-

lows after the plow.

" Do you think, neighbor, you're plowing this sod

as deeply as it should be ?
"

" Waal—(Gee, Bright !)—it's as folks think ; I

doau't like myself to turn up much o' the yaller;

it's a kind o' cold sile."

" Yes, but if you exposed it to the air and light

wouldn't it change character, and so add to the

depth of your land t
"

" Doan't know but it might ; but I ha'n't much
opinion o' yaller dirt, nohow ; I kinder like to put

my corn and potatoes into a good black silo, if I can

get it."

" But color is a mere accidental circumstance, and

has no relation to the quality of the soil."

(" Gee, Bright I gee ! ")

" There are a great many mineral elements of

food lying below, which plants seek after ; don't

you find your clover roots running down into the

yellow soil ?
"

" Waal, clover's a kind of a tap-rooted thing,

—

nateral for it to run down ; but if it runs down arter

the yaller, what's the use o' bringin' on it up ?
"

The scientific gentleman sees his chance for a

dig.

" But if you can make the progress of the roots

easier by loosening the sub-soil, or incorporating a

portion of it with the upper soil, you increase tb«

facilities for growth and enlarge your crops."

" Waal, that's kinder rash'nal ; and ef I could

find a man that would undertake to do a little of

the stirrin' of the yaller, without bringin' much on't

up, and bord himself, I'd furnish half the team and

let him go ahead."

" But wouldn't the increased product pay for all

the additional labor 1
"

" Doan't b'lieve it would, nohow, between yoa

and I. You see, you gentlemen with your pocket«

full o' money (scientific gentleman coughs—slight-

ly), talk about diggin' here and diggin' there, and

turnin' up the yaller, and making compo's, but all

that takes a thunderin' sight o' work. (Gee, Bright

!

g'lang. Buck I )
"

The scientific gentleman wipes his spectacles, and

tries a new entering wedge.

" How do you feed your cattle, neighbor ?
"

" Waal, good English hay ; now and then a bit«

o' oats, 'cordin' as the work is."

" But do you make no beeves ?
"

" Heh ?
"

" Do you fatten no cattle ?
"

" Yaas, long in the fall o' year I put up four or

five head, about the time turnips are comin' in."

" And have you ever paid any attention to their

food with reference to its fat-producing qualities, or

its albuminoids ?
"

" (Gee, Bright !)—bumy—what ?
"

" Albuminoids—name given to flesh producers, in

distinction from oily food."

" Oh,—never used 'em. Much of a feed ? (G'lang,

Buck !)

"

" They are constituent parts of a good many

varieties of food ; but they go only to make muscle
;

it isn't desirable you know to lay on too much fatty

matter."

" Heh ?—keep oft' the fat do they ? (Gee. Bright
!)

Duni poor feed, then, in my opinion."
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By this time tlieend of the furrow is reached, and

the scientific gentleman walks pensively toward the

fence, while Nathan's dog that has been sleeping

under a tree, wakes up, and sniffs sharply at the

bottom of the stranger's pantaloons.

I have written thus much, in this vein, to show

the defensible position of many of the old style

farmers, crusted over with their prejudices—many
©f them well based, it must be admitted—and armed

with an inextinguishable shrewdness. The only

way to prick through the rind is to show them a

big crop grown at small cost, and an orderly and

profitable method, gradually out-ranking their slat-

ternly husbandry.

—

My Farm of Edgewood.

BEE KEEPER'S TEXT BOOK.

If Bees do not receive that attention in America

which their value demands it will not be owing to

any lack of books on the subject. Quinby, Minor &

Langstroth have given us good sized volumes on the

management of the honey bee, while small treatises

are even still more numerous. A year or two ago

we had also a periodical, the American Bee Journal,

devoted exclusively to this interest.

We have now before us another little work called

" The Bee Keeper's Text Book, or Facts in Bee

Keeping, witli alphabetical index, being a complete

reference book, on all practical subjects connected

with hie culture of the honey bee, for both common

and movable comb hives, g'iving minute directions

for the management of bees, in every month of the

year and illustrating the nucleus system of swarm

ing. By N. H. & H. A. King, for ' The American

BeeJIive Company ' of Nevada, Ohio." Like all

our other Bee Books, it is published for the purpose

of recommending a particular kind of patent hive,

but is as free from mere business matters as most

books of this character. Aside from this, (which in

reality does not lessen the usefulness or interest of

the book, except so far as to throw doubts on the

candor and impartiality of the author,) the Bee

Keeper's Text Book is a very useful and valuable

work. Written in a plain, concise style, it gives

just the information that young bee keepers re-

quire, and which old ones may read with advantage.

We have never read a work on bees that gives bo

much of the information that tliose intending to

iicep bees for the first time require. In this respect

this little work will prove exceedingly useful.

A P.-\rif=i.'\n physician relates a curious case of

poi.soniuii- bv tobacco. A mau had wrapped together

leaves all around his Ixxly on the naked skin, in

order to smuggle the article across the frontier, but

the perspiration caused by walking in hot weathtM'

gave rise to an absorption of the active princijiles of

tobacco through the skin, which led to his death.

PRESERVIIVG CABBAGE IN WINTER.

I HAVE had considerable experience in this matter

of keeping cabbages in the best condition possible

over winter, as my business of seed raising has ren-

dered this necessary ; and the subject would yield

quite a chapter ; but at present let this suffice. Se-

lect a warm location, having a southerly exposure

if practicable, under a cliff, where the snow will be

likely to bank in winter ; the soil should be light in

character, and the ground well drained. Dig a

trench six or eight inches in depth, and of width

sufKcient to take three rows of cabbages. Having

stripped all but the last layer of leaves surrounding

the heads, stand them in the trench in the same po-

sition in which they grew, crowding them as closely

together as possible ; then begin a second trench, or

rather continue extending the width of the one

already dug, throwing the earth taken from it

directly on top of the cabbages already planted, and

thus proceed with the whole lot to be buried. Do
not fill up the open interval which remains between

the bottom of the cabbages and the bottom of the

trench ; the air is a better non conductor of heat

than the earth, and hence the plants will be better

protected with the space open. For this same rea-

son loosely-headed cabbages require less covering

than those more completely headed in ; the air be-

tween the leaves protecting the former. Having

completed the planting, tread the earth close against

the last row planted, which will tend to keep them

upright. Dig a small trench around the bed, for

draining purposes, throwing the earth on the edges

of the bed, as these are most liable to wash, and

hence require extra protection. Have a lot of waste

litter or sea-weed at hand, sufficient, if litter, to cover

the bed four or five inches in depth ; if sea-weed,,

three inches will be sufl[icient. After the ground is

frozen about through to the cabbages, scatter over

the litter or sea-weed as may be. If one has plenty

of litter about, a foot of this will be a sufficient pro-

tection without the previous covering with soil.

The Savoy varieties require less protection than the

Drumhead. Six or eight inches of earth will pro-

tect as effectually as four feet, as I have proved by

experiment.

—

J. J. II. Gregory.

CnicoRY is now one of the American farm pro-

ducts, and is said to be superior to that imported.

We have seen a quotation of " Illinois Chicory," at

lie. per pound. This is the roots, cut and dried, not

roasted for use. The roots grow somewhat like

parsni])s, and about as great a yield per acre, and by

the aid of a kiln, woufd be dried and prepared for

market as easily as peaches.

There is a scarcity of firewood in ISIontreal, where

the annual consumption of that article is one hun-

dred and eighty thousand cords.
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WHAT ENGLISH FARM LABORERS EAT.

At the late meeting of the British Association, the

most scientific body probably in the world, Dr. Ed-

ward Smith deliv-ered an address on the food of the

English farm laborer. He said: "When the hus

band leaves his home before the family has risen, he

prepares tea himself, and eats bread and batter with

it, or he takes his allowance of bread and bacon, or

cold meat or cheese, which is to suffice for this avant

dejeuner and his breakfast, and, perhaps, his dinner

also, and obtains cider or beer at the farm, which he

drinks at each meal. In Devon, Somerset, Dorset

and Wilts the breakfast commonly consists of lea

kettle broth, a milk broth or sop, or bread broth

(consisting of bread, hot water, salt, pepper, and a

little milk or a little fat of some kind, boiled to-

gether), or broth from bacon liquor, with condiments,

eaten with or followed by bread and treacle, and

with or without tea or coffee. Sometimes the chil-

dren have the broth only, and the wife has tea,

bread and fish ; or the husband has bacon, bread and

tea, the wife dry bread and tea, and the children

milk ; or all have porridge ; or the husband alone

has it, and the wife and children tea, bread and drip-

ping ; or the husband and children have it, and the

wife has tea, bread and butter ; or fried bacon and

cabbage is provided ; or the husband takes bread and

butter only with him ; or they all have broth, bread,

bacon and butter; or the husband alone has broth,

bread and a rasher of bacon ; or all have tea and

bread only ; or the husband has bread and cheese,

the family dry bread, and the infant has sop ,• or all

have bread and cheese. In Northumberland, Cum-

berland and Westmoreland the husband, and some-

times the children, have milk and bread, or milk

porridge, or milk and oatmeal pudding, whilst the

others have coffee or tea, bread and butter or cheese.

In Herts and Cambridgeshire, the husband has pork,

bread and butter and tea ; or pork, bread and beer
;

and the family tea, or milk, and bread and butter.

In the other counties the breakfast consists of tea or

coffee, with bread and butter, the children sometimes

having milk and bread, or milk porridge. In a few

cases bacon is added to the tea or coffee and bread."

This sounds frugal enough, but scarcely had the

Doctor taken his seat when another physician, Dr.

Crisp, brother of the well-known Suffolk farmer.

rose and accused Dr. Smith of having given too favor-

able an account of the dietary of the English farm

laborer and his family. He said :
" Tlie statement

with regard to the dietary of the agricultural labor-

ers of the country was so astonishing that he could

not refrain from speaking upon the question. His

grandfather and his father were farmers, he had

three brothers who were farmers, and ho himself,

from his residence at Long Melford, had had oppor

tunities of forming an opinion as to tho condition

of the agricultural laborer. Tlio dietary as set down

by the President, he boldly and positively stated,

was not the dietary of the agricultural ]>opulation

of England, sjieaking more particularly of the east-

ern counties, Essex, Sussex and Norfolk. What

does the agriculturist get for his labor V Possibly

8s., 10s. or Us., or, it may be, 13s. or 14s. a week,

and his children may make it up to 15s. ; but in

many instances the wages do not amount to more

than 10s., and with that a man must support a wife

and perhaps seven or eight childrt-n. Out of this

10s. or 12s. there would be 7s. or 8s. expended for

flour. Where, then, were the tea and meat and

other luxuries to come from? When he was a boy

the custom of the eastern counties was for a number

of young men to live in the farm house, but such a

custom did not now prevail. There might be a

grooni kept in the house, and he would live well

;

but the generality of laborers were in their own cot-

tages, and were not fed in the way stated. The

rent was paid generally at harvest time. He would

mention a dialogue he had had with a man last year

in Suffolk, who had been hoeing turnips, and whom
he found sitting under a hedge, eating bread and

cheese. He said, ' You seem to enjoy your dinner.'

The answer was, 'Oh, yes, pretty well, sir.' He next

asked the man how often he got meat per week ?

On which he said, ' I now and then get a scrap of ba-

con on Sundays.' He asked again, ' Do you get beer ?'

To which the answer was, ' I have not had a glass

for a fortnight.' He (Dr. Crisp) did not think that

mattered much. He was a water drinker himself;

but it was an indication of the existing system that

prevailed in the agricultural counties."

HOW TO KEEP BUTTER.

Messrs. Editors : In answer to an inquiry in

your paper, for a brine to keep butter, I would re-

ply, I have for years used a receipe given in Mrs.

Cornelius's " Young Housekeeper's Friend," which

by the by is a real friend.

After taking out as much butter as will last for a

week or fortnight if the weather is cold, I take two

quarts of water, one of clean fine salt, one pound

of white sugar, and a tea-spoonful of saltpetre ; when

dissolved, lay a piece of white linen over the butter,

(covering it closely around the edges,) and pour on

part of this brine. Head up the firkin, and if it

leakes set it in a wash tub and put in some more,

driving down the hoops ; every time butler is taken

out close the firkin in this way. If the salt doee

not all dissolve in the brine, add a little more water.

One recipe will do for 100 pounds of butter. With

this recipe I have kept biiltcr into July, in Brooklyn.

—E J. E., in Neio York Oti<erver.
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SEED POTATOES.

Eds. Geneske Farmer: Having seen several

articles in the diflerent vohimes of the Oenesee

Farmer, ahout Seed Potatoes, I will venture a few

notes thereon, giving my little experience on the

subject. I was brought up in a section where we

were taught that the seed ends of potatoes were the

best for seed ; the earliest and largest. I took med-

ium sized potatoes, cut off the seed ends and planted

together in one place, and the body of the potato

in another— ground being equal— and the result

was, that the seed potatoes were the first out of

ground, and more in number of tops, while the body

{jotatoes were later in coming up, but larger tops.

The result at digging was more potatoes from the

seed ends, but not so large, nor so many bushels from

the same number of hills.

Again, take whole potatoes and plant the same

of equal size and cut into two pieces— meaning fair

sized— and the result will be in favor of the cut

potatoes. This season being short of seed, I planted

a bushel or so of very small " Orono's "—too small to

eat— and they are equal in size to whole potatoes

of larger dimensions, and turn out as well also.

Therefore, if small potatoes will produce as well as

the larger ones, and will not bring one-fourth as

much, it is a result worth knowing.

I have made these suggestions that it may bring

out experienced farmers on the question.

Poughkeepsle, N. T., October, 1864. E. FOLSOM.

COST OF STEAM PLOWIMG.

At a recent agricultural meeting in England, Mr.

Taylor stated that he had used one of Fowler's

Bteam plows for three years. It cost, with tackle

and everything complete, £1,000. The first year

there were so many breakages and interruptions,

owing principally to the gross carelessness of the

persons in charge of it, that the cost of plowing was

very great. Now, however, its working was most

satisfactory ; the breakages were very few, and the

work done was much greater than in previous years.

Mr. Taylor said he would give the details in regard

to the cost of plowing by steam. He first of all cal-

culated interest on first cost at 5 per cent. ; then put

down for wear and tear 10 per cent.—making lo per

cent, upon £700 ; for he did not take the whole

£1,000, the engine being employed three-tenths of

its time in thrashing, chaff-cutting, sawing, grinding,

&c., and therefore it was fair to reckon only seven-

teutlis. Fifteen per cent, on £700 came to' £105 a

year, being rather more, therefore, than what the

> Colonel stated. That divided by 100, the average

number of days it worked in the year, gave about

223. a day. For repairs of engine and tackle he put

down 7s. 4d. a day ; for coal, oil and tallow, 15s. 6d.

;

wages, lis. ; and water-cart, 78., making a total ex-

pense per day of £3 2s. lOd. The daily average

number of acres plowed had been eight, arid the cost

had therefore been 7s. lOd. per acre. Now he

thought those who knew what sort of land it was,

would know very well that it could not be plowed

with horses in an average season for anything like

the same sun. In fact, when he commenced farming

he wanted more plowing than he could manage with

his own horses, and therefore applied to a neighbor-

ing farmer for the use of some of his. The farmer

at first consented to plow for him at 12s. per acre,

but he very soon gave it up, and said he could not

do it under 14s., and that he could better afford to

have his horses remain idle than take less. Thus,

as plowing on strong land cost 7s. lOd. an acre, and

horse plowing 12s., there was difference in favor of

the former of 4s. 2d. He thought that was a fair

statement of the case.

To Keep Tires on Wheels.—Hear what a

practical man says on tliis subject :
" I ironed a

wagon some years ago, for my own use, and before

putting on the tires I filled the fellies with linseed

oil ; and the tires have worn out and were never

loose. I ironed a buggy for my own use seven

years ago, and the tires are now as tight as when put

on. My method of filling the fellies with oil is as

follows : I use a long cast-iron oil heater, made for

the purpose ; the oil is brought to a boiling heat,

the wheel is placed on a stick, so as to hang in the

oil, each felly an hour, for a common sized felly.

The timber should be dry, as green timber will not

take oil. Care should be taken that the oil be not

made hotter than a boiling heat, in order that the

timber be not burnt. Timber filled with oil is not

susceptible to water, and the timber is much more

durable. I was amused some years ago, when I told

a blacksmith how to keep the tires tight on wheels,

by his telling me it was a profitable business to

tighten tires, and the wagon maker will say it is

profitable to him to make and repair wheels—but

what will the farmer, who supports the wheelwright

and smith, say ?
"

Five hundred cubic feet of timothy hay will

weigh about a tun, varying, somewhat, according to

the condition of the hay and the hight of the stack

or mow. It takes from 700 to 800 feet of clover hay

to make a tun.

It is stated that in the first two years of the pres-

ent war twenty-eight thousand walnut-trees were

felled to supply a single European manufactory of

gunstocks for the American market.

Flora Temple has recently been sold for $8,000.
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AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

(jOontinued fr<ym last nwnber, page 818,)

WEDNESDA"X NOON.

PEARS.

DOYENNE DU COMICB.

Dr. Ed-wards in the Chair.

HovEY—This pear has been cultivated abont Boston

for some time. It has been said to be subject to blow-

ing off the trees easily. It is a handsome grower, both

<m pear and quince. It is a large fruit and of excellent

quality, and is considered one of the greatest acquisi-

tions we have had from Europe in ten years.

Bajjky—Inquii-ed if it was equal to Doyenne Bous-

iock.

HovEY—Replied that it could not be classed with

Doyenne Boussock, but it was fully equal to Beurre

d'Anjou of the same class. When mature it is a pale

yellow, with a fine reddish cheek.

Field—I wish to speak a good word for Doyenne du

Oomice. It is a fine, large pear, with a spicy flavor.

Downing—I agree with Mr. Hovey in his remarks

about this pear, in every respect.

DE TONGRES.

Hovey—De Tongres is cultivated around Boston by
amateur cultivators. Mr. Wilder, myself, and some
others, have been unfortunate with it. We have only

fruited it this year; this arises from the fact that it is

rather tender. In 185C I received it from Le Roy, and

the succeeding winter lost all my trees of it. My
neighbors have fine specimens 6 or 8 feet high, bearing

well. It has the fault of dropping its leaves rather

early; it is a free, upright, vigorous grower; it drops

tta leaves early only in heavy soil. I think we shall

find it one of the best pears we cultivate. It docs very

well on quince.

Smith, of Geneva—De Tongres is a poor grower and

very tender; it is a rich, handsome pear, but cannot be

recommended for extensive cultivation.

Houghton—I have 200 trees of it ; it is one of the

TTorst growers I have ; the growth is very feeble, some-
irhat similar to Winter Nelis.

Hovey—It requires a light, rich soil. I have not my-
self been able for twelve years to obtain specimens of

it, but on light ground it is very productive and

healthy.

Downing—I have fruited it three or four years ; am
much pleased with it, and think it a good amateur's

pear ; with me it is vigorous and healthy.

Field—De Tongres with me is healthy, productive

and fine ; as to my soii, you can get an idea of it no bet-

ter than to imagine the Desert of Sahara.

IIooKEu—Have fruited De Tongres on rather light

soil ; although the fruit is very beautiful and of good
quiility, I concur with Mr. Houghton about its feeble-

ness of growtli ; it is not a market pear. If this variety

has been talked of long enough, I would like to hear
about the Sheldon—here it is one of the very best.

SHELDON.

Hovey—I am glad Mr. Hooker has brought forward
this sort. We consider it the finest pear we have of

the season ; it is superior in growth, productiveness

and quality.

Marshall—In Southern Ohio we have no better pear.

, Bloomington, 111.—It is one of the best in
Northern Illinois.

In the Valley of the Susquehanna, in Penn-
sylvania, it is very satisfactory.

Mead—It is one of the best pears we have, and I

hope it will be recommended for very general cultiva-

tion.

Hovey—It may be well to remark that it does not
grow well upon the quince.

Barry—It does not grow at all on the quince.

Hovey—It is one of the greatest bearers we havB.

Our soil is a heavy clay loam.

Barry—It succeeds remarkably well double-worked.

Thomas—I have succeeded well with it double-

worked.

Mead—Have grown it both on quince and on pear

stock; on the pear stock it bears good crops, and on
the quince not so much, but finer specimens.

Ellwanger—I never knew a single one to grow on
the quince, although we have budded hundreds.

Nelson, Ind.—Sheldon, although a little injured by
the cold last year, was not so much so as some others.

BEURRE CLAIRGEAU.

Barry—Beurre Clairgeau has been much planted and
is very hardy, and I regard it as a very promising sort

Field—It has every quality of a good market pear

—

very large, beautiful yellow and red color.

Hovey—I am very glad to hear so good an account
of Beurre Clairgeau; have thought from the first that

it would prove a good pear; when the trees get age and
the fruit is a little thinned out, it will prove a very

good pear. Some small, poorly-grown specimens, with-

out name, were some time since presented to the Mas-
sachusetts Horticultural Society, and it was thought to

be Gray Doyenne. This is mentioned only to show the

opinion that was formed of its quality. It is a strong

grower, and has the habit of throwing out roots very

freely from the pear stock when worked on the quince.

It is a magnificent fruit—not equal to Sheldon.

Houghton—I have probably given more attention to

this than to any other pear. No pear at Philadelphia

has been up and down so much as this. I have seen it

in a great variety of circumstances. It is a very frea

grower; its foliage is strong, is early in the season, but
likely to have red spots and drop very much; its qual-

ity, at Philadelpliia, is very variable ; I have expecta-

tions that on large standard trees it will perfect large

crops.
Smith—Beurre Clairgeau has been spoken of aa a
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very hnrdy tree, but I think this is a mistake; it is not

more hardy than Bartlott.

Ellwangeu—I am astonished at Mr. Smith's state-

ment. 1 liave seen Bartlutts winter-liilled when Beurre

Clairgeau was entirely uninjured.

BEURRE LANGELIEK.

Barry—Tliis variety does not come into bearing

very young; it is a good fall or early winter sort, of

nearly first quality.

HovEY—At Boston it has the defect of not coming

into bearing until of great age; it is very impatient of

the knife ; on pear stocks without pruning it yields

very large crops. I have come to the conclusion that

Beurre Langelier is as great a bearer as any we have,

but we must wait until it is fifteen or twenty years old.

The fruit is spirited, juicy and vinous, ripens in Janu-

ary and February, and is as good a keeper as Glout

Morceau.

Thomas—A dwarf tree in my garden, six years old,

hangs as full as a Louise Bonne de Jersey.

BONNE DES EZEES.

Field—It has given me much satisfaction ; the fruit

is a type of excellence.

Barky—I don't like the cracked bark and unhealthy

appearance of the tree ; the fruit cracks, too, some-

times, but it is a very good pear.

DOYENNE d'ALENCON.

Bergen—It is good in quality and a good keeper.

EllwANGER—It grows better as the tree grows older

;

it is a good bearer, fine fruit, and a good keeper.

Houghton—I have seen the fruit, and thought it a

Tery useful, substantial winter pear.

Barry—It is an excellent winter pear, very uniform

and very good ; keeps till March and April.

Parsons—I would like to hear about Columbia.

COLUMBIA.

Barry—This is a very good pear, but has one fault

—

that of dropping easily from the tree.

Field-Think it a second-rate pear.

HovEY—I must say one good word for it—to be sure

it blows oflT worse than any pear I ever saw yet; I think

it a good pear, and one which will yet be more cultiva-

ted; it is not first quality, yet good.

Judge Hoadley—I have known it twenty-five years,

and consider it a first-rate table fruit; it is a fact it

blows ofi' easily, but the fallen pears ripen better than

those of any other variety we have.

Thomas—The Columbia is a fine bearer, smooth and

fine; the only objection I have to it is that it is not

good enough to eat.

STEVENS' GENESEE.

Bergen—I -would enquire about Stevens' Genesee

;

the tree does not do well with me.

Barry—It is a native of this county and has been

long in cultivation here, and has been regarded a valu-

able sort, but it rots badly at the core.

Hooker—It is very variable—sometimes it is very

fine, and again worthless.

Barry—I would say that it is hardly ever picked

early enough.
ANDREWS.

HOTEY—Andrews has recently been sent from France

IS Beurre Odinot. We regard Andrews as one of our

i)est pears.

Dr. Warder—In Southern Ohio it is a great bearer,

ind a pear of fair quality and much liked.

Parry—In New Jersey it is of fair quality, a good

bearer and a pretty good pear.

belle lucrative.

BoRT—I would like to hear about Belle Lucrative.

Smith—A very fine pear indeed.

Barry—A very great bearer.

Field—I never knew any one to say a word against it.

Frost—It bears young, is very hardy, and is an excel-

lent pear.

BERGEN.

Bergen—This pear is ripo in October, after Bartktt;

is a very profitable market pear; it is a little later than

Swan's Orange, but much superior to it; bears uni-

formly a fair crop.

beurre hardy.

Downing—This is a very promising pear ; I should

not want to do without it.

flemish beauty.

Nelson—I would like to have double asterisks [**]

placed in the catalogue for this variety, in Northern

Indiana.

Dr. Warder—In Southern Indiana it blows off, and

is apt to rot at the core.

BoRT—It rots at the core.

Bateham—I find that in Central Ohio it is not a

beauty and does not color well.

Dr. Warder—It is of variable quality ; south of 40*

latitude it is apt to be rough and colorless, but this

year it is smooth and fine, and there is a large crop.

jaminette.

Houghton—This is a fine grower on quince ; think

it a valuable early winter pear.

Ellwanger—It makes a most beautiful tree; it is

late coming into bearing ; from middle December to

first of January it is an excellent market pear ; not of

first quality.

Barry—When well grown it is good, and is one of

the handsomest trees grown.

Smith—It is valuable as a market pear—has a thick

skin and bears carriage well.

Hovey—About Boston it has gone out of cultivation,

but there is no fault about the tree; it is a sweet pear,

with a coarse skin ; docs not color up well ; it will not

compete with Columbia, Lawrence, and some others,

although it is undoubtedly a very fair pear.

vicar of winkfield.

Haskins, of Pa.—Would like to hear of Vicar of

Winkfield.

Field—I think it indispensable.

Hovey—Can be grown everywhere, and when well

ripened is a good pear.

Warder—One quality It has, is not well understood

—it is the quickest cooked pear there is ; all that is

necessary is to bring it to a boiling point.

Beadle—I would like to know what the ladies

should put with it to give it a flavor.

Warder—A little suijar, in cooking.

Bkadle—I thought I had grown some fine speci-
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mens, but they proved a total failure ; whether this is

due to soil, climate or ignorance, I cannot say, but

they proved utterly worthless.

Thomas—In warm, late falls they are pretty good.

Downing—1 never saw one fit to eat in my life.

HovET—Mr. Cabot says that in France the Vicar was

one of the best pears he found. In Boston market it

•ells as well as Glout Morceau, and is a really fine win-

ter pear.

DowNiKG—I ought to add that it is the best of all

cooking pears I ever tried.

EXCELSIOR—AUGUSTA DANA.

HovET—Excelsior is a very fine pear; ripens time of

Bartlett, and is very superior. Augusta Dana keeps

until loth of January, and is an immense bearer.

BELLE WILLIAMS.

Barrt—This is a new English pear ; we have ripened

it two winters; it is a good winter pear; keeps till Jan-

uary. It was originated on the same grounds as the

Bartlett.

KINGSESSING.

HooPES—This sort still retains its character—bears

large crops of fruit of fine quality.

Parry—It does well in New Jersey, both on quince

and pear.

HovET—A valuable variety.

Hooker—I coincide with Mr. Hovey ; the fruit seems

to grow in size with the age of the tree ; the trees are

iimilar in appearance to Stevens' Genesee; the fruit

ripens here in October.

HooPEs—It lipens at this time (Sept. 15).

HovET—It never rots.

manning's ELIZABETH.

Downing—It is only a first-rate amateur pear.

HovEV—It is considered the best early summer pear

we have, and sells for the highest price in market;

ripens after Doyenne d'Ete and before Rostizer, and

fills a place where we have nothing else.

kirtland.

EiELC—It is entirely worthless, on account of rotting

at core.

Downing—On young trees the fruit is handsome, but

on older trees is not so very fine, as it is quite liable to

rot.

Thomas—As flir as rotting is concerned, I agree with

Mr. Downing, but I do not think so highly of it as he

does.

Hooker—It rots badly at the core, and I have given

up all hopes of its ever being of any value.

HovEY—It is not of high character, is a poor bearer,

rots badly and is not desirable.

MARIE LOUISE.

Field—This pear improves much with age, and old

ti-ees produce fine specimens.

Downing—Some trees I am acquainted with, fifteen

years old, produce fine specimens.

Smith—On older trees I have fine specimens ; it is

melting, juicy and rich.

Hovey—What has been said about time is right—we
must give time to it to bring out its qualities.

OSWEGO nEURRE.

Hooker—This variety, when introduced, was consid-

ered a great acquisition by those that liked a rich, vin-

ous pear. It is an early and abundant bearer, some-
times cracks, and is not very attractive in appearance.

Hoopes—It bears a full crop every year, but never a
perfect fruit.

Thomas—It cracks worse than any other, and when
it does well it is not worth eating.

Nelson—I agree with Mr. Thomas.
Hovey—It is a great bearer, and I believe with judi-

cious treatment it will prove a most valuable sort.

HOWELL.
Barry—I think this is one of the most beautiful of

our pears; ripens latter part of September; sometimes

rots at core, but generally is as free from rot as any

other sort
;
grows well on quince and bears freely.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
PEACHES.

Dr. Edwards in the Chair.

E. W. Sylvester, Lyons, showed two seedling peachea,

one of Crawford's Early and one of George IV.

Dr. Trimble, of N. J., showed some highly-colored

peaches, attributing their high color to the presence

of iron in the soil where they were grown.

Bateham—Hale's Early is the best of early peaches

in Ohio ; it is said to be so much earlier than any other

good varieties, that something is now wanted to fill the

interval; quality is first-rate, and trees healthy; it is

ten days earlier than Troth's Early or Servate Early
York.

Marshall, Massillon, O.—It is considered the best

early peach we have; is fifteen days earlier than Early

York ; tree very stocky, fruits early and bears heavily;

flavor is first-rate, and it is altogether desirable.

Parry—I would corroborate all that has been said

about this peach.

Beeler—I visited the peach districts in New Jersey

on the 18th of August. They were then shipping Early

York and Honest John. The fruit was deficient in

flavor; Honest John was so deficient as hardly to be
distinguishable by the growers themselves. All the

orchards were overladen, and the fruit inferior in size.

They thought it would pay to thin them, but they had
not time. In Delaware, peaches were generallj' on poor,

sandy soil; the trees planted at a distance of 16 to 20

feet; some of the better cultivators thought 30 feet

would be better; trees were generally branching from

3 to 4 feet from the ground. They ship the fruit in

crates holding about two baskets. The orchards were
always cultivated-;—i. e., they were plowed by going

three bouts around each row of trees, and afterwards

harrowed. It is a sure sign of Yellows to see water

issuing out of a limb, or to see one limb ripening fruit

before another. The limb that has thus ripened its

fruit earlier than the rest of the tree, is cut out after

the crop is gathered, and the next year the whole sec-

tion of the tree from which the limb was taken ripens

its fruit prematurely and is then removed, and the next

year the remainder bears a crop, ripening it early, and
then dies.

Dr. Trimble—Almost the invariable rule in New
Jersey is to cultivate the peach orchards with buck-
wheat the first two or three years after planting.
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Thomas—As an evidence of the importanee of cnlti-

Ttttion in Western New York, I Avould state that by

careful examination I hare found tliat trees uneultiva-

ted will malce but two qr three inches of new wood in

a sciison, while cultivated ones will make three or four

feet. I have not tried the buckwheat plan, and in fact

I have not much confidence in it for Western New
York. I visited, a few years since, a large orchard in

Northern Indiana, which contained 10 acres and 1,000

trees. There was a small crop that year in the eoun-

try, but this orchard was well-laden, and the crop sold

for more than $5,000. This orchard had had clean eul-

Wvation from the beginninjj^, wliile nearly all others in

that part of the couutiy were in grass.

Bekgen—I understand that growing buckwheat is

less injurious than corn, or not cultivating at all—not

that it is beneficial. I know something of the history

of the Yellows. It made its appearance in Kings Co.,

on Long Island. My father saw the first peach trees

affected by the Yellows. Up to that time Kings county

supplied the largest amount of peaches for the New
York market. Monmouth county, N. J., was the next

point to which peach orchards were transferred, and

the Yellows followed. Then other parts of New Jersey

were selected, with like results, and then Delaware.

There is now a new tract of land being cleared up, and

thousands of acres planted to peaches. Where the

disease first appeared in Kings county, twenty j'ears

ago, I planted an orchard, and scarcely got a peach be-

fore it was attacked by the Yellows. But it is much

better now; we can get three, four or five crops before

they are attacked.

MooDV—Sowing buckwheat is like sowing weeds; it

will bother you, and you will lose half the growth of

the trees. Clean cultivation is the right plan.

Heeler—The New Jersey people have borers in all

their peacli trees.

CURLED LEAF.
Bergen—The great ditflculty we have to contend

with is curled leaf.

Beeler—I had thought this was a Western institu-

tion. It was discovered there several years since, and

the general opinion is that it is caused by cold in the

Bpring.

Dr. Trimble—Cultivating with buckwheat is almost

Invariably adopted in New Jersey, even by the shrewd-

est cultivators, partly for killing weeds and partly for

profit ; the trees are very vigorous. I am almost en-

tirelj' convinced that the cause of the curled leaf is an

aphis, and if you will carefully examine you will find

the scale of the aphis in the leaf. It is a very cowardly

way to account for it by cold.

Thomas—I have made careful microscopic investiga-

tions, and am convinced the cause of curled leaf is an

internal ftingus, like the rust in wheat.

Barry—I am quite satisfied that the cause is owing

to sudden changes in the weather, and as one evidence

I can say that in peach houses it never makes its ap-

pearance. Last spring, by opening some sash at an

improper time in one peach house, some plants were

exposed to cold drafts, and, as a result, affected with

curled leaf. I think, with Mr. Thomas, that it is a fun-

gus, but is produced by cold.

RASPBERRIES.
philadelpuia.

Parrt—This is a native from Philadelphia county;

it has been cultivated a number of years, but it is only

a few years since it was introduced. Its striking fea-

tures are perfect hardiness, being never injured either

by the severe heat of summer or cold of winter. I

have it in all situations and on a variety of soils, from

sand to heavy clay ; have never protected it in any Way

;

it will stand as much exposure as our apple trees ; it

has a smooth, purple cane, is a strong npright grower
and does not require staking, and will yield more than

any other sort I have ever grown ; the color is red-
darker than Red Antwerp ; it is of large siie and suffl-

ciently hai-dy to bear carriage well. We cannot bho-

cecd in our vicinity in growing the Antwerps, Fastolf,

Orange and others. The Philadelphia will yield mor*
fruit to the acre than the strawberry, with one-half th«

labor. I have taken some pains to find the history of

this fruit. A Mr. F. Dedaker found it growing wild 26

years ago and planted it in his garden, where it grew

for many years without attracting particular notice. A
few years ago the Pennsylvania Horticnltural Society,

having received it at their exhibitions several times,

fixed upon it the name which it now bears.

Knox—It seems strange that for 26 years a raspberrj-

of such merits as are claimed for this should be in cul-

tivation and not be discovered by some one who would

make it known. I am inclined to think I have had it

for several years. It is true, it is hardy and produces

large cops of fruit, but I think it is not much of an

acquisition. Where the Orange, Franeonia, Hornet,

&e., will not grow, it will do to plJmt Philadelphia. I

think it is the variety long known as the Purple Cane.

BergeJj—When I first knew anything about rasp-

berry culture, the Purple Cane was the only kind sent

to the New York market. About 40 years ago, a rasp-

berry was introduced which answered the description

of the one Mr. Parry speaks of, with the exception of

producing many canes.

Knox—There are tht-ee fs^vorite varieties of raspber-

ries—Brinckle's Orange, Franeonia, and the improved

Black Cap—which I have fiiith in. Brinckle's Orange,

in flavor, is the perfection of raspberries. I would also

add five new French varieties—Hornet, Pilate, Impe-

rial, Souchette and Jonct.

STRAWBERRIES.
Knox—Especially in strawberries is it necessary to

bear in mind that locality has a great influence on the

habits of varieties, and also that varieties of strawber-

ries will run out. My favorite, Triomphe de Gand,

shows no sign of losing its high character, and I get

many letters from Various parts of the country speak-

ing of it in high terms. It does not yield as much :vs

Wilson's Albany, but bears a much better price—I re-

ceive fifty cents a quart for it in New York, at whole-

sale. Wilson's Albany is very valuable for ccrtnin pur-

poses; the Pittsburgh people use nothing but this

sort for canning; I would not now plant it for table.

For early sorts I would select Baltimore Scarlet, Burr',B

New Pine, Jenny Lind and Golden Seeded. The Golden

Seeded is meet profitable of aU, but not quite so earlj
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as Jenny Lind,—for medium varieties, Triomphe de

Gand and Wilson's Albany—Fillmore also is an excel-

lent variety, and has been strangely overlooked. With

KnsscU's Prolific I am much pleased. For a late variety

I am particularly partial to Trollope's Victoria.

RUSSELL' 3 PnOLIFIC.

Hooker—This sort lias shown itself very productive

—it is of large size, handsome, and of good quality,

porhaps best. It is not very firm and will probably

prove more profitable for home than distant market.

It is a pistulate variety and requires some staminate

Bort near it.

Parry—In New Jersey, Kussell's has given entire

iatisfection when planted with staminate sorts. In

competition with other varieties at the exhibitions of

the Pomisylvania Horticultural Soeiety at Philadelphia,

tt has iu every case taken the premium. Wilson's

Albany, is a good fertilizer to plant with.

Parsons—From what I have seen of it on Long

Island, I have a verj' favorable impression of it.

Ellwaxger—Would ask if the Buffalo has not proved

indentical with it.

Hooker—I have fruited them together and think

tliey are not the same.

Knox—I think there is no more profitable straw-

beiTy than Russell's. The Triomphe de Gand has not

proved a success in Northern Pennsylvania.

Pakry—Triomphe de Gand does not succeed with

us—do not know a jjlantation that has yielded a profit.

CRANBERRY.
Parry—Cranberry culture is of considerable import-

ance in New Jersey. As a general result have found it

docs not succeed well on iipland as a cultivated crop

—

tlie best crops are grown on low, poor ground, always

moist—bottom lands or old ponds drawn off produce

fruit abundantly. The first and second year after plant-

ing, the plants are cultivated, but after that they occu-

py the ^vholc ground. It is considered necessary to

have water let on in the spring to retard vegetation

until fear of frost is past. In such situations this crop

is always a success—have seen enormous crops. On
cultivated lands it is not as profitable as the straw-

berry.

Bateham—I have heard of many attempts at the

west in cultivating cranberries without success, and

have come to the conclusion that it is a humbug.
Trowbridge—The most successful cultivation I have

eeen is on such land as Mr. Parry has described.

HovET—It has been thought that on Cape Cod noth-

ing could be produced but sand. It appears, however,

to be more profitable than other lauds by cultivating

cranberries. As to growing cranberries on upland, as

a profitable crop, I think no one will claim it—in such

Bituations sufficient can be grown for use. In suitable

situations I have known crops to yield as high as $1000

per acre. [To be continued.]

Grapes for Cold Vinery.—The Eastern Penn-
Bvlvania Fruit Growers, at their meeting recently,

took a vote on the best varieties of twenty vines for

a cold grapery, with the following results : Black
Hamburg, 8 ; Bowood Muscat, 4 ; Wliite Frontignac,

3 ; Grizzly Frontignac, 2 ; Black Prince, 2 ; Lady
Downe's Seedling, 1 ; White Syrian, 1.

NOVEMBER'S WORK IN THE GARDEN.

If the soil of the garden is rather heavy, it can

be greatly improved, and rendered capable of earliet

working in tho spring, by ridging it this month,

either with plow or spade.

A greater surface is thus exposed to the action of

the frost of winter, and the sun and air of early

spring. Consequently it is warm and dry earlier

than if left flat. All that will be necessary to pre-

pare it for the reception of the seed, will be to level

down the ridges.

Very light soil is not benefitted by fall ridging.

Asparagus.— The asparagus bed should have a

good dressing of manure, and a liglit dressing of

salt—unless done last month. November is a good

time to sow seed to produce roots next year, but I

think spring is the better time for transplanting tb«

roots.

Beets.—In gathering beets or any other roots, if

you find any models—^just such roots as you would

like to grow—lay them aside to set out next Spring

for seed.

Such a course pursued from year to year, would

result in a great improvement of the root crop.

Cabbage.—'Should be pulled up by the roots in th«

earlier part of the month, and such as are requiretl

for winter use hung up in the cellar, or packed away

in such an out door cellar as was described in iha

September number of the Farmer. Those that are

to be kept over until spring, may be buried in a

trench — head downwards— just wide and deep

enough to receive the largest heads, which should

rest on a slab or rail—the stalks and roots to b«

nearly or quite covered with dirt. If trenched in

dry soil, they will come out in good condition in ths

spring.

Celery.—Earth up until there is danger of hard

freezing, when a quantity of the plants should be

taken up, and set out in a box in the cellar mixed

with dirt. A good many plants can be set in a

small box, as they can be set quite close together,

with but a thin partition of dirt between them. Th«

balance can be trenched out in the garden in trenches

six or eight inches wide, and one foot deep. Pack

in the plants as closely together as possible—throw

up a ridge so as nearly to cover the tops, and cover

all with straw or litter.

Onions.—Planted or sown in September should

receive a light covering of straw.

Rhubarb.—Large roots should be subdivided and

reset, and covered with manure.

Spinach.—Should receive a covering to protect

from freezing.

SMALL FRUITS.

Now is the time to increase next year's crop of

small fruits by a liberal surface dressing of fine ma-
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nure. It will at the same time protect the roots

from the bad effects of sudden changes in tempera-

ture.

Orapes.—However hardy, will produce larger

crops next year, if taken down from their trellis

and slightly covered.

Strawberries—Should be lightly covered.

P. C. K.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEIV.

Roots of mo&t kinds, such as carrots, beets, etc..

should be taken up before the frost is severe. They

all keep best packed in the sand in the open air, but

it is too inconvenient to get at them in winter ; hence

cellars are employed to preserve them in. Cellars for

this purpose should be cool, say with a temperature

of about 45 o, and not at all dry. It is not meant

that it should be damp, as the roots will become

rotten, but it must be moist enough to prevent

shrivelling.

Cabbages can be preserved in such a cellar, though

most prefer them in the open air. One way is to

pack them closely together with their roots upper-

most, and then cover them with soil, on which straw

or litter is thrown to keep them from freezing. By

being packed this way, the water cannot get into

the hearts, which is one of the chief causes of their

rotting.

Broccoli and Endive may be taken up with balls

of earth, and set in cool cellars closely together, and

they will grow sufficiently—the former to produce

good heads, and the latter to blanch beautifully all

through the winter.

Asparagus beds should be cleaned, by having the

old stems cut off and the soils from the alley ways

dug out and thrown over the beds. It keeps the

frost from the roots, and thus permits them to grow

and lay up matter all winter for next spring's

growth. Very early in spring the soil should

be raked back into the alleys, so as to leave the

roots but a few inches under the soil, as the nearer

they are to the sun's rays, the earlier will the crop

be.

—

Oardcners' Monthly.

Cleaning Tomato and other Seeds.—To clean

tomato and cucumber seeds, and others having a

pulp attached, says a correspondent of the American

Agriculturist :
" Put the seeds, pulp and all, just as

they come from the vegetable, iuto a bowl, cup or

other earthenware dish, and set them in a cool

place for a week or ten days, when a thick mould
will appear on top, and a thin watery substance be-

neath the mould. Then pour water into the vessel,

stir u]i the contents, and the mould and other im-
purities can be poured off, and the seeds will be
found perfectly clean and free from pulp." Having
tried this two yt-ars, the writer knows it does not
injure the germinating properties of the seeds, and
is the easiest way to remove the pulp.

FRUIT GARDEA'.

Sometimes fruit trees are unproductive from

other causes than poverty of the soil, or neglect of

the orchardist. They often grow too luxuriantly to

bear well. In this case root-pruning is very eHect-

ual, and is performed by digging a circle around the

tree, with the circle made close to the trunk of tlie

tree. A fifteen year old tree, for instance, may be

encircled at five feet from the trunk. No rule can

be laid down for this
; judgment must be exercised.

If cut too close, the tree may be stunted for years,

and if too far, it will not be effective. Tlie aim

should be to reduce the roots about one- third.

Established orchards, on thin or impoverished

soil may be renovated in the following manner : If

a tree has been planted, say fifteen years, and at-

tained the size we might expect in that time,—get,

say ten feet from the trunk, and dig a circle two feet

deep all around it, and fill in with a good compost

;

the effect the next season will be quite marked. If

the tree is older or younger, the distance to start

with the circle from the trunk will of course be

proportionate. A top-dressing of manure on im-

poverished orchards will be of great assistance,

as well as vigorous pruning out of all weak or

stunted branches. Moss and old bark should be

also scraped off, and if the trunk and main branches

can be washed with a mixture of sulphur and soft

soap, much advantage will follow.— Gardener*

Monthly.

To Preserve Fruit from Insects.—"Mus-

cat" writes to the London Times on this subject:

—

" The following remedy, first invented by a near

neighbor and friend, the late Rev. W. Kirby, will

be found efficient : A hand glass, commonly used by

gardeners (a square one is the best), is the instrument

to be used. This has to be tightly covered at the

bottom with thick white paper, varnished to resist

the wet. A circular hole, six and a half inches in

diameter, is then cut in the center of the paper, and

the glass is placed on three bricks over a plate filled

with beer, sugar, and a little rum, a moderate distance

from the infested spot. The effect is magical ; in a

few hours the glass is crammed with wasps, hornets,

and files (bees will seldom enter), which, having
tasted the sweets, Hy upwards to the liglit. A com-

mon sulphur match, made hy dipping brown paper

into melted brimstone, will destroy thousands. The
constant hum of insect life inside will attract all the

marauders from the fruit trees to the glass."

TiTE Newark Daily says :—Mr. James Loyex hHS

shown us a monster jiear, rai:<eil on a standard tree

in his garden, weighing tiro and a half pounds, and
measuring fifteen and a half inches in circumierence

and twenty inches around the length. Several

other pear's weighing from a half to over a pound
each grew upon the same tree.
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THE GRAVE-DIGGER.

"01(1 man! old man! for whom di'rsst thou this grave?"

I asked, as I walked alon;:;

. For I Raw in i.hv heart of London streets

A dark and busy throng.

'Twasa stransrc wild deed! but a wilder wish

Of a parted soul, to lie

'Midst the troubled numbers of Hying men,
"Who would pass him idly by !

80 I snid, -'Old man. for whom diger'st thou this grave,

In the heart of London t-ownV
And the deeped-toneil voice of the digger replied,

" Ve're a laying a gas-pipe down !"

Donald not in a Hurry.—Many years ago, when

those who were condemned to suffer death by the law

had more choice than they have now of the particular

tree upon which they should be hanged, a Highlander

was sentenced to death for some crime or other of

which he had been found guilty. The Judge, after

passmg sentence, said, addressing the prisoner, " Don-

ald, it only remains for you to choose the tree upon

which you are to be hanged." " Well, well," said

Donald, "if her nainsel maun be hanged, she be in no

way particular ; but for a' that her nainsel will just

choose a groser-bush" [gooseberry bush.] The Judge

whereupon remonstrated with him, saying, "It would

not be large enough." "Och!" said Donald," she be

in no hurry ; she will just wait till it grows."

No Chance of a Cuaxge for Douoald.—In a High-

land village, many years ago, the wife of Donald More

was taken very ill, and the whisky (the Highlander's

cure-all) not having, in this case, had the desired effect,

she died. Soon after, the news of licr death spread over

the village where one Dougakl Mac Tavish was found

by his neighbors, giving vent to extreme grief, in a

manner which surprised not a few of them ; and on

questioning Dougald as to the cause of such demon-

Btrations, he answered :
" There's Donald More's wife's

dead." "Well," said they, "what about that: she

was no relation of yours—why should that affect you ?"

"Och, och!" said Dougald; "everybody is getting a

cJiange but me."

Muffins and Ragamuffins.—Dr. Thompson, a cel-

ebrated physician in his day, and equally remarkable

for the slovenliness of his person, could not endure

the sight of muffins, and, in his medical capacity,

always spoke of them as very unwholesome. On his

breakfasting once at Lord Melcombe's, when Garrick

was present, a plate of mufiins was introduced, when

the doctor grew outrageous, and vehemently called out,

"Take away the muffins!" "No, no," said Garrick,

seizing the plate, "take away the ragamuffins."

A Severk Critic.—Jones and Brown were talking

of a young clergyman, whose preaching they had heard

that day. The sermon was very poor. "What do you

tljink of him?" inquired Brown. "I think," said

Jones, " he did much better two years ago." " Why,

he didn't preach at all then," said Brown. "True,"

replied Jones ;
" that is what I mean."

HOW STATUES ARE MADE.

A CORUESI'ONDENT of t e Loiidon Header g'wes the

following details regai-ding the production of statues

:

The sculptor, liaving designed a figure, first makes a

sketch of it in clay a few inches only in hight. W^hen

he has satisfied himself with the general attitude, a

cast (S taken of his sketcli, and from it a model in clay

is prepared of the full size he designs for his statue,

whether half the natural hight, or life-size, or colossal.

The process of burning the clay, as it is called, upon
the stiong iron armatura or skeleton on which it stands

on its pedestal, and the bending and fixing this arma-

tura into the form of the limbs, constitute a work of

vast labor of a purely manual sort, for whose perform-

ance all artists able to afford it employ the skilled work-

men to be obtained in Rome. The rough clay, rudely

assuming the shape of the intended statue, then passeB

into the sculptor's hands and undergoes his most

elaborate manipulation, by which it is reduced (gene-

rally after the labor of several months) to the precise

and perCectly-finished form he desires should hereafter

appear in marble. This done, the formatore takes a

cast of the whole and the clay is destroyed. From this

last plaster cast again, in due time the marble is hewn

by three successive workmen. The first gives it rough

outline, the second brings it by rule and compass to

close resemblance with the cast, and the third finishes

it to perfection.
a

Peter the Great when at Saardam wished to hear

a rather l^imous preacher. The latter consented to

preach before the Czar. Having ascended the pulpit,

he said, with solemnity and dignity, "Think well;

speak well ; and act weU. Amen." Luther's coinisel

to a candidate was contained in these words: "Go
boldly into the pulpit, open your mouth like a man,

and be brief."

Pat Again.—An Hibernian was reproved by an officer

for daring to whistle in the ranks while going on duty.

Just as the officer spoke, one of the enemy's balls

came whistling over the ravine. Pat cocked his eye

toward it, and quietly said, " There goes a boy on his

duty, and by Jabers, hear how he whistles !"

Artful.—An Irishwoman called upon an apothecary

with a sick infant ; he gave her a powder, of which she

was to give the sick child as much as she could hold on

a sixpence. The woman said, " P'r'aps yer honor will

lend me the sixpence, for I haven't one at all, at all."

A LADY of somewhat dignified demeanor, having

lost her way, said to an urchin in the street, " Boy, I

want to go to Bond street." "Well, marm," he re-

plied, coolly walking on, "why don't you go there?"

FooTE, praising the hospitality of the Irish after one

of his trips to the sister kingdom, a gentleman asked

him if he had ever been at Cork. " No, sir," said

Foote, " but I have seen many drawings of it."

Why is a pig the most provident of animals? B«-

cause he always carries a spare-rib or two about him.
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MISTAKES IN THE TREATMENT OF SERVANTS.

Mrs. Stowe, in her sensible " Houbc and Home
Papers," in the Atlantic MontJdy, says:

" A vast deal of trouble among servants arises from

impertinent interferences and petty tyrannieal exac-

tions on the part of employers. Now the authority of

the master and mistress of a house in regard to their

domestics extends simply to the things they have con-

tracted to do and the hours during which they have

contracted to serve ; otherwise than this, they have no

more right to interfere with them in the disposal of

their time than with any mechanic whom they employ.

They have, indeed, a right to regulate the hours of their

own household, and servants can choose between con-

formity to those hours and the loss of their situation

;

but, within reasonable limits, their right to come and

go at their own discretion, in their own time, should

be unquestioned.

" As to the terms of social intercourse, it seems

somehow to be settled in the minds of many employers

that their servants owe them and their family more res-

pect than they and the fixmily owe to the servants.

But do they ? What is the relation of servant to em-

ployer in a Democratic country ? Precisely that of a

person who for money performs any kind of service

for you. The carpenter comes into your house to put

ap a set of shelves,—the cook comes into your kitchen

to cook your dinner. You never think that the car-

penter owes you any more respect than you owe to him

because he is in your house doing j-our behests ; he is

your fellow-citizen, you treat him with respect, you ex-

pect to be treated with respect by him. Tou have a

claim on him tliat he shall do your work according to

your directions,—no more. Now I apprehend that

there is a very common notion as to the position and

rights of servants which is quite different from this.

It is not a common feeling that a servant is one who

may be treated with a degree of freedom by every mem-

ber of the family wliich he or she may. not return ? Do

not people feel at liberty to question servants about

their private affairs, to comment on their dress and ap-

pearance, in a manner which they would feci to be an

impertinence, if reciprocated? Do not they feel at

liberty to express dissatisfaction with their perform-

ances in rude and unceremonious terms, to reprove

them in the presence of company, while yet they re-

quire that the dissatisfaction of servants shall be ex-

pressed only in terms of respect ? A woman would

not feel herself at liberty to talk to her milliner or lier

dress-maker in language as devoid of consideration as

8he will employ towards her cook or chambermaid.

Yet both are rendering her a service which she pays

for in money, and one is no more made lier infeiior

thereby than the other. Both have an equal right to

be treated with courtesy. The master and mistress of

a house liave a right to require respectful treatment
from all whom their roof shelters ; but tliey have no
more right to exact it of servants than of every guest
and every child, and they themselves owe it as much to

servants as to guests."

FASHIONS FOR AUTUMN.

There has been a very decided change in bonneta

this fall. They arc now quite small and with scarcely

any cape—in some cases none at all. Oodey has in the

October number an engraving of one of these curtain-

less bonnets. Nearly all are made with soft crowns,

though not full and hanging like the old fashioned cap

crowns. Indeed the more a bonnet resembles a dress

cap the more stylish is it. The trimming is put on the

crown as well as on the front—both styles seem equally

in favor. Velvet is now so exceedingly expensive that

very few hats are made of that material. Silk and felt

will be worn more now than ever. Feathers, too, are

extremely rare, though when worn are valued propor-

tionately to their price, which is enormous. A velvet

hat with feathers which costs only thirty dollars is not

supposed to be of the best material. In cloaks there is

but little change. Sacques—close fitting or loose—are

still worn. Short, full circles always look well, and the

long water-proof cloak is seen as much as ever. Tar-

tsm plaid cloaks are very much admired ; but the light

colored plaids are not used for the street. A new
style of trimming the sacque is with bauds of velvet,

studded with jet or steel buttons, arranged to simulate

a coat. A slight variation in this style is putting the

trimming on square at the bottom and straight at tha

sides, commencing just at the side seam of the sacque,

making the bottom about the same width to the top.

In Paris, a sacque precisely in the form of a swallow-

tailed coat is worn, but here they have found but little

favor. Dresses are trimmed with flat trimmings more

than with ruffles or fluting—except alapacas, which

are still worn with fluted ruffles. The petticoat should

be as nearly as possible the same color as the dress.

The latest style of belt is quite wide and shaped to the

figure. These are worn with collosal buckles of steel,

felt or gilt. These are worn even with the coatee

waist, and with the Empresses dresses, which are made

like a basquine, waist and skirt all in one piece. With-

out drawings, it is almost impossible to give any idea

of the coat-shaped waists—some of them are very elo-

gant. French calicos are now so expensive that they

are quite stylish, and make very handsome morning

dresses. Grey and and black will be much patronized

for full suits. Square buttons, dice shaped, are a nov-

elty, and are well received.

To WARM Potatoes.—Potatoes are nicely done in

the following way : Par-boil as many potatoes as are

needed ; let them lie till the next morning, then cut

them in small squares ; add to them cream or milk,

enough to make them more than moist, with a littla

butter, and pepper and salt. Place on the fire, cover

them, and stir gently at times.

Onion Pickle.— In November, take well dried

onions, of a good shape, small and round, peel them

and throw them into salt and water. Let them I'emain

there a few days ;
drain them, put them in a jar and

pour over them spiced vinegar.
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"We have not heard a single complaint in regard to

the advance in the price of the Genesee Farmer. All

our readers doubtless know that paper has advanced

enormously—vastly more than the advance in the price

of the Farmer. We shall spare no labor or expense to

make the Genesee Farmer worthy of the continued

good will of its old friends. There never was a time

when good agriculture was of such vit.al importance to

the well-being of the Nation as the present, and there

can be no doubt that the increased circulation of agri-

cultuial journals will do much to stimulate farmers

to cultivate their land more thorougly and raise

larger crops, and thus enhance our ability to sustain

Wie Government in its eiforts to maintain our national

existence. Those wlio think the Genesee Farmer is

doing anything to favor such a result will, we are sure,

do all they can to increase its circulation among their

friends and neighbors. We have no paid agents, and

depend entirely on the voluntary efforts of our sub-

scribers to keep up and enlarge its subscription list.

Wc endeavor to make a good, practical farmers' paper,

and publish it at as low a price as it can possibly be

aflorded without absolute loss. We hope every sub-

scriber will view the matter in its true light, and not

only promptly renew their own subscription but make

a special effort at this time to induce their neighbors to

try the Geneseb Farmer for a year.

We would call the attention of those in want of ag-

ricultural books to the advertisement of William Wood
& Co., of New York, in this number of the Farmer,

Notes on tlie "Weatlier from September 15tb
to October IGtIi, 1864.

The first half of September was 3° below the general

average, or as 60 8° to (J3.8° ; but the last half was ae

57.7° to .5(5.9'; and of the month the mean Was 59.3,

while the general average was GO. 4°. The hottest noon

of the month was 80° on the 23d, and the coldest morn-

ing was 42° on the 17th. The rain of the month was

1.83 inches—a small amount.

A slight frost occurred on the 17th, doing little dam-

age. On the evening of the 26th, between lOj^ and 11

o'clock, we had a thunder shower, not of much rain,

but its lightning and thunder most terrific—the earth

seeming to rock, and the buildings trembled and shook.

It gave us the roar of the elements. The next day was

quite warm, and 76° at noon. A good month. No
equinoctial this September.

October began with rather unpleasant vreather, and

in the first half has continued so to be. The mean

heat was 49.2°, and the general average 51.3°. We had

some rain on ten days, but little on two of them, and

the rain fallen was 1.46 inch. Rain in the evening of

the Sth was attended with snow, and a half-inch snow

covered roofs, and plank-walks, and the grass on the

morning of the 9th. It had melted before noon. The

only clear all day was the 15th. In the full of the

moon, the evenings of the 14th and 15th were splen-

dent. Frost on the 14th, and hard frost on the 15th.

The autumnal variegated foliage adds magnificence to

the green carpeting of the earth. The products of the

earth are mature, and the Jlill harvest is good. The po-

tato crop is said to be abundant. A kind and benig-

nant Providence rules over all.

•-«>»-<

Tlie Markets.

Since our report last month Gold has advanced from

190 to 216. Wheat has advanced 25 cents per

bushel. In this city choice White Wheat is very

scarce and it has advanced more than Red Wheat.

The latter brings §2 per bushel. Beans are

lower, ranging from SI to fl.60 per bushel. Potatoes

are also lower, selling at about 75 cents per bushel.

Corn has advanced 5 cents per bushel; it brings §1.45

to $1.50. Oats have also advanced 5 cents, selling for

7.5c. to 80c. Butter has advanced 10 cents per pound

;

a good article brings 45c. to 50c. Eggs are also high

;

.30c. per dozen. Good Timothy Hay, $20@.§23 per ton.

Old Pork is very scarce ; it is almost impossible to find

a barrel in this city ; it has again advanced, and is now
quoted at §44 per barrel. Dressed Hogs are coming in

slowly and bring from 13 to 15 cents per pound, accord-

ing to quality. With Pork at S44 per barrel, Dressed

Hoo-s should command a higher price. The panic in

commercial and financial circles has abated. In New
York the Money market is easier, with large amounts

seeking temporary investment; but in the interior

cities, currency is still very scarce, and millers, produce

dealers and others find it difficult to obtain funds nec-

essary to carry on their business. With an easy Money

market, which we shall soon have, prices would rap-

idly advance.
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It may be interesting to look back at the old files of

the Geiu-xee Furmer to ascertain the price of our leading

crops at this season, in New York, before and since the

war
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The greatest advance, it will be seen, is in Fat Hogs.

They are now three times as high as fhey were in 1861,

and more than twice as high as at this time last year.

Beef Cattle, especially those of good quality, have also

advanced materially, but by no means equal to the ad-

vance in gold. Inferior Cattle are now only half a cent

per B). higher than they were at this time in 1859. In

gold, everything, except Hogs and Butter, is very low.

Wool, in the face of largely increased duties and a

scarcity of cotton, is yet so low that it must advance 30

cents per &. to bring it up to the price obtained in 1859

and 1800.

For the last two or three weeks the price of Beef

Cattle in New Yoi-k has been on the decline. The

drouth of the past summer, and the scarcity of hay and

other fodder, coupled with the high price of corn in the

West, compels fiirmers to dispose of large numbers of

cattle in a half-fattc;d condition. The markets have

been greatly overstocked, and prices have declined as

much as 2 cents p^r 2). Prime Beef Cattle are scarce,

and the decline has been far less on such animals than
on jnferior cattle. At the last market (Oct. 25) prices

ranged from 7c. to ISc. per lb., ordinary to good Cattle

selling at 13@16;^c., while inferior animals sold as low
as 7c.

Good Sheep bring from 8c. to Sjs'c. per R.. live

weight. Good Lambs bring lOe. per lb., live weight.

Swine are in demand at ISc. per lb., live weight, for

good corn-fed hogs, while lean and half-fat ones sell for

12c., lie, and even as low as 10c. per S).

PEEMITJMS! PEEMIUMS! PEEMIUMS!

To those who are willing to aid us in increasing the

circulation of the Gcnet^ee Farmer at this time we oSer

the following premiums

:

1. To any person sending us one new subscriber dur-

ing the present month at one dollar a year we will send

pre-paid by return mail a copy of the Rural Annual aiid

Horticultural Directory for 18G0.

2. To any person sending us three subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Miner'' !i Domestic Poultry Book.

3. To any person sending usj^ve subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Emerson <fc Flinfs Manual of Agriculture, or, if pre-

ferred, a copy of Rodgers' Scientific Agriculture.

4. To any person sending us six subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a copy

of Everybody'' s Lawyer, or the Horse atid Ms Diseases.

5. To any person sending us eight subscribers at one

dollar each we will send pre-paid by return mail a com-

plete set of the Rural An7iual and Horticultural Direc-

tory—nine volumes.

6. To any person sending us twenty-five subscribers

at one dollar each we will send pre-paid by express a

complete set of the bound volumes of the Genesee

Farmer for the years 1859-60-61-63-63.

As an inducement to subscribe at this time we shall

send the remaining numbers of the Genesee Farmer

for this year, together with the whole of the next vol-

ume, to all who subscribe during the present month.

No C]lub Rates.

Paper continues so high that we can not furnish the

Genesee Fakmek for less than one dollar a year.

Should it decline before the end of the year, we shall

offer the Fakmek at a lower rate in large clubs. But

there is little prospect of such a decline. It is much
more likely to advance, and in this case we shall be

compelled to advance also. Farmers are reasonable

people, and will, we are sure, acquiesce in the justice of

these tei-ms. At the price of the Fakmee this year we

lose money on every paper sent out. Oneof ourcotem-

porarics has reduced the size of his paper after getting

pay in advance, but we do not propose to do anything

of the kind. It is hardly honest. We think our read-

ers would prefer to pay a fair price and be sure of get-

ting what they pav for.

The average number of horses kept by the farmers

of this State is oue horse to each twenty-seven acrea
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Book Notices.

GODEY'S LADY'S BOOK. Louis A. Godet: Philadelphia

Notwithstanding' the hifc'h price of all printing uiiiti-rials, Mr

Godey supplies his subsoribors as liberally as ever with lashion

plates, patterns for fancy work and embroidery, and with the

usual supply of interesting tales and valuable receipts. Indeed,

this book is most wonderful in Us variety, and in the amount of

information useful and interesting in the family, which it con-

tftins. In the November number there is a colored pattern for an

embroidered dressing gown, a fine steel engraving—"The Farm

House Porch"—a large colored fashion plate, containing six

figures, besides seven other full-length figures uncolored, and

thirty engravings in connection with the work department, and

" Novelties for November." There is, too, a design for an orna-

mental cottage, with the plans of the first and second stories.

There have been duriug the year some excellent drawing les-

sons, and very tine models for slate and pencil sketches, well

worth the subscription price. The original music is another at-

traction.

Subscription, $3.00 a year. In clubs of eleven an extra copy is

given to the person sending the club, making twelve copies for

8'2T.50.

THE TAILOR BOY. J. E. Tilton & Co. : Boston.

This is one of a series of little books which are being published

hy this firm. The scene is laid in Newberu, N. C, long before

the rebellion, and gives an account of the struggles of a poor

white boy against the tyranny of a slave-holding aristocracy.

There is one fault—to us a great one—in the construction of the

plot. A slave brings to the hero a letter of his m.-ister's which he

suspects contains an olfer from a dealer to purchase his sister.

He reads it, and then aids the sister to escape. Of course the

tailor boy is intended as a model for youth who may peruse his

history ; and as reading other persons letters is certainly dishon-

orable, it would have been very much better to have constructed

the plot without this incident.

ATLANTIC MONTHLY. Ticknok & Fikldb : Boston.

No words of commendation from us to our readers are neces-

sary to make this best of American periodicals favorably known

to them. Its contributors are among the best writers in our

country, and through its pages more than one have won reputa-

tion. We need not say that its politics are thoroughly Union.

Each month a good deal of space is given to well-written and

wall-considered articles on political subjects, and though gene-

rally taking the most extreme views, they are interesting even to

those who do not fully sympathize in all the sentiments which

they express. Mrs. Stowe's " House and Home Papers" are ex-

ceedingly interesting, and the series of papers by Colonel Hig-

jfinson—" Leaves from an Officer's Journal"—promise to be a

very attractive feature of the forthcoming numbers. There has

been a change in the terms of subscription. Single copies $4.00

per year; ton copies for $80.00, and twenty-one copies for $60.00.

THE LONDON QUAETERLY REVIEW—THE WESTMINS-
TER REVIEW—THE EDINBURGH REVIEW- THE
NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. New York: Leonaed Scott
& Co. American Edition.

These Quarterlies have a world-wide reputation. They pre-

sent, each year, a vast amount of well-digested learning, good

criticism and origin.il thought. Essay writing dom.inds a men-

tal cultivation of a different order from anything that our com-

paratively new country can produce. While we can give the

world fine poetry, admirable works of fiction, histories as fascin-

ating as novels, and scientific works of great value, we can not

write essays—these we must import. This is undoubtedly due,

in part, to the system which is adopted in the English universi-

ties of an exceedin;;ly high st-mdard of scholarship for the few,

and of fellowships whicb give their possessors leisure and oppor-

tonities for the most tho.-ough culture. We hope that the d.iy is

aot far distant when oar leading colleges will in these points, as

they have now in others, become the equals of the English uni-

versities. In the mean time we have to iro abroad for our essays,

and th-ere are none better th.Tn those published in "the Quarter-

lies." To every family livinc in the country these periodicals

are peculiarly a necessity. Away from cities, wliich are more or

less centers of culture, the stylo of these essays and their ideas

keep one posted in the ways of thinking of peo])le who are in the

world; render all the new discoveries in science, the various

topics in literature, the fashion of which is constantly changing,

in some degree familiar. We none of us like to be rusty in thes«

matters, and people in the country have to get by reading what
can be had in the city by ordinary social intercourse. If we would
remove the prejudice against farm-life, it must be by making our

homes cultivated and refined with books, pictures, and those

tasteful accessories which give such a charm to the simplest

house. If our closed "best parlors" were libraries in daily use,

we should not find that the young people thought that farms were

only good places to go from and to visit once or twice a year.

There has been no notice given that the subscription price of

these periodicals has been increased. The Quarterlies and Black-

wood are $10.00, and $3.00 per year for any one of them.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE (Reprint.) Leonard Scott <b

Co. : New Y'ork.

This monthly is unequaled as a literary periodical. Many
have objected to taking it on account of its high Tory politics and

its one-sided view of the American war ; but aside from these

political arti'^Ies, which are now very infrequent, there is so much
that is delightful in each number that we can only regret that so

much talent should be v, asted—worse than foolishly in upholding a

bad cause. Still "Chacum a sou gont." If the Tories prefer the

Southerners to us, we can live very comfortably and pleasantly

without their love, and not deem it necessary to deprive our-

selves of reading well-written essays and fascinating novels on

that account. Every one can learn more from their enemies than

from their friends about themselves.

A series of papers—" Cornelius O'Dowd upon Men, Manners and

Things,,—have becoiae a very attractive feature in each number.

They embrace u great variety of subjects, and are well written.

HARPER'S WEEKLY. New York: Haeper & Bros.

This pictorial has become an established institution. The en-

gravings are very fine and very numerous—some of the comicali-

ties quite good. The politics is strongly Republican, and many

of the editorials are well written. Willis G.iylord Clarke is pub-

lishing in its columns a series of familiar tjiks entitled "Succo-

tash;" and there is always two or three chapters of a novel in

each number by Reade or Wilkie Collins, or Dickens, or some au-

thor of equal celebrity. $4.00 per year.

MERRY'S MUSEUM AND WOODWORTH'S CABINET.
New York : J. N. Stearns.

This little [periodical for children is all *hat could he desired.

The stories, the histories, the puzzles, and the various curious

things which it contains, are a never-ceasing source of amuse-

ment to the little folks, and how could it be otherwise when

"Uncle Merry" and "Aunt Sue" are seated on the editorial

throne? What better Christmas present could be given to any

boy or girl than to subscribe in their names for Merry's Museum ?

It is only $1..'50 a ye.ir. This will be a present ever fresh, the

pleasure being renewed each month.

Sale of Valuable Shortliorns.

The wcll-knoTvn herds of Shorthorns belonging to

the late Colonel Rotch, of Otsego eounty, and of T. L.

Harison, of Morley, St. Lawrence county, N. T., will

be sold at Albany November 16th. See advertisement

in another column. It is rarely that such an opporta-

uity occurs for obtaining such choice animals.
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l.et us Hear tbo Result.

If any of our readers liave made any experiments

daring the past season, or at any time, let us hear the

result—favoniblc or unfavorable.

Let us hear in regard to any new implements or ma-

chinery you have used.

We should be glad of suggestions as to the manage-

ment of horses, watering, cleaning, feeding, etc. Also

in regard to the management of cows, sheep, pigs,

poultry, etc.

Let us hear from j'ou in regard to plowing, harrow-

ing, rolling, planting, cultivating, hoeing, etc.

We should also like to know the best method of

building stone fences, and also the most economical way

of building a straight fence from the old rails in a

©rooked or worn fence.

We want to know about planting and cultivating

fruit trees
;
grafting aud renovating old orchards ; the

cultivation of raspberries and strawberries, best varie-

Uos, etc.

We also wish to hear from the ladies. They used to

favor us with many pleasant articles, hints, suggestions,

receipts, etc. Latterly they have neglected lis some-

what. Let us hear from them again. This department

of the Farmer might be made very interesting and use-

ful.

There are manj' other subjects on which we should

like to hear from our readers.

—In this connection we must apologize for not pub-

lishing many of the articles written for the Farmer.

We have still on hand hundreds of communications,

written by practical farmers, gardeners, etc., which it

wivs impossible for us to publish at the time they were

received, and which are now rather out of date. The

f^w^t that an article is not published, is no evidence

that it is destitute of merit, and no sensible man will

be offended. We fully appreciate tlie kindness of those

who write for the Farmer, and hope they will continue

to do BO. We read all that is sent, and though we may

not be able to publish the whole, the ideas are not lost.

Let UB hear from all who have anything to communi-

oate.

We are so desirous of hearing from our readers that we

will say nothing as to how they shall write. Our busi-

ness man, however, asks us to request that our friends

would write anything intended for the editors, on a

aoparate sheet of paper. This would certainly be a

convenience, but wc know better than he does, that it

irt not always easy to do so. Let us hear from you in

juijr way that suits you.

We would call particular attention to the announce-

niwit of Mr. Rufus W. Leavitt, of New York, in the

ndvertising columns of the Farmer. Mr. L. has been

«ppointed solo agent in the United States of Mr. Lawes'

•irtiflcial manures. We need hardly say that these

manures are composed on strictly scientific principles,

a^ul are the result of many years' investigations. They
arc urKiuestionably the best manures of this class in

the world, and we arc exceedingly glad that they arc at

length offered to the farmers of the United States. Mr.
Leavitt has now on hand manures for wheat and grass
which may be Bown this falL

lilst of Nurserymen, &c.

In the list of nurserymen, published in the Septem-

ber number of the Genesee Farmer, there were some
errors and omissions. We make the following correc-

tions:

J. U. Morrison, Seedsman, of Montsjomerj, N. Y., should be J.

M. Morrison.
Cline & Ten Brook, Paris, 111., should be Ten Brook & 0»M-

well.

M. A. Walmoley, Briston, Pa,, should be M. A. Walmsley,
Harri.H it Hacker, Clielttmham, Pa., should be Haines &, llaekeir.

Isaac H. Gould, Middlebury, N. Y., should be WyoDiing, N. T"

The following are the omissions which have beea

pointed out to us :

Connecticut.—F. Trowbridge, New Haven and MiLford.
F. Sundberg, Florist, New Haven.
H. L. Dudley, N<?w llavt-n.

E. A. "VVhitiiie: A; Son. Hartford.
Alfred "Whitinfr. Hartford.
C. P. Augur, Whitn'iyville.
MAKSAoriusETTS.—Eliphalet Stone, Dodham.
S. M. Cutler, Holliston.

Dklawajse.—Edward Tatnall, sr., Wawasct Nurseries, 'WS-
minffton.

f^dward Tatnall, jr., Brandywine Nurseries, Wilmington.
Missouri.'—N. J. Colinan & Co., St. Louis.
J. M. Jordan, St. Louis.
Henry Michael, St. Louis.

Bay less Brothers, Oarondelet.

J. J. Kelly, Webster.
Charles Connor, Webster.
E. li. Mason, Webster.
T. C. Mallinckradt. St.. Charles.
George Hnsrnann. Herman.
New Yoek.—E. F. Itiehardson, Thompson, L. L
Ca^'aba West.—L A. Siiunies, Seedsman, Toronto.

In the Rural Amiual a7id Horticultural Directory for

1865 a revised list will be published. We should es-

teem it a favor if the nurserymen and seedsmen woaM
aid us to prepare a full and correct list.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and onjj-

such—will be inserted in the Geneskb Farmer at twenty-five

cents a line, or $'2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

TSix: renesee: farmer:
A MOHTHLV JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE AND llOETICULTUKB.

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms—Invariably ln Advakoe—One Dollar a year.

C^C) MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examtnc
^^^or ten samples sent free bv mail for 20 cents. Eetailsfor $i
by K. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. iny'M-ly

QTRA^'BERRY AND liA^VTON BLAOK-
O BEKKY PLANTS—For gala on two years credit without
interest by EDilUNI) MOUKIS.

Burlington, N. J., October, 186i. nov2t»

r^BANBERRlT FIjANTS—Of the Bell, Cherry and
\_J Bugle varieties. Send for CircuUir giving mode of cnltupe,

]>riee, A-c. .Mso. manufacturer of Cirafting: Wax and
Xree Vurnlsll for cuts and bruises on trees. A sure proto«-

tion from Weather, and will heal sjund wood. The Wax is a)8«

valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For 6;ile bv
octet F. TKOWBIilDGE, Milford, Conn.

THE CELEBRATED CBAI«
MlCKOSCCl'E. — Combining Instruction wiOi
.\niusenient. is mailed, prepaid, for $2.50; or with
6 beautiful Mounted Objects for $.S.25; with 24

Objects, $6.5t), by HENliY CHAJG.
130 Centre street, New York.

Also, he will mail, jircpaid, the Novelty Ma^nifj-

g Glass, for examining Livins Insects, bee<k.

Flowers, &c., /or $1.50; or with 12 beautifoi

Mounted Objects for $3. je'l3Stf

THE BOWEN MICROSCOPE !

MAGNIFYING 500 TIME.S—-Mah kl> BVKttYwnBRB f*«
50CIKTS. TliBSF. FOB $1. Address*

oct3t* F. H. BOWKN, Box 220, Boiton, Mm8.
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J. B. LAWES'
AFwTIFlCIAL

FAcroiaES,
DnPTroRD AND Baukinc Crebks.

England.
, t -^ No. 1

S I
LON

London OlTir;!,
Adelaide Placb,
DON IJlUDGB, E. C.

rj"TIIE untlersifrned, having dcen appointed Soli; Agent in the
_L Unitfd Statefi for the sale of tlie cclclu-ated and well-tested
(through all Europe and the East Indies) Artifleial Manures, man
utactured by J. 15. LAWES, Esij., of ivothanisted, .St. Albans,
Kng., wlin.sc works are the Lakoest and Oldmt of the kind in
tiio world, now takes niuch pleasure in informing the Public that
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all their dif-
ferent branches, viz., for the production of

vrnKAT,
COKN,

GRASS, and
VEGETABI.es of all kinds.

t?&~ Farmers and Agriculturi.its from all parts of the country
vrill be su|iplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in-
quiries promptly attended to.

RUFUS W. LEAVITT, Agent,
npTtfj lis Wall Stkket, Njjw Yobk.

Agricultural Books.

THE undersigned, who have b^en engaged in the Publishing
and Bookselling Trade for over fffty years, recently made

hwge additions to their premises and addud to their business an

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT,
take this opportunity of stating that they propose to keep on
their shelves the

MOST COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
•f works on thi.s and kindred subjects. Their stock is always
•IMjn to an examination, and it will give them pleasure at all

Uxaes to furni^h any information in their power.

^T" A PKICEU OATALOGTE will shortly bo issued with
many of the books at re<luced rates, and sent krkb to anyone ap-
plying for it.

WlHil.lM AVOOD & COMPANY,
Publisltprt« asid Booksellers,

aovlt 61 Walker St., New York.

AUCTION SALE OF
"

VALUABLE 8HORTHORWS.
rpHE Herds of the late Colonel Francis M. liOTfn, of TheX Grove, (Morris. Otsego county, N. Y.,) and of Thomas L.
Habison, of Morley Farm, (Morley, St. Lawrence county, N. Y )
will be sold c^jnjointly at J'UHLIC AUCTION, without any re-
•erve, at the barns at Mount Hope, (the use of which has been
most kindly granted for the purpose by E. P. Pkkntioe Esq. ) at
Albany, N. Y., on

'

AV^ednesday, Not. 16, 1864, at 2 o'clock P. M.
precisely.

These herds are of such excellent reputation that the under-
•tgnod confidently bespeaks the attention of American and Cana-
il\» n Breeders.

tW Catalogues aro now ready, and may be had on application
to T. L. Harison, to SAiiiBL Thokne, Thorudalo (WashinKtou
Hollow, N. Y.,) or to the Auctioneer.

It JOilN R. PAGi;. Sennett, Cayuga county, N. Y.

LUMBER AND LOG BOOK.
QCUIBNEirs liEADY RECKONKR for mea.suring all kindsO of Saw Logs, Board.s, Pianks, Cubical contentsof square and
riHind wood, (tc, comprised in a number of tables, to whicli are
added fable* by the month, board oi- rent by the week or day. &c.
Ac. Scarcely is it possible to add to the recommendations of the'
siboTe book, more than to give its title page, as every one engaged
in buying and selling, measuring or inspecting lumber, wTir at
«Mioe appreciate the work. This is the most complete and relia-
ble book ever published on thi.s subject, (^ver three hundred
thousand copies have been sold, and the demand is constant »nd
insreasing.

Farmers, lumber merchants, and business men, will find it very
aaful. Price, 80 cents, post-paid. Peddlcra and dealers can
niake money selling this bivik.

Published and for »«le, wholesale and retail, by
1* GEO. W. FIBIIEK, Koche»ter, N. T.

Monroe Nursery, Monroe Mich,

10,000 PEACH TREES
Of the leading varieties. Also, a general assortment of

FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES.
Snch as Delaware, Concord, .tc,— very line.

STK A WBEItRIES.
Russell's Prolific^ Triomph d« Gand, Wilson's Albany, &c.
Correspondence solicited. Catalogues on application with

Stamp- It L E. 1LGENEKIT2 & CO.

/n REEN'S PATENT ROOFING—Consists of a stoutVX Canvas, impregnated with a Water-Proof and Fire-Proof
Compound, covered on both sides with a stout fabric made water
proof by a solution of INDIA RUBBER, and hardened by •
coating of PATENT METALIC PAINT.

It is both WATER-PROOE and FIRE-PROOF.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of thin oil-cloth.
It luakes the best and most durable READY liOOFING ©Ter

introduced.
It is designed for Dwelling-houses, Barns, Sheds, Steamboat*

and Railway-cars.
It can bo laid down by any sensible workman.
It is CHEAPER than anv known Roofinc; of equal durability.
nov2t HENKY smith, 129 Pearl st., New York.

FOR MAKING TUB

TURKISH RHUBARB WINE.
HAVING grown this plant extensively, and having direct

business communications with importers, I am prepivred
to furnish the roots in such quantities as may suit purchaser*.
Also, the WINE.
Agents wanted. Address. H. B. BAILEY,
octat Andover, Ct

LATEST IMPROVED
Hay, Straw and Fodder Cutter.

Is far superior to any in use.

PREMIUM FARM GRIST MILL.
Simple, cheap and durivble. Is adapted for Horse Powers.

1^" Send for Descriptive Circulars, and address
It WM. L. BOYER & BRO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF

NORTHERN MISSOURL
REBELS are moving away, and are selling for whatever they

can get An extensive immigration from the Northern
States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy that
part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. Fre*
and full information given on application to
nov'64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York.

$200,000 ^^S^T^'im^''-
'' '' '''''^-

Apple Root Grafts. $S0 per 10,000.

300,000 White or Hedge Willow, $2 per 1000.

Linneus Rhubarb (Wine Plant) .$5 per 100, $40 per 1000.

Quince Stocks, Currants, Gooseberries, Grapes, &c, at lowe»t
rates.

Delaware, Concord, and other cuttings.

Asparagus Roots, ic, ic.
It E. Y. TEAS, Richmond, Ind.

FARMERS, ATTENTION !

Do NOT purchase a Mower or Reaper for the season of 1885
until you see "The I.mi'eoveu CAYU<iA Ckirf Moweu and

liEAPEii," and "Improved Cayuga Chief Jxi/nior Mowfr,'^ tt%

manufactured only by
BARBER, SHELDON & CO., Anburn, N. Y.

^W~ Circulars, with full description, Ac, furnished on applica-
tion, or forwarded by mail. octit

<1[*^ AA PER MONTH—AGENTS WANTEB
rlpJLUV^ By the AUBURN PUBUISHING CO.
in every township to sell their valuable book!« for the
pcoprc—includins the latest History of the Rebel"
lion. ^W For full particulars and liberal otVcrs

Address E. G. STORKE, AUBURN, N. Y.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

CUTTINGS of this superior live fence plant, of snifabU
length, at $1 per 100 or $5 i)or 1000. Warrautod true Samjc

AXBA. mh D. 3. HEFFKON, Uticn, N. T.
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Perry's American Horse Power.—A Great
I>A.BOR Saving Machine, and onk of the Most Vai,itabi.e In-

TUNTiONS OF TiiE Agk.—FiRST PuKMiuMs were awarded it by the

flie N. Y. State Agricultural Society at the State Fairs of 1SC3

and ISM, and by the Michigan State Agricultural Society at the

State Fair o'f 1S64.—Manufactured by E. Remington & Sons,

Uion Agricultural Works, llion, Herkimer county, N. T.

6th. Is very quickly and easily set up for work.

Tth. No Joints loosened by setting up and taking down, no mat-

ter how often d(jne.

8th. Will cost less for Oil, I^ird, or Tallow, to run it.

9th. Will cost less for repairs, on account of natural wear; and

will last longer.

10th. Not nearly bo liable to eerious breakage from great or

sudden strains.

11th. Home blacksmithing or carpentry will Buffice for almost

any carelessness.

12th. No danger of long suspensions of work on account of

breakdowns.

13lh. Has no bridge, rod, belt, or any other part of the machine

for the horses to step over every turn, like all other field Sweep

Powers—a great advantage.

14th. M'ill do double tlie icork of other Sweep Powers with
the eatne team.

15th. Will do more work with the same team than any TYead

Potcer, and is much more safe and pleasant for the horses.

16th. Is the loicest priced of any Power in the market, c.ipabl*

of doing, either, au equal variety, or an equal amount, of work.

Mr. Wm. D. Scheemerhoen, of Decrfleld, Oneida county, N.

T., says

:

January 18th, 1864.

Your Horse Power pleases me mnch. I can saw, in the sam*
time with it, more wood with one horse than I could with two,

using any other Power I have ever owned or tried. With rather

a small horse I can saw from twenty to twenty-five cords per day
with a drag saw. Expecting much from the Power, yet my ex-

pectations were not over half what I have realized, espei-ially

when I commenced using a circular saw, and found how last and

how easily I could saw. using only two small horses. I believe

liiis new Power will and ought to come into general use for

i:ireshing and other purposes.

Mr. John Hook, jr., of Bridgewater, Oneida county, writes as

follows, under date of August 30th, 1863

:

" I have been threshing with the Power I bought of you. It

works splendidly. I can thresh and clean 400 bushels of oats per

day, with two horses, and do it with ease. Old threshers who
have been here to see it work, say that I can do more with two

horses than they can with five, on the old Powers."

Some improvements, in the way of a heavier and a hardened

chain, and in the mode of running the chain, and some other

changes in the Jack, have since been made by the inventor, in

order to still further simplify and to render the Power practically

perfect.

UNPRECEDENTED WITH A CIRCULAR SAW.

This is to certify that during the middle of one of the warmest,

if not the wannest day of last August, with no wind stirring, and .

in a place peculiarly exposed to the hottest rays of the sun, on*

horse, with I*Ir. Perry's Horse Power, sawed for me with a Cir-

cular S.w, a full measured Cord ot large, very dry, and very hard

Maple wood, every stick twice throngh, in just fourteen min-

utes, as timed by two watches. C. K. NEGUS,
Pastor of the Baptist Church, Newport

Newport, February Sth, ISM.

A CORD IN EIGHT MINUTES WITH A DRAG SAW.

At a Public Trial in Newport, a cord of hard wood was sawed

in eight minutes, and 3 cords and 5^ feet in thirty-two minutes,

with ease, hy only one horse, including the time occupied in

placing two additional logs on the log-way, and the binding of the

same after sawing each block, and all stops, as timed by many

watches, and measured by a number of men. A more detailed

statement of this extraordinary performance, signed by twenty-

three prominent citizens of Newport and vicinity will be furnish-

ed to all who desire it.

PRICES.

Increased or decreased cost of material and labor in the fntni'e

will probably cause a corresponding change in the prices given

below. At present the price for

No . 1 Is fixed at $ 200

\^ < -^=>^ '111 If

WHY THE NEW IS MUCH SUPERIOR TO THE OLD
POWERS.

1st. It occupies much less room for storage, when not in use.

2d. It is less heavy and cumbersome—more portable.

8d. Can be snugly packed on a common one-horse wagon—and

Bot a heavy load for one horse to draw.

4th. Any part can be re.adily lifted, and loaded, by two men.

5th. Not at all liable, like other Powers, to be racked or injured

fey moving.

No. 2 is fixed at. 1T5

Drag Saw Attaclimcnt 25
Saw (filed) * **

20
Braj
Log Way
Circular Saw (24 ineli) ^ivitEi Tabic 5i

a a « witlJOiit Tal)le 19

Catalogues containing a full description of the machine will be

sent to any address on application. Address

E. REMINGTON & SONS,

Uion, Herkimer co., N. Y.
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BULLAl-iC'S IMPROVED

Or Machine for Spreading and Turning Hay.

THE subscriber havinsr purchased the exclusive riirht for man-
ufacturing and selling (for the State of New York)

Bullard's Smproved Hay Tedder,
now proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of liis ability,

•which must necessarily bo limited the coming year, owing to the

difficulty of obtaininssood and competent mechanics.

Those who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la-

bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be

recorded in turn. "First come, first served." Address
SILAS C. HEliUINt;, New York.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them.
D. U. J5ART0N, Rochester, N. T., Agent ap'M-ly

Trne Delaware Grapevines.

IfRO^M THE OTiIGH]V.A.L. "V"I]>fE.

BEST QrAL,IT¥ ©F PE,AI\'TS

AT L.OAV PRICES.
ALSO, strong vines of Allen's White Hybrid, Aclirond.ac,

Anna, (^reveling. Concord. Clinton. Cuyahoga, Clara. Cas-

s.idy, Diana, (iolden Clinton, Hartford Prolilic, lon.a, Israella.

Lydia, Lincoln, Lenoir, Logan, Ma.xatawnuy, Ontario, Rebecca.
Koirer's New Hybrids, Taylor, ToKalon, Union Village, Under-
hilfs Seedling, ic.

Also, Uowuing's Mulberry, Currants, Raspberries, Strawber-
ries, &c.
Send for Descriptive Price List to

oct2t GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Del.iware, Ohio.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROtflESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEUD FOR A CATALOGUE
AND

SPECIAL TEKIJaS OF SALE,
AND

OEDEE YOUE TEEES DIEEOT.
Address C. W SEKLYE,

aptf Rochester Central Nurserle.s, RocliHsi.-r, N. Y.

A^MONIATED PACIFIC CUANO^^
AI;KAL guano, containing from seventy t" .iirlity per eent,

of Phosphate of Lime, to which has been added by a

chemical process a lar^e percentage of Ammonia, so fixed that it

can not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other
tertilizer.

Pii''e, S8 per nett tun. A liberal discount to the tnade.
p^~ i'aaiphlets. with copies of analysis by Dr. .Jaclcson. Mass-

nchusetts State .\ssayor, and Or. Licbig. of Baltimore, and testi-

monials from Scientitic Ajrrieulturists, showins its value, can be
obtained froai J.'O. BAKER & CO., Selling Agents,

octOt l;31 Pearl street. New York.

GKAPE VINES BY MAIii—Or i)y Express, includ-

ing both old auvi new varieties. For circular, prices, itc,

addxess ocvit U. B. LUM, Sandusky, Ohio.

Pure Sheep Wash Tobacco.

THEREBY certify that I have been familiar with all the pro-
cesses employed by the South Down Company in the manu-

facture of their "Sheep Wash Tobacco," am! that the ar;iele pre-
[lared under .\!r. .)a<|iies' Patent contains all the usei'nl principles
of the Tobacco in a concentrated form.
This I'aste, employe<l as a Sheep Wash, according to the direc-

tions furnished by the Comi)any, has the eiieet o.'' curing Scab
anci other cutaneous diseiuses, and destroying all parasitic insects
which infect the skin an<l wool of the Sheeii. and lliereby im-
proves the health of the animal, as well as the qu:ility of its

fleece. Employed in the same way, the solution bi ing mado
stronger, it will destroy those insects which infest the skins of
larger animals, and also those that are injtirious to veiretation.

CHARLES '1. ,iA(.:KSON..M. D.,
Ass.ayer to the State of Massachusetts, and Consultiug Chemist

j:^" Wool Growers should beware of any preparation that
contains "sulphur," as it is sure to destroy the fibre of tht wool.
One pound of ExTR.^rr ToB.vfco will make twi he gallons Wash,
and contains the strength of eight jiounds of Tobacco, as prepar-
ed by farmers.

Ai^euts wanted in every "^¥00! District.
JAMES F. LEVIN, Agent South Down Co.,

23 Central Wharf, Boston.

AGENTS.—DuDLKT &. Staffokd, 69 Beekman St., Now York
;

R. H. Allen & Co., 189 and 191 Water St., New York; E. W.
H.\RKi(tAN & Co., Comstock's Landing. N. Y.; Ei.ias Foote, Ba-
tavia, N. Y.; Wm. Simpson, Jr., New Hudson, Allegany county,
N. Y.; A. M. WiGHT.MAN, Bath, N. Y.; St()I>dai:u it Barton,
Troy. N. Y.; NioiiosoN, Paine & Co., Albion, N. Y.; Lank &
Paine, Rochester, N. Y. oct2t

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL Ti?EEs!!
TEN ACRES OF STRAWBEl;l;n;S—Of the most desirable

kinds—such as French, lUissell. Fillmore, Iriomphe d9
Gand, Bartlett, Albany, Austin. Cutter, Downer and Lady Finger.
TEN ACRES OF "BLACKBERRIES—Dorchester and Ifew

Rochelle.
FIVE ACRES OF RASPBERRIES—Including the Phil*.-

DELi'iitA, the best and most productive hardy Raspberry. It has
yielded with me over two hundred bushels per acre of large, red,
lucions fruit without i)rotection from sun or frost.

Send for Catalosjues gratis.

sep3t WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N.J.

retail

Sal.

baceo
of T<
dersi;

TO FARMERS!
ADLEY'S TOBACCO FEltTlLlZER, AND BRADLEY'S
X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wlndesale .and

by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY:
s Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
" Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To-
Fertili^er. Bradley's X L Manual on the Culture and Curings

bacco, with Illustrations, can be had bv addressing the un-
rned. WM. L. BRADLEY.

fjgr" Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE BULL HOTSPUR 4080 A. H. B. bv Duke of Gloster
(11,3S2) dam Daphne (importe.l) by Harold (10.299). rich

roan, calved May 1.5, ISfiO. Also, three YEAIcLINf! BULLS
and five BULL C^VLVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few
HEIFERS.
S;^~ Catalogues sent on application,

aptf T. L. HARISON, .Morley, St. Lawrence co., K. Y.

FRANCIS BRILL,

]N^ixrserymiiii «fc Seed Gri*<»ver,

NEWARK, N. J. ^,

STUAWBKURY PLANTS A SPECIALITY.

p^" FViiit Trees*. Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, &c. Cata-

logues on application^ septf

Stammering.
ST.iITI]?IEKINCJ—Cured by Bates Appliances. For D»-

scriijtive Paiuphlet, .Sic, address
H. C. L. MEARS& CO.,

octet 27'i W. 23d street. New York.

CONC^ORD CRAPE VJf^ES.
AVERY LAl\(iE STOCK of tlie above at low rates by ths

hundred or thousand. All the lea<lins varieties can b«

furnished, including Rogers' Hybrids, Adirondac, loaa, Israella,

&c.' &c.
FKtriT AND Ornamental Tkees, Siieitbs, Roses, Ac.

Address Bep3t WM. ADAIR, Detroit, Mick
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ISSUED TO-DAY AND PLACED ON OUK PREMIUM LIST!

tmn* M'DauAH'
TWENTY- ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

Strictly on tlxe CondLitions IVaiMted. Eelo^vl

Read this Explanation.

"We hereby asain pledge ourselves to the readers of this paper

to fully carry out our Prcuiiuin Offer, as follows: Out of every

$100,000 of Gen. McClellan's Promisk, or Gen. Grant's Si'v, (or

any of the rest of our publications) we sell, we will impartially

distribute anions; those subscribin?, Twenty-one Thousand
Dollars in Handsome and Valuable Premiums, excluding all

cheap or hogtis ieioelry.

As some who have sent for our books seem not to exactly un-

derstand our enterprise, we will endeavor to explain it as simply

and thorouirhly as possible.

In the first place it is not a lottery. "We sell our books for a

certain sum; on that sum we make a certain profit; and this

profit we share with a number of subscribers, which number is

not picked out, but silected at random from the whole list of

names sent us. By this means, and by making many of our pre-

miums very valuable, we excite a competition among our patrons.

In the second place, we exclude all cheap or bogus jewelry,

which has been so common in gift schemes, because we believe

such indiicemcnts dishonest.

In the third place, we have bound ourselves publicly to per-

form every promise we make, not only to the public, but to the

papers in which we advertise. And to further convince all that

our enterprise is not to be classed with schemes so deservedly

called humbugs, we have pledged ourselves to make Kegular

Statements under Oath at each Distribution of Premiums

!

On commencing our enterprise, we sent out premiums as sub-

scriptions came iii ; but, finding the system did not work well, we
intended to make a distribution only at the close of the sale of

$100,000 worth of our books. But as this might take too long a

time before we could give the public an evidence that we did ex-

actly what we have said, we have determined to make oiw^first

diatribution immediately on the sale of $33,000 worth of books.

One house, or farm,, worth $3,000, besides other premiums, in

axact proportion, being given away in each distribution.

Many sending us subscriptions, write that their friends will

Bend when they'see what they get. If all those who have thus

held back since we started our enterprise had sent their subscrip-

tions, either clubs or sinde ones, we should before this have been

able to make at least one, if not i^co, distributions, in which very

many of the^e identical parties would have received handsome

and valuable premiums. We hope by this time they see our en-

terprise is an honest one, and entirely worthy their confidence.

"Wb ask them to help us to prove it. If they can not afford

'$5 or $1, they can attbrd 50 or 25 cents. Certainly that is not

such a heavy outlay for a book that can not be' bought for less in

any store; when, in addiiio7i, and really for nothing, they have

an opportunity of obtaining a $8,000 premium.

Single Copies 25 Cents; Five Copies '$1.

Our Premium List is numbered from one upwards, nnd all let-

ters received will be entered thereon impartially, as they arrive,

•whether containing 25 cents, $1.00, or $5.00, each book represent-

ing one number. In other words every single book (25 cents)

will represent a number or subscription, and every Jive books

($1.00) will represent/fe numbers or subscriptions, whether the

$1.00 be sent by one person or Jive persons. Thus, while a club

of 5, 10 or 15 uiay secure one of our most valuable premiums, a

single subscription may also obtain one. And we publicly pledce

ourselves to give every premium we offer, and to publish the

aames and addresses of the successful parties in this paper.

In remitting, give the name and date of the paper containing

this advertisement.
Address, cash with order,

C. W. AL.EXANDEK & CO., Publlsliera,
123 South Thii-d street, Philadelphia, Pa.

$1,000 to Club Raisers.
$1,000 to Club Raisers.
$1,000 to Club Raisers.

As there are a large number of our patrons who are, and will
bo, raising clubs for this Great and Exciting Book, we have been
induced to oft'er them something handsome and substantial in re-
turn for their labor and trouble. This offer, thus publicly pledg-
ed, and made with the same binding conditions as our other offers,
is in addition to all others, and is^applicable only to club r.aisers.

It is made specially for their benefit. Any one is at liberty to get
up a club, and compete for the club premiums. And the surest
way to raise large clubs, is to take this paper and show our otter
to every friend you know, and get them all to read it, and then
join with you at once in sending for it.

Clubs, according to the postallaw, must be directed to one per-
son, though several names are included in it. Kemember that
one person who sends club amounts of money is entitled to all
the privileges of a club. These are our club premiums:

To tlse Largest Club, $500.
To 2d Largest Club, $200.
To 3d Largest Club, $100.
To 4tb Largest Club, $75.
To 5tU Largest Club, $50.
To 6tU Largest Club, $25.
To 7tli Largest Club, $25.
To 8tli Largest Club, $25.

Those who have read General Grant's Darino Spy, will,

upon perusing the thrilling and curious incidents in our new book,
General McClellan's Promise, acknowledge that thousrh the
first is startling and strangely romantic, the latter is still more bo.

Mexico is certainly a mysterious land, and "General McClellan's
Promise" will but increase the profoundness of the mystery
which for ages has enveloped that peculiar race, the Aztecs. And
we doubt if the most fertile-brained romancer could invent more
deeply thrilling romance, or trains of incident so wild, solemn
and wlered, as those which fill the pages of this singular narra-
tive. Until now these facts were never considered worth giving
to the public, as they might be classed among those continually

happening to a soldier. The chapter containing the description

of the last interview between McClellan and the beautiful Inez, a
Priestess of the Sun; .and thO" Litter's prophcsy,are alone worth
ten times the cost of the book. Every one should send for it. It

is the' most exciting and most curious book that has ever been
offered to the public.

SINGLE COPIES,'25 ClrtrrS-^TlVE COFLES, $L

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS—FIVE COPIES, $1.

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS—FIVE COPIES, $1.

GET UP TOUE CLUBS
GET UP TOUB CLUBS

AND SEND AT ONCE.

AND SEND AT ONCB.

[ SEE NEXT COLUMN.]

Address, cash with order,

C, W. ALEXANDER & CO., Publishers,

123 South Third street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WALKS AlVD TALKS OIV THE FARM.—NO. 12.

I "WAS talking to a Canadian farmer, last night,

who wants to buy a farm somewhere in the States.

He thought of going West, but at my suggestion

went into the southern counties of this State to look

at the farms there. He called on me after he re-

turned. He did not form a very favorable opinion

of the farmers in that section. In a ride of eighteen

miles, though the weather was very fine, he saw

scarcely a man at work in the fields. Occasionally a

man was picking apples, or splitting wood in the

front yard. As for real, thorough, energetic farming,

he saw nothing of it. How the people live, he could

not see. They do not half cultivate their land, and

seem to have little faith in the profits of farming-

They are willing to turn their attention to anything

rather than to working their land. If there are a

dozen sheep-skins in the neighborhood, half a dozen

men would start out to buy them, leaving their farms

to take care of themselves.

There is some truth in what he says. I have been

in the same neighborhood. Land is cheaper than in

any other section of the State. It is an old-settled

country, with ready aecess to markets, land of good

quality, and a demand for all that you can raise

;

and yet he says he was offered farms for $25 per

acre.

To him, of course, this is very cheap. It is only

$10 per acre in Canada money. He thinks land is

far cheaper on this side, even if gold was at par,

than it is in Canada. I showed him a farm in this

neighborhood that was sold last year for $50 per

acre, and he said such a farm, as weU situated, in

Canada, would sell for $80 an acre,

If this is so, it follows that at the present time

Istnd in Canada is four times as high as with us—for

$20 in Canada money is now equal to $50 in our

money. A Canadian who has a little money to spare

could certainly buy a farm here at a very low rate.

I do not think farms are any higher now than they

were six years ago. A farm that he would have had

to pay $5,000 for before the war, he could now buy

for $3,000 1 [This was written ten days ago, when

gold was at 250. It is now lower, but the tendency

is again upward.]

I am surprised that English and Canadian farmers

do ndt come and settle here more than they do.

There never was a better time for them to do so

than now. With their money, they can certainly

buy a farm for half what they would have had to

pay three or four years ago.

Mr. L—!— was here today and advises me to lay

down my roses, and then cover the bed with leaves

a foot thick and lay some boards on the top, or what

would be better still, some branches of evergreens,

to keep them from blowing away. This will protect

them effectually from the frost, and next surames-

they will flower to the tips of the shoots. He has

had remarkable success with roses, and he adopts

this method. Even tender roses can be kept over

winter in the open ground by covering them thor-

oughly with leaves. We all know how completely

a thick covering of leaves keeps the frost out of the

ground in the woods, and there can be little doubt

that they can be used for this purpose with great

advantage in the garden.

A good coat of horse manure is the best dressing

for strawberries set out last spring. It will protect

the plants from the winter and enrich the land at

the same time.

Raspberries need nothing more than bending

down, and the ends of the sprouts covered with a

spadeful of soil. Two men will soon cover a large

plat of them. Cut out all the old canes, and then

cut the new shoots, leaving only four strong ones in

each hill to bear fruit next year. Then let one man
bend down two hills together, and let the other man
put a spadeful or two of soil on the ends to hold

them down. It is very little trouble, and will insure

a crop next season. No other protection is needed.

Grapes should be taken down from the trellises,

pruned, and covered in the same way. All that is

needed is to put soil enough on the canes to hold

them down. Straw, grass, and anything that will

afford a harbor for mice, should not be used. Oae
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year we had several large Delaware vines injured to

a considerable extent by mice that worked among

some grass near the trellis, and eat out the buds

from the canes.

Owing to the scarcity of fodder and the high price

of grain, farmers have been crowding their cattle on

tlie market—too often in a half-fatted condition. The

consequence is, that in New York cattle have been

in excess of the demand, and prices, especially for

inferior animals, declined very materially. The New

York papers triumphantly ask :
" Where is the evi-

dence of the scarcity of cattle in the country of which

we have heard so much 1

"

Speculators may have represented a greater scarc-

ity of cattle than there is, but that good beef cattle

are scarce there can be no doubt. How far high

prices will check consumption, and thus restore the

deficiency, remains to be seen.

I was talking with an experienced butcher in the

city a few days since, and one who has for years

traveled all over this section, buying cattle, and he

says he has never known cattle so scarce. If I had

been buying beef, such a statement might not have

been considered very disinterested, but I was talk-

ing to him about selling some three year old heifers

that are now very fair beef. He strongly advised

me to keep them two or three months, and give

them a couple of quarts of corn meal per day, with a

few turnips, &c. That it would pay, he said, there

could be no doubt. He expected to see cattle higher

in the spring than ever before.

The rush for cattle to New York has abated some-

what, and prices advanced this week fully one cent

per pound.

It seems to be a matter of fact that the higher

grain is, the more money there is to be made in fat-

tening cattle and sheep in winter. In these times,

however, it is difficult to determine how far we may

take experience as our guide—for this reason : One

of the advantages of feeding grain to cattle and

sheep is the superior quality of the manure obtained.

But we have to wait some time before we can get

returns from the manure made this winter. If we

sell the grain at present war prices, we are sure of

the money ; but if we feed it to cattle, we may have

peace and low prices before we can get any advan-

tage from the manure—and possibly from the cattle

themselves.

It is for this reason that artificial manures ofier

greater advantages than ever before. We get the

effect at once, and are thus enabled to get better

crops while prices are high. It will scarcely pay to

make permanent improvements of any kind, while

* labor and material of all kinds are so high. We
must do all that we can to increase our crops for the

time being, get out. of debt, and prepare to make im-

provements when the reaction shall take place.

If the present fine weather would only last a week

or ten days longer, I would keep all my teams plow-

ing. Fcr the destruction of insects late plowing in

the fall is better than early plowing. The worms

have descended into the ground four or five inches

deep. If turned up on a warm, sunny day, they will

get warmed into life, and then a frost at night will

do the business for the rascals.

How few people pay any attention to the manage-

ment of their manure. A heap of horse dung is al-

lowed to remain near the stable door, where it fire-

fangs ; while near the pig pen there is a slush hole

in which half the manure runs away and is lost.

Now would it not pay to throw the horse manure

into the pig pen ? It would absorb aU the liquid,

giving the pigs a good, dry jilace, and making a fine

lot of excellent manure.

One of the oldest farmers in town told me to-day

that he had never known so wet and disagreeable a

fall. It has been almost impossible to get along

with the work. ISIany farmers have not yet dug

their potatoes, and the late severe frost must have

injured them seriously. I have dug all mine, ex

cept about an acre of Californians that I raised for

the pigs. WTien steamed and fed out at once, the

frost wiU not injure them. In fact, if there is any

truth in the idea that sugar is more fattening than

starch, a little freezing would be an improvement.

I do not think I shall freeze them purposely, but as

they are frozen we may as well put the best face on

the matter, and conclude that the potatoes are all

the better for it.

Cornstalks are also seriously injured by the

weather. Last year I did not draw mine in tiU the

middle of December. They were then as bright and

nice almost as when cut. But this year they look as

weather-beaten as though they had been out aU win-

ter. We must make the best of them, however.

Fodder is very scarce. Hay has already sold as high

as $26 per ton in Rochester, and straw is in demand

for paper. There can be little doubt that stock of

aU kinds will be very high in the spring, and it is

worth making a great efibrt to keep over as much as

possible.
,

When I was a boy there was nothing I enjoyed

more than to cut little drains to carry oflf the water

from the land. I used to like to see it run. I hare

been at the same kind of work to-day, and enjoyed

it just as much—barring the reflection that if the

land was underdrained, as it should be, there would

I be no surface water to let off: Even a little surface

I

drainage of this k^hd is better than nothing, and I
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was surprised Iiow soon I could let oflF all the water

tliat had accumulated in the dead furrows on differ-

ent parts of the wheat. It is just a j^lcasant pas-

time for a farmer and his son to take a spade and a

hoe and let off the water. The boy at all events

will enjoy it.

Farmers do not talk enough to their sons about

farming operations. They do not realize how inter-

ested their sons would soon become, if talked to and

consulted about jilans for future improvements.

Give them reasons for doing; things so and so, with

reminiscencies from past experience, and they will

recollect them and profit by them when you are no

more. I can recollect many things my father told

me when a mere boy, and which are of use to me in

my fanning operations to this day.

The more I see of the agriculture of the country,

tlie more I am persuaded that we shall be compelled

to farm better. It is vain to suppose that we can go

on as we have done. There must be a change. The
first flush of fertility in the soil—the accumulation

of leaves and other organic matter—is rapidly be-

coming exhausted, and we shall be compelled to

spend more labor in the preparation of the land for

crops, and in furnishing more manure. The last

census proves conclusively that the crops of the Uni-

ted States by no means increase as rapidly as the

population. Agriculture has not been as profitable

as it should be, and we need—and shall have—high-

er prices, and then fanning will take a higher rank

than it has hitherto occupied in this country.

Wool is advancing again, somewhat. It is princi-

pally in the hands of wool dealers, and they are de-

termined to hold on to it till the manufacturers are

williog to pay at least as much as they gave for it.

Wool cannot be imported at the present rate of ex-

cliange, higli duties, &c.; and it seems as though the

manufacturers would be compelled to accept the

terms of the wool dealers.

Still, there is unquestionably a heavy clip in the

country, and at length the high price of cloth is be-

ginning to have its proper effect in checking the de-

mand. The shoddy aristocrats and young men in

our cities who have more money than brains—and

none too much of the former—may be willing to pay

one hundred dollars for an overcoat, but those of us

who have to work for a living must patch up our

old clothes and get along the best way we can. And
it is astonishing how much a man can spend on his

dress, and how little he can get along with if he

tries. The dry goods men and tailors have found

out to their cost that people will not pay such exor-

bitant prices for their goods. The great body of the

people, as soon as they see the necessity of it, are

willing to forego for a tima aU superfluous articles

either of food or clothing. We have on our hands
one of the greatest wars in history, and we must de-

vote all our energies to bringing it to an honorable

termination. We must cut off all luxuries, as well

of home as of foreign manufacture, and raise more
necessaries.

I have always admired the answers of Benjamin
Franklin, when examined before the British Parlia^

ment in 1766, relative to the repeal of the Stamp
Act. Common people in England are to this day
quite as familiar with it as Americans, and I think

admire the boldness and adroitness of Franklin's

answers even more than his own countrymen.

He was asked

:

Q. Do you not think the people of America would
submit to pay the stamp duty, if it was moderated ?

A. No, never, unless compelled by force of arms.

Q. What was the temper of America toward Great

Britain before the year 1763 ?

A. The best in the world. They submitted wil-

lingly to the government of the crown, and paid, in

their courts, obedience to the acts of Parliament.

Numerous as the people are in the several old prov-

inces, they cost you nothing in forts, citadels, garri-

sons, or armies, to keep them in subjection. They
were governed by this country at the expense only

of a little pen, ink and paper ; they were led by a

thread. They had not only a respect, but an affec-

tion for Great Britain ; for its laws, its customs and
manners, and even a fondness for its fashions, that

greatly increased the commerce. Natives of Britain

were always treated with particular regard ; to be an

Old-England man was, of itself, a character of some
respect, and gave a kind of rank among us.

Q. And what is their temper now ?

A. 0, very much altered.*******
Q. Don't you think cloth from England absolutely

necessary to them ?

A. No, by no means absolutely necessary ; with

industry and good management, they may very well

supply themselves with all they want.

Q. Will it not take a long time to establish that

manufacture among them ; and must they not in the

meanwhile suffer greatly ?

A. I think not. They have made a surprising

progress already. And I am of opinion, that beforo

their old clothes are worn out, they will have new
ones of their own making.

Q. Can they possibly find wool enough in North

America ?

A. They have taken steps to increase the wool.

They entered into general combinations to eat no

more lamb; and very few lambs were killed last

year. This course, persisted in, will soon make a
prodigious difference in the quantity of wool. And
the establishing of great manufactories, like those in
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the clothing towns here, is not necessary, as it is

where the business is to be carried on for the pur-

poses of trade. The people will all spin, and work

for themselves, in their own houses.

Q. Can there be wool and manufacture enough in

one or two years ?

A. In three years, I think there may.

Q. Does not the severity of the winter, in the

northern colonies, occasion the wool to be of bad

quality ?

A. No; the wool is very fine and good.

Q. In the more southern colonies, as in Virginia,

don't you know, that the wool is coarse, and only a

kind of hair?

A. I don't know it. I never heard it. Yet I have

been sometimes in Vij-ginia. I cannot say I ever

took particular notice of the wool there, but I be-

lieve it is good, though I cannot speak positively of

it ; but Virginia and the colonies south of it have

lass occasion for wool ; their winters are short, and

not very severe^ ; and they can very well clothe them-

selves with linen and cotton of their own raising for

the rest of the year'.

Q. Are not the people in the more northern colo-

nies obliged to fodder their sheep all the winter?

A. In some of the most northern colonies they

may be obliged to do it,, some part of the winter.

Q. Can aqything less than a military force carry

the Stamp Act into execution ?

A. I do not see how a military force can bo ap

plied to that purpose.

Q. Why may it not ?

A. Suppose a military force sent into America,

they will find nobody in arms ; what are they then

to do ? They cannot force a man to take stamps

who chooses to do without them. They will not

find a rebellion ; they may indeed make one.

Q. [f the act is not repealed, what do you think

will be the consequences?

A. A total loss of the respect and affection the

people of America, bear to this country, and of all

the commerce that depends on that respect and

affection.

Q. How can the commerce be affected?

A. You will find, that if the act is not repealed,

they will take a very little of your manufactures in

a short time.

Q. Is it in their power to do without them ?

A. I think they may very well do without them.

Q. Is it their interest not to take them t

A. The goods they take from Britain are either

necessaries, mere conveniences or superfluities. The

first, as cloth, &c., with a little industry they can

make at homo ; the second they can do without, till

they are able to provide them among themselves

;

and the last, which are much the greatest part, they

will strike off immediately. They are mere articles

of fashion, purchased and consumed because the

fashion in a respected country ; but will now be de-

tested and rejected. The people have already struck

off, by general agreement, the use of all goods fash-

ionable in mournings, and many thousand pounds'

worth are sent back as unsalable.

Q. Supposing the Stamp Act continued and en-

forced, do you imagine that ill-humor will induce the

Americans to give as much for worse manufactures

of their own, and iise them, preferable to better of

ours?

A. Yes, I think so. People will pay as freely to

gratify one passion as another, their resentment as

their pride.

Q. If the Stamp Act should be repealed, would it

induce the assemblies of America to acknowledge

the rights of Parliament to tax them, and would

they erase their resolutions ?

A. No, never.

Q. Are there no means of obliging them to erase

those resolutions?

A. None that I know of; they will never do it,

unless compelled by force of arms.

Q. Is there a power on earth that can force them

to erase them ?

A. No power, how great soever, can force men to

change their opinions.

Q. What used to be the pride of the Americans?

A. To indulge in the fashions and manufactures

of Great Britain.

Q. What is now their pride ?

A. To wear tJieir old clothes over again, till they can,

make new ones.

We can do the same thing again, the moment
there is a necessity for it. In the Revolution, as

now, speculation, extravagance and corruption were

rife, but the great body of the people then as now

were patriotic and terribly in earnest. We can wear

old clothes, rather than pay such exorbitant prices

for new ones.

I wonder if the American dislike to mutton Lad

not its origin in " the general combinations to eat no

more lamb" ! Mutton is now decidedly the cheapest

food we have. Good, fair sheep sell for $5 a head

;

and the pelts are worth $1.50 to $3 each So that

the carcass costs very little. And yet few people

will eat mutton. They will pay 25 cents a pound

for pork rather than eat mutton at 4 or 5 cents a

pound.

It is cruel to starve animals, or to deny them pro-

tection against the fierco blasts of our northern

winters. It is, too, unprofitable, for warmth, up to

a certain degree, is equivalent to food, and cattle

starved in winter will not recover from it till th«

best part of the summer is pkst.
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HOW TO CARRY STOCK THROUGH THE WINTER.

Tuis is a subject of great, importance to American

farmers the present year. The great drouth of last

summer greatly reduced the amount of hay and the

straw of all sprinj:; croiis. Corn is not a fuU average

crop, and the stalks will fall even still more below

the average There was a large breadth of land

gown to buckwheat, and tlicugh the yield per acre

will not be large, the crop will do something towards

helping out our short rations for cattle and sheep.

The same state of things exists in England. The

past season was one of severe and protracted drouth.

The turnip crop—which is the main reliance for

winter feed— is, in many counties almost a total

failure, and all forage crops are greatly below an

average. In view of this state of facts, the London

Agricultural GazdU of September 17 asks :
" How-

are our cattle to be kept the next seven months ?

"

la reply it publishes several communications from

farmei"s in difierent parts of England, a few extracts

from which will be read with much interest, as the

subject is one of great importance to every farmer

at the present time

:

" When I left Somersetshire a month ago (August)

a green blade of grass was hardlj' to be seen, and
the turnip crop had almost everywhere tailed.

" All persons who have any practical knowledge
of breeding and feeding stock must be aware of the

great loss attending their beitig so stint(!d of food as

to become reduced in condition ; and how difBcult it

is to recover their lost condition.
" This is one of the points to which I consider it

desirable to direct attention, and to enforce the ne-

cessity of preventing it at almost any cost. I would
beg to suggest as one of the most obvious measures
the cutting up all the straw that can be spared, and
u.sing it for fodder in conjunction with meal of any
sort, or of cake, according to the respective prices of

each.
" The foregoing has reference to sheep as well as

to cattle. In the case of the former, not only will

the produce of wool be much lessened by hard keep,

but its quality for combing purposes will be mate-
rially depreciated."

Mr. Burniston, of Henley, thus relates his experi-

ence in the use of linseed oil as an addition to straw

cliatF as provender for stock in store condition. He
says:

" About fifteen years ago, when under a very
olever and practical farmer in Dorsetshire, I remem-
ber we fed thirty-two working fixcn and other young
stock very advantageously on chnp[)ed straw, a small
projiortion of hay chaft", and a sprinkling of linseed

oil, and the animals thrived very well on the com-
pound.

" Hay is dear and the turnips are a failure this

season, and I would suggest the following mixture
to those who are short of feeding materials for their

store cattle and sheep

:

Lbs. ». d.
1~ chopped oat straw. niL
28 pollard (shorts) 1 6
7 pure linseed oil 2 8

112 8 9

" The above would cost 8?. 15«. per tun, contaluing

about 10 per cent, of oil. The best linseed cake
contains ahout 12 per cent, of oil, and is now selling

freely at 12^. f).*. per tun.
" The linse<Hl oil should bo sprinkled over layers

of chalf by a can and ros(% and afterwards subjected
to jircssure to make the oil blend with the chatfand
pollard. Animals are particularly fond of the lin-

seed oil, and if it proves too laxative a greater pro-

})ortion of straw chati' would correct its influence."

Linseed oil is too high in this country to be used

for food ; but instead of sending our linseed cake to

England, we may feed it out at home with great

benefit to cattle and sheep and to the manure heap.

The editor of i\\e.'Agricultural Gazette gives his

experience in feeding a small quantity of oilcake

meal. He says

:

"A lot of two-year old steers and heifers were
kept all winter on a very few turnips indeed, with
straw chaff on which not more than a pound of lin-

seed apiece, boiled into a thin and hot and saltish

soup, had been ywured. There is not only thus the
direct addition of food, but this manner of apjjlying

it adds to the savouriness of the mess, and brings
out the aroma of the provender, making it smell
almost as sweet as hay. There can not be a doubt
that our live stock during the coming winter, in the
districts which have been so much injured by the
drouth, must do without litter. Sand and burnt
clay, fern and other leaf, expedients of that and
other kinds, must suifice to provide them with bed-

ding—the straw will have all to be turned to ac-

count as food."

A correspondent of the London Times, H. J. TuT'

ner, of Richmond, Yorkshire, says

:

" Owing to the total want of after-grass and of

grass in our pastures, our present means of making
fat are much curtailed, and when the great failure of

the turnip crop is taken into consideration, it seems
clear that our ordinary mode of fattening stock

during next winter will have to be considerably

modified. A liberal supply of cake, or bruised bar-

ley, or oats, or inferior wheat, must be given to

stock, along with a very limited quantity of roots.

The rough barley will come in well for this purpose,

and reduce the outlay for cake ; and, with beef and
mutton at the high prices they are sure to bring;,

barley used in this manner will proljably make as

much money as that sent to the maltster."

In the Agricultural Gazette for September 24 therfr

are no less than thirteen communications on this,

subject from different districts in Great Britain. Mr^

R. Straiton, of Stapleton, near Bristol, writes

:

" You ask how stock is to be carried through the-

coming winter'? I confess I have no great fears on,

this head, as, although hay is less than half the

usual quantity, and is already high in price, yet, in

a season like this, straw of every kind is excellent,

and I have proved that with four pounds dailj' of

bruised oats, beans or peas, store cattle do welU
The difficulty will be with cows in milk and making-

meat ; here the lack of turnips and hay will be felt,

and the flockmasters of Wiltshire will be sadly

puzzled to carry on during the spring months. We
always kept the ewes until lambing on pea straw

and a little corn. This year they must have a

double portion of the latter in place of Swedes,

This season proves how much better I should liave

fared with a greater proportion of arable land."

Mr. Francis Burnett, of Kingscote, Gloaeester-

shire, Bays

:
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" Cattle must be kept on straw cut into chaff with

ground corn or cake, mixed up in a heap, and a few
bucketsl'ul of water thrown over it."

Mr. Charles Lawrence, of Cirencester, whose name

will be familiar to many of our readers, writes :

" For the economic feeding of stock during the

cnininp: winter, the first consideration would be shel-

tiT from wet and cold. Secondly, attention, in the

preparation of food,, to certain relative proportions

of the nutritive and respiratory elements of food is

material. It has, I believe, been found in practice,

tliat food which contains one part of nutritive ele-

ments containing nitrogen, to from four to five of

fattening, or carbonaceous elements, is in economical
proportion. It must be borne in mind, it is the
quantity of food which an animal can assimilate by
thorough digestion, and not the quantity which an
animal will eat, that is the economic consideration

;

for all the rest is waste, excepting as manure. Lin-

seed cake of prime quality at the present price,

about 12'. per tun, is an extravagant food. Bran, at

5 guineas a tun, is far more economical. Lentils

and Indian corn, both at present to be bought at from
82,s'. to 34s. per quarter (eight bushels,) are cheap
foods. Wheat again is a cheap article to mix with
Indian corn. The former contains, in 100 parts,

20.82 of nutritive, and 60.38 of fattening matter

;

tlie latter 10.70 of the former, and 72.08 of the lat-

ter."

Mr. W. Simmons, of Wanborough, Surry, says

:

" I am thinking at present of collecting the scat-

tered Swedes and turnips for yard feeding, and all

that I possibly can in the shape of chaflT, sweet straw,
&c., to form a basis for a feeding material of a more
expensive kind, and fully expect to pay dearly for

fatting this winter. The usual winter stock of sheep
I keep, with the same feeding, would eat everything
cle^n up by the end of November—such is the ex-

tent of the failure. Let us hope that a mild winter
may mitigate the apparent scarcity of food for live

stock ; and, whatever it may cost to fatten, the
fiockmasters may not suffer in their breeding flocks.

They Avill not require telling the condition must be
kept up at any cost, for poverty is the first step
towards disease."

Mr. James Eames, of Lynch, says

:

" The only really cheap thing the farmer has is

wheat, and that under 9^. per tun must be used for

cattle and sheep feed ; and it is quite as safe as any
other corn properly used. I have used a consider-
able quantity these last three years, mixed with peas
and beans or either, and barley or oats, all ground
together with a very little linseed cake ; the thing
is not to give too much of one thing."

To Cure Sheep from Jumping.—A correspon-

dent of the Ohio Farmer gives the following curious

account of the method adopted by him to prevent

his sheep from jumping the fences of his pasture:

" I want to tell you about my jumping sheep and

how I broke them. I got them in a pen built eulfi-

dently large to hold them. I then caught the ring-

leaders, one at a time, and made a snjaU hole in

each ear. I then took a cord or string and run

through the holes in the ears together close enough
to pieep them from working their ears; I then let

them out and they are as qiiiet as any sheep."

THE EFFECT OF THE WAR OIV AGRICCITURE,

The "War is destined to make great changes in

the social condition of American farmers. Hitherto

they have not occupied that position which is ac-

corded to agriculturists in older countries. With
cheap land, dear labor and low prices, fanning has

not been as remunerative as many other avocations.

Wealth has accumulated in cities and villages

rather than in the country, and farmers themselves

have not been indisposed to their sons engaging in

trade rather than in agriculture. The war will

change all this. Trade adds little or nothing to oux

national wealth. It is true that we must have
" middle men"—men who make a living by buying

from those who wish to sell, and selling to those

who wish to buy—but it is not desirable that so

much of the labor of the county should be occupied

in this way.

Since the war commenced large fortunes have

been made in trade, and this has caused an influx

of young men to the cities. The tide, however, is

now turning. The war—the most gigantic and ex-

pensive of modern times—has absorbed so much of

the labor of the country, that the non-producing

classes are relatively vastly more numerous than

ever before. We produce less and consume more

than during a period of peace. Prices are regulated,

by supply and demand. With the tens and hun-

dreds of thousands that have left the farm for the

army, the supply must be less and the demand

greater. Prices, therefore, must advance. Trade

can not be as profitable, as a whole, as it has hither-

to been. The intelligence of the country must be

turned to agriculture. It supports all other interests.

This has always been the case, but we have, during

a long peace, increased so vastly in material pros-

perity, that those who could supply us with luxuries

have obtained a more liberal compensation than

those who furnished the mere necessaries of life.

The war will, in the end, make us poorer. We
shall not be able to waste so much labor. The cities

will feel their dependence on the country. The im-

portance of agriculture will be felt and acknowledged

by all, and if farmers are true to themselves, they

wiU exert a far greater influence than ever before In

this country.

Farmers must take a greater pride in their busi-

ness. They should understand their responsibility

and strive to meet it. They must farm more intel-

ligently, keep better stock, raise larger crops, make

greater improvements and systematize their labor.

This wiU be done. If farmers themselves, or their

sons, do not do it—if they do not bring more energy

and intelligence to the cultivation of the soil—others

will ^0 so. Agriculture will be more profitable

tlian it has fcitherto been, and will draw to it the
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capital and intelligence of the country. Let farm-

ers, and especially farmers sons, ponder this matter.

Let tlicm feel assured that good fanning will be

profitable. Let them have faith in the soil, and in

thorough cultivation. Let them not fear to spend

money in judicious improvements—in underdrain-

ing, in manures, in good implements, in better stock

and higher feeding. The soil will prove grateful,

and you will certainly get back with interest all that

you put into it

IRISH E3IIGRATI01V TO A3IERICA.

At the late meeting of the Tipperary Union

Farming Society, the Chairman, Lord Stanley, who

owns an extensive estate in the district, alluded to

some topics which are not without interest on this

side of the Atlantic. We make a few extracts from

Ms speech, as reported in the Irish Farmers' Gazette

:

"Now, you may think me sanguine, and per-

haps I am sanguine, but I can not bring myself to

take a desponding view of the future of the landed

interest in this part of Ireland. I know that of late

we have suflfered from a succession of bad seasons,

telling heavily against the poorer farmers, and, in-

deed, against the farmers generally as a class, and

aggravating painfully that poverty and that distress

of which we have had too much already among us.

I know also, rmd that fs a matter to w]ii:;h no public

man can look without the deepest interest, that

there has been over many parts of Ireland, and more

especially through the south and west of Ireland, a

continuous outflow of population. Now, as to the

first of these topics—as to the temporary distress

from bad harvests—of course we can not have any

security against its recurrence. All we can do is to

secure ourselves against utter ruin by, in the popu-

lar phrase, ' Not putting all our eggs into one bas-

ket'—by, in fact, not falling into the error of relying

•too much upon one article of produce. However, I

believe I may congratulate you on the fact that the

present year has been more prosperous than any
since 1860—more prosperous, more favorable, as a

whole, for Ireland than for England, and I may con-

gratulate you now upon the proportionate diminu-

tion of the sufferings of the poorer classes.

" The other topic to which I allude is far more se-

rious Now, if I thought, as some people do, that

that drain was to continue for an indefinite time,

and at an accelerating speed—if I thought that this

rich and fertile country was to become a mere graz-

ing farm, and that cattle were to feed where villages

used to exist—that men were to disappear, and
beasts to take their place—if I thought that was the

state of things we were coming to, I should look

upon it with the deepest apprehension and regret.

I should lament, as an Englishman, over the loss to

our common country of so many stout hearts and

strong hands—of so much labor which our fields

might Usefully absorb—of so much courage which

had often been tested before, and may be tested

again in the national defense. But, gentlemen,

again you will think me sanguine. Having inquired,

and read, and done what I could to enable me to

form an impartial opinion upon this matter, I con-

fess I can see no reason to suppose that the present

loss of population will continue, at least at its pre-

sent rate. Now, do not mistake me u]xm that point.

I don't doubt that emigration from this country will

go on, and that it will go on to a very considerable

extent. There are always great attractions to the

laboring man in a new country, where the amount
of unoccupied land is practically boundless, and only

wants hands to till it. ' The existence of this attrac-

tion we can not prevent, even if we wished it. That
is a state of things which legislation did not make,
and which legislation could not unmake Parlia-

ment can do a great deal, and, irftleed, it used to be
said that Parliament could do anything, except turn

a man into a woman, and mce verm. Parliament

can not give tO' England and Ireland the vast popu-

lation and boundless prairies that exist beyond the

Atlantic. Well I know, also, that in the case of

America the attraction to that country is increased

bv tiie hundreds of thousands who have gone be-

fore—by the money they have sent home, which I

have heard estimated at ten millions sterling—by
the messages of invitation that have come from

thence, and by the fact, that even when they go

there they are surrounded by their friends or their

families who have gone before, and are, therefore,

able to emigrate without breaking through all social

and domestic ties. No doubt, all these are perma-

nent attractions, and will continue to attract and in-

fluence many after we are all in our graves.

" Notwithstanding, I think that the amount of em-

igration which is going on at the present time at

such a rate is due to peculiar circumstances. You
all know the state of things which exists now in the

United States of America. You all know that there

is there going on an expenditure moderately esti-

mated at the rate of half a million a day, the like

of which the world has never seen before. What
the effect of that outlay may be it is difiicult to say,

but I fear it will have a serious, if not disastrous,

effect on the future of that magnificent country

(hear, hear). But, of com-se, the effect of that out-

lay is to i^roduce a demand for labor at consequently

a higher rate of payment than has ever existed be-

fore, whether in the old or new world. When one
hears of able-bodied but unskilled men getting 35s.

a week ($6.25), and that, too, often allowing for the

depreciation in their paper currency, one can not

wonder that such prospects as these should be ac-
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cepted by men who twenty years ago would have

been satisfied with one-fourth the amount.

" But I don't think we can reckon on the perma-

nence of that outlay upon the part of the United

States. There are signs already that the war is

drawing to a close, and when it ceases, and when

more than the million of men now in arms have re-

turned to their ordinary occupations, and when the

taxes are being collected in to meet the interest on

that enormous debt, then, I think, you will see, not

indeed a cessation, but a considerable relaxation in

the demand for European labor. But that is not all.

There is always a disparity, there will be always a

disparity between the wages of the old and of the

new world ; but that is a disparity which, from the

nature of the case, tends not to increase, but to di-

minish. As men here become scarce in proportion

to the demand, wages will rise. As laborers there

become more abundant, wages will reduce, and every

man who goes out from an over stocked to an under-

Stocked market h^lps to bring about that result and

readj ust the balance. I think there are some signs

of that already ; for you may all recollect the wages

we used to give in this part of the country. It was

stated, on the aiithority of a government commis-

sion, that in 1856 the average rate of wages was

8id. a day (17 cents) ; and I recollect that 1*. a day

—

6«. a week throughout the year—was considered not

only good, but high pay. You know better than I

do in that respect there is an improvement. I be-

lieve that if you include your harvest time, the rate

of wages throughout the year may be taken in these

parts as something like Is. Ad. a day. (32 cents, and

tlhe men board themselves.) I think, therefore, there

lliSLS been a rise in the price of labor, and that rise

testis to increase. For my own part, I don't regret

it. Oi course, in the interest of the laborer, I don't

jegret it, nor do I regret it in the interest of the

farmer. There is no truth more striking than this

:

that low paid labor is not always cheap labor. You

can only get out of a man that amount of working

power which you can put into him by food. The

labor of a man well paid and well fed, will be

cheaper than the labor of two or even three men

half fed, and not able, or perhaps willing, to do more

than half a day's work (hear, hear). Now, what I

want to say is, that I think the American demand

for emigrants will slacken, and that the rate of Irish

wages will rise. There is a third point to be con-

sidered. Recollect the natural increase of any pop-

ulation in a healthy condition ought to be in a posi-

tion to suffici«^ntly balance a very considerable out-

flow. Now, that ia a very delicate subject to touch

upon, but I can only say that it seems to me that

this is a most prolific country. The old bachelor is

rarely seen ; the old maid is an unknown being. I

have seen many cabins where, God knows, the oc-

cupants have few of the necessaries, and none of tTte

comforts of life, but I have rarely gone into a cablb

that I did not see two or three children sprawllflg

on the floor. You would have reason lo know that,

if you had heard so many complaints of heavy
families as I have had within the last few days.

What is more, they are not only heavy families

;

but notwithstanding many privations and occasional

suffering, which I would be the last to make liglU

of, I believe they are generally healthy families—

J

believe they are healthy compared with the children

of many persons better fed, better clothed, and bet-

ter housed ; but who live in the close air of crowded

towns.

" The estimate is that in a new country, un3fer

most favorable circumstances, the population .doublfe*

itself in twenty-five years. Even in England, takfag

the United Kingdom as a whole, the population has

doubled itself in the last fifty years. I am not say-

ing that that will prevail, or that our Irish popufci-

tion will considerably increase ; but I do say, with

some confidence, that I believe the natural increase

of the population would, by higher wages and by

what liigher wages bring, be sufficient, before long,

at least to balance the outporiug of population tO

America and Australia. Now, I may be asked how
it comes to pass that while the population of Ireland

has fallen of, that of England has not decreased in

a corresponding proportion. My answer is, that

England is a manufacturing and a commercial coun-

try. But if you look to the rural districts alone, yon

will find that the English and Scotch as well as the

Irish populations have decreased. I state that, be-

cause I think it is important in many points of view

that you should not consider your own position as

exceptional. In the districts into which the popula-

tion of England is divided two-fifths of those which

are purely agricultural show a diminution ; and so

in Scotland in twelve out of thirty counties."

The Okra Plant.—It is really surprising that

this plant is not more abundantly found in our

markets. It is quite easily cultivated, requiring no

more attention than a crop of Indian corn. A few

days ago the pods sold in the city markets at sixty-

two and a half cents for a quarter of a peck. The
pods are most delicious in soups, but many persons

—ourselves not among the number—prefer them

stewed. They should be plucked when perfectly

tender, consequently when only a third or half their

natural growth, otherwise they are worthless for the

table. In this state, too, they can be strung up with

twine, and hung up to dry for winter use, when they

are a great delicacy. Abundant seed is produced in

the pods allowed to remain upon the stalks. The

seed, however, should be occasionally changed,

otherwise the stalks will yearly grow shorter.—

Oermantown Telegraph.
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POULTRY HIIVTS FOR DECEMBER.

WKITTEH FOR THE 0ENE9EB FARMER BY C. N. BEMENT.

Having completed all arrangements for winter,

we now turn our attention to the fattening and pre-

paring poultry for market. The first of November

is time to begin to feed some of the earlier broods of

turkt'vs, in order to supply public houses and such

families as require turkeys early in the season ; but

they are, like every immature production, inferior in

quality. To eat turkey poults is a wasteful luxury.

Those who order them are occasionally deceived by

a small hen of the previous year ; nor are they worse

for it, provided the lady ot the house is informed of

the circumstance, and so enabled to leave a due inte-

rim between the killing and the cooking. When
they have arrived at the desired degree of fatness,

those which are not wanted for immediate use must

have no more food given them than just sufficient to

keep them in tliat state, otherwise the flesh will be-

come red and inflamed, and of course less palatable

and wholesome. But after having attained their

acme of fattening they will frequently descend again,

and that so quickly and without apparent cause as

to become quite thin. Cock^ birds play this game

oftener than the hens.

Now, as turkeys are raised, fattened and destined

to grace the head of the good man's table on Christ-

mas day, and our Christmas feast would not be com-

plete without the roast turkey, their mode, of treat-

ment for the finale requires some notice. Let us

take a young poult of five or six months old ; the

first part of education is passed through—what re-

mains? First, then, it will require a mixture of

vegetaoles, such as potatoes, carrots, cabbage leaves,

turnip tops and the like, boiled down and given with

theal of various kinds, the whole well blended with

corn, oats, barley, &c. But, secondly, comes the

question, how to prepare for the Christmas market ?

Almost every district of country has a peculiar mode

of fattening turkeys, and every where it depends on

local resources. In one place it is acorns, beech mast

and chestnuts, sometimes boiled and mixed with In-

dian meal. Others prefer to feed them every morn-

ing for a month previous to killing with boiled pota-

toes mashed and mixed with the meal of buckwheat,

barley and Indian corn, according to their cheapness

or abundance, made into a paste, of which the tur-

keys are very fond. Every evening the remains are

removed and thrown away ; the vessel in which it

was kept is cleaned for the next morning, because if

the weather is warm the paste is liable to become

sour and endanger tlieir health. For eight or ten

days previous to slaughtering time, the turkeys are

allowed in the evening, before going to roost, a small

qfiantity of barley or Indian meal dough, which, in

the course of that period, will render them exceed-

ingly plump, delicious and fat.

Cobbett says, " as to fattening turkeys, the best

way is to never let them get poor ;" with vchich we
coincide. Barley or corn meal mixed with skim-milk

and given them fresh, will make them fat in a short

time. Boiled potatoes mixed with ground oats and
corn meal, will furnish a change of sweet food which
they relish much and of which they may eat as much
as they can. As with others, the food of this bird

must be kept clean, and the most scrupulous care

taken not to give them on the morrow the remains
of the mixture of the preceding day. The best diet,

however, is barley and Indian meal mixed with

water, given in troughs that have a flat board over

them to keep dirt from falling in. A hearted cat>-

bage may now and then be thrown to amuse them.

Some use plain oats, but some say barley or Indian

meal is preferable, acting more quickly.

"In some forests, where there are immense quan-

tities of mast, turkeys will get perfectly fat upon

them ; but this, though no doubt profitable to the

gude wife, it is by no means pleasant to every palate

after the bird has been on the spit. Beech mast

however, in small quantities, and as the substratum

of fattening, rather improves the flavor than other

wise. Acorns, which they will swallow whole, do

not come amiss."

A writer in the Oermantown Telegraph, who had

fretjuently seen charcoal recommended for fattening

animals, but who was skeptical as to its value, satis-

fied himself with the follovving experiments :

. Four turkeys were confined in a pen, and fed on

meal, boiled potatoes and oats. Four of the same

brood were also, at the same time, confined in an-

other pen, and fed daily ou the same articles, but

with the addition of one pint of very finely pulver-

ized charcoal, mixed with the meal and potatoes.

They had also a plentiful supply of broken charcoal

in their pens. The eight were killed on the same

day, and there was a diflference of one and a half

pounds each in favor of the birds which had been

supi>lied with charcoal, they being much the fattest

and the meat greatly superior.

Ducks are fattened, either in confinement, with

plenty of food and water, or full as well restricted to

a pond, with access to as much food as they will eat.

They fatten speedily by mixing their hard meat, aa

an Englishman would say, with such variety abroad

as is natural to them, more particularly if in good

condition and there is no check or impediment to

thrift from pining, for every mouthful tells and

weighs.

When ducks are confined to fatten, as they should

be in a dark room, giving them light only whi'e eat-

ing, it will be well to give them sand, or brick
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pounded fine, and mixed with their food, and occa-

sionally scraps of fresh meat. If their droppings are

too loose and watery, mix a little forge water with

tlieir food ; this will also cure the relax in any other

fowls.

When you come to fatten ducks, you must tak,e

care that they get no filth whatever. They will eat

all sorts of garbage of all kinds, but their flesh is

strong and bad in proportion.

In Normandy, France, where great numbers of

ducks are reared and fattened, the poulterer prepares

a paste with buckwheat flour, made into gobbets,

with which they are crammed thrice a day for eight

OT ten days, when, though not fully fat, they are

sufficiently marketable to bring a remunerative

price.

In Languedoc, where ducks liave been rendered

tolerably fat by being at large, they are cooped up

in a dark place, when they are taken out morning

and evening to be crammed. This is done by a girl

who crosses their wings on her knees, opens their

bills with her left hand, while with her right hand
she stuffs them with boiled maize. Many ducks are

suffocated by the operation and . killed outright, but

their flesh is not the worse for the table, provided

that they are immediately bled. It requires two
weeks to complete the process which increases the

size of their liver enormoiisly and oppresses their

breathing in a distressing manner. The sign of

their being sutiiciently fat is when their tails open

like a fan, frwu the fat pressing on the roots of the

feathers.

Lawrence says butcher's offal is excellent for fat-

tening ducks, as it does not give the meat that rank,

disagreeable flavor which it always imparts to pork,

and acorns, on the contrary, while they are good for

fattening, injure the flavor of the flesh, and barley

in any form is apt to render their flesh insipid.

Their weight, size and flavor depend much upon

the manner in which they have been fattened. The
size A'aries much. There are some which, in the

course of eight, nine or ten weeks—reckoning from

tlieir hatch—weigh as much as five or six pounds

;

while others of the same ago and species do not

come to half this weight. As this bird values its.

liberty very much, it is no less strange than true

that it fattens more easily and rapidly not only in

confinement, but even when cooped up—repose and

good living operating to hasten even aldermanic

obesity.

Cobbett advises feeding them on grass, cabbage

and lettiice, and especially buckwheat, cut when
ripe and flung down in the haulm. This is said to

make fine ducks. It is not essential that ducks

should have water to swim in during fattening—in

fact, such exorcise rather lessens than tends to in-

crease the accumulation of fat.

According to old Garvase Jlarkham, pulse of any
kind will fatten ducks in a fortnight. We are not

of that opinion ; and if he had tried it, he would
have found his recipe was not always successful.

Oats and corn are the standard materials for fat-

tening ducks and geese, to which may be added,

boiled potatoes, Indian meal and ship-stuffs, mixed
with water, in a semi-liquid state.

That food on which fowls are fed has a tendency

to impart a flavor to their flesh, and even their

eggs, is obvious from a fact as related by a friend.

He said some onions, partly decayed, were thrown
into a yard where he had some fowls confined, of

which they ate considerable, being the latter part of

winter. A few days after he was much surprised to

find his eggs tasted so strongly of onions that they

could not be eaten. It is well known that when
ducks are fed on fish, their flesh kas always a fishy

taste.

A friend of the writer, long since deceased, who
was curious in these matters, and besides a lover of

the good things of this world, i^sed to feed his ducks

with the offals of his table, corn and oats, soaked in

milk and water, to which he added refuse celery,

chopped fine, to give them a flavor, which he assured

us rendered their flesh little inferior to the famous

canvass-back ducks, which feed on the wild celery

on the shoals of the Chesapeake and Potomac.

Dressing.—We have often noticed the careless

and slovenly manner, and little attention paid to the

external appearance of poultry offered for sale in our

markets ; and we have likewise noticed the ready

sale and higher price where due regard was paid to

have the skin all sound and clean ; the breast not

mutilated by a long cut, the shrinking skin exposing

the drying meat covered with hay seed or chaff", but

well covered all over with fat of a rich golden yel-

low. Much of the poultry exposed for sale has been

through the process of scalding to facilitate the pick

ing. This practice should never be resorted to. It

turns the rich yellow of the fat into a tallowy hue,

and oftentimes starts the skin so that it peels off",

unless very carefully handled. No cut should be

made in the breast, all the offal should be taken out

behind, and the opening should be made as small as

possible ; the inside should be wiped out with a dry

cloth, but no water should be used to cleanse them

,

with a moist cloth take off" the blood that may be

found upon the carcass. In picking, great care

should be taken not to tear the skin ; the wings

should not be cut off", but picked to the end ; the

skin of the neck should be neatly tied over it, if the

head is cut oS. Most people like to see the heads of

fowls left on—it makes a better show.

Much care and attention is required atter the poul-

try is dressed and cool, and if to be transported to
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any great distance, it should be carefully packed in

boxes, with clean, sweet rye straw. It should be

entirely cool when packed.

Poultry thus cared for will always command the

very highest market price.

NOTES BY S. W.

HOW TO SAVE MANXJUE.

I HAVE a drain from my necessary which goes into

a hole four feet over at top in the clay outside.

When this hole is in part filled from the vault, I

conduct the waste water from the house roof during

rainy weather into it, and also all the wash from the

house, except soap suds, which is thrown directly on

the strawberry beds and around grape vines. This

liquid manure is always ready for distribution to

growing crops and the grass plat in the season, and

to the asparagus bed, pie plants, and garden gener-

ally, in winter and early spring.

My cow is kept tied in the stable. At this time I

give her a bed of fallen leaves twice and three times

a day, and clean out the well-mixed manure as often.

^Vhen leaves are gone, I substitute turner's shavings

from hard wood—by no means half as rich in nitro-

gen, alkalis and the phosphates as leaves, but as

good as straw, though not as soon soluble.

POTATOES,

supposed to be a failure during the drouth, have

since proved a very large and heavy crop. A Cayuga

county farmer, who planted Peach-blows for his own
use, now has 100 bushels over, which he offers at 50

cents a bushel. Our farmers say Peach-blows never

did half as well before, and all the other sorts are of

monstrous size. But farmers prefer keeping them

to present sales at five and six shillings a bushel.

BUTTER.

It is an enigma to our domestic economists how
butter is kept up at so high a price, when none is

shipped East. The supply was never greater, and

the demand has sensibly decreased, owing to the

greater economy in its use and the inability of the

poor any longer to indulge in so expensive a luxury.

But the " debasement of the currency" is the patri-

otic as well as the chronic excuse for all high prices.

HOW TO PATTEN HOGS ON HALF THE USUAX QUAN-
TITY OP CORN.

A reliable gentleman in Waterville, Oneida coun-

ty, has two spring pigs, farrowed in early May. He
fed them nothing during the summer but the sour

milk of one cow, the swill of his small family, and

the grass and weeds from his garden. On the 1st

of September they were long, lank and weasel-

shaped. He then bought twelve bushels of old corn,

had it finely ground, and fed it to them in hasty

jjudding, three times a day, all they would eat up

was the only change of food given them. On the 1st

of December they were killed, and weiglied, when
dressed, 606 lbs. The cost of the corn was $0, or 5.0

cents a bushel.

How often do we hear a farmer say, it is more
profitable to seU the corn crop to the distillers than

to fatten hogs Avith it. Such men also sell their

shoats to the distiller, thus selling off the bono and
muscle of the farm, the marrow of the soil, at the

very time when the fattening process would give

them fat pork and the best of manure ; while tlie

hogs they fatten for their own use are fed green soft

corn in the most wasteful manner. No wonder it

don't pay. I have seen a man—call him not a farmer'

—throw a bushel of ears of corn into a cold, railed

pen, with the mud and excrements to their knees.

When asked if it was not wasteful, he replied

:

" They will root out and eat every kernel." "And
the exercise," I rejoined, " will keep them in work-

ing order to their dying day." Such food is not

more than half digested, and the animal is continu-

ally hungry for more. But the hog that is fed

warm, cooked food, lies down quietly as soon as lie

has eaten enough, his food is all soluble, and of

course is all digested, and the animal takes on adi-

pose matter very fast, as the foregoing experiment

proves.

Some men, in defiance of all chemical laws, fer-

ment the meal that they feed to fattening hogs,

feeding it to them after its most fat-forming proper-

ties—starch and sugar—have passed into tlio ascet-

oas state.

FALL MilNAGEMENT OP A CLAY-LOAM GARDEN.

I have now, early in November, begun to trench

my garden, that the frosts of winter may precipitate

the clods that are thrown up into ridges. This not

only saves a great deal of labor in the spring, but it

also makes the soil absorptive, and of course it is

warmed much earlier in the spring for being thus

ridged. The manure in the interstices of the clods

incorporates with the crumbling mass, thus amelior-

ating the soil, chemically and mechanically, chang-

ing the color of the clay from drab to chocolate, and

capable of holding water in available suspension for

the wants of the growing plants.

Ik Marvel, in the Atlantic Monthly, says :
" Fire,

air and water bow down and do obeisance to man.

They are analyzed and recombined. They are stud-

ied with insatiable curiosity ; they receive the ab-

sorbing attention of a lifetime ; daily their secrets

are wrested from them. But while these ancient

elements are thtis wrought into glory and honor, the

fourth sister. Earth, remains a clod."

I would ask the eloquent Ik, if the farmer who
reduces the clod mechanically, while he quickens its

clean, and always warm. The sour milk and swill
j
falling debris chemically, making it subservient to
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his will for the production of maximum crops, is al-

together obnoxious to his remarks?

THE SUPERIOR YIELD OF DENT CORN.

Joseph Wright has harvested this season 18 acres

of dent corn—the seed corn from the Southwest. He

says he never had a larger yield—150 bushels of

ears, and over, to the acre. Owing to the small cob

and no collar, three bushels of ears gives two of

Blielled corn. I shelled five pecks of well-dried corn

from the ears grown in my garden, on two rods of

ground, from seed grown by Wright. I had no ear

as large as many of his, or even as large as the ear I

planted ; but the yield would have been larger had

not some of the stalks blown down before the ears

had filled. Next season I shall plant in hills, as

then the stalks are more self-supporting. Ours is

not the corn-growing climate proper, but it is next

to it. We have more hot, dry corn weather here

than they have on the sea coast three degrees far-

tlier south.

Waterloo, N. T., November, ISW.

PRODUCE OF TWO COWS.

Eds. Genesee Fariher : I noticed in the Novem-

ber number of the Farmer a statement taken from

the Maine Farmer in regard to the quantity of but-

ter made in a month from three cows; also the

number of pounds made from two cows in one week.

Those were good cows, but I wish to state that I

have two that I think are a little better, I give be-

low the number of pounds of butter made, and the

quantity of milk sold and used in the family during

tlie month of May last

:

Butter 75»i pounds.

Milk sold 95 quarts.

Milk used In the family '. 105 quarts.

Estimating the price of butter at 50 cents per

pound, the highest price paid in this market, amounts

to $37.78. The price received for milk was 6^ cents

per quart, and estimating the amount used at the

same price, amounts to $12.50. Total amount,

$50.38—not including the sour milk fed to hogs,

which I consider of some value.

I intend to give you a statement soon after the

first of January next, giving the results for eight

months, commencing May first and ending January

first, in which I will state the process of making the

butter, the food and care of the cows, &c.

A Subscriber.

Elba, Genesee county, N. T., November, lS6t

SWING GATE FOR WATER GAPS.

Pennsylvania and New York raise more buck-

wheat than all the rest of the United States In

1860 the total crop in the whole United States and

Territories was 17,500,000 bushels ; of this Pennsyl-

vania produced 5,500,000, and New York over 5,000,-

OQQ.

Eds. Genesee Farmer : I send you a description

of abutments and swing gate for water gaps for

creeks. I think it a better plan than many otiiers I

have seen in use :

1st. The abutments should be made of sound logs.

The size should be from six to ten feet square, ac-

cording to the size of the stream. &c. These should

be filled half way up with stone ; then lay plank or

poles across, resting on the logs, after which fill up

the rest of the way with stone. In this way. the

abutments are held firmly in their place, and will

stand against hard freshets.

2d The gate can be made of common fence boards,

hung by heavy wire, which will turn on the ])ole

easier than standards put through turning the pole.

Put up in this way, you have a permanent water

gap. one that will last for years without re])airiug.

Franillin Wiggins.
Berlin, Ohio, November, 1S64.

Superphosphate of Ijme for Turnips.—Levi

Bartiett, in the Country Gentleman, says

:

" Superphosphate of lime has been largely and

successfully used by our farmers for the [last two or

three years ; but it is an expensive manure at about

$65 per ton. Abiel Chandler, of Concord, a very

successful farmer, manufactures for his own use at a

much less cost than he can purchase, and when pre-

pared he knows that it is the real simon pure. I

saw in his grounds an experiment in the use of it,

on his Swedish turnips. The land was a light sandy

soil. The rows having an application of this " home-

made " produced a fine crop of large, fair bulbs, four

or more inches in diameter, while those in the inter-

mediate drills, having no phosphate, were about the

size of butternuts, scarcely Avorth harvesting. Some-

how, superphospbate seems to be one of the most

needful manures for the turnip plant."

Cold Stables made Comfortable.—Western

farmers, by driving a few stakes or setting a few

posts one foot or eighteen inches from the stable

walls, and filling in the intervening space with straw

or marsh hay—using a few boards or poles to hold

the straw in place—may make their stables warm

and stock comfortable—thus making a great saving

in the amount of food consumed, to say nothing of

the inward satisfaction derived from knowing that

the brutes do not suffer from the want of protection

from the cold blasts of winter. l. L. F.

Thomas S. Cushman, of Raymond, Mass., planted

thirteen white beans last spring, and the product is

three pounds, or 11,568 beans.

There is more buckwheat raised in the United

States than barley.
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AMER(CAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

(^Continued from hint number, page 849.)

THURSDAY EVENING.

WINTER PEARS.
Dr. Wakder in the Chair.

Beadle—I have kept winter pears and found no

trouble in doing so ; but as far as my experience is con-

cerned I do not thinlv them very good.

Grant—I have kept winter pears, and found that a

room suitable for them is one in which the temperature

Will stand uniformly at about 40°. I will not say that

I think they are worth nothing, but they are not so

good as a good apple. Easter Beurre keeps well until

March. Prince's St. Germain keeps well—perhaps

-best.

Thueber—Mr. Gafpenter picks his Vicars, puts them

into barrels and stores thisni away in the cellar, and in

January he will give j'ou about as good a pear as you

will want to taste.

Field—The Vicar well preserved and well ripened is

as good as you can wish. To obtain fine fruit the trees

ehould not be over-cropped. Thin out the fruit when
it is small, and through the seasou pick the pears from

it until you have reduced the quantity to one-third of

the original crop. If the season should be dry, about

the first of September reduce the quantity still more

aad le.ive the fruit on the tree until frost comes. I do

Bot barrel this fruit any longer, as I find it early causes

spots of rot; but I take them from the trees into a

room that is close and damp and that will not freeze,

and pour them upon the floor like potatoes, leaving a

path between the piles so as to go around and pick out

the yellc)wing pears any time you choose. I can keep

Duchess d'Angouleme as long as Vicar of Winkfleld,

but Vicar is preferable.

Mead—People in picking apples often sweat them
and then wipe th«m before packing. I think this prac-

tice is to be condemned, for there is an oily substance

on the skin which serves as a protecting covering, and

If this is removed the fruit will decay much sooner.

There is a great deal in the room or cellar in which

fruit is kept. I have a cellar particularly well adapted

to this purpose in all respects. It possesses a compara-

tively low but even temperature during the whole year,

and I have no more difficulty in keeping Vicar of Wink-

field through the winter than potatoes or apples. I

would name as some of the conditions of a good fruit-

room the following: A low temperature—5° or 10°

al^pve the freezing poiiit; a moderately dry atmos-

phere and means of ventilation. Ventilation is '<o be

performed only to regulate the temperature and purifjr

the air when foul. It is not necessary to ventihite often,

and especial care should be taken to avoid suddeil

changes.

Thurber—A friend of mine has a stone ice-vault tn

which he keeps Duchess d'Angouleme and Vicar of

Winkfleld perfectly until March, but they are worth-

less.

Field—Ripening is a process of nature, and should

be interfered with as little as possible. There are soma
favorable locations where winter pears can be raised

well. Rochester is one of these places. There is a great

difficulty in raising good winter pears. One cause of

this is a delicacy of foliage, which is peculiar to many
varieties of them, and which causes the trees to drop

their leaves prematurely. There are two difficulties

about winter pears ; the first is to grow them well, and

the second is to ripen them—and the latter is a conse-

quence of the former. I have not seen a specimen of

a winter pear which I would prefer to eat to a Newtown
Pippin, or any other good apple.

Barry—We must certainly grow winter pears well

before they can be ripened. The Vicar of Winkfield iB

a good example of this. We find winter pears to be ae

easily grown as summer pears. Prince's St. Germain

will ripen finely by being put into barrels when picked

and kept in a cool place—such as an open shed, for in-

stance, until frost comes, and then put into the cellar.

Easter Beurre we keep until May. L. F. Allen had

said, some 5-ears since, that winter pears were a hum-
bug. Happening to call upon us one spring, we cut an

Easter Beurre for him, and he gave it up, and took back

all he had said. Easter Beurre bears very heavily, and

it is necessary to thin out the fruit. Doyenne d'Alen-

con we think a better pear than Easter Beurre. Tbe
Lawrence here is a winter pear, and keeps until

January. We opened them last January as yellow os

gold—perfectly handsome. Winter Nells is an early

winter pear, keeping until January or February. They
can be ripened now by putting them into a drawer in a

warm place, but if left on the trees until frost, aud then

picked, it will keep as I have said. We must not tol-

erate the idea that winter pears can not be grown or

ripened, when they have been grown for so long a

time. Wc often see at the Winter Meeting of the Ag-

ricultural Society at Albany twenty or thirty varietiee.

Field—Thinks winter pears will be found better on

heavy or clay soils than on light or gravelly ones. My
friend, Mr. Carpenter, on heavy soils is very enthusias-

tic about them. The Lawrence, Jaminette and Vicar I

grow, but they are not winter pears with me.

HovEY—To be brought to perfection ptars must b«

well grown, and, secondly, carcfull}' picked and then

packed away. Pears are social beings like ourselves,

and like company. If left alone they dry up. If you

have only a few, put them into a barrel in a cool cellar

with an even temperature of 40° or 46° There is no

trouble about it. In 1862, having thirty barrels of

Vicar of Winkfield and Glout Morceau, I left them out

of doors in barrels until the 15th of October, and then

put them in the cellar, and I found it was impossible -to
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get them yellow until February. Without saying more,

I will repeat that to succeed with winter pears we must

grow them well, pick them carefully, and put them

away in a suitable cellar.

Nelson—I think what Mr. Bari-y has said is true, but

it should be taken with some allowance. When I say,

as I have said it, that winter pears are a failure, I speak

confidently, and I repeat it. Thousands of dollars have

been expended without success in trying to raise win-

ter pears. I have had some experience. I have good

soil, and have many varieties of winter pears, but not

one of them is fit to use. I have given the subject

much attention, and have a good fruit-cellar. With

Viear of Wiukfield I pursue very much the same course

as Mr. Field has described, and it ripens after Beurre

d'Anjou. Easter Beurre I can ripen only on one side.

As fiir as the great mass of the people are concerned,

winter pears will always be a failure ; but in some lo-

calities, such as this and Boston, they may succeed. I

day this so that people may know what to look out for.

Barry—Mr. Nelson spoke of great quantities of

wiiiter pears being planted. The fact is, as I have

abundant opportunity to know, very few, compara-

tively, have been planted, but the number is increasing

with the knowledge of the people. And now one word

more. Ripe pears should be brought directly from the

cellar to the table. Vicar of Winkfield presented in

this way has a delicious aroma.

Bergen—I agree with Mr. Field in his remarks. In

o«r locality very few pears can be kept until winter.

I am familiar with the method of Messrs. Barry and

ITovej', but it is difficult with us to keep any jjear until

Christmas. Easter Beurre I can keep until March, but

the difficulty is to ripen them at all, as they rot in the

green state. Doyenne d'Alencon I have kept until

February, and ripened it well. It is the best winter

pear I have experimented with.

Mr. Pettengill, of Illinois, tells a story some-

thing like this : that a neighbor of his had a little mis-

erable pear that he could never use, as it would not

ripen. The tree which produced it had attained con-

siderable size, and bore fine crops, but the fruit had

always been of the same worthless character. Mr. P.

thoiight he would like to put some of them into his

cellar, with a foint hope that they might prove of some

value. He easily obtained the consent of his neighbor

to procure as many as he wished of them, and accord-

ingly, one day, passing that way, he filled a bag with

them, took them home and emptied them on the floor

of the cellar. Soon after this he commenced storing

potatoes away in the cellar, and the pears were covered

ort'or by them. Nothing more was thought of the pears

until sometime in the winter they were accidentally un-

covered, and found to be beautifullj' ripened and of a

most delicious quality. As it afterwards proved they

were winter Nelis.

Field—I have often found, about the first of Decem-

ber, in good condition, Louise Bonne de Jerse}'-, which

had fallen to the ground from the trees and been acci-

dentally covered with cabbage or other leaves.

Hekendeen—One valuable use of winter pears is for

cooking puqioses.

Barry—Uvedale's St. Germain I would recommend

,

as a good cooking pear.

Field—My friend, Mr. Bergen, is a little crazy on
pears. Is it true, then, that the worst pear is the most
profitable? Mr. B. has a good many large trees of

Uvedale's St. Germain, and he believes it the most
profitable pear grown at per bushel.

IIooPES—The method we pursue with winter pears is

to leave the fruit on the trees until there is danger of

frost, and then to pick and put it into boxes with alter-

nate layers of straw, and store them in a room off the

ice-house and keep them there until they are wanted to

ripen ; then we put them in the ceUar. Columbia we
think one of the best winter pears.

Bergen—I don't agree with Mr. Field in his opinion

of the profits of Uvedale's St. Germain. I have found
the Bartlett the most profitable pear. Summer Bell, or

Windsor, I have found one of the most profitable;

have shipped them aU to Boston market, and Boston
has eaten them.

Barry—I can confirm what Mr. Bergen says about

the Summer Bell. It is a very profitable pear. I un-

derstand that in New York it is in great demand for

cooking. A good cooking pear, if very productive and

hardy, must be i^rofitable.

Bergen—Mr. Barry has been wrongly informed.

The Summer Bell is not used at all in New York as a

cooking pear, but as an eating pear. It must be picked

before it is mellow and then ripened.

PEARS IN HEDGE ROWS.
Field—There has been some curiosity manifested by

gentlemen to hear about my experiment of growing

pears in hedges. I have found Duchess d'Angouleme

capable of being planted closely together, and produce

fine specimens of fruit. From my trees standing singly

I usually lose considerable fruit by the September gales,

but the hedge-row trees are not thus afiected. I

originally planted these rows four feet apart, with the

trees four feet from each other in the rows, but I have

since taken out every other row, so that they now
stand eight feet apart. I shave with hedge shears to

straighten the rows, and the effect is to get rid of a

large part of the fruit spurs, so that the fruit does not

need much thinning out. What thinning I do is done

late in the season, and I get all large specimens— one

hundred and seventy pears to the barrel. As to their

durability I can not of course yet say much ; but so far

they grow better every year. I never saw one of these

hedge trees die from overbearing. The branches start

directly from the ground. I prune early in the spring

and in July. Have also hedges of Seckel and Beurre Su-

perfine.

TnuRBER—I have seen Mr. Field's hedges, and am
much pleased Avith them. I have also seen Bartlett

grown this way very fine.

SMALL FRUITS—(RESUMED.)
Knox—I hope Russell's Prolific will prove more

profitable than Triomphe de Gand, but it never can

equal it in flavor. I hope that the Agriculturist will

surpass them both, for I desire progress. Triomphe de

Gand has been much denoimced in some quarters, and

I should like to hear more from members about it.
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The Fillmore bears large crops of fine fruit, and brings

a high price in market, and I am surprised that this va-

riety has been as much overlooked as it has.

In answer to a question about distances of planting,

Mr. Kuox said : I cultivate in rows which are eighteen

inches apart, and the plants twelve inches apart in the

rows. Three rows are planted in this way, and then a

distance of three feet allowed and then three rows more.

Bateham—In company with some other gentlemen,

I spent a day at Mr. Knox's place, in June, very pleas-

antly, and found it also very instructive. Mr. K. is

doing a good work for the country by the examples he

presents on his grounds. The Triomphe de Gaud, as

grown by Mr. K., is certainly an excellent berry. I

have never seen it elsewhere do so well—but I have

never seen it elsewhere so well cultivated. I would

place the Fillmore strawberry ahead of Triomphe de

Gand—not for quality, but for size and productiveness,

It is much ahead of many more highly praised.

BoRT—For twelve years I have given attention to

strawberry growing, and have fruited sixty varieties,

but I have now reduced the number to three—Burr's

New Pine, Wilson's and Triomphe de Gand. I usually

cultivate about three acres of strawberries. Triomphe

de Gand is more hardy, and has stood drouth better

and borne better crops than Wilson's Albany, and is a

great favorite.

Knox—Good plowing is all that is necessary for

strawberries. The beds should be renewed every three

or four years. I give clean cultivation, and protect the

beds in Avinter with straw. My cultivating is all done

with a hoe, and never with a cultivator or plow, as I

consider that they greatly damage and destroy the

roots. To protect plants from being thrown out by

frost I cover the plants in the fall with clean straw, and

early in the spring uncover them, placing the straw be-

tween the rows, which thus answers for a mulch and

protects the fruit from dust.

French's seedling.

Parry—This is an accidental seedling, which was
found by Mr. French. It has been largely planted in

our neighborhood. It is large, of a bright scarlet

color, of good quality, and very early. It commands a

high price in nmrket. It brought fifty cents a quart

until the season was partly gone, and forty cents until

the close. It has a perfect flower ; is not quite so early

as Early Scarlet, but nearly so. It combines the good
qualities of Hovey's Seedling and Large Eai-ly Scarlet'.

It is unusually vigorous, and not particular as to lo-

cality—doing well either on heavy or light soil. I set

out three acres of them on light blowing sand, and

also set some other kinds, but French's Seedling is the

most vigorous of all.

Meehan—Hovey's Seedling, Triomphe de Gand and

Wilson's Albany are the most popular varieties in

Philadelphia.
UNION.

Brill—I have thought this variety to be Trollope's

Victoria. The party that sends it out claims it to be a

new seedling.
BROOKLYN SCARLET.

TnuRBER—I have never seen a better crop than I

have of this variety.

Barry—I have observed of new strawberries that

they promise at first much more than they usually sus-

tain. The fact is, that a new variety is cultivated with

great care, and made to produce to the utmost of its

limits, and the result is fine crops of fine fruit; but as

soon as the novelty wears off, the high cultivation is

no longer kept up, and they fall back among the older

sorts. In order to arrive at a correct judgment of the

value of a new variety, we must wait until we see it re-

duced down to ordinary cultivation. Almost any kind

of strawberry will yield large crops under high cultiA'.a-

tion, even the Alpines, which arc considered so veiy

poor bearers, with the best treatment will give large

crops. As an instance familiar to horticulturists re-

siding here, I would mention the Victoria, which a few

years ago, after it had become well known, was taken

by an individual and given superior cultivation and pro-

duced enormous berries and crops, and was sent out

under a new name as a new variety.

BARTLETT.
Knos—Bartlett and Boston Pine are identical, and I

wish to have the Society say so.

Thurber—Mr. Fuller says Bartlett is the same as

Boston Pine.

Brill—Mr. Knox's remarks are well-timed, forBr.rt-

lett is only Boston Pine.

A motion was here offered by Mr. Kuox that the

name Bartlett, as applied to this fruit, be dropped.

Carried.

Field—The name Bartlett originated in this way : I

sold Mr. Bartlett a piece of ground on which he plant-

ed some strawberries. A strawberry-grower got this

kind from Mr. Bartlett, and sent it out as a new variety

and named it Bartlett.

BUFFALO.

Bragdon—It has been questioned if the Buffalo and

Russell's Prolific were not the same. I hare them both,

and they differ both in foliage and flower.

Brill—I have fruited the Bufialo this year. It ap-

pears slightly different from Russell's, but is quite

similar to it.

Bragdon.—The chief difference I found in the two

varieties growing in adjoining fields was that the flavor

of the Russell's was more sprightly. It suited my
taste better.

At this stage of the discussions, as it was drawing

late into the evening, a vote of thanks was offered to

the Fruit Growers' Society of Western New York for

their entertainment, and the Society adjourned to meet

in two years in St. Louis.

To MAKE Linen or Cotton Transpabent for

Garden Frames.—Three pints of old pale linseed

oil ; one ounce of sugar of lead, and four ounces of

white resin. The sugar of lead must be ground

with a small quantity of the oil, and added to the

remainder, and then the resin is to be incorporated

by means of gentle heat. The composition is to be

laid on with a brush after the calico is nailed to the

frames. One com annually is sufficient. It dries in

a short time when exposed to tlie air, and excludes

as little light and heat as any thing except glass.
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THE GARDEN IN DECEMBER.

At tlie close of the season, the garden may be left

80 as to be a desolate-looking spot through the win

ter, or it may be cleaned up so as not to herepuhire,

at least. Gather up all stubble, stalks, and stumps

of cabbage, cauliflower, &c., all old vines, and carry

them to the compost heap in the barn-yard ;
and,

although it may seem cruel, don't leave any tall

weeds for the dear little chickadees to feed upon

tlieir seeds through the winter. Better, rather, scat-

ter some bird-seed around for them to feed upon,

than to leave such unsightly-looking things in the

garden. Rake the ground ofl' clean where there are

no growing crops
;
gather the pea-brush and bean-

poles and put them under shelter, the better to pre-

serve them until wanted for use next summer. Put

the garden fence in good repair, and not leave broken

panels and missing pickets to torment you through

the winter. Rake up and save all the leaves that

fall about the yard, or from the fine row of maples

along the roadside ; save every one of them, and

what are not needed to covex the strawberries, celery,

spinach, or other crops in the garden, will serve a

good purpose for bedding for horse, cow or pig, if

kept dry.

Take an occasional look into the cellar and out-

pit, to see that the ftuit and vegetables are not likely

to suffer from frost, dampness or heating. Give

them an airing in mild, fair days, and a little more

protection in extra cold nights, with straw mats or

blankets—in short, be vigilant to save in the best

possible condition what you have raised at so much

Qost through the summer and stored up for winter's

use.

Now is a good time to lay your plans for next

summer's campaign. Perhaps you raised too little of

some kinds of vegetables to supply the demands of

the family, and more than you needed of some other

kinds. Devote, in your plan for next summer, larger

plots to those varieties you were deficient in, and

curtail those that produced a superabundance. Few

ftimilies have a full supply of green peas, so long as

they desire them ; so of green corn, tomatoes and

spinach, while they have an over-supply of lettuce

radishes and cucumbers. Tastes diflfer very much in

different families, and every one can soon learn what

Tarietics find the best Mme market.

Visit your neighbors in the long winter evenings
;

compare your different modes of culture
;
gain wis-

dom by an interchange of ideas, and agree to try

experiments with new varieties—one trying one

kind, and another, another kind, and so on, with the

tmderstanding that you shall save and exchange

seeds of the varieties that prove valuable. And see

if you can not agree upon a plan for a grand crusade

a,gainst the various enemies that are multiplying to

so fearful an extent against all tillers of the soil.

Just consider: man is promised dominion over the

whole animal creation, yet a large number of his

most diminutive subjects are in successful rebellion

against him, yearly inflicting heavy losses lapon

him. How many of the crops cultivated by agri-

culturists or horticulturists are entirely exempt from

the ravages of insects ? The midge destroys so large

a portion of the wheat crop that the remainder does

not pay the cost of cultivation. The corn crop suf-

fers from the cut-worm, the wire-worm and the chinch

bug. The grasshopper often destroys the hay crop

;

and so it happens that about every year some of the

staple crops of the farmer are wholly or partially

destroyed.

And how is it in horticulture ? The l)lack-knot

and curculio baffle all efforts to raise plums, apricots

and nectarines, save in a few favored localities, and

are threatening the clierry. The grub gnaws away

at the roots of the pear tree, and resists the various

devices to dislodge him. The borer still bores into

the apple tree, while the apple worm insinuates

himself into nearly every apple, imparing its flavor

and its beauty. The pear tree blight numbers its

yearly victims by the hundreds of thousands, and

the currant worm has banished the beautiful and

wholesome currant from a majority of the tables of

Western New York.

And in the vegetable garden, what labor and

watchfulness it requires to save the vines from the

persistent attacks of the striped bug and the squash

bug ! Your radishes are wormy, your cabbages are

lousy, the tomato worm preys upon your tomato

vines, and anon comes a ravenous army of rose bugs,

destroying your roses, grapes, and frequently nearly

every green thing in their way.

Thus, nearly every vegetable has its peculiar

enemy, and they are multiplying against us to a

fearful extent.

Man has not dominion over the brute creation

—

and why ? Not because he has failed to put forth

his physical strength to subdue them. As long ago

as the days of Nimrod, man exercised his powers in

that direction. It is only by the further develope-

ment of his mental capacities that he can hope to

obtain full ascendency over the inferior animals.

And it is, undoubtedly, to incite, develop and em-

ploy our mental powers, that so many obstacles are

permitted to oppose us. This earth was not made

simply to minister to our animal necessities. We
could have been created without animal wants, and

placed directly in a spiritual world, if it would have

been just as well. But we. are placed here on earth

encumbered with all our wants and necessities, with

a great many difficulties to overcome, because Divine

Wisdom knew it to be the best possible condition in
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which to develop our spiritual natures and acquaint

U9 with Him. Therefore, the only way we can hope

to subdue the earth, and attain to our true position

as lord of created things, is by a proper cultivation

of our mind. Many educated men have turned their

attention to the investigation of the causes of the

failures of so many of our most important crops, but

thus far without being able to devise a remedy.

Entomologists have discovered many of the insects

that have proved so injurious to vegetation—have

learned much of their habits, mode of propagation,

&c., but I am not aware that they have ever pointed

out any practical method of destroying any of them.

The fact of it is, we shall never make any very great

headway against the insect enemies that oppose us,

until practical tillers of the earth become educated

enough to investigate these subjects for themselves.

Those who are brought into daily contact with

growing vegetation, are best situated for observing

its enemies and devising means of destroying them.

We can hardly hope to see the present generation

of farmers and gardeners acquire the scientific edu-

cation requisite to qualify them for the great work

before them ; but may we not hope that they will

inaugurate a system of schools and experimental

farms and gardens, that will afford to our posterity

the education needed to enable them to grapple with

and overthrow our enemies ?

Readers of the Oenesee Farmer : In the long De-

cember evenings before you, talk over this important

subject, and you may become pioneers in a work

that will greatly bless mankind. v. C R.

MUSCAT GRAPES.

From the old Muscat of Alexandria there have

arisen a number of varieties, all bearing high sound-

ing titles, and claiming to be entirely distinct from

all others. Wh&th.er they were so or not has been a

Tesed question among horticulturists. Two or three

years since, one of the houses at Chiswick were di-

rected to testify this question. Young and healthy

vines of the following reputed sorts, proved as far as

possible, from authentic sources, being planted,

namely :

" It was thought that the best way to test their

distinctness was to bring all the varieties together,

and to grow them as nearly as possible under the

same conditions. This was done ; Vines of the

same age were planted in the same border, and last

year these Vines yielded their first fruits, with very

little promise of diversity amongst them. This year

they have borne a fair crop, and the suspicion of

sameness which was excited last year has been more

than confirmed. Excepting only the Canon Hall

variety, which stands out prominently from the

others, there is no perceptible difference to be found

in the whole series, now that the fruit is matured

and fit for table. There are diversities observable,

it is true, such as the presence of rounder Or more

oblong berries, with more or less of looseness or

compactness, more or less of shouldering, more or

less of tapering elongation in the clusters ; but the

differences in the berries are here seen to occur in-

differently on the clusters of the same Vine, and the

difference in the clusters occur indifferently through

the whole series of Vines. The only observable dif-

ference of flavor is readily traceable to the more or

less ripened condition of the particular berry or

bunch, and can not in any case be traced as charac-

teristic of the variety. Thus, for all useful pu»-

poses, the so-called varities are identical ; nor ane

there any distinctions to be observed, independent

of the fruit, in the wood or in the foilage.

" It appears, however, from observations mads

during the earlier stages of growth, that although

it may have vanished by the time the fruit has ma-

tured, there is a difference perceptible in certaili

cases while development is going on. Some of the

kinds are found to set their fruit better—that is to

say more abundantly, more uniformly, and more

certainly—than other kinds, and this in one sense at

least, is to be regarded as an advantage. The better

setting kinds are the Bowood Muscat, Tynningham

Muscat, and Passe Muscat, which all agree in this

peculiarity, and which do not otherwise present any

differences among themselves. Perhaps it should

also be mentioned that the Charlesworth Tokay was

just a shade less ripened than the others, indicating

lateness, but the difference was hardly perceptible.

" Those who have no difficulty in ' setting ' the

old Muscat of Alexandria—and that many growers

have not our fruit shows well testify—need giTje

themselves no trouble about the rest. We do not gp

so far as to say that they are all identical, but we <Jo

say the difference between them, if any, are so slight

as to be of no practical importance, and are not like

those between certain forms of Black Hamburg, dis-

tinctly appreciable."

—

Gardners' Chronicle.

Generally speaking, the smaller the quantity

of fruit on a tree, the higher the flavor ; therefore,

thin all fruits in moderation, but avoid excess ; a

single gooseberry on a tree, or a single bunch of

grapes on a vine—no matter how fine it may bo—is

a disgrace to good gardening.

Though rapid growth is desirable in succulent

vegetables, this is oiot the case with most flowering

shrubs, which form bushy, and therefore handsomer

plants when grown slowly.

SiiENGEL mentions a rose tree, still living, which

is upwards of one thousand years old.
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AIR AIVD MORALS.

Mes. Stowe in her last number of the "House and

Home Papers," has some good and some impracticable

ideas about houses. She thinks a good sermon on ox-

ygen "might do more to repress sin than the most or-

thodox discussion to show when and how and why sin

came." We can not agree with the school of religion-

ists who put all our faith and love under the control of

the stomach, and make bad air the source of more evil

than bad hearts. But there is no doubt much truth in

what she says of the influence which such physical

facts have on onr minds. As the ventilation of houses

mainly depends upon women, we give our readers the

benefit of some of Mrs. Stowe's suggestions on this

subject:

"Little Jim, who, fresh from his afternoon's ramble

in the fields, last evening said his prayers dutifully, and

lay down to sleep in a most Christian frame, this morn-

ing sits up in bed with his hair bristling with cross-

ness, strikes at his nurse, and declares he wont say his

prayers—that he don't want to be good. The simple

difference is, that the child, having slept in a close box

of a room, his brain all night fed by poison, is in a mild

state of moral insanity. Delicate women remark that

it takes them till eleven or twelve o'clock to get up

their strength in the morning. Query—Do they sleep

with closed windows and doors, and with heavy bed-

curtains ?

" The houses built by our ancestors were better ven-

tilated in certain respects than modern ones, with all

their improvements. The great central chimney, with

its open fireplaces in the diflferent rooms, created a

constant current which carried off foul and vitiated air.

In these days, how common is it to provide rooms with

only a flue for a stove ! This flue is kept shut in sum-

mer, and in winter opened only to admit a close stove,

which bums away the vital portion of the air quite as

fiist as the occupants breathe it away. The sealing-up

of fireplaces and introduction of air-tight stoves may,

doubtless, be a saving of fuel : it saves, too, more than

that ; in thousands and thousands of cases it has saved

people from all further human wants, and put an end

forever to any needs short of the six feet of narrow

earth which are man's only inalienable property. In

other words, since the invention of air-tight stoves,

thousands have died of slow poison. It is a terrible

thing to reflect upon, that our Northern winters last

from November to May, six long months, in which

many families confine themselves to one room, of which

every window-crack has been carefully calked to make

it air-tight, where an air-tight stove keeps the atmos-

phere at a temperature between eighty and ninety, and

the inmates sitting there with all their winter clothes

on become enervated both by the heat and by the poi-

soned air, for which there is no escape but the occa-

sional opening of a door.

"The perfect house is one in which there is a con-

stant escape of every foul and vitiated particle of air

through one opening, while a constant supply of fresh

out-door air is admitted by another. In winter, this

out-door air must pass through some process by which
it is brought up to a temperate warmth.
" Take a single room, and suppose on one side a

current of out-door air which has been warmed by
passing through the air-chamber of a modern furnace.

Its temperature need not be above sixty-five—it answers

breathing jjurposes better at that. On the other side

of the room let there be an open wood or coal-fire.

One can not conceive the purposes of warmth and ven-

tilation more perfectly combined.
" "When we speak of fresh air, we insist on the full

rigor of the term. It must not be the air of a cellar,

heavily laden with the poisonous nitrogen of turnips

and cabbages, but good, fresh, out-door air from a cold

air pipe so placed as not to get the lower stratum near

the ground, where heavy damps and exhalations col-

lect, but high up in just the clearest and most elastic

region.

" The conclusion of the whole matter is, that, as all

of man's and woman's peace and comfort, all their

love, all their amiability, all their religion, have got to

come to them, while they live in this world, through

the medium of the brain—and as black, uncleansed

blood acts on the brain as a poison, and as no other

than black, uncleansed blood can be got by the lungs

out of impure air—the first object of a man who builds

a house is to secure a pure and healthy atmosphere

therein.

"Therefore, in alloting expenses, set this down as a

must-be: " Our house must have fresh ait-—everywhere,

at all times, winter and summer." Whether we have

stone facings or no—whether our parlor has cornices

or marble mantels or no—whether our doors are ma-

chine-made or hand-made. All our fixtures shall be of

the plainest and simplest, but we will have fresh air.

We will open our door with a latch and string, if we
can not afford lock and knob and fresh air too—but in

our house we will live cleanly and Christianly. We
will no more breathe the foul air rejected from a neigh-

bor's lungs than we will use a neig'hbor's tooth-brush

and hair-brush. Such is the first essential of ' our

house'—the first great element of human health and

happiness

—

Aib. '

'

I »

Plain Cokn Stakch PtrDDiNO.—Set upon the fire

one quart of milk ; take three tablespoonfuls of com
starch, and mix with a very little cold milk, with some

sugar, and a little lemon juice. Pour it to the boiling

milk, stirring briskly for two or three minutes. Pour

it into a mold and set to cool.

Sausages.—Sausages can be made by using mutton

instead of pork. Chop lean and fat mutton together

very fine, and season with sage, salt and pepper. Eat

with mustard, and they can not be distinguished from

the genuine pork sausages.

Cream Spunge Cake.—Beat (two eggs in a teacup,

fill the cup full with thick sweet cream, one cup of

white susfar, one of flour, one teaspoonful of cream-

tartar, half a one of soda, season with lemon, bake in a

long tin.
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In the July number of the Genesee Farmer we gave a

game of Words, which wo thought might interest our

young readers, and were pleased to receive the follow-

ing response the same month from a correspondent. A
jjress of other matter has crowded out our Youth's

Page for the past few months, but now we take pleasure

in giving to our young friends this game, and some ex-

tracts from that very interesting little monthly, Merry''

s

Museum, which we wish they all had to read for them-

selves.
ILLUSTRATED.

Adieu-
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THE GENESEE FAEMEE FOE 1865.

REDUCTION OF PRICE IN CLUBS.

We are desirous of extending the circulation of the

Genesee Faumer next year. Frona the Icind feelings

expressed in tlie numerous letters we have recently re-

Oeivcd, we think our friends are disposed to make an

earnest effort to increase our subscription list for the

next volume. In order to favor the movement as much

B8 possible, we have concluded to reduce the price of

tlie Genesee Farmer to eighty cents a year in clubs of

five and upwards.

Our terms for 1865 will be : Single copies Genesee

Farmer, S?l.00; 5 copies for §4.00, with a copy of the

ROEAL Annual and Horticultural Directory for

1865 to the person getting up the club; 10 copies for

$8.00, with an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural
Annual to the person who gets up the club.

Larger clubs at the same rate, or eighty cents a year.

The price of the Rural Annual will be as hitherto

—

twenty-live cents.

In clubs of five and upwards, the Rural Annual
and Genesee Farmer together will be furnished for

one dollar each.

These terms bear no proportion to the present high

priee of paper. We are induced to put down the price

of the Farmer and Rural Annual in hopes that all

our friends will use their influence to extend our sub-

Bcription list for the coming volume. Everything de-

pends on them. We have no paid agents. We rely

«itirely on the voluntary efforts of those true friends

bf agricultural and horticultural improvement who are

willing to use their influence to encourage the circula-

tion of agricultural journals. We can not afford to

Blre men to canvass for subscribers. What we wish is,

that those who take the Genesee Farmer would make

a special effbi-t at this time to introduce the Farmer

more extensively into their respective neighborhoods.

By so doing they will put us under renewed obligations,

and wc shall endeavor to make the Farmer more than

ever worthy of their good will and patronage.

Send for a Subserlptlon List.

Evert render of the Genesee Farmer is requested

to act as Agent in obtaining and forwarding the names

of subscribers. Those who are willing to do so, can

obtain subscription lists, showbills, &c., which may
aid them in getting subscribers. Those of our readers

who are willing to act as Agents for.the Farmer would

oblige UR by informing us of the fact. There are cer-

taialy few of our readers who can not get up a club of

Prciiilutii for Farmers' Wives and Sanglitters.

To any lady who will send us thirty-five snur-cribers

at one doHar each, or sixtj' subscribers at eighty cents

each, we will forward, free of charge, one of Dott'»
Washing Machines. This machine has been used to

our family for several months, and proves every way
excellent. Its retail price is $14.00.

Though we offer this Premium especially for th«

ladies, we shall have no objection to their taking a gei»-

tleman with them when they ride round to thetr

neighbors to show them a copy ijf the rwiper. He can

hold the horse while the lady goes into the house ! In

this way the thirty-five subscribers may be got in a,

few hours. We know a young man who rode round

among his neighbors last year and got twenty-six sub-

scribers to the Genesee Farmer in an afternoon. Let

us see how many ladies can get a Washing Machine.

We should like to distribute five hundred of these ea»

cellent machines among the ladies who take an interest

in the Genesee Farmer. The machine will be sen*

immediately on the receipt Of the club of subscribers.

The club need not be all at one post-oflice. In thifl-

case, as in all others, the papers will be sent to as many
post-ofllees as is desired.

TIic Rural Annual and Horticultural Direc
tory for 1865.

The Rural Annual and Horticultural Direo-

TORY Jor 1865 will be ready in a few days. We believe

it will be found in no way inferior to any prcvioaa

volume.

The price will be, as hitherto, twenty-five cents. It

will be sent 'prepaid by mail to any address on receipt

of price. Every reader of the Genesee Farmer should

have the Rural Annual and Horticultural Direo-

TORY for 1865. In clubs of five and upwards th«

Farmer and Rural Annual will be furnished at ou«

dollar for the two.

In all eases we prepay the postage on the RoraIi

Annual, so that subscribers will receive it fVee of

postage.

To Young Men.

Farmers' sons who wish to become good writers

should not overlook our offer to send a complete set of

the " Babbittonian Penmanship" to those who get up

a club of ten subscribers to the Genesee Farmer at

eighty cents each. Get up a club ; learn to become a

good penman; keep your fivther's books; and write

occasionally for the Genesee Farmer.

Just as we were going to press, we received a letter

from our old friend Dr. Daniel Lee, who for so many

years was editor of the Genesee Farmer. Dr. Lee

was appointed Professor of Agricultural Chemistry in

the Georgia University, and took up his residence at

the South. He is now in Washington. We shall pub-

lish his letter in the next number ol the Farmer. Hi»

old friends will be glad to hear Irom him.

The guano imported into Great Britain in 1863 cost

over twenty-six millions of dollars in our currency.
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Tlic Markets.

Since our last report, Gold, which was then 216, ;id-

VBUCod as high as 260, and carried up the price of all we

have to buy and sell. For the last week or ten days Gold

has fallen rapidly. It isuow(Nov.23)downto222. Tliere

IB quite a panic among the speculators. Many think it

•win be lower still, -while others chiim that there is now

OBiQ thousand millions of paper money in circulation,

wliile before the war one hundred and flfty millions was

ifll that was needed to carry on the business of the

ooBntry, and consequently as long as there is such a

redundancy of paper money Gold must command a very

IH^h premium.

There can be no doubt that we have double the

mnount of paper money that is needed to carry on the

l()gitimate business of the country. Whether it will be

poB.sible to reduce it without shaking our financial

eystem to its very foundation, is very doubtful. The

Government is aaxious to keep down the price of gold,

but at the same time it must have money to ca,rry on the

war. If it issues more paper money, gold will advance,

and all that Gos'ernment has to buy will advance also.

IfIt reduces the currency we should have a tight money

market, and this is unfavorable to the sale of Govern-

m(^it Bonds. It is scarcely possible for gold to remain

far any length of time below 200. It may tempomrily

go lower, but as long as the war lasts, and we spend

money at the rate of two or three millions a day, high

pi:ices must continue.

Hogs continue in active demand at advanced rates.

Corn-fed bring 123^c. ^ %., live weight, in New York,

$sxd 15'^c. dressed. In this city, dressed Hogs sell for

18c. to 14c. lu the country, 10)-^c. live weight is freely

paid.

Corn in Buffalo brings $1.80 ^ bush., and in Chicago

$1.40; in New York it Is quoted at $1.75 to SI. 85. These

prices indicate that there is little surplus Corn in the

West.

Potatoes proved a much larger crop than was antici-

pated. They are now relatively cheaper than any other

ferm produce. In New York, Peach-blows bring $3.25

(g$2.75, and Mercers $3@$3.50 ^ barrel.

Beans are a shade lower, selling in New York for

$1^ to $2.45, according to quality.

At the last New York Cattle Market, Beef Cattle ad-

duced fully half a cent a pound. There is still a great

difference in the price of inferior, medium and prime

G<ittle. The former sell for as low as 7c., the medium

for 15@16c., and the latter for 18c. '^ lb., dressed weight.

Sheep bring from 6e. to 9Xc. ^ fi>., live weight, ac-

OOi'ding to quality.

Milch Cows continue dull, but it is thought the

greatest depression has been reached, and that they

•will be higher. They are quoted at from $30 to $100.

Timothy Seed, $4.50@$5 f bush.; Clover, 20@21c. ^
R^ Flax Seed, $3.50@S3.60 f bush.

Turkeys, dressed, 17@l9c. ^ tt>.; live, 15@16c. Chick-

eaas, dressed, 16@18e.; live, lo@16c. Ducks, dressed,

16@21c.; live, 87c.@S1.13 ^ pair.

Butter is scarce and higher ; the range is from 38c. to

eOc, Cheese, 18@25c.

Importance of Good Farmlnc:.

At no time in the history of the country was good

agriculture so essential to our national prosperity as

now. All intelligeut farmers understand this, though

few realize how pressing is the necessity for a det^
mined and united effort to increase our agricultural

products. The last Census (1800) shows that even in

the loyal States our principal agricultural products dio

not keep pace with the increase in our population. We
do not raise as much to each person as we did in 1850.

This was before the war. Since then, the abstractien

of labor from agriculture must have seriously lessened

our crops, and should the war continue another year

the deficiency will be still greater. Even if we haf«

peace, a large army will be needed for some time, and
the demand for our products will still be nearly as g«jat

as now.

But we have an article on this subject in another col-

umn. All that we would say here is, that farmew
should not only individually make an effoit to rais«

larger crops, but should do all they can to induoe their

neighbors to increase their crops also.

Farmers' Clubs should be formed, where this subjieet

and others connected with an improved system of farm-

ing could be talked over. They will do much good. A
generous spirit of emulation will be awake«cd, which

will impart new life and energy to our operations, ife

may be considered a wild estimate, but we have bo
doubt that a good Farmers' Club, in almost any to-wii

that might be named, in five years would add one mil-

lion of dollars to the actual wealth of the town.

Those who hold " Town Bonds" should see to it fhiii

a Farmers' Club is established at once. If farmers wei>«

only sufllciently aroused to the importance of a better

system of agriculture, there need be no fears that vr^

shall not be able to meet all the obligations Avhich yf9

have incurred or are likely to be called upon to incpr,

even should the war be protracted for several years.

Next in importance to a Farmers' Club is a good

Farmers' Paper. We need both. In conclusion, w*
would say to every intelligent reader of the Gexeseb

Farmer : Form a Farmers' Club in your town at ouoo,

and also a Club for the Farmer.

Form Clubs—Form Clubs—Form Clubs

!

We would call the attention of all our readers to ib»

list on the last page of the liberal premiums offered to

those who form clubs for the Faemer and KuKAl

Annual for 1805.

We need not j^oint otit the advantages of forming

clubs. By BO doing each member of the club will De-

ceive the Farmer and a copy of the Rural Annua*

AND Horticultural DrRECXORr lor 1865 for the price

of the Farmer alone.

Let our friends form clubs at every postoffice wheM
the Farmer is now taken. We Lave put down the

price of the Farmer to the very lowest point at which

it can be published. We hope our readers will appre-

ciate this fact, and double our list for 1865. The post-

age on the Farmer in clubs is only four cents a yea*.

To single subscribers it is twelve cents a year.
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Notes on tlie Weather from October 15tl» to

November 16t]i, 1864.

The mean heat of the last half of October was 44 0°,

or one degree below the general average. As ,the first

half was 2.2° below, the mean of the month was 1.6°

below, or was 46.5°. We had frost on the 18th, 20th,

22d, and hardest frost on the 26th. At the beginning

of the rain on the 28th, the barometer had fallen from

29.56 inches on the 26th to 28.78 inches on the noon of

the 28th, when the mercury began to rise, and stood at

29.46 inches on the night of the SOth. The rain con-

tinued, and in three days there fell 3.42 inches of water.

In the whole nionth there fell 5.61 inches—a large

amount for the month, and much above the average.

The unpleasant weather continued to the end of the

month ; few clear times of observation ; much deep,

cloudy weather, and rainy days in succession. The

earth seemed to swallow the water as it fell, and the

Genesee rose less than was feared, though it was high.

Barometer below the average for the month.

November began cold, and has continued cool

through this first half. The warmest noon 68°, and

warmest day, 64.7°, was the 9th. The coldest was 26°

in the last two mornings of this half; and the coldest

day was 30°, on the 14th. The mean heat was 39.5°, or

1.7° below the general average. We had another large

rain on the 4th and 5th, 1.05 inches, and quite a rain,

on the 8th and 9th, of 0.77 inch. Some snow on the

12th and 13th, and on the night of the 14th and morn-

ing of the 15th about 2}4 inches deep, which melted

very little, but yielded 0.31 inches water. This snow

was a good protection from cold to the abundance of

potatoes yet undug.

We had high wind from the southwest on the 10th,

and some on the 11th, and a severe gale .has prevailed

on the lakes— Michigan, Huron, Erie and Ontario—

from the 10th to the 12th, and vessels have been in-

jured or lost on each of them. Rain or snow has

fallen on ten of these fifteen days ; cloudy days and raw

wind ; unpleasant. Harvesting of potatoes impossible

in many fields. Hopes for the Indian summer have not

quite deserted the land.

The barometer fell from 29.54 inches on the 3d to

28.48 inches on the noon of the 4th ; then rose rapidly

to 29.26 on the noon of the 5th. The rain was ftom the

Boutheast, here. The barometer still ranges below the

average. Water in the half month, 2.13 inches.

A Soldier in the Union Army at Atlanta, Ga., sends

for the Genesee Farjier, and asks us, " Which is the

best and most practical work on Agricultural Chemis-

try ?" The last accounts from Sherman would indicate

that our correspondent is not likely to have much

leisure to study chemistry the coming winter, but it

is cheering to us to know that the thoughts of our

farmers' sons in the army are sometimes turned to the

study of agricultural Bcience. If our correspondent

has mastered the general principles of agricultural

chemistry, " Boussingault's Rural Economy" will prove

as useful to him as any work we are acquainted with.

It 13 at once scientific, practical and reliable.

liast Words.

This number of the Farmer is the last of the volume

for 1864. But as one closes another opens. The first

number of the Now Volume will be issued earlier than

usual, so that we can fill all orders as soon as they are

received.

We should be particularly obliged if our agents and

other friends would send in their 'subscriptions as early

as possible. It is a great advantage to us. Could we
aiford it, we would offer a premium to every old sub-

scriber who renewed his subscription before the 15th

of December.

Our Mailing Books are ready for the new names.

The old ones we have retained- We do not wish to

strike a single name from our list. It will not be our

fault if a black line is drawn through any of them.

But as we adhere strictly to the cash in advance system,

we can not send the January number until it is ordered.

When we are mailing the first number of the New
Volume we trust, kind reader, that after your name we
shaU find written—" Paid for 1865."

liearnlng to Write TV^Itliout a Teacber.

Messrs. Babbitt & Wilt, of the Miami Commer-

cial College at Dayton, Ohio, have adopted a system by

which persons can learn to write without a teacher.

They send one hundred copies, on self-explaining car<ir

board copy slips for $1.50. We have examined the

system, and think it well designed to accomplish tbe

object.

We have made arrangements for procuring complete

sets of these copies, with everything complete, and

propose to send one of them to any young man who

wiU, get ten subscribers to the Genesee Farmer at onr

lowest club rates of eighty cents each. Those who
wish this valuable premium, wUl please mention the

fact when sending in the club.

Tlie Genesee Farmer In Canada*

As long as the present premium on gold continues,

the price of the Genesee Farmer to Canadian sub-

scribers will be : Single subscribers, fifty cents a year;

in clubs of five or upwards, forty cents a year.

Our premiums to those who form clubs wUl be tbe

same as to those in the United States.

K American money is sent, our terms wUl be : Single

subscribers, $1.00 a year ; in clubs of five and upwards,

eighty cents a year.

We shall, in either case, prepay the American post-

age without extra charge.

Kidder's Bee Hive.

In our account of the New York State Fair we

omitted to notice the bee-hive of K. P. Kidder, of

Burlington, Vt. Mr. K. was on hand as usual, exhibit-

ing his hive and a new hand-loom, and attracting much

attention from his power over bees. He publishes a

little pamphlet called the "Secrets of Bee-keeping,"

which any of our readers can obtain by sending fifteen

cents in a letter addressed as above.
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Inquiries and Answers.

Bktsq a subscriber to the FAR>rER, I take the liberty

to intrude a little upon your time and iiatieuce, and
hope you -will excuse rac for so doing. In the first

place, I propose to build a farm house for myself next

summer, and am in want of a suitable plan to work
from. I waut one that will be convenient for the wife

to manage without the aid of much hired help, and
therefore need some advice, and apply to you for it.

It is simply this : Some time since I saw a book adver-

tised which treated of farm buildings by a man named
Allen. I think said book gave plans, specifleatious,

&c. If you can inform me where I can get a work of

that kind I should be very much obliged, (a)

Also, I want a little information about barometers.

Are they of any use to the farmer? ' If so, I wish to

know which, among the many, is the best kind for

practical purposes, &c., and where they are to be ob-

tained, (b)

Again, about the White "Willow for hedges. Do you
know whether it makes a substantial fence, or is it a

eatch-penny ? If it makes a good fence, how long time
is required to grow it, &c. ? (c)

Any information on the above matters will be thank-
fully received.

—

Chesteb Randall, Missfield, Lenawee
amniy, Mich.

(a) Tou can get Allen's work on Rural Architecture

by addressing William Wood & Co., No. 61 Walker

Btreet, New York. As the subject is one of general in-

terest, we should be glad if some of our readers would

give their views of the matter.

(&) Barometers will show the density of the atmos-

phere correctly. This is all that they will do. When
the atmosphere becomes drier and heavier the quick-

silver in the barometer rises, and as the atmosphere be-

comes moister and lighter the barometer falls. How
far these changes in the atmosphere can be relied upon

to indicate a change in the weather is the real question

which determines the value of the barometer. There

is no absolute certainty on this point. All that can be

said is, that, as a general rule, the barometer rises pre-

vious to dry weather and falls previous to rain. We
think barometers are very useful on a farm. No farmer

who has been accustomed to one will be without it.

(c) We think the White Willow will prove useful as

a wind-break in exposed situations ; but there is some

uncertainty as to its value as a plant for fencing pur-

IX)sefl.

I wOtTLD like your opinion as to what kind of a live

fence is the best to plant on the west side of a young
orchard, to act as a wind breaker. The Hawthorn
won't answer; the grubs kill it, and they get in the
Locust some too. Please answer through the Fanner.
—J. A., Yates County, N. T.

If you want a fence as well as a wind-break, it is not

easy to answer your question. What is the best plant

for a live fence is still a matter of doubt. The Osage

Orange has some advantages, but in this section it is

apt to winter kill, and at the best requires considerable

labor to trim it and keep it in order. If, however, you

have tried the Hawthorn and Locust, we know of noth-

ing better than the Osage Orange. For a screen alone,

the American Arbor Vitas is excellent. It grows rapidly,

and being an evergreen, makes a perfect screen—better

even than a tight board fence. The Norway Spruce

also makes a good screen.

Will some of the correspondents of the Farmer be
bind enough to tell what is good for this case : I have
a pair of white Muscovy ducks in apparently excellent

health, but with an unaccountable weakness of the
legs—totally unable to stand at all, and yet they eat
well and seem well. They are this spring's hatching.

—

Renfrew, Pembroke, C. W.
» ««»» »

Mr. George H. Corrt, of CorryviUe, Erie county,

Penn., appreciates the Genesee Farmer. Under date

of November 6 he writes : "Enclosed please find one
dollar for my subscription for 1805. I would not be

without the paper for five dollars a year, as I get

enough information out of every number to more than

repay me the expense." Such words of encouragement

are particularly gratifying. As yet we have not had a

single complaint in regard to the slight advance in the

price of the .Farmer. We shall be sorry to miss a

single name from our list of subscribers in 18G5. We
have endeavored to furnish a good paper for the past

year, but propose to make a much better one for 1805.

We hope all our friends will subscribe early.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
A FEW short advertisements of interest to farmers—and only

such—will be inserted m the Gejtesee Fakmeb at twenty-five

cents a line, or $2.50 per square, or $25 per column, each insertion,

payable in advance.

S. M. PETTENGIIili & CO.,
No. 3T Park Eow, New York, and 6 State street, Boston, are our

Agents for the Genesee Farmer in those cities, and are author-

ized to take advertisements and subscriptions for us at our

lowest rates.

THE GENESEE FARMER:
A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF ACxRICULTCKE AND HOKTICULTUKE.

Published at Rochester, N. Y., by

JOSEPH HARRIS.

Terms—Invaeiably ln Advance—One Dollar a year.

FOR SALE—JENNY COLTS and pure bred EAT TEE-
EIER PUPS—Black and Tan.

declt* J. A. CAEPENTEE, Cobden, HI.

(3>(D MADE FROM 20 CENTS !—Call and examine,

fJ)^or ten s.amples sent free by mail for 20 cents. Eetailsfor $2
by E. L. WOLCOTT, 170 Chatham Square, N. Y. my'64-ly

(1t>/-T/^ A MONTH !—I want Agents everywhere, at $70 a

rh I vJ month, expenses paid, to sell Fifteen Articles, the

best selling ever offered. Full particulars free
T. GAEEY, Biddeford, Maine.

Address, OTIS
dec8t

STRAW^BERRY AND LAWTON BLACK-
BEREY PLANTS—For sale on two years credit without

interest by EDMUND M0ERI8.
Burlington, N. J., October, 1864. nov2t*

CRANBERRY PLANTS—Of the Bell, Cherry and
Bugle varieties. Send for Circular giving mode of culture,

price, &e. Also, manufacturer of Grafting Wax and
Tree Varnlsli for cuts and bruises on trees. A sure protec-

tion from Weather, and will heal sound wood. The Wax is also

valuable for sealing Fruit Bottles. For sale by
octet F. TEOWBEIDGE, Milford, Conn.

THE CELEBRATED CRAIG
MICEOSCOPE. — Combining Instruction with
Amusement, is mailed, prepaid, for $2.50 ; or with
6 beautUul Mounted Objects for $3.25; with 24
Objects, $5.50, by HENEY CEAIG,

ISO Centre street, New York.
Also, ho •nill mail, prepaid, the Novelty Magnify-

ing Glass, for examining Living Insects, Seeds,
Flowers, &c., [for $1.50; or with 12 beautiful

Mounted Objects for $3. je'63tf

THE BOWEN MICROSCOPE !

AGNIFYINQ 500 TIMES—Mailed eveeywiteee fob
iYJL 50 Cents. Three for $1. Address

oct3t* F. H. BOWEN, Box 220, Boston, Mass.
M'

A 40-ACRE FARM IN MICHIGAN.
FOETY ACRES OF WOOD-LAND—Heavily tiinbered, near

Wyandotte, a few miles from Detroit, Mich. Will be sold

cheap. JOSEPH HAKEIS, Kochester, N. Y.
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BULLARD'S IMPROVED

I»A.TE1VT H^TiT TE013ER,,
Or MacMae for Spreading and Turning Hay.

rTAHE subscriber having purchased the exclusive risht for man-

X ufaotui-ing and selling (tor the State of New York)

Bullard's Improved Hay Tedder,
B(Jw proposes to furnish the Farmers to the extent of his ability,

which must necessarily be limited the coming year, owing to the

difficulty of obtaining good anil competent mechanics.

Those" who desire to avail themselves of one of these great la-

bor-saving machines will please send in their orders early to be

recorded in turn. " First come, first served." Address
SIL.\S C. IIEEKING, New York.

N. B.—Pamphlets and Circulars will be sent by mail to those

who request them.
D. K. BAETON, Rochester, N. Y., Agent ap'61-ly

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

ROCHESTER CENTRAL NURSERIES.

SEND FOR A CATALOGUE
ANI>

SPECIAL. TEISMS OF SAL.E,
AND

OEDEK TOUK TEEES DIEEOT.
Address C. W. SEELYE,

aptf Rochester Central Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

WINE r»LA.lVTS
FOR MAKING THB

TURKISH RHUBARB WINE.
HAVING grown this plant extensively, and having direct

business communications with importers, I am prepared

to furnish the roots in such qudntities aa may suit purchasers.

Also, the WINE.
Agents wanted. Address. H. B. BAIMY,
octSt Andover, Ct.

AMMONIATED PACIFIC GUANO.

A REAL GUANO, containins from seventy to eighty per cent,

of Phosphate of Lime, to which has been .added by a

oliemieal process a liu^e percentage of Ammonia, so fixed that it

oan not evaporate, making it equal, if not superior, to any other

fertili/er.

Price, $80pernetttun. A liberal discount to the trade.

gW Pamphlets, with copies of analysis by Dr. Jackson, Mass-
achusetts State Assayer, auil Dr. Liebig, of Baltimore, and testi-

monials from Scientijic Agriculturists, showing its value, can be

obtfiined from J. O. BAKKU A; CO., Selling Agents,

octet 131 Pearl street^ New. York.

TO FARMERS!
BRADLEY'S TOBACCO FERTILIZER, AND BRADLEY'S

X L Superphosphate of Lime, are for sale at wholesale and
retail by the Manufacturer. WM. L BRADLEY:

Sab'S Office 24 Broad street. Boston.
(^~ Pamphlets containing testimonials in favor of his To-

tocco Fertilizer, Bradley's X. L Manual on the Culture andCurlnL'

of Tobacco, with Illustrations, can be had by addressinc the un-

4j9r8igned. WM. L. BRADLEY.
|2Sf~ Highest Cash prices paid for Bones. my

J. B. LAWES'
ARTIFICIAL

Factories, 1 | London Officb,
Deptfoed and Baukino Creeks, y < No. 1 Adelaide Pljicb,

England.
) ( London Bridge, E. G.

THE undersigned, having deen appointed Sole Agent in the
United States for the sale of the celebrated and well-tested

(through all Europe and the East Indies) .\rtificial Manures, man-
ufactured by J. B. LAWES, Esq., of Rothamsted, St. Albamj,
Eng., whose works are the LARUKaT and Oldest of the kind ijl

the world, now takes much pleasure in informing the Public that
he is prepared to introduce them in this country in all theii dif-
ferent branches, viz., for the production of

WHEAT,
CORN,

GRASS, and
VEGETABLES of all kinds.

^W Farmers and Agriculturists from all parts of the countfy
will be supplied on the most liberal terms, and all orders and in-
quiries promptly attended to.

RUFUS ir. liEAVITT, Agent,
novtf 118 Wall Street, New Yobk.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST FARMING
LANDS IN THE WHOLE WEST, ARE THOSE OF

NORTHERN MISSOURL
"T3EBELS are moving away, and are soiling for whatever tbejr

JTV can get. An extensive immigration from the Northern
States and from Europe already begun, will soon occupy ths^t

part of the State and develop its immense natural wealth. ITies

and full information given on application to

n<.f'64-ly ELI THAYER, 1 Park Place, New York.

FRANCIS BRILL,

lViirseryma.li «fc Seed. GrroTvei?»

NEWARK, N. J.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS A SPECIALITT.

pW Fruit Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Garden Seeds, &c. Cata-
logues on application. septf

SHORTHORNS FOR SALE.

THE BITLL HOTSPUR 4080 A. H. B. bv Duke of G\rmt<^
(ll.:W2) dam Daphne (imported) by Harold (10,299), rich

roan, calved May 15, 1S60. Also, three YEARLING BULLS
and five BULL CALVES, mostly by Hotspur, and a few
HEIFERS.
15^" Catalogues sent on application,

aptf T. L. HARISON, Morley, St. Lawrence co., N. Y.

STAMMERINa*
STAMMERING—Cured by Bates Appliances. For I>

scriptive Paiuphlet, &c., address
H. C. L. MEAR3 & CO.,

octet 27T W. 23d street. New York.

Y^ REEN'S P.VTENT ROOFINCJ—Consists of a stout

\jr C^ariva.s, impre^'nated with a Water-Proof and Fire-Proof
Compound, coverid on both sides with a stout fabric made water
proof bv a solution of INDIA RUBBER, and hardened by •

coatingof PATENT .METALIC PAINT.
It is both WATER-PliOOF and FIRE-PROOF.
It rolls up and unrolls like a piece of thin oil-ftloth.

It makes the best and most durable READY ROOFING ewer
introduced.

It is designed for Dwelling-houses, Barns, Sheds, Steamboat*
and Railway-cars.

It can be Laid down by any sensible workman.
It is CHEAPER than any known Roofing of equal durabilltji

nov2t HENRY SMITH, 129 Pearl St., New York.

White or Hedge Willow for Sale.

GUTTINGS of this superior live fence jilant, of suitable

length, at $1 per 100 or .-fo per IDOO. Warrant,d true Sami
ALBA. mh D. S. HEFFBON, Utica, N. Y.

TILE MACHINE.
THE BEST MACHINE IN AMERICA. Send for a Circular

containing description, A. La Tt)l'RETTE,
nov'63-ly Waterloo, N. ¥.
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E
Perry's American Horse Power.—A Great

Labor Savino Machine, and onk of tub Most Yai.uaiu.e In-

tentions OP THE Age.—First Pekmiums were awardod It by tl-.o

the N. Y. State Afrricultural Society at the State Fairs of 186:3

anil lSfl4. aud by tlie Micliisran State Agricultural Society at the

State Fair of 1804 —Manufactured by E. Remington & Sons.

iUon Agricultural Works, llion, Ilerlcimer county, N. Y.

WHY THE NEW IS MUCH SUPERIOR TO THE OLD
POWERS.

Ist. It occupies much less room for storage, when not In use.

Sd. It is less heavy and cumbersome—more portable.

83. Can be snugly packed on a common one-horse wagon—and

BQt a heavy load for one horse to draw.

4th. Anv part can be readily lifted, and loaded, by two men.

f 5th. Not at all Uable, Uke other Powers, to be racked or injured

6th. Is very quickly and easily set up for work.

7lh. No Joints loosened by setting up and taking down, no mat-

ter how often done.

8th. Will cost less for Oil, Lard, or Tallow, to run it.

9th. Will cost less for rtgairs, on account of natural wear; and

will last longer.

10th. Not nearly so liable to serious breakage from greater

sudden strains.

11th. Home blacksmithing or carpentry will suffice for almoBt

any carelessness.

l'2th. No danger of long suspensions of work on account of

breakdowns.

18th. Has no bridge, rod, belt, or any other part of the machine

for the horses to step over every turn, like all other field Sw«ep

Powers—a great advantage.

Uth. Win do double (he tcork of other Sweep Pmcera wtth

the same te<t7n.

15th. Will do more work with the same team than any T¥6a&

Foicer, and is much more safe and pleasant for the horses.

16th. Is the lowest priced of any Power in the market, capable

of doing, either, an equal variety, or an equal amount, of work.

Mr. Wm. D. Scuekmbrhobn, of Deerfield, Oneida county, N.

Y., savs '•

' •' Janvart IBth, 1864

Tpnr Horse Power pleases me mnch. I can saw, in the sam*

time with it, more wood with one horse than I could with tMte,

usin"- any other Power I have ever owned or tried. With rather

a small liorse I can saw from twenty to twenty-five cords per day

with a drag saw. Expecting much from the Power, yet my es-

pectations'were not over half what I have realized, especially

when I commenced using a circular saw, and found how fast and

I how easily I could saw, using only two small horses. 1 believe

this new" Power will and ought to come into general use for

threshing and other purposes.

Mr. John Hook, jr., of Bridgewater, Oneida county, writes as

follows, under date of August 30th, 1863

:

"I have been threshing with the Power I bought of yon. It

works splendidlv. I can thresh and clean 400 bushels of oats per

dav with two horses, and do it with ease. Old thresliers who

have been here to see it work, say that I can do more with two

horses than they can with five, on the old Powers."

Some improvements, in the way of a heavier and a hardened

chain, and in the mode of running the chain, and some other

changes in the Jack, have since been made by the inventor, in

order to still further simplify and to render the Power practically

perfect.

UNPRECEDENTED WITH A CIRCULAR SAW.

This is to certify that during the middle of one of the warmes^

if not the warmest day of last August, with no wind stu-ring, and

in a place peculiarly exposed to the hottest rays of the sun, ow«

hork with Mr. Perry's Horse Power, sawed lor me with a C^y-

cular Saw a full measured Cord of large, very dry,_and very hard

Maple wood, every stick twice through, in J'^ftjovrie^nrmn-

w<6«, as timed by two watches.
,. . r.u V i^ -i^U' ^

Pastor of the Baptist Chm-ch, Newport.

Newport, February 8th, 1864.

A CORD IN EIGHT MINUTES WITH A DRAG SAW.

At a Public Trial in Newport, a cord of hard wood was saWed

in ei-ht minutes, and 8 cords and 5^ feet in thirty-two minutes

iciihease, by only one horse, Including the time occupied m
placin<^ tw-o additional logs on tho log-way, and the binding of the

same after sawing each block, and all stops, as timed by many

watches and measured by a number of men. A more detailed

statement of this extraordinary performance, signed by twenty-

three prominent citizens of Newport and vicinity wUl be furmsb-

ed to all who desire it.

ppjcES.

Increased or decreased cost of material and labor In the future

will probably cause a corresponding change In the prices given

below. At present the price for

No. 1 is fixed at ?200

No. 2 is fixed at ^ "*

Brag Saw Attachment
^^

Drag Saw(filed) ^"
Log ^vay .^;'.:; t«
Circular Saw (24 inch) wltli Table 63

a a a ^vitliout Table. ... 19

Catalogues containing a full description of tho machine wUl be

sent to any address on application^

^^tn^^ro^ & SONS.

IUon, Herkimer co., N. Y.
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THE GENESEE FARMER FOR 1865.

TERMS, PREMIUM LIST, &c.
.0^-^

REDUCTION OF PRICE IN CLUBS!

The price of the Genesee Farmek for 1S65 will be : To sijogle

subscribers, one dollar; in clubs of five and upwards, eighty

cents each.

PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS! PREMIUMS!
1 . To every person sending us/i'e subscribers at our lowest

dub rates of eighty cents each, .we will send, prepaid by mail, a

a copy of the Rural Annual and Sorticultwral Directory for

18^- 25 cents.
2. To every person sending ns ten subscribers at our lowest

club rates of eighty cents each, we will send one copy of the

Genesee Farmer for 1S65, free, and also a copy of the Rural
Annual and Horticultural Directory for 1865. $ 1 ,00.
3. Te every person sending us/yi(^en. subscribers at our lowest

club rates of eighty cents each, we will send a free copy of the

Farmer and Rural Anmtal for 1865, and also a copy of Miner's

Domestic Poultry Book, prepaid by mail. $1.50.
4. To every person sending us twenty subscribers at eighty

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Far77ier and Rural
Amiital, and also a copy oi Emerson & Flint's Manual of Agri-
culture (a most excellent work); or, if preferred, a copy of

Rodgers'' Scientijia Agriculture. $1.75.
5. To every person sending us twenty-five subscribers at

eighty cents each, we will send an extra copy of fiie Farmer &nd
Rural Annual, and also a copy of Everybody's Latcyer, or the
Horse and his Diseases. $2.50.
6. To every person sending us thirty subscribers at eighty

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural
Annual, and also a complete set of the Rural Annual and
Horticultural Directory for lS56-7-S-9-'60-'61-'62-'63 and 'Co-
nine volumes. $3 25
7. To every person sending us forty subscribers at eighty

cents each, we will send a complete set of the Genesee Farmer
for the years 1860-'61-'62-'63 and '64, handsomely bound, with
complete index, title page, &c. ; and also a complete set of the
Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for the years
1856-7-8-9-'60-'6a-'62 and '63, handsomely bound in two v'ol-

'i'"«s. §7.50.
8. To every person sending us sixty subscribers at eighty

cents each, we will send an extra copy of the Farmer and Rural
Annual, and also one of Doty'a Celebrated Washing Machines,
the best with which we are acquainted. It will be sent by ex-
press fi-ee of charge. This is a premium offered especially for

the benefit of farmers' wives and daughters. A more useful
present can notbe found. $15.00
A Twenty-flve Cent Premium to every Sub-

scriber.
In clubs of five and upwards, the Genesee Farmer for 1865, and

he Rural Annual and Horticultural Directory for lS65,'win
« sent together for one dollar.

The premiums offered above will also be sent to those forming
,uubs of the Farmer and Rural Annual together.
The postage on the Genesee Farmer to single subscribers is

velve cents a year. Being a monthly journal, however, the
ostofflce Department allows it to be sent in packages to one ad-
•ess at the rate of four cents a year. This is another induce-
ent to form clubs.

Money may be sent by mail at the risk of the publisher. If
e papers do not come by return mail, write again, so that if the
oney is lost the matter may be investigated at once. Addi-ess

JOSEPH HARRIS,
i .iblisher and Proprietor Genesee Farmer and Rural Annual,
December 1, 1864. Kochesteb, N. T.

Eabbittonlan Penmanship.
rpniS SCIENTIFIC and SELF-TEACHING system, which is
a, bemg ordered by the thousand and sent to every part of the
Union, consists of nearly one hundred copies on self-explainina
card-board copy slips, and will guide the learner to an ele-antcommand of the pen without schools or teachers. Terms post-
paid to all parts of the Union, $ 1.50. Terms to Teachers and
L/lergymen, §1,
"The Babbittonian sysfem of Penmanship is splendid."—^ HMyers, jSpencerian J'enman.
Iritis chaste and beautiful."—^''^c TorJc Evangelist.
Ihe most scientific and beautiful of systems. An editor of

''/^i???,*
journal has culled it magnificent, and worth $5 instead

ol %\.U): —Journal and Messenger.
" Babbittonian Penmanship is far in advance of all other sv9-

tems. 1st. It IS more scientific. 2d. It gives a more complete
elementary discipline. 3d. It is more beautiful. 4th. It is more
practical. —R. M. Roggs. formerly Spmcerlan Penman.

Admirably adapted to the end in view."—A". Y. Obserrer.
The system is unequaled for use of schools as well as private

learners, great reduction being made. Splendid terms offered.to Agents. A fine

G01.B MEUAIi
offered to the best Babbittonian Penman, and another for the bestimprovement from Babbittonian copies.

«.'^«1"ii?''.^''"^"'''^'''
''' forward money for Penmanship toBABBITT & WILT, Principals oi Miami Commercial

College, Dayton, Ohio. dec"64tf

'115; 33 Of.,

per quart,

Pear Seed—Pear Seed.

J. M. THOMBUKIV & C©.,
15 Joliji §treet, Ne\^ Tork,

OFFEE OP GKOWTH OP 1864:

Pear Seed ^ 100 K
Apple Seed ^i bushel,
Quince Seed

, ^
Strawberry Seed 8 varieties,' each. '§ oz''
Black Mazzard Cherry Pits ^ bushel $12 ;

per quart
Mahalcb Cherry Pits ^ ft
P'l™ Pits ^ bushel,' $5;' '^^

quart*
Peach Pits ^ bushel, $2; ^ quart,

ALSO,
Buckthorn Seed f ft., $1.00
|l™Seed ^a, 3 00
Norway Maple Seed S ft. 1 50
American Arbor Vitite Seed '.'...^ ft!' 8 00
Clematis Azurea Grandiflora, «&c., fine mixture. .

'.'.'..^ oz!' l!50
Viburnum Lantanoides ^ ft!' 4!o0
Magnolia Acuminata ^ jb.' 3!oo
Acer Pseudo-Platanus

! ! ! ! . ^ ft!' l!ao

J. M. TUOPvBUEN & CO., Seedsmen.
15 John-st., New York.

tW This year's Seeds of Norway Spruce, Scotch Fir, Aus-
trian and Cembrian Pine, Larch and Silver Spruce, &c., will be
ready the middle of December. declt

$4.00
50

8.00

8.00

60
1.50

40
10

50,000 Peach Trees for Sale.

PEACH PITTS.
PEACH PITTS gathered with care from the southern coitn-

ties of Maryland aud eastern shore of Virginia. These
Pitts are from the native stock, and are free from the diseases
that our northern trees are liable to, and for sale at the Seed
Store of C. B. liOGEES,
declt 138 Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

'' npHE HUMAN FACE DIVINE." A Kew System ofPhy^
1_ iognomy—Eyes, Ears, Nose, Lips, Mouth, Heail, Hair,

Hands, Feet, Skin, with all " Signs of Character," aiid How
to Read Them, giren in the
PHRENOLOGICAL JOUPvNAL and LIFE ILLUSTEATED

for 1865. S. R. WELLS, Editor. Portraits of Remarkable Men,
in every calling, illustrating different Phases of Human Ch.arac-
ter, the sane and the insane, the virtuous and the vicious

—

Physiognomy, Ethnology, Phrenology', Psychology, &q., in
each number. New Volume, 41st, for 1865. Monthly. Only $'J

a year. "Now is the time to subscribe." Sample numbers bv
first post, 20 cents. Please address Messrs. FOWLEE & WELLS,
3S9 Broadway, New York. dec4t

WANTEID.-^-Sewino Machine Agents I' Everywhere, to
introduce the new (S/(.a!P <fi Ckn'k Family Setcing Mn'

chine, the only low price machine in the country which is lice7is-

ed by G rover & Baker,' Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, Singer & Co.,
and Bachelder. Salery and expenses, or large commissions al-

lowed. All other Macliines now sold for less than forty dollars
each are infringements, and the seller and user liahle. 'illustra-
ted circulars sent free. Address, SHAW & CLARK, Biddeford,
Maine. decSt
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